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Birth control 
costs to soar
Legislation leads 
to increased 
price for students

College departments begin to ban Wikipedia as 
cited reference; SU leaves decision up to professors

By Matt Reilly
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

W
ith nothing more than a 
computer, Internet access 
and a cruel sense of humor, 
an Internet vandal edited 

the Wikipedia article of comedian 
Sinbad earlier this month, duping 
the world into thinking the actor had 
died. It took a while for the confusion 
to clear when Sinbad told the Associ-
ated Press:

“Saturday I rose from the dead and 
then died again.”

This is just another example of the 
issues being created by the online 
encyclopedia that anyone can edit: 
Wikipedia.

The Web site has seen rapid growth 
in recent years — there were 38 mil-
lion users in the United States in 
December — and it was cited too often 
in academic essays for the history 
department at Middlebury College, a 
small liberal arts school in Vermont. 

The department’s decision in late Feb-
ruary to ban the site as a cited source 
brought the criticism of the national 
news media, placing it at the center of 
a debate that has engulfed academia, 
journalism and legal studies.

Tufts University, the University 
of California, Los Angeles and the 
University of Pennsylvania have also 
adopted similar policies.

Syracuse University, however, 
does not have a policy regarding 
Wikipedia. No school, college nor 
individual department has a policy 
offi cially banning the site, said San-
dra Hurd, associate provost for aca-
demic affairs. Instead that decision is 
left up to the individual professor.

“That’s the kind of thing faculty 
would really handle in their own 
class,” she said.

One professor who has taken the 
initiative during the past three years 
to make sure his students don’t ref-
erence the site is history professor 

Chris Kyle.
“While Wikipedia is a tremen-

dously useful source, it is not a 
scholarly or critical source of infor-
mation,” he said. “The coverage is 
patchy, uneven.”

The issue with using Wikipedia is 
that unlike peer-reviewed scholarly 
journals and critically-edited news-
paper articles, there is not proper 
vetting, said Ian MacInnes, professor 
in the School of Information Studies. 
Vetting ensures that the article has 
been fact-checked and verifi ed.

“There is a danger in relying on 
Wikipedia,” he said. “You are going to 
have the potential to get information 
that isn’t reliable.”

Professor Scott Strickland, chair 
of the undergraduate history depart-
ment at the Maxwell School of Citi-
zenship and Public Affairs, agrees 
that students should proceed with 
caution before engaging Wikipedia 

WEB WATCH
Part 1 in a 3 part series
A look at how 3 of the Internet’s biggest contenders are changing for the future. Coming up: YouTube and Google.

Source problemof
the

By Lindsay Kenton
STAFF WRITER

College women who use birth control 
are feeling the crunch nationwide as 
its price increases, causing worry 
among health professionals that stu-
dents dependent on the pill will use 

less-effective 
contraception 
— or none at 
all.

This rising 
expense is the 

result of a complicated change in the 
Medicaid policy, which now exempts 
college heath centers from the drug 
companies’ former large discounts.

Students at Texas A&M Univer-
sity, who pay a $15-co-pay monthly 
for oral contraceptives, can expect 
that price to triple, according to a 
March 24 article from the Associ-
ated Press.

“The rural areas are getting hit 
pretty hard, especially when it’s 25 
miles to the nearest drug store, and 
it’s the only women’s health care 
available in the area,” said Connie 
Barker, head pharmacist at the Syra-
cuse University health center.

Though the legislation went into 
effect in January, SU students have 
not yet experienced the change.

“We order in advance, and there’s 
still a fairly good supply,” said Cathy 
McLaughlin, a nurse practitioner at 
the health center. “We can probably 
squeak through the rest of the semes-
ter without problems.”

At the health center, prices for 
birth control pills range from $28 
to $60 without insurance coverage, 
Barker said. New prices will be set 
when the fi scal year begins July 1. 
And SU will not be immune to the 
price increases.

“Unless college health services are 
brought into the group of exceptions, 
we are going to see a huge impact 
this fall semester,” McLaughlin said. 
“Prices creep up. That’s not our phar-
macy, that’s reality.”

The swelling prices come from a 
2005 defi cit-reduction bill focusing on 
Medicaid. Before the changes, phar-
maceutical companies could sell their 
products to health care providers at 
discounted rates, giving college-aged 
women motivation to be faithful to 

SEE BIRTH CONTROL PAGE 7
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Earthquake in Pacifi c 
causes tsunami, warnings
A magnitude 7.6 earthquake hit 
the coast of the Solomon Islands 
on Sunday. The quake caused a 
tsunami to hit the west coast of 
the islands, which are located 
northeast of Australia. Waves of 
the tsunami were reported to be 
several meters high. There were 
unconfi rmed reports to the Solo-
mon Islands National Disaster Man-
agement Offi ce that said two vil-
lages in the far west were fl ooded 
by the tsunami. The earthquake 
struck about six miles beneath the 
sea fl oor at 7:39 a.m. As a result of 
the tsunami, the Pacifi c Tsunami 
Warning Center ISSUED TSUNAMI 
WARNINGS FOR THE SOLOMON 
ISLANDS AND PAPUA NEW 
GUINEA. Lower-level “tsunami 
watches” for other places, includ-
ing most South Pacifi c countries 
were also issued by the warning 
center. 

Israeli prime minister 
urges for peace talks 
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert 
urges for peace talks 
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert 
urges for peace talks 
proposed a peace conference in 
the Middle Eastern region, after 
last week’s initiatives in Saudi Ara-
bia. Olmert said if there is a confer-
ence between countries, he and 
Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas 
WOULD ATTEND IF THEY WERE 
INVITED. The Saudi Arabian peace 
plan for the Middle East includes 
an Israeli withdrawal from all the 
Arab territories occupied since 
June 1967 and an acceptance of 
an independent Palestinian State. 
Another term includes all Arab 
states establishing “normal rela-
tions” with Israel. “I invite all the 
heads of the Arab states, including 
of course the Saudi king whom I 
consider a very important leader, to 
hold talks with us,” Olmert said.

Apple and EMI deal 
to be announced 
EMI (Electric and Musical Indus-
tries) Chief Executive Eric Nicoli, 
joined by Apple Chief Executive 
and co-founder Steve Jobs will hold 
a news conference today in London 
announcing “an exciting new digital 
offering.” The announcement raises 
speculation of THE ENTIRE CATA-
LOG OF BEATLES MUSIC BEING 
RELEASED ON THE INTERNET. 
EMI has been the distributor for 
Beatles music since the late 1960s. 
The announcement may also relate 
to an Apple and EMI deal involv-
ing the removal of restrictions that 
prevent unauthorized duplication 
of digital music. The event will 
also feature a “special live perfor-
mance.”

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
Noon  
The Opening Reception for ASIAN 
PACIFIC AMERICAN HERITAGE 
MONTH will highlight many events 
for the month and include a martial 
arts demonstration by Sharif Bey 
and students from the Syracuse 
Kung Fu School. Samrat Restaurant 
will cater the event.  

Schine Student Center | Free

C O R R E C T I O N S
The photo illustration that ran on 
the front page of the March 30th 
edition was incorrectly credited. 
The art was done by contributing 
photographer Jackie Poiner. The 
Daily Orange regrets this error.
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The tenure dilemma
Professors must decide between 
focusing on teaching or research in 
order to tenure.
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sites to target a younger crowd.
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In Andrew’s hands
Andrew Robinson is SU’s most 
experienced quarterback. Is he the 
starter? 
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Car-crazed country
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of owning a car in America.
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MEN’S LACROSSE

@ Colgate
WED.  APR. 11, 7 P.M.        WED., APR. 11, 3 P.M.       

SAT., APR. 7, 3 P.M.        
@ Princeton

@ Buffalo
SAT., APR.7, NOON       

@ Pittsburgh

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS

TRACK AND FIELD

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

TUES., APR. 10, 7 P.M.        
vs. Cornell Sam Howell Invitational

                 @ Princeton

SAT., APR. 7, TBA

   Our goal is to stir conversation on this    Our goal is to stir conversation on this 
campus, to get people THINKING and 
out of their comfort zone. out of their comfort zone. 
campus, to get people 
out of their comfort zone. 
campus, to get people 

Jonathan Han  
SPOKESMAN FOR THE “I AGREE WITH CRAIG” CAMPAIGNSPOKESMAN FOR THE “I AGREE WITH CRAIG” CAMPAIGN

ON THE MOTIVATIONS OF LAST WEEK’S CAMPAIGN
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hard pressed to believe one conservative hard pressed to believe one conservative 
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SPEAKER was brought to campus by 
the university and not the College Republi-the university and not the College Republi-

was brought to campus by 
the university and not the College Republi-

was brought to campus by 

cans.cans.
Paul Triosi

PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
ON BRINGING FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL JOHN ASHCROFT TO SU

  Over the past three years, we have filed   Over the past three years, we have filed 
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work users. Under this new initiative, we will 
about 1,000 lawsuits against university net-
work users. Under this new initiative, we will 
about 1,000 lawsuits against university net-

be seeing approximately that same number 
in just THREE months time.  months time.  

Jenni Engebretsen  
SPOKESWOMAN FOR THE RECORD INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA SPOKESWOMAN FOR THE RECORD INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

ON THE RIAA’S EFFORT TO DISCOURAGE ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES
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Students now more dependent on parents for fi nances; accumulate debt

Stem cell alternative to 
be researched on South
Facility likely to be built in SU 
research park left vacant for 17 years

By Max Nerenberg
STAFF WRITER

Finances are the most talked about 
subject between college students 
and their parents. And in case there 
is any doubt, a recent survey by 
the College Parents of America con-
fi rmed it.

But many wonder whether it is 
students or their parents who bear 
the brunt of expenses.

“Students have always relied 
on their parents,” said Colleen 
O’Connor Bench, director of the 
Syracuse University Parents Offi ce, 
“College students start off 17, 18, 19-
years-old. Of course they depend on 
their parents.”

Students are increasingly depen-
dent on their parents, said Christo-
pher Walsh, dean of fi nancial aid at 
Syracuse University. “Lets face it, 
this is the most over-involved genera-
tion ever,” Walsh said.

“We’re very fortunate that fami-
lies of kids who go to SU are willing 
to make great sacrifi ces to see their 
children get an education,” Bench 
said.

But a larger percentage of students 

are paying for part of their own edu-
cation and 60 percent graduate with 
debt, according to an article from 
familyeducation.com, a consumer 
group for students, parents and teach-
ers. 

One reason for the increase is the 
rising price of a college education, 
Walsh said. College is more expen-
sive for this generation in terms of 
tuition. 

“Over my fi ve-year tenure, fi nanc-

es have risen to one of the top issues, 
only behind health and safety, when 
families are looking for a college,” 
he said.  

With more technology, college 
students also have more things to 
spend money on, like laptops and cell 
phones, Walsh said.

“I can’t speak about students’ 
personal habits, but I do see their 
professional spending habits,” said 
Michael Rizzolo, comptroller for 

SU’s Student Association. As comp-
troller, Rizzolo reviews student 
groups’ budgets and often notices 
students do not know how to write a 
budget properly.

Many students he deals with 
are oblivious to proper fi nancial 
management, but Rizzolo said this 
stereotype has become a generaliza-
tion. Many students are responsible 
— like those in the Investment Club, 
where Rizzolo serves as portfolio 
manager.

“There are those kids who are 
heads and shoulders above even their 
parents and those who just reap the 
benefi ts of their parents’ fi scal con-
servatism,” Rizzolo said.

“College students start off 17, 18, 19-years-old. Of 
course they depend on their parents.”

Christopher Walsh
DEAN OF FINANCIAL AID AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

By Matthew Nojiri
STAFF WRITER

After years of continued planning 
and diffi culty, a $10 million umbilical 
cord blood bank will likely be the fi rst 
tenant of Syracuse University’s Park 
for Innovation and Research. 

New York state Senator John 
DeFrancisco, a Republican from 
Syracuse, is advocating the site for 
the state Department of Health’s Cord 
Blood Center with the hope that it will 
mobilize interest in SU’s research 
park, said Deanna Cohen, a represen-
tative for DeFrancisco.

“The research park looks like the 
most likely and logical location at 
this point,” Cohen said. “It would be 
a great opportunity for the university 
and hospitals to work together.”

Originally proposed in 1990, the 
research park is a 100-acre site located 
on South Campus designed to share 
technology among companies located 
at the park, SU and hospitals within 
the area.

Umbilical cord blood stem cells 
would be stored for research and medi-
cal use at the proposed Cord Blood 
center. The use of these stem cells could 
resolve a myriad of ethical issues that 
have always accompanied embryonic 
stem cell research, Cohen said.

“Obviously there is a moral debate 
about embryonic stem cell research,” 
she said. “Here is an opportunity 
to use medical waste — the umbili-
cal cord — for many of the same 

types of research that you would do 
with embryonic stem cells. It doesn’t 
have the same moral controversy sur-
rounding it.”

The New York Senate has com-
mitted $5 million to the fi rst phase 
of the Cord Blood project, which will 
consist of construction and design of 
the blood bank. Another $5 million 
will come from the State University 
of New York capital fund.  It is unclear 
when construction on the blood bank 
can begin, Cohen said.

The state legislature passed a bill 
to budget $600 million into stem cell 
research during the next six years 
on Saturday night, according to The 
Times Union, an Albany newspaper. 
The bill was a part of the legislature’s 
larger budget plan, which they raced 
to pass before the start of the fi scal 
year Sunday.

“The Cord Blood center would be 
benefi cial both medically and eco-
nomically for the central New York 
community,” Cohen said.

But there’s reason to remain cau-
tious. Peter Webber, director of auxil-
iary services at SU, has been involved 
with the research park project since 
its conception and has seen the chal-
lenges of creating a high-technology 
park in the Central New York area 
fi rsthand.

Webber cited weather and limited 
real estate opportunities because of 
higher taxes as two factors that have 

SEE CENTER PAGE 6
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Syracuse University’s Park for Syracuse University’s Park for 
Innovation and Research

tennis courtstennis courtstennis courtstennis courts

The New York State Depart-
ment of Health’s Cord Blood 
Center will most likely be 
built in the currently vacant 
Syracuse University Park for 
Innovation and Research, 
a 100-acre site located on 
South Campus. 
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This letter is a response to Mr. Williams’ 
article entitled “Copyright crackdown: Music 
industry targets college students with law-
suits to stop illegally downloaded music files.”

The RIAA thinks that it can will its 
problems away with the help of its lawyers. 
Unfortunately for them, this tactic is a public 
relations nightmare, one with little effect 
on file-sharing thus far. Since 2003, roughly 
18,000 people have been sued in total, includ-
ing a 7-year-old girl, dead people and people 
who do not even own computers!

At the same time, use of P2P programs has 
continued to grow, with a total of 15 million 
households using them to download music 
in 2006. The music industry claims that it 
is undertaking this campaign to protect the 
livelihood of its artists. However, this past 
December, the RIAA requested to a panel of 
copyright royalty judges that royalty

rates for artists on digital recordings be 
lowered, asking them to “restore the proper 
balance ... so that record companies can con-
tinue to create the sound recordings that drive 
revenues for music publishers.” With such 
hypocritical tripe, it is not surprising that CD 
sales are down almost 20 percent for 2007 so 
far. People are tired of paying $18 for CDs that 
only have two decent songs on them. Unless 
the RIAA offers a reasonable legitimate model 
(say, one that offers unlimited downloading 
for a monthly fee) then they will find them-
selves in the technological dustbin.

Thomas Auchterlonie
SOPHOMORE, UNDECIDED IN THE COLLEGE 

OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

RIAA can’t sue away its problems
I’ve spent four years at Syracuse University. 
That’s enough time to have seen all the big shots 
like Michael Moore, Cindy Sheehan, Ann Coulter 
and John Ashcroft come to campus and the reac-
tions they’ve provoked. I’ve patiently sat in on all 
of these talks and asked a few pointed questions, 
nothing too critical of the speaker, out of respect 
and tolerance. However, it is with beaming 
pride that I can say none of these people speak 
for me or the nation as a whole. What must be 
understood about extremists of all flavors is that 
they subscribe to an ideology without thought to 
the alternative. What the majority of people in 
any nation understand is real-life consequences 
of these abstract ideologies. The Patriot Act, as 
a brainchild of a Republican administration, 
cannot be construed as a conservative plot to 
undermine freedom of speech — it is the historic 
debate over freedom versus security and it’s 
only one approach to solving the problem. This 
sort of bias toward security isn’t new and it isn’t 
Republican — Franklin Delano Roosevelt, one 
of this nation’s greatest Democratic presidents, 
imprisoned Japanese civilians for the duration 
of World War II. It was wartime and the threat of 
Japanese collaboration against the United States 
appeared real. Although constitutionally a viola-
tion, Republicans didn’t create the sort of stink 
Democrats do now. This sort of behavior isn’t 
endemic to one political party — it’s the normal 
conundrum of power, not a clash of ideologies. 

So when you see conservatives attacking 
liberals, and the other way around, using talk-
ing points from Fox News or “The Daily Show” 
without really thinking about substantive issues, 
but rather allowing somebody else to think 
for you, you’ve wasted time, money and effort 
being enrolled in college. The world does not 
lie between the North and South Poles; it’s the 
middle that matters. 

 
Haris Shawl

SENIOR POLITICAL SCIENCE AND 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MAJOR

Kris Miller’s column added nothing of sub-
stance; all he did was stoop down to the level 
of the thoughtless liberal “ninnies” that he 
bashed in his column. I thought the topical 
issues between the two opposing ideologies 
were things like trade tariffs, individual 
freedom, income redistribution-welfare and 
universal health care. I guess not. Instead 
Kris Miller wasted 500 words using tired jokes 
at the expense of liberals. To his credit, he 
hit all of the prerequisites for a thoughtless 
column.

Michael Moore bash? Check. Implying 
that liberals get their news from “The Daily 
Show?” Check. Liberal professor stab? Check. 
Preaching that liberals should enlist? Check. 
Implying that liberals are gay? Check — I was 
surprised he went there, too. Calling all liber-
als failures? Check — harsh by even Coulter’s 
standards, perhaps.

Is this really the state of political dis-
course? That everything is just quips and 
barbs, and there’s no intellectual substance? 
Kris Miller couldn’t even mask his polarizing 
statements with some dry wit or with some 
tongue-in-cheek humor. It would’ve helped. 
Blanketing all liberal students as ignora-
muses and failures are self-aggrandizing 
statements that beg to ask the question: Who 
is really being the ignorant one, Kris?

Michael Gibbons
SENIOR TELEVISION, RADIO, AND FILM MAJOR

Focus on real issues, not insults

Political extremists ignore issuesEncourage civil religious debate
I just read the story on Mary O’Brien and 
noticed an error in the story on the birth of 
Otto. He was not born in 1995; that was the 
year that then-Chancellor Shaw made Otto 
the official mascot of Syracuse University. 
After trying for years to replace the retired 
Saltine Warrior, the Orange was actually 
born in 1982, and the name of Otto was given 
in 1990.  Between 1982 and 1990, the Orange 
— as he was known by the public — had a 
name that was only known by the brothers 
of Lambda Chi Alpha, who for over 40 years 
had portrayed SU’s mascot. The first costume 
was known as Clyde, the second, Woody. 
When the university opened up tryouts to the 
entire student population, a new costume was 
being made and a new name was needed. At a 
Universal Cheerleaders Association camp in 
Tennessee, the students who were chosen to 
suit up in the costume — known as the Orange 
Squad — picked a name, and before long, dur-
ing the 1990 football season, more and more 
people heard the cheerleaders were calling 
him Otto, and the name stuck. I should know, 
as I was Otto from 1990 to 1992 and was one of 
the students who gave him his current name!

Mitch Messinger
CLASS OF 1992, GRADUATE CLASS OF 1993

‘Otto the Orange’ coined in 1992
There is a disturbing phenomenon that has 
plagued this nation over recent decades 
known as Secular Fundamentalism. This is 
an extremist, uncompromising notion that 
people should shut up about religion (except to 
condemn it), but can talk loud and long about 
anything else. Like its religious counterpart, 
it is an ideology of closed-mindedness. 

As a strong liberal who is proud of the 
multicultural heritage of both this nation and 
campus (OK, some improvement necessary), 
I find this expectation of personal censorship 
an affront to the progressive values that define 
both Syracuse University and America. I 
refer, obviously, to people who have expressed 
offense at the Craig Jones T-shirts (as opposed 
to mere disagreement with the message). 
Whatever happened to the free exchange of 
ideas? Why is it OK that people display their 
political, cultural and especially sports 
affiliation, but somehow offensive that people 
display their religious views? Is it merely 
“I welcome all ideas, so long as I agree with 
them?” Such a notion is pervasive on college 
campuses, and seems to be present here at 
Syracuse University as well.

Craig Jones and friends do not want those 
who disagree with him to shut up. Rather, 
we welcome discussion and debate, which is 
the ideal of this university. I invite my fellow 
students to examine their prejudices, and 
to live up to the belief that SU should be as 
open-minded as possible, in spirit as well as in 
policy.

Sam Eschenbrenner
SENIOR POLITICAL SCIENCE AND HISTORY MAJOR

Letters Policy
To have a letter to the editor printed in The 
Daily Orange, please be sure to follow the 
following guidelines:

Limit your letter to 250 words; include your 
full name, year and major or year of gradu-
ation. If you are not affiliated with SU, send 
us your town of residence. Please include a 
phone number where you can be reached; 
this is only for our verification purposes and 
will not be printed. Remember that we will 
only print one letter from any individual in a 
30-day period.

Thanks in advance for following these guide-
lines. We’ll try our hardest to print what you 
send us, but just remember that The Daily 
Orange Corp. cannot guarantee that all let-
ters will be printed.

letters@dailyorange.com



W e would all like to think 
that sexual harassment 
and racial discrimina-

tion don’t have a place on campus. 
At the very least, we would like to 
think that all university employees, 
especially our professors, maintain 
mature and professional relation-
ships with their students.

But we’ve all heard the stories — 
stories about a professor that unabash-
edly throws around slurs or makes an 
intimate advance on a student during 
office hours. Some of us have been a 
part of these stories and don’t know 
what to do next. For a victim of harass-
ment, tension in the classroom can 
become almost unbearable, and visits 
during office hours are unthinkable. 
However, bringing the case to higher 
authorities can be time-consuming 
and potentially embarrassing.

I don’t believe these situations can 
ever be completely eliminated, but all 
members of the university can take 
steps to facilitate healthier student-
professor relationships. At least one 
professor, Laurence Thomas of the 
philosophy department, has a policy 
designed to do just that.

Thomas holds his office hours in a 
public space, Marshall Square Mall, 
to protect himself from false accusa-
tions of harassment and discrimina-
tion.

“Everyone is on equal footing,” 
he said. Thomas also said protecting 
himself is not the only benefit of hold-
ing his office hours in public.

Discussing academic matters with 
a student in an open and comfortable 
setting helps minimize the tense and 
formal atmosphere that can impede 
effective learning, teaching and 
advising, Thomas said.

“Learning isn’t about authority, 
it’s about respect,” he said.

I agree with Thomas’ philosophy. 
I only visit most of my professors in 
their small, stuffy offices when it’s 
required. The only ones I voluntarily 
visit are those with whom I already 
feel comfortable. If teachers held 
office hours in public spaces, I would 
be much more likely to stop by and at 
least say hi.

You might say, “Wait a minute! 
You can’t have a professional rela-
tionship in a casual setting. That’s 
just asking for trouble by blurring 
a line that should be well-defined.” 

But no lines are being blurred here. 
The same rules against harassment 
apply in public as in private. The only 
difference is that there are witnesses 
where people meet in public.

Of course, not all conversations 
are appropriate in public settings, 
and sometimes teachers and students 
need materials they only have access 
to if they meet in the professor’s 
office. When that’s not the case, pro-
fessors should hold their office hours 
in a public space on campus, whether 
that be Marshall Square Mall, the 
Schine Student Center, Bird Library, 
Hendricks Chapel or a similar place.

Administrators should encourage 
professors to move in this direction. 
Deans of different colleges could 
require professors to have office 
hours in public on a regular basis.

Students, you can do your part, 
too. Put pressure on professors by 
speaking out about instructors that 
have treated you inappropriately. 
Direct all complaints to the Office 
of Human Resources in the Skytop 
Office Building on South Campus. 
Write a report, and write a happier 
ending to your horror story.

Zac Cummings is a featured 
columnist for The Daily Orange 

whose columns appear on Mondays. 
E-mail him at zacummin@syr.edu.

Public meetings protect students, professors

E D I T O R I A L
by the daily orange 

editorial board

College students need 
affordable birth control

S C R I B B L E

Playing it safe in the sack just 
became a lot more expensive 
for college students (see page 1). 
Budget-reducing legislation is 
escalating the price of oral contra-
ceptives for women in college. This 
could pose serious problems if it 
discourages the use of birth con-
trol. Contraceptives must remain 
affordable on college campuses in 
order to ensure the financial and 
physical health of students who 
aren’t ready to be parents.

Before December, Medicaid 
gave rebates to drug companies 
so they could sell oral contracep-
tives to university health-care 
providers (i.e. SU health center) 
at reduced costs. College students 
received discounts on their birth 
control as a result. In December, 
a 2005 deficit-reducing bill went 
into effect and ended the rebate 
program, increasing the price 
companies charge for the medica-
tion. This increase was in turn 
passed on to students, and now 
they face the prospect of paying 
up to three times more for birth 
control, depending on their insur-
ance coverage and what university 
they attend.

Many university students will 
find a way to afford the higher 
prices, but that could keep them 
from purchasing other necessities. 
No one should be forced to choose 
between buying birth control 
or toothpaste, but the financial 
crunch of college might force 
women to do so. Birth control pills 
can already cost as much as $60 
dollars per month at the SU health 
center, so price increases will be 
harsh. Regardless of whether the 
rising prices make birth control 
unaffordable or whether they 
merely make women pinch pennies 
a little harder, it is never good to 
have to pay more for a necessity.

There are alternatives to pur-
chasing affordable birth control 
through college pharmacies. 
Organizations such as Planned 
Parenthood can sometimes 
distribute contraceptives for free, 
depending on the case. But these 
groups are working with limited 
resources and can’t always offer 
supplies in advance. If a woman 
acquiring her birth control from 
Planned Parenthood is going on a 

long trip, she might be out of luck. 
These organizations could also be 
in trouble if they are forced to meet 
skyrocketing demand because of 
cuts in the federal budget.

Condoms aren’t an adequate 
substitute for the pill. Out of every 
100 women whose partners use 
condoms, 15 will become pregnant 
within a year, but only eight out of 
every 100 women using oral con-
traceptives will become pregnant 
in that time, according to Planned 
Parenthood.

The accessibility of the con-
traceptives also poses a large 
problem. Although Planned 
Parenthood is close to Syracuse 
University’s campus, students at 
other colleges don’t have the luxu-
ry of a nearby alternative to their 
university pharmacy. Affordable 
birth control needs to be available 
within walking distance of every 
college. 

College students are going to 
have sex regardless of the avail-
ability of oral contraceptives, 
so the government should do its 
best to protect their interests and 
promote cheap birth control. It 
gives students the best chance 
to finish their education, rather 
than have their studies derailed 
by an unplanned pregnancy. The 
government should either resume 
offering the rebates that give stu-
dents lower birth control prices, or 
pursue another way to cut the cost 
of the medication.

Universities should also con-
sider covering at least part of the 
price increase. SU has enough oral 
contraceptives stockpiled to last 
the remainder of the semester, but 
prices will likely jump in the fall. 
Administrators should plan on 
subsidizing birth control in order 
to keep it affordable.

If the price of birth control 
remains high, more students will 
be parents, or fewer students will 
be able to pay for their needs. Nei-
ther circumstance builds a healthy 
campus environment. Either the 
government or universities must 
step up and meet the need for cheap 
birth control.

Z A C  C U M M I N G S
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SCANDALOUS
It was literally bogus.

While Wikipedia hires expert editors and administrators to boost the reliability of its con-
tent, one issue they weren’t prepared to deal with was its staff lying about their credentials.

Essjay, as the prominent editor and administrator was known, was interviewed by The 
New Yorker’s Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Stacy Schiff for an article published in July 
2006. While Essjay referred Schiff to his Wikipedia user page for background information, 
the user page said Essjay held doctoral degrees in theology and canon law as a tenured pro-
fessor at a private university.

He also alluded to working on Wikipedia while his students took quizzes. Schiff published 
the information in her article, but it was discovered in February that he actually held no 
such job and his resumé was completely fabricated.

Essjay’s real name was Ryan Jordan, and he was as a college dropout from Kentucky. 
Jordan resigned from his post at Wikipedia earlier this month at the urging of Jimmy Wales, 
Wikipedia co-founder.

—compiled by Matt Reilly,  asst. news editor

SOURCE: Wikipedia.org (verified by The New York Times)

for research.
Strickland said he would rather students 

“use online sources that can be verifi ed by print 
or archival sources elsewhere.”

In his courses, Strickland said he fi nds the 
site problematic and has considered making a 
fi rm policy for his students. It is also the case 
that Wikipedia seems to be involved in cases 
of academic dishonesty in his classes — more 
often than not.

Both professors of history, Kyle has a fi rm 
policy and Strickland does not. The difference 
can exist because SU’s history department has 
not even discussed banning Wikipedia and has 
no offi cial policy on the site’s use.

“SU’s history department is in support of 
an absolute defi nition of academic freedom,” 
Strickland said. Though he added he would be 
more pleased with a consistent policy regard-
ing Internet sources in general, the best policy 
would only let students use Web sites that could 
be verifi ed by other sources.

Kyle, on the other hand, said he would endorse 
a department-wide policy on Wikipedia but thinks 
all policies should be department specifi c — not 
encompassing an entire school or college.

Either way, Wikipedia, surprisingly, seems 
to support such policies throughout academia.

In an interview with “NBC Nightly News,” 
Jim Redmond, a Wikipedia administrator and 
editor, said the ban at Middlebury “is a great 
idea. Students shouldn’t even be tempted to use 
Wikipedia as an original source.”

And the site’s co-founder and chairman emer-
itus Jimmy Wales told The New York Times, 
“Basically, they are recommending exactly 
what we suggested — students shouldn’t be cit-
ing encyclopedias. I would hope they wouldn’t 
be citing Encyclopedia Britannica, either.”

“If they had put out a statement not to read 
Wikipedia at all, I would be laughing,” Wales 
said. “They might as well say don’t listen to rock 

’n’ roll, either.”
E-mails to Wikipedia requesting an inter-

view were not returned. 
For SU senior Brian Allen, it is surprising 

that schools even need to have a policy banning 
the source.

“You could also ban your brother and a slew 
of other sources,” said Allen, who uses Wiki-
pedia at least once every other day. And while 
he sometimes uses the site to check dates, he 
understands it is only valuable for background 
information.

“It’s a dumb, dumb thing to do,” said Allen, 
an English textual studies and political science 
major, of including Wikipedia in a citations 
page. “I never assume anything I’m reading 
there is absolutely true.”

Nevertheless, some students still fi nd Wikipe-
dia a necessity for doing research work. Facebook 
groups have sprung up in college communities 
nationwide with names ranging from “I Defi nitely 
Copied That Paper Off Of Wikipedia” to “I learn 
more from Wikipedia then I do from school.”

The trend does not originate when students 
reach college. High-school students begin rely-
ing on the site early, forming risky habits before 
they enter academia.

Shane Linehan, a high-school senior at St. Mar-
tin’s Secondary School in Ontario, administrates 
the Facebook group, “All My School Projects Are 
Straight From Wikipedia.” And despite the efforts 
of librarians, professors and educators across the 
nation, he said he uses the site for — as his group 
boasts — all his academic work.

“My mission was to let others know that it 
is OK to use Wikipedia,” said Linehan in an 
e-mail, of his decision to start the group. “The 
purpose is to spread the word: Wikipedia is 
simply perfect.”

For him, the site is a convenient place, 
because it has all the specifi c details needed for 
his essays.

“Teachers nag and complain of how it’s not 
a credible site,” he said. “From my experience 
with Wikipedia, I have never had an issue with 
wrong or incorrect information.”

The temptation to refer to Wikipedia is 
strong for one simple reason, said Kyle. “It’s 
the fi rst thing that pops up when you Google 
something,” he said.

MacInnes agreed, saying people like it 
because the site is a comprehensive “one-stop 
shop.”

“Wikipedia is essentially unique,” Strick-
land said. “Is there anything comparable to it on 

the Internet?”
The veteran professor couldn’t imagine a 

question that couldn’t be answered by the Inter-
net. And despite the temptation it offers, he does 
not agree with the decision at Middlebury to 
ban the site.

“I’m sort of surprised that universities, or 
colleges with the great liberal arts tradition of 
a place like Middlebury, would make a policy 
that a particular kind of source couldn’t be 
used,” Strickland said, “because that tells an 
individual what she or he can use in class.”

Mary Jane Poulin, an engineering and 
computer science librarian, would prefer the 
efforts to eliminate Wikipedia from “works 
cited” pages go toward educating students on 
the information available to them.

“In general I think that the better way to go 
than to ban citing any particular source is to 
focus more on the other information that’s out 
there,” Poulin said. “So if you ban Wikipedia, 
are you going to ban students from citing any-
thing that’s on the Internet?”

She said that would be extraordinarily dif-
fi cult because of the current trend of moving 
sources into electronic formats.

The critical watch on Wikipedia is not lim-
ited to the academic realm. One Web site, Wiki 
Truth (www.wikitruth.info), is solely dedicated 
to revealing and exposing hoaxes and errors 
found on Wikipedia.

It was an error in the Wikipedia article on 
Mary Queen of Scots that led Kyle to include the 
Wikipedia ban on assignment in his European 

history courses.
“I’m having to punish, grade down students 

whom I know are capable of doing better work, 
because of source material,” said Kyle, refl ect-
ing on his decision to ban Wikipedia from his 
classes three years ago.

While the problem is not unique to history 
departments, it is Middlebury’s history depart-
ment that blacklisted Wikipedia, and the specifi c 
fi eld has become the focal point of contention.

“There are a tremendous amount of amateur 
history buffs out there,” said Kyle, of the range 
of historical information available on Wikipeda. 
They are “driven by personal passion; that is 
really their hobby.”

No matter what the discipline, however, some 
articles are too contentious for Wikipedia to 
allow public editing. In these cases, users can 
still view the article, but the information is not 
editable. Other articles are marked as disputed 
when there have been repeated complaints of 
false or biased information.

“Some articles will never have their disputes 
resolved, because they are based on ideology,” 
MacInnes said.

But the future of the relationship between 
academic institutions and Internet sources 
is still unclear. The Web helps students and 
researchers quickly access information. But it 
does present complications that books and aca-
demic journals never did, which is evidenced by 
the Wikipedia debate.

“The Internet is both an incredible creation 
and a problematic creation,” Strickland said.

WIKIPEDIA
F R O M  P A G E  1

slowed the technology park’s growth.
“A lot of the new technological growth in the 

United States has taken place in the South, where 
taxes are considerably lower,” Webber said.

Nevertheless, companies have shown inter-
est in building at the research park. Two tech-
nological groups, Sensis Corp. and the Center of 
Excellence, both considered the research park 
before ultimately choosing other locations. And 
though Webber said it was initially frustrat-
ing that these corporations located elsewhere, 
he remains optimistic about the future of the 
research park.

“Any new growth in the Central New York 
area is a positive thing. When Sensis built in 
DeWitt, they may have opened up opportunities 
for growth in the area through their success,” 
he said. “And when the Center of Excellence 
chose a location downtown, there were very 
viable reasons, especially for the revitalization 
of the downtown area.”  

With a prestigious university’s address, a 
competitive land lease and its newly acquired 
Empire Zone status — which provides wage 

and property tax credits, as well as other incen-
tives — Webber said he believes technology 
companies want to build at the park.  He cited 
the opportunities SU students will gain consid-
ering internships, part-time help, employment 
opportunities and the availability of university 
facilities for research as additional benefi ts cre-
ated by the research park.

“The possibilities of this research park are 
incredibly exciting,” Webber said. “It could 
create upward of 1,700 to 2,000 jobs, and the rela-
tionship between SU and these companies could 
provide unbelievable medical and technological 
breakthroughs.”

Webber said that the recent interest from 
Cord Blood could help the park develop quickly. 
“When we do have a tenant, it will attract other 
tenants. If Cord Blood were to locate in the 
park, it would be a magnet for other companies 
that provide related services — it would be our 
anchor tenant,” he said.

Having waited patiently for 17 years, Webber 
believes the park is fi nally on the precipice of 
having its fi rst tenant.

“The park needs to happen for all the right 
reasons,” he said. “This research park would 
provide a wonderful addition to all of the educa-
tional opportunities at SU.”

“That’s the kind of thing 
faculty would really 
handle in their own class.” 

Saundra Hurd
ASSOCIATE PROVOST FOR ACADEMIC 

AFFAIRS ON AN SU BAN OF WIKIPEDIA

CENTER
F R O M  P A G E  3
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POWER OF SUMMER

Summer Term at Boston University
offers a wealth of possibilities—over 
600 courses, exciting subjects,
renowned professors—and the 
opportunity to experience a great city.

“
”—Curran Kennedy

the pill, McLaughlin said. 
Now, fewer drug manufacturers are willing 

to offer discount incentives, because it would 
require them to pay more to participate in the 
federal health insurance program. 

Both McLaughlin and Barker agree college 
health providers may not have been purposely 
left off of the list of exemptions to the discounts. 
But if the bill remains as is, students may run 
into long-term problems. 

“A lot of women are on scholarships or fi nan-
cial aid or don’t have jobs,” Barker said. “It’s 
going to be a real problem for them.”

About 37 percent of undergraduate women 
use oral contraceptives, according to a survey 
by the American College Health Association. 
With 13 cycles needed to get through one cal-
endar year, even two months of fi lling a birth 
control prescription will add up in the long run.

Senior Rachel Greenfi eld, who has taken 
birth control for about two years, said for her 
and her fi ancé, the pill is a necessity. Not only 
does it act as a contraceptive, but it also helps to 
regulate hormones and menstrual cycles.

Greenfi eld pays $10 with insurance each 
month, but she said she still fi nds it diffi cult to 
fi ll her prescription. Without her own car, she 
must get new supplies at Wegman’s pharmacy 
when her roommate goes grocery shopping.

“The health center doesn’t carry my brand,” 
said Greenfi eld, a vocal performance major. 
“I’ve found there haven’t been a whole lot of 
options if the health center doesn’t carry what 
you need.”

Students who take the pill monthly, as she 
does, will have to decide whether their oral con-
traceptive will be worth the extra expense.

“If they are using it for a hormone regulator, 
they’ll probably fi nd a cheaper alternative,” she 
said. “And if they’re using it for contraceptive, 
they better invest in some condoms.” 

While about 35 percent of undergraduate 
women reported using condoms during sex, 
according to an ACHA survey, some students 
may choose to switch to generic options from 
a brand name pill. This change could help to 
ease the expected fi nancial burden, McLaugh-
lin said, but even the lower prices might 
increase.

Opponents of the change speculate another 
consequence could be more unintended preg-
nancies in college-aged women.

“If someone is in a serious relationship and 
have never had to use condoms before, it’s going 
to be very diffi cult to change those habits,” 
McLaughlin said. 

If the prices continue to increase, fewer 
women might opt to seek women’s health care, 
McLaughlin said. “It they were motivated to 
get birth control, but now they can’t get it, they 
might not come at all,” she said. 

Barker suggested women go to family plan-
ning clinics — like Planned Parenthood — 
which still receive the discounted rates, she 
said.

McLaughlin has gone with the ACHA board 
of directors to Washington, D.C., to discuss 
adding college health centers to the exemp-
tions list. She recognizes the government’s 
slow process of reversing its decisions, but 
said she has hope the ACHA’s proposal will 
be heard.

“We’re going to make an impact on it,” she 
said. “There’s certainly enough screaming 
going on about this.”

lindsay adler | photo editor
SU’S PHARMACY will most likely be forced to raise costs of oral contraception in the 
fall due to a change in federal legislation that went into effect in January 2007.

BIRTH CONTROL
F R O M  P A G E  1

“It they were motivated 
to get birth control, but 
now they can’t get it, they 
might not come at all,”

Cathy McLaughlin
NURSE PRACTITIONER AT HEALTH CENTER
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the sweet stuff in the middle

c l u b  s p o r t s

Woodsmen
conquer 
in outdoor 
games

Seeds
changeof

Students plan documented cross-country 
journey to plant more than 1 million trees

By Brian Tahmosh
FEATURE EDITOR

Joe Tobias raised his axe above his 
head and launched it, soaring 20 feet 
through the air, and watched as it 
stuck right in the middle of the bull’s-
eye. 

Tobias thought he would finish in 
the top three, earning points for his 
team, but instead he finished first 
overall in the axe throw. His team-
mates won second and third in the 
event as well.

“It’s pretty much all about timing 
and your release,” said the junior 
construction management major at 
the State University of New York Col-
lege of Environmental Science and 
Forestry. “Then it’s about the speed, 
because you can over rotate, and the 
blade doesn’t hit right. You just try to 
memorize where you let it go.”

The target had a bull’s-eye, which 
counts for five points, and rings that 
range from three points to one. Tobias 
slotted 12 points, scoring two bull’s-
eyes en route to the victory.

The ESF woodsmen team won 10 
events at Saturday’s timber sports 
competition, helping the men’s and 
women’s teams beat out Penn State 
Mont Alto, SUNY Cobleskill, Paul 
Smith’s College and Finger Lakes 
Community College to take home the 
overall prize in the competition.

“It was real good to win because 
Paul Smith’s College is pretty much 
our rival,” Tobias said. “They’ve 
beaten us in the last two competitions 
we had. Last time they beat us by one 
point.”

The woodsmen team is a student 
club funded with the student activity 
fee. Athletes compete in events simi-
lar to those seen on ESPN’s “Great 
Outdoor Games.”

SEE WOODSMEN PAGE 11

katie dalrymple | staff photographer
ALEX CONWAY, a sophomore film major, will travel cross-country in the summer of 2008 filming a docu-
mentary about Planting America, an organization that is going to plant one million tree seeds.

By Eric Meyers
DESIGN EDITOR

It 
is time for our generation to save the 
world.

At least that’s what Grant Gardner 
of Planting America thinks.

“We started off thinking of a way to get our gen-
eration to step up and turn around what’s going on 

in the environment,” said 
Gardner, a sophomore 
marketing major at Vir-
ginia Tech. “We wanted 
to find something that 
pretty much anyone can 

do. We threw around a lot of ideas, and we realized 
that if everyone just planted a few trees, it would 
have a big impact.”

According to Gardner, this generation of col-
lege-aged students is often underestimated, and he 
hopes that they can work together to improve the 

SEE PLANTING AMERICA PAGE 13

FOR MORE INFO:
Plantingamerica.org
Or
The Planting America 
Facebook group

“It was real good to 
win because Paul 
Smith’s College 
is pretty much 
our rival. They’ve 
beaten us in the last 
two competitions 
we had.”

Joe Tobias
JUNIOR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 

MAJOR AT SUNY-ESF.
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horoscopes H

After the biggest prank day of the year has 
passed, our unlicensed astrologers tell your 
horoscope based on the April Fool’s prank you 
played on someone.

Told your boss you quit
A night of hot-tubbing will regress you back 

to the age of 5, as all the floating pillows and 
cup holders will be used in a game of battling 
tugboats.

Called your parents to say you’ve been 
expelled

After drawing a queen during a game of 
Kings, you will be forced to speak in questions. 
The response, “Beer?” will be rejected by the 
table’s council.

Told your boyfriend you have an STD
While making out with your significant 

other at a party, a crowd of people will surround 
you, cheer and take pictures. You will not feel 
uncomfortable.

Moved your neighbor’s possessions down 
the hallway

When driving through upstate New York, 
you will see the scariest, most dilapidated house 
ever. You will later learn this is home to a friend 
of a friend. Making your own horror movie, 
there is the next step. 

Told your girlfriend you want to break up
You will not need any party games or drinks 

to hook up with a crush. What you will also not 
need is any subtlety.

Completely filled your friend’s room with 
newspaper

You will be so hungover you won’t remember 
anything from midnight on. Although you will 
know for sure that your friend’s request for last 

night’s borrowed money is B.S.

Told your friends you have to drop out
You and your roommate will have a very 

awkward hookup situation and subsequent 
sleepover with two sisters in your room. At least 
you were all drunk, it was dark and you had 
your music very loud.

Put Saran Wrap over the toilet
After many frustrating months trying to 

find a girl to hookup with, you will find yourself 
with two strongly interested females. You can-
not hookup with either because the other will 
become infuriated. Irony is a bitch.

Yelled “FIRE!” in the middle of a crowded 
party (you were arrested shortly after)

You will make out with a member of the 
same sex. You will be sober. Your friends will 
be weirded out. You, surprisingly, are not 
ashamed.

Told your boyfriend you’re pregnant
You will start drinking at 3:30 a.m. with the 

expectation that your girlfriend will be coming 
over in the next 20 minutes. She won’t be there 
until 7 a.m. You will look like an alcoholic.

Shaved your initials on the back of your 
friend’s head

While having a party at your house, someone 
will steal the tap for the keg. You will instanta-
neously turn from the happiest person in the 
world to an angry man holding a shovel. Why 
doesn’t anyone take the shovel out of your hands?

Sagittarius (November 23 – December 21)
You will threaten to take out a member of an 

opposing basketball team to send them a mes-
sage. No one comes into your lane and lives to 
talk about it.

Travel
Virgin?

The Rough Guide First-Time Europe not only saves you time and 
money, it’ll tell you everything you need to know before you go. 
Get tips on:
•  Finding the cheapest fl ight, rail pass and accommodation
•  Budgeting, safety and packing smart
•  Planning your itinerary with comprehensive 

country profi les, where and when to go, 
what to do and unforgettable sights

roughguides.com

Client Approval:_____OK_____WC_____Date

Client: Rough Guides
Job Number: ROGU-0708

Publication: College Newspaper
Ad size: 4.875 x 4

Adventium
320 E. 35th St., Suite 5B 

New York, NY 10017
212.481.9576
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Along with axe throwing, competitors take 
part in cross-cutting (two-man saw), log rolling 
(ran in pairs), pulp tossing (a team relay where 
pulp logs are thrown), bowsaw (one man saw), 
packboard (relay with a pack on the back) and 
many others.

The club practices on Mondays and Thursdays 

from 7 to 9 p.m. and competes in meets against 
other woodsmen teams in the Northeast. Usually 
three or four competitions are held each semester.

Ian Freeburg, the team’s vice president, said 
one event that turned the tide was the cross-cut 
event. Paul Smith’s usually wins the event, but a 
minor change before the start put the ESF team 
over the top, Freeburg said.

“We switched out one of our saws, and we 
went to a different one, and it worked out for us,” 
the junior forest resource management major 

said. “It was the same kind of saw, but a little bit 
lighter, a little bit faster.”

Freeburg also said an event he and another 
teammate performed in gave the team some 
breathing room. The team vertical chop was a 
relay with two athletes on each team in which 
competitors chopped at a log, much like they 
would to chop down a tree. Freeburg’s team won 
by at least one minute over every other team.

“That was a blowout right there,” Freeburg 
said. “That put us ahead by a lot in points.”

While the ESF woodsmen team is still celebrat-
ing its victory, it must now move on to prepare 
for the big event that is coming later this month. 
On April 19 and 20, the team will be traveling to 
Dartmouth to compete in the spring meet. 

The event will be much larger in size than 
the Syracuse meet and will have much more 
importance for the competitors.

“That’s kind of like the Super Bowl for woods-
men events.” Freeburg said. “It’s just going to be 
a big event. It’s going to be exciting.”

WOODSMEN
F R O M  P A G E  9

marisa rodriguez | contributing photographer
RYAN ROBERTS, senior Landscape Architecture student of ESF, competes in the 
Woodsman Competetion.

marisa rodriguez | contributing photographer
ESF WOODSMEN TEAM faces Paul Smith’s College, SUNY Cobleskill and others in the 
competition each year.

dailyorange.com/podcasts
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Attention ~ Resident Students!
  Have you received your parking application for the 2007-2008 academic year?

REMINDER…
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AVOID LINES RENEW BY MAIL!
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By Catherine Yu-Shan Hsieh
STAFF WRITER

The invisible curtain was raised Saturday eve-
ning at the Black Box Theater on East Genessee 
Street, as Eric Bilitch, a senior acting major at 
Syracuse University, entered the room, drag-
ging a big box to the front of the stage. Thornton 
Wilder’s, “Our Town,” greeted the audience. 

The show was presented by Black Box Play-
ers, an SU theatrical student organization.

“Our Town” is notable because it is to be 
performed with little scenery, no set nor props. 
The play relies completely on the actors, who in 
this case were a group of SU students. 

These students transformed the narrow 
aisle in the audience into a street, two squares 
chalked out on the stage into two houses, 
through group chemistry and each individual’s 
performance. 

“The student direction is really good,” said 
Sophie Benhamou, a freshman film major. “The 
script, the production, the lighting, the acting, 
everything,” 

A three-act play, “Our Town” is divided into 
“Daily Life,” “Marriage and Love” and “Death.” 
The play depicts the interactions of ordinary 
people in an everyday town in the early 20th 
century, focusing on the lives of Emily Webb, a 
newspaper editor’s daughter, and George Gibbs, 
a doctor’s son.

What is interesting about “Our Town” is 
there is a main character, the stage manager, 
played by Bilitch, who conducts the play and 
interacts with the audience. Bilitch did an excel-
lent job in the role as he made the actors freeze 
with a snap of fingers, or as he softened his voice 

and asked the viewers to remember the moment 
when they first fell in love. 

Emily, George and George’s sister Rebecca, 
played respectively by Carli Fitzgerald, a senior 
acting major, Daniel Scott, a senior musical the-
ater major and Anna Hadingham, a senior act-
ing major, convinced the audience the existence 
of a big, bright moon in the sky as they stood on 
two ladders and gazed into distance, creating a 
scene of elevated windows of two neighboring 
houses. 

While the giddy scenes from the first two 
acts generated quite a few laughs, solemnity 
befell in the final act, when Emily’s funeral took 
place. The audience was enthralled when Emily, 
played by Fitzgerald, wept about her lost youth 
and happiness.

“I liked the worldly quality (of the third 
act,)” said Daria Maidenbaum, a freshman 
stage management major. “It puts things into 
perspective.” 

The flow of the play was smooth, the deliv-
ery of lines precise, the acting strong. Though 
there is always room for improvement with a 
show, especially one by non-professionals, “Our 
Town” definitely stood out as a student work 
that effectively combined an engaging perfor-
mance with solid production.

s y r a c u s e  s t a g e

Classic play visits ‘Our Town’
“I liked the worldly quality 
(of the third act). It puts 
things into perspective.” 

Daria Maidenbaum
FRESHMAN STAGE MANAGEMENT MAJOR.

dailyorange.com
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u u  s p e a k e r s

Ben & Jerry’s 
co-founder to 
sweet talk SU

Jerry Greenfield, half of the entrepreneur-
ial team that founded the Ben & Jerry’s ice 
cream empire, will be speaking at 8 tonight 

in Goldstein Auditorium 
in the Schine Student 
Center. Greenfield’s 
appearance promises a 
diverse lecture, ranging 
from the Ben & Jerry’s 
grassroots start-up to 
the organization’s envi-
ronmental charity work, 

said Adam Scharfberg, speakers director for 
University Union.

Tickets are $2 for students and $4 for the 
general public. They are available at the 
Schine box office. Free ice cream will be 
served after the lecture, though Scharfberg 
could not say definitively what flavors would 
be offered. 

-Andy McCullough, asst. feature editor

environment and protect the world.
Gardner and Matt Cortina, a sophomore 

English major at Rutgers, will be spending their 
next summer vacation riding their bikes across 
America, a 4,247-mile journey, while planting 
more than a million trees.

Alex Conway, a sophomore film major at 
Syracuse, will be right behind them, filming the 
whole thing.

The three students have been friends since 
they were classmates together at Hunterdon 
Central High School in Flemington, N.J.

“As soon as we decided to do a documentary, 
we wanted Alex to do it,” Gardner said.

During Winter Break, Conway told Cortina 
he was interested in working on a documentary, 
and Conway became the group’s third member.

“When you hear about the environment in 
the news, they only focus on the negative,” Con-
way said. “Nobody is saying ‘What are we going 
to do about it?’”

Conway will follow the pair in a van with his 
equipment, recording as much of the action as 
he can. After three months of editing his senior 
year, he plans to enter the completed documen-
tary in film festivals and use it for his visual and 
performing arts senior thesis.

Local communities will meet Planting Amer-
ica at each of its main stops, through various 
local service organizations, and together they 
will plant seeds toward the eventual goal of one 
million trees.

“In South Africa, they cut down half a mil-

lion trees a day,” Conway said. “Now two people 
will be planting one million trees in a summer.”

In March, Gardner and Cortina registered 
Planting America as a non-profit organiza-
tion. The pair hopes their new listing, Plating 
America Inc., will help encourage donations. 
Interested parties can either donate money or 
can plant a tree of their own. 

To encourage people taking the initiative to 
improve their own local environments, Plant-
ing America is offering to reimburse people 
who plant seeds. Photos of their trees will be 
posted on the Web site.

People can also participate by providing lodg-
ing or food for the group as they make their stops 
or by offering suggestions on their Web site.

They will begin their journey in Yorktown, 
Va., on May 15, 2008, and will end in Florence, 
Ore., on August 6. Gardner and Cortina will be 
on bicycles, a longtime passion of theirs, and 
Conway will be close behind, in a van with the 
rest of his equipment.

Conway is glad for an opportunity to make a 
documentary.

“It’s about catching the cinematic value of 
real life, and I’m hoping for some real drama,” 
he said. “Anything said on the trip is subject to 
go in.”

He also started posting short video segments 
on the “vlog” at plantingamerica.org. There, 
visitors can view clips of their promotional 
events leading up to the trip, some outtakes or 
interesting videos during the trip, and some of 
the finished clips as he begins to edit them.

Conway said there will be three versions 
of the film made, including a feature length, a 
shorter version for TV or the Internet, and a 20-

30 minute music video, of more scenic shots.
Conway also said he will be in the documen-

tary, as the viewer’s guide through the events. 
He plans to focus only on the documentary and 
doesn’t plan to participate in the planting and 
riding, but if Gardner and Cortina need his help 
to reach their goal, he will step in.

“I’m working on developing a thesis for the 
documentary,” Conway said. “I’m hoping to 
make it about generations. Our generation is 
unfortunately one of narcissism, but this is 
the time we must think about others. We must 
prepare for the future.”

Film has been a passion of Conway’s since he 
was young.

In high school, Conway made a film called 
“Pluto’s Cave,” which received a high portfolio 
rating when he applied to Syracuse. Recently 
he has been working in black and white 16mm 
film and is currently working on a film called 
“Waking Up.”

“When I was in second grade, we had to write 
what we wanted to do when we grow up, and I 
said that I wanted to make movies,” he said. “I 
know it’s corny, but I was even thinking about it 
in second grade.”

PLANTING AMERICA
F R O M  P A G E  9 ONLINE

VIDEO
Go to dailyorange.com to check 
out one of Alex Conway’s Planting 
America “Vlogs.”

dailyorange.com
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Are you smarter than a 5th grader?

CLICKER

“1. 5,280 feet
2. Spanish
3. Florida ”

  Andrew Africk
FRESHMAN BROADCAST JOURNALISM MAJOR

“1. 5,280
2. Spanish
3. Florida”

  Steve Bronstein
JUNIOR MARKETING MAJOR

P E R S P E C T I V E S
compiled by brian tahmosh | feature editor 

1)How many feet are in a mile?  2)What is the official language of Mexico?  3)What is the southern most U.S. state?

“1. 5,280
2. Spanish
3. Hawaii ”

  Masha Kandybin
FRESHMAN MARKETING MAJOR

“1. 2,572
2. Spanish
3. Florida”

  Meghan Ray
JUNIOR PHOTOGRAPHY MAJOR

No adult left behindGrown-ups struggle with elementary questions on new Fox game showBy Brian TahmoshFEATURE EDITORM aybe we all should have paid more attention in elementary school.Fox’s new hit game show, “Are you Smarter than a 5th Grader?” 
has jumped out to an impressive start, follow-
ing “American Idol” on Thursday nights. The 
series premiere scored FOX its highest ratings 
for a premiere in 13 years and prompted the net-
work to add another four episodes to the season.

The premise of the show is to show how 
much adults have forgotten from their grade-
school days. The contestants are asked 10 ques-tions, ranging from first to fifth-grade-skill levels, from a variety of topics, including his-tory, math, geography and grammar. If the contestant answers the 10th question correctly, he or she will take 

home $500,000 and will be asked an additional 
question that could be worth $1 million.

All the contestants have to do is be smarter 
than a fifth grader. They even have three 
lifelines to help them stay in the game. The 
contestants select a player from the group of 
fifth graders to be their partner in crime. They 
can peek at their partner’s answer one time 
and decide whether or not to use it. They can 
also choose to copy the answer, but they have 
no choice but to follow their partner before they 
see it. Lastly, if the adult answers incorrectly, 
but their partner has the right answer, the fifth 

grader can save the contestant and keep them 
in the game.

Sounds easy, and frankly, it kind of is. The 
most entertaining part of the show is watch-
ing the adults struggle through the simplest 
of questions and look like absolute fools. In 
one episode, a player was asked how many E’s 
are in “pledge of allegiance.” He proceeded to 
tell the host, Jeff Foxworthy, that there were 
two in “pledge,” one in “the” and two in “alle-
giance,” much to the delight of the giggling 
fifth graders.

There are some tougher questions that can 
trip anyone up if they haven’t been studying for 
the show. In the last episode, a contestant was 
asked which layer of the earth’s atmosphere is 
the lowest. Go ahead and laugh if you’re some 
kind of science major, but that’s not an easy 
question for everyone else. The contestant got 
the question wrong and was eliminated in the 
first round.

If the shame of being outsmarted by fifth 
graders isn’t enough, the show puts up contes-
tants’ academic information while they are 
struggling on stage. It will show where the 
player went to college and what the contestant’s 
GPA was while there. All the while, the contes-
tant is trying to figure out how many teaspoons 
are in five tablespoons.Everyone should watch this show at least 

one time. Either you will find out you are not 
as smart as you thought you were, or you will 
realize that people in this country are just plain 
dumb. No matter what, you will definitely get 
a kick out of watching fifth graders laugh at 
defeated adults.

IF YOU WATCHWhat: Are you smarter than a 5th grader?
When:  Thursday, 8 p.m.
Channel: Fox

ANSWERS: 1) 5,280 2) SPANISH 3) HAWAII

TOP 5 SHOWS TO SET 

YOUR TIVO FOR

1. The Sopranos – 9 p.m.  

Sunday on HBO

HBO’s wildly successful mob drama 

returns for its final episodes.

2. Entourage – 10 p.m.  

Sunday on HBO

Part of a blockbuster Sunday double-

header on HBO, the network’s movie-

star drama finally sees some new 

episodes.

3. NCAA Men’s Basketball National 

Championship Game – 9 p.m.  

Monday on CBS

Florida looks to win back-to-back 

titles for the first time since Duke won 

it all in 1991 and 1992.

4. Dancing with the Stars – 8 p.m. 

Monday on ABC

Americans sure do love watching 

their washed-up celebrities tango and 

waltz their way to fame again.

5. Gene Simmons Family Jewels 

9 p.m.  
Sunday on A&E

The legendary rocker and KISS 

member tries his hardest to be Ozzy 

Osbourne in this reality show about 

his family life.
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courtesy of kat kienle | the greyhound

PAT PERRITT scans the field for an opening in Syracuse’s loss to Loyola Saturday. 
The sophomore midfielder played for the first time since his arrest on March 11.

LEVIN
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

name stars discuss allegations against them. 
They showed sincerity.

There’s no excuse for what they did. 
Syracuse’s discipline policy appears too lenient 
in handling this season’s lacrosse arrests. How-
ever, there’s no doubt Perritt and Carrozza put 
together one of the more complete apologies I’ve 
heard of late in the sports realm.  

Perritt, in particular, went into detail 
about the actions he will take to prove his 
repentance. He conceded he has stopped 
drinking and is seeing an alcohol counselor. 
He announced he had written a statement 
apologizing to the Syracuse police depart-
ment and he plans to do community service 
during the summer. 

Carrozza also offered his services to com-
munity service and asked about whether there 
were any other steps he could take to prove his 
sorrow.

The apologies offered by the two lacrosse 
stars were by no means perfect. The most 
conspicuous facet of the apology was the tim-
ing. There’s no doubt it was a brilliant public 
relations move in this aspect. Almost three 
weeks had passed since the arrest before 
Perritt and Carrozza spoke up. Moreover, the 
apologies came at an all too convenient time 
as the Orange enters the toughest part of its 
schedule.

The rhetoric Perritt and Carrozza applied 
could have been better. Perritt stated his 
regret for drinking too much, while Carrozza 
lamented his public intoxication.

Well, here’s a newsflash: The two athletes 
should not have been drinking at all, as both 
are under the legal drinking age.

It’s hard to judge anybody’s sincerity nowa-
days. And there’s no doubt that the ulterior 
motive behind these apologies was to get back 
out on the lacrosse field as fast as possible 
— which they did.

Still, to hear statements like these from 
two hotshot Syracuse lacrosse players must 
demonstrate the players felt at least somewhat 
sorry for their actions. That’s more than you 
can say for most professional athletes who find 
themselves in hot water.

While both Perritt and Carrozza flat-out 
stated their actions were wrong, many of the 

most recent offenders skirt around the truth, 
use their publicist to make a statement or 
simply say nothing at all. Here are some of the 
more recent examples of the growing art of the 
non-apology:
n I’ve heard of the Fifth Amendment and I 
know those in trouble want to avoid speaking 
about a case due to a fear of incriminating 
themselves. But you’d think NFL star Adam 
“Pac Man” Jones, whose constant run-ins with 
the law have him facing possible suspension 
from the NFL, would like to make a statement 
expressing some type of remorse. Instead, he’s 
been silent. Dontrelle Willis, the face of the 
Florida Marlins franchise, referred to a DUI 
arrest in December as simply “an unfortunate 
situation.”
n It took banishment from NBA-sanctioned 
events and gay and lesbian groups calling 
for his head before ex-NBAer Tim Hardaway 
offered up a flaky apology for his infamous “I 
hate gay people” rant that he went on Febru-
ary. “I don’t hate gay people,” Hardaway said. 
“I’m a goodhearted person. I interact with 
people all the time. … I respect people. For me 
to say ‘hate’ was a bad word, and I didn’t mean 
to use it.”
n At least Hardaway tried, albeit in possibly the 
most obvious PR move of all time. The typical 
response for foul language remains the most 
disingenuous apologetic phrase, “I’m sorry if 
I offended anyone.”  The saying admits to no 
wrongdoing and almost blames the victim for 
being offended. The response was heard last week 
right down the road in Albany, where ex-NBA 
player and current CBA head coach Micheal Ray 
Richadson made anti-Semitic comments during 
an interview. When offered the chance to apolo-
gize, he gave the trite expression.

Nevertheless let’s be realistic. This is col-
lege. Alcohol flows everywhere at Syracuse and 
when events like these occur; it should not be 
too stunning.

The real shocker here was the aftermath. 
For athletes, the two easiest words to say are 
“I’m sorry,” as long as you don’t actually have 
to mean it. 

In the case of Perritt and Carrozza, it seemed 
they at least tried to show a lesson had been 
learned.

Matt Levin is a design editor for The Daily 
Orange, where his columns will appear occa-

sionally. E-mail him at mrlevin@syr.edu.

they gave us some depth in the midfield.”
Desko was visibly upset at a play Carro-

zza made midway through the third quarter, 
though. Carrozza was competing for a loose 
ball with two Greyhound players when the ball 
popped loose in front of him. 

Carrozza opted to hit the middie in front of 

him, allowing the ball to squirt away from him. 
Loyola attackman Dan Bauers then picked it 
up and ran down the field for an easy score. 
Desko yelled at Carrozza on the sideline after 
the play.  

“The ball was right at his feet, so I was 
upset,” Desko said. “Instead of going for the hit, 
he should have just picked the ball up and ran 
the other way.”

Perritt has four goals and one assist in five 
games this year. Carrozza hasn’t recorded a point.

RETURN
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

Top-ranked SU women’s lacrosse offense 
stifled by No. 1 Northwestern defense

s t a f f  r e p o r t

SHOTS BY PERIOD
       1 2 3 4 TOTAL
Syracuse 10 11 7 15 43
Loyola 10 9 10 10 39

GROUND BALLS BY PERIOD
 1 2 3 4 TOTAL
Syracuse 10 6 5 10 31
Loyola 8 8 9 13 38

TURNOVERS BY PERIOD
 1 2 3 4 TOTAL
Syracuse 4 4 4 6 18
Loyola 2 5 4 8 19

FACE-OFFS BY PERIOD
 1 2 3  4  TOTAL
Syracuse 5-8 1-3 0-4 5-9 11-24
Loyola 3-8 2-3 4-4 4-9 13-24

SAVES BY PERIOD
 1 2 3 4 TOTAL
Syracuse 1 3 5 3 12
Loyola 4 1 2 5 12

sports.dailyorange.com

The Syracuse women’s lacrosse team’s win-
ning streak ended at four when the Orange fell 
to No. 1 Northwestern, 10-7, Friday in Evan-
ston, Ill. The Wildcats’ top-ranked defense 
held Syracuse — the nation’s best offense — to 
its lowest scoring output of the season.

Northwestern (7-1) outshot No. 8 Syracuse 
(6-3, 2-1 Big East) by six. The Orange’s 24 shots 
was also a season-low.

Senior Jill DePetris capped a stretch of 
three consecutive goals to cut the Wildcats’ 
lead to two midway through the second half, 
but Northwestern scored two-straight to put 
the game away. 

Sophomore attack Katie Rowan led the way 
for the Orange, recording a hat trick and an 
assist.

SOFTBALL
Syracuse lost all four games on its Midwest 

road trip this weekend. The Orange was swept 
by No. 18 DePaul and Notre Dame, dropping 
its record to 10-24 and 3-5 in the Big East. 
DePaul beat SU 8-0 and 4-3, while Notre Dame 
won 7-0 and 10-2. 

SU was outscored 29-5 in four games. In 
its first game against DePaul, senior Erin 
Gray tallied the lone hit for the Orange. Gray 
knocked in all three Syracuse runs in its 4-3 
loss in game two.

Notre Dame smacked 28 hits off of Orange 
pitching on Sunday.

TENNIS
The Syracuse tennis team split two matches 

on the road, beating Cincinnati, 6-1, on Friday 

and falling to Ohio State, 6-1, on Sunday. 
Against the Bearcats, senior Ashley Lipton 

moved to No. 7 on SU’s all-time wins list with 
a win at No. 5 singles, 6-0 6-2, and at No. 3 
doubles. s a team, Syracuse swept the doubles 
and won five of six singles matches.

On Sunday, junior Olga Votavova supplied 
SU’s lone win, winning 6-4, 6-1 at No. 1 singles.

TRACK AND FIELD
Three Syracuse athletes posted NCAA 

Regional or Provisional marks at the Tiger 
Classic in Baton Rouge, La., on Saturday.

Senior sprinter Aulton Kohn won the 
100-meter dash, posting an NCAA Regional 
mark with 10.31. He also finished sixth in 
the 200-meter dash. Juniors Ramon Sosa 
and Marcus Vaughn each also posted IC4A 
Championship qualifying times in the 110-
meter hurdles.

For the women, Jillian Drouin and Kaity 
Lambracht finished second and third in the 
heptathlon, respectively.

WOMEN’S ROWING
Syracuse kicked off its 2007 season finish-

ing second of three schools at the Cayuga 
Cup. In the varsity eight, the Orange posted 
a 6:54 time, nearly 16 seconds behind first-
place Yale. In all six varsity and novice 
races, SU finished second, ahead of Cornell 
and behind Yale.

–Staff report compiled by assistant sports 
editors Matt Gelb and Zach Schonbrun and 

assistant copy editor Jared Diamond
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For help to quit smoking, call the 
New York State Smokers’ Quitline

1-866 -NY-QU I TS
( 1 - 8 6 6 - 6 9 7 - 8 4 8 7 )

Yep, you’re a smoker.So you only smoke when you go out?

07027_HandCigarette_10x4.qxd  2/8/07  1:26 PM  Page 1
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     10 SYRACUSE VS. LOYOLA 11

BIG NUMBER
The amount of seconds it took for 
Syracuse to score three goals in the final 
minute of the game. The scoring streak 
closed the deficit to 11-10 with 22 sec-
onds left, but the Orange could not con-
vert on a last-second shot. 

STORYTELLER
“When we broke out of 
the huddle I knew I’d face 
a shot. Just because of 
the game and the way it 
was going I knew I’d face 
that shot. I didn’t know 
how close it would get.”

Alex Peaty
LOYOLA GOALIE, ON THE CLOSE RANGE SAVE 

HE MADE WITH A SECOND REMAINING

THE GOOD
Mike Leveille
The only reason Syracuse remained in the 
game until the Orange’s final spurt was 
the four goals put up by Leveille.

THE BAD
Turnovers
Head coach John Desko continues to 
wonder what happened to Syracuse’s 
powerful transition game. The Orange 
turned it over 18 times in its loss to 
Loyola.

THE UGLY
The Final Shot
Kenny Nims’ point-blank miss as time-
expired ended Syracuse’s comeback bid 
in the most shocking of manners.

39

39 seconds. 
Brennan, who finished 8-for-15 at the “X,” 

won his third-straight possession and gave 
Syracuse the ball with 22 seconds left, trailing 
just 11-10. A Greyhounds push then gave SU a 
man-up chance with 8.4 seconds left. 

“We thought we had a chance,” Leveille said. 
“We just fought all the way to the end.

“We just played with a little desperation, 
which gave us a chance to tie it up there.”

With the final seconds ticking down, attack-
man Dan Hardy found Nims near the crease, 
but Peaty made a stick-side save on Nims’ high 
shot to preserve the victory for Loyola. Leveille 
called it a “lucky save.”

Hardy sobbed as he walked off the field 
after the game, holding the top of his helmet 
with both hands. SU midfielder Mike MacDon-
ald wrapped his arm around Hardy, trying to 
console him.

“It was a super save at the end of the game,” 
Desko said. “If we were able to tie it up, who 
knows? Momentum was certainly going our 
way.”

Leveille finished the game with a season-
high four goals and an assist, while Nims tied 
his career-best with three assists. 

The Orange next travels to No. 7 Princeton on 
Saturday, before hosting No. 1 Cornell on April 
10. Syracuse faces an uphill climb to make the 

playoffs, with teams having to finish at least .500 
to be eligible for an at-large bid.

“It’s going to be very difficult,” Syracuse 
head coach John Desko said. “We have some 
huge games coming up for us, and our backs are 
against the wall.”

The desperate surge at the end masked yet 
another up-and-down showing by the Orange 
throughout the game. SU took a 6-5 lead early in 
the third quarter, but Loyola blasted Syracuse 
with six of the next seven goals to pull ahead, 
11-7. 

“Turnovers have been plaguing us all year,” 
Desko said. “We had a few at inopportune 
moments today.”

Midway through the third quarter, Carrozza 
was challenging a pair of Loyola players for the 
ball when it popped loose in front of him. Car-
rozza opted to hit the middie in front of him, 
allowing the ball to roll away. Greyhounds 
attackman Dan Bauers scooped up the ball and 
sprinted all the way down the Syracuse half for 
an easy score and a 9-7 lead.

Desko yelled at Carrozza on the sidelines 
after the play. 

“Everyone’s trying to make a play,” SU goal-
tender Pete Coluccini said. “You can’t get mad 
at them.”

The Orange almost made those careless plays 
irrelevant with its late comeback, but Desko 
found little consolation in that and continues to 
be puzzled at his team’s streaky play. 

Said Desko: “You have to play like that the 
whole game, but you know we didn’t.”

LOYOLA
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

courtesy of david hobby | the baltimore sun
DUSTIN PALMER fends off Loyola’s Shane Koppens in Saturday’s game. 

SYRACUSE
 G A SOG GB
Leveille 4 1 6 1
Hardy 2 1 3 0
Nims 1 3 3 1
Niewieroski 1 1 3 1
Rommel 1 0 3 2
Brooks 1 0 1 1
Abbott 0 1 1 6
Panarelli 0 1 0 1

LOYOLA
 G A SOG GB
Bauers 4 1 5 4
Koppens 3 1 5 2
Spack 2 0 3 2
Kennedy 1 0 1 0
Willcox 1 0 1 1
Leonard 0 2 2 0
Hess 0 1 0 3

GOALIES
 GA S
Coluccini 11 12
Peaty 10 12

SCORE BY PERIOD
 1 2 3 4 T
Syracuse 4 1 1 4 10
Loyola 3 2 2 4 11 

NEXT THREE GAMES:
April 7 at Princeton
April 10 Cornell
April 15 Rutgers
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Goalie Peaty uses history to 
bolster last-second performance

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

Syracuse had scored its third goal in 39 seconds 
on Saturday and Loyola now clung to an 11-10 
lead with 22 seconds left.  

Loyola head coach Charley Toomey had a 
flashback to Friday, which in essence was a 
flashback to six years ago — the last time Loyola 
had defeated Syracuse. 

Loyola brought in Jason Born, the Grey-
hound who was in net during Loyola’s 14-13 
overtime victory in 2001, to speak to the current 
squad.

Born and his teammates overcame a 13-9 
deficit to force overtime against top-ranked 
Syracuse. Six years later, Toomey worried his 
team might squander its own seemingly insur-
mountable lead.

“We watched the last minute and a half of 
the (2001) game in our video room,” Toomey 
said. “And here I am in that huddle going ‘Holy 
cow!’ we won a game being down by two with 30 
seconds. We might lose a game being up by two 
with 30 seconds.”

Born, though, had inspired Loyola’s cur-
rent goalie Alex Peaty. The sophomore goalie 
was not going to allow Syracuse to complete 
the back. 

His spectacular save of SU attackman Kenny 
Nims’ point-blank shot as time expired preserved 
the 11-10 score for No. 10 Loyola as SU suffered its 
fourth loss of the season in Baltimore on Saturday.

“We go over that play in practice all the 
time,” Peaty said. “I was prepared and when it 
came time to make the save, I was ready.”

The play Syracuse head coach John Desko 
drew up with seven seconds left intended for 
Nims to slip inside the Greyhounds defense, 
where he would receive a pass from Dan Hardy.

When Nims found himself wide open on the 
crease, Desko admitted he thought the shot 
would rattle the back of the net.

“With the way the momentum was going 
when I drew up the play on the sidelines we 
really thought we were going to have an option 
on the same side of the ball,” Desko said. “(Dan 
Hardy) made a great look to Kenny on the inside 
and (Peaty) made a great save.”

Instead, Peaty used his goaltending skills to 
put himself in perfect position to make a game-
deciding save.

Peaty did not simply exercise his goalie 
instincts to make the stop. He also used some 
logic, as Peaty realized the winding down game 
clock would affect Nims’ shot selection.

“I knew he didn’t have much time to get his 
hands down,” Peaty said. “His defenders were 
clamping on his stick so he had to get rid of the 
ball. He just wanted to get rid of it because he 
didn’t know how much time was on the clock. 
I went stick on stick and came up with the 
save.”

While Nims collapsed in disappointment, the 
entire Loyola team rushed to the other side and 
mobbed the Greyhounds’ savior.

After the game, Loyola players and coaches 
celebrated the triumph. The lone player not bask-
ing in the glory was Peaty, who slumped against 
a wall outside the locker room while answering 
questions from reporters.

Peaty subsists as the one player who never 
gets satisfied. The goaltender even considered 
his own performance not up to par with what he 
would have liked.

The star of the game described the victory as 
“the wrong way to win.” He showed disappoint-
ment for letting the Orange back into the game. 
He recalled the team had to pull out a similar 
win against then-No. 1 Duke earlier in the year, 
and Peaty wondered how the team could remedy 
this problem.

Peaty’s performance was not the most impres-
sive against Syracuse this season. The Orange 
has run into streaking goalies all-season. Adam 
Fullerton of Army and Jesse Schwartzman of 
Johns Hopkins put together more complete games 
than Peaty. However, Peaty’s last-second snag 
handed Syracuse its most devastating moment of 
the season.

With upcoming games against No. 1 Cor-
nell, No. 5 Albany and No. 7 Princeton, Desko 
acknowledged the Orange will be playing with 
its “backs against the wall” for the rest of the 
season.  

As for Peaty, he now has his own legendary 
Syracuse lacrosse story that one can expect will 
be retold for many years to come.

“(The Syracuse game) means a lot to people 
around here, not just to the team,” Peaty said. “It 
means a lot to the alumni, a lot to the coaches, a 
lot to everyone who has ever played here. Every-
one involved with the whole program.”

By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse’s last-minute surge behind attackmen 
Dan Hardy and Kenny Nims may have been the 
talking point of the game, but the Orange never 
would have gotten to that point without the 
other member of the attack line, Mike Leveille.

Leveille paced SU with his season-high four 
goals and also added an assist. The junior 
sparked the Orange offense in the first period, 
notching a hat trick by the 2:08 mark. Leveille 
scored three of the first four SU goals and cel-
ebrated the third with an emphatic fist pump.

“I felt good today, and I was trying to be real 
assertive,” Leveille said.

Leveille leads the team with 24 points on 12 
goals and 12 assists this season. He has scored 
seven goals in the last two games, having recorded 

a hat trick against Binghamton on March 24. 
“Mike was one of the guys that kept wanting 

the ball,” Syracuse head coach John Desko said. 
“Even when he was out resting, he wanted to 
come in at midfield. He had that look in his eye. 
He’s the guy that you want to throw the ball to.”

The other two
Attackman Kenny Nims crumpled to the 

ground after his last-second shot was blocked 
by Loyola goaltender Alex Peaty, but the sopho-
more had nothing to be ashamed about his play 
Saturday. 

Nims tied his career high with three assists 
and also contributed a score. He’s turned in 
two-straight stellar performances, having set a 
career high with four goals against Binghamton 
on March 24.

“Kenny’s such a great player, such a great 
finisher,” Leveille said. “He made a lot of great 
plays to keep us in the game.

“If it wasn’t for Kenny earlier on in the game, 
we wouldn’t have even been in that position to 
tie it up at the end.”

Sophomore Greg Niewieroski started in 
place of fellow sophomore Hardy in attack, 
with Hardy still feeling the effects of an ankle 
injury he suffered in the last game against 
Binghamton.

Hardy was instrumental in SU’s last-minute 
blitz, scoring two of the Orange’s final three 
goals. He did not appear to favor his injured 
ankle while he was on the field, but Desko said 
he still hasn’t recovered fully. 

“He just wasn’t able to go the whole game,” 
Desko said. “We got Danny back at the end of the 

last game and got him some minutes.”

At the “X”
Faceoffs were a weakness for Syracuse last 

season, but those troubles appear to be behind 
the Orange now that it has a two-headed mon-
ster at the “X.” 

Jon Jerome has played sensationally this 
season while taking the majority of the faceoffs, 
but he turned in a sub-par performance Satur-
day and Danny Brennan stepped up with some 
huge wins in the circle.

Brennan finished just 8-for-15, but he won 
his last three faceoffs to propel SU’s last-ditch 
comeback attempt. 

“At the end, Danny Brennan was going to 
win it no matter who was out there,” Desko 
said.

n o t e b o o k

Leveille scores 4 goals, keeps hot scoring despite another Syracuse loss

courtesy of loyola athletic communications
ALEX PEATY is congratulated by his teammates after Loyola’s 11-10 victory over 
Syracuse The sophomore goalie saved 12 of the Orange’s 22 shots on goal.
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
621 Euclid Ave

145 Avondale Place
117 Redfield Place

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
5 BR 707 Euclid

4 BR 900 Ackerman
4 BR 707 Euclid

3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

1 & 2 BR Euclid, Livingston, 
Maryland, Ackerman

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2-8 Bedrooms

720 Livingston
835 Sumner

968 Ackerman

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  806-
2600  Grad Students Preferred.

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

FOR RENT

707 Euclid
4/5 BR

Parking, Porch
Laundry, Furnished

Two Full Baths

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  
Clean, Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  
Walk to Everything.  391-4465

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available August 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

202, 204 OSTROM 1, 2, 3, BEDROOM AVAIL-
ABLE JUNE.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PARKING.  
LAUNDRY.  446-5186

LANCASTER RENTAL!
3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security. 
Deposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid,

 Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

For Rent -5 Bedroom House, Off Street Parking, 
Excellent Condition, Free Laundry, 5 Blocks from 
Campus, 919 Lancaster.  Call after 5pm 396-0473

5 Bedroom 

852 and 938 Ackerman Ave. 
Very nice single-family home. 

Hardwood, carpet, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer. 

(315) 374-7866

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  MOD-

ERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILITIES, 
DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, OFF 

STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.universityhill.com

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  
We car about you!

NOTICES
GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... RE-
GARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

WANT TO START SPRING DEBT FREE?  NEED A 
LOAN WITH NO FEES?  GIVE US A CALL & LET 
THE EXPERTS PUT YOU AT EASE.  
1-888-360-9509

Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com
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FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Male Dancers Earn $20/hr or more plus tips! 
Open auditions Wednesday April 4 7:00pm, 
Xvar 205 NW Street Syracuse 471-9279.  
www.outcny.com

Camp Counselors needed for great overnight 
camps in the Pocono Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable 
experience while working with children in the 
outdoors.  Teach/assist with waterfront, archery, 
gymnastics, ropes course, environmental ed, 
and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at  www.pineforestcamp.com

PART-TIME SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Interested in sales?  Want to know what it’s like 
to sell to large retailers?  We need someone 
to sell our product line during the busy spring 
season (April – June).  We will pay for orders you 
generate.  This will be an outstanding chance 
for you to gain valuable “real world” experience 
before you graduate.
Requirements = Your own vehicle / A desire to 
sell / An outgoing personality. 
No selling experience required.  We will train the 
qualified candidate in 1-2 days!
Send your resume to:      
bryan.hartman@oldcastleapg.com 

Babysitter Wanted. 
Evenings and or Weekends,
 2 Children: 5 and 1, in East Syracuse area. 
Own transportation preferred.
Contact Lisa at 575-5238

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

HARDSUDOKU!
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EVILSUDOKU!

EASYSUDOKU!

MEDIUMSUDOKU!

The Daily Orange is giving away 8 free passes to an advance 
screening of “The Reaping” at the Regal Theaters at the Carousel 
Center TUESDAY NIGHT at 7PM. The passes let you and a 
guest attend a special free, advance screening of “The Reaper.”** 
To get your hands on a pass email sudoku@dailyorange.com, 
with the subject: “sudoku tickets.” 

LIKE MOVIES?
**The Daily Orange does not guarantee admittance to this feature. Passes do not ensure seating or entry to the 
feature, this showing is overbooked to ensure full capacity. See back of pass for additional details

SEE “THE REAPING” FREE BEFORE ITS RELEASE!
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Carrozza, 
Perritt play
after arrests

GREY DAY

By Kelvin Ang 
STAFF WRITER

BALTIMORE — Midfielders John 
Carrozza and Pat Perritt returned to 
the Syracuse lineup against Loyola 
Saturday afternoon, having missed 
the last two games while serving 
a suspension for their March 11 

arrests. 
Mike Morri-

son, SU assistant 
director of athletic 
communications, 
said Director of 
Athletics Daryl 
Gross informed 
him Thursday 
afternoon that the 
players had been 
cleared to play.

The two 
players issued 
public apologies 
Wednesday after-
noon at Manley 
Field House. Per-
ritt said he had 

stopped drinking and was undergo-
ing alcohol counseling. He also said 
he hopes to stay in Syracuse this sum-
mer and perform community service 
work with underprivileged children. 
Carrozza was less specific about his 
plans but also offered to perform com-
munity service.

Morrison said the apologies led 
Gross to reinstate the two players.

“The guys made a mistake; they 
know they made a mistake,” Gross 
said Thursday, according to Mor-
rison. “They are doing everything 
we’ve asked them to do in terms of 
performing community service and 
seeking alcohol counseling.”

Desko also said he heard about the 
reinstatements Thursday afternoon 
but did not comment any further.  

The pair was arrested in down-
town Syracuse and charged with dis-
orderly conduct and resisting arrest, 
while Carrozza was also charged with 
the criminal possession of forged New 
York state driver’s licenses.

The two players did not make much 
of an impression in the Orange’s loss 
to Loyola on Saturday. Perritt started 
in midfield but did not record a point. 
He took five shots and scooped up a 
ground ball, while committing a turn-
over. Carrozza played sporadically 
and did not record a statistic. 

“They were a little bit rusty at 
times,” Desko said. “They had a cou-
ple of turnovers and a couple of shots, 
but certainly in a game like this, 
that’s going up and down the field, 

Troubled lacrosse players offer apologies rare for athletes

B altimore — Once considered 
the prototypical role model, 
athletes have recently fallen 

on hard times.
It’s not unusual today for athletes 

to show a lack of respect for the law 
— to see an athlete beat his wife or 
girlfriend, use an ethnic or sexist 
slur, or in the example of Syracuse 
lacrosse players Pat Perritt and John 

Carrozza, get in some trouble after 
drinking too much.

These offenses are too common 
today. Yet the one rarity in these 
situations remains admitting you’ve 
made a mistake. 

This is the area where the pros 
could learn a lesson from a couple of 
still-maturing college boys.

Perritt and Carrozza played in 

lacrosse game Saturday for the first 
time since the incident on March 
11, when the pair was arrested on 
charges of disorderly conduct and 
resisting arrest. Syracuse lost to 
Loyola, 11-10.

The two offered a public apology 
Wednesday and in doing so displayed 
a quality often missing when big-

M AT T  L E V I N

levin & hell

By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

BALTIMORE — The Syracuse play-
ers jumped up and down on the side-
lines, waving their arms in the air.

The Orange had just scored three 
goals in 39 seconds to pull within one 
goal of Loyola. With the final sec-
onds of Saturday afternoon’s game 
ticking off the clock, Mike Leveille’s 
spirits soared when he watched fel-
low attackman Kenny Nims collect a 
pass near the Greyhounds goal.

“We got pretty high there seeing 

Kenny catch that ball,” Leveille said. 
Syracuse’s furious comeback fell 

short, though, when Nims’ shot got 
blocked by Greyhounds goaltender 
Alex Peaty right before the final horn 
sounded. No. 10 Loyola hung on to 
beat No. 12 Syracuse, 11-10, at Diane 
Geppi-Aikens Field, prompting an 
ecstatic dash by the Greyhounds to 
mob Peaty behind their cage. The 
Syracuse players stood around the 
hunched-over Nims about 10 feet 
away, their blue jerseys motionless.

SU’s (3-4) last-minute rally over-

shadowed yet another Jekyll-and-
Hyde performance, in which its turn-
overs and sloppy play allowed Loyola 
(5-2) to pull away in the second half. 

“The last minute we pulled it 
together,” Leveille said. “Maybe we 
need to play a little more desper-
ately, like we did at the end, the whole 
game.”

Midfielders Pat Perritt and John 
Carrozza returned to the Syracuse 
lineup after issuing public apologies 
Wednesday following their March 11 
arrests for disorderly conduct and 

resisting arrest in downtown Syra-
cuse. The pair missed the Orange’s 
last two games.  

Loyola seemed to have buried 
Syracuse for good when it scored 
with 1:13 remaining for an 11-7 lead. 
Danny Brennan won the ensuing 
face-off, though, and Dan Hardy 
scored within 12 seconds to slice the 
deficit to three goals.  

Brennan kept winning faceoffs 
for the Orange, leading to scores by 
Steven Brooks and Hardy in the next 

Despite last-minute 
comeback, SU falls 
below .500 on season 
with loss to Greyhounds

SEE LOYOLA PAGE 16

SEE RETURN PAGE15SEE LEVIN PAGE 15

courtesy of kat kienle | the greyhound
SYRACUSE MEN’S LACROSSE scored three goals in the final minute of the fourth quarter against Loyola and nearly came back from a 
four-goal deficit. The Orange lost, 11-10, and fell under .500 for the second time this season. 

CARROZZA

PERRITT
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Supreme Court forces 
EPA to change regulations 
on global warming
The Supreme Court ruled on Mon-
on global warming
The Supreme Court ruled on Mon-
on global warming
day that the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency has “no rea-
soned explanation” for its refusal 
to regulate emissions from cars 
and trucks. The court RULED 
THAT GREENHOUSE GASES ARE 
DANGEROUS TO THE ENVIRON-
MENT and the EPA must rethink 
its current refusal. The decision of 
the case, Massachusetts vs. EPA, 
determined the legal authority of 
the EPA to regulate emissions, but 
it does not ensure any changes in 
regulations. The case was argued 
by the Massachusetts Attorney 
General’s offi ce, but was brought 
to the Supreme Court by 12 states 
and 13 environmental groups. The 
case is the fi rst Supreme Court 
decision on global warming.

Death toll rises from 
Pacifi c tsunami 
The death toll has reached more 
than 20 in the Solomon Islands due 
to Sunday’s tsunami, according to 
local police. The number is expect-
ed to rise as more reports come in 
from other villages who have not 
yet released the amount of dam-
age from the tsunami. THE SOLO-
MONS ISLAND DISASTER COUN-
CIL SAID THE OFFICIAL DEATH 
TOLL IS 13, though the organiza-
tion agrees that the amount will 
rise.  The council also said that 
916 houses were destroyed by 
the tsunami, affecting more than 
5,000 people. Casualties were also 
reported in Papua New Guinea, 
where a tsunami wave killed a fam-
ily of fi ve.  United Nations Secre-
tary-General Ban Ki-moon said the 
U.N. had a rescue team ready to 
go to the islands and assist relief 
efforts. The Australian government 
supplied $1.6 million in emergency 
aid for the regions. 

Fighting in Somalia ends 
after four days, 400 killed
Fighting in Mogadishu, the capital 
of Somalia, left 400 dead on Mon-
day after four days of violence. 
Ethiopian troops launched an 
attack against insurgents linked to 
an Islamic group that was driven 
from power in December. Sudan Ali 
Ahmed, chairman of the decade-
old Elman Human Rights Organiza-
tion, said on Monday that the fi ght-
ing is the worst the city of Mogadi-
shu has seen in 15 years. He said 
that THE DEATH TOLL MAY BE 
HIGHER, because the current toll 
takes into account hospitalizations 
and burials but not Ethiopian sol-
diers who may have been killed. 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
5 p.m.  
The MAXWELL CULTURAL FAIR,
sponsored by the International 
Relations Student Association, will 
have performances of song, dance, 
poetry and authentic international 
cuisine. 

Hendricks Chapel | Free 

7 p.m.  
The Caribbean Students Associa-
tion will have the fi rst spring lec-
ture called “FROM THE BRONX 
TO BAHIA” with speaker Kwame 
Dixon, an African American studies 
professor.

Maxwell Auditorium | Free 

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

Oodles of Google
What started as a search engine is 
Oodles of Google
What started as a search engine is 
Oodles of Google
now a multi-dimensional Internet 
monstrosity (in a good way).

PULP

Let’s get some shoes
An SU student in the 1920s was 
Let’s get some shoes
An SU student in the 1920s was 
Let’s get some shoes
the inventor of the Brannock 
Device, still used today to measure 
foot length for shoe sizes.

SPORTS

The prospects
Cody Catalina and David Legree 
The prospects
Cody Catalina and David Legree 
The prospects
come in as two freshmen vying for 
the starting quarterback spot. 

OPIN ION

Lies of love
White lies are a part of life whether 
you like them or not, says Kather-
ine Paster.
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MEN’S LACROSSE

@ Colgate
WED.  APR. 11, 7 P.M.        WED., APR. 11, 3 P.M.       

SAT., APR. 7, 3 P.M.        
@ Princeton

@ Buffalo
SAT., APR.7, NOON       

@ Pittsburgh

SOFTBALL

THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS

TRACK AND FIELD

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

TUES., APR. 10, 7 P.M.        
vs. Cornell Sam Howell Invitational

                 @ Princeton

SAT., APR. 7, TBA

Layers of history

The CVS off 
of Marshall 
Street on 
South Crouse 
Avenue is 
renovating 
the store and 
renovating 
the store and 
renovating 

removing the 
mirrors that 
removing the 
mirrors that 
removing the 

previously 
lined the 
previously 
lined the 
previously 

walls. Under-
neath the 
mirrors were 
advertise-
ments from 
the 1970s.

Layers of history
Katie Schureing | Staff Photographer

Layers of history
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New staff 
rolls in
Current speakers 
director elected 
as next president

joey baker | photo editor
A bulletin board in the Heroy Geology Building displays research papers written by Syracuse University professors that have been pub-
lished. Some of the featured professors hope to gain tenure within the university.

Publish or perish Professors face pressure 
to focus on research in 
hope of securing tenure
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Merit scholarship in works; budget deadline approaches

By Paige Dearing
STAFF WRITER

University Union may soon bring 
magicians or a ballet to campus, fol-
lowing the results of its recent elec-
tion that added two new positions, 
including a director of special events.

UU announced its 2007-2008 execu-
tive board Friday, electing the first 
director of special events and direc-
tor of collaborative relationships and 
diversity in its history.

“Maybe we’ll bring magicians or a 
ballet to campus — something that’s 
kind of unique and different from 
what UU has brought in the past,” 
said Special Events Director Zac Gor-
man.

Led by President Adam Scharf-
berg, the new team consists of re-
elected Vice President Jaimie Ste-
vens, Director of Operations Gustavo 
Melendez, co-Directors of Collab-
orative Relationship and Diversity 
Audrey Chen and Nathan Buniva and 
the six paired teams that will direct 
UU’s sections.

UU Special Events will bring acts 
outside the boundaries of the other 
UU boards — Concerts, Speakers, 
Cinemas, Promotions, Comedy and 
Radio — but are still of interest to 
students on campus.

“I hope Special Events can broaden 
the amount of students that come 
to events,” Gorman said, “and just 
broaden the perspective and scope of 
University Union.”

The director of collaborative rela-
tionships and diversity also plans to 
help in the expansion of UU, focusing 
on work with other student organiza-
tions to plan more diverse program-
ming.

“I hope to hit every target audience 
in the student body because I know 
the student body is very diverse,” 
Chen said. “We all like different 
things, so just working with others to 
throw events for each” audience.

Chen’s previous UU experience is 
as a general member on the concert 
board. But she said is not worried 
about handling a director’s position 
for the first time and finds comfort in 
her co-director Buniva.

“I’m very excited to work with 
another person because I know that 
I’m not very experienced on UU and 
just to have another person to work 
with is really good,” she said. “Two 

By Andy McCullough
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

F
or Boyce Watkins, classes are 
the least of his worries. 

He’s an assistant professor 
of finance at Syracuse Univer-

sity, so technically he has to teach a 
couple each semester, but he doesn’t 
need to focus on them. At least not if 
he wants to get tenure, he said.

Published research, he’s been told 
time and again, is more important 
than teaching. At a recent staff meet-
ing at the Martin J. Whitman School 
of Management, a senior faculty 
member put it plainly.

The only thing that matters for 
tenure is getting research published 
in premier journals, the faculty 
member said, according to Watkins.

“The pressure is huge,” said Wat-
kins, who does not have tenure. “It’s 
basically like being an actor and 

somebody saying, ‘If you don’t win 
an Oscar, then you suck.’”

Though he works hard to make 
sure he is still well-prepared for his 
classes, they sometimes get lost in 
the shuffle, Watkins said.

Watkins’ dilemma is typical of 

university faculty across the coun-
try, a problem that some universi-
ties are trying to solve. A recent 
task force on education at Harvard 
University advised that teaching 
should be given equal significance 
as research in determining salary, 
underscoring the trouble between 
the two competing pursuits.

The problem is simple. Profes-
sors, such as Watkins, must choose to 
focus on either teaching or research. 
Whichever they choose, the quality 
of the other will suffer.

The length of time spent on 
SEE TENURE PAGE 6

By Peter de Montmollin
STAFF WRITER

The Student Association is working 
to create a student merit scholarship 
of more than $1,000, said President 
Ryan Kelly at Monday night’s meet-
ing.

“Cabinet, last semester, gave 
$5,000 to be put into some type of SA 
scholarship,” Kelly said. The reason-
ing behind it was “there weren’t a lot 

of scholarships for students excelling 
in school.”

Drawing from that money, a schol-
arship between $1,000 and $2,000 
will be awarded to one academically 
excelling SU student, though the spe-
cifics of the bill are still being worked 
out, Kelly said. 

“From there, we will see if we 
want to keep this going.”

Kelly also announced the resigna-

tion of Eric Morrissette, head of judi-
cial review board, an independent 
review board for all student organi-
zations. Kelly said Morrissette was 
too busy to commit enough time to 
his position.

Angela Tucciarone, the only other 
review board member, will take 
over his duties, said Parliamentar-
ian Marko Markov. She is a senior 
and will need a replacement for next 

year, which Markov hopes to have by 
the end of the semester.

In November 2006, both Morris-
sette and Tucciarone had been asked 
to resign by the SA Cabinet because 
of a procedural error in their appoint-
ments. But an Assembly vote on Nov. 
28 did not achieve the 4/5 majority 
vote needed to remove them from the 
review board.

SEE SA PAGE 7SEE UU PAGE 7

“The pressure is huge. It’s basically like 
being an actor and somebody saying ‘If 
you don’t win an Oscar, then you suck.’”

Boyce Watkins
ASSISTANT FINANCE PROFESSOR ON TENURE
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• Courses in 57 subjects 

• Pre-Law Summer Institute  

• Summer Writers’ Conference 

• Summer Study Abroad 

• Summer Institute in Negotiation 

• Summer Field Studies  

• Green City: A Field Study in Chicago

Request a catalog or visit us online today!             
847-491-5250 • www.northwestern.edu/summer

Northwestern

Registration opens April 9 • Classes start June 18

YouTube hears footsteps: NBC, FOX 
join to create rival Internet video site

By Chelsea Prince
STAFF WRITER

America’s ever-popular television stations NBC 
and Fox are putting their differences aside to 
join forces and take on a new territory together: 
the Internet.

While broadcast stations are known to butt 
heads as business rivals, NBC Universal and 
News Corporation, the owner of Fox, are laying 
down their weapons to create a video-sharing 
Web site that aims to trump the success of 
YouTube.

Along with the future site, NBC and Fox 
proposed to team up with AOL, MSN, MySpace 
and Yahoo! to provide video content on their 
respective homepages at no cost to users. By 
running videos through these Web sites, users 
get the added convenience to sign in and acquire 
thousands of high-quality and full-length videos 
in the same location. 

“This venture is unprecedented in its scale 
and its concept,” said Jeff Zucker, president and 
CEO of NBC Universal, in a personal note to The 
Daily Orange. “Every media company has been 
talking about delivering content to consumers 
whenever and wherever they are. This means 
being digital, and it means being platform-
agnostic.”

“We’ve been one of the leaders in this effort, 
and now we’re going even further: This deal will 
instantly bring our quality content to 96 percent 
of the U.S. Internet audience,” he said.

At launch, mainstream television shows, 
such as “24,” “Saturday Night Live,” “The 
Tonight Show with Jay Leno” and “Top Chef” 
will be readily accessible. Pre-selected films, 
saved video playlists and video searches will 
also be accommodated for the user.

NBC and News Corp. are leaving no stone 
unturned in planning this project.

Whereas YouTube is currently being 
sued by the cable network Viacom for copy-
right infringement, NBC and News Corp. 
are already establishing grounds of trust 
with best-in-class media companies who have 
rights to hundreds of thousands of videos. The 
new project has already received approval of 

large-scale corporations, including Viacom, 
to legally add their videos to the Web site’s 
library.

Advertisers are eager to participate, as they 
see it as a new creative branding tract for 
the Internet generation. Cadbury, Schweppes, 
Cisco, Esurance, Intel Corporation and Gen-
eral Motors are among advertisers already on 
board.  

Media companies comparable to NBC and 
News Corp. are acting the only way they can, 
related to the threatening success of YouTube, 
said Larry Elin, associate professor of televi-
sion, radio and film. 

The YouTube phenomenon has created a 
break in vertically integrated systems economi-
cally, by taking away dependence on a single 
company for all forms of media creation and 
distribution, Elin said. It has lead to the coined 
term “prosumer,” meaning people are creating 
media content by themselves and sharing it 
with others.

This is sending out red flags to big media 
companies who recognize that the change is 
beyond their control, Elin said. To slow down 
the development that could potentially limit 
the power of the media companies, corpora-
tions are creating new Web sites to compete. 
The biggest problem is that everyone is chang-
ing.

“I use YouTube all the time. I think it’s a 
great place for a lot of reasons,” said Emily 
Robins, a freshman trans-media major. “People 
can create their own videos and have other 
people see them, and enjoy it themselves. It is 
also helpful for unknown comedians, and flash 
animation videos like ‘Shoes’ have become a 
phenomenon of pop-culture.”

Robins said she looks forward to the new Web 
site from NBC and News Corp. and alluded to 
the fact that there are some other viable Web 
sites, such as peakvid.com and alluc.net, that 
deliver an improved quality and quantity of 
online videos.

“To understand the media today, one must 
understand YouTube,” said Robert Thompson, 
director of the Center for the Study of Popular 
Television at Syracuse University. 

“But for every one good thing on YouTube, 
there are a million un-useful things on You-
Tube,” he said. More than 99 percent “of stuff 
that users generate is trash. I’ve been teaching 
for 25 years, and even most of top students’ proj-
ects you watch are not something in the long 
run you would give up watching ‘24’ for.”

People will probably end up laughing later on 
when thinking that YouTube was some kind of a 
revolution, Thompson said.

“When VH1 comes out with an ‘I Love the 00’s 
Part Deux,’ I imagine the commentators saying, 
‘Back in 2006, this is what society thought was 
the new network,’” he said.

When first discovering YouTube, users were 
“peeing in their pants” with excitement for it, 
Thompson said.

“It really was the place to go. It was the Wal-
Mart of video sites,” he said. “Just like you can 
go to Wal-Mart and buy anything, you could 
go to YouTube and find user-generated videos 
from cats playing piano to mainstream political 
news. When I first discovered it, for the first two 
weeks I was absolutely enchanted.”

Thompson said it is foolish for sites like You-
Tube, MySpace and Facebook to think they will 
maintain their audiences permanently.

“Now, all these other old-fashion companies 
are going to put their own sites up so that compa-
nies like NBC Universal and News Corporation 
maintain its centrality,” he said. “Anyone that 
holds viable content is going to want to generate 
income themselves.”

“It sounds promising if they can make it,” he 
said. “Right now, the code name for News Cor-
poration and NBC’s project code is caterpillar, 
because it certainly is not yet a butterfly.”

community in Ireland,” he said.
Schwartz hand delivered a letter from 

Chancellor Nancy Cantor to McAleese in 
November, asking her to speak at SU.

In addition to her positions on inclusive 
education, McAleese is also outspoken on 
many of the issues facing schools in the 
urban United States, Biklen said. “She’s 
taken on the issue of school-leaving,” he said. 
“In urban youth particularly, there’s a low 
rate of completion.”

McAleese experienced the height of The 
Troubles, Northern Ireland’s violence fought 
primarily between Catholics and Protes-
tants. “Her father owned a pub and it was 
smashed up,” Biklen said, “and one of her 
brothers was brutally beat up.”

The president, however, has been a voice 
for peace and reconciliation since taking 
office in 1997. She is currently serving her 
second seven-year term in the position, 
which has no executive or policy role, but is 
elected by the Irish people to represent them 
at official functions. A prime minister, called 
the Taoiseach, holds executive power.

IRELAND
F R O M  P A G E  1

“This venture is 
unprecedented in its 
scale and its concept.”

Jeff Zucker
PRESIDENT CEO OF NBC UNIVERSAL
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Last week I was walking back from 
class when I passed a parking lot. To 
an American, this Syracuse Univer-

sity lot may seem perfectly normal, but to 
me it seemed odd. Actually, depressing is a 
better adjective.

I grew up in a country that inspired U.S. 
senators to name French fries “freedom 
fries,” but most importantly a country that 
has a citizen who head butts egregious Ital-
ian soccer players in amazing style.

I lived in France until I was 14. When I 
moved to the United States, one of the big-
gest cultural differences I noticed was the 
extreme dependence on cars in the Ameri-
can lifestyle.

Since gas is extremely expensive in 
Europe, cars are usually not the best way to 
travel, especially since places are so close 
together — there is no such thing as subur-
bia. SUVs are therefore out of the question. 
Owning a “Twingo” or “Smart” car is the 
way to go. Also, public transportation is the 
most efficient and often fastest way to travel. 

On the other hand, for more than 50 
years, cars have dominated the transporta-
tion of Americans across the United States.

“The U.S. social environment has been 
shaped around the car,” said Mark Rupert, 
the chair of the political science department 
at SU. 

This dependence on cars, and therefore 
oil, has shaped some of the most extreme 

and heated debates in modern global poli-
tics, all the way from the involvement of the 
United States in Iraq to the increasing and 
unavoidable concern for global warming. 

This does all relate to the parking lot I 
passed a few days ago, because of the kind of 
vehicles that were parked in it. 

Fifty-two vehicles were parked there, and 
28 of them were some kind of SUV or truck. 
That’s around 53 percent of the vehicles.

There are many reasons why this statis-
tic is outstandingly disgusting.

I always liked to blame the U.S. reliance 
on oil on the fact that everything in this 
country is so far apart, or that the general 
public wasn’t well-informed about the envi-
ronment, or even on the severe lack of public 
transportation that plagues this country. 

However, at Syracuse University, knowl-
edge is abundant. Students know about glob-
al warming and its consequences. They are 
lectured over and over again by professors 
and public speakers on this phenomenon. 
The campus is not spread out at all — apart 

from South Campus, almost everything 
is about a 10 minute walk. Finally, public 
transportation takes students almost any-
where they want. 

So no excuses are left. All I can think of 
is the egocentrism of the United States and 
its citizens. And this selfishness has been 
a mask that America has worn in interna-
tional politics, hurting its public image in 
the eyes of the rest of the world.

Therefore, it is time for the American 
way of life to change drastically and imme-
diately. This change needs to be initiated 
in educated places like universities. Stop 
buying SUVs or vehicles with low gas mile-
age. Stop requesting to have an unnecessary 
car on campus. I know this sounds funny 
coming from someone who criticized SU’s 
Centro buses, but use public transportation 
and encourage its development.

For once, forget about yourself and think 
of your brothers and sisters who are dying 
overseas instead of driving your egregious 
Hummer to class. 

This reliance and addiction to oil has 
only been increasing, and if it continues, the 
“greatest” country in the world will fall on 
its face, because no matter how big or great 
something is, oil is extremely slippery.

        
Pierre Hahn is a featured columnist 

whose columns appear Tuesdays in The Daily 
Orange. E-mail him at pkhahn@syr.edu.

Unless you’re still drunk from your Spring Break trip 
to Mexico, you have no doubt more than noticed the “I 
agree with Craig” advertisements, testimonials and 
green T-shirted mob that has taken over the campus.

The spontaneous declaration of faith by Syracuse 
University junior Craig Jones, outlined originally in 
an advertisement in The Daily Orange two weeks ago, 
created quite a commotion, and those both agreeing 
and disagreeing with Craig marveled at how that one 
random act took on a life of its own, growing past its 
original intent.

However, just a little bit of research reveals that this 
was not some singular expression of faith followed by an 
organic movement of inspired people. Instead it turns 
out that Craig was just a tool of the national leadership of 
the Campus Crusade for Christ; his was the “insert local 
student’s name here” in their ready-made blueprint for 
campus frenzy. These were not his original words.

The “I agree with” Campaign has been pulled on 
numerous college campuses across the country, includ-
ing the University of Florida, University of Kansas and 
Kansas State University. In Florida, it was Eric that 
people agreed with; at KU, Lee had his name on shirts.

So while advocating strict adherence to the Bible, 
which no doubt includes honesty among its highest 
virtues, the Campus Crusade seemed to have no problem 
with flatly lying to the entire campus community about 
what they were doing.

And what’s worse is that while this newspaper was 
raking in the profits from huge daily advertisements 
by the Campus Crusade, they were at best lazy in their 
research, and at worst sitting on the story, perhaps 
motivated by the easy source of revenue. Why? Maybe 
like Campus Crusade, they’ve also lost sight of what true 
virtue means.

Jordan Zakarin
TELEVISION, RADIO AND FILM, POLITICAL SCIENCE

CLASS OF 2008

Universities should lead drive against car-based lifestyles
P I E R R E  H A H N

kidding me?

Letters Policy
To have a letter to the editor printed in The Daily 
Orange, please be sure to follow the following 
guidelines:

Limit your letter to 250 words; include your full 
name, year and major or year of graduation. If 
you are not affiliated with SU, send us your town 
of residence. Please include a phone number 
where you can be reached; this is only for our 
verification purposes and will not be printed. 
Remember that we will only print one letter from 
any individual in a 30-day period.

Thanks in advance for following these guide-
lines. We’ll try our hardest to print what you 
send us, but just remember that The Daily 
Orange Corp. cannot guarantee that all letters 
will be printed.

L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

‘I agree with’ campaign done before

S C R I B B L E
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research can hurt the professor’s performance 
in the classroom, said Keith Bybee, associate 
professor of political science in the Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs.

“There’s only so many hours in the day,” he 
said, “there’s only so much time you can devote 
to any one task and if you’re putting a lot of time 
into one thing, that’s going to mean less time 
for other things. So I think people emphasizing 
research, almost by definition, are going to be 
putting less time into teaching.”

Where professors choose to spend their time, 
on teaching or research, differs on a school by 
school basis, said faculty members at SU.

For Tula Goenka, a recently-tenured tele-
vision, radio and film professor in the S.I. 
Newhouse School of Public Communications, 
teaching often prevented her from focusing on 
research, she said. Unlike Watkins, her heavy 
course load often got in the way of her work with 
documentaries and South Asian film work.

“It’s very time-consuming to be teaching 
students and especially teaching them in the 
creative field,” Goenka said. “Because it’s not 
like we go lecture and then correct papers at the 
end of the semester.”

But SU’s teaching culture is strong and in 
many ways ahead of Harvard’s, said Kal Alston, 
associate provost for academic affairs. SU val-
ues and financially rewards good teaching, 
and students at SU are more likely to deal with 

a professor rather than a teaching assistant, 
not true for the undergrads at a school like 
Harvard, she said. 

“I think we have had a culture in which 
teaching is very important,” Alston said. “It’s 
equally important to research in the tenure 
process, in the promotion process, in the annual 
evaluation of tenured faculty.”

Alston also said professors should use their 
research in the classroom, letting students 
learn about the newest discoveries in a subject.

Other professors at SU, however, said because 
research is easier to evaluate and can be more 
marketable, it is often considered more impor-
tant than quality teaching.

Research is given more weight because there 
is no definitive, empirical way to assess what is 
truly good teaching, said Marvin Druger, chair-
man of the department of science teaching in 
the School of Education.

“You can look at someone’s papers and you 
can read them and evaluate them, while it’s very 
hard to evaluate someone’s teaching,” said Dru-
ger, who won a Meredith Professor for Teaching 
Excellence award from the university.

Still, the administration has tried to improve 

teaching throughout the years, he said.
“I think it counts a lot more in tenure and pro-

motion that it did in the past,” Druger said. “But 
basically major universities focus on grants 
and research. And teaching always seems to be 
secondary.”

Furthermore, a school’s reputation often 
hinges not on the teaching quality, but on the 
acclaim it receives from cutting edge research-
ers, said Randal Elder, associate professor of 
accounting. 

“You can do a good job in a classroom,” he 
said, “but it’s very hard to translate that class-
room performance into a reputation that would 
be marketable, transferable to other locations, 
whereas if you are effective as a researcher, you 
establish a national reputation. And that has 
value in the marketplace.”

Newhouse, however, is different, said Law-
rence Mason, professor of visual and interactive 
communications and chairman of the New-
house tenure committee.

Though research does tend to draw graduate 
students to the school, undergraduates choose 
Newhouse for a different reason.

“Our undergraduates, I think, come here 

because we have a reputation for turning out 
people who are successful in the industry,” said 
Mason, referring to famous graduates such as 
Ted Koppel, Bob Costas and Mike Tirico.

The school puts a premium on teaching, 
especially in the tenure process, Mason said. 
Members of the tenure committee try to observe 
each candidate more than once and often in 
more than one type of class.

David Rubin, dean of Newhouse, assesses all 
of the student evaluations of junior faculty mem-
bers and gives them advice on how to improve, 
Mason said.

Also, the tenure models at Newhouse let 
professors be flexible, allowing them to choose 
what they want to focus on, Mason said. They 
are able to concentrate on either being excellent 
teachers, excellent researchers or a combina-
tion of both.

Newhouse professor Goenka fit into that 
third model. While working toward tenure, she 
tried to equally concentrate on her teaching 
skills coming from a non-academic background 
as a film editor and her creative research on 
documentaries. 

For Watkins, the assistant finance professor, 
his choices for tenure are more limited.

“Ultimately, if I’m going up for tenure at SU, 
I would much rather be an expert or top-notch 
researcher than a top-notch teacher, if I’m really 
trying to get tenure,” Watkins said. 

“So that says that while SU is better than a lot 
of universities — a lot of research universities 
— it’s not perfect by any stretch of the imagina-
tion.”

TENURE
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“You can look at someone’s papers and you 
can read them and evaluate them, while it’s 
very hard to evaluate someone’s teaching.”

Marvin Druger
CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE TEACHING
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Former homeless give SU 
students dose of reality

By Max Nerenberg
STAFF WRITER

Homelessness happens to all kinds of people 
— including college graduates, said speakers 
Saturday at Syracuse University’s Winnick 
Hillel Center.

The event, a program from the National 
Coalition for the Homeless brought people 
together who were previously homeless them-
selves. They told the crowd of approximately 
30 people their own personal experiences of 
homelessness.

Michael O’Neill kicked the event off by 
reading some statistics to the audience, such 
as that there are four to six times more animal 
shelters than homeless shelters in the United 
States.

“The worst thing isn’t sleeping in the snow 
and rain,” said David Pirtle, who was homeless 
for several years due to hereditary schizophre-
nia. “I’ve done that, it sucks. It’s not eating out 
of a garbage can — I’ve done that, too. It sucks. 
It’s the way people treat you like you don’t even 
exist.”

All the speakers rebutted the idea that the 
homeless are anything other than ordinary 
people.

“When you’re homeless,” Pirtle said, “you 
don’t think of yourself as homeless. That’s how 
programmed you are.”

One reason Pirtle said he did not immedi-
ately seek refuge at a shelter was because of 
the stereotypes he had about homeless people 
himself saying he did not want to live with 
them. After moving into a shelter, however, 
he discovered that many of his notions were 
wrong: most of the people there worked jobs 
and had college educations.

Additionally, Pirtle also discovered the 
downside of these shelters. 

“I used to work in animal shelters,” he said. 
“And these shelters, where we keep people, are 
far filthier.”

David Harris followed Pirtle’s address. 
Harris came from a middle-class suburb of 
Washington, D.C., “white picket fence and all 
that,” and scored more than 1400 on his SATs. 
Then he dropped out of school in 11th grade, 
and after a series of problems, he was home-
less and suicidal. 

He only became self-reliant again after an 
Americorps volunteer talked him into going to 
a doctor, which gave him hope, he said.

Rufus Hannah, who was featured in a 
movie series called “Bumfights,” spoke out 
against the movies, which show the home-
less being paid to carry out violent acts on 
each other.

According to Hannah, Ryan McPherson, 
one the films’ producers, took advantage of his 
alcoholism in order to use him in the movies. 
Hannah said he also worries that the videos 
are sparking more acts of violence toward the 
homeless.

The “Bumfights” videos have made more 
than $6 million, said O’Neill, one of the speak-
ers. The NCH supports legislation which 
would impose a $10,000 fine and/or three years 
in jail for attacks on the homeless. 

Sophomore Amanda Giger said the event 
inspired her. 

“I want to help out in the community and 
learn more about it now,” said Giger, a broad-
cast journalism major. “Especially with the 
people you see out on Marshall Street and 
stuff.”

The event was organized by Helene Kahn, 
a member of Hillel’s Tzedek and Social 
Action Committee. Following the event, the 
audience was asked to help pack toiletries 
donated by local hotels for the Syracuse 
Rescue Mission.

“To hear it coming from real people stand-
ing in front of you,” Kahn said, “it really 
brings to reality what you see every day in the 
street and ignore.”

Turning from the future to the present, comp-
troller Mike Rizzolo reminded the assembly 
about the upcoming budget deadline.

Student organization’s budgets are due by 
5 p.m. on April 5, said Rizzolo. After they have 
been reviewed by the finance board, the budgets 
will be voted on by the assembly at a special 
meeting April 30.

All nine finance board members will be hold-
ing office hours this week so student organiza-
tions can seek advice on their budgets, Rizzolo 
said.

After announcing last week they would 
donate to the Vera House campaign, SA will 
also take part in the Take Back the Night rally 
at Hendricks Chapel at 7 p.m. Wednesday, said 
Katherine Chillscyzn, chair of the committee on 
student engagement.

“Since we did that, I’d like us to attend Take 
Back the Night,” she said, adding that her com-

mittee will make signs promoting the rally.
Representatives from Asian Students in 

America and Asian Journalists Association 
concluded the meeting with a presentation on 
the 10th anniversary of the “Denny’s Incident,” 
during which four SU students — three Japa-
nese, one white — were assaulted outside of a 
Denny’s restaurant in Syracuse.

The representative asked for SA’s help in pro-
moting several events next week to commemorate 
the assault, which occurred April 11, 1997.

Appointment and funding
Freshman Natalie Clay was voted into the 

assembly. She will represent the S.I. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications.

The assembly also approved $2,114 for the 
Muslim Student Association to host a speaker 
on women and the advancement of Africa. The 
Society for Conservation Biology was approved 
$591.71 to host a speaker from the World Wildlife 
Foundation.

The next SA meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. 
Monday in Maxwell Auditorium.

rachel fus | staff photographer
Monday’s Student Association meeting included the formation of a merit scholarship, 
as well as the addition of one new assembly member.

SA
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brains are better than one when you put them 
together.”

Scharfberg plans to invest time and work 
into the new positions, with the help of the 
other directors.

“We want to jumpstart positions so in the 
future they have their groundwork in and 
they’re solidified so they can be instrumental 
in our success,” he said.

Re-elected UU Promotions Director Paul 
Savaiano said he knows the troubles of working 
on a newly-created board. This year was the first 
time UU Promotions functioned as an official 
board, following its pilot run in 2005-06.

Savaiano suggests the directors working 
with freshly established positions should ask 
for help from other board members. Carissa 
Matthews and I “came in with an idea of what 
we wanted to accomplish,” he said, “but we 
didn’t know how to do that. We figured it out 
on the fly talking to other people.”

“We’re all in it together,” Savaiano said. Use 
directors “as a resource: ask us questions, ask 
for help and ask for advice. Be assertive. If you 
have these great ideas of what you think Special 
Events should be in the future, take that vision 
and talk to people and you’ll be fine.”

Both Savaiano and Matthews will return 
next year to continue directing UU Promotions.

“We both want to come back and finish the 
work that we started,” Savaiano said, “where-
as other people might want to switch around 
because they think they can accomplish more 
in other roles.”

Don Desawade chose to run for director 
of UU Speakers instead of staying with UU 
Cinemas for that exact reason.

“For me it was just a natural progression 
to move from one board to the other,” said 
Desawade, who said UU Speakers is the best fit 
for him. “In my time here, I really want to get 
a feeling for all the other boards and what they 
do. I just want to experience different things.”

The breath of fresh air desired by Desawade 
now fills the UU office, Scharfberg said. The 
new board consists of four rising seniors, 11 
rising juniors and three rising-sophomores.

“I feel that I am very similar to a lot of the 
UU directors,” said Gorman, who is solely 
heading the Special Events board. “I can 
bring fresh new ideas that have not been 
looked at or seen.”

Scharfberg sees the same opportunity he 
was presented two years ago when he became 
UU Speakers director.

”It’s nice to teach these guys while they’re 
young,” he said, “so they get the full three-year 
experience like I did.”

UU
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QUOTE OF THE MEETING
“Cabinet, last semester, 
gave $5,000 to be 
put into some type 
of SA scholarship. 
There weren’t a lot of 
scholarships for students 
excelling in school.”

Ryan Kelly
SA PRESIDENT

BIG NUMBER
The proposed range for the scholarship.

  

VOTED IN
Freshman Natalie Clay will represent 
the S.I. Newhouse School of Public  
Communications.

BIG DATE
Student organization’s budgets are due.

5 p.m. April 5

Daily Orange advertising reps needed

BE A MONEY MAKER
e-mail Kathy at ads@dailyorange.com
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“Yes, because kids go on the Internet 
every day for things like Facebook 
and e-mail, so they are already on 
the Internet. If they happen to see 
campaign material when they log 
on it benefits both parties; kids 
will become more informed, and 
candidates can gain their support. ”

Gary Goldsmith
SENIOR SOCIOLOGY MAJOR

“Yes, due to the significant statistical 
increases of young Americans 
using the Internet as their primary 
resource for news, educational 
research, etc., young Americans 
will most likely be more receptive 
towards modern-day politics, and 
therefore be more likely to vote in 
the presidential elections in 2008.”

Helina Mehta
SENIOR BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY AND NEUROSCIENCE MAJOR

PERSPECT IVES
compiled by katherine paster | staff writer

Do you think political campaigning on the Internet will cause more 
young Americans to vote in the 2008 presidential election?

“Campaigning on the Internet 
could definitely result in increased 
voter turnouts. The Internet is such 
a popular tool right now to get 
information, and all young people 
are wired to the same sites.”

Mike Rippe
SENIOR FINANCE MAJOR

“The youth of our population 
goes on the Internet more than 
they read newspapers. They would 
be more likely to respond to 
advertisements on their e-mail or 
on their MySpace and Facebook 
accounts than to an advertisement 
that they saw in writing. ”

Leila-Stahl Yohalem
SENIOR RETAIL MANAGEMENT MAJOR

ELECTION
F R O M  P A G E  1

“One of the things the Internet can do is to create a buzz”

Democratic Party get to the ‘millennials’ early 
through means other than 30-second adver-
tisements on TV and home phone calls.”

While the majority of voters from the 18 
to 24 age group use online social network-
ing sites like MySpace and Facebook, Pew 
Research polls show this group is less likely 
than older generations to read a newspaper or 
watch the nightly news.

In a competition where every vote matters, 
the highly charged race for the presidency in 
’08 has forced candidates to utilize alternative 
technologies in order to get their message out 
to America’s younger voters.

“One of the things the Internet can do is 
to create a buzz,” said Grant Reeher, associ-
ate professor of political science at Maxwell 
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs. “One 
of the reasons for this is that people look at 
what’s out there and talk to each other about 
it. There’s a different set of conversations that 
young people might have with each other if 
they’re talking about something that they saw 
on YouTube instead of, ‘did you see that thing 
on Katie Couric the other night?’” 

To organize and channel various Web casts 
provided by presidential candidates, YouTube 
has launched “You Choose ’08,” an online 
directory that allows viewers to easily navi-
gate individual campaign channels. These 
channels provide YouTubers with videos of 
official campaign announcements and appear-
ance clips of candidates. Presidential candi-
dates with YouTube channels include Hillary 
Clinton, Barack Obama, John Edwards, Rudy 
Giuliani, Duncan Hunter, Ron Paul, Chris 
Dodd, Joe Biden, Bill Richardson, Mitt Rom-
ney, Dennis Kucinich and John McCain. 

“The Internet is being used as a network-
ing and organizing tool by campaigns and by 
interest groups that does really lead to politi-
cal action and doing things,” Reeher said. 
“Everybody who is serious about running for 
office at a national level is looking at those 
things pretty seriously.”

The downside of this media exposure, how-
ever, is that every public appearance, despite 
how it portrays the candidates, can wind 
up on the Internet for millions of viewers to 
scrutinize and comment on.

One video, titled “Hillary Goes Nuts,” fea-
tures a raspy-voiced Clinton appearing to 
rant almost unintelligibly about the nature of 
private versus public school systems during a 
press conference. 

Whether or not it is accurate, bloggers went 
wild responding to this video with comments 
such as “Who needs kaopectate when I can 
just watch Mrs. Bill Clinton on YouTube when 
I need to vomit?”

For better or worse, these sites have suc-
cessfully transitioned into the world of mod-
ern technology and cyberspace where the 
videos are unedited, the bloggers are brutal 
and everyone’s a critic. But by sending their 
campaign messages right onto young people’s 
laptops, politicians may have realized that 
to gain the support of “millenials,” they need 
new tools reach their eyes and ears.

“In the recent past, this group has become 
more relevant,” Reeher said regarding the 
18 to 25 age group. “There’s also an emphasis 
on candidates being more innovative and 
creative generally, in terms of reaching the 
public. In the areas where the newest, freshest 
and most innovative techniques and processes 
are found, particularly using the Internet, are 
areas where there are young people already 
there. It is much more heavily a young per-
son’s domain.”

Just in case it takes more than colorful 
Web sites to gain the support of a genera-
tion that is politically tone deaf, politicians 
include personal information on their Inter-
net homepages in hopes of appearing to be real 
people instead of scripted robots. If it weren’t 
for his Facebook homepage, young Americans 
might never have known that Barack Obama is 
a die-hard fan of Miles Davis and Bob Dylan, or 
that his favorite movies include The Godfather 
Parts I and II.

“There’s a big emphasis now on making 
yourself more of a complete person to people 
and not as one-dimensional,” Reeher said. “I 
think some of the information that you can pro-
vide through the Internet is something people 
are taking advantage of. In a strange way, even 
though it’s not face-to-face, it can be more of a 
personal and revealing environment.”

Trying to make the candidate more 
“human,” Hillary Clinton’s page on MySpace 
provides Internet users with the usual info, her 
complete campaign platform, personal history, 
video clips and an entire store of Hillary 2008 
paraphernalia. It also mentions that she is a 
married Scorpio who is looking for “friends 
and networking.” 

Hillary racked up an impressive 32,229 

“friends” among her fellow MySpace.com mem-
bers, one of which wrote this inspirational 
message to the potential first female president 
of the United States: “Hillary is awesomeness 
baby. She’s so money, and she doesn’t even 
know it.”

While some Internet sites provide an open 
forum for candidates’ supporters and oppo-
nents to put in their own two cents, some 
skeptics remain doubtful that this newfound 
multi-media campaign strategy will actually 
be able to get young Americans to the polls on 
Election Day. 

“Generating activism from young people, or 
any other group of people through the Internet, 
is fraught with a lot of potential dangers, the 
biggest danger being that you can’t actually 
get it done,” said Danny Hayes, an assistant 
professor in the political science department. 
“I think there is potential for this to help the 
campaigns and to generate enthusiasm from 
young people for their campaigns. But I think 
the Internet is quite limited in its ability to 
do that, in some ways, because there isn’t the 
same face-to-face connection.”

The 2004 presidential election had the high-
est voter turnout from the 18 to 25 demographic 
in decades, with a 42.3 percent turnout, up from 
36.5 percent in 2000, according to Pew Research. 
This shows that as candidates continue to use 
new media to reach young voters, they can 
reach a large pool of potential supporters.

But Hayes said the methods candidates use 
to reach young people are not as important as 
the messages. If young people are interested in 
the candidates, they will vote, he said.

“If the candidates engage issues that young 
people care about, they are more likely to 
vote,” Hayes said. “And those things matter 
more than any simple technology or the ease 
with which they can communicate with a 
candidate.”

“I think there is potential 
for this to help the 
campaigns and to 
generate enthusiasm 
from young people 
for their campaigns”

Danny Hayes
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, POLITICAL SCIENCE
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Lauren Bertolini
STAFF WRITER

With ice creams like “Phish Food” and “Cherry Garcia” 
and tie-dyed T-shirts emblazoned with the company’s 
logo, the founders of Ben and Jerry’s are often thought 
of as anti-corporation hippies. 

Jerry Greenfield walked up to the podium in Gold-
stein Auditorium, his gray blazer perfectly matched 
with an unkempt beard and hair, to give the audience a 
feel of a child of the 1960s, aged with the experience of 
life in the business world. 

Greenfield is the second half of Ben and Jerry’s, 
and he still works for the company he founded along 
with childhood friend, Ben Cohen, in 1980. Although 
the company was sold six years ago, both partners still 
work at the company at some capacity with “no respon-
sibility and no authority,” Greenfield said. 

Greenfield spoke to a group of students last night 
about the circumstances that led to the formation of the 
company, from Cohen’s inability to hold a steady job, to 
his own multiple rejections from medical school. 

From there, he went on to explain the company’s 
unique combination of making money and having a 
social conscience. Although this was the part of the talk 
Greenfield most emphasized, he could not avoid telling 
a few jokes and anecdotes. 

On how he met Cohen, he said, “We were the two 
fattest kids in class,” referring to seventh-grade gym 
class, in which both boys struggled to run a seven-min-
ute mile. This bonding moment, and the joint interest in 
food, led to the initial idea. 

After elaborating on the ample back story of Ben and 
Jerry’s, Greenfield started the true tale of a socially 
conscious business when the two reached nearly $3 mil-
lion in yearly sales. 

Money was needed to expand national distribution 
and work space. Trying to avoid taking money from 
venture capitalists, Greenfield and Cohen devised a 
plan that would allow only residents of Vermont to 
purchase stock in the company. 

This allowed the company to grow in a way consis-
tent with the founding values. Rather than provide 
financial assistance to the community, this plan 
allowed the community to grow with the company, 
Greenfield said. At this point one in 100 Vermont fami-
lies became partial owners of Ben and Jerry’s.  

Around this time, 7.5 percent of all earnings were 
donated to the recently formed Ben and Jerry’s founda-
tion. 

“We wanted to give away as much as possible,” 
Greenfield said. 

During his speech, Greenfield spoke of the spiritual 
aspect of business. 

“As you give, you receive,” he said. “Just because it is 
written in the Bible, not in a business textbook, does not 
make it any less valid.” 

In 1988, Greenfield and Cohen restructured the 
company to work off a two-part bottom line, one that 
continued to make money, and the other focused on giv-
ing as much back to the community as possible.  

“We were the two fattest 
kids in (gym) class.”

Jerry Greenfield
CO-FOUNDER OF BEN AND JERRY’S , ON 

HOW HE MET PARTNER BEN COHEN Unbreakable
Sally Prasch saves money, projects by repairing 
equipment in unknown basement glassblowing lab

By Christina Simmons
STAFF WRITER 

Photos by Lindsay Morgan
CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

W hen it comes to designing, building and 
creating glassware, Sally Prasch runs a 
tight ship from the basement of the Sci-
Tech building. All those schlenk tubes, 

glass vacuums and manifolds have to come from some-
where. 

It’s Prasch who manages the Syracuse University 
Glassblowing Services, working behind the scenes with 
students and professors to make the lab work function 
smoothly, while saving the university a substantial 
amount of money.

The facility is available to anyone on campus, howev-

SALLY PRASCH works in the basement of the Sci-Tech library using glassblowing to repair lab appara-
tuses. Students also take part in the glassblowing process to create custom appliances for lab work.

u u  s p e a k e r s

Second half of 
Ben & Jerry’s gives 
tasty lecture

SEE PRASCH PAGE 14

SEE BEN & JERRY PAGE 12
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INTERFACELIFT.COM
It’s time to replace that blurry photo of your 
last vacation. Get rid of those out-of-propor-
tion screenshots of cartoon characters and 
modeling shots of your favorite actors and 
actresses.

Your computer’s wallpaper is boring, and 
it’s time to give it a facelift.

Interfacelift.com has a huge variety of 
wallpaper, icons and themes to make your 
daily tasks more exciting and to make your 
computer unique.

The nearly 2,000 wallpapers available on 
the site vary from garden and beach photog-
raphy, to computer-made images of lightning 
and fire. You can find pretty drawings of 
cartoon goldfish and dark, gloomy images of 
foreboding castles. 

Picking the aspect ratio that matches your 
screen makes the site use an already chosen 
crop of the image, so it won’t look stretched 
or skewed, and getting the resolution right 
will give you a crisp image that uses every 
pixel of your screen perfectly. Resolutions are 
available up to ridiculous sizes of 2560x1600. 
Smaller sizes, intended for an iPod or a 

mobile device are also available.
Interfacelift.com doesn’t only offer wallpa-

pers. It also offers 16,000 Mac icons and 4,500 
PC icons. Imagine being the only kid in your 
hall with a black or red iChat icon. Tired of 
the GarageBand logo? Change it to an acous-
tic guitar or a classic Fender. 

With all of those possibilities, no one 
should have to see the Mac OSX’s default blue 
swish or Windows XP’s happy green field ever 
again.

— Eric Meyers, design editor

internet corner   v.2.0

BEN & JERRY
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

Ben and Jerry’s prefers to use milk from 
local Vermont farmers, allows non-profit 
organizations to buy franchises and use all 
profits for their causes. 

A student in the audience asked whether 
the recent buyout has restricted the compa-
ny’s ability to fund new initiatives. Greenfield 
said that for a while, the social focus was on 
the back burner, but a new CEO has renewed 
the company’s focus. 

Even with a corporate owner, the packag-
ing for the new flavor, “American Pie,” dis-
plays a pie chart that shows the distribution 
of federal spending and addresses the $30 
billion that has been spent to maintain an 
arsenal of 10,000 nuclear bombs. 

As important to the company as its social 
conscience is its unique flavors. After ask-

ing Greenfield’s favorite flavor — Heath Bar 
Crunch — and Cohen’s — Cherry Garcia — an 
audience member asked a follow up question 
about a “weird flavor” that didn’t quite make 
it, but was still good. 

Greenfield answered, “Wavy Gravy,” a 
combination of caramel, cashews, Brazil nuts, 
a hazelnut fudge swirl and chopped almonds.  

At this, Julian Keenan, a freshman eco-
nomics and political science major, then stood 
up, showing off his blue and white tie-dyed 
“Wavy Gravy” T-shirt, asking Greenfield if he 
would ever see it again. 

Greenfield said although the flavor was 
reintroduced for a short period earlier this 
year, for the time being Wavy Gravy has been 
retired to the flavor graveyard. 

Receiving a few comments from other audi-
ence members, Keenan said all he wants is to 
bring back Wavy Gravy. 

“Maybe I can start a campaign or some-
thing,” he said.

matthew bellezza | contributing photographer
FREE ICE CREAM BARS  were handed out at last night’s event.
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Kings of Leon
“BECAUSE OF THE 
TIMES”
GENRE Rock
SOUNDS LIKE The Strokes, 
Creedence Clearwater 
Revival
SCORE 60 DECIBELS
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By Mike Slepian
STAFF WRITER

M eet Kings of Leon. They’re a family band. Three 
are brothers, the fourth is a cousin, and they just 
released their third album, “Because of the Times.” 

Sometime near the turn of the millennium, a new rock 
revival occurred just as the public was losing faith in good 
old rock ’n’ roll. Bands like The White Stripes, The Hives, The 
Vines, The Strokes and various other “The’s” emerged out of 
nowhere and injected the music scene with a much needed 
shot of adrenaline. The Strokes were arguably a front-runner 
with their 2001 album, “Is This It?” And when the Kings of 
Leon debuted their first full length in 2003, “Youth & Young 
Manhood,” they were described by many as a Southern-fried 
version of The Strokes.

The Strokes and Kings of Leon have some similarities. 
Both bands received critical acclaim upon release of their first 
albums, then both bands released a follow-up album cut from 
the same cloth. The bands were putting out incredible albums, 
but most of the success both bands had was across the pond in 
the United Kingdom. The Strokes changed up their sound in 
2006 to a more fired-up, energetic, guitar-driven third album, 
“First Impressions of Earth,” which received mixed reviews. 
Kings of Leon’s move: do the same thing.

“Because of the Times” was made for one purpose: to break 
America. This band is huge in the United Kingdom but not 
here. Kings of Leon polishes their sound in hope of acquiring 
some fans in the states. What results is a somewhat mixed 
album that shows the band trying to grow.

The album starts strong with tracks like “Knocked Up,” 

“Charmer” and the single, “On Call.” The album’s opener, 
“Knocked Up,” is a thundering seven-minute song, with fierce 
riffs, rhythmic bass and raw vocals, and is all about what the 
title implies — getting a girl pregnant. The band still relies on 
Southern rock as the foundation for their music, but has over-
laid it with a new (old) grungy sound you’d typically hear on a 
Pixies album. On “Charmer,” lead singer Caleb Followill wails 
over aggressive guitars and crashing drums about a charmer 
who stole his karma.

The album drags in the middle, but picks up again at the end 
with “Trunk,” a swirling song built up with echoing guitars, 
followed by “Camaro,” an anathematic ode to a girl and her 
car. The album’s closer, “Arizona,” most closely resembles the 
band’s previous sounds with bluesy-guitar and the heartfelt 
delivery of Followill’s hoarse vocals.

The album has many standout tracks, but a few songs don’t 
quite reach the bar the band set for itself, resulting in an 
uneven album.

The band members have not made it a secret they are purpose-
fully pursuing a new sound. The harder yet more polished sound 
is exactly what they were looking for. Kings of Leon even appears 
to be trying to change its look. Just a few weeks before the album 
was released, they changed the cover art, which originally fea-
tured a rustic backdrop with their band name printed across and 
now features a rather cliché smashed light bulb.

Progression for a band is a good thing, and perhaps it was 
time for Kings of Leon to grow musically. Kings of Leon give it 
a good shot and have released a decent album. Maybe it doesn’t 
matter if a band purposefully pursues a new sound or if a new 
sound just “happens.” Or maybe it does.

Kings of Leon tries too hard, 
loses charm on new album
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PRASCH
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

er, Prasch most frequently manufactures and 
produces glass apparatuses for the chemistry 
labs, as well as labs for physics, civil engineer-
ing and the College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry.

“Most major universities have a glassblow-
er,” Prasch explained, “It’s just something 
that most people don’t think of. We’re usually 
tucked away in the basement.”

Students and professors working in the 
labs on campus will design sketches and 
work with Prasch to cater to their needs for 
new glassware or repairs. Once she receives 
sketches with specific dimensions, she puts 
the plans into action, starting with simple 
glass tubing and using gas and oxygen to form 
complex apparatuses.  

“Really anything can be made out of glass,” 
Prasch said, “It’s just whether you have the 
right materials.”

Phey Zuniga, a chemistry graduate student, 
explained that you need different appliances 
depending on the experiment.

“You tailor your designs and sketches 
depending on the experiments,” Zuniga said, 
“We look at the catalogues and consult with 
Sally.” 

Often research changes and researchers 
can’t find materials in catalogues, Prasch 
said. Then students and professors come up 

with the designs to fit their unique needs. 
Many of these designs will fail, but Prasch 
said that is part of the learning experience.  

A large part of her work at Syracuse entails 
repairing broken glassware. Currently she’s 
using a glassblowing lab to rotate large phys-
ics vacuums and fix their chipped bottoms. 
Minor repairs are a frequent process, how-
ever, they save the university the time and money 
of purchasing new apparatuses each time one is in 
need of repair. 

“Basically I’m saving the university tons of 
money by being able to fix things quickly,” Prasch 
said.

Eli Mekhlin, senior chemistry major, has 
worked in the labs since his freshman year. He 
said glassblowing involves working with all kinds 
of glassware on a daily basis, such as schlenk 
tubes and lines. Because of the frequent usage and 
volume needed, apparatuses become damaged. 

“Stuff breaks maybe a few times a month,” 
Mekhlin said. 

Single-handedly, Prasch is able to fulfill every-
one’s unique needs. She occasionally has the help 
of interns from scientific glassblowing schools.  

A few students have taken an interest in glass-
blowing and now make some of their own glass 

apparatuses with Prasch’s guidance.  
Miriam Gillett-Kunnath, chemistry graduate 

student, has learned to make many of her own 
glass pieces, as it might prove extremely useful 
sometime in the future.

Prasch has been employed by the university 
for two and a half years but has been glassblowing 
since 1970. She began by taking a class with a sci-
entific glassblower when she was 13, and went on 
to work as an apprentice in junior high and high 
school. She later obtained degrees in ceramics 
and glass and applied science. 

Prasch’s work is not limited to the scientific 
glassblowing she does on campus. She also travels 
and teaches in Sweden, Japan and Mexico. 

Working with other areas of the world is pos-
sible because parts are standardized worldwide, 
Prasch said. The job of the glassblower is to fuse 
them together. 

“If you go to another country and something 
breaks, a glassblower can fix it,” Prasch said. 
“There aren’t too many things in the world that 
are like that.”

Currently she also does artistic work out of her 
studio in Montague, Mass. 

“I’m really in two very separate worlds,” 
Prasch said, “Everyone there thinks of me as an 

artist, and here everyone thinks of me as a scien-
tific glassblower.” 

She has managed to incorporate some of the 
creativity of glassblowing into her job at SU with 
occasional artistic projects.  

“I allow them to have fun once in awhile,” 
Prasch said.  

Today at noon, Prasch will be running a pro-
gram for learning how to make Easter bunnies 
and things for spring out of glass. The money 
earned will be used toward purchasing little 
necessities for the students, such as tweezers and 
glassware. 

Walking through the Sci-Tech building with 
Prasch, everyone seems to know her and greet her 
with a smile. She also knows many of the students 
and professors by name and is familiar with their 
research.  

“You get to know the chemistry students really 
well because you have to know their needs and 
their research,” Prasch explained, “It’s interest-
ing to work with people of that high caliber.” 

She also greatly enjoys playing a role in facili-
tating their research.

“I love the research that they’re doing now,” 
Prasch said. “It’s exciting to be a part of that, just 
to be on the edge and hear about it.” 

Syracuse’s own glassblower is often forgotten 
in the basement of Sci-Tech, however, her work 
certainly influences a multitude of students on 
a daily basis and encompasses a wide variety of 
different facets.  

“There are endless possibilities, so it’s an 
endless thing,” Prasch said.

“Really anything can be made out of glass. It’s 
just whether you have the right materials.”

Sally Prasch
MANAGER OF SU’S GLASSBLOWING SERVICES

dailyorange.com
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swagger will allow him to take the next step 
as a quarterback who can lead the Orange this 
upcoming fall.

Entering last year, there was no telling how 
much time Robinson would receive behind the 
veteran Patterson. In the end it was only a little, 
but to Robinson it meant plenty.

“I think I definitely grew tremendously as a 
quarterback as far as from the beginning of the 
season to the end of the season,” Robinson said. 
“You can’t really do anything from those experi-
ences except learn from them. And that’s what 
I’m trying to do right now.”

It took awhile for Robinson’s potential to 
show through. His first completion came in 
the form of an interception. And his second 
completion also landed in the arms of someone 
Robinson prefers to never wind up on the receiv-
ing end a pass — himself.

In the final drive of the SU season, though, 
Robinson delivered. He led a 10-play, 80-yard 
drive against Rutgers that ended with the quar-
terback completing his first pass touchdown 
pass, a 14-yard toss to J.J. Nesheiwat.

A moment such as the score against Rutgers 
helped bolster Robinson’s confidence heading 
into the offseason, Earley said.

“I think it matters in the sense that going out 
in the first game is not going to be his very first 
snap,” Earley said. “When he threw a touch-
down pass on the last game, which was good, he 
ended the season on a positive note from that 
standpoint.

“Those are things he can build on. If he 
hadn’t played at all he would not have that kind 
of positive frame to come from.”

Robinson seems all too eager to throw down 
with the veterans on the field. In spring prac-
tices, quarterbacks wear a white jersey while 
on the field. The white uniform signals to the 
other players that contact with quarterbacks 
is off-limits. The rest of the offense remains 
clad in orange, while the defense dresses in 
blue.

Robinson said he’s been craving for a chance 
to catch a glimpse of blue as a defender sends 
him flying to the ground. The trash talk he 
hears from the defense during scrimmages riles 
him up.

“I kind of wish sometimes we could strap it 
up and take some hits and that way the lineback-
ers and cornerbacks can stop talking smack,” 

Robinson said.
The enthusiasm he shows for the game will 

allow Robinson to adapt to running the Syra-
cuse offense more quickly, coaches believe.

Earley noted Robinson had much to learn, 
but he’s noticed measured improvement in the 
freshman since the end of last season. Most 
impressive has been Robinson’s progress in 
his footwork and throwing mechanics. Earley 
attributed much of the development to Rob-
inson’s desire to assert himself as one of the 
leaders on the field.

SU head coach Greg Robinson compli-
mented Andrew Robinson’s composure in the 
pocket during spring practices. The third-year 
coach thinks Andrew Robinson needs to focus 
on finding consistency at the quarterback 
position, but the fact Andrew Robinson shows 
so much poise while running the offense 
demonstrates the teenager’s maturity and 

hard work ethic. These tools Greg Robinson 
deemed crucial to developing a quarterback 
who can inspire an offense.

“I think you like your quarterback to be able 
to command the offense,” Greg Robinson said. 
“I think (Andrew Robinson is) more confident. I 
think he knows what he’s doing out there for the 
most part, and now he’s getting reps and trying 
to get a feel for it.”

In one of the coaches’ meeting rooms stands 
a simple motivational tool: It’s a large sign that 
reads “Leadership!”

Earley recalls this poster when discussing 
the role of a quarterback. No matter who is 
elected as a team captain or who makes the 
biggest plays, the man behind center operates 
as the one player that always needs to step into a 
leadership role. 

Since the fall, Robinson appears to have made 
giant strides in undertaking this responsibility.

The SU coaches emphasize spring practices 
have little to do with arranging the depth chart. 
Spring ball concerns stressing fundamentals 
and building foundations, especially with a 
young player like Robinson.

When Robinson talks, he does not seem con-
cerned about next year’s starting quarterback 
position, either. He wants to concentrate on 
proving himself to his teammates. If he can 
accomplish this, Robinson believes he will have 
taken the right steps to climb his way to the top 
of the depth chart. 

Naturally, Robinson wants to prove he can 
lead by example, but there’s no doubt Robinson 
also has the voice coaches and players alike will 
want to hear.

“I’m definitely a lot more vocal now than I 
was,” Robinson said. “Obviously it was Perry’s 
show last year and I hope to make it my show 
this year.”

when the Orange could get its stick on the ball, 
only to go straight and not cut off the Wild-
cats’ angle. Without possession, the top-ranked 
Orange offense was held to single digits for only 
the third time this season.

Senior Jill DePetris capped a second-half 
rally that fell short, scoring her second goal 
to pull Syracuse within 8-6 with 10 minutes to 
play. DePetris said Northwestern’s top-ranked 
defense proved challenging.

“They played kind of like a zone, so it was 
tough to beat,” DePetris said. “But I think the 
mistakes were our own, and that’s what killed 
us in the end.”

When the Orange cut the game to 8-6, Miller 
said she sensed a pivotal moment and a chance 
for her team to take advantage. As with the rest 
of the season, small mistakes doomed the rally.

“We made a great defensive stand,” Miller 
said. “We came flying down. Katie Rowan had a 
great opportunity, dead center. She shot it over 

the cage, and we didn’t back it up. That led to 
their ninth goal.”

Rowan would score again late, pulling the 
Orange within three with three minutes to 
play, but it proved to be too late. The goal still 
completed a hat trick for Rowan, who led the 
Orange with her three goals. Freshman Halley 
Quillinan put up an assist but didn’t score for 
only the second time in her career.

Miller said Northwestern did a good job 
keeping the SU attack on the perimeter. With-
out strong pressure, Miller said Quillinan was 
unable to free up in the interior, limiting her 
game.

“I thought they did a good job defending her,” 
Miller said. “I also thought we needed to attack 
and put a little more pressure on them.”

That pressure might have prevented the 
Wildcats late first-half streak, which proved 
insurmountable in the second half. It was déjà 
vu for DePetris.

“It definitely hurt,” DePetris said. “Two of 
those five goals, she made the same move and 
shot in the same place. It was definitely hard to 
see that not once, but twice.”

NORTHWESTERN
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

ROBINSON
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

will halsey | staff photographer
ANDREW ROBINSON drops back to pass in a spring football practice at the Carrier Dome last week. Robinson’s first career comple-
tion last season was to himself, against Rutgers in Syracuse’s final game.

joey baker | photo editor
SU WOMEN’S LACROSSE squandered a chance to defeat No. 1 Northwestern for the 
second-straight season. The Wildcats scored five goals in a row to pull away from a tie.
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By Matt Ehalt
STAFF WRITER

Freshman Heidi Bulk had not participated in 
a collegiate dual meet, but she still knew the 
importance of the Syracuse women’s rowing 
team’s race for the Cayuga Cup on Saturday. 

Last season SU had one of its weaker years 
in recent history, struggling in dual meets and 
failing to qualify a single boat for the NCAA 
Championship. It also finished third out of 
three teams in the varsity eight in the Cayuga 
Cup last year. A good start to the season was 
essential to rebounding in 2007.

“It’s always good to start the season and 
have good races and good results,” said Bulk, 
who was part of the second varsity eight. 
“Everyone decided that we’re not going to let 
past years get us down.”

The philosophy seemed to work, as the team 
placed second in every one of the six races for 
the Cayuga Cup in Ithaca this weekend against 
Cornell and Yale, beating the Big Red in every race 
except the novice four, which is only for freshmen. 
Yale won every race they competed in.

“It was a morale booster,” Bulk said. “I feel 
if it had gone badly or if we had lost to Cornell, 
it could’ve been a disappointment that could 
get us in the wrong attitude.”

Head coach Kris Sanford said the perfor-
mance was pretty good, but more importantly, 
a confidence booster.

“Anyone we beat right now is going to help 
us to gain confidence when we had such a 
tough year last year,” Sanford said. “I think 
all of our boats down the line rowed very solid 

pieces and did exactly what we asked them 
to do, and that’s good in the sense that’s were 
progressing toward our ultimate goals.”

Sanford also said the meet showed the 
team’s progression during the past year, con-
sidering Cornell did better than them in the 
same meet last season. 

Last season the team placed third in the 
varsity eight. The team was also third in the 
novice eight by 14 seconds last season, com-
pared to eight seconds on Saturday. 

The squad returned eight seniors this year, 
though, including tri-captains Nora Creahan, 
who spent time last season in the second var-
sity eight, and Katie Schneider, who competed 
in the varsity eight.  

Freshman Kaitlin Grant, who competed 
as part of the novice eight and second varsity 
four, felt Saturday’s strong meet will make a 
long-lasting impression.

“It kind of set the tone for the rest of the 
season,” Grant said. “It gave us confidence 
coming into this weekend and gave us the 
confidence to know we can beat some of the 
teams that are coming up in the next few 
weeks. It showed that we are a lot better than 
last year and we can push further into the 
season with the confidence we gained from 
this race.”

Sanford, though, is not as quick to proclaim 
the race as the turning point of the season. She 
placed more emphasis on the progress the meet 
shows from last year and the reasons behind it.

“Team dynamic, team atmosphere and I 
think that people trained hard over the summer-
time, and came in with a certain mindset and 
goals,” Sanford said. “And really a commitment 
to the program, a commitment to the philosophy 
of the program, and people have followed it all 
the way through. Everybody really feels like we 
have done everything we can to be where we are 
and we’re just going to continue to improve.”
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w o m e n ’s  r o w i n g

SU places 2nd of 3 in all 6 races, 
results better than last season

t e n n i s

Syracuse keeps Big East postseason hopes 
alive with convincing road win over Cincinnati

By Zach Zagger
STAFF WRITER

Before this past weekend, Syracuse head coach 
Luke Jensen said the absolute determining fac-
tor for his team’s postseason hopes would be the 
outcome of last Friday’s road match against Big 
East opponent Cincinnati. 

In order to make the Big East tournament, 
it was imperative for the Orange to earn a win. 
The team did just that by defeating Cincinnati, 
6-1, at the Trabert-Talbert Tennis Center in Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. 

The Syracuse tennis team split a pair of 
road matches this past weekend. After beating 
Cincinnati on Friday, the Orange lost to Ohio 
State, 6-1, on Sunday. Even though SU earned 
the Big East win, the loss to Ohio State reveals 
the team is still not playing at the level of top 
opponents, which could hurt SU’s quest for a 
postseason bid.

Syracuse came into this weekend with a Big 
East record of 1-3 and only three conference 
games left to boost its record. Only the top 
12 teams in the 16-school Big East make the 
postseason tournament. With the win against 
Cincinnati and two more Big East matches at 
home this weekend, the Orange is still in the 
running for the tournament.

“It keeps us in the hunt,” Jensen said, “and 
knowing that, it gives us a lot of confidence.”

It is Jensen’s goal to make the NCAA tour-
nament this season, but it will likely require 
SU to win the Big East title and grab the con-
ference’s automatic bid. Right now Syracuse 
is struggling to even qualify for the Big East 
tournament, let alone win it. Additionally, to 
win the Big East tournament the Orange will 
probably have to play Notre Dame, the No. 2 
team in the country. 

All SU can do to bolster its case is win the 
rest of its matches, starting against Seton Hall 
and DePaul at home this weekend.

“The biggest thing is that we are in control of 
our own destiny,” Jensen said.

SU was expecting the return of junior 
Victoria Vaynberg, who has been injured all 

season. Unfortunately for the Orange, Vayn-
berg is not ready to make a comeback until 
next season because of a knee injury that has 
worsened.

“I thought she may have had a shot,” Jensen 
said, “but it turns out that her injury is more 
serious.”

This is a kink in Jensen’s plans for the rest 
of the season, but freshman Chelsea Jones won 
her first singles match of her collegiate career, 
at No. 6 against Cincinnati. For much of the sea-
son, the Orange has struggled with the bottom 
half of the lineup, but it received wins at both 
No. 5 and No. 6 on Friday.

Playing at No. 3 singles, Catherine Zawadzki 
has come on strong late in junior season.  She 
also earned a win against Cincinnati and has 
won in singles in two of SU’s three matches 
since Spring Break.

“She has really been finding her stroke and 
taking a leadership role as a junior,” Jensen 
said.

If SU is to compete with top opponents like 
Notre Dame and win the Big East, it will need 
positive contributions from the middle and bot-
tom half of the lineup. 

“We’re getting better every match,” Jensen 
said, “and I like our chances.”

But a 6-1 loss to Ohio State is proof that SU 
still has a long way to go in an extremely short 
period of time if it is to reach Jensen’s high 
hopes of the Big East title and NCAA tourna-
ment bid. Still, the key victory against Cincin-
nati kept the Orange’s hopes alive, until this 
weekend’s decisive matches.

“Our No. 1 goal is to win this weekend,” 
Jensen said. “If we win out, then I like our 
chances.”

AT A GLANCE
6-8, 2-3 Big East
Next three games:
Friday Seton Hall
Sunday DePaul
April 19-22 Big East tournament

dailyorange.com
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In weekend when all went 
wrong, SU burned on odd call

After 34 games and road trips to Arizona, 
Texas, Florida and Indiana, the Syracuse 
softball team will play its first home games 
of the season today at 3:30 p.m. against 
Binghamton at the Syracuse Softball Sta-
dium on South Campus.

OPENING DAY MAGIC
Last year Syracuse opened its home 
schedule with a 2-1 defeat of Notre Dame. 

It was just the second 
time the Orange had 
ever beaten the Irish 
and the first time since 
2002. The Orange won 
the opener of the dou-
bleheader in dramatic 
fashion, with pitcher 
Erin Downey wriggling 

out of a bases-loaded, one-out jam in the 
seventh inning to preserve the 2-1 victory. 
The Orange would lose the second game 
of the doubleheader, 7-5.

HOME FORTRESS
Last year the Syracuse Softball Stadium 
proved to be a bastion for SU. The Orange 

compiled a 14-3 record last season in 
home games, including an 8-3 record 
against Big East opponents. Away from 
home last year, SU was 22-18.

DEBUT FOR ROSS
After 34 games as Syracuse head coach, 
Leigh Ross will make her home debut 
today. Ross is excited to see her team 
finally play a home game and cited the 
facility as a major reason for why she 
came to Syracuse from Bowling Green 
after last season.
“We have a great field and the guys who 
take care of it are top notch,” Ross said. 
“I saw the field when I came to visit last 
summer, and it was beautiful. I’m looking 
forward to finally seeing it gameday.”

OPPONENTS
This year the Orange will open their home 
schedule against Binghamton, who enters 
today’s doubleheader with a 4-12 record, 
including a 1-2 mark in the America East 
Conference. The Bearcats are led by first-
year head coach Ali Brian.

SOFTBA LL

A DAY AT THE BALLPARK

By John Clayton
STAFF WRITER

Heading into the second game of its doublehead-
er Sunday against Notre Dame, the Syracuse 
softball team was seeking a positive end to what 
had been an otherwise dismal weekend. The 
Orange entered the contest 0-for-the-weekend 
after losing, 7-0, to Notre Dame earlier in the 
day and dropping two games to No. 18 DePaul on 
Saturday by scores of 8-0 and 4-3.

The Orange battled the Irish into the bot-
tom of the third inning. With two outs and 
runners on first and second in the scoreless 
contest, Syracuse freshman pitcher Brittany 
Gardner was called for violating the 10-second 
rule, which prevents a pitcher from holding 
the ball on the mound for more than 10 sec-
onds.

The Notre Dame batter was awarded first 
base in a call that left Syracuse head coach 
Leigh Ross frustrated.

“We just caught a bad break with a bad call 
from the umpire,” Ross said. “I’ve never had 
one of my pitchers have that call made against 
her. She was waiting for her sign. Nobody ever 
makes that call. It just totally threw us off. You 
can’t blame a game on one call, but sometimes, 
you just need a break.”

Two batters later, Notre Dame third baseman 
Heather Johnson deposited a three-run double 
into left-center to put the Irish up, 3-0. Gardner 
and Syracuse would never recover, losing the 
game, 10-2, in five innings.

It was a fitting end to a frustrating weekend 
for Ross’ squad — one that saw them outscored 
by a total of 29-5 in their four losses. The week-
end sweep at the hands of the Big East’s two best 
squads was a wake up call for the Orange one 
weekend after jumping out to a 3-1 record in the 
Big East.

“DePaul and Notre Dame are very strong pro-
grams, so you know going in you’re going to have 
to play your ‘A’ game and hope you have some luck 
in order to have a chance to win,” Ross said.

The Orange offense was stagnant throughout 
the weekend. SU managed only one hit in the 
first game against DePaul and senior hurler 
Tracie Adix on Saturday. The Orange was one 
hit again in the opener Sunday.

The only meaningful offense of the weekend 
for the Orange came from senior Erin Gray, 
whose three-run double in the fourth inning 
of the second game at DePaul gave the Orange 
a 3-2 advantage. It was their only lead of the 
weekend — one that lasted only until the 
bottom half of the frame when DePaul tied the 
contest.

After Gray’s double, the Orange offense went 

on a 14-inning scoreless streak, which lasted 
until sophomore Keri Casas managed a mean-
ingless RBI single in the fifth inning of the 
finale against Notre Dame.

“We just didn’t get that spark to get (our 
offense) going,” Ross said. “When you get down 
by so many runs you start pushing and trying to 
do too much when you’re up at bat. We just need 
to keep it simple.”

Ross’s offensive options have been limited by 
injuries to freshman outfielder Whitney Born 
and sophomore catcher Kim Weinstein. The 
Orange now has just two pinch-hit options off 
the bench in Casas and Jordan Rosen.

“It’s really tough to manipulate the lineup 
when I have two bench players and a pitcher 
(Gardner) who doesn’t hit, so I’m not really 
thinking of lineup changes right now,” Ross 
said.

More concerning to Ross than her team’s 
offensive struggles and injury problems was 
the way the Orange responded to adversity 
throughout the weekend. Ross said she felt the 
team didn’t show an adequate amount of effort 
after the team fell behind early in the weekend’s 
games.

“I think going into DePaul, after those first 
few runs in game one we gave up,” Ross said. 
“The one thing I addressed and I’ll continue to 
address is that we still walk off that field dirty. 
You can control hustle and attitude. That’s 
something I think we could have done a little bit 
better job of this weekend.”

The submissive attitude led to a team meet-
ing prior to the Orange’s second game at Notre 
Dame to address the team’s lack of effort. Ross 
said she was pleased with the way her team 
responded with increased diving and defensive 
exertion. That effort went for naught, though, 
after Notre Dame took a 9-0 advantage in the 
wake of the 10-second call on Gardner.

After the tough weekend, Ross feels her team 
is still trying to get rid of the doubt lingering 
from some of its early season struggles.

“We all felt a little frustrated and disap-
pointed,” Ross said. “We came off a 3-1 weekend 
and were thinking, ‘Hey, we played pretty good 
there.’ It’s just hard to face some really strong 
teams and keep that fear of ‘Are we going to lose 
again?’ out of our minds.”

daily orange file photo
SU SOFTBALL will play at home for the first time this season today at 3:30 p.m. The 
Orange was swept this past weekend in four games against DePaul and Notre Dame.

UP NEX T
Who: Binghamton
Where: Syracuse 
Softball Stadium
When: 3:30 p.m.

AT A GLANCE
10-24, 3-5 Big East (6th)
Next three games:
Tuesday Binghamton (2)
Saturday at Pittsburgh (2)
April 11 at Buffalo (2)

dailyorange.com
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
For Rent -5 Bedroom House, Off Street Parking, 
Excellent Condition, Free Laundry, 5 Blocks from 
Campus, 919 Lancaster.  Call after 5pm 396-0473

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

FOR RENT

707 Euclid
4/5 BR

Parking, Porch
Laundry, Furnished

Two Full Baths

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St. NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2-8 Bedrooms

720 Livingston
835 Sumner

968 Ackerman

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
621 Euclid Ave

145 Avondale Place
117 Redfield Place

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO APART-
MENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

202, 204 OSTROM 1, 2, 3, BEDROOM AVAIL-
ABLE JUNE.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PARKING.  
LAUNDRY.  446-5186

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST. 

 MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
 www.universityhill.com

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
5 BR 707 Euclid

4 BR 900 Ackerman
4 BR 707 Euclid

3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

1 & 2 BR Euclid, Livingston, 
Maryland, Ackerman

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

545 Clarendon St
3 bedroom Hardwoods throughout, Gas, New 
Kitchen, Bath & Appliances.  Off Street Parking, 
Large living & Dining Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  
Backs up to woods. 2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 
(plus). New Electric, Cable/Internet in every room 
& Wireless.  Great Neighborhood, quiet house, 
central air.  806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

5 Bedroom 

852 and 938 Ackerman Ave. 
Very nice single-family home. 

Hardwood, carpet, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer. 

(315) 374-7866

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  
Deposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available August 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  
We car about you!

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... RE-
GARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

WANT TO START SPRING DEBT FREE?  NEED A 
LOAN WITH NO FEES?  GIVE US A CALL & LET 
THE EXPERTS PUT YOU AT EASE. 
1-888-360-9509

CLASSIF IEDS1 8  a p r i l  3 ,  2 0 0 7
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FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Camp Counselors needed for great overnight 
camps in the Pocono Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable 
experience while working with children in the 
outdoors.  Teach/assist with waterfront, archery, 
gymnastics, ropes course, environmental ed, 
and much more.  Office & Nanny positions also 
available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

PART-TIME SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Interested in sales?  Want to know what it’s like 
to sell to large retailers?  We need someone 
to sell our product line during the busy spring 
season (April – June).  We will pay for orders you 
generate.  This will be an outstanding chance 
for you to gain valuable “real world” experience 
before you graduate.
Requirements = Your own vehicle / A desire to 
sell / An outgoing personality. 
No selling experience required.  We will train the 
qualified candidate in 1-2 days!
Send your resume to:      
bryan.hartman@oldcastleapg.com 

Babysitter Wanted. Evenings and or Weekends, 
2 Children: 5 and 1, in East Syracuse area. Own 
transportation preferred. 
Contact Lisa at 575-5238

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

a p r i l  3 ,  2 0 0 7  19

Male Dancers Earn $20/hr or more plus tips! 
Open auditions Wednesday April 4 7:00pm, 
Xvar 205 NW Street Syracuse 471-9279.  
www.outcny.com
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HARDSUDOKU! EVILSUDOKU!

EASYSUDOKU! MEDIUMSUDOKU!

CONGRATS! To yesterdays contest winners: 
Julianna, Laura, Christine, 
Sang, and Helen. 

Several passes are still available! Email sudoku@dailyorange.com. 
You must be able to pick up your tickets TODAY at 744 Ostrom between 1-3pm.
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w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

For 2nd straight season, SU allows 5 goals in a row to Northwestern
By Christopher James

STAFF WRITER

For the second-straight year, Syra-
cuse found itself within striking dis-
tance of the No. 1 team in the nation 
before Northwestern surged past the 
Orange.

The No. 1 Wildcats scored five-
straight goals Saturday to break a 
3-3 tie and pull away for a 10-7 win 
in Evanston, Ill. Last year SU held a 

5-3 advantage, before Northwestern’s 
five-goal outburst at the end of the 
first half gave the Wildcats the lead 
for good.

This year SU head coach Lisa 
Miller said No. 8 Syracuse had a shot 
to dethrone the defending national 
champions with the game tied at three 
late in the first half.

“It’s funny because I think there 
were three minutes left in first half, 

maybe four, and we had the ball,” 
Miller said.

Miller said it was a check from 
behind that gave Northwestern the 
ball and led to the Wildcats fourth 
goal of the game. Northwestern won 
the ensuing draw control and quickly 
put another score past SU goalie 
Amber Pardee-Hill.

“We’d just made a really good 
defensive stand, and that’s what they 

did,” Miller said. “I mean, they’re a 
quick-strike team. We just have to be 
careful to take care of the ball when 
we have it.”

In the second half, getting the ball 
was a bigger problem. SU lost eight 
of 10 draw controls after halftime, 
including the last five. Miller said it 
was a case of Northwestern taking 
better angles on the ball, especially 

favorite

will halsey | staff photographer
ANDREW ROBINSON is Syracuse’s most experienced quarterback going into 2007. Robinson saw action in five games, 
only attempting eight passes. In his final drive of the season against Rutgers, he threw a 14-yard touchdown pass. 

The

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

S
yracuse quarterbacks coach Phil Earley leaned 
back against the wall and sighed. A reporter asked 
him what rising sophomore quarterback Andrew 
Robinson needs to improve this spring to prepare 
for next season.

Earley decided he was not going to skirt around the 
truth.

“As a young quarterback, just about everything,” Ear-
ley said. 

For Earley it’s an inevitable truth that quarterbacks 
new to the college game must struggle through a period of 
adjusting to the competition of Division I football.

Robinson has one advantage over the other three 
young quarterbacks he’ll be challenging for the starting 
role in the 2007 season. Unlike redshirt rising sophomore 
Cameron Dantley and incoming freshmen Cody Catalina 
and David Legree, Robinson actually has college football 
quarterbacking familiarity.

Robinson appeared in five games last season as the 
backup to senior Perry Patterson after arriving at Syra-
cuse as the first and only quarterback recruit since Greg 
Robinson became head coach. In those five games, Andrew 
Robinson threw a grand total of eight passes. His last pass, 
though, was a touchdown.

The limited playing time bears much significance for 
Robinson. His experience on the field did little to affect 
his stats, but the time he spent calling plays in a regular 
season college football game gave Robinson a major boost 
to his confidence. 

The up-and-coming freshman appears to have a long 
way to go, but coaches are hoping Robinson’s newfound 

SEE ROBINSON PAGE 15

AT A GLANCE
6-4, 2-1 Big East (2nd)
Next three games:
April 11 at Colgate
April 13 Rutgers
April 18 Cornell

SEE NORTHWESTERN PAGE 15

As only experienced 
QB, Andrew Robinson 
eyes starting spot

THE QUEST FOR STARTING QUARTERBACK DAY 1 OF 2

TOMORROW: THE FRESHMEN, CODY CATALINA AND DAVID LEGREE
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I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

Lies for 
Love
Your lies don’t 
always hurt oth-
ers, says Kath-
erine Paster.
Page 5

I N S I D E
P U L P

Her humps
Alanis Morri-
sette parodies 
the Black Eyed 
Peas with 
bizarre video.
Page 11

I N S I D E
S P O R T S

Hangin’ 
on Hewit
Princeton goalie 
Alex Hewit is 
the top in the 
country. 
Page 21

I N S I D E
N E W S

Syrapedia
New wiki style 
site to focus 
on answering 
the questions 
of SU students 
that Wikipedia 
doesn’t cover.
Page 3

SU must pay $164,085 to Citibank loan recipients 
Settlement result of NY attorney general’s investigation into lending practices 

Growing up Google

illustration by caitlin deibel 

By Melanie Hicken
NEWS EDITOR

Syracuse University will distribute 
almost $165,000 to students as a part of 
a settlement with New York state Attor-
ney General Andrew Cuomo regarding 
the ethics of student loan practices, SU 
announced Monday.

From 2004 to 2006, SU received pay-
ments totaling about $164,085 from 
Citibank, one of the student loan pro-

viders on SU’s preferred lender list, a 
small list of loan companies the univer-
sity recommends to students, said David 
Smith, SU’s vice president of enrollment 
management.

These funds, a part of Citibank’s refer-
ral fee program, were used to support 
operations within SU’s Office of Finan-
cial Aid and Scholarship Programs. 

The $165,000 referral fee was .5 percent 
of Citibank’s total loan volume of $32.6 

million at SU during the past three years, 
Smith said. 

The funds will be divided among SU 
students who were issued loans from the 
Citibank provider in the past three com-
pleted academic years, Smith said.

“This was a specification and a prefer-
ence of the attorney general as part of 
our settlement,” Smith said. “This is 
not the choice that we made. This is the 
choice that the attorney general made as 

a reasonable decision.”
It is still being determined how SU will 

distribute the funds, because some affect-
ed students may have already graduated, 
Smith said. Because SU did not receive 
any referral fee for the 2006-2007 aca-
demic year, students with current loans 
are not eligible for part of the funds.

As a part of the settlement, the univer-
sity has also agreed to adopt guidelines 

SEE LOANS PAGE 9

WEB WATCH

A look at the feats the 
Internet giant has amassed 
as it nears its 10th year

Part 3 in a 3 part series
A look at how 3 of the Internet’s biggest contenders are changing for the future. 

By Eric Hughes
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

S omething happened in the late summer of 1997 
that, at least at first glance, seemed like nothing 
out of the ordinary. Little did people know, how-
ever, that this particular September marked 

the month when the world changed in a big way.
On Sept. 14, Internet domain google.com was regis-

tered. About one year later, Google went live.
It started out as nothing more than a search engine 

— and a simple and fast one at that, delivering swift 
returns to whatever someone wished to search.

Even so, the company’s mission was never to create 
just one great search engine. According to google.com, 
Google aspires “to organize the world’s information 
and make it universally accessible and useful.” Soon 
after its debut, Google started chipping away at such a 
task.

Google is quickly approaching its 10-year anniver-
sary and has already staked its claim in a vast number 

I N S I D E
For now, at least, Google is sitting pretty atop the 
Internet world. As its 10-year anniversary steadily 
inches closer, The Daily Orange profiles 12 of 
Google’s best services today. Page 6-7

SEE GOOGLE PAGE 8
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French train breaks 
records at 357 mph
A fi ve-car experimental French 
train broke world records for rail-
way speeds at 357 miles per hour 
on Tuesday. The double-decker 
train pushed the conventions for 
train travel, making France part of 
the growing international market 
for high speed rail technology. 
France sold the TGV (train à grande 
vitesse, French for “high-speed 
train”) technology to South Korea. 
THE SPEED WAS CLOSE TO 
BREAKING THE RECORD FOR 
THE SPEED RECORD OF ALL 
FORMS OF TRAIN TRAVEL, which 
is currently held by the Maglev 
train in Japan, which is held at 361 
miles per hour. The test shows 
that the metal-on-metal train track 
can come close to the speeds 
of the magnetic levitation train. 
“Everything went well. We had no 
problem with birds or weather, like 
we did on the test-runs. I am very 
happy with our score,” said Eric 
Pieczac, the driver of the train.

Speaker of the House 
Nancy Pelosi vists Syria
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi 
Nancy Pelosi vists Syria
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi 
Nancy Pelosi vists Syria
went to Damacus, Syria on Tues-
day. Pelosi went to a Syrian market 
to see locals and visited a Christian 
tomb in the area. President Bush 
said that the visit sends mixed sig-
nals to Syria. The country has previ-
ously been accused as terrorists by 
the United States. Pelosi’s visit is 
a move by Democrats in Congress 
who want to infl uence policies in 
the Middle East. She is scheduled 
to meet with Syrian President 
Bashar Assad on Wednesday. “A 
lot of people have gone to see 
President Assad ... and yet we 
haven’t seen action. He hasn’t 
responded,” President Bush said at 
a press conference. “Sending del-
egations doesn’t work. It’s simply 
been counterproductive.”

Terms to be confi rmed for 
release of British sailors
The next two days are “fairly criti-
cal” in resolving the standoff with 
15 U.K. sailors and marines in Iraq, 
said Prime Minister Tony Blair on 
Tuesday. Iranian President Mah-
moud Ahmadinejad postponed a 
news conference until today. THE 
UNITED KINGDOM HAS BEEN 
ATTEMPTING TO SECURE THE 
RETURN OF THE SAILORS SINCE 
MARCH 23. Iranian media outlets 
have published still pictures, as 
well as broadcasts, of the detain-
ees. “I would be cautious in assum-
ing a swift resolution to this issue,” 
U.K. Foreign Secretary Margaret 
Beckett said. 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
11 a.m.  
Pins and bracelets will be on sale 
in the Schine Atrium to support 
SU’s HEART WALK TEAM and the 
American Heart Association.

Schine Student Center

4 p.m.  
A panel discussion on the topic 
“WOMEN AND HIP HOP IN THE 
AMERICAS: Perspectives from the 
United States, Cuba, and Brazil,” 
will have speakers from professors 
and performance artists. 

Grant Auditorium 

9 p.m.  
For free personalized research 
help with a librarian for fi nal papers 
and projects, the library will hold a 
“CRUNCH TIME” session at 9 p.m. 

 Room 046 of Bird Library | Free

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

A local perspective
A journalist who covered the hang-
ing of Saddam Hussein comes 
back to Syracuse to talk about her 
experience.

PULP

Re-enacting Iraq
The Pugilist Specialist tells the tale 
Re-enacting Iraq
The Pugilist Specialist tells the tale 
Re-enacting Iraq
of U.S. soldiers and their mission to 
remove Hussein. 

SPORTS

Baseball in Syracuse?
Syracuse once had a baseball 
Baseball in Syracuse?
Syracuse once had a baseball 
Baseball in Syracuse?
team, although likely won’t have 
one anytime soon. 

OPIN ION

Food fright
There have been a few problems at 
Food fright
There have been a few problems at 
Food fright
Shaw’s dining hall lately, according 
to Meghan Overdeep.
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MEN’S LACROSSE

@ Colgate
WED.  APR. 11, 7 P.M.        WED., APR. 11, 3 P.M.       

SAT., APR. 7, 3 P.M.        
@ Princeton

@ Buffalo
SAT., APR.7, NOON       

@ Pittsburgh

THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS

TRACK AND FIELD

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

TUES., APR. 10, 7 P.M.        
vs. Cornell Sam Howell Invitational

                 @ Princeton

SAT., APR. 7, TBA

Man steals 93 pounds of women’s 
underwear from laundry rooms 
A man was charged with 12 counts of second-
underwear from laundry rooms 
A man was charged with 12 counts of second-
underwear from laundry rooms 
degree burglary and one count of fi rst-degree 
theft after police found 93 pounds of women’s 
undergarments in his apartment in Pullman, 
Wash., early last week. Garth M. Flaherty stole 
as many as 1,500 pairs of underwear and bras 
from apartment complex laundry rooms, accord-
ing to local investigators. A witness recorded 
Flaherty’s license plate number after someone 
was seen stealing from two laundry rooms. 
Police found enough bras and underwear to fi ll 
fi ve garbage bags in Flaherty’s home. Police had 
received 12 reports of stolen underwear in the 
area. Based on unique descriptions of under-
wear from some victims, Flaherty was identifi ed 
as the thief, according to police Cmdr. Chris Ten-
nant.

Judge says drunk driving does 
not apply to Zamboni machines
A judge in New Jersey ruled on Tuesday that 
driving a Zamboni machine under the infl uence 
of alcohol is not drunk driving. The judge said 
the ice rink-grooming machines aren’t motor 
vehicles because they aren’t driven on highways 
and because they can’t carry passengers. The 
case was of the 2005 drunk driving charge of 
Zamboni operator John Peragallo, who has been 
seen by a fellow employee speeding and nearly 
crashing into the boards of the ice arena. Pere-
gallo’s blood alcohol limit was 0.12, according 
to police. Legally drunk in New Jersey is a level 
of 0.08. Sixty-four year old Peregallo said he did 
drink beer and vodka, though he said it was after 
he had operated the Zamboni.

Swedish offi cials say Metallica isn’t 
a real name, despite couple’s choice
A Swedish couple hoping to name their 6-month 
old baby daughter Metallica had their applica-
tion rejected by the Swedish National Tax Board. 
Michael and Karolina Tomaro have already baptized 
their child, however, the board refused to register 
the name because it was associated with the rock 
band and also the word “metal.” Parents must get 
their children’s name approved by the tax authority, 
similar to social security in the United States. “It 
suits her,” Karolina Tomaro, 27, said of the name. 
“She’s decisive and she knows what she wants.” 
The County Administrative Court in Goteborg, Swe-
den said that their was no reason to block the name 
in a March 13 ruling. 
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By Darren Benda
STAFF WRITER

After weeks of deliberation and debate, and even a missed 
deadline, New York state finally has a budget that puts 
it lawmakers in agreement. Less than 12 hours after the 
deadline passed, Gov. Eliot Spitzer and the New York state 
Senate and Assembly passed the $121 billion budget for 
the 2007-2008 fiscal year.

But the budget’s effect won’t be widely seen on SU’s 
campus, said Donald Dutkowsky, professor of economics 
in the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs. 
“SU is a private university, independent from the state. So 
what runs our university is independent from the state,” 
Dutkowsky said.

New York state legislators did agree to increase school 
aid by $440, however.

“Overall it has been a good budget for students in 
that the government held the line on tuition,” said Dana 
Hill, project coordinator for New York Public Interest 
Research Group’s SU and State University of New York 
College of Environmental Science and Forestry branch. 
“The budget also did a good job funding opportunity 
programs in New York, as it will provide the opportunity 
to students to attend college.”

It calls for a $1.8 billion increase for state schools, 
which goes on top of the $17 billion that is currently being 
spent. 

“The budget will allow more people to afford higher 
education, which is a great investment by the state,” Hill 
said.

But some of the major items for which Spitzer had been 
fighting were left off the budget. The Bigger Better Bottle 
Bill, which would have allowed noncarbonated drink 
bottles to be recyclable, was voted down.

“We are disappointed that the Bigger Better Bottle 
Bill was not in the budget,” Hill said. “We are going to 
continue to get it passed as a bill, as it is common sense 
that will help the environment of New York.”

That bill and a midyear tuition assistance program 
also not included are measures Syracuse University 

State finalizes 
2007-08 budget; 
bottle bill left out

Gettin’ wiki with it

BREAKING DOWN THE BUDGET
Dollars and cents
n $121 billion 2007-2008 New York state bud-
get
n $440 increase to financial aid minimum
n $1.8 billion increase for state schools on top 
of the $17 billion currently being spent
n $1.3 billion in property tax relief
n 400,000 previously uninsured children added 
to Child Health Plus, a state-financed insurance 
program 

Left out
n The Bigger Better Bottle Bill – would have 
allowed noncarbonated drink bottles to be 
recycled
n Mid-year TAP (Tuition Assistance Program) 
adjustments

Cut back
n $1 billion in Medicaid spending

SEE BUDGET PAGE 9

By Chris Curran
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

T
he newly launched Wiki-based Web 
site, CollegeWikis.com, has brought 
its services to Syracuse University 
and hopes to become “the ultimate 

information resource for students,” accord-
ing to founder Joe DiPasquale.

Launched on Saturday, Syracuse.Colleg-
eWikis.com takes the 
information collection 
premise made popular 
by Wikipedia and nar-
rows its focus to handle 
the issues and ques-
tions of SU students. 
Users can pose ques-
tions on an open forum 

or answer questions from other students 
on topics ranging from “Where’s the best 
barbershop” to “What bar has the best deal 
on Friday night?”

The site also has a group e-mailing ser-
vice, where members can join mailing lists 
for their dorm, floor or fraternity house, 
and automatically receive an e-mail when 
a question or reply is posted.

DiPasquale, the site’s founder and 
recent graduate of Stanford University, 
said the Web site currently caters to 19 
big-name universities. He created the site 
to give college students across the nation a 
forum to exchange what is on their minds, 
away from university administrations.

College Web sites and Wikipedia give 

students information and the history of SU, 
but they miss the real essence of the insti-
tution and its student body, DiPasquale 
said.

“Wikipedia is not going to have a real 
insight into Syracuse University,” he said. 
“We wanted to add functionality and per-
sonality into a site to better serve the 
students.”

This personal touch from current 
students in a communal atmosphere is 
what DiPasquale said he hopes will set it 
apart from larger sites like Wikipedia and 
Facebook. DiPasquale added the Syracuse 
branch to school sites already up and run-
ning — including Harvard University, Bos-
ton College and the University of Michigan 
— after a student requested he add SU.

SU undergraduates received an e-mail 
Monday announcing the new site; but most 
students who followed the link found errors 
when trying to register.

“I went to check it out after I got the e-
mail,” said Sean Ferris, a sophomore inter-

national relations major, “and was going to 
use it — until it wanted me to register.” 

The Web site failed to recognize “@syr.
edu” as a valid SU e-mail domain, but does 
work if the domain is “@syracuse.edu.” A 
valid Syracuse e-mail address is needed 
to prevent spammers from infiltrating the 
site, similar to the process used when sign-
ing up for a Facebook account.

The new Web site shows a lot of the 
positive possibilities of the Internet, said 
Paul Gandel, vice president of Information 
Technology and Services at SU.

Forming common interests groups, 
sharing information and having public 
discussions are all good aspects of the site, 
but Gandel also warned of the dangers of 
saying things one might later regret on a 
public domain Web site.

“One of the problems in participating in 
a site like this is that once you contribute 
that information, you lose control of the 
information,” he said. “And that can stick 

“We’re witnessing the birth and baby steps of 
some great things. We’re learning how Wikis 
will fit into the online world, and what you 
can do with them is incredibly powerful.”

Eric Hansen
SENIOR PUBLIC RELATIONS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY MAJOR

IF YOU WIKI
What: SU’s new 
wiki service
Where: Sign 
up at Syracuse.
CollegeWiki.com
How much: Free

SEE WIKI PAGE 4

Wikipedia style Web site 
developed for SU community 
to share inside info
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University to merge 2 offices 
despite differing jurisdictions

By Cathy Lee
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Two seemingly unrelated offices at Syracuse 
University will be merging into one in July.

The Office of Orientation and Transition 
Services will be combining with the Office 
of Off-Campus Student Services to form the 
Office of Orientation and Off-Campus Pro-
grams. The new office will be located at 754 
Ostrom Ave.

The first office primarily dealt with wel-
coming first-year students to SU, while the 
second dealt with helping upperclassmen liv-
ing off campus.

“The Division of Student Affairs strategi-
cally made the decision to combine both the 
OTS and OCSS in order to focus the work of 
staff on building upon the current programs 
offered by the OTS and the OCSS and maxi-
mize the impact of staffing and other resourc-
es,” said Laura Madelone, current director of 
OCSS, who will be leading the new office.

The new office will cater to students’ needs 
in transitioning throughout their college 
career with orientation programs, off-campus 
services and involvement in the local com-
munity, she said.

“The OOCP will be responsible for welcom-
ing new students to campus, orienting them to 
both the university and broader community, 
coordinating Syracuse Welcome, offer pro-
gramming services to off campus students … 
as well as facilitate transitions from their first 

year to graduation,” Madelone said.
The idea to consolidate the offices arose 

when Director of OTS Mariana J. Lebrón 
announced her decision to pursue a doctoral 
degree at the Martin J. Whitman School of 
Management next academic year.

“With Mariana’s departure planned to 
occur so close to the beginning of the new aca-
demic year, our first goal was to create a seam-
less transition in leadership and ensure the 
same high quality orientation for incoming 
undergraduate students that earlier classes 
have experienced,” said Anastasia Urtz, dean 
of students.

Sophomore Elizabeth Bachman, who 
attended some orientation events her fresh-
man year, said she feels that the consolidation 
is a good idea.

“It’s not just freshmen who need help tran-
sitioning,” said Bachman, a public policy and 
economic major. “There are different chal-
lenges students face every year and there 
needs to be support services for that.”

The new office recognizes these challenges 
and hopes to effectively help students, Urtz 
said. 

“These roles reflect our view that students 
experience many transitions during their 
time in college that ultimately help prepare 
them for life after college,” she said. “We 
believe the new Office of Orientation and Off-
Campus Programs will be well-positioned to 
support students through these experiences.”

around to haunt you.”
If the site becomes big enough, it can use 

its name to sell or make money through 
increased advertisements or forcing users to 
pay for premium upgrades and features in a 
ploy Gandel jokingly called, “freemiums.”

DiPasquale disagreed, however, asserting 
the site’s commitment to the free flow of infor-
mation and to students.

“We’re not a profitable company,” said 
DiPasquale, citing that administrators are 
working from his home and not a corporate 
office. “Our real motivation is to give Syra-
cuse and other university students a Web site 
that they can make use of.”

While the site is still in its infancy — there 
are currently just 115 registered members 
— the possibilities for Wiki-based sites like 
CollegeWikis.com are tremendous. Sites 
like Facebook, YouTube and Wikipedia have 
already shown the fluidity of the Internet 
and how fast a Web site can grow and become 
immensely popular — and Wikis are no excep-
tion.

“We’re witnessing the birth and baby steps 
of some great things,” said Eric Hansen, a 
senior public relations and information man-
agement and technology major. “We’re learn-
ing how Wikis will fit into the online world, 
and what you can do with them is incredibly 
powerful.”

The power Hansen speaks of is in the hands 
of the users to consume and disseminate the 
information on sites like CollegeWikis.com.

“Our site is in the hands of the student 
body now,” DiPasquale said. “We created it 
for you.”

WIKI
F R O M  P A G E  3

OTHER COLLEGES ON 
COLLEGEWIKIS.COM
n Boston College
n Clemson University
n Harvard
n Michigan State University
n NYU
n Penn State
n Texas A&M
n Tulane
n UConn
n UNC-Chapel Hill
n University of Arizona
n University of Iowa
n University of Michigan
n UT Austin
n Vanderbilt
n Wake Forest
n Washington University-St. Louis
n Yale

SOURCE: collegewikis.com
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Christianity has been 
hijacked.

Today many Christians 
would rather judge who are “saved” 
and who are “lost” rather than 
embodying the compassion and 
unconditional love of Jesus. We 
would much rather have a God who 
is the grand inquisitor, and forget 
God created us to be people of the 
Divine Image regardless of gender, 
race, sexual orientation, ability or 
belief.

Growing up in the Bible Belt, 
I ingested much of the hateful 
religion that some espouse as true 
Christianity. I took for granted that 
women were inferior to men, that 
white men were dominant over 
every race and gender, and that 
sexuality was for procreation alone 
(which meant that homosexuality 
could not exist). I assumed that 
Christianity was the only way to 
understand the Divine.

Today I am an open-minded 
Christian. I could have taken the 
easy path and maintained my 
deep-seated prejudices and confin-
ing Christianity. But to become a 
mature Christian, I had to allow my 
education and expanding faith to 
embrace the truth. Great truth can 
be found in Christianity and the 
Bible, but great truth can be found 
without accepting every word in 
scripture literally.

To understand every word liter-
ally is exceptionally problematic. 
The many authors of the Bible 
certainly had experiences of the 
Divine. Holy moments are often 
very personal and hard to put into 
words. Those writers found per-
sonal truth in their encounters, but 
their individual experiences might 
not ring literally true for every 
person in the ancient context, much 
less in the 21st century.

The overarching truth is that 
Jesus encountered humanity as a gift 
of God. Jesus’ greatest conflict was 
often with the religious leaders who 
held strict requirements of cultural 
and religious purity. Jesus defied 
these norms and purposely chose to 

be in contact with women, traveled 
in “unclean” areas and encountered 
those living with communicable dis-
eases. Jesus was about life and love.

Jesus was a wasteful liberal. Let 
me unpack this notion of “wasteful 
liberalism” and remove it from our 
political and theological presump-
tions. When I think of liberals, I 
think of those who have open arms 
to embrace humanity and the world 
situation around them. Consider a 
recipe that requires a “liberal appli-
cation of butter” — you don’t skimp, 
you almost over-do it.

Liberalism is a good thing. One 
should not hoard compassion and 
love, but give it away no matter the 
cost.  Jesus’ love for humanity is not 
about judging who is “in” or who is 
“out.” He was, is, and continues to 
be about liberally and wastefully 
sharing life and love.

On Easter Sunday human 
accounts of the resurrection will be 
read. One Easter story tells of two 
people walking to Emmaus who 
confessed that while Jesus was with 
them their hearts were on fire. Even 
after the crucifixion, their hearts 
were still on fire from the authentic 
and full life that Jesus lived. The 
memory of Jesus is still alive and is 
still kindled in the hearts of all who 
are touched by life and love.

As Christians we should 
embrace the Jesus model of living 
and loving wastefully by embracing 
humanity as God’s good gift, rather 
than despising others and our-
selves. Give Jesus back to humanity.

Kelly Sprinkle is the Protestant 
Chaplain at Syracuse University 

and is an ordained minister in the 
United Church of Christ.  He may 
be reached at knsprink@syr.edu.

W e hear the white lies every 
day: “No, of course you 
don’t look fat in those 

jeans,” “Don’t worry, it happens to 
a lot of guys” and “I can’t talk mom, 
I’m at the library.” There are no cruel 
intentions behind these words, and 
we hear them spoken all year round. 
Yet when it comes to deceiving the 
people in our lives, sometimes it feels 
like every day is April Fools’ Day. 

We’ve been taught to tell the truth 
since we were little kids, but white 
lies that keep people from facing 
unpleasant repercussions seem to 
fly freely from the mouths of adults. 
Despite what we may have been 
taught in Sunday school, it turns out 
that being dishonest does not always 
mean we are hurting someone.

“I don’t think that lying is the 
greatest thing, because it usually 
catches up with you,” said senior 
geography major Robert Stahl-
Yohalem. “But in a situation where a 
little white lie can save some unnec-
essary drama, it can be worth it.”

In addition to keeping college 
kids out of trouble, white lies allow 
parents to boost their kids’ morale 
and keep them reaching for the stars. 
The phrase “you can be anything you 

want to be” was drilled into our heads 
while we were growing up, but most 
of us realized pretty early on that we 
weren’t going to be astronauts if we 
couldn’t pass 11th grade calculus. Yet 
the words of encouragement pushed 
us to work hard to succeed in all 
that we did, and proved how fibs can 
frequently do more good than harm. 
After all, if it weren’t for our parents’ 
white lies, we wouldn’t have been able 
to maintain our naïve beliefs that the 
world is a magical place filled with 
hopes and dreams.

Even our most beloved childhood 
memories, imaginary characters, 
were based on positive white lies.

“In a way, deceit can protect 
youthful ideals, such as the Tooth 
Fairy and Santa Claus,” said senior 
retail management major Serena 
Santinello. “In the end everyone finds 
out that they’re make-believe, but it 

made our childhoods more memo-
rable and fun.”

In a recent Associated Press/Ipsos 
poll, survey results showed that more 
than 50 percent of people said lying 
should never be justified. But when 
participants were asked about excep-
tions to the rule, two-thirds of the 
people surveyed said that it was OK to 
lie to people in certain situations, like 
when it protects people’s feelings.

While people tend to agree that 
maliciously lying is undoubtedly 
wrong, protecting people’s feelings 
and innocent beliefs is something 
that should be done at all costs 
— even if it involves an element of 
dishonesty. No one ever wants to 
hear that they look fat, perform 
inadequately or that their kids are at 
the bar when they should be study-
ing. After all, it’s hard to imagine 
what our lives would have been like 
without leaving cookies out for Santa, 
getting a dollar bill from the Tooth 
Fairy or not believing that we could 
do anything that we put our minds to. 

Katherine Paster is a featured 
columnist whose columns appear 

weekly in The Daily Orange. E-
mail her at kapaster@syr.edu.

Christianity’s actual tenets don’t 
resemble those of radical sects

K E L LY  S P R I N K L E

guest columnist

K AT H E R I N E  P A S T E R

that’s what she said

Despite reputation, lies can be constructive

letters@dailyorange.com

S C R I B B L E
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PICASA
Application type: Digital photo orga-
nizer and editor
Launch date: July 13, 2004
Competition: iPhoto, Flickr, F-Spot
Information: Picasa is the brainchild 
of a company based in Pasadena, Calif., 
which Google acquired in 2004. Photos 
can be tagged, shared online with Web 
albums and included in slide shows and 
image timelines. Picasa provides all basic 
photo-editing tools — like red eye reduc-
tion, color enhancement and cropping. 
Also, Picasa’s search feature returns 
results that match a user’s search by 
photo filenames or folders.
Criticism: When Picasa initially scans 
the system for digital photos, users either 
choose to scan the entire hard drive or 
the “My Documents” folder — nothing in 
between.
Also check out: Hello, which allows 
users to send images to other users 
— similar to instant messaging. However, 
instead of text, Hello issues digital photos.

Internet empire

APPLICATION LAUNCH TIMELINE
Since its founding in September 1998, Google has ballooned into a huge corporation, partly by 
acquiring companies and developing applications. Today, there are numerous applications, all free, in 
Google’s command. Here’s a timeline of some of the company’s most notable applications during the 
past nine years:

Internet domain google.
com is registered

Sept. 14, 1997

Sergey Brin and Larry 
Page found Google in 
Menlo Park, Calif.

Sept. 28, 1998 December 2001 

Launches Google 
Image Search

Sept. 21, 1999

Google Web Search 
comes out of beta

2000

 Launches AdWords, 
Google’s flagship 
advertising product

Profiling Google’s top 12 applications

April 2002

Launches Google News

February 2003

 Acquires Blogger

BLOGGER
Application type: Weblog
Launch date: February 2003
Competition: MySpace, LiveJournal, 
Xanga
Information: Google’s answer to the 
popularity of online blogging is Blogger, an 
application it acquired from Pyra Labs out 
of San Francisco. Blogger is HTML-based, 
so users familiar with HTML can add liter-
ally anything to their blogs. 
Criticism: Abandoned blogs, or ones 
that haven’t been accessed a long time, do 
not expire. Also, when Blogger upgraded 
in 2006, with increased reliability and ser-
vices, it required users to create a Google 
account. Accounts are free, but irritating 
nonetheless.
Also check out: AudioBlogger, which 
allows users to call Blogger from their 
phones and leave messages that are 
immediately posted on the users’ blogs. 
Blog visitors can listen to the messages by 
clicking on the embedded MP3 files.

GMAIL
Application type: Web-based e-mail
Launch date: April 1, 2004
Competition: Yahoo! Mail, Hotmail
Information: If Google’s Web Search is 
the company’s flagship application, Gmail 
is its runner-up. Gmail revolutionized Web-
based e-mail, with huge inbox capacities 
— 2,836 megabytes at press time and 
growing daily — the ability to instant mes-
sage other Gmail users within its inbox 
and the renaming of e-mail messages to 

conversations, paving the way for replied 
e-mails to appear side by side, instead of 
being separated like in other services.
Criticism: Accounts are temporar-
ily unavailable from time to time. Also, 
computers scan all e-mails so relevant 
advertisements appear, raising privacy 
concerns.
Also check out: Gmail Notifier, which 
alerts users of new Gmail conversations 
without logging in. Also, Google Alerts, 
which e-mails users up-to-date informa-
tion in areas relevant to the specific user.

GOOGLE DOCS & 
SPREADSHEETS
Application type: Web-based word 
processor and spreadsheets
Launch date: Oct. 10, 2006
Competition: Microsoft Word/Excel
Information: All basic necessities of 
a word processor or spreadsheet — like 
fonts, lists, columns and table — are 
included. Users can upload documents 
on their computer into this application 
— with their formats intact. Addition-
ally, users can share their documents or 
spreadsheets, and documents attached 
to a Gmail conversation can be down-
loaded directly into Google Docs.
Criticism: Footnotes cannot be added.
Also check out: Users can e-mail a 
service that will convert the e-mail’s text 
into a Google Docs document. The e-
mail’s subject serves as its title.

GOOGLE WEB SEARCH
Application type: Search engine
Launch date: Sept. 21, 1999
Competition: Yahoo!, Ask.com
Information: Google’s Web Search 
is where it all began. Unlike competitor 
Yahoo!, with a homepage filled with news, 
entertainment and endless links to its ser-
vices, Google’s homepage is the definition 
of bare bones: it contains hardly anything 
more than a search box, a search button 
and a few links to some Google services. 
And conducting a search takes hardly any 
time. Searching the term “Syracuse,” for 

example, yields more than 33,000,000 
results in about six-hundredths of a sec-
ond.
Criticism: Even though users can cus-
tomize the Google search engine by setting 
a default language and amount of search 
results per page, long-term cookies are 
added to users’ computers in order to man-
age and store their preferences.
Also check out: 
Google Trends, which exposes how often a 
term has been searched since 2004 in top 
cities, regions and languages. Also, sepa-
rate two terms by commas and see how 
they compare in the same criteria.

GOOGLE CALENDAR
Application type: Web-based calen-
dar
Launch date: April 13, 2006
Competition: Yahoo! Calendar, Win-
dows Calendar, iCal
Information: 
Google Calendar is easy to use and user-
friendly. Events can be added with one 
click; choose a date, type in the event 
name and it’s added. Other information 
— like the time, whether it repeats and a 
description — can always be added later. 
Two or more users can also share calen-
dars. So keeping tabs on friends becomes 
fairly simple: open your calendar and your 
friends’ events appear alongside yours.
Criticism: Google Calendar has no sync 
capabilities. Events can be imported from 
other programs, but users cannot inte-
grate their calendars onto client programs 
or handheld technology.
Also check out: 
Public Events search, which returns 
events from other calendars that share 
the searched term. Any searchable event 
can then be copied to a user’s calendar.
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Launches Google 
Patents, a search-
able index of U.S. 
patents

March 20, 2007 

Launches Google 
Themes, which 
add color to the 
formerly plain per-
sonalized Google 
homepage

Feb. 28, 2007

GOOGLE EARTH
Application type: Satellite imagery of 
the Earth
Launch date: June 28, 2005
Competition: Flash Earth, Windows Live 
Map
Information: Google Earth, in many ways, 
is a one-of-a-kind application. Acquired from 
Keyhole, Inc. in late 2004, Google Earth 
combines aerial photography and satellite 
imagery to reproduce an electronic Earth for 
users to endlessly navigate. Simply search 

your street address to see your home or 
broaden your search — like to New York City 
or Paris — and then zoom in to observe the 
details.
Criticism: Cloud cover, shadows and low-
resolution imagery leave some places, such 
as small islands or rural areas, without much 
detail. Other areas are at times out of date. 
For example, Newhouse III and the Life Sci-
ences Complex have yet to begin construc-
tion, according to Google Earth.
Also check out: Google Moon, Google 
Mars.

GOOGLE PAGE CREATOR
Application type: Web site editor and 
publisher
Launch date: Feb. 23, 2006
Competition: Yahoo! Geocities
Information: Google Page Creator 
offers 100 megabytes of storage space, 
Web templates and page layouts, 
eliminating the need to learn HTML 
and complex coding. Web page editing 
takes place within the Internet browser, 
so users can literally see how the site 
appears as they update it. Editing is also 
automatically saved, thus keeping users 
from losing unsaved work.
Criticism: Due to popularity, initially 
signing up for the service is oftentimes 
limited. Also, the unique domain names 
given to users match their e-mail address-
es, making it easy for spammers to flood 
their inboxes.
Also check out: Since fall 2006, users 
can create up to four additional Web 
pages, instead of the original one.

GOOGLE MAPS
Application type: Web map
Launch date: Feb. 8, 2005
Competition: Yahoo! Maps, Mapquest
Information: Google Maps provides 
streets and business names, as well as 
driving directions when starting and end-
ing points are fed into the system. One of 
its best features is its ability to search for 
any U.S. business or service. Searching 
“Mexican restaurants in Syracuse, N.Y.,” 
will return simply that: all the Mexican 

restaurants in Syracuse, along with their 
addresses and phone numbers. Upon 
finding the restaurant of your choice, hit 
the “call” button and Google will connect 
your phone to the restaurant for free. Also, 
Google recently opened up Google Maps in 
parts of Canada and Europe, with new loca-
tions continually added.
Criticism: Street data may at times be 
out of date or contain errors.
Also check out: Google Traffic Info, 
which gives up-to-date traffic conditions in 
30 major U.S. cities.

Google has had such a profound effect on 
pop culture and the world that Google afi-
cionados have even created certain terms 
that apply specifically to Google’s vast uni-
verse. Here are a few examples:

n To google (v.) To use Google Web Search to 
obtain information on the Internet

Merriam Webster included the term in its 
online edition.
n Googler (n.) A person who efficiently 
uses Google’s features
n Google-proof (n.) Search results are 
exactly what the user intended.
n Sandbox Effect (n.) A phenomenon in 
which Google search returns filter out new 

Web sites in an effort to combat spam
n Google bomb (n.) An attempt to influ-
ence the page ranking of a search return, 
oftentimes for humorous or political rea-
sons
Example: Searching “miserable failure” 
used to have the first Google return as 
President George W. Bush’s biography on 
whitehouse.gov.
n Google twin (n.) A person that shares 
your name and whose information returns 
when a user searches that name
n Googlewhack (n.) Conducting a search 
with two words, without quotation marks, 
and getting just one search return

SOURCE: wikipedia.org

GOOGLE JARGON

Launches Google 
Traffic Info

Launches Gmail, 
by invitation only

April 1, 2004

Google goes public by 
filing for an initial public 
offering (IPO) on the New 
York Stock Exchange

Acquires YouTube 
for $1.65 billion

April 30, 2004 Oct. 9 2006 

Launches Google Web 
Accelerator, increasing 
a user’s search speed 
through software and 
data caching

May 4, 2005 Summer 2005

Launches Google 
Earth/Moon

Dec. 14, 2006

GOOGLE TALK
Application type: Instant messenger
Launch date: Aug. 23, 2005
Competition: AOL Instant Messenger, 
Yahoo! Messenger, MSN Messenger
Information: Google Talk arrives in two 
forms: Google Talk Gadget and Google 
Talk Client. Gadget is Web-based and is 
located on a user’s personalized Google 
homepage. Client, on the other hand, must 
be installed on the user’s computer. While 
both Gadget and Client allow users to 
instant message one another, Client also 
makes PC-to-PC voice calls and can trans-
fer unlimited files.
Criticism: It is only compatible with 
Windows. Also, users complain the appli-
cation tends to freeze during long conver-
sations.
Also check out: Voicemail, which 
allows users to leave audio messages, up 
to 10 minutes in length, to their friends. 
After recording a message, it is sent to the 
recipient’s Gmail inbox as an MP3 attach-
ment.

GOOGLE BOOK SEARCH
Application type: Searchable novel 
and textbook database
Launch date: October 2004
Competition: Windows Live Book 
Search
Information: One of Google’s most 
controversial applications is Google Book 
Search, which allows people to search full 
texts, or select pages of books depend-
ing on its copyright. Out-of-print works 
or works in the public domain can be 
downloaded. Scanned texts are mostly 
in English, but other languages — like 
Spanish, French and Italian — are also 
available. Some search results, such as 
Kurt Vonnegut’s “Slaughterhouse Five,” 
returns a brief synopsis, related texts, key 
terms and locations the book mentions, 
including a map.
Criticism: Some claim Google infringes 
copyright rules by scanning texts for 
public use. Also, some pages are poorly 
scanned, leading to text buried in shad-
ows or pages prematurely cut off.
Also check out: Google Scholar, 
which is similar to Google Book Search, 
but is a searchable database of scholarly 
papers.

GOOGLE DESKTOP
Application type: Desktop search software
Launch date: Oct. 14, 2004
Competition: Spotlight, Beagle, Window’s Desktop Search
Information: 
Google Desktop indexes everything on a user’s computer, 
from e-mail and documents to photos and previously viewed 
Web sites, so the user can search it at any time. Along with 
this searchable index, Google Desktop also includes a sidebar 
feature, with includes a Web search, stock quotes and per-
sonalized news.
Criticism: Initially it indexes just 10,000 files per drive. So a 
search for a specific document or music file may not be suc-
cessful until the drive is fully indexed. It is only compatible 
with Windows. 
Also check out: Google Gadgets, which are addable appli-
cations to a user’s sidebar, such as a clock or media player.
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“I like Google, I use it almost every 
day. I find it reliable and easy to use ”

Jillian Drouin
JUNIOR EXERCISE SCIENCE MAJOR

“I know that Google came under 
fire for censorship. It had a contract 
with China and it was called 
into question with a censorship 
issue. Kind of sketchy.”

Anna Hadingham
SENIOR ACTING MAJOR

P E R S P E C T I V E S
compiled by eric hughes | asst. news editor

Do you like or dislike Google, and why?

“It’s easy to load up and returns 
search results quickly. There’s 
nothing to not like except maybe 
Gmail privacy, since it scans e-
mails to posts relevant ads.”

Kartikram Krishnakumar
GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING STUDENT

“I really like Google. It has a lot of 
specific search options, like Google 
Scholar and Google Video.”

Brad Smith
FRESHMAN FINANCE MAJOR

GOOGLE

JUST MESSING WITH YOU
Along with developing and acquiring 
applications continuously, the team at 
Google also exemplifies a sense of humor 
— for those with the time and energy to 
search for it. Here are a few favorites:

elgooG
No, that’s not a typo. Look closer, it’s 
actually Google in reverse. The sig-
nificance of this is rather simple: it’s 
the name of a Web site that mirrors the 
Google homepage, with everything on 
the familiar Google homepage backward. 
Even better, use the search engine like 
you would normally, and your search 
results come back in reverse as well. 
Teews!
Check it out: elgoog.rb-hosting.de/index.
cgi

Google: Elmer Fudd
At first glance, it looks strikingly similar 
to the basic Google homepage. However, 
instead of “Google Search,” the option 
is “Google Seawch.” And “I’m Feel-
ing Lucky”? Yes, it’s now “I’m Feewing 
Wucky.”
Check it out: google.com/intl/xx-elmer/
Other revamped Google homepages: 
Google Devil (google.com/bsd); Google 
Linux (google.com/linux) and Google Leet-
speak (google.com/intl/xx-hacker/)

Google Maps
For such a well-regarded service, it’s 
somewhat surprising that Google would 
mess around with its application that 
maps out every street in the United 
States, and parts of Europe. Even so, 
when feeding the service a starting point 
and end point — from let’s say New York, 
N.Y., to London, England — scroll through 
the results and you’ll find one peculiar-
ity at driving instruction No. 23. Without 
using an airplane, Google Maps recom-
mends quite the alternative.
Check it out: maps.google.com

of Web-based services and downloadable soft-
ware. People can check e-mail, post blogs, 
share calendars, request driving directions, 
even peruse satellite imagery of literally the 
entire Earth — all while staying within the 
confines of the Google fold.

The cost: free.
And despite its unique, ad-based business 

model, the company fascinates the business 
world with its $400 stock prices, four times 
greater than its initial asking price.

“Google was once driven mostly by search 
technology,” said Anthony Rotolo, instruc-
tional technology manager in the Syracuse 
University School of Information Studies, 
“but their brand name recognition and a 
reputation for innovation has helped turn 
them into a major player with online applica-
tions.”

Paul Gandel, vice president of Information 

Technology and Services at SU, agreed it is 
Google’s brand image and reputation, but 
also its vision and execution, that are largely 
responsible for the company’s successes.

Additionally, Google’s signature combina-
tion of useful, robust services, along with 
providing them free of charge, has forced 
mega-companies like Microsoft to reassert 
their business strategies, Rotolo said.

“The day when users start deciding not to 
purchase big-ticket software like Microsoft 
Office in favor of using Google’s free online 
document applications is not hard to imag-
ine,” he said. “This could have a major impact 
on the software industry as a whole, as well as 

companies like Microsoft who aren’t so good 
at the ‘free and useful’ game.”

Gandel, however, said he doesn’t foresee 
such a rosy future for Google if the company 
declines to adapt its current services to better 
fit predicted business models.

“In the long run, we’re going see more 
information being shared, but not through 
one site like Google,” said Gandel, a SU pro-
fessor. “We’ll see organizations and individu-
als more involved in sharing information, 
with multiple portals for gathering informa-
tion. Google will have to provide people with 
the kinds of tools that will enable that kind of 
sharing.”

GOOGLE
F R O M  P A G E  1

Practically everyone knows about Google’s 
premier Internet search engine, Google 
Web Search. However, here are some inter-
esting — albeit lesser-known — Google 
factoids.

n The name Google is a play on words 
for the term googol, which refers to the 
number 1 accompanied by 100 zeroes. This 
reflects Google’s mission to organize the 
Internet’s massive amount of information.

n Google was originally started as a 
research project at Stanford University 
by Larry Page and Sergey Brin, who were 
both in their early 20s at the time. Page 
currently serves as products president, 
while Brin is technology president. Now 

each has more than their fair share of 
stock, which costs $472 as of press time. 

n Google searches, which generally take 
less than half a second, are conducted 
after searching through Google’s immense 
collection of Web pages, which number in 
the billions.

n Google receives search requests from 
every continent on Earth, including Antarc-
tica.

n Users can search for content in 36 
languages, including Klingon, the pseudo-
language popularized by television’s “Star 
Trek.”

n Google employees, who now number 
more than 2,600, work at company head-
quarters, nicknamed the Googleplex.

n PageRank is the basis of Google’s 
search, which gives each search term a 
rank to determine how useful it is. In addi-
tion, the term “page” in PageRank does not 
come from Web page, but rather from co-
founder Larry Page.

n Google employees come from all sorts 
of backgrounds. One operations manager 
is a former neurosurgeon, one software 
engineer is a former rocket scientist and 
the company’s chef formally worked for 
band The Grateful Dead and funk artist 
George Clinton.

SOURCE: Google.com Press Center

GOOGLE FUN FACTS

“Their brand name recognition and a reputation 
for innovation has helped turn them into a 
major player with online applications.”

Anthony Rotolo
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY MANAGER IN THE SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES

dailyorange.com

dailyorange.com
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created by Cuomo’s office to ensure ethical 
student loan practices are followed, Smith said. 

“The centerpiece of it all is the code of 
conduct,” said Smith, of one of the reasons the 
university chose to be a part of the settlement. 
“This is an area where there has been very little 
guidance about what kinds of activities and 
regulations should or shouldn’t be in play.”

Citibank, the nation’s largest bank, with stu-
dent loan business at about 3,000 schools, also 
agreed to pledge $2 million to a new national 
fund run by Cuomo’s office to educate consum-
ers about the student loan process. 

The settlements come as a result of the 
attorney general’s recent investigation into 
the relationship between student loan provid-
ers and universities. Cuomo was particularly 
interested with how universities determined 
which loan providers were placed on preferred 
lender lists. 

To be in accordance with Cuomo’s guide-
lines, the university will also no longer allow 
lenders to subsidize any expenses for SU staff 
members who participate on advisory boards 
and/or in professional seminars, according to 
a SU press release.

Though SU took part in the settlement, the 
university maintains ethical procedures were 
always followed. Cuomo acknowledged this as 

a part of the settlement, Smith said.
“We firmly believe that we have not partici-

pated in anything here that would be illegal, 
improper or anywhere injurious to our stu-
dents and their families,” Smith said. He also 
said Citibank has provided excellent service 
and rates at or below the other providers on the 
list to SU students.

SU deals with more than 150 student loan 
providers but offers a preferred lenders list 
to help those students who need guidance in 
choosing a reputable service, Smith said. 

“The whole point of the list is to be a reliable 
place where people can go to get advice about 
lender options,” he said. “The key point is that 
people are not limited to that list.”

To be placed on the list, a lender must fill 
out an in-depth questionnaire, which is then 
judged by the Office of Financial Aid, Smith 
said. There are currently four banks on the 
list.

Cuomo’s investigation began in November 
2006 when his office inquired about possible 
financial arrangements between universities 

and loan providers. He requested such infor-
mation from six loan providers to begin with.

On Feb. 1 Cuomo announced he would send 
more than 60 letters to colleges and universi-
ties across the country requesting informa-
tion on how loan providers were put on the pre-
ferred lender lists. He also sent two additional 
loan providers requests for information, one of 
which was Citibank.

On March 15 Cuomo announced he would 
send letters to more than 400 colleges and 
universities — including every institution in 
New York state and select others across the 
nation — warning them to fully disclose and 
terminate any potential conflicts of interests 
with student loan providers.

On Monday Cuomo announced the settle-
ment with not only SU, but also New York 
University, St. John’s University, Fordham 
University, University of Pennsylvania and 
Long Island University. NYU and UPenn will 
make the largest payments at almost $1.4 mil-
lion and $1.6 million, respectively. 

Though they will make no reimbursements, 

all 29 State University of New York schools 
also agreed to the code of conduct.

In a statement, Cuomo applauded the prog-
ress made by the settlement.

“We are beginning the process of restoring 
trust between universities and students, and 
now is the time for other schools and lenders 
to step up and end the conflicts, perks and rev-
enue sharing that have been costing students 
in New York and across the country dearly,” 
said Cuomo, in a press release. “These schools 
and Citibank are setting the example the 
entire industry should live by.”

A press release from the National Associa-
tion of Student Financial Aid Administrators 
presented a differing opinion. 

“NASFAA agrees that any preferred lender 
list abuses and genuine conflicts of interest 
should end, however, such abuses are rare,” 
the release stated. “NASFAA is confident that 
when the New York Attorney General’s office 
completes its investigation it will find only a 
very few problems; nearly every aid adminis-
trator and school is extremely ethical.”

Smith said SU took part in the settlement to 
make sure students know their best interests 
are being represented and said he hopes no 
students will be discouraged from working 
with the office.

“We want to do absolutely nothing in the 
minds of our students or families that would 
undermine their confidence in the advice of 
us,” he said.

LOANS
F R O M  P A G E  1

“This is an area where there has been very little 
guidance about what kinds of activities and 
regulations should or shouldn’t be in play.”

David Smith
VICE PRESIDENT OF ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT

NYPIRG members have lobbied for in the past 
year. 

“The budget did not include midyear TAP 
adjustments, which we will work for and we will 
continue to press for,” Hill said.

Though the budget passed a few hours after its 
deadline, this year’s budget was completed in a 
timely manner compared to the previous budgets, 
Dutkowsky said.

“New York has been notorious for being late on 
its budget deadlines,” he said. “A few hours late, 
marginally — it’s on time. Put in the perspective 
that the previous budgets were months late, hold-
ing up operations in schools and government, they 
did a nice job.”

According to the budget, New York state is 
expected to spend $84 billion, a $6.7 billion — or 9 
percent increase in state spending — against last 
year’s budget.

“The budget is a good size, as typically the state 
budget needs to stay balanced and they did a good 
job,” Dutkowsky said. 

One thing the budget did not increase was Med-
icaid spending, as the budget will cut $1 billion in 
Medicaid spending.

The budget, however, is a work in progress, 
even though it has already been passed. During 
the next few weeks, lawmakers will work out pay 
raises, project money and tuition tax credit.

In an interview soon after the budget’s passing, 
Spitzer said he was pleased with the outcome 
with regard to school aid, tax breaks and insur-
ing uninsured children. Spitzer even called the 
budget a personal victory at his press conference 
broadcast on CBS WTVH-5.

“We’re thrilled at the timeliness of the budget,” 
he said. “We had enormous policy successes.”

Not everything went smoothly for the Budget 
Commission, as it nearly missed the deadline, 
which caused tension among commission mem-
bers.

Diana Fortuna, president of the Citizens Bud-
get Commission, described the budget as contain-
ing too large of an increase from 2006-2007 to 
2007-2008.

“The rush to pass legislation before the public 

or even lawmakers have a chance to consider it 
is a continuation of business as usual,” she said. 
“The budget process is still a mess.”

To ensure that the budget’s passing was not 
delayed after the midnight, April 1 deadline, 
Spitzer sped up the process by issuing Messages of 
Necessity to thousands of pages of bills. After a tie-
up at the printer, the budget was officially passed.

Legislators also provided funding for an addi-
tional 100 charter schools and a new account-
ability measure that Spitzer will oversee, said 
Joseph Bruno, Senate majority leader, at a press 
conference.

“The budget achieves the goals set out by the 
Senate Majority to increase school aid and distrib-
ute it fairly,” Bruno said.

The new budget also distributes money 
through a new formula. The Foundation Formula 
will provide money to needy school districts, as 
opposed to providing more money to larger schools 
based solely on enrollment. 

“Most districts weren’t expecting the raise, so 
it will enable them to do more with the money,” 
Dutkowsky said.

New York’s budget will also give back to the 
community with tax cuts, as Spitzer and the legis-
lators agreed to provide $1.3 billion in property tax 
relief, which would double last year’s cuts, accord-
ing to the budget.

Lawmakers also agreed to expand Child Health 
Plus, which is a state-financed insurance program 
for 400,000 previously uninsured children. 

BUDGET
F R O M  P A G E  3

“We are disappointed that 
the Bigger Better Bottle 
Bill was not in the budget. 
We are going to continue 
to get it passed as a bill, 
as it is common sense that 
will help the environment 
of New York.”

Dana Hill
PROJECT COORDINATOR, NEW YORK 
PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP
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crush

ENTOURAGE
What if I were to tell you there was a show on 

HBO that was even better than “The Sopranos?” 
Is that something you would be interested in?

Vince, E., Drama, Turtle and even Ari are 
returning to the screen at 10 p.m. on Sunday for 
the fourth season of “Entourage.”

The show has plenty to build on after the 
tumultuous end to last season. Every character 
is sure to have a unique story line in the new 
episodes.

Vince is looking for a job after pissing off the 
entire Hollywood foreign press and a major stu-

dio. Ari is looking for a new star client after the 
Bob Ryan debacle proved to be the final straw in 
his relationship with Vince. Drama may actu-
ally be able to stand on his own two feet with 
his new pilot, and E. will probably have to fix 
everyone’s problems again. Turtle doesn’t have 
a rap client anymore, but at least he has some 
sweet kicks.

The beauty of “Entourage” is in the charac-
ter-driven episodes. We learn something new 
about a different member of the crew each show, 
and it makes us want to follow them for an 
entire season.

—Brian Tahmosh, feature editor

ALANIS MORRISETTE 
“MY HUMPS” VIDEO

OK, Alanis Morrisette is clearly available.
Sidestepping whatever else she was up to 

— because seriously, what else has she been 
doing lately? — Morrisette puts herself back on 
the map with one of the most outrageous April 
Fools’ Day jokes of all time.

In quite possibly the quickest cover turn-
around in music history, Morrisette, for what-
ever reason, decided it would be a good idea to 
parody the Black Eyed Peas’ “My Humps” from 
November 2005.

Matching the Black Eyed Peas’ lead singer 
Fergie, with the same bangs, skin-tight cloth-

ing and, you guessed it, lots and lots of dry 
humping, it appears Morrisette was born to 
make the parody, instead of hiding herself 
from the mainstream since her debut album 
in 1995.

As for the video, it’s an absolute sensation 
on YouTube. Since premiering on April 2, the 
video has been watched more than 1.6 million 
times, ranking No. 1 in hits from the past 
seven days and in the top 10 from the past 30 
days.

Morissette, you, without a doubt, have taken 
the spotlight from Weird Al Yankovic.

I can’t believe I just typed that sentence. This 
is just bizarre.

—Eric Hughes, asst. news editor
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Lara Westwood 
STAFF WRITER

Feet plagued Charles Brannock’s nights in the Delta Kappa 
Epsilon fraternity house as a student at Syracuse University.

Spending his vacations working at his father’s shoe store, 
Park-Brannock Shoe Company, on Salina Street, Brannock 
became aware of the need for a device that would properly 
measure feet.

“The shoe salesman, like a doctor, has a distinct respon-
sibility to his customers, because a mistake in the fitting of a 
shoe, particularly a child’s shoe, can definitely endanger the 
health,” said Brannock, according to The Brannock Device 
Company’s “Company Perspectives.” 

In 1925, after two years of drawing and planning in the 
middle of the night, Brannock had 
a breakthrough. A functioning 
Brannock Device was built from 
his basic prototypes and his stud-
ies of shoes and their sizes.

The Smithsonian’s National 
Museum of American History 
solidified the importance of the 
Brannock Device to the shoe indus-
try, as well as to overall health 
care, with its induction into the 
museum in 1998.

The device is able to accurately 
measure a foot’s length, width 
and arc length all at once, and it 
debuted at the Park-Brannock Shoe 
Company, a great improvement on 
the wooden block ruler that was originally used.

The Brannock Device’s effectiveness boosted the locally 
owned shoe store’s business, and the shop began to stock 
uncommon sizes. Park-Brannock Shoe Company grew into 
a widely recognized, growing shoe store receiving reviews 

FAMOUS FEET
Paris Hilton, size 10
Britney Spears, size 6.5
Maria Sharapova, size 9

Shaquille O’Neal, size 22
Dennis Hoffman, size 5
Abraham Lincoln, size 13

Women’s sizes from 
celebrityshoesizes.com

Men’s sizes from 
sizematcher.com

p e r f o r m i n g  a r t s

Jazzy NYC 
musical 
lights up 
Civic stage

katie schuering | staff photographer
CHARLES BRANNOCK, an SU student in the 1920s, created the widely used ‘Brannock Device’ to measure feet and ease 
the problem of searching for shoe sizes.

Size 
matters
Invented in Syracuse, 
the Brannock Device 
has been measuring 
feet for eight decades.

By Heath D. Williams
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

B efore the musical started, 
colored lights illuminated 
the show’s title, “Wonder-

ful Town,” onto the curtain of the 
Mulroy Civic Center’s majestic 

Crouse Hinds 
Theater.

When 
that red 
curtain rose, 
it opened the 
stage for two 
and a half 
hours of even 
more color-

ful, brighter lights — those of New 
York City.

“Wonderful Town,” known as 
“the New York City musical,” began 
its three-night stop in Syracuse last 
night as part of the Civic Center’s 
Famous Artists Broadway Theater 
Series.

The nationally touring show, 
with music by Broadway legend 
Leonard Bernstein, tells the story of 
two sisters’ struggles to survive and 
make it under the pressure of the Big 
Apple after packing up and moving 
from Ohio.

Premiered onstage in 1953, the 
show was nominated for and won 
six Tony Awards, including Best 
Musical. 

Eileen, an aspiring actress, and 
Ruth Sherwood, a budding and moti-
vated writer, come face-to-face with 
the hardships of finding a place to live, 
finding work, affording food, men and 
love. Set to Bernstein’s tunes played 
by a big, jazzy band set up onstage, the 
Sherwood sisters’ adventures in New 
York are made for the stage.

The band’s jazzy tunes and pres-
ence onstage, as opposed to in a pit, 
provided some entertaining moments 
of interaction between the conductor 
and the actors. It also was enjoyable 
to actually watch the musicians play 
Bernstein’s roaring tunes.

“I loved that the band was up 
there, too,” said Jennifer Dodson of 
Liverpool. “It was such a change of 
pace from other musicals I’ve seen.”

Deborah Lynn was the obvious 
shining star of the show in the role 
of Ruth, with a booming voice and a 
stage presence that, with every line 
and every solo, captivated and cap-
tured the attention of the jam-packed 
theater.

IF YOU GO
What: Wonderful 
Town
Where: Mulroy Civic 
Center 
When: Tonight and 
tomorrow, 7:30 p.m.
How much: $27.50  
– $49.50

SEE WONDERFUL TOWN PAGE 15

SEE BRANNOCK PAGE 12
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Adv. Tix on Sale GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D �
Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1115 150 425) 705 935
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1120 155 435) 720 1000
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG � (1130

200 430) 715 945
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG � (1200 230 500) 745 1015
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1145 1210 210 240 440 510) 710 740

940 1010
PEACEFUL WARRIOR (PG-13) DIG (1255 355) 725 1025
THE LOOKOUT (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 405) 655 925
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1125 1150 145 220 415

445) 650 920
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1250 400) 700 955
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (410) 1030
OC: REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1245) 735
THE HILLS HAVE EYES II (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1205 235 505) 800 1025
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (1205 235 505) 725 950
PREMONITION (PG-13) (1240 350) 645 915
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1230 345) 750 1035
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (1140 215 450) 750 1020

Adv. Tix on Sale GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D �
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (120 410) 720 935
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1220 250 510) 735 955
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1245 305 525) 750 1010
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG � (1235 255 515) 740 1005
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1240 245 505) 715 940
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 405) 705 1000
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (140 430) 655 945
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (125 440) 725 1015
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (105 400) 710 950
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (135 415) 700 930

Adv. Tix on Sale GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D �
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (150 450) 720 945
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (200 500) 730 940
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (145 445) 750 1010
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG � (130 430) 740 1005
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (140 440) 705 930
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 400) 700 950
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (135 435) 735 1015
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (110 410) 715 1000
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (115 415) 710 955
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (120 420) 745 1020

©2007Times For 4/4/07

BRANNOCK
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in shoe magazines according the “Company 
Perspectives.”

While Brannock originally intended the 
device just for his father’s shop, his invention 
quickly caught on nationwide, allowing him to 
open his own company to produce the devices. 
About 33,000 devices were sold worldwide by 
1939, according to the “Company Perspec-
tives.”

The United States Navy also enlisted the 
device in 1933 to discover why so many sailors 
were suffering from foot ailments. The problem 
was not the Navy’s shoes, but how they were 
fitted. 

The United States 
Army followed suit 
in 1941 and had 
Brannock create a 
device specifically 
for fitting army 
shoes that would 
measure both feet 
at the same time to 
quicken the process, 
according the “Company Perspectives.”

Now, 80 years later, The Brannock Device 
Company in Liverpool, N.Y., only produces 
Brannock’s invention, with minor variations, 
such as European, female and sport shoe sizing 
options, for companies worldwide. 

“The Brannock Device is a trademarked 
name,” said Tim Follett, vice president of The 
Brannock Device Company. “A lot of people 
think that it is a generic name for a foot mea-
surer, it has become such a standard of the 
industry.”

The company’s most recent development 

was a device aimed at athletes called the “Pro 
Series,” which measures feet sized 10 to 25. 
The new device was tested on professional bas-
ketball players from the Atlanta Hawks and 
Chicago Bulls, according to the company’s 
Web site.

While each shoe company has its own 
sizing standards, the Brannock Device was 
designed to overcome that problem. The 
device measures the actual size of the foot 
rather than to specific shoes sizes. Follett 
said the device is most effective when used 
by someone who has an understanding of 
their product.

“It is more of a tool for a salesperson to use,” 
said Follett.

Junior American history and political sci-
ence major Zack 
Glick recently used 
the device to pur-
chase better-fitting 
hockey boots.

“A salesperson 
helped me and told 
me that I needed a 
wider boot and that 
is why my feet were 
hurting when I 

played,” said Glick. 
The Brannock Company has a basic monop-

oly over the Brannock device market, with only 
a few companies in China producing similar 
devices. 

“Its kind of a niche market,” said Follett. 
“You’re not replacing (the devices) all the time. 
You can only sell so many.”

Because the market for the devices is so lim-
ited, the Brannock Device Company has moved 
to selling the product more to corporations 
than individual stores, as it had in the past. The 
company now works with international shoe 

companies, such as Nike, Foot Joy and New 
Balance.

“A lot of what we do is put a company’s logo on 
them,” said Follett. “About half of our business 
is that.”

The company, in Brannock’s original tradi-
tion, still sells the devices individually. Follett 
said on average, 10 to 15 individual devices are 
sold per day, mainly to parents of younger chil-
dren whose shoe sizes change quickly. 

Alyssa Carolla, senior public relations major, 
remembers having mixed emotions about the 
device as a child.  

“I remember using it when I was really 
little, and it was really cold,” Carolla said. 
“The sales guys would jam it really close. I 
always thought the carpet with the feet on it 
was cooler.” 

Carolla endured having her feet measured 
because she loved getting new shoes. She doesn’t 
believe that children now have don’t have the 
experience of using the device because shopping 
habits have changed.

“My sister gets a new pair of shoes a week 
from Target,” said Carolla. “A lot of people 
aren’t going to department stores.”

OTHER INVENTIONS 
FROM SYRACUSE:

Most people probably think of oranges and 
our university when asked about the city of 
Syracuse. Who knew so many historically rel-
evant inventions were created by Syracusans?

Synthetic Penicillin
In 1948 Frank Buckwalter, H. Leo Dickison 

and Amel Menotti at the Bristol Laboratories 
publicized their research on how to make a 
safer version of the wonder drug. The drug 
was eventually manufactured in 1959. 

The Dentist’s Chair
Milton Waldo Hanchett created the proto-

type of the modern dentist’s chair in 1840 as a 
more comfortable alternative to stools. 

The Traffic Light
The first traffic light was invented by Jesse 

Hinds and Huntington Crouse. Syracuse’s 
first traffic light was installed in 1924 on the 
corner of State and James streets.

Drive-up Banking
The Merchants National Bank and Trust 

Company built the first drive-up bank service 
windows in 1949, called a “drive-in bank” at 
the time. 

The Ferris Wheel
Samuel Hurst and James Mulholland 

debuted the Ferris Wheel’s hand-powered pro-
totype at the New York State Fair in 1849.   

Loafers
The first pair of Loafers was created in 

Syracuse by the A.E. Nettleton Company in 
1937.  

The Serrated Knife
Joseph Burns invented the serrated knife 

in 1919 after realizing that a scalloped edge 
would cut bread better.

List compiled from the City of Syracuse 
Web site, http://www.syracuse.ny.us. 

“A salesperson helped me and 
told me that I needed a wider 
boot and that is why my feet 
were hurting when I played.”

Zack Glick, 
JUNIOR AMERICAN HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR 

dailyorange.com
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BARS & RESTAURANTS

1 1060 Genesee Grande
2 Franco’s
17 Lucky Moon
4 Phoebe’s
3 Win Hope

 

GROCERIES & OTHER GOODS
9 Harvey’s Pharmacy
7 Samir’s Imported Food 
HOTELS
1 Genesee Grande Inn
6 Marx Hotel
18 Parkview Hotel

HEALTH & BEAUTY
12 Berry Good Dental Care 
15 CNY Ear Nose & Throat
17 Ivy League Electrolysis
14 Jeffery B. Stannard Dentist
16 New Hope Family Services
11 Planned Parenthood
17 Spa Zend

MISCELLANEOUS
14 Curves
13 Hill & Fisher PC
 McLellan Law Firm
5 Syracuse Federal Credit Union
10 Syracuse Stage
8 University United Methodist
        Church
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JOSHUA MOZES, 7 O’CLOCK BY DAVID SARACINO | DFSARACI@SYR.EDU

THE PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICHOLAS GUREWITCH | WWW.PBFCOMICS.COM

LIFE OF BORIS BY BEN MILCZARSKI | SWEATSTAIN@JUNO.COM

Like trivia? Then you’ll love 
BUZZTIME play along TV @

11am -2am
Come  for lunch, dinner, or late night to compete!

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH

CONFESSIONS
BY A.J. CHAVAR | AJCHAVAR@GMAIL.COM
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Graduate and 
Professional Students!

Interest rate reductions up to

2.25%*

Visit key.com/grad, or call 
1.800.KEY.LEND (1.800.539.5363).

Select KeyBank as your lender 
for Federal PLUS Loans for 
Graduate/Professional Students1!

1The Federal PLUS loan for graduate and professional students is subject to credit approval.
*Visit key.com/gradplus for complete details. ©2007 KeyCorp.

“Ruth was definitely my favorite character,” 
said Donelle Howard, a resident of Kirkville, 
N.Y. “She was very versatile; her performance 
was amazing.”

Allison Berry also gave an impressive perfor-
mance as Eileen Sherwood, a prissy, boy-mag-
net actress whose high-pitched voice, though 
annoying at times, thrust Berry into the role 
perfectly. The rest of the acting was mediocre; 
the actors delivered too many lines in flat, 
monotonous voices. Berry and Lynn appeared 
to be in a different league.

Their chemistry was spot-on, giving the vibe 
that these two women really were sisters strug-
gling to get by in a new, sprawling city. Their 
moments onstage together were when the show 
was at its finest.

One of the most redeeming qualities of the 
show was Bernstein’s music. The catchy, jazzy 
numbers had audience members’ feet tapping 
and heads bobbing for the entire show.

“I loved the music,” Dodson said. “I can’t get 
the songs out of my head.”

“One Hundred Ways to Lose a Man,” 
an infectious jazz romp explaining Ruth’s 
troubles with finding a steady partner, was 

the standout musical number. It was catchy, 
humorous, well-choreographed and performed 
with ease by Lynn.

The musical’s second act brought the plot to 
a satisfying conclusion after a long, sometimes 
drawn out and dull first half. The slow ballad, 
“It’s Love,” and its reprise, which acted as the 
show’s finale, was a welcome change of pace 
from the quick, intense jazz numbers that were 
scattered through the rest of the show.

Each song featured exceptional dance steps 
and moves by the entire ensemble. The choreog-
raphy was based on the show’s 2003 Broadway 
revival, which won Kathleen Marshall a Tony 
Award for Best Choreography.

“They were really moving up there,” said 
Jim Sullivan of Dewitt. “I wish I could dance 
like that.”

WONDERFUL TOWN
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

“Ruth was definitely 
my favorite character. 
She was very versatile; 
her performance 
was amazing.”

Donelle Howard, 
KIRKVILLE RESIDENT

THE DAILY ORANGE IS 
HIRING FOR FALL 2007

WE ARE LOOKING FOR 
FEATURE EDITOR

ASST. FEATURE EDITORS
ASST. COPY EDITORS

e-mal Brian at pulp@dailyorange.com for more information.

dailyorange.com/podcasts
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reading between the lines

BI
N
D
IN
G
S ‘One nation under God’

Professor abandons intellect in preachy religious book

By Andrew Kase
STAFF WRITER

S tephen Prothero is an Ivy-

educated professor who 

decided that the American 

public needed to be educated about 

religion. 

So Prothero wrote “Religious 

Literacy: What Every American 

Needs to Know — and Doesn’t,” 

which he recently promoted on 

“The Daily Show.”

Prothero focused not just on 

Christianity or Judaism, but many 

other religions that are becoming 

more prevalent, in his book.

Unfortunately, though, 

Prothero’s book is too preachy 

in places where it intended to be 

very informative, unbiased and 

knowledgeable.

Anyone can think of many rea-

sons why Americans, as well as 

others around the world, need to 

learn more about religions. It’s a 

staple of world civilization, and to 

some that is not exactly a positive 

facet of society.

Prothero introduces his book 

with how he found out Americans, 

especially teenagers and college stu-

dents, do not know basic facts about 

religion, like who David and Goliath 

or Sodom and Gomorrah were.

However, while Prothero’s text 

is indefinitely informative, he 

comes off as pretentious when he 

proclaims at the beginning of the 

book that his “agenda is not reli-

gious. It is civic and secular.”

Prothero obviously wrote this 

book realizing that many people, 

not only college students, needed 

to have a refresher course about 

the basics of some religions.

He constantly mentions the 

erosion of American education, 

specifically in terms of religious 

studies, but he generalizes and 

makes assumptions far too fre-

quently throughout the book.

There are some portions of the 

book that are educational and 

invaluable, like the in-depth reli-

gious dictionary he provides about 

many different religions. All of 

the facts are well-researched, but 

Prothero too often inserts his 

opinion that people absolutely 

need to know everything there is 

to know about religion.

Prothero does not consider 

beliefs that do not include orga-

nized religion or God. He 

automatically assumes every 

American, at least, must know 

the fundamentals of religions to 

engage in public discourse.

Prothero also does not acknowl-

edge that some people believe 

religion does not play a pivotal 

and crucial role in everyday life 

for everyone, as he thinks.

The book is extremely one-

sided, striving to educate people 

about religion, because Prothero 

sees it necessary to be a good citi-

zen and believes religion is woven 

into the fiber of our being.

On the other hand, Prothero’s 

look into Islam, Mohammed and the 

Quran is very enlightening, consid-

ering the global climate today.

The book is useful in many ways 

for people who do not know the fun-

damentals of a religion and believe 

they, without a doubt, need to know 

about them. For others, the book 

can be discarded as another biased 

attempt to weave religion into every 

aspect of everyday American lives.

“RELIGIOUS LITER ACY”
By: Stephen Prothero
$24.95
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By John Clayton
STAFF WRITER

Going into its home opener against Binghamton, 
Syracuse head coach Leigh Ross could sense her 
team’s lack of confidence. After being swept this 
weekend at Notre Dame and DePaul, and scor-

ing just five runs in four 
games, Ross could tell her 
hitters were uncomfortable 
in the batter’s box.

Luckily for the Orange, 
increased plate discipline 

combined with some early miscues by Bing-
hamton opened the door for the SU offense to get 
back on track.

The same Syracuse bats that were silenced 
over the weekend unleashed on the Bearcats 
Tuesday at Syracuse Softball Stadium. The 
Orange swept Binghamton — winning, 12-0, in 
five innings in the opener and managing a 4-0 
win in the second game.

“When you face a strong pitcher like DePaul’s 
pitcher or Notre Dame’s pitcher, it knocks your 
confidence,” Ross said. “For them to just get 
some strong hits, some solid hits early on, you 
can see that confidence start to build up.”

It was the Bearcats (4-14) who provided SU 
(12-24) with the spark the Orange needed to get 
its bats on track. SU took advantage of four first-
inning walks by Binghamton hurler Nicole Con-
stantatos to jump out to a 3-0 lead. The inning’s 
lone hit came from sophomore first baseman 
Heather Kim, who knocked in the first two runs 
of the game with a double to right field.

The early lead was a welcome chance for 
the Orange, which has routinely fallen behind 
this season.

“It boosted our confidence,” second baseman 
Lindsay Wasek said. “Once you see your one, 
two, three hitters getting on base immediately, 
you get the confidence and you’re ready to go up 
there and get your swings.”

The SU barrage didn’t let up for the remain-
der of the contest. A solo home run from senior 
third baseman Erin Gray jump-started a six-run 
third inning that was capped off by a majestic 
grand slam by junior outfielder Rachel Tilford 
that dropped just out of the reach of Bearcats 

leftfielder Stephanie Woodcock.
Tilford’s grand slam, her first at Syracuse 

and her fifth round-tripper of the season, gave 
SU an 11-0 third-inning lead. She finished the 
afternoon 2-for-4 with five RBIs, giving her a 
team-leading 25 on the season.

Tilford said she took to heart her coach’s 
pregame advice to relax at the plate.

“We try to do everything from at-bat to at-
bat instead of just taking it pitch to pitch, me 
especially,” Tilford said. “I get into my head too 
much, thinking I need to carry the team instead 
of just letting the bat do the work.”

After the game, Ross praised the production 
Tilford has bought to the cleanup spot for the 
Orange this season.

“Rachel has such a power hitter attitude,” Ross 
said. “She’ll go up and swing out of her shoes and I 
love it. She knows when she isn’t watching the ball 
but she still is putting that good hard swing on it, 
because she’s in the four-hole and that’s her job.”

Syracuse seemed to go into cruise control for 
the rest of the afternoon, manufacturing four 
runs in the second game of the doubleheader. 
The big blow of the game came in the fourth 
when Wasek lined an opposite field home run 
off the top of the right field fence. It was the first 
collegiate homer for the sophomore.

Lost in the Orange offensive barrage were 
fine pitching performances by freshman Brit-
tany Gardner and junior Chanel Roehner. Gard-
ner allowed just one hit in her five-inning shut-
out of the Bearcats in the opener, while Roehner 
let up just two hits in the day’s finale.

“We came out and we had good pitching, 
Brittany pitched well and she set the tone for the 
defense,” Ross said. “When we start doing that, 
we start to feel more confident about ourselves, 
like we don’t have to push for more runs when 
we’re up.”

That confidence was apparent among the SU 
players and coaches in the wake of its dominat-
ing performance. It is one they hope will trans-
late to the rest of the Big East schedule.

“These type of games where we play this 
well, it just reminds us what we’re capable of,” 
Wasek said. “We have to take this into the Big 
East and know what we can do to teams.”

SOFTBA LL

Syracuse’s offense awakens, 
crushes Bearcats in sweep

Gardner, Roehner shake off weekend with dual shutouts 

will halsey | staff photographer
CHANEL ROEHNER follows through after delivering a pitch in the second game of 
Syracuse’s doubleheader sweep against Binghamton, The junior threw a shutout.

By Jason Tarr
STAFF WRITER

Tuesday’s pitching lineup wouldn’t have made 
sense a year ago. Star pitcher Erin Downey 
would have been the starting choice for one, if 
not both games. But now she’s on the sideline 
with a back injury — and the ball is in the hands 
of Brittany Gardner and Chanel Roehner.  

Gardner and Roehner both took the mound 
on Tuesday for the Syracuse softball team’s 
home-opening doubleheader against Bingham-
ton. Gardner pitched a complete-game shutout 
for a 12-0 win in five innings in the first game, 
and Roehner followed with a complete game 
shutout of her own to give Syracuse a 4-0 vic-
tory in game two. They combined to give up just 
three hits and struck out a total of nine.

“Both got thrown into roles I don’t think 
they expected,” pitching coach Kyle Jamieson 
said. “Brittany got thrown into a No. 1 role and 
Chanel got thrown into just being a pitcher. 

Right from the start for both of them, even 
though Brittany has pitched all her life, she 
hadn’t pitched college ball and Chanel had 
never pitched college ball.”

Gardner and Roehner rebounded from a 
tough weekend in which the two gave up 23 
earned runs and 44 hits in four straight losses.

“It’s definitely a confidence booster,” Gardner 
said. “I mean we come off a 0-4 weekend and then 
we come out here and just roll right on them. 
That’s huge because we have a big weekend at Pitt 
coming up and we need those two wins.” 

Gardner, a freshman, had an 11-run cushion 
by the third inning in the first game. She has felt 
pressure all year to succeed and even spent the 
night before looking up the Binghamton lineup 
to prepare for the game.  

For her, getting an early lead was just what 
she needed.

“It was kind of like high school because we had 
a lot of games like that,” Gardner said.  “I knew I 

could go right at them and I didn’t have to worry 
about them getting a hit because we had such a big 
lead. It was a time to work on pitches and hitting 
spots and not being too fine with pitches.”

In between the two games, Gardner and 
Roehner discussed the Binghamton line-up. 
The talk helped Roehner, a junior, prepare for 
her turn at the batters.

“(Gardner) said just hit your spots because 
the batters aren’t swinging that well, so that 
gave me some confidence,” Roehner said.

With that thought in her mind, Roehner 
pitched a two-hitter for the win. More impor-
tantly, she struck out six, including four of her 
last eight batters.

“It’s kind of a big step, since I haven’t pitched 
since high school,” Roehner said. “I’m not one 
of those pitchers who strike a lot (of people) out. 
I depend on my team. I try to throw it low and 
keep it to ground balls and pop flies.”

Even though Roehner pitched in high school, 

she was quickly pushed to the outfield as a fresh-
man, in favor of other pitchers like Downey. 
When Downey could no longer pitch this season, 
Roehner jumped at the opportunity and volun-
teered to work her way into the rotation. 

Roehner knows the three-year lag left her 
behind but also felt with performances like 
Tuesday’s, she’s moving in the right direction.

“I was like a two (on a scale of 10) and I don’t 
think I am 10 quality, maybe a seven or eight,” 
Roehner said. “I just have to make sure my arm 
keeps getting stronger.”

With both pitchers having to develop at such a 
rapid rate, any outing like Tuesday is welcomed. 
Gardner said there was a feeling she got today 
that she knows can help her down the road.

“Games where we are behind, I put more 
pressure on myself,” Gardner said. “But today I 
was like, ‘the pressure is off’ and it felt good, and 
I am going to try to keep that feeling with me the 
rest of the season.”

BINGHAMTON 0
SYRACUSE 12

BINGHAMTON 0
SYRACUSE 4
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Strong Classic showing has Borozinski smiling about future 
By Jesse Caputo

STAFF WRITER

As he walked away last Wednesday, Syracuse 
track and field assistant coach Enoch Boroz-
inski said he’d hopefully be talking this week 
about his team’s accomplishments from this 
past weekend. Borozinski must have been look-
ing into his crystal ball, because his athletes 
finished on top and here he was talking again 
about them.

This past weekend at the Tiger Classic in 
Baton Rouge, La., the Orange came out on top 
in several events. Juniors Jillian Drouin and 
Kaity Lambracht finished second and third in 
the heptathlon, respectively. Ramon Sosa and 

Marcus Vaughn, also juniors, posted qualifying 
times for the IC4A championship in the 110-
meter hurdles. The senior Aulton Kohn won the 
110-meter dash and posted an NCAA Regional 
time of 10.31 seconds.

Drouin and Lambracht each broke the 5,000-
point plane for the heptathlon, which means 
they will be etched on a list for the NCAA 
Championship meet. If their scores are in the 
top 26 at the end of the season, they go to the 
championship meet. The other way to assure a 
spot in the meet is to break 5,500 points, which is 
the automatic qualifying mark for the meet.

“I was actually expecting to do better, or just 
a little better,” Lambracht said. “It was still a 

really good score, though.”
Borozinski didn’t get too worked up about 

Drouin and Lambracht’s finishes. Going into 
the meet, Borozinski expected his women to 
finish in the top three and sees no reason they 
shouldn’t finish top-five in every competition 
they’re in.  

“It was just a nice, solid OK day for them,” 
Borozinski said.

He sees vast room for improvement and 
acknowledges the Tiger Classic as a great start-
ing point. Borozinski is encouraged that Lam-
bracht and Droiun set new personal records, 
although didn’t perform as well as they could 
have. Borozinski is hoping the girls improve 

by about 300 points this season, which would 
secure them both spots in the championship 
meet.

Going into the meet, Lambracht’s goal was 
to hit the provisional mark, (5,000-plus points) 
as she did last year, and to improve her score. 
Lambracht is aiming for 5,300 points in a meet 
as her season goal.   

“I’m trying to portray (their potential) to 
them and show them how much more is there,” 
Borozinski said. “That’s the thing we keep talk-
ing about, that this wasn’t that good, and this 
wasn’t even that good, and yet look how well you 
scored. So just imagine once you start hitting on 
all cylinders.”

will halsey | staff photographer

CAMERON DANTLEY earned a scholarship for the 2007 season after walking onto the 
team his freshman year. He threw 28 touchdowns his senior year of high school.

BERMAN
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never considered a viable option for the starting 
quarterback job in 2007.

Five months later, the situation has changed. 
Dantley, a rising redshirt sophomore who has 
yet to appear in a game, is no longer a walk-on. 
He is now on scholarship, rewarded during the 
offseason. And he’s fighting in spring practice 
to earn the starting quarterback job, just like 
Robinson is and Catalina and Legree will when 
training camp starts in August.

“We both know nothing is guaranteed to us,” 
Dantley said. “(Robinson) is a top recruit who 
came in here. Everyone sees him as the next kid 
on campus to take the ball. But we both know, 
us being buddies and all that, that we both have 
what it takes to control this team.”

From the outside, the job seems like Robin-
son’s to lose. As Dantley said, Robinson was a 
decorated recruit — the first quarterback head 
coach Greg Robinson ever brought to Syracuse. 
Dantley was actually former Syracuse head 
coach Paul Pasqualoni’s recruit, an invited 
walk-on who passed up on offers from Miami 
(Ohio) and Kent State to come to Syracuse and 
try to earn a scholarship the hard way. Dantley 
said Greg Robinson has been as inviting as 
Pasqualoni was and finally rewarded Dantley 
that scholarship —  which appears like a testa-
ment to Dantley.

“It took a burden off me,” Dantley said. “All 
the hard work in the offseason, all the people 
telling me, ‘You can do it if you put your mind to 
it,’ that wasn’t just a bunch of words. That was 
actually a true story.”

Dantley’s first call when he earned the 
scholarship was to his father, former NBA star 
Adrian Dantley. And that’s where the story 
becomes more interesting.

Cameron Dantley earning a scholarship is 
impressive enough. But fair or unfair, Dantley 
has the burden of a famous father. Adrian Dantley 
played 15 seasons in the NBA, scoring 23,177 
points (24.3 career scoring average) and reaching 
six All-Star games. He’s considered one of the 
finest players not in the Hall of Fame and is cur-
rently an assistant coach for the Denver Nuggets.

None of those achievements are related to 
Cameron Dantley, although he can’t escape his 
name. When Dantley and childhood friend Luke 
Russert — son of “Meet the Press” host Tim 
Russert — attended the NBA All-Star Game 
in New York City in 1998, Los Angeles Lakers 
star Kobe Bryant spotted the kids and belted, 
“That’s A.D’s son” and “That’s Tim Russert’s 
son.” While playing in a baseball tournament 
in Florida for St. Albans School in Washington 
D.C., a newspaper article featured a few para-

graphs on the game and the rest of the story 
devoted to the players with famous last names.

“It was weird for us,” Russert said, “but it 
was a bond we shared.”

Dantley played basketball in high school, 
said he drew some college interest, but was 
constantly in the shadow of his father. Dantley 
admitted that helped steer him to football.

“In terms of sports, in terms of basketball, 
it’s been real tough for me,” Dantley said. “It 
was always, ‘Your dad did this, your dad that.’ 
Don’t get me wrong, I love playing basketball. 
But when I got to playing football and became 
serious about it — around eighth grade — that 
was like a freedom for me. Not because my dad 
didn’t play it, but I started playing well and 
developing some notoriety and making my own 
name in football, rather than playing under the 
shadow of my dad.”

Russert remembers sleepovers at the 
Dantley’s home in fourth and fifth grade when 
Adrian Dantley would help Cameron and Luke 
on defensive slides at midnight.

“Usually at sleepovers, kids play video 
games and eat pizza,” Russert said. “We were 
working on good defensive plays.”

Dantley is mature about the pressures of hav-
ing a famous father, speaking frankly and hon-
estly. He admits even still — in a different sport 
and different generation — the shadow looms.

“It’s kind of funny because even for football, 
where my dad had nothing to do with the sport, 
Cameron Dantley is Adrian Dantley’s son,” 
Dantley said. “You start to kind of get tired of it. 
The tag of former celebrity, former basketball 
player.”

Dantley has other friends in similar situa-
tions. He’s also close with Florida point guard 
Taurean Green, who’s made a name for himself 
as a two-time national champion. Green’s 
father is Sidney Green, former NBA player and 
Florida Atlantic head coach. But Taurean’s no 
longer in that shadow.

“We always had that tag, and now it’s kinda 
funny because you talk to him, and he’s known 
as Taurean,” Dantley said. “A lot of people don’t 
know he’s the son of a former player.”

That leads back to the quest for the starting 
quarterback spot. It’s a longshot, especially 
considering he’s competing against three 
players who’ve generated more attention 
than he has. But having his name in discus-
sions — and his name’s been offered by both 
Andrew Robinson and Greg Robinson — is a 
positive step in a process Cameron Dantley is 
well on his way to achieving: making a name 
for himself.

Zach Berman is sports editor for The Daily 
Orange, where his columns appear every 

Wednesday. E-mail him at ZBerman@syr.edu.
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to compete with rising sophomores Andrew 
Robinson and Cameron Dantley for the position 
when he arrives in the fall.

Colosimo saw determination in Catalina 
from the start. Even in a middle-school basket-
ball game six years ago, Colosimo said Catalina 
did everything to help his outmanned team win. 
Colosimo was there to see his nephew and 
shrugged off Catalina introducing himself.

“(Catalina and his father, Ron) came to me as 
I was walking to my car,” Colosimo said. “He’s 
in a public school, and for someone to tell you 
at that early of an age, that’s three years before 
he’s at our school.”

Four years later, Colosimo said he knew he 
had a prospective star in Catalina, now 6-foot-4. 
Stuck behind John Rahl — currently the start-
ing quarterback at Fairmont State (W.Va.) — as 
a sophomore, Catalina was relegated to reserve 
squad games, Colosimo said. Playing with the 
backups, Catalina quickly showed leadership.

“He was as good as our varsity players, but I had 
a quarterback who was pretty good trying to get a 
scholarship,” Colosimo said. “(Catalina) picked 
up the players around him and had them playing 
hard. He quickly took over that JV squad.”

From the moment he arrived at GCC, Cata-
lina showed he was something different. Central 
Catholic Athletic Director John Sullivan said he 
remembered the skinny eighth grader walking 
through the door and heading to the weight room.

“He worked out like he’d been here all his life,” 
Sullivan said. “He had a purpose, and that was to 
get a Division I scholarship, which, he knew at the 
age of 14, started in the weight room.”

During his career, Catalina was constantly 
calling Sullivan to get him to open up the weight 
room for him. Sullivan said the amazing part 
was that Catalina would still go out and practice 

throwing after working out in the weight room.
“It’s just always something that came natu-

ral,” Catalina said, who now weighs close to 215 
pounds. “I’ve always wanted to get in the weight 
room and get bigger and stronger.”

That training helped Catalina become a stand-
out defensive back, too. Last season, he picked 
off seven passes. Sullivan said he remembers a 
playoff game when Catalina lined up against an 
opponent who had committed to Michigan.

“Cody came over and said, ‘I need some help, 
this kid is a dynamite player,’” Sullivan said. “But 
Cody held his own. Then he had to turn around 
and play offense. He takes pride in defense.”

Ron Catalina, Cody’s father, said his son has 
been working out with him and two teammates 
six nights a week in their home.

“They lift after school, 7:00,” Ron Catalina 
said. “Of course I can’t keep up with those guys. 
He just wants to be ready for Syracuse.”

Sullivan said Catalina has become quite a 
physical specimen. Off the field, Colosimo said 
the senior is like a sponge. He spends his free 
time in Colosimo’s office, at least when he’s not 
working for Sullivan in the athletic office. When 
Catalina injured his elbow last season, Colosimo 
said he coached his replacement along. 

“He comes over to the sidelines and can 
suggest things about what the defense is doing,” 
Colosimo said. “Sometimes even your coaches 
can’t see that in the booth. Nine times out of 10 I 
went with what he suggested.”

A 3.4-GPA student, Catalina said he’s been 
studying game tape and defenses to be ready 
for July. Physically, Catalina said he’s ready to 
compete for the starting job right away, it’s the 
mental aspect and learning the playbook that he 
said could be difficult. 

One of Catalina’s wide receivers at GCC, Nick 
Sukay, left for Penn State in January so he could 
participate in spring practice. While Sullivan 
said Sukay hasn’t enjoyed being an outsider as 
one of a handful of recruits at the Nittany Lions’ 

spring practice, Catalina said he regrets not 
leaving for Syracuse early. Getting an extra six 
months with the playbook would’ve been help-
ful, Catalina said.

“I should’ve graduated early and went,” Cata-
lina said. “Going in the summer, it’s going to 
be a challenge to learn the plays before football 
season starts.”

Sullivan said he expects Catalina to be an 
impact player for the Orange very soon. While 

Colosimo said young players like Catalina will 
make mistakes, he said the recruit’s determina-
tion will make the difference. For Colosimo, his 
former star has to learn just one thing.

“The difference between junior high and high 
school is speed,” Colisomo said. “The difference 
between high school and college is speed, and the 
difference between high school and D-I is major 
speed. It’s something he’ll have to learn quickly, 
because he doesn’t plan on not playing.”

CATALINA
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ing class. Rising sophomore Andrew Robinson, 
freshman recruit Cody Catalina, and Legree, 
are the three players expected to compete for the 
starting job next season.

Of the potential starting quarterbacks, it’s 
fair to say Legree is the least developed of the 
three, in part a product of playing high-school 
football in the city, where coaching resources 
were limited. Yet his high school head coach, 
Tom Salvato, doesn’t see his inexperience as a 
liability.

“I think he’s got a great upside,” Salvato said. 
“He’s raw. He’s not a polished kid right now, so I 
think that’s going to be good for Syracuse.”

Salvato said Legree would have greatly ben-
efited from having his own personal coach in 
high school. He predicts that with SU’s quarter-
backs coach Phil Earley constantly in Legree’s 
ear, Legree will thrive on the extra attention to 
detail. 

“I know he’s going to compete for playing 
time,” Salvato said. “I don’t know if it’s going to 
be this year or next year, but at some point he’s 
going to be in the mix.”

At 6-foot-3, 190 pounds, Legree has high stan-
dards for himself. Just look who he compares 
himself to.

“For me, if I wanted to compare myself to 
anybody, it would have to be Peyton Manning,” 
Legree said. “He’s always watching film. That’s 
what I want to be able to do. A lot of people say 
they watch film, but they’re just watching the 
game. He breaks down the game to another 
level.” 

Syracuse head coach Greg Robinson said 
they began looking at Legree when they were 
recruiting Legree’s former teammate at South 
Shore, Parker Cantey. Cantey was a redshirt 
freshman this past season at the outside line-
backer position. 

Robinson said he was impressed by Legree’s 
physical skills and sees him as a good fit for SU’s 
style of offense. 

“He’s green,” Robinson said. “He’s going to be 
needed to be brought along, but I think he’s got a 
good arm. I think he sees things down the field 
really well. He’s got some mobility about him 
and I think he handles himself in a leadership 
way.”

Legree was recruited by a number of pro-
grams, including Rutgers, Purdue and Toledo. 

He said he was turned off by schools like Rut-
gers, which had eight potential quarterbacks 
competing for one job.

“I want to be a starting quarterback as a 
freshman, but if that’s not what’s meant to be 
that’s fine,” Legree said. “But as a goal I want to 
be the starting quarterback, and I want to be the 
starting quarterback for four years.”

Salvato is confident Legree can effectively 
transition to football at the college level. He said 
Legree is a pass-first quarterback with the abil-
ity to run and make plays.

“I think eventually (his best skill) will be 
his decision making and his arm,” Salvato said. 
“He’s got an excellent arm. …He’s not going to 
go up there and start running around guys. He 
has really good pocket awareness. If he has to 
run, he will.”

A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., Legree started 
playing football at the age of 5 and quarterback 
at 12. He became South Shore’s starting quarter-

back his sophomore year and took every snap 
for the next three seasons. 

The Vikings fell in the championship game 
during Legree’s first season at the helm, but 
Legree went on to lead his team to the playoffs 
the next two seasons. After his junior year, he 
was named New York City Player of the Year, 
and in his most recent season, he threw for 1,115 
yards and ran for 458. 

Legree recognizes he needs to learn and grow 
as a quarterback. He identifies his best skills as 
his ability to read defenses, as well as his knack 
for escaping from pressure. 

In addition to football, Legree ran track 
and field during high school. Instead of the 
primary motivation of speed, Legree said he 
ran instead to increase his stamina on the 
football field.

In high school, Legree played the run-and-
shoot offense. He said he’s used to the three-step 
drop, but not to Syracuse’s two-back set with the 
tight end. Nevertheless, he said he expects to 
pick up the offense rather quickly.

“In our system of offense he’s done some 
things that we’ve done, and working with him 
in the summer I really think there’s a lot to work 
with,” Robinson said.

After attending camp at Syracuse this past 
summer, Legree was convinced Syracuse was 
the right choice.

“They made you feel like this is the place to 
be, this is where we want you to be, and this is 
where you need to come,” Legree said. “I want 
to be part of the rebuilding stage. I want to say 
I helped rebuild this, that I helped them back to 
the top.”

LEGREE
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courtesy of greensburg tribune-review
CODY CATALINA completed 61-of-103 passes for 893 yards and rushed for 253 yards 
on 60 carries during his senior year of high school.

MEET THE RECRUITS
Cody Catalina 
QB; 6-3, 205
Ruffs Dale, Pa., Greensburg Central  
Catholic High School

David Legree
QB; 6-3, 190
Brooklyn, N.Y., South Shore High School

“I think they’re both fine 
passers. They’re both 
accurate. They have 
different styles. I think 
that both can handle 
throwing the ball from 
the pocket and they 
both have movement. 
I think that they fit our 
description of what we’re 
looking for – I want 
somebody who is a fine 
passer, and a passer means 
a strong arm, but accuracy 
is very important.”

Greg Robinson on  
Catalina and Legree

F R E S H M E N  Q UA R T E R B AC K S
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Changes to lacrosse stick head expected to improve skills
By Kyle Austin

STAFF WRITER

In September the NCAA lacrosse rules commit-
tee supplemented its rules on stick dimensions 
to include specifications on the dimensions of 
the “crosse,” the head of a lacrosse stick. The set 
of measurements was placed on page 108 of the 
rule book and put on hold until 2009.

But the new specifications have created 
plenty of buzz in the lacrosse community. 
Through the years, the lacrosse stick head 
has evolved in shape, and the most common 
stick now is shaped similar to a light bulb or 
hourglass, narrow close to the shaft and wide 
at the end.

That shape allows players to easily main-
tain possession of the ball, while defenders are 
forced to take more drastic measures to dislodge 
the ball from their opponents stick. The effects 
of this have been wide-ranging and led some 
coaches to criticize the quality of play.

“What happens is that you coach your guys 
to check harder,” Air Force head coach Fred 
Acee said. “And I don’t know if that makes it 
dangerous, I just think that stick manufac-
turers have pretty much made their sticks 
to accommodate mediocre athletes. Guys 
can play lacrosse with limited skills to some 
degree because it’s very difficult to get the ball 
out of their stick.”

This has been a growing concern of head 
coaches during the last several years, which led to 
the changes voted on in fall 2006. Navy head coach 
Richie Meade, a member of the rules committee, 
said more slashing and harder checks led to ques-
tions of the safety and integrity of the game.

“It’s been an evolution over the last several 
years,” Meade said.

Starting in 2009, stick heads will be shaped 
more like ovals and will be wider at the base. 
This will make the ball harder to cradle and 
easier to dislodge. But there are still concerns 
that loopholes will allow players to skirt the 
new rules. There is no regulation for how deep 
a pocket can be, an omission that could prove 
valuable for face off players.

“You see some face-off players pinch just the 
back of the stick and leave the front face of the 
stick open but pinch the back corners so they get 
their plastic edge over the ball quicker in the face 
off,” Dartmouth head coach Bill Wilson said.

Another issue with stick heads that came to 
the attention of the rules committee this year 
was players stringing illegal pockets. A pocket 
strung illegally can make a ball easier to cradle 
and have a similar effect as the narrow stick head. 
Although the rules committee advised officials 
to perform more stick checks this season, Meade 
said illegal pockets are difficult to enforce because 
players can string them in such a way pulling one 

string can make a pocket legal. Officials have also 
been instructed to look for players jamming their 
stick heads into the ground, another method to 
remedy an illegal pocket.

As it steps up enforcement, the rules commit-
tee hopes for an increased role from coaches in 
discouragement of illegal pockets. Meade said 
the three-minute non-releasable penalty for an 
illegal stick should encourage teams to self-
regulate pockets.

“It’s a devastating penalty in a game,” Meade 
said.

The underlying issue in these changes is what 
some coaches view as a deterioration of the game’s 
integrity. Though Meade acknowledges there are 
some who do not like to see changes, others like 
Wilson think the changes are positive.

“It’s a healthy change for the game,” Wilson 
said.

But with nearly two years until the new regu-
lations are implemented, all anyone can do now 
is speculate about the future of the game.

“It’s an experiment,” Acee said. “It’s some-
thing that has to be tested. When they make the 
new sticks and players start playing with them, 
we will have a better idea of how the new rule is 
going to affect the play of the game.”

Cornell, Albany remain undefeated
Following a Navy loss to Georgetown, Cor-

nell and Albany are the only two teams with 
perfect records and are ranked No. 1 and No. 
3, respectively. Cornell kept its top spot for the 
fourth-consecutive week after beating Pennsyl-
vania, 20-5. Albany improved to 8-0 after a win 
over Maryland, Baltimore County.

NIKE/INSIDE LACROSSE 
MEDIA POLL
1. Cornell 7-0
2. Virginia 8-1
3. Albany 8-0
4. Duke 8-2
5. Princeton 5-2
6. Georgetown 5-2
7. Navy 8-1
8. Loyola 5-2
9. Johns Hopkins 4-3
10. Maryland 7-3
11. North Carolina 7-3
12. Towson 5-2
13. Notre Dame 5-3
14. Delaware 6-3
15. Syracuse 3-4
16. Army 6-3
17. Bucknell 8-2
18. Stony Brook 5-1
19. Dartmouth 4-3
20. UMBC 4-4
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By George Williams
STAFF WRITER

In 2005 Princeton goalie Dave Law led the 
Tigers to an 8-4 record and a final four appear-
ance. Just a year later, Law was designated to 
the bench after starting the season 0-3.

Three-year benchwarming senior Matt Lar-
kin initially replaced Law, but after another 

two losses and an 
0-5 record, Princ-
eton head coach Bill 
Tierney decided to 
take a chance and 
insert freshman 
Alex Hewit into the 

starting lineup against arch-rival Penn.
“The goalie situation — it’s like a quarter-

back,” Tierney said. “It’s not like you feel the 
goalies are costing you the game, but it’s one 
change you make that has a huge impact or can 
have a huge impact on the team.”

In retrospect, Tierney wishes he unleashed 
Hewit into the starting role even earlier. Hewit 
embraced the spotlight and ended Princeton’s 
five-game losing streak. As a sophomore starter 
in 2006, Hewit posted the second-highest save 
percentage in Division I lacrosse at .646. 

Now a junior, Hewit and the No. 5 Tigers host 
No. 15 Syracuse at 3 p.m. on Saturday.

Hewit’s exceptional 2006 season was vali-
dated when Inside Lacrosse magazine honored 
him as a first-team All-American.

“It’s a pretty good honor,” Hewit said. “Last 
year the defense won it in a bunch of games and 
I wish we could have gone a little further. If we 
did, I’d give (the award) up still to get into the 
playoffs.”

Hewit became just the third goalie in Tier-
ney’s tenure to receive first-team All-Ameri-
can status. Since 1987, Tierney has coached a 
number of prominent goalies on his way to six 
national championships, 10 final four appear-
ances and 11 Ivy League championships. 

Perhaps what makes Hewit so pivotal to 
Princeton’s success is the Tigers are a team 

that struggle scoring goals against quality 
teams. Against Yale on Saturday, the Tigers 
were only able to muscle together five goals 
but still won thanks to Hewit, who allowed 
just three goals.

Hewit’s standout game came last year against 
eventual-national champion Virginia, when he 
stopped 20 shots and allowed just seven goals. 
Princeton lost, 7-6.

Tierney said that game boosted Hewit’s con-
fidence.

“Last year we asked him, to be honest, to just 
be a stopper,” Tierney said. “Now he’s become 
more than that. Now he’s using his athleticism. 
He’s a leader out there, he’s vocal and he’s got 
great speed. He has the green light to carry the 
ball and I think that allows him to be even more 
than he was a year ago where we just asked him 
to stop the ball.”

On a defensive-minded team, Tierney said 
Hewit has played an instrumental role in 
Princeton’s revival after the down season in 
2005. He said Hewit has more faith in the six 
defenders in front of him than he’s ever had 
before. 

Hewit said the most important quality a 
goalie can have is short-term memory, because 

it’s pivotal not to harp on the goals that go in. 
“I think he feels if he lets a bad one up, it’s not 

going to be the end of the world,” Tierney said. 
“I think all of us are feeling we’ve got to hold 
people down and Alex is a part of that.”

Hewit’s former high school head coach Chuck 
Ruebling of Delbarton (N.J.) said Hewit’s defin-
ing characteristic has always been his unself-
ishness and team-first mentality.

“I think that even with all his success, I think 
he has a lot of humility,” Ruebling said. “It’s 
easy to relax I guess when you’re at the top, and 
he really downplays his accolades in deference 
to you know he wants to win the championship, 
at least an Ivy League championship, if not a 
national championship.” 

Ruebling called Hewit “the backbone” of his 
Delbarton team, where Hewit started at goalie 
for three years and led his team to three state 
championships. 

Both of Hewit’s older brothers played 
lacrosse at Delbarton and Hewit took up the 
sport himself in fourth grade. In addition to 
goalie, he played as an attackman up until 
high school. In Reubling’s estimation, Hewit 
was as good an attackman, as he was a goalie 
and could have played either in high school. 

Ruebling said having the youth experience 
as a field player helped Hewit become more of 
a complete goaltender, especially with stick 
skills.

Tierney said he was impressed by Hewit’s 
resume while at Delbarton. Since Hewit’s older 
brother Grant was a defensive midfielder on 
Princeton’s team, they had been following Hewit 
for a number of years.

“It’s very easy to see he’s very poised in the 
goal,” Tierney said. “He’s a great athlete. We 
were excited about him being left-handed. He 
played on a great Delbarton team and they were 
giving up two and threes in the goal on defense. 
When you see a goalie doing those kinds of 
things at that level and that athletic you know 
you’ve got a good one.”

of the

Princeton’s Alex Hewit 
entered goal as freshman, 
now an All-American

daily orange file photo

ALEX HEWIT (in goal) posted the second-highest save percentage in the country last year as a sophomore with a .646 mark. Last 
season against Syracuse, Hewit made nine saves in Princeton’s 7-5 loss to the Orange. Syracuse visits Princeton Saturday at 3 p.m.

UP NEX T
Who: Princeton
Where: Princeton, N.J.
When: Saturday at 3 p.m.
Channel: ESPNU

PRINCE 

ALEX HEWIT’S STATISTICS
GP-GS  GA GAAVG SAVES PCT  FACED
7-7 37 5.70 59 .615 183

2007 PRINCETON SCHEDULE
Record: 5-2
Feb 24 Canisius W 18 - 7
March 3 Johns Hopkins L 7 - 6
March 10 Virginia L 7 - 6
March 13 Rutgers W 15 - 8
March 18  Hofstra W 5 - 4
March 24  Bellarmine W 17 - 3
March 31 Yale  W 5 - 3

read the blog live from Princeton on Saturday at 
sports.dailyorange.com

NET
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St. NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

5 Bedroom 

852 and 938 Ackerman Ave. 
Very nice single-family home. 

Hardwood, carpet, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer. 

(315) 374-7866

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

202, 204 OSTROM 1, 2, 3, BEDROOM AVAIL-
ABLE JUNE.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PARKING.  
LAUNDRY.  446-5186

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 

WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
5 BR 707 Euclid

4 BR 900 Ackerman
4 BR 707 Euclid

3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

1 & 2 BR Euclid, Livingston, 
Maryland, Ackerman

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

3 Bedroom Available.  
June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  

Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 
carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, gar-

bage disposal, off street parking, laundry.
$375 pp + Utilites

Call 478-6504

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon,

116 Comstock,
3 Bedroom Apts at:

110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 
136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2-8 Bedrooms

720 Livingston
835 Sumner

968 Ackerman

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  
Great Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  
Deposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

FOR RENT

707 Euclid
4/5 BR

Parking, Porch
Laundry, Furnished

Two Full Baths

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT - 
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

For Rent -5 Bedroom House, Off Street Parking, 
Excellent Condition, Free Laundry, 5 Blocks from 
Campus, 919 Lancaster.  Call after 5pm 396-0473

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management
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Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$250 per person-plus utilities

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW 

UTILITIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/
DRYER, OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
 www.universityhill.com

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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PART-TIME SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Interested in sales?  Want to know what it’s like 
to sell to large retailers?  We need someone 
to sell our product line during the busy spring 
season (April – June).  We will pay for orders you 
generate.  This will be an outstanding chance 
for you to gain valuable “real world” experience 
before you graduate.
Requirements = Your own vehicle / A desire to 
sell / An outgoing personality. 
No selling experience required.  We will train the 
qualified candidate in 1-2 days!
Send your resume to:      
bryan.hartman@oldcastleapg.com 

Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, 
for my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

Babysitter Wanted. Evenings and or Weekends, 
2 Children: 5 and 1, in East Syracuse area. 
Own transportation preferred. Contact Lisp at 
575-5238

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

WANT TO START SPRING DEBT FREE?  NEED A 
LOAN WITH NO FEES?  GIVE US A CALL & LET 
THE EXPERTS PUT YOU AT EASE.  
1-888-360-9509

GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... RE-
GARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

HARDSUDOKU!
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T he Rutgers field hockey 
locker room was the scene of 
what was supposed to be the 

changing of the guard for Syracuse 
quarterbacks. The Orange had 
just lost to Rutgers, 38-7, to end the 
season and Perry Patterson took his 
final snap as Syracuse quarterback. 
He was turning the spot over to 

Andrew Robinson, the freshman 
quarterback who threw his first 
career touchdown pass just minutes 
before.

The field hockey locker room was 
the scene of Syracuse’s postgame 
press conference, and Robinson 
stood behind the lectern for what 
appeared to be his final time as a 

backup quarterback. He was asked 
a question about taking over for Pat-
terson next season, and Robinson 
answered the question diplomati-
cally, insisting he hadn’t earned the 
starting job yet. After all, Syracuse 
is bringing in two freshmen 
quarterbacks — Cody Catalina and 
David Legree. 

But that’s not how Robinson 
started his answer.

“There’s still Cameron Dantley 
back there who no one’s really seen, but 
he has a cannon for an arm,” he said at 
the time.

Collectively, the media shrugged 
the statement off as Robinson being 

Z A C H  B E R M A N

zb’s zone

THE QUEST FOR STARTING QUARTERBACK DAY 2 OF 2

The freshmen

Cody Catalina has been thinking 
about his shot since middle school

David Legree wants the shot 
to show how far he’s come 

courtesy of greensburg tribune-review
CODY CATALINA set school records with 193 completions and 2,884 
passing yards during his career at Greensburg Central Catholic (Pa.)

courtesy of brooklyn daily eagle
DAVID LEGREE threw for five touchdowns and rushed for three his 
senior year of high school at South Shore in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Dark horse Dantley making name for himself after earning scholarship

By Christopher James
STAFF WRITER

In middle school Cody Catalina told 
Greensburg Central Catholic (Pa.) 
head coach “Muzzy” Colosimo he 
was going to play quarterback for 
him. 

The problem was Catalina was still 
attending public school and wasn’t 
even in the Catholic school system 
in Greensburg. While Colosimo 
doubted the pesky sixth grader then, 
he believes his star quarterback now, 

when Catalina says he wants to start 
for Syracuse.

“I think the kid is going up there 
with the idea he’s going to start,” 
Colosimo said. “No one will outwork 
him.”

Catalina, a three-star recruit 
according to Scout.com, is one of two 
incoming freshmen looking to replace 
Perry Patterson as Syracuse quarter-
back. He’s grown up a lot since his 
middle school days, and is now ready 

SEE CATALINA PAGE 19

SEE BERMAN PAGE 18

By George Williams
STAFF WRITER

The date was November 20, 2004. It 
was the quarterfinals of New York’s 
state playoffs. South Shore High 
School sophomore starting quarter-
back David Legree was about to face 
off against a Brooklyn Tech football 
team that Legree said had not given 
up more than 80 yards through the air 
all season long. 

Facing a legitimate defensive pow-
erhouse, Legree’s Vikings were likely 

to be shut out offensively. Not quite 
the case. 

On South Shore’s first offensive 
play from scrimmage, Legree con-
nected on a 60-yard strike. He fin-
ished with 297 yards on 18-for-23 pass-
ing in a 26-13 victory and distinctly 
remembers that game as the one that 
catapulted him to new heights.

Two and a half years later, Legree 
is one of two quarterbacks that make 
up Syracuse’s 2007 football recruit-

SEE LEGREE PAGE 19

Cody Catalina David Legree
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GUESS WHAT’S BACK 
HI 35° | LO 24°

Syracuse’s 
past time

u n i v e r s i t y  u n i o n

Block Party 
tickets on hold
Contract delays stall 
official announcement of 
performers for April 22

SU has a rich baseball history 
but little hope for a future

Just Keep Watching
Syracuse students talk about 
their favorite TV marathons. 

Web Video 
See local band Le Flavour 
talk about what makes 
musicians sexy at www.
dailyorange315.com

Kid Friendly
Regress back to your youth with 
these childlike Syracuse actives. 

Taste The World
Find exotic foods right in 
your own backyard.

See insert

By Jared Diamond
ASST. COPY EDITOR

phone call broke the news to Andy Mogish in 
February 1972 during an early team workout. 
There were rumblings the Syracuse baseball 
team would not survive the recession, but the 

team didn’t expect the program’s removal so close to open-
ing day.

Mogish, Syracuse’s last baseball coach, brought his 
team together and told them what happened. They all 
knew the rumors, but it was only gossip until that moment. 
Some players came to Syracuse for a baseball program 
that was snatched up from underneath them in the middle 
of their careers. 

Weeks before the season, the Athletic Policy Board, a 
committee of university administrators, concluded Amer-
ica’s pastime no longer fit in Syracuse’s landscape. Offi-
cially, the program was only suspended, not discontinued, 
but there has been no NCAA baseball at Syracuse since.

No one on the team understood why the decision 
was made, Mogish said. Trying to calm everyone down, 
Mogish promised he would keep the program running as 
a club team. He would schedule games and the team would 

A

SEE BASEBALL PAGE 1

photos courtesy of syracuse university archives
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PAST BLOCK PARTY 
PERFORMANCES
April 2006 – Kanye West
May 2005 – Snoop Dogg
May 2004 – Wyclef Jean, 
Talib Kweli, Da Band & 
Northern State
May 2003 – George Clinton 
& The P-Funk All-Stars w/ 
Rhazel
2002 – Cancelled due to lack 
of funds
April 2001 – Fuel w/ Sonic 
Youth
May 2000 – Mos Def w/ 
Common
May 1999 – Sugar Ray w/ 
Orgy

Despite its previous announce-
ment, University Union Concerts 
will not begin student ticket sales 
for Block Party tomorrow at the 
Schine Student Center box office, 

as originally 
planned.

Unfinished 
c o n t r a c t s 
will postpone 
them indefi-
nitely, said 
UU Concerts 
public rela-

tions representative Helen Kout-
sourades.

”If you don’t see tickets on sale, 
you know something didn’t hap-
pen,” she said.

UU has yet to officially release 
a statement announcing who will 
perform at their April 22 year-
end Block Party, but hip-hop pop 
star Ciara will perform that night 
in the Carrier Dome with rapper 
Lupe Fiasco, according to her 
MySpace Web site.

Tickets will become available 
when plans are finalized, Koutsou-
rades said.

— Compiled by 

Paige Dearing, staff writer

IF YOU GO
What: Block 
Party 2007
Where: Carrier 
Dome
When: April 22, 
8 p.m.
How much: TBD
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compiled by melissa daniels

Iranian president says 
British sailors are free
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahma-
dinejad announced on Wednesday 
that he would release the 15 British 
sailors and marines and forgive 
them for trespassing into Iranian 
waters on March 23. THE SAILORS 
WILL BE HANDED OVER TO THE 
BRITISH EMBASSY ON THURS-
DAY, according to a presidential 
adviser. “Under the infl uence of 
the Muslim Prophet, (Iran) forgives 
these 15 people and gives their 
freedom to the British people as a 
gift,” Ahmadinejad said at the end 
of the conference. British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair was relieved to 
hear the announcement. “To the 
Iranian people I would simply say 
this: we bear you no ill will ... The 
disagreements we have with your 
government we wish to resolve 
peacefully through dialogue,” Blair 
said.

Global warming debated 
by international panel 
Representative delegates from 120 
by international panel 
Representative delegates from 120 
by international panel 
nations debated the urgency of 
climate change while working on a 
report that will be released Friday 
morning. The conference involved 
line-by-line editing of a 21-page 
text about the EFFECTS OF GLOB-
AL WARMING ON WEATHER, 
NATURE AND AGRICULTURE. The 
report discussed possible scenari-
os, such as the likelihood of fl oods, 
fi erce storms and extinctions of 
certain species. The report will also 
be presented at a Group of Eight 
leaders summit in June. During 
the summit meeting, the European 
Union will ask President George 
Bush to agree to international talks 
regarding reducing emissions. This 
is the second of four reports to be 
released by the panel.

Protests at presidential 
offi ce in Ukraine
Those supporting the Ukraine’s 
Russian-leaning prime minister, 
Viktor Yanukovych, protested 
on the steps of President Viktor 
Yushchenko’s offi ce on Wednes-
day. More than 7,000 OF YANU-
KOVYCH’S SUPPORTERS were 
on the steps of the offi ce, against 
dozens of Yushchenko’s supporters 
who were separated by police. `We 
are inclined to have a long-term 
standoff. We have enough forces 
for it,’’ Transport Minister Mykola 
Rudkovsky said, who led the march 
of Yanukovych’s supporters. The 
two politicians have varying opin-
ions on whether Ukraine should 
join North Atalntic Treaty Organiza-
tion.

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
8 p.m.  
The Third String Contemporary 
Music Ensemble, directed by 
graduate student James Welsch, 
will perform four pieces including a 
work for solo guitar. The improvisa-
tional group O-prah Workshop will 
also perform.

Setnor Auditorium | Free 

C O R R E C T I O N S
In Tuesday’s story, “New staff 
rolls in: Current speakers director 
elected as next president,” it was 
incorrectly said that freshman Zac 
Gorman was heading the Special 
Events Department of University 
Union by himself. Zac Gorman and 
Darren G. Goldberg, also a fresh-
man, are co-directors of the depart-
ment.
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NEWS

Ideal opportunity
The Daily Orange looks at the pos-
Ideal opportunity
The Daily Orange looks at the pos-
Ideal opportunity
sibility of a “surge” in the student 
anti-Iraq war movement.

PULP

Cancer breakthroughs
SU chemistry professors and 
Cancer breakthroughs
SU chemistry professors and 
Cancer breakthroughs
teachers have made headway in 
cancer and diabetes research. 

SPORTS

Philly boys
Scoop Jardine and Rick Jackson 
Philly boys
Scoop Jardine and Rick Jackson 
Philly boys
are teammates in a Philadelphia 
high school. Next year, they’ll be 
teammates at SU.

OPIN ION

Around the neighborhood
Pierre Hahn wants to put the 
Around the neighborhood
Pierre Hahn wants to put the 
Around the neighborhood
“block” back in Block Party.
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T H I S  D AY  I N  H I S T O R Y
by melissa daniels

St. Patrick returns as a missionary Bishop to Ireland.

The fi rst presidential veto used in the United States when 
President George Washington vetoes a bill regarding repre-
sentatives among U.S. states.

Winston Churchill resigns as prime minis-
ter of the United Kingdom.

16
14

Native Am
erican Pocahontas m

arries English colonist John 

16
14

16
14

Rolfe in Virginia. 

16
14

The fi rst civic 
public park 
was opened in 
Birkenhead, 
England. 

The fi rst 
case of H5N1 
avian fl u 
confi rmed in 
the United 
Kingdom 
after testing 
a dead swan.
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SOFTBALL

MEN’S LACROSSE

@ Colgate
WED.  APR. 11, 7 P.M.        WED., APR. 11, 3 P.M.       

SAT., APR. 7, 3 P.M.        
@ Princeton

@ Buffalo
SAT., APR.7, NOON       

@ Pittsburgh

THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS

TRACK AND FIELD

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

TUES., APR. 10, 7 P.M.        
vs. Cornell Sam Howell Invitational

                 @ Princeton

SAT., APR. 7, TBA
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1874
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By Frank Pallotta
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Today marks the homecoming for Los 
Angeles Times reporter Molly Hen-
nessy-Fiske, who will be speaking on 
campus about her experiences in cover-
ing the trial and execution of Saddam 

Hussein.
H e n n e s s y -

Fiske, who grew 
up in the Syracuse 
area, has worked at 
many publications 
prior to the trial 
coverage, includ-
ing The Miami 
Herald, The Bos-

ton Globe and 
Syracuse’s The 
Post-Standard. 
She could not 
be reached for 
comment.

“I think 
she’s thrilled,” 
said Fred 

Fiske, her father and senior writer at 
The Post-Standard..

Mike McAndrew, director for the 
Syracuse Press Club, the event’s spon-
sor, said in addition to the Hussein trial 
experience, he expects her to help stu-
dents understand how to report in Iraq, 
the working conditions there and some 
of the dangers with reporting in the 
war-torn region.

“Someone like this, like Molly, is 
a wonderful role model and a great 
inspiration,” said Charlotte Grimes, 
professor of political reporting. 

Hennessy-Fiske spent about two 
months, starting in November 2006, in 
Iraq. In addition to Hussein, she also 
covered the region’s daily news and 
the war. 

“Covering a war is one of the big-
gest stories a journalist can ever cover, 
because war is the biggest story for 
a country,” Grimes said. “She’s to be 
applauded for that much more for hav-
ing the courage to be a witness and a 
watchdog in the best tradition of jour-
nalism.”

At The Post-Standard, Hennessy-
Fiske worked on its special projects 
desk, where she covered stories about 
the lost boys of the Sudan and the 
renovation and violence surrounding 
Skiddy Park in Syracuse.

Fiske said his daughter, a ‘99 gradu-
ate of Harvard, represents the type of 
journalist that will be a part of the 
business’ future. He said she will talk 
about how journalism is transitioning 
to the Internet and its change from 
conventional stories to the narrative, 
storytelling type.

Hussein trial 
reporter to 
speak today

U.S. comptroller urges students to make budget an issue 
Health care reform needed to keep spending sustainable, according to federal official 

IF YOU GO
What: Reporter 
Molly Hennessy-
Fiske
Where: Newhouse 
I, Room A2
When: 7 p.m. 
How much: Free

HENNESSY-
FISKE

derrick li | contributing photographer
DAVID WALKER, U.S. comptroller general (center), headlined the Concord Coalition at the Maxwell School’s “Fiscal Wake-Up Tour.” 

More students ‘go green’ during course selections; ESF notices increase
By Paige Dearing

STAFF WRITER

Contrary to what mothers commonly 
insist — money might truly grow on 
trees.

More undergraduates across the 
nation are enrolling in environmen-
tally focused programs and courses, 
with plans of entering “green” careers 
upon graduation, according to a recent 
article on MSNBC.com.

The State University of New York 
College of Environmental Science 
and Forestry received 1,327 freshman 

applications for fall 2007, a 27 percent 
increase from last year.

Richard Smardon, chair of ESF’s 
environmental studies program, said 
enrollment is normally consistent, but 
the increase can be credited to current 
events.

“There’s a lot of interest,” he said, 
“especially in terms of addressing the 
energy issue, the greenhouse gas issue 
and sustainability issues — and that’s 
been the motivation. We’ve always 
had students that are interested in 
environment, but now there’s a little 

sharper focus.”
Smardon predicts that undergradu-

ates completing programs in environ-
mental engineering have the potential 
to secure very profitable jobs.

“Advancements in materials and 
the costs of producing these new tech-
nologies are wide open,” he said. “A lot 
of investment is going on right now, 
and a lot of venture capital is going 
into this.”

Introduced by ESF two years ago, 
the bioprocess engineering major 
specifically taps into creating envi-

ronmental technology — an interest 
driving the national trend. Of the 670 
freshmen offered acceptance into ESF 
for fall 2007, 19 students were chosen to 
enter under the major.

“You can choose so many different 
careers from this major,” said sopho-
more Brian McAnaney, who hopes to 
use his bioprocess engineering degree 
to discover an energy breakthrough. 
“It’s one of the fastest growing fields 
right now. Like when I graduate, it’s 
going to be really big with oil running 

SEE ENVIRONMENT PAGE 8

W E E K E N D
april 5, 2007

By Eddie Jacovino
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Cutting the costs of Social Security, 
Medicare and Medicaid in the fed-
eral budget should be among the 
top concerns of the next president, 
according to a non-partisan group 
headlined by David Walker, comp-
troller general of the United States.

The No. 1 issue today is the war 
in Iraq, but that is a temporary 
issue, Walker said. “Whatever hap-
pens with this could make or break 
the future of this republic,” he said 
of the budget.

The non-partisan group of panel-
ists, the Concord Coalition, gave 
an hour-long presentation titled 
the “Fiscal Wake-up Tour,” which 
focused on the implications rising 
health care costs will have on the 
American economy and taxes in 
the next 40 years. The group made 

its presentation before a filled-to-
capacity crowd of 150 –– nearly all 
students –– in Maxwell Auditorium 
Wednesday night. After the pre-
sentation they opened to questions 
from the audience.

“This is the fiscal equivalent of 
global warming,” said Dean Mitch 
Wallerstein of the Maxwell School 
of Citizenship and Public Affairs, 
as he equated each member of the 
coalition to Al Gore.

Members of the coalition urged 
the student audience to force 

current politicians to act as “gen-
erational stewards,” which they 
defined as not only improving 
policies to make life better in the 
present, but also for future genera-
tions.

“The baby boom generation is 
failing on its stewardship respon-
sibilities,” Walker said, pointing 
to photographs of his young grand-
children. “They do not have a voice, 
I am their voice.”

Isabel V. Sawhill, vice president 
and director of economic studies 

at The Brookings Institution, cut 
directly to the source of the prob-
lem as she outlined a list of health 
reforms.

“The reason we have political 
stalemate right now is Republicans 
are saying ‘We will never raise your 
taxes’ and Democrats are saying 
‘We won’t touch your Social Secu-
rity or your Medicare,’” Sawhill 
said. She urged the audience to be 
wary of these candidates.

Matt Bachand, a graduate stu-
dent in public administration, also 
addressed the repercussions of a 
polarized Congress when he asked 
the forum’s final question –– after 
much of the audience had left –– at 
about 9 p.m.

Bachand asked how much of the 
problem is due to gerrymandering, 
the process by which legislators 

SEE COMPTROLLER PAGE 6

“Depending on how you want to 
keep score, the numbers are big and 
bad, it’s just a matter of how bad.”

David Walker
U.S. COMPTROLLER GENERAL
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Professors face increasing federal regulations of human test subjects
By Brian Hayden 

STAFF WRITER 

The common stereotype in laboratories is that it’s 
the mice that have it bad.

However, each year thousands of human test 
subjects participate in university-sponsored 
research across the country. Their contributions 
in fields such as psychology and medicine are 
oftentimes invaluable.

Human research participation is regulated 
through federal review boards, which approve 
the research involving these subjects, protecting 
the health and safety of the subjects during the 
experiment.

A recent study from the American Association 
of University Professors found that the review 
boards’ increasingly demanding expectations and 
regulation of university research can sometimes 
hinder its quality, according to a recent article in 
The New York Times.

Both the boards and policies that enable human 
subjects to participate in research are becoming 
increasingly stricter because of an ideological 
shift in the federal government, according to two 
Syracuse University officials. 

These regulations and rules can be a pain to 
professors, said SU psychology professor Randall 
Jorgensen. Jorgensen studies the effects of stress 
and coping on individuals and is also a member 
of SU’s federal Institutional Review Board. All 
research involving human test subjects must first 
be approved by the IRB as ethically sound before it 
can receive federal funding.

“We review proposals that come through to 
our best ability to ensure protection of human 
interests and research and what (humans) are 

getting involved with,” he said. “It gets down to 
the oversights the researcher doesn’t see.” 

Jorgensen himself said he has not run into 
problems with his research being approved by the 
IRB. He said the majority of the research propos-
als seen by the IRB are ethically sound, but that 
they will often pick on small things flawed with 
the proposal. 

In his six years on the board, Jorgensen said as 
federal government policies and philosophy have 
become far more conservative, so have the feder-
ally implemented review boards. Thus the board’s 
responsibilities have become much stricter and 
detail oriented. 

“Things have become far more attuned to 
detail,” he said. “The federal government is 
becoming far more involved with local IRBs.” 

Jorgensen maintained that the problems the 
board has with professors’ research proposals are 
almost always simply a fine-tuning of detail, such 
as ensuring the test subject is fully aware they 
are partaking in an experiment. The board will 
also make sure the subject is aware of the differ-
ence between total anonymity, where the subject’s 
name is never published, and when the subjects 
name is known to the researchers. 

In order for the research to be beneficial, it 
must also be methodically sound, he said.

Jorgensen defended the role of the board at 
Syracuse. “Some are far more Draconian than oth-
ers,” he said. “This one has been pro-research.” 

IRBs are present at all major research institu-
tions across the country, said Pat Al-Hinnaway, 
public affairs specialist in the Department of 
Health and Human Services. The board must 
have at least five members: one who is not affili-

ated with the university to enhance neutrality 
and one who is not a scientist. 

These boards and regulations were not 
unfounded, Al-Hinnaway said. The first forms of 
protection against human test subjects followed 
the brutal treatment of concentration camp mem-
bers in Nazi Germany. And in the 1970s, a series 
of experiments were conducted that raised public 
outcry over unethical research.

This included the infamous “Tuskegee” study 
where poor black Southern men with syphilis 
were studied but not treated or notified of their 
illness.

In another instance, the Stanford Prison 
Experiment, in which students were assigned 
the role of either a prisoner or a guard in a 
mock-prison setting. The assigned guards 
brutally beat the prisoners, inducing mental 
illness and behavioral problems in the pseudo 
prisoners. 

The controversy from these studies led 
to increased federal regulations and further 
strengthening of IRBs and their standards 
across the country in 1981. Revisions to these 
boards occurred again in 1996. 

Ben Ware, dean of the Graduate School at 
SU and vice president for research, appoints 
members to the IRB. The IRB then reports to 
him on its findings. 

The majority of human research overseen 
by the IRB at SU is in the psychology and edu-
cation departments, Ware said. If Syracuse 
were to have a medical school, the IRB would 
be far stricter than it is now, since medical 
research often involves life-or-death situa-
tions.

Because there is no physical risk involved 
with most test subjects, the IRB is less dif-
ficult with the review of the research. 

The boards are necessary, though increas-
ing regulations can be a hindrance, Ware 
said.

“In general, its value is doing more good 
than harm for subjects,” said Ware, of the 
IRB. “But there are so many regulations. It is 
becoming increasingly difficult to deal with 
all of these regulations.”

HUMAN LAB RATS
What is a federal review board?
Federal review boards approve uni-
versity-sponsored research involving 
human subjects in order to protect the 
health and safety of the participants 
during experiments.

SU’s IRB
Dr. Ben Ware, dean of the Syracuse 
graduate school and vice president for 
research, appoints members to the 
Institutional Review Board. The IRB 
then reports to him on its findings. 

The SU IRB policy
Receiving federal funds creates an obli-
gation that (SU) will assure that people 
participating in research are: 
n Protected from excessive risk/harm 
(Beneficence)
n Participate voluntarily (Autonomy)
n Selected equitably (Justice)
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W hen it comes to food, don’t get in 
my way. I take it pretty seriously. 

I’m just another college student 
suffering from a high metabolism.

Three times a day I find myself running 
to Shaw Dining Center looking to silence the 
angry beast in my stomach — the beast that 
serves as a constant reminder that Mom and 
Dad don’t stock my refrigerator here. I’m not 
looking for anything fancy, really, just some-
thing fast and relatively tasty.

Overall, my experience with the Syracuse 
University dining halls has been positive. No 
malnourishment here. But if you’ve eaten at 
Shaw recently, you may have seen me among 
the growing number of confused and frus-
trated students all asking the same question:

“What’s the deal with the plastic cups and 
utensils?”

That’s right, many patrons of Shaw have 
found themselves digging in and gulping 
down with plastic ware. 

And it’s their own fault. 
The Shaw dining hall has been forced 

to use plastic cups and utensils because so 
many students have been stealing the regular 
dining ware, said Assistant Director of Resi-
dential Dining Mark Tewksbury.

“It’s been hard to keep up,” said Tewks-
bury. “We’re in the process of ordering more, 
but every time we do they’re stolen again.”

In the mean time, regular silverware and 
cups have become the minority among the 
flimsy plastic ones, and they are a hot com-
modity as a result.

To make matters worse, Shaw frequently 
runs out of plastic ware during prime eating 
hours, leading many hungry students to point 
their angry fingers at the dining hall staff. 

But the next time you find yourself 
conducting a cafeteria-wide search for a fork 
or throwing elbows for a spoon, consider for 
a second the part you may have played in 
creating this situation. For every time you 
carelessly pocket silverware for some late-
night ramen or walk out with take-out and a 
cup, hundreds of other students were doing 
the same thing.

Chris Ruscher, a sophomore aerospace 
engineering major who dines frequently at 
Shaw, thinks that the workers who swipe 
cards should make sure that people aren’t 
stealing.

“I feel that we’re paying enough to eat 
here — they should have decent silverware,” 
Rusher said.

The dining hall staff is doing their best to 
keep utensils in our grabby hands, but dis-
tributing disposable forks has been an uphill, 
not to mention wasteful, battle. 

If we want Shaw to recover before the end 
of the semester, we need to first be under-
standing and patient, and simply make the 
best of it. Wastefulness aside, it is far from a 
crisis to have to use disposables — although 
it’s no picnic trying to spear fresh carrots or 
cut meat.

Secondly, and most importantly, we need 
to stop stealing. While not everybody has 
been stealing from Shaw, it is time for those 
who have been to stop.

This applies to everyone, and every dining 
hall. Haven’s cafeteria recently put up a sign 
asking students to return stolen cups and sil-
verware. Many students make the mistake of 
thinking that everything at the dining halls 
is unlimited, when clearly, this is not the case. 

We have all been using our stolen spoons 
to slowly dig our own graves. We just happen 
to be faster diggers at Shaw. 

Meghan Overdeep is a featured columnist 
whose columns normally appear Fridays in The 
Daily Orange. E-mail her at meoverde@syr.edu.

M E G H A N  O V E R D E E P

dig deep

Students stealing from dining halls hurt themselves

I’m baffled by the response to the “I agree with Craig” 
campaign. First a Daily Orange columnist came out 
strongly in favor of censoring public discussion of reli-
gion. Then the campaign was called a “holy hoax” in a 
cartoon of (to be kind) questionable taste, simply because 
similar activities have taken place elsewhere. According 
to one letter, the fact that others believe the same thing 
as Craig, and have stood up for it similarly in the past, 
makes those who agreed last week “liars.” A fascinating, 
if baffling, argument.

The main idea seems to be that all statements of reli-
gious belief should automatically be kept private; those 
who dare speak them aloud face personal opposition and 
even character assassination. Discussing fundamental 
issues like right and wrong apparently make some peo-
ple anxious, you see. Declaring a deeply held belief about 
God is apparently akin to public nudity. And daring to 
say someone else is wrong? In the brave new world of the 
modern academy, this might be the worst of all sins.

Oops, did I say sins? How judgmental of me. I meant 
“things that might possibly be bad.”

In the end, the wonderful irony is that these modern-
day secular inquisitors have become the very thing they 
condemn — in the name of so-called “tolerance” and 
“respect,” they seek not to dialogue, but to muzzle those 
with whom they disagree. The height of arrogance is not 
declaring that you are right and others are wrong — it’s 
trying to force those “others” to shut up and obey.

Steve Maxon
THIRD-YEAR LAW STUDENT

Birth control prices on college campuses have increased 
upward of 100 percent due to the pharmaceutical 
industry’s response to actions undertaken by Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). No matter who 
is at fault — CMS or the pharmaceutical industry — the 
health insurance industry, both private and public, 
should take note.  Preventing pregnancies is far cheaper 
than the medical costs associated with unintended 
pregnancies.

Recent published research shows that the direct 
medical costs of unintended pregnancies in the United 
States were estimated to be $5 billion per year, while 
direct medical cost savings due to contraceptive use 
were estimated to be $19 billion.

Both Medicaid and the private health insurance 
industry are likely to spend significantly more for 
unintended pregnancies than they would have spent on 
contraceptive coverage. An ounce of prevention, indeed!

 
James Trussell, PhD

DIRECTOR, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE OF POPULATION 
RESEARCH 

MEMBER, ASSOCIATION OF REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

Wayne Shields
PRESIDENT & CEO, ASSOCIATION OF 

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

Replies to ‘Craig’ seek to mute dissent

Birth control cheaper than pregnancies

S C R I B B L E
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draw voting district lines.
Walker responded that Bachand’s question 

was a legitimate one –– that because of the redis-
tricting process, many of the seats in the House 
of Representatives are safe seats, meaning the 
elected Republicans are more conservative, and 
elected Democrats are more liberal than main-
stream voters.

But politics are about compromise, Walker 
said. He suggested taking a look at the redistrict-
ing process and encouraged lawmakers to allow 
for more competitive races.

In 2001, models showed the federal budget 
would be sustainable for 40 years, but that is not 
the case today, Walker said. “The status quo is 
unacceptable and unsustainable.”

He urged the audience to pressure elected 
officials to act, pointing to the letters “We the 
people…” written on his necktie, saying the people 
are responsible. 

“You will pay the price,” Walker said. “You will 
bear the burden if others fail to act.”

The primary cause of increased health care 
costs is technological growth and the continued 

use of technology, said John L. Palmer, dean 
emeritus of Maxwell. Palmer, a public trustee 
of Medicare and Social Security, spoke with the 
coalition, though he is not a member.

“We will have to make decisions in the future 
about how we will use the growth of technology,” 
he said. 

Though for two years revenues were up and 
the deficit was down, current trends will still 
cause problems in the future as the baby-boom 
generation retires and begins collecting on Social 
Security, said Robert Bixby, executive director 
of the coalition and former chief staff attorney of 
Virginia’s Court of Appeals.

His statements set the scene for the arguments 
that would follow.

“We’re not looking in the rear-view mirror, 
we’re looking ahead. You don’t need a crystal ball 
to see there are severe problems out there,” Bixby 
said. “All in all, the current budget deficit doesn’t 
look all that bad, but that’s where it is right now.”

Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid spend-
ing made up 40 percent of the budget in 2006, Bixby 
said. But society is evolving to become older. In 
the next 25 years, the number of Americans ages 
65 and older will increase from 12 percent to 20 
percent.

“Depending on how you want to keep score, the 

numbers are big and bad, it’s just a matter of how 
bad,” Walker said.

In her part of the presentation, Alison Fraser, 
director of the Thomas A. Roe Institute for Eco-
nomic Policy Studies, manipulated a chart show-
ing potential courses of action legislators could 
take on the federal budget.

The first change was to do nothing, which sent 
the chart rocketing upward to show the federal 
budget making up almost 50 percent of the total 
economy.

“Unless we have serious debate, conversations 
and ideas being offered up in Washington,” Fraser 
said, “this is tacitly the direction we are heading.”

The second option was to let the 2001 tax cuts 
expire, and the final was to cut the National 
Endowment for the Arts, NASA, foreign aid, 
earmarked legislation and defense spending 
–– all suggested fixes –– but even with each of 
those programs cut, the projection showed little 
change.

The problems caused by current trends 
will hit the generation of students today at full 
strength in the prime of its working years, 
Fraser said.

Questions fielded from the audience suggest-
ed a call for action before the 2008 presidential 
election. Syracuse University was the 21st stop 

on the tour, which will soon focus itself on states 
with early primaries and predicted swing states 
in the upcoming election.

But the panel argued it is currently laying a 
foundation for change that will come into play 
after the 2008 elections.

“If we just wait and then start, we’ll just be 
three or four years behind until those building 
blocks are established,” Fraser said.

“We’re not preaching gloom and doom,” Bixby 
said, pointing to a drawing of Paul Revere. “We 
are going around the country raising an alarm.”

Best Wings in Town

Full Menu/Kitchen 
open until 2am

Outdoor volleyball
 and kickball

315-463-5080
Rte 290, www.thebeginningii.com, E. Syracuse

M.L.B. PACKAGE

WE HAVE ESPN U

*Visit the url above for complete rules and regulations.

www.dailyorange.com/freetrip

COMPTROLLER
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HEALTH CARE BUDGET 
REMEDIES
n A basic healthcare package for all
n Subsidies related to income and 
access to community rates
n Limits on spending through a nation-
al health care budget or voucher
n Link decisions to spend more on 
health care to higher taxes
n Make health care system of a quality 
people are willing to pay for

Want to make headlines (And by that, we mean write them)?
Apply to be news editor, assistant news editor, or news copy editor

email news@dailyorange.com, call 443.2127 or stop by 744 Ostrom Ave. for more info
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Harvard alters core away from tradition; SU has no plans to change
By Roz Vara

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The goal was never to revolutionize education 
in America.

Yet a recent proposal by a Harvard commit-
tee may not only drastically alter its current 
core curriculum, but also force many univer-
sities across the country to reevaluate their 
core curricula as well, according to Harvard 
English professor Louis Menand, who co-
chaired the committee.

The proposal — deemed The Preliminary 
Report of the Task Force on General Educa-
tion — was submitted in February 2007 with 
the aim of tying a liberal arts education with 
life after college and the challenges of a mod-
ern society. 

The proposed core, which has garnered 
national attention, would require students to 
take a course in each of seven specific areas. 
Students would be allowed to select courses 
from a list, but would have to take one class 
in each category, ranging from Ethical Life to 
Reason and Faith.

This would shift Harvard’s core away from 
the more traditional courses that point stu-
dents in the direction of academia to what is 
now considered new-age, subject-based learn-
ing. 

“We want to teach subjects that we think 

will be good for students to learn about 
because of the lives they are going to be lead-
ing when they leave college,” Menand said. 
“We are trying to link what students learn in 
college with the life they’ll have after college.”

The current core curriculum requirements 
at Harvard are similar to those of Syracuse 
University, though change is unlikely here.

Harvard students must currently take 
courses to fulfill requirements in a variety 
of areas, including foreign cultures, historical 
studies, literature and arts, moral reasoning 
and quantitative reasoning. Students at SU must 
fulfill similar requirements in the humanities, 
natural science, mathematics and social sci-
ences. Competency in a foreign language is also 
a requirement at both universities.

As one of the nation’s most prominent aca-
demic institutions, changes at Harvard often set 
trends for other universities across the country. 
But Menand said he believes this will remain an 
isolated situation, because the need for change 
was unique to the school.

“Harvard has an unusual general education 
program,” he said. “I doubt this will have much 
of an effect elsewhere. It’s just a shift in what 
Harvard’s doing. We want students be more 
satisfied. We’re fixing something that people feel 
needs to be fixed and replacing it with something 
that is better for students.”  

Sandra Hurd, associate provost of academic 
affairs at SU, echoed Menand.

“Harvard is Harvard,” she said, “and the rest 
of the world is the rest of the world. Our curricu-
lum is not their curriculum, so it wouldn’t work 
for us to make similar moves.”

A committee often reviews the liberal arts 
core of the College of Arts and Sciences, SU’s 
largest school — a unique process for a school, 
Hurd said. Syracuse is also unique in that it 
doesn’t have a single point of entry into the 
university: students can enter any of the nine 
schools or colleges as freshmen.

Because students in different colleges have 
unique core requirements, Hurd said, it would 
be very difficult to emulate the new core that has 
been presented at Harvard, where all students 
have the same core requirements.

Additionally, SU students said they are satis-
fied with the university’s current setup.

“College is about choosing your own courses, 
major, et cetera … and having those required 
courses undermines that,” said freshman Chris-
tina Lacy. “People who want to learn about dif-
ferent cultures, countries and issues, can. And 
those who don’t can choose other electives.”  

Lacy, an economics and international rela-
tions major, said she likes the core at SU because 
it “forces you to learn from various perspec-
tives, but you can still choose courses that fit 

your major.”
It could take up to two years before Harvard’s 

new core is implemented, as it has to be approved 
by a faculty committee and then is followed up 
with a transitional phase, Menand said. The 
seven categories of study being introduced are: 
Cultural Traditions and Cultural Change, The 
Ethical Life, The United States, Societies of the 
World, Reason and Faith, Life Sciences and Physi-
cal Sciences.

Despite the work already done in establish-
ing the new system, Menand said he expects 
there will still be changes made to the origi-
nal proposal.

“Harvard is Harvard, and 
the rest of the world is 
the rest of the world. 
Our curriculum is not 
their curriculum so it 
wouldn’t work for us to 
make similar moves.”

Sandra Hurd
ASSOCIATE PROVOST OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AT SU

dailyorange.com
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out and global warming.”
“You have to think about other ways to produce 

energy, and that’s a big part of this major,” said 
McAnaney, who chose ESF because it’s the only 
school in the Northeast offering a bioprocess 
engineering program.

Politics also played a significant role in increas-
ing the undergraduate enrollment of environmen-
tal programs — serving as inspiration for natural-
born investors as well as activists.

“To the extent that green technology really 
takes off and is going to be profitable, which I 
think it will be, depends in part to what kind of 
policy the United States puts in place,” said profes-
sor Sarah Pralle, who teaches environmental 
courses in the Maxwell School of Citizenship and 
Public Affairs.

Environmental issues’ prominence in politics 
and the media eases students’ concern that their 
college education would yield a life of activism.

“I think one of the interests among students 
is that this is seen now as a field where you don’t 
just have to be an activist,” Pralle said, “you could 
actually work for a corporation or the govern-
ment.”

Other students would rather work with the 
government than work under its roof. 

“Environmental interest is usually a sort of a 

counterpoint to what the current administration 
in doing or not doing,” Smardon said. “When the 
environment is under assault and not paid atten-
tion to by national policy, you get a reaction in 
terms of people suddenly being interested and say-
ing, ‘I can do something; I want to be involved in 
this because this is not being paid attention to.’”

Whether environmental coverage hurts gov-
ernmental support or not, students receive infor-
mation from media to fuel their fire for change or 
spark interest.

“I’d say a lot of it has to do with the fact that a 
lot of this stuff is on TV more and the Internet,” 
said sophomore McAnaney, who agrees students’ 
interest in the environment has increased. “It’s 
advertised to people more that there is global 
warming and something needs to be done about 
it.”

SU offers a selection of environmental 
classes to satisfy students’ interest without 
forcing them to commute to ESF’s campus. 
The presence of these courses reflects faculty’s 
interest too.

“I was really pleasantly surprised when 
I arrived at Maxwell — how many people’s 

research touched or was largely about envi-
ronmental issues,” said Pralle, who has been 
teaching at SU for four years. 

Environmentally interested SU professors 
supply an opportunity for students to study 
green issues from a different lens perhaps 
absence in ESF courses.

“We apply the theories developed in our 
fields to the environment — that’s what pro-
vides a different perspective,” she said. “A 
public policy school can offer a broader per-
spective.”

SU faculty angles its lectures to compliment 
its expertise in fields of history, economics, 
politics, geography and science. 

Because environmental policy exists 
throughout the world, the increase in under-
graduate environmental interest may not be 
limited to ESF, SU or the United States.

“There’s a lot of interest even beyond Syra-
cuse, from what I can tell — just new projects 
happening, new literature coming out about 
this topic,” said Pralle, familiar with academ-
ics in Europe. “There really does seem to be a 
wave of interest, at least from my perspective.”

ENVIRONMENT
F R O M  P A G E  3

“We’ve always had students that are interested in 
environment, but now there’s a little sharper focus.”

Richard Smardon
CHAIR OF ESF’S ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES PROGRAM

ESF BY THE NUMBERS
Applications received for fall 2007: 
1,327
n Increase from last year: 27 percent
n Number of applicants that received 
acceptance letters: 670
n Percentage of applicants that 
received letters: 51 percent

n Number of undergraduate programs: 
22
n Number of graduate programs: 26

Most popular majors:
n Biology: 43 percent
n Environmental science: 27 percent
n Engineering: 14 percent
n Architecture: 13 percent

Some other majors:
n Aquatic and fisheries science
n Bioprocess engineering
n Conservation biology
n Environmental biology
n Forest health
n Paper engineering
n Wood products engineering

Think you can do better than us? Apply for our jobs.
Now accepting applications for Fall 2007. Stop by 744 Ostom, call 443.2127 or emial news@dailyorange.com



S
ex, drugs, beer and TV, all for class credit to boot.  

Sure, there are other classes like Quantitative Geographical 

Analysis, but why waste your time?  

Below are the

T ibor Palfai is something of an 
eccentric.

“You never forget your 
first kiss, and you never forget your 
first cocaine dosage,” is just one of 
the outlandish statements typical of 
Palfai, a psychology professor. 

Palfai’s class discusses the effects 
of psychoactive drugs on human 
behavior, the history, short and long 
term effects, and the use and abuse 
of drugs. The class digs deep into the 
subject matter and leaves the student 
learning about more than they 

thought they would. 
“We learn a lot about drugs, but 

it’s about deeper stuff that students 
don’t know much about,” said Alli-
son Leung, a sophomore advertis-
ing major.

Palfai’s lectures are direct and to 
the point, refusing to skirt around 
the complex issues related to drug 
use.

“Because of the subject matter, kids 
want to know about it,” Palfai said. 
“They always hear about it, and I tell it 
to them straight, no propaganda.”

D R U G S  A N D  H U M A N  B E H AV I O R  ( P S Y  3 15 )

I t is not often you can take a class with a 
man quoted daily in major media outlets 
across the country commenting on pop 

culture. Robert Thompson, a professor of tele-
vision, radio and film, teaches about a subject 
most students are familiar with but rarely 
get to learn about: television. Thompson does 
more than show clips of shows such as “I Love 
Lucy” and “The Simpsons.” He also provides 
the background knowledge behind them.

“Everyone hears about the famous ‘I Love 
Lucy’ episodes, like the one when she had 
her baby,” Thompson said. “But at best you 
see clips of these episodes on Nick at Nite. 
We watch the whole show, even the commer-
cials, to understand more.”

The class offers American history fil-
tered through a pop-culture perspective.

“If you’ve actually been going and 
paying attention in class, you leave this 
class knowing more than anyone about 
television, even more than some people in 
television,” Thompson said.

The class includes watching historical 
moments through the media, such as the 
moon landing and the assassination of Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy.

 “You don’t always get to study a topic 
like television with such depth,” said Carly 
Berezin, a senior television, radio and film 
major. “The professor presents a completely 
different way of looking at things.” 

H I S T O R Y  O F  P R I M E  T I M E  T V  ( T R F  4 3 5 )

A ccording to the syllabus, 
“this course is designed to 
increase your awareness of 

wines and beers.”
Taking this course on a weekday 

is giving you about the same experi-
ence of a Saturday night. Each 
semester a state trooper lectures 
students about responsible drink-
ing. However, while many think just 
because it’s a good class, it’s an easy 
class, it is not. 

“As far as being difficult, I think 
it is because they come in with the 
preconceived notion that they are 
just going to have a few drinks,” 
said Timothy Barr, an instructor in 
the College of Human Services and 
Health Professions. “We do sample 
products, they do need to know grow-
ing conditions, proper way to taste, 
how the product is made among other 
things.”

The class is also important, 
Barr said, for developing social and 
cultural taste.

“I think that this is a great class 
for everyone,” Barr said. “Don’t 
forget we are sending students out 
into the business world, and a lot of 
business is done over a meal and a 
glass of wine.” 

PA G E  9
the daily orange

the sweet stuff in the middle

W I N E  &  B E E R  A P P R E C I AT I O N  ( N H M  4 2 2)

By Courtney Carter 
STAFF WRITER

Illustrations by Nishan Patel
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big four
to take     before graduation.

W E E K E N D
APRIL 5, 2007

W ith class notes that read, 
“intimacy isn’t for amateurs” 
and “the most common sex 

problems,” human sexuality is bound to be 
a favorite.

“I think the students like it because it’s 
so relevant to them,” said Joe Fanelli, an 
instructor in the College of Human Services 
and Health Professions, who teaches the 
class. “They are surprised that the class 
is more than high-school biology. It’s an 
approach in an adult way. I’m not trying to 
water it down.” 

Fanelli has been at SU for 23 years, taught 
46 semesters and has had 28,000 students rush 

to sign up for this class. 
“So many students were angry because 

they couldn’t get into the course,” Fanelli 
said. “I was stunned people like it. When I 
came here as a new professor, all I wanted to 
do was survive the first semester.” 

Thanks to Fanelli’s teaching style and 
the open dialogue in the course, it’s a hit 
with students.

“He has all these stories,” said Victoria 
Chan, an undeclared sophomore in the 
College of Arts and Sciences. “He’s so funny, 
and the course is not just about sex; it’s 
about everything people usually don’t talk 
about.”

H U M A N  S E X U A L I T Y  (C F S  3 8 8)  
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By Dave Arey
STAFF WRITER

A microphone hung from the ceiling for the 
opening night of “Pugilist Specialist” at the 
Redhouse, but the sparring was verbal instead 

of physical. 
The play, performed 

by a troupe called the 
Riot Group and written 
by group leader Adriano 
Shaplin is a riveting 
look into the mindset 
of a group of marines 
assigned to assassinate 
a fictional Middle-East-
ern leader, here referred 

to as “the Bearded Lady.” 
However, “Pugilist Specialist” is not about 

their mission as much as it is about the compli-
cated and contradictory outlook of a group of 
characters who initially seem like a collection 
of clichés.

Stephanie Viola plays Lt. Stein, the group’s 
explosives expert. Like all of the characters, 
Stein is full of contradictions. She refers to 
herself as “the military’s unofficial spokesmo-
del,” yet wants no preferential treatment. She 
claims to be loyal, yet spends the entire play 
questioning her superiors. In Shaplin’s play, 
these contradictions not only make sense, but 

are also integral. 
Shaplin plays Lt. Freud, who ironically 

enough is a slovenly disheveled walking Id. He’s 
also the group’s sniper, a position that requires 
precision and emotional distance, two traits 
Freud lacks. 

Some of the best moments in the play are 
the exchanges between Stein and Freud, with 
each character getting into arguments with the 
other that are both meaningless and completely 
meaningful, varying from deep hate to misguided 
affection. At one point, Freud asks Stein if she 
“would like to have nine of my babies?” The look 
on her face is cold and stern, without a trace of 
disgust, as if she’s been through it all before. 

Joining them are Drew Friedman as Lt. 
Studdard, the company man who speaks in 
terse slogans, and Paul Schnabel as the force’s 
commander, Col. Johns. Both characters sub-
vert seemingly clichéd roles as the stoic drone 
and the wise leader.   

As the play goes on, it fills with more confus-
ing inconsistencies. In one scene, the Marines 
receive letters from young children asking 
questions about how Americans have the big-
gest kitchens in the world. In another, Freud 
argues the military should be filled with babies 
because they are cold and heartless.

Much of the play’s discourse is like this, 
sometimes nonsensical and sometimes heart-
felt, but always weirdly hilarious. Shaplin has 
a gift for writing dialogue that is both gripping 
and dizzying.

The play’s staging was perfect for the inti-
mate nature of the Redhouse. The stage consist-
ed of two benches and the previously mentioned 
microphone, which in the play is recording 
the proceedings of the mission. The music was 
simple and unobtrusive, and with the exception 
of one scene, it did nothing to augment what 
was happening on stage. The actors’ clothes 
were simple camouflage and beige shirts. 

This sparseness clearly had the purpose of 
forcing the audience to focus on nothing but the 
actors’ words, and to this end, it succeeded. At 
points the actors were so close to the audience 
members in the 100-seat theater the audience 
could feel their breath. It created a jarring effect, 
in which audience members could not simply sit 
back and enjoy the proceedings from a distance. 
As a result their reactions were very strong.

“It just re-affirms what I believe in, that we 
don’t belong in war,” said Katie Barrett, 47, 
from Marcellus, N.Y.  

Other audience members said the play would 
remain with them for a long time.

“It was good, very thought-provoking,” said 
Patty Moroney, 47, from Syracuse. “It rolls in 
your mind.”

“Pugilist Specialist” was made even more 
intimate by the incredibly small crowd. Of 
the 100 or so seats in the theater, only about 20 
were filled. While that may have made the play 
better for those who were there, it was still sad 
to see such a gripping performance so sparsely 
attended. The Riot Group deserved better. 

p e r f o r m i n g  a r t s

Assassination tale unfolds on intimate stage

IF YOU GO
What: Pugilist 
Specialist
Where: The 
Redhouse, 201 S. 
West St.
When: 8 p.m. 
Today–Saturday 
How much: $30
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 thirsty thursday piece of cake
By Matt Allyn

STAFF WRITER

HEAVY SEAS HOLY SHEET
Clipper City Brewing Co. 

Blindly paying extra for a random, exotic-look-
ing beer never ensures a tasty beverage. In fact, 
Clipper City Brewing Company’s Holy Sheet 
proves microbreweries can and do occasion-
ally make nasty beer. The Maryland brewery 
attempts, with Holy Sheet, to emulate the Bel-
gian abbey ale, but with a personal twist. Clip-
per City fails to break new ground, though. The 
brew lures drinkers in with its rich appearance 
and pirate-themed label, but its taste quickly 
disappoints. 

Traditionally, abbey ales offer a variety of 
fruit and spice flavors. These beers, when done 
right, create a tongue-tingling balance of sensa-
tions. When done wrong, such as here, the beer 
elicits a frown and scrunched-up face. 

With its dark red color, Holy Sheet looks 
inviting. Once a nose gets anywhere near the 
glass, however, it’s a different story. The aroma 
brings to mind cherry-flavored cough medicine, 
and the flavor takes cues from Robitussin to 
boot. The ale finishes with the taste of alcohol 
— much like the aftertaste of a cheap vodka 
shot. 

Call Holy Sheet a beer for sadists and those 

wishing to relive the lesser moments of child-
hood sick days. Holy Sheet’s only real redeem-
ing values may be in its cute name and ability to 
intoxicate drinkers. 

BEER BITES 
Coopers Sparkling Ale

This Aussie beer is just an average lighter-
flavored ale, but with extra carbonation.  

Kalnapilis Original

Stella Artois, Grolsch and Heineken should 
all bow before this Lithuanian lager. 

Leinenkugel’s Sunset Wheat

Tastes like blueberries and spice, but not 
much like beer. 

Sled Dog Trippel Bock

A super-sized dark German lager. Find this 
beer and savor the rich flavors.

By Liz Petty
STAFF WRITER

For Christians who gave up meat for Lent, this weekend their hard-fought sacrifice will finally 
end. In celebration, here’s a hearty, meaty macaroni and cheese to make up for all the beef, pork 
and chicken you missed these past 40 days. For everyone else who just happens to love meat, you 
can celebrate with this recipe, too. There’s nothing like a party for a party’s sake, after all. 

MEATY MAC ‘N’ CHEESE
Time: 1 hour
Serves: 4 to 6
Ingredients:
1 tbsp. cooking oil
1 lb. ground beef, pork or turkey
Salt and pepper
1 lb. dried macaroni
3 tbsp. butter
3 tbsp. flour
2 1/2 cups milk
Dash of nutmeg
1 cup shredded cheese (preferably  
cheddar)
1/2 cup bread crumbs (optional) 

1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Grease 
a 13x9x2-inch casserole dish. 
In a large skillet, heat the oil and begin 
breaking up the ground meat. Season 
well with salt and pepper. Cook until 
browned, about 10 minutes. Remove 
from heat and set aside. 

2. Bring a large pot of well-salted 
water to a boil. Add macaroni, cook 
until just al dente, or with a bite to it. 

3. Meanwhile, in a large saucepan, 
melt butter over medium heat. Add 
flour and stir together until a thick 
“sauce” forms. Whisk in milk and sim-
mer, stirring continuously, until mixture 
thickens considerably. Season with salt, 
pepper and nutmeg. Add cheese and stir 
until melted. 

4. When macaroni is finished cooking, 
drain and add to cheese sauce, along 
with browned meat. Stir until com-
bined. 

5. Pour everything into the casserole 
dish. Sprinkle bread crumbs over top, 
if desired. Bake in oven for 30 minutes, 
until bread crumbs are browned, or until 
macaroni and cheese is golden and bub-
bly.
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CONFESSIONS BY A.J. CHAVAR | AJCHAVAR@GMAIL.COM

THE DAILY 
ORANGE 

NEEDS  
COMICS!

CONTACT COMICS@DAILYORANGE.      
COM WITH SUBMISSIONS OR                 
QUESTIONS

CLASSIC READ IT AND WEEP BY TRAVIS DANDRO | GLITTERNUTS@YAHOO.COM

THINGS I’VE OVERHEARD BY BRETT WILLARD | BJWILLAR@SYR.EDU

Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH
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If you're a senior, you’ll be history in a matter 
of weeks. Right along with your Apple Student Discount.

So make plans now to visit your Authorized Campus Store and take advantage 
of these great Apple savings one last time. Save on the new smarter, faster,
do-everything MacBook and MacBook Pro. Save on the new faster, bigger, brighter 
iMacs. And save on Apple software, peripherals and accessories, too.

It’s last call, so stop by today. We’re just moments away.

Authorized Campus Store

Apple, the Apple logo, ilife, iMac, Mac and MacBook are trademarks of Apple, Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Schine Student Center
303 University Place, Syracuse, NY 13244-2020
315.443.9900
http://www.syr.edu/bkst

Avoid senior
moments.
Last call for your Apple
Student Discount before
graduation.

Air Force ROTC students look just 
like other college students, except 
that with scholarships ranging from 
$15,000 - $28,000/year, plus a SU 
grant of $8,000, they spend more time 
having fun and less time in debt. With 
additional spending money up to 
$400$400 every month and a guaranteed 
job after graduation, Air Force ROTC 
will allow you to do what you’ve 
always wanted: Make a difference in 
the world.

Celebrating our 
25th Anniversary

Redone Craig campaign regurgitates Christ, rekindles Milli Vanilli

I t has barnstormed through Penn State, 
UC Berkeley, the University of Florida 
and an indiscriminate amount of other 

campuses since its 1998 inception at Humboldt 
State in California, featuring the same slick, 
pre-packaged, assembly line sequence of events 
each time. It’s every bit as unique as processed 
chicken parts in a McNugget.

The “I Agree With” campaign last week was 
not a personal and sincere work of a passionate 
individual and his friends, but a weird, premed-
itated and highly successful marketing formula 
spearheaded by Campus Crusade for Christ, an 
international college evangelist organization.

Not everyone agreed with the proselytizers, 
but most did agree that this highly creative 
entity named Cr__g (I have removed the vowels 
in Cr__g’s name for fear this person may suffer 
a collapsed ego if the name is seen in print one 
more time on campus) succeeded in getting our 
otherwise secular campus talking about Jesus. 
All students I’ve talked to, whether God-hating 
opponents or pious proponents, were under the 
assumption that Syracuse was the first to experi-
ence Cr__g’s humble, heartfelt message. And why 
shouldn’t they? No one involved with the cam-
paign hinted at how Milli Vanilli it really was.

Indeed my interest was piqued early on. Who 
was Cr__g? I hadn’t been this excited about a 
publicity stunt since Tommy was revealed to be 
the White Ranger, but was arguably more disap-
pointed when its intentions became known. I 
(as did Hendricks chaplain, Kelly Sprinkle, in 
his column yesterday) objected to the obfusca-
tion of the radical evangelists’ “beliefs” with all 
Christian beliefs, but I did, and still do, support 
their right to free speech.

But how exactly were Cr__g and all of his “I 
Agree With” counterparts chosen? Did a cabal 
form amidst the shadowy caverns of Hendricks 
Chapel and weigh their blood against one another 
to determine the purest, most divine soul?

Hell no, they didn’t; this is the work of corpo-
rate America, not an underground society. The 
criteria and personal acumen demanded of a fig-
urehead is even outlined in the I Agree With Cam-
paign Information Packet, a comprehensive 44-
page PDF (found on Campus Crusade for Christ’s 
southwest division Web site at http://www.psw.
org/Do_You_Agree/DYAresults.asp), detailing 
exactly how to run the campaign, the economics 
of purchasing and selling “I Agree With” T-shirts, 
textbook refutations on how to handle a skeptic, 
and general tips and advice.

For example:
“Practice evangelism of the heart. Most 

‘intellectual” objections to the gospel are a smoke-
screen to mask the true problem: A sinful heart.”

I wonder myself if Gabriel could’ve broken 
the “your son is God” thing to Mary a little bet-
ter if he had Internet access.

In each of the numerous “I Agree With” 
campaigns, the sequence of events, from the 
initial cryptic “Do you agree with?” fliers, to the 
school-paper ads, to the release of the figurehead’s 

personal statement, are synchronized, sometimes 
to the exact day of the week. Traditionally bright 
orange T-shirts have been used to display the defi-
ant “I Agree With” so-and-so insignia, but that 
obviously wouldn’t stand out at Syracuse. So the 
Syracuse CCC made its biggest deviation from the 
blueprint and sold green shirts.

On the same site I stumbled upon testimoni-
als from former campaign leaders nationwide.

“UCSB did ‘I agree with Glenn’ week the first 
week of March. Highlights included numerous 
newspaper opinion articles for and against. 
People thought Christians were everywhere, 
though only 400 had the BRIGHT orange shirts 
... 400-425 came to our meet Glenn meeting, and 
22 indicated starting a relationship with God.”

-Kyle Menig, UC Santa Barbara
One of my friends told me she started a 

relationship with God a weekend last year, but 
He never called her back. And according to her 
story, “omnipotent” isn’t the only “-potent” 
thing He is. Let’s continue:

“It was an awesome experience for all those 
that took part because it challenged their 
comfort zones, on evangelizing to classmates, 
and professors ... It was a wonderful event that 
started a long ring of questions by nonbelievers 
on our campus. I recommend it for every cam-
pus, because it does work!”

-Katie Pahn, Northern Michigan University
Compare this to last Friday’s Daily Orange 

article by Eric Hughes, in which campaign 
spokesman Jonathan Han had this to say:

“Our goal is to stir conversation on this 
campus, to get people thinking and out of their 
comfort zone. We hope people will start ques-
tioning what they believe.”

Both used the term “comfort zone.” Now 
we’re dealing with reoccurring jargon. I’m so 
frustrated with the lack of ingenuity here that 
I’d be willing to take Communion to be able to 
hear the Good Word in new words. That’s right, 
I’ll cannibalize Christ, I’ll drop JC! But the 
campaign has thousands of campuses yet to be 
misled. I understand the atavistic opposition to 
this very idea, but it’s time for Campus Crusade 
to evolve.

— Evan Reiser is the art director at the Daily 
Orange, e-mail him at comics@dailyorange.com.

E VA N  R E I S E R

art director
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JUICY BITS OF CINEMA

By Alex Shebar
(315) EDITOR

About 10 minutes into the gore-filled massacre 
film, “Grindhouse,” the middle-aged couple 
directly to my left walked out in disgust. 

They would not be the last to go.
If you go to see “Grindhouse,” don’t bring food 

to this movie, as there’s a good chance you’ll vomit. 
Don’t bring a date to this movie, as there’s a good 
chance you’ll be slapped and single by the end of the 
night. This is a movie for only those that can handle 
it, and like a good exploitation film, the average 
viewer cannot. 

It’s hard to describe the amount of utterly dis-
turbing carnage this film contained without going 
into a Palahniukian rant. I will say, though, I feel 
I’m pretty strong-stomached, yet I’m still extremely 
nauseous as I write this review. 

According to the film’s Web site, “a Grind House 
is a theater playing back-to-back films exploiting 
sex, violence and other extreme subject matter.” 
The key word here is extreme, because once the 
movie starts, it never stops. Even as the words “The 
End” flash for the second movie, characters are still 
being severely beaten. 

“Grindhouse” is broken down into two feature-
length films: Robert Rodriguez’s “Planet Terror” 
and Quentin Tarantino’s “Death Proof.” They 
play back-to-back, creating more than three hours 
of sensationalist cinema. The two films form a 
disgustingly wonderful recreation of second-run 
grindhouse cinema, backed by an aged-look effect 
that’s applied to each film. 

Everything is over-the-top, from characters to 
lines, to music. The violence is excessive, the sex is 
everywhere and you see everything. The directors 
go out of their way to never pan their cameras and 
make sure that their scenes are rarely “blocked.” 
People are brutally ripped apart by zombies and 
high-speed car collisions, characters are shot point-
blank in the face or sliced apart by an arsenal of 
swords, bones are sagely broken, blood pores from 
every orifice and onto the camera, all of which is 
shoved into the audience’s face.

“Planet Terror” is a classic zombie film pushed 
to new lows. A virus is released in Texas, and peo-

ple start going crazy and killing. The only people 
that can stop them are a small group made up of a 
sheriff, his deputies, an ex-solider and strippers. 
The film is a brilliant piece of grindhouse cinema. 

The plot is purposely weak, focusing more on the 
random acts of death than character development. 
The effects are tackily well-done and the acting is 
the same. The only complaint I have is that it’s a bit 
too long. There’s so much intensity the 
audience almost becomes desensitized 
to it by the end … almost. 

You may not think you can get 
through another film at this point. But 
once “Death Proof” begins, and Tar-
antino’s pointless banter and feet shots 
begin, it’s hard not to be hooked. It’s a 
story of an insane stuntman and his ter-
rorization of two groups of women. This 
film is not as strong as “Terror,” nor is it 
Tarantino’s best work. It seems he tried 
to simultaneously create a grindhouse 
picture and stay true to his distinct style, 
but doesn’t do either particularly well. 
Still, there are some lines and scenes that 
are hilarious or hilariously horrifying, 
and fans of the director’s work will appre-
ciate the film.

What’s better than either alone is the 
package of the two together, as they do create an 
extremely well-made sensationalism film that 
achieves what it sets out to do: entertain in the 
most graphic way possible. There’s also some small 
crossover between the two films that does help to 
connect the movies into a full production. 

And if two films weren’t enough, there are 
also fake trailers for other grindhouse movies in-
between the films. Ranging from an intense Mexi-
can hit man to Nazi women-turned-werewolves, 
they are amusing, awful and grotesque, as any 
grindhouse trailer should be. The worst though is 
Eli Roth’s slasher flick, “Thanksgiving.” You will 
never look at turkey the same way. 

So be warned. You may be drawn in by the high-
action commercials or noteworthy directors, but 
unless you have the stomach to handle it, you’ll just 
end up wasting money … or slapped and single.

‘Grindhouse’ double feature 

overloads on intense  

violence, sex

“GRINDHOUSE”
Rating: ´´´´∂

“PL ANET TERROR”
Directed by: Robert 

Rodrguez

Staring: Rose McGowan, 

Freddy Rodriguez

Rating: ´´´´∂

“DEATH PROOF”
Directed by: Quentin 

Tarantino

Staring: Kurt Russell, 

Rosario Dawson, Vanessa 

Ferlito
Rating: ´´ ∂∂

SEE NEXT PAGE

WHAT IS AN  

EXPLOITATION FILM?
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Alex Shebar
(315) EDITOR

T here’s no better way to escape 
from the drudgery of everyday life 
than through cinema. With a good 

movie, a person can experience anything: 
action, adventure, sex and violence.

But sometimes, on those truly awful 
days, the average film is not enough. And 
when the people getting-it-on under the 
covers, or the tame stab and blood splatter 
doesn’t get the job done, there are other 
places to turn. Places with no ratings and 
no limits. These are exploitation films, and 
America loves them.

An exploitation film is defined as a 
genre of film that appeals to our basic 
instincts, usually with the easy thrills of 
sex, violence and gore, according to Mark 
Juddery, a freelance movie critic and pop-
culture analyst. These types of films go all 
the way back to the ’30s exposés of sex and 
drug scandals.

“They have always had a strong and 
dedicated following, even when they were 
hidden in back-alley grind house cinemas 
so that nobody had to admit that they were 
going,” Juddery said. “Relaxed censorship 
and a more liberal society have meant that 
there is no longer shame in seeing and 
enjoying these films, so they have entered 
the mainstream and people talk about 
them in polite conversation.”

Most exploitation films are grouped 
into three categories: sex, black culture 
and violence, all which Tarantino and 
Rodriguez pay homage to in “Grind-
house.” 

Recently there has been a shift in 
modern-day exploitation films. The 
genres of race and sex have changed 
from being a “novelty,” as it was in the 
’60s and ’70s, to mainstream culture, 
according to Juddery. It’s why things like 
modern black films are either parodies 
(Beyonce in “Austin Powers in Goldmem-
ber”) or just fail completely (the awful 
“Shaft” remake). 

Technology also has to do with the lack 
of exploitation films today. As cinema 

progressed in the 1980s, films once played 
in second-run theaters found a new home: 
direct-to-video. This created two catego-
ries of exploitation film, those on video and 
those catered to mainstream cinema, said 
Robert Thompson, director of the Center 
for the Study of Popular Television and a 
professor at the S.I. Newhouse School of 
Public Communications.

It’s the latter in which some modern 
directors have found their niche, espe-
cially with shock films. Directors such as 
Rob Zombie, Eli Roth and Edgar Wright 
have made careers out of excessive horror 
films for mainstream Hollywood. It’s also 
the reason they made the fake trailers that 
interlude “Grindhouse’s” feature films, 
creating a self-aware tongue-in-cheek of 
their own work. 

“In the ’60s and ’70s you had these mov-
ies … that were a great guilty secret,” said 
Ty Burr, a film critic for The Boston Globe. 
“Not only did they attract people search-
ing for pure sensation, but also people who 
thought it was hip. Those are the people 
who are making these movies now.”

Truthfully, back-alley exploitation 
film doesn’t exist anymore. In fact, it’s 
now often hard to tell where mainstream 
cinema starts and exploitation ends. 

“If you don’t like violence and gore, 
you should avoid (something like) ‘Saving 
Private Ryan,’” Juddery said. “If you don’t 
like watching sex, you should avoid, well, 
nearly everything. The more notorious 
aspects of exploitation film can be seen in 
more critically acclaimed films, if only for 
a few minutes, rather than the bulk of the 
film.”

It’s also why “Grindhouse” may be 
going against its own nature.

“I hope, if this film is true to the 
grindhouse spirit as they say it is, that it’s 
a massive flop,” Burr said. “Grindhouse 
movies rub sex and violence into moviego-
ers faces. (These) movies are socially 
reprehensible … they spit in the face of 
mainstream. So in a perverse way, if 
‘Grindhouse’ is a hit, then it’s not really 
grindhouse.”

‘Grindhouse’ double feature 

overloads on intense  

violence, sex

What is an exploitation film? top 5
In honor of a no-class day for Good Friday 

and Easter on Sunday, here are the top five 
places on campus to hide Easter eggs.

The Chancellor’s Wall. ‘Cause 
that joke never gets old.

 

The Carrier Dome field. Maybe 
the lacrosse team will mistake it for 
a lacrosse ball, score a goal and win 
a game. Maybe.

 In the middle of the quad. Sit 
back and watch as someone gets 
egg yolk all over his Birkenstocks 
during an intense game of Ultimate 
Frisbee.

 Kimmel. You know a drunk 
and/or stoned student will walk in 
and actually eat the egg. Cheers to 
wasted stupidity.

The sixth floor of Bird Library. 
There are no steps to get there, and 
people are lazy. Wasted poultry, I 
guess.

1
2

4

3

5

What if I told you that feature was 
hiring for fall 2007? Is that something 

you might be interested in?

e-mail Brian at pulp@dailyorange.com to get in on this
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ALL THE SPORTS NEWS THAT ISN’T FIT TO PRINT, EVERY THURSDAY IN THE D.O.

FLORIDA OHIO STATE

or NOTHOT
Florida’s basketball championship gives the Gators back-to-back titles and allows UF to 
retain both the basketball and football title. Who did the Gators beat to earn both those 
titles? Just one team? Ohio State. Ouch.

NOAH ARC
Joakim Noah didn’t put up huge stats in the Final Four, but he’s the Gator’s heart and soul. 
Plus, he gives the best post-game speeches ever. Despite Greg Oden’s strong perfor-
mance, OSU showed it lives and dies beyond the arc. The Buckeyes hit only two 3-point-
ers until the final minute.

DAD THAD
Why were the Gator starters not tempted by the NBA? Well, three of them didn’t need 
the money. Taurean Green and Al Horford both had fathers who played in the NBA. Joa-
kim Noah’s dad is a pop music celeb in France and a former tennis star. OSU coach Thad 
Matta and his Thad Five, OSU’s highly recruited freshman class, falls just short in its title 
bid. The class likely will lose Oden to the NBA.

BEATDOWN PAYBACK
n 2006 NCAA basketball regular season: Florida 86 - Ohio State 60.

n 2007 NCAA football championship: Florida 41- Ohio State 14.

n 2007 NCAA basketball championship: Florida 84 - Ohio State 75.

You get the point.

— Matt Levin, design editor

ESPN Analyst and Philadelphia Inquirer columnist 
Steven A. Smith spoke to Syracuse high school 
students at a leadership conference at Syracuse 
University. Of course, Etcetera caught up with 
him:

On talking with students:
When I was in school I felt like there weren’t 
enough people that armed me with the 
knowledge of exactly what I was going to 
encounter, the challenges that were awaiting 
me. I think it’s the most important thing you 
can do when you are in a public position like 
I am. 

On Carmelo Anthony’s 15-game 
suspension
I love the guy; he’s a good guy, a guy who’s 
done Syracuse University extremely proud. 
But the mistake that he made, it wasn’t just 
the mistake itself, everything is in the after-
math of the brawl at Palace in Auburn Hills. 
As a player, a representative of the NBA, you 
have to be highly sensitive to any possibility 
that you are bringing negativity upon them. 
I was in Commissioner (David) Stern’s office 
three weeks earlier talking about the image 
of the league. I knew that he, if given the 
opportunity again and placed in that unfor-
tunate situation, was going to send a strong 
message. 

On the No.1 pick in the NBA Draft
You have to take (Greg) Oden, because he’s 
seven feet and he’s a difference maker. Now 
(Kevin) Durant is just a flat out stud, a phe-

nomenal player and deserving of national 
player of the year honors. But Oden is a 
man-child. I’ve spoken with numerous NBA 
folks about this. The belief is you can find 
another Kevin Durant, it’s like every 10, 15 
years you’ll find a Greg Oden. 

On teams tanking to get Oden or 
Durant
I think it’s entirely possible and plausible. 
I think the San Antonio Spurs did it years 
ago to get David Robinson, and I think they 
did it again years ago to get Tim Duncan. 
Nobody’s a fool. But I say so what. If you 
see an opportunity to get a franchise caliber 
player that is going to change the course of 
history for your franchise, you go for it. 

— Michael Bonner, staff writer

Quite frankly, Steven A. covers all bases 

HACKED!
Media Cup 2007: Extemporaneous basket-
tosser corrupts D.O. in annual loss

By W.F. Whence
STAFF SCULPTOR

O
h, this wasn’t Marcellus or Manlius or 
Mattydale. It was Manley Field House, 
where the descendents of Johannes 
Gutenberg, in its one hundred and fourth 

manifestation, brutally perished for the eighth 
year uninterrupted 
to the byproducts of 
KDKA-Pittsburgh, all the 
while hoping a loathsome 
locale deviation would 
manifest a long-lost 
merry outcome. 

In the annual 
basket-tossing happenstance that customarily 
transpires on the archaic ash canvas of one 
James Arthur Boeheim below the palatial white 
bubble called Carrier, WAER banished The Daily 
Orange, 36-26, on the virgin spruce carpet of 
practice for one Q. Hillsman inside this bleacher-
bespeckled igloo known as Manley.

In his hindmost contest, senior Michael Potter, 
who last sculpted for D.O. Sports many moons 
ago, heaved in a game-high 15 points, the foremost 
accumulation in his career. Just as a late 3-point 
sling by Potter cleaved the shortcoming to four 
points, a whistle from the lone arbitrator lacer-
ated the air, trumpeting the forthcoming peril.

Six newsprinters inhabited the spruce, one 

more than James Naismith predetermined in the 
feather-penned official rules of basket-flinging so 
many centuries yonder. Seven points the spread 
lingered.

“I thought that was our only way to win 
— unfortunately they noticed,” spoketh Matt 
Gelb, assistant sports editor and D.O. headmaster.

A cannonade of wayward lobs excommu-
nicated The Hacks, whose percentage of true 
endeavors from the field (2.1) still outnumbered 
The Screaming Heads’ campus audience (0). A 
young 5-2 lead promptly decomposed as the tow-
ering Dan Bumpus, who lofted in a WAER-high 
13 points, gnarled betwixt the height-deficient 
scribes many a time.

The D.O.’s nine first-half points stimulated 
fresh ink in the official Media Cup almanac.

“Part of me will never graduate,” said aghast 
sports editor emeritus Tim Gorman, who 
performed in his ultimate engagement alongside 
Potter, assistant sports editor emeriti Mike 
Janela and Rob Anthes and staff writer Josh 
Friedman.

Oh, if only one time I could sculpt about a 
basket-tossing conquest for the descendants of 
Gutenberg. Oh, if only.

W.F. Whence is a germanificated staff 
sculptor for The Daily Orange, where he re-ger-

manificated to sculpt this glistening prose.

lindsay adler | photo editor
MICHAEL POTTER, one of the grandest basket-lofters in the history 
of the Newsprint Five, bombards Naismith’s hoop one final time. 

Mark Medina | ETC editor
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and determine if that is enough evidence to 
proceed. 

Last fall, Perritt talked to The Daily Orange 
about a story involving social Web sites, such 
as Facebook and MySpace, and the attention it 
puts on off-the-field behavior involving athletes. 
Perritt said the Duke lacrosse rape allegations 
convinced him and other lacrosse players they 

can’t risk anything that could cast a negative 
light on lacrosse, including keeping a clean 
profile.

“When things like (Duke) happen, there’s 
a spotlight on you,” Perritt said last fall. “You 
got to know you have to do the right thing. You 
don’t want to make any mistakes. People see 
lacrosse players and have a stereotype toward 
them and say they’re crazy guys, be careful of 
them. Instances happen, and that’s how you get 
stereotypes.”

On Wednesday Perritt was shown the com-

ments he made last fall. He acknowledged 
hypocrisy on his part. He thinks the longer time 
lapsed since the Duke incident made him lose 
perspective and less concerned with keeping a 
clean image.

“In the state of mind I was in, I don’t think I 
made decisions I normally would’ve made when 
I was (sober),” Perritt said. “I’ve been seeing 
an alcohol counselor every week and I’ve been 
figuring things out. These things can’t happen 
and things need to be changed. It put things into 
perspective with what everything means to you 

when this happens.”
Carrozza admits the pending charges can be a 

distraction for him as he tries to focus on lacrosse.
“It’s kind of like a double-edged sword,” 

Carrozza said. “You got to get ready. You got to 
prepare mentally. Get your game plan together. 
At the same time, it kind of lingers in the back 
of your head: ‘What’s happened. What’s going 
to happen?’ You just got to try to tune it out as 
much as you can.”

—staff writer Kelvin Ang  
contributed to this report

LACROSSE
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

but for several of them, it hasn’t been easy. Nims 
and fellow attackman Dan Hardy each described 
it as the most painful loss they’ve ever suffered. 
Hardy’s still puzzled by his team’s up-and-down 
play during the game — seemingly a microcosm of 
the way the Orange has played all year.  

The players know there’s no time to sulk, 
though, because No. 15 Syracuse (3-4) faces a 
stiff challenge in No. 5 Princeton at 3 p.m. on 
Saturday at Class of 1952 Stadium. 

“I’d say we’re pretty humble right now,” 
Nims said. “We know we have a long way to go in 
front of us, but we know it can turn out good so 
we’re going to keep our heads up.”

Defenseman Steve Panarelli said the team 
was silent in the locker room and for the first 
half of its bus ride home to Syracuse after last 
weekend’s loss.

In the silence, Hardy agonized over SU’s 
streaky play. The Orange trailed 11-7 late in the 
fourth quarter before scoring three goals in the 
span of 39 seconds to set up the game’s dramatic 
conclusion.

But his team never should have been in that 
position, Hardy reasoned. If the Orange could 
score three times in less than a minute, why 
couldn’t it have done that earlier in the game, 
he wondered.

“It’s hard to think about it,” Hardy said. “We 
were kicking ourselves. Why didn’t we do that? 
Why didn’t we play with the energy that we 
played with in the last minute?

“Our season right now has gotten to the point 
where it’s just like, ‘What’s going on? What is 
happening to us?’” 

The players also fumed about how SU’s up-and-
down performance epitomized its season thus 
far. Syracuse has showed flashes of brilliance at 
times, such as when it trampled then-No. 2 George-
town on the road March 10. But the Orange also 

has turned in stagnant performances in home 
losses to Army and Johns Hopkins. 

Syracuse hasn’t won two games in a row all 
year, and at 3-4, it faces the unthinkable prospect 
of missing the NCAA tournament. Teams have to 
finish at least .500 to qualify for an at-large bid.

“It’s almost like you’ve been trading wins 
and losses throughout the whole entire year — a 
win here and a loss here, a win here and a loss 
here,” goalie Pete Coluccini said. “When you 
feel like you’re going to get it going and go on a 
little run — another loss.”

The players watched the Loyola game film 
Monday, and many still found it hard to accept 
the way the game ended. 

Hardy read a quote from Peaty that said he 
expected Nims’ final shot, but Hardy scoffed at 
that notion. 

“It looked like he just guessed,” Hardy said. 
“You don’t know what you’re doing on that kind 
of shot. You just guess, and he guessed right. 
Lucky for him.”

With the Princeton showdown looming, Pan-
arelli and the rest of the team captains gathered 
the players before Tuesday’s practice and spoke 
briefly to them. After a loss to Hobart last sea-
son dropped the Orange to 1-4, Panarelli flipped 
a table containing the post-game spread in the 
locker room after the game and said nobody was 
eating that day. 

The senior decided anger wouldn’t serve his 
team well this time around. The rest of the play-
ers would just follow his lead, and frustration 
was the last thing they needed. 

In the next two-plus weeks, Syracuse also 
plays No. 1 Cornell and No. 3 Albany, a stretch 
that could decide its playoff fate. But Panarelli 
simply told his troops to stop worrying.

“When you play here, there’s a lot of pressure 
of making tournaments and final fours and 
winning championships,” Panarelli said. “We 
hear that stuff all the time. I think it was getting 
to some guys. We just told the guys, ‘Don’t worry 
about that kind of stuff.’ Just play.”

PRINCETON
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

15 SYRACUSE VS. 5 PRINCETON 
SATURDAY, 3 P.M. 
CLASS OF 1952 STADIUM, 
ESPNU

SYRACUSE
Coach: John Desko 9th season (100-
34)
Conference: Indepen-
dent
This season: 3-4
The scoop: Syracuse 
has struggled all season 
long and has lost four 
of its last six games. 
Things don’t get any easier for the 
Orange from here on out, with SU 
having to face No. 5 Princeton, No. 1 
Cornell and No. 3 Albany in the next 
three weeks. SU could very well miss 
the playoffs, with teams having to fin-
ish at least .500 to be eligible for an 
at-large bid. 

PRINCETON
Coach: Bill Tierney, 
23rd season (247-81)
Conference: Ivy 
League
This season: 5-2
The scoop: Princ-
eton ranks third in the 
nation in defense, hav-
ing allowed just 5.57 goals per game. 
The Tigers boast of one of the top 
goaltenders in the country in junior 
Alex Hewit, who ranks ninth nation-
ally with a 61.5 save percentage. This 
could be bad news for the Syracuse 
offense, which struggled against 
other standout goalies such as Army’s 
Adam Fullerton, Virginia’s Kip Turner 
and Johns Hopkins’ Jesse Schwartz-
man earlier this year.  

RANKINGS
Inside Lacrosse Media Poll
March 26

1. Cornell  7-0
2. Virginia  8-1
3. Albany  8-0
4. Duke  8-2
5. Princeton  5-2
6. Georgetown 5-2
7. Navy  8-1
8. Loyola  5-2
9. Johns Hopkins 4-3
10. Maryland  7-3
11. North Carolina 7-3
12. Towson  5-2
13. Notre Dame 5-3
14. Delaware  6-3
15. Syracuse  3-4
16. Army  6-3
17. Bucknell  8-2
18. Stony Brook 5-1
19. Dartmouth 4-3
20. UMBC  4-4

PROUD HERITAGE
Syracuse and Princeton are two of the 
most illustrious lacrosse programs in 
the country. The two schools combine 
for 15 NCAA titles and 14 of the last 19. 
SU leads all schools with nine champi-
onships, while the Tigers have six.
 Princeton head coach Bill Tierney 
paces all active coaches with a 75.3 
winning percentage, while Syracuse 
head coach John Desko ranks second 
with a 74.6 percentage.  
 The Orange and Tigers clashed in 
three straight national championship 
games from 2000 to 2002. Syracuse 
prevailed in 2000 and 2002 and lost in 
overtime in 2001.  
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By Jason Tarr
STAFF WRITER

There’s nothing dainty about the way softball 
player Rachel Tilford swings. Every time she 
comes to the plate she swings with so much 
power that some of her coaches can’t help but 
think it’s more of a baseball-type swing.  

It should come as 
no surprise, then, 
that they gave her 
a nickname liken-
ing her to one of 
the most successful 

home run hitters in baseball today.
“We tease her sometimes and say she’s the 

‘Gary Sheffield of Syracuse softball,’ and some-
times she’ll swing so hard that she end ups 
looking right at me as the ball is going to the 
catcher,” Syracuse head coach Leigh Ross said. 
“I love that swing. I love seeing her swing for 
the fence.”

With Tilford’s success from last season and 
her continued success this season, the name 
Sheffield has stuck. She belted a grand slam 
in SU’s 12-0 rout of Binghamton on Tuesday to 
give her a team-leading five home runs. Tilford 
also leads SU with 25 RBIs, and is tied with Erin 
Gray with seven doubles this season.  

Tilford and her team will look to end a four-
game skid in Big East play this Saturday when 
the Orange travels to play a doubleheader at 
Pittsburgh.

Last year’s coaching staff began calling Til-
ford “Sheffield” as she started to develop her 
power more and more. Tilford hit three round-
trippers in the 2006 season, including a home 
run against Hofstra to help the Orange break 
the team single-season home run record.

“I swing like a dude I guess,” Tilford said. 
“I just swing as hard as I can so I guess that’s 
where (the nickname) came from.”

But just like the great home run hitters, with 
that hard swing comes strikeouts. Tilford leads 
the team in strikeouts with 22, but doesn’t let 
that bother her when she steps to the plate.  

“Definitely, I can’t think about it too much, 
or that is all I will do,” Tilford said. “I hate the 
strikeouts, but they come.” 

Tilford transferred to Syracuse in Janu-
ary of last year and spent the majority of her 
first season batting ninth. But by ignoring the 
strikeouts and instead focusing on slugging 
percentage, she has propelled herself into the 
clean-up hitter role. Hitting in the four spot is 
nothing new for Tilford.

“I’ve always hit the ball hard,” Tilford said. 
“Since I was little I have been a good hitter. It 
really was (always my role) just to hit the ball as 
hard as you can and that was it.

Before coming to SU, Tilford played a year 
at Galveston College in Texas. Galveston head 
coach Ken Delcambre is one of many coaches 
who noticed her potential as a power hitter. Even 
though Tilford had such a brief stay at Galveston, 

Delcambre remembers her crushing swing.  
One of his favorite memories of her strength 

came early in the Galveston’s conference season 
in 2005. Late in the game with the score tied, 2-2, 
Tilford stepped to the batter’s box. Soon, Delcam-
bre said, he was watching the ball sail over the 
fence for a grand slam. He goes even further than 
likening her swing to that of Gary Sheffield.

“We really started seeing her power swing at 
that point,” Delcambre said. “She has a classic 
swing, and when I say classic, that can mean 
Mickey Mantle to the likes of Joe DiMaggio.”

Back in high school, Tilford received an 

equally interesting reputation for being strong 
and tough. But it wasn’t necessarily her swing 
that got her coach’s attention.  

Tilford was team captain of the basketball and 
softball teams and libero for the volleyball team.  

She was also the captain of a hockey team 
that consisted of both men and women.  Shan-
non Vey coached Tilford in hockey and said the 
home runs she’s hitting now don’t surprise him.

“She could shoot (the puck) hard and had good 
upper body strength and good reflexes,” Vey said.  

Vey can understand the principle behind 
Tilford’s new nickname from what he observed 

on the ice.
“She could easily play with the boys,” Vey 

said. “She could destroy the boys.”
The SU coaching staff doesn’t need her to 

play with the boys this season, but could use her 
strength as the Big East schedule rolls on. 
 “She’s one of the best (batting practice) 
hitters I have seen here,” SU associate head 
coach Kyle Jamieson said. “She has had balls 
jumping out of here all day. If she could just get 
into a little rhythm here right now for the last 15 
games, it would be huge for us because she is the 
No. 4 hitter, and her job is to drive in runs.”

‘Sheffield’-like 
Tilford lets big 
swings fly

will halsey | staff photographer
RACHEL TILFORD leads Syracuse with five homers and 25 RBIs. SU looks to snap a four-game Big East losing streak this weekend. 

UP NEX T
Who: Pittsburgh
Where: Pittsburgh, Pa.
When: Saturday, noon

AT A GLANCE
12-24, 3-5 Big East (6th)
Next three games:
Saturday at Pittsburgh (2)
Wednesday at Buffalo (2)
April 13 Louisville (2)

SOFTBA LL
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By Matt Ehalt
STAFF WRITER

During Ruth Frantz’s first two years on the 
Syracuse women’s rowing team, she and the 
Orange took home the Orange Challenge Cup, 
awarded to the winner of the varsity eight race 
featuring Northeastern and Pennsylvania.

Her junior year, though, events changed. 
For the first time in 
four years, North-
eastern took home 
the cup, despite 
the race being in 
Syracuse. It was a 

feeling she said frustrated her, and one she car-
ries to this day.

“It stings,” Frantz said. “It’s tough to have 
your friends and family come out and see 

you race, and show pride for your school, and 
lose. That’s one of the hardest things about 

racing.”
Frantz and the rest of the rowers will try and 

bring back home the Orange Challenge Cup this 
weekend as they race Northeastern and Penn-

sylvania in Philadelphia on Saturday.
The cup, though, is not what Frantz is focus-

ing on this weekend. She sees it as a comple-
mentary piece to the ultimate prize: winning 
the race.

“Winning the race is important, the cup is 
just extra,” said Frantz. “Having a trophy is 
great, but the most important thing is winning 
the race.”

That doesn’t mean there isn’t the desire 
to bring the cup back to Syracuse. Since 1979 
the Orange Challenge Cup has been awarded 
to the winner of the annual race among the 
Orange, Quakers and Huskies. SU has only 
won it five times — but four came in the last 
six years.   

“It’s very important because we had it for 
a few years and then last year Northeastern 
and we want it back here,” head coach Kris 
Sanford said. “I think that all of our dual-races 
are important to us but anytime you add a cup to 
it, it’s something like a 

treasure you can bring home and show. When 
you can say we won this trophy back and have 

something to show it’s an exciting thing.”
The cup would also help the seniors in their 

attempt to help make the program better 
than it was when they came in.
“I think as a senior class, any race this sea-

son we can come out on top is something 
we’re all going to feel really good about,” 

senior Casey Irving said. “It’s really nice to have 
that stuff there and to know your class helped.”

Sanford said the seniors want to go out 
faster then they were as freshmen and are 
going to feel responsible for bringing that cup 
back home.

To bring home the cup, though, Sanford and 
her rowers know they have a tough challenge 
ahead. The Orange finished second in the var-
sity eight, second varsity eight and novice four 
at the Challenge last year, despite winning the 
novice eight. In the race to determine the cup, 
the Huskies’ varsity eight boat finished approxi-
mately 14 seconds 

faster than the Orange. In a race during the 
fall, the Orange varsity eight placed 26th, while 
the Huskies’ placed ninth.

“Northeastern was fast last year and they are 
fast this year,” Frantz said. “We know it is going 
to be a tough race and not like last weekend 
where somebody blows the other two boats out, 
we’re going to head-to-head the whole way down 
the course.”

“I think we’re going to have very tight racing 
all the way down through all of the 

events,” Sanford said. “It’s going to put us in 
a different situation then we’ve been 

against Buffalo or Cornell and Yale. I think 
this weekend there’s going to be three 

crews racing side by side for the entire 2000 
meters. I think it’s going to be close.  

It will give us a good opportunity to see what 
happens when we’re challenged.”

By John Sutton
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse tennis head coach Luke Jensen’s eyes 
have been set on one team and one match since 
the Orange began play in his first season at the 
helm. That is to play Notre Dame, currently 
ranked No. 2 in the nation, in the first round of 
the Big East tournament.

This goal will only come if SU is able to 
make the Big East 
tournament as the 
lowest seed, the No. 
12 seed. Whether or 
not the Orange is 
able to do this will 
heavily depend on 

this weekend’s matches.
Syracuse will finish its regular season when it 

takes on Seton Hall at 5 p.m. on Friday and DePaul 
at noon on Sunday at Drumlins Tennis Center.

Although there is no doubt how important 
these two matches are, there is uncertainty as 
to what exactly the results of the matches will 
mean for the Orange in terms of making the Big 
East playoffs.

It is possible for SU (6-8, 2-3 Big East) to win one 
of the two matches this weekend and make the Big 
East tournament; however, it is also possible that 
it could be left out of the tournament with these 
same results. Even two wins this weekend does 
not necessarily guarantee the Orange a spot.

This uncertainty that hovers over the Orange 

is frustrating for senior Carolina Huignard, 
who will be playing in her last two home match-
es this weekend. She wants to win no matter the 
situation, but she recognizes the circumstances 
which the Orange finds itself in. 

Allison Hoehn, a spokeswoman for the Big 
East, said the conference does not keep tennis 
standings and could not assess possible sce-
narios for the postseason. 

“It’s hard because we have a lot of pressure 
on us, and we know that we just have to win,” 
Huignard said. “If we win two, then the pres-
sure is pretty much off, but if we only pull out 
one win this weekend, it’s gonna be more stress-
ful to see if we qualify.” 

With the importance of this weekend in 
mind, the Orange returned to practice Tuesday 
after splitting the past weekend with a win 
against Big East rival Cincinnati and a loss to 
Ohio State. Practice began with an announce-
ment from Jensen that went over how SU has to 
play this weekend.

Jensen did not change anything about the 
way he ran practices besides the announcement 
with which he began. He is always looking to 

make the team more consistent and getting the 
players to believe in themselves as they enter 
this crucial stretch.

Unlike some of his players, Jensen has not 
looked into some of the scenarios which could 
play out in determining SU’s fate. 

Something which Jensen believes the Orange 
must improve upon heading into this weekend, 
and possibly the Big East tournament, is its self-
esteem. He said his players look too much into the 
tradition of the opposing team, and this attitude 
will not help if they hope to go into the Big East 
tournament and compete against Notre Dame.

“This crew, for whatever reason, doesn’t 
believe in themselves,” Jensen said. “I don’t 

know why that is or how that came about, but 
there isn’t one time when we’ve walked into a 
joint and said, ‘You know what, we’re coming 
out of here with a victory.’”

Jensen welcomes the possible challenge of 
facing the Irish with open arms — it is what he 
wants for his team. He believes a victory against 
Notre Dame will put his program on the map, 
and they can only be given that opportunity if 
they can win this weekend.

“I want Notre Dame, I don’t know how many 
times I can say that,” Jensen said. “I want to get 
in, I want to be the last seed, I want to play Notre 
Dame. I want to see what they’ve got. I respect 
them, I don’t fear them.”

t e n n i s

Weekend matches will decide 
whether SU makes playoffs

r o w i n g

Syracuse aims to bring Orange Cup back from Northeastern’s hands

nick ruggiero | staff photographer

SYRACUSE TENNIS faces Seton Hall and DePaul in its last regular season matches of 
the year. The Orange’s postseason hopes depend on this weekend’s results.

AT A GLANCE
No record
Next three games:
April 7  Penn/Northeastern 
April 14-15  Charles River Classic 
April 29  Big East Championship

AT A GLANCE
6-8, 2-3 Big East
Next three games:
Friday Seton Hall
Sunday DePaul
April 19-22 Big East Tournament

UP NEX T
Who: Seton Hall, DePaul
Where: Drumlins
When: Friday, 5 p.m., 
Sunday, noon

UP NEX T
Who: Northeastern, Penn
Where: Philadelphia
When: Saturday

BIG SQUEEZE
Syracuse is 2-3 in the Big East and its 
hopes of qualifying the conference tour-
nament depend on the outcomes of this 
weekend’s matches with Seton Hall and 
DePaul.

DATE TEAM  RESULT/TIME
Feb. 18 at West Virginia   L 2-5
Feb. 24 at St. John’s  L 1-6
Feb. 25 at Rutgers  W 4-3
March 2 Marquette  L 3-4 
March 30 at Cincinnati  W 6-1   
Friday Seton Hall 5 p.m.
Sunday DePaul noon
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Practice ‘was brutal because we didn’t have the Field House, let alone a great big dome’
BASEBA LL

continue despite the Athletic Policy Board’s 
decision.

Mogish started working, confident every-
thing would eventually work out. A few days 
later, Mogish asked the team manager to pre-
pare the equipment for future practices.

“We don’t have any more,” the manager said, 
Mogish recalled.

Without telling anyone in the program, the 
assistant athletic director sold all the baseball 
equipment and uniforms, marking the end of a 
99-year era at Syracuse.

“That was a low blow,” Mogish sighed, his 
voice cracking. “We never had a chance — Oh 
God! — that really was a low blow.”

  ✻  ✻  ✻

Money was the deciding factor in baseball’s 
demise at Syracuse. According to the minutes 
from the 1972 Athletic Policy Board meetings, a 
recession was sweeping through the university. 
Cutting several non-revenue sports was a poten-
tial solution, especially with the phenomenon 
of Title IX beginning to pervade college athletic 
departments.

Title IX is still a major reason why baseball 
has not resurfaced. Baseball — the first inter-
collegiate athletic program established at SU 
— had considerable costs and made little money 
for the school. Although Syracuse has consid-
ered new non-revenue programs, baseball is not 

a top priority.
Other obstacles that faced the baseball pro-

gram 40 years ago prevent the sport’s reinstate-
ment today. Once one of the most popular sports 
on campus, baseball and Syracuse was always a 
difficult partnership.

Like baseball squads at most Northeast 
schools, the team played few home games each 
season and lost some of its schedule to inclement 
weather. While teams in better climates could 
practice outside for most of the year, Syracuse 
was forced indoors until its first game of an 
annual Southern trip.

“It was extremely difficult,” former Syra-
cuse outfielder Doug Clemens said. “We’d be 
working out in a barn in sweats and a hooded 
jacket, then we’d go out and run in the snow. It 
was really brutal because in my era we didn’t 
even have the Field House yet, let alone a great 
big dome.”

A curtailed academic calendar did not help. 
Classes at Syracuse once continued until the 
end of May or even the beginning of June. In 
1973 the spring semester ended on April 27, 
which would require additional expenses to 
keep the baseball team around to play a legiti-
mate baseball schedule. Current conference and 

NCAA tournaments run through June.
The Athletic Policy Board could not justify 

keeping the baseball program if the major post-
season events were almost two months after the 
end of school, especially because Syracuse was 
not a consistent contender.

“When they changed the academic calendar 
that year, it was the biggest problem we had,” 
Mogish, now 87 years old, said by phone. “We 
could always work around the snow and the 
weather and other problems by playing a full 
slate of games in May, but we really couldn’t do 
that anymore.”

  ✻  ✻  ✻

Recruiting in Syracuse was always a major 
issue, especially because the program only had 
one and a half scholarships each year. Baseball 
grants were eventually eliminated altogether. 
Some players, including those who went on to 
play in the Major Leagues, had scholarships for 
other sports. 

“Baseball was just another sport for those 
guys,” said Gary Rainbow, who played baseball 
for Syracuse in the late ’60s and early ’70s. 
“Baseball really became just a training option 

in the spring — a way to stay in shape after 
spring football.”

Because ballplayers in northern cities like 
Syracuse can only play outdoors for a few 

courtesy of su archives
SYRACUSE BASEBALL finished the 1961 season ranked No. 3, capping off its most successful year in history. The Orangemen reached the College World Series semifinals.

ORANGEMEN IN THE SHOW
Syracuse sent 25 players to Major League 
Baseball, the first coming in 1883 (John 
Coleman) and the last in 1975 (Mike Bar-
low). 

 POSITION YEARS AT SU YEARS IN MLB
Mike Barlow P 1968-70 1975-81
Ed Barnowski P 1963 1965-66
Eddie Brown OF 1920 1920-28
Lou Bruce P 1896-99 1904
Hi Church OF 1885-88 1890
Doug Clemens OF 1959-60 1960-68
John Coleman P 1882 1883-90
Rip Coleman P 1952 1955-60
Bill Connors P 1961 1966-68
Ensign Cottrell P 1909-11 1911-15
Walt Craddock P 1952-53 1955-58
Harry Curtis C 1904-05 1907
Dutch Dotterer C 1950 1957-61
Dave Giusti P 1959-61 1962-77
Jonah Goldman SS 1927 1928-31
Jim Konstanty P 1937-39 1944-56
Bill Mack P 1907-08 1908
Mal Mallette P 1942 1950
Jim Murray P 1921 1922
Doc Oberlander P 1883-87 1888
Drew Rader P 1920-21 1921
Doc Scanlan P 1902-03 1903-11
Cy Vorhees P 1897-01 1902
Mike Wlson C 1915-21 1921
Ed Wineapple P 1924-26 1929

SOURCE: baseball-reference.com

“We sometimes had as many as 20 people at our 
games. If you didn’t count our dads and girlfriends, 
you could probably count them on your hands.”

Doug Clemens
FORMER SYRACUSE OUTFIELDER FROM 1959-60

BASEBALL
F R O M  P A G E  1

SEE BASEBALL PAGE 21
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months each year, the common belief is that 
there is not much talent in the area. Profes-
sional and big Division-I recruiters tradition-
ally do not scout the Northeast as much as the 
South and the West. 

Kevin Rockwell, head baseball coach at Cicero-
North Syracuse High School, said the area is gen-
erating more attention. C-NS is one of the area’s 
most successful baseball teams, going 100-42 since 
2001. In the last two years, five NorthStars’ players 
signed on with D-I programs. 

Scouts may not frequent this part of the 
country, but Rockwell said there are no secrets 
anymore. Central New York prospects play ball 
all summer and fall, sometimes on three or four 
different teams. Close to 100 scouts attend the 
annual Empire State Games.

“The colleges will make sure they see you 
if you have talent,” Rockwell said. “If a kid can 
play, it doesn’t matter where he lives.” 

Nor is it impossible to maintain a college 
baseball program in cold weather. Syracuse, 
Marquette University, DePaul University and 
Providence College are the only Big East schools 
not to field a baseball team. Most of the Big East 
schools are in the Northeast. 

Le Moyne College, just a few miles from the 
SU campus, qualified for the College World 

Series in 2003 and 2004. From 2002-06, the Dol-
phins went 100-29. 

On its current roster, 23 of 30 players are 
from New York and Canada. Head coach Steve 
Owens said Le Moyne always tries to recruit the 
Central New York area first, but four Le Moyne 
players are from Florida.

“There are only so many kids from down 
there that could play at Miami, Florida State 
and Florida International,” Owens said. “A 
kid may not want to ride the bench for three 
years at Florida State before seeing the field. 
He could come here and make an impact right 
away.”

  ✻  ✻  ✻

Syracuse played its home games on Lew 
Carr Field, named after the Orangemen’s 
coach from 1910-1942. The field was situat-
ed behind Manley Field House, where the 
lacrosse practice fields are today. At the height 
of the sport’s popularity, often more than 1,000 
fans attended the games.

But crowds shrunk as the field deteriorated 
and basketball grew.

“We sometimes had as many as 20 people at 
our games,” Clemens said. “If you didn’t count 

BASEBA LL

Giusti tops SU diamond legends 
By Jared Diamond

ASST. COPY EDITOR

The Syracuse baseball team may not have 
been a national powerhouse for most of its 
history, but everything came together in 
1961. Led by the pitching of Seneca Falls, 
N.Y., native Dave Giusti — the most suc-
cessful baseball player in Syracuse history 
— the Orangemen advanced all the way to 
the semifinals of the College World Series in 
Omaha, Neb.

Oklahoma State eventually defeated Syracuse 
twice in the double-elimination tournament, 
ending SU’s best chance at winning a national 
championship. Nevertheless, Syracuse’s third-
place finish capped the best season in program 
history. Before 1961 Syracuse had never quali-
fied for the College World Series.

“We had a lot of local guys who just played 
baseball all summer long,” Giusti said. “Base-
ball was so popular in the Syracuse area and 
there were so many opportunities to play.”

Giusti went 8-0 that season, his senior 
year, with a 1.50 ERA. After college, the 
right-hander went on to pitch 15 seasons in 
the Major Leagues for the Houston Astros, 
St. Louis Cardinals, Pittsburgh Pirates, 
Oakland Athletics and Chicago Cubs.

First a starter, then a solid reliever, Giusti 
made his only MLB All-Star appearance in 
1973. He also won a World Series ring, earning 
a career-high 30 saves for the world-champion 
Pirates in 1971.

Not many scouts saw Giusti in high school, 
so he chose Syracuse on the advice of his 
uncle, John Pannucci, a former football and 
baseball player at SU. It didn’t hurt that Giusti 
earned the only baseball scholarship available 
that season.

Giusti always wanted to play in the 
Majors, but, like in high school, was not seen 
by many scouts during his college career. 
But when Syracuse advanced so far in the 
College World Series, Giusti was thrust into 
the national spotlight.

A scout for the Houston Colt .45s, an expan-
sion team, noticed the palmball specialist 
and signed him. Elbow problems early in his 
career hurt Giusti’s chances at stardom, but 
he lasted in the Major Leagues longer than 
anyone in Syracuse history.

“The College World Series was so important 
because I finally got discovered,” Giusti said. 
“We had a great team that year, and getting to 
Omaha was such a thrill for all of us.”

courtesy of su archives

DAVE GIUSTI played 15 years in the Major 
Leagues after his career at Syracuse.

our dads and girlfriends, you could probably 
count them on your hands.”

Until the weather improved, the team prac-
ticed in an old barn adjacent to Manley. There 
was a batting cage made of nets and some 
artificial mounds for pitchers to throw batting 
practice, but not much else. The only heating 
was a big space heater inside. There was no way 
to work on fielding or baserunning, nor could 
the pitchers realistically throw live pitches to 
batters.

“It was freezing, inside and out,” Clemens 
said. “All the stinging and jamming in the cold 
environment. Balls would be bouncing off the 
walls and ceiling so you had to protect yourself 
at all times.”

The southern trip every year helped, but Syra-
cuse was always at a disadvantage. Its opponents 
would already have played a few weeks worth of 
games. When Syracuse’s pitchers would make 
their first start of the season, teams like George-
town and George Washington would be at least 
two turns through their rotations.

“We really didn’t have any other options,” 
said Dave Giusti, a pitcher for Syracuse who 
went on to play 15 years in Major League Base-
ball for five different teams. “It was always a 
highlight because we finally got the chance to 
play on grass, but it really wasn’t easy for us. 
That’s just what we had to go through.”

  ✻  ✻  ✻

Baseball is not coming back to Syracuse, 
at least in the foreseeable future. A club team 
was established in 1979 and has been successful 
in tournaments. But senior Kyle Lennon, the 

team’s coach, said they are not looking to make 
baseball a varsity sport again.

Even if the club team tried, the odds are 
stacked against it.  In a Sept. 12, 2006, story that 
appeared in The Daily Orange, Michael Wasyl-
enko, current chairman of the Athletic Policy 
Board, said Title IX and Syracuse’s athletic 
budget is still a major crutch.

“If we added a men’s sport, we’d have to get 
rid of a men’s sport,” Wasylenko said in the 
article. “And that’s probably not a good idea.”

But the face of college baseball in the 
Northeast may be changing. Starting next 
season, the last weekend of February is the 
earliest teams can schedule games. Previ-
ously, schools could start playing whenever 
the weather warmed up.

When Le Moyne takes its southern trip, like 
Syracuse once did, its opponents will also be 
playing its first games. Both team’s pitchers will 
be making their first starts of the year.

The new rule probably will not change 
recruiting — the best prospects will continue to 
flock down south — but should help Northeast 
schools win early games crucial for at-large bids 
to the postseason. There may not be a power 
shift right away, but the new rule makes base-
ball a viable option for  cold-weather schools, 
Owens said.

So even though baseball at SU is far from 
imminent, it may not be impossible. 

“Without question, you could be successful 
in this part of the country,” Owens said. “I 
know money is a big issue at a lot of places, 
but just talking about the game itself, I see no 
reason why baseball couldn’t be a great fit at 
Syracuse.”

courtesy of su archives
SYRACUSE BASEBALL started play in 1873 as the first intercollegiate sport at SU. The 
team played indoors at a local armory and on the Quad on nice days.
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

3 Bedroom Available.  
June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  

Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 
carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 

garbage disposal, 
off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2-8 Bedrooms

720 Livingston
835 Sumner

968 Ackerman

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

202, 204 OSTROM 1, 2, 3, BEDROOM AVAIL-
ABLE JUNE.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PARKING.  
LAUNDRY.  446-5186

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

FOR RENT

707 Euclid
4/5 BR

Parking, Porch
Laundry, Furnished

Two Full Baths

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage,
Hardwoods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 

LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 
WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
5 BR 707 Euclid

4 BR 900 Ackerman
4 BR 707 Euclid

3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

1 & 2 BR Euclid, Livingston, 
Maryland, Ackerman

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-

TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER,
 OFF STREET PARKING. 

422-0709 
www.universityhill.com

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

5 Bedroom 

852 and 938 Ackerman Ave. 
Very nice single-family home. 

Hardwood, carpet, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer. 

(315) 374-7866

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

CLASSIF IEDS2 2  a p r i l  5 ,  2 0 0 7
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LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME 

 ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT
  2 FULL BATHS 

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  

New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  
Large Living Room and Dining Room.  

Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

For Rent -5 Bedroom House, Off Street Parking, 
Excellent Condition, Free Laundry, 5 Blocks from 
Campus, 919 Lancaster.  Call after 5pm 396-0473

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon,

116 Comstock

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 

136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

Christian family looking for roommates to study 
Bible together.
4 bedroom house. 1 mile from campus near 
Wescott area. $200 a month including utility. 
Nicely furnished, hardwood floor, washer and 
dryer on premises, internet cable access and 
many more. Email houseofpal@hotmail.com for 
application.

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, 
for my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Camp Counselors 

Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

PART-TIME SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Interested in sales?  Want to know what it’s like 
to sell to large retailers?  We need someone 
to sell our product line during the busy spring 
season (April – June).  We will pay for orders you 
generate.  This will be an outstanding chance 
for you to gain valuable “real world” experience 
before you graduate.
Requirements = Your own vehicle / A desire to 
sell / An outgoing personality. 
No selling experience required.  We will train the 
qualified candidate in 1-2 days!
Send your resume to:      
bryan.hartman@oldcastleapg.com 

 
 

Babysitter Wanted. Evenings and or Weekends, 
2 Children: 5 and 1, in East Syracuse area. Own 
transportation preferred. Contact Lisp at 
575-5238

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

FOUR YEARS  
OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

FOREWORD BY NEW YORK TIMES  
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR KOREN ZAILCKAS

AFTERWORD BY MAXWELL PROFESSOR AND  
FORMER STATE DEPARTMENT CHIEF OF STAFF  

UNDER COLIN POWELL,  
BILL SMULLEN (M.A. NEWHOUSE, 1974)

AVAILABLE MONDAY, APRIL 16 AT  
ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S, AND SHIRTWORLD FOR A PRICE OF 

ONLY

$12.50

ORDER TODAY DAILYORANGE.COM/STORE

NOTICES
WANT TO START SPRING DEBT FREE?  
NEED A LOAN WITH NO FEES?  GIVE US 
A CALL & LET THE EXPERTS PUT YOU AT 
EASE.  
1-888-360-9509

Being accepted to Medical School has 
never been more challenging.  I can help 
with guided essay development, interview 
prep and an individualized application plan.  
Dr. Esworthy.  607-217-4871.  www.eswor-
thyconsulting.com

APPLE PATCH DIET
Take control of your life.  
Visit us at www.officialdiet.info

GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... 
REGARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  
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By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

Kenny Nims hasn’t slept well since 
Syracuse’s Saturday afternoon loss 
to Loyola.

With the Orange trailing by just 
one goal in 
the dying 
seconds of 
the game, 
Nims col-
lected a 

pass near the Greyhounds’ cage and 
fired a high shot their goaltender Alex 
Peaty saved. That sequence, which 
lasted about two seconds, has haunted 
Nims ever since.

“I’ve been thinking about that 
non-stop,” Nims said. “Now that I look 
back on it, I kind of forced it. I didn’t 
really know where the clock was at. I 
could have put off a better shot.” 

The Syracuse players are trying to 
move on from the heart-wrenching loss, 

Perritt, Carrozza discuss apologies, returning to field

HEAT

rachel fus | staff photographer
KENNY NIMS has scored 10 goals and dished six assists this season. The sophomore attackman and the rest of the Orange visit Princeton, 
N.J., to take on the No. 5 Tigers Saturday at 3 p.m.

By Matt Levin and Mark Medina
THE DAILY ORANGE

Pat Perritt and John Carrozza didn’t hear the 
news until last Thursday. The Syracuse athletic 
department cleared them to play just in time for 
SU’s game against Loyola two days later.

The lifted suspension surprised both play-
ers, and the timing of the decision — given a 
day after the two midfielders offered public 
apologies — coincided with Syracuse facing 
the most difficult part of its schedule. That 
includes SU’s game against Princeton at 3 p.m. 
on Saturday.

Perritt and Carrozza said they issued the 
apologies without pressure from the athletic 

department. The apologies each stated their 
plan to seek alcohol counseling and volunteer 
in community efforts. They came 17 days after 
they were arrested March 11 in downtown Syra-
cuse and were charged with disorderly conduct 
and resisting arrest. 

Carrozza was also charged with the criminal 
possession of a forged New York state driver’s 
licenses. Director of Athletics Daryl Gross sus-
pended the players indefinitely. But that plan 
changed after the players issued their apolo-
gies.

“I didn’t think we were going to play the rest 
of the season,” Carrozza said. “It was pretty 
much up in the air with what they were going 

to decide to do. So I was pretty shocked when we 
were able to play again.”

Perritt and Carrozza said they were unaware 
of the procedure that was taken for them to be 
reinstated. Syracuse head coach John Desko 
said, “You’d have to ask the (administration) 
about that.” 

Gross could not be reached for comment.
“Matters are handled comprehensively with-

in athletics and the university,” said Sue Edson, 
SU’s assistant athletic director for athletic com-
munications, on behalf of the athletic depart-
ment. “But it’s not something to be discussed 
publicly. It’s internal.”

“We knew two or three days afterward, but 

it was a process that it was more than it seemed 
to be,” Perritt said. “We couldn’t just go out and 
make the (apology). It had to go through a lot of 
people.”

Perritt said the night after his and Carrozza’s 
arrests they sat down with both of their mothers 
to discuss the situation. That’s when, Perritt 
said, they decided to make a public apology.

They are now seeing alcohol counselors 
weekly and plan to do community service. But 
the case isn’t over. District Attorney admin-
istrative officer Barry Weiss said Perritt and 
Carrozza’s trial takes place at 2 p.m. on April 
12. Weiss said the judge will hear the evidence 

SEE PRINCETON PAGE 17

SEE LACROSSE PAGE 17

After Loyola 
heartbreak, 
SU needs win 
vs. Princeton

UP NEX T
Who: Princeton
Where: Princeton, N.J.
When: Saturday, 3 p.m.
Channel: ESPNU

The 

is on

W E E K E N D
april 5, 2007

M E N ’ S  L A C R O S S E
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By John Clayton
STAFF WRITER

Antonio Jardine is feeling reflective tonight. It’s near 
10 on a Monday night in late March, and the kid known 
as “Scoop” is sitting in his grandmother’s home on 
Fifth Street in South Philadelphia, fresh off another 

three hours logged at the gym.
“No sir,” Jardine said. “I 

never knew basketball could 
take me this far. I always loved 
basketball, but I wasn’t playing 
as much before. I wasn’t working 
at it until I met Rick really.”

Eighteen blocks away on 23rd 
Street, Rick Jackson, Jardine’s 
teammate at Neumann-Gore-

tti High School, is arriving home from the same 

workout. It is a rare moment apart for Jardine and 
Jackson — best friends and teammates since meeting 
on the mundane, cracked-concrete courts of Chew 
Playground on 19th and Washington Street in South 
Philly the summer after seventh grade.

In time, basketball will take this duo far away 
from the dilapidated apartments and storefronts of 
their home neighborhoods.

In just 11 days, basketball will take Scoop and 
Rick on an eight-hour plane ride to France where 
they will represent the United States in a weeklong 
international tournament.

Four and a half months from now, basketball 
will take Scoop and Rick on a free ride four hours 
north to Syracuse.

  ❊ ❊ ❊

OH, SAD...
HI 37° | LO 23°

u n i v e r s i t y  u n i o n

Block Party  
tickets now 
on sale 

g i n o c c h e t t i  t r i a l

Senior pleads 
not guilty 
to murder

Brotherly love
courtesy of the philadelphia inquirer

SCOOP JARDINE AND RICK JACKSON played high school basketball together at Neumann-
Goretti (Pa.). The childhood friends vowed to play at the same college.

part 1 in a 
4-part series 
on Syracuse’s 
2007 recruits

By Eric Hughes
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Former Syracuse University senior 
Timothy J. Ginocchetti pled not guilty 
to one count of second-degree murder 
Monday at 8:30 a.m. in Onondaga 
County Court, said Judge Anthony F. 
Aloi, who is presiding over the trial.

Aloi said he adjourned Ginoc-
chetti’s case to 
April 18 at the 
same time and 
location for fur-
ther pretrial. 
Omnibus pre-
trial motions for 
release, which 
is when further 
motions will be 

presented to the judge, will be May 21.
Emil Rossi, Ginocchetti’s defense 

lawyer, could not be reached for com-
SEE GINOCCHETTI PAGE 6

Scoop Jardine and Rick Jackson made a pact 
4 years ago to leave the Philly streets together

SEE RECRUITS PAGE 17

I N S I D E  
S P O R T S

Nowhere to 
be found
Syracuse has 
one of the 
best lacrosse 
programs in the 
nation, although 
you wouldn’t 
know from the 
student support. 
Page 18-19

This year’s Block Party will feature 
hip-hop artists Ciara and Lupe Fiasco 
along with alt-rockers TV on the Radio, 
according to a UU press release. The 
April 22 show starts at 8 p.m. in the Car-
rier Dome; doors open at 7 p.m.

An online presale at www.uni-
versityunion.org for SU and State 
University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and For-
estry students for the show began 
Friday at noon and will run through 
this Wednesday at 5 p.m. Tickets are 
$15 with a $2 processing fee, with 
a limit of four per student. Seats 
are assigned on a first-come, first-
served basis. 

Non-presale student tickets are 
available at the Schine Box Office 
starting Friday at noon through April 
22. Tickets for SU faculty, staff and 
the general public will be available 
through the Dome box office or Tick-
etmaster also starting Friday.

—Compiled by Dana Moran, 
 design editor

UP NEX T
What: Timothy 
J. Ginocchetti’s 
pretrial hearing
Where: Onondaga 
County Courthouse
When: 8:30 a.m. 
April 18

TUESDAY
april 10, 2007

I N S I D E  
P U L P

More 
downloads 
available
Now that Apple 
Inc. allows any 
music onto the 
iPod, a new 
online catalogue. 
Page 11
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Bush tries for change in 
immigration proposals 
President George Bush visited the 
immigration proposals 
President George Bush visited the 
immigration proposals 
U.S.-Mexico border in southwest 
Arizona on Monday to pursue his 
domestic policies involving immi-
grants as guest workers. Bush vis-
ited the new fences that have been 
erected on the border since his last 
visit and said he was impressed 
with what had been implemented. 
The president failed to get a bill 
approved by Congress last year 
regarding implementing new immi-
gration laws “THIS BORDER IS 
MORE SECURE AND AMERICA IS 
SAFER AS A RESULT,” Bush said 
regarding the tougher enforcement. 
“The number of people appre-
hended for illegally crossing our 
southern border is down by nearly 
30 percent this year. We’re making 
progress.’’

Iraqi people protest U.S. 
forces involvement
Thousands of Shiite men and 
women in Iraq protested on Mon-
day to urge U.S. forces to leave 
Iraq. The protestors marched 
across three miles between two 
cities on THE FOURTH YEAR 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE FALL OF 
BAGHDAD. Shiite cleric Muqtada 
al-Sadr ordered the march. Iraqi 
generals ordered all vehicles off 
the streets for 24 hours during 
the protests to prevent suicide or 
car bombings in the area. “Iraq, 
four years on, is now a place 
where people can freely gather 
and express their opinions,” said 
Gordon Johndroe, the National 
Security Council spokesman. “And 
while we have much more progress 
ahead of us and the United States, 
the coalition and Iraqis have much 
more to do, this is a country that 
has come a long way from the tyr-
anny of Saddam Hussein.”

Apple reaches 100 million 
milestone of iPods sold 
Since November 2001, Apple has 
sold 100 million iPod MP3 devices. 
Approximately SEVEN OUT OF 10 
MP3 DEVICES SOLD ARE IPODS,
according to an article in Internet 
Telephony magazine. According 
to Apple, iPod is now the fastest 
selling music player in history with 
fi ve generations of the iPod device. 
Other statistics of MP3 players 
show that Microsoft sells one Zune 
for every seven iPods sold. Other 
producers of similar devices such 
as Creative, Archos, Samsung, 
Toshiba, and Dell collectively may 
only sell twice as much as Micro-
soft. Almost three quarters of 2007 
car models offer iPod connectivity 
to car stereos.  

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
Noon  
The 2007 RACE FOR THE CURE 
co-captains will hold an information 
presentation about the race and 
the SU team. 

228B Schine Student Center

7 p.m.  
The INDIGENOUS FILM IN 
NORTH AMERICA SERIES, spon-
sored by the department of Eng-
lish, Native American studies pro-
gram, and the College of Arts and 
Sciences, will feature three fi lms by 
Randy Redroad.

102 Hall of Languages | Free

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

Time to remember
SU remembers the 10th anniver-
sary of a racist incident at a local 
Denny’s.

PULP

What happens behind 
the curtains
Take a look backstage of the Syra-
cuse Stage production of “Death of 
a Salesman.”

SPORTS

Charmed
Donte Greene comes to Syracuse 
from the Charm City with the shad-
ow of another Baltimore native. 

OPIN ION

Brush up
Remember when you used fi nger 
paints as a kid? Katherine Paster 
says you’ll need that creativity as 
an adult.

W E AT H E R

TODAY TOMORROW THURSDAY

H37|L23 HH3388||LL3131H44|L33

Editorial  315 443 9798
Visuals  315 443 2208

Business  315 443 2315
General Fax  315 443 3689

Advertising  315 443 9794
Classifi ed Ads  315 443 2869
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If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-

corrections@dailyorange.com
If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-

If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
please contact us at 
If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
please contact us at 
If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
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The Public Editor maintains offi ce hours for readers, every 
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SOFTBALL

MEN’S LACROSSE

@ Colgate
WED.  APR. 11, 7 P.M.        WED., APR. 11, 3 P.M.       

@ Buffalo

THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS

TRACK AND FIELD

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

TUES., APR. 10, 7 P.M.        
vs. Cornell John Jacobs Invitational

           @ Norman, Okla.

FRI., APR. 13, TBA

FRI.  APR. 13, 7 P.M.        
vs. Rutgers

FRI.  APR. 13, 7 P.M.        
vs. Louisvillevs. Louisville

   Over my five-year tenure,    Over my five-year tenure, FINANCES
have risen to one of the top issues, only 
   Over my five-year tenure, 
have risen to one of the top issues, only 
   Over my five-year tenure, 

behind health and safety, when families are behind health and safety, when families are 
have risen to one of the top issues, only 
behind health and safety, when families are 
have risen to one of the top issues, only 

looking for a college.looking for a college.
behind health and safety, when families are 
looking for a college.
behind health and safety, when families are behind health and safety, when families are 
looking for a college.
behind health and safety, when families are 

Christopher Walsh 
DEAN OF FIANCIAL AID

ON CONCERNS OF COLLEGE STUDENTS

  There is a danger in relying on Wikipedia.   There is a danger in relying on Wikipedia. 
You are going to have the potential to get 
  There is a danger in relying on Wikipedia. 
You are going to have the potential to get 
  There is a danger in relying on Wikipedia. 

INFORMATION that isn’t reliable. that isn’t reliable.
Ian MacInnesIan MacInnes

PROFESSOR IN THE SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES
ON USING WIKIPEDIA AS A CITED SOURCE

  The worst thing isn’t sleeping in the snow   The worst thing isn’t sleeping in the snow 
and rain. I’ve done that, it sucks. It’s not eat-
  The worst thing isn’t sleeping in the snow 
and rain. I’ve done that, it sucks. It’s not eat-
  The worst thing isn’t sleeping in the snow 

ing out of a garbage can. I’ve done that, too. 
It sucks. It’s the way people treat you like you 
ing out of a garbage can. I’ve done that, too. 
It sucks. It’s the way people treat you like you 
ing out of a garbage can. I’ve done that, too. 

don’t even EXISTEXIST.EXIST.EXIST
David Pirtle 

SPEAKER DURING A PROGRAM FROM THE NATIONAL COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS 
ON WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE HOMELESS
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Iraq reporter discusses 
Hussein’s trial, hanging
Syracuse native, LA Times writer 
gives account of war coverage

The Syracuse Police Depart-
ment arrested a man for pub-
licly exposing himself to a 
Syracuse University student 
Sunday night, said Interim 
Chief Tony Callisto of SU 
Public Safety. The man, who 
lives near the city and is not a 
member of the SU community, 
is also a suspect in an inves-
tigation of two other public 
lewdness incidents in the past 
four weeks.

At about 10 p.m. Sunday, the 
student was walking in Walnut 
Park –– the area between Wal-
nut Avenue and Walnut Place 
–– when a car drove by with a 
man in the window pointing 

down to his exposed genitals, 
Callisto said.

When the student reached 
her destination, she called 
Public Safety to report the 
incident. A nearby Public 
Safety officer was able to 
pull the car aside and hold 
the suspect until Syracuse 
police arrived, Callisto said. 
The victim positively identi-
fied the man at the scene, 
and he was arrested by Syra-
cuse police and held at the 
city jail.

The man was also charged 
with unlawful possession of 
marijuana and was issued a 
stay-away order from Public 

Safety that makes it illegal 
for him to pass on university 
property, Callisto said.

Callisto would not release 
the name of the man or the 
car he was in because he said 
it may compromise a current 
investigation.

The student was aware of 
a search for a suspect because 
of a safety notice Public Safety 
issued Friday. The e-mail 
described a lewdness incident 
Tuesday and described the 
suspect. The man arrested 
Sunday generally matched that 
description, Callisto said.

—Compiled by Eddie 

Jacovino, asst. news editor

Police arrest lewdness suspect

By Lauren Bertolini
STAFF WRITER

A Los Angeles Times reporter brought a per-
sonal touch to the relatively distant Iraq war 
on Syracuse University’s campus Thursday 
night. As Molly Hennessy-Fiske spoke, she 
illustrated her words with a slide show of 
personal photographs from her time in Iraq, 
including coverage from Saddam Hussein’s 
second trial.

As an economics reporter for the LA Times 
Washington D.C., bureau, Hennessy-Fiske 
spent six weeks stationed in Baghdad from the 
end of November until mid-January.

Hennessy-Fiske discussed everything from 
translators to her experience using military 
transports, as pictures of the view from her 
window and the men and women she met 
along the way graced the screen behind her. 
While in Baghdad, she often wrote a daily 
news article about what was going on in Iraq 
and was able to work on larger, feature stories, 
some of which she described. 

She was part of a pool of reporters that 
covered Hussein’s second trial. Though she 
said did not think it probable when she left 
the United States, Hennessy-Fiske was in Iraq 
when he was hanged.

Walking into the lecture, Josh Gugliotto, a 
freshman at Onondaga Community College, 
thought Hennessy-Fiske was at the actual 
hanging, but she later revealed no reporters 
were allowed entrance.

“It was a little bit of a letdown,” he said, “but 
it was good to hear about how things were.”

News of the execution was leaked to the 
press just days before it occurred, which left 
reporters little time to make contact with 
those who would be in attendance, Hennessy-
Fiske said.

“We really had to track down who had been 
invited,” she said. 

She explained the scramble for information 
and accurate coverage after the execution. 
When cell phone videos leaked from the hang-
ing, a fuller picture of what happened was 
revealed. 

Hennessy-Fiske joked about a friendly 
rivalry the LA Times developed with the 
New York Times after it posted a narrative of 
the video hours before the LA Times thought 
to do so. Angry that she had not thought of it 
first, she worked with two of her translators 
to transcribe all of the talking in the video. 
Working side-by-side with her team, they 
had a description of the video posted within 
hours.

Although the sudden execution of Iraq’s 
former leader caused some interruption to 
her planned schedule, Hennessy-Fiske was 
still able to cover many of her own stories. 
She spoke with Iraqis on the street, was 

embedded with the troops in Kirkuk and 
sought out the first baby born in the New 
Year.

“It’s the same as talking to someone whose 
child has died or was accused of murder,” she 
said on talking with the Iraqis whose families 
had been recently killed, or whose family was 
involved with bombings. “You need to present 
the same justification as to why they should 
talk to you.”

Hennessy-Fiske brought with her a heads-
carf and abaya she wore throughout her 
stay in Iraq. The process of putting on 
the traditionally Middle Eastern clothes is 
called, “garbing up,” and she joked that she 
received a lot of compliments from women 
on the street.

“I wore my abaya a bit much, I aired on the 
side of caution. I really didn’t mind wearing 
it,” she said.  “The NPR people thought it was 
funny.”

The journalist ended the presentation with 
a picture of her smoking from an argeela, or 
hookah, and image that she thought the crowd 
would appreciate.

“It’s tobacco and it’s completely legal,” she 
said.

Those in the audience were eager to ask 
questions after Hennessy-Fiske wrapped up 
her talk and slideshow. Many of the questions 
asked were politically charged, asking about 
Iraqi views of the military and U.S. adminis-
tration. Hennessy-Fiske answered all ques-
tions with what she saw and heard first-hand, 
avoiding a conversation about Bush policy and 
anti-war sentiment. 

The Syracuse Press Club hosted Hen-
nessy-Fiske, a former reporter for The Post-
Standard and daughter of one of the paper’s 
senior writers. Last fall, the club brought 
a photo editor from The Times-Picayune, a 
paper based in New Orleans, and a represen-
tative from the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency to talk about the coverage of 
Hurricane Katrina. 

“I heard that Molly was in Iraq, and it 
just seemed natural,” said Mike McAndrew, 
one of the club’s directors. The club uses the 
speakers to present professional development 
to members and students as well as show the 
advantages of becoming a member of the press 
club.

After the crowd left, two students stopped 
to ask Hennessy-Fiske whether her opinion on 
the troops had changed after spending time 
embedded with them. The two men had served 
in Iraq for the U.S. military before coming to 
the Syracuse area.

Although unsure whether she ever 
answered the young man’s question, she did 
emphasize she is dying to “do an embed” in 
Baghdad, hoping to return in the summer.

stephen dockery | staff photographer
MOLLY HENNESSY-FISKE gave a lecture on her experiences while working as an eco-
nomics reporter in Iraq. Her reporting included coverage of Saddam Hussein’s second 
trial and the building of Iraqi infrastructure.  
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‘Scribble’ degraded campus group‘Craig’ campaign not deceptive Lending methods raise concern

Read Bible to learn about Jesus

Brief about court case inaccurate
I’m baffled by the response to the “I agree with 
Craig” campaign. First, a Daily Orange col-
umnist came out strongly in favor of censoring 
public discussion of religion. Then the cam-
paign was called a “holy hoax” in a cartoon of 
(to be kind) questionable taste, simply because 
similar activities have taken place elsewhere. 
According to one letter, the fact that others 
believe the same thing as Craig, and have stood 
up for it similarly in the past, makes those who 
agreed last week “liars.” A fascinating, if baf-
fling, argument.

The main idea seems to be that all state-
ments of religious belief should automatically 
be kept private; Those who dare speak them 
aloud face personal opposition and even char-
acter assassination. Discussing fundamental 
issues like right and wrong apparently make 
some people anxious, you see. Declaring a 
deeply held belief about God is apparently akin 
to public nudity. And daring to say someone else 
is wrong? In the brave new world of the modern 
academy, this might be the worst of all sins.

Oops, did I say sins? How judgmental of me. I 
meant “things that might possibly be bad.”

In the end, the wonderful irony is that these 
modern day secular inquisitors have become 
the very thing they condemn — in the name of 
so-called “tolerance” and “respect,” they seek 
not to dialogue, but to muzzle those with whom 
they disagree. The height of arrogance is not 
declaring that you are right and others are 
wrong — it’s trying to force those “others” to 
shut up and obey.

Steve Maxon
THIRD-YEAR LAW STUDENT

As a participant in the “I agree with Craig” 
campaign, I was pleasantly surprised with the 
overall positive and open response I received 
from friends and colleagues while wearing a 
green shirt. I also attended the panel discussion 
on Wednesday night and was impressed with 
the level of respect given to the panelists by 
those in the audience who didn’t necessarily 
agree with Craig’s statement. Most of all, I felt 
that this newspaper and its staff fairly pre-
sented many sides of the issue in a respectful 
manner.

Sadly, I believe cartoons such as last Tues-
day’s Scribble, which likens the “I Agree with” 
campaign to a Jesus-shaped tank and Craig 
Jones as a delusional puppet, show a complete 
lack of taste and utter disrespect for the beliefs 
of other students. Ultimately, comics like this 
are detrimental to a campus community that 
preaches such aphorisms as “No Place for Hate” 
and attempts to create an environment in which 
all beliefs can be practiced free of discrimina-
tion and bias.

While political cartoons are often intended 
to convey an opinion through humor, last 
Tuesday’s Scribble comes across as simply 
mocking a campus Christian group and its 
most visible member. Under the pretense of a 
political opinion, it intentionally misrepresents 
statements made by Craig and assumes he holds 
himself to be a prophet.  In theory, this comic 
could be argued as hate speech regarding the 
religious beliefs of Craig Jones and discrimina-
tion toward Campus Crusade for Christ. At the 
very least, the university as a whole suffers 
when media and forums, which can be used for 
open and respectful dialogue, are cluttered with 
slanderous and degrading scribble. 

Matt Williamson
FOURTH YEAR ARCHITECTURE MAJOR

Did the “Craig” campaign keep pertinent 
information from Syracuse University and 
SUNY-ESF students and professors in order 
to get you to believe things you otherwise 
wouldn’t? In other words, was our campaign 
deceitful? I think the honest answer here is no.

First, Christ was (is) the center of the cam-
paign, not Campus Crusade for Christ. The 
latter has been behind campaigns like ours 
at other universities because it organizes and 
sponsors them. This information was labeled 
on all our advertisements, so anyone could 
have looked up the organization.

Second, is it really the case that not explic-
itly advertising past campaigns on other 
campuses (also sponsored by Campus Crusade 
for Christ) is sufficient to be accused of deceit? 
This seems like a stretch. One would have to 
also establish that we intended in some sense 
to manipulate what people believe about the 
campaign, and this seems unlikely since our 
main goal was to have discussions with people 
on campus about what we take to be the truth, 
not to use manipulative means to get them to 
share our beliefs. 

Third, we want to encourage anyone who 
has questions or who wants to know more 
about the campaign to feel free to contact us. 
We would he happy to continue the discussion 
with you.   

Finally, if the goal behind the accusation 
was to make us better, then thank you. If the 
goal was to accuse us of deceit out of negativ-
ity, then we humbly disagree but still thank 
you, because we will learn from event this.

Jeremy Dickinson
PHILOSOPHY GRADUATE STUDENT

L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R O P I N I O N @ D A I L Y O R A N G E . C O M4  a p r i l  1 0 ,  2 0 0 7

I wanted to applaud The Daily Orange for 
finally doing an article about the investigation 
into Syracuse University’s relationship with 
Citibank and their consequent lending prac-
tices. I believe this is one of the more serious 
news issues of the year on the Hill.

However, I felt the D.O.’s coverage was too 
soft and not critical enough of the university. 
The $165,000 payments made from Citibank to 
SU were referred to as “referral fees.” Let’s be 
fair and call it what it is — a kickback. Citibank 
has been accused of giving college financial 
aid officers paid vacations to resorts, as well as 
donations of computers, cash and even worse 
— running call centers on behalf of schools to 
answer students’ financial questions. This cre-
ates serious conflicts of interest. While I believe 
SU did nothing illegal, the university put itself 
in a situation where ethical practices became a 
critical concern.

SU says it only recommends and does not 
force its students to use certain banks for loans. 
However, what bank do you think an 18-year-old 
kid will choose if a college financial aid officer 
recommends it? After all, that officer should be 
unbiased.

I hope SU goes above and beyond its settle-
ment agreement with the state. In the future, 
the university should offer seminars and 
provide more accessible information so that 
students can make the decision that is best for 
them and not the university. No financial aid 
officer should ever accept again so much as a 
cookie from a bank.

William Cass
JUNIOR BROADCAST JOURNALISM AND FINANCE MAJOR

All the discussion about Jesus lately has 
been great, especially as Christians celebrate 
Easter. In the midst of it all, there have been 
claims of hoaxes, hijackings and the true 
nature of Christianity. While these are impor-
tant issues, perhaps they cause us to miss the 
central question.

The real question is not what you or I think 
about Jesus, but who Jesus really is. What did 
he say about himself? Frankly, most people 
don’t know. It seems to me that errors about 
the real nature of Jesus and Christianity 
come easily, especially when beliefs are based 
merely on opinions instead of on what Jesus 
actually said or did. Jesus himself said, “You 
are in error because you do not know the 
scriptures or the power of God” (Matt. 22:29).

So, I want to agree with Jesus. Having 
read the Bible many times, I’m beginning 
to understand God’s incredible message. In 
summary, Jesus’ life and words expressed the 
amazing love of God for all people. On the road 
to Emmaus after his resurrection, Jesus said, 
“…repentance and forgiveness of sins will be 
preached in his name to all nations” (Luke 
24:47). Here, Jesus explained how he fulfilled 
what the prophets predicted and how we all 
need to turn from the wrongs we’ve done in 
order to find the life and forgiveness that only 
he can give.

Perhaps this Easter, we should all pick up a 
Bible and read the story for ourselves.

Michael McQuitty
SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHAPLAIN, HENDRICKS CHAPEL

Once again, The Daily Orange has misrepre-
sented the facts of a Supreme Court case to the 
Syracuse community (World Briefs, April 3, 
2007: “Supreme Court forces EPA to change 
regulations on global warming”). The D.O. 
takes a fairly innocuous and narrow case 
about the proper statutory interpretation of 
a federal law and casts it as a decision on the 
merits of global warming. By asserting that 
the opinion of the Court in Massachusetts v. 
EPA included a ruling that “greenhouse gases 
are dangerous to the environment,” the D.O. 
has profoundly erred. This error is at the very 
least a grave misreading of the court’s opinion 
and at worst a willful twisting of its words.

The truth of the matter is that the court has 
not ruled on whether or not greenhouse gases 
are dangerous to the environment and ruled 
that it would be entirely inappropriate for it to 
do so. The majority was indeed at pains to note 
that it made no ruling on that question: On 
the last page of its opinion the Court explicitly 
declares, in plain black and white, that it 
“need not and do(es) not reach the question 
whether on remand EPA must make an endan-
germent finding” that greenhouse gases are 
harmful to the environment.

Either the D.O. staff does not read the 
opinions it writes about or it is guilty of 
manipulating their meanings. I am not sure 
which is worse.

Vincent Stark
SENIOR POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR

Craig’s critics afraid of debate

Dining halls don’t justify price

Waste marginalizes green energy
While the university is rightfully applauded for 
its commitment to obtaining at least 20 percent 
of its electricity from renewable and clean 
energy sources, the intentions of the initiative 
are undermined by the wasteful consumption 
habits prevalent on campus. With the first signs 
of spring warmth emerging, the centralized 
university heat distribution system continues 
to unnecessarily radiate hot air into buildings 
across campus, forcing students to ventilate 
through windows simply to render the rooms 
tolerable. Elsewhere, dozens of unoccupied 
computers hum away into the night, using elec-
tricity that needlessly forces greenhouse gases 
into the atmosphere. It wouldn’t take much to 
instruct students to turn off computers once 
they have finished, especially in infrequently 
used classrooms, or for thermostats to allow 
building’s climate control to be specifically tai-
lored. It is doubtful that the new Management 
building requires the same heating conditions 
as century-old Smith Hall. Twenty percent is a 
compelling figure to throw into university pro-
motional material, but to truly affect change, 
much less glamorous steps are required.

Ben Weber
FIFTH YEAR INDUSTRIAL AND INTERACTION DESIGN

I am a frequent eater at Shaw Dining Hall with 
a 14-meals-per-week meal plan. However, I 
have been very unsatisfied, angry in fact, for 
a little more than a month now for a few rea-
sons. First, why should I pay to enter expect-
ing certain things only to find out that my 
desires are left unfulfilled? Cereal cases are 
often left empty for days. This includes Kashi 
and Grain Shop cereals, but surprisingly 
Reese’s cereal, CoCo Puffs, and Froot Loops 
cases are always replenished when empty. So 
much for a healthy meal. Also, the salad bars 
are very under-stocked or just simply poorly 
thought out. When I go hoping to have maybe 
some hard boiled eggs, tofu, or black beans in 
the recent few weeks, none of it is available 
even when asked if there are any in a back 
case or fridge. Along with this thought, why 
do containers of hummus and baby corn and 
olives sit full all day going untouched and 
uneaten? Use the money received through 
exorbitant fees paid by us (the students) to buy 
food that is good for us and food we will eat.

Secondly, I am getting tired of putting 
my dishes away for cleaning for nothing. 
Frequently, I pick up dirty silver or plates or 
cups. This, of course, is when those things are 
actually available. Plastic cutlery?! Dispos-
able cups?! What do the people working in the 
kitchen and washroom actually do? Please 
let me know. This morning when I went to 
have breakfast in Shaw there were no metal 
forks. There were no plastic forks. How much 
do students pay for your food (dis)services? 
Whatever the price, it is far too much.

Greg Pasternack
SOPHOMORE PHOTOGRAPHY MAJOR

The Daily Orange welcomes letters to the editor. 
If you would like to submit a letter for publication, 

please keep it under 250 words and include your 
name, year and major as well as a phone number 

we can reach you at. The D.O. reserves the right 
to edit all letters for clarity, content and style.
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Today’s Block Party falls short 
of original senior celebration

Offer more flexibility in core curriculums

I f you go to Syracuse University 
you already know that finding 
parties and having a good time 

isn’t a problem. But you under-
stand that after four years, seniors 
can get bored with bars such as 
Faegans, and need a special event 
to give closure and significance to 
their fantastic college years. 

Right now there’s only one event 
that lets seniors experience that 
closure. This is, of course, Block 
Party weekend. This end of the 
year Block Party is a concert that 
doesn’t always allow seniors to go 
out with a bang.  

“This is it, these next few weeks 
are the last of my ‘teenage’ and 
almost carefree years,” said Veena 
Muthusamy, a senior policy stud-
ies and geography major. “I want to 
do something special to celebrate 
the last four years that I spent at 
this university, something that 
will bring unity to seniors, and 
leave a mark on the classes below 
us, and the end of the year concert 
is not it.” 

Block Party originally started in 
the 1970s as an end-of-year celebra-
tion for the student community 
that was sponsored by the Univer-
sity Union, according to Syracuse 
University’s Web site. Back when it 
started, the event was not a concert. 
Because of supposed “excessive-
ness” in the party, public officials 
unfortunately decided to move 
Block Party to South Campus in 
1993 to enhance safety. But in 2003 
the event was moved to the Carrier 
Dome, and now egregious artists 
such as Ciarra perform. 

Such a concert may be fun for 
many students to attend, but it 
barely represents the senior body.

The original 1970s block party, 
or even the South Campus version, 
were much more of a senior celebra-
tion. Students barbequed in their 
back yards, sipped on some cold 
ones and reminisced on the past 
four years of their lives.

Therefore, some 2007 seniors 
have decided to do something about 

this. Students have taken the initia-
tive to create such an event.

On Tuesday, April 24th start-
ing at 11 a.m., houses occupied by 
students on Euclid Avenue and 
some surrounding areas will open 
up their doors to their friends, light 
up their barbecues and drink a few 
beers. This isn’t just a few friends 
— last time I checked, a Facebook 
group for had 648 confirmed guests, 
and there are still three weeks left 
until the event takes place.

This student-organized event is 
meant to be fun and celebratory, not 
reckless or dangerous. The group’s 
creators have emphasized that the 
event needs to be perfectly legal. 
Parties should be kept on the pri-
vate properties of each house and, 
of course, if you are drinking, you 
need to be of age.

Or in other words, do not walk bel-
ligerently in the streets with a funnel 
on your shoulder, or start throwing 
beer cans at your next door neighbor. 

Since most non-student residents 
will be at work that Tuesday, noise 
complaints won’t be as likely, so 
everyone can continue to celebrate 
throughout the day.  

Show the Syracuse community 
that the senior class can have a 
good, responsible and safe time to 
celebrate their four successful years 
at SU.

This is a tradition that the 
senior class of 2007 wants to 
instate for years to come. It’s not in 
the Loud House, but the seniors of 
2007 will be heard.

Pierre Hahn is a featured 
columnist whose columns appear 

Tuesdays in The Daily Orange. 
E-mail him at pkhahn@syr.edu.
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kidding me?

Regardless of what you’ve come to 
Syracuse University to study, at one 
point or another, you’ve probably 
found yourself grinding through an 
introductory Arts and Sciences course 
that made you question why you came 
to college in the first place. From 
public relations majors who find them-
selves memorizing the life of a star on 
the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram in 
astronomy to biology majors who find 
themselves crawling through Thomas 
Hobbes’ Leviathan, most college stu-
dents will end up taking at least a few 
courses of very little interest to them 
to fulfill a requirement.

Harvard University recently 
attempted to rectify the problem by 
proposing a revised set of core require-
ments supposed to be more relevant to 
life outside of college. This curriculum 
includes topics like “Culture and 
Belief” and “Societies of the World.” 
SU should also consider tailoring some 
of its classes to be more applicable in 

the real world, but much less drastic 
change is needed than at Harvard. We 
just need more flexibility.

Liberal arts cores are intended 
to make students better-rounded 
by forcing them to seek education 
outside their areas of specialty, 
but the rigid nature of these “core 
requirements” often traps students 
into classes they have no interest in, 
while there are plenty of alternative 
classes that they would be more 
than happy to take. 

For instance, besides a core of 
management classes, Whitman stu-
dents must complete requirements 
in categories like environmental 
skills, behavioral studies and glob-
al/diversity electives. This might 
work fine for students with broad 
interests, but many students would 

be better served by the freedom 
to choose what interests them the 
most and pursue those to the fullest 
extent.

Credit hours invested in classes 
that students feel passionate about 
are almost certainly better spent 
than hours invested in arbitrary 
classes that they’ve plucked out of a 
course book to satisfy the demands 
of a system. 

Colleges must retain some control 
over what classes students take, espe-
cially in the areas of their major, to 
ensure the quality of their degree-hold-
ers. Outside of that, though, students 
should have more control over their 
own education.

The time for forced exposure to 
different subject areas to “get a taste 
of everything” was high school. In 
college, where students pay thousands 
of dollars a year to continue their 
education, they should be granted the 
privilege of choice.

E D I T O R I A L
by the daily orange 

editorial board

S C R I B B L E

letters@dailyorange.com
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Today’s Block Party falls short 
of original senior celebration

Offer more flexibility in core curriculums

I f you go to Syracuse University 
you already know that finding 
parties and having a good time 

isn’t a problem. But you under-
stand that after four years, seniors 
can get bored with bars such as 
Faegans, and need a special event 
to give closure and significance to 
their fantastic college years. 

Right now there’s only one event 
that lets seniors experience that 
closure. This is, of course, Block 
Party weekend. This end of the 
year Block Party is a concert that 
doesn’t always allow seniors to go 
out with a bang.  

“This is it, these next few weeks 
are the last of my ‘teenage’ and 
almost carefree years,” said Veena 
Muthusamy, a senior policy stud-
ies and geography major. “I want to 
do something special to celebrate 
the last four years that I spent at 
this university, something that 
will bring unity to seniors, and 
leave a mark on the classes below 
us, and the end of the year concert 
is not it.” 

Block Party originally started in 
the 1970s as an end-of-year celebra-
tion for the student community 
that was sponsored by the Univer-
sity Union, according to Syracuse 
University’s Web site. Back when it 
started, the event was not a concert. 
Because of supposed “excessive-
ness” in the party, public officials 
unfortunately decided to move 
Block Party to South Campus in 
1993 to enhance safety. But in 2003 
the event was moved to the Carrier 
Dome, and now egregious artists 
such as Ciarra perform. 

Such a concert may be fun for 
many students to attend, but it 
barely represents the senior body.

The original 1970s block party, 
or even the South Campus version, 
were much more of a senior celebra-
tion. Students barbequed in their 
back yards, sipped on some cold 
ones and reminisced on the past 
four years of their lives.

Therefore, some 2007 seniors 
have decided to do something about 

this. Students have taken the initia-
tive to create such an event.

On Tuesday, April 24th start-
ing at 11 a.m., houses occupied by 
students on Euclid Avenue and 
some surrounding areas will open 
up their doors to their friends, light 
up their barbecues and drink a few 
beers. This isn’t just a few friends 
— last time I checked, a Facebook 
group for had 648 confirmed guests, 
and there are still three weeks left 
until the event takes place.

This student-organized event is 
meant to be fun and celebratory, not 
reckless or dangerous. The group’s 
creators have emphasized that the 
event needs to be perfectly legal. 
Parties should be kept on the pri-
vate properties of each house and, 
of course, if you are drinking, you 
need to be of age.

Or in other words, do not walk bel-
ligerently in the streets with a funnel 
on your shoulder, or start throwing 
beer cans at your next door neighbor. 

Since most non-student residents 
will be at work that Tuesday, noise 
complaints won’t be as likely, so 
everyone can continue to celebrate 
throughout the day.  

Show the Syracuse community 
that the senior class can have a 
good, responsible and safe time to 
celebrate their four successful years 
at SU.

This is a tradition that the 
senior class of 2007 wants to 
instate for years to come. It’s not in 
the Loud House, but the seniors of 
2007 will be heard.

Pierre Hahn is a featured 
columnist whose columns appear 

Tuesdays in The Daily Orange. 
E-mail him at pkhahn@syr.edu.
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kidding me?

Regardless of what you’ve come to 
Syracuse University to study, at one 
point or another, you’ve probably 
found yourself grinding through an 
introductory Arts and Sciences course 
that made you question why you came 
to college in the first place. From 
public relations majors who find them-
selves memorizing the life of a star on 
the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram in 
astronomy to biology majors who find 
themselves crawling through Thomas 
Hobbes’ Leviathan, most college stu-
dents will end up taking at least a few 
courses of very little interest to them 
to fulfill a requirement.

Harvard University recently 
attempted to rectify the problem by 
proposing a revised set of core require-
ments supposed to be more relevant to 
life outside of college. This curriculum 
includes topics like “Culture and 
Belief” and “Societies of the World.” 
SU should also consider tailoring some 
of its classes to be more applicable in 

the real world, but much less drastic 
change is needed than at Harvard. We 
just need more flexibility.

Liberal arts cores are intended 
to make students better-rounded 
by forcing them to seek education 
outside their areas of specialty, 
but the rigid nature of these “core 
requirements” often traps students 
into classes they have no interest in, 
while there are plenty of alternative 
classes that they would be more 
than happy to take. 

For instance, besides a core of 
management classes, Whitman stu-
dents must complete requirements 
in categories like environmental 
skills, behavioral studies and glob-
al/diversity electives. This might 
work fine for students with broad 
interests, but many students would 

be better served by the freedom 
to choose what interests them the 
most and pursue those to the fullest 
extent.

Credit hours invested in classes 
that students feel passionate about 
are almost certainly better spent 
than hours invested in arbitrary 
classes that they’ve plucked out of a 
course book to satisfy the demands 
of a system. 

Colleges must retain some control 
over what classes students take, espe-
cially in the areas of their major, to 
ensure the quality of their degree-hold-
ers. Outside of that, though, students 
should have more control over their 
own education.

The time for forced exposure to 
different subject areas to “get a taste 
of everything” was high school. In 
college, where students pay thousands 
of dollars a year to continue their 
education, they should be granted the 
privilege of choice.

E D I T O R I A L
by the daily orange 

editorial board

S C R I B B L E

letters@dailyorange.com

T U E S D AY
april 10, 2007
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TIMOTHY GINOCCHETTI 
TIMELINE
March 7, 2002 – Ginocchetti’s father, John 
Ginocchetti, dies in house fire.
Aug. 23, 2006 (10:30 p.m.) – Ginocchetti 
allegedly stabs mother to death in home.
Aug. 23, 2006 (11:30 p.m.) – Manlius police 
arrive after receiving a phone call from Gin-
occhetti.

Aug. 24, 2006 – Ginocchetti is charged 
with second-degree murder in Manlius 
Town Court.
Aug. 29, 2006 – Ginocchetti’s pretrial hear-
ing is waived to the grand jury.
April 4, 2007 – Grand jury indicts Ginoc-
chetti with one count of second-degree 
murder in Onondaga County Court.
April 9, 2007 – Ginocchetti pleads not 
guilty to murder charge. Judge Anthony 
Aloi adjourns pretrial to April 18, 2007.

david blume | courtesy of the post-standard
Ginocchetti’s arraignment occurred at 8:30 a.m. Monday in Onondaga County Court. 
Judge Anthony Aloi adjourned the case to April 18 for further pretrial. Ginocchetti is on 
trail for allegedly stabbing his mother to death on Aug. 23.

ment.
Ginocchetti, an engineering major and Man-

lius native, was indicted Thursday for allegedly 
stabbing his mother to death on the evening of 
Aug. 23.

Manlius police found the body of his 
mother, Pamela Ginocchetti, inside the fam-
ily’s home at 11:30 p.m., after her son dialed 
911. Pamela Ginocchetti was pronounced 
dead on site, and at the request of the police, 
Ginocchetti left the home and was taken into 
custody. 

Ginocchetti is the son of John Ginocchetti, 
formerly of the Fayetteville Fire Department, 
who died fighting a house fire in Pompey, 
N.Y., along with Timothy J. Lynch, on March 
7, 2002.

The community raised more than $300,000 
to support both the Ginocchetti and Lynch 
families. Ginocchetti was given a scholarship 
to attend SU, where he made the dean’s list in 
spring 2006.

GINOCCHETTI
F R O M  P A G E  1
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david blume | courtesy of 
the post-standard

TIMOTHY J. GINOCCHETTI was arraigned 
on Monday with one count of second-
degree murder. He pled not guilty.
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By Peter de Montmollin
STAFF WRITER

A new merit scholarship for Syracuse Univer-
sity students is in the works.

Members of SA’s Committee on Academic 
Affairs presented a proposal for a new scholar-
ship it had submitted to Vice Chancellor Eric 
Spina on March 28. The proposed scholarship 
is intended for students who entered the uni-
versity without a scholarship but are excelling 
here. This is separate from the creation of an 
SA scholarship, which was discussed by the 
Cabinet at the last meeting. 

“Most importantly, we believe there is an 
inequality of recognition between current stu-
dents and transfer students,” said Joe Wieder, 
the committee’s chairman. “We rarely recog-
nize current students for their achievements 
while at Syracuse.”

Spina said he supported the idea of the schol-
arship, according to Wieder. But technicalities, 
such as eligibility and funding, still have to be 
worked out. A refined proposal will be submit-
ted to Spina at the end of the semester, and at 
this point, it’s uncertain when the scholarship 
will become a reality.

As the proposal stands now, currently 
enrolled students who entered SU without a 
scholarship will be eligible for merit scholar-
ships of $6,000 and $8,000 — the same amounts 
offered to transfer students. 

Students would compete for the scholar-
ships within their home colleges, with the 
number of scholarships available depending 
on the size of the college. Those who earn the 
scholarships might have to attend special 
programming or participate in community 
service.

“It’s important that students use what they 
learn and apply it outside the classroom,” Wie-
der said.

However, some assembly members argued 
that limiting the pool of applicants to those 
who entered SU without scholarships might 
dilute it.

A possible solution, Wieder proposed, is to 
allow students who already have merit scholar-
ships to apply for increases in the amount of 
scholarship money they receive.

“I think the students who are most in need 
are the students who came into the university 
without scholarships,” he said.

Budget deliberations
The Finance Board received 101 program-

ming budgets and seven operating budgets, 
said Comptroller Mike Rizzolo, in a report read 
by SA President Ryan Kelly. Rizzolo was not at 
Monday’s meeting.

Deliberations on budgets will be neces-
sary, Rizzolo wrote, because more money was 
requested than SA is able to allocate. Budget 
hearings will start this weekend.

SA also passed a resolution declaring its 
support for initiatives and upcoming events 
regarding the 10th anniversary of the Denny’s 
incident, which will be commemorated on 
Wednesday.

Denny’s incident anniversary
On April 11, 1997, three Asian American 

students, three Japanese international students 
and one white student were denied service at 
a local Denny’s and then were insulted with 
racial slurs and assaulted upon exiting the 
establishment.

SA supports creating a remembrance com-
mittee to memorialize the incident, according to 
the resolution.

There was some debate about whether the 
resolution should include all the organizations 
SA joined to support the initiative. Only Asian 
Students in America (ASIA) and the Asian Jour-
nalists Association (AJA) were listed, while 
several others were alluded to.

“I want to make sure that when we put forth a 
resolution like this, that it includes everything 
we intend it to,” said assembly member Neville 
Williams.

The resolution passed.
“The bill is to support ASIA and AJA (on 

Wednesday), and I think it would be a shame if 
we tabled it,” Kelly said.  

Appointments
Also at Monday’s meeting, SA voted in 

Herbert Ruth to the assembly. A junior in 
the College of Arts and Sciences, Ruth will 
join 10 other assembly representatives from 
his college. Arts and Sciences can have 
a maximum of 13 representatives on the 
assembly.

Ruth said some issues he hopes to address 
include illegal alcohol consumption on campus 
and gym maintenance.

Next meeting
The next regular assembly meeting will be 

at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, April 16 in Maxwell 
Auditorium.

Assembly plans merit scholarship

matt bellezza | contributing photographer
Monday night’s Student Association meeting included a discussion on a proposed 
merit scholarship. It is meant for students who were accepted at Syracuse University 
and attend the school without a previous scholarship.

WHAT HAPPENED?
■ Proposed a new merit scholarship for 
Syracuse University students. As It stands 
now, the scholarships could be between 
$6,000 to $8,000.
■ Passed a resolution declaring support for 
the 10th anniversary of the Denny’s inci-
dent, which was when seven SU students 
were denied service at a local Denny’s and 
then were insulted and assaulted when 
exiting the restaurant.
■ Appointed a new member to the aseembly.

NEW ASSEMBLY MEMBER
Herbert Ruth, a junior in the College of Arts 
and Sciences. Ruth joins 10 other assembly 
representatives from his college. He hopes to 
address include illegal alcohol consumption 
on campus and gym maintenance.

HOW THE SCHOLARSHIP 
WORKS
Students will compete for the scholarships 
within their home colleges. Each college 
will receive a certain amount of scholar-
ships depending on its size. Students that 
earn a scholarship may have to perform 
community service.

QUOTE OF THE MEETING:
“I think the students 
who are most in need 
are the students who 
came into the university 
without scholarships.”

Joe Wieder
CHAIRMAN OF SA’S COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

101
BIG NUMBER 
Number of programming budgets the 
Finance Board received.

7
OTHER NUMBER
Number of operating budgets the Finance 
Board received.

NEXT MEETING
Monday, April 16 at 7:30 p.m. in Maxwell 
Auditorium
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Erinn Connor
STAFF WRITER

Photo by Joey Baker
PHOTO EDITOR

T he empire of Apple Inc. 
is slowly and steadily 
spreading its influence 
across the music indus-

try, as Apple CEO Steve Jobs added 
another ally in his campaign to 
rid music of its digital copyrights 
last week.

The EMI Group, the third-
largest recording company in 
the world, announced it will sell 
its catalogue online without the 

standard built-in digital copyright 
protection. This announcement 
came just two months after Jobs 
released a statement on Apple’s 
Web site calling for the abolition of 
digital music copyrights.

“Steve Jobs was just priming 
the record industry for this change 
with his statement,” James Abbott, 
a music industry professor in Syra-
cuse University’s College of Visual 
and Performing Arts said. “It was 
a little warning, telling labels that 
Apple was going to move on this, if 
they already weren’t in the process 
of doing so.”

Selling songs without digital 
copyrighting means that consum-
ers can transfer and play the music 
bought on iTunes or any other 
digital music retailer on any kind 
of portable music device. Previ-
ously, all tracks downloaded from 
the iTunes store were protected so 
they could only be played on Apple 
iPods.

The songs will be sold through 
iTunes and other online music 
retailers starting in May. The 
copyright-free music will have 
both a higher sound quality and a 

Higher quality tunes, songs  
available on all media players, no 
more digital copyright protection...

All for 30¢

EMI joins Apple in digital music battle by 
removing copyright protection from its songs

SEE EMI PAGE 13

By Dan Hubsher
STAFF WRITER

Chances are while you’ve never 
heard the name Silvano Campeggi, 
you’ve definitely seen his work.

Better known as Nano, he is the 
godfather of classic movie posters, 
creating now timelessly iconic 

posters for 
more than 
3,000 films, 
including 
“Gone With 
the Wind,” 
“Casablanca,” 
“Ben Hur” 
and “West 

Side Story.”
The Redhouse exhibition, “Beyond 

the Silver Screen: Works of Maestro 
Nano Campeggi,” provides a glimpse 

at some of Campeggi’s more personal 
works.

The Florence-born Campeggi’s 
paintings are a fascinating study 
of pop art infused with elements of 
famous classics, creating imagery 
that bridges the gap between the past 
and the present.

“Marilyn/Mona Lisa,” for 
instance, is a minimalist line draw-
ing of Leonardo da Vinci’s timeless 
work with the brightly colored facial 
features of Marilyn Monroe pasted 
on, reconciling notions of beauty 
from two radically different eras.

Monroe seems to be a fixation of 
Campeggi’s, as she is the subject of 
half of the paintings in the exhibit. 
Instead of full-fledged portraits, 
Campeggi manages to capture the 
iconic essence of Hollywood’s origi-
nal starlet by focusing on her eyes 
and that impossibly gorgeous smile. 
For Campeggi, Marilyn Monroe is 
the 20th century personification of 
beauty itself.

Meanwhile, his vision of classical 
beauty ranges from the aforemen-
tioned Mona Lisa to the Virgin Mary 
in “Nativity,” an interplay of classical 
femininity and colorful pop iconogra-
phy. However, eventually Campeggi 

SEE SILVER SCREEN PAGE 12

IF YOU GO
What: Beyond the 
Silver Screen
Where: Redhouse 
Theatre
When:Through April 
27, 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
How much: Free

T U E S D AY
APRIL 10, 2007

Redhouse 
premieres 
film poster 
exhibit

Campeggi manages 
to capture the 
iconic essence 
of Hollywood’s 
original starlet.
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EYE, PALINDROME, EYE BY EVAN REISER | COMICS@DAILYORANGE.COM

THE DAILY 
ORANGE 

NEEDS  
COMICS!

CONTACT EVAN AT 
COMICS@DAILYORANGE.
COM WITH SUBMISSIONS OR                 
QUESTIONS

LIFE OF BORIS BY BEN MILCZARSKI | SWEATSTAIN@JUNO.COM

THINGS I’VE OVERHEARD BY BRETT WILLARD | BJWILLAR@SYR.EDU

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH
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higher price. EMI songs sold on iTunes will 
see a 30 percent price increase, from 99 cents to 
$1.29. 

Steve Salem, a freshman music education 
major and non-iPod owner, said he would con-
sider buying songs from iTunes now that he 
could put them on his MP3 player.

“I don’t buy songs from iTunes right now, 
obviously,” Salem said. “I think they’d be worth 
it if I could transfer the songs from iTunes onto 
my player without having to buy a more expen-
sive iPod.”

Full albums without digital copyrights will 
have the same price as albums with copyright 
protection. Customers can also upgrade their 
already-purchased tracks from EMI to the 
higher quality, non-copyrighted version for 
30 cents.

While selling tracks without copyrights 
opens up the market for other, usually cheaper 
MP3 players, Apple has a firm hold on the por-
table music player market with its iPod.

“I wouldn’t get a different player, even if all of 
iTunes’ music wasn’t copyrighted,” said Jessica 
Jensen, a freshman biology major. “I like my 
iPod; it’s easy to use, and it’s all I’ve ever used, 
so I wouldn’t switch.”

The EMI catalog, which includes artists 
such as Coldplay, Norah Jones, The Rolling 
Stones and Radiohead, has about a 10 percent 

share in music sales worldwide, along with the 
other major record labels, according to the 2006 
Nielsen Soundscan. 

Although EMI has the rights to The Beatles’ 
catalog on CD, their music will not be available 
on iTunes. Even though Apple Inc. and Apple 
Corps Ltd., The Beatles’ record company, settled 
their lawsuit over the Apple trademark, Apple 
Corps has not given Jobs and Apple digital 
rights to the Fab Four’s collection.

While EMI CEO Eric Nicoli said market tests 
showed people preferred the tracks without 
copyrighting, it may not be the consumer con-
sensus. 

“I probably wouldn’t buy the more expensive 
tracks,” said Chuck Bouley, a freshman civil 
engineering major. “It seems like a waste of 
money, and if you buy a lot of songs that would 
add up fast.”

Currently, songs on iTunes are encoded in 
a format called AAC at 128 kilobits per second. 
The new tracks are double that, at 256 kbps, 
and will take up slightly more memory on MP3 
players.

“I think one of the great things about this 
is the improved sound quality,” Abbott said. 
“By using its own encoding format, Apple was 
taking away from the sound quality of a lot of 
songs.”

Abbott said the most notable sound quality 
changes would be apparent on classical and jazz 
tracks, rather than the frequently downloaded 
pop songs.

Jill Emerson, a freshman music education 

major, said she listens mostly to the classical 
and jazz genres and has noticed some sound 
quality issues.

“Some of my classical tracks sound a little 
bit muffled on my iPod,” Emerson said. “But the 
price thing sounds like kind of a pain. I guess 
if I really wanted a song, I’d buy it for 30 cents 
extra.”

Record companies are worried that getting 
rid of digital copyrighting could lead to an 
increase in music piracy and a loss of profit for 
the labels. The move by EMI is unprecedented, 
and the other major labels will be monitoring it 
closely to see if it is a successful one.

“The other labels will definitely be watching 
and hedging their bets,” said Kevin Moore, 
a music industry professor at the College of 
Visual and Performing Arts. “They’ll be seeing 
if getting rid of copyrights is a good idea eco-
nomically, at least concerning their own sales 
for the future.”

Digital music still only accounts for about 10 
percent of total music sales, so while this move 

is making waves in the music industry, it will 
be a while before it has a significant effect on 
consumers, as majority of music sales are still 
in CD form.

“If I’m going to pay for my music, I prefer to 
have a physical copy,” said James Contompasis, 
an undecided junior in the Whitman School of 
Management. “I think the higher sound quality 
that’s being offered is good, and I’d probably buy 
full albums from iTunes since they’re the same 
price as un-copyrighted ones.”

Apple’s influence continues to affect the 
music industry, particularly the digital music 
industry. Record labels and consumers appear 
to be watching Apple’s every move and poised 
to see just how much Apple’s iTunes and iPod 
will continue to dominate the digital music 
industry.

“Anything Apple does inevitably causes an 
avalanche in the industry,” Abbott said. “The 
consumers get better quality songs that they 
can play anywhere, and the labels and Apple get 
a cut of the profits. It’s a win for everyone.”

EMI
F R O M  P A G E  9

“I don’t buy songs from iTunes right now, obviously. 
I think they’d be worth it if I could transfer 
the songs from iTunes onto my player without 
having to buy a more expensive iPod.”

Steve Salem
FRESHMAN MUSIC EDUCATION MAJOR
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internet corner   v.2.0

NIKEID
http://nikeid.nike.com

Ever been jealous of your friend’s Syracuse-
themed sneakers? Now, thanks to NikeiD, we 
can all have our own orange and blue shoes. Or if 
you’re not feeling the school spirit, you can design 
them with tons of other color combinations, from 
gold and baby blue to purple and crimson. 

NikeiD allows users to design shoes ranging 
from basic sneakers, for $65, to swank basket-
ball shoes like the Nike Shox, for $175. Users 
are able to apply a color palette of 10-15 colors 
to everything from the tongue and laces to the 

sole. They can also add certain small logos and 
words. Then, with the click of a button, they 
can have the shoes delivered to them. While 
other companies have recently ventured into 
the online designing business, Nike set the 
precedent for them to follow.

The only problem with NikeiD is there are 
not enough options. Baby blue and gold are 
great, but what about camouflage or bright 
pink? Still, for those who always find them-
selves disappointed by the lack of color variety 
in shoe stores, NikeiD is definitely a step in the 
right direction. 

— Dave Arey, staff writer

dailyorange.com/podcasts
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Bright Eyes
“CASSADAGA”
GENRE Alt-Country
SOUNDS LIKE Ryan Adams, 
Bruce Springsteen
SCORE 75 DECIBELS

Even with high-quality new release, 
‘next Dylan’ still treading water

By Dave Arey
STAFF WRITER 

C omparisons to Bob Dylan always follow 
Conor Oberst and his band, Bright Eyes, 
despite how off-base they might be. 

Oberst’s voice sounds nothing like Dylan’s, and 
his music is more influenced by Gram Parsons 
and Robert Smith than Bobby D. Still, as long as 
the association persists, it’s worth looking into. If 
Oberst is “The Next Dylan,” then “Cassadaga” is 
his “Nashville Skyline,” an album that improves 
his music by fully embracing a country aesthetic 
but is held back by unevenness. 

On “Cassadaga,” Oberst shows the boundless 
potential he began to display with 2002’s “Lifted 
or The Story is in the Soil, Keep Your Ear to the 
Ground.” On that album, Oberst reflects on reli-
gion, love, politics and his own place in the musi-
cal spectrum. However, on “Cassadaga” the music 
stands out instead of the lyrics.

“Four Winds” is a heavy-handed treatise on 
religion, but Oberst’s willingness to make the song 
a fun fiddle-laden sing-along prevents it from being 
weighed down by its subject matter. “Make a Plan 
to Love Me” is perhaps the simplest song he has 
ever written, and with soothing violins, flutes and 
background vocals, it’s also one of the prettiest. 

Even if the music takes center stage on “Cas-
sadaga,” Oberst still has a lot on his mind. “Soul 
Singer in a Session Band” contains the sort of 
personal admissions listeners have come to expect 
from him, although it also shows he’s willing to 

play with his image, as when he sings, “I was a 
hopeless romantic, now I’m just turning tricks.” 
“Lime Tree” is a confused reflection on his girl-
friend having an abortion, with him finally taking 
a walk in the woods and feeling “lost and found 
with every step I took.”

However, “Cassadaga” feels incomplete. “I 
Must Belong Somewhere” was originally a demo 
Oberst recorded while he was making 2005’s “I’m 
Wide Awake, It’s Morning.” It’s a better song now 
than it was then, since it is more complex than the 
original, which consisted of Oberst and an acous-
tic guitar. Still, it feels as if he ran out of material 
and had to put it in. Other songs, such as “Classic 
Cars,” “Coat Check Dream Song” and “No One 
Would Riot For Less” are the sort of ordinary filler 
that used to be in Bob Dylan’s early albums. 

As much as Oberst’s associations with Dylan 
have always been considered a compliment, 
“Cassadaga” points to a comparison that is more 
troublesome and accurate. After Dylan released 
“Blonde on Blonde” in 1966, it took nine years 
before he released another album that was up 
to the standard he had previously set — “Blood 
on The Tracks.” Like many of the albums Dylan 
released during the post-“Blonde on Blonde” time 
period, “Cassadaga” is more artistically advanced 
than his past efforts, but it feels incomplete. It 
contains some of Oberst’s best work and some of 
his least interesting. If Oberst really is “The Next 
Dylan,” then it may take him a long time to get out 
of this phase. Let’s hope he’s not.
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WHAT IS CASSADAGA?
Cassadaga, Fla., is a small spiritualist community in Volusia County that is sometimes 
referred to as the “Psychic Center of the World” because of the large amount of psychic 
mediums living there. Oberst references it in “Four Winds:” “All the way to Cassadaga to 
commune with the dead/They said, ‘You’d better look alive.’” 
In interviews, Oberst has said he went to visit Cassadaga and spoke with a psychic who 
told him that even though he had taken some wrong turns, his life was going in the right 
direction. It’s possible this experience influenced “Cassadaga,” which is generally a more 
self-assured and happy album than Oberst’s past efforts.

—Dave Arey, staff writer
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horoscopes H

This week our unlicensed astrologers tell your 
horoscopes based on your favorite baseball-
player nickname.

The Bird (Mark Fidrych)
You will take your girlfriend home with you 

for Easter. Your aunt will ask if she actually 
likes you or if she is merely pregnant. Good 
times.

Mr. October (Reggie Jackson)
You will try to break up a bar fight between 

friends and end up with blood on your coat 
sleeve. It’s not yours. Sounds sanitary.

Mr. May (Dave Winfield)
What if I was to tell you that you will not 

leave for school until Monday morning for the 
express purpose of catching “Entourage” the 
night before? Is that something you might be 
interested in?

The Say-Hey Kid (Willie Mays)
You will be duped into having purple eye 

shadow painted on your face, your manliness in 
question. Drinking is awesome!

Pronk (Travis Hafner)
Easter weekend means you get to listen to 

your grandfather explain how he voted for 
George W. Bush twice because of his hatred for 
Hilary Clinton. Guess Obama has a friend in 
Pennsylvania, even if logic doesn’t.

The Georgia Peach (Ty Cobb)
After an evening of debauchery, you will 

purchase two packs each of Sun Chips and 

Fudge Shoppe cookies, and eat them with the 
lights off in your room. Everything tastes bet-
ter in the dark.

Nails (Lenny Dykstra)
You steal a bar’s entire supply of free con-

doms. It’s better than popping holes in them 
and leaving them for the people there. How 
considerate.

El Guapo (Rich Garces)
You will get a fat lip from your sister’s 

vicious 11-year-old-right-hand lead. Apparently 
she’s training to be the female Julian Jackson. 
At least Max Kellerman got that joke.

Spaceman (Bill Lee)
Hancock International Airport will break 

your luggage and repay you with $50 dollars in 
gift certificates. Now that 45-minute flight to 
Jersey only costs 15 bones.

Corkhead (Johnny Bench)
You will play video games for the first time 

in two months. It won’t be as fun as you remem-
bered.

The Splendid Splinter (Ted Williams)
You will get shut out by a cartoonist in 

fantasy baseball and will proceed to drop your 
entire team. Hopefully your new players will 
respect you more next week.

Sagittarius (November 23-December 21) 
In an attempt to punch your friend in the 

face, you will miss and hit a wall. Who put that 
in your way anyway?

For help to quit smoking, call the 
New York State Smokers’ Quitline

1-866 -NY-QU I TS
( 1 - 8 6 6 - 6 9 7 - 8 4 8 7 )

Yep, you’re a smoker.So you only smoke when you go out?

07027_HandCigarette_10x4.qxd  2/8/07  1:26 PM  Page 1

want to work at a newspaper someday?
work here now!   for more info: pulp@dailyorange.com
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Way more important to the 6-foot-2 Jardine 
and his frontcourt counterpart than where they 
are going is the fact they are going together. 
After all, they made a promise to one another 
back in ninth grade.

“We used to watch college basketball all the 
time together,” Jardine said. “One day back in 
ninth grade I just told him, ‘Yo, one day it’s going 
to be me and you.’ And we decided then we were 
going to go to college together. We planned it all 
out.”

Next year, Jardine and Jackson, ranked 76th 
and 48th, respectively, by Scout.com, will fulfill 
that pledge when they come to Syracuse. Despite 
their common South Philadelphia upbringing, 
the two took immensely different paths before 
coming to Neumann-Goretti together three and 
a half years ago. Jardine struggled finding a way 
to stay out of trouble; Jackson needed help finding 
his way on the basketball court after getting a late 
start. Yet since becoming friends and teammates, 
Jackson and Jardine have found stability and suc-
cess both on and off the court.

“They really trust each other and rely on 
each other,” Neumann-Goretti head coach Carl 
Arrigale said. “You see some players don’t want 
to go to the same school because they get tired of 
sharing the spotlight. That was never the case 
with these two guys. They were always both of 
each other’s biggest fans.”

Over the course of three years as starters, 
Jackson and Jardine became the face of Neu-
mann-Goretti basketball, a traditional Phila-
delphia Catholic League powerhouse. The two 
led the Saints to back-to-back Catholic league 
titles in 2005 and 2006, and fell one win short of 
another crown this year. 

On the court, the duo appears to be perfect 
complements. Jackson is the workhorse — his 
sturdy, square, 6-foot-8, 235-pound frame ideal 
for sealing off rebounders or finishing in 
traffic. The left-hander averaged 15 points this 
year, and while his offensive skills are still 
developing, he matured enough to become a 
consistent low-post threat his final two years 
of high school. 

Jardine is the foil to his teammate — the 
lightning to Jackson’s thunder. Converted 
from a shooter to a point guard upon arriving 
at Neumann, Jardine still exhibits what Arri-
gale terms a “burglar” mentality — taking 
frequent chances on defense and scoring in 
bunches on the offensive end. As a senior this 
season, he averaged of 19.1 points per game. 

Watching Jardine play, there’s still the rem-
nants of a flashier version of a younger Scoop 
— the one that was a fixture on the playgrounds 
of South Philadelphia just a few short years ago.

❊     ❊     ❊

Discipline.
It used to be an issue for Jardine back before 

Neumann and before Jackson, when Jardine 
was drifting in and out of various Philadelphia 
middle schools. The always extroverted and 
excitable Jardine was kicked out of three sepa-
rate schools, the last in eighth grade.

The expulsions came for different reasons 
— mainly fighting and frequent run-ins with 
teachers and school officials. But more con-
cerning was that Jardine’s negative behavior 
extended beyond the classroom as well.

“He kept trying to get out on the streets,” 
Jardine’s mother, Antoinette Cook, said. “It was 
hard for him. Growing up here, all he’s seen are 
guys hanging on corners, doing drugs, doing 

negative things. That was really all he knew.”
There was always basketball for Jardine, but 

before he got to Neumann-Goretti, his talent 
was little more than a schoolyard bragging 
right. Cook recalls how her son used bet money 
on games of one-on-one. When he won, which he 
frequently did, Jardine would use the money out 
on the streets.

“I was following a really bad crowd back 
then,” Jardine said.

Still, his basketball prowess earned him high 
status among the playground regulars of South 
Philadelphia. His talent was enough to catch 
the eye of Arrigale, who saw Jardine play in the 
summer league at “The Chew” before Jardine’s 
eighth-grade year. It was the same team that 
Jardine and Jackson first played on together.

Arrigale was only interested in Jardine on 
the condition that the guard cleaned up his act. 
Midway through Jardine’s eighth-grade year, 
Arrigale gave Jardine an ultimatum.

“We sat him down and said if he didn’t straight-
en up, to not even bother coming,” Arrigale said. 
“To his credit, he could have gone either way, he 
buckled down and he did better in school and he’s 
never been a problem his four years here.”

Jardine learned discipline on the basketball 
court, too. He made the transition from a self-
ish scorer to point guard during his freshman 
season after recognizing the point position was 
his fastest path to varsity basketball.

Jardine showed in his freshman year he 
belonged in a game against city-rival Cardinal 
Daugherty, which was led by current NBA guard 
Kyle Lowry. Jardine entered the game in the 
fourth quarter with Neumann behind by double-
digits and led a scoring barrage, shooting the 
Saints back into the game. Jardine even hit a 
shot to put his team ahead in the waning minutes 
before eventually succumbing to Lowry’s side.

In the following offseason, Jardine said he 
worked out with his coaches in the gym, as well 
as in pick-up games with Lowry and Philadel-
phia native and NBA guard Jameer Nelson.

“My game just started transforming,” Jar-
dine said. “All the stuff (Lowry and Nelson) 
taught me, I just started to do it in games. Just 
playing with them helped me through my whole 
high school career.”

As much as anything, Jardine admits those 
hours in the gym helped him stay off the street 
and away from the crowd he had associated with 
before.

Jackson played a role in that area, too. The 
soft-spoken, laid-back personality of Jackson 
perfectly complimented that of the outgoing, 
fun-loving Jardine. Jackson helped to keep his 
friend in check, and their friendship provided 

Jardine with an alternative to his previous 
group of friends.

“We were always together,” Jardine said. 
“We had every class together. We practiced and 
played together. After school he’d come over to 
my house. We just bonded right away.”

❊     ❊     ❊

Discipline was never as much of a problem 
for Jackson. Unlike Jardine, Jackson was able to 
avoid the negative temptations of growing up in 
a frequently crime-stricken area.

What Jackson also avoided for most of his 
life was basketball. The oversized kid from 23rd 
Street didn’t play organized basketball until 
seventh grade.

“My dad made me start playing basketball,” 
Jackson said. “Before that I didn’t even like 
basketball, I liked playing football. And at first 
I wasn’t very good at basketball, so I didn’t like 
it too much.”

Jackson, who was 6-foot-2 by the time he was 
in eighth grade, had an inherent advantage in 
his size, and after a few months on the court, 
basketball began to grow on the former tight 
end. So much so that he decided to play in a sum-
mer league — the same summer league team at 
“The Chew,” where he first met Jardine.

In many ways Jackson doesn’t know much of 
basketball without Jardine by his side. Yet Jack-
son has worked hard to catch up to his friend 

in terms of on-court ability. While Jardine’s 
mailbox was filled with recruiting letters early 
in his high school career, Arrigale recalled that 
Jackson didn’t receive the same attention as a 
freshman or sophomore.

“When they made that pact, they were so far 
away ability-wise,” Arrigale said.

Yet Jardine saw enough ability in his friend 
to make their promise, and Jackson took care 
of the rest. The forward has consistently per-
formed against big-time opponents. 

During his sophomore year, Jackson shut 
down current Memphis forward Shawn Taggart 
in a victory over high school basketball pow-
erhouse Mt. Zion Academy in North Carolina, 
who that year also featured current Kansas star 
Brandon Rush.

“Rick went toe-to-toe with Taggart, who was 
19 or 20 back then and a huge prospect,” Arrigale 
said. “He really outplayed him as a sophomore 
and helped us beat a great team in their own 
backyard.”

Today Jackson no longer lags behind his 
teammate on the court. Jackson even earned 
national recognition this year, being named 
fourth-team All American by Parade magazine.

Despite the influx of accolades and attention 
he has received, Jackson remains humble. Jack-
son is the first person to stress that his game 
goes hand-in-hand with Jardine.

“Our chemistry shows,” Jackson said. “He 
knows when I want the ball and I know when to get 
him the ball. It just shows in how we set picks for 
each other and different things like that.”

Seeing how they have matured together dur-
ing the past five years, it’s not surprising Jack-
son and Jardine never wavered in their decision 
to go to school together. 

So when Jardine first caught the eye of SU 
head coach Jim Boeheim his sophomore year, 
Neumann-Goretti coaches made it clear to the 
Syracuse contingent that Jardine and Jackson 
were a package deal.

By the same token, when schools fawned over 
Jackson after Jardine signed his letter of intent 
to go to Syracuse on Sept. 28, 2005, Jackson had 
to avoid the onslaught of recruiters trying to 
lure him.

“When Scoop was on the phone with Coach 
(Mike) Hopkins and Coach Boeheim telling 
them he was coming, Rick had Connecticut, 
Georgetown, Wake Forest and Virginia all in 
the gym with him,” Arrigale said.

Jackson committed to Syracuse a week later 
— delayed only so his parents could visit the 
school before their son signed.

Jardine and Jackson choose Boeheim and 
Syracuse over Connecticut, Georgetown, Wake 
Forest, and North Carolina State — all of which 
made offers to both players.

Jardine said it was Boeheim specifically who 
struck a chord with the tandem.

“Coach Boeheim made the difference,” the 
guard said. “He was old school and just real 
honest with us all along. He didn’t pressure us 
or make any promises.”

In committing to Syracuse together and ful-
filling their pact, Jardine and Jackson have 
overcome all the obstacles of the past five years 
together — from the playground challengers at 
The Chew to their rivals in the Catholic league.

Next year they will turn their attention to 
Syracuse and the Big East. Just like they have 
for the past five years, they will take it all in by 
each other’s side.

“Where we’re from, a lot of people try to pull 
these kids apart,” Arrigale said. “There are a lot 
of people who give these guys a hard time for no 
reason, and they’ve always been there for each 
other. I’m glad they’ll be there for each other 
next year, too.”

RECRUITS
F R O M  P A G E  1

courtesy of the philadelphia inquirer
SCOOP JARDINE (TOP) AND RICK JACKSON (BOTTOM) come to Syracuse as highly-
touted freshmen recruits after growing up together in South Philadelphia. 

‘A lot of people try to pull these kids apart... they’ve always been there for each other’
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will halsey | staff photographer
SYRACUSE LACROSSE FANS lead the nation in average attendance with 5,169 per 
game despite a small student section. The biggest crowd this season has been 7,408.

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

As Syracuse prepared to open its season 
against in-state rival Hobart, hundreds 
of orange-clad students rose to their 

feet and cheered. However, something seemed 
amiss about the 
rowdy roars coming 
from the students. 
The problem with 
the cheering — it 
was in support of 
the away team.

The lack of 
Syracuse students in attendance at SU men’s 
lacrosse games in the Carrier Dome has been 
recognizable for years now. Despite Syracuse 
maintaining one of the strongest legacies in 
college lacrosse across the nation, the absence of 
Syracuse students at lacrosse games continues 
to puzzle those part of the Syracuse community.

“The guys said going into that game that 
Hobart usually brings a big crowd with (Hobart) 
being (located) right around the corner,” said 
freshman Max Bartig of his first-ever game 
playing for the Orange. “That was kind of dis-
couraging seeing how Hobart brought a bigger 
student fan base than we did that game.”

Syracuse placed second in the nation in 
lacrosse attendance last year. Yet in the Car-
rier Dome the expected element of a wild college 
crowd remains missing from the cluster of spec-
tators who cheer on one of the most heralded 
lacrosse programs in the country.

Players on the lacrosse team worried if stu-
dents even knew games were free, and they 
hoped to see more publicity for the sport direct-
ed at students.

“It’s kind of like an older crowd with their 
families,” defenseman Steve Panarelli said. 
“You go to some of these away games like Hobart 
and Massachusetts and you see the whole stu-
dent section show up and they’re throwing 
things at you and doing chants and stuff like 
that.”

Syracuse director of marketing Lael 
Chealander explained men’s lacrosse receives 
the same amount of promotion as sports like 
men’s basketball and football.  

However, it’s difficult to tell how often mar-
keting emphasizes interesting students. One 
of the most prominent lacrosse ads on campus 
seems confused to who it’s trying to attract. 
During basketball games, a video sequence 
showcases the Syracuse lacrosse team deliver-
ing hard hits and making fantastic goals. A rap 
song blares in the background. 

The montage seems geared for college students, 
but as the film ends, all that’s listed is a number to 
call for lacrosse ticket information. Nothing in 
the ad screams for SU students to attend lacrosse 
games or mentions the price is on the house.

Other factors also appear to play a role in the 

dearth of students in attendance. While lacrosse 
is a sport primarily enjoyed by those living in 
the New England area, Syracuse University 
attracts students from across the country. Many 
students who attend Syracuse arrive unaware 
of the SU lacrosse legacy or simply are not inter-
ested in learning the sport, said Meghan Dilks, 
the lacrosse chair for Otto’s Army. Otto’s Army 
is an organization made up of students who help 
promote SU athletics. 

Goalie Nick Huertas invited a couple friends 
to the SU opener against Hobart. They enjoyed 
the experience, but Huertas’ friends felt awk-
ward sitting among parents with younger chil-
dren and senior spectators. They asked Huertas 
why no official student section existed. Huertas 
had no answer, so he inquired to Otto’s Army, at 
basketball and football games. Dilks responded 
a section was in the works.

“I think the section is key,” Dilks said. “I 
think there’s something about college fans that 
you can just let loose if you’re surrounded by 
other college fans. You can be so much more 
enthusiastic about it. If you’re not sure of your 
surroundings, then maybe you’ll be a little more 
cautious about what you say.” 

Otto’s Army planned to set up a student 
section for SU’s second lacrosse game of the sea-
son against Army. The idea was publicized on 
Facebook and by sending out e-mails. The sec-
tion was a hit as students decked out in orange 
applaud. She estimated between 300 and 500 
students joined together to root for the Orange.

The only setback for Otto’s Army was the 
other Army in the Carrier Dome as the Black 
Knights defeated SU, 7-5.  

Still, players and coaches immediately 
noticed the difference in the atmosphere as 
a boisterous student section cheered on the 
Orange.

“We’ve never really had a great student 
turnout for any games,” SU head coach John 
Desko said. “That’s the first game where I really 
noticed the students. I just thought they were 
tremendous.”

Veteran players like Panarelli and Greg Rom-
mel announced the following week they wanted 
to apologize to fans who attended the Army 
game for the team’s poor performance.

Since the Army game, student attendance 
has dwindled. Part of the explanation could 
result from the Orange’s struggles this season. 
It holds a 3-5 record entering tonight’s contest 
against No. 1 Cornell.  

Throughout the country there’s a belief in 
the idea that a home crowd can swing the 
momentum of a game. It’s one facet of the Syra-
cuse legacy that remains almost nonexistent. 

“I came to Syracuse to win,” Bartig said. 
“It’s not killing me that there’s not huge crowds 
there, but any player you ask will tell you it’s 
and a lot more fun and they’d much rather have 
a big crowd there.”

SCHEDULE
Feb. 18 Hobart   W 13-11 
Feb. 23 Army   L 6-8  
March 3 at Virginia  L 8-11 
March 10 at Georgetown W 14-9 
March 17 Johns Hopkins L 17-9  
March 24 Binghamton  W 16-10  
March 31 at Loyola  L 11-10  
April 7 at Princeton  L 12-8  
Tonight Cornell   7 p.m. 
 Syracuse tackles the No. 1 Big Red 
 with the Orange’s playoff hopes on  
 life support.
April 15  Rutgers  1 p.m.
April 20  Albany   7:30 p.m.
 No. 3 Albany opened the season  
 with a stunning upset of Johns Hop- 
 kins, but the Great Danes haven’t  
 been challenged yet.
April 28  Massachusetts  3 p.m.
May. 5  Colgate   1 p.m.

Syracuse students provide little support 
for SU’s storied lacrosse program

In spite of the notable absence of a stu-
dent section, Syracuse looks on pace to 
finish tops in attendance in 2007.

 HOME GAMES AVERAGE ATTENDANCE
Syracuse 4 5,169
Johns Hopkins 4 3,212
Duke 6 1,930
Cornell 4 1,406
Navy 5 4,431  
Virginia 7 2,238
Albany 6 536

Other SU sport attendances
SPORT GAMES AVERAGE ATTENDANCE
Basketball  22 21,516
Football  6 37,263  
Women’s basketball 12 453
Women’s lacrosse  4 359    

FILLING THE BLEACHERS

UP NEX T
Who: Cornell
Where: Carrier Dome
When: 7 p.m.
How Much: Free with SU 
or ESF ID

CHECK OUT
FOR LIVE BLOGGING FROM TONIGHT’S GAME

sports.dailyorange.com
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Otto’s Army president, Darryl Patteson, 
believes this year is all about laying the ground-
work for the organization. However, Patteson 
divulged some possible ideas for the future.

More free clothing
Along with free t-shirts Patteson hopes to 
give away orange wigs for next year’s Home-
coming Game.

Rewarding enthusiastic SU fans
Patteson wants to give away an “Orange 
Spirit Award” to the most passionate Syra-
cuse fans. 

More interaction between fans and 
players/coaches
Patteson said Syracuse has a head foot-
ball coach (Greg Robinson) who loves to 
mix it up with students during games, 
an assistant basketball coach (Mike Hop-
kins) and a player (Terrence Roberts) 
who came out to a Winter Carnival pep 
rally. There’s no reason more student/
team interaction isn’t possible, Patteson 
explained. He hopes to start this with 
a pep rally prior to SU kicking off the 
college football season Friday, Aug. 31 
against Washington.

The Daily Orange: How did 
you become the lacrosse 
chair of Otto’s Army?
Meghan Dilks: When Otto’s 
Army was first starting we 
were trying to find people 
who could be the spokes-

people of the different sections so like 
women’s sports and basketball and football 
and I volunteered to help out with lacrosse.

Is there enough publicity out there for the 
Syracuse men’s lacrosse team right now?
I don’t think there is but I’m not sure what 
else can be done unless the student popu-
lation is willing to embrace the idea of us 
being a lacrosse school because we are. 
We’re one of the best lacrosse schools in 
the nation, but it doesn’t feel like it when 
your walking around campus.

How can you interest a person who knows 
nothing about lacrosse into attending a 
game?

I know for a fact that if it hadn’t been 
for my roommate (SU women’s lacrosse 
player Bridget Looney) I probably wouldn’t 
have gone to a lacrosse game. I didn’t 
know what a stick looked like. I had no 
clue. It’s all about initial exposure. So for 
those people I would say it’s all about try-
ing something new. If you’ve never been 
to a lacrosse game before take a date or 
go with your friends on your floor of your 
dorm. It’s just about getting out there and 
trying new things. I think for lacrosse for a 
lot of people it will be a new experience. 
But its totally rewarding.

Otto’s Army organized its first student 
section against Army on Feb. 23, about 300 
to 500 students were present at the game. 
What was the feedback by students who 
attended?
Students who attended the Army game 
loved it. I still am not over the student sec-
tion that was there. And I heard only they 
want more of the same .

NO, I DON’T HAVE TIME

I’M NOT INTERESTED IN 
LACROSSE

NO, I FIND LACROSSE CONFUSING

MULTIPLE GAMES

35%

20%

15%

15%

9%

6%

ONCE

NO, I DON’T HEAR ABOUT A GAME 
UNTIL IT’S ALREADY BEEN PLAYED

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO AN SU LACROSSE GAME?

ONCE

MULTIPLE GAMES

NO, I DON’T HAVE TIME

NO, I DON’T HEAR ABOUT A 
GAME UNTIL IT’S ALREADY 
BEEN PLAYED

NO, I FIND LACROSSE CONFUSING

I’M NOT INTERESTED IN 
LACROSSE

32%

12%

10%

2%

2%
10%

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO AN SU LACROSSE GAME?
asked only to freshmen

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

Darryl Patteson admits it was a disaster. It 
appeared the legacy of Otto’s Army would be 
ruined by its inability to handle a task that 
most children perfect in elementary school. 
Patteson’s organization barely had taken its first 
steps when it tripped up trying to form a line.

It happened during Senior Day for the Syra-
cuse men’s basketball team in 2006, the last 
home game for SU fan-favorite Gerry McNa-
mara. Many students arrived hours before 
gates opened for the contest against Villanova 
in hopes of grabbing a front-row seat to view 
McNamara’s final performance. 

Otto’s Army had come up with a process 
that intended to organize students who camped 
outside early for the game. The problem was 
the group only had a couple of previous home 
games to work out the kinks in the process, 
and nothing prepared the fledgling organiza-
tion for the record-setting crowd. 

Chaos ensued, ignited by frustrated stu-
dents who were new to the line procedures. Pat-
teson, the president of Otto’s Army, described 
the day as a train wreck.

“It was so frustrating last year because Otto’s 
Army just started and we were just starting to 
get the wheels turning and (then the Senior Day 
incident happened),” Patteson said.

More than a year has passed since the 
event. The line process seems accepted by the 
SU population. The group overcame its first 
major challenge. That in itself has turned into 
a microcosm accounting for why Otto’s Army 
has developed into one of the fastest-growing 
organizations on campus.

It started as a pipe dream for Patteson and 
many others. The Otto’s Army founders noticed 
the student section at the Carrier Dome had lost 
the imposing luster it once contained. 

Patteson recalled the university had “major 
school spirit issues.”

The apparent problem was the absence of 
communication among students, who attended 
SU sporting events.

“Otto’s Army needed to be created just 

because there needed to be some more focused 
way that students could get there requests 
across,” Megan Dilks, Otto’s Army lacrosse 
chair, said. “We needed a little bit more orga-
nized means of expressing our opinions express-
ing what we wanted to happened at the Dome.”

The Student Association unanimously 
passed a resolution on Feb. 13, 2006, recogniz-
ing Otto’s Army as an official organization, a 
subcommittee of the Traditions Committee. It 
took little convincing for SA to go for the idea.

“Even people who are members of the staff 
who don’t go to sporting events are still inter-
ested in seeing what this group can do,” Pat-
teson said. “They like the premise and want to 
see where this group can go.”

The more surprising part for the organiza-
tion was how simply it received the coopera-
tion of the Syracuse athletic department.

Carrier Dome manager Pat Campbell acts 
as the organization’s primary contact. He 
helped the group develop the line process 
and establish a student section for lacrosse 
games. Additionally, Otto’s Army has met 
with Syracuse’s marketing department. 

In the meetings they discuss promotional 
ideas like giving out T-shirts to student sec-
tion members during basketball games, like 
Otto’s Army did against Georgetown.

“They’re trying to establish some tradi-
tions and I encourage them,” Campbell said. “I 
think they do a heck of a job.”

Although there are designated chairs rep-
resenting specific SU sports, there’s no official 
membership for joining Otto’s Army. Dilks 
said she likes to think of every student on 
campus as a member of the organization. 

Patteson promotes to potential members 
that everybody in his organization is linked by 
the same goal of making Syracuse University 
the most exciting campus to root for a college 
team. It’s a mission that this army believes SU 
students cannot resist joining.

“We are Syracuse students,” Patteson said. 
“We can make the connection that we have 
something in common and we’re not out to go 
get at each other. We all bleed orange.”

Ambitious students start Otto’s 
Army to increase fan support

Syracuse men’s lacrosse beat writers Kelvin Ang, Mark Medina and Matt Levin arrived hours 
before the Syracuse men’s basketball team took on Georgetown in the Carrier Dome on Feb. 
26 in order to poll the most enthusiastic SU sports fans on their opinion on lacrosse:  

OTTO’S ARMY PLAN OF ATTACK FOR THE FUTUREQ&A WITH OTTO’S ARMY LACROSSE CHAIR MEGHAN DILKS
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Last year Syracuse suffered its worst 
attendance numbers in 19 years despite 
finishing second in the country in lacrosse 
attendance, according to Inside Lacrosse 
magazine. Attendance is up this year but 
as IL also pointed out its nothing like 1990 
when SU averaged 11,640 fans.

L AC RO S S E  FA N S a p r i l  1 0 ,  2 0 0 7  19
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All-American Alex Hewit, who made 12 saves. 
Hewit was able to rely mostly on his defense-
men to stop the Orange from creeping to the 
doorstep. 

Sticks flew as Hardy and SU midfielder Steven 
Brooks entered above the crease. Well constructed 
passes simply resulted in shots nipping the pipe 
or crossbar. The Orange tried to orchestrate an 
aggressive but patient attack. But it didn’t work.

“We knew they were going to be tough com-
ing in,” said Syracuse attackman Kenny Nims, 
who had two goals. “They’re a pretty stingy 

(defense). I felt like we got some good looks at the 
beginning. We just didn’t capitalize on them. It 
came back to haunt us in the end.”

Desko’s had his team play a possession-ori-
ented offense. The strategy worked in last year’s 
two-goal win over Princeton, but Nims thought 
the offense played tentatively. Syracuse worried 
more about not committing a turnover than 
creating chemistry.

Even when SU tried to attack, most of the 
play built around individual offensive moves 
rather than team chemistry. Six of the Orange’s 
eight goals were unassisted. 

“We stressed to stop one-on-one matchups all 
day long,” Princeton defenseman Dan Cocoziello 
said. “We did a great job on that. They had a couple 

of nice goals and a couple of nice runs. But when 
you have a guy like Alex (Hewit), as much as those 
guys are shooting, they’re probably thinking to 
themselves it’s not going to go in.” 

After Syracuse struggled to score in the first 
half, the Orange looked to reduce its 9-4 defi-
cit. Hardy said the team huddled together and 
concluded it could make a similar run as it did 
against Loyola last week where it scored three 
goals in the last minute.

This time the Orange scored three-straight 
goals to open the third quarter to cut the lead to 
9-7 with 8:41 remaining.

“It was at a crucial point in the game,” Hardy 
said of his goal at the 8:41 mark. “We were going 
on a little run there. I was hoping that we could 

get a couple of faceoffs or get a couple of fast 
breaks. It was a tough battle at the faceoff X. 
They were capitalizing on some mistakes like 
Coach (Desko) was saying. They never gave us a 
chance to get back into it.” 

Time is running out for Syracuse to break 
free of its poor play. Players insist they have the 
potential to replicate moments of strong offense 
— such as that last-minute Loyola run or the 
third-quarter burst against Princeton — during 
the whole game. But its play on the field has sug-
gested otherwise.

“We could’ve moved better,” Desko said. “We 
were nervous to start the game out. As the game 
went on, we kept playing. All-in-all we lost the 
game.”

t e n n i s

Final weekend success might 
extend Orange’s season

By Zach Zagger
STAFF WRITER

Midway through the season, with only a single 
conference win, the Syracuse tennis team 
found itself with little hope to make the post-
season. But the Orange stormed through the 
second half of the season to move back into 
the hunt for the Big East Championships in 
Tampa, Fla.

SU’s run culminated last weekend with 
the pressure to win its final two matches and 
solidify its postseason bid.

As a result, SU played two of its best match-
es of the season to boost its conference record 
to 4-3. The Orange started the weekend by 
beating Seton Hall, 5-2, on Friday. On Sunday, 
SU earned its first sweep of the season, shut-
ting out DePaul, 7-0. 

The official Big East Championships seed-
ing will not be released until April 16, said 
Allison Hoehn, a spokeswoman for the Big 
East. Still, Jensen and the team feel confident 
its record will be enough to qualify. 

“This is what we have been working toward 
all season, so to win these two matches and 
know that we are pretty much for sure in 
the Big East Championships,” Huignard. “We 
accomplished our ultimate goal, and we are 
really happy about it.”

Unofficially, based on the overall records 
of the Big East teams, Syracuse appears to be 
ranked about No. 11, good enough to qualify 
for the championships. But all the Big East 
schools have not played a consistent number 
of matches and many are in action next week-
end. 

Still, SU has made a run in the second half 
of the season to give it legitimate hope to make 
the championships. Since losing to St. John’s 
and falling to 0-2 in the Big East on Feb. 24, 
the Orange won six of its last eight matches to 
close out the season.

Making it to the postseason was in the 
thoughts of all the players as they took the 
courts on Friday evening against Seton Hall 
(8-4, 4-2 Big East). Pre-game senior night fes-
tivities were emotional for the seniors but 
inspired the rest of the team to not disappoint 
them. SU went on to sweep the doubles match-
es for the first time all season including a win 

by senior pair Ashley Lipton and Carolina 
Huignard, 8-1.

“We wanted to win more than any other, 
especially in doubles,” Lipton said after Fri-
day’s match, “because we wanted to come out 
of here with a win and make it to Big East.”

Lipton and Huignard’s determination to 
end on a high note carried through to Sunday 
against DePaul (9-10, 2-3) where they earned 
a doubles win and both won their respec-
tive singles matches. Huignard said she was 
holding back tears as she came to the realiza-
tion that it was her last match at Drumlins. 
Memories of all her previous matches flooded 
her mind. She finished with a victory 6-0, 6-2 at 
No. 4. Lipton’s match was the last to finish, and 
with the match already won, Lipton played on 
to win 6-4, 6-4, at No. 2.

“The biggest thing for me is that we are 
playing better than we have all season,” Jen-
sen said.

Even though seniors Lipton and Huignard 
were motivated to finish their SU careers 
strong, the Orange needed contributions from 
the rest of the team to makes its late-season 
run. Junior Olga Votavova and sophomore 
Maria Vasilyeva stepped up to the challenge 
playing well down the stretch, helping SU to 
a four-match home win streak to close out the 
season.

With SU’s postseason hopes on the line, it 
played some of the best tennis of the season 
to improve its record to .500 with a winning 
Big East record. This has given the Orange 
a legitimate shot at making the conference 
championships.

”This is why we practice back in August, 
and condition, and hit all these balls, to get to 
a point where we are playing our very best,” 
Jensen said. “And it’s obviously showing in 
the confidence, the team chemistry, and the 
spirit from the fans, especially to come out on 
Easter Sunday. It is just fantastic.”

AT A GLANCE
8-8, 4-3 Big East
Next two games:
April 19-22  Big East Tournament
May 18  NCAA Championship

Myers played in just five games all year, 
chalking up 50 minutes of playing time. But 
most of the Syracuse players never noticed any 
sign of unhappiness from the native of Encini-
tas, Calif.

“He’s always smiling; he’s always cheerful,” 
Brooks said. “I mean, he’s from California. How 
can he be depressed if he’s from California?”

McGonigle spent more time with Myers than 
anyone else on the team, though, having grown 
up in the town next to Myers and rooming with 
him their first two years at SU. McGonigle 
occasionally heard Myers slip up with a remark 
about how he wished he got more playing time.

McGonigle started noticing these comments 
midway through the spring semester, but one 
particular instance right after the 2006 season 
sticks out in his mind. The two of them were 
watching game film of their NCAA tournament 
loss to Virginia, during which Myers entered 
the game for Coluccini in the fourth quarter.  

“(ESPN commentator) Quint Kessenich said 
something to the effect of, ‘And there’s Jake 
Myers coming in — he’s Pete’s backup, but he 
can start at many of these schools,’” McGonigle 
said. “I will never forget Jake going, ‘Which 

ones?’ I think that kind of opened Jake’s eyes a 
little bit.”

Myers said he started thinking about transfer-
ring in early June. When he visited Cornell and 
discovered it had a senior goalie this season and 
no backups, he quickly decided the situation rep-
resented an opportunity for him to play next year. 
Myers, a junior, completed the paperwork and 
became part of the Big Red within three weeks. 

“It was pretty last second,” Myers said. “It 
happened suddenly. I wasn’t really sure if I 
really wanted to transfer.”

Some of the Orange players found out about 
the transfer in the summer; others didn’t find 
out until they got back to Syracuse in the fall. 
Most of them were stunned, because nobody 
anticipated it.

Of course, the players laughed at Myers and 
teased him mercilessly, much like they had 
when they lived together. They called him a trai-
tor and ribbed him for still having to back up the 
Big Red’s starting goalie this season. 

They called him a “wejhead,” a nickname 
they invented that doesn’t really mean any-
thing. It only stuck because Myers hated it.

His former roommates warn that Myers can 
expect more of the same when they see him 
today, but Myers won’t have it any other way. 

“A lot of them are still my really good friends,” 
he said. “They’ll always be my friends.”

     8 SYRACUSE VS. PRINCETON 12

BIG NUMBER
Syracuse couldn’t reach double digits in 
scoring for the fourth time out of eight 
games this season. 

STORYTELLER
“They’re a pretty stingy 
‘D.’ I felt like we got 
some good looks at the 
beginning; we just didn’t 
capitalize. It came back 
to haunt us in the end.”

Kenny Nims
SU ATTACKMAN

THE GOOD
Defenseman Steve Panarelli
Panarelli was one of the Orange’s lone 
bright spots on defense. He singled-hand-
edly stopped a Tigers unsettled attack in 
the second quarter with a leaping stick 
check. The senior also scored his first 
goal of the season in the fourth quarter. 

THE BAD
The Syracuse offense
The Orange couldn’t get anything going 
against the Tigers’ stifling defense, scor-
ing only eight goals. By the end of the 
game, Syracuse was forcing long-range 
heaves at the cage.

THE UGLY
Allowing a stagnant Princeton 
offense to score 12 goals
Princeton scored 12 goals after manag-
ing only three last week against Yale. 
When asked about his team’s offensive 
explosion, Tigers head coach Bill Tierney 
merely said, “It’s about time.”

8

CORNELL
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

PRINCETON
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

2 0  a p r i l  1 0 ,  2 0 0 7
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By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

PRINCETON, N.J. — Syracuse had few answers 
for the Princeton offense Saturday afternoon.

On some possessions, the Tigers held the 
ball for minutes and blasted shot after shot at 
the Orange cage until they scored. Other times, 
Princeton sliced right through the Syracuse 
defense for goals. By the end of the game, SU had 
allowed Tigers attackmen Peter Trombino and 
Mark Kovler to rack up career-high totals of five 
and four goals, respectively, in a 12-8 Princeton 
win. 

“It seemed like we were working hard for 
our goals, and their goals came a little easier,” 
Syracuse head coach John Desko said. 

Princeton asserted its patented slow-and-
steady style of offense on the Orange from the 
beginning of the game. The Tigers held the ball 
for long stretches of time, repeatedly passing 
the ball around before taking carefully chosen 
shots.

Princeton executed this perfectly during a two-
minute-plus stretch in the second quarter that 
ended with the Tigers extending their lead to 4-0. 
Princeton recovered the ball with 9:25 left in the 
period, and its six-on-six offense then produced 

six consecutive shots on the Orange cage. 
On the fifth shot, Trombino collected a pass 

near the crease and fired a bouncing shot that 
hit the post. Kovler took advantage of the ensu-
ing chaos by recovering the ball and firing it in 
the net from 15 yards out. 

“When you play those long sets of three, four 
minutes, it’s tough not to give up a good look and 
a good shot,” SU defenseman Steve Panarelli 
said. “A couple of times, we did put the ball on 
the ground and weren’t able to clear it.”

Princeton stretched its lead to 6-3 early in the 
third quarter with a settled possession that saw 
the six Tigers on offense pass the ball around 17 
times. Trombino finished off that attack with a 
sidearm shot from 10 yards out. 

In the fourth quarter, Syracuse scored three-
straight goals to narrow the score to 9-7, but 
Princeton halted the Orange momentum with a 
minute-long possession that ended with Tommy 
Davis scoring after 13 Tigers passes. On each 
of those possessions, the Orange chose to play 
it safe, tracking the ball instead of pressing for 
the turnover. 

“I guess we could have moved a little bit 
better,” Desko said. “We knew we had to get (the 
ball) back, or they would take advantage of it.” 

Syracuse pressed for the ball more urgently 
as the fourth quarter ticked down, but even that 
failed to stop Princeton. Desko ordered his play-
ers to try to force turnovers, or Princeton would 
simply run out the clock. 

As the field opened up, Princeton abandoned 
its deliberate style and still managed to find open-
ings at the Orange cage. With 4:34 remaining in 
the game, the Tigers cleared the ball from their 
half and after a few long passes, the ball arrived 
in Trombino’s stick as he stood wide-open on the 
left sideline. He bolted toward the goal for an easy 
score that gave the Tigers a 12-7 lead. 

“He’s such a smart player to put himself in the 
right spot when we make mistakes,” Desko said. 

The Orange defense did make one highlight-
reel play in the second quarter when Panarelli 
single-handedly stopped a Princeton unsettled 
attack. Tigers middie Zach Goldberg charged 
up the right sideline, and when he reached the 
40-yard line, Panarelli leaped at him and sniped 
the ball away. 

Panarelli chased after the ball as it bounced 
toward the sideline, scooped it up and flung it 
over his shoulder back for a Syracuse posses-
sion. On Saturday it seemed only extraordinary 
takeaways like that could deprive Princeton of 
the ball. 

“We didn’t talk all week about going out and 
trying to take it away or anything,” Panarelli 
said. “He wasn’t really expecting it, and I was 
lucky enough to make the play.” 

Methodical Princeton offense lulls SU to sleep with careful passing
Syracuse
 G A SOG GB
Nims 2 0 2 1
Hardy 2 0 3 0
Leveille 1 0 1 3
Rommel 1 0 2 1
Perritt 1 0 3 2
Panarelli 1 0 2 4
Guadagnolo 0 1 1 1
Niewieroski 0 1 1 1

 GA S 
Coluccini 12 4

Princeton
 G A SOG GB
Trombino 5 2 5 4
Kovler 4 1 4 0
Davis 2 1 2 1
Lesko 1 0 1 0
Haynie 0 2 0 2
Sowanick 0 1 2 2 
Reilly 0 1 0 0

 GA S 
Hewit 8 12

courtesy of daily princetonian
PETER TROMBINO (right) looks past Syracuse’s Kyle Guadagnolo in Princeton’s 12-8 win over the Orange Saturday. The senior attackman buried Syracuse by scoring a career-
high five goals.
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Summer Sublet
2 Bedroom --Rent one or both, One block from 
campus, Parking, Dishwasher, Heat included, 
$400/ month, Available May to end of July. 
315-436-8074

Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms 
at 510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Negotiable 
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK

Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2-8 Bedrooms

720 Livingston
835 Sumner

968 Ackerman

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
5 BR 707 Euclid

4 BR 900 Ackerman
4 BR 707 Euclid

3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

1 & 2 BR Euclid, Livingston, 
Maryland, Ackerman

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 
carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, gar-

bage disposal, 
off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

 

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

202, 204 OSTROM 1, 2, 3, BEDROOM AVAIL-
ABLE JUNE.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PARKING.  
LAUNDRY.  446-5186

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-

TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709 
www.universityhill.com

2BR Appt on Ackerman St. $750/month
$375 pp. Fully furnished. 2 porches included. 
Very spacious, 5blks from campus. 315-657-
7478 jndesant.googlepages.com for more info

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 3/4 Bedroom 
Apartment  Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival 
home, New carpet and refinished hardwoods, 
Off street parking and laundry 952-8930

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

Christian family looking for roommates to 
study Bible together.
4 bedroom house. 1 mile from campus near 
Wescott area. $200 a month including utility. 
Nicely furnished, hardwood floor, washer and 
dryer on premises, internet cable access and 
many more. Email houseofpal@hotmail.com for 
application.

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME 
 

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com
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Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

FOR RENT

707 Euclid
4/5 BR

Parking, Porch
Laundry, Furnished

Two Full Baths

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon,

116 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apts at:

110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 
136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condition, 
Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS $575.00 
PLUS UTILITIES 
Per Apartment.   

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 

LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 
WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  Of-
fice & Nanny positions also available. 
Apply on-line at  www.pineforestcamp.com

PART-TIME SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Interested in sales?  Want to know what it’s like 
to sell to large retailers?  We need someone 
to sell our product line during the busy spring 
season (April – June).  We will pay for orders you 
generate.  This will be an outstanding chance 
for you to gain valuable “real world” experience 
before you graduate.
Requirements = Your own vehicle / A desire to 
sell / An outgoing personality. 
No selling experience required.  We will train the 
qualified candidate in 1-2 days!
Send your resume to:      
bryan.hartman@oldcastleapg.com 

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

Babysitter Wanted. Evenings and or Weekends, 
2 Children: 5 and 1, in East Syracuse area. Own 
transportation preferred. Contact Lisp at 
575-5238

Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, 
for my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
WANT TO START SPRING DEBT FREE?  NEED A 
LOAN WITH NO FEES?  GIVE US A CALL & LET 
THE EXPERTS PUT YOU AT EASE.  
1-888-360-9509

Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... RE-
GARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 
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courtesy of daily princetonian
MATT ABBOTT flies downfield in front of two Princeton pursuers in Syracuse’s 12-8 loss to the Tigers Saturday. By losing its second 
straight game, the Orange falls two games under .500 for the first time all season.

Cornell’s Myers 
still part of SU’s  
inner circle 

8  S Y R A C U S E  V S .  P R I N C E T O N  1 2

Syracuse’s postseason hopes in trouble after loss to Princeton
DANGER ZONE

By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

PRINCETON, N.J. — The lights 
flickered on and off. The seats, 
including used couches, class-

room chairs and a leather recliner, 
were scattered around the room. 

Despite the disappointed and 
sad state of 
S y r a c u s e , 
head coach 
John Desko 
c o u l d n ’ t 
resist mak-

ing light of the disorganized press 
conference room.

“We have a prison here,” Desko 

cracked.
But as Desko and his players 

left the press conference, they were 
still in a prison. Its 12-8 loss to No. 
5 Princeton Saturday in front of 
5,874 fans at Princeton Stadium 
drops the No. 17 Orange to 3-5 on 
the season.

The Orange is in serious risk of 
suffering a losing season for the first 
time since 1975. The loss brings SU 
closer to college lacrosse’s purgatory 
— no postseason bid. At this rate, the 
Orange will fail to make the NCAA 
tournament for the first time since 
1982. 

Only a .500 finish rights the ship, 

but that requires Syracuse to win 
four of its last five games. Two of 
the Orange’s matchups include No. 
3 Albany and No. 1 Cornell, which 
visits Syracuse at the Carrier Dome 
tonight at 7.

“Get ready for Cornell,” SU attack-
man Dan Hardy offered as a solution 
to correct Syracuse’s struggles.

The Orange’s play on the field 
showed the offensive and defensive 
issues that have plagued SU most 
of the season. That didn’t change 
Saturday when Syracuse allowed a 
team which has made only 25 percent 
of its shots this season to score in 
double digits.

The Orange also failed to cor-
rect its offensive woes. SU didn’t 
score until 6:30 remained in the sec-
ond period and faced a 4-1 deficit. 
Syracuse was limited by Princeton’s 
strong defensive pressure and 
impressive play of the Tigers’ goalie, 

SEE PRINCETON PAGE 20

By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

Steven Brooks feels somewhat glad 
that former Syracuse backup goalten-
der Jake Myers transferred to Cornell 
last summer. 

Brooks, who lived with Myers and 
four other men’s lacrosse players in 
an off-campus apartment last year, 

a l w a y s 
seemed to 
be waiting 
for Myers 
— waiting 
for him to 
choose his 

outfit, waiting for him to style his 
hair in the mirror, and so on.

“I kind of like that he’s gone because 
I don’t have to wait for him anymore,” 
Brooks said, chuckling. “He takes his 
time with everything he does. He’s 
always the last one out the door.”

Myers surprised the team when 
he transferred to the Big Red in June 
in search of more playing time. His 
former roommates still remember 
him fondly, though, because they 
were always laughing when Myers 
was around. Sometimes they laughed 
with him, and other times, at him. 

Myers can expect more of the 
same when he returns to Syracuse 
today for No. 1 Cornell’s 7 p.m. clash 
against No. 17 Syracuse at the Car-
rier Dome. 

“We all wish him the best; no one 
really has a mean bone toward him,” 
said midfielder Sean McGonigle, who 
also lived with Myers last year. “But 
I’ll tell you what: When we play Cor-
nell, we’ll still be beating on him, and 
we’ll still be laughing at him after we 
come away with that ‘W.’”

Myers and Orange goalie Pete 
Coluccini entered last season in an 
open competition for the starting 
job in the cage. Myers handled and 
cleared the ball better, but Coluccini 
won the position with his superior 
shot-blocking abilities. 

SEE CORNELL PAGE 20

“We knew they 
were going to be 
tough coming in.”

Kenny Nims
SU ATTACKMAN

“We all wish him 
the best; no one 
really has a mean 
bone toward him.” 

Sean McGonnigle
SU MIDFIELDER

I N S I D E  S P O R T S

Primed for postseason
SU tennis wins final two, all but clinching a spot in Big East tourney. Page 20

INSIDE
Why don’t more 
SU students attend 
lacrosse free 
games? Page 19-20

UP NEX T
Who: Cornell
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Tonight, 7 p.m.
Channel: Time Warner

T U E S D AY
april 10, 2007
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“STUDENTS FILE CIVIL LAWSUIT V. DENNY’S

Protesters want apology from DA 
As protesters march to DA’s office, 
community offers support for students 

By Matt Reilly
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

A typical visit to a Veterans Affairs 
hospital highlighted with a tour and 
brief speech by a U.S. senator is usu-
ally a quiet affair.

But Hillary Rodham Clinton — New 
York’s junior sena-
tor, former first 
lady and a 2008 
Democratic presi-
dential hopeful — is 
not any typical U.S. 
senator and she no 
longer participates 
in anything mun-
dane.

Clinton visited the Syracuse VA 
Medical Center just off Syracuse 
University property on Tuesday. The 
senator took in the facility and spoke 
to publicize three pieces of legisla-
tion she recently introduced, which 
are intended to improve the quality 
of care for American veterans when 
they return home from combat.

“It really does matter how our 
country treats those who have served 
us,” Clinton said. “If you served your 
country, your country should always 
serve you. That’s the promise we 
make to the men and women who 
wear the uniform of our country,” 
she added before receiving a rousing 
applause.

The ground-level auditorium of the 
Irving Avenue medical center, located 
at the bottom of University Place, was 
packed to capacity with only standing 
room available. Of the more than 
100 in attendance, there was a mix 
of VA workers, veterans and local 
supporters as well as the cumbersome 
entourage and press troupe that fol-
low Clinton. There appeared to be no 
SU students in attendance.

Her speech was mix of anecdotes, 
statistics and policy initiatives she 
supports to improve veterans’ care. 
Clinton serves on the Senate Armed 
Services committee, and her proposed 
legislative package aims to require 
mandatory funding for VA programs, 
eliminate predatory lending practices 

WHERE’S THE SUN? 
HI 45° | LO 34°

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

Admit it
The strong 
minority pres-
ence on cam-
pus does not 
mean SU is 
diverse, says 
Zac Cummings. 
Page 5

I N S I D E
P U L P

What you 
don’t see
Learn about the 
quick costume 
changes and 
lighting behind 
the stage of 
“Death of a 
Salesman.”
Page 9

I N S I D E
S P O R T S

Last-second 
Letdown
Cornell’s goal 
in the final sec-
onds sinks SU 
men’s lacrosse
Page 28

I N S I D E
N E W S

Anticipating 
activism
News analysis: 
the war is more 
than four years 
old, but the 
future of stu-
dent activism is 
uncertain.
Page 3

Clinton 
speaks at 
VA hospital

SEE CLINTON PAGE 6

CLINTON

N.Y. senator outlines 
vision to improve 
U.S. veterans’ care

A decade later
Details surrounding April 11, 1997, Denny’s 
incident still remain unclear despite strong 

emotions within SU community

By Kevin Sajdak
STAFF WRITER

T
he campus was united. 

Several months after 
six Asian or Asian Ameri-

can students and one white 
student were denied service 
and beaten in the parking 
lot of the Denny’s on 2863 E. 
Erie Blvd., student groups 
with diversities ranging from 

LGBT pride to student govern-
ment came together to voice 
their opposition to an inves-
tigation they believed to be 
unfair. 

Ten years later the site of 
what has become commonly 
known as the “Denny’s Inci-
dent” sits unspectacularly 
near two empty restaurant 
chains. The events of April 

11, 1997, shook the Syracuse 
University community while 
igniting sweeping cries of 
racism and corruption that 
culminated at the office of the 
District Attorney. 

“That was our way of 
reacting to a huge injustice,” 
reflected Amnat Chittaphong 
during a recent interview. 
Chittaphong was the former 

Asian Students in America 
president and one of the most 
vocal students at the time. 
There were “a lot of ticked off 
people that found out, after 
months of investigation, noth-
ing happened that night.”

Chittaphong and the 
approximately 100 students 
protesting in Schine Student 

SU Chancellor speaks out 
on confrontation at Denny’s 
CITY RESIDENTS WITNESS  
‘RARE’ DEMONSTRATION

SEE DENNY’S PAGE 8

headlines taken from the daily orange and the post standard from march 1997
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Iranian announces possible 
increase in nuclear testing
Iran announced on Monday that 
their technologies were CAPABLE 
OF INDUSTRIAL-SIZED URANIUM 
ENRICHMENT. The action would 
go against United Nations resolu-
tions to have the country sus-
pend such developments. Iranian 
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 
said that Western nations “should 
know that the Iranian nation will 
defend its rights and that this path 
is irreversible.” The president also 
said that if the West did not stop 
pressuring Iran to reduce nuclear 
testing, the country would recon-
sider its cooperation with the U.N. 
nuclear monitoring board, the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency. 
“Iran’s decision to limit even further 
its cooperation with the I.A.E.A. 
is unacceptable,” said Gordon 
Johndroe, the spokesman for the 
National Security Council.

Suicide bombers killed in 
Morocco after police raid
A police raid in the Moroccan city 
of Casablanca left five people dead 
on Tuesday. Police raised a sus-
pected militant hideout early in the 
morning. THREE OF THOSE WHO 
DIED WERE SUSPECTED MILI-
TANTS WHO BOMBED THEM-
SELVES, one in a rooftop confron-
tation with the police, according to 
BBC News. The bombings left one 
police officer dead and one wound-
ed. The police shot one man, who 
was believed to be connected to 
2003 suicide bombings that killed 
40 people. The raid was targeted 
at bombers who were believed to 
be linked to a suicide bombing on 
March 11 in a café. “These men 
had no ties with foreign groups,’’ 
said Mokhtar Bakali, a regional 
administrator in Casablanca. “All of 
the suspects were members of the 
March 11 group.”

U.S. space tourist 
vists space station 
U.S. space tourist Charles Simonyi 
arrived at the International Space 
Station on Monday. Simonyi said 
he was “blown away” by his trip. 
“It is amazing how it appears from 
the blackness of the sky,” Simonyi 
said of the space station. “It was 
very, very dramatic. It was like a big 
stage set, a fantastic production 
of some incredible opera or mod-
ern play.” Simonyi is said to have 
paid $25 MILLION DOLLARS FOR 
THE TRIP to the Russian space 
program. He is set to return on 
April 20. Astronaut Michael Lopez-
Alegria, who is set to return with 
Simonyi, will have set the record 
for longest space mission, at 196 
days in space.

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
5 p.m.  
The Office of Multicultural Affairs 
and Asian Students in America will 
hold a discussion and reflection 
about the 1997 DENNY’S HATE 
CRIME INCIDENT and what stu-
dents and the university can do 
about bias-related incidents. 

132 Lyman Hall | Free

7 p.m.  
The CASSATT STRING QUARTET, 
sponsored by the College of Visual 
and Performing Arts, will perform 
in the Peter Graham Scholarly Com-
mons on the first floor of E.S. Bird 
Library.

Bird Library | Free 

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

It’s that time of year again
The Daily Orange looks at what 
the  admissions office has received 
for next year’s incoming freshman 
class.

PULP

Now…a moment of satire
The Onion launches its own satiri-
cal news network, similar to “The 
Daily Show”, “The Colbert Report”. 

SPORTS

New recruits
Despite high expectations com-
ing in, SU men’s basketball recruit 
Jonny Flynn understands he still 
has a lot to learn. 

OPIN ION

Concentration crush
Living with attention-deficit disor-
der compounds the many distrac-
tions of college, says Ben Peskin.

W E AT H E R

TODAY TOMORROW FRIDAY

H45| L34 H40| L33H38| L33  

Editorial  315 443 9798
Visuals  315 443 2208

Business  315 443 2315
General Fax  315 443 3689

Advertising  315 443 9794
Classified Ads  315 443 2869
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T H I S  D AY  I N  H I S T O R Y
by melissa daniels

Abraham Lincoln makes his last speech in public. 

First sports broadcast airs on a radio. 

Singer-songwriter Bob 
Dylan makes his first 
singing appearance in 
New York City.

Albert Einstein releases his Theory of Relativity.

U.S. forces liberate the Buchenwald concentration camp in Germany.

T O  O U R  R E A D E R S
If you find inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-
tion to corrections@dailyorange.com
If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
please contact us at ideas@dailyorange.com
The Editor in Chief maintains office hours for readers, every 
Wednesday from 8 p.m.—10 p.m.
The Public Editor maintains office hours for readers, every 
Wednesday from 1 p.m.—3 p.m.

Editor@dailyorange.com
News@dailyorange.com
Pulp@dailyorange.com 

Sports@dailyorange.com
Opinion@dailyorange.com
315@dailyorange.com
Design@dailyorange.com

Photo@dailyorange.com
Ads@dailyorange.com
Comics@dailyorange.com
PublicEditor@dailyorange.com

SOFTBALL

MEN’S LACROSSE

@ Colgate
WED.  APR. 11, 7 P.M.        WED., APR. 11, 3 P.M.       

@ Buffalo

THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS

TRACK AND FIELD

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

John Jacobs Invitational
           @ Norman, Okla.

FRI., APR. 13, TBA

FRI.  APR. 13, 7 P.M.        
vs. Rutgers

FRI.  APR. 13, 7 P.M.        
vs. Louisville

SUN.  APR. 15, 1 P.M.        
vs. Rutgers

1865
1921

1961
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NEWS ANALYSIS

The footsteps of protest

N.Y. school sparks debate on accuracy of U.S. News’ annual college rankings 

daily orange file photo
PROTESTERS rally against the Iraq war outside the Capitol in Washington, D.C. 

By Matt Reilly
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

S tudent leaders of the anti-war 
movement could not ask 
national politicians for better 

circumstances to spur their recruit-
ing efforts.

The Iraq war recently turned 
four years old as President George 
W. Bush and the U.S. Congress have 
continued to entrench themselves 
in a fierce debate about the conflict’s 
future.

And on the Syracuse University 
campus, the long-sought and often 
criticized student anti-war movement 
has shown signs that it may finally be 
gaining the momentum it has longed 
lacked.

“I think recently there has been a 
new energy,” said Anna Hadingham, 
president of the Student Peace Action 
Network (SPAN), an SU student 
fee-financed amnesty group that 
has led two anti-Iraq war protests 
this semester. “There is more of a 
mainstream awareness” of student 
activism developing.

SPAN recently acknowledged 
the war’s fourth anniversary with 
a demonstration on the Quad, and 
though brief, it marked one of the 
few examples of students gathering 
in sizeable numbers to demonstrate 
disapproval of the war.

Both on campus and downtown, 
activist groups mobilized their ranks 
in the days surrounding the war’s 
March 20 anniversary, yet it remains 

uncertain whether today’s college 
generation can meet the expectations 
set by the anti-Vietnam War move-
ment of the 1960s.

“As long as there is no draft, 
there’s not a snowball’s chance in hell 
they are going to get involved,” said 
Bill Coplin, of the greater student 
body. Coplin is the director of the 
public affairs program at the Max-
well School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs. 

“I don’t see the students organiz-
ing,” he said.

Coplin has found that when 
activist groups gather to protest, 
it is chiefly due to the efforts of the 
organizers. They are the ones who 
arrange the demonstrations and their 
circles who participate. Otherwise, 
these leaders face traction in generat-
ing the numbers necessary to make 
their position known.

As one of the campus’ most 
influential organizers, Hadingham 

SEE IRAQ PAGE 7

Activist momentum may build 
at SU as Iraq war continues

WHAT IS A NEWS  
ANALYSIS?
It provides insight into important 
news events while focusing on 
the background, context and 
future of the situation. The arti-
cle is influenced by the writer’s 
understanding, reporting and 
familiarity with the subject mat-
ter, but does not contain any 
personal opinions.

By Aleksey Shats
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When choosing which college to attend, high-
school students often consider the school’s com-
petitiveness and rank. But recent criticism of 
U.S. News & World Report’s college ranking 
system by Sarah Lawrence College President 
Michele Myers may give students a different 
perspective about the rankings.  

“U.S. News benefits from our appetite for short-
cuts, sound bites and top 10 lists,” Myers said in a 
column published in The Washington Post. “The 
magazine has parlayed the appearance of unbi-
ased measurements into a profitable bottom line.”

After Sarah Lawrence decided to stop using 
students’ SAT scores to evaluate their can-
didacy, it couldn’t provide the SAT data of 
its applicants, which U.S. News required, said 
Judith Schwartzstein, director of media and 
community relations at Sarah Lawrence.  

“What they have said is that when there is 
data missing, whether it is SAT scores or other 

data, they take the calculated value and deduct 
on standard deviation from the average score,” 
she said. “In another sense, what President 
Myers was saying is that they are making up 
scores for data that is missing.”

Syracuse University also believes the U.S. 
News rankings do not provide a solid guide for 
students in the college decision process, said 
Kevin Morrow, director of SU News Services.

“U.S. News rankings are not a perfect science 
that’s involved in collecting information, and 
they are highly subjective,” Morrow said. “We 
recognize that the U.S. News rankings are not 
perfect, and U.S. News themselves say that they 
should not be the only source for students.”

Just like other schools’ criticism of U.S. 
News, SU believes some of the important factors 
that U.S. News doesn’t consider in its school 
evaluations include schools’ social environ-
ments, academic environments and availability 
of financial aid, Morrow said.

“In Syracuse,” he said, “we have a strong 

financial aid system and our student affairs 
provide for any special needs for students.”

Sarah Lawrence is not the only school that 
has expressed discontent of the current U.S. 
News college ranking system. Completely inde-
pendent from Myers’ recent disapproval of the 
rankings, a dozen other presidents from private 
colleges have been putting together a statement 
that they are planning to send to the more than 
500 colleges that participate in the rankings 
system, Schwartzstein said

The letter will encourage colleges to stop sup-
plying the magazine with data, Schwartzstein 
said. The colleges hope others will join them in a 
mission to reform the ranking system. 

“A few colleges explore this option each year, 
but most don’t follow through because, like 
unilateral disarmament, unilateral withdrawal 
from the U.S. News ranking system is danger-
ous,” said Myers, in her column. She listed Reed 
College as one of the few exceptions.

When Reed College stopped supplying the mag-

azine with data in 1995, it was punished by a dras-
tic drop in the school’s ranking. This punishment 
resulted in a lower number of qualified applicants 
every year, according to the school’s Web site.

While Reed College still participates in col-
lege guides that don’t decide on how schools 
rank in relation to each other, it still refuses to 
send any data to U.S. News.

Just like the dozen colleges that are planning 
to petition for schools to conceal their data 
from U.S. News, administrators at Reed College 
believe there are many other measurements 
that make it fit for particular types of candi-
dates, according to the school’s Web site.

Sarah Lawrence fears that the same situa-
tion may result in a drop in its ranking, causing 
applicants to deem them as a less competitive 
school than it is, Schwartzstein said.

According to Schwartzstein, if U.S. News 
will use an estimate in place of the missing SAT 
data for next year’s rankings, the school’s rank 

SEE RANKINGS PAGE 4
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Families of college students wealthiest in 3 decades, study says
By Chelsea Prince

STAFF WRITER

Parents of college students have deeper pockets 
today than at any point in the last 35 years, 
according to a recent study by the University of 
California, Los Angeles.

The study reveals that today’s college fresh-
men have a family income 60 percent higher 
than the national average.

Parental incomes of students at private uni-
versities — like Syracuse University — have 
increased 15.7 percent since 1971, the study 
stated, which examined more than 8 million stu-
dents in the last 40 years. Incomes for students 
at public universities have inflated 17.1 percent.

“Today, more and more people feel the need 
to obtain an education to compete in today’s 
world, but education isn’t made available to 
them,” said sophomore Nick Bupp, shaking his 

head disappointedly. “It’s going to widen the gap 
between rich and poor even more than before.”

The rising cost of higher education means 
lower-income students are less inclined to shell 
out family savings for a college degree, which 
could ultimately lead college environments to 
socially economic homogeneity, said Bupp, a 
television, radio and film major.

“The rise in cost is something we should be 
paying attention to,” said Cecil Abrahams, visit-
ing professor of higher education at SU’s School 
of Education. “Every effort must be made to close 
this gap, instead of allowing it to keep growing.”

Education should be kept under control so 
the prices don’t jump so high that students can-
not continue their studies, he said. 

“I have nothing against people earning more 
money,” Abrahams said, “but I don’t think it 
should be against the expense of people who don’t 

have opportunities. We need to ensure that people 
are reasonably happy, and we need to take note of 
all the people that have been left out in the past, 
especially in minority communities.”

The study also showed students may not 
be learning basic skills while in high school, 
especially in math and science.

In wealthier public high schools, students 
receive an education geared toward sending 
them to college — while it seems teachers in 
poorer school districts assume the students can-
not afford college, said Emma Ritchie, freshman 
musical theatre major.

Having primarily students from one social 
and economic class in colleges won’t necessar-
ily lead to a better education, she said. It is just 
going to be a different education.

“It is more convenient for professors in the way 
that they don’t have to teach basic principles that 

are covered and afforded through high school AP 
classes,” Ritchie said, “which are ungodly expen-
sive. It takes some of the prelims out.” 

Low-income students who are attending uni-
versities on scholarship or student loans can’t 
help but to feel excluded from the community, 
she said, rather than feeling included for having 
equal intellectual abilities.

“I wouldn’t be surprised if a change in stu-
dent financial diversity was happening, ” said 
Shannon Cross, residence director at Day Hall 
and leader of Conversations about Race and 
Ethnicity leadership circles.

“We always say race, class and economic 
status are connected,” she said. “So, it wouldn’t 
be a surprise to me if the researchers did a fol-
low up study and they matched an ethnicity to 
those people who are 60 percent over the median 
income … namely the white race.”

will drop and potential applicants may get the 
wrong impression that Sarah Lawrence is less 
competitive than it really is.

“We’re not saying that we have the solution to 
the problem,” Schwartzstein said. “What Presi-
dent Myers was saying is that we don’t think it’s 
a sound methodology, and they shouldn’t use 
this against our school. They shouldn’t make up 
data in order to punish our school’s reputation,” 

Robert Morse, director data research for U.S. 

News, however, stated the magazine will not 
necessarily estimate the average SAT score of 
the school’s applicants.

“We didn’t say definitely that we’re going to 
estimate their SAT data,” he said. “We’re study-
ing different ways in dealing with their unique 
situation.”

But just because U.S. News is exploring other 
ways to deal with the missing SAT data doesn’t 
necessarily mean it is not going to produce an 
estimated figure next time the rankings are done.

“We think SAT data provides a sound, quan-
titative way in judging criterions,” Morse said.

“They themselves have chosen not to be 

quantitative and analysis can be made by esti-
mating values,” said Morse, of Sarah Lawrence 
administrators. “It’s standard practice to make 
estimates.”

“Ten college presidents are a small number,” 
he said, “that’s less than 1 percent of all the schools 
we rank. That’s not going to make us change the 
way we rank — these people probably weren’t in 
favor of the rankings before anyway.”   

It’s undetermined whether the controversy 
surrounding the U.S. News rankings will influ-
ence students’ reliance on them.

Jennifer Tamblin, sophomore architecture 
major, based her decision to come to SU on 

talking to people familiar with the school and 
reading college guides, such as U.S. News. In the 
magazine, she read that Syracuse’s architecture 
school was one of the top programs in the nation, 
which influenced her decision. 

Even with the flaws that are prevalent in the 
U.S. News ranking system, SU supports any 
kind of system that would help students make 
an informed decision, SU’s Morrow said.

“What U.S. News can provide is some basic 
info to get people started,” Morrow said. “But 
you need to make families do campus visits 
and find people who will tell about the pro-
grams.”

RANKINGS
F R O M  P A G E  3
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I made a mistake a few weeks 
ago when I argued members 
of minority groups should 

increase diversity on campus by 
getting involved in influential stu-
dent organizations. My error was 
not defining the word diversity. 
When you’re writing about a word 
as vague and emotionally charged 
as diversity, that’s a pretty big 
mistake.

Allow me to correct it. There 
was a time when diversity simply 
meant variety, but those days are 
long gone. Today the word diver-
sity addresses the interactivity of 
distinct groups within the student 
body. Diversity used to refer to an 
educational and cultural resource, 
something to be passively appreci-
ated. Now it refers to educational 
and cultural cultivation, some-
thing that requires active partici-
pation.

If we use the old definition, then 
Syracuse University is growing 
more and more diverse every 
year. Dean of Admissions Susan 
Donovan said in an e-mail that 
Syracuse University has increased 
the number of admitted non-U.S. 
citizens from 315 in 2004 to 504 for 
fall 2007. That’s a very respectable 
60 percent increase in three years. 
Donovan also said the percentage 
of non-white U.S. citizens who have 
been admitted has increased from 
19.4 percent to 28.7 percent since 
2004. Not bad.

“What is important is that 
students recognize that there is an 
opportunity here to interact and 
to learn from others,” Donovan 
said. “I do think that we provide 
the setting for this to happen and 
the students have to then make it 
happen.”

We’ve sown the seeds, and now 
it’s time to cultivate them.

But how? The suggestion I 
made to minority students in an 
earlier column was not the way to 
increase diversity. That is only one 
step along the way. Non-minority 

students also play a role in bring-
ing diversity to fruition on cam-
pus, probably the biggest role.

A speech Chancellor Cantor 
gave last summer at Stanford 
University to the Future of Minor-
ity Studies Colloquium offers 
insight into just what that role is. 
Cantor made a distinction between 
society’s “insiders,” those that are 
seen primarily as individuals, and 
“outsiders,” those that are identi-
fied with a particular group on the 
fringe of society’s core.

Essentially, we’re talking about 
whites and minorities.

“When insiders begin to 
acknowledge that outsiders 
have little or no choice but to be 
seen through their groups, then 
suspicion often evaporates, and 
the potential for collaboration and 
community grows,” Cantor said.

A lack of empathy is the main 
barrier to true diversity. In order 
to make the shift, whites, includ-
ing myself, have to understand 
that minorities don’t necessarily 
organize into groups because they 
want to — it’s because they have to, 
or their collective voice may not be 
heard. Conversely, minorities have 
to understand that it’s intimidat-
ing for a white student to interact 
with a minority student who 
belongs to an organized group.

When we’re all willing to admit 
to each other and to ourselves that 
talking is hard, then, suddenly, it 
becomes easy. Defy, and diversify.

Zac Cummings is a featured 
columnist whose columns typically 

appear Mondays in The Daily Orange. 
E-mail him at zacummin@syr.edu.

Childlike creativity prized in adult world

Z A C  C U M M I N G S

polemic

Today’s diversity must go beyond 
mere differences among students 

As children, we spent our 
days in the world of make-
believe. We played school 

with imaginary students and played 
house with imaginary families. We 
frolicked through enchanted forests 
that were really our back yards, and 
we dressed up in costumes to go to 
fancy balls. But as we grow up, it 
seems that our imaginations give 
way to reality —  school becomes a 
drag, house becomes something you 
sneak out of at night and playing 
dress-up turns into an expensive 
shopping habit.

While it often feels like our 
imaginations desert us as we reach 
adulthood, the world of make-believe 
can be just as significant in the lives 
of adults as it is for little kids. Games 
of house and school may be a thing of 
the past as we grow up — but it is that 
same imaginative quality that fre-
quently translates into professional 
success for young adults.

“Being in a position where I am 
about to enter the corporate world, 
employers are looking for innovative 
thinkers who can make processes 
quicker and add value,” said senior 
finance and marketing major Ramine 

Ziai. “So being able to think outside 
of the box is definitely a skill that can 
go a long way.”

Many adults find that their 
imaginations tend to fall victim to 
practicality and the restrictions that 
limit possibilities. Yet calling upon 
these suppressed, childlike abilities 
to make believe can result in ground-
breaking innovations that change the 
way our society thinks and functions. 

Some of the most iconic creative 
minds in recent history have made 
substantial livings by providing the 
public with a window into the depths 
of their imaginations. Novelist J.K. 
Rowling took the world of literary 
fiction by storm when she enchanted 
children and adults alike with the 
Harry Potter series, which has sold 
more than 200 million copies to fans 
around the world. On the big screen, 

artists and graphic designers work-
ing for Disney, Pixar and Dream-
Works have reinvented cartoons 
using digital animation in movies 
like “Finding Nemo” and “Shrek,” 
which grossed billions at the box 
office, in addition to building a fan 
base that consists of all ages.  

“In a business culture that has 
embraced entrepreneurship, creativ-
ity and imagination have become 
crucial in moving forward and stay-
ing competitive in the ever-changing 
business world,” said senior market-
ing major Josh Upton.  

We no longer spend hours playing 
mindlessly in our childhood worlds 
of make-believe, but learning to 
channel those imaginative skills into 
our professional endeavors could 
change the way our society operates. 
Adults who refuse to give up on their 
imaginations help us overcome the 
grown-up world of practicality, limi-
tations and impossibilities to find the 
daydreaming child within.

Katherine Paster is a featured colum-
nist whose columns appear weekly in The 

Daily Orange. 
E-mail her at kapaster@syr.edu.

K AT H E R I N E  P A S T E R

that’s what she said

letters@dailyorange.com

S C R I B B L E
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aimed at military members, increase awareness 
for Traumatic Brain Injury, establish pre-com-
bat mental screenings, provide more telephone 
counseling, reduce the denial rate for disability 
claims and introduce a more modern GI Bill of 
Rights.

“Even though I am very determined to get 
this passed and get the services we need, it 
shouldn’t take a senator, it shouldn’t take legis-
lation,” Clinton said. “We should just be doing 
this as a matter of course.”

Clinton’s entrance was filled with anticipa-
tion and the crowd rose to its feet when she made 
her way into the small auditorium. She wore 
a crisp black pantsuit with a pink turtleneck 
and shook hands along the roped-off entrance 
to the podium. The senator made small talk 
with the crowd and looked at pictures of loved 
ones, clearly in the role of state senator and not 
presidential candidate.

Clinton’s proposals were wide ranging and 
geared more toward veterans of the current 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, as opposed to the 
Vietnam War and Cold War conflict veterans.

One lesser known issue championed by 
Clinton was Traumatic Brain Injury. She 
explained that one out of every 10 returning 
service members returns home with TBI, 
which she alluded to as the brother of Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder. TBI keeps them 
from returning to normal civilian life, Clin-
ton said.

In a style she carried throughout the speech, 
Clinton backed up this statistic with a personal 
and emotional story.

She recalled meeting a solider recovering at 
the Walter Reed VA facility in Washington, D.C., 
who had lost his right arm and a finger on his 
left hand in Iraq. He was satisfied with the medi-
cal treatment he’d received but told the senator 
that his biggest problem was “Who’s going to fix 
my brain?”

“We’ve got to have an answer for that,” 
Clinton said.

Her answer appears to be the legislative 
package she introduced to help veterans return-
ing from current U.S. conflicts in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. Each bill calls for a range of pro-
grams that will benefit veterans, their families 
and VA facilities.

While her tour featured veterans of wars 
both old and new, VA hospital employees 
formed the largest group within the audience 
at her speech. And in a pitch aimed at that 
demographic, Clinton expressed her intent 
to change the Department of Defense’s policy 
that ceased the sending of veterans’ records 
to VA centers. Because VA facilities use elec-
tronic record keeping and the DOD does not, 
there were complications with record sharing. 
Clinton called the decision to stop sending 
records: “indefensible.”

The crowd responded to this portion of the 
speech with its loudest applause of the 30-min-
ute address.

“Well, we’re going to get to the bottom of that 
on Thursday. We are going to get an answer,” 
Clinton said of Senate hearings scheduled for 
later this week.

Mayor Matthew Driscoll, Director of the 
Medical Center Jim Cody, local Congressional 
candidate Dan Maffei and New York state Sena-
tor David Valesky were all on hand to support 
Clinton. 

Cody and Driscoll both spoke before Clin-
ton, with the director praising his more than 
1,000 VA employees for their service to the 
40,000 veterans in the Syracuse area and the 
mayor reiterating the city’s commitment to 
veterans. A downtown Veterans’ Day parade 
was re-launched this year after 10 years of 
dormancy.

John Lamanna, commander of the Onon-
daga County Veterans Council, said he thought 
Clinton said all the right things. For his group, 
mandatory funding for VA has been on the 
agenda for years and is very important to them, 
he said.

“The legislation has been fought over 
for a long time, politicians were against it,” 
Lamanna said. “Now is prime time for us to 
get it passed.”

Maffei, a Democrat who challenged Congress-
man Jim Walsh in the 2006 midterm elections, 
said he thought it was one of the best speeches he 
has heard Clinton deliver. He endorses Clinton’s 
candidacy for president.

“It had everything a speech needs. It had evi-
dence, both statistical and anecdotal. It had what 
she’s going to do about it,” Maffei said. “If elected 
president, I really believe that’ll happen.”

But Maffei recognizes the difficulty her legis-
lation will face in the Congress.

“I think it’s going to real tough,” he said. 
“It’s also going to be tough right now with Bush, 
because he’ll probably veto it.”

Maffei noted the likelihood of concerns with 
the national deficit and increased spending on VA, 
but still strongly supports Clinton’s legislation.

“I believe we are already in deficit to our 
veterans.”

Clinton’s trip was part of a weeklong focus on 
troop and veterans’ issues. Following the visit to 

the Syracuse VA center, Clinton also visited the 
Canandaigua VA Medical Center and Fort Drum.

The culmination of the week will be Thurs-
day’s joint hearing of the Senate Armed Ser-
vices Committee, which Clinton serves on, and 
the Senate Veterans’ Affairs Committee to hear 
testimony from Department of Defense and VA 
officials regarding inadequate facilities and 
practices in the veterans’ care system in the 
wake of the Walter Reed scandal in Washington, 
D.C. The entire veterans’ health care system 
received heightened media attention following 
an article in The Washington Post.

CLINTON
F R O M  P A G E  1

THE CANDIDATE IN 
THE SENATE
Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton currently 
has three pieces of proposed legislation 
concerning veterans: the Heroes at Home 
Act of 2007, the Restoring Disability Ben-
efits for Injured and Wounded Warriors 
Act of 2007 and the Protecting Military 
Family Financial Benefits Act of 2007.

The intent of her legislation includes:
■ Requiring mandatory funding for VA 
programs
■ Eliminating predatory lending practices 
aimed at military members
■  Increasing awareness for Traumatic 
Brain Injury
■  Establishing pre-combat mental 
screenings
■ Providing more telephone counseling
■ Reducing the denial rate for disability 
claims
■ Introducing a more modern GI Bill of 
Rights
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Center were especially angry at District Attor-
ney William Fitzpatrick, who just days before 
had announced his office’s decision to drop the 
case.  

The opening line of the DA’s report stated: 
“this investigation has revealed no evidence 
that the students were discriminated against 
by Denny’s, by the deputies or that they were 
assaulted as a result of their ethnic origin.” 

The report was the result of a five-month 
investigation by the DA’s office in which Senior 
Assistant District Attorney Lisa Marie Fletcher 
and Senior Investigator Carol D. Sacco found 
negligible wrongdoing resulting in the case’s 
dismissal. 

About half of the student protestors in Schine 
trekked downtown to let Fitzpatrick know how 
upset they were. Holding signs accusing the 
district attorney of racism, the students hoped 
to present to him a petition that demanded both 
an apology for his office’s “biased investigation” 
and the arrests of those responsible for the 
attacks on the seven SU students.

Anti-Fitzpatrick sentiment persisted into 
November of that year when signs reading “No 
Hate Crimes,” and “Too Late for Apologies-
Justice Now,” were laid in the Maxwell lobby 
the day he spoke to Professor Bill Coplin’s public 
policy class.  

Fitzpatrick’s report was also received nega-
tively by some SU faculty. In an interview 
Monday, associate professor in the SU School of 
Law Janis McDonald reiterated a stance, first 
established in her fall 1997 Post Standard edito-
rial, that the District Attorney had overstepped 
his authority.

“The prosecutor does have a role of discre-
tion. However, there are appropriate times to 
bring a case through the judicial process,” 
McDonald said. “He is not the judge and jury.” 

Cries of corruption and racism were abound. 
Fitzpatrick is still the district attorney in Syra-
cuse and, last Wednesday, seemed resigned 
to let people have their say but pointed to his 
introduction of a hate crime bill as evidence to 
the contrary.

The story attracted national attention, gain-
ing coverage from networks like CNN and ABC, 
and print sources such as Newsday, the Detroit 
News and The New York Times.

While much of the SU community hadn’t 
picked up on the event until the fall semester, 
Professor Laurence Thomas published an op-ed 
in this newspaper only 10 days after the attacks, 
criticizing SU’s failure to come forward with a 
timely public reaction.   

“How can SU, with its professed abiding com-

mitment to diversity, be so silent in a case such 
as this?” he wrote. “As with so many American 
institutions, it would seem that SU has allowed 
form to take the place of substance and in so 
doing it is abnegating its moral responsibility.” 

That public statement, authored by Buzz 
Shaw and published in June 1997, bashed the 
attacks while justifying its response time as a 
result of properly placed priorities.

“The attacks were cowardly and diminish us 
all as Central New Yorkers and human beings. 
If Asian American students are not safe to avail 
themselves of public accommodations without 
being victimized, none of us is safe,” wrote Shaw. 
“As we devoted our time and resources to provid-
ing assistance to our students, we did not pause to 
issue a public statement concerning the assault.”

Who is responsible and for what, is fiercely 
debated to this day. In fact, official county docu-
ments and descriptions given by the students of 
the events are filled with inaccuracies, omis-
sions and contradictions.

“If there was anything clearer in my mind 
— this is a hate crime,” said Chittaphong, who 
currently works as head of multicultural affairs 
at Sienna College. “You can’t kick someone in 
the head and call them a ‘chink’ and not call that 
a hate crime.”

The claim is similar in tone to those discov-
ered by independent civil rights monitor Sharon 
L. Hartmann — a federally appointed official 
assigned to investigate claims of racial discrim-
ination made against Denny’s. Her appointment 
was part of a $56 million settlement of two class 
action lawsuits brought against the restaurant 
in 1994. 

Hartman found that the civil rights of the 
Asian and Asian American students were vio-
lated as defined by Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964. She recommended the permanent dismissal 
of Deputies Ken Adams and Doug Paninski, and 
restaurant manager Sheri Campney in addition to 
a two-week suspension of hostess Melissa Kirts.  

Denny’s ultimately terminated all four per-
sons.

What is known is this: According to the 
investigations reports, a group of six Asian or 
Asian-American SU students and one Caucasian 
attempted to be seated at Denny’s restaurant 
that was in the middle of the early morning “bar 
rush” — a busy period when local restaurants 
are filled with hungry bar patrons. 

Annoyed by the long wait, one student in the 
group, probably Derrick Lizardo, confronted 
hostess Melissa Kirts and suggested that he 
and his friends were being passed by for white 
customers who had arrived later. 

Soon after complaining, Lizardo was escorted 
out of the restaurant by the two off-duty deputies.

The Asian group then moved outside where 
they were approached by an unknown number 
of white males who had left the restaurant. 
Words were exchanged and a fight broke out 
around 2:58 a.m.

Recognizing that the security guards hadn’t 
tried to intervene, two black students —Ant-
wauene Ponds and Marchelle Woelfel — left the 
waiting area to break up the fight. When they 
returned inside the restaurant, they began to 
complain to employees about the security guards. 
After a warning, they, too, were asked to leave.

Almost all of the combatants had left by the 
time police arrived at approximately 3 a.m.

Everything in between is open for inter-
pretation. 

The district attorney’s report, for example, 
depicts Lizardo as rowdy and disruptive inside 
the restaurant. It also says he was belligerent 
— frequently swearing and antagonizing the 
security guards — once he had been ejected.

The Asian group, however, saw the secu-
rity guards as being physical with an otherwise 
compliant Lizardo. 

The Asian group claimed to have not thrown 
any punches even while being beaten themselves.

The DA report says otherwise, noting 
scratches on one of the white males’ neck. It also 
documents the student’s alleged unwillingness 
to cooperate with police — a claim Fitzpatrick 
used during Wednesday’s interview to empha-
size his reasoning. 

“I don’t know how you cover something up 
when the witnesses refuse to talk to you,” he said. 

Christopher Warnock is the only white cus-
tomer identified, through a photo array and 
admission, as being part of the skirmish.  

The report releases Warnock of any liabil-
ity given that nobody from the Asian student 
group was able to accurately describe whom 
he hit and when. 

“To prosecute one individual who appears to 
have been involved in a ‘brawl’ would be to simply 
make a scapegoat of Christopher Warnock, the 
only person who has been honest enough to admit 
he was involved in the fight,” the report says. 

A central reason for not making an arrest 
in the Denny’s Incident was New York state’s 
definition of assault, Fitzpatrick said.

“New York is behind the times,” he said. “If I 
was to walk up to you and punch you in the nose, 
that would be harassment.”

In New York state, assault is defined as “an 
attack causing physical injury to an individual 
or group of individuals, which involves physical 
force such as the use of hands, feet, teeth, weap-
ons, throwing of objects, etc.,” according to the 
state government Web site.

While it is unclear about what exactly was 
said and done, several documents report at least 
one instance where racial epithets were hurled 
at the Asian group during the scuffle.

Two Asian students claimed being knocked 
unconscious, while others walked away with 
cuts and bruises. The district attorney report 
indicates that several in the student group had 
refused referrals to the hospital.

One of the first officers on the scene, Anthony 
Sobiech, had reportedly told the students “this 
was a drunken fight, and that’s the end of it.”

Most of the Asian or Asian American stu-
dents admitted coming from the Regatta bar at 
the Sheraton Hotel, but had denied drinking. No 
breathalyzer tests were administered. 

In a telephone interview on Tuesday, Fitzpat-
rick said this is standard.

“I don’t know, looking back, if it would’ve 
made a difference,” he said regarding performing 
breathalyzer tests. “I can’t think of an instance 
where we breathalyzed an alleged victim when it 
wasn’t related to drinking and driving.”

Further complicating things for the stu-
dent group was Sobiech’s refusal to file an 
incident report. 

The six Asian or Asian American, one Cau-
casian and three African American students 
filed a lawsuit in late August 1997 against, most 
notably, Denny’s, their parent company and 
Onondaga County. The lawsuit, which brought 
20 causes or justifications for action, accused 
Syracuse police and court officials of not inves-
tigating the event aggressively enough and the 
restaurant of violating the student’s civil rights. 

But a judge determined that they could not 
sufficiently prove their civil rights had been 
violated, a decision affirmed on appeal. 

What exactly happened that night may 
remain hazy, but 10 years after the incident, 
many members of the Syracuse community 
have not forgotten the aftermath. 

“I’m glad the legacy of this case lives on,” 
one of the students’ attorneys said in an ASIA 
press release. “I hope the students today will 
continue to work with the university and com-
munity at large to ensure the respect and civil 
rights of all people.”

“DENNY’S INCIDENT” 
REMEMBRANCE EVENTS
Wednesday April 11
11 a.m. - Press Conference. Chancellor 
Nancy Cantor and former ASIA President 
Amnat Chittaphong will speak
2 p.m. - Remembrance Circle on the Quad
5 p.m. - Discussion and Reflection in 132 
Lyman Hall

Thursday April 12
Noon - Alumni and Student Lunch in Gold-
stein Faculty Dining Center
5:30 p.m. - Paving the Way; Asian Ameri-
can Alumni in non-traditional careers
9 p.m. - Concert with Chan at Skybarn

Friday April 13
5 p.m. - ASIA Workshop: “Fighting Against 
Ignorance” in Hall of Languages 114 

THREE DAYS OF EVENTS TO 
HELP CAMPUS REMEMBER

By Kevin Sajdak
STAFF WRITER

In an act of remembrance of the 10-year 
anniversary of the Denny’s Incident, a 
group of Syracuse University students are 
kicking off a three-day event to call on their 
peers to remember, reflect and speak out 
against hate crimes.

“What are we doing 10 years later? We are 
trying to make a good out of a bad situa-
tion,” said Jennifer Zhao, education chair of 
the Denny’s 10-Year Remembrance Com-
mittee. 

The event is being put on by the committee 
and sponsored by the Office of Multicul-
tural Affairs and Asian Students in America. 
Through a series of panels and even a con-
cert, the groups hope to spread diversity 
awareness throughout the SU community. 
They also hope the university will annual-
ize the event so the incident will never be 
forgotten. 

Students from the Committee and ASIA 
spent several hours Friday delegating tasks 
and finalizing binders filled with news clips 
about the event. 

The event begins today with an 11 a.m. 
press conference at which Chancellor 
Nancy Cantor and former ASIA President 
Amnat Chittaphong are scheduled to 

speak. Chittaphong was ASIA president at 
the time of the incident and has been very 
critical of the way District Attorney William 
Fitzpatrick handled the case. 

“The chancellor’s big thing is ‘scholarship in 
action,’ getting off the Hill to take on pressing 
issues,” said Tae-Sun Kim, assistant director 
of multicultural affairs. “What could be more 
pressing than students who were brutalized 
not getting taken seriously.”

Cantor’s appearance is a symbol of the 
administration’s support, Kim said. 

After the press conference, demonstrators 
will reconvene at about 1:45 p.m. near Hen-
dricks Chapel for the reading of narratives. 
Committee members have been collect-
ing anonymous descriptions of instances 
in which students had been discriminated 
against to be read at the event.

Following a brief moment of silence, stu-
dents are encouraged to join in the remem-
brance circle on the Quad. According to the 
SU events calendar, the goal of the circle 
is to represent campus unity in confronting 
hatred and bias. 

Today’s events culminate with a panel dis-
cussion. Held in 132 Lyman Hall, the panel 
will reflect on what the Denny’s Incident 
means to the students today.

“It’s not so much about reopening wounds,” 
said Jennifer Gong, current president of 
ASIA. “What can the campus do, what can 
the administration do to say that when this 
happens? We won’t stand for it.”

DENNY’S
F R O M  P A G E  1

“The prosecutor does 
have a role of discretion. 
However, there are 
appropriate times to 
bring a case through the 
judicial process. He is 
not the judge and jury.” 

Janis McDonald
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE SU SCHOOL OF 

LAW IN A 1997 POST-STANDARD EDITORIAL
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Melissa Daniels 
ASST. COPY EDITOR

Photos by Nick McCann
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

B
efore the house lights dim and 
the onstage drama of complacent 
American life unfolds in Arthur 
Miller’s “Death of a Salesman,” 
the cast of the Syracuse Stage 

production sits in a small room underneath 
the stage, eats jelly beans, sips Starbucks and 
contemplates pranks to play on Biff’s dinner.

One actress says they should eat it all, 
another says they should strip the chicken 
down to the bones and leave it in his bed, 

“Godfather”-esque. 
Kenneth Albers, who 
plays Willy Loman, 
laughs heartily 
before the stage man-
ager, Stuart Plym-
esser, calls five minutes to places. 

Fun, games and inside jokes aside, the cast 
and crew of the performance are dedicated to 
their work. The production was co-produced 
with Indiana Repertory Theatre; the sets, 
costumes, lighting and sound cues were all 
imported from its run of the show. 

The two-and-a-half-hour American classic, 
which opened at Syracuse Stage this weekend, 

Working in the wings
THE SYRACUSE STAGE PERFORMANCE OF ‘DEATH OF A SALESMAN’ is more than just actors memorizing their parts. Behind the stage, the crew works together to make 
lighting and musical cues, as well as costume changes go smoothly. Pictured above: Willie Loman (Kenneth Albers), Charley (Mark Goetzinger) and Ben (Erick Fredricksen).

INSIDE
Find out how the 
show fared onstage 
with the Stage 
review. Page 12

With variety of backstage tasks, Syracuse Stage crew 
members ensure smooth ‘Salesman’ production

SEE SALESMAN PAGE 13

LEFT TO RIGHT: ALBERS, BIFF (RYAN ARTZ-
BERGER), AHEMS, MISS FORSYTHE (BRIT-
TANY ANNE OMAN) AND LETTA (KATJA 
ZAROLINSKI) take the stage in ‘Salesman’ 
production.



Storage Guide

Why bring everything home to your 
garage just to pack it up again in August?

notmyparentsgarage.com

CALL
1720-22 Erie Blvd. East

Syracuse, NY 13210

Toll Free 1-877-682-0021
315-682-0021

Storage Tips:
Label boxes on all sides
Put the most valuable items away from the front entry
Stand tables and sofas on their sides
If possible, remove table legs
Fill up drawers, the microwave and other small spaces with valuables.

When choosing a storage company, always 
check the facility IN-PERSON.

QUESTIONS TO ASK:
Is there video surveillance?
Are individual units alarmed?  
80% of storage theft occurs from other renters!
What type of insurance is offered? 
What payment plans are offered?
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50 BEST SOCCER GOALS
Soccer is a game of pace and patience, of angels 
and angles.

This is a 
beautiful game 
at its finest. Our 
clip of the week is 
a collection of the 
50 greatest soccer 
goals, a masterful 

20-minute assortment of headers, footers and 
thunder-strikes.

All the stars are here: English wunderkinds 
Beckham and Owen, the bucktoothed Brazilian 
magic man Ronaldinho (“as electrifying as a 
hair dryer thrown in a hot tub”), cold-as-ice fin-
ishers North Europeans like Marco van Basten 
and Eidur Gudjohnson and long range assas-
sins Clarence Seedorf and Roberto Carlos.

See that pudgy pestilence Maradona, he who 

so tormented Englanders from Manchester to 
Leeds in 1986. Watch Ronaldo in all his glory, a 
plumed Brazilian bird of flight slicing his way 
through defenders. Behold the heavenly ball 
lofted by Eric Cantona, soaring towards the 
heavens before careening into the back of the 
old onion bag. Marvel at Henry’s brilliance, 
Rivaldo’s miracle bicycle leveler in 2000 and 
Bergkamp’s smooth Dutchness.

— Andy McCullough, asst. feature editor

ONLINE
Visit dailyorange.com 
to view this clip.

Your story here. Well, maybe in a slightly bigger space.

Write for feature. Email us at feature@dailyorange.com 
or drop by our 5:30 meetings, Mondays at 744 Ostrom

Do you like to stay up really, 
really late, hang out with cool 

people and eat junk food?*

Apply to work at The D.O. 
and do all this and more 

every night! We’re currently 
accepting applications 

for all positions.

Email editor@dailyorange.
com for more info, or stop 
on by 744 Ostrom after 7 

p.m. and before 3 a.m.

*and put out a newspaper?
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By Andrew Kase
STAFF WRITER

A rthur Miller’s vision of the collapse 
of the American Dream was on dis-
play as his renowned play, “Death of 
a Salesman,” came to Syracuse Stage 

last weekend.
One of the best-

known pieces of 
American literature, 
Miller’s work shows 
the playwright’s knack 
for capturing the per-
sonalities of characters 
and their mindsets.

The acting in the 
play was solid, how-

ever, the casting of the play’s protagonist, 
Willy Loman, the unlucky businessman who’s 
always on the road played, by Kenneth Albers, 
felt a little off.

He seemed a little too old for the role than 
Miller originally intended. However, casting 
aside, his acting was brilliant as he was able 
to capture the intensity, disappointment and 
heartbreak of the fateful character.

Though Willy’s speech was sometimes 
muffled and difficult to hear, it did not hinder 
the overall performance much.

“Willy’s character was portrayed well 
because he pulled off being aggravating 
just like the character, and he was also very 
accessible to the audience,” said Katherine 
Martini, a resident of Syracuse.

The intensity with which Albers delivered 
the dialogue in some scenes was inspiring, 
especially considering how many times this 
play has been performed.

The casting of everyone else in the play, 

especially Linda, played by Priscilla Lindsay, 
Biff, played by Ryan Artzberger and Happy 
Loman, played by Andrew Ahrens, clicked 
with the content of the play.

Happy Loman seemed too much like a 
pretty boy at times, but that is the purpose of 
the character. Happy is really nothing more 
than an unsuccessful philanderer.

The music throughout the play, though 
limited, was quite inspiring.

Another aspect of the play that was sur-
prisingly good was the set design for the small 
and congested house. The house was the per-
fect environment to portray characters who 
feel like they are trapped in their lives.

“The set design was pretty creative,” Mar-
tini said.

The acting in the play, however, stood out 
the most, from Willy’s heartbreaking realiza-
tion that he never became the man he wanted 
to be to Linda’s defense of Willy’s character 
to Biff.

“I liked the actress who played Linda 
Loman,” said Colin Schur, a resident of Syra-
cuse and a junior at Hofstra University. “She 
was fantastic.”

The performances in this play connected 
with the audience, as many were in tears by 
its culmination.

The play did not always revolve around sad 
subjects, as there are a few moments of comic 
relief. These were well-acted and extracted 
more than a few laughs from the audience.

Though the performances in this play may 
not have been up to par with Dustin Hoffman 
and John Malkovich in the 1985 film version, 
they were good enough to fulfill Miller’s 
vision of a man who is famously “not a piece 
of fruit.”

Characters’ emotions bring 
Miller’s ‘Salesman’ to life

IF YOU GO
What: Death of a 
Salesman
Where: Syracuse 
Stage, 820 E. 
Genesee St.
When: Through 
April 29
How much: $22-40
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may have active onstage dramatics, but back-
stage during a performance is mostly business 
for the cast and crew.

“The job is to do whatever is needed to 
ensure a smooth running of the show, and that 
can really be anything,” said Alena Fast, a 
stage manager apprentice and one of Plymess-
er’s assistants.

Fast’s job description is just that. She sets 
the props backstage, all of which have a 
labeled spot on prop tables. She is in charge 
of handing off props to actors who might need 
to get something quickly offstage before their 
next entrance.

“This position is basically just another way 
to watch out for things that might be needed,” 
said Meg Edwards, another stage apprentice 
for Syracuse Stage this season. “It sucks to 
sweep, but if you don’t, an actor is going to step 
on a screw and get hurt.”

And that’s what the assistants do. 
Edwards and Fast sweep the stage before 
the show and during intermission. They 
refold the beds and reset props, as well as 
make sure anything that needs to be brought 
on stage is in a position to be moved by the 
actors.

The assistants also are in charge of one 
of the few set changes in the show — the 
lowering of blinds near the front of the stage to 
represent a hotel or restaurant. 

During intermission, Fast prepares “bour-
bon” and “coffee” for onstage use during the 
acts as one of her responsibilities. She pours 
lightly brewed tea mixed with ginger ale for 

brandy, and coca-cola for coffee, into clear 
glasses and carefully places them on their 
respective sides of the stages for actors to 
place.

Plymesser and his assistants, as well as 
the sound and lighting crew, wear headsets 
to communicate. Anytime a light or sound 
cue is coming up, Plymesser announces over 
the headsets about a 10-second warning, or 
a “standby,” to prepare the lighting or sound 
operator. Plymesser says, “go,” and the opera-
tor puts that cue into action. The lights and 
sounds that might seem so ambivalent to the 
audience will change onstage after the back- 
and-forth communication. 

Backstage communication is useful for 
any problems that might arise and need to 
be addressed. When the lighting operator 
becomes unable to communicate with Plym-
esser from a glitch in the headset system 
during a performance, she still can hear what 
Plymesser is saying and perform her desig-
nated tasks.

The set is stationary, with three beds, a 
small table and old fashioned appliances as 
the main furniture pieces of the Loman home-
stead. Actors are often in charge of bringing 
new set pieces in, such as a desk or chairs for 
an office scene. 

For a restaurant scene near the end of the 
second act, one crew member dresses up in 
costume as a waiter in order to place the tables 
and chairs. He removes his headset before 
entering in a tuxedo, and swiftly replaces it 
after his stage time is over. 

When tensions rise, the lighting cue may 
become brighter to focus on a certain char-
acter, or dimmer to represent a melancholy 
mood. Other cues are meant to highlight 

certain parts of the stage when certain actors 
have the dialogue. 

The sound cues throughout the show are 
often for musical accompaniments. A flute 
and a piano are often used to add moods of 
simplicity, hopelessness, fear or longing, at 
the entrance and exits of scenes. The timing 
of these is essential to how they fit within the 
scene; Plymesser must stay on top of prepar-
ing the operators for the cues.

The costume manager has additional back-
stage responsibilities. She hangs up jackets and 
places socks within reach for actors. She shoves 
caps into her back pocket for easy access and 
makes sure shoes can be swiftly slipped on for a 
quick entrance.

Several actors play more than one role, which 
involves costume and even makeup changes dur-
ing breaks. They may change the way they speak 
to signify a new character, adapting a whole 
new onstage persona from one they played just 
minutes earlier.

Three-walled cubicles are available for actors 
who have quick changes if they want to have some 
privacy. The quick-change booths also have a 
mirror and various costume pieces laid out for a 
quick reach. Several of the actors, however, just 
strip down quickly and put on their new costume 
with the help of the costume manager. 

Throughout the show, the cast and crew com-
municate in hushed whispers in the wings of the 
stage. Crew members quietly chat about what 
needs to happen next. Other crew members bring 
reading material and sit with flashlights for long 
scenes when no props or cues are used. 

Actors backstage are often joking and smiling 
quietly with each other while waiting for the next 
cue. Before one entrance near the end of the show, 
Albers, who plays Willy, leans his hands against 

a backstage wall and quietly hangs his head, 
possibly in preparation for his next emotionally 
charged scene.

Though the onstage events of “Death of a 
Salesman” are well-known by many, what goes 
into a production may be more extreme than one 
might think. While sitting in a theater, laughing 
or crying for the lives of characters up on stage, 
real lives are played out behind the curtains for 
those who live to work for the theater.

SALESMAN
F R O M  P A G E  9

nick mccann | staff photographer
MAKEUP AND COSTUME CHANGES take 
place behind the scenes with the help of 
assistant stage managers. Many of these 
changes must happen quickly.



Gaming @SU

Come show us what you’ve got
Two days only

gamer on campus?
Are you the best 360

Refreshments will be served
Digital Cameras, Controllers, etc
Xbox360 Games, Vista, Office 07
Prizes will be awarded:

April 17 Schine Student Center Rm 304abc 8 - 11 pm
April 18 Goldstein Center Rm 201abc 9 -12 midnight
Pre-register @http://gaming.syr.edu
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Th e French Program at 
Syracuse University 

presents 

Tournées Festival/ Vues du Québec/ 
African Perspectives

A Series of French/Francophone, 
African & Quebec Films

Moolaadé 
(Senegal, 2004) by Sembène Ousmane  

In Jula and French with English subtitles, 
124 minutes

[Th e fi lm will be presented by Prof. Samba 
Gadjigo of Mount Holyoke College, and a 

conversation will follow the screening]

Delwende: lève-toi et marche/ 
Delwende 

(Burkina Faso/ France, 2005) 
by S. Pierre Yameogo*** 

In Moor and French with English subtitles, 
90 minutes

 

L’Appel des arènes/ 
Wrestling Grounds 

(Senegal/ France, 2006) by Cheikh Ndiaye*** 
In Wolof and French, 105 minutes

Dans les villes/ In the Cities 
(Quebec/ Canada, 2007) 
by Catherine Martin*** 

In French with English subtitles, 88 minutes

Les États-Unis d’Albert/ 
Th e United State of Albert 

(Quebec/ Canada, 2005) by André Forcier***
In French and English with English subtitles, 

88 minutes
 

Caché/ Hidden 
(France, 2005) by Michael Haneke***

In French with English subtitles, 117 minutes

 

Que Dieu bénisse l’Amérique 
(Quebec/ Canada, 2005) by Robert Morin***
In French with English subtitles, 110 minutes

*** A Selection of the Syracuse International Film & Video Festival

Th is program is brought to you thanks to the 
generosity and support of Syracuse University (Th e 

College of Arts & Sciences Dean’s Offi  ce, LLL, French 
Program Albert George Fund, African American Studies), 
Quebec Government House in New York, FACE and the 
Syracuse International Film & Video Festival. For more 

information, please visit: http://lang.syr.edu/
tournees and http://www.syrfi lmfest.com/.  

Want to work here?
(you fool!)

Still interested?
Apply for a job!

Feature is accepting 
applications for 

all positions

Email Brian at 
dofeature@gmail.com
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JOSHUA MOZES, 7 O’CLOCK BY DAVID SARACINO | DFSARACI@SYR.EDU

THE PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICHOLAS GUREWITCH | WWW.PBFCOMICS.COM

CLASSIC CLASSIC FEELINGS BY JOHN COLASACCO & EMILY PUCCIA | CLASSICFEELINGS@YAHOO.COM

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH
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SHOCK and AWFUL

Lurid tales of sex and violence 

clog up shallow ‘Grotesque’

By Lisa Lombardi
STAFF WRITER

T here are stories that force images of 
graphic sex and violence on the reader 
in order to emphasize some underlying 

social commentary about the cruelty of life, and 
then there are stories that simply get lost in their 
own shock value. “Grotesque,” by Natsuo Kirino, 
is unfortunately the latter.

The novel is centered on three Japanese 
women: the impossibly beautiful Yuriko, her 
spiteful older sister and their old classmate 
Kazue. All of them are in their late 30s. The 
story loosely ties the three together when both 
Yuriko and Kazue are found dead and become 
the victims of The Apartment Serial Murders 
case. 

Yuriko and Kazue were both prostitutes and 
were found strangled to death by the accused 
murderer, Zhang Zhe-zhong, an illegal immi-
grant from China. Yuriko’s sister, who remains 
unnamed throughout the book, is the main 
narrator, though through her acquisition of the 
diaries of both Kazue and Yuriko, the author 
allows parts of the story to be told from their 
viewpoints as well.

In her ambitious attempt to comment on 
everything from image and beauty to power and 
sex, Kirino’s story lacks any focus whatsoever 
and is lost in a sea of disturbing images and 
scenarios. The author resorts to describing 
Kazue’s downward spiral from ambitious busi-
ness woman to whore in scenes where she agrees 
to have sex with a homeless man in an abandoned 
lot or where she excretes on a hotel bed for money. 
Yuriko, meanwhile, begins selling herself at an 
early age, first sleeping with her uncle at age 14, 

 
  

reading between the lines

BI
N
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then pimping herself out to the student body at 
her high school. 

The lackluster murder case is painfully 
useless and seems to be used only as an oppor-
tunity for the author to inject narration from 
the other characters into the story via per-
sonal diaries procured from the dead and even 
the transcribed confession of Zhe-zhong. How-
ever, what could have been opportunities to 
inject dimension into otherwise pathetic and 
vapid characters turned out to be monologues 
filled with vague, philosophical musings.

One major problem with the multiple nar-
ration styles of this novel is that Kirino does 
not noticeably alter her style or tone when she 
switches characters. The writing throughout 
the story is consistently stilted and bland. The 
novel, which was originally written in Japa-
nese, was translated into English by Rebecca 
Copeland and often reads like a poorly-dubbed 
foreign film: unintentionally ridiculous.

For instance, Yuriko says, “As a child, I 
first became aware that my existence had a 
purpose when I realized men lusted after me.” 
All of Yuriko’s observations carry the sense 
that her beauty is such a terrible burden that 
she can’t be bothered to have a personality. Yet 
the reader is expected to slog through more 
than 50 pages of it at a time.

Where Yuriko’s tale was boring, Kazue’s 
is simply painful. From cringe-worthy 
awkwardness in high school to vile acts of sex 
with strangers, her life is a constant struggle 
for power and acceptance that she will never 
achieve. 

By the end of the novel, little is resolved, 
but Kirino makes one last-stitch effort with 
her theme of beauty by introducing Yurio, 
Yuriko’s intensely attractive son, who is — oh, 
irony — blind. With his calm sensitivity, his 
“wisdom” beats the reader over the head with 
Kirino’s message; when he touches Kazue’s 
diaries, he says “I feel hatred and confusion 
here.”

In the end, the jumble of half-formed ideas 
and underdeveloped characters make one thing 
clear about the novel: in terms of story, “Gro-
tesque” is just plain ugly.

GROTESQUE
By: Natuo Kirino
Publisher: Knopf
480 pages
$24.96
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crush

PATERNITY TESTS
Thank God. The world can exhale. After hold-
ing a collective breath for a seeming eternity, 
celebrity gossip lovers worldwide finally have 
the answer they’ve been waiting for. The father 
of Anna Nicole’s baby is Larry Birkhead, for-
mer boyfriend and photographer.

With a joyous, victorious wave of his arms, 
Birkhead was thrown onto the path of father-
hood and sent on a journey to Toys “R” Us and 
the local CVS for diapers.

Paternity tests have been making fathers 
out of unsuspecting, uncooperative and deny-
ing men for a long time. And, thanks to Maury 
Povich and other classy talk shows, the tests’ 
drama and suspense have made them some-
what of a sick, twisted new American pastime.

Birkhead’s paternal joy was a breath of 
fresh air from the daddies-in-denial Maury has 
shown us time and time again.

You know that guy — the one with the steady 
girlfriend of five years whose toddler son looks 
exactly like him. That guy who stands by 
his accusation that the girlfriend must have 
cheated. That baby cannot possibly be his!

In steps our hero: the paternity test. Thank-
fully for the world (and for Maury), the PT and 
DNA are close friends and will send that man 
into an anger-filled, profanity-laced tirade 
when he finds out he is that baby’s daddy.

Oh, paternity tests. Few things have the 
power to bring some such joy and others such 
dismay.

— Heath D. Williams, asst. feature editor



Graduate Research Day 
and Open House

Wednesday, April 18, 2007
3:30 - 5: 30 p.m.

UB Student Union - Room 215

Explore current research during student poster competition.

Discuss graduate study opportunities.

Meet faculty and students.

For more information, 
please call (716) 645-2771 x1227.

www.eng.buffalo.edu

�

�

�

North Campus

LOOKING TO MAKE
SOME EXTRA MONEY?

BILLY WANTS YOU!

FUCCILLO HYUNDAI OF SYRACUSE
2601 Erie Blvd. East  •  Syracuse, N.Y.  •  315-445-7900  •  www.HyundaiofSyracuse.com

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
NIGHTS & WEEKENDS

� ANSWERING PHONES �

� GREETING CUSTOMERS �

� FILING �

Please apply in person 
with Bill Hendry.
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Adv. Tix on Sale DCI CLASSIC COUNTDOWN 2007 (NR) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale IL BARBIERE DI SIVIGLIA ENCORE (NR) �
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1130 1250 330 500) 730 915
THE NAMESAKE (PG-13) DIG (1240 355) 1025
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1135 210 445) 735 1005
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1115 150 425) 705 935
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1120 155 435) 720 950
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1140 1210 205 235 440 510) 710 740

940 1010
THE LOOKOUT (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 350) 655 925
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG (1125

200 430) 715 945
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (230 505) 1015
OC: MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1155) 745
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1255 405) 700 955
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1245 410) 725 1030
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1230 345) 650 955
WILD HOGS (PG-13) (1145 215 450) 750 1020
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1130 145) 645
PREMONITION (PG-13) DIG (440) 725 1000
THE HILLS HAVE EYES II (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (415) 930
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (1150 220)

GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1200 400) 800
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1135 155 425) 740 1005
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1140 210 440) 710 940
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1145 205 435) 725 945
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1210 230 450) 715 935
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1150 215 445) 745 1010
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1155 200) 750
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 720 1015
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (1130 220 455)
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (410) 930
PREMONITION (PG-13) DIG (1230) 705
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (415) 1000
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (1205 235 500) 730 955

GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1200 400) 800
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1220 245 505) 750 1010
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1130 205 430) 700 930
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1230 250 515) 740 950
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1215 240 500) 720 940
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1145 210 440) 715 935
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1245 300) 745
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 710 1000
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (1150 210 445)
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (420) 925
PREMONITION (PG-13) DIG (1140 200) 705
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (510) 955
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (1210 230 450) 730 945
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w o m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Northeastern ruins SU’s bid to retake Orange Challenge cup
By Matt Ehalt

STAFF WRITER

One week after placing second in the race 
for the Cayuga Cup, a race which some players 
saw as a huge momentum boost, the SU women’s 
rowing team took Pennsylvania’s Philadelphia 
course hoping to reclaim the Orange Challenge 
Cup on Saturday.

The Orange did not follow up on the perfor-
mance from the previous week. The women took 
third in the varsity eighth race, a decline from 
their previous results, as Northeastern and 
Penn both beat the SU varsity eight, by 7.5 and 
6.7 seconds, respectively.

Outside of the second varsity four, the rest 
of the Orange’s boats followed with mediocre 
performances, with SU taking third overall.  

The team won the second varsity four race, 
but had to settle for two third-place finishes and 
three second-place finishes. Northeastern won 
the cup for the second year in a row and eighth 
time in the last 12 years. 

“If we had been a little closer, I would feel 
much better,” SU head coach Kris Sanford said. 
“But we were definitely better this week than we 
were last week.”

One of the better spots of the team was the 
second varsity four, which provided the team 
with its first win in a race in the spring portion 
of the season. The second varsity four finished 

3.1 seconds ahead of Penn.
“We tried to concentrate on working together 

as a boat,” senior Theresa Alessio said. “I feel 
that it is always good to get that first win and 
build confidence. It will help us get more confi-
dence for the next race.”

Sanford also liked what she saw out of the 
second varsity eight and novice eight. She said 
that those two boats competed in closer races 
that were side-by-side and only ended up losing 
by a little. The second varsity eight finished 5.7 
seconds behind Penn while the novice eight was 
0.8 behind the Quakers.

“It’s good knowing that in situations 
where there is not a big distance, your 
athletes can handle that pressure,” Sanford 
said. 

With the rest of the boats — and the varsity 
eight especially — more emphasis was placed 
on what could be taken from the loss, despite the 
third-place finish. 

Sanford said she thinks the team’s confi-
dence may have been broken during the race, 
because the boat did not take the advantages the 
Penn course presented. She said the team may 
not have mentally handled the course as well as 
they could have.

“I think the varsity eight boat can definitely 
rebound and learn because it’s easy enough to see 
and how we need to move forward,” Sanford said. 

Senior Erin Cunningham, a coxswain, said 
the effort of the varsity eight boat was there, 
but the result did not reflect it. The team 
started behind and was never able to catch 
up to a head-to-head race like Cunningham 
hoped.

Cunningham said the varsity eight stepped 
outside its comfort zone and its performance 
may have affected it but is something the rowers 
can use for future races.

“We raced at about 35 strokes per minute 
on average the body of the race,” Cunningham 
said. “It was harder to maintain and to keep 
rhythm. We can hope we can try to build on that 
and be more efficient. Efficiency is something 
that will really make a difference.”

To make a difference, though, the boat needs to 
start performing to its potential.  Sophomore Katie 
Lynch said the boat is not performing half as well 
as it could, but has time to fix the problems.

Cunningham, though, stills holds optimism 
about what the varsity eight can accomplish 
— when they work together.

“We know we are in shape and know we are 
physically ready for the race,” Cunningham 
said. “You can either regress or push forward. 
We always push forward. Our biggest challenge 
is being able to be efficient and to move together 
as a boat. If we can do that, I think you’ll be see-
ing great things from us.”
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player.”
Nevertheless, some of the similarities are 

evident. Both starred at Towson Catholic High 
School in Baltimore and for the Mt. Royal AAU 
team, now known affectionately as “Team 
’Melo.” Greene looked up to Anthony during 
middle school and high school. Watching Antho-
ny tear through the 2003 NCAA Tournament 
inspired Greene to follow suit at Syracuse. 

Greene and Anthony met each other at Tow-
son Catholic, but their relationship became close 
after Greene committed to Syracuse. Although 
Greene has spent the last few months touring 
the country playing in postseason showcases 
— like the McDonald’s All American game on 
March 23 — the two have managed to talk fairly 
often about the expectations, playing ball at 
Syracuse and dealing with SU head coach Jim 
Boeheim.

“Carmelo told me that Boeheim is not gonna 
be the coach who kisses your butt and tells you 
what you want to hear,” Greene said, laughing. 
“He’s gonna tell you the truth, what you need to 
hear. I like that, though. He’s going to make me 
better.”

Greene’s height is what makes him different 
than Anthony. Greene is projected to step in as 
an athletic power forward. His height makes 
him valuable on the defensive end both for 
rebounding and blocking shots. Conversely, 
the 6-foot-8 Anthony played like a big, physical 
guard. 

The comparisons also falter on the offensive 
end, even though Greene does not play like a 
traditional big man. Unlike most power for-
wards, Greene is gifted with a deadly perimeter 
game that extends out beyond the 3-point arc. 
Anthony also played on the perimeter, but he 
was a slasher who used his quick first step to 
explode toward the basket.  

Darrell Corbett, head coach of Team Melo, 
coached both Anthony and Greene. Although 
he understands Syracuse fans will try and 
compare the two, their biggest similarity is the 
high school they attended. 

“These guys have two separate games,” Cor-
bett said. “Carmelo liked to play inside, even 
though he was a guard. Donte became a perim-
eter player with incredible outside range. He 
likes playing out behind that arc.” 

Even though Greene is known most for his 
outside shot, his high school coach, Josh Pratt, 
said there is more to Greene that does not 
appear on the stat sheet every night. 

“His biggest strength is his versatility,” Pratt 
said. “He’s a great passer, he can rebound. He 
does so much to make everyone else better 
around him. Donte doesn’t have to put up 30 a 
night like Carmelo did to be valuable.”

Corbett told Greene, however, that Syracuse 
fans might not see it that way. He warned 
his prized recruits about the expectations that 
will undoubtedly come if he decided to attend 
Syracuse. By playing at the same high school as 
Anthony, the comparisons are inevitable.

“I always tell him he has to go in there and 
not try to repeat what Carmelo did,” Corbett 
said. “If he tries, he’ll just go crazy. Anyone 
would go crazy. He has to go in there and does 
what he does best.”

Greene is most proud of becoming part of the 
proliferation of basketball stars coming from 
Baltimore.

Anthony opened the door for dozens of Divi-
sion I recruits, most notably Memphis Grizzlies 
rookie Rudy Gay, Georgetown’s Roy Hibbert and 
DaJuan Summers, and this season’s National 
Player of the Year, Kevin Durant. 

As more young talent surfaces around the 
Chesapeake Bay, the city of Baltimore estab-
lishes itself on the national basketball map. It 

just took Anthony’s success to start the flow of 
players 

“There are a lot of great ballers in Baltimore, 
but they never got the respect they deserved,” 
Greene said. “We’re mixing now with Philly 
and New York — all the big basketball hotbeds 
around the country. The rest of the country is 
finally starting to catch onto us, and Carmelo is 
the one all of us really looked up to”

With SU seniors Demetris Nichols, Terrence 
Roberts and Darryl Watkins graduating, Greene 
recognized the opportunity to immediately 
become a starter on a revamped frontcourt. The 
chance of instant playing time only solidified 
the marriage.

Because he is so tall, Greene will be expected 
to match up against the biggest and strongest 
players in the Big East. Pratt said the 217-pound 
Greene needs to bulk up if he is to succeed as 
a power forward in one of the country’s most 
physical conferences.

Greene hired a personal trainer for the sum-
mer and hopes to gain 10 pounds of muscle by 
next season.

Syracuse assistant coach Rob Murphy, who 
recruited Greene, said he only needs to add 5 to 
7 pounds. Greene’s body type is naturally lanky, 
and he is not a traditional low-post player. 

“A lot of people expect him to play the 4 
because of his size, but I don’t think he can get 
too much bigger,” Murphy said. “His skill level 
is at such a high level already that he doesn’t 
have to get to put on more bulk, anyway. We 
do really want him to get stronger so he can 
become a better finisher instead of just putting 
on extra weight.”

Greene has embraced the expectations and 
welcomes the Carmelo comparisons. He even 
hopes to become the first Syracuse player to 
wear Anthony’s No. 15. But with the good com-
parisons come the bad.

Anthony played only one year at Syracuse 

before becoming the third overall pick in the 
2003 NBA Draft by the Denver Nuggets. Since 
Greene is arguably the most talented Syracuse 
recruit since Anthony, some presume he may 
also end up a “one-and-done” player.

An NBA age limit forces potential draft 
prospects to be one year removed from high 
school. After that, it is up to the player. Greene 
said if the rule did not exist, he would not have 
hired an agent but would have put his name 
in the NBA Draft. He would have jumped 
straight to the NBA if he felt he was put high 
enough in draft predictions.

Greene’s family wants him to stay in college 
all four years, but Greene has not started think-
ing that far into the future.

“You can’t go into college with the attitude, 
‘I’m just gonna go in here for a year, do my thing, 
then leave,’” Greene said. “College is supposed 
to be one of the best times of your life, and I want 
to have that experience.”

GREENE
F R O M  P A G E  2 8

courtesy of the baltimore sun
DONTE GREENE played for the same high school and AAU teams as former Syracuse star Carmelo Anthony. The 6-foot-10 forward 
comes to Syracuse after scoring 10 points in the McDonald’s All-American Game.
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     15 SYRACUSE VS. CORNELL 16

BIG NUMBER
Cornell scored the game-winner with four 
seconds left to defeat the Orange.

STORYTELLER
“All that work that you 
did to get out of that 
hole, to get back into 
the game, to leave the 
game a tie game—it 
doesn’t mean anything 
anymore. All the 
players’ clears and rides, 
goals and saves, they 
don’t mean anything. 
The scoreboard is now 
16-15, and, you know, 
it’s disappointing.”

Pete Coluccini
SU GOALIE

THE GOOD
Goalie Pete Coluccini
Coluccini had a spectacular night in the 
cage, saving a career-high 22 shots. Many 
of them came from point-blank range. 

THE BAD
SU’s first quarter
Syracuse repeatedly gave the Big Red 
open looks at the goal right on the crease 
and trailed, 6-1, at the end of the period. 

THE UGLY
The ending
SU allowed an open look to Cornell stand-
out Max Seibald right on the crease at the 
end, and he capitalized. 

 0:04

M E N ’ S  L AC RO S S E

will halsey | staff photographer

MATT ABBOTT walks slowly off the field with the Cornell players celebrating behind him after Syracuse lost to the Big Red. Abbott 
scored a goal and dished an assist.

Cornell
  G A SOG GB
Pittard  4 3 6 0
Mitchell  4 1 7 7 
Glynn  3 0 6 2
Lewis  2 1 3 3
Seibald  1 3 5 5
Bartlett  1 2 4 3
Espey  1 0 5 3

Syracuse
 G A SOG GB
Niewieroski 5 0 5 0
Brooks 3 1 3 0
Rommel 2 1 3 2
Perritt 2 0 3 0
Hardy 1 2 1 2
Nims 1 1 2 0
Abbott 1 1 2 6
Leveille 0 1 3 1

 GA S
McMonagle 15 11
Coluccini 16 22

Cornell and Syracuse called consecutive 
timeouts with eight seconds left on the clock, 
and Big Red standout Max Seibald demanded 
the ball in his huddle. In the Orange huddle, 
Desko anticipated that play and ordered his 
players to force the right-hander to his left. 

When play resumed Seibald drove down to the 
edge of the crease, and he slipped a left-handed 
shot past Coluccini for the deciding goal. Coluc-
cini exchanged angry words with the referees, 
believing Seibald had entered the crease.

“It goes both ways, what (the referee) saw 
and what I saw,” Coluccini said. “What he saw 
counts, and what I saw doesn’t count.” 

Syracuse had tied the game, 15-15, 24 sec-
onds before that when midfielder Steven Brooks 
blasted a 10-yard shot into the goal. Cornell 
forced Brooks to his weaker right side, but he 
buried a ferocious right-handed goal into the 
cage anyway. Brooks celebrated by raising both 
his arms, while fellow midfielder Pat Perritt 
lifted him up in the air.  

The last-second drama overshadowed a come-
back by Syracuse, after it trailed by as many as 
six goals, 8-2, midway through the second quarter. 
SU allowed the game’s first six goals. The Orange 
defense repeatedly gave Cornell open looks on 
goal right on the crease. The Big Red fired 27 shots 
in the first half to 21 for Syracuse. 

Meanwhile, the Orange slumbered on offense 
and committed 16 first-half turnovers. 

“We gave ourselves a little too tough of a 
mountain to climb there,” Desko said. 

SU’s charge began with a four-goal spurt 
in the span of 2:12 late in the second quarter. 
Syracuse entered halftime trailing, 8-6, and its 
offense exploded in the second half. 

Jon Jerome and Danny Brennan repeatedly 
won faceoffs to control possession for the Orange, 
with the pair finishing 24-of-34 for the game. SU’s 
midfielders and attackmen took advantage, with 
Brooks notching a hat trick and Perritt and Greg 
Rommel tallying two scores apiece.

“Our offense started clicking,” Perritt said. “We 
were playing the type of lacrosse that we wanted to 
play. It’s the reason why we all came here — it’s to 
play an up-and-down type of lacrosse game.”

Syracuse also did a better job of limiting Cor-
nell’s runs in the second half, swapping goals 
time and again with the Big Red. The Orange 
allowed Cornell to score two unanswered goals 
only twice, due to Coluccini making one spar-
kling block after another. 

But Coluccini took no consolation from his 
career night in the cage. 

“It was such a key game,” Coluccini said. “We 
tried so hard, and to come short at the end, it’s 
really hard to calm yourself.”
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sports.dailyorange.com

CORNELL
F R O M  P A G E  2 8
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By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

Pete Coluccini still felt the frustration. The 
Syracuse goalie saw all of the big plays he and 
his team made. He knows his 22 saves against 
the No. 1-rated offense speaks volumes, setting a 
career-high performance.

But when Cornell midfielder Max Seibald 
sprinted from out of bounds to the cage for 
the game-winning goal as time expired, Coluc-
cini couldn’t control his emotions. No. 1 Cornell 
edged No. 17 Syracuse, 16-15, at the Carrier 
Dome on Tuesday, overshadowing a rare qual-
ity performance on Coluccini’s part.

Both players’ perspectives differ on the goal. 
Seibald doesn’t think he crossed the crease; 
Coluccini thinks he did. When Seibald scored on 
the doorstep, Coluccini expressed his emotions 
sharply to the referees. He drew an unsports-
manlike penalty as time expired.

“I just want to apologize,” Coluccini said. “I 
didn’t say anything good toward the refs. I let the 
emotions get the best of me. It was inappropriate.”

He also broke his stick, moments before team-
mates Kenny Nims and Evan Brady consoled 
him. The game initially proved to be rocky for 
Coluccini, but he quickly rebounded. It wasn’t 
like other games, like Virginia, Johns Hopkins 
and Princeton, where quick goals early in the 
game overwhelmed the SU goalie and caused 
him to lose confidence the rest of the game.

Still it looked like Coluccini would experi-
ence a similar nightmare. The Big Red opened 
with a 4-0 lead and the top-rated offense didn’t 
show any signs that it would slow down.

But it did. Cornell didn’t score for seven 
more minutes. Then after it notched its eighth 

goal, the Big Red went on a six-minute scoring 
drought. While the Syracuse offense rallied to 
chip away Cornell’s lead, Coluccini did his part 
to make sure Cornell couldn’t answer. 

“We wouldn’t even have been close in the 
game if it wasn’t for Pete,” Syracuse midfielder 
Pat Perritt said. “Everyone who was watching 
the game knows that. There’s nothing better 
than having a hot goalie at the end of a close 
game and that’s what we had.”

It wasn’t simply a turnaround from his weak 
performances — performances that caused fans 
on message boards to question whether he even 
deserved scholarship money to play at Syra-
cuse. Cornell head coach Jeff Tambroni finds 
the bashing too harsh.

“Coluccini gets a lot of criticism for what he 
does,” Tambroni said. “I feel like we’ve been a 
decent shooting team. Twenty-two saves against 
us…”

Giving up a game-winning goal shouldn’t 
overshadow the saves Coluccini made. He, or 
even a top-ranked goalie, such as the Big Red’s 
Matt McMonagle, should’ve made.  

He blocked a rebound sitting down after 
diving for a groundball. He blocked shots with 
his body but made numerous stick saves — the 
type of saves Coluccini wanted to make this 
season. 

That’s why he went on a strict diet over the 
summer — so he could slim down and use his stick 
to make the saves rather than his bulky frame. 

Other times, Coluccini did the unusual. In 
two instances, he marched down past the mid-
field line because he couldn’t find an open man 
to clear the ball. Syracuse head coach John 
Desko called timeout the first time to draw up a 

play. But the second time Coluccini was near the 
cage for the shot. It didn’t go in, but McMonagle 
admits he was a little concerned about what 
would happen.

“You never want to have another goalie score 
on you,” McMonagle said. “I watched his stick. 
It’s tough, because you normally don’t see many 
goalies trying to score on you. Thankfully it 
wasn’t that hard of a shot.”

But when Coluccini was on the other end, he 

faced difficult shots. Cornell attackman David 
Mitchell, who scored four goals, saw the SU 
netminder’s increasing confidence throughout 
the game. That’s why Coluccini thought he 
would be able to make the stop on a play that 
could decide the game. He didn’t, and despite a 
career night, it’s the final score that Coluccini 
was thinking about. 

“The scoreboard is now 16-15,” Coluccini 
said, “and you know, it’s disappointing.”
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will halsey | staff photographer
PETE COLUCCINI makes a sparkling save from the ground in Syracuse’s loss to Cornell 
Tuesday. The sophomore goalie made a career-high 22 saves.

Coluccini stars despite last goal

n o t e b o o k  

Niewieroski scores career-high five goals, most by SU player in game this season
By Kelvin Ang and Mark Medina

THE DAILY ORANGE

Syracuse sophomore midfielder/attackman 
Greg Niewieroski set a career-high with five 
goals Tuesday night against Cornell. Niewieros-
ki kept finding himself in open space close to the 
net as the game opened up late in the game, and 
he capitalized on the chances he earned.  

Niewieroski’s five goals represent the high-
est single-game total any Syracuse player has 
tallied this season. He took six shots, and five of 
them found the back of the net. 

“(The up-and-down style of play) created some 
more opportunities sometimes that we capitalized 
on,” Niewieroski said. “We got some big goals.” 

Syracuse head coach John Desko also praised 
his team’s offensive outburst. Desko said the 
Orange finally played close to what he knows it 
is capable of. 

“I liked the pace of the game,” Desko said. “I 

think the players did, too. They like to play that 
way.”

Not over ’til it’s over
Desko walked into the Carrier Dome on 

Monday, and he didn’t need to blow the whistle. 
His players had already suited up long before 
the head coach arrived.

That eagerness carried through the rest of 
the practice. Desko couldn’t recall having to 
raise his voice one bit. Despite the loss on Tues-
day, Desko knows if the Orange wins out, the 
positive attitude will have to be present.

“It’s not like I get to practice and guys are hang-
ing around and thinking, ‘Woe is me,’” Desko said. 
“I sensed a great attitude and it was a great place 
to start. They were all ears and we came back and 
saw film. They were very attentive. Anything they 
can be doing on their part, they’ve been doing it.”

After Syracuse’s loss to Princeton on Sat-

urday, SU huddled up and addressed the need 
for quality practices for the rest of the season. 
Desko said players held players-only meetings 
similar to last year when SU started off 1-4.

“We were excited for this game,” Syracuse 
sophomore midfielder Pat Perritt said. “It’s a 
night game in the Dome and it doesn’t get much 
better than this. We’re playing in the best coun-
try to play the No. 1 team in the country. Right 
after the Princeton game everyone wanted to get 
out there and get this game under way.”

The right attitude may be there, but Syracuse 
is in a deep hole. It is in risk of failing to make 
the playoffs for the first time since 1982. Now it 
has to win its last four games.

“We’ve been frustrated with (the losing),” 
Desko said. “The last couple of days of practice 
we’ve been with it and I think it showed in our 
attitude tonight. We talked to the guys and said 
we have to win out. But right now it’s not win-

ning out. It’s one game at a time as it has been.”

Still a marked opponent
Cornell head coach Jeff Tambroni knows 

he hasn’t seen enough of Syracuse’s games 
to understand fully why a usual powerhouse 
stands at 3-6. 

But he knows that part of the problem is 
Syracuse’s reputation causes opponents to circle 
the Orange on their calendar and focus more on 
SU. He admits that his team didn’t prepare for 
its game against SU for two days, but rather 
eight months. 

“They have a lot of talent,” Tambroni said. “I 
would say probably one of the criteria goes to it 
is that they get everybody’s best game no matter 
if they’re No. 1 in the country or No. 17 in the 
country. I knew we were excited. If you asked 
our guys, they thought they were playing the 
No. 1 team in the country.”

Join the Daily Orange design department dynasty
The D.O. is hiring designers for fall 2007.  

Send your resume and cover letter to Lesley at  
design@dailyorange.com by APRIL 16. 
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By Matt Gelb
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Ben Maljovec knows it. So does Jake Flaherty 
and Vincenzo Giruzzi. For the three Syracuse 
upperclassmen linebackers, this is the time 
to shine — simply because it could be the only 
chance.

“We had a couple years where we were behind 
some great players and now that they’re gone, 
we have our opportunity to compete with each 
other as well as the guys behind us,” Maljovec 
said. 

Maljovec, Flaherty and Giruzzi have started 
a grand total of zero games at Syracuse. With 
the Orange’s 2006 starting linebackers — Kelvin 
Smith, Jerry Mackey and Luke Cain — all 
graduated, the three less-than-household names 
make up SU’s spring middle three. 

And they are loving every minute of it.
“It’s just an opportunity every day,” Giruzzi 

said. “It’s an opportunity every day just to get 
better, to work on the things to be successful. 
That’s what the spring is. You are competing for 
a spot and you’re out there playing. It’s great.”

Maljovec, a former free safety, Flaherty, a 
two-year special teams player, and Giruzzi, two 
years removed from a devastating fractured 
knee, are receiving the majority of reps at line-
backer with the arduous task of replacing the 
227 tackles by last season’s three — 26 percent of 
SU’s total stops.

Three weeks into spring practices and Syra-
cuse head coach Greg Robinson is more than 
pleased with what he’s seen. 

“People want to know how (the linebackers) 
are doing,” Robinson said. “I’ll tell you this: I 
don’t notice a lot of mistakes coming from the 
experienced players in Ben, Jake and Vinny. 
I’ve been pleased with what I’ve seen from them. 
Not to say that some of those younger guys aren’t 
growing a little more comfortable each day.”

Maljovec, a rising junior, is the most expe-
rienced of the bunch. He tallied 12 tackles 
and two interceptions last season, including a 

27-yard interception return for a touchdown in 
Syracuse’s 34-14 win over Miami (Ohio). 

Like Flaherty (6-foot-1, 222 pounds) and 
Giruzzi (6-foot-3, 230), Maljovec at 6-foot-3, 214 
pounds is comparatively light for the linebacker 
position. Maljovec said he is not satisfied with 
his spring performance thus far because he 
needs to become more aggressive and physical.

“We just have to play physical and be vio-
lent players,” Maljovec said. “The linebacker 
position is a violent position, so just bring the 
violence hard to the field.”

SU defensive coordinator Steve Russ main-
tained he is not worried about the size of his cur-
rent linebacking corps. Maljovec said, for now, 
whatever he lacks in size, he makes up with his 
speed. Russ agreed.

“In life you give to get,” Russ said. “Some-
times you have a bigger guy who doesn’t run as 
well as a smaller guy. As a linebacker you have 
to be able to function in a lot of ways. Each guy 
can play to his strengths. They may be a differ-
ent size, but that’s something I don’t think we’re 
really concerned about.”

Giruzzi, a rising senior who will play in his 
fifth season at Syracuse after redshirting in 
2003 and 2004, says his knee is stronger than 
ever and is relishing the chance to make it onto 
the field. The Utica native has 11 career tackles 
in the two seasons he has played, almost all on 
special teams. 

Flaherty will be a junior in 2007 with just as 
limited on-field experience, coming mostly in 
the form of special teams in the last two years. 
Still, Russ is impressed with what he’s seen 
from not only Flaherty, but also from the entire 
group of inexperienced linebackers.

“Anytime starters leave, and that’s just the 
nature of college football, it happens,” Russ 
said. “I don’t think it’s earth shattering in any 
way, shape or form. But anytime you have that 
there’s that extra level of competition because 
there’s that vacant seat.”

That competition is vital to Maljovec, Fla-

herty and Giruzzi in the spring because they 
have the coaches’ full attention. Come August, 
at least four potential linebackers will join 
the Orange as freshmen, and some could push 
the older players for immediate playing time 
— even starting jobs.

“We don’t have the mentality here that you 
wait your two years or three years,” Russ said. 

“There’s not a pecking order. This isn’t a monar-
chy where a guy is just anointed to the throne. You 
go out there and you work and you earn it.”

That said, Maljovec is valuing the chance he 
has now to impress his onlookers.

“There’s no stepping backward now,” Maljo-
vec said. “We don’t have any time to step back-
ward. Everything has to be moving forward.”

s o f t b a l l

Golden State duo possess chemistry that extends beyond pitching circle, infield
By Jason Tarr

STAFF WRITER

Chanel Roehner and Nicole Miller have cel-
ebrated some big wins together at Syracuse. But 
this isn’t the first place they have been able to 
share the rush of a crucial victory. Instead, it’s 
just history repeating.

Roehner and 
Miller stood on 
their home field at 
Simi Valley (Calif.) 
High School in 2003, 
celebrating their 

win over cross-town rival Royal High School. It 
was a big day for the teammates, who earned the 
Marmonte League Title with the win. Roehner 
earned the victory as the pitcher and Miller 
started at shortstop.

“It was the most insane time,” Roehner said. 
“The whole high school was there, the baseball 
team, like everyone was there. I was glad we got to 
share that together because it was a huge deal.” 

Roehner and Miller are back on the field togeth-
er at Syracuse. Even more importantly, with the 
lineup changes this season, the two players are 
feeling a little déjà vu. Roehner has moved from 
the outfield to the pitchers mound for the first time 
in her SU career and is already off to a 7-6 record. 

Miller is again playing shortstop, where she has 
started all 38 games for the Orange this season.  

Miller, Roehner and their teammates have 
led SU to a four-game winning streak. The 
Orange will travel to take on Buffalo in a double-
header today starting at 3 p.m.

“It’s weird to see her pitching because she 
was like our only pitcher in high school,” Miller 
said. “Freshman year I was so used to having 
her out there (on the mound) and when I was a 
freshman she was in the outfield. But now it’s 
back to normal.”

Being thrown into the pitching role this season 
has been a frustrating and at times a bumpy road 
for Roehner. But she feels some comfort knowing 
she has a former teammate out on the field.

“It is déjà vu, and I love having Miller at 
shortstop; just like in high school, she is a great 
short stop,” Roehner said. “And I can always 
count on her being there. When I am pitching I 
have no worries if they hit it up the middle.”

During last week’s home game against Bing-
hamton, Roehner and Miller would look at each 
other occasionally or give each other a high-five. 
There appeared to be a silent communication 
between the two, a communication that has 
developed over a period of time.

“I know from high school when she would 

miss a ball or when she was doing well, like I 
know the different attitudes she has and I know 
the different facial expressions that she shows,” 
Roehner said. “So I know what she is thinking 
and so I can talk to her about that.”

Roehner, a junior, came to Syracuse a year 
before Miller. Russ Michael, their former assis-
tant coach at Simi Valley, remembers how Miller 
looked up to Roehner and said the two girls had 
formed a special camaraderie. 

When Miller came to Syracuse for her 
recruiting trip, it didn’t take long for her and 
Roehner to reconnect. 

It wasn’t just Miller who was getting excited 
about the prospect of playing with an old team-
mate. Roehner had experienced her own frustra-
tions in her freshman year at SU and welcomed 
the idea of playing with someone familiar.

“I was really happy because my freshman 
year I wasn’t really friends with the seniors on 
the team, so I was kind of like a floater,” Roehner 

said. “But when she came here, I hung out with 
her a lot and showed her around. I was just 
really happy that she even had the chance to be 
recruited here because I love having a fellow 
Simi Valley person here.”

Roehner said she occasionally will go over to 
Miller’s house in California. She also said their 
families are close and they often visit with each 
other’s grandparents. That friendship off the 
field has only increased the comfort level the 
two have when they are on the field. 

“I know her past, her family, stuff that hap-
pened in high school and people she experienced 
it with,” Roehner said. “I consider her one of my 
greatest friends on the team.”

Part of what happened in high school is that 
memorable day at Simi Valley when Roehner 
and Miller celebrated the league championship, 
an experience Michael said can only help them.

“I think the competitiveness knowing they 
won the league is going to carry through,” 
Michael said. “Especially if Chanel is a pitcher 
now, it kinda takes them back to the high- school 
days.”

Miller couldn’t agree more.
“It’s all the same now,” Miller said. “We are 

playing together and practicing, and we have 
that connection on the field again.”

f o o t b a l l

Maljovec, Flaherty, Giruzzi seize opportunity as 1st-team linebackers

daily orange file photo
BEN MALJOVEC (right) intercepted one pass for a touchdown and made 12 tackles last 
season. The rising junior will compete for a starting linebacker job next year.

UP NEX T
Who: Buffalo
Where: Buffalo, N.Y.
When: Today, 3 p.m.

AT A GLANCE
14-24, 5-5 Big East (6th)
Next three games:
Today  at Buffalo (2)
Friday  Louisville (2)
Sunday South Florida (2)
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w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Freshman Dove creates 
instant offense with 21 goals 

t r a c k  &  f i e l d

Year after championship, Romero deals with technique change

By Bill Palka
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

All it took for Christina Dove to make her pres-
ence felt on the Syracuse women’s lacrosse team 
was a little more than 22 minutes.

In her first collegiate game, the freshman 
midfielder netted three goals in an 11-10 loss to 
then ninth-ranked Dartmouth on Feb. 24. Dove 
has since shown her opening act was no fluke 
and has 21 goals the season; fourth-best on a 
balanced and dangerous offensive unit.

“It was really cool, I didn’t expect it,” Dove 
said of her three-goal performance in her SU 
debut. “I wasn’t intimidated, though, because 
if you’re intimidated, there’s no way you can be 
out on the field.”

Dove and Syracuse return to action after a 
12-day rest tonight at 7 at Colgate.

SU head coach Lisa Miller expected an imme-
diate influence from Dove. As an honorable 
mention All-American at Bel Air (Md.) High 
School, Dove also excelled at soccer and basket-
ball. In the extensive recruiting process, Miller 
made it a priority to watch Dove in action on 
the soccer field. The trip to see Dove play soccer 
allowed Miller to see the all-around athleticism 
she could bring to SU.

Miller knew when Dove signed with Syra-
cuse last July that she landed a special player 
capable of cracking the lineup. She saw Dove at 
showcase recruiting tournaments and recalls 
telling assistant coach John Battaglino, “come 
look at this one,” after seeing her the summer of 
her junior year. Miller looked for someone who 
could contribute right away, but more impor-
tantly, fit into SU’s style of play.

“There are a lot of things in place to make her 
successful as a freshman,” Miller said. “She’s 
got the skills and athleticism, plus, her mother 
is a coach and coaches’ kids tend to be thinkers, 
too. However, there are some things she still 
needs to work on.”

Dove recognized facets of her game she needed 
to improve when she got to Syracuse in the fall. 
She said the college game was a lot faster, with 

more contact than she expected. The fall season 
provided Dove a transition period that acted as a 
catalyst in her development as a collegiate player.

What’s happened is Dove has become a major 
part of an offense that Miller said is more 
aggressive than in years past. The unit is more 
athletic and moves the ball around better, open-
ing passing lanes to create scoring opportuni-
ties. Dove’s skill improvement has been vital 
in making the offense more dynamic, since she 
already possesses the physical qualities.

“(Dove) has good vision, she’s tall and she’s 
a good passer,” Miller said. “She is also get-
ting better and better at dodging. I think her 
knowledge of the game and her understanding 
of passing lanes has improved.”

Senior Ashley Pike is another force on the 
offense with Dove. Pike credits the young play-
ers on the team with adjusting quickly but is 
not surprised that a player like Dove has proved 
herself as an everyday starter.

“Kids are starting to play younger and they 
just know the game better,” Pike said. “Every-
body teaches everybody and we don’t really call 
each other by our classes.”

Dove and Pike are joined by sophomore Katie 
Rowan and freshman Halley Quillinan as the 
leading scorers on the team. This group of goal 
scorers has been the driving force behind the 
Orange’s success this season. Miller said they 
have fun playing together and are a pleasure to 
coach because of their unselfish play and deter-
mination to score goals in any way possible.

“You’ll look at the box score at the end of the 
game and see the goals are pretty balanced,” 
Miller said. “Thew best part about this offensive 
unit is that they don’t care who scores.”

By Meredith Galante
STAFF WRITER

Coming into her freshman year of college, 
Melissa Romero had a Delaware State Cham-
pionship in the high jump on her résumé. 
But when Romero started practicing with the 
Syracuse track and field team, the coaches 
told her she would have to start “almost 
completely from scratch” with her technique 
in the event.    

At the Sam Howell Invitational in Princeton, 
N.J., on April 7, Romero showed that despite 
revamping the technique she was using for 
the past seven years, she still had the talent to 
place first in the high jump. Romero jumped 1.65 
meters to win the event, .05 meters ahead of the 
second-place finisher.

“It’s been so frustrating changing my tech-
nique,” Romero said. “I’ve been high jump-
ing since sixth grade, and with that technique 
drilled into my head, it’s hard. I’m still not as 
consistent of a jumper as I would like to be, but 

I keep telling myself it’s only my freshman year 
and I have a lot left to go.” 

Last year, when Romero was a senior at Padua 
Academy in Wilmington, Del., she led her team to 
a state championship. The meet was tied before 
the beginning of the high jump and the 4 x 400-
meter relay. Romero won the high jump, and the 
Padua relay team won their event, to give Padua 
a 69-52 win over Glasgow High School. Later in 
the year, Padua completed the state’s triple crown 
by winning the cross country, indoor track and 
outdoor track state championships. Romero was 
on two of those three teams.

“Helping my team win was a great way to 
end my senior year of high school,” Romero 
said. “Winning a state championship meant so 
much to me, but winning the event in college 
meant something even more because the level of 
competition — it can’t compare.”

Upon Romero’s arrival at Syracuse, though, 
SU assistant coach Enoch Borozinski saw there 
were plenty of technical aspects to alter. Rome-

ro’s technique had to be changed because she 
moves parallel to the bar, Borozinski said, but 
it’s better to be perpendicular. Romero had the 
tendency to move horizontal instead of vertical 
around the bar, which wastes energy for a high 
jumper, Borozinski said.

“Sometimes when making changes, con-
fidence drops in an athlete, the kids get frus-
trated with how things are going,” Borozinski 
said. “It’s nice that she can make changes and 
still get positive results; a win is really good 
for her.”

Borozinski also has her working more in the 
weight room on her strength, conditioning, run-
ning one or two speed workouts a week, and doing 
new drills like double leg drills and ply metrics.  

Initially Romero didn’t take too well to Boro-
zinski’s changes. Her first meet of the indoor 
season this winter at the Cornell Relays did not 
go as well as she would have liked. She jumped 
1.55 meters, which she considered “below or at 
average.”

Throughout the indoor season, her perfor-
mances were inconsistent. At times she would 
perform very well while using the new tech-
niques Borozinski taught her, but during other 
meets she would not be able to jump as high as 
her previous personal bests.

The breakthrough, though, may have come 
last weekend in Princeton. Her first-place fin-
ish may show she’s finally adjusted to the new 
technique and give her the confidence that she 
can succeed at the college level, too.

“After training so hard, I was really excited 
to see how I would do,” Romero said. “I realized, 
though, that I’m still learning and have a long 
way to go. It will all pay off.

“I really didn’t expect to do anything note-
worthy my freshman year. The competition in 
division one is so intense and so much different 
than what I experienced my senior year of high 
school. But all of this is so great for me and for 
my training. To take first place as a freshman 
means a lot.”

rachel fus | staff photographer
CHRISTINA DOVE has scored 21 goals so far this season as a freshman, good for 
fourth on the team. The Orange visits Colgate tonight at 7.

AT A GLANCE
6-4, 2-1 Big East (2nd)
Next two games:
Wednesday  at Colgate
Friday Rutgers
April 18 Cornell
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Summer Sublet
2 Bedroom --Rent one or both, One block from 
campus, Parking, Dishwasher, Heat included, 
$400/ month, Available May to end of July. 
315-436-8074

Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  
2 bedrooms at 510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price 
Negotiable 610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER,

WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
5 BR 707 Euclid

4 BR 900 Ackerman
4 BR 707 Euclid

3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

1 & 2 BR Euclid, Livingston, 
Maryland, Ackerman

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Awesome 3 Bedroom for Rent!  
210 Fellows Ave.  Move in ASAP! 
Call Hector 917-549-5750.

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

202, 204 OSTROM 1, 2, 3, BEDROOM AVAIL-
ABLE JUNE.  CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PARKING.  
LAUNDRY.  446-5186

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

2BR Appt on Ackerman St. $750/month
$375 pp. Fully furnished. 2 porches included. 
Very spacious, 5blks from campus. 315-657-
7478 jndesant.googlepages.com for more info

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

FOR RENT

707 Euclid
4/5 BR

Parking, Porch
Laundry, Furnished

Two Full Baths

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2-8 Bedrooms

720 Livingston
835 Sumner

968 Ackerman

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

LANCASTER RENTAL!
3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon,

116 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apts at:

110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 
136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com
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Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME 

 ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-

TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
 www.universityhill.com

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  806-
2600  Grad Students Preferred.

  
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
City Feel Restaruant Needs Jazz Players for 
Weekend Afternoons!  Get Exposure Here!  
Call 433-9195, 430-1653

Part Time Work

-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+

CALL 434-9553

Nanny wanted.
Part-time, prefer in my home, for my 2 year old. 
Please contact Debbie at 469-4447.

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

Babysitter Wanted. 
Evenings and or Weekends, 2 Children: 5 and 
1, in East Syracuse area. Own transportation 
preferred. Contact Lisp at 575-5238

Camp Counselors needed for great overnight 
camps in the Pocono Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable 
experience while working with children in the 
outdoors.  Teach/assist with waterfront, archery, 
gymnastics, ropes course, environmental ed, 
and much more.  Office & Nanny positions also 
available.  Apply on-line at 
www.pineforestcamp.com

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... 
REGARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

EASYSUDOKU!

5 1 6

6 3 5 2 4

8 1 9 4

6 9 1

8 4 5 7

9 7 8

3 4 9 8

4 2 9 5 3

1 9 6

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE MONDAY, APRIL 16 AT  
ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S, AND SHIRTWORLD FOR 

A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50
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By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

Pete Coluccini broke his stick across his knee 
and pushed his teammates away from him as 
he stalked off the field. 

Moments later, the Syracuse men’s lacrosse 
team formed a huddle on the sideline, but 
defenseman Steve Panarelli squatted outside 

the huddle by himself, 
burying his head in his 
hands. 

It was that painful 
for the Orange on Tues-

day night at the Carrier Dome. No. 17 Syra-
cuse battled back from a huge early deficit to 
finally tie the game with 28 seconds remain-
ing against No. 1 Cornell, but SU allowed a 

game-winning goal with four seconds left, 
16-15, in front of 5,398.

Syracuse wasted a brilliant performance 
from its goaltender, Coluccini, who saved a 
career-high 22 shots, including many from 
point-blank range. SU sophomore Greg Niewi-
eroski scored a personal-best five goals. 

“All that work that you did to get out of that 
hole, to get back into the game, to leave the 
game a tie game — it doesn’t mean anything 
anymore,” Coluccini said. “All the players’ 
clears and rides, goals and saves, they don’t 
mean anything.

The loss leaves Syracuse (3-6) on the verge of 
missing the NCAA tournament. Teams have to 
finish at least .500 to be eligible for a tournament 
berth, and SU now has to win all its remaining 

games. Cornell improved to 9-0 on the year.
“We can’t practice all week thinking about 

Cornell,” Syracuse head coach John Desko 
said. “We’ve got to move ahead and just try 
to win every game we can to keep us in the 
playoff hunt.”

SU never held a lead against the Big Red 
and trailed, 15-12, with less than four minutes 
to go, but a three-goal burst tied the game up 
with 28 seconds remaining. 

By Jared Diamond
ASST. COPY EDITOR

Donte Greene first heard the compari-
sons the summer before his junior 
year of high school. 

After earning a spot on the all-
star team of a Nike basketball camp, 

the other players 
noticed some 
striking simi-
larities between 
Greene and anoth-
er Baltimore 
hoops legend.

Despite a domi-
nating summer 

performance, Greene could not inter-
nalize the likeness. The 17-year-old 
was a developing prep star with only 
one solid year of varsity high-school 
basketball to his credit. Averaging 
15.7 points his sophomore year was 
a start but nothing spectacular, yet. 
Still, the best high-school talents in 
the world could not help but make the 
connection.

Prognosticators and overzealous 
observers always try to compare 
young talents to established stars, 
so Greene knew the whispers were 
nothing unusual. But this wasn’t just 

any player. These were comparisons 
to his idol, to the player he modeled 
his game after, to the best player ever 
from his hometown of Baltimore.  

For almost two years, Greene has 
been regarded as the next Carmelo 
Anthony — a Syracuse legend who 
captured the heart of the campus by 
leading the Orangemen to their only 
national championship in 2003. Next 
season, Greene will finally have the 
opportunity to live up to such lofty 
expectations.

Regardless of Greene’s eventual 
college legacy, though, he is another 
elite hoops prospect from the Balti-
more area. Starting with Anthony 
four years ago, Baltimore has become 
a hotbed of basketball talent, and 
Syracuse is reaping the benefits.

But the newest Baltimorean to join 
the Orange, Greene, still brushes off 
the comparisons to his basketball role 
model.  

“It’s such a great thing, such a 
privilege,” Greene said of his like-
ness to Anthony. “But our games are 
so different, man. All those fans up 
there (in Syracuse) have to under-
stand: Carmelo and I are not the same 

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Cornell drowns SU’s hopes with last-second goal

Greene

Donte Greene tries following 
in ‘Melo’s footsteps

part 1 in a 
4-part series 
on Syracuse’s 
2007 recruits

courtesy of matt stone | the louisville courier-journal
DONTE GREENE averaged 18.6 points and 6.8 rebounds per game his senior season at 
Towson Catholic High School in Baltimore.

will halsey | staff photographer
PETE COLUCCINI breaks his stick 
over his knee after Syracuse’s loss to 
Cornell. SU needs to win out to make 
the NCAA tournament.

with

envy 

SEE GREENE PAGE 21

SEE CORNELL PAGE 22
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Some of the most common 
mistakes made in bed and 
how to fix them. 

Have a round on us 
(315) takes you through the 
M-Street bars to get your 
weekend started early.

Spinning a yarn
Always wanted to learn how 
to knit? Now’s your chance 
with our easy how-to-guide.

See insert

RIAA sues SU 
student for 
file-sharing

Campus 
remembers 
Denny’s case

Defendant did not 
pay $3K settlement 
before deadline  
The saga continues. 

The Recording Industry Asso-
ciation of America filed a “John Doe” 
lawsuit Wednesday against one Syra-
cuse University student.

This lawsuit was one of many filed 
by the RIAA Wednesday against stu-
dents across the country who failed 
to pay a $3,000 settlement fee after 
receiving a letter accusing them of 
illegal music downloading and copy-
right infringement. The letters, sent 
out in late February and March, gave 
offenders a chance to settle copyright 
infringement claims out of court 
before federal lawsuits were filed 
against them by the RIAA.

On Feb. 28, 37 SU students received 
the letters, which warned them that if 
they did not pay the $3,000 settlement 
through a Web site within 20 days, a 

SEE RIAA PAGE 6

By Kevin Sajdak
STAFF WRITER

Nearly 70 Syracuse University stu-
dents, faculty and staff gathered on 
the Quad Wednesday to both honor 
and remember the seven SU students 
who were attacked outside of a local 
Denny’s exactly 10 years ago.

The gathering was part of a three-
day event marking the 10-year anni-
versary of the attack, known now as 
the “Denny’s Incident.” The crowd 
gathered in an emotional remem-
brance circle in which participants 

SEE DENNY’S PAGE 9

Facts in flux
By Eric Meyers

DESIGN EDITOR

T
he line between reality and fiction is finer 
than ever as satirical newspaper, The 
Onion, “America’s Finest News Source,” 
now has its own online broadcast channel, 
the Onion News Network.

“The Onion News Network has been on the air since 
1904,” said ONN staff writer Daniel Mirk. “We have a 
strong commitment to the facts. Of course there are 
some things that some would take exception to, but the 
stories are 100 percent factual.” 

Somehow, he can’t quite say it with a straight face. 
Apparently “commitment to the facts,” is relative. 

ONN launched on March 27, with three entirely fake 
news segments, featuring anchor “Brandon Arm-
strong.” The clips covered Condoleezza Rice’s trip 
to the Middle East, troops stationed in Iraq and an 
immigration problem.  

On the surface, these would appear to be fairly stan-
dard news topics, except Rice is now traveling through 
pirate-infested waters, the troops in question are newly 

enlisted Civil War re-enactors and the immigration 
debate concerns a CEO replaced by his over-the-border 
counterpart, willing to work for $200,000 less. 

“We discovered there are occasionally times in our 
viewers’ lives when they are forced to be away from a 
television,” said Onion editor in chief Scott Dikkers in 
a recent press release. “The Onion News Network will 
fill these gaps of news access with a seriousness and 
integrity missing from news today.” 

ONN joins a large group of fake broadcast news 
sources, each with their own twist on the genre. 
While ONN’s segments feature actors and are entirely 
scripted, “The Daily Show with Jon Stewart” records 
real people but uses its “correspondents” to make the 
stories silly and humorous. 

“One reason it works is it’s not completely ficti-
tious,” said Robert Thompson, a television, radio and 
film professor. “Every show contains three segments. 
First, there are the live, scripted green-screen reports 
and headlines. Second, there are the field reports, in 
which ‘correspondents’ interview real people. Third, 

SEE ONION PAGE 13

The Onion joins Comedy Central in 
satirical news broadcasting game

ONLINE
Visit theonion.
com to view a 
“news” cast.

photo illustration by lesley conroy | presentation director
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Prosecution drops case 
for Duke lacrosse players
Rape charges were dropped 
against the three former Duke 
lacrosse players on Wednesday. 
The state attorney general Roy 
A. Cooper, in North Carolina said 
that there was INSUFFICIENT 
EVIDENCE TO PROCEED WITH 
THE CASE. Cooper said that the 
woman who gave evidence “con-
tradicts herself” in the accounts 
of the events. Two of the young 
men were dismissed from Duke 
because of the charges. The 
charges against the players were 
initially rape, sexual offense and 
kidnapping. A woman who had 
accused the players of raping and 
assaulting her in the bathroom of 
a house where she was hired as 
a stripper. DNA tests showed no 
traces of DNA from the defendants 
or any other Duke lacrosse player. 
Cooper said no charges would be 
brought against the woman despite 
the fact that she had shifts in her 
story after the DNA results.

NBC drops radio show
NBC announced on Wednesday 
NBC drops radio show
NBC announced on Wednesday 
NBC drops radio show
that it would no longer simulcast 
Don Imus’s radio program “Imus 
in the Morning.” Following Imus’s 
inappropriate comments on the 
Rutgers women’s basketball team, 
key advertisers Proctor and Gam-
ble, Aetna and Geico announced 
they woul drop the show. Bruce 
Gordon, a CBS BOARD MEMBER 
AND FORMER PRESIDENT OF 
THE NAACP, CALLED FOR IMUS 
TO RESIGN EARLIER THAT DAY.
“What matters to us most is that 
the men and women of NBC Uni-
versal have confi dence in the val-
ues we have set for this company,” 
read the statement released by 
NBC. CBS said it would continue 
with the suspension of Imus begin-
ning April 16 and that CBS Radio 
would continue to monitor the situ-
ation.

Thirty killed in Al-Qaida 
attacks in Algeria
Two bombs that went off in Alge-
attacks in Algeria
Two bombs that went off in Alge-
attacks in Algeria
ria yesterday killed 30 people, 
according to hospital sources, with 
approximately 222 injured. AL-
QAIDA TOOK RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR THE ATTACK IN AN ONLINE 
STATEMENT. The two separate 
attacks, which some witnesses 
described as suicide bombings, 
hit a police station and the prime 
minister’s offi ce. The country of 
Algeria has been an ally of the 
United States in the war on terror. 
The attack is the deadliest in the 
region since 2002. United Nations 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 
described the attacks as terrorist 
bombings. 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
8 p.m.  
First Year players will present a pro-
duction of “WEST SIDE STORY.” 
Tickets may be purchased at the 
Schine Box Offi ce. 

Goldstein Auditorium | $4

8 p.m.  
The Class Council of 2009 is spon-
soring the “HALF WAY THERE 
DANCE” tonight in the Schine 
Underground. Tickets are on sale in 
the Schine Box Offi ce. 

Schine Underground | $5

9 p.m.  
Hip-hop artist Snacky Chan will 
perform as the featured rapper for 
ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN HERI-
TAGE MONTH HIP-HOP CON-
CERT. The event will take place at 
the Skybarn off of Farm Acre Road 
on South Campus.

Skybarn | Free

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

Newcomers
The Daily Orange looks at what 
the admissions offi ce has received 
for next year’s incoming freshman 
class.

PULP

Can you hear me now?
Take a look at the different phone 
Can you hear me now?
Take a look at the different phone 
Can you hear me now?
services and each of its offered 
features.

SPORTS

Where’s Williams?
Sean Williams is coming to Syra-
cuse next year after a nomadic 
high school career. 

OPIN ION

They’re watching you
The Patriot Act is changing our 
They’re watching you
The Patriot Act is changing our 
They’re watching you
lives, even if we don’t realize it, 
says Meghan Overdeep.

W E AT H E R

TODAY TOMORROW SATURDAY

H40|L35 HH4242||LL3535H39|L32

Editorial  315 443 9798
Visuals  315 443 2208

Business  315 443 2315
General Fax  315 443 3689

Advertising  315 443 9794
Classifi ed Ads  315 443 2869

T O  O U R  R E A D E R S
If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-
tion to 
If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-
tion to 
If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-

corrections@dailyorange.com
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If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
please contact us at 
If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
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The Editor in Chief maintains offi ce hours for readers, every 
Wednesday from 8 p.m.—10 p.m.
The Public Editor maintains offi ce hours for readers, every 
Wednesday from 1 p.m.—3 p.m.
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SOFTBALL

MEN’S LACROSSE

THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS

TRACK AND FIELD

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

John Jacobs Invitational
           @ Norman, Okla.

FRI., APR. 13, TBA

FRI.  APR. 13, 7 P.M.        
vs. Rutgers

FRI.  APR. 13, 7 P.M.        
vs. Louisvillevs. Louisville

SUN.  APR. 15, 1 P.M.        
vs. Rutgers

SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!

Orange shoes? Orange 
wig? Orange couch? 
Orange thong? Orange car? 
Orange backpack? Orange 
beer funnel? Orange shot 
glass collection? Orange 
sunglasses? Orange ball 
gown? Orange wall paper?  

E-mail photo@dailyorange.com with your photographs 
of you and your orange paraphernalia.

The top submission will win a 
copy of The Daily Orange book, 
“Spring through September.”

Be sure to include a phone number 
with your submission.  Our favorite 
submissions will appear in the 
end-of-year graduation guide!

Last day to send in photos: Monday April 23rd

During your time as a student at SU, 
what kind of orange stuff have you collected?

file photo

file photo
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By Jessica Goldberg
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Six years ago there was a push for 
Syracuse University to start offer-
ing fair trade products in dining and 
snack facilities.

Today pots of fair trade coffee 
sit — all but ignored — next to the 
regular blend, said Brett Africk, SU’s 
manager of Snack Operations.

Fair trade is a form of business 
that practices direct trade with farm-
ers and artisans at a guaranteed 
minimum price, so workers and farm-
ers earn livable wages, according to 
Transfair USA, a renowned fair trade 
company. In order to qualify for fair 
trade certification, farmers must fol-
low strict guidelines of sustainable 
crop growing.

While organic foods represent 
increased environmental conscious-
ness, fair trade is a movement that 
focuses more on social injustice. Buy-
ing fair trade does cost more money, 
but that is mainly because workers 
are better compensated.

Africk and his colleague Sue 

Bracy, assistant director of the 
Schine Dining Complex, painted a 
pitiful picture for fair trade on cam-
pus, however.

“The demand is very small,” 
Africk said. “Fair trade coffee is 
offered at four different locations on 
campus, but normal coffee outsells 
it 10 to one.” These locations are the 
Gallery Snack Bar, Warehouse Café, 
Olsten Family Café in the Martin J. 
Whitman School of Management and 
the café in Slocum, which is currently 
closed.

“There is more of a push for 
organic food now,” Bracy added. 
“There’s not as much media” for fair 
trade. 

The independent, student-run cof-
fee shop on campus People’s Place 
offers one blend of fair trade coffee. 
Co-manager Stephanie Bovaird 
described student response to the 
blend as fairly positive.

“People who know about fair trade 
usually get it,” she said. “It’s becom-
ing more popular as people become 
more aware.”

The People’s Place’s decision to 
offer fair trade coffee began because 
— as a non-profit — it can sell prod-
ucts the university doesn’t support, 
Bovaird said. “We wanted to be able to 
promote things for farmers and small 
businesses,” she added, “because 
we’re a small business.”

The People’s Place has offered this 
coffee blend for about seven years, 
and while there has been talk of offer-

ing fair trade teas, Bovaird said there 
currently isn’t enough space for more 
products.

Despite a lack of demand for fair 

By Sarah DiGiulio
STAFF WRITER

After being offered the chance to 
go to Iraq, a political consultant 
from California thought about it 
for a day. Then she decided to 
go. Eileen Padberg was supposed 

to stay six 
m o n t h s , 
but she 
stayed for 
almost two 
years.

P a d -
berg will 

speak at 4 p.m. today in 060 Eggers 
Hall about her efforts to ensure 
women are part of Iraq’s recon-
struction.

“At my very core,” she said, “I 
feel that unless women have a say 
in politics, democracy will fail.”

For nearly two years, Padberg 
helped implement a women’s 
development program in Baghdad 
that helped female Iraqis expand 
their businesses. She said she will 
encourage students to feel good 
about going to another country to 
do humanitarian work, and she 
will explain that U.S. work in Iraq 
is not complete.

“Take a chance,” she said. “It’s 
good to get out of your safe zone.” 
By working in other countries, she 
said people can learn how to make 
changes in their countries.

Padberg will also speak about 
the work that still needs to be done 
in Iraq.

“The Iraqis didn’t ask us to 
come to Iraq — we endangered 
them,” she said. “We need to clean 
up our mess and get out of there.”

She recounted wearing bullet-
proof vests, traveling in armed 
caravans and living in a cramped 
room with four other women. 

Padberg went to Iraq in June 
2004 to develop a Pentagon-spon-
sored program for Iraqi women. 
She was based in Baghdad’s Green 
Zone, which is protected for Amer-
icans. Her goal was to help women 
get jobs and the training needed to 
get hired.

She developed the program’s 
curriculum, which included train-
ing in English, management, 
public speaking, and budget and 
finance. She also helped women 

IF YOU GO
Who: Eileen Padberg
Where: 060 Eggers 
Hall
When: Today at 4 p.m.
How much: Free

Speaker 
shares Iraq 
experiences

Fair, but does anyone care?

SEE SPEAKER PAGE 7

Both on-campus and around town, fair trade products 
are available, but face limited demand

Speech encourages 
women to increase 
role in rebuilding

stephen dockery | staff photographer
PEOPLE’S PLACE is one of the few locations on campus that offers fair trade products.

FAIR TRADE PRICES
Paul de Lima’s Fair Trade Uto-
pian, 12oz ground = $8.99
Paul de Lima’s blended 
roasts = $7.99
Average earnings by farmers 
for non-fair trade coffee = 
about 3 cents/lb 
Minimum earnings by farm-
ers for fair trade coffee = 
$1.26/lb

SOURCE: Marty Butts, bulk manager at 
the Syracuse Real Food Co-op

HOW FAIR TRADE 
WORKS
- Direct trade with farmer 
organizations, bypassing 
unnecessary middlemen
- Fair prices for farmers, and 
decent working and living 
conditions for workers
- Access to pre-financing 
and premiums for community 
and business development 
(Farmers paid pre-harvest 
season so they can buy tools 
and equipment they need.)
- Sustainable agriculture 
and farm management prac-
tices, including restricted 
use of agrochemicals and no 
GMOs

SOURCE: transfairusa.org

SEE FAIR TRADE PAGE 8
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Mayor Driscoll unveils budget; 
focuses on rental housing

By A.J. Donatoni
STAFF WRITER

This time the benefits from the city-university 
relationship are flowing uphill.

Syracuse University students should ben-
efit from one part of the Syracuse city budget 
proposed by Mayor Matt Driscoll on Monday, 
according to Bethaida Gonzalez, president of 
the Syracuse Common Council and interim 
dean at University College.

The rental property initiative, which is in 
Driscoll’s proposal, would allow the city to 
improve its tracking of the quality of local 
rental properties, which Gonzalez said would 
be beneficial to students. She also said it would 
provide city resources to hire more inspectors 
to monitor rentals.

Upkeep of rental properties in the neighbor-
hood east of campus is one of the complaints 
raised by the South East Neighborhood Orga-
nization’s proposed legislation to reduce the 
number of unrelated people living in a rental 
property from five to three.

The budget plan also calls for a safer and more 
controlled environment on the SU campus, specifi-
cally with traffic, said Ken Mokrzycki, director of 
administration for the city of Syracuse.

“The university has cooperative efforts in 
a lot of areas, one of which is traffic control,” 
he said. “We have an agreement with the uni-
versity regarding policing when events occur. 

People can come to the events and be assured of 
their safety and also be assured that they’re able 
to get around in a convenient manner without 
traffic jams and bottlenecks.”

Driscoll’s budget also increases funding for 
park patrols by police officers. Mokrzycki said 
new park patrols will help keep the parks in the 
city much safer during the summer.

“It’s good that the city is doing things to 
improve the university,” said Josh Goldstein, an 
undeclared freshman. “It seems like they do a 
great job with the campus because I never have 
any problems, and there’s always security when 
you need it.”

The mayor’s proposal, despite no tax increase, 
no hike in water rates and no rise in sewer bills, 
increases the city’s spending by more than 12 
percent to $580,476,091. An increase in state 
aid and $9.8 million from the Carousel Center 
expansion allowed Driscoll to expand spending 
without raising taxes. 

Much of the budget increase is in the school 
district’s share, which is up 8.6 percent to $320 
million after adjusting for an accounting change 
required by the state, Mokrzycki said.

Driscoll said he was happy with the proposal 
because it keeps taxes flat while launching 
new initiatives, according to an article in The 
Post-Standard. He said there was no reason to 
increase the tax burden on the city residents in 
a year when it was not necessary.

The news department 

is now hiring.

Send your resume to   

news@dailyorange.com
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I s news coverage from The Daily Orange leaving some 
students disappointed? This is a question I thought 
about after I received an e-mail from Scott Clark, a 

junior here at Syracuse University, who expressed his 
disappointment with the news coverage of the D.O. 

“A typical issue of the D.O. focuses almost exclusively 
on college life. While that is certainly relevant news 
for a college paper, something is left to be desired,” he 
wrote. “Although reporting on college life provides 
many people with a daily supply of generally ‘good’ 
news, it serves to create a bit of a ‘bubble,’ in which stu-
dents have less interest in external events.”

Determining news value and coverage for a student 
newspaper can be a little tough.  Student newspaper 
staffs have to create a balance of what gets priority on 
the newspaper pages and what news to run.

Clark brings up a good point about college newspa-
pers creating a type of bubble for students, since the 
student newspaper is where a lot of students go to get 
their news. But the whole point of a college newspaper is 
to cover the issues and events that are going on around 
campus. In a lot of campus newspapers, news coverage 
of what is going on around campus and in the local area 
is all that is included. 

There can be a balance between campus coverage, 
local coverage and even national and world news cover-
age, but how feasible is that? The staff of student newspa-
pers may not have the time and resources to cover serious 
issues regarding government. I would not personally go 
to a student newspaper to find issues on certain things. I 
would only look to it for campus news and entertainment 
news. If I wanted all of the world news, then I would read 
a newspaper that has an audience for it, like the New York 
Times. I would not read ESPN the magazine and expect to 
see worldly issues about government and war. The same 
goes for a campus newspaper. When I pick up the D.O., I 
expect to see what is going on around campus, news about 
the immediate local area and all things pertaining to SU.

The D.O. does have solid news coverage of major news 
issues that go on around campus.  In every issue they 
provide briefs of world and national news, and discussion 
of national and world issues can be found in the opinion 
pages of the D.O. For students who still desire to see more 
worldly news in the paper, the D.O. could have a world 
news and national news page in the paper that features 
wire copy. This will give the newspaper audience a page 
where they can see the top national and world stories.

Shannon Pittman-Price is the public editor for The Daily 
Orange. E-mail her at publiceditor@dailyorange.com.

College news top priority 
for campus newspapers

S H A N N O N  P I T T M A N - P R I C E

public editor

Attention ‘disorders’ might be product of evolution

I am not broken, but I feel like I live in a 
society that tells me I am. Like everyone, 
I have my strengths and weaknesses, but 

every time I struggle, I see the architecture 
of a society that was not built for me.

I have what psychologists call Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, or AD/HD. 
It’s similar to Attention Deficit Disorder, 
except I fidget. OK, it’s little more compli-
cated than that, but that was the quick and 
dirty way my physician described it. 

Typically, young children struggling 
academically are singled out and screened 
for ADD and AD/HD. Those children 
are then enrolled in cognitive or drug 
therapy as a way to make it easier for them 
to advance in school. Some therapists, 
though, disagree with the label “disorder” 
and instead propose that ADD-type people 
are not disordered but simply represent a 
different kind of normal. 

Bear with me, because this is about to 
get abstract.

Thom Hartmann, an influential author 
and radio personality, proposes a different 
model for examining ADD AD/HD. His 
model is known as the hunter vs. farmer 
model, first proposed in his bestselling 
book, “ADD: A Different Perception.” 

The premise of Hartmann’s hunter vs. 

farmer theory is that ADD and AD/HD 
are “expected evolutionary adaptations 
to hunting lifestyles.”  In essence, people 
with ADD or AD/HD retain the same 
genetic traits that were dominant before 
the agricultural revolution that occurred 
around 10,000 years ago. Those traits that 
were advantageous include being able to 
react quickly and manage multiple sensory 
inputs at once.

Farmers, on the other hand, were bet-
ter-suited to careful planning and dealing 
with repetitive and tedious actions. And 
when human beings no longer had to hunt to 
survive after the agricultural revolution, the 
hunter traits began to disappear as society 
was constructed around farming lifestyles. 

I like this theory. To me it shows that my 
struggles are not because I am a disordered 
human being, but a normal person with 
different behavioral traits. And the people 

like me have trouble in school because the 
system plays to the farmer traits. I know I am 
a fast learner and value my education, but 
I cannot deny that there is a restlessness in 
me that causes me to procrastinate. I have 
trouble functioning in schools because, in 
general, the American educational system 
largely set up to learn through similar, 
repetitive tasks. 

What education in this country needs is 
to open its mind to different learning styles.  
Even in higher education, where alternative 
classroom formats flourish, evaluation usu-
ally falls into one of two repetitive actions: 
writing papers and taking exams. New 
ways for evaluation, such as graded seminar 
discussions, can open up new ways to foster 
learning.

When I think of ADD and AD/HD in the 
hunter/farmer way, I am reminded that I am 
not broken, and although medicine can help 
me function in the farmer world, I would 
prefer to stay who I am, a hunter. Instead, 
maybe the educational system needs to be 
fixed so that all the hunters can succeed on 
our terms.

Ben Peskin is a featured columnist whose 
columns appear Thursdays in The Daily 

Orange. E-mail him at bapeskin@syr.edu.

B E N  P E S K I N

righteous indignation 

S C R I B B L E
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Politics trump pop culture for U.S. college students 
By Frank Pallotta

STAFF WRITER

College students are more familiar with Presi-
dent George W. Bush, Sen. Hillary Clinton and  
political news than they are with the instant 
celebrities churned out by “American Idol,” 
according to a study at Tufts University in 
Maryland.

Kent Portney, director of the study and 
professor, wanted to see how college students 
involve themselves in politics and culture, 
and how it differs from people who are not in 
a college setting. He questioned Americans 
18 to 24 years old in two groups: full-time 
college students and people not in college or 
the military.

“We did the study primarily for the purpose 
of understanding how college students differ 
from non-college young people in terms of their 
civic engagement,” Portney said, to see “how 
engaged they are in both political issues and 
community organizations.”

People were asked if they knew their 
home district’s Congressional representa-
tive, and if they could name at least one 
U.S. Senator from their home state. On the 
pop culture side, people were asked if they 
watched “American Idol” in 2006, and who 
won its competition.

“It might have something to do with recent 

world events,” said Dawn Lausa, a Syracuse 
University English professor who teaches 
pop culture classes, on the study’s findings. 
“Maybe people are actually paying attention to 
politics because they are starting to be affected 
by world events. Or maybe “American Idol” is 
just really boring this year.”

Nearly 50 percent of college students could 
accurately name their district’s congress-
man, compared with 40 percent of non-college 
respondents. Sixty-five percent could name 
at least one or both senators, compared with 
about 52 percent of non-college respondents.

However, the real surprise came from the 
respondents’ pop culture answers.

Just 13.4 percent of college students and 
15.4 percent of non-college young people could 
name “American Idol’s” winner in 2006, the 
report stated. “American Idol” was America’s 
No. 1 show last season.

“I was very surprised,” said Portney, of 
the results. “I expected knowledge of popular 
culture issues to be much higher than it turned 
out to be, and I expected knowledge of political 
information to be lower then it was. And of 
course it turned out to be a pretty substantial 
gap.”

While the results came as a surprise to 
Portney, for Jeff Stonecash, SU professor of 
political science, the results were not that hard 

to believe.
“I’m skeptical to begin with,” he said, 

“but usually people of college age are not 
terribly engaged in politics. But this is a time 
of heightened political attention because of 
the Iraq war, because of George Bush and 
it’s very possible that more people could be 
paying attention.”

Lausa, English professor, said it’s encourag-
ing that students are paying more attention to 
politics.

“I think it’s definitely surprising that 
people know more about politics than popu-
lar culture,” said Dylan Fairchild, sophomore 
public relations major. “People are constantly 
swamped and exposed to pop culture through 
the media ... It’s everywhere you go.”

The study also sought to find the civic and 
political engagement uses of Facebook with 
college students and non-college young peo-
ple, Portney said. He found Facebook users 
join an average of 3.89 groups that serve some 
form of political advocacy, according to the 
report.

“I feel like students are more concerned 
with their future because we’ll be the next 
generation to take over,” Fairchild said, “and 
people are probably more concerned with their 
future than what’s in the now, which is pop 
culture.”

lawsuit would be filed.
The student being sued by the RIAA did not 

settle within the required time period, accord-
ing to a statement from the association.

As of March 30, only 116 students of the first 
400 students nationwide to receive letters — 29 
percent — had chosen to settle out of court for 
$3,000, according to a previous article in The 
Daily Orange.

Once a “John Doe” lawsuit is filed, RIAA 
members can subpoena from SU the name of the 
individual corresponding to the Internet Protocol 
(IP) address that has been identified as engaged in 
music piracy, according to a RIAA statement.

Kevin Quinn, vice president of public affairs 
for SU, could not be reached for SU’s comment.

When the individual’s identity has been 
revealed, RIAA representatives will be in touch 
with that individual directly to discuss a settle-
ment of the claims, according to the statement. 
This settlement will be larger than the $3,000 
fee initially offered. 

If the individual chooses not to settle, the 
case will proceed with RIAA members either

amending or re-filing the original complaint 
to include the individual’s name. Lawsuits filed 
by the RIAA range from $750 per illegal song 
downloaded to $150,000 — penalties laid out in 
U.S. copyright law, not decided by the RIAA.

The 37 SU students received the RIAA letters 
shortly after SU ranked No. 12 on a list of the top 
campuses for illegal music downloading. 

-- Compiled by Melanie Hicken, news editor

RIAA
F R O M  P A G E  1
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acquire some of the contracts funded by the 
United States.

“I made sure the Iraqi women had a voice,” 
Padberg said. 

She mocked other foreign aid efforts to give 
Iraqi women sewing machines and teach them 
how to vote. “They need substance,” she said. 
“They need a stake in the economy.”

They have the talent to run their own busi-
nesses. The Iraqi women are very educated and 
account for 62 percent of the population. They 
need to develop careers, Padberg said.

Padberg has been a political consultant in 
California for 35 years. She worked on George 
Bush’s presidential campaign in 1988 and Clint 
Eastwood’s mayoral campaign in Carmel, 
Calif., in 1986. But she also directs much of her 
consultant work toward women running for 
office, she said.

“My major focus has been getting women 
involved in politics,” Padberg said. “Unless we 
can invest substance in women, we are doomed 
to failure.”

Anna Lumsden, graduate student in geogra-
phy, said she is interested to hear what Padberg 
has to say. “It’s just a good idea for people 
outside her line of work to know the contribu-

tions people are making to the reconstruction of 
Iraq,” Lumsden said.

But work like this could impose American 
culture on Iraqis, said junior Cassandra Austin.

“It’s important someone doesn’t force the 
American role of women in society on another 
culture,” said Austin, a U.S. history major. “It’s 
admirable work if she’s working within the 
construct of their culture.” 

Padberg speaks to ideals about wanting to 
make a difference, said Michael Scherger, who 
helped organize today’s speech. Padberg’s 
speech is part of the Moynihan Institute’s 
Global Policies Lecture and Luncheon Series 
in Maxwell.

 “This is a real-world example of a way to 
make a difference,” said Scherger, a graduate 
assistant at the Maxwell School of Citizenship 
and Public Affairs. “It took a lot of guts.”

SPEAKER
F R O M  P A G E  3

“My major focus has been 
getting women involved 
in politics. Unless we can 
invest substance in women, 
we are doomed to failure.”

Eileen Padberg
 POLITICAL CONSULTANT

dailyorange.com

Join the Daily Orange 
Design Dynasty.

We are looking 
for designers with 
experience in 
InDesign, Photoshop 
and Illustrator.

e-mail Lesley at 
design@dailyorange.com
for more info.
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trade products on SU’s campus, there are sev-
eral local businesses that sell a wide variety 
of fair trade products, ranging from coffee to 
jewelry. According to the staff at these stores, 
there is a steady influx of students who come to 
buy their products.

The Syracuse Real Food Co-op offers a wide 
variety of fair trade certified products in its store, 
located on the 600 block of Kensington Road in 
Syracuse. Bulk manager Marty Butts said a large 
number of students shop at the store.

“I don’t know if shopping for fair trade brings 
students in as a specific reason,” he said, “but 
their purchases of fair trade products are on par 
with non-students.”

Real Food Co-op has been in business since 
1986, and most of its fair trade products come 
from Transfair and Oxfam, which Butts said 
are two of the best-known and longest running 
fair trade companies.

Starting in early 2007, domestic fair trade 
products have become available and are now 
available at the co-op. The only three domestic 
products currently on the market are pecans, 
cranberries and tamari almonds.

Domestic fair trade is in part a response to 
an incident in Florida exposed in early 2003. 
Tomato farmers there were found to being using 
slave labor in the production of their goods, 
which they were, in turn, selling to the fast-food 
chain Taco Bell. 

“The Florida incident was a really well-
known one that people were able to rally 
against,” Butts said. “Domestic fair trade is a 
way to fight back against that.”

Maurine Mctyre-Watts, founder of Fair 
World Marketplace, opened her store in Septem-

ber 2004 on the 4400 block of East Genesee Street 
in Syracuse to sell products that were produced 
in good practice. Mctyre-Watts has lived and 
worked overseas for many years during the 
course of her life and has witnessed poverty in 
other countries in her travels.

“My visit to India in 2003 gave me the empha-
sis to decide to do something a little more about 
alleviating poverty,” she said.

Her store almost exclusively sells fair trade 
products. It boasts a large variety of products, 
including sculptures, linens, chocolate, cof-
fee, jewelry, handbags and musical instru-
ments. These products come from all across 
the world — El Salvador, Ethiopia and Peru, 
to name a few.

Mctyre-Watts said quite a few SU students 
shop there, but more students from the State 
University of New York College of Environmen-
tal Science and Forestry patron her establish-
ment. The most popular items students tend 
to buy are handbags, jewelry and coffee, she 
added.

Christiana Kaiser, founder of Bluetree Stu-
dios, has a similar view. Kaiser sells a style of 
baskets called bolga baskets and other crafted 
goods made by Ghanaian artisans. She started 
her business with the intention of bringing 
business to the weavers she befriending during 
a 2003 internship in Ghana.

Kaiser emphasized that she is not selling the 
idea of fair trade; however, she is just selling the 
baskets and paying the artisans fair prices for 
them. “The emphasis is on partnership with the 
artists,” she said.

“What I’m selling is the baskets,” she said, 
“and I’m providing the service of bringing 
them to the U.S. But I’m not selling the idea 
that I’m helping other people, that African 
people are helpless and can’t help them-
selves.”

FAIR TRADE
F R O M  P A G E  3
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Graduate Research Day 
and Open House

Wednesday, April 18, 2007
3:30 - 5: 30 p.m.

UB Student Union - Room 215

Explore current research during student poster competition.

Discuss graduate study opportunities.

Meet faculty and students.

For more information, 
please call (716) 645-2771 x1227.

www.eng.buffalo.edu
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North Campus

— of various ages and races — stood side by side 
to oppose discrimination of any kind.

“To know you guys came out shows there’s 
hope,” yelled Jackie Cho to the crowd. “Hope 
never dies.”

Cho is part of the 10-Year Remembrance 
Committee, the organization responsible for the 
event. The three-day remembrance is sponsored 
by the Office of Multicultural Affairs and Asian 
Students in America.

The exact details of April 11, 1997, remain 
unclear. What is known is that six Asian or 
Asian American students and one white student 
were denied service at a Denny’s on East Erie 
Boulevard and were subsequently beaten by a 
group of white males in the restaurant’s park-
ing lot. Why they were denied service and how 
badly they were beaten remains in contention 
to this day.

Various members of the circle took turns 
reading aloud narratives in which anonymous 
authors detailed instances where they’ve wit-
nessed discrimination.

In one, a Japanese man was said to have 
been beaten to death by two white males 
angry at the amount of Japanese automotive 
imports. Another described racial profiling 
at an upscale New York City shop. A third 
marked an instance where two SU students 
moved out of a Slocum Heights apartment 
shortly after finding their roommate to be 
African American.

“I think it’s good that they are having a 
remembrance circle for something that 
shouldn’t have happened,” said Kendra Shorter, 
junior advertising major, after the circle dis-
banded. “Jackie’s closing comments brought 

tears to my eyes.”
The remembrance circle formed directly 

in front of Hendricks Chapel. A table with 
news clips, information sheets, remembrance 
wristbands and a sign-in book was off to the 
side. Two easels holding placards with various 
descriptions of prejudice stood on either side of 
the table.

About 40 people attended a press conference 
held several hours earlier in the Schine Student 
Center’s Panasci Lounge in which Chancel-
lor Nancy Cantor and former ASIA President 
Amnat Chittaphong were the featured speak-
ers.

Chittaphong, who served as ASIA’s president 
when the “Denny’s Incident” occurred, spoke 
passionately about the event and the need for 
diversity in the SU community.

“What this issue should teach us is that 
some wounds are never meant to heal, but 
rather they leave a scar as a reminder of 
where we have been and how far we have 
come,” he said. “Is this community ready to 
stop hiding its scar?”

The event’s organizers hope to establish a 
remembrance committee made up of students, 
faculty and staff to keep the remembrance of 
the incident an annual event — an ideal Cho 
emphasized at the press conference.

“We will not allow this to go missing in his-
tory,” she said.

DENNY’S
F R O M  P A G E  1

“I think it’s good that they 
are having a remembrance 
circle for something that 
shouldn’t have happened.”

Kendra Shorter
JUNIOR ADVERTISING MAJOR
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Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH

THINGS I’VE OVERHEARD BY BRETT WILLARD | BJWILLAR@SYR.EDU
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Spreading the words
Syracuse’s One Student, One Book program 
answers global community’s call for aid

lindsay adler | photo editor
SAYON DEB, a senior bioengineering major, started the Syracuse chapter of “One Student, One 
Book,” a program that collects books for children in Kenya to promote reading and education.

s u n y  e s f

Film warns of 
dangerous fossil 
fuel shortage

By Dara Kahn
STAFF WRITER

Sayon Deb’s self-proclaimed desire to help 
people throughout the world will not end with 
graduation.

Co-founder of the Friends of Mwihila Proj-
ect in June 2006, a group aimed at helping children in 
Mwihila, Kenya, Deb recently started a subdivision of 
the group called One Student, One Book, at Syracuse 
University. It is a program to collect books for children 
in Mwihila and eventually throughout Kenya.

“We have a mission statement that we want to help 
friends abroad, people we’ve never met,” said Deb, a 
senior bioengineering major. “They’re in desperate 
need of books and school supplies.” 

Discussions for implementing the One Student, One 
Book program began in February. Its goal is for every 

SU student to donate one book and collect 5,000 books 
total for children in Mwihila, Kenya. The collection 
began March 21 and will end April 18. 

“I think Sayon’s really impassioned,” said Jill Volk, 
who works on the publicity aspect of Deb’s project. 
“He’s part of the world community in that he’s always 
thought of a way to give back. He sees certain things 
to be done in the world today and is so motivated to be 
a part of this change, that he makes you want to be a 
part of it.”

Deb was born in Calcutta, India, moved to Bahrain 
in elementary school and then moved to Denver in 
sixth grade. His parents, “avid travelers,” as Deb said, 
took him all over the world, to Sri Lanka, Saudi Ara-
bia, Bangladesh, Nepal, Japan, Botswana, Zimbabwe, 
England, South Africa, the United Arab Emirates and 

SEE BOOKS PAGE 15

By Andrew Kase
STAFF WRITER

State University of New York Environ-
mental Science and Forestry students 
are discussing the global dependence 
on oil and how devastating the short-
age of fossil fuel is through presenta-
tions this month. Last night the film 

“Crude Impact” 
was shown at the 
Reform Church 
of America on 
Teall Avenue in 
Syracuse. A dis-
cussion called a 
“conversation 
café about oil 
d e p e n d e n c e ,” 
followed as part 
of a class project 

for ESF students. 
“I don’t think the human race has 

ever faced anything like this,” said 
Dr. Sue Senecah, associate professor 
of environmental studies at SUNY 
ESF. “There is no turning back from 
this problem; it’s already in motion.”

Senecah presented her class with 
different options at the beginning of 

the semester. They chose crude oil.
“We picked this topic, and we 

thought it was good to show the public,” 
said Matthew Franck, senior environ-
mental studies major at SUNY ESF.

The informative presentation 
was held at the Reform Church of 
America, where the documentary 
was shown after a short introduction 
about the subject of oil and energy.

“Crude Impact,” directed by film-
maker James Wood, was a collection 
of testimonials from environmental 
professors and scientists about the 
world’s oil crisis and how nations 
such as the United States keep con-
suming massive amounts of it.

The movie also displayed visuals 
and statistics released by the U.S. 
Department of Energy, which said the 
main oil demand would outlast supply 
starting this year.

At the end of the movie, options 
were presented for hope that in the 
future people will become aware of 

IF YOU GO
What:“Crude 
Impact” and 
conversation 
café about oil 
dependence
Where: May 
Memorial Unitarian 
Universalist Society, 
3800 E. Genesee St.
When: Friday, 7 p.m.
How much: Free

“I don’t think the human 
race has ever faced anything 
like this, there is no turning 
back from this problem; 
it’s already in motion.”

Dr. Sue Senecah
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AT SUNY ESF

SEE ESF PAGE 16
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onion.com
For $200,000 less per year, Alberto Fuentes, an illegal Mexican immigrant, perrforms 
the job previously held by executive Raymobd Boyle. The segment is part of ONN’s fic-
tional coverage of the immigration issue.

ONION
F R O M  P A G E  1

“One reason it works is it’s not completely 
fictitious,” said Robert Thompson, a television, 
radio and film professor. “Every show con-
tains three segments. First, there are the live, 
scripted green-screen reports and headlines. 
Second, there are the field reports, in which 
‘correspondents’ interview real people. Third, 
there are the real interviews. So there are three 
levels of fiction. It’s a complex recipe, but helps 
it move well.” 

Ben Garden, The Onion’s features editor, said 
the Onion and ONN’s stories will be more gen-
eral in subject matter than “The Daily Show,” 
due to time constraints. 

“‘The Daily Show’ has the luxury of being 
able to set up their jokes by working on the same 
day, but we work two weeks ahead of time,” he 
said. “We’re just not as fast as they are. We try 
to take the general tone more than specifics. 
We just don’t have the structure for the daily 
minutia of the news.” 

And then there’s “The Colbert Report,” a 
dead-on parody of “The O’Reilly Factor.” Ste-
phen Colbert, a faux right-wing pundit who got 
his start on “The Daily Show,” channels his 
inner Bill O’Reilly. 

“The Onion or even ‘The Daily Show,’ is old-
fashioned,” Thompson said. “They just take the 
news and make fun of it. Colbert is a bit more, 
since his is both a fictional character and a real 
character.” 

With an actor playing a character who shares 
his name, things can get confusing.  

“He recently had a guest on the show his 
character outsmarted, but whose beliefs the real 
Colbert likely agreed with,” Thompson said. “If 
you play him really well, what’s the difference 

between you and O’Reilly?” 
In October, an Indiana University study 

found that in 2004, “The Daily Show” coverage 
of the election was just as substantial as the 
coverage on the traditional news stations. The 
study noted the video and audio content of “The 
Daily Show” was equal to that of broadcast 
stories. “The Daily Show” spends a smaller 
percentage of the time on substance, but on 
average, its election segments were longer. 

Also, while all of ONN’s stories are blatantly 
fake, “The Daily Show” takes a decidedly differ-
ent format. 

When Stewart delivers the headlines at the 
beginning of the episode, he first presents the 
actual story, in a very factual tone. He then 
proceeds, with a lighter voice and an impish 
smile, to make the joke — be it a bizarre net-
work news reaction, a hastily photo-shopped 
image or an accent of indistinguishable ori-
gin. 

The clear news punch line format makes it 
easy for the viewer to understand what the real 
story is. 

“Still, ‘The Daily Show’ shouldn’t be the only 
source of one’s news,” Thompson said. “As one 
diversifies an economic portfolio, one should 
diversify where one gets their information. ‘The 
Daily Show’ can be part of a balanced diet.” 

This doesn’t stop Matt Gervasio, junior engi-
neering major, from getting all his news from 
“The Daily Show.” 

“I’m not really into politics,” he said. “‘The 
Daily Show’ is pretty much the only thing I’d 
watch, because it’s factual, but still entertaining.”

Fake news can also serve as an alternative to 
the flawed 24-hour news networks. 

“So much of news seems fake anyway; the 
fake news shines a light on the more ridiculous 
aspects of broadcast news,” ONN staff writer 
Mirk said. “It makes people more skeptical of 

the real news.” 
Thompson agreed that comedy serves an 

important role in the media.
“Journalism is reporting something as it 

happens, but comedy is different. It interprets 
the news,” Thompson said. “Journalism is the 
fourth estate, but comedy can often act as a fifth 
estate, a check on the powers of journalism.” 

Stewart’s infamous “Crossfire” appearance, 
Colbert’s White House Press Corps dinner speech 
and John Edwards announcing his candidacy on 
“The Daily Show” are all examples of this. 

“They are stepping out and becoming politi-

cal forces outside of the world they were in,” 
Thompson said. “It’s a more sophisticated, ambi-
tious political comedy. With candidates actually 
announcing their candidacy on the show, it is 
becoming real news.” 

Gardner said the Onion has not yet ruled out 
interviewing real people. 

“We’re considering a feature in which H 
Cuthbert Zweibel, our organization’s founder, 
interviews actors and other politicians,” he 
said. “He’s a curmudgeonly, old, 200-year-old 
man who is very out-of-touch. We would want 
him to interview real subjects.”



Entire original production directed 
and choreographed by: 
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‘West Side Story’
Book by: Arthur Laurents

Music by: Leonard Bernstein
Lyrics by: Stephen Sondhiem

Originally produced on Broadway by:

Robert E. Griddith 
and Harold S. Prince

By arrangement with: Roger L. Stevens
Based on the conception of: Jerome Robbins

April 12th, 13th and 14th
Goldstein Auditorium

Schine Student Center
8pm

Tickets available at the 
Schine Box Office

$4 with SUID, $7 without
For more information, 

contact (315) 443-4517
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throughout India. 
“When you go to countries and see people 

literally living on a dollar a day, you feel that 
there’s something you should be doing,” Deb 
said. 

Deb has volunteered since eighth grade at 
a soup kitchen on summer weekends in his 
current hometown of Worcester, Mass. So last 
summer, while perusing the Web site Nabuur.
com, an online volunteer community, Deb met 
Eric Shikuku, a teacher in Nairobi, Kenya.

“This summer he was sitting, thinking of 
how to start this,” Volk said. “Most college 
students would just enjoy their break.”

Shikuku provided Deb with most of the 
information about the schools and villages in 
Kenya, and Deb took the information to various 
authors, editors and publishing companies in 
the United States, asking for book donations. 
Within a month of spreading the word, Deb col-
lected 600 books. When school started in the fall, 
he held a pilot book drive at the Schine Student 
Center bookstore, during which he collected 

approximately 200 books.
“After the October book drive, we wanted to 

maximize our influence on the campus,” Deb 
said.

In January, Deb presented his Friends of 
Mwihila and One Student, One Book project to 
a National Residence Hall Honorary meeting. 
NRHH, of which Deb is also a member, was 
interested in the group and decided to partner 
with Deb to support the project.

“It’s just a great thing he’s doing,” said Billy 
Ward, president of NRHH. “It seems so simple. If 
everyone brings a book, that’s 7,500 books.”

Ward said since Friends of Mwihila is not yet 
a recognized student organization at SU, they 
partnered with NRHH in order to work with 
residence halls and students.

After that, Deb and a few of his peers involved 
in the project presented the project to resident 
advisers in various residence halls. 

“I first met him during the RA presentation,” 
said Anushi Shah, an RA in Shaw Hall and the 
brains behind the Friends of Mwihila Project. 
“He seems like an amazing person. Whenever 
we need something, he does it.” 

Shah, who currently keeps the project’s logis-
tics organized, said one residence hall floor has 

already collected 500 books. 
Students in the State University of New York 

College of Environmental Science and Forestry 
have gotten involved as well. Zachary King, 
junior biotechnology major in ESF, works as the 
liaison between SU and ESF.

“I’m trying to connect Sayon’s project to the 
ESF community, to branch the two universities 
together,” said King, who is also responsible for 
setting up a book collection area in Moon Library.

King also said if the book drive was done a 
little bit later in the semester when people were 
attempting to sell back books, they could have 
been integrated into the drive.

There are boxes on every floor of every resi-
dence hall and will be some in the Schine Center 
Bookstore, Deb said. The collected books will be 
given to children in Mwihila, Kenya, in primary 

school through 12th grade. Textbooks must be 
less than 20 years old, novels cannot be romance 
or paperback, no magazines are allowed, except 
for National Geographic or academic journals, 
and no Bibles are allowed.

“Everyone in my residence hall is very 
excited about it and has been very involved,” 
Shah said. “It’s definitely supported in all the 
residence halls.”

Since the project was only recently developed 
and Deb and some of his co-workers will be 
graduating in May, he said the group has plans 
to expand by adding a board of directors, getting 
campus recognition and eventually spreading 
to other schools. 

“The project will definitely continue, if not 
expand much larger,” Deb said. “We want to 
keep people involved and get new members.” 

BOOKS
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

“When you go to countries and see people 
literally living on a dollar a day, you feel that 
there’s something you should be doing.”

Sayon Deb
SENIOR BIOENGINEERING MAJOR

The Daily Orange is now hiring all positions.
For information, please e-mail editor@dailyorange.com.
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the issue and make steps in reducing their 
harmful energy impact upon the world.

“The predictions are very grim and very 
real,” said Senecah. “There is no hedging on 
this issue.”

The film presented many different perspec-
tives on the issue and brought forth staggering 
statistics about oil and energy consumption 
around the world.

There were many startling facts woven 
throughout the film, such as the mass extinc-
tion the world is facing because of overpopula-
tion and the mass consumption of oil, energy 
and fossil fuels.

“Discussions about this are timely, and I 
think we’ll see more of it,” said Senecah. “We 

like to think we’re contributing to awareness of 
this issue.”

After the film, different discussions formed 
to talk about the movie and people’s thoughts 
about the issue.

The lively discussions were moderated by the 
SUNY ESF students, all of whom are seniors.

“I think it’s worthwhile for everyone to learn 
about this,” Franck said. “I think it’s a good 
educational experience.”

While snacking on cookies and brownies, 
and drinking coffee and tea, guests engaged 
in debate about the global energy crisis and 
potential solutions.

Turnout for the event was modest, but there 
were people young and old in attendance, some 
of whom were teachers.

“What a gift it is to listen to people, and we 
should do more of it,” Senecah said. “This is 
very real and dire.

ESF
F R O M  P A G E  1 1
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“COMMAND & CONQUER: 
TIBERIUM WARS”
Console: Xbox 360
Developed by: Electronic Arts
Rating: ´´´´∂

pushing all the right buttons

By Matt Bellezza
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The “Command and Conquer” series by EA 
Games began as a basic-strategy game that 
takes the average gamer and places them in 
command of an enormous arsenal of tanks, 
infantry, planes, ships and structures. With 
this arsenal, the gamer sets out to conquer 
advisories whether they are the Computer AI 
(artificial intelligence) or a fellow gamer con-
nected via the Internet. 

“Command and Conquer 3: Tiberium Wars” 
is EA’s latest. This new member to the family 
is designed to take the series to new heights 
with an entirely new graphics system, a whole 
new arsenal, some returning goodies and an 
intricate plot.

The main idea for the new game is that 
Tiberium, a radioactive self-replicating alien 
substance that infected the Earth, is used for 
manufacturing pretty much everything in the 
game’s world (basically the equivalent to our 
oil). 

In 2047, Earth is torn into two factions who 
fight over control of Tiberium Fields and habit-
able parts of the planet, The Global Defensive 
Initiative (GDI) and the Brotherhood of Nod, 
known as the NOD, led by the infamous Kane 

from some of the previous CNC games. Amidst 
the fighting, an Alien Race known as the Scrin 
attacks earth for the sole reason of mining this 
Tiberium, and soon you find yourself fighting 
alongside your enemies to save Earth.

CnC3 has continued with tradition and 
brought back the cheesy, live-action cut scenes 
that fans love. However, gamers who are look-
ing for something new in gaming mechanics 
within their RTS games aren’t going to find it 
here.

It’s easy to tell that EA focused mainly on 
presentation for this addition to the series. The 
gamer is able to view the world from 360 degrees 
of viewing angles, as well as a decent amount of 
zoom allotted for explosions. 

When it comes to the overall workings of 
the game, CnC3 didn’t stray far from previous 
installments. CnC3’s concept of building a 
base and an army, and attacking your enemy 
strategically, is well-used in this edition with a 
variety of well balanced weapons. 

The GDI brings back favorites like the Mam-
moth tank, as well as new additions such as the 
Juggernaut, a two-legged Mechanical Walker 
mounted with three massive cannons. The 
classic Mammoth tank is pretty much the same 
as always — big and bad. With a couple of these 

babies, wiping out an easy AI computer is like 
taking candy from a baby.

The NODs strengths are mainly in cloaking 
technology. A gamer must be pretty much on 
top of a NOD base to see its cloaking towers, 
and even then, the only way to see the actual 
structures used for building is by destroying all 
of the towers. Tanks and infantry for the NOD 
are all new.  

The greatest improvement CNC3 showed 
over the previous games is in AI. The prior 
game’s easy, medium and hard settings had 
very distinct attack patterns and could be 
mapped and defended easily after a few trials 
and errors. Now even the easy proves to be 
somewhat of a challenge. The AI is constantly 
changing strategies by changing its arsenal 
it uses to attack and the direction from which 
it’s attacked. 

For tank bashing, building crushing, 
infantry blasting fun, look no further than 
“Command and Conquer 3.” It allows for 
plenty of action-filled gaming hours in cam-
paign mode, as well as countless multiplayer 
maps for free-for-all and team skirmishes. 
“Command and Conquer” will keep any 
strategy gamer happy for as long as he feels 
like playing.

Conquering 
new ground

Newest ‘Command 
and Conquer’ 
installment soups up 
graphics, weapons
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Celebrating our 
25th Anniversary
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 thirsty thursday
By Matt Allyn

STAFF WRITER

Michigan Brewing Peninsula Porter

Michigan Brewing Company successfully 
recreates the old-world style of the English 
porter with its Peninsula Porter. The porter, 
now a little-known style outside of the craft beer 
scene in the United States, was actually one 
of the most popular English styles in the 18th 
Century. 

Porters got their name from the blue-collar 
transportation worker of London that took a 
liking to the beer. The style traditionally uses 
a blending process, a type of beer production 
not seen outside odd-ball sour Belgian ales. The 
blend consisted of brown or pale ale, a low-alco-
hol ale, known as a “mild,” and a stale or soured 
beer past its prime. Though the mixture doesn’t 
sound too appealing, the result is a smooth 
cocoa-like flavor with a slightly acidic feel.

Peninsula diverges a bit from the traditional 
flavor — an American interpretation of the style, 
but a good one at that. Its color is a very dark ruby 
red, almost black, with a tan head. The aroma 
comes off light with faint chocolate grains. The 
flavor makes up for the mild aroma with cocoa fla-
vors that finish with dark-roasted coffee and a dry 
bitterness. These tastes blend smoothly creating a 
dark, tasty and incredibly drinkable porter.

Michigan microbreweries are a rarity 
around Syracuse, so you’ll have to head down 
Erie Boulevard to the Party Source for this 
one. While you’re there, pick up some other fine 
porters such as the imported Sam Smith Taddy 
Porter, Smuttynose Robust Porter, Anchor 
Porter and Sierra Nevada Porter.

Stone Pale Ale

A great pale ale interpretation from the 
California craft-beer powerhouse

McEwan’s Scotch Ale

Smells like old sneakers were used in the 
brewing process.

Xingu Black Beer

Don’t mistake this for a German-style black 
beer; this Brazilian dark lager is too bland.

Labatt Blue Light

Perhaps the most tasteless and inoffensive 
beer available, substitute for water on a hot day. 
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Adv. Tix on Sale DCI CLASSIC COUNTDOWN 2007 (NR) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1130 1250 330 500) 730 915
THE NAMESAKE (PG-13) DIG (1240 355) 1025
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1135 210 445) 735 1005
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1115 150 425) 705 935
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1120 155 435) 720 950
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1140 1210 205 235 440 510) 710 740

940 1010
THE LOOKOUT (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 350) 655 925
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG (1125

200 430) 715 945
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1155 505) 745
OC: MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (230) 1015
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1255 405) 700 955
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1245 410) 725 1030
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1230 345) 650 955
WILD HOGS (PG-13) (1145 215 450) 750 1020
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1130 145) 645
PREMONITION (PG-13) DIG (440) 725 1000
THE HILLS HAVE EYES II (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (415) 930
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (1150 220)

GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1200 400) 800
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1135 155 425) 740 1005
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1140 210 440) 710 940
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1145 205 435) 725 945
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1210 230 450) 715 935
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1150 215 445) 745 1010
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1155 200) 750
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 720 1015
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (1130 220 455)
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 930 PM
PREMONITION (PG-13) DIG (1230) PM
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (415) 1000
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (1205 235 500) 730 955

GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1200 400) 800
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1220 245 505) 750 1010
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1130 205 430) 700 930
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1230 250 515) 740 950
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1215 240 500) 720 940
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1145 210 440) 715 935
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1245 300) 745
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 710 1000
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) DIG (1150 210 445)
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (420) 925
PREMONITION (PG-13) DIG (1140 200) 705
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (510) 955
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (1210 230 450) 730 945

©2007Times For 4/12/07

FOUR YEARS  
OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AFTERWORD BY MAXWELL PROFESSOR AND  
FORMER STATE DEPARTMENT CHIEF OF STAFF  

UNDER COLIN POWELL,  
BILL SMULLEN (M.A. NEWHOUSE, 1974)

AVAILABLE MONDAY, APRIL 16 AT  
ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S, AND SHIRTWORLD FOR 

A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

ORDER TODAY DAILYORANGE.COM/STORE

dailyorange.com



Want to work here?

Then work here.

The Daily Orange is now hiring for the fall 2007 semester
News editor

Asst. news editor

Feature editor

Asst. feature editor

Sports Editor

Asst. sports editor

Head copy editor

Asst. copy editor

Presentation director

Design editor

Editor in chief

Managing editor

Photo editor

Ad designers 

Cover letters and resumés are due April 16 at noon. 

Bring materials to 744 Ostrom Ave. or submit to editor@dailyorange.com
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By Drew Stal
STAFF WRITER

For most of his life, Jerome Hall had earned 
recognition for his athletic achievements on the 
field. On Wednesday night, Hall was pleasantly 
surprised to receive praise for excelling in his 
life’s work: battling men’s violence. 

Hall, a member of the Syracuse football team 
from 1982-85, became the 23rd recipient of the 
Rubenstein Social Justice Award, which is given 
out to members in the community who combat 
social injustice. The award, funded by a Division 
of Student Affairs Diversity Programming Grant 
and the Syracuse University Student Association 
and Graduate Student Organization, took place at 
Maxwell Auditorium. 

Hall graduated from the Syracuse University 
School of Social Work and is the men’s outreach 
coordinator for Vera House, an agency in Syra-
cuse working to end domestic and sexual abuse. 
He works with men with a history of domestic 
or female abuse, usually mandated as apart of a 
parole or probation sentence. 

“This is, if you will, our training ground for 
social justice by recognizing him, and we’re ready 
to go out and do the same kind of work,” said Jeff 
Selzer, president of Social Workers United. 

After five years with Vera House, Hall devel-
oped a passion for educating men about the nature 
of domestic violence and how that abuse affects 
them, their families and their community.

“Just to look in their eyes and see them being 
educated, them learning, them beginning to see 
things in a different light,” Hall said, “as well as 
to be able to have conversations about things that 
they typically don’t have conversations about 
because they’re either afraid or ashamed to talk 
about, and providing that avenue for men, that’s 
really what drives me, as well as protecting the 
rights of victims.”

Vera House recently completed the White Rib-
bon Campaign, a program designed to increase 
awareness about domestic violence in the Syra-
cuse area. Hall worked closely with the campaign, 
which last year raised $56,000 for Vera House 
charities.

The keynote speaker of the presentation was 
the Rev. Jimmy Creech, who advocates rights for 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people. 
Relating to Hall’s work, Creech spoke about not 
just doing charity, but fighting the institutions of 
injustice as well. 

Nathalie Dadjé, co-chair of the Social 
Justice Award Committee, worked person-
ally with Hall during her internship with Vera 
House last year. She saw firsthand his compas-
sion with the men he spoke with and drive to 
educate them. 

“He is working as a man in a minority of 
the minority,” Dadjé said. “He doesn’t hold 
back to let you know that when he’s working, 
he’s working from the heart. He’s very com-

mitted and very humble in all his efforts. We 
think he’s just doing a phenomenal job and 
it’s important to recognize people who are 
contributing to our society.”

Selzer said Hill best demonstrated the 
qualities of the annual award bestowed for 
excellence in social work.

“It’s a perpetual award that we work on, and 
that we’ll go out and do the work, and there 
will be others to receive that recognition,” 
Selzer said. “It’s important that we recognize 
each other and that we support each other, 
because together we’re all promoting social 
justice in our different fields of practice.”

Hall related his experiences growing up 
in a male-dominated society in Syracuse. 
Part of that was being an athlete all of his life 
and witnessing a male attitude of acting like 
a man and doing things without regard for 
others. Working at Vera House he’s been able 
to counter that view and educate those men to 
turn around and learn from their mistakes.

“I learn something everyday as well as 
being able to educate,” Hall said. “Just the 
look in men’s eyes and to see that some men 
change; men coming back to you and saying, 
‘You know what, I want to come back to you; 
I want to come to this group based on the con-
versation we had.’ It happens just about every 
day. Those are the kinds of things that keep 
me doing this work.”

a t h l e t i c  d e pa r t m e n t

Former SU football player Hall honored with social justice award

S PORT S@DA I LYOR A NGE .COM
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Anytime Steve wants to 
race, I’m in. We can all get 
in. We’ll have a four-person 
race. We’ll settle it. We 
won’t have to rely on people 
voting.

-Pat Perritt,  
sophomore midfielder 

 
ALL THE SPORTS NEWS THAT ISN’T FIT TO PRINT, EVERY THURSDAY IN THE D.O.

Biggest Hit
 Lacrosse players always have the chance 
to make cool plays. But members on the SU 
men’s lacrosse team shared with Etcetera the 
ones that stood out the most

“(An Albany attackman) fell 
on the ground, and Steve (Pan-
arelli) and I just stood over him. 
I remember the kid’s two feet 
came off the ground, and he land-
ed on his shoulders.”

— Danny Brennan, senior midfielder 

“I got hit from behind. They kind 
of got a cheap shot while I was 
down on the ground. Steve (Pan-
arelli) came in to back me up and 
it was kind of a little scrum.”

— Max Bartig, freshman midfielder 

“(Against Colgate) I threw an 
over-the-head check and I actual-
ly landed it. I saved the ball (from 
going out of bounds) by hitting it 
between my legs and I picked it 
up.” 

— Pat Perritt, sophomore midfielder

“I threw a behind-the-back check 
with the butt end of the stick.”

— Steve Panarelli, senior defenseman

?Poll 

Questions

WILL THE SYRACUSE MEN’S LACROSSE 
TEAM MAKE THE NCAA TOURNAMENT?

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

54%

Yes
No

46%
WHO IS THE FASTEST 
PLAYER ON THE SU MEN’S 
LACROSSE TEAM?

35%
33%

15%
18%

Steven Brooks

Matt Abbott

VOTE FOR NEXT WEEK’S 
POLL ONLINE AT 
WWW.DAILYORANGE.COM!

Steve Panarelli Pat Perritt

PETE COLOCCINI KENNY NIMS LARRY NORTON MIKE OWEN

FAVORITE 
BALLPARK

YANKEE Stadium YANKEE Stadium METRODOME SHEA STADIUM. “I’ll keep 
it in New York.”

FAVORITE 
BASEBALL 

MOVIE

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR “I 
think it’s hilarious. It’s a 
childhood classic you can 
watch over and over again.” 

THE SANDLOT THE SANDLOT Angels in the OUTFIELD

FUNNIEST 
THING A FAN 

HAS SAID/DONE

“I DON’T HEAR A THING. 
People always say why 
didn’t they say hi to me 
when I call your name out. I 
can’t hear them. I try not to 
listen either because they’re 
usually not nice things.”

Against Loyola this year, 
people THREW ORANGES 
at us.

West Virginia fans yelled 
“HEY, 69!” and blew me a 
kiss

“My dad picking on me, tell-
ing me I’M SLOW.”

THOUGHTS ON 
NEW TMNT 

MOVIE

As a little kid, I watched 
Ninja Turtles. I haven’t seen 
them since. I think IT’S A 
LITTLE WEIRD.

I think they should LEAVE 
IT as it was.

I DON’T like it “I’m about to go watch that 
THIS WEEKEND.”

FAVORITE 
NINJA TURTLE

Leonardo – He HAS 
SWORDS. That’s the only 
reason. 

MICHAELANGELO – I like 
Orange.

DONATELLO MICHAELANGELO

Fast and the furious 
The Syracuse men’s lacrosse team was alerted that the votes are in 
on who is the fastest player. Now they involved in that poll share their 
thoughts on the results:

Pat is definitely not faster than me. 
He knows that. Abbott might be, it 
depends how long we’re running. 
But if we keep it under 40 yards, 
those guys know they’re not beat-
ing me. With Brooks, we have a 
debate all of the time. Maybe we’ll 
race today. I’m not really sure.

-Steve Panarelli,  
senior defenseman 

Pop culture grid: baseball and ninja turtles

 I can see how (Panarelli) would 
be upset. The longer sprints I have 
an advantage because I have long 
legs. On shorter sprints, Patty has 
the advantage. Brooksy and Pan-
arelli are then in the middle. I take 
Brooks.

— Matt Abbott,  
sophomore midfielder 

I told (Panarelli) we should 
have a race sooner or 
later. I think he’s pretty 
scared.

-Steven Brooks, 
junior midfielder 

Mark Medina | ETC editor
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— Compiled by Matt Gelb, Mark Medina and Zach Schonbrun, the daily orange
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“As soon as he went on the baseline, I knew 
he was going to dunk it,” Greene said. “That’s 
just Jonny. He’s been waiting to get one all 
week. When I saw the opportunity I knew he 
was going to chase it.”

It wasn’t the first time Flynn triumphed in 
the face of tall odds. It also certainly won’t be 
the last time he has to earn respect through 
his actions on the court.

Next season Flynn will be one of the five 
heralded recruits to join Syracuse. While 
Greene could be poised to make the starting 
lineup, with vacated slots across the front-
court, Flynn will likely have to wait behind 
three returning contributing guards.

But Flynn doesn’t see this as a problem.
He sees it as an opportunity to learn from 

someone who has already been baptized by the 
fire that is Big East basketball.

He sees it as something he’s done before.
Back home in Niagara Falls, N.Y., Flynn 

always had a step up on his peers on the court. 
He played junior varsity for the high-school 
team when he was in seventh and eighth 
grades and averaged more than 20 points per 
game.

But when Flynn moved up to ninth grade, 
he entered a whole new world. He had to make 
a decision. 

He could keep playing junior varsity like 
every other ninth grader and continue to 
have his will with the competition or he could 
move up to the varsity team — something 
few freshmen had ever done at Niagara Falls 
High School — and probably spend most of the 
games on the bench watching older players.

To Flynn the decision was simple.
“I would have rather played varsity than 

go on J.V. and just dominate,” Flynn said. “I 
wanted to get better as a basketball player 
and I felt that was the only way. Even if I was 
just sitting on the bench, I would have been 
learning so much from (SU’s) Paul Harris and 
(Connecticut’s) Rob Garrison, and players 
like that.”

Flynn’s high-school coach, Giulio Colan-
gelo, said the experience helped make him 
the player he is today. Flynn was still able to 
see time on the court, but he did not have to 
worry about shouldering the load at such a 
young age.

“He learned a lot from those guys about 
being competitive and learning how to win 
and just improving his game over the years,” 
he said. “Had Jonny stayed at the J.V. level, he 
would have dominated completely, and that 
really wouldn’t have benefited him down the 
road.”

Now just 5-foot-11, Flynn was even shorter 
in ninth grade, and his father, William, said 
he was not quite physically ready to play at 
that high of a level. But William Flynn said 
his son had the perfect opportunity to grow 
into his body while learning from some of the 
best high-school players in the region. 

Even more than being able to grow into his 
frame, Jonny Flynn was able to watch parts 
of the game from the bench that he had never 

seen before. For the first time in his life, he 
was not the go-to guy, on the floor in every key 
situation, and he was able to learn from how 
other players handled those spots.

“Sitting on the bench, he got a chance to see 
things from another perspective,” William 
Flynn said. “It made him hungry, too.”

Three years later, Garrison and Harris 
were off playing Division I basketball and 
Jonny Flynn was the top dog at Niagara 
once more. He didn’t disappoint, averaging 
28 points, four rebounds, six assists and five 
steals per game, and validating the scholar-
ship to Syracuse he received heading into the 
season.

Even during his monster senior year at 
Niagara Falls, Flynn wasn’t convinced he 
would be an All American. 

After his team beat Niagara Wheatfield on 
Jan. 9, Colangelo pulled Flynn aside and told 
him he had something to show him. Flynn’s 

coach gave him a birthday present wrapped in 
a FedEx envelope. 

That’s when reality hit.
“I just started going crazy running 

around,” Flynn said. “That was a pretty good 
birthday gift.”

Colangelo said while some players let up once 
they know what school they are going to, Flynn 
was able to play some of the best basketball of his 
life in his senior year. The All-American selec-
tion validated all the effort he put in on the court 
and in practice.

“I was very happy for him,” Colangelo said. 
“He’s worked very hard to get to where he is. The 
McDonald’s All-America game is the best of the 
best. For him to be one of the 24 players in the 
country to be selected, that’s a great honor.”

Now that the McDonald’s game has come and 
gone, Flynn can focus on what he has to do to 
contribute at Syracuse. 

Flynn finds himself in a similar position to 
his freshman year in high school as he prepares 
to start his career at SU. The point guard is com-
ing off a season where he toyed with his oppo-
nents, like he did at the junior varsity level in 
Niagara. Now he is starting over with the more 
experienced players ahead of him once more.

While he was able to score at will in high 
school, Flynn is prepared to step back and learn 
from his teammates at SU. 

Even when he is on the court, Flynn is willing 
to be more of a distributor than a scorer. His goal 
is to make sure Eric Devendorf, Andy Rautins, 
Greene or anyone else who is on the court has 

the ability to put up the numbers.
“I believe they recruited me to distribute 

the rock, play defense and hit the open shots 
when possible,” Flynn said. “We’re going to have 
plenty of scorers out there, so I just think my 
job is going to be getting those guys the ball in 
places where they can score.”

Humility is something Flynn learned from 
his father, a minister at the Higher Ground 
Christian Center in Niagara Falls. Flynn said 
William has been one of the biggest role models 
in his life.

William reminds Jonny that he is a regular 
kid, someone who has to take out the garbage, 
clean his room and do all the things every other 
teenager has to do. But he doesn’t have to keep 
his son from getting a big head with all the hype 
surrounding his basketball skills.

“He’s a humble kid,” William said. “He 
doesn’t let this go to his head. That’s one thing 
I like about him. It would be easy for him to let 
this all go to his head and become somebody who 
he is not.”

Even with that humility, Flynn does not just 
want to watch his team play next year. He wants 
to lead, whether it’s on or off the court.

The challenge will be to get his teammates 
to listen to him when he doesn’t have nearly as 
much experience as they do.

“I just like to get on people that need to be 
talked to,” Flynn said. “It’s always going to be a 
challenge because people might be looking like, 
‘What is this freshman doing trying to tell me 

courtesy of niagara gazette
JONNY FLYNN scored nine points and dished six assists in 20 minutes of action in this year’s McDonald’s All-American game.

“I just like to get on people that need to be talked to. 
It’s always going to be a challenge because people 
might be looking like, ‘What is this freshman doing 
trying to tell me something?’ but hopefully I can 
win my teammates over and they will respect me.”

Jonny Flynn 
ON COMING TO SYRACUSE

S PORT S@DA I LYOR A NGE .COM

SEE NEXT PAGE 
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something?’ but hopefully I can win my team-
mates over and they will respect me.”

Flynn is already starting to earn the respect 
of his soon-to-be teammates. 

During the All-American game he jumped 
to receive a pass on the right side behind the 
3-point line. The ball left his hand before his feet 
even touched the floor, and Greene was waiting 
on the other end, ready to put the ball away with 
a big alley-oop dunk.

The experience gave Greene confidence that 
the two could have chemistry for years to come. 
His hope is the two will hook up for many more 
dunks at Syracuse.

“That’s part of our game, the high-flying 
stuff,” Greene said. “A dunk in a game can 
change everything; the momentum of the game 
how the crowd gets into it, the energy. It changes 
everything.”

Even Greene, who competed in the slam dunk 
contest at the McDonald’s game, was impressed 
with Flynn’s athleticism and ability to jump off 
the floor, saying he hadn’t seen someone jump 
like that since Spud Webb.

The two share stories about their big dunks 
and are already planning to compete in contests 
against each other in practice when they are 
at Syracuse next season. While Greene thinks 

Flynn can jump higher, he is confident that he 
has the more creative dunks.

And Greene is sure that in practice, Flynn 
will not be able to make him look like Beasley in 
the All-American game.

“No, that’s not going to happen,” Greene said. 
“He’s not catching me. I’m not going to allow 
that.”

With Greene’s height advantage — nearly 1 
foot — he would impose a significant challenge 
to Flynn in the dunking department. But chal-
lenges are what have driven Flynn throughout 
his career.

“I’m a competitor,” Flynn said. “That’s 
what competitors do. They like challenges. 
Any kind of challenge, whether it’s tic-tac-toe 
or connect four, they always like the challenge 
of winning. I set high goals for myself and I 
like to reach them.”

courtesy of niagara gazette
JONNY FLYNN tied a U.S. team record in the Nike Hoops Summit with 10 assists. 
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COMING INTO HIS OWN
After his spectacular senior season, 
Jonny Flynn was named to Parade 
magazine’s second-team All-American 
squad in addition to receiving player 
of the year honors from The Buffalo 
News. 

PPG RPG APG SPG
26.7 6.0 3.5 3.3

FLYNN
F R O M  P A G E  2 2
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Grandma knows best with offensive-line recruit White’s development
By Heather Crowley

STAFF WRITER

Vannessa Townsend knew her grandson Josh 
White wanted to play football. White’s 5-foot-7 
frame immediately raised questions about 
whether or not he should be allowed to play. A 
decision had to be made. He was informed he 
would not be able to play for his local Salva-
tion Army team at such a size. Safety concerns 
had to be accounted for.

At 8 years old, he was simply too big.
Nearly 10 years later, at 6-foot-5 and 290 

pounds, White is now waiting for his col-
lege football career to begin and credits his 
single-grandparent upbringing as a reason 
for his bright future. White has spent all 17 
years of his life living with his grandmother. 
Townsend said she attempted to instill the 
ideas of goal setting and hard work into White 
at an early age.

After spending his entire life attending 
Christian schools, White wanted to experi-
ence a public school after eighth grade. White 
couldn’t change his size and had still not given 
up on playing football. Townsend was willing 
to give her consent to switch schools under 
one condition: her grandson had to maintain a 
3.5 GPA to play football. 

White joined the football team at Wicomico 
High School in Salisbury, Md., his freshman 
year of high school with no prior experience. 
His size and strength made White a fit on the 
offensive line. With head coach David Nettles’ 
guidance, White began to use basketball to 
improve his conditioning. Height was no 

longer the enemy.
“The thing that makes him stand out is 

being so much bigger than the other kids and 
still having the ability to move like somebody 
that’s a lot smaller,” Nettles said. “When you 
get a kid that big, you usually find him to be 
awkward or a little odd. But with Josh, he’s 
worked so hard on that. He’s 6-foot-5, almost 
300 pounds and moves like a much smaller 
lineman because he has great balance and 
feet.”

After a 5-5 season in 2005, the team set the 
goal of a winning record for the next season. 
White’s regimen now included a weight room 
session at 3:30 p.m. everyday that ended at 7 
p.m. the earliest. As the team prepared to get 
over .500, White wanted something greater for 
the team: the Maryland state championship. 

With that goal in mind, White anchored an 
offensive line that created opportunities for 
running back, cousin and fellow SU recruit 
Jamere Knox. The line developed into a sin-
gular unit that allowed Knox to rack up 1,745 
yards on the ground and average 145 yards 
per game.

“He’s an unbelievable leader of men,” 
Nettles said. “He learned everything there 
was for us to teach him. He went out of his 
way to try and give back to the kids that were 
behind him or with him as well. He is a leader, 
because he’ll make everyone feel important 
and a part of it.”

“We (the offensive line) do not get the 
respect we deserve,” White said. “My cousin 
went for almost 2,000 yards this year. If he 

didn’t have the offensive line that he had, 
he probably wouldn’t have gotten that many 
yards.”

Wicomico’s offense averaged 47 points per 
game and never scored less than 28 points all 
season. Combined with a defense that allowed 
a meager 7.45 points per game, the Indians 
went on to have an undefeated regular season. 
It pushed White one step closer to his goal of 
winning a state championship.

“As a coach, you knew his potential,” Net-
tles said. “He is a workaholic. Everything he 
does he gives you 110 percent.”

In the Class A East Region Final, Wicomico 
found itself matched up against 7-4 Southern. 
Wicomico ran the ball 37 times to a dispro-
portionate six passing attempts, one of which 
resulted in an interception. Although the run 
game tallied 277 yards on the day, Southern 
recovered two fumbles that would ultimately 
be the deciding factor. 

Wicomico lost, 20-19.
“I was not satisfied,” White said. “I wanted 

a state championship this year. To fall short 
one game by one point, it still hurts to this day. 
The goal was to have a winning season and to 
do better than last season, so I am proud of it. 
But I got to a get a ring.”

Townsend noticed that White exhibited the 
same amount of intensity for the academic 
standards she had set for him so many years 
ago. Her grandson returned home one after-
noon and sat down to explain his struggles in 
math. After a short conversation, Townsend 
explained he signed up for the course and was 

going to stick with it, no quitting, under any 
circumstances.

Soon after the chat, White’s teacher tutored 
him and gradually raised his grade. White’s 
difficulties with mathematics didn’t dissuade 
him from taking any of the higher-level class-
es. Just as in football, White experienced his 
greatest success as a senior.

“When he came home, the biggest accom-
plishment for him was that he got an A in 
Calculus,” Townsend said. “He knows now 
that he can do it. He was really overwhelmed 
and very excited about it.”

As White prepares for Syracuse, his grand-
mother’s lessons still resonate. Although the 
Salvation Army incident is long behind him, 
White is already using Townsend’s lesson of 
setting goals and applying it his college life. 
Two goals remain the same.

“Academically, I want to graduate in three 
and a half years,” White said. “Playing wise, 
I still want to get out there and help the team 
win a national championship.”

ing senior Tony Jenkins and a multitude of 
capable younger players represent one of the 
team’s strong points, even with rising senior 
defensive ends Lee Williams and Cornelius 
Campbell Jr. not on the spring roster due to 
academic issues.

McClain admitted he’s not quite used to 
being in a leadership role for the rest of the 
defense. His performance last season, though, 
earned him that right. McClain earned a sec-
ond team all-conference selection, finishing 
18th in the nation in sacks and fourth in the 
Big East in tackles for loss (14.5). Undoubt-
edly, he will be an early target for opposing 
offensive lines.

“My role is a role I’m proud to accept,” 
McClain said. “I’m proud to be a leader, and 
I’m proud to be a part of this team and contrib-
ute any way that you can.”

Even with experienced players filling the 
four defensive line positions, Jackson main-

tained no spot is ultimately secure. He feels 
there is too much quality depth to hand the job 
over to a set group of people just yet. 

This works for someone like Brandon Gil-
beaux, a rising redshirt sophomore who saw 
time in every game last season but still is not a 
lock for a starting spot come the fall. Gilbeaux 
joked the policy isn’t so good for older players 
who have their position in jeopardy every day. 
But for him, it’s just more incentive to work 
hard.

“You got to bring your ‘A’ game every 
practice or you’re on the bench,” Gilbeaux 
said. “So that’s what I’ve been doing every 
practice: trying to bring my A game. If I mess 
up, throw it out the door, be ready to play that 
next play.”

Of course, that’s what the spring is for: 
earning notice and making improvement. 
Every position is a work in progress, although 
with its depth and experience Syracuse’s 
defensive line has a leg up on some of the other 
units. Nonetheless, now is the time for the 
group to iron out those little things. 

“Every spring you focus on something,” 

McClain said. “This spring, (the little things) 
seem to be our focus. And it’s working, it’s 
paying off. It’s a good plan and everybody on 
the defensive line is buying into it.” 

Brinkley only 50 percent
Despite participating in every practice so 

far this spring, running back Curtis Brinkley 
admitted his knee is not truly healthy. In fact, 
Brinkley confessed his surgically repaired 
left knee is only at 50 percent.

Brinkley said he can still burst and juke 
— two key facets of his style — but the injury 
has hindered his speed. He said he expects the 
knee to only start feeling better once spring 
practice is over and he can rest it. 

The rising junior had arthroscopic surgery 
on the knee following the 2006 season. He said 
the knee bothered him throughout last year. 
When asked if he thought the grind of practic-
ing now affects the rehabilitation, he admitted 
it does.

“You take risks every day in life,” Brinkley 
said. “You’ve just got to keep moving and deal 
with the pain.”

FOOTBALL
F R O M  P A G E  2 8

JACKSON SAYS:
On Jameel McClain: 
“Jameel McClain has shown some real nice 
things out there. Obviously being a proven 
veteran, (he’s) a good guy to fall back on 
and lead by example for some of those 
younger guys.”
On Mike Owen: 
“Mike Owen is a guy who I always call a 
great technician. He does things right—a 
fast learner, a guy that can really carry over 
things from the classroom onto the field. 
He’s definitely shown that he can come in 
and play at this level without there being 
significant drop-off. He’s a guy that I think 
can step in there and you can say, ‘hey 

we’ve got a quality athlete who can play 
and we can have success with within the 
scheme.’”
On Jared Kimmel: 
“(Kimmel) has a tremendous amount of 
athletic ability. The thing now is him learn-
ing the scheme of the defense. He’s shown 
some real nice things out there, he’s got 
some size, got some raw natural ability.”
On Brandon Gilbeaux: 
“Gilbeaux’s a guy that has really been what 
I call a steadfast player. He does a good job 
in the run game, does some real nice things 
in the pass rush, he’s a real athletic player 
especially for a guy with his size. He gives 
you a big, physical presence especially at 
that power end position.”

On Andrew Lewis: 
“Andrew Lewis has shown some real positive 
things. He’s done some real good things in 
terms of being both good technique-wise, 
but also picking up things and learning the 
defense. I’ve been really excited with his abil-
ity to learn the schemes which has put him in 
a position to go out there and compete every-
day. Even though he’s not a proven commod-
ity at this point yet, I know mentally he can 
handle what we ask him to do. Now he has to 
go out there and make those plays.”
On Nick Santiago: 
“Nick Santiago’s taken some reps (inside). 
(He’s) kind of dabbled—a jack of all trades, 
he’s kind of played interior sometimes, 
he’s played nose tackle, he’s played three-

technique.”
On Tony Jenkins and Arthur Jones: 
“Looking at the nose tackle position, we’ve 
kind of played Tony (Jenkins) and Arthur 
(Jones) primarily and kind of playing them 
off each other at three-technique and nose 
tackle, trying to get them familiar with both 
positions as much as possible.”
On Anthony Perkins: 
“Anthony Perkins is a guy who really has 
shown some flashes I think throughout 
spring in terms of being a good athlete in 
there. Very raw, but a young man who as his 
techniques improve, as his understanding of 
the defense improves, is going to be a guy 
that really is going to push and give some 
quality depth in there.”

will halsey | staff photographer
JAMEEL MCCLAIN (left) led the Big East 
in sacks last season with 9.5. The rising 
senior anchors a deep defensive line that 
made 34 sacks in 2006.

“As a coach, you knew 
his potential. He is a 
workaholic. Everything 
he does he gives 
you 110 percent.”

David Nettles
WICOMICO HIGH SCHOOL HEAD 

FOOTBALL COACH, ON JOSH WHITE

S PORT S@DA I LYOR A NGE .COM
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Injuries open opportunity for hyped 
Maryland freshman goalie Phipps 

courtesy of maryland athletic communications
BRIAN PHIPPS became Maryland’s starting goalie after two players were injured. The 
freshman’s 61.2 save percentage ranks eighth in the country.

By Kyle Austin
STAFF WRITER

Even though Brian Phipps was the No. 1 rated 
goalie in the 2006 recruiting class, according 
to Inside Lacrosse, he thought he would have a 
tough task earning playing time in his first sea-
son at Maryland. Phipps entered the preseason 
at No. 3 on the Terps’ depth chart behind Harry 
Alford, a two-time All-American and the starter 
for the last two seasons.

But as soon as the Terps started their 
preseason workouts, the depth chart became 
irrelevant. Before playing a single game, 
Maryland lost five of its players to injuries, 
including Alford to shoulder surgery and 
backup goalie Jason Carter to a broken col-
larbone. 

“It was the craziest thing that I’d ever 
seen,” Maryland head coach Dave Cottle said. 
“We thought going into the season that we had 
three goalies that were pretty good, and it was 
going to be a pretty competitive fight for the 
position.”

Instead of three goalies fighting for the job, 
Maryland was left with Phipps as the only 
scholarship goalie entering its season opener 
against Bellarmine. Cottle brought two goal-
ies from club teams to fill out the roster, but 
the starting job belonged to Phipps.

“I kind of got pushed in,” Phipps said. 
“I was a little nervous, but excited. I didn’t 
expect it coming into Maryland as a fresh-
man, but I just had to run with it.”

The Terps won the game, 11-6, and have 

since gone 8-3 with Phipps between the pipes. 
Phipps has played a large role in the team’s 
success, recording a 61.2 save percentage, 
eighth in Division I through Sunday. But he 
is quick to identify help from his teammates 
as primary causes for his success. While 
injured, Alford spent time mentoring Phipps 
in his first games.

Another source of support for Phipps has 
been his brother Michael Phipps, a senior 
attackman for Maryland. Both have enjoyed 
their first season as teammates, and despite 
spending most of his time at the other end 
of the field, Michael Phipps has found time 
to give his little brother some advice. When 
Brian Phipps earned the starting job, his 
brother told him to listen to his defenders and 
not let a shaky start ruin an entire game. The 
advice was heeded.

“If you look at how he plays now and how 
he did in the first game, he just has a differ-
ent demeanor about him,” Michael Phipps 
said. “He’s a lot more confident, and you can 
tell because he talks more now as opposed to in 
the beginning of the year, when he was kind of 
quiet and didn’t really say anything. Now he’s 
just playing with a level of confidence, and you 
can tell.”

It wasn’t always easy — the Terps dropped 
to 2-2 with early losses to Duke and George-
town. But after a five-game winning streak and 
a double-overtime win at Navy on Saturday, 
Maryland has recovered from its rocky start 
and is in good position with three regular season 
games remaining.

“What it did is it forced us to change our 
plan about four or five times as the season went 
along,” Cottle said of the early-season injury 
situation. “And when you have four or five plans 
at the beginning, you don’t have one. And we 
were really reeling a little bit.”

As the season winds down and the Terps 
prepare for the postseason, Brian Phipps’ suc-
cess is beginning to pose a problem for Cottle. 
Alford has been practicing for nearly a month 
and has played in three games. As of Saturday, 
he told his coach he felt 80 percent healthy. 
When he gets up to 100 percent, Cottle said he 
will have a problem on his hands, having to 
choose between a two-time All-American and 
his season-long starter with the second highest 
save percentage in the Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence.

“It’s one of those things,” Cottle said. 
“You’ve got to do right by your team and so 
we’re just going to play the guy that gives us 
the best chance to win, and if it’s both of them 
that give us the best chance to win, then we’ll 

play them both.”

Duke charges dropped
On Wednesday the state of North Carolina 

dropped all charges against three former Duke 
lacrosse players, stemming from an assault 
at an off-campus party. The scandal made 
national headlines last year and resulted in 
the cancellation of Duke’s entire season and 
the dismissal of its coach, Mike Pressler.

Parity continues
When the season started with Syracuse, 

Johns Hopkins and Virginia all losing early 
games, it was surprising. What’s more sur-
prising is that with only a few games left in 
the season, Johns Hopkins is 4-4, and has 
lost its last three. Syracuse sits at 3-6 and 
must win out to be eligible for the postseason. 
Virginia has gone 10-1 to unofficially secure a 
spot in the NCAA tournament, but Syracuse 
and Johns Hopkins still have work to do.

NIKE/INSIDE LACROSSE 
MEDIA POLL
1. Cornell (8-0)
2. Virginia (10-1)
3. Albany (9-0)
4. Duke (9-2)
5. Princeton (6-2)
6. Georgetown (6-2)
7. Maryland (8-3)
8. Navy (8-2)
9. North Carolina (7-4)
10. Johns Hopkins (4-4)
11. Notre Dame (6-3)
12. Loyola (5-3)
13. Bucknell (9-2)
14. UMBC (6-4)
15. Towson (6-3)
16. Drexel (8-3)
17. Syracuse (3-5) 
18. Delaware (6-4)
19. Stony Brook (5-2)
20. Rutgers (4-4)
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Summer Sublet
2 Bedroom --Rent one or both, One block from 
campus, Parking, Dishwasher, Heat included, 
$400/ month, Available May to end of July. 
315-436-8074

Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms at 
510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Negotiable 
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  
eposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

202, 204 OSTROM. AVAILABLE JUNE.  CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS.  PARKING.  LAUNDRY.  446-5186

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS 

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

Awesome 3 Bedroom for Rent!  210 Fellows 
Ave.  Move in ASAP! Call Hector 917-549-5750.

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

LANCASTER RENTAL!
3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

Parking Laundry and Heat Included. 
2 bedrooms. Willing to rent one or both. Fur-
nished. Dishwasher. 1 block off campus. Avail 
May 07 - July 07. Must be set up by April 12. 
$400 per month Contact Amy 315-436-8074

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2-8 Bedrooms

720 Livingston
835 Sumner

968 Ackerman

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  
Great Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 

WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504
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Apt for rent for 07-08 school year
2 bedroom apt. for rent for the 07-08 school year. 
1 block from campus. Heat/hot water included. 
Fully furnished. $475/mo. Please call 
315-430-2900 or email kldavies@syr.edu.

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid,

 Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon,

116 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apts at:

110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 
136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

HELP WANTED
City Feel Restaruant Needs Jazz Players for 
Weekend Afternoons!  Get Exposure Here!  
Call 433-9195, 430-1653

 
  

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

a p r i l  1 2 ,  2 0 0 7  27

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, 
for my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

Nanny Wanted
Experienced, reliable part-time nanny wanted 
for care of an infant. References required. Must 
have car. Non-smokers only. Call 383-2880

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 

www.BeerPongGear.com
 

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... 
REGARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE MONDAY, APRIL 16 AT  
ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S, AND SHIRTWORLD FOR 

A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

HARDSUDOKU!
9 1 2

3 4 9 8 1

3 6

9 4

6 4 3

5 1

8 2

6 4 5 3 8
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part 3 in a 
4-part series 
on Syracuse’s 
2007 recruits

Here’s 
JONNY

f o o t b a l l

McClain anchors deep defensive line, helps new coach learn language

Jonny Flynn goes 
from unknown to 
McDonald’s All-
American to Syracuse

courtesy of matt stone | the louisville courier-journal
JONNY FLYNN averaged 26.7 points per game his senior year at Niagara Falls (N.Y.) 
High School. Flynn joins his former teammate, Paul Harris, at Syracuse next season.

INSIDE
SU football recruit 
Josh White learned 
best from his 
grandmother. 
Page 24

By Brian Tahmosh
FEATURE EDITOR

J
onny Flynn knew he was going to the hole as soon 
as he caught the pass. He knew he had the ability 
to take flight and throw down a dunk on Michael 
Beasley that millions would see on ESPN.

The only question was whether or not he would 
survive.

“When the pass came to me I 
was thinking, is he going to jump 
and knock me out,” Flynn said. “I 
might jump and he might jump, and 
5-10 going against 6-9, he might floor 
me and put me right through the 
ground.”

When it was all over, Flynn was 
the one left standing. A big smile remained on his face 
as he shouted in joy toward the crowd.

The dunk wowed many of those watching in atten-
dance, with such athleticism coming from the smallest 
player on the court, but it did not shock Flynn’s future 
teammate, Donte Greene, who joined him on the East 
team.

SEE FLYNN PAGE 22

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Phipps’ fortune
Third-string goalie Brian 
Phipps has led Maryland to a 
No. 7 ranking. Page 25 By Zach Schonbrun

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

For new defensive line coach Der-
rick Jackson, the transition from 
Michigan State to Syracuse has 
revolved around taking care of the 
little things. Even if he can’t always 

get all the 
terminology 
right.

“As we 
go through 
terminology, 
they can kind 
of talk me 

through,” Jackson joked. “Some-
times I resort back to old sayings 

that I recall, but they always (say), 
‘Oh coach, we call it this.’” 

It helps when the unit you’re in 
charge of is stacked with veterans 
and filled with experience. With 
three of four starters returning 
and a handful of capable reserves 
waiting their turn, the defensive 
line is arguably the position of least 
concern for the Orange heading into 
next fall.

As for the spring, Jackson has 
made a point of tightening up tech-
nical aspects and developing the 
unit’s younger players.

“I see enough positive things 
from the guys on the field to know 

that we’re gonna have a lot of quality 
depth at a lot of positions,” Jackson 
said. “And to me, as long as you have 
depth, you’re always going to have a 
chance to have competition, where 
again, every week we should have 
guys battling to be a starter.”

Behind Big East sack leader and 
rising senior Jameel McClain, Syr-
acuse’s D-line finished 19th in the 
nation with 34 sacks, with McClain 
tallying 9.5. But the rush defense 
allowed 185.1 yards per game — 
worst in the Big East. 

It is that statistic Jackson most 
wants to see improved.

“The key to me is you’ve got to 

be able to go back and stop the run,” 
Jackson said. “To me, that’s a sign of 
what guys are doing up front. That’s 
where it starts.

“I always emphasize with them, ‘I 
know you can rush the quarterback, 
can we stop the run?’ That’s really 
what I’ve challenged them on this 
spring.”

Despite its struggles against the 
rush last season, it’s hard to ignore 
SU’s defensive line as one of the 
most solidified groups heading into 
2007. The rest of the defense may 
have holes — notably at linebacker 
and cornerback — but McClain, ris-

PA G E  2 8
the daily orange

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE 24
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By Heath D. Williams
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

John Bul Dau has seen and experi-
enced more than most ever will.

Now a resident of Syracuse and 
a senior part-time student at Syra-

cuse University’s 
University Col-
lege, Dau is telling 
his inspirational 
story in hopes of 
giving a little back 
to the land he had 
to leave.

As a 12-year-
old in 1987, Dau 

became one of the “Lost Boys of 
Sudan,” fleeing from the civil war 

that had broken out in his native 
Sudan. He left his family and his 
home in Duk County, Africa, join-
ing more than 30,000 other home-
less children who ventured through 
Africa looking for safety.

They battled violence, the threat 
of death, starvation and constant 
danger on their barefoot journey 
through thousands of miles of Afri-
can desert and wilderness.

In 2001 Dau became one of the 
few lucky Lost Boys chosen to be 
relocated to the United States from a 
refugee camp set up in Kenya.

University College and the Max-
well Citizenship Education Learning 
Community are co-sponsoring “An 

Evening with John Dau” tonight at 7 
in Grant Auditorium.

The event will feature a screening 
of the award-winning documentary 
film “God Grew Tired of Us,” a speech 
by Dau, a question-and-answer ses-
sion and a book signing of Dau’s 
recently published memoir.

All proceeds from the event will 
go toward Dau’s American Care for 
Sudan foundation, which has been 
working to build a medical clinic in 
his native Duk County in Southern 
Sudan.

Tickets are $5 for SU students 
with valid ID and $10 for the general 
public.

“People need to know his extraor-

dinary story 
of struggling 
through his 
adolescence,” 
said Ange 
LaMothe, a 
f r e s h m a n 
policy stud-
ies major who 
helped plan the 
event. “And 
how having 
the opportunity to come here has 
really shaped him into an individual 
with endless limits and kindness 
that emanates to everyone he sur-
rounds himself 

nick ray mccann | staff photographer

Aces Wild
The first floor wallspace in the Schaffer Visual Art Building showcases a recent student project designing gaming cards.

RAINY BLACK CATS
HI 39° | LO 33°

INS IDEPULP

Romeo and Juliet of the streets
First Year Players present ‘West Side 
Story’ for the first of three performances. 
Page 11

INS IDESPORTS

Big brother
Syracuse’s Greg Rommel and 
Rutgers’ Jeff Rommel will finally play 
against each other on Sunday. 
Page 17

INS IDENEWS

Selective Standards
Following an increase in 
applicants, SU becomes more 
selective in admission decisions 
for incoming class. Page 3

INS IDEOPIN ION

Sign of Freedom
Have you heard of “Bong Hits 
4 Jesus?” Meghan Overdeep 
says it might determine your 
freedom of expression. Page 5

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Players’ 
hearing 
delayed

SU, ESF 
consider 
smoking bans‘Lost Boy’ to tell inspiring story with film, speech

By Heather Mayer
ASST. COPY EDITOR 

There is currently a plan in place 
to make the Syracuse University 
campus and SU-owned property in 
New York state entirely smoke-free by 
July 2009, under a division of student 
affairs strategic plan, said Michelle 
Gallant, SU nutritionist. 

But the plan already hit a snag 
when the Student Association rejected 
a proposal to prohibit smoking within 
25 feet of school-building openings on 
April 5, said SA President Ryan Kelly. 
The initial vote took place within 
the University Affairs Committee, 
headed by Larry Seivert, a freshman 
in the school of management.

SEE SMOKING PAGE 4

By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

The pre-trial hearing for Syracuse 
men’s lacrosse players Pat Perritt 
and John Carrozza originally sched-
uled for Thursday afternoon was 
adjourned to a later date.

The Syracuse City Court has not 
set a new date for the hearing, but 
the players’ attorney, Gary Sommer, 
expects the date to be released within 
a few days, he said. Judge Vanessa 
Bogan will hear the evidence from 
both parties at the hearing and deter-
mine if there is enough evidence to 
proceed to a trial.

SEE MEN’S LACROSSE PAGE 4

IF YOU GO
What: An Evening 
with John Dau
Where: Grant 
Auditorium, SU 
College of Law
When: Tonight at 
7 p.m.
How much: $5 for 
students, $10 for 
general public

WEEKEND
april 13, 2007

DAU

SEE DAU PAGE 12
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The members of the Investment Club know their The members of the Investment Club know their Tstocks. They know how to analyze a market 
cap and how to weigh the benefi ts and risks 

of a potential trade. But at their weekly meeting on 
Tuesday, April 3, most of the members don’t know what 
Maidenform Brands Inc. is.

Finally, one of the three girls in the room pipes up.
“They make bras,” she said. 
Looks of understanding washed over the mostly male 

faces in the room.
Above all else, being apart of the Investment Club is 

about learning something new.
“There’s no class called ‘How to pick stocks’ or ‘How 

to make money in the stock market,’” said President 
Argilio Rodriguez, a second-year law student studying 
securities law. 

The Investment Club provides an open forum for dis-
cussing ideas and receiving input, as well as gaining 
practical experience, he said.

The group was started in 1987 to help inform students 
how to invest properly and gain experience with the 
stock market. It boasts a membership roster of more 
than 320 members from all schools on campus and 
maintains an investment portfolio worth $160,000.

“We had an amazing last semester with our portfolio,” 
said David Bouchard, group treasurer and a junior 
fi nance and accounting major.

In just three years the club has gained $60,000. 
When it started 20 years ago, the group had only 

$10,000 from an alumni donation. Since then it has sur-
vived on its earnings, supplemented by the occasional 
new donation, said David Ries, senior accounting and 
fi nance major and former president. Last December 
Lisa Fontanelli, from the Goldman Sachs investment 
fi rm, donated $5,000.

The group’s portfolio ranges from Sysco Corp., which 
distributes food and other products, to the Molson 
Coors Brewing Company.

The club also owns stock in Diageo, a company that 
owns eight of the 10 major liquor brands, including 
Jose Cuervo, Smirnoff and Bailey’s Irish Cream.

“Our ear is to the streets for a lot of new technology 
and real-world things,” said portfolio manager Mike 
Rizzolo, sophomore fi nance and accounting major, 
explaining the reasoning for the majority of the club’s 
most lucrative stocks. 

For instance, when cell phone screens changed from 
the dull black and white screens to the color screens 
that allow students to share drunken pictures from the 
night before, the Investment Club members knew that 
NVidia, which manufactures graphics cards for cell 
phones and PDAs, would be a good pick. 

Members agreed the best part of Investment Club is 
not seeing your investment triple, but learning from 
other knowledgeable members.

“You can experiment,” Bouchard said. “It’s a great 
place to discover different techniques and mentali-
ties.”

Bouchard enjoys the intimate and informal setting 
of the club. With a core group of 40 students who con-
sistently show at meetings from week to week, it’s less 
intimidating to voice your ideas, he said. 

It also makes the process of buying, selling and dis-
cussing shares simple.

The club is open to all students, both management 
majors and non-management majors, said Vice Presi-
dent Kim Couri.

“You don’t have to come with any knowledge, but 
you’ll defi nitely leave with something,” Rizzolo said.

TRACK AND FIELDMEN’S LACROSSE
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Baghdad hit by two 
suicide bombings 
A suicide bomber in Baghdad 
suicide bombings 
A suicide bomber in Baghdad 
suicide bombings 
attacked in the middle of a par-
liament dining hall on Thursday. 
EIGHT WERE KILLED, SOME 
OF WHOM WERE PARLIAMENT 
MEMBERS, according to U.S. 
security offi cials. The event raised 
doubt about whether U.S. security 
forces in Iraq are making progress. 
Earlier in the day, a suicide bomber 
attacked a bridge connecting east 
and west Baghdad. Several cars 
landed in the Tigris River, and at 
least 10 people were killed. “We 
don’t know at this point who it 
was. We do know in the past that 
suicide vests have been used pre-
dominantly by al-Qaida,” said a U.S. 
military spokesman regarding the 
method of bombing the parliamen-
tary attacks. 

Father pleads for BBC 
reporter’s release
The parents of kidnapped BBC 
reporter’s release
The parents of kidnapped BBC 
reporter’s release
correspondent Alan Johnston 
pleaded for his release on Thurs-
day. Jonhston’s father read a letter 
aloud in London that addressed the 
captors to release him immediately, 
as well as to reassure Johnston 
that his family was staying strong. 
JOHNSTON WAS KIDNAPPED AT 
GUNPOINT on March 12 from the 
BBC offi ce in Gaza City. The BBC 
corporation does not know which 
group was in charge of taking 
Johnston and has not received any 
information regarding negotiations. 
The BBC, CNN, Sky News and Al-
Jazeera simultaneously broadcast 
a fi lm about Johnston on Thursday 
as part of a day of action to get 
Johnston’s relate. United Nations 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 
also called for Johnston’s immedi-
ate release.

Algeria tightens security
Security was tightened in Algeria 
Algeria tightens security
Security was tightened in Algeria 
Algeria tightens security
on Thursday after bombings killed 
at least 33 people on Wednesday. 
Interior Minister Nouredine Zer-
houni said that extra forces would 
be put on the streets in order to 
prevent of an Al-Qaida front in 
North Africa. The branch of Al-
Qaida who took responsibility for 
yesterday’s attacks was formerly 
known as the Salafi st Group for 
Preaching and Combat. AT LEAST 
57 REMAIN HOSPITALIZED FROM 
WEDNESDAY’S ATTACKS. Zer-
houni was touring hospitals who 
were treating victims. “It’s not fair. 
I’m stunned by what has happened 
to my country. No man can accept 
that a human being can kill another 
human being,” said a brother of 
one of the victims regarding the 
recent surge of attacks in the area. 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
5 p.m.  
The Whitman Career Center will 
host speaker MELISSA LONG. 
Long is an anchor for CNN Pipeline, 
CNN.com’s live video news service.  

 402 Whiman School | Free

8 p.m.  
First Year players will present a pro-
duction of “WEST SIDE STORY.” 
Tickets may be purchased at the 
Schine Box Offi ce. 

Goldstein Auditorium | $4

C O R R E C T I O N S
Page 6 of Thursday’s edition incor-
rectly said that Tufts University is 
in Maryland. The university is actu-
ally located in Massachusetts.

M O N D AY
NEWS

Tent life
When housing gets tight on one 
campus, students protest by living 
in tents. 

PULP

SU’s next top model
Newhouse and VPA collaborate in 
a fashion show to kick off a new 
communications study this fall.

SPORTS

American dream
Syracuse tennis coach Luke Jensen 
has a patriotic idea for rebuilding 
the Syracuse program. 

OPIN ION

Bad news
If the saying “no news is good 
news” is correct, it’s only because 
the media have a negative bias, 
says Zac Cummings.
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SOFTBALL

THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS

WOMEN’S LACROSSE

John Jacobs Invitational
           @ Norman, Okla.

FRI., APR. 13, TBA

FRI.  APR. 13, 7 P.M.        
vs. Rutgers

FRI.  APR. 13, 7 P.M.        
vs. Louisvillevs. Louisville

SUN.  APR. 15, 1 P.M.        
vs. Rutgers

During your time as a student at SU, 
what kind of orange stuff have you collected?

SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!

Last day to send in photos: Monday April 23rd
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Speeches, 
trash fashion 
to highlight 
celebration

By Kerri Rosen
STAFF WRITER

A group of children will rummage 
through a pile of rubbish Saturday in 
Thornden Park. Later, they’ll take to 
the catwalk in clothes made from the 
garbage to the tune of local bands.

The “recycled fashion show” is 
just one of the many events planned 
for this year’s Earth Day celebration, 
to be held this Saturday from 1 to 

6 p.m. at the 
T h o r n d e n 
Park Amphi-
theatre. The 
c e l e b r a t i o n 
won’t official-
ly start until 
after several 
speeches in 

the morning, including one from 
Syracuse Mayor Matt Driscoll.

Organized by the Syracuse chap-
ter of the New York Public Interest 
Research Group, the event will fea-
ture local bands, speakers, interac-
tive demonstrations and activities for 
children and adults.

Step It Up Congress will host 
a global warming rally from noon 
until 1 p.m. at the amphitheatre. The 
rally is one of hundreds across the 
country the group has organized. 
Participants are invited to meet 
at the Edward Smith Elementary 
School at 11:30 a.m. for a bike ride to 
Thornden Park. 

“The day will bring together local 
environmental leaders and local art-
ists to educate people on all different 
aspects of the environment,” said 
Dana Hill, project coordinator for 
the Syracuse chapter of NYPIRG. 
“We have speakers on everything 
from soil erosion, to wind erosion, to 
public power to the politics of green 
energy.”

The Earth Day celebration has 
taken on the theme “Open your eyes, 
the world is right here!”

“We wanted people to hear about 
local environmental problems and 
other ideas they haven’t ever heard 
of,” said sophomore Lynnette Agos-
tini,  NYPIRG project leader for Earth 
Day. 

Driscoll will speak about local 
environmental issues and city ini-
tiatives. Scheduled for 12:30 p.m., 
Driscoll will be joined by representa-
tives from other groups, including 

SEE EARTH DAY PAGE 6

Increased applicants cause more selective SU admission standards

lindsay adler and joey baker| photo editors
More than 4,000 additional students applied to SU for the 2007-08 academic year, resulting in about a 50 percent acceptance rate.

W E E K E N D
april 13, 2007

SURVIVAL 
of the fittest

By Darren Benda
STAFF WRITER

Luckily for current students, applying 
here once is enough, since admission 
standards for the 2007-08 academic 
year at Syracuse University evidently 
became tougher than ever before.

For the fall 2007 semester, the 
SU Office of Admissions received 
more than 20,000 applications for 
approximately 3,050 freshmen spots, 
according to Dean of Admissions 
Susan Donovan. She said the per-
centage of admissions has decreased 
over the years, which is a reflection 
of the “record amount” of applicants 
the school has received.

“The size of the class isn’t grow-
ing at the same rate as the number of 
applications coming in,” she said.

In 2006, 16,260 applications were 
received, of which 10,514 were admit-
ted and 3,248 enrolled, according to 

U.S. News and World Report. 
In 2007 about the same number of 

students were admitted, but almost 
4,000 more applied, resulting in an 
acceptance rate of around 50 percent, 
as opposed to 2006’s approximately 
65 percent acceptance rate.

While the Office of Admissions 
accepts both the Common Applica-
tion and SU’s application, a majority 
of the applicants used the university’s 
online application, Donovan said.

“If they take the time to personalize 
it by adding something new that isn’t 
asked on the application,” she said, “it 
will make their application stand out.”

Competition
As a result of the increase in appli-

cations, less than 50 percent of appli-
cants were admitted to their first 
choice academic programs, Donovan 
said. As a result, many accepted stu-

dents were admitted to their second 
and third choice programs.

“We have nine different colleges 
to admit students into,” she said, 
“but we are now admitting students 
to programs within the college, so it 
is a complex admission process.”

Chancellor Nancy Cantor said she 
thinks the increased difficulty of get-
ting into SU is a plus.

“Syracuse has been steadily increas-
ing for many years, as there has been a 
strong uptake nationwide in the appli-
cant pool,” she said. “So it’s not just Syra-
cuse, but everywhere in particular. This 
makes every year seem very exciting, as 
there are a lot of opportunities for get-
ting a real world sense of understanding 
to what their education will do for them 
in the future.”

The increase in applications 
hasn’t just been at SU, as there has 
been a nationwide increase in the 

overall pool of college applicants, 
according to a recent article in The 
New York Times.

“I would refer to us as a competi-
tive institution, where applying is 
not a guaranteed chance to come 
here,” said Vice President of Enroll-
ment David Smith. “Over half of the 
institutions in the country admit 

SEE ADMISSIONS PAGE 4

BY THE NUMBERS
Fall 2007
■ More than 20,000 applica-
tions for approximately 3,050 
freshman spots, about half of 
applicants were accepted

Fall 2006
■ About 16,260 applications 
for approximately 3,248 fresh-
man spots; about 65 percent 
of applicants were accepted

IF YOU GO
What: Earth Day 
Celebration
Where: Thornden 
Park
When: Saturday 
from 1-6 p.m. 
How much: Free
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over 75 percent of the students who apply, so 
being in a position of admitting less than half 
of the students who apply makes (SU) a pretty 
selective place to be.”

Diversity
The recently accepted class of 2011 will be 

marked for its diverse makeup. This coming 
year SU admitted a record number of tradition-
ally underrepresented students, Donovan said. 

“We are very pleased with the number of 
students admitted from underrepresented back-
grounds,” she said. “We went in 2004 from under 
19 percent admitted, to this year almost 29 
percent of the admitted students.”

Although, diversity doesn’t just infer to race, 
Donovan said.

“We are not only interested in admitting 
students from a variety of backgrounds, but 
also diversity in a much more broad sense 
— on terms of socioeconomic, geographic and 
religious backgrounds,” Donovan said. “No 
matter what kind of diversity, you’re still brin-
ing everyone together, which is a huge part of 
college.”

The diversity issue reaches out to Cantor’s 
initiative of bringing together a wide-range of 
students. She said she has seen the numbers and 
thinks the diversity and quality of students is 
“terrific.”

To obtain such a wide geographic diversity, 
SU emphasizes its recruitment efforts beyond 
the local regions of the United States. The 
numbers are similar to last year, as 65 percent 
of accepted students come from out of state, 
Donovan said. About one-third of students are 
from beyond the northeast.

After New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania are accounted 
for, SU receives a large of amount of applications 
from students in California, Texas and Wash-
ington D.C., Donovan said.

“One of the things that’s happening is that we 
are really strengthening our presence in some 
of the major areas outside the northeast — like 
Washington D.C., Atlanta and Los Angeles,” 
Cantor said. “However, it’s not just from those 
cities, but then it spreads out, so the whole West 
Coast is getting a big dose of Syracuse.”

SU  also accepted students from more than 
25 countries. “In 2004 we admitted 300 interna-
tional students,” Donovan said. “In 2007 we have 
already admitted 500 international students.”

School by school
After receiving applications, the Office of 

Admissions began the process of accepting or 
rejecting students into the nine individual col-
leges and their various programs. 

Out of the 20,000 applicants, Donovan said 
the College of Arts and Sciences usually garners 
the largest number, followed by the S. I. New-
house School of Public Communications and the 
Martin J. Whitman School of Management.

Arts and Sciences had 7,800 applicants, Dono-
van said. Newhouse and Whitman each had 
more than 3,000 applicants, and the College of 
Visual and Performing Arts had about 2,400 
applicants.

Incoming freshman Maria Angelov of Irond-
equoit, N.Y., will join campus in the fall and said 
she was pleased with the process.

“Although I think the admission process 
is relatively stressful, I would have to say that 
compared to some of my other friends, I had 
an easier time,” she said. “Part of it has to do 
with the fact that I applied early decision and 
because I was admitted to the College of Arts 
and Sciences. I can’t say the same for some of my 
friends trying to get into Newhouse.”

The difficulty Angelov alludes to is based on 
Newhouse’s selective admissions. The school 
accepted less than 23 percent of its applicants, 
said Max Patino, director of recruitment and 
diversity at Newhouse.

Including early and regular decision, New-
house had close to 3,500 applicants for a class 
of only 330 freshman spots,” Patino said. The 

admitted pool was close to 800 students, of which 
more than 21 percent identified themselves as a 
minority.

“Throughout the years, it has been a more 
competitive program,” he said, “Not by the stan-
dards that we set, but by the student applicants 
that we receive. Now, a great SAT score won’t 
guarantee admission.”

Some of the smaller programs in other col-
leges were just as competitive and admitted 
similarly small percentages, said Donovan, 
dean of admissions.

“It’s interesting because you have a program 
like architecture, where we are only looking for 
100 students, but we had 800 applicants,” Dono-
van said. “In the sport management program, 
we only want 48 first-year students, but we 
received more than 300 applications.”

Typical student for class of 2011
At the beginning of April, letters of accep-

tance were sent out, Donovan said. Of those who 
were accepted, the average grade point average 
came out to 3.7, Donovan said. This stands as a 
gradual improvement compared with 2004’s 3.6. 

The median SAT is 1,230 out of 1,600, Dono-
van said. SU has yet to factor in the recently 
added writing portion.

At Newhouse, the profile of admitted stu-
dents compares with the admitted class from 
last year, Patino said. He also alluded to a recent 
article in The New York Times that featured the 
acceptance rates at Ivy League institutions.

Ivy League admittance rates “have been at 
8 to 9 percent, and we believe that Newhouse 
falls in that range as well,” he said. So we have 
similar Ivy League standards.”

Though Newhouse admits more students, 
eventually the same numbers of applicants 
attend the different schools.

But in the end, it’s not all about numbers, 
Cantor said.

“I know everyone loves to talk about objec-
tive quantified indices like GPA or SATs,” she 
said. “And while those are important, they don’t 
tell the whole story by any means. What I’m 

interested in is that we have a real vitality in the 
mix of people coming in.”

Looking beyond the fall
Even with the new Whitman school, this 

fall’s Newhouse III and 2008’s Life Science Com-
plex, the number of admitted students won’t rise 
in the future, Donovan said. But she said she 
does not know about the long term quite yet.

“With the number of faculty, students and 
size of our campus,” she said, “we are comfort-
able with around 3,050 freshmen.”

Newhouse also has no plans to raise its 
incoming freshman class, even with a third 
building added in the fall, Patino said.

“We always set an admission goal even before 
the process begins,” he said, “and it has been a 
steady 330 for a while. Having the new building 
was not to add more students, but to give them 
extra amenities.”

Self-evaluation
A major concern of Cantor’s that she reminds 

prospective students and families is that with 
the incoming class, the scores and numbers 
don’t tell the whole story.

“I think the most important thing to think 
about in an admission process is that you’re 
really composing a class,” she said. “You’re 
composing a whole environment for a campus. 
So you want a real variety of backgrounds, 
variety of talents and a real sense of the whole 
world being brought to Syracuse.”

“The SU committee decided to start with just 
that, because they didn’t feel like they could go 
right for a smoking ban completely on campus,” 
Gallant said of the 25 foot limit. She said they 
decided to try to start out with having some 
more defined areas where people can go smoke. 
The only current smoking policy at SU prohibits 
lighting up inside buildings. 

Seivert said the proposal was too broad, 
unenforceable and against the rights of smokers. 
But Seivert said he would welcome a reworked 
proposal.

“We didn’t feel the blanket policy was enforce-
able or feasible,” he said, because the proposal 
asked department heads to patrol the 25-foot 
area in front of buildings to enforce the policy. 
“Department heads have more important mat-

ters to deal with than people smoking within 22 
feet of a building,” he said, of punishing those 
who are 1-yard too close to a doorway. 

The first steps toward a future smoking ban 
on the campus of the State University of New 
York College of Environmental Science and 
Forestry are also currently under way.

An ESF committee is looking for ways to 
make the campus more smoke-free than its 
current policy allows, which prohibits smoking 
within 20 feet of any school-building opening, 
said Gallant, who sits on both the ESF and Syra-
cuse University committees to educate students 
about smoking.

“At ESF, what the committee has really looked 
at was, ‘can we try to have more enforcement of 
the current policy?’” Gallant said. “People have 
not been following the policy of smoking 20 
feet away from buildings.”

Onondaga County is starting the process 
with a survey of ESF students to learn what 

types of smoking policies students prefer, Gal-
lant said. Possible options are only in parking 
lots, at least 25-feet away from buildings or a 
total smoking ban on campus.

Onondaga Community College permits 
smoking only in its parking lots, Gallant said. 

The county originally contacted Gallant 
about smoke-free policies, and at first ESF didn’t 
want to participate, she said. The ESF campus is 
now on board to start looking at more stringent 
smoking policies.

“It’s not something that’s going to happen 
immediately, but ESF is looking at it, and SU is 
looking at it,” she said. 

Students may not take kindly to smoking 
bans on their campus. 

Sophomore Kevin Dowling, an environmen-
tal studies major and five-year smoker, said he 
wouldn’t agree with a ban on campus smoking, 
but he would follow the rule.

“I would have to smoke a lot less,” Howling 

said. “I’m a law-abiding person. If they ban 
smoking on ESF, I’d walk over (to SU) — it’d be a 
joke … It’d probably be good for me.” 

Howling said he understands SU has a 
right to create more stringent smoking poli-
cies because it is a private university, but 
thinks ESF doesn’t because it is property of 
New York state.

“SUNY doesn’t have a right,” Howling said. 
“I pay taxes to the state of New York, and I pay 
tuition, but I can’t smoke? It’s public property. 
It’s the state of New York.” 

The ESF Smoking Advisory Committee will 
meet next Friday in Marshall Hall.

“We would like to use the environmental 
aspects of tobacco as a way to address the smok-
ing issue at ESF, to ask for a ban or moving it 
to other areas, or to encourage more people to 
quit smoking,” Gallant said, “whatever we can 
do to raise awareness about the environmental 
impact of tobacco.”

SMOKING
F R O M  P A G E  1

Sommer faxed a request to Bogan’s office 
Wednesday asking for the postponement. 

“Both sides were not ready to dispose of the 
case yet,” Sommer said. “There’s usually a 
certain amount of investigation that needs to 
be done, both by the lawyers and by the district 

attorney.”
Assistant District Attorney Mike Mordue 

said such adjournments are not uncommon. 
Perritt and Carrozza were arrested in 

downtown Syracuse on March 11 and charged 
with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest. 
Carrozza was also charged with the criminal 
possession of forged New York state driver’s 
licenses. The police report stated both players 
were intoxicated. 

The team had suspended the pair of midfield-
ers indefinitely March 12. Perritt and Carrozza 
each issued public apologies March 28, during 
which they volunteered to perform community 
service. Perritt also said he was undergoing 
alcohol counseling and had stopped drinking. 

The team then reinstated the players in time 
for a March 31 contest against Loyola College. 
They each missed two games. 

Perritt and Carrozza were not available for 

comment before Thursday’s practice. 
Sophomore midfielder Sean McGonigle’s pre-

trial hearing is scheduled for Tuesday. McGonigle 
was arrested and charged with assault Feb. 15.

Lacrosse made national headlines Wednes-
day when North Carolina Attorney General Roy 
Cooper announced all charges against former 
Duke University lacrosse players Reade Selig-
mann, David Evans and Collin Finnerty, had 
been dismissed.

LACROSSE
F R O M  P A G E  1

4  a p r i l  13 ,  2 0 0 7

ADMISSIONS
F R O M  P A G E  3

BY THE NUMBERS
Fall 2004
■ Under 19 percent of admitted students 
were from underrepresented groups
■ Average GPA: 3.6

Fall 2007
 ■ Almost 29 percent of the admitted 
students were from underrepresented 
groups
■ Average GPA: 3.7
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T here are few people who 
would debate the constitution-
ality of a banner exclaiming 

“Bong Hits 4 Jesus” in front of the 
gray-haired Justices of the United 
States Supreme Court.

But Joseph Frederick is planning 
to do just that. And this is an issue 
the American public had better not 
let its eyes glaze over. It could mean a 
lot for freedom of speech.

In January 2002, Joseph Frederick 
and a group of fellow Juneau-Douglas 
High School students stood proudly 
beneath a 12-foot banner proclaiming 
“Bong Hits 4 Jesus” as the Olympic 
Torch passed their school in Juneau, 
Alaska, on its way to Salt Lake City. 
They hadn’t gone to school that day, 
and they weren’t on school property. 

With television cameras whirring 
and a considerable crowd gathering, 
the then-principal of Juneau-Douglas 
High School, Deborah Morse, tore 
the sign from Frederick in a fury. She 
later suspended him from school.

And James Madison rolled over in 
his grave. 

Frederick appealed the suspen-
sion and filed a lawsuit against Morse 
and the Juneau School District for 
violating his rights to free speech. 

Five years later, Frederick and 
his misguided sign have reached the 
Supreme Court.

Now, the American Civil Liber-
ties Union, Kenneth Starr and other 
political bigwigs are lining up to 
throw in their two cents.

And grandparents across the 
country are all asking, “What’s a 
bong?”

As Frederick stood beneath 
his ridiculous banner, I wonder if 
he had any idea that he would one 
day become a poster child (no pun 
intended) for free speech. 

“They were just being obnoxious,” 
said sophomore political science 
major Jenna Gansworth. “They 
didn’t even say anything significant. 
They just wanted to get on TV.”

Nevertheless, the fact that this 
prank reached the nation’s highest 
court is extremely meaningful. It 
brings up some very important ques-
tions regarding the state of our civil 
liberties. Americans have thought 

little about them in the wake of Sept. 
11 and the resulting stronger govern-
ment.

Assistant professor of political 
science Danny Hayes said in an 
e-mail that although free speech 
issues are less visible than they were 
in the 1960s and 1970s, the American 
public should pay close attention to 
any events involving their rights and 
liberties. 

“The way that courts interpret 
those freedoms ultimately has a 
tremendous impact on the rights that 
we as citizens possess. It should be a 
concern of anyone who cares about 
the continued functioning of a demo-
cratic society,” said Hayes.

Since the Vietnam War era, 
Americans have rarely flexed their 
free speech and peaceful assembly 
muscles. We’ve left ourselves open to 
losing our liberties. Any athlete can 
tell you that you lose the muscles you 
don’t use.

I hope they’re still there if we need 
them.

It’s easy to laugh about a situation 
like this. But images of Jesus taking 
bong hits aside, this is a serious issue. 
What Frederick did was by no means 
smart, but it should be constitution-
ally protected, nonetheless.

A Supreme Court ruling against 
Frederick could be indicative of a 
larger shift in the government’s 
sentiments about our civil liberties 
— the precious freedoms on which 
our country was founded. 

The pressure is on the Supreme 
Court. Hopefully the justices will 
protect our right to say what we want, 
no matter how stupid it is.

Meghan Overdeep is a featured col-
umnist whose columns appear Fridays in 

The Daily Orange.  
E-mail her at meoverde@syr.edu.

Foolish sign thrusts serious issue of 
free speech into Supreme Court

M E G H A N  O V E R D E E P

dig deep

Imus’ dismissal caused by media frenzy
T he shock radio jock walks a 

fine line. He’s paid to offend, 
provoke and enrage, but 

the second his comments cross an 
invisible line, the castle he’s built 
on insults and dirty jokes crumbles 
beneath him.

Such was the fate of the now-
infamous Don Imus, who was fired 
from CBS Radio on Thursday after 
a week of scathing criticism that 
erupted when he called the Rutgers 
women’s basketball team “nappy-
headed hos.”

There is certainly no excuse for 
the comment. It was blatantly offen-
sive to both blacks and women. 
However, Imus’ firing seems to 
have been caused more by a media-
generated firestorm than by the 
weight of the comment itself. 

In the wake of his most recent 
remark, newspapers dug up past 
statements that make it clear that 
“nappy-headed hos” is far from the 

worst thing Imus has said on air. 
He has degraded blacks, Arabs and 
Jews in the past without any major 
outcry. His co-host, Sid Rosenberg, 
even said that Venus and Serena 
Williams were better fit for the 
cover of National Geographic than 
for Playboy.

None of these past incidents 
make his most recent outburst 
any more acceptable, but they do 
illustrate that the public’s sense 
of outrage for racist comments is 
finicky at best. And if offending 
women had anything to do with 
the uproar, Howard Stern’s public 
radio days made Imus look like a 
devout feminist.

More likely, the voices of major 
news outlets and public figures like 

Al Sharpton and Barack Obama 
went a long way in whipping up a 
synthetic outrage — and boosting 
their own popularity in the process. 

The fact that CBS Radio acted on 
calls to fire Imus was encouraging, 
in a way, because it shows that big 
corporations really can respond to 
the demands of their customers. The 
free market is still alive and well 
when major sponsors jump ship and 
put an unpopular figure out of busi-
ness through financial — not legal 
— pressure.

But the timeline of Imus’ fall from 
grace doesn’t reflect the public’s 
demand for political correctness 
so much as it reflects our love for 
controversy. Without the voracious 
condemnation of the media and 
public figures, Imus’ ignorant words 
would have slipped out into the irre-
trievable depths of space like every 
other radio broadcast — lost forever 
as they should be.

E D I T O R I A L
by the daily orange 

editorial board

S C R I B B L E

W E E K E N D
april 13, 2007
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By Matthew Nojiri
STAFF WRITER

Following the example of the Recording Indus-
try Association of America, its equivalent in the 
movie industry sent letters to the top 25 univer-
sities with Internet users illegally downloading 
videos.

Columbia University, the University of 
Pennsylvania and Boston University accu-
mulated a combined total of more than 3,000 
notices for piracy, according to a list published 
by the Motion Picture Association of America. 
The three schools had the most notices for 
copyright infringement of television shows 
and movies. 

Despite receiving 37 letters from the RIAA, 
Syracuse University did not receive any notices 
from the MPAA. 

“Congress has requested this after exploring 
campus piracy and the economic problem it 
creates for the entertainment industry,” said 
MPAA spokeswoman Cara Duckworth.

Along with submitting the list to Congress, 
the MPAA sent information to the top 25 uni-
versities in terms of downloads about the best 
practices other universities have implemented 
to combat copyright infringement. 

The MPAA’s list does not reflect the schools 
that harbor the most pirated material, Duck-
worth said. Instead the list indicates the college 
campuses with the most citations for copyright 
infringement from September to December 
2006. 

Unlike the RIAA, Duckworth said the MPAA 
has “no plans for legal action against students at 

this time.”
The major U.S. motion picture studios that 

the MPAA represents lose more than $6 billion 
worldwide due to piracy every year, Duckworth 
said. 

“The motion picture studios are a thriving 
economic engine,” she said. “They generate 
millions of dollars in tax revenues. Piracy takes 
away thousands of lost jobs in wages from 
American workers.”

But recently the music industry has begun 
to fight back against the illegal download-
ing of music that is commonplace on college 
campuses. In February, RIAA released a list 
similar to the one released by the MPAA. After 
publishing the list, the RIAA pursued legal 
action against students across the country. 

The RIAA’s legal initiative was felt specifi-
cally at SU. Thirty-seven SU students were sued 
for allegedly sharing copyrighted music files, 
said Kevin Quinn, vice president for public 
affairs.

The university attempts to educate the stu-
dent body about the dangers involved with shar-
ing files on the Internet, Quinn said.

 In light of the RIAA’s lawsuits, Quinn said 
the university is in the process of looking into 
new policies to discourage students from shar-
ing files on the Internet illegally.

“I think it’s an issue that every college and 
every university in the nation is grappling 
with,” Quinn said. “ From a legal side and in 
general, we take it very seriously.”

Still recent actions may not deter SU stu-
dents from downloading copyrighted material 

illegally. Freshman Melissa Campagnoli said 
she will continue to download.

“I don’t think that there is a great chance 
that I will be caught downloading music,” said 
Campagnoli, political science major. “I don’t 
download music that often.”

Movie industry joins battle on campus piracy
MPAA TOP 25 
OFFENDERS LIST
1. Columbia University 
2. University of Pennsylvania 
3. Boston University 
4. University of California at Los Angeles 
5. Purdue University 
6. Vanderbilt University 
7. Duke University 
8. Rochester Institute of Technology 
9. University of Massachusetts 
10. University of Michigan 
11. University of California at Santa Cruz 
12. University of Southern California 
13. University of Nebraska at Lincoln 
14. North Carolina State University 
15. Iowa State University 
16. University of Chicago 
17. University of Rochester 
18. Ohio University 
19. University of Tennessee 
20. Michigan State University 
21. Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
22. Drexel University 
23. University of South Florida 
24. Stanford University 
25. University of California at Berkeley

SOURCE: Motion Picture Association of America
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Citizens Campaign for the Environment, 
Onondaga Nation, Neighbors of Onondaga 
Nation, the Syracuse Animal Rights Organi-
zation and the Syracuse Peace Council.

Howie Hawkins, 2006 Green Party candi-
date for the U.S. Senate in New York state, is 
scheduled to speak on the politics of green 
energy. “We need democracy in the energy 
sector,” Hawkins said. “The way to solar 
energy is through public energy.”

Andy Mager of the Syracuse Peace Coun-
cil will be speaking on behalf of the Onon-
daga Nation. “We want to call on people to 
stand up for a clean lake — one we can swim 
in, fish in, eat the fish and even drink the 
water,” he said. 

In addition to hearing from speakers, Earth 
Day will include several local bands, a raffle 
and games for children and adults. Children 
are invited participate in seed planting, face 
painting, a mural design and the recycled 
fashion show.

EARTH DAY
F R O M  P A G E  3

EARTH DAY CELEBRATION 
SPEAKERS
■ Syracuse Mayor Matt Driscoll
■ Howie Hawkins
■ Representatives from groups includ-
ing: Citizens Campaign for the Environ-
ment, Onondaga Nation, Neighbors of 
Onondaga Nation, the Syracuse Animal 
Rights Organization and the Syracuse 
Peace Council.
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SPRINT 
n Started in 1899 as the Brown Telephone Com-
pany in Abilene, Kan.
n Cheapest individual plan: $29.99 for 200 
anytime minutes with unlimited nights and week-
ends. 
n Free nights: Monday through Thursday from 
9 p.m. to 7 a.m., free weekends 9 p.m. Friday to 7 
a.m. Monday
n Customer turnover rate: 2.3 percent 
n Student comment: “I got good customer 
service from them, and they’re not too expensive,” 
said Silver, who had Sprint prior to getting AT&T. 
n Student rating: 8 out of 10
n Representative comment: “Sprint has 
developed relationships with different manufactur-
ers, like Nokia and Intel, so we’re developing an eco-
system to make things happen,” said Laura Rowe, a 
regional communications spokeswoman for Sprint.
n Cool fact: “Sprint has the most wireless 
broadband coverage of any carrier through its 
Sprint Mobile Broadband Network (EV-DO), which 
reaches 209 million people nationwide.” Rowe 
said. 
n What’s hot: Mobile T.V. “Sprint Power View 
lets Sprint customers watch a variety of entertain-
ing programs that will cover the latest develop-
ments in sports and entertainment (like CNN, 
ESPN, etc),” Rowe said.

VERIZON WIRELESS
n Started in April 2000
n Cheapest individual plan: $39.99 for 450 
anytime minutes and free nights and weekends. 
An additional $0.45 will be charged for each min-
ute after 450.
n Free nights: Monday through Friday from 
9:01 p.m. to 5:59 a.m.
Free weekends run 12 a.m. Saturday to 11:59 p.m. 
Sunday. 
n Customer turnover rate: 1.1 percent
n Student comment: “I personally haven’t had 
any problems with it,” Lindsay McDonald, a senior 
biology major said. “I do get dropped calls once in 
a while, but I’ve been pretty lucky my phone’s been 
working.”
n Student rating: 8 out of 10 
n Representative comment: “We pride 
ourselves in the overall quality of our network and 
the focus we’ve put on enhancing customer expe-
rience,” said John O’Malley, a spokesperson for 
Verizon in Upstate New York. 
n Cool fact: O’Malley said Verizon has invested 
$35 billion in building its network since April 2000. 
n What’s hot: Later this year Verizon will launch 
Mobile TV, a service that picks up select stations 
and broadcasts television right on the handset. The 
feature will not become available in the upstate 
New York market anytime this year, O’Malley said. 

AT&T (FORMERLY CINGULAR) 
n Started in 2001
n Cheapest individual plan: $39.99 for 450 
anytime minutes with 5,000 night and weekend 
minutes. Unlimited mobile-to-mobile and rollover 
to the next month is included.
n Free nights: 9 p.m. to 6 a.m., free weekends 
9 p.m. Friday to 6 a.m. Monday
n Customer turnover rate (those who 
leave their contracts): 1.8 percent
n Student comment: “To be honest, I don’t 
like the fact that the plans are so high,” said Nayma 
Silver, a freshman international relations major. 
“And Colvin Street on South Campus is a dead 
spot.”
n Student rating: 7 out of 10
n Representative comment: “Cingular joined 
AT&T to promote efficiency,” said Mark Siegel, 
executive director of media relations of the compa-
ny. “It’s a no-brainer that we’d use an iconic brand 
(AT&T) that has pervasiveness and recognition 
around the world (as our company’s new name).”
n Cool fact: We’ve all heard it before, but it’s 
true — research by the industry’s leading indepen-
dent research company, Telephia, proves AT&T has 
fewer dropped calls than any other network. 
n What’s hot: AT&T signed a multi-year agree-
ment with Apple to launch the iPhone, a device 
that’s a Web browser, iTunes player and phone. 

Students weigh options in hunt 
for right cell phone network

Searching 
for service

By Daniel Longo
STAFF WRITER

T hese days, it’s all about the network.
At least it is for Jennifer Tremblay, a senior philosophy major who has 

been through four wireless network providers, and counting.
Tremblay said U.S. Cellular was her first network, and she got her first 

cell phone with the carrier her junior year of high school. 
“I always went into the store to pay my bill,” she said. “I liked going there because 

I grew to know the people, and it was fun.” 
She later canceled her plan with U.S. Cellular because she couldn’t get any ser-

vice as a freshman at Syracuse University; the company didn’t charge her an early 
termination fee for breaking her contract.

After a brief fling with T-Mobile, Tremblay settled on her current provider, 
Verizon Wireless. Despite the higher price, Tremblay is happy with the service she’s 
getting.

“They’re hands down the most expensive out there, but they’re also really reli-
able,” she said. 

Not everyone has to go through four networks to find the right one, but the search 
can be confusing. The major companies are constantly competing with each other 
to recruit new customers and retain old ones. 

Here are some things to keep in mind when choosing your cell phone provider.
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Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout
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juicy bits of cinema

Don’t talk 
to strangers

By Dan Hubsher
staff Writer

H ere’s a piece of advice all the 
directors in Hollywood should 
already know but can have 

anyway. Just because your movie has 
one of those super-cool twist endings 
nobody was expecting doesn’t mean 
it’s a good movie. Unfortunately, James 
Foley, the director of “Perfect Stranger,” 
never got the memo.

“Stranger” tells the story of Rowena 
Price (Halle Berry), an intrepid journal-
ist (and I use the term loosely here) 
trying to solve the mystery behind 
the shocking murder of an old friend. 
Intrigue and thrills ensue as she gets 
up close and personal with the prime 
suspect, shifty scumbag ad executive, 
Harrison Hill (Bruce Willis).

If you’ve seen the commercials then 
you know there’s a big ol’ shocker at the 
end, and the film does deliver on this 
promise. However, with a plot more 
tangled up than four drunken contor-
tionists playing Twister, the ending does 
little to redeem the movie … and neither 
does the acting. 

Halle Berry overacts so much it 
hurts to watch, playing up her emotions 
so much at times you just can’t take 
her seriously. And I would say Bruce 
Willis displayed all the personality of 
a cardboard cutout of himself, but that 

would be an insult to cardboard cutouts 
everywhere. The duo’s performances in 
“Stranger” make you forget about films 
like “The Sixth Sense” and “Monster’s 
Ball.” But thank God for Giovanni 
Ribisi, who provides just enough dyna-
mism and energy as Rowena’s creepy 
best friend and coworker to keep your 
attention.

Throughout the film are scenes so 
nonsensical and confusing you’re left 
wondering what’s going on. Sure, it’s 
standard ground for the modern Hol-
lywood thriller, but after a while the 
twists and turns pile up to frustrating 
levels and befuddlement turns to bore-
dom. Add in the host of unnecessary 
throwaway characters including Harri-
son’s hot lesbian assistant and Rowena’s 
on-again-off-again ex-boyfriend, and 
you find yourself glancing down at your 
watch, wondering, “All right, where’s 
this all going? I’ve got places to be.”

The prerequisite for any genuinely 
good thriller is in the end all of the 
pieces fall into place and everything 
makes sense. However, the big reveal in 
“Stranger” slams the table and scatters 
the pieces all over the place, leaving 
nothing but a big mess. Without reveal-
ing too much, it takes everything you 
know about one of the characters and 
throws it out the window, which is quite 
frankly, insulting.

If you’re looking for a cheap thrill, 
take some Mentos, put them in a Coca-
Cola bottle and watch as a frothy geyser 
of soda erupts. If you’re looking for an 
overpriced poorly made sad excuse for a 
film, go see “Perfect Stranger.”

Berry, Willis tank with flat 
performances in contrived thriller

“PERFECT STR ANGER”
Directed by: james foley
Staring: Halle berry, bruce Willis, 
Giovanni ribisi
Rating: ´´∂∂∂
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First-year actors dazzle audience in ‘West Side Story’
By Erinn Connor

STAFF WRITER

T he snap of fingers echoed through 
Goldstein Auditorium as the curtain 
rose on First Year Players’ “West 
Side Story” last night.

“West Side Story,” the classic Broadway 
musical, is a spin on 
Shakespeare’s classic 
“Romeo and Juliet,” as 
Tony of the Jets, falls 
in love with Maria, the 
sister of the leader of 
the rival Puerto Rican 
gang, the Sharks.

This year’s perfor-
mance marks the 15th 
anniversary of the 

First Year Players, a group that puts on an 
annual production featuring freshman actors 
and upperclassmen.

“I thought all the freshmen actors were 
really good,” said Alisa Lopano, senior graph-

ic arts major. “It looked like they modeled it a 
lot off the Broadway version.”

The chemistry among the actors was 
apparent from the very first scene, the famous 
“Jet Song,” complete with finger snapping and 
tumbling choreography.

The banter among the gang members, 
especially the Jets, which takes place during 
most of the first act, was comical and got a lot 
of laughs from the audience.

“The Jets were really cute together,” said 
Jessica Infante, senior magazine and history 
major. “They acted just like a tight band of 
brothers.”

Tony, played by freshman Patrick Kearney, 
and Maria, played by freshman vocal perfor-
mance major Aly Ellis, were convincing as 
two people in love at first sight and convinced 
the audience that nothing, not even the 
rivalry and racial tension between the two 
gangs, could keep them apart.

Their duet “One Hand, One Heart” was 
one of the most heartfelt parts of the musical 

and served as a sharp contrast to the main 
conflict and tension, showcasing the actors’ 
singing abilities.

“Tony was so sweet with Maria,” Infante 
said. “The actors together were believable as 
a couple.”

Other notable performances were that of 
Riff, the leader of the Jets, played by James 
Weirich, and Anita, Maria’s friend, played 
Ashley Owen. Both Weirich and Owen are 
freshmen in the College of Arts and Sciences.

“I really liked Anita’s performance,” said 
Taryn Bungei, an undecided freshman in the 
College of Arts and Sciences. “She had great 
chemistry with all the girls and the guys, 
too.”

The classic “I Feel Pretty” was met with 
applause from the audience before the song 
even began, and the playful teasing between 
the Sharks’ girls was evidence of the rapport 
among the actors.

The intricate choreography and dancing 
were performed well, and the actors’ were in 

sync with each other most of the time. 
“I was actually really impressed with the 

choreography,” Infante said. “The actors 
looked experienced, and it looked like they 
had been practicing for a long time.

The song “Gee Officer Krupke” was a great 
overall performance by all of the Jets, and 
showed good comic timing. The song received 
yells, whistles and extended applause long 
after the music stopped.

The tension rose as the two rival gangs 
had their rumble, which results in the death 
of Maria’s brother Bernardo, played by fresh-
man music industry major Mike Kuhn, at the 
hands of Tony. The racial undertones of the 
musical came out strongly as Tony and Maria 
struggled to stay together amidst their war-
ring friends.

“Overall, the whole play was wonderful 
and really true to the original Broadway 
version,” Bungei said. “The singing sounded 
great. I would definitely recommend that 
people come see it.”

IF YOU GO
What: First Year 
Players’ “West Side 
Story”
Where: Goldstein 
Auditorium 
When: Friday and 
Saturday 8 p.m. 
How much: $4 with 
SU ID

Do you speak....html? 

Good, because we don’t.

Apply to be our Web editor. Email editor@dailyorange.com or stop by 744 Ostrom Ave ASAP. We need this.
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Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DCI CLASSIC COUNTDOWN 2007 (NR) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1125 210 450) 745 1020
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (1215 240 510) 755 1025
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1140 215 445) 735 1000 1230
AQUA TEEN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1210 235 455) 725 950 1155
REDLINE (PG-13) DIG (245 510) 750 1015 1230
SLOW BURN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1200 225 440) 740 1010 1215
HOAX (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1235 340) 700 935 1205
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1130 330) 730 940 1130
THE NAMESAKE (PG-13) DIG (1225 345) 645 935
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1155 225 500) 800 1030
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1120 155 435) 715 950 1210
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1135 205 430) 705
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (230 505) 735 1005
OC: BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1205) PM
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG (1115

150 420) 655 920 1145
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1145 220 450) 720
WILD HOGS (PG-13) (1110 145 415) 725 955
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 930 1220
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1230) 650
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (335) 945 1225
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1220) PM

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (110 400) 720 1000
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (125 415) 730 1015
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (140 425) 740 1005
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1250 435) 830
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (205 450) 745 1020
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (200 430) 710
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (210 440) 700 950
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (130 420) 750 1010
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (145 410) 705 930
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 940 PM
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (100 355) 715 945

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
REDLINE (PG-13) DIG 710 940
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 410) 730 1000
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (115 420) 720 950
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 430) 740 1010
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (400) 800
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (155 450) 745 1005
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (120 345)
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (145 415) 705 930
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (140 350) 700 920
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (110 340) 650 915
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (150) PM
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (200 440) 715 945
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Fashion photojournalism to premiere on Newhouse catwalk
By Catherine Yu-Shan Hsieh

STAFF WRITER

The lobby of the S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications at Syracuse University will 
turn into a catwalk at 7 tonight as fashion 
design students showcase their work.

The fashion show, “Making a Fashion State-
ment,” will feature a 
variety of women’s wear, 
ranging from concep-
tual to everyday attire, 
but will focus mainly on 
evening gowns, cocktail 
dresses and high-end 
business wear.

Models have been selected from different 
years and majors on campus. The show will 
also feature fashion photography by Newhouse 
students in classes, such as fashion portraiture 
and fashion advertising and promotion.

Esther Seigel, a fashion design junior 
whose work will be featured in the show, 
said the program is a great opportunity for 

students like her.
“It’s exciting,” Siegel said. “I feel it’s like an 

opening, a cool opening. People would actually 
want to go see it. People would think it’s fun. 
And I always love fashion shows.”

A reception will take place after the show in 
the faculty lounge of Newhouse I.

The fashion show will also serve as a public 
announcement that a new fashion journalism 
program will be launched in fall 2007 by the 
Newhouse School and the School of Visual and 
Performing Arts.

“(The program) is a partnership between two 
professional schools,” said Carla Lloyd, chair of 
the Newhouse advertising program. “(It shows 
that) bridges can be made between different 
schools of Syracuse University to create dynam-
ic new academic educational opportunities for 
our students and that our students working 
together provides a learning experience that is 
very rich and challenging.”

Not only does the program, a fashion and 
beauty communications milestone, symbolize 

the collaborative effort by two schools, but it is 
also unique in that, “there’s nothing like this in 
the United States,” Lloyd said.

After a year of research, Lloyd discovered 
there was no program specifically dedicated to 
both fashion and journalism.

“We were very fortunate that in Syracuse 
University we have a very big and multi-disci-
plinary journalism and mass communications 
school,” Lloyd said. “And then we also had 
a very respected and long-standing fashion 
design program, so we were in a unique position 
to do something like this.”

Students were also thrilled to learn about 
this new program. There were 79 applications 
and 40 have been accepted. But some, like 
Teresa Casellas, a fashion design senior who 
is graduating this year, expressed disappoint-
ment.

“I’m a little bit bummed out that they didn’t 
come up with it earlier,” Casellas said.

While Casellas felt a little lost that she can’t 
be part of the fashion and beauty communica-

tions milestone, she was still excited to see the 
program take form.

“I think it’ll be good,” Casellas said. “Because 
I’ve always been interested in fashion, photog-
raphy, advertising, magazine — they all kind of 
help each other. It’s going to be a good opportu-
nity for the girls that are coming in now.”

The program opens a lot of options for 
students who are interested in fashion and 
mass communications. Now they can take the 
classes they like without going through much 
red tape.

“It’s for students to use the free electives 
that they have, whether they’d be a New-
house student or a VPA fashion design stu-
dent, so that they can get another professional 
expertise while they’re getting their four-year 
undergraduate degree,” Lloyd said. “So instead 
of taking your electives in kind of a willy-nilly 
way, what this allows you to do is to drill deep 
and use those electives, so that you can get 
the professional development in fashion and 
beauty communications.”

IF YOU GO
What: Making a 
Fashion Statement
Where: Newhouse I 
Lobby
When: 7 p.m. 
How much: Free
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Havana Nights’ salsa dancing set 
to spice up Syracuse community

By Erinn Connor
STAFF WRITER 

 Amidst this cold and dreary April, there’s 
a spot downtown sure to get your feet moving 
and your blood pumping again.

Syracuse University Latin Nights, other-
wise known as Havana Nights, is an evening 

of salsa and Latin-
themed dancing that 
takes place tonight 
from 9 to 2 a.m. at 
Ballybay Pub and 
Nightclub at 550 
Richmond Ave. The 
event is sponsored 
by La Familia De La 

Salsa, a local group that promotes cultural 
diversity through Latin dance.

“At our last SU night, we had more than 
200 people come out,” said Brian Bromka, 
artistic director of La Familia. “Everyone 
loves it. There’s a big sense of community with 
salsa dancing and all the other types of Latin 
dancing.”

Before Havana Nights begins there are 
beginner “survival” salsa lessons at 8 p.m. 
that last right up until the dance begins.

“Salsa was intimidating to learn, but the 
survival lessons are great, and you get into it 
really fast,” said Jacob Wickham, a graduate 

student in environmental and forestry biology 
at the State University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry. “Salsa 
has a great energy to it, and it’s a lot of fun to 
be apart of it.”

The music is courtesy of SU’s own DJ La 
Maquina, or Roberto Perez, who plays a mix 
of salsa, meringue, Chachacha and reggeaton 
from all around the world. There is a live 
Afro-Cuban drum and dance band, La Rumba 
Cubana, which comes on at midnight.

Because of the interest in salsa dancing 
both at SU and in the Syracuse community, 
and the success of Havana Nights, Bromka 
is offering beginner lessons every Monday 
beginning April 16. The lessons last for five 
weeks at the Pioneer Health Club, 6400 Col-
lamer Road in East Syracuse. 

“Havana Nights and salsa in general isn’t 
your typical dance in which there’s a guy on 
one side and a girl on the other,” Bromka said. 
“Everyone gets involved right away, and you 
meet a lot of people.”

Admission to Havana Nights is $5, and the 
survival salsa lesson is an additional $5. 

Free buses run from the Schine Student 
Center and Manley Field House to Havana 
Nights beginning at 10:30 p.m., and pick up 
and drop off students every 45 minutes until 
2:30 a.m.

IF YOU GO
What: Havana Nights
Where: 550 Richmond 
Ave.
When:  9 p.m. – 2 a.m.; 
busses run from 10:30 
p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
How much: $5

DAU
F R O M  P A G E  1

 with.”
“God Grew Tired of Us,” directed by 

Christopher Quinn, won two first-place 
awards at last year’s Sundance Film Fes-
tival. The film chronicles the plight of Dau 
and two other Lost Boys who were also 
relocated to the United States.

Narrated by actress Nicole Kidman, the 
film has garnered its fair share of publicity 
lately when Brad Pitt, executive producer, 
and Angelina Jolie donated $100,000 for the 
construction and operation of the medical 
clinic in Duk County.

Pitt and Jolie adopted one of their chil-
dren from Duk County.

“I think the film does itself justice,” 
LaMothe said. “But with Brad Pitt promot-
ing it, the film is gaining national — Hol-
lywood recognition.”

Dau’s memoir, also titled “God Grew 
Tired of Us,” was published earlier this 
year by National Geographic. Copies of the 
book will be on sale at the event.

Volunteers from the First Presbyterian 
Church in Skaneateles, which Dau attends, 
have recently returned from working on 
the clinic in Africa. The volunteers will 
share their experiences, including a slide-
show of pictures showing the clinic’s prog-
ress, at the event.

“People will be able to see directly where 
their money is going,” LaMothe said.

Air Force ROTC students look just 
like other college students, except 
that with scholarships ranging from 
$15,000 - $28,000/year, plus a SU 
grant of $8,000, they spend more time 
having fun and less time in debt. With 
additional spending money up to 
$400$400 every month and a guaranteed 
job after graduation, Air Force ROTC 
will allow you to do what you’ve 
always wanted: Make a difference in 
the world.
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piece of cake
By Liz Petty

STAFF WRITER

 It’s asparagus time! Though asparagus is 
really in season year-round, spring is when 
it grows best. That opens up a lot of doors 
for great meals featuring this versatile and 
naturally flavorful vegetable. Cooking time 
is crucial. For a crisp, fresh bite, asparagus 
only needs to be cooked for a couple of min-
utes in boiling salted water. 

BACON-WRAPPED 
ASPARAGUS OVER PASTA
Time: 20 minutes
Serves:4
Ingredients:
1 lb. asparagus (preferably green — it’s 
cheaper and adds color to the dish)
salt
1/2 lb. thinly sliced bacon
pepper
1/2 lb. dried pasta (recommended: rotini)
grated Parmesan cheese (optional) 

Instructions:
n Snap off the woody ends of each 
asparagus spear. You can find where the 
woody parts end by simply bending the 
asparagus; the ends snap off on their 
own. Chop each spear in half, on a bias. 
n Bring a pot of well-salted water to a 
boil. Add asparagus and cook 2 to 3 min-
utes, until asparagus is tender, but still 
crisp. Transfer asparagus to a bowl of ice 
water to cool. Remove to a plate and pat 
dry with paper towels. 
n Bring a large pot of well-salted water to 
a boil. Add pasta; cook 8 to 10 minutes, 
until al dente, or with a bite to it. 
n Meanwhile, cut each slice of bacon in 
half. Wrap each piece of asparagus with 
the bacon. Return to the plate. Season 
with pepper. 
n When pasta is done, drain and transfer 
to a serving dish. Arrange bacon-wrapped 
asparagus over top. Sprinkle grated Par-
mesan over the dish, if desired.

"
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Family matters
Out from older brother Greg’s shadow, 
Jeff Rommel starting to shine for Rutgers

courtesy of rutgers athletic communications
JEFF ROMMEL has scored 11 goals and dished seven assists for Rutgers this season. 
Rommel will face his brother, Greg, when the Scarlet Knights visit Syracuse.

By Andy McCullough
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

Janet Rommel is more nervous than 
usual about the Syracuse men’s lacrosse 
game against Rutgers on Sunday. 

It’s not just because her son, senior captain 
Greg Rommel, and the 3-6 Orange need to win 
their last four games in order to be eligible 
for the NCAA Tournament. That’s daunting 
enough.

It’s that she can’t decide who to root for. Nor-
mally cheering for her son and SU would be easy. 
Except this time there’s Jeff to think about. 

Jeff, her other son. Jeff, Rutgers’ sophomore 
attackman.

“I always keep saying to all my friends, 
‘Oh, you know it’ll be fun when the boys play 
together,’ and now I don’t know — maybe I’ll just 

stay home,” Janet joked. “Not really, but it’ll be 
kind of bittersweet or nerve-racking.”

At least she has her wardrobe planned out: 
a sewn together T-shirt, one half orange for 
Greg, the other half red for Jeff’s 4-4 Scarlet 
Knights.

The dilemma’s new for Janet. When the 
teams met the past two seasons, injuries kept 
the brothers from taking the field at the same 
time. Now when Jeff, who’s versatile enough 
to play midfield as well, shifts back to defend 
against the Orange, his older brother will be 
bearing down on him.

Though both starred on the lacrosse field 
at Syracuse’s Henninger High, they’ve always 
been a little different from each other. 

Greg was a multi-sport star at Henninger, the 
starting quarterback all four seasons besides 

being a lacrosse standout. Jeff golfed. 
Greg, stocky and solid, was a preseason All 

American and Tewaaraton candidate and the 
rock in SU’s midfield. Jeff’s smaller — 5-foot-10, 
175 pounds — and an attackman who comes off 
the bench to key Rutgers’ second-line attack and 
provide an offensive spark.

“He’s real scrappy,” Greg said of his brother. 
“He’s a gritty sort of player, not afraid to stick 
his nose in the middle of things.”

In an upset of then No. 8 Loyola last Saturday, 
Jeff broke the 6-6 deadlock by netting two scores 
late in the second quarter and had an assist in 
the fourth, as Rutgers routed the Greyhounds, 
17-7. In eight games this season, he has 11 goals 
and seven assists.

Not recruited by SU when he graduated from 
high school, the younger Rommel — his class 
valedictorian — considered Brown and Penn 
before settling on Rutgers, a developing program 
that went a combined 9-18 in 2005 and 2006. 

The chance to play against his brother and 
his hometown team, however, eluded him his 
freshman year.

A herniated disc — the unwanted extra 
paycheck of a summer of construction work 
— plagued Jeff as the season began. The bulge 
pressed into a nerve in his spine, sending shoot-
ing pains up and down his legs. He slogged 
through three rounds of cortisone shots to dull 
the ache in his back before team doctors sat him 
down after the season opener.  

No more cortisone, the doctor said. No more 
season, either. 

Redshirted, Jeff watched from the sidelines 
as Greg scored twice in a 17-6 win over the 
Scarlet Knights at the Dome. Surgery in the 
offseason repaired his L-4 and L-5 vertebrae. 

The next year, however, big brother Greg’s 
busted right thumb put him on the shelf with a 
redshirt as well, robbing the boys again of an 
opportunity to go head to head. This time, Greg 
had to sweat as his brother and the Scarlet Knights 

squad pushed the Orange into overtime. 
“Jeffrey had the ball (in overtime) and he was 

running to the cage, and Gregory, he was going 
to throw up,” Janet Rommel said. “Because he 
was excited for his brother, too, and then but 
it’s your team. And when Jeffrey shot, I think 
everybody just held their breath.”

SU would gut out a 13-12 win in the extra 
session.

During the 2006 season, Jeff provided sup-
port for Greg, having been in his shoes the year 
prior.

“I certainly felt for him last year, especially 
them being in the Final Four and losing to Vir-
ginia and you just got to sit there and take that, 
it’s certainly a difficult situation,” Jeff said. “But 
having a similar experience, I think we’re able to 
relate and kind of bounce ideas off each other.”

The pair chats on the phone about once a 
week, they both said, especially during the 
season for shop talk. 

“I think we’re actually a little closer during 
the lacrosse season, because it’s such a big part 
of our lives that we’re always trying to see how 
each other’s doing, how they’re feeling, where 
their teams are headed,” Jeff said. “I know when 
I have issues with my squad I always call my 
brother and I just tell him what’s going on. We 
try to be there for each other.”

They’ll be there for each other on Sunday, 
too, but in a different way. Now each brother 
becomes a man to mark or opponent to check, 
instead of a shoulder to lean on. 

And they’re both pumped. Greg said he’s 
“psyched” to clash with Jeff, while little brother 
said he’s had the game circled on his schedule 
since the beginning of the year.

As for Janet, she’s not sure what she’ll do 
come game time. She might sit in the stands 
quietly with her family and hope for the best. Or 
she might just try to root for each of her sons.

Said Janet: “It’ll be fun to see them, but I 
don’t want either one of them to lose.”

17 SYRACUSE VS. 20 RUTGERS 
SUNDAY, 1 P.M. 
CARRIER DOME,
TW26

SYRACUSE
Coach: John Desko 9th season (100-
36)
Conference: Indepen-
dent
This season: 3-6
The scoop: The Orange 
just finished its tough 
three-game stretch 
against top 10 teams. 
But now it faces its toughest test yet. 
Syracuse has to win out the rest of its 
four-game schedule to be considered 
for the NCAA tournament. That starts 
with Rutgers on Sunday.

RUTGERS
Coach: Jim Stagnitta (6th season, 28-
36, 16th overall, 164-78)
Conference: Eastern Col-
lege Athletic Conference
This season: 4-4
The scoop: The Scar-
let Knights entered the 
rankings this week after 
upsetting Loyola, 17-7, 
last week. Aside from that 
game, Rutgers did not face any Top 
20 teams.   

RANKINGS
Inside Lacrosse Media Poll
March 26

1. Cornell 
2. Virginia  
3. Albany  
4. Duke  
5. Princeton  
6. Georgetown 
7. Navy  
8. Loyola  
9. Johns Hopkins 
10. Maryland  
11. North Carolina 
12. Towson  
13. Notre Dame 
14. Delaware  
15. Syracuse  
16. Army  
17. Bucknell  
18. Stony Brook 
19. Dartmouth 
20. UMBC  

UNDERESTIMATED 
In three of the past four years, the 
Syracuse-Rutgers matchup has been 
decided by four or fewer goals:

04/12/03 vs. Rutgers 12-11 OT L
04/17/04 at Rutgers  14-10  L
04//15/06 at Rutgers  13-12 OT W
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w o m e n ’s  r o w i n g

SU approaches rare revenge race against Northeastern
By Matt Ehalt

STAFF WRITER

Syracuse women’s rowing head coach Kris San-
ford was not pleased with the results of the 
Orange Challenge Cup last weekend but was 
still able to fi nd some satisfaction.

Sanford knew Syracuse would be given a 
rare opportunity this weekend: a head-to-head 

race against North-
eastern, a team that 
beat SU last week-
end. Teams rarely 
race in back-to-back 
weeks, although the 
Orange welcomes 

the revenge opportunity.
The Orange hopes to take advantage of the 

rematch and work on fi nding a better rhythm 
when it races in the Charles River Classic in 
Boston on Saturday and Sunday. In addition 
to facing the Huskies, SU will race against 
Southern California, Radcliffe and Dartmouth 
Saturday morning, and Boston University and 
Texas Sunday morning. The winner between 
Syracuse and BU will claim the Kittell Cup.

“I talked before the meet last weekend to 
the Northeastern coach and we laughed and 
said it will be a grudge match next weekend,” 

Sanford said. “I think we’ll be able to go into 
that race with nothing to lose. I don’t feel like 
we put together the best race that day and we’ve 
learned from that.”

Junior captain Allison Doodeman said the 
weekend will be “great” because the Orange 
has tapes of Northeastern and scouting tips, 
such as when the Huskies make their moves 
in the water. The rematch also allows Syra-
cuse to see if it has been able to close the gap 
between the two squads in one week. The gap 
SU is trying to close is 7.5 seconds, the time 
the Huskies’ varsity eight beat the Orange by 
last weekend.

Northeastern head coach Joe Wilhelm said 
the weekend will allow him to see how the 
practices are affecting the team’s boat speed. He 
also said the second varsity eight particularly 
wants a rematch.

“We’re looking forward to racing Syracuse 
again, regardless of what happened last week-
end,” Wilhelm said. “Our second varsity eight 
that lost to Syracuse by a pretty close margin 
(1.1 seconds) they want another shot.”

With time to prepare for a familiar opponent, 
the Orange has gone back to the drawing board 
and is trying to fi ne-tune some skills, especially 
the rhythm of the boat. Doodeman said that 

last weekend the boat had a hard time fi nding 
rhythm for the fi rst 500 meters of the race, 
which in turn slowed them down. The better 
the rhythm of the boat, the more effi ciently the 
team can row. Doodeman guaranteed the race 
would be closer if the team has better rhythm 
this weekend. 

The race will be different from last week, 
though, because of the type of course. Senior Ruth 
Frantz said in the race for the Orange Challenge 
Cup, the race begin with a staggered start because 
of the turn in the course, which did not allow 
the SU boat to see its competition for some time. 
They did not know how much ground they had 
to make up until the end of the race and Frantz is 
hoping for help from this weekend’s course, which 
Sanford called “very fair.”

“I think mentally it makes a difference,” 
Frantz said. “A staggered start is a fair race, but 
it’s tough just knowing your starting behind.”

The race will also be a challenge for both 
teams because of the race’s start time. Both 
teams race in the morning and the head-to-head 
race will be their second of the day.

“We’re both racing very tough competition 
in the morning,” Wilhelm said. “That’s going 
to come up pretty big in the afternoon. Mental 
toughness and physical condition is really going 

to play a big role.”
Sanford has prepared the team for two races 

in a day and for similar ones down the road, 
such as the Big East Championships or Eastern 
Sprints.  

Although the rare rivalry match will be 
have some extra excitement, Sanford was quick 
to point the importance of the entire weekend 
— one she said is going to be the most important 
for the team.

“We’re racing three times and against good 
crews each time,” Sanford said. “If we can be 
successful, it’s going to help with confi dence and 
help us move into the next two weeks.”

“I think we’ll be able to 
go into that race with 
nothing to lose. I don’t 
feel like we put together 
the best race that day and 
we’ve learned from that.”

Kris Sanford
SU HEAD COACH

UP NEX T
What: Charles River 
Classic
Where: Boston
When: Saturday, Sunday

During the recruiting process, Syracuse 
assistant coach Mike Hopkins closely moni-
tored Williams’ game. At the time, Williams 
was a junior at Villa Park High School in 
Orange, Calif. With the support of Williams’ 
father, a former Harlem Globetrotter, Hopkins 
convinced Williams to travel across the country 
to attend Notre Dame Prep. 

Notre Dame takes a wide range of students, 
including those who are academically ineli-
gible for college because of low test scores. 
Just 55 students are enrolled in the current 
academic year. Aside from the obvious athletic 
advantages, the school provides its students 
with small learning environments. Ultimately, 

Barton said Williams’ decision to come to Notre 
Dame was equally athletically and academi-
cally motivated.

After Sean Williams Sr. contacted Barton 
about his son playing basketball at Notre Dame 
Prep, the school was excited to have the opportu-
nity to work with Williams, Barton said. 

Barton preaches a run-and gun-type offense. 
He said the quick-paced style did not play to 
Williams’ strengths. Thus, he received minimal 
playing time during the season.

“It really has less to do with Sean Williams 
than it has to do with me and my style,” Barton 
said. “He’s not here to play minutes. He’s here to 
get better and I believe he has.” 

Barton said Williams is an excellent defen-
sive player but needs to develop on the offensive 
end. 

“His game needs to evolve where he gets up 

and down the fl oor and he’s involved on both 
ends, offense and defense,” Barton said. 

As a junior at Villa Park, Williams averaged 
a meager 6.3 points and 3.0 rebounds. Focusing 
on these numbers alone, one may be tempted to 
question Syracuse’s recruitment of Williams. 

But Barton is not a big believer in numbers. 
In fact, he doesn’t even keep track of his own 
players’ statistics. The goal, he said, is not for 
his players to improve statistically. Rather, 
it is to become better all-around basketball 
players. 

“I think once he’s on a fi rst-class weight 
program and working under Hall of Famer Jim 
Boeheim, I believe he’ll be a solid college basket-
ball player,” Barton said. 

“I think he needs to get stronger. …He’s going 
to be good. There’s no way you go up to Syracuse 
and you don’t become a better basketball player.”

Still, the mystery surrounding Williams 
will stay just that — until he steps foot in 
Syracuse.

“He didn’t play enough minutes for me to 
really make a good assessment,” Raphael Chil-
lious, coach of South Kent School in Connecticut 
said. South Kent lost to Notre Dame twice last 
season.

Despite the uncertainties surrounding Wil-
liams, Barton sees a college prospect. He called 
Williams the prototypical player a coach can 
count on to get rebounds, set picks and just do 
the dirty work. 

“There’s only one ball. You can only have 
so many Paul Harrises and Jonny Flynns and 
Eric Devendorfs,” Barton said. “Just think of 
the three names I just mentioned. You need guys 
that are going to do other things, and Sean is a 
perfect teammate.”

WILLIAMS
F R O M  P A G E  2 0
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Want to work here? Then work here

The Daily Orange is now hiring for the fall 2007 semester. 
News editor

Asst. news editor

Feature editor

Asst. feature editor

Sports Editor

Asst. sports editor

Head copy editor

Asst. copy editor

Presentation director

Design editor

Editor in chief

Managing editor

Photo editor

Asst. photo editor

Ad designers 

Web editor

Send your resumé and cover letter to editor@dailyorange.com by APRIL 16 AT NOON.
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By Craig Schlesinger
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Keri Casas struggled through her first year 
as a member of the Syracuse softball team. 
Although the Orange set a school record with 37 
wins in 2006, Casas, a sophomore pitcher from 
Folsom, Calif., witnessed most of the success as 
a spectator. After she appeared in three games 

and pitched just 
four innings, shoul-
der surgery ended 
her season and 
necessitated a long 
recovery process.

“It was a strug-
gle because a lot of 
people, including 

doctors especially, said I couldn’t do it,” Casas 
said of her rehab. “(Many) said that, most likely, 
athletes don’t come back from this injury.”

Syracuse defeated Buffalo, 6-5, on Wednes-
day and faces Louisville and South Florida at 
home today and Sunday at 2 p.m. and 11 a.m., 
respectively. 

Casas, determined to disprove her doubt-
ers, worked to prepare herself for the 2007 
season. 

“I just worked really hard over the summer 
and in the fall and I came back and it’s good now 
to play,” Casas said, explaining how she was 
motivated by those who didn’t believe she would 
be able to recover from her shoulder injury and 
play this season.

In 19 games this season, Casas is batting .273 
with five RBIs. She’s primarily come off the bench 
as a pinch hitter, only starting five games this 

season. As a pitcher, Casas has appeared in seven 
games, pitching 10.2 innings. Her ERA is 5.25.

First-year Syracuse head coach Leigh Ross, 
who was hired during Casas’ recovery process, 
recalls the sophomore pitcher’s distress as her 
shoulder gradually grew stronger.

“It’s been a long process for her,” Ross 
said, “because I think she had the surgery 
last April, and all fall she was basically 
going from 30 percent to 50 percent, only 
underhand.”

Unable at times to physically perform cer-
tain defensive tasks, such as throwing a ball 
overhand, Casas took it upon herself to improve 
other aspects of her game.

“She knew that, if defensively she wouldn’t 
be 100 percent for a while, she’d focus on her 
offense, and that’s what she did,” Ross said. 
“Whatever the doctors’ limitations were, she 
would do everything up to that point.”

Casas’ teammates were also impressed 
with her effort. Senior Erin Gray said Casas’ 
work ethic and the way she carried herself 
during the recovery process is a reflection of 
Casas’ quick development. Casas graduated 
early from Davis High School in Folsom and 
joined Syracuse’s softball team when she was 
17 years old.

“I really do (have a lot of respect for her as 
a teammate),” Gray said. “Especially the fact 
that she was so young when she came in — she 
graduated high school early and came right in 
— her maturity level is above somebody her 
age.”

Casas’ comeback effort continues; the 
rehabilitation of her injured shoulder isn’t 

over. She said she still hasn’t recovered well 
enough from the injury and the surgery to 
pitch effectively, but insists that her status 
is improving.

“Pitching’s hard, it’s hard to come back with 
that — it’s still not fully back,” Casas said. “But I 
can hit now, and it’s been going well.”

Her effect as a player aside, Casas has 
become an example of perseverance to her 
teammates because of her determination 
and work ethic during her recovery. Ross 
said Casas’ willingness to overcome physical 

obstacles and limitations has had a positive 
effect on her teammates because it encourages 
them to work toward improving themselves 
as players.

“It allows other kids to look over and think, 
‘Oh, if she can work hard, then I can, too,’” Ross 
said. “‘If she has limitations and I don’t, then 
what is stopping me?’”

AT A GLANCE
15-24, 5-5 Big East
Next three games:
Friday Louisville
Sunday South Florida
Tuesday Cornell

s o f t b a l l

Sophomore Casas returns 
from injury to quiet doubters 

UP NEX T
Who: Louisville, South 
Florida
Where: SU Softball 
Stadium 
When: Today 2 p.m., 
Sunday 11 a.m. 

will halsey | staff photographer
KERI CASAS is batting .273 with a double and five RBIs in 19 games this season. On 
the mound, the sophomore southpaw has allowed eight earned runs in 10.2 innings.

By Michael Bonner
STAFF WRITER

When it came down to choosing captains, 
Syracuse men’s rowing team elected 12. The 
votes were counted and no one emerged as 
a clear-cut choice. The rowers didn’t hire 
lawyers, demand a recount or even complain 
about faulty ballots. Instead they agreed 

the entire senior 
class should serve 
as captains. 

The Orange is 
coming off its first 
undefeated season 

since 1990 and lost only two seniors from last year. 
This year’s 12-man senior class looks to lead Syra-
cuse not only in the water, but also as captains out 
of the water. 

“It really is a unique situation. We usually 
have one or two captains on the team,” SU head 
coach Dave Reischman said. “I was approached 
by the entire senior class who said, ‘It’s either 
all of us or none of us.’ In 20 years of coaching it’s 
the first time it’s ever happened that way. And I 
expect another 20 years before it happens that 
way again. ”

The senior captains receive their first oppor-
tunity to lead in the water this Saturday at 8 
a.m., as the No. 10 Orange races Rutgers for the 
Ten Eyck Cup in Onondaga Lake.

The reason for all the seniors being elect-
ed captains was not because there were no 
standouts, but the complete opposite — they all 
excelled.  

“It’s worked out well,” SU senior Tim Mam-
bort said. “I’ve never seen or heard it, but not 
many teams have the group of guys like we 
have.” 

Each rower brings a different quality to the 
team that another may not possess. Too many 
captains might be viewed as oversaturated 
leadership, although it has translated into a 
strength. There are 28 rowers on the team, so 
the younger rowers can almost each have their 
own captain to go to. 

“Each one of us has different qualities that 
each can bring to the team,” senior David 
Barone said. “Whether it’s vocal or leader by 
example, there are individuals who benefit from 
different types of leadership. Each guy has 
someone they can go to.” 

The role as captain is almost natural to 

this special class of seniors. Each year this 
year’s senior class has been at SU, the team’s 
record has improved from the previous sea-
son. Reischman says it’s the most unique 
class he has ever coached because no one 
person stands out. He was also surprised at 
the improvement during the winter. Usually 
after three years most rowers reach their 
potential. However, this year’s seniors seem 
to still improve. 

“They have been together since their fresh-
man year,” SU junior Ryan Armstrong said. 
“They all lead by example with their hard work 
in practice.” 

Leadership could be extremely important this 
season. Syracuse starts the season ranked No. 10 
in the nation. Last season the Orange finished No. 
8. The top-10 ranking and success from last year 
has skyrocketed expectations for this year. 

“Expectations are a funny thing,” Reischman 
said. “And I know the guys have them. Expecta-
tions can be your biggest danger. Everybody 
in our league wants to win the league cham-
pionship. Having the dream doesn’t separate 
you from anybody. What separates you is the 
willingness to do the work, the willingness to 

make the sacrifices.”
The current senior class has been making 

sacrifices for the last four years and hopes it will 
pay off this year.

“We want to win all our dual races,” Mam-
bort said. “If not it would be a step back. We 
know each race they will be bringing it all. 
Every team is going to be bringing their 
best.”

UP NEX T
What: Ten Eyck Cup
Where: Onondaga Lake
When: Saturday, 8 a.m.

SENIOR CAPTAINS
Syracuse’s men’s1 rowing captains                           
are all 12 seniors.

Jimmy Bader
David Barone
Mike Beck
Jon Flynn
J.P. Geise
Joel Harrison
Tim Mambort
Matt Morrow
Andrew Ross
Justin Stangel
Bartosz Szczyrba
Chad Taylor

m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Syracuse struggles to pick 1 or 2 captains, instead turning to all 12 seniors

“Pitching’s hard, it’s hard 
to come back with that 
— it’s still not fully back. 
But I can hit now, and 
it’s been going well.” 

Keri Casas
SU SOPHOMORE

sports.dailyorange.com
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WHAT IS RE-
CERTIFICATION?
“The certification process, which 
involves a self-study led by an institu-
tion’s president or chancellor, includes 
a review of these primary compo-
nents: governance and commitment to 
rules compliance; academic integrity; 
equity; and student-athlete well-being. 

“A designation of certified means that 
an institution operates its athletics 
program in substantial conformity with 
operating principles adopted by the 
Division I membership.” 

SOURCE:  NCAAsports.com

By Jared Diamond
ASST. COPY EDITOR

Most patella hairline fractures crack in the 
shape of a smile. Meg Mosenson’s cracked in the 
shape of a frown.

“I guess that means my patella injury was 
sadder than others,” Mosenson said.

The injury’s 
unusual shape 
reflected the state 
of Mosenson’s 2006 
season — her fresh-
man year with the 

Syracuse women’s lacrosse team. Because the 
fracture’s shape was unique, doctors had trou-
ble making a diagnosis. So the attacker played 
several games despite a serious injury. 

Regardless, it didn’t seem to affect her play. 
Mosenson started the first nine games of her 
career scoring 13 goals. She was one of the rea-
sons why the Orange jumped to a 7-2 start.

But all of a sudden, her season ended on 
March 28. Mosenson had to watch her team’s 
last seven games from the sidelines, unable to 
walk, let alone run up and down the lacrosse 
field.

Now a sophomore, Mosenson is trying to 
regain her form from a year ago. In less than 
a year, she went from learning how to walk 
from scratch to playing Division I lacrosse for 
a nationally ranked team. Though she has only 
started two of the nine games she has played 
this season, Mosenson has made seven goals 
and four assists — including one in Wednesday’s 
16-8 rout over Colgate.

She has little time to rest. The No. 11 Orange 
returns home today to take on No. 18 Rutgers 
at 7 p.m. in the Carrier Dome. Mosenson is just 
glad to be contributing again.

“It was so hard for her,” sophomore Katie 
Rowan said. “Really, it was hard for all of us 
because we are so close with Meg. We knew how 
much she wanted to be out there last year and it 
was so frustrating to see her like that.”

Mosenson thought she had tendonitis in her 
right knee. Although she played lacrosse and 
ice hockey most of her life, she never suffered a 
serious injury before. Because she was playing 
so well, there was no reason to bring attention to 
some soreness.

As the season went on, a little soreness 

turned into a lot of pain. Mosenson said out 
Syracuse’s 10th game of the season, hoping an 
extra day would solve the problem, especially 
with an upcoming week off.

By the next game, Mosenson thought she 
was ready to play. She lined up with the team 
for basic one-on-one drills — a common pre-
game warmup. When Mosenson dodged past her 
defender and shot toward the net, she heard a 
pop in her right knee. Right away she realized it 
wasn’t just tendonitis. 

“Based on how the season was going and 
how I was playing, the experience actually was 
traumatizing,” Mosenson said. “I didn’t really 
know how to handle being injured.”

Later that month, Mosenson had surgery 
to repair the fracture. Doctors later put two 

screws in her knee. She spent the entire spring 
and summer on crutches. Eventually, she had to 
learn to walk again.

After Mosenson could walk, next came the 
hard part: running. She sat out the first two 
games of this season before returning to the 
field on March 3 against Virginia — almost 11 

months after feeling the pop. 
Even as a freshman, Mosenson had the 

hardest shot on the team, Rowen said. It was 
apparently unaffected by the knee injury. 
Three days after her first game back, Mosen-
son drilled three goals in a 23-4 rout over 
Binghamton.

Mosenson knows she is still not back to 
normal and understands her role this season 
as a reserve. But as she gets back in shape and 
plays more, she hopes to be back in the lineup 
by next year.

“Just being mobile again is awesome, 
because for so long I couldn’t do anything,” 
Mosenson said. “Watching all those games 
made me a smarter player, and I’ll be back to 
normal soon.”

daily orange file photo
MEG MOSENSON scored 13 goals her freshman year before suffering a season-ending knee injury nine games into the season. 

AT A GLANCE
7-4, 2-1 Big East
Next three games:
Friday No. 18 Rutgers
Wednesday Cornell
April 18 Loyola

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Mosenson 
seeks to 
reverse frown

s t a f f  r e p o r t

SU Athletics receives NCAA re-certification
The NCAA re-certified the Syracuse athletics 
program on Thursday, ending an 18-month-long 
evaluation process.

According to a press release by the NCAA, 
certification is designed to “ensure integrity in 
the institution’s athletics program and to assist 
institutions in improving their athletics depart-
ments.” The re-certification process, mandatory 
for all 326 Division I schools, takes place every 
10 years, per NCAA rules.

“While we fully expected this positive 

outcome, the NCAA’s decision reaffirms our 
university’s commitment to the welfare of our 
student-athletes, and equity and integrity in our 
athletics programs,” Chancellor Nancy Cantor 
said in a press release.

Syracuse completed an NCAA self-study as 
a part of the process and NCAA officials visited 
campus for a report of their own. Syracuse was 
one of 41 institutions certified Thursday. 

—Matt Gelb, assistant sports editor

UP NEX T
Who: Rutgers
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Tonight, 7 p.m.

LEFT OUT
The NCAA re-certified 41 schools on 
Thursday, including Syracuse. How-
ever, the following five schools didn’t 
make the cut: 

University of Houston
James Madison University
New Mexico State University
Robert Morris University
St. Peter’s College

SOURCE:  NCAAsports.com
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Summer Sublet
2 Bedroom --Rent one or both, One block from 
campus, Parking, Dishwasher, Heat included, 
$400/ month, Available May to end of July. 
315-436-8074

Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms 
at 510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Negotiable 
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

202, 204 OSTROM. AVAILABLE JUNE.  CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS.  PARKING.  LAUNDRY.  446-5186

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Apt for rent for 07-08 school year

2 bedroom apt. for rent for the 07-08 school 
year. 1 block from campus. Heat/hot water 
included. Fully furnished. $475/mo. Please call 
315-430-2900 or email kldavies@syr.edu.

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2-8 Bedrooms

720 Livingston
835 Sumner

968 Ackerman

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon,

116 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apts at:

110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 
136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  

Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504
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Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

* FOR RENT ‘07-’08 
* Euclid Ave. 1 Bedroom Apt. 
Fully furnished,free parking, Porch,heat and hot 
water included. A MUST SEE $695 per month 
lease starts may 29th. Call Lis (201) 655-0163 or 
lesilva@syr.edu

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 

WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

Awesome 3 Bedroom for Rent!  210 Fellows 
Ave.  Move in ASAP! Call Hector 917-549-5750.

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

Parking Laundry and Heat Included. 2 bedrooms. 
Willing to rent one or both. Furnished. Dish-
washer. 1 block off campus. Avail May 07 - July 
07. Must be set up by April 12. $400 per month 
Contact Amy 315-436-8074

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Nanny Wanted
Experienced, reliable part-time nanny wanted 
for care of an infant. References required. Must 
have car. Non-smokers only. Call 383-2880

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, for 
my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

City Feel Restaruant Needs Jazz Players for 
Weekend Afternoons!  Get Exposure Here!  
Call 433-9195, 430-1653

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... RE-
GARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE MONDAY, APRIL 16 AT  
ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S, AND SHIRTWORLD FOR 

A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

HARDSUDOKU!
3 1 4

1 8 2 5

5 4 9 2

6 4 3

4 6 1

5 6 7 9

7 8 1 3

8 1 7
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By George Williams 
STAFF WRITER

Bridgton Prep (Maine) head coach 
Whit Lesure knows Notre Dame 

(Mass.) Prep. His 
team split two 
games against the 
powerhouse bas-
ketball school in 
Fitchburg, Mass., 
that has produced 
heralded pros-
pects like Paul 

Harris, Michael Beasley and Derrick 
Caracter in the past two years.

Yet he has no idea who Sean Wil-
liams is.

“Was he with them all year?” 
Lesure asked incredulously.

In fact, yes, the 6-foot-11 Williams, 
the fifth member of Syracuse’s 2007 
No. 2-ranked recruiting class by 
Scout.com, was with Notre Dame 
Prep the entire season. But he hardly 
cracked Norte Dame’s lineup.

“I was gonna check with a couple 

of our guys, too, I’m not sure why (I 
don’t know him),” Lesure said.

The enigmatic Williams, who has 
gone from Baltimore, to California 

to Fitchburg, Mass. in four years, is 
a raw prospect with little experience 
— even in high school. Williams’ size 
and wingspan are impressive alone, 
and Notre Dame head coach Bill Bar-
ton places no limits on his potential. It 
was this upside that initially attracted 
the SU coaching staff to Williams, the 
No. 28-rated center in the class of 2007, 
according to Scout.com.

Six attempts to reach Williams at 
Notre Dame through Barton were 
unsuccessful. 

Barton referred to Williams as 
a developing athlete, one that could 
grow into a superb college basketball 
player with time.

“Starting is overrated, anyway,” 
Barton said. “Here, I don’t necessar-
ily start the best players. I don’t put a 
lot of emphasis on starting.”

This past season, all of Barton’s 
regular starters received full athletic 
scholarships to Division I schools, 
while Williams spend most of the 
year coming off the bench.

Syracuse must win its last 4 games 
to be eligible for the postseason. 
Here are 4 ways to win 4 games

Mystery man: Enigmatic Williams to arrive at SU raw

part 4 in a 
4-part series 
on Syracuse’s 
2007 recruits

Connect 4
will halsey | staff photographer

SYRACUSE LACROSSE starts a crucial four-game stretch Sunday against Rutgers. If the Orange does not win out, it will miss the NCAA tournament for the first time since 1982.

Play less one-on-one offense 
There have been few instances where the Syra-
cuse offense has shown anything high-powered. 
But the Orange displayed its potential of such 
a performance when it posted 14 goals against 
Georgetown and 15 goals against Cornell.

The box score shows that in both of those 
games every starting attackman and midfielder 
was involved with the offense. Against Hobart, 
both attackman Dan Hardy and midfielder Pat 
Perritt recorded hat tricks.

In two of Steven Brooks’ hat trick performanc-
es — Georgetown and Binghamton — other SU 
players were involved with the offense. In Brooks’ 
hat trick against Johns Hopkins, the rest of the 
Orange couldn’t put anything together. 

Playing team ball will bring more opportuni-
ties to score, making it less predictable and 
more difficult for opponents to guess how SU 
will run its offense. 

 —Mark Medina, staff writer

Take advantage of Jon Jerome’s face-off skills
There’s a bizarre disparity.
SU midfielder Jon Jerome has dominated 

the faceoff in almost every game for Syracuse 
in 2007. Yet the Orange lingers one of its worst 
offensive slumps in recent memory. 

Jerome has secured 64 percent of faceoffs this 
season. The wins, though, have seldom trans-
lated into goals. Turnovers and other mistakes 
in transition have hurt Syracuse’s chances to 
start off strong in matchups this year. 

SU head coach John Desko said the team 
stands around too much after faceoffs and at 
times Jerome needs to make the decision to take 
a face-off victory back into the defensive area, 
instead of trying to force a fast break.

Nevertheless, for a team that lies so heav-
ily on its offense, Syracuse cannot keep giving 
away the chances Jerome keeps handing the 
offense. 

—Matt Levin, design editor

Better defensive communication
For the last four years, any list criticizing 
Syracuse lacrosse always included the defense 
as an area in need of improvement. This year 
is no different. 

The most notable instance happened against 
No. 1 Cornell on Tuesday. In the game’s waning 
seconds, with the scored tied, 15-15, Cornell’s 
Max Seibald blew past Panarelli and shot the 
game-winner past goalie Peter Coluccini. 

When Seibald went into his sprint it was 
evident immediately Panarelli was beat, yet 
nobody slid to help out.

Strong individual performances are not rare 
for the defense. Panarelli shutout the All-Ameri-
can Seibald until the final play and Coluccini 
had a career-high 22 saves. But if the defense 
does not clear up the lines of communication 
soon, Syracuse can say goodbye to its playoff 
hopes.

—Matt Levin, design editor

Positive attitude
A positive attitude served as one of the main 

ingredients why Syracuse went on a nine-game 
winning streak last year. That happened after 
a 1-4 start. 

During that time, SU defensemen Steve Pan-
arelli and then-senior John Wright called a 
players-only meeting. Following last week’s loss 
to Princeton, the Orange huddled together and 
vowed to have quality practices the rest of the 
season.

When Syracuse head coach John Desko 
arrived at the Carrier Dome on Monday, his 
players were already suited up and done with 
warm-ups.

“They know they can go (undefeated),” Desko 
said. “It’s a very similar team last year. They 
know deep down they can do it. Now it’s just 
a matter of bringing it and showing it on the 
field.”

—Mark Medina, staff writer

SEE WILLIAMS PAGE 15
WILLIAMS
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KILL US NOW 
HI 38° | LO 35°

e a r t h  d a y

Local celebration joins with national push to limit greenhouse emissions by 80 percent

I N S I D E P U L P

I wanna be a supermodel...
Newhouse and VPA models on the cat-
walk to present a new program of study at 
SU. Page 9

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Perritt gone
Syracuse’s Pat Perritt plans to 
withdraw from the university and is 
no longer part of the men’s lacrosse 
team. Page 24

I N S I D E O P I N I O N

Leaning left
The media’s liberal bias 
hurts you in more ways than 
you think, according to Zac 
Cummings.  Page 5

I N S I D E N E W S

Cheaters beware
SU’s trial run with turnitin.
com aims to crack down on 
plagiarism across campus.
Page 3

By Lindsay Kenton
STAFF WRITER

About 200 Syracuse University stu-
dents and community members ral-
lied in Thornden Park Saturday to 
raise awareness of global warming 
and local environmental issues. 

Children dressed up in recycled 

newspaper for a fashion show, planted 
seeds in plastic bottles, had peace 
signs painted on their faces and 
kicked around planet Earth beach 
balls while learning about the envi-
ronment through games and speak-
ers, including Syracuse Mayor Matt 
Driscoll.

“It’s wonderful to have the students 
and children and the community 
working together to advocate about 
environmental awareness,” said 
Dana Hill, project coordinator for the 
New York Public Interest Research 
Group, the state’s largest student-run 
advocacy organization, who co-spon-

sored the event.
The Earth Day celebration, held in 

the park’s amphitheatre, was one of 
more than 1,300 events organized Sat-
urday for a national campaign called 
Step It Up 2007. These efforts urged 
Congress to pass a bill that would 
demand an 80 percent cut in 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
“It’s easy to be numbed out by 

climate change,” said Stacey Smith, 
who spoke on behalf of Step It Up. “We 
need to be working every day to create 
a world that is a lot better.” 

Organizers described Step It Up 
SEE EARTH DAY PAGE 7

By Ethan Ramsey
MANAGING EDITOR

L
uke Jensen can’t think straight he’s so mad.

When he first picked up a tennis racquet as a 
boy in Michigan, the sport mattered in the United 
States. When he won the 1993 French Open doubles 

title with his brother Murphy, the sport mattered. When he 
retired to broadcasting on ESPN, the sport mattered.

But now, in the words several years ago of former 
Sports Illustrated tennis writer and current Wash-
ington Post sports columnist Sally Jenkins, “tennis 
is dead.” The leading cause of death: None of the 
flamboyant American personalities and rivalries 
that kept the game in the country’s conscious for 30 
years still exists. 

No American man or woman reached the quar-
terfinals of last year’s Wimbledon, the most prestigious of 
the sport’s four grand slams, for the first time since 1911. Last 
August the women’s top 10 did not include an American for 
the first time since weekly rankings were introduced in 1975. 

“It really ticks me off…it really…(sigh)…it’s always…
(sigh)…I just think it’s…”  His voice trails off.

❊     ❊     ❊

lindsay adler | photo editor

New SU tennis coach Luke Jensen 
wants to revitalize the sport right 

here in Central New York

WHAT IS YEAR IN SPORTS?
During the next three weeks, The D.O. will feature 10 stories of 
topics relevant to Syracuse sports. The annual series includes 
revenue and Olympic sports, plus athletic department issues.

2006-2007

Part 1 of 10 

SEE JENSEN PAGE 17

           American

 dream
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

North Korea misses 
nuclear testing deadline
The United States said Sunday that 
nuclear testing deadline
The United States said Sunday that 
nuclear testing deadline
North Korea must stop its nuclear 
weapons program after the country 
didn’t meet their Saturday deadline 
to shut down a nuclear reactor. The 
United States sent a message to 
North Korea through an embassy in 
China. NORTH KOREA SAID THAT 
IT WOULD ONLY STOP NUCLEAR 
PROGRAMMING IF IT COULD 
RECEIVE 25 MILLION DOLLARS 
FROM ACCOUNTS THAT WERE 
FROZEN IN 2005. The money was 
withdrawn last week, but has not 
yet been given to North Korea. “I 
believe they’ve made a strategic 
decision. I’ve been there six times. 
I know them. They’re very diffi cult. 
But I do believe that they’ve made 
that decision to move forward,” 
said New Mexico Gov. Bill Richard-
son, who traveled to the country as 
a delegate last week. Richardson 
also said he believes North Korea 
will start the process of shutting 
down the reactor this week. 

Police break up 
Russian protests 
Protesters were arrested in 
St.Petersburg on Sunday by riot 
police. Several hundred people 
had gathered for a rally that turned 
into an unauthorized march. On 
Saturday, SEVERAL THOUSAND 
PEOPLE HAD GATHERED TO PRO-
TEST IN MOSCOW that also led to 
police interference. Interior Minis-
try troops were sent to both cities 
to line the streets. Police estimates 
said 370 had been arrested. One 
hospital in Moscow said that 54 
people had sought medical assis-
tance due to injuries sustained 
from confl ict with the police.

NASA settles for $26.6 
million to victims’ familes
NASA paid a $26.6 million settle-
ment to seven families of astro-
nauts who died aboard the space 
shuttle Columbia. The SETTLE-
MENT HAS BEEN A SECRET FOR 
THE PAST TWO AND A HALF 
YEARS according to a report. 
Chunks of insulation that damaged 
the left wing of the Columbia led 
to the accident. Former judge, FBI 
and CIA director William Webster 
acted as a mediator for the nego-
tiations, which took place out of 
a courtroom. Webster did not say 
any details on the settlement, but 
he did say that the process was 
proper. “Our concern always has 
been with the crew’s families and 
we didn’t announce details of the 
settlement in an effort to protect 
the personal privacy of the Colum-
bia families,” said NASA spokes-
man Allard Beutel.

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
5:30 p.m.  
ZEN MEDITATION experts of the 
Buddhist Student Association will 
lead an hour of warm up, medita-
tion relaxation in the lower of level 
of Hendricks Chapel. 

Hendricks Chapel | Free

C O R R E C T I O N S
Due to errors in the story “SU, ESF 
consider smoking bans,” there 
is no plan in place to make SU 
smoke-free by 2009. The Onon-
daga County Health Department 
is not surveying students to learn 
what types of smoking policies stu-
dents prefer. The OCHD is check-
ing the smoking habits of students. 
A feasibility study may be con-
ducted by July 2009 which we will 
examine making SU’s properties 
smoke-free.

T O M O R R O W
N E W S

Keeping up to scale
Tomorrow, The Daily Orange 
Keeping up to scale
Tomorrow, The Daily Orange 
Keeping up to scale
begins a three-part series that 
shows how Syracuse University 
lags behind in comparison to oth-
ers schools.

P U L P

Nobody puts Baby 
in the corner
A local Syracuse dance club and 
pub offers Latino-themed dancing 
lessons, known as Havana Nights. 

S P O R T S

Wide out
Syracuse football is counting on its 
receiving corps to become play-
makers next season. 

O P I N I O N

Ten troubles
If you’re looking for some reasons 
to hate SU, Pierre Hahn is about to 
list a few.

W E AT H E R
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During your time as a student at SU, what kind 
of orange stuff have you collected? 
E-mail submissions to dophoto@dailyorange.com

SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!

Last day to send in photos: 
Monday April 23rd

Last day to send in photos: 
Monday April 23rd

Last day to send in photos: 

TRACK AND FIELDMEN’S LACROSSE

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

Larry Ellis Invitational
           @ Princeton, N.J.

FRI., APR.20, TBA

WED.  APR. 18, 7 P.M.        
vs. Cornell

TUE.  APR. 17, 3 P.M.        
vs. Cornellvs. Cornell

FRI.  APR. 20, 7:30 P.M.        
vs.Albany

Young fans meet and greet 
with the ladies of SU lacrosse

The women’s lacrosse team signed autographs for young 
fans after a Friday game against Rutgers University.

The women’s lacrosse team signed autographs for young 
fans after a Friday game against Rutgers University.

The women’s lacrosse team signed autographs for young 

By Will Halsey 
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER



The fourth university-area incident 
of public lewdness in one month 
occurred on the 700 block of Univer-
sity Avenue on Thursday afternoon, 
said Sgt. Ed Weber of Public Safety’s 
investigations unit.

A man was sitting in a parked 
red Volkswagen Beetle masturbating 
with his penis in plain view when a 
38-year-old woman walked by, Weber 
said. She reported the crime to the 
Syracuse Police Department.

The woman was not able to give a 
more accurate description but will 
view photo arrays today to see if the 
suspect is the same man arrested last 
Sunday for a public lewdness incident 
at Walnut Park, Weber said.

—Compiled by Eddie Jacovino, 
asst. news editor
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By Lindsay Silberman
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Rutgers University biochemis-
try professor Dr. Peter Kahn 
tells it like it is.

“I blatantly say to my students: 
if you plagiarize, we will react with 
extreme harshness. I explain quite 
specifically that each paper will be 
sent to the online plagiarism detec-
tion service, Turnitin.com,” he said.

“The memorandum I distribute at 
the beginning of the semester states 
that everything will be checked and 
plagiarized portions will be flagged.” 

Kahn has students sign and date 
the memorandum, affirming that 
they have read and understand the 
policies of academic integrity for the 
course. He also shows colored trans-
parencies in class with examples of 
past students’ papers that include 
identical material.

For the past two semesters, Kahn 
turned in three pairs of students for 
plagiarizing from one another, after 
he made his policies crystal clear. 

“The work from one student clear-
ly appeared in the paper of another 
student,” Kahn said. “We keep all 
prior years’ papers in the Turnitin.
com database, and we inform the stu-
dents of how extensive it is. Regard-
less, the plagiarized papers were 
between 60 to 80 percent identical to 
one another.”

Rutgers University is just one of 
more than 6,000 academic institu-
tions in 90 countries that subscribe 
to Turnitin.com. In January Syra-
cuse University jumped on the band-
wagon by launching a trial program 
of the service. 

The Vice Chancellor and Provost’s 
Committee on Academic Integrity 
recommended trying the program 
this semester after a recent survey 
introduced alarming statistics about 
students’ cheating, said Dr. Ruth 
Stein, interim director of the SU 
Academic Integrity Office. 

According to the survey, 74 per-
cent of Syracuse students admitted to 
cheating, 84 percent of which admit-

ted to doing it more than once.
Stein said that until this year, 

there had never been a univer-
sity-wide means for keeping track 
of reported instances of plagiarism 
— each school or college handled its 
own cases. Though many students 
admitted to plagiarism in the sur-
vey, only 26 instances of plagiarism 
were reported to Stein in the Aca-
demic Integrity Office during the fall 
semester. 

Turnitin & SU
Turnitin.com is a plagiarism pre-

vention system that began in 1996. 
Each paper submitted is com-

pared to tens of millions of previ-
ously submitted student papers, 
according to the company’s Web 
site. In addition to Internet pages, 
“papers are compared to a database 
of academic and professional content 
not available on the public Internet, 
including millions of articles and 
abstracts from over 10,000 journals 
and periodicals.”

The test program at SU was 
opened to the entire university and 
was announced to faculty through 

TURNITIN.COM
Turnitin.com is an online 
plagiarism prevention 
system that began in 1996 
to help schools identify 
specific plagiarized phrases, 
sentences and paragraphs. 

Each paper submitted is 
compared to tens of million 
of previously submitted 
student papers. In addition 
to Internet pages, papers are 
compared to a database of 
academic and professional 
content not available on the 
public Internet, including 
millions of articles and 
abstracts from over 10,000 
journals and periodicals.

SOURCE: Turnitin.com

H.S. juniors 
get an early 
look at SU As more colleges begin to use the plagiarism prevention site 

turnitin.com, SU is taking the program for a trial run with hopes of...

p u b l i c  s a f e t y

Public lewdness 
strikes again

keeping cheaters in check
By Chris Curran

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Syracuse University admissions 
department rolled out the red carpet 
for high-school juniors Wednesday, 
taking a break from their work with 
the class of 2011 to look further into 
the future.

High-school juniors and their par-
ents came to SU Spring Campus Day 
from as far as California and Texas, 
with one student making the jour-
ney from his home in Sweden, said 
Charlotte Tefft, associate director of 
admissions. The prospective students 
packed into Goldstein Auditorium 
— filling seats to the back rows of the 
balcony for the admissions depart-
ment’s presentation.

“We expect to have well over 1,000 
students here today with all the 
walk-ins due to the nice weather,” 
Tefft said before the presentation 
began.

What set Wednesday apart from 
others when crowds of prospective 
students visit campus is that the 
usual flood of wide eyes and white 
Otto the Orange stickers were worn 
by high-school juniors, still a year 
away from application deadlines. 
This group is just beginning the hec-
tic college application process that 
now-admitted students are beginning 
to put behind them.

SEE JUNIORS PAGE 6 SEE TURNITIN.COM PAGE 6

photo illustration by evan reiser  | art director
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“In one respect, I can see things 
with sports teams get out of hand 
sometimes. On the other hand, the 
girls would have just been saying 
they got raped. It’s a big gray area.” 

Chris Haverlock
SOPHOMORE BIOLOGY MAJOR

“Since I was an athlete, I don’t believe 
what they said was true, and the 
stripper did pull some lies. Personally, 
I think they should drop it.”

Zack Marciano
FRESHMAN MANAGEMENT MAJOR  

PERSPECT IVES
by derek allen | contributing writer 

What do you think about the decision to drop the kidnapping and sexual 
offense charges against the three former Duke men’s lacrosse players?

“It’s fair, since there’s proof that 
they didn’t really do anything.”

  Elyssa Baumohl
SOPHOMORE POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR

“I think the whole thing was that 
the judge wanted to make a big 
deal about it just to be famous. 
The charges should be dropped.”

Mariel Simon
JUNIOR ELEMENTARY AND INCLUSIVE EDUCATION MAJOR

“I suppose it’s not necessarily 
a bad thing for the kids. But it 
is a bad thing if the university 
just sweeps it under the rug.” 

Katie Laurentiev
JUNIOR ENGLISH AND TEXTUAL STUDIES 

AND MAGAZINE MAJOR

“It’s a pretty ridiculous situation 
that they get into trouble when 
they didn’t do anything wrong. I 
feel really bad for those guys.” 

Justin Kaner
SOPHOMORE BIOLOGY MAJOR

“I think it was the right decision 
to drop it. There was never 
enough evidence to convict 
them, and the evidence they 
did find wasn’t a match.”

Greg Szklany
SOPHOMORE UNDECLARED MAJOR IN THE COLLEGE 
OF HUMAN SERVICES AND HEALTH PROFESSIONSON 

“I don’t think that would have been 
the case if the races were reversed. 
If the lacrosse players were African 
American and the alleged victims 
were white, chances are they would 
have been prosecuted and wouldn’t 
have had the charges dropped.”

Shirley Giraldo
JUNIOR PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJOR
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When Nielsen Media 
Research began includ-
ing the viewing habits of 

college students in their television 
ratings in January, many saw this as 
a positive step. To a certain extent, 
it is. However, it also raises new 
questions. If college students had pre-
viously not been represented, then 
where else had Nielsen been coming 
up short?

Most forms of media are calcu-
lated in an accurate and comprehen-
sive manner. Every CD or DVD has a 
barcode that must be scanned. Every 
dollar spent at a movie theater or con-
cert is tabulated. However, Nielsen 
ratings are not comprehensive. 
They are a sample of a few thousand 
homes. This is out of a total of more 
than 110 million homes that own 
televisions.

Ratings determine advertising 
dollars, which are essentially the 
lifeline of the entire television 
industry. Given how important they 
are, the natural direction would be 
for Nielsen to try to make those rat-
ings comprehensive. However, while 
Nielsen is constantly changing, they 
are unlikely to massively expand any 
time soon, said Fiona Chew, an asso-
ciate professor in the S.I. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications. 

“When you take a look at 111.4 mil-
lion homes in the U.S., that’s a mas-
sive amount of data to be collected 
every single day,” Chew said. Nielsen 
does everything possible to make 
sure that its sampling represents as 
much of the population as possible, 
according to Chew. “When you get 
a sample that is selected according 
to certain probability guidelines, 
it should in fact reflect the larger 
population.”

The problem has always been 
doubts about whether Nielsen rat-
ings do reflect the viewing habits of 
those who watch television. Before 
UPN and WB recently combined to 
form The CW, both stations received 
low ratings. Many of UPN’s shows 
targeted urban audiences while 

many WB programs were aimed 
at teenagers. This caused both 
networks to renew calls for Nielsen 
to include more surveying of both 
groups, which have been historically 
under-targeted. 

According to Chew, Nielsen 
has under-reported these groups 
in the past, partially because the 
company only measured viewing 
in households. “Nielsen did not 
measure out-of-home viewing,” she 
said. “No viewing in the dorms, no 
viewing in institutions and hospitals, 
no viewing in prisons, no viewing in 
taverns.”

Now, Nielsen is looking into ways 
to make portable sensors that will 
be able to pick up television signals 
outside of the home, she said. 

Adding college students to the 
ratings has certainly had an impact, 
as the numbers for some shows 
have gone up as much as 2 percent, 
Chew said. She added that including 
out-of-home viewing will increase 
the ratings for things like sporting 
events as well.

Still, these changes seem 
to be coming very slowly to an 
extremely important business. It’s 
distressing that Nielsen is only 
now beginning to look at college 
students, of which there are mil-
lions, and out-of-home viewing. 
Let’s hope that the company can 
continue expanding the ratings to 
the point where they will at least 
be less questionable if they cannot 
be comprehensive. 

Dave Arey is a contributing 
columnist whose columns appear 
biweekly in The Daily Orange. E-

mail him at dwarey@syr.edu.

Nielson’s slowly changing methods 
bode poorly for ratings’ accuracy

W hen Los Angeles Times 
Iraq correspondent Molly 
Hennessy-Fiske came 

to the Newhouse School to speak a 
couple of weeks ago, my newswriting 
professor invited her to visit our class 
for a private discussion. At one point 
during our conversation, Hennessy-
Fiske said something pretty strange.

She said, “Baghdad is a fairly func-
tional city.”

What? I don’t know about you, 
but I’ve never heard anyone from the 
media say the words “Baghdad” and 
“functional” in the same sentence. 
That’s especially true of members 
of the liberal media. Yet here was a 
journalist describing how many Iraqis 
still go about their business each day, 
walking in public and shopping in 
marketplaces just as they did under 
the reign of Saddam Hussein. Mean-
while, I was asking myself, “Why don’t 
we hear more about the good stuff?”

Take a look at most news media 
sources and you’ll find very little 
good news about Iraq, terrorism or 
anything at all. Many assume that’s 
because there is no good news to 
report, but Hennessy-Fiske proved to 
me that’s not completely true.

I’ll tell you what is true: In the news 

world, good news is no news. People in 
the media operate under the assump-
tion that the public isn’t interested in 
the good news. They think sensational 
and violent stories sell papers. 

And they’re right … to a point. 
There’s no denying Americans have 
an appetite for these kinds of stories. 
Our tastes are reflected in the sensa-
tional and violent movies we watch 
and in the music we listen to. From a 
business point of view, the news media 
would be crazy not to follow the trends 
and give us what we obviously want.

But here’s my point. It’s not the 
news media’s job to give us the news 
we want — it’s to give us the news we 
need. That means giving us the full 
picture, the good along with the bad. 
The news media’s essential role in a 
democracy is to educate the public 
and reveal all facets of every issue. 
Instead, it often shines a spotlight 

on what’s wrong. 
The result is a distortion of reality 

so gross that the world always seems 
saturated in evil and chaos. Inevitably, 
the public becomes disillusioned and 
cynical. Everyone believes the world 
is broken and no one believes it can be 
fixed. This atmosphere of gloom and 
doom spells death for democracy. 

I have also been guilty of one-eyed 
reporting in the past. My earlier 
columns on greek life were nothing if 
not sensational and biased. But when 
I became aware of the good greek life 
does, I wrote a column bringing that 
to light.

All news sources, national and 
local, have a responsibility to report 
reality as a whole, not in selected 
pieces. When the media spoon feed 
the public one side of an issue — be it 
the war in Iraq or Syracuse greek life 
— then they are doing exactly what the 
Bush Administration did to sell this 
war. I don’t think anyone, especially 
those in the liberal media, would enjoy 
that comparison.

Zac Cummings is a featured 
columnist whose columns appear 
Mondays in The Daily Orange. E-
mail him at zacummin@syr.edu.

Z A C  C U M M I N G S

polemic

Negative news should not dominate media

D AV E  A R E Y

contributing columnist

Think you can do a better job handling this page? Go right ahead.
The Daily Orange seeks a new head opinion editor for next 
year. Email opinion@dailyroange.com for details.

S C R I B B L E
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the SU news service last semester. 
“I sent out more information about the uni-

versity’s academic integrity policy just before 
this semester began, and I once again mentioned 
the opportunity for faculty to participate,” Stein 
said.

While Stein said she had initially hoped to 
get 20 to 25 professors to participate, about 40 are 
currently taking advantage of the trial service. 
Although participating faculty can be found 
across a wide spectrum of departments, 10 of 
the professors are in the School of Information 
Studies, according to Peggy Brown, director of 
Instructional Design at Syracuse University. 

“Professors in our college had already been 
using Turnitin for a couple of years indepen-
dently,” she said.

Brown is working directly with Stein to 
integrate the Information Studies faculty and 
the program. In her experience, Brown said 
she has recognized the many advantages of the 
Web site. 

“The professors here love Turnitin. We use it 
for more than one reason,” she said. “Students 
can use it to make sure they are citing correctly, 
but it also allows faculty to put their own pub-
lished works in the database, to assure that no 
one is plagiarizing their writing.”

“We don’t use it to catch cheaters; that’s not 
our purpose. Our purpose is so that students 
can review their work before they submit it for 
a class.”

Not all professors feel the same way, however. 
Dr. Donald McCabe is founding president of the 
Center for Academic Integrity and is a professor 
of organization management at Rutgers Uni-
versity. He has performed more than 20 years 
of research nationwide on students’ cheating 
habits in high school and college. McCabe said 
he rarely uses the site and only chooses to do so 
if he sees a paper that he suspects of dishonesty. 

“I think it sends the message that faculty 
don’t trust students. However, in environments 
where there might be a lot of cheating going 
on, I think many students welcome the use of 
plagiarism detection software as a way of stop-
ping/minimizing plagiarism by others — oth-
ers they are competing against for grades,” he 
said in an e-mail.

Turned away
Some universities opt against programs like 

Turnitin altogether. Washington and Lee Uni-
versity in Lexington, Va., is one. Dawn Watkins, 
dean of Student Affairs, said that Washington 
and Lee University is one of the few campuses 
left in the country that maintain a university-
wide honor system.

“We still are not using any kind of service 
like Turnitin.com,” she said. “It’s not really 
where we are as a community. It’s important to 
understand the context of academic integrity on 
campus. We give one chance to students, and if 
you cheat you’re out.”

“With something like Turnitin.com there 
could be an implied assumption that people 
are cheating. It’s the antithesis of what our 
honor system is about. Our system assumes that 
people are not cheating. Services like Turnitin.
com give the implication that we are anticipat-
ing our students will cheat.”

According to Watkins, the fact that Washing-
ton and Lee is a smaller school makes it easier 
for faculty to detect plagiarism. 

“It doesn’t mean that it doesn’t happen here,” 
she said. “We do have cases, but we tend to find 
that the faculty knows their students enough to 
tell if it is their work or not. A faculty member 
can spot quickly if it looks like it’s someone 
else’s work.”

Le Moyne’s policy
With 1,755 undergrads, Washington and Lee 

is a comparable campus to Le Moyne College 
in Syracuse, which has an enrollment of 2,800 
undergrads. Le Moyne has been using Turnitin.

com successfully as an optional program for 
five years, said Le Moyne’s public services 
librarian, Gretchen Pearson, who started the 
program there. 

There are currently 107 professors at Le 
Moyne who are registered users of the ser-
vice.

“I think that students who may have been on 
the fence or tempted to plagiarize are deterred 
by the presence of this software. The number of 
reported formal plagiarism cases did go down 
drastically,” she said.

Cliff Donn, a professor of sociology at Le 
Moyne, has been using Turnitin for three 
years.  

“When I submit my papers to it, they become 
part of a database,” he said. “If you’re teaching 
the same course with similar assignments year 
in and year out, it enables you to see if people 
are, in effect, taking papers from students who 
have already done the assignments in years 
past.”

How it works and how it’s going
After a paper is submitted, Turnitin.com 

runs it through the system, comparing it with 
each item in the database. It then provides an 
“Originality Report,” which includes an “over-
all similarity index.”

According to Turnitin.com’s Web site, “the 
overall similarity index indicates the percent-
age of the paper for which Turnitin found match-
ing sources. The index is color-coded for quick 
assessment of a paper’s originality. Instructors 
can choose to exclude matches to text that the 
student has quoted or text held within a paper’s 
bibliography.”

Donn said students who have plagiarized find 
it more convincing and easier to understand 
when he can show them a print-out of the report 
indicating the plagiarized material.

Because the program at Syracuse is so new, 
there is no data on how it’s going so far. Depend-
ing on the feedback, the VCPCAI will decide 
whether or not it will renew the university’s 

subscription for next year.
“I want to see how the faculty and the 

students respond to it,” Stein said. “The way 
I see it is: it is really used as a tool to teach 
students to be more careful when writing a 
paper, so that they don’t have any originality 
issues. Students are looking things up on the 
Internet, and they’re cutting and pasting, and 
then forgetting where all of the information 
came from.”

“It’s just a horrible way to write, and hope-
fully using Turnitin will force students to 
rethink how they’re writing their papers,” 
she said.

Critics say the Web site makes students feel 
they aren’t trusted, and it undermines the idea 
of “innocent until proven guilty.” 

But Kahn still holds strong in his belief that 
because of the site, the number of cases of identi-
cal material being submitted has gone down 
significantly. To him, the benefits of the service 
are invaluable.

“I teach a large biochemistry lecture course 
with 180 third and fourth-year undergrads. If I’m 
grading 180 reports, I may not remember that the 
words I’m reading now are things I read 20 papers 
ago. It’s extremely difficult to pick up.”

Kahn said that if Rutgers ever decided to 
cancel its subscription, he would even consider 
paying for it out of pocket.

“Let’s put it this way,” he said. “One third of 
the biochemistry students in my class are pre-
meds. If you are in a car accident and you wake 
up with both of your legs in a gurney, would you 
feel comfortable knowing your doctor cheated 
his way through med school?”

ONLINE
Check out SU’s policy online at http://
www-hl.syr.edu/PDFs/AcademicIntegri-
tyt.pdf

TURNITIN.COM
F R O M  P A G E  3

“The admissions department is doing a lot 
of other things that people don’t really know 
about,” said Susan Donovan, dean of admis-
sions. “The high-school junior day is just one 
of them.”

The juniors were greeted in the Schine Stu-
dent Center lobby by admissions workers and 
tour guides, and after confirming their registra-
tion and receiving a packet of the day’s events 
they were ushered into Goldstein Auditorium, 
where event began. The lights dimmed and a 
video began showcasing famous alumni includ-
ing Steve Kroft, Ted Koppel and Bob Costas 
reminiscing about their time at SU and all of the 
“wonderful” life experiences they had while on 
the Hill. 

Nancy Rothschild, assistant dean of admis-
sions, then took the podium, touting Syracuse’s 
stellar reputation and joking about the day’s 
beautiful weather before welcoming them to the 
rather unique event that allowed them to get a 
head start on the application process. A show 
of hands from the crowd revealed a remarkable 
majority of parents were new to the college 
application process as well.

“Our goal today is to introduce you to the 
Syracuse campus and community, and to give 
you enough information to see if this school 
feels right — better than any brochure or 
email could ever do,” Rothschild said to the 

crowd.
Chris Walsh, dean of financial aid, spoke 

at length about the costs of the university 
and financial workings of the application 
process comparing SU to other universities. 
Though the full price for the upcoming year 
was a whopping $43,500, very few families pay 
full price after scholarships and need based 
grants, he said.

“Don’t make a decision about college based 
on the sticker price,” Walsh said. He later 
added, “the financial aid department will 
work with you to help make college afford-
able.”

The college admissions process has been get-
ting tougher every year, and both parents and 
students have more concerns than just getting 
into the university when deciding where to go, 
according to Tefft.

“People are concerned because college accep-
tance is much more competitive,” Tefft said. 
“They’re concerned not just for acceptance to 
the university, but for financial aid and merit-
based scholarships, too.”

Rothschild, assistant dean of admissions, 
confirmed these concerns, admitting that they 
received more than 20,000 applications this 
year, with the admitted class having a grade 
point average of 3.7 and average score between 
1,140 and 1,320 on the math and verbal sections 
of the SAT.

The fierce competition and general college-
related concerns were no doubt on all of the 
juniors and parents’ minds, but some, like 

Michele Tetenbaum, junior at the Horace Mann 
School in Riverdale, N.Y., were out to get an 
early start on the competition.

“We started early because of the SATs” 
Tetenbaum said, adding later that, “It’s good 
to experience a big university, but it’s a little 
stressful at the same time.”

With the application deadline for early 
admission to SU a mere six months away, the 
admissions department will once again be 
swinging into full gear choosing the class of 
2012, some of whom may come from the more 
than 1,000 in attendance at the reception. 
With the last few admissions days and the 
May 1 deadline for students to pick a college 
fast approaching, the admissions department 
will start another year of difficult decisions, 
acceptances and denials. 

Some may already have their hearts set on 
SU, but for most juniors, like Tetenbaum, the 
process is just beginning. 

And as to whether her early start will put her 
in orange this upcoming year, she said “it’s way 
too early to tell.”

JUNIORS
F R O M  P A G E  3

“Don’t make a decision about 
college based on the sticker price. 
The financial aid department 
will work with you to help 
make college affordable.”

Chris Walsh
DEAN OF FINANCIAL AID
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as the largest environmental demonstration 
in the United States since Earth Day in 1970, 
a gathering that helped initiate the modern 
environmental movement.

Smith encouraged adults and children alike 
to use their voices to make a difference at every 
level of government by writing letters to rep-
resentatives advocating change in their com-
munities. Currently, two bills are being debated 
in Congress with the intentions of lowering 
greenhouse gas emissions below 1990 levels. 

“Young people are facing the most serious 
future,” Smith said. “The data is there. There’s 
no fuzzy math that should be ignored.”

Driscoll, in a short speech, described his own 
push to make Syracuse a greener city.

“We are adding bike lanes for the city, the 
children and for all, because we need to stop 
relying on fossil fuels,” he said. “We’ve gone a 
long way to reduce our city’s greenhouse gases.”

Don Hughes, an environmental activist, led 
a group of about 40 bicycles from the Edward 
Smith Elementary School to the park, where the 
riders joined in the rally’s festivities. 

“If you take a bike out,” he said, “you’re not 
using greenhouse gases. It’s actually healthy.”

NYPIRG, the Citizens Campaign for the 
Environment and Syracuse Peace Council vol-
unteers have worked since January to bring the 
event together, hoping to open people’s eyes to a 
world in need of help.

“It’s important to see what’s right in front 

of us,” said sophomore Lynnette Agostini, an 
event organizer. “Everything is happening, 
right here, right now.”

Events like this help people realize the real-
ity of global warming, Agostini said.

“Awareness is becoming a trend,” said Agos-
tini, an environmental studies major at the 
State University of New York College of Envi-
ronmental Science and Forestry. “There will 
always be people coming around. There will 
always be people being stubborn.” Some of the 
environmental causes being advocated at the 
rally included the Bigger Better Bottle Bill, a 
campaign to add bottles from non-carbonated 
beverages to New York state’s recycling refund 
program. 

Another group, called Charity Global, col-
lected money to build one freshwater well in 
Ethiopia. A $20 donation for buying a single 
bottle of water could provide one person with 
water for 15 years, organizers said.

Other highlights included Smith’s organiza-
tion of a “wave of voices” around the amphithe-
atre, where people shouted out — from whales to 
wetlands — what they would like to protect.

Diane Swords of the SPC talked about how 
military pollution in nearby cities like Seneca 
and Plattsburgh affect the health of the environ-
ment. She said the U.S. military owns 430,000 
square miles of land in the United States alone 
that could be used for more Earth-friendly 
activities. 

Though a significant number of people came 
out to support the local environmental groups, 
not everyone was pleased with the turnout. 

Patrick Friedrich, who lives close to the park, 

came with his dog, Headley, but said he wanted 
to see a larger audience involved with the cause.

“There could have been more community 
support,” he said, “but there’s a lot going on 
today.”

He also suggested that future rallies adver-
tise more reasons for people to come, such as a 
can and bottle drive that would do even more for 

the environment.
Agostini said despite the average-size crowd, 

she was very pleased with the Syracuse com-
munity support.

“It’s exciting to see everyone coming 
together to educate each other and have fun,” 
she said. “This is better than I could have ever 
hoped.”

EARTH DAY
F R O M  P A G E  1

stephen dockery | staff photographer 
THREE MUSICIANS (ABOVE)  played before the Earth Day festivities began. Mayor 
Matthew Driscoll spoke to a crowd of 200 gathered at Thornden Park on Saturday. 
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Air Force ROTC students look just 
like other college students, except 
that with scholarships ranging from 
$15,000 - $28,000/year, plus a SU 
grant of $8,000, they spend more time 
having fun and less time in debt. With 
additional spending money up to 
$400$400 every month and a guaranteed 
job after graduation, Air Force ROTC 
will allow you to do what you’ve 
always wanted: Make a difference in 
the world.
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Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DCI CLASSIC COUNTDOWN 2007 (NR) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1125 210 450) 745 1020
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (1215 240 510) 755 1025
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1140 215 445) 735 1000
AQUA TEEN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1210 235 455) 725 950
REDLINE (PG-13) DIG (245 245 510 510) 750 750 1015 1015
SLOW BURN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1200 225 440) 740 1010
HOAX (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1235 340) 700 935
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1130 330) 730
THE NAMESAKE (PG-13) DIG (1225 345) 645 935
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1155 225 500) 800 1030
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1120 155 435) 715 950
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1135 205 430) 705
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (230 505) 1005
OC: BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1205) 735
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG (1115

150 420) 655 920
WILD HOGS (PG-13) (1110 145 415) 725 955
SHOOTER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 930 PM
REIGN OVER ME (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1230) 650
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (335) 945
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (1220 1220)

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (110 400) 720 1000
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (125 415) 730 1015
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (140 425) 740 1005
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1250 435) 830
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (205 450) 745 1020
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (200 430) 710
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (210 440) 700 950
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (130 420) 750 1010
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (145 410) 705 930
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 940 PM
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (100 355) 715 945

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
REDLINE (PG-13) DIG 710 940
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 410) 730 1000
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (115 420) 720 950
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 430) 740 1010
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (400) 800
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (155 450) 745 1005
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (120 345)
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (145 415) 705 930
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (140 350) 700 920
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (110 340) 650 915
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES (PG) DIG (150) PM
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (200 440) 715 945

©2007Times For 4/16/07

horoscopes H

In honor of a fallen man of letters, this week 
our unlicensed astrologers tell your horoscopes 
based on your favorite Kurt Vonnegutt novel.

Mother Night
Your friend will plant himself in a girl’s 

room, declaring he will not leave until he “gets 
some ass.” 

Hocus Pocus
A late night will result in you waking up 

with an extremely stiff neck. 

Cat’s Cradle
A drunk girl on the South Campus bus will 

insist upon being driven to Small Road. Since 
the driver appears to be taking requests, you 
will ask to be chauffeured to Skaneateles.

Breakfast of Champions
You will be awoken in the night by the sound 

of what you believe is running water, a gurgling 
stream or perhaps a burbling brook. You will be 

mistaken. It will be your roommate vomiting. 

God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater
You will meet a random girl at a party in 

a quest to take her to “Poundtown.” You will 
not make it all the way there, but at least you’ll 
make a stop at “Heavy Petting Avenue.”

Slaughterhouse 5
You will become a level-seven warlock. You 

will not be proud of yourself.

Slapstick
You will write creepy messages on your 

friend’s car with dry-erase markers. DPS officers 
will be amused. Your power-tripping RA will not 
be.

Galapagos
You will go to a “C” party as Captain Under-

pants. Hopefully there’s a “D” party next week, so 
you will be able to break out your Danny Tanner 
costume. Hopefully I’ll have better jokes then, too.

The Sirens of Titan
You will decide to name your first child Mag-

gie after multiple great nights there with your 
sweetie. On second thought, a dog is probably a 
better choice.

Player Piano
Your room occupied, you will blow up an air 

mattress so you can have sex in your common 
room. Desperate times call for — well, you get 
the picture.

Bluebeard
Nobody will want to get Wings with you. 

They won’t want to order them at 10. They 
won’t want to order them at 2. Get the freak-
ing picture.

Sagittarius (November 23-December 21) 
Otto will squirt you with a water gun at a 

lacrosse game. You will proceed to tell that 
stupid Orange that he is dead to you.

dailyorange.com
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the sweet stuff in the middle

‘Lost Boy’ John Dau inspires audience with hopeful story
By Heath D. Williams

ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

When John Bul Dau made his 
entrance down the aisle of Grant 
Auditorium Friday night, the noise 
was deafening.

It wasn’t the noises of gunfire, 
explosions and death Dau grew used 
to as one of the “Lost Boys of Sudan.”

This time, it was the noise of thun-
derous applause and the deference of 
a standing ovation from an audience 
of 450 people who had just seen his 

inspirational story unfold in the 
award-winning documentary, “God 
Grew Tired of Us.”

“An Evening with John Dau,” co-
sponsored by University College and 
the Maxwell Citizenship Education 
Learning Community, was organized 
to raise funds for Dau’s American 
Care for Sudan foundation, which 
has been working to build a medical 
clinic in his native Duk County in 
Southern Sudan.

The event raised $5,000, said Ange 

LaMothe, freshman policy studies 
major and event organizer.

“This is awesome,” Dau said as 
he took the stage, peering with his 
bright eyes into the audience, which 
was overflowing into the aisles and 
steps. “This is really great.”

The event featured a screening of the 
film, a question-and-answer session with 
the audience and a short clip of volunteer 
work some members of the First Presby-
terian Church in Skaneateles had done 
at the clinic in Sudan.

Before the film began, Dau was 
in the lobby signing copies of his 
memoir, also titled “God Grew Tired 
of Us.” He scribbled messages of hope; 
“Never ever give up,” read one he 
signed for a young boy.

That’s what most of the evening 
seemed to be about — not giving up.

It was a main theme of the docu-
mentary, which won two first-place 
awards at last year’s Sundance Film 
Festival. During the film the audi-

SEE DAU PAGE 10

By Catherine Yu-Shan Hsieh 
STAFF WRITER

T he ruckus of the fashion show, 
“Making a Fashion Statement,” 
began at 7 p.m. Friday as models 
dressed in black and white, with 

long silver twigs in their hair, walked down 
the stairs in the lobby of the S.I. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications. 

The fashion show attracted more than 100 
people, filling the Newhouse lobby. While 
some had to stand on the first floor because 
there were not enough seats, others walked 
up to the second floor to watch the show. The 
show lasted less than an hour, but it definitely 
left an impression on the audience. 

“I thought (the show) was fantastic,” 
Adam Weingarten, second-year graduate 
student in computer engineering, said. “I 
thought it was really exciting. And there’s 
some really great stuff there, stuff maybe 
you’d even see in ‘Project Runway.’” 

The event publicized a new program, 
fashion and beauty communications mile-
stone, which is being launched in fall 2007. 
The program is a collaboration between the 
Newhouse School and the School of Visual 
and Performing Arts, and is designed for 
students who are interested in both fashion 
design and journalism. 

The show on Friday featured conceptual 

Project 
hallway

Fashion design students strut 
their stuff in Newhouse I lobby

megan lange | contributing photographer
“Making a Fashion Statement,” a fashion show put on Newhouse and VPA students, made its debut in the front lobby of Newhouse I Friday night.

SEE FASHION PAGE 11

“I love you dearly. 
Because without 
you helping us, 
the medical clinic 
would have never 
been built.”

John Bul Dau
“LOST BOY” AND SU STUDENT
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Harrowing ‘Lost Boys’ film 
depicts grim Sudanese plight

By Heath D. Williams
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

“G
od Grew Tired of Us” opens 
with hope: a shot of Sudanese 
refugees checking the list of 
those who have been relocated 

to the United States.
Their bright eyes scan the list, looking for 

their name, for their freedom and salvation.
After the scene is over, however, the film 

abandons that hope and begins its harrowing 
tale of the “Lost Boys of Sudan.”

Directed by Christopher Quinn and narrated 
by Nicole Kidman, with Brad Pitt as executive 
producer, the documentary won two first-place 
awards at the Sundance Film Festival.

The film follows three of the more than 
30,000 Lost Boys as they flee their homelands 
during the Sudanese civil war on their barefoot 
plight through the African wilderness and 
as they form refugee camps, waiting for their 
hardship to end. The three boys featured in the 
film are one of the few chosen to be sent to the 
United States.

One of the three Lost Boys featured in the 
film is John Bul Dau, a student at Syracuse 
University’s University College.

The beginning of the film is hard to watch, 
but important to watch.

Quinn intertwines gruesome, heartbreak-

ing images with personal accounts of the Lost 
Boys to paint a vivid, ugly picture of the terrors 
these boys faced during their voyage through 
the wilderness and at the refugee camps.

Once the boys move to the United States, the 
film becomes very entertaining. These men 
have never seen life outside of Africa. They 
don’t know what an apartment is, what electric-
ity is, what a refrigerator is or what a toilet is.

Seeing them try to adjust to American life 
provides very humorous moments — like the 
boys’ first trip to a grocery store. They cannot 
believe everything in the store is edible and 
ready to purchase, and they try a donut for the 
first time.

The film’s emotional force never quits, 
however. They still feel unsafe and unsatisfied, 
knowing their loved ones and those they trav-
eled thousands of miles with are still in Africa 
starving.

Dau applies to have his mother and sister 
relocated to the United States as well, and the 
family has its long-awaited reunion at Syra-
cuse’s Hancock International Airport. Dau’s 
mother collapses on the floor with happiness, 
chanting and singing an African song prais-
ing God. The scene tugs on the heartstrings 
of everyone watching, perfectly exemplifying 
even though these men are living in America, 
their lives are still not ideal.

ence gasped at the gruesome parts, laughed 
during the humorous scenes and many 
wiped tears during its numerous emotional 
moments.

Dau said he refused to give up on his fellow 
Sudanese who are suffering and have to walk 
75 miles to the nearest doctor. He told stories of 
inadequate medical treatments, including town 
“doctors” heating metal in a fire and burning 
the faces of the ill, believing it would cure them.

“You can’t go to school unless you are 
healthy,” Dau said when asked why he came up 
with the idea for the clinic. “You cannot grow 
and harvest food unless you are healthy. You 
need to be healthy first.”

Dau also discussed the genocide in Sudan, 
saying the Sudanese government cannot 

change the situation because it is the cause 
of it, and the American government has done 
everything it can.

The audience soaked in every word he spoke 
with attentive nods and absolute silence. After 
seeing his story onscreen, they wanted to hear 
what he had to say.

“I loved it,” said Rachel Scalzo, first-year 
social work graduate student. “I got really 
choked up at the end of the movie. Just listen-
ing to him talk afterward — it just made it 
real.”

But for Dau, this night was not about pleas-
ing the crowd, a documentary film or signing 
books. It was all about helping out his home-
land, about giving a little back.

“I love you dearly,” Dau said to the audience 
at the end of the night. “Because without you 
helping us, the medical clinic would have never 
been built. And that’s why we are building it, 
because we know you’ve got our back.”

DAU
F R O M  P A G E  9
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designs and high-end evening wear crafted by 
fashion design students. The first part of the show 
was freshman work, which included designs 
made of muslin, a type of cotton cloth. Showcas-
ing freshman work is something the fashion 
design department had never done before, said 
Karen Bakke, department chair of fashion design. 

“It’s very hard to teach someone how to sew,” 
Bakke said. 

The freshmen first started learning how to 
sew with paper and then upgraded to muslin. 
When Bakke saw this year’s freshman class 
work, she said she was amazed by the quality of 
their work. It almost seemed like the freshmen 
secretly had the seniors come in at night and do 
the sewing for them, she said. 

The clothes were not the only thing that 
blew the audience away, however. The mod-
els’ hairstyles for the first half of the show, 
designed by Jeffrey Mayer, a professor in the 
fashion design department, caught people’s 
attention as well. Fake locks of fluorescent 
green, yellow and pink were weaved into the 

models’ hair, topped with silver twigs that 
were at least 10 inches long. 

“In the first section, the hair really went 
with the outfit,” said Ron Nikolli Velves, a 
sophomore art history major. 

And if the first half of the show was exciting, 
the second half featuring upperclassmen’s work 
went above and beyond. In the second part of 
the show, the diversity in designs, colors and 
materials wowed the audience. The dresses 
dazzled the eyes as they came in burgundy, 
cream, black, yellow, blue and white, among 
other colors. The designs resembled those you 
see in a fashion magazine — bubbly, ruffled, 
strapless, open-back, floor-length or side-slit, 
complemented by the materials such as silk, 
wool, cotton, chiffon and polyester. 

“You saw that transition between black and 
white and full color, and it’s so beautiful,” said 
Teresa Casellas, a fashion design senior. “I 
think that’s the best part.” 

Overall, the uniqueness of each individual 
piece was the climax of the whole show, said 
Mallory Bruns, a senior advertising design 
major and fashion design minor who modeled 
in the first half of the show.

As people marveled at the students’ achieve-

ments, the fashion design professors might hold 
these young designers to a higher standard. 
As this was a campus fashion show, there 
is always room for improvement. What the 
professors wanted the students to take away 
from this experience was more than a big round 
of applause and some pretty pictures of their 
clothes in the spotlight. 

“I hope they realize that what they did 
looked tiny on the runway, and it needs more 
work,” said Todd Conover, a fashion design 
professor. 

But this does not mean the students did not 
do a good job at the fashion show. Bakke, the 
fashion design department chair, was pleased to 
see how successful the event turned out to be. 

“If there’s a word past fabulous, I would use 
it,” Bakke said. 

The fashion show generated excitement not 
only for the people in the audience, but also for 
those who were actually working for the show, 
backstage and onstage alike. 

“I’m just thrilled that this is a fun, high-
energy event basically,” said Laurel Morton, an 
adjunct professor of the fashion design depart-
ment who was helping the students dress the 
models backstage. 

Although Morton only saw the second half of 
the show, she enjoyed it as much as everybody 
else, if not more. 

“I liked the energy and generally the energy of 
a smaller environment with the stairs,” Morton 
said. “This is a packed house. This is a packed 
house with a high-energy feeling. The energy was 
great because it pulled everything together.” 

Fascinated by the outfit she had to wear and 
the hairdo with twigs, Stella Berg, a freshman 
acting major, had a great time modeling for the 
first part of the show. 

“It was a lot of fun, a lot of energy, a lot of 
being able to become someone else for a few 
minutes and having fun with that,” Berg said. 
“I enjoyed it a lot.” 

As “Making a Fashion Statement” came to an 
end on Friday night, the fashion and beauty com-
munications milestone is just about to kick off. 

“(The fashion communications program) 
definitely had created a lot of buzz among the 
fashion students on campus,” Morton said. 
“Eyes will be watching to see where it goes and 
what it does, creating a lot of excitement among 
the students that are already here, not to men-
tion creating more excitement for the students 
who are thinking about coming.”

FASHION
F R O M  P A G E  9

megan lange | contributing photographer
The collaboration between the College 
of Visual and Performing Arts and 
the S.I. Newhouse School of Public 
Communications showcased the work 
from freshmen to seniors. The high 
energy performance drew a crowd of 100 
people and was used to promote the fash-
ion and beaty communications milestone 
program that will be launched in the fall.
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CLASSIC THE PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICHOLAS GUREWITCH | WWW.PBFCOMICS.COM

LIFE OF BORIS BY BEN MILCZARSKI | SWEATSTAIN@JUNO.COM

THINGS I’VE OVERHEARD BY BRETT WILLARD | BJWILLAR@SYR.EDU

Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH

Friday’s answer



Want to work here?

Then work here.

The Daily Orange is now hiring for the fall 2007 semester
Web editor

Asst. news editors

Asst. feature editors

Asst. sports editors

Head copy editor

Asst. copy editors

Design editors

Art director

Asst. photo editor

Ad designers 

Cover letters and resumés are due this week
Bring materials to 744 Ostrom Ave. or submit to editor@dailyorange.com

Then work here.Then work here.



THIS WEEK ON THE ORANGE TELEVISION NETWORK:
Monday, April 16- 10:30 pm- Bandersnatch Presents The February
Tuesday, April 17- 3 pm- Indie Flick Files: The Great Match
Wednesday, April 18- 7 pm- Casino Royale
Thursday, April 19- 10:30 pm- CitrusTV’s Syrafeud Live!

See the complete schedule of movies, comedy, music and more at orangetv.syr.edu CHANNEL 2

By Erinn Connor
STAFF WRITER 

I t’s rare to tune in to a show on network 
television and be greeted with the sight of 
a man breaking the limbs of a dead man in 

order to stuff him in an oil drum and throw him 
in the East River.

No, it’s not a censored version of The 
Soprano’s; it’s NBC’s 
new mob drama, “The 
Black Donnellys.”

“The Black Donnel-
lys” follows the lives of 
four Donnelly brothers, 
members of the Irish 

community in New York City’s Hell’s Kitchen 
and all of their run-ins with the law and the 
rival Italian mob.

Both the background of the characters and 
present-day occurrences are narrated by the 
unreliable Joey Ice Cream, a childhood friend 
of the Donnelly brothers. Joey weaves the story 
of the brothers to lawyers who interrogate 
him from jail, where Joey is being held for an 
unknown crime.

The four brothers each, of course, have their 
own stereotypical role and characteristics. 
Jimmy Donnelly is the older brother who owns 
The Firecracker Bar and has a little bit of an alco-
hol and heroin problem. Tommy, the protagonist 
of the show, is the “good” brother who attends 
art school and tries his hardest to keep the rest of 
his brothers out of trouble. Kevin has a gambling 
problem, and Sean, the youngest Donnelly, has so 
far only been seen making out with girls or get-
ting beat up by the Italians as payback. 

During the pilot episode, the brothers are 
introduced, and then it immediately shows the 
kidnapping of an Italian bookie by Jimmy Don-
nelly and the aftermath that ensues for the next 
episodes. 

Tommy is the most fl eshed-out character on 
the show and also the most sympathetic. He is 

infl uenced by a childhood accident after which 
he vows to take care of his brothers no matter 
what, whether that involves yelling at them 
with the look of insanity in his eyes or cleaning 
up their (usually law-violating) messes.

This is how he gets roped into dealing with 
the repercussions of the kidnapping, stashing 
the body of the bookie in an oil drum and then 
killing the leaders of both the Italian mob and 
the Irish mob in order to save Jimmy from 
being punished , all in the span of one hour.

The violence on “The Black Donnellys” is 
graphic, much more so than the usual intro scene 
of “Law and Order.” But the darkness of the show 
gives it part of its appeal, like a tamer version 
of “The Departed,” but instead of a creepy Jack 
Nicholson, there’s an Irish mob boss that can’t go 
anywhere without his trusty axe.

“The Black Donnellys” also has an element 
of romance, as Tommy struggles with his feel-
ings for the girl at the diner next door, Jenny 
Reilly. They hook up in the second episode, 
but Jenny soon realizes she can’t deal with 
Tommy’s newfound life of crime and dodging 
the Italians, and ends their day-old relation-
ship. Well, at least for now. 

The downside of “The Black Donnellys” is 
the intricacy of the plot, how storylines are 
rarely dropped, which forces the viewer to tune 
in every week, otherwise there will be at least 
three murders missed and countless new char-
acters introduced. 

Currently the show is on an indefi nite 
hiatus, as NBC has not been satisfi ed with the 
ratings. The show is available for streaming on 
NBC.com and for downloading on iTunes, off of 
which NBC will most likely make its decision of 
when to bring the show back on air to its usual 
Monday 10 p.m. time slot. 

“The Black Donnellys” is like a good old-
fashioned mob drama, with a lot of unexpected 
plot twists and enough fl inch-worthy murders 
to keep viewers intrigued.

CL
ICK
ER

Brothers disregard law, 
sanity on mob drama ‘Donnellys’

TOP 5 SHOWS TO SET 
YOUR TIVO FOR:
1. Extreme Makeover: Home Edition – Sun-
day, 8 p.m. on ABC
Ty Pennington and friends fi x up the ram-
shackle homes of deserving people. Just try 
to watch this show without getting choked 
up.

2. Thank God You’re Here – 

Tonight, 9 p.m. on NBC
Jason Alexander and other celebrities per-
form on this “Whose Line Is It Anyway?”-
style improv comedy show in which every 
scene starts with the line, “Thank God 
you’re here.”

3. Jon and Kate Plus 8 – Tuesday, 10 p.m. 
on Discovery Health
Jon and Kate Gosselin have 2-year-old 
sextuplets and 6-year-old twins, creating 
an unbelievable, hectic living environment. 
Those poor, poor people.

4. The Springer Hustle – Sunday, 11:30 
p.m. on VH1
A behind-the-scenes look at the making of 
the most vulgar, weirdest and fakest talk 
show on television.

5. Shark – Thursday, 10 p.m. on CBS
A ferocious and cutthroat defense attorney 
takes on the tough cases of the Los Ange-
les District Attorney’s crime unit. The new 
drama has recently found itself in Nielsen’s 
top-10 watched shows.
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IF YOU WATCH
What: The Black 
Donnellys
When: Mondays at 
9 p.m.
Channel: NBC
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c o n c e r t  r e v i e w

Hip-hop veteran Rakim brings slick rhymes to Underground
By Alex Suskind 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

H e might not be as high-profile as Tupac 
Shakur, Notorious B.I.G. or Jay-Z, but 
hip-hop enthusiasts know Rakim. His 

detailed, rhythmic flow and delivery have made 
him a revered figure in the rap community ever 
since he and partner Eric B. hit the scene with 
their classic 1987 album, “Paid in Full.”

“He is easily one of the top-three rappers of 
all time,” said Rheturik (pronounced rhetoric) a 
rapper from the show’s opening group, Dujeous.

Last Friday Rakim brought his 20-plus years 
of experience to the Syracuse University Schine 
Underground, as he headlined the Black Artist 
League and Student African- American Society 
Hip-Hop Showcase. 

Although Rakim’s popularity may have 
decreased within hip-hop’s current fan base, 
his overall presence has not, as he is still cited 

as an influence to many of today’s rappers. 
“When he came onto the scene, he made 

everyone step their game up,” said junior 
Prince Amartey, a member of the Student 
African-American Society. “Within today’s age 
group, however, rappers like Rakim are under-
appreciated. Today it’s all about image and not 
about the message.”

On Friday night, however, Rakim’s message 
could be heard in full force. His energy fueled 
the small crowd as he opened his set with a 
montage of classic hits. “My Melody,” “It’s 
Been a Long Time” and “Paid in Full,” had the 
crowd pumping their fists and singing along in 
unison.

Halfway through the show, Rakim’s old-
school flow began to rub off on the crowd as sev-
eral audience members formed a break-dancing 
circle in the back of the venue. Rakim’s “Follow 
the Leader” and “Microphone Fiend” served as 

background music as several breakers flaunted 
their skills. 

Although the crowd for the show was small, 
it gave the audience a chance to better interact 
with the artist. At one point between songs, a 
fan screamed out that he had seen Rakim at 
Syracuse University 20 years ago, to which the 
rapper replied “You saw me 20 years ago? Are 
you trying to make me feel old?” as the rest of 
the audience laughed. 

Later on in his set, he introduced the new 
head-bobbing single, “It’s Nothing,” off his 
soon-to-be-released new album, “The Seventh 

Seal,” Rakim’s first solo project in eight years. 
“It’s Nothing” had the audience dancing along 
as Rakim rapped about the current state of 
hip-hop.

“We stuck in a time of drought, nothing to 
rhyme about … who put the fire out?” he asked. 
“Real hip-hop is dying out.” 

His overall message in the song has been 
a constant theme among today’s top lyricists. 
Just recently Nas released “Hip-Hop is Dead,” 
his eighth studio album. In it, Nas discusses the 
state of hip-hop today and how the genre in its 
truest form died a long time ago. Rakim, who 
Nas consistently cites as an influence, seemed 
to be echoing the same remarks.

As the show came to a close, Rakim thanked 
the crowd for coming out to support him. He 
ended with classics “I Know You Got Soul” and 
“Eric B. is President,” and the crowd again 
joined in.

“He is easily one of the top-
three rappers of all time.” 

Rheturik 
RAPPER FROM THE SHOW’S OPENING GROUP, DUJEOUS

dailyorange.com
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Strong starts 
lift SU to win

With Rutgers program in turmoil, rivalry could be finished

rachel fus | staff photographer
SYRACUSE MEN’S ROWING won the Ten Eyck Cup for the second-consecutive season by beating Rutgers Saturday. The varsity 
eight finished more than 15 seconds ahead of the Scarlet Knights in the Orange’s first race of the year.

By Michael Bonner
STAFF WRITER

A regatta lasts about six minutes, but going 
into the spring portion of the 2007 season, the 
Syracuse men’s rowing team focused more on 
the first couple minutes of a race than anything 
else.  

The No. 10 Orange had its first opportunity of 
the year to get that quick start Saturday against 
Rutgers. The strategy seemingly paid off as SU 
impressively beat the Scarlet Knights on Onon-
daga Lake. The win allowed Syracuse to retain 
the Ten Eyck Cup — which goes to the winner 
of the annual Syracuse-Rutgers race — for con-
secutive years for the first time since 2002. 

“I think more important than the margins of 
victory was how we executed our race plans,” SU 
coach Dave Reischman said. “I thought the guys 
did a good job of sticking to the plan and executing 
the things we talked about at practice, particu-
larly in the first 1,000 meters of the races.” 

After only 500 meters, Syracuse’s varsity 
eight was already up a half a length on the Rut-
gers crew. They never lost that initial edge, 
finishing with a time of 6:09.09 — more than 15 
seconds ahead of the Rutgers’ crew. 

Syracuse’s freshmen eight also pulled five 
seconds ahead of Rutgers, finishing with a time 
of 6:34.17. 

The most impressive win of the day came 
in the final race, as Syracuse ran two varsity 
four boats that finished less than two-tenths of a 
second apart (Syracuse B boat 7:12.71; Syracuse 
A boat 7:12.90) but found the finish line 31.78 
seconds before Rutgers.

Rutgers had won the Cup every year since 
2002 before last year’s Syracuse team stole it 
back in New Brunswick, N.J. Nonetheless, the 
two teams have battled back and forth for the 
trophy since the tradition began in 1987. 

This year the large gaps among the crews 
were surprising. Syracuse believes it was most-
ly due to its strong starts.  

“I think it’s easy to get caught up in see-

ing what some of these other teams are doing 
against a school like Rutgers,” SU senior Chad 
Taylor said. “You need to race the first 1,000 like 
you’re racing the best crew in the nation. If you 
do that, which was our plan, you’re successful. 
You end up with these 15-second gaps rather 
than a six second or four second wins.”

Getting out to a quick start was a strength of 
the Rutgers crew, as well. Scarlet Knights’ head 
coach Steve Wagner said after winter workouts 
he thought his crew was also particularly good 
at starting the race. 

“We thought we might be able to get out in 
front of them off the start, but it didn’t happen,” 
Wagner said. “Syracuse had a good start, and 

when we got behind I think it kind of distracted 
us a little. But Syracuse is just fast. I can not 
fault the Rutgers crew too much, Syracuse is a 
good fast crew, and they did a good job today.”

The idea of trying to break out early on 
against opponents is nothing strange in rowing. 
If you can put added pressure on the other team, 
your team will have the advantage. Since the 
Orange went undefeated during the regular 
season last year, there were few weaknesses in 
the team, but Reischman saw a flaw in the first 
1,000 meters of the race.

“We wanted to see if we could get a little more 
pace out of the starting sequence in the first part 
of the race,” Reischman said. “We thought that 

was a weakness of ours last year. I think last 
year in some big races we found ourselves down 
at the 1,000 meters and had to fight back.”

The win on Saturday may have looked to be 
easy, but Reischman is quick to state that he 
has a career record of 2-3 against the Scarlet 
Knights, and only a few years ago it was Rutgers 
who was handing it to Syracuse. No team is 
going to pass up a win, but the Orange knows to 
keep things in perspective. 

“It’s not championship season racing,” SU 
senior Matt Morrow said. “But it was solid from 
start to end. I think the important thing is we 
had a good race and we had a good win, and you 
carry the confidence into the next week.”

By Matt Ehalt
STAFF WRITER

John Nicholson remembers his freshman year 
at Syracuse when he was given a Rutgers prac-
tice shirt. Nicholson, a former Syracuse rower, 
New Jersey native and now editor of “Orange 
Oar,” the newsletter of the Syracuse Rowing 
Alumni Association, said the shirt was his prize 
possession and that Rutgers was always a big 
deal.

But after Saturday, Rutgers may have become 
an afterthought. The 21st installment of the race 
for the Ten Eyck Cup may have marked the last 
varsity collegiate race between the Orange and 
the Scarlet Knights, as the sport will be phased 
out at Rutgers after the 2006-2007 season.

“For everybody in the rowing community, we 
hope to have Rutgers survive,” said Nicholson, 
also a broadcast journalism professor at Syra-
cuse. “(Collegiate competition) is great because 
you meet people like you at other places. You 
identify with other colleges, you identify with 
their programs and you identify with this spirit 
of competition among men and women athletes, 

and that whole situation is terribly diminished 
each time a program dies.”

In July 2006, the Rutgers Board of Gover-
nors approved a university-wide budget for 
the 2006-2007 academic year that included $50 
million in spending cuts to programs, staff 
and services, according to a Rutgers Univer-
sity news release. Among these spending cuts 
included six intercollegiate sports — men’s 
heavyweight crew and men’s lightweight crew 
among them. 

Rutgers will still have a crew but is fighting 
for varsity status, Steve Wagner, varsity men’s 
head coach at Rutgers, said. Wagner could not 
comment on the situation. He did offer his 
thoughts on the rivalry.

“We’ve had some great races over the years 
and hopefully that will continue for many, many 
years,” said Wagner, who is in his 19th year as 
head coach. “It’s a tremendous rivalry. The first 
race between Rutgers and Syracuse dates back 
to the 1800s. There have been so many really 
tight races, races won by a second.” 

Although Rutgers and Syracuse have been 

racing each other for a long time, the race for the 
Ten Eyck Cup did not come about until 1987. The 
final count will tally 13 victories for the Orange, 
compared to the eight of the Scarlet Knights.

Even to those not directly involved in the 
competition between the two schools, the poten-
tial end of the rivalry was seen as a sad situa-
tion.

Paul Flynn, father of Syracuse senior Jon 
Flynn, said he has been to every race through-
out the last four years and complimented the 
Rutgers program.

“It’s very, very sad to see the Rutgers pro-
gram disband like this,” Paul Flynn said. “Rut-
gers has a very good team and has been a very 
good rival. To see it go like this is a sad thing, 
particularly this program, with a good flowing 
and everything else. Coach Wagner is a great 
name, a gentlemen and everything else.”

To some involved, though, the potential end-
ing of the rivalry did not mean as much. Chad 
Taylor, Syracuse senior, said he didn’t feel any-
thing different knowing it was the last race, 
but did say down the road he may wonder what 

happened to the Rutgers program and why the 
program went away.

Syracuse head coach Dave Reischman com-
plimented the Rutgers crew in what could be his 
last race coaching against them.

“They’ve been going through some tough 
stuff and when that happens, I think some-
times the easy choice is to not show up,” 
Reischman said in his post-race speech to the 
crowd. “I want to thank (Rutgers) for being 
an absolutely wonderful example to my crew 
about sticking to it, working hard and that 
good things come to people that continue to 
work hard.”

Nicholson has been involved with the Syr-
acuse Alumni Rowing Association since he 
returned to Syracuse in 1988 and hopes this was 
not the final chapter in a historic rivalry.

“When you see these Rutgers guys standing 
here with the Syracuse guys this morning, 
there is nobody that feels worse for the Rutgers 
guys than themselves, then the Syracuse guys,” 
Nicholson said. “It’s a little scary to think that 
can happen to us, too.”
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Tennis experts were at a loss for words upon 
hearing Jensen’s decision to take the Syracuse 
job last summer.

“I have to say I was a little surprised he 
went to a place no one thinks of as a tennis hot-
bed,” said Patrick McEnroe, captain of the U.S. 
Davis Cup team, which competes every year for 
national supremacy in the men’s game. “I don’t 
want to call it risky, but it’s definitely a chal-
lenge in that it’s not the South or California.” 

Location didn’t matter to Jensen, 40. He 
needed an outlet, a stable one, to fully carry 
out his crusade to resurrect American tennis. 
He had enough of 100 clinics a year all over the 
world since his retirement after 10 doubles titles 
in 18 years two years ago.

Courtesy of his connections with Syracuse 
athletic director Daryl Gross, a huge tennis 
fanatic whom Jensen knew from their days at 
Southern California in the mid-80s, a university 
and community suddenly rested in Jensen’s lap. 

No one of his celebrity — his team knows 
him as the long-haired, fist-pumping, bandana-
toting “Dual Hand Luke,” the ambidextrous 
Jensen brother who could serve 130 mph with 
both hands — can reach as many junior players 
with his credibility as an ESPN analyst and his 
stability as a university coach. 

His goals: a) build a powerhouse at SU by 
recruiting only Americans who want to play 
professionally, and b) make tennis the game of 
choice for Central New York children. 

Never mind the SU program — gender-equity 
law prevents a men’s team from forming in the 
foreseeable future — has failed to produce any 
players or teams of national significance in 
32 years of existence (the highlight: three Big 
East titles in the ’80s). And never mind the city 
of Syracuse boasts little tennis infrastructure 
with some 70 courts. 

In Jensen’s mind, he sees the 2017 Wimbledon 
champion removing her SU hat before curtsy-
ing to the Queen.

Jensen isn’t the lone missionary. He comes to 
Syracuse just as national numbers are turning a 
corner. A 2005 study by the United States Tennis 
Association and the Tennis Industry Association 
noted recent surges in many categories gauging 
interest in the sport. Above all, the total number 
of Americans playing tennis in 2005 reached its 
highest point in 13 years (24.7 million).

“If there was ever anyone to inspire kids to 
play tennis, it’s Luke,” said McEnroe, Jensen’s 
colleague at ESPN, on which the Syracuse coach 
will continue to flaunt his Orange gear at the 
four major tournaments every year. “He’s great 
with kids in particular. When we do ‘hits and 
giggles’ together — what we call kids clinics 
— he brings the same energy he did as a player 
and [does as] a commentator.”

“Everyone says, ‘Syracuse? Why Syracuse?’” 
said Jensen, looking up from the racquet he was 
stringing in his office. “Why not?

“Why not?”

  ❊ ❊ ❊

Sixteen board people sit in a boring confer-
ence room anxious to leave. 

They are Syracuse public school officials, 
Onondaga Nation school officials, USTA offi-
cials, a Syracuse city official, local tennis pros, 
Jensen and his assistant coach Shelley George. 

For 75 minutes they dissected the Orange 
Initiative, Jensen’s plan to revitalize tennis in 
the city starting in May. The USTA will help 
produce “block parties” — carnival-like festivals 

with games and prizes for young children — at 
local schools and possibly Clinton Square. Jensen 
will eventually invade gym classes to reach the 
15,000 elementary and middle-school kids across 
32 schools in the Syracuse public school system. 

Most invitees around the table are starting to 
steal glances at their cell phones and PDAs.

But Jensen wants to tell one more story.
He takes everyone to Moscow circa 1990. In 

between Kremlin Cup matches, Jensen arrived 
at a city gymnasium to work with the Soviet 
Union’s top junior players. He then learned 
the gym had three tattered racquets for the 30 
children standing in front of him. 

Undeterred, the lesson continued. Hello, con-
ditioning.

Four of those kids won grand slams this 
decade.

“That’s why we can do this.”

  ❊ ❊ ❊

Christina Tan can’t wait to run five miles 
in 40 minutes to make next year’s team. She 
can’t wait to practice all out for two hours every 
morning starting at 6:30. She can’t wait to be 
part of the first team to endure what Jensen 
claims will be the most professional condition-
ing program in the country.

Tan, a member of Jensen’s first recruiting 
class, will do anything for someone who leaves 
such motivating voicemails that she listens to 
some of them six months later. 

Hey, get excited, I want you to help us take 
Syracuse tennis to the top.

“I’ve never known anyone like him,” said 
Tan, a four-star recruit ranked 104th overall 
in the class of 2007 according to The Tennis 
Recruiting Network, the sport’s premier junior 
ranking Web site. “He’s so upbeat all the time. 
I’ve never met anyone that is so energetic.”

Tan, a Californian, joins Colorado’s Simone 
Kalhorn (five-star, 81st overall), North Caroli-
na’s Emily Mauser (four-star, 163) and Nevada’s 
Jacquelynn Tang (three-star, 236) in likely the 
best recruiting class in school history. If they 
succeed, Jensen should expect interest from 
top-50 players within a few years.

Jensen already envisions when those four 
will make their splash — at Notre Dame, cur-
rently the No. 2 team in the nation.

“We play (the Irish) March 6th of 2008, and 
we’re going to beat them there,” Jensen said. 
“We’re leaving the 5th after we play Rutgers 
here, and we’re going to get on the plane and 
go straight to Notre Dame. My expectation is 
that match will be the biggest match of every 
one of my players’ lives up to that point. Notre 
Dame may not know we’re coming, but that’s a 
mistake they’re making.”

  ❊ ❊ ❊

The current players are caught in the middle. 
None of them signed up for Jensen’s demand-

ing regime that officially started in January 
in place of the discarded Mac Gifford. In some 
ways, Jensen eases up. In other ways, he slams 
his foot on the gas. All in all, the mixed signals 
appear awkward.

Consider:
•  He didn’t force the current players to run five 

miles in 40 minutes in order to play matches and 
he didn’t introduce 6:30 a.m. practices. He said 
those would be unfair adjustments midseason.

• He has questioned their self-esteem and 
desire all season in the press. College athletes in 
sports other than football and men’s basketball 
aren’t used to public honesty when the school 
newspaper remains the primary media outlet.

• His top players, the Czech Republic’s Olga 

Votavova and Russia’s Maria Vasilyeva, the two in 
position to supply immediate success, do not help 
achieve his goals. They aren’t American. He said 
he will never recruit outside the country. 

• And he continually notes the tennis program’s 
run of high grade-point averages and says he will 
convince the best youth players to delay turning 
pro to earn a degree. But he himself left USC after 
two years for the pro tour. He said he would recom-
mend that again in a heartbeat.

The players dismiss all this. They love him 
anyway.

“I like how positive he is,” senior Ashley 
Lipton said. “It’s always nice to have someone 
positive on your court [during matches] and 
even in practices. It’s also nice having someone 
intense, because you’re going to work hard for 
someone that is working hard for you.” 

The team completed a remarkable turnaround 
to likely secure a bid in the Big East tournament 
that starts Thursday in Tampa, Fla. SU won six of 
its last eight matches to even its overall record at 
8-8 and extend its conference mark to 4-3. 

“I’ve had several girls comment to me they 
didn’t really like it that much in the beginning 
because we we’re asking more than in the past,” 
said George, Jensen’s hand-picked assistant.  
“But they understand now why they were doing 
what they were doing.”

Still, however the dynamic changes follow-
ing this transitional season, Jensen’s fervor 
for his players’ well-being will remain the one 
constant between this year and next year. 

When Carolina Huignard needed her wisdom 
teeth removed, Jensen drove her. When Chelsea 
Jones needed a ride to the airport for her sister’s 
wedding, Jensen drove her. When another leg 
injury sidelined Katie Bramante for the rest of 
her Syracuse career, Jensen told 2003 U.S. Open 
champion and current world No. 4 Andy Roddick, 
America’s most successful contemporary player/
flamboyant personality, to give her a call.

Road trips? Never dull. For example, ever since 
Votavova kept her birthday a secret in January, 
Jensen decided to celebrate a different player’s 
birthday each road trip at a team dinner. No mat-
ter whether it’s actually someone’s birthday.

During the team’s Spring Break trip to Las 
Vegas for a scrimmage, three blew out candles.

A spotlight suddenly illuminated Vasily-
eva in front of hundreds at the restaurant 
in the hotel Excalibur. Catherine Zawadzki 
munched on cake at the Stratosphere’s Top 
of the World. Anne Magellan made a wish at 
Hard Rock Cafe.  

“He loves embarrassing us,” Lipton said.
Said Jensen: “In the end, it’s, How can I be an 

example for these kids to go about and beyond 
what the contract says? Coach Mac did that, 

picked the girls up [for practice]. We do that. I 
don’t even think it’s anything that special, if 
a player needs something or a student needs 
something or anybody needs something, if I 
can help in any way and give them a lift that’s 
within the rules, I’m going to do that.”

  ❊ ❊ ❊

Jensen owes Gross, Syracuse’s AD, to do it 
all — the Orange Initiative, the team national 
championships, the individual titles.

Gross convinced Jensen to concentrate on 
tennis in the first place in 1986.

Then a football graduate assistant working 
with the defensive backs in a tryout, Gross 
recognized the nationally ranked tennis player, 
and couldn’t believe Jensen preferred football.

“We have place-kickers bigger than you,” 
Gross told him.

Jensen quit football.
Twenty years later, Jensen, unmarried, bolted 

Atlanta thanks to Gross, to share an old, rented 
house a half-mile from Drumlins Tennis Center 
with George, to build American tennis players in 
Syracuse, N.Y. No other goals compare.

“This was the one variable that was missing 
from his life,” Gross said. 

“He’s bringing a huge level of energy and 
commitment,” said Syracuse Chancellor Nancy 
Cantor. “This would be a huge boon for the Syra-
cuse community, and we’re behind him.”

Whether Jensen succeeds at the level he 
wants with both goals will take years, maybe 
decades, to determine. 

“To me, I just don’t see it not working out,” 
Jensen said. “All I’m looking for is effort. If you 
give me your effort, if you say, ‘Coach, I will 
do whatever it takes.’ And then after practice, 
‘Coach, you know, I’m just not happy with this. 
What do you think I can do to get this forehand 
better? What can I do to get my footwork better?’ 
That’s a win. 

“Any kid that applies themselves will get 
better. You can’t fail. Because the thing is, obvi-
ously we want to win hardware, we want to win 
trophies. But I define winning as what we do 
with a player from point A to point Z. That pro-
cess, how many steps. If they apply themselves 
and they want to get the most out of Syracuse, all 
they have to do is try.”

And win Wimbledon.

‘Everyone says, Syracuse? Why Syracuse?’ Jensen said. ‘Why not? Why not?’

courtesy of su athletics
LUKE JENSEN has led the SU tennis team to an 8-8 record in his first year as coach.

JENSEN
F R O M  P A G E  1

ONLINE
Listen to Luke Jensen at dailyorange.com 
say why the top junior players should shun 
turning pro and play at SU.
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directions. Attackman Kenny Nims notched 
four goals. Sophomore Greg Niewiersoki, who 
moved into the starting lineup to replace Per-
ritt, put up a hat trick. Second-line freshman 
midfielder Mike MacDonald, who received 
more time on the second line as a result of 
Perritt’s absence, also had a hot hand, scoring 
four goals for the Orange — the first four of 
the season. Freshman Joe Coulter and senior 
Craig Hammond likewise both netted the first 
goals of their careers.

“The past couple games we’ve been out there 
and we looked a little more nervous,” MacDon-
ald said. “We looked like we don’t want to score. 
We turned the ball over. Today we put all that 
behind us. We went out there we played our 
game. We let the game come to us instead of forc-
ing things. And the results were great.”

Rutgers’ defense looked clearly overmatched 
from the start of this game. RU starting goalie 
Bill Olin was pulled early in the second quarter, 
but the change did little to slow Syracuse. 
Twenty-one of Syracuse’s 22 goals came in the 
first three quarters. And Syracuse held a 21-5 
advantage heading into the final period before 

the Orange substituted in primarily back-up 
players to finish out the rout.

“I think we felt in the last game (a 16-15 loss to 
No. 1 Cornell) at least offensively more capable of 
showing we what we were capable of doing and 
getting closer to reaching our potential,” Desko 
said. “I think any time guys get used to finding 
the back of the net. They feel better about them-
selves and play with more confidence — and on 
top of a must win they had to have today — so it 
all came together for us.”

The offense appeared entirely focused Sunday. 
Syracuse also reduced its number of turnovers, 
a statistic that had stood out in previous losses. 
Syracuse and Rutgers had 15 turnovers apiece.

Syracuse must win its final three games to 
qualify for the postseason. SU faces its toughest 
remaining challenge Friday against No. 3 Alba-
ny. Syracuse’s offensive performance Sunday 
led some members of the SU offense to believe 
it’s a sign the Orange finally is playing with a 
sense of urgency.

“Everybody is practicing hard right now,” 
Nims said. “We know our backs are against the 
wall right now. We came close against Cornell. 
We were proud of everyone and how hard they 
worked. But we have to put this win behind us, 
because we got three tough ones to go. And we’re 
not going to let up.”

M E N ’ S  L AC RO S S E

joey baker | photo editor
DAN HARDY, seen here on March 17, switched to midfield against Rutgers on Sunday and tallied one goal and one assist in SU’s 22-9 victory. 
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BIG NUMBER
The number of goals Syracuse scored 
against Rutgers. The last time SU scored 
20 or more goals was against Albany in 
its 21-13 win on May 16, 2004 in the first 
round of the NCAA tournament.

STORYTELLER
“Everybody is practicing hard right now. We 
know our backs are against the wall right now. 
We came close against Cornell. We were proud of 
everyone and how hard they worked. But we have 
to put this win behind us because we got three 
tough ones to go. And we’re not going to let up.”

Kenny Nims
SU ATTACKMAN

THE GOOD
The offense
Everyone was involved with the offense 
as Kenny Nims, Greg Niewieroski and 
Mike MacDonald each scored at least 
a hat trick. Eight other SU players also 
found the cage. The Orange converted on 
22-of-45 shots.

THE BAD
First-half scoring drought
Rutgers scored only three goals in the 
first half. The Scarlet Knights’ third goal 
didn’t come until 12 seconds remained in 
the first half.

THE UGLY
Can’t stop a shot
The Rutgers defense couldn’t put up a 
fight against Syracuse’s offense. The 
Scarlet Knights allowed SU to score 11 
unanswered goals between the first and 
second quarter.

22
Rutgers
 G A SOG GB
Doctor 2 0 3 1
Dugan 2 1 3 1
Gaines 2 0 3 2
Rommel 1 0 3 2
Goldberg 1 0 2 1
Bottar 1 0 1 0
Pennington 0 2 1 1

Rutgers
 W/L GA S
Olin L 11 4
Pantages  10 4
Farrar  1 1

Syracuse
 G A SOG GB
Nims 4 1 4 1
MacDonald 4 1 4 0
Niewieroski 3 1 5 2
Leveille 2 1 5 5
Rommel 2 1 3 1
Loftus 2 0 2 0
Brooks 1 2 1 2
Hardy 1 1 1 0
Abbott 1 0 1 2
Hammond 1 0 1 1
Coulter 1 0 1 2
Babbles 0 1 0 1
Tucker 0 1 0 1

Syracuse
 W/L GA S
Coluccini W 5 7
Cavalieri  4 3
Huertas  0 2

RUTGERS
F R O M  P A G E  2 4
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With Perritt’s future uncertain, 
Desko adjusts lineup on fly

MacDonald scores 4, 
quadrupling year’s total

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

As a result of Pat Perritt’s withdrawal from 
Syracuse University, seldom-used attackman 
Mike MacDonald stepped into a role on SU’s 
second attack line. 

MacDonald took advantage of the opportunity 
as he scored his first goal of the season Sunday 
— then he tallied the second, third and fourth.

MacDonald’s scoring display highlighted an 
all-around powerhouse performance by the SU 
offense. The Orange put up a season-high scor-
ing total, pounding Rutgers, 22-9, at the Carrier 
Dome Sunday.

“I can’t take any credit; it’s really my team-
mates just getting the ball and moving it, and 
going hard at practice,” MacDonald said.

The junior praised the team’s ability to cor-
rect mistakes from previous weeks. He attrib-
uted the number of goals to the fact that the 
team was not forcing shots. MacDonald’s team-
mates controlled the possession until a scoring 
opportunity opened up and MacDonald said he 
happened to be the player who was in the right 
place during those possessions.  

MacDonald started his scoring salvo with six 
minutes left in the first quarter, and he did not 
tally his last goal until two seconds remained in 
the third quarter.

He tied starter Kenny Nims with the game-
high four goals. MacDonald looked like a natu-
ral alongside Nims and the rest of Syracuse’s 
lauded attack as he maneuvered through the RU 
defense to create open shots.

“Mike’s been doing a good job all year,” 
SU head coach John Desko said. “Early in the 
season he had some open looks and didn’t finish. 
I think the difference now is he’s executing like 
he had been earlier, but now he’s finishing when 
he gets the opportunities.”

Brothers Rommel
When Rutgers announced its starting lineup, 

a lone cheer came from the Syracuse section of 
the Carrier Dome. The shouts came from a cara-
van of fans cheering on the Rommel brothers, 
including the siblings’ mother, Janet Rommel. 

Greg Rommel is a captain for the Orange, 
who plays midfield, while his brother, redshirt 
sophomore Jeff, captains the Rutgers squad.

Injuries to both brothers in previous seasons 
resulted in this year’s matchup between Rutgers 
and Syracuse being the first time the sibling 
rivalry reached the college stage.

Greg Rommel easily had the upper hand in 
the meeting. He put up two goals and an assist.

The younger brother did not score until early 
in the third when the game was already out 
of hand. When Jeff Rommel fired in Rutgers’ 
fourth goal of the game, the only cheering in 
the entire stadium appeared to come from the 
convoy of Syracuse locals who had come to the 
game to cheer on the brothers, as Scarlet Knight 
fans seemed to have lost interest in the game 
with the Orange leading, 15-4.

Backup buildup
By the end of Sunday’s game, almost the 

entire Syracuse roster participated in the clash 
against Rutgers. 

Only goalie Casey Rotella, midfielder John 
Carrozza and defenseman Mark Cahak did not 
step onto the field. 

A couple performances by the back-ups stood 
out in the Orange’s victory. The most notable 
accomplishments came from midfielder Joe 
Coulter and backup goalies Al Cavalieri and 
Nick Huertas.

Some nifty moves by Coulter elicited a posi-
tive reaction from the home crowd. Near the 
end of the third period, SU defenseman Steve 
Panarelli scooped up a Rutgers turnover and 
quickly flipped it to Coulter. The midfielder 
immediately turned on the jets and darted down 
the middle of the field. He flung a shot past the 
goalie just as two Rutgers defensemen slammed 
into him, knocking him to the ground. 

On the defensive side, Cavalieri and Huertas 
combined for five saves in the fourth quarter. 
The two goalies were appearing for the first time 
this season, but neither appeared rusty. Huertas 
made one close-range save during the game’s 
final minutes that woke up a muted crowd as SU 
fans cheered for the goalkeeper.

By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse head coach John Desko had less than 
two days to prepare for the breaking news that 
midfielder Pat Perritt would leave the Syracuse 
men’s lacrosse team because of “an ongoing 
medical condition.”

Luckily for Desko, he had the personnel to 
replace him.

Attackman Greg Niewieroski took Perritt’s 
place in the starting lineup in Sunday’s 22-9 
win over Rutgers. Niewieroski started at attack, 
while Dan Hardy moved from his starting attack 
spot to midfield. Niewieroski scored three goals, 
as a result, using his finishing ability as a threat 
for the Orange inside. 

“I think Greg has been playing very well in 
practice,” Desko said. “He’s been doing a good 
job with the ball behind the cage and inside. I 
thought against Cornell he scored about every-
where he could score.”

It was a more effective strategy than when 
Desko started Niewieroski on the first midfield 
line following Perritt’s suspension after being 
charged for disorderly conduct and resisting 
arrest on March 11. But Niewieroski scored only 
one goal against Binghamton, which was on an 
unsettled situation and had little to do with his 
position. 

Niewieroski’s performance the past two 
games — five goals against Cornell and the hat 
trick on Sunday — shows he’s more suited at 
attack.

“He’s not getting these goals off of flukes or 
anything,” SU attackman Kenny Nims said. 
“He’s making great plays. He finished the ball 
like he knows he can.”

With Hardy on the midfield, SU couldn’t use 
him on the wing like the Orange does with Per-
ritt. But Hardy played at midfield last year after 
Greg Rommel and Steven Brooks fell to injury. 
He used his bulky frame to create matchup play-
ers for Rutgers.

“He really sensed the blood in the water and 
went right to the goal and scored,” Desko said. 
“The outside shot, the physical size difference 
and the ability to go behind, too — we probably 
don’t use Pat behind the goal too much.”

Hardy showed off his ability to come from 
around the cage when he scored at the 4:30 mark 
in the first quarter. Meanwhile, Niewieroski’s 
finishes at the cage happened because he moved 

to allow himself to be unnoticed at the goal. 
Niewieroski’s signature move is similar 

to that of SU men’s basketball star Demetris 
Nichols — moving off the ball, and then when 
he’s open all he has to do is convert on the 
open shot. 

That’s possible because his eyes observe 
what’s happening on the field.

Niewieroski showcased this when he came 
around the cage and found Nims for the score, 
making SU’s lead to 4-2 with 7:02 left in the first 
quarter. 

Minutes later, goalie Pete Coluccini cleared 
to midfielder Steven Brooks at midfield, who 
sprinted down the left side of the field. Mean-
while, Niewieroski creeped near the right side 
of the cage. Brooks found him open, and Niewi-
eroski laid it in at the 2:16 mark.

In the second quarter, Niewieroski sprinted 
from the sideline to the top of the crease. He 
drove past two Scarlet Knight defensemen and 
dove in for the goal with 13:25 left.

Niewieroski continued to show his hard 
work when he caught a rebound off of a missed 
shot from Greg Rommel. His rebound propelled 
Syracuse to pass the ball around until Rommel 
nailed a sidewinder with 11:25 left in the second 
period.

“Our team offense played real well,” Niewi-
eroski said. “We stretched them out and attacked 
them well.” 

SU’s attacking ultimately allowed Niewi-
eroski to continue to creep near the cage. 
It helps when he had other teammates who 
became worthy options. Nims and freshman 
attackman Mike MacDonald both scored four 
goals while eight other SU players tallied at 
least a goal.

Desko even joked the success from Niewi-
eroski, Nims and Brendan Loftus — all from 
Watertown — happened because it was snowing 
hard.

In Niewieroski’s case, the success happened 
because he works hard in practice. Desko and 
Nims both observed he’s the one who puts in the 
most effort leading up to game day. That’s why 
shuffling the lineup in such short notice didn’t 
prove to be too detrimental.

“Guys rose to the occasion,” Desko said. “It’s 
the kind of thing that could affect the team in a 
negative way, and these guys came out and made 
up the difference for him.”

joey baker | photo editor
GREG ROMMEL, seen here on March 17, contributed two points on two goals and an 
assist in Syracuse’s 22-9 win over Rutgers Sunday.

issued public apoligies and offered to attend alco-
hol counseling and community service. The next 
day, Perritt and Carrozza told The Daily Orange 
two weeks ago, Gross told them they were still on 
the team.

Perritt played a limited role against Loyola 
but scored two goals against Cornell on April 
10. Carrozza’s return to the field has been more 
limited, since he’s been hobbled with a foot 
injury all year.

Perritt’s and Carrozza’s pre-trial last 
Thursday was canceled. Gary Sommer, the 
player’s attorney, told The Daily Orange last 
week that he faxed a request to Judge Vanessa 
Bogan’s office Wednesday asking for the post-

ponement. 
“Both sides were not ready to dispose of the 

case yet,” Sommer said last week. “There’s 
usually a certain amount of investigation that 
needs to be done, both by the lawyers and by the 
district attorney.”

Sommer couldn’t be reached for comment 
after Perritt’s statement was released. It’s 
unclear what Perritt’s medical condition is, 
although Perritt talked about his need to have 
alcohol counseling after his arrest.

“I’ve been seeing an alcohol counselor every 
week and I’ve been figuring things out,” Perritt 
told The Daily Orange two weeks ago. “These 
things can’t happen and things need to be 
changed. It put things into perspective with what 
everything means to you when this happens.” 

—Kelvin Ang contributed to this report

PERRITT
F R O M  P A G E  2 4  
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By Jared Diamond
ASST. COPY EDITOR

A few days before Friday’s game, Syracuse wom-
en’s lacrosse assistant coach John Battaglino sat 
down with attacker Katie Rowan to discuss her 
role on the team. Rowan entered the contest as 
the Orange’s leading point-scorer, but she needed 
reassurance heading into the stretch run. 

Battaglino coached Rowan at Bethlehem Cen-
tral (N.Y.) High School and thought she could play 
even better. His message: Be more assertive.

Apparently, the heart-to-heart worked.
Rowan tied school records with seven goals 

and 10 points in No. 11 Syracuse’s (8-4, 3-1 Big East) 
21-12 win over No. 18 Rutgers (11-3, 2-2) Friday. In 
the process, Rowan became the ninth player in 
school history to amass 100 career points. 

The sophomore hit triple digits in just 28 
games, matching another school record as the 
quickest to reach the milestone.

“I think she is very thoughtful of others, and 
part of that thoughtfulness is making sure every-
body else is included in what we’re doing,” Syra-
cuse head coach Lisa Miller said. “But it’s OK to 
score seven goals, it’s OK to score 10 points. And 
everyone else will get their four, five.”

That’s exactly what happened Friday. At 
Battaglino’s request, Rowan asserted herself 
throughout the game. Like Miller predicted, 
eight other players also recorded at least one 
point. Seniors Jill DePetris and Kristin Brady 
even scored a hat trick apiece.

Even though other players played well, the 
night belonged to Rowan.

“We certainly want that as a coaching staff,” 
said Miller of Rowan’s generosity with the ball. 
“It’s really nice to have someone with that kind 
of talent who is that conscious of others. But it’s 
also about asserting.”

Though she did not score her first goal until 
almost 22 minutes into the game, Rowan came on 
fast. Syracuse exploded for a 14-3 halftime lead. 
When the buzzer sounded, Rowan had four goals.

Rowan came into the game with 97 points for 
her career. She earned her 100th on an unas-
sisted goal with 1:56 remaining in the first half 
to put the Orange ahead, 10-2. An announcement 
over the Carrier Dome public address system 
signified the feat but did not acknowledge that 
Rowan needed so few games to accomplish it.

Until the postgame press conference, both 
Miller and Rowan were unaware Rowan tied 
three school records. Miller said she does not 
keep statistics on the sideline and did not real-
ize Rowan had even scored seven goals. When 
told, Miller and the other four players at the 
podium applauded and offered Rowan their 
congratulations.

“I think she attacked so much more today,” 
DePetris said. “I think she definitely put it all 
out on the field, and I’m really proud of her.”

Syracuse’s offense has been lauded all season 
for its balance. The Orange has four players 
with at least 20 goals and two with at least 

30. But Rowan has established herself as the 
unequivocal offensive standout. Her 51 points is 
14 more than the next closest players, DePetris 
and freshman Halley Quillinan.

Despite Rowan’s commitment to offensive 
aggressiveness Friday, she still managed to 
utilize her passing ability. With three assists 
in the second half, Rowan increased her season 
total to 15 — second on the team, only behind 
DePetris’ 20.

The seven-goal performance may solidify 
Rowan’s place as the leading goal-scorer on one 
of the nation’s best offensive units. Syracuse 
has just three more regular-season games, and 
Rowan leads the team with 36 goals. 

Quillinan led the team with 30 goals coming 

into the game — the two have gone back and 
forth all year — but the freshman connected for 
just two Friday.

Only in her second season, Rowan has the 
chance to completely rewrite the Syracuse record 
book. She already has the record for most goals (46) 
and points (56) as a freshman. If Rowan continues 
her pace, she will break the sophomore record for 
goals and points of 40 and 57, respectively.

Yet Rowan remains more concerned with 
helping her team advance past the first round 
of the NCAA tournament for the first time in 
school history, not her own success.

“I’ve never really followed my own stats,” 
Rowan said. “Seriously, I just don’t think about 
that kind of stuff.”

By Christopher James
STAFF WRITER

Although Syracuse rode another offensive 
outburst to victory Friday night, the Orange 
defense helped put the game away early and 
almost made it interesting late.

No. 11 Syracuse (8-4, 3-1 Big East) survived 
a strong second-half Rutgers rally in the Car-
rier Dome to pull away from the No. 18 Scarlet 
Knights (11-3, 2-2), 21-12.

After taking a 14-3 lead into halftime, the 
Orange saw Rutgers post six of the second 
half’s first eight goals to close the gap to seven. 
The Scarlet Knights still couldn’t get any 
closer as SU’s halftime advantage proved to be 
too much.

Sophomore Katie Rowan led the Orange 
offense, tying school records with seven goals 
and 10 points. However, it was defense that 
allowed SU to bolt to an 11-goal halftime lead. 

Despite trailing on draw controls from the 
start, SU was still able to score the game’s first 
seven goals. Rutgers won draw after draw, only 
to see its attackers smothered or its shots stoned 
by goalie Amber Pardee-Hill. 

“I think that’s the best 30 minutes of lacrosse 
we’ve played all season,” Syracuse head coach 
Lisa Miller said. “If we didn’t get the ball, we 
defended well.”

It’s the next step for an improving defense. 

The Orange defense continues to cause turn-
overs all over the field. Rutgers coughed the ball 
up 18 times, after Colgate posted 24 turnovers 
against the Orange last week.

In the first half, SU stripped attacker after 
attacker in the open field when Rutgers tried to 
set up its offense. Senior Gaddy Fortune even 
entered the mix off the bench, using her long 
wingspan to snatch a downfield pass out of 
midair. At least once in the first half, Rutgers 
was stripped on a free position attempt before it 
could unload on goal.

Midfielder Ashley Pike said it’s been offen-
sive players going after the ball when they turn 
it over, or re-defending, that has built up the 
core defense.

“If (freshman) Halley (Quillinan) drops the 
ball, she’s the first person to turn around and 
go after it,” Pike said. “When she does that, it 
makes me feel really good. It makes me feel she’s 
working so hard to get the ball back. It’s a huge 
thing.”

Miller said the offensive unit, made up of 
mostly underclassmen, has finally learned how 
to play together. 

“I think we’re just getting better at playing 
as a unit up and down the field,” Miller said. “I 
thought our attack did a nice job of coming back, 
slowing the ball down, putting the pressure on.”

Coming off her best performance of the sea-

son with 15 saves at Colgate, Pardee-Hill was 
strong again with 11 saves. Seven of those came 
in the first half, and Pardee-Hill struggled with 
her defense, only causing three turnovers after 
halftime.

Without the same pressure, the Scarlet 
Knights were able to get more shots and put nine 
goals past Pardee-Hill. Nina Frankoski led the 
Rutgers attack with four goals, all in the second 
half, giving her 36 for the season.

“They shot a little bit earlier, which I think 
took us off guard,” Miller said. “They had better 
opportunities in the second half. The goalie, to 
some degree, is dependent on her attacking and 
defensive unit.”

Pardee-Hill looked frozen on several shots in 
the second half. While the game may have been 

out of reach by then, Rutgers made the score 
respectable, outscoring the Orange, 9-7, in the 
second half. Like the defense in front, Pardee-
Hill was hot, and then not.

“Sometimes you’re on fire, and sometimes, 
I don’t want to say I can’t see the ball, but I just 
can’t get there,” Pardee-Hill said. “You can’t 
save them all.”

Syracuse scores 21 goals but 
needs defense to seal game

WO M E N ’ S  L AC RO S S E

Rowan embraces aggressiveness; record book in danger
Rutgers
 G A SOG GB
Frankoski 4 0 7 0
Lawrence 3 0 4 1
Farewell 2 0 3 2
Poole 1 1 2 0
Marchitello 1 0 1 1
Batiuk 1 0 4 0
Cantwell 0 2 1 0

Rutgers
 W/L GA S
Paige L 14 6
Abel  6 1
Parker  1 0

Syracuse
 G A SOG GB
Rowan 7 3 8 0
DePetris 3 2 4 2
Brady 3 0 4 2
Dove 2 1 2 0
Pike 2 0 4 0
Quillinan 2 0 3 2
Mosenson 1 0 1 0
Rogers 1 0 1 1
Hamm 0 1 0 0

Syracuse
 W/L GA S
Pardee-Hill W 12 11

AT A GLANCE
Record: 8-4, 3-1 Big East (1st)
Next three games
Wednesday Cornell
Saturday Loyola
April 27, 29 Big East tournament

will halsey | staff photographer
KRISTIN BRADY fends off two Rutgers defenders in Syracuse’s 21-12 win over the 
Scarlet Knights Friday. The junior attacker recorded a hat trick.

sports.dailyorange.com
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By John Clayton
STAFF WRITER

In the bottom of the third inning of game two of 
Syracuse’s doubleheader with Louisville Sat-
urday, SU was in need of a run to jumpstart its 
offense.

After the Syracuse bats were unable to con-
vert on scoring opportunities in a 7-2 loss in the 
opener, the Orange appeared poised to score the 
second game’s first run. With one out, shortstop 
Nicole Miller tried scoring from third base on 
Tonye McCorkle’s grounder to second.

The umpire called Miller out on a close play 
at home that sent Syracuse head coach Leigh 
Ross running in from her third-base coaching 
box to argue the call.

“The throw was up the line and the catcher 
had to dive to get up the line, there was no way 
she could’ve tagged the runner,” Ross said. 
“That call changed the whole complexion of the 
game.”

Louisville (25-16, 7-1 Big East) would get out 
of the inning unscathed, later securing a 6-2 vic-
tory and a sweep of the Orange (15-26, 5-7).

Ross’ frustration was understandable. Bad 
call or not, Syracuse’s failure to score in the 
third was a defining moment in an afternoon 
marred by a lack of timely hitting and offen-
sive mistakes. SU managed 15 hits over the 
two games but was able to plate only four 
runs. 

“I definitely think it was mostly us pressing 
at the plate,” Miller said. “We had so many 

opportunities to score runners and we were 
obviously hitting the pitcher, and I think we just 
needed to get those runners in scoring position 
across the plate.”

Louisville didn’t make SU’s task of convert-
ing scoring chances any easier. In the first 
inning of the day’s opener, Cardinals second 
baseman Rebecca Saksefski made a difficult 
over-the-shoulder catch in foul territory with 
runners on first and second to end the Syracuse 
threat.

In the top of the next frame, Saksefski belted 
a long solo home run over the left-field fence to 
make the contest 2-0 and further demoralize the 
Orange. 

It was a lead that would never be seriously 
threatened. The Cardinals chased Syracuse 
pitcher Chanel Roehner (7-7) after just 4.1 
innings. The junior allowed seven earned runs 
and nine hits.

Yet Ross felt the difference in the game could 
be traced back to the early innings, when Louis-
ville denied Syracuse’s scoring efforts.

“That’s what good teams do,” Ross said. 
“When they get in a pinch, someone makes a 
great play to get them out of it. They made some 
big plays on defense the first game that took us 
right out of the game.”

Louisville capitalized on the Orange’s fail-
ures to notch runs in the second game, as well. 
After throwing Miller out at home, the Cardi-
nals added two runs in the top of the fourth to 
make it 2-0.

Syracuse wasted a bases-loaded, one-out 
opportunity in the bottom of the fourth. Second 
baseman Lindsay Wasek struck out and Miller 
fouled out to first to help Louisville out of the 
jam.

The Cardinals opened the door for SU in the 
bottom of the sixth. A throwing error by third 
baseman Audrey Rendon allowed right fielder 

Rachel Tilford to score with one out to cut the 
lead in half, 2-1. Wasek tied the game with a sac-
rifice fly to left field that plated the designated 
hitter, Roehner, who was 3-for-3 with three 
singles in the second game. 

“I give these guys credit, especially in the 
second game,” Ross said. “They came out with a 
little better attitude.”

SU allowed four runs in the seventh inning, 
ruining an otherwise solid performance by 
Syracuse freshman pitcher Brittany Gardner, 
who kept SU in the game despite its stagnant 
offense. 

“I ended up walking the leadoff batter, and 
that always puts you in a tough situation,” 
Gardner said about the seventh inning. “We had 
bases loaded a few times and we didn’t produce, 
and then they get the bases loaded and they do 
produce. It’s kind of disappointing.”

For Ross, her team’s blown opportunities 
made the two losses tougher to stomach.

“It’s been a tough season. So the morale is 

low and it’s tough to stay up sometimes,” Ross 
said. “You start to feel like, ‘Can a call just start 
to go our way?’ or ‘Can we just get a break?’ But 
we’ve had our opportunities, and we can’t blame 
the whole game on a bad call or great play by the 
other team.”

Timely hitting not in cards 
as SU’s offense sputters 

AT A GLANCE
15-26, 5-7 Big East
Next three games
Tuesday Cornell (2)
April 21 at St. John’s (2)
April 22 at Seton Hall (2)

megan lange | contributing photographer
CHANEL ROEHNER slides into second base in a doubleheader against Louisville 
Saturday. The junior batted 3-for-5 in the two games, both Syracuse losses.

rehabilitation can take “at least three months 
of healing before resuming active participation 
in sports.”

Wide receiver Taj Smith broke his collarbone 
in the Orange’s fourth game last season, end-
ing his season. Following Smith’s injury, SU 
finished the year 2-6. 

As a freshman Carter rushed for 713 yards 
in 2006 — a team high — and scored four 
touchdowns, all in SU’s 40-34 double-over-
time win against Wyoming. He was listed 
as a starter at running back on the Orange’s 
spring depth chart, along with rising junior 
Curtis Brinkley. 

Brinkley and rising junior Paul Chiara are 
the favorites to replace Carter’s carries. They 
combined for 630 yards rushing in 2006, with 
two touchdowns by Brinkley. Brinkley also net-
ted one receiving touchdown.

However, Brinkley told The Daily Orange 
on Wednesday his knee is only about 50 
percent healed from offseason arthroscopic 
knee surgery. He said practicing has affected 
his rehabilitation, but he has participated 
in each of the Orange’s 12 spring practices 
thus far.

CARTER
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

rachel fus | staff photographer
DELONE CARTER may miss the entire 2007 season after dislocating his hip during spring practice on Saturday.

GAME 1
Louisville 110 320 0 7 11 0
Syracuse 000 200 0 2 8 0

WP: Wadwell (8-5) 4IP, 7H, 2ER, 1BB, 0K
LP: Roehner (8-18) 4.1IP, 9H, 7ER, 1BB, 3K

GAME 2
Louisville 000 200 4 6 10 2
Syracuse 000 002 0 2 7 1

WP: Wadwell (9-5) 3IP, 2H, 2ER, 2BB, 1K
LP: Roehner (8-18) 7IP, 10H, 6ER, 1BB, 6K
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Summer Sublet
2 Bedroom --Rent one or both, One block from 
campus, Parking, Dishwasher, Heat included, 
$400/ month, Available May to end of July. 
315-436-8074

Summer Sublet 2BR Appt on Ackerman St.
Seeking a group of 2 or 3 to go in together on 
this spacious 2BR place for $700/month. 315-
657-7478 more info: jndesant.googlepages.com

Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms at 
510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Negotiable
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms

968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING. 

422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon,

116 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apts at:

110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 
136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air. 
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

LANCASTER RENTAL!
3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 

WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

* FOR RENT ‘07-’08 
* Euclid Ave. 1 Bedroom Apt. 
Fully furnished,free parking, Porch,heat and hot 
water included. A MUST SEE $695 per month 
lease starts may 29th. Call Lis (201) 655-0163 or 
lesilva@syr.edu

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

Apt for rent for 07-08 school year
2 bedroom apt. for rent for the 07-08 school 
year. 1 block from campus. Heat/hot water 
included. Fully furnished. $475/mo. Please call 
315-430-2900 or email kldavies@syr.edu.

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

CLASSIF IEDS2 2  a p r i l  1 6 ,  2 0 0 7
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collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

 
NOTICES
GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... RE-
GARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

 
  

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

a p r i l  1 6 ,  2 0 0 7  23

EARN MONEY Placing Ads on 

College Campuses or in your area.  
For INFORMATION, send your 

Name and Address to: 

WALLACE RANKINS

101 ALBERT TER SYRACUSE, NY 13202

Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!
Buy online at 

www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

Nanny Wanted
Experienced, reliable part-time nanny wanted 
for care of an infant. References required. Must 
have car. Non-smokers only. Call 383-2880

Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

Students from Taiwan and China
Marketing Company expanding and looking for 
students who want to build a long term busi-
ness. Must be entrepreneurial and committed. 
Will coach and mentor. Send resume to Tidal 
Passions International, 29 Rodrigo Ct. Millbrook, 
NY 12545

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Leaders Wanted
Are you smart, committed and passionate about 
your health and the health of the environment?  
Marketing team looking for leader, entrepreneur-
ial spirit.  Will train and mentor.  Send Resume 
to Tidal Passions International, 29 Rodrigo Ct. 
Millbrook, NY 12545.

Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, 
for my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

Summer Opportunity
Looking for summer income that will bring pas-
sive residual income year round? Do you have 
leadership skills and are you willing to be men-
tored and learn life long marketing skills? Are you 
passionate about the environment and natural 
alternatives in the health field? Send resume 
to Tidal Passions International, 29 Rodrigo Ct. 
Millbrook, NY 12545 

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE MONDAY, APRIL 16 AT  
ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S, AND SHIRTWORLD FOR 

A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

HARDSUDOKU!
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By Matt Gelb
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

One season after losing one of its 
top playmakers for much of the 
year, Syracuse will have to deal 
with another devastating injury 
to the offense in 2007. Except this 
time, the season hasn’t even started 
yet.

Rising sophomore running back 

Delone Carter dislocated his hip 
during spring practice on 
Saturday.

The injury was con-
firmed by a Syracuse 
spokesperson on Sunday. It 
was first reported by The 
Post-Standard in Sunday’s 
newspaper.

Syracuse head coach 

Greg Robinson told The Post-Stan-
dard that Carter’s injury 
could require surgery 
that may keep the tail-
back out for the entire 
2007 season. Robinson 
said the injury occurred 
during a 7-on-7 pass-
ing drill when Carter 
bumped into a defender 

awkwardly. 
Robinson was unavailable for 

comment Sunday. He is next sched-
uled to address the media after prac-
tice on Wednesday.

According to the Complete Guide 
to Sports Injuries by H. Winter 
Griffith, M.D., following surgery 
and healing of the injured ligaments, 

By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse men’s lacrosse midfielder Pat 
Perritt released a statement Sunday 
morning that he plans to withdraw 
from Syracuse University and the SU 
men’s lacrosse team “due to an ongoing 

medical condition 
which has recently 
worsened.”

“On the rec-
ommendation of 
my doctor, I am 
withdrawing from 
school and return-
ing to my home to 

Long Island,” Perritt wrote in his 
statement. “My family and I appreci-
ate the respect of our privacy regard-
ing this matter.”

Mike Morrison, SU’s assistant 
director of athletic communications, 
wasn’t sure when Perritt made the deci-
sion. But he said Perritt requested to 
the athletics office on Friday afternoon 
that they release his statement on his 
behalf.

Perritt was not present at Syracuse’s 
game against Rutgers on Sunday. A 
preseason Tewaaraton Trophy nomi-
nee, Perritt scored seven goals this 
season, after a superb freshman year 
in which he scored 17 goals and was an 
honorable mention All-American. 

Morrison said he is unsure if 
Perritt has already left campus. But 
Syracuse head coach John Desko sug-
gested Perritt won’t return this year.

“He could’ve played today and the 
rest of the season, but with what’s 
going on medically, we certainly 
understand,” Desko said 

Perritt and SU midfielder John 
Carrozza were arrested on March 
11 for disorderly conduct and resist-
ing arrest. The next day SU Director 
of Athletics Daryl Gross suspended 
them indefinitely.

On March 28, Perritt and Carrozza 

STAYIN’ ALIVE

Perritt 
withdraws 
from SU

f o o t b a l l

Carter dislocates hip in practice; status for ’07 season in doubt

rachel fus | staff photographer
KENNY NIMS, seen here in a Feb. 18 win over Hobart, led Syracuse with five points in the Orange’s 22-9 win over Rutgers Sunday. Nims 
and junior Mike MacDonald led Syracuse with four goals apiece.

CARTER

PERRITT

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

F
or an instant it seemed Syracuse 
could find itself again in an early 
hole. After losing the opening 

face-off, Rutgers aimed to put up the 
first points of the game. An instant 
later the game was over. 

The Scarlet Knights first posses-
sion soon became a turnover and 
seconds later, midfielder Matt Abbott 
was dashing down the field, firing in 
the first goal of the game. 

The scoring barrage was on.  
 For the first time this season, 
No. 17 Syracuse’s (4-6) much-hyped 

offense came alive against No. 20 
Rutgers (4-5) as the Orange crushed 
the Scarlet Knights, 22-9, Sunday at 
the Carrier Dome in front of 3,365 
fans.

Problems both on and off the 
field could be blamed for SU’s weak 
offensive attack. This weekend the 
troubles plaguing Syracuse’s offen-
sive seemed a thing of the past.

Syracuse head coach John Desko 
presented a simple explanation for 
why Syracuse’s offense finally found 
consistency.

“I thought we were shooting well,” 
Desko said. “I thought it was some-

thing we hadn’t been doing well. 
Even earlier in the season when you 
look back at the Armys of the world, 
when you basically generate 50 shots 
and only come up with single digits 
on the scoreboard. And now we’re 
generating our shots and we’re fin-
ishing our shots, which we hadn’t 
been doing earlier in the year.”

On Sunday the Orange scored on 
almost half its shots: SU’s 22 goals 
came off of 45 shot attempts. The 
attack blasted Rutgers for its first 
20-goal performance since 2004. At 
one point Syracuse strung together 
11 consecutive goals. 

All these offensive accolades 
came without the help from one of 
Syracuse’s strongest offensive play-
ers. Before the game, Syracuse start-
ing midfielder Pat Perritt released a 
statement announcing he was with-
drawing from Syracuse University 
for medical reasons. 

However, any fears that the loss 
of one of Syracuse’s most proficient 
scorers would affect the outcome of 
the game were put to rest as soon as 
Syracuse gained its first possession.

Ignited by Abbott’s fast start, 
Syracuse’s goals came from all 

SEE RUTGERS PAGE 18
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Syracuse stays in postseason hunt with 22-goal barrage against Rutgers

I N S I D E  S P O R T S

Rutgers romp
SU’s mens lacrosse team wasn’t 
the only team beating up Rut-
gers. The women’s team did, 
too. Page 20

SEE PERRITT PAGE 19

SEE CARTER PAGE 21
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ABOUT THE SERIES
In the three-part Inadequate series, The D. O. explores the three 
campus fixtures that are not up to par with schools across the nation.
Coming up: 
Wednesday: Archbold Gymnasium
Thursday: Schine Student Center

By Matt Reilly
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Dean David M. Rubin of the S.I. New-
house School of Public Communications 
will be stepping down as dean on June 
30, 2008, he said in a phone interview 
Monday afternoon. 

Rubin will return as a member of 
the Newhouse faculty for the 2009–2010 
school year after he takes a year off to 
recharge, as well as to write.

Rubin said he informed both Chancel-
lor Nancy Cantor and Donald Newhouse, 
the son of the school’s namesake, last 
week of his decision. The Newhouse fac-
ulty was informed Monday morning in 
a personal e-mail from the dean, and 
the plan was to be announced to the 
greater Syracuse University community 
on Wednesday.

“It’s a good time for a transition,” 
Rubin said. He added that a search 

committee will set 
up in the upcoming 
weeks with the goal 
of to have a succes-
sor in place by next 
June.

“The Deanship 
should attract many 
exciting candidates,” 
Rubin said in the e-mail sent to faculty 
Monday morning, which was obtained by 

The Daily Orange. 
Rubin has been dean of the Newhouse 

school for 18 years and said the decision 
to retire as dean has been coming for a 
couple of years. He discussed his decision 
with his wife, Tina, and they agreed it 
was the right time, both for him and the 
school.

Rubin’s decision was based on his 
belief the school needs fresh blood at the 

APRIL BLIZZARDS BRING...
HI 38° | LO 35°

n e w h o u s e

Rubin to step down in 2008 after 18 years as school’s dean 

SU community 
reacts to 
Virginia Tech 
massacre

South Campus lags 
behind comparative 
schools’ apartments with 
structural problems, 
distance from North 

will halsey | staff photographer
SOUTH CAMPUS holds about 2,800 students. Many complain about 
the condition of the roads, as well as the quality of the buildings.

In need of
repair

I N S I D E
N E W S

ESF Abroad
The school 
announced its 
plans to place a 
permanent field 
station in Costa 
Rica to foster 
interactive 
research. 
Page 3

I N S I D E
P U L P

Student-
designed 
Centro
SU architect 
students are 
involved with 
creating a new 
Centro bus 
stop. 
Page 10

I N S I D E
S P O R T S

The first 
of ‘08
Syracuse men’s 
basketball 
secured its first 
recruit for the 
2008 season.
Page 20

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

The bad list
Like top ten 
lists? Then read 
the ten things 
Pierre Hahn 
hates about 
Syracuse
University.
Page 5

RUBIN

By Melissa Daniels
ASST. COPY EDITOR

The doors to Hendricks Chapel 
remained open on Monday, with 
a candle lit at the end of an aisle. 
Chaplains were available through-
out the day, willing to talk to any-
one who wished to enter.

The Virginia Tech shooting on 
Monday caused widespread raw 
emotion throughout the country, 
and Syracuse University was not 
exempt. 

“Everybody’s hearts are going 
out to Virginia Tech today,” 
said Dean of Hendricks Chapel 
Thomas Wolfe. “This is a monu-
mental disaster, a tragedy that has 
befallen them.” 

An unidentified gunman 
opened fire in a Virginia Tech 
dorm in the morning, beginning 
the deadliest shooting rampage 
in U.S. history. By the end of the 
day, the death toll reached 33, 
including the death of the gun-
man himself. 

Sources had varying reports 
throughout the day about whether 
the gunman committed suicide or 
if he was killed by police. Authori-
ties later said the gunman killed 
himself. A two-hour gap between 
shootings raised the possibility of 
more than one shooter.

Wolfe is also co-chair of the 
Critical Incident Management 
Team. The group touched base this 
morning after hearing about the 
shootings. The team, which focus-
es on human response in tragic 
events, encouraged contacting the 
counseling center and reflecting 

SEE VA TECH PAGE 6

SEE RUBIN PAGE 4

By Dan Thalkar
STAFF WRITER

Megan Merchant has a lot of problems with South 
Campus. The roads are a mess, the dumpsters are 
too far away, the walls are too thin, the stove doesn’t 
always work and spiders sometimes fall from the 
ceiling.

And the Syracuse University sophomore said it 
could be worse.

“I think it’s worth it,” said Merchant, a history 
major. “You’re going to have to deal with problems 
in your apartment, or eventually with landlords.”

Most of the apartment buildings on South were 
built in the early ’70s and, while extensive reno-
vations of the interiors took place 10 years ago, 
the infrastructure and buildings themselves need 
updating, Merchant said.

The permanent addition of 342 freshmen in 
SkyHalls also created new issues for South, since 
freshmen aren’t allowed to have cars and must rely 
solely on the bus system.

Allowing freshmen to have cars on South is one 
issue under consideration, said Eileen Simmons, 
director of housing.

Directors of housing, FixIt, parking and other 
officials at SU met last week for the first in a series 

SEE SOUTH CAMPUS PAGE 9
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Sudan accepts United 
Nations aid in Darfur
Discussions begin on Monday 
with leaders of the United Nations 
and the African Union to talk 
about a partnership between the 
two groups to aid confl ict in Dar-
fur, a region in western Sudan. 
The country of Sudan accepted 
the addition of the UN aid to AU 
forces in the region. ADDITIONS 
INCLUDE 3,000 MILITARY POLICE 
OFFICERS, SIX ATTACK HELICOP-
TERS, AVIATION AND LOGISTIC 
ASSISTANCE. Sudan’s ambassa-
dor to the UN sent a letter to Secre-
tary General Ban Ki-moon that said 
Sudan would accept the “heavy 
support package.” Omar Hassan al-
Bashir, president of Sudan, had pre-
viously rejected requests to aid the 
region. More than 200,000 people 
have died in the Darfur region, and 
about 2.3 million have been forced 
to leave the area due to attacks 
from the janjaweed militia. 

Six ministers pulled 
from Iraqi cabinet
Shiite cleric Moktada al-Sadr 
removed six ministers from the 
Iraqi cabinet on Monday. Sadr 
had previously threatened to cut 
ties with the current government. 
SPOKESMEN FOR SADR SAID 
HE REMOVED HIS MINISTERS 
BECAUSE THE GOVERNMENT 
HAD NOT YET REACHED A 
TIMETABLE FOR WITHDRAWAL 
OF AMERICAN TROOPS FROM 
IRAQI SOIL. Sadr said in a written 
statement that he was giving the 
government a chance to appoint 
new ministers to the cabinet who 
would not have political party alli-
ances or have a sectarian agenda. 
Replacements have not yet been 
announced. 

Group claims responsibility 
for death of BBC reporter
The kidnapping of BBC reporter 
Alan Johnston, who has been 
abducted in Gaza, was claimed 
on Sunday by a Palestinian group. 
The group said that they had killed 
Johnston, but the REPORTS HAVE 
YET TO BE CONFIRMED OR VERI-
FIED. “For more than a day now, 
we have been seeking independent 
verifi cation and demanding urgent 
clarifi cation from the Foreign Offi ce 
and the Palestinian authorities,” 
BBC Director-General Mark Thomp-
son said. Johnston was abducted 
by gunpoint on March 12 after leav-
ing his offi ce. A cleric in the Church 
of England will hold a prayer vigil 
for the BBC reporter later this after-
noon that will include a plea for 
Johnston’s release.

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
7 p.m.  
The Indigenous Film in North Amer-
ica Series will present “Business 
of Fancy Dancing,” by Sherman 
Alexie.

102 Hall of Languages | Free

7:30 p.m.  
Artist Stephen Talasnik will speak 
at SU as part of the Visiting Artist 
and Speakers Program. Talasnik 
has had drawings and sculptures 
displayed all over the world, includ-
ing galleries in Vienna, London, 
Amsterdam and Berlin.

Maxwell Auditorium | Free

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

Inadequate: Schine
The Daily Orange series “Inad-
equate” looks at how SU’s student 
center measures up to similar facili-
ties on other campuses.

PULP

Cancer breakthroughs 
at SU
A team of chemistry students and 
professors have made progress in 
cancer research in their labs. 

SPORTS

What’s next?
What do women’s basketball play-
ers aspire to after college? Is the 
WNBA a real option? 

OPIN ION

Strengthen security
In light of terrible events like the 
shootings at Virginia Tech, Kather-
ine Paster says it’s time to bolster 
security on college campuses.
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TRACK AND FIELDMEN’S LACROSSE

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

Larry Ellis Invitational
           @ Princeton, N.J.

FRI., APR.20, TBA

WED.  APR. 18, 7 P.M.        
vs. Cornell

TUE.  APR. 17, 3 P.M.        
vs. Cornell

FRI.  APR. 20, 7:30 P.M.        
vs.Albany

During your time as a student at SU, what kind of orange stuff have you collected? 
E-mail submissions to dophoto@dailyorange.com

SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!

Last day to send in photos:
 Monday April 23rd

The Best of Syracuse 2007
The Daily Orange read-
ers gave us their opinions 
on what should be “The 
Best of Syracuse.” The 
votes have been tallied 
and the results are in. 
Now all that’s left is to 
read the stories. Did your 
favorite restaurant make 
the cut? Is your favorite 
bar the best in the land? 
The only way to fi nd 
out is to check out “The 
Best of Syracuse” guide 
tomorrow, only in The 
Daily Orange.
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By Marissa Broe
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Costa Rica will be the home of a 
new field station, the first of its kind 
outside the United States for the 
State University of New York College 
of Environmental Science and For-
estry, said the school’s President Cor-
nelius “Neil” Murphy in his opening 
remarks for the annual Earth Week 
celebration.

The news came as a surprise to 
students who had been invited to 
the event because of an announce-
ment but didn’t know what exactly 
it would be. As snow fell on the ESF 
Quad, the intended venue, members 
of the SUNY-ESF community gath-
ered inside Nifkin Lounge for the 
kick-off event.

Murphy’s announcement was a 
new satellite addition to the SUNY-
ESF campus: a field station for tropical 
studies in northwestern Costa Rica. 
The new station will contribute to the 
college’s mission of making a better 
world through environmental educa-
tion, Murphy said during his speech.

Currently, SUNY-ESF works with 
57 research stations outside of the 
United States, including sites on 
all seven continents. Yet the Costa 
Rica station will be the college’s first 

permanent bio-station outside of the 
United States, Murphy said.

The decision to create the station 
came from work that had already 
been taking place in the Central 
American country. SUNY-ESF pro-
fessors Charlie Hall and Alex Weir 
have been conducting tropical sys-
tems research in Costa Rica and the 
new field station will add to the work 
being done, Murphy said. 

The 30 acres were donated by 
SUNY-ESF alumnus Arthur Sundt, 
Class of 1959. Sundt contacted the 
college out of his own interest and 
offered his personal ranch to the 
institution, Murphy said. The 
understanding is that little struc-
tural modifications are needed, and 
SUNY-ESF faculty and students can 
move forward with projects at the 
tropical site.

For the last five years, students in 
the landscape architecture program 
at SUNY-ESF have worked with the 
Monteverde Institute in Costa Rica 
to study issues of environmental sus-
tainability, Murphy said. This pro-
gram can now continue at the field 
station. Two groups from the college 
have also already taken advantage of 
the field station since January. 

Alex Weir, associate professor 

in the Environmental and Forest 
Biology environmental and forest 
biology department, was part of the 
first group to visit the field station. 
As part of a study with the National 
Science Foundation, Weir took two 
graduate students and one under-
grad to the site to study its tropical 
fungal diversity. The group collected 
fungal samples to bring back to the 
U.S. campus for further study. 

SUNY-ESF’s biology department is 
unique in the fact that a great empha-
sis is put on field work, Weir said. The 
new field station “adds another arm to 
the field program,” he said.    

“With tropical ecosystems there is 
an awful lot that we don’t know,” Weir 
said. “It’s going to be a great site for our 
students. Everything is so diverse.”

It wasn’t uncommon to wake up 
and see spider monkeys and a variety 
of parrot species outside, he said. 
The opportunity to study a number 
of different subjects from animal 
behavior to tropical biology is pos-
sible in Costa Rica. The site, which 
Weir said is only about a 10-minute 
drive from the Pacific Ocean, is sur-
rounded by plants and animals ideal 
for the SUNY-ESF students’ studies.   

It is up to the creativity of the 
faculty to design the programs for 

the field station, Murphy, the ESF 
president, said. The facility has been 
used by three faculty members so 
far, and Murphy added that he would 
like to see this number increase in 
the future.

The past programs in Costa Rica 
have been short, one to two weeks 
in length, but it is possible for this to 
increase to semester-long, Murphy 
said.

“We’re in a world of globaliza-
tion. Global warming shows us that 
environmental consequences are 
not restricted to individual country 
boundaries,” Murphy said. “What we 
do in Costa Rica has the opportunity 
to affect Mexico.”

NEW FIELD 
STATION FACTS
■ It is the ESF’s first perma-
nent bio-station outside of 
the United States.
■ The 30-acre site was 
donated by ESF ’59 alumnus 
Arthur Sundt.
■ Past Costa Rica programs 
have been one-to-two weeks 
in length, but that could 
increase to a semester long.

e s f

Heading south: School creates first research station abroad

megan lange | contributing photographer
CORNELIUS MURPHY, president of ESF, presented the new plans for ESF’s field station in Costa Rica using pictures and maps of the new 
location.

s t u de n t  a s s o c i at io n

Bill supports 
cancellation 
of Imus show

By Peter de Montmollin
STAFF WRITER

The Student Association voiced its 
support for Rutgers University and 
its women’s basketball team in a bill 
passed Monday. It describes talk show 
host Don Imus’ comments about the 
Rutgers’ team as “racist, sexist, slan-
derous and deplorable.”

“It shows that we get off the Hill, 
we look at daily events and we decide 
what is right and what is wrong,” said 
assembly member Neville Williams, 
who introduced the bill. “Essentially, 
it shows that we are aware.”

The bill will be sent along with a 
letter to the Rutgers Student Assem-
bly, Williams said. Parliamentarian 
Marko Markov suggested Williams 
compile a list of SU student organiza-
tions who would want to send the bill 
with SA.

The association also held a 
moment of silence in response to the 
shootings at Virginia Tech Universi-
ty on Monday morning. The moment 
was held at the request of President 
Ryan Kelly, through a statement 
read by Markov. 

“In the spirit of Chancellor Can-
tor’s words, I would like for us to 
take a moment of silent reflection 
about what has occurred,” Kelly said 
in a written statement, referring to 
the chancellor’s comments about the 
shootings in an e-mail sent out Mon-
day afternoon.   

Kelly and several other SA 
members were not at the meeting 
because they were attending the 
Gala Awards. 

Housekeeping
Markov, who chaired the meet-

ing, congratulated the association 
for winning the Dean of Students 
Award for Positive Advocacy at the 
gala. The award was given to two 
student organizations and one indi-
vidual.

“This is something everyone in 
here should be proud of,” he said, 
holding a plaque SA had received.

Budget deliberations started Mon-
day and continue through Sunday, 
Markov said, reading the comptrol-
ler’s report in place of Comptroller 
Mike Rizzolo, who was not at the 
meeting.

“Everyone should be signed up 
this week to attend for a half hour,” 
he said.

The budget meeting, during which 
SA will approve each individual budget 

SEE SA PAGE 7
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   Visit dailyorange.com/podcasts

Please join us to

    Remember 
     the 11,000,000 people who lost their lives
    Honor
     the thousands who risked their lives to save others

William Donat: Child Survivor of the Warsaw Ghetto 
& & 

Campus-Wide Memorial Service

Wednesday, April 18th 
7:00 PM

The Winnick Hillel Center for Jewish Life

Remembrance pins available all week

 Cosponsored by: Hillel, Catholic Ministry, Protestant Ministry, Lutheran      
     Ministry,  Pride Union,  Student African-American Society,  STAND       

NEVER FORGET
A Holoocaust Remembrance Ceremony

top. “It’s time for some new vigor, new ideas,” 
he said.

The dean wanted to move on before there was 
a sentiment that he should step down and said 
he thinks this is the best time to pass the torch, 
because there is no pressure for him to leave at 
this time.

“It will be a good time, because the new build-
ing will have been open for a year,” Rubin said, 
referring to the soon-to-be opened Newhouse III. 
Rubin secured the funds for the building and 
has been overseeing the development, construc-
tion and inauguration of the state-of-the-art 
addition.

Rubin’s final 14 months promise to be filled 
with serious decisions and preparation for a 
new administration. Not only will the school’s 
third building be inaugurated, but the school 
will also unveil a new curriculum and capital 
fundraising campaign.

His decision to return to the faculty after 

leaving his administrative position is similar 
to that of former SU Chancellor Kenneth “Buzz” 
Shaw and former Maxwell School of Citizenship 
and Public Affairs Dean John Palmer. Shaw 
and Palmer are currently on the faculties at the 
Martin J. Whitman School of Management and 
Maxwell, respectively. 

Rubin was instrumental in developing 
many elements of the Newhouse education 
that have become cornerstones for both stu-
dents and faculty. His ties with faculty run 
deep, as 41 of the 65 professors at the school 
were hired during Rubin’s tenure, according 
to the news release.

“I also want to assure you that this was my 
decision (and Tina’s, and Bobby’s and Ace’s) 
entirely,” Rubin said in the faculty e-mail, 
referring to his wife and two shelties. “This, 
I am convinced, is the best course for the 
Newhouse School and for SU, and that’s all 
that matters.”

Both Vice Chancellor Eric Spina and Chan-
cellor Nancy Cantor would have been happy for 
him to stay on, the e-mail said. A request for an 
interview with Spina was not returned.

In a news release sent to The Daily Orange 
last evening, Spina is quoted as saying: “He will 
be sorely missed as the ‘dean of deans,’ but his 
integrity, frankness and focus on quality leave a 
high mark for us all.”

Newhouse students appeared shocked when 
they were informed of Rubin’s decision.

“I’m really surprised, I guess,” said Jessica 
Cascio, sophomore public relations major. But 
once she heard he was not being forced down, 
she said, “Good for him, then, maybe he needs 
a break.”

Freshman broadcast journalism major 
Gordie Taylor admitted he didn’t know Rubin 
very well but still recognized the significance of 
the dean stepping down.

“He’s built up such a reputation, it’s pretty 
sad to see him go,” Taylor said.

Yet, even as a freshman, Taylor immedi-
ately recognized the importance in selecting a 
replacement. “They definitely have some shoes 
to fill,” he said of Rubin’s successor.

Shoes that spent 18 years establishing 
Newhouse’s reputation as one of the premier 
communications programs in the nation and 

framed the school as one of the university’s most 
recognizable schools.

Looking back on his tenure as dean — which 
will have been three times longer than most 
serve — Rubin said, “That’s a really, really long 
time.” 

The dean hopes to finally spend some time on 
his passions other than Newhouse.

“I also hope to get back the same proficiency 
I had at the piano I had when I became dean in 
July of 1990 and have now, sadly, lost,” he said 
in a SU News release sent to The Daily Orange 
on Monday night. “I intend to make Debussy, 
Ravel, Brahmas and Mozart close acquaintanc-
es again.”

“It will be a good 
time because the new 
building will have been 
open for a year.”

David Rubin
DEAN OF THE S.I. NEWHOUSE SCHOOL 

OF PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS

RUBIN
F R O M  P A G E  1
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10 things I hate about SU
P I E R R E  H A H N

kidding me?

Dear Syracuse University,

1) I hate how you can’t cook. 
The rubber hamburgers, the frozen 
vegetables and the pizza that has more 
grease than cheese on it are all part of 
the menu that is available at the dining 
halls where we hold our far-from-
romantic meals. Sure my “freshman 
15” can be blamed on all the beer that 
I drank, but there’s no question that 
your poor cooking has had a part in it.

2) I hate where you live. 
Because of where you are located, you 
get some of the worst weather I’ve ever 
experienced. This ranges from the tun-
dra that settles in with the extremely 
low temperatures in the winter to the 
excessive amount of rain that pours 
down during the fall. Not to mention 
the occasional a foot of snow in April.

3) I hate your work ethic. 
Since the weather in Syracuse is bad, 
there tends to be a high accumulation 
of snow. One would think that you 
would be very well-prepared to deal 
with this. But unfortunately, that is 
not the case — your walkways are 
often poorly shoveled, and yesterday 
on my way to picking you up, I slipped 
in the foot of snow at your doorstep.

4) I hate how you suck at sports. 
One of the factors that influenced my 
decision to go out with you was how 
great you were at sports. I had heard of 
the 2003 national champion basketball 
team made up of players such as 
Carmelo Anthony, and I knew other 
names like Donovan McNabb and 
Marvin Harrison. But since we have 
been in a relationship, you have failed 
to impress me. 

5) I hate that you can’t get me 
good seats at basketball games. 
Not only are you no longer good at 
basketball, when I want to attend 
one of your games, I am forced to sit 
behind the court. This is unlike other 
universities, such as Duke, where 
students are allowed to sit in prime 
seats next to the court. Maybe I should 
cheat on you with Duke. 

6) I hate how you don’t give me any 
space.  
My friends and I all have cars, and 
your parking lots just aren’t sufficient 
for our demand. It forces me to park 
illegally, resulting in me getting tick-
eted.

7) I hate how you don’t let me be
with my friends.  
One of the advantages of having a 
relationship with you for two years is 
that I can live on South Campus. And 
one reason I decided to live there was 
because I could block with my friends. 
Yet this year you have decided to 
remove my ability to block with my 
friends on South Campus.

8) I hate how you don’t really care 
about me.  
I do like that campus safety officers 
now have the right to bear guns and 
that their title has recently changed, 
but your friends have not been effi-
cient. I constantly get reminded by 
your e-mails that my friends are fre-
quently being robbed and assaulted.

9) I hate how you don’t take care of 
our bathroom. 
Only some of the bathrooms around 
your campus have paper towels to dry 
my hands with. Some of the bathrooms 
only have blow driers to dry my hands 
with. Since I have to dry my hands 
different ways, they are often chapped. 
Have you thought about my feelings?

10) But mostly...
I hate the way I don’t hate you; Not 
even close; Not even a little bit; Not 
even at all.

Pierre Hahn is a featured 
columnist whose columns appear 

Tuesdays in The Daily Orange. 
E-mail him at pkhahn@syr.edu.

L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

S C R I B B L E

Sign petition against baby seal clubbings Orange Spirit Award already exists
As I write this, the Canadian government is allowing 
270,000 beautiful baby seals, less than a month old, 
to be barbarically slaughtered on Prince Edward 
Island. They are clubbed, hooked, dragged to ships and 
skinned ALIVE. The brutality is immeasurable. The 
baby seals cry as they try to get away from the sealers, 
as they are pummeled, to no avail.

If you condemn this atrocity, please sign a petition 
to Prime Minister Stephen Harper to call off this hunt 
now and forever. The petition is located at www.pro-
tectseals.org. There you can witness for yourself the 
cruelty as it happens. Also, on this Web site you can 
contact your senators to sponsor the Levin Act that 
condemns this atrocity. 

You can also boycott Canadian seafood and think 
twice before you spend your tourism dollars in 
Canada. Please make your voices heard; someone has 
to speak for the innocents. This hunt is unnecessary 
and a pitiful way to make a living. 

Last year, they slaughtered 350,000. The world must 
help these poor creatures and pressure Canada to ban 
these hunts forever.

Melanie Mahoney Stopyra
DIRECTOR, BUSINESS SERVICES AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY OFFICE OF PUBLICATIONS

In last Tuesday’s edition of The Daily Orange, there 
was a reference made to the creation of an “Orange 
Spirit Award” pertaining to Otto’s Army. Although I 
commend Otto’s Army for the great job they’ve done 
so far, there already is an Orange Spirit Award, which 
was created by the Traditions Commission and the 
Office of Alumni Relations in 2005. The Orange Spirit 
Award is a new tradition that is given to a deserving 
student every year during Homecoming at the Annual 
Homecoming Awards Ceremony, which also recogniz-
es outstanding SU Alumni. This award recognizes a 
student for his or her academic achievement, commit-
ment to the university, commitment to the community, 
a commitment to the chancellor’s mission statement 
of connecting our university with the surrounding 
community, and a commitment to Syracuse University 
traditions.

We look forward to continuing this great tradition 
and hope that its popularity continues to grow on 
campus. The Orange Spirit Award Committee looks 
forward to the many wonderful students who will be 
honored in the future. The past award winners have 
been Ryan Chadick in 2005 and Lauren Abramson in 
2006.

Lauren D’Angelo
PRESIDENT, TRADITIONS COMMISSION

POLICY STUDIES AND GEOGRAPHY MAJOR, CLASS OF 2008letters@dailyorange.com

T U E S D AY
april 17, 2007
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Student choice: gala congratulates 44 campus 
leaders, Greeks for year’s contributions

By Aleksey Shats
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Every year, Syracuse University requires its 
first-year students to attend convocations, ori-
entations and lectures all aiming to inspire 
students to become active leaders within and 
outside of the SU community. And following 
opportunities in one’s academic career to join 
organizations, the university recognizes those 
who have answered its call.

The 44 Stars of Excellence Gala and Cel-
ebration is both a long-established and a newly 
reformed award ceremony, honoring students 
and student organizations that contribute to the 
university, said Marlene Goldenberg, co-chair 
of the awards committee and vice president of 
the Student Association. 

The awards presented during this celebra-
tion honor “the cream of the crop of students 
and student organizations,” she said.

Although the awards have been established 
for decades, it used to be known as the “C.O.R.E. 
Awards,” based on former Chancellor Kenneth 
“Buzz” Shaw’s core values. This year, however, 
the title of the award’s ceremony was changed, 
along with the program’s structure, Goldenberg 
said.

In the past, the awards were determined 
and administered by SU’s administrators. The 
big change in the ceremony came this year, 
when the administration decided to make the 
students involved in the award selections and 
process, Goldenberg said.

“This year they wanted it to completely be 
student run,” she said, “bringing it to those who 
it’s for.”

Most of the leaders and organizations recog-
nized were chosen because of their dedication 
and value to the SU community. Kappa Phi 
Lambda Sorority and its president, Cathy Wong, 
were nominated and selected to receive two 
awards for their activism in the SU community.

The sorority received an award for positive 
advocacy and was recognized as an organiza-
tion that has been most effective in advancing 

its goals to the students and outside community. 
Wong, who also won the “Multicultural 

Greek Council’s Member of the Year Award,” 
was recognized as an advocate for the Asian 
community on the SU campus, and her sorority 
was praised for its commitment to community 
service and its objective of educating students 
about the Asian culture.

“It feels good to win because cultural diver-
sity is one of our pillars, and we work hard to 
promote diversity,” Wong said. “We take pride 
in winning awards on campus because we have 
a sorority with a lower number of students. We 
actually began this year with seven members 
and now have expanded to 17.”

The sorority volunteered at a local nursing 
home, the Comstock Kid’s Fest and “adopt a 
street,” where the sorority packed waste from 
local streets. Last semester alone, the sorority 
put in more than 40 hours of community service 
as a group, Wong said.

Another winner was the Caribbean Student 
Association and its leader, Shavon Chambers. 
Chambers received the “Award for Excellence 
by an Organization President,” with the orga-
nization being recognized as “one of the most 
active and organized student organizations on 
campus.” 

The two other significant awards were pre-
sented to the most improved and most active 
fraternities and sororities on campus. 

The Hilton Cup for the Most Outstanding 
Sorority Chapter went to Delta Delta Delta, whose 
members raised more than $4,000 for philan-
thropic causes and contributed more than 2,000 
hours of community service. The sorority was 
also commended for its combined GPA of 3.29.

The Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity won the 
Chancellor’s Cup for the Most Outstanding Fra-
ternity Chapter, being recognized as a frater-
nity that was able to reform itself and establish 
improved habits. 

After its troubled past, the fraternity restruc-
tured itself by asking some members to leave 
and recruiting more than 30 new members. 

SigEp raised more than $8,000 for philanthropy 
work and contributed more than 1,000 hours of 
community service.  

According to Goldenberg, co-director, a 
group of five students, along with two adminis-
trators, formed the award selection committee. 
The committee first sent out notification letters 
to different student organizations nominating 
them for their achievements. 

After the applications were received, the 
committee selected those students and organi-
zations it believed were most qualified to receive 
the service and achievement awards. 

Out of hundreds of applications, only 44 were 
chosen.

The scene at 6 p.m. on Monday was hundreds 
of students, wearing festive suits and dresses, 
filling Goldstein Auditorium in the Schine Stu-
dent Center. The three-hour celebration began 
with catered foods and students socializing 
with one another in anticipation for the award 
ceremony. 

Goldenberg and University Union Vice Presi-
dent Jaimie Stevens addressed the audience, 
complimenting them on their nominations for 
this prestigious honor.

The leaders asked for a brief moment of 
silence to pay respect to those killed in the 
Virginia Tech University shootings that took 
place on Monday. They also thanked the spon-
sors who funded the ceremonial plaques and the 
catering services.  

Different members of the SU community, 
ranging from organization presidents to faculty 
and alumni, presented each of the 25 different 
awards.

While there were a couple of students and 
organizations nominated for each award, only 
one or two individuals and organizations were 
chosen as victors. The awards didn’t carry 
any monetary value, and although only a few 
leaders and organizations were chosen to 
receive an award, all of those nominated were 
recognized.

lindsay adler | photo editor

THE 44 STARS OF EXCELLENCE GALA AND CELEBRATION  honored various students, 
including student groups and individual leaders.

in Hendricks for students who may have been 
affected emotionally by the shooting.

“When something like this happens,” he 
said, “the whole university community feels 
it.”

Chancellor Nancy Cantor sent a letter to the 
president of Virginia Tech, extending Syracuse 
University’s sympathies. Wolfe described the 
letter as “a very genuine gesture.”

“The higher education world is a very con-
nected world,” he said. 

Interim Chief of Public Safety Tony Callisto 
said SU is prepared for unexpected violent inci-
dents like Monday’s events at Virginia Tech as 
best as it can be. 

“Every incident results in learning for the 
next time,” he said. 

Public Safety officers are trained in active 
shooting scenarios in case they would ever need 
to go after an armed suspect, Callisto said. They 
are also all trained as peace officers, meaning 
they are armed. 

Active shooting scenario training was cre-
ated a year after the 1999 school shooting at Col-
umbine High School in Littleton, Colo., which 
resulted in 15 fatalities.

“Officers are very proactive,” Callisto said. 
“There are eight to 10 officers that patrol Syra-
cuse University grounds 24 hours a day.”

SU has close ties with the Syracuse Police 
Department, he said.

“Response is relatively immediate,” said Cal-
listo about reaction in a crisis situation.

Public Safety also has in-service training 
with the Office of Residence Life in the case of 
an assailant entering a dorm. On-duty resident 
advisers and residential security aides (RSAs) 
are instructed to call Public Safety if they see 
anything suspicious. 

RSAs have hand-held radios that are con-
nected to Public Safety and Syracuse police 
lines. 

“Prevention is the best tool,” Callisto said. 
“If you see something that’s unusual, call us. 
If you see something that doesn’t look right, 
call us. If something looks suspicious in any 
way, call us.”

Student response to the event is widespread. 
The constant television news coverage and 
Internet postings let the word spread about the 
event as updates came in.

Anna Hadingham, president of the Student 
Peace Action Network at SU, expressed her 
concern about the recent violence.

“It worries me that a student would have a 
reason or feel a need to unleash that,” she said. 

VA TECH
F R O M  P A G E  1

TIMELINE OF EVENTS
7:15 a.m.
The first shooting occurs in West Ambler 
Johnston Hall.

9:15 a.m.
The second shooting occurs in Norris 
Hall.

10:00 a.m. 
School confirms a gunman is loose on 
campus.

10:04 a.m. 
Officials encourage students to stay 
indoors.

10:20 a.m. 
Monday’s classes are canceled.

10:32 a.m.
One death and one injury are confirmed.

11:36 a.m.
University Relations reports one individual 
in custody and a search for a second 
shooter.

11:50 a.m.
AP reports at least one death and seven 
injuries from two shooting incidents.

12:23 p.m.
Police confirm 22 fatalities and the death 
of the gunman. The university cancels 
Tuesday classes.

2:13 p.m.
Thirty-two people are confirmed dead.

4:15 p.m.
President George W. Bush addresses the 
nation.

4:44 p.m.
University Relations confirms 33 dead.

4:54 p.m.
Police confirm that shooter took his own 
life.

4:59 p.m.
Police confirm the Norris doors were 
chained and that the shooter killed him-
self within the hall. No additional persons 
are in custody.

8:19 p.m. 
Police confirm that description of West 
Ambler Johnston shooter does not match 
description of Norris shooter. Police 
confirm they are pursuing an additional 
person.

SOURCE: The Collegiate Times, Virginia Tech’s student 
newspaper
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submitted by student organizations, is next Mon-
day at the assembly meeting.

South Campus survey
Surveys were sent to South Campus residents 

April 9, said Joe Wieder, chairman of the Com-
mittee on Academic Affairs. The surveys cover 
general questions about life on South. 

One survey was sent to SkyHalls residents, 
while the other went to students living in apart-
ments, said Jessica Oster, co-director of public 
relations, after the meeting. 

The survey — created and administered by 
the Office of Institutional Research and Assess-
ment — was sent to all South residents, Oster 
said, although some assembly members at the 
meeting who lived on South said they had not 
received it.   

“It should be up in two to three weeks,” Wie-
der said. The results will be used to formulate 
recommendations that will be presented to the 
chancellor. 

New openings and Taking Back the Night
The position of Board of Elections and 

Membership chair will be vacant next semes-
ter, said Crystal Beavers, who currently holds 
the position. Markov added that the only 
Judicial Review Board member is graduating 
this year and that position needs to be filled 
as well. 

Student Engagement Chairwoman Kath-
erine Chillscyzn asked assembly members 
to attend the Take Back the Night Rally this 
Wednesday.

“We did co-sponsor it, so it would be great if 
everybody could come,” she said.

The next meeting will be held at 6 p.m. on 
Monday in Maxwell Auditorium. It is at an 
earlier time because of the budget hearings.

SA
F R O M  P A G E  3

WHAT HAPPENED?
■ The assembly passed a bill supporting 
Rutgers University and its women’s bas-
ketball team, following remarks made by 
radio host Don Imus two weeks ago.
■ SA held a moment of silence to honor 
the victims of Monday’s shooting at 
Virginia Tech University at the request 
of President Ryan Kelly, who was not in 
attendance.
■ SA received the Dean of Students 
Award for Positive Advocacy at the gala 
being held across campus.
■ Budget deliberations started Monday 
and will continue through Sunday. Each 
member of SA must attend for at least a 
half-hour this week.
■ Surveys were sent to South Campus 
residents covering general questions 
about life on the residential campus. 
 

One
BIG NUMBER 
Moment of silence in response to the 
shootings on the campus of Virginia Tech 
University on    Monday, in which 33 people 
died.

NEXT MEETING
Monday, April 23, at 6:00 p.m. in Max-
well Auditorium. It is at an earlier time 
because of the budget hearings.

THE RUTGERS/ 
DON IMUS BILL
The Student Association passed a bill on 
Monday voicing its support for Rutgers 
University and its women’s basketball 
team. The bill describes talk show host 
Don Imus’ comments about the team as 
“racist, sexist, slanderous and deplor-
able.”

The bill will be sent along with a letter 
to the Rutgers Student Assembly. It was 
suggested that a list be compiled of SU 
student organizations who would want to 
send the letter along with SA.

QUOTE OF THE MEETING:
“It shows that we get off 
the Hill, we look at daily 
events and we decide 
what is right and what 
is wrong. Essentially, it 
shows that we are aware.” 

Neville Williams
SA ASSEMBLY MEMBER
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By Darren Benda
STAFF WRITER

Radio broadcaster Don Imus, who has been 
known to be controversial, has been on a sink-
ing ship for the past two weeks that has now hit 
rock bottom.

On April 4, Imus referred to the Rutgers 
University Scarlet Knights women’s basketball 
team as “nappy-headed hos.” The statement 
was made after Executive Producer Bernard 
McGuirk called the team, “hard-core hos” on 
Imus’ widely syndicated radio show, “Imus in 
the Morning.”

The following day, Imus referred to his com-
ment as being “some idiot comment meant to be 
amusing.” 

This all came from the same radio per-

sonality who called the New York Knicks a 
group of “chest-thumping pimps,” and New 
Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson a “fat sissy.” 
Many listeners didn’t find his comment 
amusing. 

Reacting to complaints made to the station’s 
owner, CBS, the show’s syndicator, Westwood 
One and MSNBC, the network that simulcasts 
the show, Imus produced an apology.

On April 7, Imus appeared on the Rev. Al 
Sharpton’s radio talk show, where he apologized 
as well. Sharpton accepted his apology but 
called for Imus to be fired.

After nearly a week of growing controversy, 
on April 9, NBC and CBS suspended Imus for 
two weeks, beginning April 16.

In response to the controversy, Imus said he 

learned from the incident.
“You can’t make fun of everybody, because 

some people don’t deserve it,” Imus said on air 
April 9.

The following day, at a highly publicized 
news conference, the Rutgers women’s basket-
ball team expressed its anger publicly at Imus 
but agreed to meet with him.

Not all agreed with Imus’s punishment.
In a column published in The Daily News, 

Bob Raissman argued that “CBS’s call on Don 
hinges on dollars not sense, and that Imus’ 
fate will be based on one, and only one issue 
— money.”

Then, on April 11, The New York Times 
reported that General Motors, American 
Express, Sprint Nextel, GlaxoSmithKline, TD 

Ameritrade and Ditech.com would decline to 
sponsor Imus in the future. As a result, NBC 
dropped Imus that day by canceling the simul-
cast of his radio show on its MSNBC cable news 
channel.

The final end came for Imus April 12, when 
CBS dropped his radio show.

Which leads to this question: Was CBS’s deci-
sion to cancel Don Imus’s talk show the best way 
to handle his controversial comments?

Was CBS’s decision to cancel Don Imus’s talk show the 
best way to handle his controversial comments?You’re fired!

CHARLOTTE GRIMES
Knight Chair in political reporting at the 
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Com-
munications

“This was about the only way CBS 
could handle Imus. He’s an enter-
tainer. His brand of entertainment 
lost its audience and its financial 
support from advertisers. Can-
cellation of shows and firing of 
entertainers are what happens to 
entertainment programs that don’t 
draw the desired audience and the 
advertising money.”

DAVID CORYELL
Adjunct professor of television, radio 
and film

“I think it would be an excellent idea 
because this would focus attention 
on the destruction of the natural 
environment and global climate 
change.”

BRAD GORHAM
Assistant professor of communications 

“CBS acted the way they did 
because enough advertisers had 
withdrawn their support of the 
show. Clearly, advertisers were 
concerned that they would be seen 
by consumers as supporting rac-
ism; perhaps the consumer power 
of women, people of color and oth-
ers concerned about racism and 
sexism is now being recognized 
as a potent force by the business 
community.”

JOEL KAPLAN
Associate dean for professional gradu-
ate studies at Newhouse

“I think CBS made the right deci-
sion, but it was too late. It is clear 
that CBS based its decision on eco-
nomics and not ethics. Only when 
major advertisers made it clear that 
they were no longer going to sup-
port Don Imus’s program did CBS 
pull the plug.”

DAVID RUBIN
Dean of Newhouse

“CBS was reacting to the loss of 
advertiser support and to what 
they were hearing from their own 
employees and other important 
constituencies. Had the manage-
ment of CBS been outraged by the 
remarks for their own sake, they 
would have fired Imus five seconds 
after he made the statement. The 
delay of nine days shows the other 
forces in play.”

EVAN SMITH
Associate professor of television, radio 
and film

“CBS did the only thing it could 
do. A suspension, probably paid, 
means nothing. A round of public 
apologies were certainly called for 
but, likewise, those are easily made 
and quickly forgotten.”

DONALD TORRANCE
Associate professor of broadcast jour-
nalism and television, radio and film

“This is a battle of free speech 
versus free market. Imus made 
his exercise of free speech into a 
commodity sold over the public 
airwaves with the help of corporate 
CBS, into the free market. Then 
Imus said what he said — uncon-
scionable but not unconstitutional 
— and people who are or became 
players in the market were able 
to bring pressure to bear that had 
Imus fired. The free market spoke 
more loudly.”

RICHARD L. BREYER               
Professor of television, radio and film

“I agree with CBS’s decision to 
cancel Imus. It sends a message to 
others in the industry — ‘Don’t play 
to the lowest common denomina-
tor.’”

CARL (BUD) CAREY
Director of media management, pro-
fessor of practice at Newhouse

“Both MSNBC and CBS radio heard 
a very strong community voice. 
This is unusual. They did not cancel 
Imus because of sponsor reaction. 
They canceled Imus because he 
and his staff were blatantly racist in 
their comments.”

JOAN DEPPA
Associate professor of journalism

“The CBS decision has sent a 
strong message that I hope will 
encourage more dialogue about the 
very real hurt caused by sexist and 
racist slurs.”

LARRY ELIN
Associate professor of television, radio 
and film

“CBS has no obligation to pay Don 
Imus to say anything, whether it 
is his constitutional right to say it 
or not. So yes, CBS had a right to 
fire the man, and it was … the best 
way to handle the situation.”

RICHARD DUBIN 
Professor of television, radio and film

“The question as put doesn’t 
reflect the layers of complexity 
involved. Yes or no doesn’t have 
any meaning — it rarely does 
— but certainly not in matters so 
deeply seeped in emotion and his-
tory playing out at the crossroads 
of multifarious media issues. ‘Yes 
or no’ works great on ‘Law and 
Order’ or for questions like, ‘would 
you like fries with that?’”

ONLINE
Check out dailyorange.com to see the 
experts‘ complete quotes.  
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Was CBS’s decision to cancel Don Imus’s talk show the 
best way to handle his controversial comments?

of meetings to plan South’s future. Simmons 
said no actual construction will take place for 
several years, since the proposed project is 
so large and expensive. In addition, Simmons 
said no one is certain yet just what changes are 
needed on South.

One certainty is that, by just beginning the 
planning phase, SU is already behind other 
universities, such as Boston College and the 
Rochester Institute of Technology, which have 
either built or renovated their apartments in the 
last five years.

The university will not rush to make any 
major changes, Simmons said.

“We’re doing a structural assessment of the 
facilities,” she said. “It’ll take years, but let’s do 
it in the right, smart way.”

The Student Association is conducting its 
own evaluation of South — including surveys 
sent to students — and plans to complete a for-
mal proposal by late spring, said SA President 
Ryan Kelly. 

SA also held a series of open forums last 
semester for students to discuss what they want 
changed about South, and Kelly said several 
issues became clear. More frequent busing late 
at night, better academic resources, eating 
options and road conditions were the most com-
mon complaints. 

Goldstein Dining Center now has extended 
hours, and buses run more frequently at night, 
but Kelly said students living on South still need 
a quiet place to study.

“Tutoring has increased on South Campus,” 
Kelly said, “but a lot of students don’t need tutor-
ing, necessarily. They need a place to study.” 
Kelly said he would like a study room in Gold-
stein and SkyHalls, so freshmen also have a 
convenient place to study.

These changes, however, don’t address the 
issues some other students have.

“It sucks,” said junior Meghan Loftus about 
South, before launching into a litany of com-
plaints. “The walls are crazy thin. I can hear the 
girl next door, and that’s lame.”

One night, Loftus’ oven “exploded a little 
bit,” and though she called FixIt and some-
one came to repair it, the oven still doesn’t 
work.

FixIt “is really good about getting there,” 
she said, “but often it doesn’t help. The woman 
kept talking to me and didn’t really fix any-
thing. She said she didn’t know how to fix 
ovens.”

Loftus isn’t the only person to call FixIt and 
still face the problem persistently.

Water leaks into sophomore Merchant’s 
closet whenever the bath is used and, while 
someone came to fix it, she recently discovered 
that it still leaks.

Merchant said she’s had more pleasant expe-
riences with FixIt than bad, however. It fixed her 

overflowing toilet and changed several lights in 
the apartment. She said she thinks the effective-
ness of FixIt depends on how badly a student 
wants something fixed.

“Regardless of all the problems you have,” 
she said, “it’s easy to call FixIt if you really 
want.”

Rusty Tassini, maintenance manager with 
FixIt, said FixIt receives between 75 to 100 calls 
a day, and about 25 percent are from the 2,800 
students on South. That includes the 342 fresh-
men living in Sky Halls.

Most of the calls are easily fixed problems, 
such as clogged toilets or shelves breaking, 
Tassini said. They are not typically bigger 
problems, he said, because each summer, FixIt 
cleans each apartment, changes the carpeting 
and refurbishes where necessary.

But other complaints — like the roads or 
heating temperatures — cannot be fixed as eas-
ily, he said.

FixIt maintains apartment temperatures at 
71 degrees, and he said students often call to 
complain about the heat during cool weather. 
“When it’s 55 outside and damp, and inside it’s 
71, it doesn’t feel that different,” he said.

So while the temperature inside apartments 
may not change soon, Tassini said the infra-
structure of South — particularly the roads 
— need to be upgraded.

“The roads are in tough shape,” Tassini said.
The roads on South are patched once the 

ground thaws each spring, but Tassini said that 
is only a temporary remedy, and the roads need 
to be completely torn up and rebuilt.

“When the roads were built out here, the 
specifications weren’t as stringent as they are 
now,” he said.

In addition, if the roads are redone, many 
other factors need to be taken into consider-
ation, Tassini said. Some other issues he men-
tioned include the drainage system, since the 
old pipes drain slowly, and parking lot layout, 
since often plows cannot clear them if cars are 
parked and electrical lines.

“You’d hate like heck to put all new roads in 
and then have a drainage problem and have to 
tear some of it up,” Tassini said. 

Sophomore Maria Sinopoli said she some-
times wonders if she’s actually on a road when 
driving through South.

“I drive a jeep and sometimes I feel like I’m 
in an off-roading commercial,” said Sinopoli, 
advertising major.

She added that the apartments’ interior lay-
outs should be changed in the future.

“The kitchen is in a weird location,” Sin-
opoli said. “It’s not by any windows, so there’s 
nowhere for the smoke to go out.”

Although the kitchens are unlikely to be a 
part of the next renovation on South, Tassini 
said the roofs may need to be changed, since six 
to 12 are currently repaired each year.

Simmons also said once the renovations 
move past the evaluation phase, the flat roofs 
need to be taken under consideration. “Flat 

roofs in Syracuse, N.Y., are a tough commodity,” 
she said.

Tassini also said SU put approximately 
$10,000 into each apartment a decade ago, which 
leaves interior renovations out of any discus-
sions.

Many other schools, however, may have 
already made SU’s apartments old-fashioned.

Five comparative institutions (Boston Col-
lege, RIT, The University of Maryland, Buf-
falo University and Northeastern University) all 
have newer or more recently renovated apart-
ment facilities. And their apartments are closer 
to campus or in urban environments, so most 
students don’t have to deal with winter-abused 
roads.

Mike Koziej, assistant director of universi-
ty residence halls and apartments at Buffalo, 
said the university started building apart-
ments in 1997 and completed the project in 
2002. There are 2,172 bed spaces spread across 
five complexes, four of which are on campus. 
The final complex is for graduate students, 
Koziej said. 

The new apartments are in high demand 
and well-liked, but not everyone can be satis-
fied, he said. “You’re always going to get some 
type of complaint,” Koziej said. “I don’t get a 
whole lot.” 

Many of the complaints, he said, are about 
the specific complex a student is placed in, since 
they don’t choose their location.

Elizabeth Johnson, a sophomore at BC, said 
she doesn’t have any major complaints about 
her apartment there.

The kitchens are new, and many of the apart-
ments in BC are located in a dorm, which means 
each building has its own laundry facility. 
At SU, students must go to Goldstein for their 
laundry. 

Johnson said her biggest complaint is the 
plumbing, which “sometimes gives us issues.” 
Though, others don’t like the buildings them-
selves, she said.

“Sometimes seniors get annoyed because 
apartments are usually in the older buildings 
on campus,” she said, “but people are pretty 
satisfied with it.”

Back at SU, it will be years until major 
structural changes to South put it on par with 
other schools, but some students’ pipe dreams 
will persist.

“I would put (South) in the middle of the 
Quad,” Loftus said, “because then I wouldn’t 
have to ride Centro buses.”

SOUTH CAMPUS
F R O M  P A G E  1 “It sucks. The walls 

are crazy thin. I can 
hear the girl next door, 
and that’s lame.”

Meghan Loftus
JUNIOR SOUTH CAMPUS RESIDENT
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colonial Spanish waltz and African rhythms, 
and is now a very popular street dance in Cuba.

Rueda is a group dance with specific steps in 
which the dancers move around in a circle and a 
leader calls out different moves that involve some-
thing as simple as clapping to an intricate move.

“Havana Nights is one of the only outlets for the 
Ballroom Dance Organization to perform and dance 
in Syracuse,” said Marina Podokshik, sophomore 
English and textual studies major and president of 
BDO. “It’s a very different type of dancing than what 
most people our age are used to. The music has a lot 
of rhythm and emotion to it.”

There are beginner “survival” lessons 
offered right before Havana Nights takes place, 
but all skill levels are welcome and present on 
the dance floor.

“I’m not really a big dancer, but I wanted to 
try salsa out,” said Jacob Wickham, graduate 
student in environmental and forestry biology 
at the State University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry. “You get 
easily intrigued by it and want to learn. It’s 10 
times more fun than you would think, and all 
the interaction with different people keeps you 
coming back every week.”

The social aspect of Salsa Rueda is what appeals 
to most of the dancers, as it is a drastically differ-
ent than the usual weekend dance experience.

Nikhil Bodhankar, graduate student in elec-
trical engineering, said meeting new people and 
forming friendships is one of his favorite parts 
of Rueda and Havana Nights.

“You dance with everyone and anyone,” Bod-
hankar said. “You get to know a lot more people, 
especially since you’re not dancing with just 
one person the whole night.”

A single move in Rueda is completed by one 
partner moving down the circle, giving a lot of 
opportunities to meet new people and socialize. 
There are not a lot of people seen standing still 
at Havana Nights; people are either on the dance 
floor or chatting on the side, drinks in hand.

“It’s something different to do other than going 
to frat parties and bars,” Podokshik said. “It’s a 
different scene, but you meet a ton of new people.”

Not only do the dancers meet a wide variety of 
new people, but they are also introduced to vari-
ous cultures through the different types of music.

The music played at Havana Nights comes 
from all over Central and South America, 
from countries such as Cuba, Puerto Rico and 
Columbia. 

“The music at Havana Nights is a great way 
to highlight the different aspects of art and 
the different cultures in Syracuse, especially 
through the music,” said Dodji Modjinou, sec-
ond-year medical student at State University of 
New York Upstate Medical University. “There’s 
a lot of diversity in the music and the people 
present as well.”

Though there are a large amount of students 
present at Havana Nights, all age groups are 
represented on the dance floor. Young people 
are seen interacting with the local residents of 
Syracuse through dance.

“There’s good interaction between the local 
people of Syracuse and the students,” Bodhan-
kar said. “I think the union of students and 
locals is an important thing, a good thing.”

Havana Nights is held every Friday except 
the first Friday of the month. There is a $5 cover 
charge and an additional $5 for the survival les-
son. Bromka is unsure if there will be another 
SU Latin Night before the end of the school year, 
but students are still welcome to attend. 

“You don’t have to get all dressed up for danc-
ing at Havana Nights,” Bodhankar said. “You 
can just go out, dance salsa and meet a lot of 
people that you end up becoming friends with.” 

HAVANA NIGHTS
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

Architecture students to design new Centro station
By Christopher James

STAFF WRITER

Fourteen Syracuse University students have 
the chance to help shape the future of the Cen-
tro bus company.

Sophomore architecture students in pro-
fessor Phu Duong’s design studio are creat-
ing designs for the transportation authority’s 
proposed new bus station downtown at South 
Warren, East Adams and South Salina streets.

The project began after Duong contacted 
Centro’s director of planning, Richard Lander-
kin. In February, Landerkin outlined the pro-
posal to the students, and in late March, he 
reviewed their early designs.

“(I was) very impressed,” Landerkin said in 
an e-mail. “The quality was outstanding, and it 
was obvious the students had put a lot of work 
into it.”

The designs on the sixth floor of the Ware-
house are in both scale models and on comput-
ers. Landerkin will return at the end of April to 
do a final review of the projects. Some models 
redirect buses below the surface, while one 
student’s conception features a V-shaped roof 
to catch rain and redirect it even deeper below 
ground.

Mario Mohan left bus platforms in his 
design below ground, while his L-shaped build-
ing above ground left room for shops, security 
and even an auditorium to rest. Mohan said it 

has been helpful to have a project in Syracuse.
“Last year our site was in Venice,” Mohan 

said. “This is our first site in walking distance. 
We can see the context better. It’s better than 
looking it up on Google Maps.”

Classmate Nicole Bryant took a similar 
approach, burying buses below ground and 
making the pedestrian space stand out.

“I wanted to get the buses off the street and 
hide them,” Bryant said. “Syracuse already 
has a lot of parking lots and parking garages.”

Ideas like these are what Duong emphasizes. 
The class is not focusing on full professional 
services, but instead on different and new 
ideas, Duong said. When Landerkin visited the 
class, he said his concerns were with opera-
tional problems, like buses being able to turn 

and ceilings being high enough.
“Some things may work, some things may 

not,” Duong said. “It’s the interaction with the 
real world, a nice way to learn design. We want 
students to work things out, but the studio is 
focusing on ideas.”

Student Morgan Shaw said it was helpful 
to have Landerkin involved. Shaw said work-
ing through the kinds of problems Landerkin 
brought up helps the process because he was 
able to see the actual site differently. The 
sophomore even went to see what it was like 
to wait for a bus downtown and how the routes 
run.

“You don’t necessarily realize how non-archi-
tects think about the design process,” Shaw said. 
“It’s a different experience because you don’t 
know how much of that (criticism) you want 
to accept, because you want your building to 
work.”

Landerkin said Centro is looking for a remark-
able structure that “stands out, yet fits in.” While 
Landerkin said some of the designs just wouldn’t 
work in the location, some could find their way 
into the final design, which Landerkin expects to 
be completed within the next year.

“There were some concepts that we’ll 
certainly give a hard look at that we hadn’t 
thought about,” Landerkin said. “It’s helpful to 
get a fresh perspective from people outside the 
transit industry.”

Department stores are also trying to increase 
their appeal to younger audiences. Retailer 
J.C. Penney recently added the C7P label to its 
brands. The line will be reasonably priced to 
attract teens and young adults. The new collec-
tion will include popular items such as denim 
jeans, skirts, cropped pants, T-shirts, tops and 
fleece. 

J.C. Penney isn’t the only department store 
trying to attract younger customers. Macy’s 
decided to hire college students who love the 
popular American Rag brand, which is sold at 
the department store.

The students, called “brand ambassadors,” 
will promote a contest to create the best print 
for the American Rag brand by traveling to 
eight college campuses to spread the word 

among their peers and to encourage them 
to design a print for the label. Prints will be 
uploaded to AmericanRagCampus.com, where 
viewers can cast votes for the ones they prefer.

According to the social networking site VOX, 
the contest is running through May 1 on the cam-
puses of Northeastern University, Ohio State, 
San Diego State University, the University of 
Central Florida, the University of Minnesota, 
the University of Texas and the University of 
Washington.

There is also an open casting call for stu-
dents interested in being photographed for 
an American Rag catalog. Jennifer Adjei, 
sophomore biochemistry major, said if “brand 
ambassadors” approached her to talk about 
the American Rag clothing brand and did not 
disclose who they were working for, she would 
not be interested.

“I would start paying attention to them if 
they said that they work for J.C. Penny, since it 

is well-known,” Adjei said.
Macy’s hopes to reach fashionable young 

women in order to boost brand recognition 
and sales of American Rag at the Macy’s loca-
tions close to these campuses. The peer-to-peer 
promotion technique is sometimes referred 
to as a form of “guerilla marketing,” which 
constitutes an atypical marketing campaign 
consisting of staged events.

Dr. Tridib Mazumdar, professor of market-
ing at SU, said he feels that by using social-
networking Web sites, eBay will be successful 
in attracting a younger audience initially, but 
that the effect will not be long-term.

“Social-networking Web sites are young 
people’s second home today,” Mazumdar said. 
“The Web sites are supposed to be personal 
and free of commercialization. The network 
size will probably shrink once people realize 
that the site is being engrossed by commer-
cial organizations.”

EBAY
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

rendering as presented by centro
SU ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS are creating plans for a Centro bus station in downtown Syracuse as part of their design studio.

“It’s the interaction with 
the real world, a nice 
way to learn design. We 
want students to work 
things out, but the studio 
is focusing on ideas.”

Phu Duong
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Alyssa Marderstein
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Nicknamed “The World’s Online Mar-
ketplace,” eBay has a user base whose 
age usually spans 35 to 44 years old. 
With the help of social networking 
Web sites, eBay is hoping to lower that 
age and appeal to a younger crowd.

Analysts say eBay has reached its 
saturation point in terms of its audi-
ence. The company has tried to expand 
internationally and created an eBay 
Express site to sell items at fixed prices, 
but both attempts were unsuccessful. 
eBay has not given up hope and now 
endeavors to attract new audiences by 
targeting younger crowds.

In January, eBay sealed the deal 
with the social-networking site most 
familiar to college students, Facebook 
Inc. Facebook set up a networking 
group called “Student Superstore (by 
Half.com, an eBay company).” The 
group displays books, for school or 
fun, movies and DVDs that can be 
purchased at Half.com, eBay’s dis-
count site.

In addition to making deals with 
popular social-networking sites, eBay 
also wants to mimic some of the sites’ 
features. Researchers hired by eBay 
are exploring ways in which the com-
pany can set up communities on its 
site based on users’ buying habits and 
interests.

Dr. Brenda Wrigley, associate pro-
fessor of public relations at Syracuse 
University, said she thinks eBay has 
a good strategy to appeal to younger 
audiences.

“eBay seems as though it has done 
its market research,” Wrigley said. 
“The company has targeted where to 
go to appeal to its market and has the 
bonus of using social media. The com-
pany has a good combination of know-
ing who its market is, where the market 
goes and what the market wants.”

SEE HAVANA NIGHTS PAGE 10

By Erinn Connor
STAFF WRITER 

Illustration by Evan Reiser
ART DIRECTOR

T he loud drum beats, and trumpets 
can be heard from outside the pub. 
The vibrations of frantic feet can 

be felt yards away from the door. The 
energy of the dancers is palpable from the 
moment one enters the room.

This is the scene at Havana Nights, 
a Latin dance party held Fridays at 
Johnston’s Ballybay Pub in West Syra-
cuse. An average of 200 people comes to 

dance to a variety of salsa, meringue 
and reggaeton music until the early 
hours of the morning.

“The movement and the energy 
is what I enjoy most about danc-
ing at Havana Nights,” said Leticia 
Izquierdo, a freshman biotechnol-
ogy major. “Even if you don’t know 
how to salsa that well, you end up 

dancing, anyway, and having a great time.”
Havana Nights began as an extension of La 

Familia De La Salsa, a dance performance team 
that has been based in Syracuse for the last 
three years. La Familia’s goal is to promote 
cultural diversity through Latin dance, and 
after a growing interest in different forms of 
Latin dance, Havana Nights was created.

Havana Nights recently began having SU 
Latin Nights, in which a free bus brings stu-
dents from main and south campuses to the 
Havana Nights venue every 45 minutes.

“The students expressed a lot of inter-
est in Latin dance, and they love it,” said 
Brian Bromka, artistic director for La 
Familia. “It’s a very communal dance 
with a lot of energy, where people are 
yelling, clapping and stomping all the 
time.”

Havana Nights is known for its 
particular form of salsa, called Salsa 
Rueda. Rueda is a combination of 

eBay starts 
online bid 
for younger 
customers

SEE EBAY PAGE 10

Latin culture drives 
Havana Nights weekend 
dance parties as Syracuse 
community lets loose

“The network size 
will probably shrink 
once people realize 
that the site is 
being engrossed 
by commercial 
organizations.”

Tridib Mazumdar
MARKETING PROFESSOR 

Salsa
dip
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 WHEN KIDS ASK 
ABOUT MONSTERS

What do you do if a monster comes into your 
room?

You might run away, hide in the closet, 
scream at the top of your lungs or even cry for 

mommy. You 
might even pee 
in your pants. 
Well, maybe 
that’s just me.

Now that 
we know how 
much of a wuss 

I am, let’s see what the average 3-year-old has to 
say about the big bad monster emerging from 
under the bed.

This girl knows how the world works. It’s 
a jungle out there; you must kill or be killed. 
So if a monster enters your domicile you have 
just one choice: kick his ass.

She doesn’t even seem to understand why 
her mother finds her comments so funny. It’s 
a simple decision for her. If she doesn’t want to 
get her ass kicked, she must take the law into 
her own hands and lay the smack down on said 
monster. 

The world apparently needs more 3-year-
olds if it wants to accomplish anything in the 
future. Enough of this waiting for someone 
else to clean up your mess; 3-year-olds know 
that if you want to get anything done, you 
have to use physical violence. It really is the 
best diplomacy. Forget all this negotiating 
and round-table discussions stuff.

OK, don’t get all angry thinking the country 
has gone to hell because even 3-year-olds are 
allowed to curse in front of their parents. The 
girl learns her lesson at the end about not say-
ing the A-word, and monsters everywhere learn 
their lesson not to mess with bull unless they 
want to get the horns.

—Brian Tahmosh, feature editor

internet corner   v.2.0

ONLINE
Visit dailyorange.com 
to view this clip.

How much do I love Washington Wizards 
point guard Gilbert Arenas? Let me count the 
ways:

1. He calls himself the Hibachi Grill (’cause 
he gets real hot), yet refuses to endorse the 
product. (“Why would I endorse the Hibachi 
Grill when I am the Hibachi grill?”) Other 
nicknames include Agent Zero and The 
Black President. It is unclear whether he will 
endorse Barack Obama.

2. Rather than rest, he’ll often play a DVD 
poker game at halftime. It is unclear how one 
plays a poker DVD.

3. He invited 7,500 of his closest friends 
to his birthday party earlier this year. It is 
unclear if they all brought gifts, but there was 
an ice sculpture of him there.

4. He has a habit of throwing his jersey 
into the crowd after every game. It is 
unclear why.

5. He wore a shiny blue robe when intro-
duced before his first home game last year, so 
that he could resemble a wizard. It is unclear 
if anyone got the point.

Now on his blog at nba.com (http://www.
nba.com/blog/gilbert_arenas.html), you get 
to hear Gilbert wax philosophical on all sorts 
of topics: his soon-to-be born son, a $20,000 
shooting bet with teammate DeShawn Steven-
son, anything. 

The unequivocal highlight, however, is a 
rant about criticism sent his way by ESPN’s 
professional buffoon Skip Bayless. And 
nothing’s better than two crazies arguing 
against each other.

Arenas is the next descendant in a long line 
of basketball wackos. There’s Dennis Rodman.
There’s Daryl Dawkin, a.k.a. Chocolate Thun-
der a.k.a. Love Tron 3000. There’s Marvin 
“Bad News” Barnes, who once missed a game 
flight while playing for the ABA’s St. Louis 
Spirits and chartered his own plane to get 
there on time.

Barnes arrived thirty minutes before game 
time dressed in a mink coat and hat with his 
game uniform underneath.

“Have no fear,” Barnes said. “News is here.”
All hail the basketball lunatic.

—Andy McCullough, asst. feature editor
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m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Guadagnolo delivers hits felt by opponents, unrecognized by fans

w o m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Tupac motivates freshmen to lead Syracuse success in Charles River
By Matt Ehalt

STAFF WRITER

The Syracuse team went into Boston this weekend 
with two unique motivational techniques: the 
phrase “10 strokes for Tupac” and not expecting to 
win. It may seem foreign to some, but for freshmen 
Johanna Gerig and Mandy DeHaven, it helped 
propel them to victory.

Gerig and DeHaven went undefeated in three 
races this weekend as the women’s rowing crew 
competed at the Charles River Classic in Boston. 
The duo was part of the victorious novice four 
squad against Southern California, Dartmouth 
and Radcliffe, and the novice eight boat that 
bested Northeastern on Saturday and beat Boston 
University and Texas on Sunday.

The varsity four also notched two victories 
during the weekend, including a win over North-
eastern, who had beaten the Orange in that race 
the week before. The varsity eight also claimed 
the Kittell Cup by defeating Boston University on 
Sunday. 

Gerig and DeHaven, both walk-ons, trained 

together in the off season. Saturday, in the open-
ing match against USC, Radcliffe and Dartmouth 
marked the first time they were able to row in the 
same boat.

“They both provide sparks,” SU head coach 
Kris Sanford said. “They are both walk-ons who 
just started this year and didn’t know anything 
about rowing before. Some kids can just get into 
a boat and make it go, and they have certainly 
proven they can do that from their results.”

In the first race, Gerig and DeHaven’s novice 
four boat was the only Syracuse boat to emerge 
victorious in the four-way race — but it did not 
come easy.

“We were behind the first 1,000 (meters),” Gerig 
said. “We were told there was a bridge that marked 
the first 1,000 from the second 1,000, and our coach 
told us if we could hold it together under that 
bridge, we would have the best chance of finishing 
well. And then it was just like she said, Dartmouth 
fell apart under the bridge.”

During the race, DeHaven said that the cox-
swain called out “10 strokes for Tupac!” and added 

a little bit of fun to the physical pain the rowers 
were enduring.

“Your sitting there in pain, you don’t feel like 
you can go any farther, you’re hurt, and mentally 
and physically exhausted,” DeHaven said. “And 
then you start thinking about 10 strokes for this 
dead rapper, it makes you laugh and adds an ele-
ment of fun to the race.” 

Gerig and DeHaven finished out Saturday 
in the novice eight boat against Northeastern. 
Despite the previous race’s success and beating 
the Huskies in the novice eight race last weekend, 
DeHaven said the team went in not expecting to 
win because that’s when a team starts to lose it. 

The strategy worked as the Orange beat the 
Huskies by 19.2 seconds.

“Even when we started taking a huge lead, 
we never gave up, we pulled hard to the finish,” 
DeHaven said. “We wanted to beat them as bas as 
we could.”

Heading into Sunday morning with a perfect 
record, though, Gerig said she still felt nervous, 
and the fact that Texas had a fast squad did not 

help. DeHaven said for the second time in two 
races, nobody thought they had a chance, but she 
felt Texas had the same thoughts, which led to 
their downfall. The Orange beat the Longhorns by 
three seconds and BU by 21.3.

“I think that’s what really gave us our chance 
to win,” DeHaven said. “They were way ahead of 
us for the first half of the race, but we never let 
ourselves be defeated, and we went out and pulled 
and started gaining on them the last half.”

Sanford liked what she saw out of that crew, 
saying it has been steadily improving all year 
and the goal is to see if it win can Big East 
and possibly gets into the finals of the Eastern 
Sprints.  

For the two walk-on freshmen, though, a 
weekend of victory, despite not expecting it, 
strokes for Tupac and going undefeated was 
enough to keep them happy. 

“It’s exciting having success,” Gerig said. 
“These are my first races winning personally, 
and it makes me more excited to see what is going 
to happen next.”

By Bill Palka
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Big hits are often noticed when they’re delivered 
on the lacrosse field. Not Kyle Guadagnolo’s.

Guadagnolo, a Syracuse lacrosse defenseman, 
has flown under the radar for the Orange through-
out his career.

The junior has been a mainstay in the SU 
starting lineup since his freshman season. Guad-
agnolo started 11 games as a freshman and started 
every other game on defense since his sophomore 
season. Defensemen do not compile eye-grabbing 
statistics, and Guadagnolo thinks onlookers skip 
over his name in the box score.

“The only stat we really get is ground balls,” 
Guadagnolo said, unable to identify the exact 
amount he’s collected this season. “Nobody really 
looks at that. Everyone usually looks at how many 
assists and goals you have.”

Pair the lack of attractive numbers with play-
ing alongside three-time All-American defense-
man Steve Panarelli and the result is a recipe that 
underrates Guadagnolo. While Panarelli steals 
the spotlight, the junior has quietly filled his 
role on the Orange defensive unit. Syracuse head 
coach John Desko admits Guadagnolo probably 
does not receive all the credit he deserves.

“I think his efforts are slightly overlooked,” 
Desko said. “He’s been a very consistent player this 
year. There were a few games he’s played the top 
player on the other team and done a very nice job 
with that. Kyle’s made a big step up from last year.”

Desko said the junior acts as a field general on 
defense and is always telling people where they need 
to be. His vocal directions and his physical prepara-
tion allow him to hold the defense together.

A large reason why Guadagnolo is so strong 
defensively is because of his success in guarding 
his opponent in one-on-one situations. He recog-
nizes this part of his game as his strongest and 
tries to maintain that skill with intensity during 
one-on-one drills in practice. Guadagnolo credits 
offseason practice with footwork, jumping rope 
and agility exercises as ways of being able to keep 
up with the nation’s top offensive talents.

Guadagnolo also prides himself on being one 
of the hardest hitters on the team. It’s the physical 
contact that he thrives on that makes him the 

player he is. Of course, growing up in a house with 
three brothers helped Guadagnolo, who recalled 
frequently wrestling his siblings. 

Desko said the junior is one of the most physi-
cal players on the team, an attribute that makes 
him an intimidating defensive leader. 

“If you’re in the crease and you’re bobbling the 

ball, Kyle’s going to be one of the first guys to hit 
you,” Desko said. “You need an enforcer like that 
at the defensive end of the field.”

Guadagnolo takes his physicality to the prac-
tice field as a way of motivating his teammates. 
Hitting others hard and knocking them down in 
practice gets the defense going, he said, and also 

wakes up the rest of the team.
“I like to get after it at practice,” Guadagnolo 

said. “I like to play 110 percent to make myself 
a better player and to be an example. If you get 
looked up to and your teammates see you going 
through the motions, they’re going to say, ‘Well, 
I don’t have to give it 100 percent.’”

joey baker | photo editor
KYLE GUADAGNOLO has scooped 29 ground balls and dished one assist this season. 
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Jackson’s retirement from football.
Robinson acknowledged the possibility 

that this injury could be career-threatening, 
although he said it’s not likely. 

“I think Dr. Eckhardt was very clear in 
saying there’s no guarantees, and there really 
isn’t in these types of injuries,” Robinson 
said. “But I do believe from what I’ve listened 
to the doctor say, the odds are in his favor 
— strongly in his favor. It’s less than 5 percent 
of people with that injury where it’s one that 
would be that debilitating that you would be 
unable to play.”

Nonetheless, Carter’s injury is a signifi-
cant blow to the Orange. The freshman was 
one of the few bright spots in SU’s 4-8 season 
in 2006. He rushed for 713 yards on 156 carries, 
becoming the first freshman to lead Syracuse 
in rushing since Joe Morris in 1978. Carter 
recorded four touchdowns, all during his 
memorable performance against Wyoming on 
Sept. 30. 

Robinson pinpointed Carter as one of the 
players who particularly took advantage of 
the team’s offseason program and was the pri-
mary reason why there was confidence in SU’s 
running game heading into next season.

“What it comes down to is we have to 
disperse the productivity that we were going 
to get out of Delone,” Robinson said. “I don’t 
think any one person could do that.”

The obvious place to turn is Curtis Brin-
kley, SU’s second-leading rusher last season 
with 571 yards and the No. 1 running back 
for much of the season. Brinkley, though, is 
recovering from a knee injury that plagued 
him last season. The rising junior told The 
Daily Orange last week his knee is only about 
50 percent healed from offseason arthroscopic 
knee surgery.

Even though Carter’s injury leaves Syra-
cuse thinner at running back this week than 
it was last week, Robinson has no plans to hold 
back Brinkley.

“That’s not the way you work. You keep 
working,” Robinson said. “Curtis needs work, 
too. You have to keep going, keep working, but 
we don’t practice until Wednesday, so we’re 
still weighing options and trying to figure out 
what we might be able to do.” 

Robinson said Brinkley has been “very 
productive” in the spring. He also pointed out 
Paul Chiara, Daniel Bailey and fullback Tony 
Fiammetta as players who will figure into 
the mix now that Carter will be on the side-
line. Linebackers Jeremy Sellers and Derrell 
Smith are former running backs Robinson 
also mentioned.

Syracuse has a freshman class entering 
in the fall that Robinson lauded on Signing 
Day as having the ability to play different 
positions. Incoming freshmen Doug Hogue, 
Jamere Knox and Max Suter played run-
ning back in high school. However, Robinson 
reserved judgment on positions or playing 
time for players who aren’t in spring practice.

“It’s hard to predict where freshmen could 
be,” Robinson said. “I’d rather view a fresh-
man on the football field before I can make any 

statement in regard to what his productivity 
can be for the football team in the fall.”

What Robinson made clear is there’s no 
one way to replace Carter. The lone bright 
spot in the injury is that it happened early 
enough that the coaching staff could plan 
accordingly.

“This will take time to figure this all out,” 
Robinson said. “But this has occurred with 
still a week of spring ball left and then the 
summer. That’s a good thing in the sense that 
we still have time to weigh the situations and 
try to see how we can go about taking care of 
the issue of dispersing Delone’s productivity.”

CARTER
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

“Realistically, we have 
to believe Delone won’t 
be playing this fall. To 
try to really anticipate 
when his return will 
be is hard to say.”

Greg Robinson
SU HEAD COACH

daily orange file photo
DELONE CARTER broke the Syracuse record for most rushing yards in one game by a true freshman with 129 in the Orange’s dou-
ble-overtime win over Wyoming on Sep. 30. Carter will miss the 2007 season with a hip injury.

Clemson, Mayfield said. 
Late Monday night, Joseph was still returning 

to Washington, D.C., after announcing his verbal 
commitment to Syracuse coaches and was not yet 
available for comment. The unofficial visit put 
Syracuse over the top, Mayfield said, along with 
the persistence of SU assistant coach Rob Murphy, 
who recruited Joseph.

“Murph was real good person,” Mayfield 

said. “That helped out a lot.”
Handon pointed to the pipeline Syracuse has 

developed in the Maryland-D.C. area as a major 
factor in getting in the door with Joseph. In addi-
tion to Moten, Anthony, Onuaku and, this year, 
Donte Greene, legendary SU players Sherman 
Douglas and Dave Bing came from the Beltway 
region. 

Since leaving Montreal for more competitive 
basketball at Carroll, Joseph has flourished in the 
prestigious Washington Catholic Athletic Confer-
ence. He averaged around 15 points per game as 
Carroll’s leading scorer.

Joseph made honorable mention on The Wash-
ington Post’s All-Metro team. Austin Freeman, 
The Post’s player of the year, also played on 
DC Assault with Joseph. The AAU program has 
produced five active NBA players, current college 
standouts like Virginia Tech’s Deron Washington, 
and high-school stars like Freeman and Kansas 
State signee Michael Beasley.

“He’s the kind of kid that makes everybody 
around him better,” Handon said.

Butch Cherry, head coach of DC Assault, said 
Joseph will thrive in Jim Boeheim’s 2-3 zone 
defense. Joseph is the versatile type of player 

Boeheim typically recruits for his defense.
“He will surprise people because he plays 

real good defense,” Cherry said. “His defense is 
just as good as his offense is. He anticipates well, 
plays passing lanes well. He’s a great on-the-ball-
defender.”

Handon said Syracuse is getting a talented 
player that can score even with a pass-first men-
tality. Mayfield agreed.

“Kris can do it all,” Mayfield said. “On the 
basketball court he’s got great court awareness. 
He can shoot, rebound, dribble, everything. He’s 
an all-around player.”

JOSEPH
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

GREG ROBINSON ON 
VIRGINIA TECH
Syracuse football head coach Greg Rob-
inson sent his sympathy to Virginia Tech 
from the SU football team.
“I really think I should start by saying that 
I know we are all shocked at the terrible 
tragedy that has taken place at Virginia 

Tech, another institution of higher learn-
ing. It is just very, very sad to think that 
that can happen on a college campus. 
“But it just shows you how vulnerable 
we all are. It also helps you keep things 
in perspective, as well. From all of us, 
our deepest sympathies, thoughts and 
prayers are with those who have been 
hurt and wounded and have been part 
of it all.”
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Wide receiver progress starts with Williams, depends on catching passes
By Matt Gelb
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Forget about anointing the receivers unit as “dan-
gerous.” Forget about the big play capabilities. 
Forget about the depth.

Mike Williams says it’s all about catching 
the ball. That’s step No. 1, and while it seems 
so simple, 2006 proved otherwise for Syracuse’s 
receiving corps. 

Even given that, when Williams faced the 
media last week, he wasn’t afraid to make a bold 
prediction for 2007.

“I think this year we’re going to catch the ball,” 
Williams said. “For real. It’s gonna happen this 
year.”

Generally, when receivers have to say that, it 
can’t be a good sign. But Syracuse returns plenty 
of talent and depth at the receiver skill positions 
— including Williams and rising senior Taj Smith, 
who returns from a broken collarbone. 

Williams led Syracuse in receiving yardage 
last season as a true freshman with 461 yards 
on 24 catches. He scored four touchdowns, also a 
team high. The 6-foot-2 leaper has an eye for the 
big play and late in the season, after Smith went 
down, Williams emerged as quarterback Perry 
Patterson’s primary target, especially downfield.

Still, that’s not enough, Syracuse head coach 
Greg Robinson said. 

“The moment you think you’ve arrived, there’s 
never that,” Robinson said of Williams. “There’s 

always something you can work on.”
And that something is catching the ball. 
Dropped passes tormented the Syracuse 

offense all season in 2006. The culmination of it 
all was seven dropped balls in a devastating 17-3 
loss at Cincinnati on Oct. 17, basically dooming 
any faint postseason hopes the Orange had. The 
receivers accounted for just 119 yards. Williams 
had one catch for 31 yards and a drop.

“As a group, we put all of the pressure on our-
selves,” rising redshirt sophomore Lavar Lobdell 
said. “We know the offense lives and dies with the 
quarterback and the running back, but we play a 
huge part in that — catching the ball and opening 
up stuff for the running backs.”

Lobdell knows the pressure is on him, too. 
Coming to Syracuse from nearby Christian Broth-
ers Academy as a heralded recruit, Lobdell has yet 
to make his presence known on the field. After 
missing 2005 with a broken leg, Lobdell caught 
just five passes for 68 yards last year. 

He will compete for the coveted third and 
fourth receiver spots, along with four others. 
Rising senior Rice Moss, rising sophomore Donte 
Davis, rising redshirt sophomore Jeremy Horne 
and rising redshirt freshman Dan Sheeran make 
up the rest of the spring depth chart.

Moss, especially, is an interesting case. One of 
SU’s starters for game one against Wake Forest last 
season, Moss had only one touchdown all season: 
the Orange’s first of the season at Wake. He enters 

the season behind Smith and Williams on the depth 
chart — a sign that Robinson will not play the most 
seasoned players just because they have experience.

“It’s been real competitive,” Williams said. 
“We say it in the film room everyday, we’ll be 
playing around, like, ‘If you drop that pass again, 
you’re not going to be out there.’”

Williams said the relationship in the film room 
has extended beyond just the receivers to include 
the two quarterbacks Andrew Robinson and 
Cameron Dantley — something Williams admits 
wasn’t so visible with Patterson last year.

“We’re talking to each other in the film room,” 
Williams said. “It’s looking real good for us. Last 
year we didn’t really have that communication 
with the quarterback. Now we’re in the film room 
with the quarterbacks watching film together, 
talking about throwing it up and playing around 
with each other.”

In the meantime, Robinson praised the 
improvement he’s seen this spring in the receiv-
ers’ ability to catch the ball — and hold onto it.

“I know that I can make not a perfect throw all 
the time and they’re going to come down with the 
ball,” Robinson said. “Even if I do make a perfect 
throw and they catch the ball, they can get some 
extra yards out of the catch.”

Greg Robinson conjured images of former SU 
wideouts Marvin Harrison and Art Monk, both 
legendary NFL players. He praised the work ethic 
he’s seen from those two at the NFL level as evi-

dence that receivers can always improve — some-
thing he’s stressed to his bunch this spring.

“There’s some history here of receivers that 
just have continued to develop, and I’d like to 
think that’s what’s going to happen with our 
young players,” Robinson said.

Williams knows there has been improvement 
so far. He says he and the rest of the receivers like 
to call themselves “the best receiving corps in the 
nation.” While that label may be unjustified now, 
Williams said at least the receivers know they can 
catch the passes thrown at them — a monumental 
step if you consider last season’s results.

“It’s confidence,” Williams said. “We are 
receivers in Division I, so you know we can catch. 
You gotta go out there and have the confidence to 
catch those passes.”

GOOD CATCH
Syracuse returns its top three receivers 
from last year, plus a healthy Taj Smith. 

2006 stats
PLAYER REC. YARDS  TD YPG
Williams 24 461  4 19.2
Moss 23 272  1 11.8
Smith 12 227  3 18.9
Davis 9 84  0 9.3
Lobdell 5 68  0 13.6 

daily orange file photo
MIKE WILLIAMS led Syracuse with 461 receiving yards, becoming the first freshman to lead the Orange in receiving since Scott Schwedes in 1983. 

FOOTBALL
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DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms at 
510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Negotiable 
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

Summer Sublet 2BR Appt on Ackerman St.
Seeking a group of 2 or 3 to go in together on 
this spacious 2BR place for $700/month. 
315-657-7478 more info: 
jndesant.googlepages.com

Summer Sublet
2 Bedroom --Rent one or both, One block from 
campus, Parking, Dishwasher, Heat included, 
$400/ month, Available May to end of July. 
315-436-8074

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms

968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

wo & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condition, 
Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

3 Bedroom Available. 

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon,

116 Comstock
3 Bedroom Apts at:

110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 
136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

Awesome 3 Bedroom for Rent!  
210 Fellows Ave.
Move in ASAP! Call Hector 917-549-5750.

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-

TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING. 

 422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Large 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished

Newly Remodeled
Fireplace

$700 per month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

 $575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 
Per Apartment.   

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 

LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 
WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  
422-0709

www.UniversityHill.com

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  806-
2600  Grad Students Preferred.

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204
(315) 472-4431

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 
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3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

901 Westcott St.
Blocks from Campus

Unbelievable 5 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished, Huge modern Kitchen

Glassed in Dining Room w/Balcony
3rd Floor Loft Bedroom

A MUST SEE
$1,750 a month

Free Laundry and Parking
CALL Sam @ 315-395-5807

JHF Management

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management 
 

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM 

Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Nanny Wanted
Experienced, reliable part-time nanny wanted 
for care of an infant. References required. Must 
have car. Non-smokers only. Call 383-2880

Leaders Wanted
Are you smart, committed and passionate about 
your health and the health of the environment? 
Marketing team looking for leader, entrepreneur-
ial spirit. Will train and mentor. Send Resume 
to Tidal Passions International, 29 Rodrigo Ct. 
Millbrook, NY 12545. 

Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, for 
my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... RE-
GARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE AT ALL SU BOOKSTORES AND FOLLET’S FOR 
A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

HARDSUDOKU!
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Lawyer says 
Perritt hopes to 
return to SU

Delone Carter undergoes surgery for dislocated 
hip, confirmed out for at least 2007 season

CARTER OUT FOR SEASON

By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

Gary Sommer, the lawyer of Syra-
cuse lacrosse midfielder Pat Perritt, 
told The Daily Orange on Monday 
that Perritt planned to leave school 
Monday or today.

“He won’t be 
back as far as 
this semester,” 
Sommer said. 
“He hopes at 
some time in the 
future to return 
to Syracuse. He 
really likes Syra-
cuse University.”

Perritt released a statement to 
the media Sunday morning stating 
his plan to withdraw from school, 
citing “an ongoing medical condi-
tion that has recently worsened.” 
That was based, Perritt said, on his 
doctor’s recommendation. 

In the statement Perritt asked 
for privacy for him and his family 
regarding his situation. Aside from 
patient-confidentiality matters, the 
Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act prohibit offi-
cials from commenting on injuries 
or symptoms without the patient’s 
permission.

“I don’t know when the decision 
was made exactly,” Sommer said. “It 
was a process of a decision that was 
made in a few days.”

Perritt and midfielder John Car-
rozza were arrested on March 11 for 
resisting arrest and disorderly con-
duct. After their two-game suspen-
sions, both issued public apologies 
on March 28.

Perritt cited his desire to stay in 
Syracuse this summer to do commu-
nity service and take classes — part 
of his way to pay retribution for his 
actions.

“I am seeing an alcohol coun-
selor, and I have stopped drinking,” 
Perritt said in his public apology. “I 
have also sent an apology letter to 
the members of the Syracuse Police 
Department who were there. I have 
also offered, if I am allowed to stay 
in school, to stay here in Syracuse 
this summer and do community 
service, which I hopefully can do in 
some way which will benefit under-
privileged kids here in the Syracuse 
community.”

Sommer couldn’t speculate when, 
if at all, Perritt would return. Per-
ritt scored seven goals this season 
as a preseason Tewaaraton Award 
candidate. He scored 17 goals last 
year.

PERRITT

SEE JOSEPH PAGE 16

By Zach Berman
SPORTS EDITOR

When Delone Carter fell to the 
ground during practice on Satur-
day, Greg Robinson didn’t know if 
the injury was serious.

When the head coach 
approached 
the run-
ning back 
that was 
e n t e r -
ing this 
Saturday’s 
s p r i n g 

game No. 1 on the depth chart, 
Robinson realized it was serious.

“When I got down with him, I 
could tell he was in pain — real 
pain,” Robinson said. “You’re 
around a lot of different types of 
injuries, and I knew quickly this 
was serious.”

On Monday, Robinson con-

firmed how serious. Carter will 
miss at least the 2007 season with 
a dislocated hip that includes a 
fracture on the posterior side, and 
a long-term determination won’t 
be made for another six months. 
Carter had surgery on Sunday 
morning to get a pin placed in the 
hip and is expected to be released 
from Crouse Hospital today.

“Realistically, we have to 
believe Delone won’t be playing 
this fall,” Robinson said. “To try to 
really anticipate when his return 
will be is hard to say.”

The surgery was performed 
by orthopedic surgeon Dr. Wayne 
Eckhardt, an assistant team doc-
tor at the Crouse Medical Center. 
Robinson said Eckhardt was satis-
fied with the surgery and believed 
Carter can fully recover. How-
ever, Robinson said it will take six 
months to determine whether the 

hip is recovering properly. 
The fear with hip dislocations 

is a condition called avascular 
necrosis (AVN), which is charac-
terized by a disruption of blood 
flow to the hip joint. This condi-
tion led to former NFL star Bo 

SEE CARTER PAGE 16

m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

D.C.’s Joseph 
marks 1st SU 
recruit for 2008

daily orange file photo
DELONE CARTER will miss the entire 2007 season after having surgery to repair a dislocated hip. 
Last year, Carter became the first freshman to lead Syracuse in rushing since 1978 with 713 yards.

By Matt Gelb
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Syracuse is Kris Joseph’s dream 
school. It’s no surprise why. 

Joseph, the No. 26 overall recruit 
in the Class of 2008 by Scout.com, 
verbally committed to the Syracuse 

men’s basketball 
team following 
an unofficial 
visit this past 
weekend. Joseph, 
a high school 
junior, is SU’s 
first recruit from 
the Class of 2008.

Joseph attends 
Archbishop Carroll High School in 
Washington, D.C. — the same high 
school of former Syracuse sports stars 
Lawrence Moten and Marvin Graves. 
Joseph plays on DC Assault, an AAU 
team co-founded by former Syracuse 
assistant coach Troy Weaver, and 
current SU center Arinze Onuaku 
was a product of the DC Assault.

Throw in the fact Joseph, origi-
nally from Montreal, could play four 
hours away from home — on the 
court his favorite player once graced 
— and it was a done deal. 

“That was his dream school,” said 
Joe Mayfield, Joseph’s guardian. 
“That was the school he wanted to 
go to. His favorite player, Carmelo 
Anthony, played there, too.”

The 6-foot-7, 220-pound wing 
played every position this season for 
DC Assault, said Damon Handon, 
general manager of the AAU team.

“He’s got a great feel for the game,” 
Handon said. “He’s a playmaker at 
6-foot-7. He’s a two-guard for us, but 
he’s probably going to play the ‘3’ at 
SU.”

Joseph was also considering 
Georgetown, Texas, Maryland and 

JOSEPH

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Behind the scenes
Meet one of the most 
productive SU players you don’t 
know about. Page 15

Inside:
Now that Delone 
Carter is out, the 
wide receivers 
become more 
important. Page 17

FILLING IN
Curtis Brinkley, Paul Chiara 
and Tony Fiammetta are 
the only three returning 
players with experience 
running the ball. They will 
be counted on to fill in for 
the injured Delone Carter.

2006 stats
PLAYER            YARDS TD YPC
Brinkley    588 2 4.1
Chiara       63 0 3.5
Fiammetta  15 0 1.9
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The fi nest of Syracuse 
You voted, now fi nd out which 
classes, professors, bars reign 
over the Hill.

See insert

In candlelight 
Members of the SU com-
munity gathered to honor 
those killed at Virginia Tech.
Page 3

Unbearable crowds, unfair sign-up 
sheets, unappealing aesthetics make 

Archbold a drag on SU students

g i n o c c h e t t i  t r i a l

Case pushed 
to April 24

Man pleads 
guilty to 
campus rape

Slim gym

stephen dockery | staff photographer
ARCHBOLD GYM AFTER 8 P.M. is less crowded compared to peak times in the afternoon. Many students complain that the evening is the 
only time they can go to the gym without having to wait in line for machines. (Below) Students also complain of broken equipment.

By Dara Kahn
STAFF WRITER

Matt Jordan no longer exercises at Arch-
bold Gymnasium during peak hours. 
The fi tness centers are too crowded, 

machines such as ellipticals are rarely available 
and the sign-up system is ineffi cient and easily 
abused.

Instead, he and his roommate now try to go to 
a fi tness center after 8 p.m. By then the crowds 
have died down, more machines are available 
and they don’t have to deal with people cheating 

the sign-up system. 
“I don’t have any complaints with Goldstein,” 

said Jordan, sophomore philosophy major, who 
also said the sign-ups are ineffi cient. “With my 
experience, I’ve abused the system. It’s the best 
they can do.”

He mentioned that some students sign up for 
half an hour and never show up, remain on the 
equipment for longer than they signed up for or 
simply sign up under different pseudonyms. 

“There are some great programs at SU,” said 
Charles Giannone, senior mechanical engineer-

ing major. “But when it comes to recreation, it’s 
lacking there.” 

Many students complain that the recreational 
facilities at Syracuse University are crowded, out-
dated or ineffi cient, though approximately 1,000 
people use Archbold every day, and about 25 to 50 
people use the satellite recreational facilities each 
day, said Joseph Lore, associate director of SU 
Recreation Services.

“The only problem I have with Archbold is it 
gets really crowded from 2 to 10 p.m. every day,” 

SEE GYM PAGE 4

By Eric Hughes
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Timothy J. Ginocchetti’s pretrial, 
scheduled for 8:30 a.m. today in 
Onondaga County Court, has been 
adjourned to April 24, said Annette 
Delgiorno, secretary to Judge Antho-

ny Aloi, who is 
presiding over 
the case.

Defense law-
yer Emil Rossi 
asked Aloi this 
week to adjourn 
the case to a 
later date, and 
Aloi resched-

uled Ginocchetti’s pretrial for early 
next week, Delgiorno said.

Rossi could not be reached for com-
ment.

Ginocchetti, senior civil engineer-
ing major, is charged with second-
degree murder for allegedly stabbing 
his mother to death on Aug. 23.

Manlius police found the body of 
Pamela Ginocchetti inside the home at 
11:30 p.m., after Ginocchetti called 911. 
During that call, Ginocchetti admitted 
to emergency dispatchers that he killed 
his mother, that she was covered in 
blood and that he was alone with her.

Pamela Ginocchetti was pro-
nounced dead on site, and at the 
request of the police, Ginocchetti left 
the home and was taken into custody.

To see the digital edition, 
check out dailyorange.com/
bestof

GINOCCHETTI

By Matt Reilly
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

A local man, Robert Adams III, 
pleaded guilty Tuesday to a charge 
of fi rst-degree rape of a Syracuse 
University graduate student in July, 
according to WSYR channel 9’s 6 
p.m. newscast.

Adams committed the rape the 
SEE RAPE PAGE 7
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Nagasaki mayor killed
The mayor of the Japanese city 
Nagasaki mayor killed
The mayor of the Japanese city 
Nagasaki mayor killed
Nagasaki was shot and killed on 
Tuesday. ITCHO ITO, 61, WAS 
SHOT TWICE IN THE BACK 
OUTSIDE OF A TRAIN STATION. 
Ito was treated by paramedics 
outside the station before he was 
brought to a hospital, where he 
died several hours later. Ito was 
seeking re-election for a fourth 
term for Sunday’s election. Doctors 
said in a news conference that 
the bullets reached his heart, 
and he eventually died from a 
loss of blood. Police arrested 
the suspect Tetsuya Shiroo, who 
was reportedly a member of the 
organized crime group,Yamaguchi-
gumi. The motive for the shooting 
had not been confi rmed but may 
have been linked to controversy 
over a public works contract, 
according to BBC News. 

U.N. urges global 
community to aid refugees
The United Nations High Commis-
community to aid refugees
The United Nations High Commis-
community to aid refugees
sioner for Refugees held a two-day 
international conference on Tues-
day in Geneva to discuss the needs 
of approximately 4 million Iraqi 
refugees. More than 400 represen-
tatives from 60 countries attended 
the conference. “The humanitarian 
dimension of the problem can no 
longer be overlooked ... almost 
4 million Iraqis are watching us 
today,” U.N. High Commissioner for 
Refugees Antonio Guterres said. 
Guterres asked the international 
community to aid countries such 
as Syria and Jordan during the refu-
gee crisis. MORE THAN 1.2 MIL-
LION AND 750,000 IRAQIS HAVE 
FLED TO SYRIA AND JORDAN, 
RESPECTIVELY. U.N. Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon gave a video 
address during the conference. 

New details of Virginia 
Tech shooter
Details were revealed on Tuesday 
about the gunman of Monday’s 
Virginia Tech shooting. Cho Seung-
Hui, a 23-year-old senior English 
major, committed suicide after 
shooting 32 victims. POLICE CON-
FIRMED HIS FINGERPRINTS ON 
TWO HANDGUNS THAT WERE 
USED IN THE SHOOTINGS. A 
police affi davit released on Tuesday 
said that a bomb threat note was 
found near Cho’s body. Police also 
said that previous bomb threats 
at the school may have been con-
nected to him, according to The 
New York Times. A professor in the 
English department at Virginia Tech 
had previously contacted the chair 
of the department about Cho, say-
ing that his violent writings showed 
him to be “troubled.”

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
7:15 p.m.  
The Syracuse University R.A.P.E. 
Center will sponsor the annual 
“TAKE BACK THE NIGHT” rally, a 
march against sexual assaults and 
domestic violence. 

Hendricks Chapel steps | Free 

8 p.m.  
The MORTON SCHIFF JAZZ 
ENSEMBLE will hold a concert 
featuring various jazz standards. 
The concert will also feature the 
ensemble’s jazz soloists, as well 
as SU’s Jazz Saxophone Ensemble 
and Jazz String Quartet.

Setnor Auditorium | Free 

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

Big numbers
A Columbia University alumnus 
Big numbers
A Columbia University alumnus 
Big numbers
who graduated 70 years ago donat-
ed $400 million to the university for 
the sole purpose of fi nancal aid.

PULP

Daily, live coverage 
of fi lm festival
The annual Syracuse International 
Film Festival will be featured with 
reviews, blogs.

SPORTS

Spring football preview
Syracuse football has its spring 
Spring football preview
Syracuse football has its spring 
Spring football preview
football game Saturday. Find out 
what you should be looking for. 

OPIN ION

Operate on your system?
If you’re sick of Windows, Dave 
Operate on your system?
If you’re sick of Windows, Dave 
Operate on your system?
Medeiros suggests you install a 
free alternative operating system 
– Linux.
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T H I S  D AY  I N  H I S T O R Y
by melissa daniels

1775American patriot Paul Revere rides from 17751775Lexington to Concord, Mass., to warn that the 17751775British redcoats are coming. 1775

1923Yankee Stadium is built in the Bronx. A 19231923crowd of 74,000 watched the game against 19231923the Boston Red Sox. 1923
1906 The Great San Francisco Earthquake hits 1906 1906 just after 5 a.m. with a magnitude of 7.9. 1906 1906 The earthquake was responsible for 3,000 1906 1906 deaths.1906 

T O  O U R  R E A D E R S
If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-
tion to 
If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-
tion to 
If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-

corrections@dailyorange.com
If you fi nd inaccuracies in a story please email the informa-

corrections@dailyorange.com
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If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
please contact us at 
If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
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TRACK AND FIELDMEN’S LACROSSE

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

Larry Ellis Invitational
           @ Princeton, N.J.

FRI., APR.20, TBA

WED.  APR. 18, 7 P.M.        
vs. Cornell

SAT.  APR. 20, NOON        
@ St.John’s

FRI.  APR. 20, 7:30 P.M.        
vs.Albany

During your time as a student at SU, what kind of orange stuff have you collected? 
E-mail submissions to dophoto@dailyorange.com

SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!

Last day to send in photos:
 Monday April 23rd
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Students, administrators gather for VT vigil in chapel
m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Player’s case 
held until May

MayFest 
party faces 
critical watch

megan lange | contributing photographer
NATALIE MARTINEZ prays after the candle light vigil in Hendricks Chapel.  Martinez was one of the few students who stayed behind to 
pray and reflect after the chapel floor had been full minutes prior.

Public Safety learns 
of senior celebration 
through Facebook

By Brian Hayden
STAFF WRITER

By the hundreds they gathered Tues-
day evening, seeking refuge, warmth 
and support from the outside world, 
dreary skies and snow-covered 
grounds that seemed to squeeze all 
life from the day. They filled the Hen-
dricks Chapel pews, surrounding a 
lone candle 4 feet tall in the center 
aisle and small banner behind it that 
read “VIRGINIA TECH.”

Coughs barely rippled the total 
silence in the usually echoing chapel.

“This helps those that are mourn-
ing to find support,” said the Rev. 
Thomas Wolfe, dean of Hendricks 
Chapel. “We come to support others 
in spirit and solidarity and to find 
support for ourselves.”

Soon after Wolfe’s opening, ush-
ers silently spread a flame to all 
those who held small candles. The 
otherwise dim chapel was then lit 
with the candlelight of each sup-
porter there.

Several short statements were 
read by members of the Syracuse 
University community. Each was fol-
lowed by the clang of a small gong 
that pierced the silence of the room. 

“Let us remember the victims and 
their families,” read the first student.

“Let us remember all of the stu-
dents at Virginia Tech,” read Chan-
cellor Nancy Cantor soon after.

A moment of silence followed the 
statements. As the vigil concluded, 
those in attendance were invited 
to sign posters and petitions being 
sent south to Virginia Tech. Those 
who needed more time after the 
half-hour ceremony were allowed 
to stay and reflect for as long as 
they needed. 

Vice Chancellor Eric F. Spina 
said he believes the vigil was needed 
to help everyone get through this 
time of sorrow.

“In both times of celebration and 
times of sadness, we need to know 

that others care and are with us,” he 
said. “It helps us all heal.”

Students also appeared emotion-
ally moved by the event.

“Our hearts are with the students, 
faculty and staff at Virginia Tech,” 
said Mike Schottenstein, sophomore 
and president of the Interfraternity 
Council. “Being students, it’s some-
thing that hit close to home. It’s some-
thing that could have happened here.”

Schottenstein was at a meeting 
that ended early so that the par-
ticipants would be able to attend the 
vigil. The IFC plans to show their 

support through posters and letters 
as well, he said.

“It was a good way to show sup-
port,” said Claudia Ferguson, fresh-
man chemistry major. “It’s the only 
thing I feel I can do right now.”

Junior electrical engineering 
major Subrata Ghosh said he didn’t 
personally know anyone from Vir-
ginia Tech affected by the tragedy, 
but rushed from his class that ended 
at 6 p.m. to reach the vigil by its 
start.

“It was the least I could do for the 
victims,” he said.

CHANCELLOR NANCY CANTOR’S E-MAIL 
ON THE VIRGINIA TECH MASSACRE
Cantor sent an e-mail on Tuesday inviting members of the SU 
community to join her at a 6 p.m. vigil in Hendricks Chapel as 
well as upcoming activities to take place on the SU campus to 
honor those killed. 

“As we here at Syracuse University keep the Virginia Tech 
campus community in our hearts and minds, our campus has 
come forward with an outpouring of condolence and support 
during the past 24 hours. Many members of our commu-
nity have stepped forth to help us find appropriate ways to 
express our own sense of loss and desire to support our col-
leagues at Virginia Tech.”

By Eddie Jacovino
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Alex Gramajo wasn’t aware Public 
Safety could become an uninvited 
guest to a block party he announced 
on Facebook, where he asked students 
to join by hosting parties on the lawns 
of their off-campus apartments dur-
ing Mayfest this coming Tuesday.

After seeing the party mentioned 
in an April 10 column in The Daily 
Orange, Public Safety and the Syra-
cuse Police Department decided to 
increase patrols of the neighborhood 
east of campus that day, said Pub-
lic Safety’s special events Lt. John 
Sardino.

“If he’s sincere, I’m more than 
willing to help him out with this,” 
Sardino said. Public Safety’s position 
is not a support role, but it can help in 
controlling large crowds or uninvited 
students upset they can’t join a party. 
“I would really hate to see a student 
party become the highlight of the 
day,” he said.

Neighborhood safety patrols, 
SEE EUCLID PAGE 7

SEE MCGONIGLE PAGE 4

By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

The pretrial hearing for Syracuse 
lacrosse player Sean McGonigle 
— originally scheduled for Tuesday 
afternoon at the Syracuse City Court 
— was adjourned to 2 p.m. on May 22 
by Judge Karen Uplinger.

McG oni g le, 
s o p h o m o r e 
midfielder, was 
arrested Feb. 
15 and charged 
with assaulting a 
male SU student 
in an off-campus 
incident Jan. 20. 
According to the 
police report, 

the victim needed surgery to repair 
damage he suffered to his face. 

McGonigle showed up at the court-

“In both times of 
celebration and 
times of sadness, 
we need to know 
that others care 
and are with us. It 
helps us all heal.”

Eric F. Spina
VICE CHANCELLOR

MCGONIGLE
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said Bridget Schultz, freshman public relations 
major. “It’s very hard to manage your time to 
work on certain machines.” 

Besides being crowded, some students feel that 
the facilities themselves need to be expanded.

“It’s just so small in Goldstein,” said Lynne 
Vasconcellos, senior English and political sci-
ence major. “It doesn’t really feel like a gym. It’s 
so small that if I move, I’m hitting the person 
next to me.”

Stacking up 
During the last couple years, a group of stu-

dents and staff, under the auspices of the Divi-
sion of Student Affairs, visited other colleges 
and universities with newly built or renovated 
fitness facilities. 

The group includes Barry Wells, dean of stu-
dent affairs; Jean Steffes, associate vice presi-
dent of student affairs; former Vice Chancellor 
Deborah Freund; Mitch Gartenberg, director of 
recreations services; then-Student Association 
President Wayne Horton and representatives from 
planning, design and construction, among others. 

Horton, who visited the University of Hous-
ton in October 2006, said the recreation center 
there had “anything you could possibly imag-
ine,” including an Olympic-sized swimming 
pool, high dive, an indoor track, a climbing wall 
and floor hockey.

“It’s a paradise for anyone who’s athletic,” 
Horton said. “It definitely whetted our appetites 
… SU is definitely in dire need of new recre-
ational facilities.” 

Though Horton only visited the one school, 
other members of the group have visited schools 
such as Northeastern University, the University 

of Illinois, Georgia State University, Georgia 
Institute of Technology and the University of 
Georgia, Gartenberg said. The visits were pri-
marily to gather facts on how the projects were 
funded, carried out and the details of what the 
facilities contained.

Archbold has 10,000 square feet of usable 
fitness facility, complete with cardiovascular 
machines and weights. 

Other schools with more recently built fit-
ness centers, such as Hamilton College, Boston 
University and Georgia State, have fitness facili-
ties with 30,760; 18,000 and 16,000 square feet 
of fitness area, respectively, according to their 
corresponding Web sites. 

Georgia State, in particular, has striking 
ties to SU. Before coming to SU, Gartenberg 
was integral in helping facilitate the building 
of a new student recreation center there, as 
associate director of recreation services from 
September 1998 to September 2000.

The project, which in total cost $33 million, 
was conceptualized and carried out between 
1997 and 2001, before the grand opening, which 
Gartenberg attended. 

“It’s been a real drawing card for new stu-
dents, and current students see this as a fan-
tastic resource while they’re here,” said John 
Krafka, assistant director of recreational ser-
vices at Georgia State. “Now it’s a center where 
they feel that they belong to the university … it’s 
really improved student life.”

Up to 2,400 students a day pass through the 
revolving doors of the facility, which was com-
pletely funded by student fees, Krafka said. In 
the mid ’90s, the university president asked the 
then-director of campus recreation to start an 
educational campaign to take student leaders 
to various high-quality recreational facilities at 
other schools.

From that effort, a student referendum was 

drafted, voted on and passed, that announced 
each student would pay a fee that would be 
pledged directly to the building of a new student 
fitness center. To build the new center, the 
university sold bonds, which will be paid off by 
future student fees, Gartenberg said. 

“I think students were immediately very 
proud of what we had,” Krafka said. 

The four-story building, which takes up half 
a city block in downtown Atlanta and is 161,000 
square feet large, includes many amenities not 
found at SU. These include an indoor multi-pur-
pose court, used for soccer, handball, basketball 
and badminton; a 1/8 mile indoor track and 16,000 
square feet of fitness area with treadmills, ellipti-
cal machines, exercise bikes and free weights. 
It also includes a 35-foot climbing wall; four rac-
quetball courts; one squash court and an aquatic 
center with an eight-lane lap pool, a leisure pool 
with zero-depth entry, and a Jacuzzi and sauna, 
among other things, Krafka said. 

The facility also has a game room equipped 
with pool tables, ping pong, video games and 
dartboards. The center also includes four 
Internet stations, a plasma television and three 
studios used for activities from dancing to kick-
boxing. 

Gartenberg said he would like to see many of 
these amenities in a potential new fitness center 
at SU in the next few years.

Short-term remedies
In order to accommodate students and 

improve the efficiency of SU’s recreational facil-
ities, some short-term remedies have already 
been considered.

“Short term remedies are in the pipeline,” 
Gartenberg said. “There is an understanding 
that we need more.”

“We’re looking at an expansion of fitness 
facilities this fall,” Gartenberg said. “We believe 
that will help in the near term.” 

A new fitness facility space may be opened in 
the fall of 2007, though it has not yet been signed off 
on because of issues surrounding the contracts.

“To my knowledge, we’re not quite ready to 
announce the location. A few more details need 
to be worked out,” said SU spokesman Kevin 
Morrow in an e-mail. “There is a committee 
working on near-future solutions involving dis-
tributed fitness facilities … one aspect of this is 
fitness space proposed to be available for the fall 
2007 semester and also fitness facility plans for 
the new residence hall that will open in 2009. 
None of this is at a point that we are ready to 

discuss logistical details.”
For the fall of 2009, a new fitness facility will 

be built as part of the new residence hall project 
at 619 Comstock Ave., near DellPlain Hall, Gar-
tenberg said. 

The 10,600-square-foot “state-of-the art 
facility with windows and televisions” will 
include 8,600 square feet of fitness facilities with 
machines similar to the ones at Archbold, Lore 
said. It will also include 2,000 square feet of a 
low-ceiling, multi-purpose room. The multi-pur-
pose room will be used for anything from dance 
classes to karate.

“We’re moving forward,” Lore, associ-
ate director of SU Recreation Services, said. 
“There’s a great deal of importance placed on 
services outside of academics. I believe we’re in 
a forward motion. People realize they can’t be 
built overnight.” 

Recreation Services also has attempted to 
remedy the short-term considerations of SU’s 
recreational facilities by offering long hours for 
students to exercise in the recreational facili-
ties, by providing fitness classes and having late 
night at the gym, Gartenberg said. 

While the fitness center located in Marion 
Hall is now closed from 1 to 4 p.m., Gartenberg 
said that in fall 2007, it will either be open dur-
ing that time or will be open later.

“We try to compensate the best way we can 
with our space limitations,” Gartenberg said. 

The equipment is fixed weekly, or whenever it 
is needed, Lore said. Also, he said Recreational 
Services only purchases “commercial, high-end 
equipment.” 

Long-term goals
Besides possible discussion of a new facility 

in the fall of 2007, and the discussion and plan-
ning for the new fitness center in fall of 2009 
near DellPlain Hall, a small group of faculty 
and staff exists to discuss possibilities for a com-
pletely new fitness center in the future.

“There’s an understanding that we need to 
improve,” Gartenberg said.

But funding will be a huge obstacle to over-
come before a new facility is built, since SU 
would have to take out loans and increase its 
debt, Gartenberg said. Also, the fact that vari-
ous other construction projects are currently in 
the works may hinder immediate administra-
tive approval.

“At SU, we currently have a lot of construc-
tion going on,” Gartenberg said. “Even if stu-
dents agree to do it, I’m not sure SU could.”

room Tuesday, but his attorney, Emil Rossi, 
was not present. Instead, McGonigle was repre-
sented by Mike Vavonese of the Vavonese Law 
Office.

Vavonese conferred briefly with Judge 
Uplinger and Assistant District Attorney Lau-
ren LaPaglia while McGonigle sat at the back 
of the courtroom. All parties quickly agreed 
to the adjournment. The purpose of the hear-
ing is to determine if there is enough evidence 
to proceed with a trial. 

“Things rarely get resolved right away,” 
LaPaglia said after the hearing. “It’s always 
hard to piece everything together when you 
have different stories.”

LaPaglia said she still does not have a clear 
idea of what happened on the night of Jan. 20. 
She said she will speak to McGonigle and his 
attorneys to get his version of the incident. She 
will also seek out eyewitnesses to determine 
what happened. LaPaglia said such adjourn-
ments are common. 

“We’re not out to get him,” LaPaglia said. 
“We want to be fair. We don’t want to convict 

someone who’s innocent.”
Vavonese instructed McGonigle not to speak 

as they left the courtroom. “Sean’s not allowed 
to comment,” he said. “I’m really not allowed to 
comment on anything.”

The team suspended McGonigle for the 
first two games of the season, although he con-
tinued to practice with the team. McGonigle 
returned for SU’s game against Virginia on 
March 3. 

The defensive midfielder has played in eight 
games and has not recorded a point. He has 
scooped up five ground balls.

McGonigle’s arrest was the first of two inci-
dents involving Syracuse lacrosse players and 
police. Midfielders Pat Perritt and John Car-
rozza were arrested in downtown Syracuse on 
March 11 and charged with disorderly conduct 
and resisting arrest. Carrozza was also charged 
with the criminal possession of forged New 
York state driver’s licenses. The police report 
stated both players were intoxicated. 

The pretrial hearing for Perritt and Car-
rozza, originally scheduled for April 12, was 
adjourned to 2 p.m. on May 24. Perritt has 
since left SU, issuing a statement Saturday 
that he is suffering from an “ongoing medical 
condition which has recently worsened.”

MCGONIGLE
F R O M  P A G E  3

GYM
F R O M  P A G E  1
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This letter is addressed to my fellow students. 
Although I am often quoted in The Daily Orange, it 
is very rare that I get to speak to you one-on-one in 

print, and I thank The Daily Orange for allowing me this 
opportunity. On April 16, 2007, a tragedy unprecedented 
in magnitude and severity occurred at Virginia Tech. It is 
essential that we, the student body, make it known that we 
support Virginia Tech and its students, faculty and staff as 
they mourn those lost in this heinous act of unnecessary 
violence.

Today I sent a letter to President Adeel Khan of the 
Virginia Tech Student Government Association, offering 
our condolences to him and to the student body. I also stated 
that while I understood that the letter will do little to ease 
the community’s grief and frustration, I felt it necessary to 
reach out and assure them that their community is in our 
thoughts and prayers.

I was so pleased to see so many fellow students come 
together in remembrance and solidarity at last night’s 
vigil at Hendricks Chapel. I encourage you all to stop by the 
chapel this week to write in the book that will be given to 
Virginia Tech’s student body The chapel will be open from 
8 a.m. through 10 p.m. Further events of remembrance and 
support will be posted on the Student Association Web site, 
sa.syr.edu, as they are scheduled.

Some may argue that it is hard to truly grieve or relate 
in a situation that we are so “far removed from.” I beg to 
differ. We are very close to this situation. Virginia Tech is 
a peer institution, with students that come from near and 
far to make that university their home, just like many of us 
at Syracuse University. To have such a tragedy occur at a 
place that most call home for four years is truly devastating. 
This tragedy could have happened just as easily on our 
campus as any other in the United States.

We must learn from this horrible tragedy and assess 
our own campus safety and security.  We cannot only leave 
this process up to administration. We must take action and 
responsibility for ourselves. I urge the university’s Critical 
Incident Management Team, which is assessing these 
concerns, to look to the students to provide support. For 
example, an open forum to discuss safety concerns might be 
appropriate. I will be asking the administration for an S.A. 
representative to sit on the board and voice your concerns.  I 
urge you to e-mail us with suggestions or comments in light 
of these recent events.

Please join the Facebook groups, change your profile 
picture to the ribbon supporting Virginia Tech, sign the 
book in Hendricks and, most importantly, keep those in the 
Virginia Tech community in your prayers. I am sure you 
would appreciate the support if you ever found yourself in a 
situation as devastating as the one that took place April 16.

All the best,

Ryan A. Kelly
PRESIDENT: STUDENT ASSOCIATION 51ST SESSION 

You can e-mail Ryan Kelly at sa@syr.edu.

A  L E T T E R  F R O M  R YA N  K E L LY
student association president

Editor’s note: Ryan Kelly requested the space below 
to address the  student body regarding the Virginia 
Tech incident that occurred on Monday, April 16.

Remove cause of violence by ending social divide

A nother school shooting has claimed 
the lives of more young victims, and 
we are left wondering why so many 

of our peers had to die. In all, 33 people 
were killed at Virginia Tech on Monday in 
what officials are calling the most deadly 
school attack in U.S. history. 

As we begin to grieve this substantial 
loss, college campuses around the nation 
are struggling to figure out how to prevent 
such senseless acts of violence from occur-
ring in the future. While some students are 
looking to their university administrators 
to address safety concerns, it may not occur 
to them that they could also play some role 
in keeping tragedies of this nature from 
reoccurring.

The most alarming part of the tragedy is 
not the record-breaking number of casual-
ties, the warning signs leading up to it, or the 
university’s unprepared response. It is that 
the gunman was neither a misguided Mari-
lyn Manson protégé nor a terrorist as we 
may have assumed. Instead, Cho Seung-hui 
was a 23-year-old English major who lived 
in the dorms on campus like countless other 
undergraduate students around the nation.

“He was a loner, and we’re having dif-
ficulty finding information about him,” 
said Larry Hincker, Virginia Tech’s 
associate vice president for university 
relations, in a press release.

From the little information available, 
it appears as though Cho was not unlike 
many college students who struggle to fit in 
with the white, upper-middle class group 
of elite students who often dominate the 
social scenes of universities around the 
country. Cho poured his hatred and resent-
ment for this exclusive group of socialites 
into a lengthy note found in his dorm 
room on Tuesday morning. His passionate 
disdain for the “in” crowd calls attention 
to the dangerous divide that exists between 
the popular students and social outcasts. 

As we walk carelessly around campus, 
Syracuse University students never 
expect to encounter an armed gunman 
in our classrooms or dormitories. Yet the 
underlying social conflict that appears to 
have ignited the tragedy at Virginia Tech 
exists right here at SU. College students 
must reconsider the way we treat one 
another and recognize that we may be 
partially responsible for the insecurities 
and depression that drive individuals to 
such extreme resentment.

It shouldn’t matter whether or not 
isolated individuals fit into our precious 
social hierarchy. In order to bridge the 
divide between loners and the “in” crowd, 
we must reach out to all fellow students. 
Small acts of kindness that require 
students to descend from their pedestals 
could make individuals feel less alone and 
could even prevent them from acting out 
in violence.

Katherine Paster is a featured columnist 
whose columns appear weekly in The Daily 

Orange. E-mail her at kapaster@syr.edu.

K AT H E R I N E  P A S T E R

that’s what she said

S C R I B B L E
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By Brian Hayden
STAFF WRITER

Dozens of students at the University of Mary-
land spent last week in pitched tents, huddled 
in sleeping bags and braving the unusually cold 
elements outside.

But this was no ordinary campout — it was a 
protest on the university’s quad. 

The makeshift camp, known as “tent city” 
and organized in collaboration with the uni-
versity’s Student Government Association, 
protested the lack of affordable housing at the 
university, said SGA President Emma Simson. 

The protest ignited when more than 600 soon-
to-be seniors and fifth-year seniors who planned 
to live on campus this upcoming fall were told 
by e-mail that they would be put on a waiting 
list and should be prepared to make alternative 
housing plans, said Simson, senior government 
and politics major.

Maryland seniors weren’t notified of the lim-
ited space until April 5, well into the housing pro-
cess, according to junior Melissa Morales, SGA 
vice president of academic affairs. During the 
final weeks of the spring semester, students were 
encouraged to lease an off-campus apartment, 
often costing much more than on-campus dorms.

“This is a terrible situation for everyone,” said 
Morales, adding that the campout provided an 
excellent visualization of the problem at hand.

However, the problem is not new, said Jan 
Davidson, associate director of the Office of 
Residence Life at Maryland. He said for the last 
10 years or so, an increasingly competitive and 
collectively intelligent student body has led to 
higher retention and graduation rates, as well 
as a larger body of upperclassmen. 

Freshmen are guaranteed housing, while 
seniors are the last to receive that option, he 
added.

Upon realizing this year’s incoming freshman 
class was unusually large, the notice was sent to 
the seniors to find alternative housing plans. 

“Everyone knows there is a housing shortage 
on this campus,” Davidson said. 

The Maryland Board of Regents that 
funds the state school has denied funding 
for additional student housing for several 
years, Davison said, directing its funds into 
academic projects instead. This has cornered 
the university into asking private developers 
to build student housing near campus, often at 
a much higher rent. 

“It’s hard to see a way that on campus (pub-
licly funded) housing can be approved in the 
near future,” Davidson said. “We know the 
disappointment the students must feel.”

While plenty of nearby, off-campus housing 
is available, it can often cost $200 to $300 more, 
according to a comparison sent to The Daily 
Orange. 

Also, many private developers ask for a 12-
month lease on apartments, often a waste to 
the average student who is only present eight 
months of the year. Davidson also acknowledged 
that apartment hunting at this point of the year 
is burdensome for students who were expecting 
to live in residence halls come August.

The protesting students used the nearby 
library to wash up throughout the week. Domi-
no’s Pizza even donated pizza to the camp, which 
was filled to the brink on Friday, SGA vice 
president Morales said. 

“It’s brought a lot of much-needed attention 

to the issue,” Simson, the student government 
president, said.

Ryan McInerny, sophomore finance major, 
is going to continue living on campus for his 
junior year. He witnessed the protest near his 
dorm last week. McInerny said he believes that 
while too many freshmen are accepted, the 
university isn’t totally at fault.

McInerny said he realizes it is the univer-
sity’s responsibility, “but they can only do so 
much. It’s a problem everywhere,” he said.

Virginia Tech ceremony
Students, faculty, parents and community 

members packed Virginia Tech University’s 
Cassell Coliseum at 2 p.m. for a convocation 
to help the university community cope with 
Monday’s tragedy, in which 33 people were 
killed, including the gunman.

President George W. Bush and First Lady 
Laura Bush attended the ceremony as did Vir-
ginia Gov. Tim Kaine, who flew back from Asia 
in order to attend. Bush and Kaine spoke at the 
convocation, as did other university adminis-
trators. The ceremony ended with a singing of 
the fight song “Let’s Go Hokies” led by English 
professor Nikki Giovanni.

Commencement strikeout
With just a few weeks to go before its com-

mencement ceremony, Georgetown University 
asked former President Bill Clinton, founder of 
Microsoft Bill Gates and Speaker of the House 
Nancy Pelosi to speak at graduation. However, 
all three candidates turned the school down.

Instead, Clinton is slated to speak this spring 
at the University of Michigan and at Middle-
bury College in Vermont, Gates is speaking at 
Harvard University’s graduation and Pelosi is 
speaking at Webster University in St. Louis.

At press time, Georgetown has yet to nail 
down its keynote speaker, and school officials, 
say a different keynote speaker may not hap-
pen.

WHAT IS BEYOND 
THE HILL?
Beyond the Hill is a new Daily Orange 
news feature which profiles national 
collegiate news of interest to SU stu-
dents.

b e y o n d  t h e  h i l l

Maryland seniors camp out 
to protest lack of housing

courtesy of rachel reilly

Seniors at the University of Maryland 
camped out in tents to protest lack of 
available on campus housing.
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which are most common on weekend nights, 
will begin at 9 a.m. Tuesday and run through 
the evening, Sardino said. Public Safety, police 
and university representatives will also knock 
on doors in the neighborhood Thursday. The 
message will inform students about what they 
could potentially be dealing with in hosting 
a block party and how to keep things safe, 
Sardino said.

“We’d almost be happier –– certainly more 
comfortable –– with the police around,” Gram-
ajo said. “It’d be good for us if we could feel safe 
and really enjoy the day.”

Sardino said he spoke with a senior who was 
debating canceling and removing a Facebook 
event tonight if police and the university were 
going to crack down on the block party. Gramajo 
said he wasn’t the student Sardino spoke with.

The Facebook event, titled “No Senior Week? 
F-that!” drew attention from The Post-Standard 
in an article published Saturday. The event’s 
original description said “Let’s all get blacked 
out on May-fest on a day where classes are can-
celled.” That language has since been changed, 
because it wasn’t in line with what the event is 
all about, Gramajo said, and he doesn’t want the 
event to be public.

“If you want to partake, have your friends 
over at your house,” Gramajo said. “Everyone 
who owns a house is basically just doing it their 
own way.”

Seniors had been mentioning all year that 
SU has no real senior week in place. “Everyone 
wanted to do something,” Gramajo said. “Our 
school doesn’t have these events in place, so we 
wanted to have a send-off.”

The senior accounting and finance major who 
lives on the 800 block of Sumner Avenue was the 
one to set the date and get the ball rolling. He cre-
ated the Facebook event in March. At press time, 
about 800 students said they’ll attend.

Gramajo contacted Syracuse police and Pub-
lic Safety to try to get a permit or permission to 
declare a real block party. The police referred 
him to Public Safety, who he said he has not 
heard back from. Lt. Joe Cecile of Syracuse 
police did not return calls to comment.

The idea of a block party in the neighborhood 
east of campus may conjure bad memories in the 
minds of police officers and administrators at SU. 
In May 1998, students living on Livingston Avenue 
held “Livingstock,” a block party that ended in a 
riot when police tried to break the party up.

In a morning meeting, Sardino said he was 
asked if the university is taking the needed 
steps to prevent another Livingstock. “I think 
we have,” he said.

Gramajo said he doesn’t get the vibe that 
the Mayfest parties will turn into another Liv-
ingstock. “It’s just having friends over at your 
house,” he said. “People are getting invited to 
Tuesday’s event.”

Public Safety is trying to get help from the 
Office of Residence Life to warn underclassmen 
that they could be arrested for drinking under-
age if they party with the seniors, Sardino said.

Sophomore Lauren Buttimer said she’ll con-
sider walking around the neighborhood on her 
day off from classes, but she’s not comfortable 
walking in on a party hosted by people she 
doesn’t know.

“It’s definitely a great way for the seniors 
to be able to kick back and relax and really 
celebrate the four years,” said Buttimer, an 
English education major. “I don’t think it should 
be seen as these kids are going to go crazy.”

EUCLID
F R O M  P A G E  3

day after being released from the Collins 
Correctional Facility on July 25. He was 
serving a 33-month sentence on a bur-
glary charge, as reported by The Daily 
Orange.

His guilty plea came with promise of a 
20-year sentence in a state prison. Adams 
could have been sentenced to a 75-year pen-
alty if he had been convicted of additional 
counts of first-degree criminal sexual act, 
along with the first-degree rape charge he 

already admitted to, according to The Post-
Standard.

On the day of the crime, Adams was walk-
ing down Stratford Avenue when he grabbed 
the graduate student from behind and dragged 
her into a residential garage and committed 
the sexual assault, as first reported in The 
Daily Orange. The student was able to break 
free and run away. She then received treat-
ment at a local hospital.

Adams was 21 years old at the time of the 
incident, and he was arrested by the Syracuse 
Police Department at the Syracuse Rescue 
Mission after the police linked him to the case 
through DNA evidence.

RAPE
F R O M  P A G E  1

dailyorange.com
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reading between the lines
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By Andy McCullough
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

A fter years of kicking around 
the fi ve boroughs of New York 
City, Jonathan Lethem has 

found a new home out West in his 
latest novel, “You Don’t Love Me Yet” 
(Doubleday). Gone are the girls play-
ing double-dutch on the sidewalk and 
the boys hustling for subway tickets. 
In their place are vegetarian zoo-
worker guitarists and masturbation 
shoppe employees.

Welcome to California.
He’s been here before in short 

stories and the back third of his last 
novel, “The Fortress of Solitude,” but 
it’s still far from home. By leaving 
his panacea and comfort zone, he’s 
taking a risk.

Lethem, along with David Foster 

Wallace (“Infi nite Jest”) and Gary 
Shteyngart (“The Russian Debu-
tante’s Handbook”), leads the pack of 
today’s comic novelists. “Motherless 
Brooklyn” and “Solitude,” his past 
two novels, both set mainly in New 
York, rich in detail and ambiance, 
catapulted Lethem to the top of the 
literary heap.

Lethem’s a multi-tool talent. He 
can mine emotional depths, bend the 
genres of humor writing and science 
fi ction, and wax philosophical on pop 
culture with ease.

“You Don’t Love Me Yet” contin-
ues in this vain, conversational and 
humorous as Lethem juxtaposes the 
dual pursuits of love and art.

The plot is simple (for Lethem at 
least). Lucinda and Matthew are an 
on-again, off-again couple who double 

as the bassist and lead singer of an 
alternative garage band (like a weak 
California Smashing Pumpkins) 
without a name, or a prayer of mak-
ing it. Lucinda, while working for a 
complaint hotline, falls in love with a 
repeat caller — the Complainer. The 
Complainer offers the band ideas, the 
band capitalizes on them and then 
the Complainer insists on joining the 
band.

Disaster soon follows. Fascinating.
The novel is breezy and witty and 

reads relatively quickly at just more 
than 200 pages, and Lethem’s music 
writing is spot-on; he’s had some 
practice with two Rolling Stone 
features on James Brown and Bob 
Dylan, but something feels missing. 

After the triumph of “The 
Fortress of Solitude” — a thrilling, 

sprawling 
cross-section 
of superheroes, 
drug dealing, 
urban decay, 
’70s punk and 
soul, graffi ti 
and personal malaise that crackled 
with life — anything would feel 
like a let down. In his new location, 
Lethem loses a bit of the city energy 
that made his prose jump off the 
page.

His work certainly isn’t poor. He’s 
too talented for that, but it just seems 
off. There’s none of channeled lunacy 
of “Motherless Brooklyn” or the 
rousing panorama of “Solitude” to be 
found here. 

Oh well. Go west, young Lethem, if 
you must.

Lethem ventures west, leaving New York City spark behind

“YOU DON’T LOVE ME YET”
By: Jonathan Lethem
Publisher: Doubleday 
224 pages
$24.95
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Andy McCullough
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

T
he first thing that hits is the smell. It’s 
overwhelming in Rob Doyle’s chemistry 
laboratory on the second floor of Syracuse 
University’s Science and Technology Center 
— the harsh scent of alcohol, deep and thick.

Then there’s the noise, the throb of the different refrig-
erators and incubators, the whirr of the magnetic stirrers, 
the little hisses and beeps emitted from the different test-
ing machinery. 

Those inside, however, 
don’t seem to notice. It’s a 
hub of activity as Doyle’s 
students buzz around, run-
ning tests, carrying cool-
ers, checking computer 
printouts. 

Doyle, assistant profes-
sor of chemistry at SU, and 
his team of students are on the cutting edge of develop-
ments in cancer and diabetes treatment. Doyle is new at 
SU, a native of Ireland who studied at Dublin’s Trinity 
College before coming to Yale University in 2003. He came 
to SU last year and now has 10 students at his disposal, six 
graduates and four undergraduates.

The group develops other projects as well, like those 
dealing with magnetic materials or the study of the 
environmental uptake of heavy metals such as mercury 
and lead. 

By Andrew Kase
STAFF WRITER

T he showdown between the 
shiny-haired tough guys, the 
Greasers and the rich, pam-

pered preppies, the Socs (Socials), 
ignited the 
stage at the 
Mulroy Civic 
Center in an 
adaptation of 
S.E. Hinton’s 
“The Outsid-
ers.”

The novel 
about the lives 

of the Greasers, and the troubles and 
tragedies they encountered while 
growing up in Oklahoma, was por-
trayed well on the small stage.

“I thought it was a wonderful 
play,” said Deacon Richard, a resident 
of Utica.

The acting was on-key, and sur-
prisingly so, as the cast was mostly a 
group of baby-faced people.

“I thought the actor who played 
Dallas was fantastic, because he was 
very natural,” said Susan Lincoln, a 
resident of Clinton.

The actors who played Ponyboy 
and his friend Johnny, Conor Nolan 

and Chris Wiacek, had the most 
stage-time out of all the actors and 
interacted well as a duo. 

Christopher Sergel created the 
full-length play, which ran about 90 
minutes and stayed true to the novel.

“I loved the ending, and even 

though there were a couple of parts 
left out (from the novel), they weren’t 
missed,” Lincoln said.

One of the memorable scenes took 
place in the hospital, when Ponyboy 
and Dallas visit Johnny.

The scene was drenched in emo-

tion, as evidenced by the actor’s facial 
expressions. Dallas’ rage was pal-
pable as his he vented about Johnny 
being in the hospital.

At the end of the engaging scene, 
Dallas uttered one of the most 
renowned lines from the novel to 
Ponyboy, “This is what happens when 
you help people.”

Unfortunately for them, their sec-
ond visit to the hospital later is tragic, 
as Johnny unexpectedly succumbs to 
his wounds.

The makeup on the actor who 
played Johnny was surprisingly real-

Chemical  
bonds

Rob Doyle’s team of students unites 
in effort to cure cancer, diabetes

‘Outsiders’ adaptation brings class warfare to OnCenter

“It’s great when you 
get along, but it’s 
torture if you don’t.”

Amanda Petrus
SECOND-YEAR GRADUATE STUDENT.

IF YOU GO
What: The 
Outsiders
Where: Mulroy Civic 
Center Theaters at 
OnCenter
When: Through 
April 26, 10 a.m. 
12:30 p.m. 
How much: $10

jackie johnston | staff photographer
PROFESSOR ROB DOYLE works with a team of chemistry students in his lab to develop 
cures for cancer and diabetes. SEE CHEMISTRY PAGE 14

SEE OUTSIDERS PAGE 14

“I loved the ending, and even though 
there were a couple of parts left out 
(from the novel), they weren’t missed.”

Susan Lincoln
CLINTON RESIDENT
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Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH
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By Liam McCabe
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Indie dance-rock band Head Automatica will 
play Schine Underground tonight, bringing 
to a close University Union’s Bandersnatch 
Concert series. The show begins at 8 p.m., with 
local electric-pop group Fat Camp opening. 

The Daily Orange had 
a chance to chat with 
Head Automatica’s lead 
singer Daryl Palumbo.

What appeals to you 
most about playing 
college shows?

It’s cool to play to a 
smaller audience in an intimate setting, and 
it’s definitely cool to play to a crowd of people 
with a common thing, like all going to school 
together. I can talk to everybody about that 
common bond, and it feels like we’re hanging 
out more than other kinds of shows.

A lot of people feel that the songs on your 
latest album, “Popaganda,” aren’t as dancy 
as your first record “Decadence.” Was this a 
conscious decision?

I was just kind of writing a particular style 
of music, and I just wanted to get it out there 

for everybody. I was trying to write, you know, 
pop, and it definitely is a little different than 
“Decadence.” But I wasn’t trying to make 
it more or less dancy. It’s definitely a dancy 
record, but in a different respect than the 
previous material.

So do you want to see everybody dancing 
tomorrow night?

Oh hell yeah, man. That’s what it’s all 
about, everybody having a good time at the 
show.

There are rumors floating around about 
a new Head Automatica EP coming out 
before your other band Glassjaw gets back 
together. Any details?

They both may be happening at the same 
time, and it’s not an EP anymore; it’s a full 
album, and it’ll be released around the same 
time as the new Glassjaw album, sometime 
pretty soon. There’s also going to be something 
out by House of Blow (Daryl’s hip-hop/electronic 
project with Hatebreed guitarist Sean Martin). 

What made you decide to bring Glassjaw 
back from hiatus?

Glassjaw never really went on hiatus, I just 
wasn’t doing that band as much. We played 

shows and wrote material, but it just happened 
that I was doing Head Automatica a lot. I’m 
just doing more with Glassjaw than I have for 
a while. It’s not a conscious decision for me to 
do one band at a time, it just kind of happens, 
you know?

You’ve worked with a laundry list of bands 
and artists, is there anybody else in particular 
you’d like to work with? 

Yeah, I dunno, plenty of people, but Men 
Women & Children, Mastercraft and We Are 
the Fury, mainly.

A few dozen Syracuse students were sued 
by the RIAA recently. As an artist, how do 
you feel about illegal downloading?

I mean, it’s stealing, but everybody seems to 
do it. It seems to be impossible to do anything 
about it. I don’t know if it really can be stopped. 
It can definitely help smaller bands, just to 
get their names out, but it might hurt larger 
bands. Like, a small band doesn’t sell that 
many records, anyway, so it won’t hurt them 
as much if people download it instead, but a 
bigger band loses a lot of record sales. I mean, 
I’ve downloaded illegally before. A lot of people 
I know have, too, even though they speak out 
against it.

Q&A with Head Automatica singer Daryl Palumbo

IF YOU GO
What: Head 
Automatica
Where: Schine 
Underground
When: Tonight at 8
How much: $5 with 
SU ID, $10 without

crush
NAKED PHILANTHROPY
Nothing says “I care about animals” like strip-
ping off all your clothes. 

Holly Madison, Hugh Heffner’s playmate 
girlfriend and soon-to-be wife, recently posed 
nude for a PETA ad against fur. The campaign 
shows Madison with a caption that says “I’d 
rather go naked than wear fur.”

Madison’s cause is surely noble, as she hopes 
to save the lives of innocent animals that would 
normally make their way onto rich girls’ coats. 
But why stop at saving animals? Why not save a 
plant by shunning cotton shirts? Why not save 
a factory by never wearing polyester? Why not 
even save a sweatshop kid by refusing to wear 
Nike?

Nudity solves all problems. The cavemen 
never had nuclear war. The cavemen never wore 
clothes. Coincidence? I think not.

The more clothes we wear, the more we put 
innocent animals, factories and people at risk. 
Take Hugh’s girl’s lead and tear off your ward-
robe. Society needs you.

— Brian Tahmosh, feature editor

dailyorange.com/bestof
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Storage Tips:

Label boxes on all sides
Put the most valuable items away from the 

front entry
Stand tables and sofas on their sides

If possible, remove table legs
Fill up drawers, the microwave and other small 

spaces with valuables.

Why bring everything home to your 
garage just to pack it up again in August?

notmyparentsgarage.com

CALL
1720-22 Erie Blvd. East

Syracuse, NY 13210

Toll Free 1-877-682-0021
315-682-0021



Did you know that you can comment on 
our stories online? 

dailyorange.com
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In less than a year, Doyle’s group already 
submitted research that could help revolution-
ize the treatment of cancer by using transition 
metals such as folic acid to carry the drug AZT 
directly into cancer cells. The drug usually 
combats HIV and generally is considered too 
harmful for cancer patients.

“It’s like a Trojan horse,” Doyle said.
They have also developed a patent for oral 

insulin, so diabetes patients don’t have to inject 
themselves with needles for treatment, he said.

This lab is where it all starts. It’s like a sec-
ond home for the graduate students. They’re in 
the lab more than 40 hours during the week and 
usually about 10 on the weekends. 

“I spend most of my time here because this is 
what we’re here for,” said Tayo Ikuton, a second-
year graduate student. 

They generally teach some sort of introduc-
tory course, such as chemistry 107 or chemistry 
139, for university stipends, but research is 
more important, said Amanda Petrus, another 
second-year graduate student.

“We’ve got a steep learning curve here,” 
Doyle said. “You’ve got to learn all the tech-
niques, but you’ve also got to produce results.”

They spend so much time in the lab that they 
have to like each other, Petrus said. It makes 
work easier.

“It’s great when you get along, but it’s torture 
if you don’t,” she said.

Doyle keeps the mood light in the lab, 

whether it’s by cracking jokes about saving 
diabetic San Diego Padres pitcher David Wells 
or performing impromptu demonstrations. 
When Petrus comes by with a jar of dry ice, 
Doyle, eyes gleaming, scoops up a handful and 
tosses it into a jar of water to watch it foam up. 
Stylish and clean-cut, his head is shaved bald, 
a thin wisp of red stubble traced around his 
mouth.

 “They’re going to spend their whole time try-
ing to convince you it won’t work,” Doyle said 
to Nerissa Viola, second-year graduate student, 
after Viola came seeking his help. “So you have 
to have answers for their questions.”

It’s not as simple as developing a chemical 
compound and then testing it, Petrus said. They 
have to make sure the compounds are uniform 
and they know their chemical compositions. 

The testing, however, can be tedious, even 
when they leave the lab.

Late in the afternoon one day last week, 
Viola tests some of the AZT compounds on 
the State University of New York College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry campus, 
using ESF’s Matrix-assisted laser desorption 
ionization (MALDI) machinery. 

“It’s nice to get out of the lab once in a while,” 
Villegas says quietly as she leaves Sci-Tech.

Drums and shouts from an Iraq war protest 
echo through the Quad, but Viola doesn’t seem 
to notice. Head down, she talks about how the 
MALDI works, how it will analyze the com-
pounds and assess their mass. They do this to 
make sure all of the compounds they create are 
uniform and pure, Viola said.

Viola preps the compounds for the MALDI 

on the third floor of the Jahn Laboratory at ESF, 
mixing a catalyst with compounds that  
another grad student, Tony Vortherms, has been 
working on. 

Using a micropipette to drop little bits of 
catalyst solution into the compound, she then 
transfers them into the little divots of a tiny 
metal pan.

It’s a long process. Viola is careful, meticu-
lous, her massive syringe gently clicking each 
time it inhales or exhales solution. 

The MALDI, off-white and box-shaped, spits 
out a small metal tongue on which Viola places 
the pan, a computer connected to its left. The 
interior of the machine pops and hisses as it 
takes it in.

A laser in the MALDI is applied to the solu-
tion by an old gray joystick. The laser activates 
the solution so the mass can be observed.

After the first try, which is a white flash 
that goes off on the old Hitachi TV zoomed in 
on the plate, Viola can’t find anything on the 
computer screen, no chart spike to indicate the 
compound’s mass.

“I’ll blast them again; I’m not seeing it,” she 
says.

This time, it works. The reading is faint; 
Viola has to zoom in on the computer to see it, 
but it’s there. It’s off, though, she says, not what 
they wanted. Maybe the compound they’re test-
ing wasn’t constructed correctly; maybe it’s just 
not what they’re looking for.

But it’s not a dead-end. It just means back to 
the lab for more research, more testing. 

Back to the alcohol stench and the drone of 
refrigerators, back to the lab.

CHEMISTRY
F R O M  P A G E  9

istic; he truly looked like a burn victim. On 
the other hand, the set design was strikingly 
simplistic, consisting of a couch, a table and 
a bed.

“The play was excellent,” said Karol 
Toole, a resident of Cazenovia. “The acting 
was fantastic, and they were all great.”

One of the other shining aspects of the 
play is the music, which played between 
each scene, most of which were classics from 
the 1980s like “Chain of Fools.” 

The audience was responsive throughout 
the performance, clapping after each scene 
ended and then cheering after the Greasers 
faced off against the Socials in the climax.

Although the acting was strong overall, 
there were a couple of moments when the 
dialogue felt rushed. There were also a few 
scenes during which the actors waited a 
little longer than normal for the next person 
to say something.

Ultimately the play was enjoyable, 
drawing a wide range of emotions from the 
material ranging from sadness to anger, 
which spoke volumes about each actor’s 
performance.

OUTSIDERS
F R O M  P A G E  9

dailyorange.com 
/bestof
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fi ve groundballs and four caused turnovers.
Strodel tried to practice after suffering an 

injury against Northwestern on March 30, but 
eventually shut down. The Orange hopes she 
will come back before the end of the year. A 
possible return date is still unknown. This sea-
son Strodel has 17 groundballs and 13 caused 
turnovers.

In the interim, Miller has turned mainly 
to experienced players to fi ll the void left 
by the two injured upperclassmen. Bridget 
Hamm has started four-consecutive games 
after scooping 22 groundballs in 13 games last 
season. The sophomore caused four turnovers 
Friday against Rutgers, and Miller calls her 
“a great team defender.”

Seniors Shari Appollon and Melissa Pears-
all — two veterans with big-game experi-
ence — have also enjoyed increased minutes. 
They’ve both played NCAA tournament games 
in the past.

“Shari and Melissa are like sixth men in 
basketball when they have in the past come off 
the bench and played very well,” Miller said. 
“Now we’re asking them to get ready just a 
little bit earlier — now you’re the fi fth man.”

Continuing with the overall youth move-
ment of the program, a group of four freshmen 
—Eileen Finn, Rebecca Greenslade, Lindsay 
Rogers and Breanna Stiff — have suddenly 
adopted larger roles.

However, both injured players leave holes 
diffi cult to fi x. At 5-foot-11, Strodel brought a 
long reach uncommon to most defenders. She 
was able to use her wingspan to knock balls 
away and disrupt shots.

Bissett was the vocal leader of the defense 

and the player the rest of the unit turned to 
for instruction. Instead of choosing another 
player to fi ll that role, Miller said the defen-
sive players are chattering more among them-
selves instead of relying on one leader.

“This team is quicker, lateral and lower to 
the ground,” Miller said. “Stephanie was the 
vocal leader to a fault, but we don’t need some-
one else to do what she did. They’re working 
well as a group.”

Despite the lineup changes, the defense 
has improved throughout the season. Though 
the Orange’s offense has received most of the 
attention, the defense has quietly turned into 
a weapon.

Syracuse leads the Big East in caused 
turnovers per game (11) save percentage 
(.485). Goalie Amber Pardee-Hill struggled 
early in the year, but has rapidly improved. 
Hamm said Pardee-Hill’s growth is partially 
a product of better play in front of her by the 
defense.

With a 3-1 conference record, the Orange 
has a chance to win the regular-season Big 
East crown for the fi rst time in program his-
tory. As the defense continues to grow, the 
goal becomes more realistic.

“It took some time to get used to everybody 
on the fi eld, but it’s clicking now,” junior 
Christina Gibson said. “We know each other 
better now as players, not just as friends.”

LACROSSE
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

AT A GLANCE
8-4, 3-1 Big East (T-1st)

Next three games:
Tonight Cornell
Saturday Loyola
April 27, 29 Big East tournament

s o f t b a l l

Miller goes from manager to pinch runner
By John Clayton

STAFF WRITER

Standing on second base with one out in the fourth 
inning against Pittsburgh on April 7, Ashley 
Miller couldn’t help but feel a bit anxious. Three 
weeks ago, the junior for the Syracuse softball 
team couldn’t have imagined she would be play-
ing in an Orange uniform, seeing time as a pinch 
runner in a Big East game.

That’s because three weeks ago, Miller was the 
team’s student manager.

Injuries to pitcher Erin Downey, catcher Kim 
Weinstein and outfi elder Whitney Born have 
severely limited Syracuse head coach Leigh Ross 
throughout the season, often leaving Ross with 
only two bench players. As a result, Ross and asso-
ciate head coach Kyle Jamieson recruited Miller 
to fi ll in sporadically as a pinch runner and extra 
body on the bench.

“In Spring Break we were in Florida, and 
(Jamieson) kind of pulled me aside and said, 
‘What do you think about pinch running?’” Miller 
said. “I told him it was something I would be will-
ing to do.”

Three weeks later, after going through nec-
essary registration procedures with the NCAA 
and Syracuse, Miller offi cially became Syracuse’s 
newest outfi elder.

The need for an extra bench option became 
critical when Born went down with a broken leg 
that will sideline her for the next three to four 
months. Born’s injury was the latest in a string of 
medical setbacks for the Orange that started prior 
to the season when ace pitcher Downey was ruled 
out for the season with back problems. Weinstein 
fi nally made her return to the lineup this past 
weekend after a laceration on her throwing hand, 
catching two innings against Louisville.

Syracuse (15-26, 5-7 Big East) has had its last 
four games against South Florida and Cornell 
snowed out. 

“I think injuries hit you no matter where you 
are, but it’s just been one of those years when it’s 
really bit us,” Jamieson said. “We were already 
short when we fi rst came to this program, and 
now it just gives us no depth and no room to make 
any moves really.”

Needing insurance off the bench to support 
sophomores Keri Casas and Jorden Rosen, the 
Syracuse coaches thought of Miller, who would 
occasionally join in on outfi eld drills during prac-
tice.

“We saw at practice that Ashley had a little bit 
of speed and decided that if she was going to be 
traveling with us, we might as well see if we could 
get her cleared to play,” Jamieson said.

Miller isn’t totally inexperienced on the soft-
ball diamond. Involved with softball since age 

6, Miller played varsity softball at Shaker High 
School in Latham, N.Y., her junior and senior 
years. The centerfi elder even earned third-team 
all-state honors her senior season.

Yet none of those accolades led to Miller being 
recruited, and her plans to walk-on at Syracuse 
were derailed when she tore three ligaments in 
her knee while playing softball the summer before 
coming to SU. Miller still wears an athletic brace 
when she plays.

Earlier this fall, Miller saw her opportunity 
to get involved in softball once more.

“I was actually walking down Marshall 
Street and I saw a fl yer for tryouts and a manage-
rial position,” Miller said. “I just took down the 
e-mail and told (assistant coach) Jaime (Grillo) 
I was interested and my background in softball.”

Miller has retained her original job as man-
ager since offi cially becoming eligible to play. 
Her jobs off the fi eld for the softball team include 
making fl yers for recruits, looking over letters 
and videos sent in by recruits, and performing 
any odd jobs Ross asks of her.

While Miller’s presence does provide SU with 
a last resort in the fi eld should an injury or ejec-
tion occur, Miller is by no means the solution 
to the Orange’s lack of depth. As a broadcast 
journalism and geography dual-major and team 
manager, Miller often has little time to practice 
with the team. In terms of being a true member 
of the team, Miller still feels like she’s “in-
between.”

In addition, the outfi eld is perhaps Syracuse’s 
strongest position, and the likelihood of Miller 
seeing any playing time in the fi eld or at the plate 
remains for now a long-shot. Her debut against 
Pittsburgh two weekends ago is the only action 
she has seen so far in three games. 

Miller stresses she is just happy to help the 
team in any way she can and doesn’t mind her 
role as a pinch runner and emergency replace-
ment. When asked if she would consider joining 
the team full time, Miller refused to rule out the 
option.

“If I were going to play seriously, I’d have to 
practice more often,” Miller said. “It’s something 
I’ll probably look into.”

AT A GLANCE
15-26, 5-7 Big East (7th)

Next three games:
Saturday at St. John’s (2)
Sunday at Seton Hall (2)
April 25 at Niagara (2)
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college early or are college-age international pros-
pects. 

The salary discrepancy demands women’s bas-
ketball players analyze the viability of a profes-
sional basketball career. While NBA players can 
focus solely on their duty to their team, WNBA 
players often need to supplement their income 
by spending the offseason in their career field or 
playing basketball abroad.

Washington Mystics head coach Richie Aduba-
to said his entire team played overseas this winter 
and estimated 80 percent of all WNBA players do 
the same. Though those women receive what Adu-
bato called “big money,” he said a college player 
could not go immediately overseas and command 
the same respect — and salary. Adubato said most 
players must first play in the WNBA to earn the 
attention of international teams.

“They are paying big money to the stars of the 
WNBA,” Adubato said. “It’d have to be an extreme 
case (for a college player to compete overseas). You 
don’t have the credibility unless you star in this 
league.”

This March, rumors circulated about Tennes-
see standout Candace Parker potentially bucking 
the trend and leaving school to play professional 
basketball. Tennessee lists Parker as a redshirt 

sophomore, but she could have entered the WNBA 
Draft because Parker’s expected graduation date 
— December 2007 — satisfies the WNBA rule.

Despite the large endorsement contracts and 
superstar status almost assuredly awaiting the 
women’s college basketball national player of the 
year in the professional ranks, Parker decided to 
return to UT.

“Candace is probably the best player to come 
along since (three-time WNBA most valuable 
player) Sheryl Swoopes,” Adubato said. “She has 
the credibility to command that. She’s the special 
case.”

Until 1997, women’s basketball players had 
little choice — either they played overseas or used 
their college degree to find a job.

Connecticut Sun forward Kristen Rasmus-
sen, a seven-year veteran of the WNBA, always 
planned on playing professional basketball, but 
didn’t seriously consider the WNBA until her 
junior year at Michigan State. She and her Spar-
tan teammates often discussed playing together 
professionally, even though the WNBA was in its 
infancy at the time.

“Of course we were talking about playing at the 
next level,” Rasmussen said. “We were so excited 
about pursuing our dreams here.”

Despite that excitement, Rasmussen echoed 
Michael’s sentiments about playing professional 
basketball — it’s always good to have that college 
degree, just in case.

If she were to sustain an injury or lose her 
roster spot for some reason, Rasmussen’s glad 
she can turn to her background in kinesiology 
education.

“The WNBA’s great,” Rasmussen said. “It’s a 
great job. But you never know. If anything were 
to happen, I always have my degree. It’s great to 
have that.”

Michael said she’s never discussed playing 
professional basketball with her SU teammates 
like Rasmussen did at MSU.

In fact, Michael said SU’s head coach is the only 
person to address professional basketball around 
her, and Hillsman only meant to offer a high 
appraisal of Michael’s basketball skills by suggest-
ing the freshman could play professionally.

While the early entry list for the 2007 NBA 
Draft already has reached 20 players according to 
CBS Sportsline, Michael — like most women —  is 
not in a rush to start her professional career.

“Some women may be (anxious to play profes-
sionally),” Michael said. “In my perspective, no. 
You’re playing basketball here. It’s like a level. You 
have to graduate this level to play in the league. I 
don’t think we should rush it.

“I want to make money, so I’ll go to school and 
do my four years.”

But Adubato, Michael and Rasmussen all 
expect the WNBA will eventually reach the cur-
rent level of the NBA, including early entries into 
the league’s draft.

Adubato pointed to the NBA’s struggles in 
the 1970s. The head coach of the Detroit Pistons 
in 1979 and 1980, Adubato saw failing franchises 
and lagging attendance. Adubato said his top 
player, Hall of Famer Bob Lanier, made a then-
staggering $150,000.

Judging by the development of the women’s 
game and sold-out crowds witnessing the wom-
en’s Final Four, Adubato said there is no reason 
to suspect the WNBA’s path will differ from the 
NBA’s.

“It’s a young league,” Adubato said. “It’s a 
struggling league right now. The salary cap is 
low right now while we’re growing. When I was 
in the league in 1979, there were a lot of ques-
tions if the NBA was going to make it. A lot of 
franchises were in trouble.

“There’s no question the (WNBA) is growing. 
You see the crowds at the NCAA Tournament. 
It’s growing at the grassroots level. Everyone 
sees the players are getting better.”

Even if Michael is not the one to start a 
women’s basketball movement, she fully expects 
to see someone do it eventually.

And when it happens, she’ll laugh — just like 
she did when her college coach suggested she’d 
be the one to do it.

“I think eventually it will go away, and 
women will jump early,” Michael said. “That’s a 
big mistake. I think people should do four years. 
Or at least complete enough to graduate.”

f o o t b a l l  r e c r u i t i n g

Multi-tooled Chew survives car 
crash, will compete at WR for SU

courtesy of wildcatnation.org
VAN CHEW threw for 640 yards and 14 scores as a senior at Centreville (Va.) High.

WNBA
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

By George Williams
STAFF WRITER

In late spring of last year, Centreville (Va.) High 
School juniors Van Chew and Chamare Woods, 
best friends since the fifth grade, were on their 
way to Wal-Mart. Only minutes after 6 p.m., it was 
early evening and not yet dark.

Neither of the two 17-year-olds foresaw the 
ensuing events. With Woods driving and Chew 
in the passenger’s seat, the two were within a 
mile from their high school when Woods’ black 
Lexus approached a steep hill. In a matter of sec-
onds, Woods misjudged a sharp curve and within 
moments the vehicle spun out, hit a light pole and 
flipped upside down 180 degrees. 

Amazingly enough, Chew and Woods ultimate-
ly walked out of the car unscathed. Both Woods 
and Chew, teammates on Centreville’s football 
team, are indeed lucky to be alive.

“If you could imagine the worst possible acci-
dent you could imagine and you both get out of 
the car and walk away from it,” Mike Skinner, 
Centreville football head coach said. “Nobody’s 
hurt. Just a scrape here and there and you got it. 
That’s when you walk away and realize that the 
man upstairs has some serious plans for you.” 

For Chew, those plans include an athletic schol-
arship to attend Syracuse as a wide receiver this 
fall. The 6-foot-1, 160-pound Chew split time at 
quarterback and receiver for Centreville this fall, 
throwing for 640 yards and 14 touchdowns and 
was named to the 2006 All-Concorde District First 
Team.

Both Chew and Woods are in agreement that 
the events of last May have significantly changed 
their lives.

The police officer at the scene witnessed the 
accident happen and treated the situation as if 
both passengers were dead, Woods said.

“When it happened, it felt like a roller coaster 
that went wild,” Chew said. “Then when it stopped, 
I was just calm and just waiting for the ambulance 
to come, and then I called my dad. When I told him 
I was in the accident, he didn’t believe me because 

I always joke around about things like that.”
Chew managed to stay optimistic throughout 

the ordeal, Woods said. While Woods tensed up 
and got panicky, it was Chew who kept his compo-
sure and tried to look for a way out of the car.

In the fetal position, he unbuckled his seat belt 
and attempted to open the door. It was jammed, 
and he knew he could do nothing but wait until an 
ambulance arrived to cut the door open.

“When we were upside-down, I wasn’t think-
ing about getting out of there, because I knew we 
were going to be fine,” Chew said. “I don’t know. 
Something just told me that we were going to be 
fine.” 

Chew and Woods escaped the accident with 
mere bruises. Chew now has a new outlook on life. 

“After the car crash, he matured very quickly, 
and I think it made him not take things for 
granted,” Chew’s mother, Vicki, said. “…For me it 
made a big change in Vance. I saw a big big change 
for the good.”

That change was evident Chew’s senior sea-
son. After starting the season at quarterback, he 
played his last five games at receiver, setting the 
school record for receptions in one game with 
15 versus the previous year’s state champion, 
Oakton. He caught 45 balls his junior year. 

Chew is an athletic prospect with good hands, 
Skinner said.

“He’s a tall lengthy receiver,” Skinner said. 
“He can play. It’ll take him a year or two. Physi-
cally he’s just not there yet. He runs well, but he’s 
a stick, but once he gets up to 180, 185, 190, he’s 
going to fit in well.” 

Chew played football all four years at Cent-
reville High School. After playing quarterback 
his freshman and sophomore years at the fresh-
man and JV levels, Chew earned a starting job 
as a wide receiver his junior year, Skinner said. 

Chew recalls the moment when he knew he 
would pursue football at the next level.

“My first game playing varsity, I ran a 77-yard 
touchdown and all the coaches were saying that 
they think I could play at the Division I level 

after they saw me run it,” Chew said.
Chew acknowledges he needs to bulk up, 

weighing only 160 pounds. In addition, he said he 
wants to work on his speed, so he can get in and 
out of routes faster. Though he knows he may 
be red-shirted his freshman year at Syracuse, 
Chew’s goal is to get on the field as soon as pos-
sible. 

“Wait until I start playing football to see 
how I am, because that’s what everyone does,” 
Chew said. “Once they see how I look kind of 
skinny, they’re gonna think I can’t play, but 
once they see me play and make catches, make 
people miss, and break tackles, they’ll know 
I’m really good.”

Woods, a linebacker on Centreville’s team, 
said Chew has a split personality.

“It’s just funny that off the field Van was like 
the joking type,” Woods said. “You know, played 
around, funny, turned around a joke, but once 
he steps on the field you know you got business. I 
mean he competes.”

In light of last May’s events, Chew said he’s 
just happy to have the opportunity to play foot-
ball at the college level.

“Every time I go out and play after the acci-
dent, all I think about is just playing hard and as 
fast as I can, because it might be the last time I 
get on the field,” Chew said. “That’s how I’m kind 
of living my life.”
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courtesy of georgetown athletic communications
TREVOR CASEY has scored four goals this season for Georgetown. The No. 6 Hoyas 
have lost in the NCAA tournament quarterfinals five straight seasons.

n a t i o n a l  l a c r o s s e  n o t e b o o k

Georgetown putting disappointments of 
past 5 years behind in quest for final four

By Kyle Austin
STAFF WRITER

The third weekend in May has become familiar 
territory for Georgetown. The weekend, which 
features the four quarterfinal matchups of the 
NCAA tournament, has showcased the Hoyas in 
each of the last five years.

But for five years, that weekend has also been 
the end of the road for Georgetown as it has come 
up short in its attempt to reach the final four.

The repeat results have led Hoyas senior 
attackman Trevor Casey to feel like his team has 
hit a wall, especially considering Georgetown 
has brought in some of the nation’s top recruits 
for the past four years. He hopes Georgetown, 
with an 8-2 record and No. 6 ranking, can finally 
get past its roadblock in his final season.

“Every year I think we get closer and closer to 
breaking down that wall,” Casey said. “I think 
we’re just as good as in all those other games. 
I think some of the games in the last couple of 
years could have gone either way. I don’t think 
there was any lack of talent, other than the fact 
that the ball didn’t go our way.”

For the seniors on the team, two of their three 
games in the quarterfinals have been decided by 
one goal, including a 2005 overtime loss to Mary-
land. After the repeated heartbreaks, the game 
can become more mental for some players.

“It may get in some guys heads,” Casey said. 
“There are guys who have played in that game 
year after year and we know what it takes to 
get past that game. Every year is a new year, so 
anything can happen.”

Georgetown head coach Dave Urick is confi-
dent that his players can move on mentally from 
their recent history and focus on this year. The 

Hoyas have three more regular season games 
before starting the postseason in less than a 
month.

“I don’t think it’s anything that they lose 
a lot of sleep over, quite honestly,” Urick said. 
“What we have to continually stress to our 
guys is to not be content or satisfied to just 
get to the tournament but to go as far as you 
possibly can. That’s what it’s all about. It’s a 
tough thing, a lot of little things can separate 
one team from the next when you get to that 
level.”

Urick said that if his team continues to play 
good defense and can see increased offensive 
production, they can make a run to that elu-
sive final four.

The Hoyas set a goal in the beginning of the 
year to win the NCAA Championship. But the 
players aren’t the only ones with high hopes 
for this team. The external expectations have 
been piling up as Urick has brought in some of 
the top recruits in the country in recent years. 
Two of the last four recruiting classes — now 
the juniors and the freshmen — were ranked 
the No. 1 classes by Inside Lacrosse.

“Inside Lacrosse always does a huge write-
up on the freshmen that are coming in,” Casey 
said. “So they’re all hyped up when they get 
here, but I think they put too much pressure 
on themselves. Just coming in, they haven’t 
even played a college lacrosse game yet, so you 
can’t expect too much out of them.”

One player who has lived up to the expecta-
tions is freshman Andrew Brancaccio. Com-
ing out of high school, Inside Lacrosse dubbed 
the midfielder the No. 1 recruit in the country. 
Brancaccio has not disappointed, scoring the 
second-most goals and recording the third-
highest point total of any Hoya this season.

Urick said he and his staff do not follow 
any media rankings of players, but rather rely 
on their own evaluations. When looking at a 
player, Urick said he is as much, if not more, 
concerned with the player’s overall athletic 
ability and not just his lacrosse ability.

“I don’t know who rates these things or how 
they go about determining which class is bet-
ter than the others,” Urick said. “It’s all pretty 
subjective.”

For now, Urick and his team are focused on 
closing out their regular season and winning 
their conference, which would secure an auto-
matic bid to the tournament. Once there, the 
talk can move to playing on Memorial Day, the 
day the championship game is annually held.

“I think the goal of the program, for the 
players particularly and certainly for the 
coaching staff, is to play on Monday and try 
and get over that quarterfinal hump, so to 
speak,” Urick said. “We’ve been in the final 
four once, it was a while ago, and we obviously 

would love to get back there.”

Duke moves to No. 2
Duke rose to No. 2 in the Nike/Inside 

Lacrosse Media poll after upsetting then-No. 
2 Virginia on Saturday. Cornell remained 
in the No. 1 spot for the sixth-straight week 
after wins against Syracuse and Dartmouth. 
Albany remained No. 3 despite staying unde-
feated on the season.

Stock up
NOTRE DAME 

After a 3-3 start, the Irish has recorded five-
straight wins. With three games remaining, 

Notre Dame is in good shape to return to the 
NCAA tournament for the second-consecutive 
year, after missing it the previous four years.

Stock down
ARMY

The Black Knights surprised many with 
a Feb. 23 upset over Syracuse and won four 
of their next five to start 6-1. But it has been 
downhill from there, as Army has lost four 
straight going into a weekend match up with 
No. 2 Duke. The bright spot has been junior 
goalie Adam Fullerton, who ranks second in 
the NCAA in save percentage and fourth in 
goals against average.

NIKE/INSIDE LACROSSE 
MEDIA POLL
1. Cornell (10-0)
2. Duke (10-2)
3. Albany (11-0)
4. Virginia (10-2)
5. Princeton (8-2)
6. Georgetown (8-2)
7. Johns Hopkins (5-4)
8t. Maryland (8-4)
8t. Navy (9-2)
10. North Carolina (8-4)
11. Notre Dame (8-3)
12. Bucknell (10-2)
13. Loyola (5-4)
14. UMBC (7-4)
15. Drexel (10-3)
16. Syracuse (4-6)
17. Towson (7-4)
18. Delaware (7-5)
19. Colgate (8-4)
20. Hofstra (5-5)
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Sublet
963 Ackerman, 4-bedroom house, Rent $375 
(negotiable), Huge basement with free washer/
dryer, Attic, Sublease Sept. 1 - May 18, 1.5 bath-
rooms, 2-3 car parking

Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  
2 bedrooms at 510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Ne-
gotiable 610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon.

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 

136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.
4 Bedroom Apts at:

320 Euclid

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

308 Greenwood
Blocks from Campus

-Cute, Extremely well kept 
5 bedroom 2.5 bath

-Fully Furnished
-Large, Modern Kitchen
-Front and Back Porches

-Garage, Nice Yard, Free Laundry
-A Must See @ $1750 per month

CALL Sam 395-5807
JHF Management LLC

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

4 Blocks From Campus
Available for 07/08

Big, Beautiful 5 Bedroom House
-Fully Furnished

-Free Parking
-Free Laundry

-Very close to Campus and Westcott St. 
Shopping and Restaurants

-Reasonable Rent

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 3/4 
Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 

$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 
Per Apartment.   

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 

LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 
WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms

968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  
Great Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

LANCASTER RENTAL!
3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

Blocks from Campus
Apartments Available for 07/08

-Studios, 1 and 2 Bedrooms - S. Beech
-3 Bedrooms -Lancaster, Madison
-5 and 6 Bedroom Houses -Euclid, 

Lancaster

Competitively Prices
Close to Campus
Fully Furnished

Free Parking
Free Laundry

Porches
Yards

Some w/Utilities Included

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

Blocks from Campus
Available Now

-Studio, 1 and 3 Bedrooms
-Free Heat
-Some with all Utilities Included
-Free Parking
-Free Laundry
-Fully Furnished

Call Sam @ 395-5807
JHF Management

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504
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3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!
Buy online at 

www.BeerPongGear.com

FLIP-FLOP LOVERS! Check out www.TheFlip-
FlopStop.com  Women/Men/Children. Over 100 
designs + FREE GIFT with every order!

HELP WANTED
Nanny Wanted
Experienced, reliable part-time nanny wanted 
for care of an infant. References required. Must 
have car. Non-smokers only. Call 383-2880

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

a p r i l  1 8 ,  2 0 0 7  19

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  Apply 
on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, 
for my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
GET THE FINANCIAL HELP YOU NEED... RE-
GARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT SCORE!  DEBT 
CONSOLIDATIONS, PERSONAL LOANS AND 
MORE.  FROM $3K-$300K CALL 1-866-381-2290  
NO FEES. 

Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE AT ALL SU BOOKSTORES 
AND FOLLET’S FOR A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

HARDSUDOKU!

7 2 1

6 5 8 9

8 2

9 4

4 7 3 9

9 1

4 7

5 6 7 8
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What’s next?

By Jared Diamond
ASST. COPY EDITOR

One month ago Stephanie Bissett knew 
little of the Carrier Dome sideline. The 
junior defender had played in every 
game of her Syracuse career, starting 
all but three. Through 38 games, Bis-
sett spent most of her time scooping 

groundballs 
and causing 
t u r n o v e r s 
on the field. 
Watching and 

rooting was foreign. 
Less than three weeks ago, Chelsea 

Strodel was no more accustomed to the 
bench than Bissett. The senior defender 
had played every game since her fresh-
man season, starting 38 straight. Stro-
del earned All-Big East second team as 
a junior. Through 10 games, her senior 
year looked even stronger.

With both Bissett and Strodel 
injured, Syracuse needed to adjust 
quickly with two of its best defensive 
players out of the lineup. But with two 

regular seasons games left before the 
first Big East tournament, the Orange’s 
defense has found its rhythm just in 
time.

No. 10 Syracuse (8-4, 3-1 Big East) 
looks to extend its winning streak to 
three when it hosts Cornell (3-7, 2-3 
Ivy League) tonight at 7 in the Carrier 
Dome. The Big Red has never beaten 
the Orange in Syracuse and will face a 
revamped defense overshadowed by a 
vaunted offensive unit.

“We always work and rotate a lot 

in practice, so the players behind (Bis-
sett and Strodel) view this as a great 
opportunity,” Syracuse head coach 
Lisa Miller said. “Somebody else’s loss 
is your opportunity, essentially. Kids 
are stepping in, and I think they’re 

doing a really nice job.”
Bissett last played on March 14 

against Towson and has missed six-
straight games. She is expected to miss 
the rest of the season, finishing with 

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Syracuse forced to explore options after Bissett, Strodel go down

The WNBA is one goal for players 
like Nicole Michael, but not the only

SEE LACROSSE PAGE 15

“It took some time to get used to everybody 
on the field, but it’s clicking now.” 

Christina Gibson
JUNIOR DEFENDER

By Rob Anthes
STAFF WRITER

S
yracuse women’s basketball 
freshman Nicole Michael 
doesn’t want to hear any of the 
talk.

Sure, she set the SU record for 
single-season scoring in her first year 
with the Orange, is the first player in 
Syracuse history to score more than 
500 points in a season and one of only 
two freshmen to earn All-Big East 

honors this year.
But even when Orange 

head coach Quentin Hills-
man jokes about Michael 
jumping to the professional 
ranks early, the freshman 
just laughs it off.

“It was a dream for me since I was 
in high school, but right now I’m not 
thinking about going pro,” Michael 
said. “I have three years to be in 
school, to get better and be prepared 

to go to the pros.”
Michael’s not alone. No 

women’s basketball player 
has left college before 
graduation to join the 
WNBA. League rules state 

a woman must be 22 years old or be 
in the year of her college graduation 
to join the WNBA. But even if no rule 
limiting entry into the WNBA existed, 
women have a different reality when 
it comes to professional basketball.

The first four draft picks in the 
WNBA Draft receive a contract worth 
$43,200 per season. The maximum 
salary for a WNBA veteran is $93,000, 
and each team has a $728,000 salary 
cap. Meanwhile, the average NBA sal-
ary is almost $4 million, according 
to the NBA Player’s Association Web 
site, and 20 of the 30 first-round picks 
in the 2006 NBA Draft were so-called 
“early entries,” meaning they departed 

SEE WNBA PAGE 16
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UP NEX T
Who: Cornell
Where: Carrier Dome
When: 7 p.m.
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THINGS ARE LOOKING UP 
HI 52° | LO 24°
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The art of film
Comic books that absolutely 
must be adapted for the sil-
ver screen.

World-class education
See what Syracuse life is like 
around the globe.

See insert

Outschined
With few resources appealing to campus community, 
SU’s student center doesn’t live up to other schools’

heath d. williams | asst. feature editor
SCHINE STUDENT CENTER hasn’t had many changes since 1976, and doesn’t have 
many attractions in comparison to student centers elsewhere.

courtesy of mark maurer
THE HUB-ROBESON STUDENT CENTER at Pennsylvania State University is open 24 
hours. Hundreds of students visit the center at all hours.

Inadequat e
Part 3 of 3

I N S I D E S P O R T S

2007 spring football preview
Syracuse football plays its annual Spring Game on Saturday. Learn 
who’s starting where and what you need to know in The D.O.’s spe-
cial Spring Game pull-out.  PAGES 13-15

By Heath D. Williams
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

I
t’s 10 p.m. on a Tuesday and Alyssa Nugent 
is pacing the red-tiled floor of the Schine 
Student Center, watching the clock, twiddling 

her thumbs.
It’s two hours until Nugent, building man-

ager at Schine, can lock the doors and head 
home, and she has nothing to do.

The few students who are here are upstairs 
in the Panasci Lounge — notebooks, newspa-
pers and textbooks sprawled out on couches. It is 
a good place to study. It is quiet. It is empty.

The food court and bookstore are closed and 
dark. The doors to Goldstein Auditorium are 
shut and locked. The box office’s windows are 
boarded, and other offices are shut down until 

SEE SCHINE PAGE 6

d a y  o f  s i l e n c e

LGBT community, allies break day’s quiet to raise awareness, protest bias
By Caitlin Hogan

STAFF WRITER

They stood at the steps of Hendricks 
Chapel holding candles and reciting 
both a pledge and explanation of the 
day’s event.

Jackie Micieli, assistant director 
of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 

Transgender Resource Center, asked 
the crowd, “What are you going to do 
to end the silence?”

They answered her with a com-
manding cheer.

A majority of Syracuse high-school 
students, along with Syracuse Univer-
sity students and community mem-

bers, broke their silence Wednesday 
in front of Hendricks in celebration 
of the Day of Silence, a national youth 
movement protesting and raising 
awareness of the silence imposed on 
LGBT people and allies.   

“Today’s event happens nationally 
to create visibility of those who have 

been silenced,” said Micieli, graduate 
student in the Maxwell School of Citi-
zenship and Public Affairs. “We are 
trying to gain visibility and diversity 
for those in the gay community.”

Day of Silence participants 
remained silent for the day to honor 
those who feel pressure from harass-

ment, prejudice and discrimina-
tion about their sexual orientation. 
Wednesday’s participants wore red 
T-shirts that read “Day of Silence” 
and carried cards explaining their 
reasons for not speaking. 

Micieli coordinated the event with 
SEE SILENCE PAGE 9
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Supreme Court supports 
ban on abortion procedure
The Supreme Court ruled 5-4 to 
ban on abortion procedure
The Supreme Court ruled 5-4 to 
ban on abortion procedure
uphold a federal law banning par-
tial birth abortion. THE COURT 
SAID THAT THE PARTIAL BIRTH 
ABORTION BAN ACT, PASSED 
BY CONGRESS AND SIGNED 
BY PRESIDENT BUSH IN 2003 
DOES NOT VIOLATE A WOMAN’S 
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO AN 
ABORTION. Justice Anthony Ken-
nedy wrote the decision for the 
court. Chief Justice John Roberts 
also agreed with the decision. The 
court ruled that the law is constitu-
tional, even though it does not say 
anything that would allow the pro-
cedure to be used when need to 
preserve the mother’s health. “The 
law need not give abortion doctors 
unfettered choice in the course of 
their medical practice,” Kennedy 
wrote in the decision. In reacting to 
the ruling, President Bush said the 
ruling affi rms progress in defend-
ing the “sanctity of life.”

Four bombs kill at least 
183 in Baghdad 
Four bombing attacks killed at least 
183 in Baghdad 
Four bombing attacks killed at least 
183 in Baghdad 
183 people in Baghdad on Wednes-
day. AT LEAST 127 WERE KILLED 
IN A SINGLE BOMBING IN A 
MARKETPLACE, and about 148 
were wounded. The car bombing 
took place at a pedestrian entrance 
at 4 p.m., when construction work-
ers are known to be leaving the 
building. “I rushed with others to 
give a hand and help the victims,” 
said one builder, Salih Mustafa, 
who was waiting for a bus at the 
time. “I saw three bodies in a 
wooden cart, and civilian cars were 
helping to take away the victims. It 
was really a horrible scene.” U.S. 
military spokesman Maj. Gen. Wil-
liam Caldwell said that terrorist 
group al-Qaida was suspected to 
be behind the bombings. 

Bush threatens Sudan 
with  new sanctions
President Bush said on Wednesday 
that the United States will tighten 
economic sanctions on Sudan if 
the president of the nation does 
not take action to end the confl icts 
in the Darfur region. Bush said 
Sudan must let United Nations 
forces send aid to the region along 
with the African Union peacekeep-
ing force. “THE WORLD NEEDS 
TO ACT,” BUSH SAID. “If Presi-
dent al-Bashir does not meet his 
obligations, the United States of 
America will act.” Sanctions may 
include restricting companies from 
participating in U.S. fi nances or 
target sanctions on those who are 
responsible for violence.

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
7:30 p.m.  
Students at the Maxwell School of 
Citizenship and Public Affairs pres-
ent “MAXWELL THE MUSICAL,” a 
comedic parody. 

$5 with student ID

C O R R E C T I O N S
In Wednesday’s “Beyond the Hill,” 
the brief regarding a search for a 
commencement speaker incor-
rectly said Georgetown University 
needed a speaker. The story should 
have referenced George Wash-
ington University as having three 
denied keynote speakers. The Daily 
Orange regrets this error.

Due to a clarifi cation error, Student 
Association President Ryan Kelly 
was quoted as saying their are no 
study options on South Campus. 
Kelly would like to clarify that he 
meant there are not adequate 
study options in the area.

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

SATs, college style
Standardized testing has been pro-
SATs, college style
Standardized testing has been pro-
SATs, college style
posed for universities across the 
country. 

PULP

SU’s workout plan
Archbold isn’t the only place to get 
miles in; check out jogging routes 
in the area.

SPORTS

JUCO route
Syracuse had success with junior 
college transfer Taj Smith. Will SU 
keep looking for JUCOs? 

OPIN ION

The outside track
Landing an internship isn’t exactly 
easy if you don’t have a friend 
or relative in high places, says 
Meghan Overdeep.
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TRACK AND FIELDMEN’S LACROSSE

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

Larry Ellis Invitational
           @ Princeton, N.J.

FRI., APR.20, TBA

SAT.  APR. 28, 3 P.M.        
@ Mass.

SAT.  APR. 20, NOON        
@ St. John’s

FRI.  APR. 20, 7:30 P.M.        
vs. Albany

During your time as a student at SU, what kind of orange stuff have you collected? 
E-mail submissions to photo@dailyorange.com

SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!

Last day to send in photos:
 Monday April 23rd

“ N E W S ”
compiled by melissa daniels | asst. copy editor

Oklahoma legislature declares 
watermelon offi cial state vegetable
The Oklahoma state Senate introduced a measure 
watermelon offi cial state vegetable
The Oklahoma state Senate introduced a measure 
watermelon offi cial state vegetable
on Tuesday to make watermelon the offi cial state 
vegetable. Rep. Joe Dorman, who introduced the 
bill in the House, represents Rush Springs, which 
holds an annual watermelon festival in August. 
“The controversy on whether watermelon is a fruit 
or vegetable has been offi cially decided by the 
Oklahoma Legislature,” Sen. Don Barrington said. 
Barrington, who sponsored the bill in the Senate, 
said that watermelon comes from the cucumber 
and gourd families, both of which are classifi ed 
as vegetables. The offi cial state fruit of Oklahoma 
is the strawberry. The bill was sent to Gov. Brad 
Henry for approval.

Lincoln impersonaters hold 
annual convention in Iowa
The Association of Lincoln Presenters (ALP) 
held a convention in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, 
on April 14. The ALP Web site reads “The 
Association of Lincoln Presenters (ALP) is 
a union of men and women dedicated to 
bringing Abraham and Mary Lincoln to life. 
Through presentations that educate, enter-
tain, and inspire, members honor the words 
and work of the Lincolns.” Lincoln historians 
also volunteer at classrooms to give lec-
tures in the host cities of conventions. At 
least 30 Lincolns attended the convention.
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Discussion on 
harassment 
policy carries 
monthly meeting

t a k e  b a c k  t h e  n i g h t

Student groups march, speak out against sexual violence

lindsay morgan | contributing photographer
THE TAKE BACK THE NIGHT RALLY Wednesday had Greek organizations and student groups speaking out against sexual violence at 
Hendricks Chapel.

By Veena Bissram
STAFF WRITER

University Senate discussed propos-
als to remedy problems in eight of its 
17 committees in its monthly meeting 
Wednesday. The meeting’s focus was a 
report on how the university handles 
cases of sexual harassment.

“We need to consider a process 
to deal with multiple hearings on 
sexual harassment at one time,” said 
Corinne Smith, associate dean and 
professor of teaching and leader-
ship in the School of Education, who 
authored the Report of the Ad Hoc 
Committee Reviewing SU’s Practices 
in Cases of Sexual Harassment. “We 
could use more detailed procedures.”

Smith said there was a need for a 
uniform published statement of sex-
ual harassment policies and a clearer 
definition of abusive power.

“Since 1991, there have been 11 
complaints and three hearings on 
sexual harassment,” Smith said. 
“This could be due to a lack of aware-
ness, discomfort by faculty or a lack 
of education on how to deal with these 
issues.”

She proposed the idea of a central 
office on campus with trained indi-
viduals to educate campus members 
involved in rape cases.

“They can offer advice on this topic 
and issue annual reports,” she said of 
the office’s trained workers.

The report states several goals for 
the committee’s development. They 
include: equal and fair procedures 
for all hearings, annual trainings for 
committee members, clear rules that 
prohibit abusive powers, campus-
wide education on the effects of abuse 
and a commitment to create a safe 
campus environment.

“I welcome the report,” said Diane 
Murphy, dean of the College of Human 
Services and Health Professions. 
“I think you have overstated some 
aspects, but I respect your solutions.”

By Erin Curran
STAFF WRITER

They shout to combat the silence 
forced upon them. They unite as a 
community because men are vic-
tims, too. They march through the 
night reclaiming the streets, which 
for many years have been sources of 
fear and violence. 

Crowded on the steps of Hendricks 
Chapel, domestic violence coalitions, 
allied organizations, greek organi-
zations and supportive individuals 
in the Syracuse University commu-
nity reaffirmed their commitment 
to ending the violence that threat-
ens women’s personal freedom and 
safety Wednesday during Take Back 
the Night, an annual rally, march 
and speak-out against sexual and 
domestic violence sponsored by the 
SU Rape: Advocacy, Prevention and 
Education Center.

“It is important for members of 
our community to take part in events 
like TBTN 

because the sad reality is that 
a large part of our population has 
either been affected 

by sexual, domestic or partner 
violence, or knows someone who has 
been affected by it,” said Greg Baker, 
a member of the 2007 TBTN Planning 
Committee.

TBTN is an international tradi-

tion with marches and rallies occur-
ring around the world since 1976.

“The rally is really a culmination 
of a whole year of talking about how 
it takes an entire community to cre-
ate a safe environment,” said Janet 
Epstein, associate director of the SU 
R.A.P.E. Center, a leading voice for 
domestic violence victims and their 
advocates on campus.

Jerome Hall, graduate of the Col-
lege of Human Services and Health 
Professions’ School of Social Work, 
was the keynote speaker at the rally.

Hall said he was rocked by the 
gruesome events that unfolded Mon-
day on the Virginia Tech campus, 
when a lone gunman killed 32 indi-
viduals before taking his own life. 

“I had no family at Virginia Tech, 
I had no children there, but it rocked 
me to the core,” he said. “Violence 
isn’t a security issue. It’s a human 
issue. It’s a social issue.”

Hall promotes social justice 
through many of his community-

focused endeavors. His work at Vera 
House includes coordinating the 
Alternatives Program, Onondaga 
County’s only domestic violence 
education program. Currently, he 
provides therapeutic support and 
education to men in the community 
in an effort to open up discussions 
focusing on male privilege, gender 
roles, attitudes toward women and 
abuse.

“We have a voice in the midst of 
violence, sexual assault and domes-
tic violence,” he said. “We have a 
voice in families, in classrooms, in 
workplaces and in places of worship. 
We save lives by being leaders in this 
line of work.” 

After the rally, colorful throngs 
of attendees marched with voices 
raised in an act of solidarity to 
protest sexual victimization in all 
forms. They brandished signs that 
read: “Because the Night Belongs to 
Us” and “This is What a Feminist 
Looks Like.”

“I myself have never been affect-
ed by domestic violence, but there 
have been family members and 
close friends affected,” said Joseph 
Alvarado, senior international rela-
tions and political philosophy major.

The march concluded with a sur-
vivor speak-out in Hendricks, where 
those whose lives have been forever 
changed by violence were invited 
and encouraged to share their expe-
riences in an empowering space.

“It’s really easy sometimes to 
get caught up with mundane stuff 
in your own life at the expense 
of trying to help others,” Baker 
said. “Programs like Take Back 
the Night provide a space for us 
to remember that we are all part 
of this community and that we all 
should have a vested interest in 
each other’s well-being.” 

Statistics show that one in four 
college-age women will experience 
a sexual assault by the time they 
complete college. The goal of TBTN 
and associated events is not only to 
educate women and men on the SU 
campus about the prevalence of sex-
ual assault, but also to join together 
and publicly take a stand to signify 
that the violence must end.

“If peace is ever going to be achiev-
able,” Alvarado said, “it’s going to 
start on a personal level.”SEE USEN PAGE 7

“The rally is really a culmination of a whole 
year of talking about how it takes an entire 
community to create a safe environment.”

Janet Epstein
R.A.P.E. CENTER ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

“I welcome the 
report. I think you 
have overstated 
some aspects 
but I respect 
your solutions.”

Diane Murphy
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF HUMAN 

SERVICES AND HEALTH PROFESSIONS
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Alumnus donates record $400 million to Columbia for financial aid
By Jim Armstrong

STAFF WRITER

Columbia University will receive a $400 mil-
lion gift — the largest ever exclusively toward 
financial aid, according to the Chronicle of 
Higher Education— from 92-year-old alumnus 
John Kluge, who announced he will donate the 
money toward financial aid for undergraduate 
and graduate students last week.

The gift is the fourth largest ever to any 
single institution of higher education in the 
United States, according to the Chronicle of 
Higher Education.

In 2006, SU received a $26.5 million gift 
toward financial aid from the estate of Frederic 
N. Schwartz. While it was heralded here, the 
sum is now dwarfed by the Columbia donation.

Kluge has donated more than $500 million 
to the university, according to a Columbia Uni-
versity news release. And his most recent gift 
will provide access to education for all people, 
regardless of their socioeconomic standing, said 
Columbia University President Lee Bollinger in 
a statement.

Kluge, a 1937 graduate of Columbia, will con-
tribute this gift through his estate, according to 
the release.

Last year, Columbia University launched a $4 
billion fundraising campaign that will be used 
toward financial aid and faculty, the release 
said. With this contribution, the university has 
raised $2.2 billion so far.

Ana Ortiz, undergraduate student at Colum-
bia University and outgoing vice president of 
student life in the Columbia college council said 
in an e-mail her education is almost entirely 

funded by Mr. Kluge’s previous $110 million 
donation.

Gifts given to universities are often donated 
toward buildings and professorships as opposed 
to financial aid, said Don Saleh, associate vice 
president of enrollment management at Syra-
cuse University.

“People nationwide have begun to under-
stand how important it is to support students, 
because without students we don’t have univer-
sities,” Saleh said.

“$400 million generates a lot of income each 
year to support these students,” Saleh said. “It 
helps raise consciousness of philanthropists 
around the country on the importance of gifts 
to higher education in the area of financial aid. 
This has been a trend that has started building 
momentum over the last two decades.”

Vice Chancellor Eric Spina said this gift 
provides a model for SU.

“This is obviously a huge gift,” Spina said. 
“I think it is good for higher education in 
general, it helps to motivate us here and it helps 
us understand exactly what kinds of things we 
can do when we talk to people about how they 
can support the university in areas that they 
believe in.”

Spina spoke of how SU manages its relation-
ships with alumni and the programs that are in 
place to facilitate these relationships, namely 
Institutional Advancement and its subsidiaries.

“Institutional Advancement is responsible 
for things that range from alumni relations and 
the opportunities that are available for recent 
alumni, to building relationships with corpora-
tions and foundations,” Spina said.

According to the mission statement on its 
Web site, the division of Institutional Advance-
ment at SU develops the flow of external funds, 
fosters relationships with alumni and other 
external constituencies, and provides commu-
nications support and public visibility.

Institutional Advancement “helps people 
understand what opportunities are here at SU 
and to advance what they believe in, whether 
it be undergraduate scholarships, research or 
education in a particular area of the univer-
sity,” Spina said.

The Institutional Advancement staff consists 
of people working for the university and others, 
such as development officers, who work for 
specific colleges, Spina said.

Deborah Armstrong, executive director 
of regional development, explained the vari-
ous ways SU manages its relationships with 
alumni.

“We contact alumni through student callers 
and we have development people in each of 
the colleges that go on the road and keep them 
apprised of our needs,” Armstrong said. 

SU also provides alumni opportunities to 
come back to SU with such events as homecom-
ing, reunions, lectures and other educational 

opportunities, she said.
Tammy Schlafer, executive director of 

annual giving programs, said the office collects 
money for the university using a three-pronged 
campaign. “Annual Giving collects money 
through phone-a-thon, direct mail and through 
the Leadership Annual Giving Program,” she 
said.

Phone-a-thon generates approximately $1.7 
million a year, direct mail accrues about $1 
million a year and the leadership annual giving 
program amasses just less than $1 million she 
said. Collectively, these programs raise approxi-
mately $3.5 million a year. 

“There are other sources of annual sup-
port that includes the different deans’ funds,” 
Schlafer said. “There is a list of about 20 that we 
encourage people to support annually, with last 
year being our high point of $7 million.”

Alumni often give back because of their own 
personal experiences at SU and the financial aid 
they received while studying at the university, 
she said.

“They’ll say, ‘I’m giving back to SU because it 
took a chance on me and offered me a financial 
aid package that was not offered to me anywhere 
else,’” Schlafer said.

“People nationwide have begun to understand 
how important it is to support students because 
without students we don’t have universities.”

Don Saleh
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT OF ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT AT SU
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H ow do you think Syracuse 
University would respond 
to a shooting like the one 

at Virginia Tech? What could we do 
differently to make ourselves safer? 
These questions must be addressed 
immediately.

The university is working dili-
gently to strengthen campus security. 
Nevertheless, students must sustain 
pressure on Chancellor Nancy Cantor 
until emergency response systems are 
more robust and better integrated.

To that end, technology is critical, 
especially when fewer than 20 public 
safety officers are on patrol at any 
time. These officers are responsible for 
the safety of more than 19,000 students.

The chancellor wants SU’s endow-
ment to reach $2 billion. Awesome. But 
I say a significant portion of SU’s bud-
get should fund technologies including 
closed circuit cameras (CCTV) and 
mass-alert communications systems. 

As a law student senator, I was 
concerned when I learned last fall that 
CCTV systems were not prevalent 
on campus. Public Safety was also 
concerned, and to its credit, a vigorous 
effort is under way to overhaul secu-
rity technologies on campus. 

Tony Callisto, the Interim Director 
of Public Safety, informed me that 
SU recently hired Mike Kearns to be 
Manager of Technology and Security 
Services, which is a new position. 
Mr. Kearns is a 12-year veteran of the 
Oswego police force and holds a mas-
ters degree in information technology.

The chancellor also formed a CCTV 
committee, which recently examined 
IT security practices at similarly 
situated universities. The committee 
identified 14 priorities for upgrading 
security technology on campus, but 
details  have not been released yet.

SU’s  challenge is to fully integrate 
existing CCTV systems. Concurrently, 
SU is working to expand its network 
and ensure that all systems are man-
aged from its central monitoring sta-
tion. The ultimate goal is to share this 
data with other emergency services 
like the Syracuse Police Department. 

This raises another key issue: 
interoperability. Anyone who has par-
ticipated in a mass-casualty exercise 
confesses that interagency commu-
nication is a challenge, and it always 

needs improvement. Public Safety, 
SUNY ESF, SUNY Medical Center, 
VA Security and the Syracuse Police 
Department share a joint communica-
tions frequency called “Hill Net.” 
Callisto said Public Safety intends to 
add three more joint communications 
channels to improve cooperation.

Would any of this matter? In 
Monday’s tragedy, thermal and 
infrared CCTV systems (which are not 
expensive) could have identified the 
shooter and his actions. He entered the 
dorm at a low-traffic hour. When he 
departed, the heat signature from his 
pistol might have disclosed his M.O. 
With this information, emergency 
responders could have reacted more 
quickly and tracked him, preventing 
the massacre three hours later.

On 9/11 I became the force protec-
tion/anti-terrorism officer for one 
of Southern Germany’s largest and 
least-secured military housing areas. 
Initially, I had 12 soldiers per shift to 
protect thousands of residents and a 
large infrastructure. We used CCTV, 
including thermal and infra-red imag-
ing, to identify threats. This technol-
ogy was extremely valuable.

Could a shooting happen here? 
This campus abuts one of Syracuse’s 
most economically depressed and 
dangerous neighborhoods. Students 
face multiple armed robberies and 
assaults each month. Even our own 
students appear capable of violence. 
Brian Shaw was sentenced to 21 years 
for manslaughter, and Timothy Ginoc-
chetti is charged with second-degree 
murder.

The chancellor deserves credit for 
initiating campus security upgrades. 
It is our duty as students to make sure 
she follows through.

Kris Miller is a contributing 
columnist whose columns appear 

biweekly in The Daily Orange.
E-mail him at kimill01@syr.edu.

SU must bolster security efforts in 
light of shootings at Virginia Tech

K R I S  M I L L E R

contributing columnist

F ed up with the mess of 
spyware, fragmentation and 
viruses that my family’s 

computer had become, I finally 
snapped. I decided a major change 
was in order.  

After considering buying a new 
machine, I realized I could not justify 
the price for what would be an e-mail 
checker and Web surfer. My mother 
wasn’t editing videos or playing 
World of Warcraft — she was shop-
ping and forwarding chain e-mails to 
relatives.

Rather than spending hundreds 
of dollars on new hardware and 
Microsoft’s new Vista operating 
system, I bit the bullet and made the 
switch to Linux.

You’ve probably heard of Linux. 
It’s an operating system like Win-
dows, but free and customizable 
— a lot like the Firefox Web browser. 
Linux is famous for its stability and 
security, and you can make it look 
as good as or better than Apple’s 
acclaimed OS X. It runs on cell 
phones, some of the world’s top super-
computers and nearly everything in 
between.

As great as Linux is, it’s easy to 
see why the average user could be 
frightened off. In the past, Linux was 
braved by only the most skilled users. 
The money saved on free software 

was nullified by hours spent tinker-
ing deep in lines of code just to make 
it work.  

Linux is developed by hobbyists 
and given away for free, so there is 
no 1-800 number to call when things 
go wrong. You won’t find Linux 
in stores, you have to choose from 
hundreds of independent versions, 
and the people behind the project 
are bearded socialists who speak in 
metaphors.

Braced for the worst, I found the 
experience surprisingly painless. I 
chose a straightforward and light-
weight type of Linux called Xubuntu, 
burned it to a compact disc and boot-
ed it up. It was that easy. Contrary 
to the old horror stories, I never had 
to scour messageboards for missing 
drivers or fiddle with the command 
line — everything just worked.

With my loved ones using a 
nearly-idiot-proof user log-in, I don’t 
get tech support calls anymore. 
The computer has never been more 

secure, run more quickly, or looked as 
slick. It does all that is asked of it with 
style and ease. At no cost and with 
minimal effort, I managed to buy the 
old warhorse many more years of 
usefulness.

Linux is maturing quickly, and 
Dell recently announced that it will 
optionally pre-install Linux on retail 
computers, inviting predictions of 
widespread Linux popularity.

Is Linux ready for the average user 
yet? Absolutely. With a few nagging 
exceptions, Linux can do everything 
most people need out of a home-use 
computer, and for free.

Somewhere there is an elderly 
man playing card games and e-mail-
ing his grandchildren on his glossy 
new laptop running a $399 copy of 
Windows Vista Ultimate. Somewhere 
else, his old computer is taking 
up space in a landfill, still usable 
and with all the performance and 
memory he would ever need.

I’m not saying you’re a fool to 
use Windows. I’m saying you’re a 
fool to pay for Windows if you could 
accomplish the same tasks you need 
with Linux.

David Medeiros is a contributing 
columnist whose columns appear 

occasionally in The Daily Orange. 
E-mail him at dmmedeir@syr.edu.

D AV I D  M E D E I R O S

contributing columnist

Consider Linux for everyday computer use

S C R I B B L E

T H U R S D AY
april 19, 2007
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the next morning.
Schine has seen its action for the day.
At the same time, 240 miles south, Pennsyl-

vania State University’s HUB-Robeson Student 
Center is vibrant and student-filled.

The HUB, as it is affectionately called by 
Penn State’s 37,000 students, never closes. Even 
now, there are students everywhere — some 
are studying in the designated areas upstairs, 
others are just hanging out, getting a coffee, 
chatting with friends and meeting new people.

“On any given night, there are hundreds of 
kids there,” said Abbey Hernberger, sophomore 
kinesiology major at Penn State. “I mainly do 
homework and study. Sometimes I just hang out. 
Sometimes I eat. Sometimes I sleep.”

They will stay in the HUB long after Nugent 
shuts and locks Schine’s doors at midnight, long 
after she has made sure the few students have left.

Would she like to see more students on these 
nights?

“I guess it would be nice,” said Nugent, 
junior newspaper journalism and political sci-
ence major. “As long as they left by 11:30, so I can 
close the building and go home.”

❊ ❊ ❊

The red-bricked, 200,000-square-foot Schine 
stands on University Place, dwarfed in the 
shadows of Crouse College and the Hall of 
Languages.

Every day, 13,000 people walk through Schine’s 
glass doors, according to estimates by Syracuse 
University’s Office of Student Centers and Pro-
gramming Services. They come for a variety of 
reasons — a textbook from the bookstore, a coffee 
from Dunkin’ Donuts, a sandwich from the deli.

Schine opened its doors for the first time in 
1975. Goldstein Auditorium was built the next 
year.

Since then, Schine has remained virtually 
the same.

There were some minor facelifts: a record store 
has come and gone. The Schine Underground, 
formerly a nightclub for dance parties named The 
Milky Way, expanded. A basement game room 
was turned into the Jabberwocky café in 2003.

Aside from these minor facelifts, Schine’s 
essential aspects have stayed the same: the SU 
Bookstore, the dining center, Goldstein, meet-
ing places and administrative offices.

David Pennock, assistant director of facili-
ties and operations at SCPS, said these essential 
aspects are what make Schine an effective, yet 
improvable, student center.

“I think for what’s here, it provides necessary 
services,” Pennock said. “As it’s constructed, 
it provides the services currently that it can 
provide. Are there improvements that could be 
made? Absolutely.”

What has been done already
When senior Wayne Horton served as Student 

Association president, he had an internal conflict.
Horton the president viewed Schine as some-

thing to be improved but knew there were other, 
more important things that needed to be done. 
Horton the student wanted Schine to be more 
of a social hotspot, a place where students could 
meet up, hang out and meet new people.

“That’s what college is all about,” said Hor-
ton, who served as SA president during the 2006 
academic year. “I honestly believe that students 
want to be around other students. They want to 
hang out with their fellow students, and they 
want to be in a centralized place. So if there was 
a centralized place where students could just go, 
chill out and watch TV and just be a student, I 
think students would really grab onto that.”

Horton and SA addressed what he considered 
to be Schine’s biggest problem: venue spacing. 

With Goldstein (capacity: 1,500) and the Under-
ground (700), Horton said he felt Schine failed to 
provide the university with adequate midsized 
venues. SA added the Landmark Theater in 
downtown Syracuse as a new potential venue for 
student organization programs, Horton said.

Initial plans for additional improvements 
were set into motion by SCPS last fall with a 
survey distributed to SU’s faculty and staff. The 
office received about 7,000 responses, giving 
SCPS an idea of what the university faculty 
would like to see done to Schine, Pennock said.

Pennock, a 1996 SU graduate who was been 
with SCPS for five years, said he remembers 
what it was like to be on the Syracuse campus 
and not want to go to Schine.

“I just saw it as a service center,” Pennock 
said. “There were reasons that you came. I came 
to the bookstore, I’d occasionally come to get 
food or look at music at the record store. I didn’t 
come to a lot of events here, but that isn’t to say 
that lots of other students didn’t. It just wasn’t 
something I was into at the time.”

Current SA President Ryan Kelly said SA has 
worked closely with SCPS to voice its concerns 
about Schine and discuss possible changes to 
what he considers a “passable” student center.

A research group has been formed and will 
begin work this summer to assess what the 
student body wants to see done with Schine, 
Kelly said.

“We want to make sure that if we spend this 
kind of money, it’s on something that’s appeal-
ing to the students,” Kelly said. “We need to 
make sure we’re listening to what they have to 
say, and it’s not one certain group of people that 
might want things that don’t reflect the majority 
of students on campus.”

What else can be done
One of Kelly’s main platforms during his 

campaign was his plan for the revitalization of 
the Underground.

The Underground is home to University 
Union’s Bandersnatch Concert Series and other 
events, but during the day, it goes unused, Kelly 
said.

“We don’t want to lose the part of the Under-
ground that does shows,” Kelly said. “That does 
draw people. So we need to have a balance. That 
room isn’t being used during the day, so it’s not 
having its max utilization. We need to come up 
with a room that is socially engaging that will 
draw people down there.”

Aaron Forisha, junior environmental stud-
ies major, has been noticing Schine’s flaws since 
his arrival on campus in 2004. In November 
2005, he wrote a letter to the editor to The Daily 
Orange, in which he called Schine “possibly the 
worst student center in the country.”

Forisha agrees with Kelly that the Under-
ground needs to be improved and said one of 
Schine’s most glaring flaws is its entire base-
ment, including the Jabberwocky Café.

Jabberwocky houses a pool table, which 
Alyssa Nugent, building manager of Schine, 
said is reserved nearly every night during the 
week, and a café where students can purchase 
desserts and coffee.

“The Jabberwocky’s lone pool table is woe-
fully inadequate,” Forisha said in an e-mail from 
Beijing, where he is studying abroad. “And then 
there is its location within the building: down two 
separate sets of stairs into the windowless bowels 

of Schine. If the dining hall was where Jab is, not 
many people would go there, either.”

After Forisha’s letter printed in The D.O., 
he said he was contacted by George Athanas, 
associate director of facilities and operations 
at SCPS, about the possibility of reforming the 
Centers Advisory Board, a committee of stu-
dents and faculty who gathered to discuss issues 
at Schine. The committee stopped meeting after 
the spring 2003 semester.

Forisha said he was also contacted by Barry 
Wells, dean of student affairs, about the pos-
sible formation of a group of students to assist 
in planning a remodeled Schine. Forisha said 
neither Athanas nor Wells followed up or con-
tacted him again.

But there are currently conversations about 
reforming the advisory board, Pennock said, 
adding he cannot put a timeframe on a possible 
return of the board.

“I think that would be very beneficial,” Pen-
nock said. “There are other student centers 
across the United States, and we’ve had lots of 
conversations about advisory boards, and it is 
something that we’re looking to do. We certainly 
have identified that’s one way of getting student 
input to what’s going on here.”

Good programming: a positive
Kelly doesn’t think Schine is a failure. It has 

its weaknesses. But it also has strengths.
Programming and events are one of the cen-

ter’s draws and are essential for any continuing 
growth and improvement at Schine, Kelly said.

“We have a large diversity of events,” he said. 
“It may not appeal to everyone on campus, but 
it does reach target audiences. We try to do pro-
gramming that includes everyone. If you look at 
who reserved what room on any day, most of the 
rooms are booked at night.”

Pennock agrees.
“Depending on what night you were here, 

like on a Thursday, Friday, Saturday night, 
you’d definitely see a much different building,” 
Pennock said. “There are nights when we can 
have four different events going on. We could 
have something in the Underground, something 
in Goldstein, something in the Jabberwocky, 
something in the Panasci Lounge. Then, there’s 
lots of people here.”

Panasci is the host to Orange Night Live 
and WooHoo Comedy Hour on the weekends. 
Goldstein has provided a stage for Ben Folds, 
The All-American Rejects, Rufus Wainwright, 
Ben Kweller and Dane Cook in the past three 
years. The Underground has seen rising artists 
such as Hellogoodbye, The Format, Mae and 
Straylight Run perform.

“The programming is good,” Kelly said. “I 
think they do a good job with that.”

How it compares
SU is part of the Association of College Unions 

International, a group of colleges and universities 
with the goal of providing beneficial student cen-
ters and student unions for their students.

One of those colleges that SU compares itself 
the most to is the University of Southern Cali-
fornia, Pennock said.

USC’s Topping Student Center features a 
lounge, a video arcade and rooms for programs, 
meetings, dances and other events for USC’s 
18,000 students, according to USC’s Web site. 
Topping does not feature dining options because 
it is located next to the Commons, a building 

featuring different restaurants and fast food 
options.

But Topping, like Schine, suffers from a lack 
of student interest. Katie Jamgochian, fresh-
man business major at USC, said Topping just 
isn’t where students spend time on campus.

“I don’t go,” Jamgochian said. “And none 
of my friends do. There are just so many other 
places to congregate and hang out, and there 
are so many other ways to get information on 
campus that it’s not really a necessity.”

The University of Missouri-Columbia’s 
Thomas A. Brady Student Commons is known 
as “the family room of Missouri” because of its 
constant activity, according to the Brady Com-
mons Web site.

Despite a bowling alley, video games, a Sub-
way restaurant and a big-screen TV in the 
basement as well as a food court, student organi-
zation space and a university bookstore (which 
one student described as “a mini Wal-Mart”) 
upstairs, UM is in the process of renovating and 
rebuilding Brady, which opened in 1963, for its 
22,000 students.

The $61 million project is set to be finished 
in 2010 and is being funded by an increase in 
students’ student activity fees by $70 a year, 
according to mustudentcenter.com. The new 
center will not feature a bowling alley, but will 
add pool tables and other games.

Although many spend time in Brady Com-
mons daily, UM students see the remodeling as a 
necessary step, calling Brady old and outdated.

“I’m there every day,” said Christa DeMarke, 
sophomore graphic design major at UM. “The 
bookstore and the food court are my favorites. 
I could spend hours in the bookstore alone. 
There’s always people there, too. It’s never 
empty.”

❊ ❊ ❊

Bianca D’Angelo likes to study where it’s 
quiet.

For that reason, D’Angelo, senior political sci-
ence and international relations major, spends 
most of her nights in Schine’s Panasci Lounge.

Tonight, she is reading The New York Times. 
She is one of five students here.

“A lot of people don’t even know this exists,” 
D’Angelo said. “And I think that’s part of what 
makes it such a gem. You can come up here, find 
a seat and just chill out. It’s a good space.”

To a student who enjoys the quiet and soli-
tude, Schine is a gem, a relaxing study area. To 
others, it is untapped potential.

“When it comes to the social interaction part, 
I think Schine lacks,” Kelly said. “A student cen-
ter should be a place where people congregate, 
and I don’t think Schine is a place where people 
want to congregate. You don’t hear people say-
ing, ‘Hey, let’s go hang out in Schine.’”

Kelly, Horton and Pennock can all agree on 
one thing: change will only come with student 
involvement, with a voicing of opinions.

“What do you like?” Pennock asks students. 
“What don’t you like? What do you want to see 
improved? Students go to other student centers 
and they say, ‘I really like that, why don’t we 
have that at Syracuse?’ Or they say, ‘Jeez, I real-
ly don’t like that.’ As long as we continue to get 
that type of input, that will drive the improve-
ments. Not asking for it is a big mistake. It’s just 
all about getting the backing from the students 
about what they want to see.”

SCHINE
F R O M  P A G E  1

“I think for what’s here, it provides necessary 
services. As it’s constructed, it provides the 
services currently that it can provide. Are there 
improvements that could be made? Absolutely.”

David Pennock
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS AT THE OFFICE OF 

STUDENT CENTERS AND PROGRAMMING SERVICES

“We want to make sure 
that if we spend this 
kind of money, it’s 
on something that’s 
appealing to the students.”

Ryan Kelly
SA PRESIDENT
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Chancellor Nancy Cantor and Senate Record-
er Theresa Gilman led the meeting, which took 
place in partially filled Maxwell Auditorium.

Other reports included proposals for the fol-
lowing committees: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 
Transgender (LGBT) concerns, senate agenda, 
curricula, appointment and promotions, com-
puting services, budget and fiscal affairs, and 
academic affairs. 

LGBT concerns
The report of the LGBT concerns committee 

focused on restroom designation and domestic 
partnership policy. 

“There are concerns about separate rest-
rooms for men and women,” Jonathan Massey, 
associate professor in the School of Architec-
ture, said. “They pose problems for transgen-
ders and women with children.”

Massey proposed single restrooms to offer 
people a third alternative. 

A second complaint was that SU does not pro-
vide benefits for same-sex domestic partnerships. 

“The university should move away from the 
idea of marriage as a norm and accept all other 
partnerships,” Massey said. 

Massey criticized a federal tax law that 
imposes an additional tax on employees with 
same-sex domestic partners. “While some 
employers chose to offset this tax by paying the 
difference, this university has yet to do so,” he 
said.

Senate agenda committee
“Some of the important items on the agenda 

are annual candidates for degrees, the agenda 
committee ballot and the report of the subcom-
mittee on nominations,” said D. Bruce Carter, 
associate dean of HSHP.

Carter spoke about the Senate Agenda Com-
mittee’s report.

“We need to reassign senators to different 
schools and colleges, and unionize senate mem-
bers,” Carter said. 

The meeting ended abruptly with a few pro-
posals for the Committee of Academic Affairs 
and the Committee on Human Services.

“I was surprised that so many people worked 
so hard on these reports,” Smith said. “It is good 
to know that they learned from other models.”

katie shuering | staff photographer
CHANCELLOR NANCY CANTOR led the University Senate meeting Wednesday after-
noon before a partially filled Maxwell Auditorium.
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SILENCE
F R O M  P A G E  1

the LGBT Resource Center and the LGBTQA 
Youth Center at AIDS Community Resources.

Quin Moffitt, a community member, attended 
this year’s planning meetings to offer insight on 
events from the past.

“Today is important because students need 
to feel safe in school,” Moffitt said. “Safety 
should be of the utmost importance in schools.” 
Moffitt’s senior project at Lafayette High School 
was planning a Day of Silence for the school’s 
students.  

During the opening introductions, Micieli 
said the Day of Silence is the largest grassroots, 
youth-organizing rally in the country. In total, 
more than 400,000 people observed Wednesday’s 
rally nationwide.

Micieli also introduced Lauren Adam-
ski, program coordinator of the LGBT Resource 
Center. She read a decree from Mayor Michael J. 
Driscoll, who declared April 18 the National Day 
of Silence Community Recognition Day in the 
city of Syracuse. 

Following the blowing out of candles, Micieli 
invited members of the group to speak on the 
steps.

“I’m talking about homophobia,” said Krys-
tal Moon, a community member.

Moon read the definition of homophobia and 
explained it to mean “a long way to hate some-

one for who they are.” She spoke about being 
verbally and physically abused by peers in high 
school and talked about how she left the school 
because of the harassment. 

“I’m strong and they were wrong,” Moon 
said. “We are here and we are not going away.”

Michael Williams, a senior at Henninger 
High School, spoke about the roles of an ally.

“Allies play both sides,” Williams said. 
“Allies help those who are not allies stop harass-
ment and break the violence. And allies help 
those who are silent to not be silenced.”

Others came forward and spoke about their 
roles as allies and the criticism they receive 
from their peers in school.

Vince Sgambati, a member of Pride and Joy 
Families and a former teacher in the Syracuse 
school system, spoke about the newest genera-
tion of people feeling the emotional abuse of the 
LGBT community. Sgambati said the children 
of LGBT parents are being subjected to the same 

harassment their parents feel. 
“I applaud what you are doing and I applaud 

the student-generated event,” Sgambati said. 
“Acknowledging the silence and then breaking 
the silence is a paramount step toward being a 
survivor.”  

After the speakers finished and before the 
participants departed for a pizza party back 
at the LGBT Resource Center, Alex Kantor, 
freshman acting major, played the guitar 
while singing Buffalo Springfield’s “For What 
It’s Worth.”

megan lange | contributing photographer
LGBT STUDENTS AND ALLIES participated in the Day of Silence by not speaking to 
honor those who feel pressured by harassment. 

“Acknowledging the 
silence and then 
breaking the silence is a 
paramount step towards 
being a survivor.”

Vince Sgambati
PRIDE AND JOY FAMILIES MEMBER

FOUR YEARS OF 

SU MEMORIES

dailyorange.comdid you know that you can 
comment on stories online?
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No contest
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Brinkley 
hurts knee, 
out 7-8 weeks
Rising junior 2nd RB 
injured last Saturday

Dove, Pike outscore Cornell to 
lead Syracuse’s 3rd straight win

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

Syracuse starting running back 
Curtis Brinkley will miss Saturday’s 
Spring Game due to a right knee 
injury that will require arthroscopic 
surgery, SU head coach Greg Robin-
son revealed Wednesday.

Brinkley is the 
second SU run-
ning back to suc-
cumb to injury 
this week. On 
Saturday, Delone 
Carter, then the 
No. 1 running 
back, dislocated 
his hip, and he 

will miss the 2007 season.
It is the second arthroscopic knee 

surgery Brinkley will undergo in four 
months. In January, Brinkley had 
similar surgery on his left knee. 

The rising junior tweaked his knee 
during Saturday’s practice, Robinson 
said. An MRI revealed slight carti-
lage damage to Brinkley’s knee. As a 
result, Brinkley sat out recent prac-
tices and will miss the annual Spring 
Game to receive the scope. 

Brinkley and Robinson remained 
optimistic about Brinkley’s chances 
to return healthy in time for the fall. 
Robinson expects this injury also to 
take about seven or eight weeks to 
heal. He said the recovery for Brin-
kley’s right knee should not be as 
intensive as it was for the left.

“I think in Curtis’ case, he’ll be 
back in days walking around,” Rob-
inson said. “I would like to believe he 
can be back pretty soon.”

Brinkley did not mention he would 
have to undergo surgery on his knee. 
He repeatedly referred to his knee 
problem as an injury he needed sim-
ply to have “looked at” by doctors 
before he could play.

Then a reporter asked Brinkley 
about his plans for Saturday’s game. 
He paused. It was the question he did 
not want to hear.

“Um … I ain’t playing,” Brinkley 
said.

Brinkley told the crowd of report-
ers surrounding him that it even 
hurts to walk but that he expects to be 
ready come August.

“Ain’t nothing going to be affect-
ing me next season,” Brinkley said. 
“I’m going to be 100 percent.”

SEE BRINKLEY PAGE 18

BRINKLEY

nick ruggiero | staff photographer
CHRISTINA DOVE (right) runs with the ball against Cornell’s Kelly Hansen in Syracuse’s 22-9 win over the Big Red Wednesday. The fresh-
man scored a career-high seven points and set a school record with 11 draw controls.

By Jared Diamond
ASST. COPY EDITOR

K
nowing Katie Rowan recorded 
a school-best 10 points Fri-
day against Rutgers, Cornell 
emphasized containing Syra-

cuse’s best scorer Wednesday. Early 
in the game, the 
Big Red man-
aged to almost 

completely neutralize Rowan, holding 
her to just one goal in the first half.

Rowan spent most of the first 30 
minutes distributing the ball outside 

of the 20-yard line. Cornell kept Rowan 
away from the net and off the score-
board, something Syracuse’s other 
opponents have struggled to do. 

With the defenders’ eyes on Rowan, 
no wonder the Big Red missed two 
other Orange scorers — Ashley Pike 
and Christina Dove. Those two players 
alone outscored Cornell Wednesday, 
leading another Orange offensive 
explosion. 

No. 10 Syracuse (9-4, 3-1 Big East) 
blew out Cornell, 22-9, (3-8, 2-3 Ivy 
League) in front of 258 fans at the Car-

rier Dome. With at least three games 
left, the Orange has a school-record 
209 goals on the season, breaking the 
old record of 205 set in 2005. 

Most of their damage came in the 
first half. Dove scored all five of her 
goals in the first 30 minutes. Pike 
scored just one of her six in the second 
half. Rowan eventually scored four 
goals but not until Syracuse had total 
control of the game.

“Cornell really tried to shut down 
Katie today and did a good job, but 
they left things open for other players 

like Ashley and Christina,” Syracuse 
head coach Lisa Miller said. “They 
had to completely change around their 
defensive game plan. The girl they had 
guarding Katie in the beginning of the 
game ended up guarding Ashley.”

Pike scored her first goal less than 
seven minutes into the game. The 
attacker held the ball 20 yards away 
from the cage, took two steps and blast-
ed a shot past Cornell’s goalie. Pike 
added a second goal a minute later off 
a feed from fellow senior Jill DePetris 

SU displays fitness, uses speed to spark offensive rout
By Christopher James

STAFF WRITER

Syracuse women’s lacrosse found 
itself moving up and down the field 
Wednesday, opening things up in 
another rout. 

The No. 10 Orange used speed and 
smart passing to pick apart in-state 
rival Cornell, 22-9, in the Carrier 
Dome.

Syracuse head coach Lisa Miller 

said the team has solidly regained its 
feet thanks to a midseason 11-day lay-
off. Add that to being able to practice 
on a full field for more than a month, 
and the Orange’s running style has 
emerged with an offensive explosion, 
letting SU set the team record for 
goals in a season.

“Early in the season we just can’t 
run,” Miller said. “That affects our 
transition and our fitness, too.”

There was no question about team 
fitness against Cornell. SU quickly 
found its feet in the game, blowing 
past defenders en route to another 
14-goal first-half performance.

Syracuse defender Shari Appol-
lon set up one of junior Kristin 
Brady’s many sprints down the 
sidelines in the first half. Appollon 
stole a pass out of midair, before 
tossing it 10 yards in front of Brady 

downfield. The attacker, in a dead 
sprint, soundly beat Cornell’s 
Ashleigh Smith to set up another 
Orange possession.

Later in the half, Brady was able 
to grab a ground ball and sprint 
down the sidelines, past the Cornell 
defense. Her subsequent pass led to 
another Dove score. In the second 
half, even DePetris, who said after 

SEE CORNELL PAGE 20

SEE SPEED PAGE 20

CORNELL  9
SYRACUSE 22
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Linebacker
Everybody vs. Everybody

Ben Maljovec, Jake Flaherty and Vincenzo 
Giruzzi are penciled in as starters, but 

there is a laundry list of players compet-
ing for quality looks. None have great 

size, but the three on the depth chart will 
be given every opportunity to replace last 

year’s starters.

Sprin
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2007

Key battles

Offensive line
The entire offensive line

There are very few givens right now 
(Marvin McCall at center, Carroll Madison 

at left guard) but nothing is for certain 
among this bunch. The spring game is 

a chance to be noticed and the younger 
linemen will look to show off their 

quickness.

OFFENSE
X WR 
2 Taj Smith (6-1, 188, Sr.) 
12  RICE MOSS (6-2, 207, Sr.) 
32  Donte Davis (6-0, 169, So.)

LT 
64  Corey Chavers (6-5, 295, Jr.) 
73  Jonathan Meldrum (6-5, 327, Fr.) 
77 Tucker Baumbach (6-5, 322, RF)

LG 
59  CARROLL MADISON (6-2, 310, Sr.) 
74  Ryan Ehrie (6-6, 287, Jr.)  
79  Dalton Phillips (6-3, 275, Jr.) 
63  Matthew Galka (6-0, 305, Jr.)

C 
67  MARVIN McCALL (6-2, 292, Sr.) 
62  Jim McKenzie (6-4, 280, RF)  

RG 
75  RYAN DURAND (6-5, 310, Jr.) 
70  Ryan Bartholomew (6-3, 290, RF) 
68  David Bouchard (6-5, 305, Jr.)

RT 
69  Larry Norton (6-3, 320, Sr.) 
71  Adam Rosner (6-6, 308, RF)  
61  Lou Falzone (6-5, 295, Fr.)

TE  
80 Jawad Nesheiwat (6-4, 251, Sr.) OR 
89 TOM FERRON (6-3, 244, Jr.) 
98  Arthur Kapalanga (6-1, 258, Sr.) 
82  Kyle Bell (6-1, 249, Sr.) 
40  Ryan Donnelly (6-3, 222, Jr.)

QB 
9  Andrew Robinson (6-3, 222, So.) 
13  Cameron Dantley (6-1, 218, Jr.)  

TB 
34  Paul Chiara (5-11, 210, Jr.)
43  Tony Fiammetta (6-1, 235, Jr.) 
41  Derrell Smith (6-1, 225, RF)

FB 
38  Breyone Evans (6-0, 242, Sr.) OR 
43  Tony Fiammetta (6-1, 235, Jr.)  

Z WR  
1  Mike Williams (6-2, 204, So.) 
11  Lavar Lobdell (6-3, 200, So.) 
16  Jeremy Horne (6-2, 190, So.) 
88  Dan Sheeran (6-3, 217, RF) 
86  Max Meisel (5-4, 145, Sr.)

DEFENSE
LE 
91 Brandon Gilbeaux (6-3, 271, So.) 
93  Andrew Lewis (6-3, 282, RF)

NT  
97  Arthur Jones (6-4, 289, So.)  
95  Nick Santiago (6-3, 302, Jr.)  

DT  
51  TONY JENKINS (6-3, 286, Sr.)  
92  Anthony Perkins (6-4, 268, RF)  

RE  
52  JAMEEL McCLAIN (6-1, 256, Sr.)  
54  Mike Owen (6-4, 255, So.)  

SLB  
33  Ben Maljovec (6-3, 223, Jr.)  
46  Parker Cantey (6-3, 216, RF)  
24  Jeremy Sellers (6-0, 211, Sr.)

MLB 
45  Jake Flaherty (6-1, 228, Jr.) 
58  Mike Stenclik (6-0, 225, So.)  
35  Elon Mitchell (6-2, 232, So.)

WLB 
30  Vincenzo Giruzzi (6-3, 232, Jr.)  
36  Oliver Fernandez (6-1, 220, Jr.)  

CB 
29  Jason Tanner (5-11, 205, Jr.)  OR 
14  Quinton Brown (5-11, 180, Sr.) 
25  Nico Scott (5-10, 180, RF)

SS  
26  DOWAYNE DAVIS (6-0, 200, Sr.) 
15  Bruce Williams (6-0, 200, Jr.)   
6  Donta Herrod (5-11, 191, Jr.)

FS 
5  JOE FIELDS (6-1, 210, Sr.)  
17  A.J. Brown (6-0, 201, Jr.)  
31  Andrew Taitt (6-1, 191, Jr.) 
37  Derek Hrinya (6-0, 202, RF)

CB 
27  Nick Chestnut (5-11, 184, Jr.) 
18  Matt Reid (6-1, 165, Fr.) 
20  Shaton Clark (5-9, 171, Jr.)

2007 Spring depth chart
SPECIAL TEAMS
P 
5  Kyle Muir (6-3, 196, So.) 
94  Niko Rechul (6-2, 195, Jr.) 
39  John Barker (5-8, 155, Jr.)

KICKOFFS 
42  Patrick Shadle (5-8, 201, Jr.) 
39  John Barker (5-8, 155, Jr.)

LONG SNAPPER 
72  Ian Hammond (6-3, 308, Jr.)  
 
PAT/FG 
42  PATRICK SHADLE (5-8, 201, Jr.) 
39  John Barker (5-8, 155, Jr.)  

HOLDER 
39  John Barker (5-8, 155, Jr.) 
13  Cameron Dantley (6-1, 218, Jr.)

Capital letters represent returning starters

OFFENSE

Quarterback
Andrew Robinson vs. Cameron Dantley

Quarterbacks naturally draw attention, 
especially when there’s going to be a new 
one. Dantley, a former walk-on, is now a 
scholarship player pushing Robinson for 
time. This is just the opening act before 
the main event in August when the two 
freshmen quarterbacks come to camp 

and the real battle begins.

Tight end
Jawad Nesheiwat vs. Tom Ferron

This might be one of the most compelling 
battles of camp. Ferron started hot in ’06 
but his production tailed off. Nesheiwat is 
a veteran and who scored SU’s fi nal touch-
down of the season. Freshman Nick Provo 

will join this competition come August. 

Tight end

DEFENSE

Offensive line

Free safety
Joe Fields vs. A.J. Brown

Fields fi nished second on the team in 
tackles and led the team in picks, but his 

spot is still not safe from Brown, who 
intercepted three passes and forced a 

fumble in limited playing time last season. 
Greg Robinson loves Fields, but Brown 

could be hard to ignore.  

Free safetyFree safety
Joe Fields vs. A.J. Brown

Free safety
Cornerback

Jason Tanner vs. Quinton Brown

Tanner emerged this spring as the No. 2 
CB behind Nick Chestnut, but holding off 

the more athletic Brown will be tough. 
Brown’s struggled to adjust from WR but 

he’s quick and fast enough to take the 
spot from Tanner if he falters.

Defensive end
Brandon Gilbeaux vs. Mike Owen

Gilbeaux is big and strong enough to be 
the run-stopping DE Syracuse needs, 

but Owen has received high praise from 
D-line coach Derrick Jackson all spring. 

Owen, a rising sophomore, is a converted 
linebacker with good speed and 

athleticism.

Greg Robinson loves Fields, but Brown 
could be hard to ignore.  

Defensive end

could be hard to ignore.  

Defensive end



Spring Game chance for SU to showcase skills, not style
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UP NEX T
Who: Spring Game
Where: Carrier Dome
When: 1 p.m.

By Zach Schonbrun
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

I
t’s just an exhibition, so the thought of 
adding something a little out of the ordi-
nary to the routine could have feasibly 
crossed Jake Flaherty’s mind. 

As the final practice of the spring football 
season, Saturday’s 
Spring Game means 
nothing toward 
records but every-
thing toward percep-
tion, and Flaherty 

might have wanted to help himself stand out 
from the pack of linebackers looking to make 
an impression.

Maybe a colored arm band, face mask or 
high socks?

“No,” Flaherty laughed. “That’s not me. 
I’m just going to make tackles.”

For Flaherty and many others, notability 
will come with their play at Saturday’s Spring 

Game at 1 p.m. at the Carrier Dome, the first 
opportunity for Syracuse football fans to see 
the Orange play before the start of the 2007 
season in the fall. The annual scrimmage 
pits the team’s defense against the offense 
and determines a winner by a specific point 
system. 

It’s an opportunity to showcase the basic 
core of next year’s team, and eyes will be on 
several key positions that have large turnover 
from last season — the linebacking unit being 
one of them. Nonetheless, SU head coach Greg 
Robinson wants to keep the atmosphere light, 
much like a carnival.

“We’re going to try and get the crowd 
going,” Robinson said. “We’re going to honor a 
lot of our returning alumni. We’re working on 
hopefully getting the pep band in there. We’re 
going to give out posters, autographs. Just try 
and create a festival environment.”

The last week of practice for the Orange, 
though, has been anything but fun-filled. 

Starting running back Delone Carter dis-
located his hip on Saturday and will miss 
the 2007 season. Replacement running back 
Curtis Brinkley announced Wednesday he 
would not be playing in the Spring Game and 
Robinson said he will be having arthroscopic 
surgery on his knee today. That leaves seniors 
Paul Ciara and Tony Fiammetta as the only 
players with any experience running the ball. 
Both will get looks on Saturday, as well as 
Daniel Bailey and Derrell Smith.

Suddenly a position of depth has been 
scrambled to an assortment of the converted 
and the inexperienced. All Robinson can do 
now is hope no other injuries occur during the 
exhibition.

“You’re still keeping your fingers crossed,” 
he said. “You want aggressive play, but you 
want it to be somewhat controlled. But we’re 
going to go out, it’s live, and we’re going to 
play.”

SU quarterback Andrew Robinson will 

take the field for the first time as starter, giv-
ing fans a chance to see how the 6-foot-3 rising 
sophomore has matured. With running back 
a position of obvious question, Robinson will 
most likely see a lot of opportunities to test 
his arm.

“I think we’ll probably throw 27 deep balls, 
put some smiles on faces,” Greg Robinson kid-
ded. “Just don’t tell the defense that.”

Others, like Flaherty, know there’s only so 
much to accomplish in one glorified practice 
on Saturday. While the spotlight may be shin-
ing on him, he looks at the Spring Game no 
differently than the 14 practices before it: an 
opportunity to prove he can play his position. 
Instead of half a dozen coaches to impress, 
though, he’ll have a few thousand fans.

“It’s a good pressure; it’s a positive pres-
sure,” Flaherty said. “It’s an opportunity 
more than anything. It’s a great opportunity, 
certainly, that I have to take advantage of 
and show people what I can do.”



38 BREYONE EVANS FB
6-foot, 242, Sr.

2006 stats: no offensive sta-
tistics
EVANS and Tony Fiammetta 
are battling for the fullback job. 
Fiammetta is best known for the 
Iowa game; Evans has game 
experience from 2005. 

59 CARROLL 
MADISON LG
6-foot-2, 310, Sr.

2006 stats: 12 
starts
ROBINSON said 
Madison is playing at 
such a high level that 
it is hard to see mas-
sive improvement. 
It’s his job to lose.

64 COREY 
CHAVERS LT
6-foot-5, 295, Jr.

2006 stats: eight starts
CHAVERS brings experience 
and athleticism to the line. He’ll 
have to show it since Tucker 
Baumbach is stronger and 
wasn’t part of last year’s mess.

67 MARVIN 
MCCALL C
6-foot-2, 292, Sr.

2006 stats: fi ve 
starts
MCCALL is the only 
returning player with 
some center experi-
ence. Still, Robinson 
has noted improve-
ment in the hungry 
senior.

69 LARRY 
NORTON RT
6-foot-3, 320, Sr.

2006 stats: zero 
starts
NORTON is a 
senior, but he’s got 
a redshirt fresh-
man, Adam Rosner, 
breathing down his 
neck. He didn’t start 
a game last season.

9 ANDREW ROBINSON QB
6-foot-3, 222, So.

2006 stats: 3-for-8, 20 yards, 1 
TD, 1 INT
IT’S his Orange teammates on the 
other side, but this is Robinson’s fi rst 
offi cial game since taking the reigns 
from Perry Patterson. Everyone’s 
watching him.

80 JAWAD NESHEIWAT TE
6-foot-4, 251, Sr.

2006 stats: 11 rec., 56 yards, 2 TD
NESHEIWAT is still awaiting an eligibil-
ity decision, but SU is operating under 
the assumption the senior will be back. 
He must hold off Tom Ferron for the 
starting job.

2 TAJ 
SMITH WR
6-foot-1, 188, Sr.

2006 stats: 12 
rec., 227 yards, 3 TD; 
5 rushes, 68 yards, 
1 TD
IT’S Smith’s fi rst 
game action since 
breaking his collar-
bone last September. 
This is the chance to 
reassure fans he is 
ready to go.

75 RYAN 
DURAND RG
6-foot-5, 310, Jr.
2006 starts: 12 
starts
DURAND was the 
only player to start 
all 12 games in the 
same position on the 
O-line last year.

1 MIKE 
WILLIAMS WR
6-foot-2, 204, So.

2006 stats: 24 
rec., 461 yards, 4 TD
WILLIAMS, SU’s 
leading receiver as 
a freshman, almost 
certainly returns as 
a starter. He hasn’t 
arrived yet, though, 
says Greg Robinson.

OFFENSE
52 JAMEEL 
MCCLAIN DE
6-foot-1, 256, Sr.
2006 stats: 69 
tackles, 9.5 sacks
THE Big East’s leader 
in sacks last season. 
He’s a pass-rushing 
entity on a D-line 
looking to improve its 
run defense.

91 BRANDON 
GILBEAUX DE
6-foot-3, 271, So. 

2006 stats: 21 tackles, 1.5 
sacks
ON this deep line, Gilbeaux doesn’t 
have a long leash. But he can show 
new coach Derrick Jackson a lot 
with his play on Saturday. 

97 ARTHUR JONES NT
6-foot-4, 289, So.

2006 stats: 14 tackles, 0.5 
sacks
JONES is trying to nail down a 
starting D-line spot after playing 
behind Chris Thorner last year. 
He’s got the spring game to 
show he’s up to the task.

27 NICK CHESTNUT CB
5-foot-11, 184, Jr.

2006 stats: 56 tackles, one FF
REPLACING Tanard Jackson will 
be a challenge, but Chestnut is 
athletic enough to fi ll the void. The 
start of what could be a surprising 
2007 season is Saturday.

33 BEN 
MALJOVEC SLB
6-foot-3, 223, Jr.

2006 stats: 12 
tackles, two INT 
MALJOVEC put on 
almost 10 pounds 
since last season. As 
a potential starting 
linebacker, he’s going 
to need every one of 
them.

5 JOE FIELDS FS
6-foot-1, 210, Sr.

2006 stats: 66 
tackles, four INT
FIELDS proved he’s 
athletic enough to 
make the switch from 
QB last season. His 
playmaking could 
cause Andrew Robin-
son problems in the 
spring game. 

51 TONY 
JENKINS DT
6-foot-3, 286, Sr.

2006 stats: 41 
tackles, 3.5 sacks
JENKINS is the plug 
in the middle and one 
of the most experi-
enced members of 
the defense.

30 VINCENZO 
GIRUZZI WLB
6-foot-3, 232, Jr.

2006 stats:four tackles
THE Utica native will have plenty of 
family in the stands for the spring 
game. After several injury-plagued 
years, he fi nally has the chance to 
make them proud. 

26 DOWAYNE 
DAVIS SS
6-foot-0, 200, Sr.

2006 stats: 70 
tackles, 1 FF
DAVIS had a stand-
out sophomore sea-
son but didn’t show 
great improvement 
in ‘06. This game is 
a chance to start his 
fi nal season off right.

29 JASON 
TANNER CB
5-foot-11, 200, Sr.

2006 stats: four 
tackles
TANNER won the 
job over converted 
receiver Quinton 
Brown, but the J.C. 
transfer has primarily 
played special teams 
so far at Syracuse.

45 JAKE FLAHERTY MLB
6-foot-1, 228, Jr.

2006 stats: four tackles
FLAHERTY’S played mostly on spe-
cial teams the last two seasons. On 
Saturday, he’ll have his fi rst oppor-
tunity to shine front and center of 
the defense.

DEFENSE
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34 PAUL CHIARA RB
5-foot-11, 210, Jr. 

2006 stats: 17 carries, 59 yards; 
8 rec., 53 yards
CHIARA’S the starting running 
back, for now. In one week SU lost 
Delone Carter and Curtis Brinkley 
to injuries, affording Chiara the 
opportunity of his life Saturday.

2007 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT   TIME  LOCATION TV   
Aug. 31 Washington  8 p.m. Carrier Dome ESPN
Sep. 8 Iowa   TBA  Iowa City, Iowa  
Sep. 15 Illinois   TBA  Carrier Dome  
Sep. 22 Louisville  TBA  Louisville, Ky.  
Sep. 29 Miami (Ohio)  TBA  Oxford, Ohio  
Oct. 6 West Virginia TBA  Carrier Dome.  
Oct. 13 Rutgers   TBA  Carrier Dome  
Oct. 20 Buffalo   TBA  Carrier Dome
Nov. 3 Pittsburgh  TBA  Pittsburgh  
Nov. 10 South Florida TBA  Carrier Dome
Nov. 17 Connecticut  TBA  Hartford, Conn.  
Nov. 24 Cincinnati  TBA  Carrier Dome 

SCORING SYSTEM
Since the Spring Game is Syracuse offense vs. defense, the 
winner will be decided using a modifi ed scoring system.

The offense earns a point for every explosive play (12 yard-
run; 16-yard pass) and three straight fi rst downs in a drive. 
Per usual, a touchdown is six points, a fi eld goal three and an 
extra point one.

The defense earns a point for missed extra points and a quar-
terback sack, two points by forcing a three-and-out, three 
points for a turnover or missed fi eld goal and seven for scor-
ing a touchdown.
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Question
WITH SYRACUSE’S EMERGING OFFENSE 
AGAINST CORNELL AND RUTGERS, HAS 
THE ORANGE TURNED THE CORNER?

Mark Medina | ETC editor

Casey Powell has been able to score at will for the 
Syracuse men’s lacrosse team (1995-98), the New 
York Titans and the Rochester Rattlers. Now he’s 
hosting a radio show called “Inside the National 
Lacrosse League with Casey Powell”, which is 
sponsored by Sirius satellite radio. Powell was in 
town and Etcetera caught up with him:

On his Radio Show
It’s going very well. It’s been a lot of fun. It’s cer-

tainly interesting. It’s great for the game. I spent 
my life trying to promote the game and this is just 
another great avenue. I can’t get the feed working 
today. But I’ll do it live. We have inside tips and we 
interview players. We talk about the season and 
we review the week and the upcoming playoffs. It’s 
a wide-open show and we have a lot of fun. Hope-
fully we have some listeners (laughs)

Initial challenges of hosting a show
I contacted my Newhouse boys all over the 

place. I obviously don’t have a huge radio back-
ground but we format the show. I study the stand-
ings and statistics so I don’t have to much to 
prepare for. A lot of my friends are on the show 
so I can just interview them and get them going a 
little bit.

On his baby that was born this summer dur-
ing the World Games in London, Canada

It was an off-day. We were up there with the 
intention of coming home with a gold medal. But 
I came home with a baby. I came home with one 
of the two things that I wanted and it was a great 
experience. My whole family was there. It was 
special to have the baby there on my only day 
off. The following day was the World Champion-
ship game. It was a memorable week.

On reconnecting with Syracuse head coach
John Desko (the head coach of Team USA
this summer)

When I play professional lacrosse, you don’t 
get a lot of coaching. Coach Desko knows my 

game and knows where I need to be. I’m still try-
ing to get better. Coach Desko is one of the best 
coaches in the world. He helped me get better. 
One thing I remember is I didn’t get yelled at or 
screamed at this time. No veins popped out dur-
ing this summer. I thought he was going to kill 
me a few times when I was in college. That’s not 
the case now. I guess he respects I’ve grown up a 
little bit and I don’t force it as much as I used to.

On playing for the New York Titans in Madi-
son Square Garden

It brings goosebumps playing in the most 
famous arena and winning our fi rst game. 
There was a huge crowd of 13,000. They were 
really into it. It was a great place to play with 
all the history. 

 — Mark Medina, staff writer

Casey at the bat

“It was because of the 
snow that was coming. 
They felt right at home. 
It’s one of the few times 
we can ask a recruit to 
come south to school.”

 John Desko 
SYRACUSE HEAD COACH, ON WHY HIS THREE PLAYERS 

KENNY NIMS, GREG NIEWIEROSKI AND BRENDAN LOFTUS, 
ALL FROM WATERTOWN, COMBINED FOR NINE GOALS.

They 
said it:

Look-alikes

Syracuse defenseman 
Kyle Guadagnolo

Nascar racer 
Dale Earnhardt Jr

“I forget where we 
were but there was 
this full sized stand-
up (display) of him. 
I was just standing 
next to him...”

“Some guy came up 
to me and was like, 
‘You know if your 
sideburns were a 
little bit longer, you’d 
look just like DALE 
EARNHARDT 
JR.’”

58%42%

VOTE FOR NEXT WEEK’S POLL ONLINE AT 
WWW.DAILYORANGE.COM!
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Starting April 14 & 15

Coupon Expires  5/15/07

The
Bi oet h i c s
Progra m
Union Graduate College
Mount Sinai School of Medicine

ONE YEAR MASTERS IN BIOETHICS

FO R M O R E I N FO R M A T I O N CO N TA C T

An n No l t e
Assistant Program Director

bioethics@union.edu
518.388.8045
www.bioethics.union.edu

Accepting applications from
highly qualified students with a passion
for bioethics and a compassion for patients.

On-line courses with short,
intensive on-site seminars, practica and
capstone at Mount Sinai School of Medicine.

t e n n i s

Improved Syracuse squad faces St. John’s in Big East tournament

S PORT S@DA I LYOR A NGE .COM

By John Sutton
STAFF WRITER

The Syracuse tennis team is a different team 
than when it last faced St. John’s on Feb. 24. 
After losing to the Red Storm on that day, 6-1, 
the Orange dropped to 2-6 (0-2, Big East) on 
the season and prospects did not look good for 

SU’s postseason hopes.
But SU will face St. 

John’s again in the fi rst 
round of the Big East 
tournament today at 
noon in Tampa, Fla., on 

South Florida’s campus.
Since the last match against St. John’s, the 

Orange has gone 6-2 to advance its record back 
to .500 at 8-8 and a winning Big East record 
at 4-3. The turnaround has earned SU the 
No. 6 seed in the Big East tournament. This 
announcement came as a surprise because 
of the uncertainty heading into the fi nal 
weekend of the season regarding whether the 
Orange would even advance to the conference 
tournament.

The Red Storm will enter today’s match as 
the No. 11 seed, showing how the season has 
changed since the last time these two teams 
met.

This time the Orange has two key players 

who were unable to perform in their last 
match against St. John’s. Senior Ashley Lip-
ton and junior Catherine Zawadzki will be in 
the lineup, adding strength to the Syracuse 
team which it did not have in its last meeting 
with the Red Storm.  

Zawadski believes the results of the match will 
change because of these factors, along with a little 
karma.

“They beat us last year, and earlier this year, 
so it’s our time to win,” Zawadski said. “We’re 
prepared to win, we want to win, and we’re going 
to win.”

The Orange will also carry a great deal of 
momentum down to Tampa, as it has won fi ve of 
its last six matches. This situation is drastically 
different from the last meeting between these two 
teams, as SU had lost fi ve of its previous six enter-
ing the match.

Lipton believes this will be one of the determin-
ing factors in what she thinks will ultimately 
result in Syracuse advancing on in the tourna-
ment.

“Last time we faced them, we were in a slump,” 
Lipton said. “A lot of people were injured, but now 
I think we’re ready to win, we’re going down there 
to win.”

Lipton wants to end her Syracuse career with a 
bang. Lipton and doubles partner, Carolina Huig-

nard, are the only SU seniors that will be playing 
in the Big East tournament. Lipton hopes to use 
her tournament experience to fi nish on a better 
note than last year’s seniors.

“I defi nitely think it helps a lot,” Lipton said. 
“It’s tough, because we’re gonna be down there 
playing four doubles and four singles right off 
the bat, and it’s hot down there.”

SU head coach Luke Jensen is fi nally 
witnessing the development of his team in 
the second half of this season. He has always 
believed that his team possessed the talent to 
win matches consistently despite the 2-6 start 
to the season. 

Looking back, Jensen believes the transition 
the team needed to make to both his coaching 
style and absence during the fall played a large 
role in the early season struggle.

While Jensen may not have gotten his wish 
in a matchup against Big East top-seed Notre 
Dame, he is still looking forward to the chal-
lenge the tournament will present. He is in 
Tampa to win this weekend, and will only be 
satisfi ed with a Big East championship.

“We are there to win it, we want a piece of 
everyone down there,” Jensen said. “It’s four 
matches, then we’ll move onto regionals after 
that, it’s being prepared to succeed and being 
prepared to win those matches.”

UP NEX T
Who: St. John’s
Where: Tampa, Fla.
When: Today, noon

Rising junior Paul Chiara will be thrust 
into the starting role for this weekend’s con-
test. Chiara said Brinkley told him he would 
not be playing this morning, after Chiara 
asked how Brinkley’s knee was holding up. 

“Obviously no one’s happy about it,” Chi-
ara said. “(Carter and Brinkley are) two 
friends of mine — and obviously everyone’s 
friends on the team. It’s a rough time for 
them and us. It’s two big losses for us on the 
team.”

Tony Fiammetta, Derrell Smith and Dan-
iel Bailey also would receive time at running 
back Saturday, Robinson said. Smith, former 
running back who was converted to line-
backer at Syracuse, practiced at his former 
position for the fi rst time Wednesday. Both 
Fiammetta, the team’s fullback, and Bailey, 
wide receiver who was converted to tailback, 
also will be playing out of position.

Robinson said he does not believe the 
team is snake-bitten with the loss of the 
team’s starting running backs. It had been 
speculated Carter and Brinkley would share 
the starting role next season.

“It’s not the same as Delone’s situation, as 
well,” Robinson said. “Any time anybody’s 
got an injury it’s a concern, but I don’t think 
it’s one that’s a major problem. But it’s one 
that needs to be deterred.”

BRINKLEY
F R O M  P A G E  1 1
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April 20, 8 p.m.: 
Greek Unity Fest Comedy Explosion Featur-
ing Deion Cole, Leon Williams, Rob Stapleton 
and Tony Roberts. Goldstein Auditorium, $8, 
tickets at Schine Box Office. 

April 21, all day: 
The Big Event 
Campus-wide community service event 
organized by OrangeSeeds, an undergraduate 
student leadership group. The Big Event will 
serve more than 25 non-profit community 
agencies and institutions within the Greater 
Syracuse area. Register at 
thebigevent.syr.edu
 
April 21, 6 p.m.:
Greek Unity Fest Step Show
Members of the National Pan-Hellenic 
Council will exhibit their syncopated step rou-
tines while paying tribute to African American 
fraternal history. Goldstein Auditorium, $8, 
tickets at Schine Box Office.
 

April 21, 10 p.m.: 
Greek Unity Fest Dance Party
A dance celebration to end the NPHC Greek 
Unity Fest weekend.Goldstein Auditorium, $8, 
tickets at Schine Box Office.

April 22, 7 p.m.: 
NPHC/UU Block Party 
Featuring Ciara, Lupe Fiasco, and TV on the 
Radio. Carrier Dome, $15 for students, Visit 
universityunion.org for ticket information.

April 24, all day: 
MayFest
A University-wide celebration of intellect and 
creativity. Visit mayfest.syr.edu for more 
information.

April 28, all day: 
Earth Day Cleanup
Join students, staff, and community members 
to clean up the neighborhoods surrounding SU. 
Register at earthday.syr.edu.
 

April 29, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: 
Orange Night Live 
Relax with an afternoon of BBQ, carnival 
games, Dunk DPS and more. Skybarn.

April 30-May 18: 
Ten Tons of Love
Syracuse University’s end of the year food and 
clothing donation drive. Sign up to volunteer at 
tentons.syr.edu.

May 1, 8 p.m.: 
Orange Night Live’s Best of Campus 
Comedy 
Featuring Woo Hoo Comedy Hour, Penguins 
without Pants, and Zamboni Revolution.  
Panasci Lounge, free

May 10, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.: 
Senior Celebration
Free t-shirts, music, dancing, food, enter-
tainment, beverages available for purchase, 
transportation available. Oncenter, free for 
graduating seniors, $10 for guests, tickets at 
Schine Box Office.
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Hey students! As the semester rushes to an end, there are still plenty of opportunities to celebrate and engage with 
the community. For more information on these and other events, visit the Office of Student Life at studentlife.syr.edu.

studentlife.syr.edu
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standing behind the net.
Dove took off less than a minute later, after 

a Cornell timeout. She took the ball from the 
top and ran past several Big Red defenders 
before fl ipping the ball in. 

The exchange started a stretch of eight 
consecutive Syracuse goals scored by just 
two players. When Pike scored her fi rst goal, 
the Orange led, 2-1. Almost 15 minutes later, 
Pike and Dove had scored four goals apiece. 
Syracuse led, 10-3. 

By halftime, both players had fi ve goals 
apiece. Cornell as a team had just four.

“Cornell really came out putting a lot of 
pressure on other people, like Katie Rowan, 
other people who have been scoring a lot 
lately,” Dove said. “So we had a lot of openings 
and opportunities for other players to score. 
We kept fi nding the open man.”

Though both players cooled down in the sec-
ond half, Syracuse’s offense stayed hot. Unlike 
previous games, the Orange did not suffer a 
letdown after halftime. Besides Pike and Dove, 
four other players scored at least two goals.

Pike did score one in the second half, 
though, with 5:24 remaining in the game. Fit-
tingly, the pass came from Dove — one of her 
two assists for a team-high seven points.

“I’ve had a few off-games lately, games I 
hadn’t scored as much, but others have really 
been scoring,” Pike said. “We have so much 
depth and don’t have to put so much pressure 
on just a few scorers.”

Dove did more than just score Wednesday. 
Using her 5-foot-11 frame, she dominated draw 
controls. Syracuse set a school record with 
24 draw controls won. Dove’s 11 draw control 

victories were also a school record.
Because the Orange won so many draws, 

it controlled the ball and the tempo. Syracuse 
outshot Cornell, 40-25.

With one regular season game left before 
the fi rst Big East tournament — Saturday at 
home against Loyola — Syracuse is the favor-
ite to win the regular season conference title. 
If Notre Dame beats Rutgers this weekend and 
the Orange beats last-place Loyola by at least 
seven goals, SU secures the No. 1 seed.

Cornell learned Wednesday what the Big 
East has discovered throughout the season 
— Syracuse is more than just Rowan.

Said Miller: “Today just showed the impor-
tance of a balanced attack.”

CORNELL
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

the game she lacked speed, found herself 
breaking past a pair of defenders only to be 
tripped up.

Even after a half of sprinting down the fi eld, 
Brady found an opening in the fi nal 30 seconds 
of the fi rst. Taking the ball at midfi eld, she 
easily evaded defenders and put away her fi rst 
goal of the game. 

Senior Jill DePetris left the fi eld with four 
assists as SU easily moved downfi eld to attack 
the Big Red defense.

“I knew the double team was coming,” 
DePetris said. “So I wanted to get out of the 
middle third as soon as I could. Once you get 
inside the 30, it’s a lot easier to handle the ball 
and get it off to other people.”

Planted behind the Cornell net early in 
the fi rst half, DePetris was able to fi nd weak-
nesses. In one instance, the attacker slung a 
pass to SU midfi elder Christina Dove straight 
in front of the goal, and Dove whipped the ball 
past Big Red goalie Renee Hughes in midair. 

“We’ve been practicing (moving the ball) 
a lot lately,” DePetris said. “It’s been easy to 
pass it in quick. (Dove and Ashley Pike) did a 
really great job of getting open.”

Miller said having a midseason break 
allowed the team to rest up after playing three 
road games in six days. SU has backed off in 
the weight room and in practice, allowing 
them to regain their feet, Miller said. Now the 
Orange can settle in for the stretch run with 
their remaining schedule at home, including 
the Big East tournament.

“The kids look a bit quicker,” Miller said. 
“They’re running the fi eld better. I think 
we’re hitting some mid- to late-season form.”

Cornell
 G A SOG GB
Farrell 2 3 4 0
Simmons 2 0 4 2
Schmidlapp 2 0 3 3
Dewey 2 0 3 0
Wiegand 1 0 4 0
Moore 0 1 3 0
Hansen 0 1 0 1

         W/L GA S
Hughes L 14 9
Montague  8 4

Syracuse
 G A SOG GB
Pike 6 0 7 0
Dove 5 2 8 0
Rowan 4 2 8 0
Quillinan 3 1 4 0
Looney 2 1 4 3
Brady 2 1 3 1
DePetris 0 4 1 0

         W/L GA S
Pardee-Hill W 9 13

SPEED
F R O M  P A G E  1 1
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Guitarist to serve up blues 
at Dinosaur Bar-B-Que

By Kristen J. Putch
STAFF WRITER

Get ready to rock out.
Tomorrow night at Dinosaur Bar-B-Que, 

guitarist Sean Costello will be performing 
with his three-person band giving the audi-
ence a variety of musical tastes including 

blues, soul and rock.
Costello, 28, has 

been playing the gui-
tar since he received 
his first on his ninth 
birthday. He made his 
first stage appearance 
at 12 and knew from 

then on being a musician was his fate.
“I found I had a natural talent for play-

ing,” Costello said. “I just knew that’s what I 
wanted to do.”

Costello and his band just returned from a 
three-week stint in Europe as part of its “never-
ending” tour. Costello released his self-titled 
album about two years ago and has been on the 
road a majority of the time since.

“It’s a difficult lifestyle, traveling around 
all the time,” he said.

Costello said his following tends to be 
a mix of people who follow blues but it’s 

mostly an older crowd. He said he is trying 
to break in to the younger scene, especially 
the college crowd.

The guitarist said he draws a lot of his 
inspiration from Chicago blues in the 1940s, 
’50s and ’60s, as well as guitar legends B.B. 
King and Alan Wolfe. Costello also attended 
a performing arts high school where he was 
able to hone his skills at a young age.

Costello has released four albums, including 
ones with fellow blues guitarist Susan Tedeschi. 
He released his first album, “Call the Cops,” in 
1996, at the age of 17. He has also appeared on 
other artists’ albums. His music has been based 
in the blues, but on his most recent release, he 
mixed it up a bit with soul and rock flavor.

Costello and his band have spent the last 
couple days in a recording studio in Buffalo, 
N.Y., home to his bass and drum players.

When asked about tomorrow’s show, 
Costello said it should be a good show with a 
lot of energy. Costello, who is not unfamiliar 
with performing in the Syracuse area or at 
Dinosaur Bar-B-Que, is excited to come back 
to the area.

“I used to have a pretty good following in 
Syracuse,” he said. “I just hope people will 
remember me.”

IF YOU GO
What: Sean Costello
Where: Dinosaur 
Bar-B-Que
When: Tonight at 
9:30 
How much: Free

a p r i l  1 9 ,  2 0 0 7  2 1

By Matt Allyn
STAFF WRITER

STORM KING STOUT
Victory Brewing Co.

Any other April, seniors would be left with a 
few beautiful weeks to enjoy before entering 
the real world. Any other April, the light and 
refreshing beers of summer would be coming 
into style to match the coming heat waves. This 
April, however, is a time for something stron-
ger, a Russian imperial stout.

The legend goes that Russian imperial stouts 
began as a special brew to please a Russian czar 
in the 19th century. Still a knock-out by modern 
standards, traditional versions clock in between 
7 and 9 percent alcohol by volume, while more 
extreme brews push 15 percent and beyond.

Victory Brewing of Pennsylvania brews a 
delicious example that won’t leave you on the 
floor. Its Storm King Stout pours an intimidat-
ing pitch black with a brown head and lacing 
around the glass. The aroma comes off surpris-
ingly like an India pale ale, with strong citrus 
hops. The taste blends the hops flavors with 
smooth, rich dark chocolate and espresso, mak-
ing for a complex, sipping drink.

This Russian imperial style, sometimes 
called a “double stout,” doesn’t make for a great 
all-night beer, but pairs perfectly with desserts, 
or can stand alone at the end of a meal. Most 
interpretations of the style generally taste more 
of chocolate and make more suitable after-din-

ner beers. Lagunitas Brewery of California also 
makes its Cappuccino Stout and Samuel Smith’s 
Imperial Stout offers a more old-world taste. 
While a bevy of options exists when it comes to 
Russian imperial stouts, the good news is it’s 
nearly impossible to find a bad one.

BEER BITES
Konig Pilsener 

A mix of bready malts and dry herbal bitter-
ness, a good alternative to a pale ale.

S’muttonator

An extra dark and extra hoppy (bitter) version 
of the German doppelbock style.

Spanish Peaks Black Dog Ale

Features a tasty mix of caramel malt and hops 
with a light, drinkable body.

Harbin Lager

One of the best European pale-style lagers avail-
able. Beats out Heineken and Grolsch.

 thirsty thursday

dailyorange.com
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Celebrating our 
25th Anniversary
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BEST OF THE FEST
The Syracuse International Film Festival will 
be showing at seven locations this week-
end. Each venue will be playing different 
films throughout the night, and the full list-
ing of movies can be found at syrfilmfest.
com. Here is a list of the times films will be 
playing at each location.

Gifford Theater
Thursday – 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Friday – 7:00 (Carol North Schmuckler New 
Filmmakers Showcase) 9:45
Saturday – 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:45
Sunday – noon, 2:30

The Redhouse 
Thursday – 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Friday – 5:15, 7:45, 10:00
Saturday – 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:45
Sunday – noon, 2:30

Bristol IMAX Omnitheater
Thursday – 5:15, 8:00 (Retrospective 
screening with Aldo Tambellini)
Friday – 5:15, 7:45, 10:00
Saturday – 11:30 a.m. (Young Filmmakers 
Program), 1:30, 4:00, 9:00 (New Vision/

New Sound/Big Screen)
Sunday – noon, 2:30

Hotel Syracuse Bistro Cinema
Thursday – 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Friday – 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Saturday – 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:45
Sunday – noon, 2:30

Westcott Cinema
Thursday – 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Friday – 5:15, 8:00
Saturday – 11:00 a.m., 2:00, 4:15, 7:15, 9:45
Sunday – noon, 2:30

Palace Theater
Thursday – 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Friday – 7:00 (Jazz and Buster Keaton’s 
Sherlock Jr.)
Saturday – 12:30, 3:15, 7:00 (Bobcat Gold-
thwait screening and discussion), 9:45
Sunday – noon, 2:30

Hotel Syracuse Persian Terrace 
Theater
Thursday – 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Friday – 5:15, 7:45, 10:00
Saturday – 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:45
Sunday – noon, 2:30

not looking at the size; they’re looking at the 
opportunity.” 

In its first year, the festival featured the 
documentary “Born Into Brothels: Calcutta’s 
Red Light Kids” and the Canadian animated 
short “Ryan,” which both went on to win Acad-
emy Awards in 2004.

“Establishing relationships is what has 
helped put this festival on the map,” said 
Becker. “Say one of these films wins an award, 
we get an article in Russia.”  

Syracuse is home to the fastest-growing film 
festival in the Northeast, according to Becker. 
In 2004, the festival hosted visitors from a dozen 
countries. This year, it’s showing 140 films from 
32 different countries. This growth has one man 
to thank: Owen Shapiro. 

Shapiro, the head of SU’s film department, 
frequented numerous film festivals around 
America with his wife Christine. After years 
of this, he asked himself, “Why can’t we do this 
here?” 

Since then, Shapiro has served as the 

festival’s driving force, expanding his treks to 
a more global scale. From Italy to Senegal, from 
China to Argentina, Shapiro has built bridges 
and opened doors to a number of foreign film 
academies and commissions. 

In addition to the plethora of international 
cinema, the festival is offering three separate 
forums in which the audience will have the 
opportunity to interact and converse with the 
festival’s featured directors and filmmakers, 
something Becker notes should be a particular 
draw for SU students.

For aspiring cinematographers in the School 
of Visual and Performing Arts, there’s “New 
Technologies in Animation.” For Maxwell’s 
sociology-minded crowd, there’s “Genocide in 
World Media and Cinema,” as well as “Images 
of Youth in World Cinema.”  

With a host of films, directors, forums and 
panelists from around the world, SU students 
can experience some of the worldliness their 
parents expect them to get when they send them 
off to college. 

“You’re getting a taste of this global culture, 
and you don’t have to go to Cannes, you don’t 
have to go to Toronto,” Becker said. “It’s right 
here.”

FESTIVAL
F R O M  P A G E  2 8

 
The Daily Orange’s film critics blog all weekend long

from the Syracuse International Film Festival 

check out dailyorange.com
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top 5
TOP 5 WAYS YOU KNOW 
YOU’VE MAILED IT IN

1. Your 7:15 a.m. alarm doesn’t jar you awake. 
Strike that. It jars you, but you don’t give a 
damn.

2. That six-pack in your mini fridge is no lon-
ger on reserve for the weekend. It’s clearly more 
inviting than your 20-page final paper.

3. Instead of managing your section, you’re 
making out with the head designer. 

4. You’re writing about mailing it in. 
5. You’re drunk right now.
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FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE MONDAY, APRIL 23 AT  
ALL SU BOOKSTORES AND FOLLET’S

FOR A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

✪
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pushing all the right buttons

By Dave Arey
STAFF WRITER

T hroughout the years, Nintendo has been 
regularly accused of milking its char-
acters for every cent it can get. There 

is some validity to this, as Nintendo will soon 
release the eighth version of “Mario Party,” and 
Mario, Luigi and the gang have played every 
sport but bocce. Whenever Nintendo releases 
a game with the name “Mario” on it, people 
assume it is another shallow attempt to make 
more cash. However, “Super Paper Mario” is 
not consumerism; it is so much more.

“Super Paper Mario” takes the role-playing 
elements of the past “Paper Mario” games and 
completely changes and incorporates them into 
the familiar surroundings of older “Mario” 
games. There are still hit points and items, but 
when Mario jumps on a Koopa or a Goomba, he 
is directly controlled by the player. 

Nintendo takes this familiar setting and 
throws in an innovative twist. Now, Mario has 
the power to literally “flip” his surroundings. 
With the press of a button, Mario goes from 
the two-dimensional surroundings to a three-
dimensional environment that is like a simply 
drawn version of the newer “Mario” games. 
Through this ability to “flip,” Mario can find 
items, switches and other things in 3-D that 
were not visible in 2-D.

This new ability may seem simple, but as the 
game advances, the puzzles get more complicat-
ed. The game encourages exploration, and those 
who search every last detail of a level will find, 
for instance, a pipe that has an important item 

behind it. In addition, Mario’s ability to collect 
“Pixls” — mysterious beings with unique pow-
ers — allows him to further manipulate the 
environment.    

For a game that is centered on a new concept, 
“Super Paper Mario” is very polished, showing 
that its creators thought about everything. The 
graphics are bright, colorful and unique, with 
an off-beat geometric style that owes much to 
Pablo Picasso. The controls are perfect because 
they are simple, and motion-sensing is kept to a 
minimum.

Most of all, the writing is probably the best 
of any “Mario” game. The main plot is the typi-
cal “save the world from impending evil” fare, 
but the characters within this plot are given 
very unique and entertaining personalities. 
One boss, an anime-watching nerd who posts 
on message boards, is probably one of the most 
creative enemies in the history of gaming. 

However, some problems keep “Super Paper 
Mario” from perfection. One huge setback is 
that it is simply too short. The game can easily 
be finished in 20 hours, which is disappointing 
given that past “Paper Mario” games were 
much longer. Another problem is that it is too 
easy.

Even with these faults, “Super Paper 
Mario” is a must-buy for any Wii owner, 
especially with the lack of good games coming 
out this summer. By taking familiar sur-
roundings and making them into something 
completely new, Nintendo has proven that 
something original and creative can come 
with the “Mario” name.

“SUPER PAPER MARIO”
Console: Nintendo Wii
Developed by: Intelligent Systems
Rating: ´´´´∂

Paper monsters
A CHARACTER FOR 
ALL GAMES
Since he was introduced more than 25 
years ago in “Donkey Kong,” Mario has 
starred in every type of game but dating 
simulators (and one part in “Super Paper 
Mario” comes close). Here are some of the 
most bizarre:

Dr. Mario (NES)
Mario becomes a pill-throwing doctor 

in this peculiar puzzle game. If The Beatles 
can have a drug phase, so can Mario.

Mario Paint (SNES)
Take out the Nintendo characters, and 

this is essentially a version of the applica-
tion that comes with every PC. Some have 
mentioned a Wii sequel, which begs the 
question: Why?

Super Mario RPG: Legend of the Seven 
Stars (SNES)

Made by Squaresoft (the guys behind 
the “Final Fantasy” games), “Super Mario 
RPG” is one of the greatest “Mario” games 
ever. Still, it must have seemed insane at 
the time to have Mario star in a text-heavy 
game in which he allies with Bowser.

Super Smash Bros. (N64)
Having run out of other forms of enter-

tainment, the Nintendo gang resorts to 
fisticuffs. 

—Dave Arey, staff writer

Innovative graphics flip adds depth 
to new ‘Paper Mario’ game
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nick mccann | staff photographer
HEAD AUTOMATICA, with its electro-pop sound, performed last night at the Schine Underground. 

during the song’s chorus. 
While the performance was a mix of old and 

new material, most of the songs came from the 
group’s most recent effort, “Popaganda.” 

“I wish they had played more songs from 
(debut album) ‘Decadence,’ but it was a really 
good show,” said Tara Jackson, sophomore com-
munications design major.

Camp Camp, made up of two SU students, 
opened the show with a smooth 25-minute set. 
They used a drum machine and three keyboards, 
one of which band member K. Eric Peterson 
claimed to have “found in the garbage.” Their 
unique vocal approach saw both members sing-
ing, but with Pete Kaczmar’s voice going through 
a filter that lowered his voice.

The crowd was largely apathetic when 
Camp Camp took the stage, but warmed up 
as the group played through dance-ready 
songs like “Man of Steel.” Stage banter also 
helped their cause when they quizzed the 
audience on the meaning of the word aloof 
and remarked, “We usually like to have 
some technical difficulties during our set, 
but unfortunately we’re not going to have 
any for you tonight,” right before their drum 
machine stopped working momentarily.

Overall, both bands performed well and 
treated the audience to a great night of dancing, 
laughing and rocking out.

“I had an awesome night tonight,” said 
Ashley Whalen, junior biology major. “I’ve seen 
Head Automatica twice, and the second time 
was even better than the first.”

AUTOMATICA
F R O M  P A G E  2 8
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Sublet
963 Ackerman, 4-bedroom house, Rent $375 
(negotiable), Huge basement with free washer/
dryer, Attic, Sublease Sept. 1 - May 18, 1.5 bath-
rooms, 2-3 car parking

Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms at 
510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Negotiable 
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon.

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison,

 136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.
4 Bedroom Apts at:

320 Euclid

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, 
Off street parking and laundry 952-8930

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  
Deposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms

968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 

$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 
Per Apartment.   

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 

LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 
WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison. 
 

Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 
arpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 

garbage disposal, 
off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-

TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  Apply 
on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

CLASSIF IEDS2 6  a p r i l  1 9 ,  2 0 0 7
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Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, for 
my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

Seeking Child Care Provider 
Looking for experienced child care provider for 
a 2 & 4 year old.  Located in Malius area, $10/hr 
to start, need to be available Monday 11am-5pm 
References a must. Call 256-8413 if interested.

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, 
faculty and residents in the Syra-
cuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertain-
ment publication. Featuring bar and 
event listings, movies, TV, music 
releases, concerts, sex, dining and 
cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE AT ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S AND 
WWW.DAILYORANGE.COM/STORE FOR ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

104THURSDAY!
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the sweet stuff in the middle

T H U R S D AY
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Electro-pop group Head Automatica 
performs energetic Bandersnatch finale

nick mccann | staff photographer
LEAD SINGER DARYL PALUMBO leans into the crowd during Head Automatica’s near sold-out show at the Schine Underground.

Gala opens 
Syracuse 
film festival

HEADstrong
By Liam McCabe

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

H ead Automatica didn’t have to ask twice to get the 
crowd at Schine Underground into the show, but 
the band’s charismatic lead man, Daryl Palumbo, 

wanted to make sure the audience members would partici-
pate.

“We want to see you guys dancing with us tonight. 
We can’t do all of the ass shaking by ourselves tonight,” 
Palumbo said at the beginning of the set to an enthusiastic 
reception from the audience.

Head Automatica played a rousing hour-long set of 
dance rock last night to a nearly sold out crowd. The last 
concert of University Union’s Bandersnatch Music Series 
for the year was co-sponsored by WERW to celebrate the 
radio station’s 20th anniversary.

The quintet’s high-energy performance had the crowd 
dancing throughout the concert. Head Automatica played 
songs from its entire catalogue including “Brooklyn is 
Burning,” “Graduation Day” and “Lying Through Your 
Teeth.”

Palumbo’s stage presence and interaction with the 
crowd kept the intensity up for the duration of the show, 
channeling Iggy Pop as he threw his shaking body around 
the stage and over the barrier in front of the crowd. The 
audience almost seemed to run out of energy before the 

band, who stayed after the concert and mingled with fans.
“I love the people in Syracuse,” said Palumbo after the 

show while autographing copies of Head Automatica’s 
albums. “It was a great show. I can’t believe how many 
people came out on a Wednesday. The kids went bananas 
tonight.”

Palumbo’s banter with the audience kept them laughing 
and dancing throughout. When one student requested the 
southern rock band Lynyrd Skynyrd’s “Freebird,” the sing-
er responded jovially, “Yeah, this song is called ‘Freebird,’” 
before launching into one of his own band’s songs.

Head Automatica also premiered two songs from its new 
full-length album, due later this year, including the hard-
rocking “Hard as Mud.” 

“The new songs were great; it’s really making me look 
forward to the new album,” said Jenna Minahan, a student 
at St. Joseph’s School of Nursing in Syracuse. 

The audience’s familiarity with the material contrib-
uted to the energy of the performance. A group of fans at 
the front and center of the stage sang along the entire time, 
while jumping and dancing. The highlight of the perfor-
mance was “Beating Heart Baby,” Head Automatica’s first 
and biggest hit to date.

“If you know this, you’d better be singing it,” said 
Palumbo, who held the microphone out toward the audience 

SEE AUTOMATICA PAGE 27

By Dan Hubsher
STAFF WRITER

L ook out, Cannes! Take a 
seat, Sundance! Last night, 
the fourth annual Syracuse 

International Film Festival officially 
kicked off this year’s events with an 
opening gala at the Landmark The-
ater that was, well, different. 

The gala showcased the Syracuse 
Symphony Orchestra in a departure 
from previous years’ festivals. 
Instead of presenting one of this 
year’s entrant films, composer/musi-
cian Brent Michael Davids led the 
symphony in performing his original 
score in accompaniment to the 1920 
silent film “Last of the Mohicans.” 

Not the greatest way to start off 
the five-day event, as the perfor-
mance just wasn’t very captivating. 
The festival is supposed to promote 
some of the year’s best foreign films, 
not a laughably corny movie filled 
with monstrous stereotypes.  

Sure, on the most basic levels, the 
new score provides some extra layers 
of depth and atmosphere the original 
version of the film was lacking. But, 
overall, the music felt monotonous 
and at times didn’t even fit the cur-
rent scene. 

Davids, a Mohican himself, 
attempted to add a touch of cultural 
relevance to the classic story about 
his people. While Davids’ intentions 
are understandable, his already dull 
execution is hindered by an even 
duller film. Let’s hope the rest of the 
week’s events aren’t as “meh”-induc-
ing as this one. 

Since 2004, the Syracuse Inter-
national Film Festival has been a 
venue of opportunities for the world’s 
up-and-coming directors to showcase 
their talents and wow American 
audiences enough for somebody in 
Hollywood to notice. And notice they 
have. 

“Internationally, these filmmak-
ers are looking for recognition,” said 
Steve Becker, the festival’s marketing 
and public relations director. “They 
don’t look at Syracuse compared 
to New York City or LA. They’re 

SEE FESTIVAL PAGE 22

ONLINE
Visit the film festival 
blog at dailyorange.com 
all weekend to read the 
latest film reviews and 
news from the festival.
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Blast from the past
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Party lineup

As the Secretary of Education spearheads assessing college 
students, SU questions feasibility of possible standardized tests

By Chelsea Prince
STAFF WRITER

A
becedarian. Clerisy. Pedantic.

Graduating from high 
school used to mean that the 
SAT nightmare was over. But if 

U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret 
Spellings has her way, standardized 
testing may be back — this time to 
haunt college students. 

On March 22, during a dialogue 
between important U.S. education 
leaders called “A Test of Leadership: 
Committing to Advance Postsecond-
ary Education for all Americans,” 
Spellings issued ideas of regimental 
educational assessment and accredita-

tion. She has since throttled into high 
gear, proposing standardized testing 
to move into the fast lane of world 
competition for higher education.

To assess students’ skill levels in 
colleges nationwide, Spellings sug-
gested a means of “outcome assess-

ment,” which could mean standard-
ized tests. At the summit convention, 
she mentioned that other powerful 
world nations are quickly advanc-
ing to the forefront in educational 
competition. 

But higher education offi cials, 

including those at Syracuse Univer-
sity, question how standardized test-
ing could fi t into the unique college 
environment.

Jane Glickman of public affairs 
at the U.S. Department of Education 
said she wants to make sure readers 
should not assume outcome assess-
ments in the form of standardized 
tests will become the norm and urges 
all to wait for further information.

“Perhaps there was a proposal by 
somebody early on,” she said. “But 
there are a lot of people around here 
making up things that she said that 
aren’t true.”

SEE TESTING PAGE 4

emily meluch | the daily orange

I N S I D E P U L P

When you give a dog a blowjob
Q&A with Bobcat Goldthwait, director of ‘Sleeping 
When you give a dog a blowjob
Q&A with Bobcat Goldthwait, director of ‘Sleeping 
When you give a dog a blowjob
Dogs Lie,’ which was shown in the International 
Film Festival.
Page 13

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Goal-scoring goalie
Albany’s goalie doesn’t always 
focus on his own net 
Page 17

I N S I D E N E W S

SU: meet the new CDO
Cantor appoints a new offi cer to 
lead diversity efforts. 
Page 3

I N S I D E O P I N I O N

Internship issues
Don’t get frustrated if you can’t get an internship 
Internship issues
Don’t get frustrated if you can’t get an internship 
Internship issues
because you don’t have an “in” with a through 
friends or family, says Meghan Overdeep.
Page 5

By Andy McCullough
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

To hear Emi Horikawa tell it, Sun-
day night’s Block Party concert is a 
chance for the Syracuse University 
student body to relax after a semester 
of work.

“It’s a party,” said Horikawa, the 
University Union Concerts co-direc-
tor. “It’s time when things are get-
ting stressful, people are studying. 
And they should want to come to 
this because it’s just a good time, and 
that’s what it’s meant to be. It’s meant 
to be an escape from the classroom 
and just to celebrate the end of the 
year.”

It’s unclear, however, if SU stu-
dents will accept her invitation.

Tickets are still on sale for the 
show, scheduled for 8 p.m. at the 
Carrier Dome, and students are still 
deciding whether they want to see 
headliner Ciara and the two open-
ing acts, Chicago rapper Lupe Fiasco 
and alternative rock band TV on the 
Radio. 

“I haven’t really made up my mind 
yet,” said Matt Markham, freshman 
broadcast journalism major.

“I’m not going, I’ve gone to every 
Block Party but this one,” said Amy 
Turner, junior magazine journalism 
major.

“I have no idea if I’m going yet,” 
said Adam Kirch, freshman market-
ing major.

The lineup is in stark contrast to 
last year’s show, when hip-hop star 
Kanye West was the headliner and 
sole star. Opener Rhymefest per-
formed a brisk set before ceding the 

“I’m not going, I’ve 
gone to every Block 
Party but this one.”

Amy Turner
JUNIOR MAGAZINE JOURNALISM MAJOR.

SEE BLOCK PARTY PAGE 13

WHY IS STANDARDIZED TESTING 
CURRENTLY BEING DEBATED?
At a dialogue March 22 called, “A Test for Leadership: Committing to 
Advance Postsecondary Education for all Americans,” U.S. Secretary 
of Education Margaret Spellings proposed educational assessment 
ideas for America. Since that time, she has proposed ideas of an “out-
come assessment,” which could end up bringing standardized testing 
to colleges and universities nationwide.
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

French presidential 
candidates hold last rallies
The last rallies for the French 
presidential race were held on 
Thursday. Sunday’s election will 
bring the 12 candidates down to a 
fi nal two for a vote on May 6. Polls 
show that conservative candidate 
Nicolas Sarkozy is ahead with 29 
percent of the vote. Sarkozy’s rally 
had at least 12,000 supporters in 
attendance. Socialist Segolene 
Royal has 25 percent of the vote. If 
elected, Royal would be France’s 
fi rst female president. Spain’s 
Socialist Prime Minister Jose Luis 
Zapatero appeared with Royal at 
her rally in Toulouse, France. Fran-
cois Bayrou, leader of the Union for 
French Democracy, is also a lead-
ing candidate. At least one-third of 
voters polled were still undecided. 
The current president of France, 
Jacques Chirac, has served for 12 
years. There are more than one 
million newly registered voters in 
France, the largest increase in the 
past 25 years. 

Attorney general called 
to resign during hearing
Attorney General Alberto Gon-
to resign during hearing
Attorney General Alberto Gon-
to resign during hearing
zales testifi ed before the Senate 
Judiciary Committee on Thursday 
regarding the FIRING OF EIGHT 
FEDERAL PROSECUTORS. The 
hearing before the Judiciary Com-
mittee took fi ve hours. Senators 
in the committee showed Gonza-
lez evidence through documents 
and sworn testimonies that he 
had more involvement in the fi r-
ing of the prosecutors than he 
initially said. Congress is unsure of 
whether the fi rings were politically 
motivated. Gonzales reportedly 
said many times that he would 
make the same decisions again. 
“The best way to put this behind 
us is your resignation,” Sen. Tom 
Coburn of Oklahoma told Gonzales. 
Gonzales said that would not solve 
the situation.

Cuban bombing suspect, 
former agent released
A former C.I.A. agent and anti-
former agent released
A former C.I.A. agent and anti-
former agent released
Castro exile associated with the 
bombing of a Cuban airliner was 
released on bail on Thursday. Luis 
Posada Carriles, 79, was released 
to Miami to AWAIT A TRIAL OF 
IMMIGRATION FRAUD CHARGES. 
Posada illegally entered the United 
States in May 2005. Posada has 
repeatedly denied responsibility for 
the bombing of the plane, as well 
as a string of hotel bombings in the 
1970s. Efforts to deport Posada 
have failed, and he has been 
ordered to not be exiled to Cuba or 
Venezuela, as he may be subject to 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
Tonight, 8 p.m.  
The SU AIDS Task Force will host 
a benefi t concert for AIDS, specifi -
cally for the CHILDREN AFFECTED 
BY AIDS Foundation. The event will 
feature the bands Four Feet Away 
and Edison. The event is free but 
the Task Force is asking for dona-
tions. There will also be a raffl e 
with all proceeds going to the foun-
dation.

Perc Place | Schine 

C O R R E C T I O N S
Wednesday’s story, “Outschined,” 
from the “Inadequate” series incor-
rectly said that the Schine Student 
Center was built in 1975. The facil-
ity was actually built in 1985. The 
Daily Orange regrets this error.

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

Judgement calls
A review of what the 51st session 
Judgement calls
A review of what the 51st session 
Judgement calls
of the Student Association has 
done this year.

PULP

Ciara on the block
Find out if this year’s three-act 
Block Party had all the goodness.

SPORTS

Monday morning 
quarterback
Find out how Syracuse’s quar-
quarterback
Find out how Syracuse’s quar-
quarterback
terback battle fares in Saturday’s 
Spring Game.

OPIN ION

Mismanaged rank
The Whitman School of Manage-
Mismanaged rank
The Whitman School of Manage-
Mismanaged rank
ment missed out on a national 
ranking because of student apathy, 
a fact Pierre Hahn cares about.
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R A N D O M  G R O U P  P R O F I L E
by brian tahmosh | feature editor

If you’re tired of listening to your roommate try-
ing to be the next Ringo Starr on his desk, send 
him over to Cheon Ji In. 

The Korean Percussion Group meets once a week to 
practice playing traditional Korean drums. The four 
instruments make up sounds similar to the traditional 
symbol, gong, bass drum and a melody drum. 

In the practices, the younger students are able to learn 
from their older drumming comrades. The upperclass-
men serve as teachers, instructing the newer members 
on the basics in the early weeks.

“You need to know how to hold the drum stick, where 
to hit the drum,” said Winnie Wu, senior public rela-
tions major and PR director for the group. “It’s very 
technical.”

As the year goes on, the instruction becomes more 
specifi c, teaching the students how to play the beats 
used in performances.

Wu stressed that although the drums are Korean, many 
of the students in the group are not. Wu is Taiwanese and 
said people of all ethnicities are welcome to join.

Each year, the group holds a concert near the end of 
February. This year’s theme was “Let’s Play,” empha-
sizing the group’s ability to bring in a diverse array of 
players.

“The theme was the fact that even though we’re not all 
Korean, we can still play together,” Wu said.

Cheon Ji In does more than just practice for one 
concert each year. The members also go on trips to see 
other Korean groups in performances. Wu said several 
schools hold annual Korean percussion group perfor-
mances, and many of the group members hop on a bus 
to go watch them play.

Another opportunity to travel arrives when Cheon Ji 
In travels to the Members Training Camp. It is held at 
a different site in New York each year, and it gives the 
students an opportunity to pick up tips from different 
instructors.

“The thing is, when we teach it on campus, it is 
students teaching students,” Wu said. “This is a good 
opportunity to learn from some professionals.”

http://students.syr.edu/cji
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TRACK AND FIELDMEN’S LACROSSE

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

Larry Ellis Invitational
           @ Princeton, N.J.

FRI., APR.20, TBA

SAT.  APR. 28, 3 P.M.        
@ Mass.

SAT.  APR. 20, NOON        
@ St. John’s

FRI.  APR. 20, 7:30 P.M.        
vs. Albany

SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!

During your time as a student at su, what kind of orange stuff have you collected? 

E-mail submissions to photo@dailyorange.com

Last Day to send in Photos:
Monday April 23rd

Cheon Ji In
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Center celebrates 
5th anniversary 
with reunion 

Cantor appoints university’s fi rst chief diversity offi cer
By Max Nerenberg

STAFF WRITER

Chancellor Nancy Cantor recently 
appointed a chief diversity offi cer 
for Syracuse University, continuing 
her push for diversity across SU and 
higher education in general. 

James Duah-Agyeman, the newly 
appointed offi cer, has been director of 
student support and diversity educa-
tion, and the director of the Offi ce of 
Multicultural Affairs for six years. 

“Having done this job for a while, 
I think I am able to ask the right 
questions,” Duah-Agyeman said.

As chief diversity offi cer, Duah-
Agyeman’s job will be to represent 
SU to the National Association of 
Diversity Offi cers in Higher Educa-
tion (NADOHE). The newly formed 
NADOHE, an affi liate of the Ameri-
can Council on Education, held its 
fi rst meeting in February.

Cantor is the former president of 
the American Council on Education.  

“It wouldn’t make sense if Syra-
cuse was not brought to the table,” 
Duah-Agyeman said. “We need to 
have representation from institu-
tions across the table.” 

SU is now one of 85 charter insti-
tutions that form NADOHE.

The association reviews studies 
and makes recommendations, which 

representatives will bring back to the 
chancellors and presidents of their 
universities. The fi rst meeting was 
mostly spent writing the bylaws and 
laying the foundations for future 
actions, according to Duah-Agyeman.

“My ability to collaborate with 
my colleagues from both the aca-
demic and student affairs sides of the 
university will be an asset to me,” 
Duah-Agyeman said. He added that 
being on the cabinet, Dean of Student 
Affairs Barry Wells should also be 
an asset, because the dean reports 
directly to the chancellor. 

Matthew Snyder, director of com-
munications and media relations for 
Student Affairs, said: “Doctor D., by 
virtue of his role, has been in a posi-
tion to work closely with the chancel-
lor and the community.”

Having had a role in early dis-
cussions and planning of NADOHE, 
Duah-Agyeman planned to attend 
the meeting as director of the Offi ce 
of Multicultural Affairs. Now that 
he is SU’s diversity offi cer, he will 

be able to offi cially represent the 
university by voting and running for 
a position within NADOHE.

“This is not something new for 
the university or this chancellor,” 
Snyder said, pointing out Cantor’s 
Jan. 23 speech on Scholarship in 
Action.

“We must engage a multiplicity of 
voices among those who study, teach 
and work here, and we intend to embed 
those voices directly within our most 
innovative educational and scholarly 
agendas,” she said in the speech. 

“One of the things that I really 
like is the intergroup dialogues we 
are doing.” Duah-Agyeman said. 
The university offers these dialogue 
courses on themes including race 
and gender.

“I think there’s a big push for 
(diversity) on campus,” said Tristan 
Lee Wright, freshman in the Col-
lege of Human Services and Health 
Professions. “I think it can always be 
done better, though.”

Lee Wright noted his residence 

hall community council was 
required to provide at least one pro-
gram promoting diversity.

“I haven’t seen much of it,” said 
Angelique Ocasio of campus diversi-
ty programming.  Ocasio, sophomore 
in the College of Arts and Sciences, 
said she noticed some SU students 
tend to segregate themselves. 

“You’re bringing people from dif-
ferent backgrounds and ethnicities 
together and saying it’s diversity, 
but sometimes they stay in their own 
groups,” she said.

By Cathy Lee
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 
Transgender (LGBT) Resource Cen-
ter will be celebrating its fi fth anni-
versary and Rainbow Reunion 2007 
this weekend.

This will be the LGBT Resource 
Center’s fi rst on-campus reunion, 
bringing alumni back to the recently 
created center. Desire from alumni 
to return to campus spurred the 
reunion.

“About 20 LGBT alumni, along 
with their signifi cant others, are 
expected to attend and a few of them 
will be speaking about their career 
paths and how they negotiate their 
LGBT identity in the workplace,” 
said Adrea Jaehnig, director of LGBT 
Resource Center.

The purpose of the event is not 
only to celebrate LGBT Resource 
Center’s fi fth anniversary, but also to 
recognize and appreciate graduating 
students and LGBT members who 
have made a difference in the com-
munity.

Activities, including an alumni 
career panel, an open house at the 
LGBT Resource Center and a panel 
on queer scholarship will highlight 
the event. Opportunities to network 
with the alumni and explore new pro-
grams, such as the LGBT learning 
community and LGBT minor, are also 
planned for this weekend. 

The main event will be the annu-
al Rainbow Banquet, which is to 
be held in the Sheraton Hotel on 
Saturday. About 300 people, includ-
ing other supportive organizations 
across campus, are expected to 
attend the banquet. 

Student organizations, includ-
ing the Residence Hall Association, 
Public Safety, Career Services, Rec-
reation Services and International 
Student Services, bought tables at the 
banquet.

“We try to support all activities 
relating to diversity,” said Patricia 
Burak, director of the Slutzker Center 

lindsay adler | photo editor 
JAMES DUAH-AGYEMAN is the newly appointed chief diversity officer. Duah-Agyeman has served as the officer of multicultural affairs for 
six years.

WHAT IS A CHIEF 
DIVERSITY OFFICER?
■ SU’s chief diversity offi cer will 
represent the university to the 
National Association of Diversity 
Offi cers in Higher Education 
(NADOHE).
■ The CDO then communicates 
all NADOHE matters to Barry L. 
Wells, dean of student affairs at 
SU. 
■ The NADOHE was established 
in 2006 in response to a grow-
ing need for higher education to 
maximize diversity initiatives.
■ With a CDO, SU is one of 
the premier members of the 
NADOHE.

SOURCE: students.syr.edu

“We need to have representation 
from institutions across the table.” 

James Duah-Agyeman
NEW CHIEF DIVERSITY OFFICER

“This event is a 
celebration and 
chance for the 
community to get 
together. Plus, the 
food’s really good.” 

Cosi Saint-Phard
SENIOR RELIGION MAJOR AND 

PRESIDENT OF PRIDE UNION

SEE RAINBOW PAGE 7
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At Eastern Mountain Sports we’re making it easy to lead a double 
life. Just show us your college student ID* and you’ll get 15% OFF 
everything* in the store. Because every now and then you need to 
hit the trail instead of the books, right? Stop by or check us out 
online at www.ems.com to find a store near you.

*Present your currently valid college or university student ID and provide your email address to the cashier at any Eastern Mountain Sports retail 
store location to receive a discount of 15% OFF full-priced merchandise. Presentation of a valid college or university student ID and a 
valid email address is required to receive this discount. Offer valid at Eastern Mountain Sports retail locations only. Not valid for purchases at 
www.ems.com or over the phone. This offer may not be combined with other discounts or with coupons. Offer good for the purchase of 
full-priced merchandise only. In-stock merchandise only. No rainchecks. Discount will not apply to Merrell® products, shipping and 
handling, repurchase of returned merchandise, product rentals, or gift cards. Offer not available to Eastern Mountain Sports employees. Other 
limitations and exclusions may apply—see store for details.

Carousel Center Mall, 9748 Carousel Center, Syracuse, NY 13290

Though college testing is not defi nite, such 
suggestions seem in line with 2002’s No Child 
Left Behind Act, which was sponsored in part 
by Spellings. The law includes annual testing in 
English and math for students in third through 
eighth grades. 

Glickman, however, does not deny that stan-
dardized testing will transpire in the future.

If there ever were to be standardized test-
ing in the future, Glickman said the Board of 
Education would not directly handle the actual 
standardized assessments.

The logistics: Do the math
“I think that it is probably important that 

parents and students have some way to under-
stand that when you send a student to ‘x’ insti-
tution, that a student will come out the other 
end knowing more than when he or she fi rst 
started,” said Sandra Hurd, associate provost 
at SU. “I am certainly not opposed to assessing 
student learning, to demonstrate that students 
learning is important. I am just having a really 
tough time understanding how a standardized 
test is going to do that.”

SU is all over the map when it comes to 
opportunity, Hurd said. She fi nds herself hard-
pressed to think of what kind of questions a 
cross-discipline test would ask. 

After a bit of thought, Hurd said the only 
kinds of questions that could fi t the criteria 
would be to ask the name of the fi rst president 
of the United States, which would defeat the 
purpose of an outcome assessment.

“You also run the risk of ending up with what 
a number of high-school teachers are saying, 
‘You’re teaching for the test,’” she said.

There are multiple ways to access educa-

tional outcomes without using standardized 
testing, Hurd said. Some of them are currently 
implemented at SU. 

The Martin J. Whitman School of Manage-
ment delineates separate learning outcomes for 
undergraduates, graduates and doctoral stu-
dents according to the particular educational 
program. One of the ways SU administration 
fi nds out if accounting majors are learning any-
thing is by comparing their CPA exam results to 
the rates of the rest of the world, Hurd said.

If standardized testing is put into place, 
Hurd said it will send a message to parents and 
students that their entire education comes down 
to fi lling in a bubble form.

Hurd expressed concern in proposing a stan-
dardized structure for higher education just to 
compete with other global educational systems.

“I think it’s more like apples and Tuesdays,” 
Hurd said, comparing cultural differences and 
differences in global education. 

“There may be places of intersection, but I 
don’t think giving everybody in the world one 
big SAT test and seeing who does better than 
somebody else is actually going to provide any 
information that would be useful,” Hurd said.

Hurd said she will wait with interest to see 
how Spellings’s ideas play out. As a learned 
professional in institutional research and 
assessment, she remarked that fairly straight-
forward questions tend to be more complicated 
than one may think. In building a national 
system, Hurd has a feeling that many diffi cul-
ties will arise.

Test review: How did standardized tests
come about?

Although standardized tests date back to 
the early Chinese dynasties, the United States 
implemented standardized testing in the 1930s 
as a quality control for American education.

The fi rst nationally used American stan-
dardized test was the Educational Testing Ser-
vice (ETS) established in 1948. According to 
the Encyclopedia of Company Histories, ETS 
continues to be a world superpower of standard-
ized testing. It creates today’s rigorous exams, 
such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and 
the Advanced Placement (AP) exam.

Verbal 
Adding more anxiety to the challenging life 

of college students, standardized testing also 
calls into question the paradoxical politics of 
commonality and difference.

“It makes no sense whatsoever that any one-
size-fi ts-all exam can fi t all the different types of 
colleges and majors available,” said Bob Shafer, 
media spokesman for FairTest, an organization 
that aims to prevent the misuse of standardized 
tests. “What kind of standardized exam would 
you give to an art history major?”

The notion is a politically driven agenda 
by an administration that believes testing is a 
substitute for college education, Shafer said. 

Shafer blamed politicians who think they 
can shift the blame to student performance in 
schools instead of looking at bigger issues, such 
as lack of governmental support for student 
loans and other forms of fi nancial aid.

“One of the misleading components of this 
testing pitch is that the government is making 
false statements of what is going on in the 
world,” Shafer said. “The United States has and 
continues to have the strongest economy in the 
world. Kids in the U.S. are not going to China. It 
is the other way around.”

Shafer doesn’t expect perfection but said he 
doesn’t think that honesty is too much to ask for.

Critical reading
David Price, associate professor of anthro-

pology and sociology at St. Martin’s College, 

claimed he is one of the biggest nay-sayers for 
standardization. He remains extremely suspi-
cious about why Spelling would want to insti-
tute more standardized testing. 

“Spellings did not start with data,” Prince 
said, “and we should be alarmed by that. It was 
not an educational-based response that one 
would expect.”

Price said he has not seen suffi cient data that 
indicates why such measures really matter in 
the long run and concluded that the whole move-
ment to standardize everything is really done 
for convenience — not improvement.

“Other countries go toward this sort of model, 
and they do this much earlier on than we do, 
before people go on to college,” he said. “It leads 
to a very different, more narrow education. It 
also leads to increased drop-out rates and a two-
tier system, which is what No Child Left Behind 
is leading up to.”

As of now, the Graduate Record Exam, a stan-
dardized test for graduate students, has no data 
correlating to actual achievement in graduate 
school, he said. He has heard numerous stories 
of students “bombing” the exam and really 
excelling in graduate school. 

Although the Media Relations team at Kaplan 
Inc. believes in the advancement of standard-
ized tests, the team wanted to remind citizens 
that neither formal legislation nor congres-
sional bills on standardized testing have formed 
yet, so it is still a passing idea, said Karin Wong, 
a Kaplan representative.

Students still express concern of the possibil-
ity.

“I’ve always had a problem with standardized 
testing,” said undecided freshman Laura Voigt. 
“People go to different institutions for a reason. 
Everyone goes to college to focus on a different 
type of education. Everyone is being taught the 
different things, so standardized tests in college 
would be so much worse.”

TESTING
F R O M  P A G E  1
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A s I stand in line at the post 
offi ce with a pile of manila 
envelopes in my arms, I can’t 

help but feel like I’m a high-school 
senior. I am once again shoving 
examples of my qualities and 
achievements into the mail and hop-
ing somebody wants me.

I am applying for internships, 
along with millions of other college 
students.

And with barely three weeks left 
in the semester, this is crunch time. 
The students whose futures remain 
unclear are beginning to feel ner-
vous. Resentment for people whose 
internships came easily is growing. 
It is through gritted teeth that we 
congratulate each other on sought-
after positions. 

“They only got it because they 
know somebody,” we think to our-
selves.

By now, most have noticed that 
internship-seeking students fall into 
one of two categories: Those who 
have connections and those who 
don’t. This causes extreme animosity 
for many of the connectionless. 

Although my parents both 
have good jobs, I, too, am one of the 
connectionless. My mom is a micro-
biology professor and my dad is an 
engineer. I am out of luck; I want to 
work at a magazine.

There was a time when it pained 
me to hear that some people don’t 
spend hours poring over internship 
databases at one of Syracuse Univer-
sity’s career centers. For many lucky 
students, all it took was a well-placed 
phone call from a family or friend to 
secure an interview. 

It is important to remember that 
the key here is luck — these students 
just happen to know somebody who 
knows somebody. They aren’t selling 
their souls or committing murder 
for internships on Wall Street. They 
would have to be foolish not to take 
advantage of the opportunities avail-
able to them.

 “I don’t think it’s bad because 

I’m not under-qualifi ed,” said Kaveh 
Mama, an undeclared sophomore 
who is planning on majoring in 
fi nance and has been in close contact 
with a family friend about a summer 
internship at the fi nancial fi rm 
Smith Barney. “It would just be 
harder to get if I didn’t know him. It’s 
just a little extra push.”

Of course, this isn’t fair. But then 
again, life isn’t fair, and it never will 
be. The sooner we all realize this, the 
sooner we can stop feeling bad for 
ourselves and make our own luck. 

The truth is that we all have more 
connections available to us than we 
think, said Ronnie Jones, student 
internship adviser for Syracuse Uni-
versity’s Center of Career Services.

“There are certain internships 
that are well-known, but on the other 
hand, every little enterprise around 
the corner can provide good intern-
ships. Think of it more as a learning 
opportunity than getting a big name 
on a resume,” said Jones. 

Don’t be discouraged about going 
for the big-name internships, either. 
It’s worth a try. And most impor-
tantly, don’t judge the students who 
happen to have connections — we’re 
all here to do the best with what we’re 
given. 

So what if daddy doesn’t own Uni-
versal Studios and mommy doesn’t 
know the president. This is far from 
the end of the world. This is inspira-
tion to blaze a new trail — your own 
trail.

Meghan Overdeep is a featured col-
umnist whose columns appear Fridays 

in The Daily Orange. 
E-mail her at meoverde@syr.edu.

M E G H A N  O V E R D E E P

dig deep

WANTED: NEW OPINION EDITOR
E-mail opinion@dailyorange.com for more information.

Cheer: Animal rights took a hoofed 
step forward Thursday when Buddy 
the donkey appeared in a Texas 
court. A neighbor had accused Buddy 
of being a public nuisance because of 
his braying, and the donkeyís owner 
took the animal to the trial at misde-
meanor civil court in Austin, Texas, 
to prove that his animal was quiet 
and well-behaved. Although it is a 
shame the neighbors were stubborn 
enough to fi ght each other in a trial, 
at least dogs are no longer the only 
animals that get their day (in court). 
The two men in the dispute ìmuledî it 
over and settled out of court, which is 
a good thing, since Buddy was clearly 
not guilty of harassment.

Jeer: Bill Gates announced on 
Thursday that Microsoft would 
provide a software package to under-
privileged students in both developed 
and undeveloped countries for $3 per 
student. The software bundle will 
include Windows XP and Microsoft 

Offi ce, along with a scattering of edu-
cational programs. Granted, it looks 
like a deal, but we donít see the need 
to charge a dime if Microsoft is try-
ing to help people who probably canít 
even afford the computers to install it 
on in the fi rst place. You might as well 
give the kids AA batteries and wish 
them good luck getting the radio-
controlled car to put them in. The 
software is dated now, anyway, and 
will probably only cost the company 
pennies per copy to distribute. Just 
swallow the cost, Microsoft.

Jeer: A suspected ìanimal haterî 
threatened to kill Knut, a celebrity 
polar bear cub who lives in a Berlin 
zoo. The threat arrived in the form of 
a fax that said “Knut is dead! Thurs-
day midday.” The cub is so adorable 
he could easily star in Coca-Colaís 

holiday commercials, and it is a cold, 
unbearable world when someone can 
threaten to kill the fuzzy fellow. If the 
sender of this message is apprehend-
ed, it is imperative that he be brought 
to justice. Perhaps Buddy the donkey 
can testify against him in court.

Jeer: A Miami man who was using 
his house for growing marijuana 
hydroponically was injured Thurs-
day when an explosion literally 
blew him out of the house into the 
yard. Sadly, 40-year-old Edel Mesa 
will now be spending todayís unof-
fi cial holiday, which celebrates 
his recreational pastime, in the 
hospital. Firemen speculate the 
explosion was caused by propane 
gas being used near the manís high-
intensity grow lights. We suspect a 
different ignition source. You might 
want to be careful in the hospitalís 
oxygen-rich environment, Edel. 
And defi nitely donít expand into the 
meth-lab business.

C H E E R S  &  J E E R S
by the daily orange

editorial board

Donkey testifi es while pot lab explodes

Internships do exist for those with 
no connections inside companies

S C R I B B L E
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Competition offers student entrepreneurs chance at $25,000
By Brian Hayden

STAFF WRITER

For Kyle Corea and Adam Gold, it all began with 
a waffl e iron party.

Thinking the combination of waffl es and 
music would be a hit, the Syracuse University 
seniors entered the 2006 Syracuse Panasci Busi-
ness Plan Competition, sponsored by the Martin 
J. Whitman School of Management. Though 

neither majored in any 
business-related field, 
they hoped their plan 
would win the $25,000 
fi rst-place prize to start 
their business.

While they came in 
fi fth place and won noth-
ing, the plan resulted 
in the birth of Funk’n 
Waffl es Restaurant off 

of Marshall Street. With the blueprint from 
the competition and loaned money from their 
fathers, the restaurant opened in January.

“Without entering the competition, we 
wouldn’t be here today,” Corea said. “The con-

fi dence the competition gave us helped us to suc-
ceed. The judges wanted us to do really well.”

Indeed, competitions like Panasci are pres-
ent at colleges across the country, like today’s 
semi-fi nals and Saturday’s fi nals on campus. 
Panasci enables students from any major on 
campus — like Corea and Gold — to submit an 
idea for a business, said Michael Morris, execu-
tive director of entrepreneurship and emerging 
enterprises at Whitman. 

Students vie for a combined $40,000 in prizes 
to open their own business. 

“It’s empowering students to create their 
own ventures,” he said. “If you are going to be in 
the business world, this helps you to appreciate 
all its facets.”

The diverse group of students commonly 
sharing in business competition enhances the 
entire experience, Morris said. Though many 
students’ fi rst plans are shot down, they enter 
the following year with an even stronger idea 
for a business.

“It’s a very healthy, positive sense of competi-
tion,” he said.

While Panasci is open to all SU students, 
Whitman also expects graduating seniors to 
have completed a capstone project, an actual 
business plan that “puts to the test” what the 
business students have learned for the last four 
years, Morris said.

Corea and Gold submitted their plan for 
Funk’n Waffl es by attending a free Thursday 

evening class offered each week that showed 
them how to submit a blueprint for a business, 
Corea said. Through that, they better under-
stood fi nances, marketing and other ingredients 
for a successful business.

“The whole experience made us pursue this 
business,” Corea said.

The competition presents a different learn-
ing experience for everyone involved.

Junior Joe Hernandez originally planned on 
using the prize money to build a sports complex. 
When Whitman advisers told him it wasn’t fea-
sible, he pitched an idea for an online network-
ing service that would allow sports enthusiasts 
to fi nd one another and organize teams.

Hernandez pulled out because of the exten-
sive time commitment it required. In the 
competition, non-business students present 
sharper ideas because of their ability to think 
outside of the box, said Hernandez, an eco-
nomics major.

“You’re better off making mistakes early in 
the competition,” he said. “If people are inter-
ested in your market, that’s when it begins to 
evolve and grow.”

IF YOU GO
What: Syracuse 
Panasci Business 
Plan Competition
Where: SOM 
Auditorium
When: Friday, April 
20 (semi-fi nals) and 
Saturday, April 21 
(fi nals)
How much: Free

“It’s empowering students to create their own 
ventures. If you are going to be in the business 
world, this helps you to appreciate all its facets.”

Michael Morris
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND EMERGING ENTERPRISES

dailyorange.com/podcasts
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for International Services. “We are very alive in 
educating, advocating and appreciating diver-
sity.”

Burak also said supporting this event cre-
ates a safe environment for those international 
students who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-
gender, questioning or queer.

At the banquet, graduating students and 
individuals who have made outstanding con-
tributions toward the quality of life for LGBT 
students, will be recognized and receive 
awards.

“The touching part of the banquet is to see 
graduating students speak about their experi-
ences on challenging stereotypes and about 
experiences on campus,” Jaehnig, the director, 
said. “It’s a rewarding thing to see that they’ve 
achieved their goals.”

Matt Foreman, executive director of the 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, will 
deliver the keynote address rounding out the 
banquet.

“This event helps gain appreciation of the 
diversity of the LGBT community,” Jaehnig 
said. The event is open to all students and every-
one is encouraged to attend. 

“It’s exciting, since I’ve seen LGBT grow 
and it’s getting better every year,” said senior 
religion major Cosi Saint-Phard, president of 
Pride Union. “This event is a celebration and 
chance for the community to get together. Plus, 
the food’s really good.” 

“We’ve been able to accomplish a lot in the 
last fi ve years for the LGBT community and we 
couldn’t have done it without the support of the 
entire campus,” Jaehnig said. “We look forward 
to the next fi ve years.”

RAINBOW
F R O M  P A G E  3
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IF PICASSO DREW ‘PEANUTS’ BY EVAN REISER | COMICS@DAILYORANGE.COM

CLASSIC THE PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICHOLAS GUREWITCH | WWW.PBFCOMICS.COM

Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout

CLASSIC BEEF JERKY BY JON MOSES | JONATHANMOSES@GMAIL.COM

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH
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JUICY BITS OF CINEMA

Veteran actors fail to impress 
in choppy murder mystery

By Alex Shebar
(315) EDITOR

It’s great when a movie’s title matches the 

overall fi lm. Unfortunately, this fi lm isn’t frac-

tured, it’s downright broken. And it’s going to 

take more than all the king’s horses and men to 

make it better.

The real problem with this fi lm is not actually 

how bad it is, but how good it could have been. 

There is so much potential right from the start. 

Sexual affairs, murder, high-drama court cases 

— sounds like a winner and only a bit cliché. Yet 

“Fracture” lacks any real substance, and it never 

fully draws the audience in.

The story is about up-and-coming lawyer Willy 

Beachum (Gosling), who has to do one more case 

in the district attorney’s offi ce before moving up to 

private practice. Ted Crawford (Hopkins) signed a 

confession to killing his wife, and it’s a seemingly 

open-and-shut murder trial. Of course, like all of 

its murder mystery brethren before it, nothing is 

as it seems. 

What separates this fi lm from others like it, 

though, is it doesn’t stay in a single genre for long. 

This is not a good thing. The fi lm has a complete 

lack of cohesiveness; it never fl ows from scene 

to scene. “Fracture” may start with the dark 

murder but quickly switches to courtroom hijinx 

as Hopkins represents himself. These scenes, and 

a few others, are laugh-out-loud funny. But before 

you can even fi nish chuckling, the movie switches 

again into an intense brawl or an unexplained and 

undeveloped love scene. It’s as if director Gregory 

Hoblit had so many ideas he threw them all 

together and hoped it worked. It didn’t. 

Even the acting wasn’t great, which is surpris-

ing when you have top-notch names like Hopkins 

and Strathairn. The former, while exceptionally 

charming (even for a murderer), always felt just a 

little out of place. Backed by a spot-on Irish accent, 

Hopkins did have some of the best one-liners in the 

fi lm and pulled out just enough of the inner-Lecter 

to remain mysteriously creepy. But whereas in 

any other fi lm his sly demeanor would have been 

appreciated, here, with the fi lm’s sporadic feeling, 

he just seemed awkward. 

Strathairn, on the other hand, was neither good 

nor bad, just sort of … there. It was if he didn’t 

understand what feelings the movie was trying to 

represent, so he just left his part blank.

The worst was that Gosling, a talented actor, 

seemed like he was trying too hard to keep up with 

his venerated co-cast. If he had just calmed down, 

his role would have progressed smoothly. But as 

it was, casting him as the lead did not help to keep 

anyone’s attention.

This may not be all their fault, though. There is 

zero character development. Everyone remains one-

dimensional, even as they are pushed to the limits. 

You never learn any background history, and the 

plot fl ashes forward faster than you can comprehend 

what’s going on. It’s hard to get into the feel of the 

movie when there’s nothing to grab onto.

The worst thing may be the ending, which 

isn’t awful, but not nearly as interesting as you’re 

hoping it to be. If the fi lm had come together with 

a powerful shock you never saw coming, it may 

have been redeemable. But since it fi nished with 

nothing more than an “eh” feeling, the fi lm leaves 

you feeling let down. Not a good way to leave the 

theater.

But if nothing else, they got the title right.

“FR ACTURE”
Directed by: Gregory Hoblit
Staring: Anthony Hopkins, Ryan Gosling, 
David Strathairn, Rosamund Pike
Rating: ´´∂∂∂

10 MURDER-TRIAL MOVIES 
YOU SHOULD SEE INSTEAD 
OF “FRACTURE”
1. “Twelve Angry Men” (1957)
2. “Rashômon” (1950)
3. “Anatomy of a Murder” (1959) 
4. “Primal Fear” (1996) 
5. “A Few Good Men” (1992)
6. “Chicago” (2002) 
7. “My Cousin Vinny” (1992) 
8. Any movie made from a John Grisham novel 
9. “Murder in the First” (1995) 
10. “The Kiss” (1929)

´

A million pieces
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the sweet stuff in the middlethe sweet stuff in the middle

Syracuse-area jogging routes provide easy, effective exercise
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The Manley Run
Distance: 2 miles
As one of the most popular routes on 
campus, this Comstock Avenue path 
offers a complete run without any 
terrainn obstacles. With its fl at land-
scape, the Manley run gives a jogger 
the oppurtunity to build up respect-
able endurance without pushing any 
limits. A two-mile run can be com-
pleted in less than 20 minutes and the 
straightaways make it an ideal route 
for any level runner.

Short Campus Loop
Distance: 1 mile
Decker advises anyone jump-
ing on the jogging band-
wagon to work themselves 
up to a mile. The shorter 
campus loop is a scencic 
breeding ground for future 
marathon runners. It will feel 
like an extended walk to class 
and let everyone on campus 
see your dedication to cross 
training. But at the very least, 
this mild terrain and short dis-
tance should be an easy test 
to see if you’re in shape or 
not. The lesson: if you can’t 
survive this route — lay off 
the Wings.

Long Campus Loop
Distance: 2.5 miles
While this loop may have a similar 
name to its “short” counterpart, and its 
distance may rank similarly to the Man-
ley run’s, this route is its own mix of 
varying terrain and sightly landmarks. 
Its best attribute is the speed burst 
gained from running down M-Street. 
From Haven to Dunkin Donuts, the 
ground will soar, yet sooner than later, 
the Dome is on the left, and the uphill 
battle begins to wear down tired legs.

The traffi c, both vehicle and human, 
of the hospital district is known to get 
hazardous, but this perimeter check of 
the SU campus provides a reasonable 
rush for novice runners.

The Downtown Run
Distance: 5 miles
This route is clearly for more 
advanced runners, but makes a 
formidble goal for anyone who 
needs to work toward an objec-
tive. Along the way there are 
noteable checkpoints, ranging 
from the walls of the chancellor’s 
mansion to the marquee of the 
OnCenter at the War Memorial.

Though the distance is consider-
able, it is in line with the latest 
trend. Decker said one of the 
most popular settings for run-
ning today is community events, 
such as the upcoming 10-mile 
Mountain Goat Run in Syracuse. 
And the distances for these 
events are typically between fi ve 
kilmoeters and 10 miles, making 
this prime training territory. Be 
warned, they don’t call SU “the 
Hill” for nothing. The climb up 
East Adams Street could exhaust 
even the most in-shape runners.
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Run, Syracuse, runRun, Syracuse, run
By Matt Reilly

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

F orrest Gump did it for “three years, two months, 14 days and 
16 hours,” and he sure didn’t wait on any treadmill lines.

With the warm weather making its fashionably late 
appearance, jogging can be one of the most effective ways to stay 
in shape and burn off some of the calories accumulated from beer, 
wings and well, more beer.

Syracuse University’s scenic campus offers some pleasant sites, 
varying terrain and safe sidewalks for both the serious and casual 
jogger. On any given spring day,  SU’s campus is dotted with students 
— dressed in shorts, old T-shirts and headbands while plugged into 
iPods — boucing along the paved paths working up a sweat while 
taking in the crisp upstate air. taking in the crisp upstate air. 

“It’s easy to do,” said Eliza Decker, assisant director for aquat-
ics, fi tness and wellness at SU’s Recreation Services. “And you’re 

defi nitely going to lose weight.”
Decker fi nds running an effective exercise for people with busy 

schedules who don’t have time to incorpoarate full-time gym workouts 
into their days. As a runner, all you need to do is tie up your running shoes 
and go outside, she said.

“The benefi ts are you can do it anywhere, so like if your travel-
ing, you don’t have to go to the gym to jog, you can do it outside, 
inside,” she said, adding it also helps relieve stress.

Another advantage of jogging is the individual control over the 
time, distance and pace. And when enough is enough, just follow the 
logic of Forrest Gump:

“I’m pretty tired. I think I’ll go home now.”

THE DOWNTOWN RUNTHE DOWNTOWN RUNTHE DOWNTOWN RUNTHE DOWNTOWN RUN
Distance: 5 milesDistance: 5 miles

Start, end

Hardest route

Straight shot

Long campus 

Easiest route
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FACT or Myth
CELL PHONES CAN 
CAUSE EXPLOSIONS 
AT A GAS STATION
MYTH

You’ve seen the “no smoking” signs at gas 
stations. That’s pretty much common sense 
— don’t light up around gasoline fumes. How-
ever, more frequently gas stations have been 
posting “no cell phone” signs at the gas pump, 
warning they could be harmful.

Ercument Arvas, professor of electrical engi-
neering and computer science, said generally 
cell phones aren’t apt to cause explosions.

“Under normal circumstances, no,” Arvas 
said. 

However, he raised caution about not-so 
normal circumstances, such as a recent gas 
spill during a hot day, which could leave 
fumes in the air. Yet even with gas-fi lled air, 
a person would need to have a bad cell phone 
that may spark in order for a gas explosion or 
fi re to occur. 

“You could smoke a cigarette on a winter day 
and still pump gas, but that’s stupid,” Arvas 
said. 

John Banas, electronics technician in the 
department of mechanical and space engineer-

ing, said all cell phones are tested thoroughly 
before being put to the public. 

“They’re tested for explosion settings, 
radiation settings, emission tests — stuff you 
wouldn’t even think about,” Banas said.

The explosion tests also take place at three 
times an explosive atmosphere than a person 
would encounter.

“You could do it intentionally, but then you 
asked for it,” Banas said. 

—Heather Mayer, asst. copy editor

Q&A with ‘Sleeping Dogs Don’t 
Lie’ director Bobcat Goldthwait
Q&A with ‘Sleeping Dogs Don’t 
Lie’ director Bobcat Goldthwait
Q&A with ‘Sleeping Dogs Don’t 

By Alex Shebar
(315) EDITOR 

It’s hard to think bestiality could ever be funny. 
But then again, the dark comedy “Sleeping 
Dogs Lie,” in which a woman shares a “secret” 
from her past with her fi ancé, is directed by a 
man named Bobcat, so who knows. 

Legendary under-
ground comedian and 
Syracuse native Bobcat 
Goldthwait will be in town 
during the weekend for the 
Syracuse Film Festival. 
He will show the critically 
acclaimed and Sundance-
Film-Festival-accepted 
fi lm “Sleeping Dogs Lie,” 
as well as conduct a Q & A.

The Daily Orange was 
able to catch up with Goldthwait on the road for 
a quick interview. 

The Daily Orange: You’ve done a lot of 
interviews throughout your career. What’s 
the question you hate being asked more than 
any other?

Bobcat Goldthwait: Is there going to be 
another “Police Academy?” What happened 
to your hair? Did that black guy in the police 
academy movie make all those sounds?

So, in a series of questions: Is there going 
to be another “Police Academy?” What hap-
pened to your hair? Did that black guy in 
the police academy movie make all those 
sounds?

Yes, he did make the noises, and my hair fell 

out. But, in regard to “Police Academy” … yes, 
I defi nitely would be in one. When they have a 
reunion show and Marcia Brady doesn’t show 
up, people say, “Oh, she’s an asshole.” So I would 
be in one. 

You’ve been a comedian for a long time, and 
people aren’t often sure what to make of you. 
My mother saw you in Boston in the ’80s, and 
she didn’t think you were funny.

Yeah, earlier in my standup I didn’t have a 
lot of material. A lot of my act was acting really 
weird. I never was big on going up on stage and 
being yourself.

In your new movie, “Sleeping Dogs Lie,” a 
woman really loves her dog. What inspired 
you to write this?

My dog is hot. That’s all. I thought people put 
a lot of pressure on each other to be completely 
honest, and I think that’s a big mistake, and I 
wrote a movie kind of about unconventional 
love, and honesty is overrated.

It used to be called “Stay.” Why the change 
in titles?

There’s a Mark Forster fi lm called “Stay,” 
and people were concerned that people would 
confuse his time-travel movie with my dog 
blowjob movie. 

To learn more about Bobcat, including growing 
up with the real Spongebob Squarepants, opening 

for Nirvana during their last tour, being part 
of “Family Guy” and his favorite joke (it’s very 

funny), see the full interview at dailyorange.com.

IF YOU GO
What: “Sleeping 
Dogs Lie” and 
Bobcat Goldthwait 
Q & A
Where: The 
Palace Theatre, 
2384 James St. 
When: Saturday, 
7 p.m. 
How much: $8

stage and spotlight to West.
Horikawa said UU wanted to offer an 

assortment of options instead this year, rather 
than one major headliner, such as West. Ciara 
is there for the pop crowd, Lupe for hip-hop 
fans and TV on the Radio, which won Spin 
Magazine’s Album of the Year for its 2006 
effort, “Return to Cookie Mountain,” for the 
indie-rock set, Horikawa said.

“We just wanted to try to bring music that 
the most people would want to see,” Horikawa 
said. “I mean, not everybody likes Kanye, lis-
tens to hip-hop. I mean, maybe not everybody 
likes Ciara. So that’s why we brought TV on 
the Radio.” 

The mixed bag lineup has produced mixed 
reactions from students.

Angeliqua Rufi no, undecided freshman in 
the Whitman School of Management, said while 
she isn’t sure if she’ll go or not, she’d like to 
see Ciara. The pop singer, known for her hits 
“Goodies” and “1, 2 Step,” has freshman Jessica 
Urracco excited, as well. Urraco said having a 
show with a variety of acts is a good idea.

“They’ll attract more people that way,” she 
said.

Others are not as an enthused.
“It’s not the greatest lineup of people,” 

Kirch said.
Tickets for Sunday are $15 for students with 

a valid SU ID and available at the Schine box 
offi ce. The general public and SU faculty can 
purchase tickets at the Dome box offi ce.

Until then, students can decide whether 
they want to see the “concert for everyone.”

“I heard they had better people last year,” 
freshman Markhan said. “Didn’t they have 
Kanye West last year?”

BLOCK PARTY
F R O M  P A G E  1

By Alex Suskind
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

G angs, witch doctors, gun violence, 
wrestling tournaments. One would 
think a movie with all of these com-

ponents could make for a very entertaining 
feature fi lm. However, “Wrestling Ground,” a 
fi lm by Senegalese director Cheikh Ndiage, is 
anything but. With poor dialogue and a lack of 
character development, “Wrestling Grounds” 
fails on many levels.

The main premise of the movie centers on 
the main character, Nalla, and his attempt to 
become one of Senegal’s greatest wrestlers. 
The viewer is thrown right into the story as 
the movie begins with Nalla running away 
from a local gang attempting to rob him. 
While the crime is in progress, Andre, a wres-
tler, comes to the Nalla’s aid.

From here on out, the fi lm begins to tread 
downhill. In the blink of an eye, Nalla is in full 
training sessions with Andre as they run up 
and down the beach dreaming of Senegal wres-
tling glory. Nalla, whose acting skills belong in 
an elementary-school play, attempts to convey 
his love of wrestling to both the audience and 
his dissenting parents who do not want Nalla to 
hang around “a hoodlum” like Andre. 

Thirty minutes in, the movie begins to con-
tinuously switch between two stories: hers and 
Andre’s, and the story about an unnamed gang 
member who is never properly introduced. 

This new plotline discusses the fi nancial 
problems of the gang member and his confl ict 
with the apparent gang leader (who stands at an 
intimidating 5 feet). In order for the gang mem-
ber to relieve himself of all fi nancial obligations, 
he must scalp tickets at local wrestling tourna-
ments or face death. Confusingly, the gang 
member complains to his leader that scalping 
tickets is “too dangerous” but willingly obliges 
to do it after a gun is held to his head.

In between these two jumbled plotlines is an 
array of random and meaningless characters. 
With a poorly written script, these actors begin 
to look like deer in headlights as they attempt to 
deliver dialogue that is both empty and clichéd. 

Despite this mess of a movie, the cinema-
tography of “Wrestling Grounds” is above 
average. The director often focuses on keeping 
the viewer close to the action on fi lm, making 
them feel as if they are standing right next to the 
actors. 

The organizers of the Syracuse Interna-
tional Film Festival did a poor job with the 
overall showing of this movie, as well. The 
sound of “Wrestling Grounds” had a continu-
ous buzzing noise in the background until 
toward the end of the picture when the techni-
cians fi nally fi xed it. In addition, the projector 
was regularly adjusted as the fi lm kept drift-
ing off screen. These setbacks did not matter; 
the viewers had already been deprived of their 
$8 long before the reel began rolling.

Wrestling film’s recipe for 
festival success fails to deliver
Wrestling film’s recipe for 
festival success fails to deliver
Wrestling film’s recipe for 
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By Jason Tarr
STAFF WRITER

Shortly after 7 a.m. last Sunday, with the 
Nor’easter’s snow already falling, Syracuse head 
coach Leigh Ross called her team. Many girls on 
the team were sleeping when Ross called, but the 
message was clear: SU’s doubleheader against 

South Florida had 
been canceled. 

That was just the 
beginning of a cha-
otic week of cancel-
lations and attempts 
at rescheduling. 

After postponing its doubleheader against South 
Florida on Sunday, SU then had to cancel its 
Tuesday doubleheader against Cornell. None of 
the games have been rescheduled and the likeli-
hood that they will be played before the end of the 
season is slim. 

That leaves two fewer Big East games for the 
Orange to solidify its spot in the Big East Tourna-
ment.  

“Having the USF games canceled, we won’t 
be able to play all of our Big East schedule,” Ross 
said. “Hopefully it doesn’t affect us too much. We 
really won’t know the effect until after we see how 
the next two weekends transpire.” 

Syracuse sits in seventh place in the Big East, 
just one game ahead of ninth-place Providence. 
Only the top eight teams make it to the Big East 
Tournament. The Orange will look to keep pace 
in the Big East as the team plans to travel to St. 
John’s and Seton Hall, Saturday and Sunday at 
noon, respectively, for a pair of doubleheaders.

“This week is kind of a clincher for us,” sopho-
more Tonye McCorkle said. “We are in a good 
positioning for the Big East, but this week could 
clinch it for us. So we expect to be dominant 
against these teams because we have been domi-

nant against them in the past.”   
Before this week, only one game had been 

nearly canceled this season. During the Stetson 
Tournament, SU was on its way to the stadium 
and had even made it to the dugout when it was 
informed the game had been postponed due to 
rain.

Unlike the game against Stetson, the team 
didn’t have to get excited to play and then be let 
down this past week. The games were canceled 
much earlier, which sophomore Heather Kim 
believes helped.  

“We know before we were even getting ready 
for the game,” Kim said. “If it’s a last-minute can-
cellation it’s kind of annoying, but with both of 
these we pretty much knew it was a possibility.”

Even though SU had more notice, the disap-
pointment of losing the opportunity to play was 
amplifi ed by the fact the Orange couldn’t play 
four crucial home games.

“It’s just kind of frustrating,” McCorkle said. 
“We hardly get home games, and the games that 
we do have, we haven’t been able to play them. 
It would have been a benefi t to have been home, 
because we just have another energy level at home 
because of our fans and home-fi eld advantage.”  

The Orange does appear to have a home-fi eld 
advantage. During the last eight seasons, SU is 
65-34 at Syracuse Softball Stadium. But as that 
record suggests, the team doesn’t receive many 
opportunities.

SU plays an average of just 12 games at home 
and only one-fi fth of all the games in the team’s 
young history have been played at home. If SU is 
unable to reschedule the games, it would be the 
second-least amount of home games the team has 
ever played in a season.

“I think I am disappointed that we have only 
had two game dates at home, and I think that is 
their biggest disappointment,” Ross said. “I think 
it is just the whole disappointment of not being 

able to go to our fi eld and still not be out there 
now.”

But now that the team is well rested, Ross can 
tell her team is eager to play.

“This break really, it’s going to be up to the 
team, the momentum they want to have out of the 
break,” Ross said. “I really know they are ready 
to play other people and not against ourselves in 
practice everyday.”

Air Force ROTC students look just 
like other college students, except 
that with scholarships ranging from 
$15,000 - $28,000/year, plus a SU 
grant of $8,000, they spend more time 
having fun and less time in debt. With 
additional spending money up to 
$400$400 every month and a guaranteed 
job after graduation, Air Force ROTC 
will allow you to do what you’ve 
always wanted: Make a difference in 
the world.

s o f t b a l l

Weather disrupts Syracuse from playing full Big East schedule

m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Syracuse sets eyes, crews on making history in Annapolis

UP NEX T
Who: St. John’s, Seton 
Hall
Where: Jamaica, N.Y., 
South Orange, N.J.
When: Saturday, Sunday

UP NEX T
What: Goes Trophy
Where: Annapolis, Md.
When: Today, 6 a.m.

By Michael Bonner
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse head coach Dave Reischman looked for 
the roughest part of water on Onondaga Lake for 
his team to practice this past week.

The focus for SU has been specifi cally on the 
course at Navy, where the Orange will compete 

for the Goes Trophy 
today. Syracuse has 
not won the Goes in 
back-to-back seasons 
since 1959, also the 
last time Syracuse 

won at Annapolis, Md. 
The No. 9 Orange will look to make history 

against Navy and Cornell as it battles rough 
conditions in Annapolis today at 6 a.m. for the 
Goes Trophy — an award that carries important 
implications for the Orange.

The course at Annapolis is a wide open body 

of water that allows for high sea walls and wakes, 
as well as a constant wind that many times can 
be blowing into the face of the rowers. One thing 
in SU’s favor is the senior class did row there as 
freshmen. 

“It’s one of the more rough races,” Syracuse’s 
J.P. Geise said. “And it creates huge wakes. It’s 
probably the toughest course I’ve raced.”

If the conditions today are not as bad as they 
were in practice this week, that’s even better, 
Reischman said. The transition from rough water 
to smooth water is a much easier one than going 
from smooth to rough. 

Any time these three schools square off, there 
is some extra motivation involved.

Syracuse, Navy and Cornell have been racing 
for the Goes Trophy since 1955. Clifford “Tip” 
Goes, a graduate of Syracuse in 1914, created the 
trophy to honor three of the competing schools 
coaches — James Ten Eyck of Syracuse, Charles 
Courtney of Cornell and Richard Glendon of 
Navy. 

In the 51 prior races, the Orange has fi nished 
ahead of the Midshipmen and the Big Red only 
nine times. Navy, on the other hand, has crossed 
the fi nish line fi rst 24 times, while Cornell has 
won the Goes Trophy 19 times. 

“The history and tradition, it means the most 
to our alumni,” Geise said. “When they talk to us, 
they talk about this. It means a lot to beat them, 
especially this year.”

However, this year, Syracuse can do something 

that no team on the Hill has done in 48 years. The 
Orange currently possesses the Goes Trophy and 
a win today would be the fi rst time the since 1959 
that Syracuse has beaten both Navy and Cornell 
in consecutive years. 

“We obviously know the history behind it,” 
SU senior Jimmy Bader said. “We are looking 
forward to it. We’ve worked hard all week during 
practice.”

If the Orange can pull off the feat of winning 
the Goes Trophy in consecutive years for the 
fi rst time since 1959, it may be a good sign for the 
future of the team, as well. The last team to do 
accomplish the feat went on to have great success 
in the postseason.

The 1959 Syracuse men’s rowing team lost only 
one race and was selected to represent the United 
States in the Pan-America games. In those games, 
they won the rowing championship.

A win today may not win or lose any champion-
ship, but it would give the Orange a boost going 
into next weekend’s race against Boston Univer-
sity and Columbia. 

While Reischman admitted most of his seniors 
don’t remember the rough Navy course from four 
years ago, he said nothing ever comes easy against 
the Midshipmen — even the complications its 
home course present.

“When you race the Naval Academy, you want 
it to be tough,” Reischman said. “These guys are 
protecting our borders. You don’t want the Navy 
guys to be pushovers.”

AT A GLANCE
15-26, 5-7 Big East (7th)
Next three games:
Saturday at St. John’s (2) 
Sunday at Seton Hall (2)  
April 25 at Niagara (2) 

will halsey | staff photographer
CHANEL ROEHNER has a 4.63 ERA this 
season in 105 innings of work.
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JUCO
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

ter featured three JUCO players, including 
current New York Giants tight end Jeremy 
Shockey. Arizona is considering new JUCO 
transfer defensive end Louis Holmes the best 
recruit in its program’s history.

No team has played the JUCO field more, 
however, than Nebraska, which has brought 
in 27 transfers since 2004. The Cornhuskers 
record since 2003 (21-15) is a far cry from its 
consistent 10-win teams of the mid-1990s and 
it hasn’t shied from recruiting junior college 
players at key positions.

They’ve seen the path to rebuilding as going 
through two-year players as much as four-year.

There are considerable sides to both argu-
ments. Smith said one side is junior college 
transfers have a maturity and sense of direc-
tion many freshmen cannot replicate. Some 
can step in and fill roles right away, whereas 
18-year-old kids need time to develop. 

On the other side, not every junior college 
transfer is a Taj Smith.

“We’re fortunate,” White said. “For all the 
success stories that you see, there’s a lot that 
don’t make it from the junior college ranks. 
You’d like to have them for a ‘three-for-two,’ 
meaning they’re here for three years and play 
for two. And just them making the transition 
to college football usually takes a year.”

Smith acknowledges even he was an excep-
tion. His toughest adjustment from California 
was learning how to run “speed cuts” instead 
of the “three-legged sticks” he’d use at Bakers-
field. It took him three days to get that down.

The school, the team, the classes, none of it 
required much time for Smith to get adjusted 
to. He had his motivation in mind.

“I just wanted to prove to myself,” Smith 
said, “because I’m the first person out of my 
family to be in Division I football, and I just 
wanted to prove to myself and my family that 
I could do it.”

Kansas State’s JUCO experience wasn’t as 
easy as SU’s last season. The Wildcats built 
a strong program in the 1990s with JUCOs, 
although they had the opposite experience 
in 2003. Highly touted linebacker Marvin 
Simmons was expected to lead the Wildcats’ 
defense to the top of the Big 12. Simmons, 
originally signed by USC out of high school 
but forced to junior college due to academics, 
ended up quarrelling with the coaches of 
playing time and skipped practices. He ended 
up playing just three games and was later 
arrested for assault.

Syracuse, though, has limitations as to 
what it can plausibly look for in a junior col-
lege player. Academic restrictions curb SU’s 
outreach and many JC’s don’t have standards 
that translate to Syracuse.

“You’re talking about over half of your 
degree has to transfer here,” White said. “A 
lot of those kids don’t understand that tak-
ing PE classes, things like that, that aren’t 
transferable into the major of the school. So 

that’s hard.”
White said other schools are far more 

lenient about what classes are required to 
transfer schools. Furthermore, other schools 
will take Ds on transcripts; SU won’t take 
anything below a C in a class for their major. 

The switch from junior college to univer-
sity isn’t always smooth for the player, either. 
Again, Smith was an anomaly — he said he 
had more than 80 credits heading into SU 
(although only 50 transferred over) and that 
academics were even harder at Bakersfield 
because there weren’t tutors like at Syracuse. 
But Norton had initial difficulty getting his 
feet planted when he arrived.

“This is a very prestigious school,” Norton 
said. “Me, personally, it was a challenge for 
me. But I overcame that challenge. You have 
a lot of support and background from tutors 
that I never had at junior college.”

Beyond academics, finding a suitable JC 
anywhere east of the Mississippi is a chal-
lenge in itself. Most of the top schools are in 
California, Kansas, Texas and Oklahoma. The 
number of great football junior colleges in the 
Northeast can be counted on one hand.

But Lackawanna (Pa.) College is one. Scouts 
trickle down the northern Pennsylvania hills 
to the practice field of the small, 1,000-student 
college by the dozens. Just this year, the 
Falcons sent players to North Carolina State, 

West Virginia and Marshall. They’ve had 
several go to Miami (Fla.) in recent seasons. 
Syracuse, too, has made visits annually.

“They’re always welcome,” Falcons head 
coach Mark Duda said. “But if not, the kid 
will go to Miami or someplace else. It doesn’t 
matter to us.”

Lackawanna has sent only two players to 
SU in Duda’s 12 years as head coach. Lackawa-
nna happens to be a highly transferable junior 
college, according to Duda, who thinks junior 
college players get a bad rap to begin with. 

“The connotation is that the kids don’t have 
the academics to survive (at a D-1 school) or 
that they aren’t very smart,” Duda said. “Most 
of it is, though, before they even know they’re 
great players, they flunked a class. And now 
they’re here with me.”

The location, prestige and academic com-
pliance of Lackawanna make it a natural fit 
for Syracuse’s recruiting. White said he has 
inroads mostly at schools in California and 
Kansas, but did mention the Falcons as a 
top-tier program along the East Coast. Duda 
wishes he might consider it further. 

As of right now, the JUCO option isn’t high 
on White’s to-do list. Syracuse will bring 
in the No. 46 ranked recruiting class in the 
country this fall, according to Scout.com, but 
only one of them hails from a junior college. 
If SU does look at JUCO transfers at all in the 
future, White said, it’ll only be a couple.

“We’re not going to go out there and take 
10 or 15 junior college guys,” he said. “That, 
to me, is a quick fix. Like I said, usually if you 
sign 10 of those guys, I wouldn’t be surprised 
if three or four of them really pan out. It’s just 
from my experience.”

“For all the success stories that you see, there’s a lot 
that don’t make it from the junior college ranks.”

Chris White 
SU RECRUITING COORDINATOR
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By Craig Schlesinger
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Ashley Pike often found herself in a strange 
situation last year. Rather than attacking the 
opponent’s goal and executing on the offensive 
end of the fi eld as a midfi elder, like she does 
this season, Pike appeared in six games as a 

goalie, starting one. 
She made fi ve saves 
playing this unex-
pected position.

“Last year we had 
some goalie trouble, 

and we needed somebody to fi ll a role,” Pike 
said.

Predominantly a defensive-minded player 
her fi rst three seasons at Syracuse, Pike, a 
product of General Brown High School in 
Watertown, N.Y., is enthused about her new 
position attacking the net. Although her 30 
goals and eight assists suggest she has found 
a niche, Pike stops short of labeling herself 
anything.

“I like every (position),” Pike said. “I’m a 
utility player. I’m just happy participating.”

The No. 10 Orange will host Loyola at 4 p.m. 
on Saturday.

SU head coach Lisa Miller is thrilled with 
Pike’s offensive outburst but claims she isn’t 
surprised. Citing her athleticism, Miller said 
Pike had always been slated for a more offen-
sive role.  She insisted Pike’s natural quick-
ness, speed and strength made her a prime 

candidate for a midfi elder position; the pit stop 
between the pipes was just a fold in a progres-
sive long-term plan.

“It’s been a gradual process,” Miller said 
about Pike’s journey from the defensive end 
of the fi eld to the attacking zone. “And it was 
delayed a little bit by the fact that she was play-
ing in the goal last year.”

After starting 15 games as a freshman, Pike 
started only 10 games the following season, 
recording fi ve points (two goals and three 
assists).  Pike started just eight games her 
junior year, one of which was in net.

The switch to attacking midfi elder this 
season was a product of Pike’s dedication to 
improving her offensive skills.

“I worked on my offense, like my dodges 
and stuff, and catching the ball and just being 
more aware of myself in the offensive area,” 
Pike said.

The coaching staff took notice. Miller said 
once Pike appeared comfortable attacking in 
small spaces, she was ready to handle offen-
sive responsibilities.

Pike’s hard work and Miller’s patience cul-
minated during a 16-13 win over nationally 
ranked Notre Dame on March 18, a game when 
the senior scored what was then a career-high 
fi ve goals.

She topped that with a six-goal outburst 
Wednesday against Cornell.

“I think it’s helped us,” Miller said. “She 
has the ability to dodge, and doing that is keep-

ing some of the pressure off of (attack) Katie 
Rowan and other people out on the perimeter.”

Fellow attacking senior Jill DePetris notic-
es Pike’s improved performance and thinks 
Pike’s added offense has served the team well.

“Ashley’s gotten a lot more confi dent on the 
fi eld,” DePetris said. “She’s been playing a lot 
more this year — really putting a lot of points 
on the board for us.”

Despite her humility, Pike admits she is 
pleased with her offensive production. As evi-
denced by her 38 points, the self-proclaimed 
utility player has settled in nicely as a starting 

midfi elder.
“I started from defense and I got up to mid-

die,” Pike said. “But it feels good to be a part of 
the big games as an offensive threat this year.”

t r a c k  a n d  f i e l d

Barbados-native Marshall proving he has reason to start thinking about Beijing in 2008

UP NEX T
What: Larry Ellis 
Invitational
Where: Princeton, N.J.
When: Friday-Sunday

UP NEX T
Who: Loyola
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Saturday, 4 p.m.

By Jesse Caputo
STAFF WRITER

The sun wasn’t up yet in Barbados on a morn-
ing in the summer of 2000. As he sat with his 
family and watched Obadele Thompson win 
the bronze medal in the 100-meter dash in Syd-
ney, Terry Marshall realized that he wanted 

the chance to do the 
same thing.

“To see someone 
who is pretty much 
like me, who went to 
the same high school, 
went to college in the 

U.S. …” said Marshall, the Syracuse Univer-
sity sophomore. “It shows that with a little 
hard work and dedication, perhaps I can get 
there as well.”

Marshall and the Syracuse track and fi eld 
team travel to Princeton, N.J., to compete in 
the Larry Ellis Invitational this weekend.

So far this year, Marshall fi nished 12th in 
the 400-meter dash and was a member of the 
distance medley team that placed ninth in the 
Big East Championship in February.

Marshall’s ultimate goal is to make it to the 
2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing. He under-
stands to get there is no easy task and requires 
a vast amount of work to be done.

First, he must run an Olympic-qualifying 
time of 49.5 seconds. Then he has to win his 
Olympic trials for his country. This year, 
Marshall’s goal is to run something around 50 
seconds at Syracuse to put him one step closer 
to his goal.

“Nothing is beyond you as long as you work 
toward a goal,” Marshall said. “Now I have a 
new goal, that’s the Olympics.”

Marshall has already traveled abroad to 
compete, and he was actually in Beijing for the 
World Junior Championships last summer, 
while construction was being done to prepare 
for the Olympics. 

To make it to the Junior Championships, 
Marshall had to meet a qualifying time and 
place in the top two at a qualifying race in Bar-
bados. Not only did he set the qualifying time, 
but he won the race, so off he went. After being 
in China, Marshall has only worked harder to 
achieve his goal of making it to the Olympics.

“If you’re going to compete against the best, 
you have to be one of the best,” Marshall said. 
“For me to experience a taste of the world and 
world class athletes, it gives me a taste for 
more.”

SU assistant coach Dave Hegland certainly 
sees the potential in Marshall to make it to the 
Olympics. If not in 2008, he sees Marshall hav-
ing a much better shot in 2012, Hegland said. 

“He’s got the luxury of being from Barba-
dos,” Hegland said. “He’s arguably right now 
their best 400 hurdler. So it becomes a matter 
of attaining the standard.”

Last year, Marshall came in and did not 
produce as everyone had hoped for, Hegland 
said. This year, Marshall has progressed a 
long way, and the next few weeks will indicate 
that.

“He’s already running 51, and I know he 
wants to run 50 this year,” Hegland said. “I cer-
tainly think that’s attainable, but he’s got to 
make some improvements to do it. It certainly 
won’t be too easy.”

Marshall and Hegland both admit that even 
with Marshall’s new goal, the workout plan 

won’t change. The height of the hurdles, length 
of the race or preparation for running a 400-
meter race doesn’t change, Hegland said.

The mentality of a runner also doesn’t dif-
fer when they set a goal such as the Olympics, 
Hegland said. He compared it to a high-school 
runner making it to the state meet. As far as 
they’re concerned, that’s the equivalent of 
making the Olympics.

“When you move to running in college, 
it becomes a strong desire to become a con-
ference champion, something I know Terry 
would like to achieve, too,” Hegland said. “He 
also has his work solidly cut out for him in that 
regard. And then you want to go on nationals 
and be an all-American.”

Marshall is ready to make the sacrifi ces and 
put in the hard work so that hopefully, one day 
he can represent his country in the Olympics.

“I think it’s just a privilege to compete at 
the highest level in the world,” Marshall said. 
“If you go to the Olympics, then you pretty 
much can say you were among the best in the 
world. It makes you feel accomplished as an 
athlete.”

AT A GLANCE
9-4, 3-1 Big East (T-1st)
Next three games:
Saturday Loyola 
April 27, 29 Big East tournament 
May 6 Pennsylvania 

nick ruggiero | staff photographer
ASHLEY PIKE scored a career-high six goals Wednesday against Cornell to increase her 
season total to 30. The senior attacker’s 38 points ranks fifth on the team.

Did you know that you can comment on these stories online?

dailyorange.com

w o m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Team player Pike fi lled net last 
season, fi lls net differently in ‘07
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ALBANY
F R O M  P A G E  2 0

16 SYRACUSE VS. 3 ALBANY
7 P.M., CARRIER DOME, TW26

SYRACUSE
Coach: John Desko 9th 
season (101-36)
Conference: Indepen-
dent
This season: 4-6
The scoop: Syracuse 
took the first step 
toward winning out the season with 
a convincing 22-9 victory over Rut-
gers last week. Albany’s game is the 
Orange’s biggest hurdle as the Great 
Danes are undefeated, including a 
season-opening 8-7 win over Johns 
Hopkins.

ALBANY
Coach: Scott Marr (7th 
season, 72-40)
Conference: America 
East
This season: 11-0
The scoop:  Merrick 
Thomson and Frank 
Resetarits have scored 60 of the Great 
Danes’ 150 goals this season. Goalie 
Brett Queener allows more than eight 
goals a game and he is used for man-
up situations. Syracuse plans to cover 
the middle of the field so that Queen-
er can’t ride toward the cage.

RANKINGS
Inside Lacrosse/Nike Media Poll

1. Cornell 10-0
2. Duke 10-2
3. Albany 11-0
4. Virginia 10-2
5. Princeton 8-2
6. Georgetown 8-2
7. Johns Hopkins 5-4
8t. Maryland 8-4
8t. Navy 9-2
10. North Carolina  8-4
11. Notre Dame 8-3
12. Bucknell 11-2
13. Loyola 5-4 
14. UMBC 7-4
15. Drexel 10-3
16. Syracuse 4-6
17. Towson 7-4
18. Delaware 7-5
19. Colgate  8-4
20. Hofstra  5-5

UPSTATE RIVALRY
Syracuse has certainly noticed Alba-
ny trying to creep near the doorstep. 
The last two matchups have been 
decided by only one goal.

4/22/05  14-13 W
4/21/06  14-13 W

inch, 177 pound frame.
SU goalie Pete Coluccini loves when Abbott 

is on the field because it alleviates the clear-
ing responsibilities. Abbott often takes clears 
from out of bounds and his deceptive speed 
and long legs allow him to march down the 
field untouched. 

In two instances, he fed attackman Greg 
Niewieroski for a goal against Georgetown 
and Binghamton after clearing from the end 

line.
“You don’t run full speed all the time. You 

get the ball and size up to find out what the 
deal is,” Tom Abbott said. “As soon as a player 
starts to pursue you, you have to take the 
angle. 

“If you go full speed without taking the 
proper angle, they can size that up pretty 
quickly. It’s almost an instinct for Matt. Some 
guys are shifty and shake and bake. Matt just 
jogs along until he notices a bad step. Then 
he’s gone.”

Matt Abbott’s play rings loudly, yet he 
doesn’t brag about it. Tom Abbott jokes talking 

to his son is like talking to the CIA — asking 
Matt Abbott about practice makes his father 
feel like he is interrogating him. But Abbott’s 
quiet demeanor and work ethic combine to 
form the helpless role Abbott embraces.

It stems back to when he and his brother, 
Mike Abbott, an assistant at Cortland State, 
only needed a bucket of lacrosse balls to make 
their evening well spent at Coyne Field during 
their childhood. It stems back to when Matt 
and Mike played inside the house, causing 
Tom Abbott struggling to determine how 
much of the wood work and how many win-
dows were damaged. It stems back to when 

Matt and Mike continued the family lacrosse 
lineage that Tom and father (1951-52), Leslie, 
set at Syracuse.

It’s what made Matt Abbott become a “Jag-
uar Paw,” a nickname he appreciates, though 
he’s never seen the movie. Matt Abbott knows 
it’s a sign his teammates notice him, even if 
his mouth doesn’t try to bring attention to the 
work he’s put on the field. 

“Even when someone else is doing a drill, 
Matt is watching,” SU assistant coach Kevin 
Donahue said. “I look around and see people’s 
faces. I’m trained to do that as a teacher. I 
know he’s looking.”

By Josh Friedman
STAFF WRITER

I
t didn’t take long for goalie Brett Queener to 
drop people’s jaws when he arrived at Albany.

Last year Queener started in goal for 
the Great Danes’ season opener against 

the defending national champions, Johns Hop-
kins, after transferring from Herkimer (N.Y.) 
Community College. In the third quarter, 
Queener wound up with the ball and did 
something his coach, Scott Marr, had never 
had happen.

He went coast-to-coast for the score.
“I was running around not really thinking 

about anything,” Queener said. “I had a one-
on-one, the next thing I know the ball’s in the 
goal.”

When No. 3 Albany faces Syracuse at 7:30 
p.m. on Friday in the Carrier Dome, the 
Orange must be prepared for a goalie who does 
more than just make saves.

Queener is so good outside of the goal that 
when the Great Danes get man-up situations, 
he comes out of goal, grabs a short stick from 
the sideline and goes on the attack. He already 
has two man-up scores this season, the last 
one just eight days ago against Yale.

What doesn’t show up on the stat sheet 
is how many fast-break goals Queener has 
started because of his aggressive style of play.

“He lends you to be creative because he 
is so athletic,” Marr said. “When you are 
clearing the ball, the offense can only have 
six guys; (Queener) gives us seven. He uses 
athletic ability to create two-on-ones. I don’t 
think there is anybody else out there that has 
a goalie as athletic as mine that uses him like 
mine.”

“I feel I can contribute much more to the 
team than just standing in the goal and mak-
ing saves,” Queener said. “I’ve proven I can do 
it. It’s kind of a weird strategy, but I don’t just 
run around like a maniac. I’m composed. I’ve 
been doing this my entire life.”

That’s because Brett Queener comes from 
a family devoted to lacrosse. His older sister, 
Sarah, was an All-American at Yale and now 
coaches Claremont-Mudd Scripps (Calif.). 
His younger sister, Sylvia, will be playing 
at Hofstra next year. His former high-school 
teammate, former Georgetown player and 
older brother, Brice, will be on the opposite 
sideline in Albany’s season finale because 
he’s an assistant coach at Binghamton. And 
they both played under their father, Harry, at 
Penn Yan (N.Y.) Academy. Harry Queener is 
now the assistant coach to his wife, Pat, who 
coaches the girls’ team at Penn Yan.

“Lacrosse has been good to our family,” 
Harry Queener said.

In seventh grade, Brett was playing five 

quarter games at the modified level. He would 
play attack for three quarters and goalie for 
two, allowing him to hone both his net skills 
and attack skills at the same time.

In eighth grade, he passed a physical fitness 
test and qualified to play for the high-school 
varsity team. He was only 4-foot-10 but tal-
ented nonetheless.

The goalie spot that season was going to 
be divided between a junior and a freshman. 
When the junior went away for Easter vaca-
tion, Harry brought Brett up because he didn’t 
want the freshman “to get shelled and lose his 
confidence for the rest of the season.”

That game, Queener made 18 saves. Stand-
ing inside a goal 6 feet high, Brice remembers 
the opposing team yelling “Shoot high, shoot 
high, shoot high, he can’t even touch the top 
of the goal.”

Queener and the freshman played so well, 
the two would split goalie time the rest of the 
season, while the junior spent his time on the 
bench.

By his sophomore season, Queener was mak-
ing a living outside of the goal.

In the state finals against Manhasset, Penn 
Yan was a man down, and Queener made a save 
to keep his team down one. He immediately 
ran out of goal, got down the field and drew a 
penalty. With his team man-up, Penn Yan was 
able to tie the game and later win the state 
championship.

But no matter how good Queener was on the 
attack, Harry would never let him shoot the ball.

“I remember I had a breakaway in high 
school, and (my dad) called timeout,” Queener 
said. “I was 10 yards from the goal!”

“Coach Marr has allowed him to be much 
more creative than we allowed him to be,” 
Harry Queener said.

Brett Queener’s style isn’t always perfect 
when out of the goal. There is a danger that he 
could be the target of players, the chance to 
knock out a goalie gets the opposition fired up.

“In high school, people would always yell 
‘Kill the goalie, kill the goalie’ and all that kind 
of stuff,” Harry Queener said.

And if he loses the ball at midfield, like he 
did against University of Maryland-Baltimore 
County, there’s the always-appealing sight of an 
empty net.

That’s a rare occurrence for Brett Queener, 
though.

“For the amount of times I give up a goal, I 
make 10-fold what we get out of it,” Queener said.

And to make sure it happens as little as pos-
sible, Marr plays him at midfield in practice. 

“He’s unique, there’s no other word to 
describe what he does as a goalie,” Marr said. 
“He’s a special kid. I don’t think they come 
along very often.”

courtesy of albany athletic communications
BRETT QUEENER has allowed fewer than nine goals per game for Albany this season.

End to end
 Albany’s Brett Queener blocks goals, scores goals

M E N ’ S  L AC RO S S E
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classifi ed listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifi eds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifi eds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifi cations: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETSSUBLETS
Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms at 
510 Euclid.  Top fl oor.  Price Negotiable 
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENTAPARTMENTS FOR RENT
545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

\carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refi nished hardwoods, 
Off street parking and laundry 952-8930

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy

478-7548
collegehome.com

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 

$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 
Per Apartment.   

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 

LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 
WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfi eld Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refi nished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fi replace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood fl oors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

705 Euclid
3 BR

NEWLY AVAILABLE
June ‘07

Furnished, Parking, 
Laundry, Porch

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms

968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

Harrison St.  One Bedroom and Studio.  Clean, 
Quiet, Furnished, Utilities included.  Walk to 
Everything.  391-4465

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  

ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

Studio Aparments
Brand New « Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595$595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  
Deposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

3 BEDROOM UPPER APT.  

AVAILABLE 6-1-07 FOR NEXT 
SCHOOL YEAR.  

ACKERMAN AVE.  
FURNISHED, OFF-STREET PARKING 
W/GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PARCHES, 

FIREPLACE, RENT $320 PER PERSON 
PLUS UTILITIES.  

EXCELLENT CONDITION.  

CALL RICH 422-0138 OR 673-3516
3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.universityhill.com

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon.

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 

136 Redfi eld, 556-560 Clarendon.
4 Bedroom Apts at:

320 Euclid

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

NOTICESNOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

MISCELLANEOUSMISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life fi lled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  
We care about you!

HELP WANTEDHELP WANTED
Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

CLASSIF IEDS1 8  a p r i l  2 0 ,  2 0 0 7
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Nanny wanted. part-time, prefer in my home, for 
my 2 year old. Please contact Debbie at 
469-4447.

Camp Counselors
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Offi ce & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Staying in Syracuse for the summer?  
Work FULL-TIME days at Holy Shirt!
t-shirt printing company in our print shop.  
8:30am-5:30pm, M-F, 40-45/hrs weekdays, 
$8.50/hr.  Sorry, no nights or weekend work avail.  
3 MONTH COMMITMENT (May-August).  
Must have car and be able to lift 50 lbs. 
Call 445-8193 or email john@holyshirt.com

Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

FOR SALEFOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

a p r i l 2 0 ,  2 0 0 7 19

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK 

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE AT ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S AND 
WWW.DAILYORANGE.COM/STORE FOR A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM

ONLY

$12.50
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By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

Players on the Syracuse men’s lacrosse team popped in 
Mel Gibson’s “Apocalypto.” The Orange just earned a con-
vincing victory over then-No. 2 Georgetown and watching 
a movie afterward usually spells relaxation.

Midfielder Steven Brooks noticed the character, 
“Jaguar Paw,” who con-
tinually ran away from 
invaders from a nearby 
Mayan village and hid 
his family from danger. 
That character reminded 
him that the Orange 

has its own animal, its own fast, quick-
thinking and quiet “Jaguar Paw.”    
 That nickname belongs to Matt Abbott, Syracuse’s 
second-line midfielder who usually is doing something 
on the lacrosse field to help SU. The six goals and four 
assists don’t make jaws drop. But his presence does. 
Abbott helps out on clears, groundballs (36, second on 
SU), on defensive midfield and SU’s man-down unit. 
Though a non-starter, Abbott won’t stay on the sideline 
for long when No. 16 Syracuse hosts No. 3 Albany at 7:30 
tonight at the Carrier Dome.

Abbott jokes he receives the least amount of water 
breaks because of his multiple roles.

“You always feel like you keep going,” Abbott said. 
“I play offense and defense at some point in the prac-
tice. I’ll go down to play offense a little bit, go down and 
switch jerseys to play defense to learn what offense 
we’re going against this week. It’s back and forth.”

He does that because Syracuse head coach John 
Desko knows Abbott serves as an ultimate glue guy. 
That requires Abbott to play on the field whenever 
possible.

“He makes such good decisions on the field,” Desko 
said. “He’s very composed. That doesn’t come along too 
often. Most of the times it comes with game experience. 
I’ve been very happy with how Matt has been playing.”

Tom Abbott, Matt’s father and SU’s seventh-alltime 
leading scorer as an attackman from 1975-78, sees 
Abbott wanting to have an even bigger role for SU. He 
envisions becoming part of that first midfield line and 
becoming one of the primary options on offense.

But that’s not Matt Abbott’s role right now and he 
doesn’t try to change it. Abbott knows he’ll do the work 
no one else wants to do, the work thats prompts team-
mates to quickly express appreciation. In every game, 
Abbott shows little hesitation in becoming involved in 
a scrum for the groundball despite his skinny 6-foot-2 

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Inventing the 
Abbott: Sophomore 
emerging on scene

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Turn Pike
Ashley Pike’s selflessness has been valuable.
Page 16

UP NEX T
Who: Albany
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Tonight, 7:30
Channel: Time Warner 26

SEE ALBANY PAGE 17

By Zach Schonbrun
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

T
aj Smith was anxious in the locker 
room before that first practice. It was 
last March, and Syracuse’s newest 
wide receiver was thinking about the 

things he’d heard about Division I athletics.
They’re all bigger. They’re all faster. They 

were all recruited out of high school.
Never mind that Smith was one of Bakers-

field (Calif.) College’s greatest products. For-
get his two record-setting years, the offers 
he was sure he would have received from 
Florida State and Southern California, or 
the trip he made cross-country to get back 
closer to home.

He was like a freshman again, and he was 
anxious to show he could play at this level.

By October of the next fall, Smith, while 
inactive due to injury, had proven he was 
up to the task. And the immediacy of his 
contribution and the seamlessness of his 
transition to Syracuse last season have made 
Smith an obvious poster boy for a junior col-

lege (JUCO) success story. 
Smith joins Larry Norton, Jawad Neshei-

wat, Jason Tanner and Ian Hammond as 
junior college transfers playing for the 
Orange this season, and the first four are 
all slotted as starters for Saturday’s Spring 
Game at 1 p.m. at the Carrier Dome.

SU wide receivers coach and recruiting 
coordinator Chris White has taken notice. 
He has several reservations about recruit-
ing junior college players, however, partic-
ularly because of their transition academi-
cally and the lack of nearby schools. White 
intends to rebuild Syracuse the traditional 
way — through four-year recruits, not the 
JUCO ranks.

With 18 losses in the last two years, the 
Orange finds itself near the bottom of the Big 

East heading into 2007. The prowess, tradi-
tion and reputation have slowly seeped from 
the program as it begins an effort to rebuild 
with youth. 

But Smith burst onto the scene last sea-
son, and he joins several other junior college 
transfers starting in key spots this year. 
Finding more like them, it would seem, 
may be the fastest route back to distinc-
tion.

Smith adequately filled a need for the 
Orange, which, as White said, is why teams 
recruit junior college players to begin with. 
They’re often referred to as “quick fixes” or 
“Band-Aid” recruits, providing temporary 
production for a position of need.  

For some teams, JUCO “Band-Aids” act 
as stitches, and some have had consider-
able success with that method. Oklahoma’s 
2000 national championship team was led 
by a junior college transfer quarterback 
(Josh Heupel) and linebacker (Torrance 
Marshall). Miami’s 2002 Fiesta Bowl ros-

Quick fix SU hardly looking 
at junior colleges for 
rebuilding program

2006-2007

Part 3 of 10

SEE JUCO PAGE 15

lindsay adler  | photo editor
TAJ SMITH, JAWAD NESHEIWAT AND LARRY NORTON (L-R) are three of the five Syracuse football players who joined the 
Orange after junior college careers. SU does not expect to build its program around JUCO transfers.
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NEWS ANALYSIS: STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Four months in: A look at Kelly’s administration

SU individual 
diagnosed 
with TB

w o m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

SU starter 
gives birth

While some campaign promises have been addressed, 
SA still has uncompleted goals for rest of session

The Onondaga County Health Depart-
ment announced Friday morning that 
a member of the Syracuse Univer-
sity community was diagnosed with 
active tuberculosis.

However, the type of tuberculosis 
diagnosed — pulmonary tuberculo-
sis — is a treatable, curable disease, 
and the individual is currently being 
treated, according to a statement 
released by the health department.

Both the health department and 
SU could not identify whether the 

lindsay adler | photo editor
THE 51ST SESSION OF THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION has pursued some of President Ryan Kelly’s campaign initiatives 
in the spring semester of 2007 but have left others untouched so far.

By Zach Schonbrun
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

A member of the Syracuse women’s 
basketball team gave birth to a child 
some time last week.

Fantasia Goodwin, junior forward 
for SU, had a baby, according to a source 
close to Goodwin. A spokesperson from 
the Syracuse athletic department 
confirmed the birth but declined to 
comment any further out of respect 
for Goodwin’s privacy. The date of the 
birth has not been confirmed.

Numerous phone calls to 
Goodwin’s cell phone were not 
returned.

The recentness of the birth 
indicates that Goodwin played 
basketball for Syracuse while 
pregnant. SU’s season ended Feb. 26; 
Goodwin played her last game on Feb. 
24, scoring 14 points in 28 minutes. 

SU head coach Quentin Hillsman 
also declined to comment out of 
respect for Goodwin’s privacy. 

Goodwin is a transfer from Monroe 
(N.Y.) College. She averaged 12 points 
and 6.8 rebounds in 28 games for SU.

SEE TUNERCULOSIS PAGE 7

By Peter de Montmollin
STAFF WRITER

As spring semester draws to a 
close, the Student Association’s 
51st session nears its halfway 
point. With a new administration, 
the association has addressed a 
variety of issues, both on campus 

and within the organization itself.
During his campaign last semes-

ter, President Ryan Kelly made a 
laundry list of campaign promises, 
which called for SA to: 

■ act as a liaison between SU and 
city government

■ address South Campus violence

■ reinvent Schine Underground 
as a student hangout

■ organize a conference to bring 
student leaders together

■ lead community service efforts
Here’s a look at what’s happened 

so far.

Major Events
SA’s first big event this semester 

was the Student Leadership Summit 
on Jan. 31. 

The summit attracted 182 student 
leaders from approximately 150 
different organizations on campus 

SEE SA PAGE 8

I N S I D E P U L P

Cut! Print it!
The Syracuse International Film 
Festival comes to a close with an 
awards ceremony after a film-filled 
weekend. Page 11

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Streaking
Syracuse men’s lacrosse pushed 
its winning streak to two games 
after beating No. 3 Albany on Friday 
night. Page 17

I N S I D E N E W S

Volunteers unite
SU students help out across 
Syracuse in the largest campus 
volunteer event of the year.  
Page 3

I N S I D E O P I N I O N

Corporate Compassion
Neil Wrona says businesses 
need to buck up and give back.
 Page 5
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Fighting in Somalia 
continues, 47 killed 
At least 47 people died in Somalia 
in the capital city of Mogadishu on 
Sunday. Fighting between Islamic 
forces and Ethiopian troops aligned 
with the Somali government in the 
PAST FIVE DAYS HAS RESULTED 
IN THE DEATHS OF AT LEAST 210 
PEOPLE. Most of those killed on 
Sunday were civilians, according to 
Somalia’s Elman Peace and Human 
Rights Organization. The United 
Nations has issued a warning of 
humanitarian disaster in the area, 
as reported by BBC News. The UN 
also said that more than 320,000 
people have left the capital since 
February—many of those who fl ed 
the fi ghting lack food and water. 
The African Union says it needs a 
peacekeeping force of 8,000 troops 
in the area. Of that number, 1,200 
have been deployed so far. 

Candidates chosen in 
French runoff election 
Socialist Segolene Royal and con-
servative Nicolas Sarkozy were 
chosen in Sunday’s election to be 
the fi nal two French presidential 
candidates for the May 6 election. 
Sarkozy had 31 percent of the 
vote, and Royal, the fi rst female 
candidate to make it this far in the 
election, received 26 percent. Ten 
other candidates picked up the 
rest of the vote. “You have given 
me the responsibility of continuing 
the fi ght for change in order that 
France rises up,” said Royal. She 
also said that voters would have 
a clear choice on May 6. VOTING 
TURNOUT FOR THE NATION WAS 
A RECORD 84.4 PERCENT. Reform 
issues in the election include on 
the economy of the nation, unem-
ployment rates, as well as national 
identity. 

Iraqi politicians warn 
against U.S. construction
Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Kamal 
against U.S. construction
Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Kamal 
against U.S. construction
al-Maliki has ordered a stop to con-
struction of a wall in Baghdad. The 
wall would block a Sunni neighbor-
hood in Baghdad from other areas, 
meant to shield the area and limit 
violence between forces in the 
area. The wall is a three-mile con-
crete fi xture. Construction began 
by U.S. military forces on April 10. 
“I OPPOSE THE BUILDING OF 
THE WALL, AND ITS CONSTRUC-
TION WILL STOP,” MALIKI SAID
in a news conference in Cairo. “I 
fear this wall might have repercus-
sions which remind us of other 
walls, which we reject,” he said. 
Senior Sunni politician Adnan al-
Dulaimi said earlier this week that 
the wall may only start more sec-
tarian violence in the area. 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
5:30 p.m.  
ZEN MEDITATION experts of the 
Buddhist Student Association will 
lead an hour of warm up, medita-
tion and relaxation in the lower of 
level of Hendricks Chapel. 

Hendricks Chapel | Free

6 p.m.  
The Judith Anne Evers Memorial 
Lecture Series, a tribute to the pro-
fessional life of women, presents 
the keynote speaker for the series 
Mary Pat Couig. Couig is a nation-
ally recognized leader in the fi eld of 
nursing.  The series is sponsored 
by the College of Human Services 
and Health Professions. 

Lender Auditorium | Free

W E D N E S D AY
NEWS

Right-hand woman
A look at the professional and 
Right-hand woman
A look at the professional and 
Right-hand woman
personal life of vice president of 
the Student Association, Marlene 
Goldenberg.

PULP

Nice form, kid
What better way to get drunk on a 
Tuesday than Chuck’s café’s host-
ing of the nine-City New York Beer 
Pong Tour? Mayfest is genius.

SPORTS

Lax recruiting
Find out what’s going on with 
Lax recruiting
Find out what’s going on with 
Lax recruiting
Syracuse men’s lacrosse recruiting 
-- both good and bad. 

OPIN ION

Career confi nes
Katherine Paster wonders whether 
assigning advisers to students dur-
ing freshman year locks them into 
career paths. 
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TRACK AND FIELDMEN’S LACROSSE

SOFTBALL

THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

FRI.  APR. 27, TBA      
Big East Tournament

WED.  APR. 25, 3 P.M.        
@ Niagara

@ Mass. Penn Relays
SAT.  APR. 28, 3 P.M.        THUR.  APR. 26, TBA        

During your time as a student at SU, what kind of orange stuff have you collected? 
E-mail submissions to dophoto@dailyorange.com

SENIORS ... LET’S SEE YOUR ORANGE!

Last day to send in photos:
 Monday April 23rd

  Cleansing hate speech from the world is all but Cleansing hate speech from the world is all but 
impossible. As a society, I think we have far greater

Cleansing hate speech from the world is all but 
impossible. As a society, I think we have far greater

Cleansing hate speech from the world is all but 

CONCERNS than what someone says.  than what someone says. 
David Coryell 

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF TELEVISION, RADIO AND FILM
ON RADIO SHOCK JOCK DON IMUS’S RECENT REMARKS AND THE NATION’S REACTIONS 

  With something like Turnitin.com there could be an With something like Turnitin.com there could be an 
implied assumption that people are CHEATING. 
It’s the antithesis of what our honor system is about.It’s the antithesis of what our honor system is about.

Dawn WatkinsDawn Watkins
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS AT WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY

ON USING THE WEB SITE TURNITIN.COM TO FIND STUDENT CHEATERS 

 We’re in a world of globalization. Global warming  We’re in a world of globalization. Global warming 
shows us that environmental consequences are not 
 We’re in a world of globalization. Global warming 

shows us that environmental consequences are not 
 We’re in a world of globalization. Global warming 

RESTRICTED to individual country boundaries.  to individual country boundaries. 
President Cornelius Murphy President Cornelius Murphy 

PRESIDENT OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
ON THE COLLEGE’S NEW FIELD STATION IN COSTA RICA
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SU wins Big 
East award

At 18 sites across Syracuse, more than 300 SU students 
participate in The Big Event community service project

EPA recognizes 
university for 
green energy use

hannah fessler | design editor
SU STUDENTS Caylin Harris, Akiko Matsumoto, Matt Abdifar and Shannon McCool dig trenches to build a chest-high raised garden bed at 
Heritage Apartments at Loretto. The raised bed makes it easier for the elderly residents to garden and enjoy spending time outside.

By Dara Kahn
STAFF WRITER

The Women’s Opportunity Center in 
Syracuse will launch its new Busi-
ness Office Administrative Training 
program in six weeks. But before 
then, the displaced homemaker 
assistance program needs to clean 
out storage that hasn’t been touched 
for years, an overwhelming job for a 
busy staff of five women.

So when they got a call from 
OrangeSeeds, a first-year 
leadership empowerment program 
at Syracuse University, about The 
Big Event, they eagerly obliged to 
take volunteers.

“It’s great to have the Syracuse 
students here,” said Peggy Woods, 
director of the WOC. “It’s so 
wonderful that they’re giving back to 
the community.” 

The Big Event is an annual 
program held at universities across 
the United States. This Saturday 
more than 300 SU students, all 
clad in white Big Event T-shirts, 
volunteered at sites throughout 
the Syracuse community. 
Volunteers included members 
of greek organizations, the 
Student Association, community 

service groups and other student 
organizations, as well as students 
acting as individuals.

At the Women’s Opportunity 
Center, two SU sophomores and two 
freshmen cleaned and organized 
the space in preparation for new 
programs. 

The third annual SU Big Event 
sent volunteers to 18 sites, from the 
Interfaith Works on East Genesee 
Street to the American Heart 
Association’s Syracuse Heart 
Walk 2007, near the New York State 
Fairgrounds. The Big Event leaders 
hired buses to transport volunteers 
to the various sites, which made it 
easier to accommodate expansion 
of the program, said Eric Crites, co-
executive director of OrangeSeeds.

“It’s important to me because it’s 
not only rewarding, but it teaches 
you a lot about yourself,” Crites said. 
“It really is one of the most rewarding 
things I’ve done in college and will 
remember it for my whole life.”

At the Rosamond Gifford Zoo in 
Syracuse, nine volunteers helped 
pick up trash, clean windows and 
sweep the outside area. 

“If people come and see other 
people caring, they feel like 
they should, too,” said Amory 
Hillengas, freshman biology and 
environmental science major 
who said this was the first time 
she had been to the zoo. “It draws 
attention to the place where people 
live and makes everyone more 
enthusiastic.” 

The zoo volunteers, who had met 
at the Panasci Lounge at 8 a.m., 
worked alongside the Sierra Club, 
students from the State University of 
New York College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry and zoo staff 
who were setting up the Eco Expo, 
an annual event sponsored by the 
zoo, to celebrate and educate people 
about the environment, said Nate 
Keefe, director of education at the 
zoo.

“When I was a freshman, the 
events weren’t that publicized,” said 
Tejas Rane, junior bioengineering 
major who said he was pleasantly 
surprised to see his high school 
teacher, Annette Cerrone, the 
curriculum coordinator of the zoo’s 
education department, at the event. 
“It’s exciting to see young people 
getting involved. It’s a good thing.” 

Though approximately 100 fewer 
students volunteered compared to 
last year, Crites said he wants the 
program to increase in strength, but 
also wants to make it as personal as 
possible. 

“We’re trying to continue a 
connection between the volunteers 
and the sites,” Crites said. “This is not 

All around the town

SEE THE BIG EVENT PAGE 6

By Roz Vara
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Syracuse University basketball 
teams, soccer teams and the football 
team could not bring home a Big 
East Conference title this year. But 
the school did win a conference title 
from an unlikely source outside of 
sports.

SU was recently recognized by the 
Environmental Protection Agency as 
the largest purchaser of green power 
in the Big East.

For the past year, the EPA has 
been tracking the amount of green 
power purchased by schools among 16 
different athletic conferences as part 
of its College and University Green 
Power Challenge. SU was honored 
at a ceremony at the Second Annual 
Campus Sustainability Conference 
for besting the rest of the Big East in 
green energy purchases.

SU currently buys 22 million 
kilowatt-hours of green power each 
year — a figure roughly equivalent 
to the amount of energy needed to 
power 1,800 American homes. SU 
now purchases 20 percent of its 
power from green energy sources 
and has also taken steps to reduce 
energy consumption. In February 
2005, the university launched a 
building sustainability committee 
to review sustainable design 
practices and monitor the use of 
green energy.

Green energy is generated by 
renewable resources including solar, 
wind, water and biomass, and is 
considered a cleaner alternative to 
conventional sources of electricity. SU 
purchases “low-impact” hydropower 
and wind-generated electricity 
from SUEZ Energy Resources — a 
Texas-based company that provides 
alternatives to conventional energy 
sources.

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Class Council of 2010
Delta Delta Delta
Honors Student Association

La LUCHA
Phi Eta Sigma
Phi Sigma Pi Honorary Society
Psi Upsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Traditions Commission

SOME OF THE STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
AT THE BIG EVENT:

THE GREEN POWER 
CHALLENGE
Since April 2006, EPA has 
tracked the green power pur-
chasing of colleges and univer-
sities across collegiate athletic 
conferences. SU won the Big 
East Conference by purchas-
ing 22 million kilowatt-hours of 
green energy.

SEE ENERGY PAGE 7
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Upper class not liable in shootings

Complain about radio in Syracuse
The advertisers spoke and Don Imus was fired. 

General Motors, Staples, American Express 
and others stopped their ads on Imus’ show.

Syracusans are urged to also complain to 
local sponsors about the sexist/racist/homo-
phobic “shock jocks” on Syracuse WSYR Radio 
and WFBL Radio.

Syracuse radio avoids progressive pundits 
like Air America and Arianna Huffington, 
but airs sexist/racist/gay-bashers like Rush 
Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Glenn Beck, Mike 
Savage, Bill O’Reilly and Laura Ingraham.

And WSYR Radio sponsors include Centro, 
Onondaga County Resource Recovery Agency 
(OCRRA), furniture stores, auto dealers and 
lawyers.

Local sponsors forget that Democrats, Gov. 
Spitzer and Sen. Clinton won big in Syracuse. 
And only a small minority of Syracusans are 
right wingers.

Folks who want fairness and balance in 
Syracuse radio should complain to local retail-
ers.

Complain to Joel Delmonico, Clear Channel 
manager, WSYR and WHEN Radio (472-9797; 
fax 315-475-4432). And complain to WFBL Man-
ager Judy Kelly (421-9325; 635-3971).

See more at http://www.ipetitions.com/cam-
paigns/SyracuseMediaFairnessBalance.

Austin Ted Paulnack
COORDINATOR SYRACUSEMOVEON.ORG 

AND THE ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT

Imus does not deserve sympathy
The things that Don Imus stated were hurtful 
beyond any doubt, but I think what is more 
hurtful is some people’s refusal to understand 
why he no longer has a radio show. Beyond 
that, I find it even worse that some believe that 
Imus was somewhat of a “victim” in this situa-
tion. The women from the Rutger’s team have 
reported receiving hate mail from supporters of 
the show. I have also personally read notes that 
say Imus could not be such a terrible person due 
to his fundraisers for children, not to mention 
all the revenue he brings into the network every 
year.

To me, it doesn’t matter if Imus feeds all the 
children in Africa and brings in $100 million 
in revenue; it doesn’t change the person he 
is inside. A man who thinks up something 
so nasty and disrespectful to a group of very 
positive and highly dignified young women is 
not a person worthy of respect or sympathy. 
His words perpetuate harmful ideas not only of 
black women, but of all women in general.

In the progressive society we are supposed 
to live in, we should first dismiss the negative 
ideas we have that divide us before remember-
ing that we are entitled to free speech. For 
Imus, the fact that those terrible words ran past 
his personal conscience, his common sense 
and lastly past his own mouth to be uttered 
to millions of listeners, shows the real person 
he is within. The network and their sponsors 
might have taken drastic action to save their 
own asses, but I hope, for us, it’s a sign that such 
actions cannot be ignored anymore.

Jennifer Clark
SENIOR CIVIL ENGINEERING MAJOR

Shooting raises question of safety
College is a time of immense personal freedom 
and liberation. The thoughts of self-governance 
and management may be scary to some people, 
but to most, they are ones of pleasure and enjoy-
ment. Last Monday’s deadly shooting spree at 
Virginia Tech makes me realize that these are 
liberties that can be, for whatever reason, taken 
away in an instant. I have a few close friends 
enrolled there, and though, thankfully, they are 
all all right, I spent the morning terrified.

Are the security systems and methods in 
place at Syracuse University suitable? Should 
students paying small fortunes to attend school 
here have to walk to class in fear? Are we, 
ultimately, safe?

Hopefully, we will continue to enjoy our 
freedoms here unscathed. But just try to put 
yourselves in the shoes of a typical Virginia 
Tech student, who woke up for a routine Mon-
day morning of classes and ended up being part 
of infamy.

Chris Baird
SOPHOMORE POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR

Coverage of shootings inadequate
I’m very disappointed in the minimal story cov-
erage in Tuesday’s Daily Orange of the tragedy 
that occurred at Virginia Tech. It was the deadli-
est shooting rampage in American history and it 
deserves much more than a single column story 
start. This devastating tragedy affects all college 
campuses, students, faculty, parents and

communities.
Rubin stepping down as dean of Newhouse 

and the inadequate condition of South Campus 
are important, but not as important as one of 
the most memorable and horrific days in recent 
years. The events of the day happened early 
enough that something in addition to Melissa 
Daniels’ article could have been put together for 
Tuesday’s paper.

The magnitude of this event warrants more 
coverage.

Alisa Lopano
SENIOR GRAPHIC ARTS MAJOR

Front page devalued Virginia Tech
Is it just us, or is there something more 
important than South Campus apartments that 
need repair? That’s what we were thinking. 
Unfortunately, The Daily Orange believes that 
the structural problems of South Campus apart-
ments take precedence over the deadliest shoot-
ing in U.S. history, as can be seen by the front 
page of the April 17 edition of our university’s 
newspaper.

Can someone say apathetic?
Perhaps the structural problems of The 

Daily Orange should be rectified first. It is a 
shame to admit, but for some students, The D.O. 
is their primary source of information. It’s the 
paper they pick up first in the morning before 
anything else. There is no excuse for making 
an article about something as infinitesimal as 
housing woes (at least in the face of Virginia 
Tech’s tragedy) out to be a bigger issue than an 
event that has shattered the lives of so many.

While the article does admit that the Syra-
cuse University community is sympathetic 
for the students and families that have been 
affected by the shooting — and this certainly is 
true — The D.O. doesn’t reflect this statement at 
all. Maybe next time, someone should get their 
priorities straight before laying out the front 
page of our school newspaper.

Ashley Tabor
SOPHOMORE ENGLISH AND TEXTUAL STUDIES MAJOR

Human nature lacks civility
The remarkable cowardice exhibited by the 
shooter at Virginia Tech should not be encour-
aged. His attempts to achieve social justice by 
converting students into corpses with bullets 
and a firearm are nothing more than an 
abstract form of terrorism. Students in Iraq are 
in an environment of danger greater than that 
of even the Virginia Tech campus.

It’s something of a strange coincidence that 
we as Americans get all riled up in the presence 
of 33 bodies, whereas 33 new bodies is a relative-
ly small number in different areas of the world 
(namely, Iraq, the so-called “University of Ter-
ror”). Granted, such naiveté can be construed 
as one of the positive trademarks of the Ameri-
can education system, but maybe it’s time the 
great American public (at least the future 
members of its upper echelons) understand the 
lack of civility present in human nature. 

As to the presence of a social divide and its 
consequences, try thinking of the shooter as an 
incompetent Al-Qaeda clone where “American 
Infidel” is replaced with “Popular Undergradu-
ate.” Without a “social divide” there would be 
no moral hazard in making calculations before 
acting socially, and it would therefore devalue 
the social value judgments that make our 
undergraduates marketable compared to their 
immediate substitutes.

Baker Gregory
SENIOR ECONOMICS AND MATHEMATICS MAJOR

Killers not defined by blueprint
Katherine Paster had a good article going for 
her. That is, until she busted out the inevitable 
race card when she said, “Cho was not unlike 
many college students who struggle to fit in with 
the white, upper-middle class group.” Were Eric 
Harris and his friend Dylan Klebold (who were 
responsible for the tragedy at Columbine) not 
white upper-middle class? Or how about Timothy 
McVeigh (the Oklahoma City bomber), a hero in 
the Persian Gulf War on his way to becoming a 
Green Beret? I agree with Katherine where she 
separates the “in” crowd from those who are 
excluded and sometimes resort to violence in 
some way. She is very right seeing a need to reach 
out to those who are in need of a friend. However, 
there is no formula to create a killer. It is pure 
evil.

Alaina Conner
JUNIOR SURFACE PATTERN DESIGN MAJOR
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On behalf of white, upper-class, well-adjusted 
Americans, I’d like to tell Ms. Paster that I 
refuse to accept any responsibility for the sense-
less killings at Virginia Tech. Her reasoning is 
no more valid than claiming that an inappro-
priately dressed rape victim had it coming to 
her. The blood of so many innocent people is on 
the hands of the killer and no one but the killer. 
It’s the concept of personal responsibility. I 
invite Ms. Paster to spend some time research-
ing it.

Rich Siegel
CLASS OF 1980

Broadcasting killer’s video wrong
There is only one thing that we could have 
taken from Cho when he has taken so much 
from us. We had the chance to throw away his 
last request. He wanted to be heard, he wanted 
to voice his disgusting opinion to all of America 
by sending NBC a carefully planned videotape, 
multiple pictures and a personal letter. NBC 
granted his last wish. This is a sin. Yes, I 
watched his videotape and saw the pictures. 
It’s hard not to be intrigued, but nobody should 
have seen that. Not only is it completely disre-
spectful towards the families of the victims to 
give Cho this glory, but it also gives the idea to 
others who are mentally insane that they can be 
heard worldwide. All they have to do is go and 
kill a couple dozen innocent students, send their 
video to a media source, and bingo, you have all 
of America captivated. The media has labeled 
this as “The biggest school massacre ever.” 
Great, now we are making school shootings into 
a record to be beaten. What a shame.

Charles Alford 
SOPHOMORE COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR



Remember Armenian Genocide

Businesses should emulate ice cream maker’s example

Leggings not appropriate for class
I graduated from Syracuse University as 
an undergraduate last year and now am an 
employee. I have spent the last four years on 
this campus and have been traumatized by 
the young women on campus wearing stretch 
pants/leggings. Not only does it make them 
look like hookers, but it is offensive to the 
sane segments of this campus. I am tired of 
walking on the Quad and having that in front 
of me. In addition to being too revealing on 
any attractive woman, these girls definitely do 
not have the body for those pants. Too many 
have squishy asses that don’t hold the form of 
the pants, camel toes, or have thighs that rub 
together. Now this is not to say that I am any 
particularly good-looking representative for 
my gender, but I do not subject those around 
me to a particularly unattractive image. 
Please, wear something appropriate to class.

Emily Sundman 
CLASS OF 2006, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

As a few of you might remember, 
Jerry Greenfield, from Ben & 
Jerry’s ice cream, came to campus 

to talk roughly three weeks ago. He talked 
about his business partner Ben Cohen, how 
the company came to be, the hardships it 
went through, how it became a phenomenon 
and most importantly, how it stayed socially 
conscious even with success.

Greenfield and his business ethics should 
be emulated, especially in today’s culture 
where “greed is good.” Too many businesses 
just pocket the money they make without giv-
ing any thought to people who support them or 
the less fortunate.

Unlike many entrepreneurs, Greenfield 
didn’t fold his values by taking money from 
wealthy investors when his business needed 
to expand. Instead, Ben & Jerry’s opened the 
company up to the people in its home state of 
Vermont. It is still partially owned by about 
100 Vermont residents. By doing this, the com-
pany not only expanded, it also improved the 
community that helped get it started.

This sounds like the perfect way to grow 
a business while helping the community. So, 
why haven’t other companies done what Ben & 
Jerry’s did?

It’s a simple matter of money. Admittedly, 
Ben and Jerry were in a unique position where 
they didn’t have to give in to the will of the ven-
ture capitalists. The company had grown big 
enough that by the time they needed to expand, 
they could afford to open the company up to 
the everyday man. Not every company finds 
itself in this position

But even big companies can follow Ben & 
Jerry’s lead through activism. The company 
has headed many campaigns that are meant 
to raise awareness on issues from nuclear 
weapons to the use of meat and milk from 
cloned cows.

Some might say that it’s easier for Ben & 
Jerry’s to get its message out, because it can 
just print messages on its ice cream cartons. 
While that’s true, Ben and Jerry have used 
other outlets, such as taking out ads in news-

papers and printing on distribution trucks to 
get their message out, too. This is nothing any 
other business couldn’t do if it so chose.

Many companies do give to charity as 
much as Ben & Jerry’s, if not more. But Ben 
& Jerry’s does it differently. It has made help-
ing the community a part of its day-to-day 
business, not a once-a-year public relations 
move. For instance, the company buys all of its 
brownie dough from a Greyston Bakery, which 
provides jobs year-round to economically 
disadvantaged residents of Yonkers, N.Y. 

Greenfield is a man who just wanted to do 
what he enjoyed and maybe make a decent liv-
ing out of it. Then, in the 1980s and 1990s, the 
business exploded, and when the once-small 
ice cream shop in Vermont became a national 
sensation, it brought its community with it.

This is a story that all the management and 
business students should remember when they 
go out into the world. You don’t have to compro-
mise your values just to make a profit. You can 
be wildly successful and still help the world at 
the same time.

Neil Wrona is a contributing columnist 
whose columns appear occasionally in The Daily 

Orange. E-mail him at lnwrona@syr.edu.

N E I L  W R O N A

contributing columnist

On Tuesday, Armenians worldwide com-
memorate the 92nd anniversary of the Armenian 
Genocide (1915-1923), in which Ottoman officials 
systematically murdered 1.5 million Armenians, 
while nearly all 3 million were swept from their 
2,500-year-old homeland. The efforts of the Young 
Turks were to “ethnically cleanse” Anatolia of

its Christians, thus eliminating the “Arme-
nian Question” and fulfilling its Pan-Turkism 
dream.

While Turkey hasn’t acknowledged this crime 
against humanity, our country has lacked the 
ability to properly term it genocide. This ignorant 
act exemplifies hypocrisy to its highest degree; 
disregarding historical barbarism and truth 
under democracy to serve self interests (Turkey, 
a U.S. ally, has access to Iraq). If the United States 
wishes to remain consistent with its objective 
of being a global humanity leader, it cannot 
continue to circumvent the justice that Armenia 
and its diaspora deserve. Maintaining its stance 
encourages denial of events like Turkish-Arme-
nian journalist Hrant Dink’s January

assassination in Istanbul; the 1,500,001st 
victim of the Armenian Genocide.

Prior to the Holocaust, Adolf Hitler persuaded, 
“Who, after all, speaks today of the annihilation 
of the Armenians?” House and Senate Res. 106, 
which recognize the massacres as genocide, have 
been openly opposed by Turkey, Condoleezza 
Rice and other prominent U.S. administrators. 
If Turkey is sincere in its desire to join the 
European Union, it must reconcile with its his-
tory. Meanwhile, policymakers in the United 
States need to assert themselves for rightful 
acceptance; otherwise it will satisfy the visions 
of the worst criminals and thugs our world has 
ever witnessed.

Andrew Piligian
SENIOR FINANCE AND ECONOMICS MAJOR

The Daily Orange needs a new opinion editor.
E-mail opinion@dailyorange.com for more information.
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Midwest community college requires online courses to graduate
one big day of service, but one day that starts a 
continuation of service.”

Volunteers noticed the shift to a more 
personal involvement model.

“This year The Big Event seems bigger, 
more organized,” said Ry Bloomdahl, junior 
in the College of Arts and Sciences. “We’re 
able to show that students actually care about 
the community — this is our community for 
four years.”

The one-day community service initiative 
was sponsored and organized by OrangeSeeds, 
the Division of Student Affairs and the Office 
of Orientation and Transition Services, 
according to The Big Event Web site.

This was the first year that OrangeSeeds 
did not co-sponsor The Big Event with the 
Student Association, because OrangeSeeds 
is now a program independent of SA. Instead 
of co-sponsoring, Ryan Kelly, president of 
SA, said its members volunteered. 

“We’re so busy this semester as is,” 
Kelly said. “We’d be juggling too many 
things. We wanted to stay hands-off but 
decided to lend any support we could by 
volunteering.” 

Kelly also noted that Virginia Tech held 
its own Big Event this weekend.

“It’s really important to reach out to the 
community and peers,” Kelly said. “It gives 
us solidarity that we’re doing the event 
with them.”

“In times like these, being together and 
volunteering really brings strength to the 
community,” Crites said.

THE BIG EVENT
F R O M  P A G E  3

By Veena Bissram
STAFF WRITER

From newspapers to shopping, it seems every-
thing is moving online. And this upcoming fall, 
students at Northwest State Community College 
in Archbold, Ohio, will be required to take at 
least one online course in order to graduate.

Linda Carr, chief learning officer at North-
west State, said the school established the new 
requirement because she noticed that many 
businesses and industries are joining the trend 
by increasing their use of the Internet in order 
to train prospective employees.

“We want our students to be familiar with 
this,” she said, “and to be able to access this kind 
of knowledge.”

The online courses will center on subject mat-
ter that can be found across the school’s curricu-
lum, Carr said. Students can earn up to three cred-
its and can take the courses anytime during the 
year. The most popular courses are composition, 
psychology, sociology, history and engineering.

Unlike at Northwest State, students at Syra-
cuse University are not required to take an 
online course in order to graduate. But the 
school does offer online courses for undergradu-
ate and graduate students.

Some available online courses include: Soph-
omore Poetry Workshop, Multimedia Technol-
ogy, Nutrition in Health, Religions of the World 
and Critical Research and Writing.

Administrators from SU could not be reached 
for comment.

Syracuse University sophomore Alison 
Leung said she thinks Northwest State students 
will not learn as well as they do in classrooms, 

because they may lack the essential interaction 
between the professor and students.

“The students will not be as engaged with the 
material as they would in an actual classroom 
setting,” said Leung, advertising major.

But Dan Burklo, department chair of Engi-
neering Technologies at Northwest State, said 
he feels online courses are an important 
requirement because students need to be 
exposed to the Internet.

The requirement was instated after a decision 
from the college’s board of trustees, Burklo said. 
“Our president … and her group have been talk-
ing about this for the last year or two,” he said.

Each online course at Northwest State will 
go through a design model during the next 
couple of years, in which professors will work to 
develop a new curriculum, Carr said. It allows 
the faculty to work with other colleges and busi-
nesses that students might work for.

“Some faculty members have expressed con-
cern over the online courses because they fear 
losing control over the curriculum,” Carr said. 
“The need to save space and resources was not 
a factor. We see these courses only as a skill that 
leads to students’ sustainable learning.”

Students who have limited access to the 

Internet can use the school’s computers during 
the school year and the summer, Burklo said. 
There are also several public libraries nearby 
that have Internet access.

Like Leung, several SU students rejected the 
idea of making online courses a requirement. 
Freshman Bridget Schultz said she finds the 
requirement “unfair.”

“When students enroll in college, they pay 
tuition in order to enhance their knowledge 
through professors, student perspectives and 
teaching assistants,” said Schultz, magazine 
journalism major. “Unless a student finds an 
Internet class useful, I don’t think that it is fair 
for a requirement to be instated.”

Instead of making the courses a require-
ment, it should only be an option, said freshman 
Tom Richard.

“I don’t think students will learn more when 
they are taking an online course,” said Richard, 
a pre-law major. “If we can be distracted in 
classrooms, it would be even worse in our dorms 
or houses.”

The key to online courses is that they 
are well developed, Carr said. “It’s just like 
in-class learning,” she said. “Just a different 
method of delivery.”

“Some faculty members have expressed 
concern over the online courses because they 
fear losing control over the curriculum.”

Linda Carr
CHIEF LEARNING OFFICER AT NORTHWEST STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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Seniors 

Bryce Renninger
Senior television, radio and 
film, English and textual 
studies, and religion and 
society major

“I think that freshmen 
may party more than 
seniors, but seniors party 
better. It’s a quality over 
quantity thing.”

Lorraine Tristan
Ssenior public relations and 
Spanish major

“I partied much more my 
freshman year than any 
year, so I would believe 
it. Senior year, it’s not as 
exciting anymore.”

Freshmen

Yanelly Santos
Undecided freshman in the 
College of Arts and Science 

“No, I don’t think freshmen 
party more than seniors, as 
seniors know the place bet-
ter. They have more house 
parties, bars and usually 
have cars, which means 
they can go out and aren’t 
restricted on campus. And 
to top it off, they are over 
21 years old.”

Jaclyn Dubois
Freshman psychology major

“Freshmen party more 
because they just got to 
college, and that’s the 
thing to do. Seniors are 
more focused, as they 
already went through the 
party phase.”

Seniors 

Brett Pahigiannis
Senior accounting major

“Study wise, I think it’s 
true … as seniors have 
‘senioritis’ and are ready to 
move on.”

Dave Hayward
Senior accounting and 
finance major

“People really do study 
more their freshman year, 
as they are exposed to a 
wider variety of subjects. 
Once you get into your 
major, then it’s common 
material, so it makes more 
sense and you have to 
study a bit less.”

A S K  T H E  E X P E R T S

By Darren Benda
STAFF WRITER

Whether it’s a late night to hit the books or the 
party scene, freshmen have seniors beat.

First-year students both party and study 
more than seniors, according to a Web-based 
study of 284 students by the Division of Student 
Affairs at New York University.

First-year students spend more time 
studying and socializing compared to 
upperclassmen, who spend the majority of 
their time on internships and jobs, according 
to the report.

The survey also showed that first-year 
students spend typically 45.5 hours a week 
on coursework, while their upperclassmen 

counterparts only spend 36 hours a week.
But first-years also socialize an average of 

18 hours per week, while upperclassmen spend 
only 15.4 hours, according to the survey. 

“If the survey is in fact valid, my take is that 
juniors and seniors see the light at the end of 
the tunnel and realize that soon they’ll have 
to be employed,” said Tibor Palfai, Syracuse 
University professor of drugs and human 
behavior.

Upperclassmen logged more hours than 
freshmen when it came to real-world work 
experience or internships, working an average 
of 10.5 hours per week to the first-year students’ 
6.3 hours per week.

The study, conducted by Marc Wais, vice 

president of student affairs at NYU, tested the 
amount that college students sleep versus the 
amount of time devoted to academics during the 
course of a week.

“We’re taking a much more holistic approach 
at timing this to see how many hours per week 
a student sleeps and how much time a student 
spends on academics,” Wais said.

The first-of-its-kind survey was offered to all 
NYU students during the week from Feb. 26 to 
March 4.

“There are schools who study how students 
use their time; however, the ones that do, they’ll 
ask it all at one snap moment,” Wais said. 
“There is no school that nearly tracks students 
over a one-week period using the Web survey 

that we do.”
The participants were instructed to log in 

their eating, sleeping and academic preparation 
time, amongst 10 other categories.

“We tried to make it really easy for the 
students, so they could come back a couple of 
times daily and log in their times,” Wais said.

According to the NYU news release, the 
reason behind the survey was to find useful 
information regarding the lifestyles of NYU 
students, so that the “university can provide 
programs and services that best fit their 
lifestyles.”

This all leads to the question: Who do you 
think studies and parties harder — freshmen 
or seniors?

Freshmen vs. Seniors: Who parties, studies more?

Freshmen

Devan Miles
Freshman retail management 
major

“I don’t think freshmen 
study more than seniors, 
since they are freshmen, 
and they think that they 
have three more years to 
study and make it up.”

Evan Cole
Freshman entrepreneurship 
and emerging enterprises and 
marketing major

“It depends on the major 
and classes that the stu-
dent takes.”

DO FRESHMEN PARTY MORE THAN SENIORS?DO FRESHMEN STUDY MORE THAN SENIORS?

Of the 16 conferences that participated in 
the challenge, Syracuse finished No. 10 overall. 
The Ivy League’s University of Pennsylvania 
was crowned the overall winner, purchasing 
112,000,000 kilowatt-hours of green energy — or 
five times the amount SU buys.

“In this day and age, universities nationwide 
are trying to reduce their environmental 
impact, and green power is one of the best 
ways to address the purchased electricity that 
an institution makes,” said James Critchfield, 
program manager of EPA’s Green Power 
Partnership.

Critchfield stressed the importance of large 
universities taking the lead in purchasing green 
energy, as they can set an example for the rest of 
the country.

“Through the actions of universities 
nationwide, the awareness of green power 
resources like solar, wind and geothermal, 
are increasing among normal folks as well as 
corporate leaders,” he said. “Everybody has 
a father or mother who is perhaps a CEO at a 

major corporation or a governmental leader, 
so students who take part and take pride in 
their schools choice to green their electricity 
have impacts outside of school that can have 
repercussions nationwide.”

Most green energy is carbon free so it 
prevents carbon dioxide from entering the 
atmosphere, which is a major cause of climate 
change, said political science professor Sarah 
Pralle.

“The main environmental benefit is that 
it transitions us away from carbon intensive 
energy to carbon neutral, and that is what we’re 
going to have to do on a huge scale if we want to 
tackle climate change,” she said.

Freshman Caitlin Cornell was also 
impressed by the initiative SU has taken to set 
a powerful example for other large corporations 
and universities.

“Universities are supposed to represent a 
higher level of education and therefore are 
compelled to provide a strong example for 
the rest of the world to follow,” said Cornell, 
health and wellness major. “Syracuse’s use 
of green energy is a positive step in the right 
direction.”

“I think it’s great that the university is 

dedicated to this, and I think more schools 
should try to use as much green energy as 
possible,” said Elizabeth Sennett, freshman 
elementary education major. “Green energy is 
a great way to sidestep global warming, and I 
think we all need to do our part.”

While placing first in the conference is a 
start, there is still much that could be done to 
improve the university’s energy practices and 
everyone seems to be encouraging it.

“We want to see other schools in the Big 
East take the lead that Syracuse has placed out 
there,” said Critchfield, program manager. “It 
would be nice to see the Big East Conference 
purchase more green power than any other 
conference. We are hoping that naturally 
occurring competitive spirit will take hold 
and allow other schools the opportunity to get 
engaged, almost like a sporting event.”

Professor Pralle voiced similar thoughts, 
mentioning that there is always room for 
improvement.

“I’m really proud of Syracuse for winning 
this,” she said. “It’s terrific, but I think we could 
do even better. We could buy 100 percent green 
energy. I’d like to see SU commit to even higher 
levels, but it’s a great start.”

ENERGY
F R O M  P A G E  3

individual is an SU student, faculty or staff 
member, or how the infection was contract-
ed, due to privacy laws.

The individual has not been found to be 
a threat to the SU community. But public 
health protocol requires those who may have 
had certain kinds of contact with the indi-
vidual receive a cautionary TB test.

Officials administered preliminary 
tests to a few people who had come in 
contact with the individual but increased 
that number to about 100 when some people 
from the first group tested positive for 
latent tuberculosis.

SU Health Services and the health depart-
ment notified people who should be tested, 
and only those notified should be tested, 
according to the statement.

County Health Commissioner Dr. Cynthia 
Morrow and SU spokesman Kevin Morrow 
could not be reached for comment.

—Compiled by Melanie Hicken and 
Eric Hughes, The Daily Orange

TUBERCULOSIS
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to Goldstein Auditorium to discuss issues sur-
rounding three main topics: diversity, campus 
safety and first-year experience on South Cam-
pus. The selection of those topics was based on a 
campus survey conducted in fall 2006.

A report compiled from notes taken at the 
meeting was presented at a special SA meeting 
on March 5. 

While only a few non-assembly members 
attended the follow-up meeting, the summit has 
provided SA with some direction.

“Having the students first say what their 
initial concerns are through a survey and then 
having them express those concerns in more 
detail has really given us kind of a beacon 
to guide ourselves,” Kelly said. “SA needs to 
reflect what the students are feeling — it’s our 
job, since we are elected officials.”

Engaging SA and the student body off cam-
pus has been another prerogative this session, 
and it was put to the test by recent off-campus 
housing controversy. 

The South East Neighborhood Association 
petitioned the Syracuse Common Council to limit 
the number of unrelated housing occupants from 
five to three, which would affect students living 
off campus in the popular Euclid Avenue area.

SA representatives and students attended a 
March 1 council hearing in City Hall. It was the 
first time the proposal was brought before the 
council, although it was not voted on.

“For the students to overflow the room was 

not only impressive,” Kelly said, “it also showed 
the Common Council that we are here, and if 
they are thinking about passing a bill like this, 
we’re ready to do what we need to.”

Since the meeting, Kelly said SA has been 
working with SEUNA to come up with a joint 
proposal that addresses some of the group’s 
complaints — parking, trash and noise — with-
out changing the housing limit.

On the student engagement side, SA has been 
involved in several on-campus programs, such 
as the Vera House Campaign, The Totally Fabu-
lous Drag Show and Adopt-A-Street.

Adopt-A-Street is a community service 
program organized by the Office of Off-Campus 
Student Services. SA and several other student 
groups volunteer once a month to clean an 
adopted section of a street — in SA’s case, the 
200 to 400 blocks of Euclid Avenue. 

“What I like about it, too, is it’s a long-term 
commitment,” said Katherine Chillscyzn, chair-
woman of the Committee on Student Engage-
ment. “It’s ongoing, and it really creates bonds 
and forms relationships between student groups 
on campus and the off-campus community.”

Changes
SA has seen some changes this semester, both 

internal and external. For new members, the 
transition into the assembly has become easier.

“When I came to this organization, I didn’t 
really know who to turn to,” said Larry Seivert, 
chairman of the Committee on University 
Affairs, who joined SA last semester. “I felt 
kind of a disconnect when I went in the office 
because the people who had been there were so 
used to each other.” 

But Seivert said that is no longer true this ses-
sion. “Seeing the new assembly members come in, 
they seem much more at home,” he said.

Chillscyzn, who joined SA at the beginning 
of the 51st session, agrees, saying she was at 
first apprehensive about becoming part of the 
organization.

“I was just nervous, because I feel like a lot of 
people know each other from past sessions,” she 
said. “But it’s a really good group, and people 
really come together and help you out.”

Also underway is a change in how SA inter-
acts with other student groups — carried over, 
in part, from last session.

“I feel that Ryan Kelly is trying to make his 
organization more than a financial group,” said 
Cosi Saint-Phard, president of Pride Union, a 
LGBT student group. “For a while, they were 
just that place were you got funded.”

Indeed, that is something SA’s leaders are 
well aware of. Some of SA’s main criticisms in 
the past were that it acted only as a financial 
body and that it lacked a “pulse” that was in 
tune with issues on campus, Kelly said.

“We’re continuing to work on our legitimacy 
and (making sure) that students know we are 
the body to come to if you guys have a problem,” 
he said, adding that the assembly is looking for 
representatives with this kind of mindset.

“I don’t want representatives on this body 
that don’t work for the students,” Kelly said. “I 
would rather have five members than 30 that 
aren’t proactive.”

He has applied the same philosophy in choos-
ing members for his cabinet.

“SA has been quite successful in recruiting 
cabinet members who are aware of what is 
happening on campus,” said Associate Dean of 
Students Juanita Perez Williams.

In the past, most cabinet members were 
involved only in SA, she said. Now, the mem-
bers are each involved in a variety of other 
organizations.

Interaction between SA and other student 
groups has improved somewhat, according to 
Saint-Phard from the LGBT group. 

SA seems a little more organized, she 
said, especially in terms of budgeting. This 
semester, each student organization applying 

SA
F R O M  P A G E  1

“When I came to this organization, I didn’t really 
know who to turn to. I felt kind of a disconnect 
when I went in the office because the people who 
had been there were so used to each other.” 

Larry Seivert
COMMITTEE ON UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS CHAIRMAN

dailyorange.com

SEE SA PAGE 9
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Air Force ROTC students look just 
like other college students, except 
that with scholarships ranging from 
$15,000 - $28,000/year, plus a SU 
grant of $8,000, they spend more time 
having fun and less time in debt. With 
additional spending money up to 
$400$400 every month and a guaranteed 
job after graduation, Air Force ROTC 
will allow you to do what you’ve 
always wanted: Make a difference in 
the world.
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Call Theatre for Showtimes

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �

FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (125 405) 720 1005

VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (150 435) 745 1020

IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (155 425) 730 1000

PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 420) 710 945

DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (140 415) 725 955

PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 740 1010

FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (200 430)

ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (210 440) 700 935

BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (205 445) 750 1015

MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (145 410) 705 930

WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (215 450) 715 940

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �

FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 430) 720 1000

VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (140 400) 750 1020

IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (150 445) 740 1015

PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 410) 710 940

DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (115 420) 730 950

PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 745 1010

THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (450) PM

FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (120 345)

ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (145 415) 705 930

BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (135 350) 700 920

MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (110 340) 650 915

WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (200) 715 945
©2007Times For 4/23/07

for funds received budgeting instructions in 
their mailboxes.

“They’ve done a great job of really reach-
ing out to student organizations,” said Clar-
ence Cross, president of University Union. 
“From my stance, there definitely has been an 
improvement.”

On the other hand, Saint-Phard said, 
approaching SA members can be a bit difficult 
because they are always so busy.

“There’s a lot of red tape in their group. It’s 
run like a senate,” she said, adding that she 
doesn’t “think they can change how they run 
their organization because it’s so big.”

The relationship between SA and university 
administrators and faculty has also changed. 
Kelly has worked closely with them to understand 
their initiatives, according to Dean Williams.

“In the past, there was a philosophy that in 
order to be successful at leadership, you had to 
be suspect,” she said. “I’m not saying Ryan is 
leaving that. I think what he’s also trying to do 
is do that along with collaborating with (univer-
sity) leadership.”

Improvements
Despite the wealth of initiatives, some feel 

there are improvements to be made.
“The student activity fee needs to be raised,” 

Cross, the UU president, said.
Compared to other “peer” universities, SU’s 

fee is much lower, and an increase would allow 
for more and better programming, Cross said. 
Although he said the fee increase was more 
important, Cross would also like to see UU’s bud-
geting system changed from a per semester basis 

to yearly, which he says will also save money.  
On March 26, SA delayed a proposal to change 

UU’s budgeting system — after a committee 
within Kelly’s Cabinet received the proposal on 
March 23 — saying it agreed with the proposal 
but that there was not enough time for a thorough 
review before the April 5 budget deadline.  

The announcement came as a surprise to 
some assembly members, particularly Neville 
Williams, who spent four months on his own 
working on UU’s budget prior to the announce-
ment. Neville Williams said he wished assem-
bly members better communicated what they 
are working on to avoid overlap.

“I don’t know what other people are working 
on, and I guess I wish it was easier to have cross-
talk between assembly members,” he said.

Neville Williams has been involved in SA for 
about a year and said he also would like more 
time to discuss bills in assembly, before they 
are introduced for a vote. 

“A lot of the time, if you receive the bill, 
you’re expected to vote on it, and that’s that,” he 
said. “You’ll have pro-con debate before the bill, 
but the vote is still pressing forward.” 

“I think sometimes it puts imminent nature 
in a lot of our minds, especially when we gener-
ally don’t have the bills or the agenda two days 
beforehand to sort of look at it, digest it, get the 
feelings of the constituency and things like 
that,” he said.  He added that this could partly 
be solved by showing assembly members the 
bills before they reach the floor.

Before bills reach the assembly, they must go 
through and be approved by at least one commit-
tee, depending on the nature of the legislation. 

Yet SA Parliamentarian Marko Markov 
offers a different reason for the lack of debate. 

Assembly members may present their ideas 
before writing the actual bill and receive feed-

back from the rest of SA.
“If they do it in such a way that they don’t 

keep the assembly out of the loop, then the 
debate on the bill will be less just, because 
people understand the details,” he said, adding 
that he feels this is why there seems to be less 
debate over bills this session.

What’s next?
Even as they near the halfway point of the 

session, SA still has a large list of goals that it 
has not reached.  

Seivert, SA chairman, said he would like 
his committee to address lighting on and off 
campus — one of the issues discussed during 
the leadership summit. 

“So far, we’ve kind of lost a little steam 
with lighting committees,” he said. “We’re in 
efforts with Rami Badawy (director of Judicial 
Affairs). He submitted a report to the chancel-
lor. We’re really waiting to see what’s going on 
with lighting.” 

Revitalization of the Schine Underground is 
now overseen by Vice President Marlene Gold-
enberg, who said the administration is very 
receptive to the idea.

Goldenberg is working on gathering 
research for the project. Although construction 
will probably not begin until later sessions, 
she said she hopes to have the administration’s 
approval before the 51st session is up.  

Chillscyzn and her committee are helping 
organize a forum next semester — similar in 
nature to the leadership summit — for all of 
SU’s greek councils to meet and discuss issues, 
as well as get to know each other.

“I know they’re going to be looking to SA 
next semester for some kind of funding and 
support for this forum,” Chillscyzn said. “We’re 
really there to support, but also to give our 

ideas and feedback.”
Neville Williams is working on several 

proposals of his own, including a revised smok-
ing policy, a campus-wide energy conservation 
and recycling program, and an SA-sponsored 
student DVD library.

Also in development is a new merit scholar-
ship, headed by Joe Wieder, chair of the Com-
mittee on Academic Affairs. If implemented, 
the scholarship would help students who are 
excelling at SU but who entered the school with-
out a scholarship.

Wieder’s committee is also looking into an 
academic resources center on South Campus, a 
difficult task, because it will require construc-
tion. Kelly said he hopes to have a completed 
proposal submitted to the chancellor by the end 
of the spring.

“Everyone points to South Campus as hav-
ing social problems — which there are,” Kelly 
said, “but the people that live there have said, 
‘No, that’s not the problem; we get along just 
fine. We need some place to do work.’”

But a common goal for many SA members 
is recruitment and raising student awareness 
about the organization. Recruitment e-mails, 
according to Kelly, should have been sent out to 
all the listservs at each college. 

The assembly’s public relations department 
has also begun its Nowhere to Hide campaign, 
an effort to publicize representatives to their 
constituents. Each assembly member will have 
posters with their photograph put up in their 
respective home colleges.

“We just want people to know that we’re 
here, and we’re for them,” said Jasmine Jack-
son, SA’s director of internal affairs. “A lot of 
people think we’re just another student orga-
nization with our own agenda, but our agenda 
comes from the students.”

SA
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CLASSIC THE PERRY BIBLE FELLOWSHIP BY NICHOLAS GUREWITCH | WWW.PBFCOMICS.COM

CLASSIC EAST HIGH ALL-STARS BY ANDREW BLANDA & MIKE PRATTICO | ADBLANDA@HOTMAIL.COM

CLASSIC BEEF JERKY BY JON MOSES | JONATHANMOSES@GMAIL.COM

CLASSIC LIFE OF BORIS BY BEN MILCZARSKI | SWEATSTAIN@JUNO.COM

Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH

Friday’s answer
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Alex Shebar
(315) EDITOR

B obcat Goldthwait will 
always call Syracuse his 
home, even if he constantly 
lives in the  doghouse. 

The  comedian/actor turned direc-
tor visited his hometown on Saturday 
night for a special event at the Syra-
cuse International Film Festival. Best 
known for his standup work or roles 
in movies like “Police Academy” or 
“Scrooged,” Goldthwait has recently 
turned his career in a new direction by 
working behind the camera.

This weekend, he came to The Pal-
ace Theatre with a special screening 
of his 2006 Sundance-accepted and 
critically acclaimed film, “Sleeping 
Dogs Lie,” which he wrote and as 
directed. This is the second to last 
stop on the film’s tour. After this, it 
will be heading to the Maryland Film 
Festival, because John Waters chose 
it as his favorite film of the year, 
Goldthwait said. 

The night began with a quick 
introduction by Goldthwait. He 
thanked the festival for bringing 
him back home, as well as related 
some of his own stories from his 
youth in Syracuse. Goldthwait 
said 35 years ago he would come 
to the theater as a kid to watch the 
most poorly made movies, films 
starring Bigfoot or UFOs. And now 
the theater has been completely 
redone and updated, and is show-
ing his film, so it hasn’t gotten 
much better, he said. 

“This movie was shot in 16 
days, and half the crew was from 
Craigslist,” Goldthwait said. “I’m not 
trying to make excuses for the movie. 
I’m just trying to let you know that 
it’s a movie I never thought I would 
see in theaters. I always thought it 
would be something I’d say to my 
friend, ‘Hey want to see something 
f*cked up? Come over to my house, I 
made this movie.’ And now I’ve been 
all around the world with it.”

The film certainly isn’t the epitome 
of moral values. It’s a tale of Amy, a girl 
with a job she loves, a family who loves 

Bestiality 
film shows 
Goldthwait’s 
versatility

S Y R A C U S E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  F I L M  F E S T I VA L

ONLINE
Visit dailyorange.com 
to view a video from 
the event

credits
mahala gaylord | contributing photographer

THE PALACE THEATER hosted the closing ceremony for the Syracuse International Film Festival, at which awards, including best film, best 
director and best actor, were given out to films shown during the weekend-long event.

Film Festival’s closing ceremony 
paints picture of hopeful future 
for Syracuse arts scene

Roll 

SEE BOBCAT PAGE 13

The Syracuse International Film Festival came 
to a close Sunday night, giving recognition to 
the weekend’s best film. “The Professor and 
His Beloved Equation” took home the most 
honors, with five awards on the night. Here are  
top picks from the festival.

Best feature film
The Professor and His Beloved Equation

Best director
Atsushi Koizumi (The Professor and His 
Beloved Equation)

Best actor
Akira Terao (The Professor and His Beloved 
Equation)

Best actress
Juliet Binoche (Caché)

Best Central NY Film
True Stories from Rug City

By Gil Raitses
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

T he atypical 78-degree weather outside the 
Palace Theater on Sunday made Syracuse 
feel like Los Angeles. The mediocre atten-

dance, technical difficulties and overall medium-
budget feel of the award ceremony inside was more 
like what this city is accustomed to.

From the large size of the theater to the nifty 
little complementary popcorn buckets full of snacks, 
it was clear the people behind the scenes were 
aiming high when they planned this out. However, 
the organizers who put it together were thrown a 
few late curveballs that forced them to make some 
last minute changes. As a result, there was a lot of 
interference, which for the most part came in the 
form of technical difficulties with video clips. Aside 
from minor disruptions like these, the show went as 
planned.

Among those in attendance was acclaimed Israeli 
filmmaker Chaim Bouzaglo, who directed the film 
“Janim Janim” in 2004. He was participating in 
the festival as a member of the judges’ panel. It was 
announced that he would soon be starting produc-

tion on a film to take place in Syracuse, called “The 
Hotel Syracuse.”

Another distinguished artist honored at the 
ceremony was Italian video artist Aldo Tambellini. 
In his introduction, he was referred to as “one of 
the founders of video art.” He gave a moving speech 
about his unusual background and how it has 
affected his approach to art.

He also commented on how the city of Syracuse 
has moved in a more artistic direction in recent 
years.

“Death is my background,” he said.
Also in attendance was Italian poster artist 

Silvano Campeggi, who accepted the honorary 
Lifetime Achievement Award for the work he’s done 
designing some of the more recognizable posters 
for films of the classical Hollywood era. He is also 
responsible for the poster for this year’s film festi-
val. When he accepted his award, he spoke in Italian 
through a translator about donating the design for 
the film festival’s poster.

“I was trying to recreate the magic of the movies, 
because the magic of movies is not only then, but 
also now,” Campeggi said.
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By Brian Tahmosh
FEATURE EDITOR

Sixty-four teams will battle; one will emerge 
victorious. The competitors will be put through 
a grueling test of their minds and bodies until 
one duo can proudly declare they are the cham-
pions … of beer pong.

The New York Beer 
Pong Tour will roll into 
Chuck’s Café, on its fifth 
top in a nine-city tour 
on Tuesday night at 7. 
Thirty-two teams have 
already entered the 
tournament and tour 
organizer Sam Pines 
expects the number to 

climb to close to 64.
Teams will be competing for a grand prize 

trip to Las Vegas. The top four teams will 
receive gift cards to FYE and gift certificates to 
Diamantes for 20 wings and a free large pizza. 
The top two teams will also win $100 gift cer-
tificates to Chuck’s. The winner will also earn 
another $50 added to the Chuck’s gift certificate.

The games will be played with six cups and 
all entrants must be at least 21 years old. Com-

petitors must pay a $20 entry fee and drinking 
is optional, Pines said. Teams can sign up at 
worldpongtour.com.

“We’re trying to promote responsible 
drinking,” he said. “We don’t want any binge 
drinking.”

There is no official beer for the tournament, 
but Pines said it should be a house draft beer, 
along the lines of Coors Light.

The tour was started in the fall of 2006, 
after Pines graduated from Marist College. It 
started with a six-city tour and has grown to 
journeys as large as 15 cities in New York. The 
hardest part for Pines was trying to win the trust 
of sponsors for a drinking-game tournament.

“I had a vision of seeing beer pong played all 
over the place,” Pines said.

In February, the tour made a stop in Syra-
cuse, and drew 32 teams to the tournament. 
Pines said this time he only expects the number 
of participants to grow. 

He said the fact that competitors have a 
chance to win such a big trip should be a big 
enough draw for anyone to come.

“Everyone plays beer pong,” Pines said. “If 
you make cups, you can win a free trip to Vegas 
for just $20.”

IF YOU GO
What: New York 
Beer Pong Tour
Where: Chuck’s 
Café
When: Tuesday, 7 
p.m. 
How much: $20 
entry fee

Field nearly set for Chuck’s 
Mayfest beer pong tournament

courtesy of world pong tour enterprises
CHUCK’S CAFE held a New York Beer Pong 
Tour event in February. Tuesday teams will 
compete for a grand prize trip to Las Vegas.

Want to cover 
events like the 
beer pong 
tournament? 

Write for feature.

E-mail Andy at 
pulp@dailyorange.
com
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her and her first steady relationship. The only 
problem is she carries a dirty little secret from 
her past that still haunts her: once in college, 
for no reason other than to do it, she gave her 
dog blowjob. Yeah, that dirty of a secret. And 
when her boyfriend becomes her fiancé and 
starts pushing for a “completely open about 
everything” policy, she panics. Finally, after 
advice from friends and family that honesty is 
key, Amy tells him the truth and watches her 
life fall apart.

Even though the film’s subject matter was 
a tad-bit taboo, the event was sold out and the 
film got a standing ovation at its conclusion 
from people of all ages.

“It was great. It was so hysterical, really 
funny” said Valerie Ianello, a 2006 Syracuse 
University film art graduate and part of the 
new filmmaker showcase at the festival. 
“Literally, tears were coming down my eyes 
at one point. I loved it.”

After the movie, Goldthwait had a 30-min-
ute Q&A session, where audience members 
asked about things that ranged from ques-
tions about the movie to personal stories 
about Goldthwait. Many of these questions 

sent Goldthwait off into personal rants and 
amusing anecdotes. One of the best was about 
having to shoot some of the scenes on the 
lot of a porn set. Goldthwait said one of the 
“actresses” came up and asked him what his 
film was about.

“‘Well, it’s about a girl who blows a dog and 
her life falls apart,’ and she looked at me like I 
was f*cked up,’” Goldthwait said.

Goldthwait also said one of the main reasons 
he was excited to be in Syracuse was the fact 
that it gave him a chance to be with his family, 
who were in the audience supporting him.

“I’m very proud of him, obviously,” said 
Mary Wasilewski, Goldthwait’s sister and an 
East Syracuse resident. “I’m very proud that 
he wrote it as well as directed it, he really did 
a great job. It’s (a great film), it will make you 
laugh, make you cry.”

While clearly not an average film, or even 
an average person who created it, the night 
still obviously had an effect on those who 
went.

“It was very real and educational at the 
same time,” said Ryan Kase, an advertis-
ing design graduate student. “I thought he 
was inspiring. (The fact that he was from 
Syracuse) pointed closer to home. He was a lot 
more relatable when you knew where he was 
coming from.”

BOBCAT
F R O M  P A G E  1 1

By Andrew Kase
STAFF WRITER

T he classic story of a stunning, wealthy 
woman looking for love in all of the 
wrong places was enlivened on the 

Syracuse Opera stage for the romantic comedy 
“The Merry Widow.”

Jill Gardner relished in the role of Hanna Gla-
wari, a young, attractive widow who is looking for 
a dance partner and ultimately a suitor to marry.

However, Hanna is cautious because she is 
afraid that most of the men she meets are only 
interested in her fortune.

Gardner, making her Syracuse Opera debut 
with “The Merry Widow,” shined on stage and her 
sharp voice echoed throughout the packed theater 
during the performance, which was held Friday 
at Crouse-Hinds Theater at the Oncenter.

During Hanna’s quest to find love, she winds 
up finding it in the least likely of places, the 
hilarious Count Danilo, played by Robert Allen.

“I loved it,” said Julie Ritchie, resident of 
Cazenovia. “It was very funny and very enter-
taining. I really liked the male cast members a 
lot, especially the baron. I like how there was 
more acting than you usually see in an opera.”

“The Merry Widow” is a three-act play based 
on French playwright Henry Meilhacs’ roman-
tic comedy “L’Attache d’Ambassade.” Franz 
Lehar wrote the music for the play.

“It was a little bit tedious, but the women were 
beautiful and the singing was great,” said Janet 

Karc, resident of Rochester. “I’m glad I came.”
The opera ran too long, coming in short of three 

hours, but overall, was entertaining. The singing 
was crisp and on key, especially from the tenors.

From the fantastic acting to the music, which 
accompanied each song, the play was a great expe-
rience. The music was smoothly performed, and 
the orchestra played a critical role in the play.

The performances from the seasoned actors, 
as well as those making their debuts, were 
impressive. The actors who played Valencienne 
and her husband, Baron Zeta, Adriana Zabala 
and John Davies respectively, were particularly 
funny.

One scene during which the male leads of the 
play sing together about the trials and tribula-
tions of love with women was a laugh riot.

“It was wonderful,” said David Craine, 
resident of Hamilton and Syracuse University 
alumnus. “There was beautiful music, colorful 
costumes and it was just a wonderful opera.”

The sets were detailed to the most specific 
degree, and the costumes were fabulous, fitting 
the time period well.

The biggest difficulty in watching the play 
was the longevity of the first two acts, but the 
third act was much shorter. However, every 
aspect of the play meshed with the original 
material, producing an enjoyable production.

“I especially liked the merry widow, she was 
engaging and her smile was engaging,” said 
Craine, “She brought a real presence to the stage.”

Opera resonates well with 
Oncenter audience
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“If Fergie got back with them, 
Black Eyed Peas would be the 
most energetic, most fun concert 
ever. But if not them, Guster.”

  Jen D’Angelo
FRESHMAN ACTING MAJOR

PERSPECT IVES
compiled by brian tahmosh | feature editor

What’s your dream Block Party act?

“If Ludacris came, he would 
have hit after hit after hit and he 
would keep the crowd going. ”

Yaw Owusu-safo
SOPHOMORE INFORMATION STUDIES MAJOR

“Dave Matthews Band would be a 
pretty good show. Ciara is mostly 
focused toward younger girls, but 
with Dave, everyone can come.”

  Manish Gupta
FRESHMAN ACCOUNTING MAJOR

“I would probably like to see 
Journey. I really like Journey, 
or probably The Killers, I don’t 
know if we could get them ”

   Linda Tadrus
SENIOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

u n i v e r s i t y  u n i o n

Uneven Block Party lineup leaves crowd wanting more
By Andy McCullough

ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

C onor McGrann watched TV on the 
Radio wrap up its 45-minute set then 
hopped out of his seat in the Carrier 

Dome bleachers. 
“Ciara sucks!” the sophomore printmaking 

major shouted as he and his friends walked out 
of the Dome. 

McGrann had paid money for all three acts 
at Sunday night’s Block Party show put on by 
University Union, but he wasn’t about to stick 
around.

“Ciara’s a second-tier pop act, I mean …” 
McGrann laughed, his voice trailing off as he 
shook his head. 

McGrann wasn’t alone. Dozens more 
joined in the exodus after a TV on the Radio 
performance bogged down by a lack of crowd 
interaction.

“The billing just doesn’t work,” he said. “You 
have people who would normally want to see TV 
on the Radio not coming because of Ciara and 
Lupe Fiasco on the bill, and that hurt TV on the 
Radio’s show.”

About an hour later, after Lupe Fiasco was 
finished, freshmen Sam Angiuli and Abel 
Thomas headed toward the exits themselves, 
disappointed with what they saw. They had 
come for the first two acts and left unimpressed.

“This isn’t a really good crowd,” said 
Angiuli, a business major. “Both acts were 
pretty good and I just think they deserved a 
little more.”

Such was the theme at UU’s annual year-

ending concert: come, enjoy your band, even if 
no one else does. The disjointed lineup led to a 
disjointed crowd, one which prevented the show 
from fully succeeding.

The lack of interest in the show was clear 
by the attendance. The top rows of the Carrier 
Dome bleachers — jammed last year for Kanye 
West — were empty, as were the sides of the bot-
tom section. People filled only the first few rows 
of the middle tier.

Opener TVOTR was an excellent band, 
one that brilliantly tiptoes the line between 
arty and primal. However, roaring tracks like 
“Wolf Like Me” and “Young Liars” were met 
with a polite, but mostly bored response from 
the crowd. The songs would have sounded 
great anywhere else, a bar, a club, a basement, 
anywhere besides the half-empty hangar of the 
Carrier Dome.

“The crowd was weak,” said McGrann. “You 
could even tell by the end that the band was 
mad.”

Lead singer Tunde Adebimpe tried his 
hardest to rouse those before him, his left arm 
continuously slashing up toward the sky as 
he swayed across the stage, hips locked to the 
throb of the songs.

Up, up, up, he seemed to say. Get up, drink 
this in, lose yourself in our dirty storm.

The crowd didn’t seem to catch on. 
They remained seated through the show, 

chatting with friends, checking text messages 
or just staring blankly at the band.

TVOTR laid down a heavy thunder rendition 
of “Staring at The Sun” to end their set before 

quickly fleeing the scene.
“They wanted to get off stage just as much 

as the crowd wanted them to,” said Ali Riaz, a 
sophomore English major.

Lupe Fiasco, clad in the blood red of his 
hometown Chicago Bulls with a red Po doll 
attached to his pocket, followed, sauntering out 
to Jay-Z’s “Encore.” The back-pack rapper con-
trolled his portion of the show, bouncing to cuts 
such as “Kick, Push,” West Side Chicago eulogy 
“The Cool,” and closer “Daydream.”

Lupe kept the crowd hyped throughout, even 
if the outstanding “The Instrumental” fell on 
the audience’s deaf ears.

“Lupe just did so good,” said Ryan Merchant, 
a sophomore political science major. “So much 
energy, multi-talented, everything.”

Finally it was time for the headliner Ciara, 
the one everyone had come to see. 

Well, at least everyone remaining had come 
to see.

It was an uneven performance, marked by 
raucous highs when the crowd was in tune dur-
ing the choruses, and seemingly apathetic lows 
as movement in the audience slowed during 
several of Ciara’s lesser known songs. 

Ciara was content to leave chorus duty to 
her backing tracks, opting instead to gyrate her 
hips, mutter “come on” or “oh baby,” repeatedly 
ask where her ladies were, hump the ground, 
urge the crowd to party with her, bend over 
backward in an inverted bridge, tell everyone 
to throw their hands in the air — anything, 
anything it seemed, but sing.

Songs? Let the musicians worry about those.

Even when she had command of the show 
during “Lose Control,” she gave it up by leaving 
the stage halfway through. A medley of other 
people’s tracks replaced her, as “This is Why 
I’m Hot,” “What You Know” and “Throw Some 
D’s” raised the energy to a tipping point.

This, it seemed, was what they wanted to 
see. 

“When she brought out the other songs, it 
showed she was humble,” Merchant said. “That 
she’s not afraid to share the spotlight.”

It was a spotlight that she would struggle to 
reclaim. When Ciara came back, the moment 
was gone, replaced again by audience boredom. 
It wasn’t until later in the show that she got 
them back, this time dancing to “SexyBack” 
and “Fergalicious.”

The crowd, with the Ciara-haters all gone 
home, didn’t seem to mind the lulls in the action 
afterward.

“It was good,” said Chrissy Johnson, a fresh-
man IST major. “I liked it.”

After a while, though, the over hour-long 
show began to drag. Audience members 
trickled out as Ciara, clad in baggy black pants 
covered with sequins and strands of jewels and 
a black flak jacket seemingly borrowed from 
My Chemical Romance, filled the time between 
songs thanking the crowd repeatedly and giv-
ing the occasional self-help speech. 

She even closed with a speech urging the 
crowd to pick up her latest album, “The Evolu-
tion,” and tell their friends to buy it, too. 

No encore. Save those for the musicians, too, 
I guess.
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THIS WEEK ON THE ORANGE TELEVISION NETWORK:
Tuesday, April 24- 10:30 pm- CitrusTV’s Syracuse After Hours
Wednesday, April 25- 7 pm- Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
Friday, April 27- 2:30 am- The Control Room
Sunday, April 29- 6 pm- Penguins Without Pants

See the complete schedule of movies, comedy, music and more at orangetv.syr.edu CHANNEL 2
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By Taylor Engler
ASST. (315) EDITOR

L ast night, Jake Gyllenhall proposed to 
me. We were on a private beach in Tahiti 
— wild horses ran by, a waterfall tickled 

down a distant cave, and as the sun set, Jake 
took to his knee and popped the question with 

a seven-carat platinum 
diamond ring. Of 
course, I said “yes,” even 
if my oversized rock will 
make me limp lopsided 
to the left for the rest of 
my life. Then a TV-cam-

era crew came out from behind a mango tree 
and said, “You’ve just been punk’d.”

Well, maybe that was just a dream, but it is also 
what I picture would happen when the executive 
producers of “Punk’d,” the TV show that plays 
evil little tricks on celebrities, take on the bridal 
industry. In the new TV show “The Real Wedding 
Crashers,” premiering tonight on NBC, a team of 
pranksters unites with a real bride and groom to 
punk their entire wedding party and guests.

In the premiere episode, couple Jonnie and 
Derek, who met when they were 13 and apparently 

haven’t outgrown their childish antics, let a group 
of improv comedians into their lives and nuptials 
to carry out a series of silly tricks of which only 
they are aware are staged. I won’t give away all 
the secrets, but you can pretty much guess what 
would happen with a priest who answers his cell 
phone during the vows, a groom’s friend who 
thinks he destroyed the bridal gown when he 
drags it down the freeway half out the car door, 
and a best man who thinks he got the groom 
arrested for smoking Cuban cigars.

And that is just the problem with “The Real 
Wedding Crashers.” It is completely predictable. 
How do you think bridesmaids would react when 
the four-tiered cake is dropped in front of them? 
Nobody’s going to be cheering. And while the 
pranks on “Punk’d” were often outlandish, the 
actors always seemed to stay well enough into 
character that even the most avid viewer might be 
fooled if caught in a prank situation themselves. 
However, the five wedding crashers of this new 
show are overactors, class clowns who didn’t get 
enough attention in high school, so they make the 
pranks seem rather unbelievable.

Also, “Punk’d’s” funny narration stemming 
from the excessive energy and goofy-pal like-

ability of executive producer Ashton Kutcher is 
replaced by narrator, Garreth, a wedding crasher 
who hosts the show and falls flat with over usage 
of jokes about how handsome he is (supposedly 
funny because of his actual unattractiveness). 
Really, the actors are just annoying, and I 
wouldn’t want them near my wedding at all, even 
if it meant I got to be on TV and have my honey-
moon paid for, as the couples who participate do.

But I do, in that sense, have to give props 
to the brides and grooms who actually choose 
to be on the show. Well, mostly the brides. 
Because while I’m sure a lot of men (boys at 
heart) out there would risk even the serenity 
of their wedding day to see the look on their 
best friend’s face when he thinks the wedding 
gown just became a mini-skirt as the result of 
his actions, most ladies out there would go into 
cardiac arrest before they allowed their priest 
to pronounce their name wrong at all times 
during the ceremony. So while the show may 
be a little less than funny, good for the couples 
who keep their love light. And in the days of the 
ever-expanding and exploding bridal industry, 
remember what a wedding day is really all 
about — fun and celebration. 

Absurd pranks ruin nuptials 
on ‘Real Wedding Crashers’

TOP 5 SHOWS TO SET 
YOUR TIVO FOR
1. American Idol: Idol Gives Back – Tues-
day and Wednesday, 8 p.m. on FOX
On Tuesday, the remaining contestants 
will perform, and with every viewer’s vote, 
sponsors will make a donation to Charity 
Projects Entertainment Fund to help chil-
dren and young people in the United States 
and Africa. Wednesday, a star-studded 
event featuring celebrity performances will 
act as a telethon to raise more money.

2. Heroes – Tonight, 9 p.m. on NBC
NBC’s drama about people who woke up 
one day with extraordinary abilities returns 
with an all-new episode. They saved the 
cheerleader, can they save the world?

3. 30 Rock – Thursday, 9:30 on NBC
If you’re already watching “The Office,” 
keep the TV tuned to NBC to see the 
season finale of one of TV’s best new 
comedies.

4. Boston Red Sox @ New York Yankees 
– Saturday, 4 p.m. on FOX
As the weather heats up, so does sports’ 
greatest rivalry. It’s still only April, but 
with these teams, every game counts.

5. Grey’s Anatomy – Thursday, 9 p.m. on 
ABC
ABC’s wildly popular hospital drama’s third 
season is coming to a close. Things are 
bound to get interesting/dramatic/intense.

CL
ICK
ER

IF YOU WATCH
What: The Real 
Wedding Crashers
When: Premieres 
tonight at 10
Channel: NBC
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By Christopher James
STAFF WRITER

Loyola found a way to put the brakes on Syra-
cuse’s record-setting offense, only to see the No. 
10 Orange explode in the second half to rout the 
Greyhounds.

SU opened up a 7-5 halftime lead to roll 
over Loyola, 21-6, Saturday afternoon in the 

Carrier Dome in front of 
384. Syracuse was led by 
four different players who 

scored at least four goals. The Orange (10-4, 4-1 
Big East) kept last-place Loyola (2-12, 0-5) win-
less in the Big East.

Last season, Loyola knocked off Syracuse, 13-
12, in overtime. The fi rst half Saturday looked like 
a repeat performance. The Greyhounds grabbed 
a 1-0 lead fewer than fi ve minutes into the game 
and stayed within striking distance of the Orange 
through long, drawn out possessions.

“I’m not very good at that,” Syracuse head 
coach Lisa Miller said of trying to coach against 
Loyola’s slow style. “I like a running game. It’s 
to be expected. If I had to play our attacking 
unit, I’d play the exact same style. I’d work the 
clock and try to turn it into a one-goal game.”

By passing around the perimeter and 
patiently waiting, the Greyhounds were able to 
draw fouls on SU, leading to goals. Defensively, 
Loyola plugged the middle, staying in front of 
the Orange attack. Every time Syracuse tried to 
throw the ball into the mixer in front of the cage, 
the Greyhounds either intercepted the pass or 
stripped the ball away.

With Loyola up1-0, Syracuse attacker Halley 
Quillinan tried to break in front of the defense, 
only to have her pass in front of the cage broken 
up again. Fellow attacker Kristin Brady picked 

up the ground ball and tried to drive back into the 
mixer, only to be stripped to the right of goal.

Finally, Brady got the ball back from Loyola 
at midfi eld and broke in with Quillinan on a 
two-on-one. Quillinan blasted it into the back of 
the net, tying the game at three.

“After we score (like that) you can just see 
(Loyola’s) shoulders drop,” Quillinan said. “A 
caused turnover and a quick pass to midfi eld 
and pass to the offense and score, it takes about 
10 seconds. Plays like that pump us up and put 
the other team down.”

Trailing 5-4 late in the half, Syracuse was 
fi nally able to show the offensive fl ashes Miller 
has come to expect. Senior midfi elder Gaddy 
Fortune entered the game and broke in from the 
right side to tie the game at fi ve.

On the ensuing draw control, Fortune found 
a streaking Katie Rowan on the other side of the 
crease for a quick goal. In the second half, it was 
more of the same as the Orange fi nally picked 
apart holes in the Loyola defense, putting 14 on 
the board after intermission.

“We just played quicker,” Miller said. “You 
do live in the world of the athletic … but it’s also 
a mental game. You’ve got to be quick mentally. 
We just changed the way we thought in the sec-
ond half.”

At the start of the second half, Rowan found 
herself breaking out past the defense. As a 
defender came to cut her off, the sophomore 

found Quillinan wide open in front of the cage 
for one of her fi ve goals on the afternoon.

It only got worse for the Greyhounds. As 
the gap widened, Loyola abandoned its patient 
attack and began to rush possessions. Loyola 
leading-scorer Kate McHarg posted a hat trick 
in the fi rst half, often passing out of double 
and triple teams to fi nd open opportunities 
to score. SU shut out McHarg in the second 
half, as the Greyhounds struggled to sustain 
possession.

“I thought if we could open up a signifi cant 

gap, we could force them out of their style of 
play,” Miller said. “That’s usually to our benefi t. 
When we opened up that four-, fi ve-goal gap I 
was starting to get comfortable.”

The entire Orange attack looked more com-
fortable in the second half. Miller said it was 
simply a lack of speed that kept the team off the 
board early.

“I think we were slow footed,” Miller said. 
“The sun probably lulled us a little. We just 
didn’t attack the way we normally do. I think we 
fi xed that in the second half.”

By Jared Diamond
ASST. COPY EDITOR

Gaddy Fortune caught a pass 20 yards away 
from the cage with less than a minute left in 
the fi rst half. Syracuse had not scored a goal in 
almost eight minutes, long enough for Loyola to 
turn a 4-3 defi cit into a 5-4 lead. Fortune stood 
facing a Greyhound defender, the ball quietly in 
her stick, looking downfi eld for an opening.

Suddenly, like a blur, Fortune was gone.
The senior attacker blew past the fi rst defend-

er, using her size and speed to create space 
in the crease near the net. A quick shot past 
Loyola’s goalie tied the game at fi ve.

Playing for the fi rst time since April 13, 
Fortune, off the bench, started a stretch of 
eight consecutive goals in No. 10 Syracuse’s 21-6 
victory over Loyola Saturday. The late outburst 
carried into the second half when the Orange 
outscored the Greyhounds, 14-1. 

“It was such a great spark,” Syracuse head 
coach Lisa Miller said. “She gave us the momen-
tum back, and that was so important.”

Off the ensuing draw, Fortune again found 
open space near the net. Two Loyola defenders 
rushed Fortune, who dropped a pass off to team-
mate Katie Rowan for an easy score.

Two points for Fortune in 14 seconds — her 
fi rst points since March 24. Ashley Pike added 
another goal moments before halftime to give 
Syracuse a 7-5 lead. The Orange scored three 
goals in the fi nal minute of the fi rst half and 
never looked back.

But this year has been a struggle for Fortune. 

After starting every game in 2006, she has 
played in only nine this season, starting two. 
The player with three career fi ve-goal games 
has scored just four altogether in 2007.

Fortune was unavailable for comment after 
the game Saturday.

Earlier in the season, Miller criticized For-
tune for committing too many turnovers in 
practice. Later, Miller said Fortune’s decrease 
in scoring was a product of a new role that had 
her playing more like a defensive midfi elder.

But for 14 seconds Saturday, she looked like 
the Fortune who led the Orange with 47 goals 
and 50 points a season ago. Though she did not 
play again until the game was out of reach late 
in the second half, Fortune’s points jumpstarted 
a struggling Syracuse offense.

“It was the momentum builder that we really 
needed at the end of the half,” Rowan said.

Trailing at the end of the fi rst half would have 
been an unusual situation for a Syracuse team 
accustomed to positive locker room speeches 
and double-digit halftime leads. During its cur-
rent four-game winning streak, the Orange has 
averaged more than 11 fi rst-half goals. 

Syracuse has led at halftime in all but three 
games this season, winning just one. The 
Orange last trailed at the half on March 30, a 
10-7 loss to No. 1 Northwestern.

On Saturday, however, Syracuse was seconds 
away from heading into intermission behind. 
Throughout the fi rst half, the Orange’s pow-
erful offense could not fi nd any openings in 
Loyola’s defense, relying mainly on transition 

opportunities — Fortune’s strength.
The late run at the end of the fi rst half ignited 

Syracuse’s entire offensive unit. Five Orange 
players combined for a season-high 14 goals in 
the game’s fi nal 30 minutes. Before Saturday, 
Syracuse had not scored more than 10 goals in 
the second half of any game.

It was Fortune’s effort that sparked the 
second-half domination. Though she is not a 
primary scorer this season, Syracuse benefi ts 
from four other players with at least 35 goals. 

Already, the Orange has scored a program-
record 230 goals.

With the Big East tournament beginning 
Friday, Syracuse will look for more production 
off the bench from Fortune. On Saturday, she 
showed she still has something left to contribute 
despite a decreased role.

“She’s pretty good at that,” Miller said of 
Fortune’s spark. “It’s something we’ve praised 
her for and keep looking for. This is what we’ve 
grown to expect from her.”

AT A GLANCE
10-4, 4-1 Big East (T-1)
NEXT 3 GAMES
Friday Rutgers (Big East semifinals)
Sunday Big East championship game
May 6 Pennsylvania

Syracuse offense explodes in 2nd 
half, keeps Loyola at bottom of BE

Fortune re-discovers form in relief duty against Loyola, provides spark for SU offense

nick ruggiero | staff photographer
CHRISTINA DOVE fends off a Loyola defender in Syracuse’s 21-6 win Saturday.

WO M E N ’ S  L AC RO S S E

LAYOLA 6
SYRACUSE 21
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By Matt Gelb 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Following Saturday’s annual Spring Game, 
Greg Robinson was simply relieved his players 
accomplished the most important goal on his 
list of things to do.

“The No. 1 thing today really is that we came 
out of it unscathed,” Robinson said, almost with 
a certain sigh of relief.

The task seems so elementary, but nothing 
can be elementary only a week after Syracuse 
lost its top two running backs, Delone Carter 
and Curtis Brinkley, to injury. Carter will miss 
the entire 2007 season after dislocating his hip 
and Brinkley is expected to be ready for August 
training camp following arthroscopic knee sur-
gery last Tuesday. 

That left the running back depth chart in 
shambles for Saturday’s game. Rising senior 
Paul Chiara started. Derrell Smith and Daniel 
Bailey, both moved to running back last week, 
backed him up. Of the three, only Chiara has 
game experience at tailback — 33 career car-
ries, including 17 for 59 yards last season.

The three backs combined for an unimpres-
sive 60 yards on 20 carries during the defense’s 
25-24 victory Saturday. Chiara scored the lone 
rushing touchdown.

Even though Brinkley will likely go into 2007 
as the favorite to receive the majority of carries 

at tailback, Chiara could play an important role 
as the No. 2 back.

On the first drive of the game, Chiara paid 
instant dividends. After runs of two, six and 
eight yards, Chiara took a pitch to the right 
from Andrew Robinson and scurried around 
the defense into the endzone for a three-yard 
touchdown run — the game’s first score, with 
7:51 left in the first quarter.

“We were able to push it down and score, but 
that’s a lot of credit to the offensive line,” Chiara 
said. “They do the dirty work and I just make 
the reads.”

Following the first drive, Chiara carried the 
ball two more times for eight yards. That was 
based on Greg Robinson’s decision to see more of 
the two backups of whom he knew very little.

“We wanted to just give them some reps so 
it’s on film,” Robinson said. “Derrell got a few 
reps last Wednesday, but it was two days (after 
he switched back to running back) and he was 
out there. He got to work a little bit without pads 
yesterday. That was really the logic we have 
there.”

Smith, Gatorade Player of the Year in Dela-
ware in 2005, redshirted in 2006 and moved to 
linebacker before spring practice began this 
season. Smith was recruited as a running back 
out of high school. He gained only nine yards on 
seven carries on Saturday.

Bailey, former wide receiver, turned some 
heads with his lightning quick speed. Standing 
at 5-foot-7 and 167 pounds, speed is Bailey’s best 
asset and one that did not surprise most of his 
teammates.

“He’s a pretty fast kid, he runs like a 4.2 40 
(yard dash),” offensive guard Carroll Madison 
said. “There’s not too many people in the coun-
try who can do that. He’s a pretty fast kid.”

Bailey ripped off the longest run of the game, 
an 18-yard scamper up the field, in the third 
quarter. But he finished with just 24 total yards 
on seven attempts. 

The numbers weren’t appealing, but that 
doesn’t matter, Robinson said. There’s only so 
much the SU offense — especially the ground 
game — could execute in a spring exhibition, so 
he wasn’t looking for much. In fact, Robinson 
said if it were a regular season game, Brinkley 
would have been on the field starting. 

“Curtis could have played today,” Robinson 
said. “They’re going to go in there on Tuesday 
and do a scope. But he could have — if it was a 
regular season game — Curtis played with a 
cartilage issue for two years. You look at Ter-
rence Roberts and what he played with through 
basketball. It wasn’t the time to do that with the 
other knee. They’ll take care of that. I feel very 
confident he’ll be ready to go in six to seven 
weeks.”

And on Saturday, no one else was hurt — even 
though the defense wasn’t afraid to dish out big 
hits, especially early on.

“When I play football I don’t think about 
injuries,” linebacker Vincenzo Giruzzi said. 
“Hopefully the man across from me is not think-
ing about it. We’re just playing.”

Chiara fills in at RB, stays healthy in doomed week

will halsey | staff photographer

PAUL CHIARA scampers toward the end zone in Saturday’s Spring Game. The running back rushed for 27 yards and a touchdown.

WHO WE LIKED
OFFENSE
Andrew Robinson
All the eyes were on the rising sophomore 
quarterback and he didn’t disappoint. Rob-
inson looked competent enough to direct 
the offense and certainly capable enough. 
His deep pass attempts were mostly 
incompletions, but they were on the mark. 

DEFENSE
Vincenzo Giruzzi
Giruzzi stunned the crowd early on with a 
big hit on Paul Chiara and kept the interest 
the entire game, leading the defense with 
six tackles. Giruzzi, who said he was just 
a little excited going into the game, stood 
out among the three unknown linebackers. 

STORYTELLER

“The No. 1 thing today really is 
that we came out of it unscathed.”

Greg Robinson
SU HEAD COACH
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By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

Dowayne Davis started at cornerback instead 
of his usual position of safety. The logic was 
simple. The move permitted Syracuse to have its 
best players on the first defense, Davis said.

SU head coach Greg Robinson said he made 
the position changes during last week’s practice. 
Placing the rising senior at cornerback resulted 
in A.J. Brown starting at strong safety. The 
decision to move Davis out of position came as 
a surprise because cornerbacks Jason Tanner 
and Quinton Brown were considered the front 
runners for the second cornerback spot.

“I think that you can read into it any way 
you want,” Robinson said. “I think it’s more of 
finding out what we have. It’s more of me seeing 
what we have in Dowayne. I’ve never seen him 
as a corner before. To see him these four days 
has been helpful. And I do feel good about A.J. 
I think A.J. has played well throughout the 
spring.”

Safeties coach Scott Spencer added he was 
looking to see how many options were out there 
for the Syracuse secondary.

“They’re all different spots, but same tech-
nique,” Spencer said. “We just interchange them 
and see how they function together.”

Davis and Brown combined for eight tack-
les during the Spring Game. Davis originally 
played cornerback in high school before joining 
the Orange. And he has his own pros and cons 
about both positions.

“I like playing safety just because I can talk 
more and run around the field,” Davis said. “But 
now I’m finding out, at corner you’re making the 
same amount of plays and you’re still in the mix, 
and it’s a little less tiring.”

O-line pulls its own weight
Syracuse’s much-maligned offensive line 

seemed to be pulling its own weight in the 
Spring Game. The offensive line was a major 
weakness last year for the Orange, allowing 45 
sacks in 2006.

The starting line held the defense without 
a sack this weekend. The statistic might be 
deceiving, though, since blitzes are prohibited 
in the Spring Game. Still, the offensive line 
came out of the game with a positive feeling.

“I think we executed very well,” guard Car-
roll Madison said. “(Quarterback) Andrew 
(Robinson) did a good job getting the ball out of 
his hands. The offense protected well.”

Perky Perkins
The majority of Syracuse’s roster entered 

the game, giving some second- and third-string 
players a chance to shine. 

Out of all the backups who performed, it was 
rising redshirt sophomore Anthony Perkins 
who gave the most illuminating showing. Per-
kins snagged the game’s only interception and 
also recorded a tackle for a loss.

The interception was the highlight for the 
defensive lineman. Perkins tipped the Robinson 
pass at the line. Receiver Taj Smith still man-
aged to pluck the ball from the air but lost con-
trol of it. Perkins turned around and snagged 
the pick.

“I was extremely nervous because I didn’t 

know what to do with the ball,” Perkins said. “I 
almost ended up running the wrong way. I went 
to the near sideline and I finally got tackled. It 
was a fun experience.” 

Carter makes an appearance
Instead of a football, two crutches rested under-

neath the arms of Delone Carter. It was a change 
in scenery for fans, but they made sure to show 
support for the injured SU running back.

After Greg Robinson announced Carter’s 
presence on the sidelines, the rising sophomore 
hobbled a couple yards inbounds and waved 
to spectators in the Carrier Dome stands. The 
crowd responded with a loud cheer.

Carter dislocated his hip on April 14. SU’s 
starting running back is expected to miss the 
2007 season. 

Barker does it all
Syracuse punter John Barker displayed ver-

satility Saturday. Aside from his punting duties, 
Barker held field goals and played wide receiver 
for the Orange. However, the most bizarre play 
of the game came with Barker at his primary 
position. 

Barker’s first punt of the game hit a wire 
hanging down from the Carrier Dome ceiling 
left over from an admitted students spring 
reception on Friday. The wire knocked the punt 
out of the air backward and the play was called 
dead by officials. The referees spotted the ball 25 
yards up field.

Neshei-waiting
Syracuse tight end Jawad Nesheiwat said 

there’s a 50 percent chance Saturday’s game was 
his last for the Orange. Nesheiwat, junior col-
lege transfer, is fighting the NCAA for another 
year of eligibility.

25  D E F E N S E  V S .  O F F E N S E  24

will halsey | staff photographer
DOWAYNE DAVIS brings down wide receiver Lavar Lobdell for one of his five tackles in 
Saturday’s spring football game.

Defensive backfield adjustment 
lands Davis at CB, not safety

the Orange’s first-team offense down the field for a 
score against the first-team defense. The defense 
ended up beating the offense, 25-24, on a last-
second field goal miss by SU kicker Pat Shadle. It 
was part of an unusual scoring system Robinson 
implements for the Spring Game that rewards 
yardage and exceptional plays.

The offense led most of the game, but two 
turnovers kept the defense within a close mar-
gin. After about three quarters of play, with the 
offense ahead, 24-19, Greg Robinson decided to end 
the scrimmage after one more play — a 53-yard 
FG attempt that would earn the defense six points 
if missed. The kick fell eight yards short and the 
defense came out on top. 

As Robinson predicted last week, Saturday’s 
Spring Game was part football, part festival. The 
head coach “MC-ed” with a microphone during 
breaks in play, and the sidelines were ranked with 
alumni. On the field, the two teams were tackling 
all-out — enough to make Robinson hold his 
breath a few times in light of last week’s injuries.

After the game, he was pleased with what he 
saw from his team.

“This team is growing,” Robinson said. “I see 
improvement. In a spring game, you’re limited 
in what you do, both sides of the ball, but I still 
thought we were playing hard.”  

Eyes undoubtedly were on the running back 
unit, severely depleted after injuries to starter 
Delone Carter and backup Curtis Brinkley. Fill-
ing in, Paul Chiara, Daniel Bailey and Derrell 
Smith totaled 60 yards on 20 carries and one 
touchdown.

Their presence was minimized by Andrew 
Robinson, who looked calm, cool and in control 
from the first play and finished the day 12-of-19 
passes for 146 yards and one touchdown. His 
one blemish, an interception, bounced out of the 
hands of receiver Taj Smith and was caught by 
defensive end Anthony Perkins.

From his first pass (a six-yard drop over the 
middle to tight end Tom Ferron) to his last (a 
rifled 28-yard completion to wide receiver Rice 
Moss on a post) Robinson delivered the ball with 
confidence.

He set the tone early in the first drive, lead-
ing the offense 67 yards downfield and setting 

up a touchdown run by Chiara. It was perfect 
opening execution for an offense that struggled 
to score last season and entered the game with a 
bevy of question marks.  

“That was a real good confidence booster, 
obviously,” Andrew Robinson said. “From that 
point on, morale was high as far as the offense 
goes. And I think that’s a real good thing any 
time that happens.”

Robinson’s passing numbers may not have 
been as sharp as backup Cameron Dantley’s (10-
of-13), but the distinction on the field between the 
two quarterbacks was noticeable. Dantley was 
sacked five times — Robinson wasn’t touched 
once — and didn’t look nearly as comfortable 
behind center. 

Part of Andrew Robinson’s success was due 
to a receiving corps that showed its depth on 
Saturday. Eleven different players caught pass-
es and seven caught more than one ball. Moss 
led the team with three catches for 60 yards, and 
tight end Jawad Nesheiwat had the game’s only 
touchdown reception — a 23-yard corner route 
that looked a lot like the throw Robinson made 
against Rutgers last season. 

“They’re pinpoint,” Nesheiwat said of Rob-
inson’s throws. “On that touchdown, he put the 
ball right on the money.”

Syracuse also unveiled its new shotgun forma-
tion on Saturday. The new look is a comfort zone 
for Robinson, who said he played mostly out of the 
shotgun his senior year at Calvert Hall (Md.).

After the game, Greg Robinson wasn’t ready 
to name Andrew Robinson the starter just yet, 
but he did indicate that what fans saw in the 
Spring Game might be what they’ll see in the 
fall.

“He ran with the first team all day today and 
I think that tells you something,” Greg Robinson 
said. “I’m not going to say starter. I say we come 
back to training camp and we go to work, and 
he’ll be running with the first team when we get 
started.”

SPRING FOOTBALL
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

Rushing
PLAYER ATT. YARDS TD
Chiara 6 27 1
Bailey 7 24 0
Smith 7 9 0
Robinson 1 4 0
Dantley 5 -19 0

Passing
PLAYER ATT. COMP. YARDS TD INT.
Robinson 19 12 146 1 1
Dantley 13 10 67 0 0

Receiving
PLAYER NO. YARDS TD
Moss 3 60 0
Nesheiwat 1 23 1
Ferron 2 21 0
Smith 2 19 0
Sheeran 4 18 0
Davis 3 16 0
Lobdell 2 16 0
Fiammeta 1 9 0
Chiara 1 6 0
Bell 1 4 0

Defensive
PLAYER TACKLES SACKS INT.
Giruzzi 6 0 0
Davis 5 0 0
Lewis 5 0 0
Tanner 4 0 0
Maljovec 3 1 0
Jones 2 1 0
Perkins 1 0 1

“They’re pinpoint. On that 
touchdown, he put the 
ball right on the money.”

Jawad Nesheiwat
SU TIGHT END ON ANDREW ROBINSON’S PASSES

sports.dailyorange.com
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ALBANY
 G A SOG GB
Resetarits 5 1 9 3
Thomson 3 1 5 2
Levine 3 1 3 7
Dale 1 0 2 0
Small 1 0 5 1
Alpizar 0 2 2 1
S. Ammann 0 1 1 3
M. Ammann 0 1 0 1

 W/L GA S
Queener  8 4
McKeon L 9 11

SYRACUSE
 G A SOG GB
Leveille 5 2 7 2
Niewieroski 3 0 3 2
Hardy 3 0 6 1
Bartig 2 0 3 0
Rommel 1 1 3 1
Abbott 1 1 1 6
MacDonald 1 0 1 0
Loftus 1 0 2 2 
Nims 0 4 3 2
Brooks 0 2 2 0
 
 W/L GA S
Coluccini W 13 15

will halsey | staff photographer
DAN HARDY (right) celebrates with his teammates in Syracuse’s 17-13 win over Albany Friday. The sophomore midfielder scored a hat trick in the game.

Hardy prefers offense, helps Syracuse all kinds of ways at midfield
By Kelvin Ang

STAFF WRITER

Dan Hardy doesn’t care where he plays. He feels 
confident about his abilities regardless of where 
he’s standing on the field, and his performance 
against Albany on Friday night proved it. 

Hardy started at midfield and blasted three 
goals in SU’s 17-13 win over the Great Danes, 
the tally matching his career high. Hardy 
began the season on Syracuse’s attack line, 
but midfielder Pat Perritt’s departure from 
Syracuse has forced Hardy to the midfield the 
past two games. The position switch doesn’t 
seem to have hindered his ability to find the 
back of the net.  

“I felt great running out there,” Hardy said. 
“I just want to be on the field the entire time. 
Everyone was clicking, and it just felt great to 
be out there.”

Entering the game, Albany head coach Scott 
Marr decided he would assign a short-stick 
midfielder to defend Hardy. Marr didn’t think 
Hardy was as quick as his fellow midfielders, 
Steven Brooks and Greg Rommel. Marr wrote 
his game plan around stopping the latter two 
with his long-pole midfielders.  

“It’s pick your poison with this team,” Marr 

said. “When they throw Brooks and Rommel out 
there with Hardy, you really can pull any one of 
them and they’re probably all No. 1 middies. It’s 
a luxury they have.”

Hardy quickly made the Great Danes pay 
with two unassisted scores in the first quarter. 
He tied the game at 2-2 in the first quarter 
when he sprinted to his right and fooled his 
defender badly with a quick spin back to his left. 
The preseason All-American then unleashed 
a ferocious long-range shot that beat Albany 
goaltender Brett Queener. 

Hardy notched his second goal with the exact 
same move later in the period, this time along 
the left sideline. His tight-angle shot put SU 
ahead, 5-3.

“I saw I had a shorty (short stick midfielder) 
on me, and I had a good feeling,” Hardy said. 
“When a shorty’s on me, I feel like I can take him 
any time.”

Hardy completed his hat-trick with 7:28 to 
go in the third period, when he scored off a 
Rommel feed to give the Orange a 13-12 lead. The 
sophomore tallied three scores in SU’s season-
opening win over Hobart and three games later 
against Georgetown. 

Hardy isn’t new to the midfield. Season-end-

ing injuries to Brooks and Rommel last year 
prompted Syracuse head coach John Desko to 
start Hardy on the first midfield line, and he 
responded with 11 goals and 10 assists. 

His experience last year helped him adjust to 
playing away from the cage, instead of behind 
the cage.

“It’s not that big of a change for me, playing 
there all of last year,” Hardy said. “It’s basically 
the same thing. You’re just seeing the field a 
little bit differently.”

Hardy’s performance Friday night was tar-
nished only by his occasional vulnerability 

on defense. Albany midfielder Jordan Levine 
collected the ball on the right sideline as the 
third quarter began, with Hardy defending 
him.

Levine sprinted past Hardy and got an open 
look on the Orange cage. He then fired a close-
range shot past SU goalie Pete Coluccini to 
narrow the Syracuse lead to 11-9.

“Obviously, I’m more of an offensive player,” 
Hardy said. “We talk a lot out there on defense, 
and I know the people have my back. It’s all 
about trust, I guess. I don’t think we do too bad 
on it.”

Carmelo Anthony and Demetris Nichols. He con-
tinued to describe himself as a shooter and liked 
the way Syracuse used those wing players — like 
Nichols — within its offense.

At 16 years old, Southerland is young for a 
high school junior. Because of his age, there is a 
possibility that he could attend a prep school or 
redshirt his freshman season.

“I’m not really sure,” Southerland said about 
his plans. “They talked about (redshirting). Red-
shirting would make (the adjustment) lot easier.”

Southerland said Syracuse assistant coach 
Mike Hopkins told him he would play right 
away in his freshman season, whenever that 
season is. No one on the SU coaching staff is 
allowed to comment on a prospective player 
until the player signs a National Letter of Intent 

in his senior season.
“A fifth year is possible,” Cardozo head coach 

Ron Naclerio said. “James is maturing. You can 
notice a change in him. There’s more serious-
ness, more time in the library. His parents are 
saying he’s spending more time with books 
open. He’s spending more time in the weight 
room instead of too much time on TV or too 
much time with the girlfriend.”

Another advantage of his age is that South-
erland is still growing. Naclerio described 
Southerland as a “skinny 190 (pounds),” and 
doesn’t think he’ll cap out at 6-foot-7, either. 
Naclerio said Southerland wears a size 15 
sneaker.

Southerland came to Syracuse’s basketball 
camp last summer and impressed the coaching 
staff. Naclerio said he knew after talking to the SU 
staff that they were interested in Southerland.

“They got a chance to see him. They got to see 
him shooting, passing, scrimmaging, playing 

one-on-one,” Naclerio said. “(Hopkins) said to 
me, ‘Everything you said about him is true.’”

Hopkins went to Cardozo to watch Southerland 
last week and Naclerio told Southerland he felt 
the Orange would leave with a scholarship offer. 
Southerland couldn’t believe his head coach.

“He was like Jackie Gleason: ‘Hamana-
hamana-hamana,’” Naclerio said, referring to 
the comedian famous for The Honeymooners. 
“But I thought they’d offer. Jim (Boeheim) has 

never lied to me before.”
Naclerio discussed the advantages and dis-

advantages with Southerland and his parents, 
but Southerland didn’t want to wait. He already 
received offers from St. John’s, Seton Hall, 
Virginia Tech, St. Joseph’s and Hofstra, but 
Syracuse was his top choice and there was no 
point for him to the delay the process.

“I knew that was my No. 1 school,” Souther-
land said. “I knew if I got Syracuse, I’d go.”

SOUTHERLAND
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

“They got a chance to see him. They got to see 
him shooting, passing, scrimmaging, playing 1-
on-1. (SU assistant coach Mike Hopkins) said to 
me, ‘Everything you said about him is true.’” 

Ron Naclerio
SOUTHERLAND’S HIGH SCHOOL COACH
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By Kelvin Ang and Matt Levin
THE DAILY ORANGE

Twelve seconds remained in the half. Syracuse 
just scored two-straight goals to end a 5-0 run by 
Albany. It appeared the Orange would enter the 
half with a passable 10-8 lead. Danny Brennan 
ensured the halftime score would look a little 
more comfortable for Syracuse.

Brennan dictated the faceoff. He pushed the 
ball into the Albany zone, dashing after it. He 
picked it up and continued his march toward 
the goal. Only seven seconds would tick off the 
clock before Mike Leveille had increased SU’s 
advantage to three goals. 

The goal gave Leveille a hat trick, but more 
importantly it signaled the importance of 
Brennan’s faceoff dominance. The senior won 
21-of-29 faceoffs.

After Syracuse assistant coach Kevin 
Donahue had the faceoff specialists — Bren-
nan, starter Jon Jerome and Gavin Jenkinson 
— watch film on Albany earlier in the week, 
Brennan said he knew he could measure up best 
against the Great Danes’ midfielders.

“It’s all about match-ups,” Brennan said. “I 
think one day one guy will be on a hot streak 
and the next day another guy will.”

Jerome lost the opening faceoff. Brennan 
came in to take the next one and he went on to 
control the faceoff circle until the game was in 
hand. Albany threw a variety of players at the 
Long Island native, but none of them could gain 
the upper hand. 

Brennan attributed his success to strong 
wing play by midfielders like Craig Hammond 
and Matt Abbott. On a handful of faceoffs, the 
wing players used their speed to rush in and 
pick up a groundball for Syracuse.

Albany head coach Scott Marr had his own 
idea for why Brennan dominated the faceoff.

“Personally, I think he was ahead of the whis-
tle,” Marr said. “That’s just my personal opinion. 
But it’s tough when you get doubled on that.”

Marr and SU head coach John Desko did 
agree on the significance of Brennan’s play. 
They mentioned faceoffs become even more 
crucial when two high-powered offenses meet. 
In a matchup in which both teams average over 
10 goals a game, the critical factor can come 
down to who has the most opportunities to put 

the ball in the net.
“A lot of people would look at those faceoff 

stats and think it would be a couple goals more,” 
Desko said. “Danny Brennan came in and gave 
us a bunch of possessions.”

Access denied
Syracuse head coach John Desko looked at the 

statistics after the game and discovered, to his 
surprise, that Albany’s goaltenders had saved as 
many shots as his goalie Pete Coluccini. 

Each team stopped 15 shots, but with the way 
Coluccini played in the fourth quarter, Desko 
felt sure his goalie’s total was higher. Coluccini 
blocked all four of the Great Danes’ shots in the 
period. 

Coluccini’s most beautiful save came with 
SU hanging on to a 14-13 lead early in the fourth 
quarter. Brett Queener caught a pass right on 
the crease to Coluccini’s right. The crowd fell 
silent as Queener unleashed a shot that rattled 
the Orange cage and Coluccini fell to the turf. 
An instant later, Coluccini scrambled to his feet, 
revealing the ball in his stick, and the Orange 
fans erupted in cheers.

“The kid had a career day, I thought,” Albany 
attackman Frank Resetarits said.  

Coluccini turned his season around last year 
with a sensational showing against then-No. 6 
Princeton, holding the Tigers to just five goals 
in a big Syracuse win. Coluccini seems to have 
done the same thing after his impressive show-
ing against Cornell on April 10, when he saved a 
career-best 22 shots. 

“When Pete Coluccini plays like that, the 
whole team feels better about themselves, know-
ing that he’s there to back up the defense and 
make a save,” Desko said. 

Syracuse pays tribute to Virginia Tech
Although Syracuse was at home Friday, SU 

wore its Orange jerseys for the first time all 
season. A Syracuse University official said the 
choice of clothing was selected to honor those 
who were killed during last week’s shooting 
rampage at Virginia Tech. Virginia Tech’s col-
ors are orange and maroon. 

In addition, before the singing of the National 
Anthem, a moment of silence was held to pay 
respects to Virginia Tech.
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Brennan’s key faceoff victory helps 
Syracuse high step into halftime

will halsey | staff photographer
MAX BARTIG raises his arms triumphantly after scoring one of his two goals in 
Syracuse’s 17-13 win over No.3 Albany Friday.

Albany defender behind the Great Danes’ cage. 
Greg Niewieroski scooped up the groundball 
that landed in front of the Albany net. With 
Albany goaltender Dan McKeon out of position 
and scrambling to get back in goal, Niewieroski 
easily put the ball into the back of the mesh.

On the other side of the field, SU goalie Pete 
Coluccini produced a fourth-quarter shutout. 
The Albany offense, which averaged 13 goals a 
game, did not add to its standard as Coluccini 
stopped several straight-on shots in the latter 
half of the game.

One shot looked to tie the game early in the 
fourth quarter. The point-blank shot fluttered 
the net and caused Coluccini to lose his balance. 
But the sophomore jumped to his feet with the 
ball in his stick as the crowd roared in apprecia-
tion of the save. 

“I thought he made some outstanding saves, 
especially going down the stretch,” SU head coach 
John Desko said. “Those guys rarely miss those 
kinds of shots form the inside like that. It surely 
hopes our whole team when he plays like that.”

Fundamentals that plagued Syracuse all sea-
son seemed non-existent in the final 15 minutes. 
The Orange reduced its 10 third-quarter turn-
overs to three in the fourth quarter. In the same 
quarter, SU shut down the Great Danes’ offense in 
its two extra-man opportunities. It was the ideal 
way for Syracuse to finish off its most vital game 
of the year, and the team seemed to realize it.

After the game, Desko leaned back in his 

chair with his hands behind his heads. He wore 
a slight grin on his face as he listened to his play-
ers field questions during the postgame press 
conference. The players seemed more talkative 
than usual, and for the first time all season, 
Desko looked relaxed. For the first time all 
season, it seemed the team had played exactly 
how Desko intended them to compete.

Desko’s pose, however, might have been mis-
leading. He noted there’s no time to feel relief 
when a pair of must-win games remains. SU 
might have strung together its best performance 
of the season against a team riding an 11-game 
winning streak, but the Orange emphasized the 
triumph would not be an occasion to unwind.

“All these teams are great teams,” Leveille 
said. And we’ve learned this season if you don’t 
come to play any given day, then you’re not 
necessarily going to come out successful. We got 
two down, and now UMass is the only thing on 
our minds.”

ALBANY
F R O M  P A G E  2 4
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BIG NUMBER
Syracuse has won two straight games for 
the first time this season, but it has to win 
its final two games to be eligible for post-
season play. 

STORYTELLER
“I just can’t stop smiling right now. It’s a huge 
win for us. We played great, and hopefully 
we can keep it going next week at UMass.”

Dan Hardy
    SU MIDFIELDER

THE GOOD
Mike Leveille
The junior attackman matched his career 
high with five goals, and he also contrib-
uted two assists.

THE BAD
SU’s second-quarter
The Orange endured a scoreless drought 
that lasted 11:22 in the period. During that 
time, Albany rallied from an 8-3 deficit to 
tie the game. 

THE UGLY
Albany’s fourth-quarter play
The Great Danes couldn’t score in the 
period and allowed SU to pull away with 
three unanswered goals.  

2

O FOR ORANGE
Even without sophomore attackman Pat 
Perritt, Syracuse remains one of the top 
scoring teams in the country. SU has 
scored 39 points in its last two games.

Leading scorers
PLAYER G A PTS.
Leveille 20 16 36
Brooks 19 6 25
Hardy 19 10 29
Niewieroski 17 4 21
Nims 17 12 29
Rommel 14 6 20

Will Syracuse men’s lacrosse win out?
Take our poll at dailyorange.com
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms at 
510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Negotiable 
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 

WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

Westminster Ave.3 BR Apt avail June 1
large furnished 3BR apt avail 6/1/07, 1 year 
lease, great location off Euclid, dead end street 
w/park, newly remodeled kitchen, private porch, 
must see, prefer grad/law students. will go fast 
673 2891, 470 6580

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St. NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

LANCASTER RENTAL!
3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

3 Bedroom Available.  
June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  

Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 
carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 

garbage disposal, 
off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms

968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1 Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon.

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 

136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.

4 Bedroom Apts at:
320 Euclid

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW 

UTILITIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/
DRYER, OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

3 BEDROOM UPPER APT.  

AVAILABLE 6-1-07 FOR NEXT 
SCHOOL YEAR.  

ACKERMAN AVE.  
FURNISHED, OFF-STREET PARKING 
W/GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PARCHES, 

FIREPLACE, RENT $320 PER PERSON 
PLUS UTILITIES.  

EXCELLENT CONDITION.  

CALL RICH 422-0138 OR 673-3516

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

3 Bedroom Apartments
Available September 1 at 

110 Comstock.  Modern, wall to wall 
carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 

garbage disposal, balconies, off 
street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  
Deposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

705 Euclid
3 BR

NEWLY AVAILABLE
June ‘07

Furnished, Parking, 
Laundry, Porch
Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

1998 VW Jetta Wolfsburg Edition
Good condition. $3300 or best offer. contact 
lauren at leantoli@syr.edu

CLASSIF IEDS2 2  a p r i l  2 3 ,  2 0 0 7
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HELP WANTED
Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Staying in Syracuse for the summer?  
Work FULL-TIME days at Holy Shirt!
t-shirt printing company in our print shop.  
8:30am-5:30pm, M-F, 40-45/hrs 
weekdays, $8.50/hr.  
Sorry, no nights or weekend work avail.  
3 MONTH COMMITMENT (May-August).  
Must have car and be able to lift 50 lbs. 
Call 445-8193 or email john@holyshirt.com

Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

a p r i l  2 3 ,  2 0 0 7  23

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE AT ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S AND 
WWW.DAILYORANGE/STORE FOR A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50

HARDSUDOKU!
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will halsey | staff photographer
ANDREW ROBINSON fires a pass in Saturday’s 25-24 win by the defense in the annual Spring Game. The rising sophomore threw for 146 
yards and a touchdown in his first action since last season’s final game against Rutgers on November 25.

Spring board Andrew Robinson performs well 
in Spring Game, puts himself 
in good position for starting job

By Zach Berman
SPORTS EDITOR

In one week, Syracuse went from no 
verbal commitments from the Class 
of 2008 to two. 

SU men’s basketball received a 
commitment Thursday from James 
Southerland, a 6-foot-7 swingman 
from Cardozo High School in Bayside, 
N.Y. Three days earlier, SU locked 

up Kris Joseph, a 6-foot-7 swingman 
from Archbishop Carroll High School 
in Washington, D.C.

Southerland will become the first 
New York City prospect to play for 
Syracuse since Louie McCroskey 
came to SU in 2003. Southerland aver-
aged 17.6 points and 11.3 rebounds for 
Cardozo, perennially one of the better 
NYC public schools.

“Syracuse was my No. 1 school 
since I started watching college 
basketball in seventh grade,” 
Southerland told The Daily 
Orange. “They have a Hall of 
Fame coach and a lot of shooting 
guards, and small forwards they 
developed.”

Southerland specifically men-
SEE SOUTHERLAND PAGE 20

By Zach Schonbrun
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

A
midst the doomsday talk all week 
of injured running backs, it was 
as if Andrew Robinson was just 

waiting for his chance to say, “Wait a 
minute, what about me?”

Robinson was 
loud and clear Sat-
urday, establishing 

early he is healthy, he is starting and 
he is capable of replacing Perry Pat-
terson as offensive leader. In a sense, 
the rising sophomore quarterback 
was everything SU head coach Greg 
Robinson could ask for.

“I thought not only did he throw 
the ball well, but I thought he directed 
well,” Greg Robinson said. “And for a 
person that’s been here nine months, 

you like seeing that.”
Greg Robinson stopped short of 

naming Andrew Robinson the starter, 
though, despite his impressive perfor-
mance. 

Robinson wasted no time getting 
started in Saturday’s Spring Game at 
the Carrier Dome, connecting on all 
five passes in the opening drive to lead 

SEE SPRING FOOTBALL PAGE 19

m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

SU receives verbal from NYC-bred Southerland for Class of ‘08

ALBANY 13
SYRACUSE 17

OFFENSE 24
DEFENSE 25

ONLINE
SLIDESHOW
See a slideshow 
of photos from the 
Spring Game at 
dailyorange.com

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Danes 
cooked
SU on roll, 
upends Albany

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

It looked like Syracuse would be in 
for another all-out fourth quarter 
battle. A fortuitous bounce of the ball 
changed everything for the Orange.

SU entered 
the final quar-
ter against 

third-ranked Albany with a slim 14-13 
lead, when a wild Syracuse clear flew 
over Mike MacDonald’s head.

If the pass was picked up by an 
Albany player, it could have spelled 
the end of SU’s season. However, the 
ball bounded right across the midfield 
and into the stick of Kenny Nims. 

The attackman cut toward the 
middle of the field. He noticed Mike 
Leveille running past his defender 
toward the cage. Nims, doing his best 
impression of an NFL quarterback, 
led Leveille midsprint with a perfect 
lob. Leveille nailed the close-range 
shot. 

This time around the Orange was 
not going to relinquish a lead.

By putting together a seemingly 
flawless fourth quarter, No. 16 Syra-
cuse (5-6) overpowered No. 3 Albany 
(11-1, 4-0 America East), 17-13, inside 
the Carrier Dome on Friday in front of 
5,384. While ruining the Great Danes’ 
undefeated season, the Orange moved 
past its highest-ranked remaining 
opponent and kept its postseason 
hopes alive. 

“It’s huge,” attackman Dan Hardy 
said. “I mean, every game for the sea-
son is going to be huge. But against 
Albany, who is undefeated and 
nobody thought we were going to win 
this game and we came out. We played 
pretty well today.”

Two weeks ago, Syracuse looked 
like it would miss its first postsea-
son in 25 years. With two weeks left, 
it still might happen — the Orange 
needs to double its two-game winning 
streak and win out to make the NCAA 
tournament. 

“Everything right now seems to 
be clicking,” Hardy said. “We’re win-
ning face-offs and Pete’s playing well 
and all kinds of scoring at will right 
now. So everything seems to work.”

Minutes after the Leveille goal, a 
defensive play by the junior shut the 
door on the Great Danes.

Leveille forced a poor pass from an 
SEE ALBANY PAGE 21

SOUTHERLAND
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Your 
student fee
See how SA 
decided to 
spend your 
money in 
funding campus 
organizations. 
Page 6

The right to party

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

Seize the 
days
College classes 
give you unique 
chances to 
pursue differ-
ent interests, 
says Katherine 
Paster.
Page 5

I N S I D E
P U L P

Ready, set, 
pong!
The New York 
Beer Pong 
Tour makes its 
Syracuse stop 
at Chuck’s. Find 
out who domi-
nates the table.
Page 11

I N S I D E
S P O R T S

Fantasia’s 
girl
Syracuse wom-
en’s basketball 
player Fantasia 
Goodwin opens 
up about her 
baby girl.
Page 24

m a y f e s t

Students, visitors sample campus creativity in day-long event

Police patrol Euclid Ave. 
as students host first big 
block party since ‘99

will halsey | staff photographer
STUDENTS on the 500 block of Euclid Avenue partied in their front yards on Mayfest, minutes after police told people on a roof of the house at left to get down.

By Sarah DiGiulio
STAFF WRITER

A thermal imaging screen served as a 
backdrop, with glass beakers, magnets, 
coils and thermometers laying scattered 
across a lab table on the front stage.

As the physicist’s assistant poured 
a clear liquid into a copper cone, vapor 
spewed out. The physicist explained how 
his assistant was using -400 degrees Fahr-
enheit liquid nitrogen to make liquid oxy-
gen.

He then poured the liquid oxygen over 

two magnets, which elicited gasps from the 
audience who filled Stolkin Auditorium of 
Syracuse University’s Physics Building.

“Liquid oxygen sticks to magnets,” the 
physicist said. “How cool is that?”

Sam Sampere, physics laboratory man-

ager at SU, hosted a physics magic show 
as part of this year’s Mayfest festivities. 
“We wanted to present physics to the com-
munity,” he said.

Hundreds of students and community 
members came from all across New York 

state Tuesday to partake in Mayfest. May-
fest, in its third year, is a daylong event that 
celebrates student creativity at SU, said 
Laura Derr, office manager of the Soling 
Program who coordinated the event. 

“It is for the students and by the stu-
dents,” she said. “It’s an entirely campus 
wide thing.”

Students from SU and the State Univer-
sity of New York College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry prepared musical 
events, research symposiums and other 

SEE MAYFEST PAGE 6

“We want to get our ideas out, and Mayfest 
is a great opportunity for that.” 

Danielle Caldwell
SENIOR INDUSTRIAL DESIGN MAJOR WHOSE PROJECT WAS SHOWCASED

By Eddie Jacovino
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

T
hree Syracuse police officers 
approached Henry Blechman, a 
senior who lives on the 500 block 
of Euclid Avenue. “We need those 

people off the roof,” said one of the offi-
cers, pointing upward.

Blechman complied, and within min-
utes, the guests who had climbed out a 

third-floor window onto the roof of the 
house were back inside. “I thought they 
were going to be a lot stricter than they 
were,” Blechman said.

Only one arrest, a few parking tick-
ets and no injuries were recorded in 
Tuesday’s block party, according to Lt. 
Frank Chmarak of the Syracuse Police 
Department. The collection of parties 
attracted at least 700 students yesterday 

afternoon, most of which lined Euclid’s 
500 block. At one point, the entire street 
seemed to echo in cheers as a fire truck 
drove by, honking its horn.

Though a man was arrested for throw-
ing a half-full beer can at a garbage 
collector at about 8:40 p.m., he was not a 
Syracuse University student, Chmarak 
said.

Despite a strong presence from 

Syracuse Police and Public Safety, who 
expanded patrols and kept an ambulance 
and a prisoner transport van on site, 
officers gave multiple warnings rather 
than cracking down on the parties. They 
walked the sidewalks in twos, keeping 
students — often with beer cans — off 
sidewalks and away from the street.

“Most cops went to college,” Chmarak 
SEE EUCLID PAGE 7
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Former Russian president 
Boris Yeltsin dies
Former Russian president Boris 
Yeltsin died of heart failure on 
Monday at age 76. His funeral took 
place on Tuesday, with MORE 
THAN 4,000 MOURNERS visiting 
the Christ the Savior Cathedral in 
Moscow. Visitors included Polish 
President Lech Walesa and former 
British Prime Minister John Major, 
former U.S. presidents George 
H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton, as 
well as ambassadors from vari-
ous countries. Yeltsin was the fi rst 
democratically elected president in 
Russia. He is largely remembered 
for taking a stand against the 1991 
attempted coup of the government 
by Communists. Yeltsin will be 
buried in Novodevichy Cemetery, 
where former Soviet leader Nikita 
Khrushchev, writer Anton Chekhov 
and composer Sergei Prokofi ev are 
also buried. 

Rebel groups kill 74 on 
Chinese-owned oil fi eld
About 200 armed rebel fi ghters 
stormed a Chinese-run oil fi eld in 
eastern Ethiopia, killing 74 people. 
Nine Chinese oil workers and 65 
Ethiopians died, according to Chi-
nese offi cials. Seven additional 
Chinese workers were kidnapped 
by the rebels. THE ATTACK IS 
THE FIRST AGAINST A FOREIGN 
COMPANY IN THE AREA. It was 
not known if the rebels suffered 
any casualties. The rebel group, the 
Ogaden National Liberation Front, 
called the attack “military opera-
tions against units of the Ethiopian 
armed forces guarding an oil explo-
ration site.” China has increased its 
presence in Africa in a search for 
oil and natural resources. 

New planet discovered 
Scientists revealed Tuesday they 
have found the fi rst planet with 
similar size and conditions to Earth 
in a distant solar system. The 
discovery raises the possibility 
of life on other planets. Astrono-
mers at the European Southern 
Observatory in Garching, Germany, 
announced that the planet is one 
and one-half the size of Earth. The 
temperature of the planet was 
measured to be between 0 and 40 
degrees Celsius, meaning running 
water could be found of the sur-
face of the planet. “Models predict 
that the planet should be either 
rocky like our Earth or covered with 
oceans,” Stephane Udry of the 
Geneva Observatory said. The plan-
et is much closer to its star, the red 
dwarf Gliese 581, than the Earth 
is to the sun. A year on the yet-to-
named planet lasts 13 days. 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
5:30 p.m.  
Roots and Wings presents its sec-
ond annual Oscar Night, which is a 
celebration of the artistic, creative 
and academic ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS OF YOUNG APPREN-
TICES AT THE MARTIN LUTHER 
KING JR. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

Hendricks Chapel | Free

5:30 p.m.  
An SU VS. ESF RUGBY GAME will 
feature more than 60 players from 
the combined schools. All students 
are welcome to attend the game. 

Skytop Field | South Campus
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NEWS

Reverberations of tragedy
As Virginia Tech begins the healing 
Reverberations of tragedy
As Virginia Tech begins the healing 
Reverberations of tragedy
process after the worst shooting 
massacre in history, campuses 
across the country, including SU, 
examine their own emergency pro-
cedures.

PULP

Bettering business
Senior Ryan Suser is a four-time 
Bettering business
Senior Ryan Suser is a four-time 
Bettering business
member of NYPIRG, which works 
toward social reforms in different 
aspects. 

SPORTS

Etc.
The fi nal Etcetera of the 2006-07 
school year includes the more 
humorous side of SU sports. 

OPIN ION

Unpreventable
As sad as it might be, there was no 
way to stop the shootings at Vir-
ginia Tech, says Ben Peskin.
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by melissa daniels

Ground is broken for the construction of the Suez Canal. 

New York state becomes the fi rst in the United States to 
require automobile license plates.

Francis Crick and James D. Watson publish an article 
describing the double helix structure of DNA.

The United States declares war 
on Spain, starting the Spanish-
American War. The war lasted 
until August of that year.

2005107 people die on a seven-car commuter train in the Amagasaki rail crash in Japan.2005
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MEN’S LACROSSE TRACK AND FIELD

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

FRI.  APR. 27, TBA      
Big East Tournament

WED.  APR. 25, 3 P.M.        
@ Niagara

@ Mass. Penn Relays
SAT.  APR. 28, 3 P.M.        THUR.  APR. 26, TBA        
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ASST. COPY EDITOR

M
arlene Goldenberg’s 
father used to have to 
tell her to put down her 
books and stop studying. 

She woke up every morning before 
school her senior year to go jogging. 
She was president of her class for 
three years. Now Goldenberg has 
three majors, a flourishing sorority 
life and is vice president of the 51st 
session of the Student Association.

And when asked why she always 
wanted to do so much, a modest 
answer was all she could give.

“I just don’t know what to do with 
free time,” she said, “That’s basi-
cally what it comes down to. If I’m not 
involved in something, I feel lost.”

So far Goldenberg, a political phi-
losophy, international relations and 
Spanish triple major, has definitely 
gotten herself involved. Just two 
weeks ago she hosted the 44 Stars of 
Excellence Gala, honoring groups and 
individuals who made a difference in 

the campus community.
Goldenberg, the oldest of four sis-

ters, grew up in Minneapolis, Minn. 
She attended the small, private Breck 
School for 14 years — from preschool 
until graduation. She participated in 
plenty of activities, including student 
government and community service 
organizations.

Stuart Goldenberg, Marlene’s 
father, described his daughter as 
“energetic, outgoing and always … 
self motivated.”

But Goldenberg is definitely not all 
work and no play. Her father recalled 
one memory that exemplified his 
daughter’s light-hearted side. 

“She and my father told me they 
were sending me ‘a delicacy’ from 
Florida,” said Stuart Goldenberg, in 

an e-mail. “In reality, they mailed 
me a dead puffer fish they found on 
the beach! I almost passed out when 
I opened it. The house smelled for 
weeks.”

Stuart Goldenberg said his daugh-
ter has always loved to have fun and 
that she has always been one to take a 
leadership role.

“When I was younger, he’d be tell-
ing my sisters to do their work, and 
I’d be working so much he’d have to 
tell me to put my books down,” said 
Goldenberg of her father.

When she came to college, Gold-
enberg almost immediately became 
involved on campus. She joined SA 
during one of the first meetings in the 
fall semester her freshman year. 

Almost four semesters later, Gold-

enberg sits second in command.
“I love doing this,” she said. “If this 

was work for me, I wouldn’t do it.”
While the definition of vice presi-

dent isn’t clearly defined in the SA 
Constitution, the position is an essen-
tial role to the success of the Cabinet. 

“It sort of defines that I am Ryan’s 
right-hand person,” she said. “It’s 
basically second to the president.”

As vice president, Goldenberg 
takes over initiatives that need extra 
attention. She also takes over as SA 
President in Ryan Kelly’s absence, 
which includes running meetings.

“Marlene is open so that if we are 
spread too thin she can step in and 
help out,” Kelly said.

This year, Goldenberg has taken 
the initiative to revitalize the Schine 
Underground. She also individually 
meets with the assembly members 
to check in with them — something 
other Cabinet members might not 
have the time to do.

She asks them how they feel about 

lindsay adler | photo editor
MARLENE GOLDENBERG, vice president of the Student Association, on the steps of the Hall of Languages. Though Goldenberg did not con-
firm a run for presidency of the next session, she did say she plans to continue her involvement with SA in the same or greater capacity.

g i n o c c h e t t i  t r i a l

Pretrial motions 
set for May 21
Defense presents judge 
with medical reports

SA’s golden girl
Vice President Marlene Goldenberg’s leadership qualities, campus involvement, 
charisma give her an edge for potential run for student government presidencyp u b l i c  s a f e t y

Officers arrest 
man in Schine 
for trespassing

Timothy J. Ginocchetti’s pretrial 
conference ended just a few min-
utes after its 8:30 a.m. start time at 
Onondaga County Court Tuesday. 

Judge Anthony Aloi was pre-
sented with 
m e d i c a l 
reports and 
e v a lu a t i o n s 
from defense 
attorney Mike 
Vavonese, who 
stood in for 
Ginocchetti’s 
lawyer, Emil 

Rossi, to look at as the case pro-
ceeds. Rossi was not present for 
personal reasons.

Aloi then ordered the minutes 
from the grand jury proceedings 
and scheduled May 21 for pretrial 
motions, which is when further 
motions will be presented to Aloi. 
Pretrial motions will be at 8:30 
a.m. at Onondaga County Court.

Aloi also said the case would 
continue without bail.

Ginocchetti, former civil engi-
neering major at Syracuse Uni-
versity, was charged April 4 with 
second-degree murder for alleg-
edly stabbing his mother to death 
on Aug. 23, 2006. He pled not guilty 
on April 9.

— Compiled by Eric Hughes,  
asst. news editor

GINOCCHETTI

Public Safety officers arrested a 
man for trespassing in the Schine 
Student Center Monday morning, 
according to Capt. Drew Buske.

Weyman Godley, 20, of Syra-
cuse, was harassing students and 
staff in the Goldstein Auditorium 
at about 10 a.m., refused to leave 
and had no real business in the 
student center, Buske said.

Godley had been warned several 
times for trespassing on university 
property in the past, Buske said. 
He had previously been issued an 
order to stay off of campus.

— Compiled by Eddie Jacovino, 
 asst. news editor

“Marlene just screams leadership, screams 
competence, screams nice person.”

Michael Rizzolo
SA COMPTROLLER

SEE GOLDENBERG PAGE 8
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By Peter de Montmollin
STAFF WRITER

Campus student groups can finally begin to 
plan events for next fall.

The Student Association distributed the 
student activity fee among campus organiza-
tions, approving all of the Finance Board’s 

r e c om mend a -
tions for the fall 
2007 semester 
at Monday 
night’s weekly 
meeting.

Representa-
tives from each group were allowed to attend 
the meeting to state whether they approved of 
the board’s recommendations, as well as ask 
questions about the decisions. The process 
occurs every semester, and part of the 2007-08 
budget was set aside for the spring. 

The organizations can appeal recommen-
dations at SA’s next meeting April 30. They 
can also apply for money from the special 
programming fund, which is available to all 
student groups throughout the semester. 

The requests that received none or only 
partial funding did so because of budget con-
straints, said Comptroller Mike Rizzolo. The 
total sum of the requests, as is often the case, 
slightly exceeded the expected 2007-08 budget 
of more than $1.9 million.

In light of the large request, the groups had 
been asked during the deliberations prior to 
Monday to indicate an order of preference for 
their requests. This helped the board narrow 
down their recommendations, Rizzolo said.

Programming
Of the $1.9 million budget, the board des-

ignated $672,552 for the programming budget 
next semester. An identical sum was set aside 
for spring programming, while the remainder 
of the total budget went toward the operating 
budgets. 

With the board setting aside a small sum 
for appeals, SA approved requests totaling 
$640,260 of the fall programming budget — 
mostly for speakers, concerts, shows, festivi-
ties and publications.

A few groups were denied programming 
money because they ran afoul of restrictions 
and procedural rules. Three groups did not 
receive money because they lacked the proper 
signatures on their forms.

“It’s a shame that we didn’t get funding 
because of one signature,” said Angel Rosado, 
chairman of public relations for La LUCHA, 
one of the three groups who were denied based 
on signatures. “It’s a shame that one of the few 
Latino groups on campus didn’t get funding.”

Because of the technicality, the board rec-
ommended La LUCHA not receive funding for 

all four of its requests, which included money 
to publish its magazine, La Voz, and to spon-
sor several events.  

The Traditions Commission also found all 
of its requests denied, which included funding 
for several homecoming events.

Darryl Patteson, one of the event’s tri-
chairs, expressed his disappointment that SA 
would not involve itself in homecoming, a sen-
timent echoed by University Union President 
Clarence Cross.

“It’s very troubling when SA doesn’t sup-
port homecoming,” he said.

UU representatives were also concerned 
about some of the board’s decisions, particu-
larly with regards to the UU Comedy Series. 
The board recommended funding only one of 
three speakers requested by UU Comedy. 

UU Comedy Director Mike Wanetik said 
he was disappointed with what his division 
had received, noting that it had done well last 
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s t u d e n t  a s s o c i a t i o n

Assembly starts to dish out $1.9 million student fee to campus groups

IF YOU GO
What: Final SA meeting of 
Spring ‘07
Where: Maxwell Auditorium
When: Monday, 7:30 p.m.

BREAKING DOWN THE PROGRAMMING BUDGET

SEE SA PAGE 9

35%35%

29%

46%

Of the $1.9 million budget, $672,552 went to 
the programming budget for each of the next 
two semesters. The remaining $554,896 
went toward operating budgets.

Groups aren’t guaranteed that their full bud-
get requests will be granted. For example, 
SA received $49,650 of the $107,400 it  
requested.

Ungranted funds

Fall ‘07 Spring ‘08

Operating budgets

54%

SA’s funding

THE DAILY ORANGE SOURCE: Student Association
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W ith two weeks left in our 
college careers, seniors 
at Syracuse University 

are overwhelmed with emotions 
— excitement, anxiety, anticipation 
and sadness. Despite our best efforts, 
one pesky feeling causes us to ques-
tion what our time in college could 
have been like had we made different 
choices. Regret is rearing its ugly 
head. 

In hindsight, it’s difficult not to 
question where we could be right now 
had we explored alternatives to our 
detailed college blueprints. Many 
students have negative perceptions of 
opting to take electives outside their 
core curriculum and their majors. 
After all, additional classes mean 
more work and less free time. Yet the 
educational experiences we miss out 
on may be more valuable than what 
we sacrifice.

“As a senior, it is frustrating to 
still be hearing about these great 
classes that I was never even aware 
of and will never have the opportu-
nity to take,” said senior psychology 
major Sarah Sommers. “In hindsight, 
my decision to stick with my prospec-
tive major as an incoming freshman 
was an uninformed one.”

Shortly after being accepted to 
SU, entering freshmen are asked 
to declare their areas of interest, 
which the university then uses 
to match them with their first 
academic adviser. But for many of 
us, the fields we wanted to pursue as 
18-year-olds were subject to change 
once we got our feet wet with a few 
100-level courses. 

Enrollment in specific colleges 
within SU also creates barriers that 
prevent students from considering all 
the varied options that the university 
has to offer. As a student in the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences, I was ineli-
gible to take courses in journalism 
at Newhouse without applying for 
dual enrollment — a significant com-
mitment to make without knowing 
whether or not I would have a knack 
for communications. Without being 
able to try out alternative courses of 

study, students can be pigeonholed by 
their home schools’ curriculum.

Even when alternatives are 
available, students are frequently 
unaware they exist. “When you first 
get to School of Management, you 
kind of miss out on some of the good 
options in Newhouse or other courses 
just because you’re younger and 
don’t know much about our academic 
options,” said senior finance major 
Mike Rippe. “And by the time you feel 
like you know what to take, it’s too 
late in your college career.”

It seems unimaginable to choose 
to take additional classes that cut 
into our time with the families we’ve 
made at SU. Yet years down the road, 
the “what-ifs” seem harder to stom-
ach as we are forced to question what 
could have been. To avoid wondering 
whether or not you could have found 
a hidden passion as an undergradu-
ate if you had taken a chance — take 
advantage of all your academic 
options at SU and try alternative 
courses before your time runs out. 

Katherine Paster is a featured colum-
nist whose columns appear weekly in The 

Daily Orange.  
E-mail her at kapaster@syr.edu.

K AT H E R I N E  P A S T E R

that’s what she said

Use college courses to explore new interests

Pundits wrong to blame society’s 
woes on entertainment industry

H ours after the Virginia 
Tech shootings, people 
were already looking for 

something to blame.
Fox News had on lawyer and 

“school shootings expert” Jack 
Thompson, an infamous critic of 
video games. He gave the dubious 
statement that when looking at 
most school shootings there was 
a common thread, that being “the 
immersion of the perpetrators in 
incredibly violent entertainment, 
most notably violent videogames.” 
This was before the killer had even 
been named.

When it was found out that 
Seung-Hui Cho had little contact 
with violent videogames, other pos-
sible explanations were discussed. 
In a video sent to NBC, Cho can be 
seen holding a hammer in a pose 
reminiscent of the movie “Oldboy.” 
As a result, many began wondering 
if the killings were influenced by 
that. In reporting on the story, Jake 
Coyle of the Associated Press wrote 
that, “Notorious killers are com-
monly linked to movies or music.” 

Such an assumption is very dan-
gerous, but sadly, it is also common. 
It is true that John Lennon’s killer 
read “The Catcher in the Rye.” It is 
also true that Charles Manson loved 
The Beach Boys and The Beatles. 
But they were very troubled people 
who did not need entertainment to 
inspire their actions.

The killings at Virginia Tech 
have followed a never-ending string 
of cases where entertainment 
has been blamed for the actions 
of an individual. One of the more 
ludicrous recent examples was Don 
Imus’ comments about the Rutgers 
women’s basketball team. Ever 
since, many people in the media 
have blamed rap music as much as 
they have blamed Imus himself. 

Imus started the conversation 
by mentioning on his show that 
he was simply repeating the ver-
nacular of rappers. Many others 
in the media picked up on this. In 
a column printed April 11, Jason 
Whitlock of the Kansas City Star 
wrote that, “I’m sure at least one 
of the marvelous young women 
on the Rutgers basketball team is 
somewhere snapping her fingers 
to the beat of 50 Cent’s or Snoop 
Dogg’s or Young Jeezy’s latest ode 
glorifying nappy-headed pimps 
and hos.” Days later, he was on 
Oprah.

I am not suggesting that violent 
videogames or rap music should 
necessarily get a free pass. There 
is certainly a time to talk about the 
role each has in society. However, 
in each of these cases, the people 
using these situations to advance 
their own views are opportunistic 
and wrong. 

Artists (and yes, I did just call 
rappers and videogame makers 
“artists”) need to be given room 
to create. Both rap and violent 
videogames are representations 
of the society they come out of — a 
society prone to violence, racism 
and sexism. Using the misfortune of 
others to get on television is no way 
to make that society better.

Dave Arey is a contributing 
columnist whose columns appear 

biweekly in The Daily Orange. 
E-mail him at dwarey@syr.edu.

D AV E  A R E Y

contributing columnist

S C R I B B L E

WANTED: Opinion Editor for fall 2007 semester

E-mail opinion@dailyorange.com for more info.

W E D N E S D AY
april 25, 2007
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MAYFEST
F R O M  P A G E  1

presentations like the physics show that show-
cased their academic disciplines. Audience mem-
bers included SU and ESF students, high school 
students from across the state and the general 
public.

Extra credit in forensics class brought Lindsay 
Stein to the Quad at 11 a.m. on a day of canceled 
classes. But she ended up staying for a giraffe 
project and the physics magic show.

“They were fun and informative,” said Stein, 
freshman magazine journalism major.

Chancellor Nancy Cantor said she views 
Mayfest as a way to share the interdisciplinary 
breadth of the university and bring in the com-
munity. At the core, the purpose is to show what 
the creative campus is about.

“It’s wonderful on a million levels,” she said in 
an interview.

It is a way to see the full richness of what people 
are engaged in at this campus, she said. It is also 
a way of turning on younger students to college, 
she said, referring to the high school students who 
attended the event. 

“This is a time to really engage in what’s hap-
pening on campus,” Cantor said.

Mayfest infiltrated nearly all of the academic 
buildings on campus, as well as Hendricks Chapel 
and the Carrier Dome. The Dome was filled with 
student research projects, many from SU class 

work. Topics ranged from nutrition and biology to 
language and rhetoric.

One exhibit in the Dome featured a group of 
industrial design students trying to revamp the 
take-out system in the dining halls. Their display 
included posters explaining a timeline of their 
research, a video presentation of their project, 
brochures, models of new take-out designs they 
made and buttons they handed out to spread recy-
cling trivia. They started the project in the fall 
semester as part of an industrial design class.

“We want to get our ideas out, and Mayfest 
is a great opportunity for that,” said Danielle 
Caldwell, senior industrial design major working 
on the project. “We want to get feedback from 
students.”

When the current chair of the event envisioned 
Mayfest more than three years ago, he thought it 
would take five or six years to reach the final plan. 
But general chair of Mayfest and Soling Program 
Director James Spencer said it has happened 
much faster. He attributes this to overwhelming 
support from the chancellor’s office.

“People have really grasped the idea of this 
being a showcase,” he said.

SU needed to get a large geographic community 
to campus for something other than a sporting 
event, Spencer said. The audience for this event is 
students, faculty and staff from SU and ESF, and 
the outside world.

“We needed to have an all-university celebra-
tion of student work,” Spencer said.

mahala gaylord | contributing photographer
ERICA HENSON, junior biochemistry major and member of chemistry fraternity Alpha 
Chi Sigma, opened Mayfest’s chemistry magic show with a stream of white fumes.

By Matt Reilly
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

What a drag it can be. Syracuse University stu-
dents anticipate the Tuesday in April that features 
no classes — inaccurately named Mayfest — only 
to discover their professors are holding class 
anyway, despite university policy.

“The university policy is that there are no 
classes,” said Kevin Quinn, vice president for 
public affairs. He added that the administra-
tion’s understanding was that this day was part 
of the academic calendar and all classes were 
canceled.

Yet at least three, and most likely more, unof-
ficial classes took place on campus Tuesday. Pro-
fessors did not require students to attend, but they 
taught material they would test students on later 
in the semester.

The courses confirmed to have taken place 
include: Entrepreneurship and Emerging 
Enterprises 370 at 9:30 a.m., Photography 503 
from 12:30 p.m. to 3:20 p.m. and Illustration 265 
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

“I mean, obviously I was irritated,” said 
sophomore Tony Lee, who was in the two-hour 
Illustration class. He said the alternative to not 
attending was missing material that would be 
on the final exam.

“I’m sure all the professors are told to work 
around Mayfest,” said Lee, a film major.

If students had an issue with classes on May-
fest, they should start by consulting their depart-
ment chair or dean of their college, Quinn said. 
The next step would be to approach Academic 
Affairs with their complaint.

Yet the university has no policy against profes-
sors requiring students to attend Mayfest events 
or having assignments due on the day of canceled 
classes, Quinn said.

The occurrence of classes does, however, 
appear to be in direct conflict with the university-
wide policy to cancel classes.

The State University of New York College 
of Environmental Science and Forestry did 
have classes on Mayfest. The state controls the 
school’s schedule.

“I went to ‘Haydn’s Creations,’ it was 
performed by combined choruses from 
the musical school and the orchestra.”

Katherine Dee
SENIOR MUSIC EDUCATION MAJOR

“I went out to Euclid block party, which 
didn’t have anything to do with Mayfest. 
The block party seemed more interesting 
and more fun than the school activities.”

Bill DellaGiustina
JUNIOR ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE MAJOR

PERSPECT IVES
compiled by aleksey shats | contributing writer

What did you do for your day off on Mayfest?

“I was going to go to the party the night 
before and I didn’t do much for Mayfest 
but climb the Army rock wall and relax.”

Linton Borden
SOPHOMORE ENTREPRENEURSHIP MAJOR

“I had to present for a geography 
class. It was our final project — it was 
instead of the final. I didn’t know it 
was going to be during Mayfest.”

Kendall Snelling 
JUNIOR BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR

Some professors hold class in spite of Mayfest
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F R O M  P A G E  1

said. “We had our fun, too. We’re just here as 
peace keepers. So far, nothing’s gotten out of 
control.”

Students partying on Mayfest, their day off of 
classes, appreciated the lenience.

“Cops have been very cordial,” said John 
Dowling, graduate education student. “They 
haven’t been busting our balls.”

The parties started at about 11 a.m., when 
residents set up beer pong tables and sat down to 
drink on their front lawns. About 200 students 
lined the street by 2 p.m. and the parties explod-
ed around 5 p.m. Three hours later, those still 
outside were told to move in and that noise ordi-
nances and open container laws would begin to 
be enforced more strictly, Chmarak said. By 9:15 
p.m., the parties had died down. 

Chris Bruno, a senior political science major 
who lives on the 400 block of Euclid Avenue, 
said he and his roommates bought between $200 
and $250 worth of beer. At 6 p.m., more than 60 
students were packed into the apartment’s front 
yard, but officers simply walked past, keeping 
the group on the lawn.

About 15 police officers were walking the 
street at any time, Chmarak said in an evening 
interview. A total of three shifts were scheduled 
until 3 a.m. Public Safety officers were also pres-
ent in about the same numbers.

Earlier in the day, at least eight marked police 
cars and half as many Public Safety cars visibly 
patrolled Euclid Avenue. Lt. John Sardino of 
Public Safety was in an unmarked car.

“We’ve got potential here for later in the 

evening, a big party,” said Sardino, as he circled 
the neighborhood in the early afternoon. “When 
you’re doing funnels at 2 in the afternoon, you’re 
going to have some hammered people.”

But police response was minimal.
A few houses had been warned three or four 

times by sunset, Chmarak said. There had only 
been a few noise complaints by that time, also. 
But they came by phone and not in person.

At about 6:30 p.m., Capt. Mike Rathbun of 
Public Safety approached a house with red cups 
and beer cans scattered across the lawn. Instead 
of a ticket, he gave the student tenants white 
trash bags.

Daniel Riti, senior computer engineering 
major, had set up a turntable and sound system 
on the front porch of a house on the 500 block of 
Euclid Avenue. “I came out with this full system 
and we were planning on rocking out,” he said, 
“but they shut that down basically right away.”

“They were nice,” Riti said. “They came up 
to us saying we’re trying to save you a lot of 
trouble.”

His professional turntable was later plugged 
into a small Sony boom box, instead of his large 
sub-woofer.

Louis Omiatek, senior international rela-
tions major, has experience in dealing with 
police when having a party. Last semester, he 
and his roommates were issued $100 tickets for 
violating noise ordinances for playing music too 
loudly at their house on the 600 block of Euclid 
Avenue.

They chose to do six hours of community ser-
vice instead of paying the fines, said Omiatek, 
holding a beer in one hand and playing a bean-
bag toss game with the other.

Overall, permanent residents did not seem to 

be bothered by the parties.
“I think the day went fabulously well,” said 

Harry Lewis, treasurer of the Southeast Univer-
sity Neighborhood Association and resident of 
the 900 block of Lancaster Avenue. “It was very 
sensible, very well organized as far as protec-
tion is concerned.”

Lewis said he was thankful that “Living-
stock” occurred, so the university and police 
were ready for Tuesday’s parties, referring to a 
block party on Livingston Avenue in May 1999 
that ended in bonfires and a riot when police 
tried to break the party up.

He also said he can see events similar to 
Tuesday’s in the future, so long as the students 
throwing the parties raise the money to pay 
for police enforcement and garbage cleanup, 
rather than the university, which was the case 
this year. 

Students expressed hope that block parties 
can continue in future years.

“This should be done every year because it 
brings the whole university together,” said Ste-
ven Lamensdorf, junior entrepreneurship and 
emerging enterprises and marketing major.

Blechman said he wished the event had hap-
pened earlier in the year because it got neigh-
bors socializing. “Everyone’s going from house 
to house. Everyone’s meeting each other.”

“If the cops act like they did today, then 
it could definitely happen again,” said senior 
Bruno, who described his day as “hanging out 
with friends, cooking out and great fun from 
start to finish.”

“This is the most ‘college’ experience of 
my college life –– and I’m a senior,” said Caro-
line Dudich, communication design major. “It 
should definitely happen again.”

Euclid party? 
Class presentation?

Comment on 
your Mayfest 
experience online
dailyorange.com
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GOLDENBERG
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the assembly, what’s going on in their committees 
and answers any questions they might have.

“When I joined the assembly, people were just 
like, ‘You’re in, go,’ and I was clueless,” she said. 
“So I decided I’d try and fix that. Most of the people 
I’ve talked to so far feel like they’re on a commit-
tee with things to do when they come in for their 
office hours, so I’m happy.”

“Someone like Marlene is someone that the 
assembly can trust,” Kelly said. “They know they 
can go to her, and if there’s a problem she’ll let me 
know.”

While Goldenberg’s own characteristics lend 
easily to such interaction with other students, she 
remains professional.

“If you want people working for you, they have 
to want to be there,” Goldenberg said. “It has to be 
something you make enjoyable or else they’re not 
going to want to come in.”

Her own wisdom is evident to those around 
her. 

“That’s a great quality to have in a leader,” 
Kelly said, “to really connect with the people that 
you’re leading. It makes things so much easier.”

Goldenberg is also vice president of philan-
thropy in the Pi Beta Phi sorority. Though she was 
initially unsure about the process, looking back 
on it, she said she’s glad she made the decision to 
rush.

“I found Pi Phi and I realized that my house was 
very low key, laid back and emphasized the values 
I felt were important,” Goldenberg said. “We don’t 
do a spring fling like the other frats. Instead we go 
to a school, volunteer and read to kids.”

Sophomore Jaimie Stevens, vice president of 

University Union, worked with Goldenberg on 
organizing the 44 Stars of Excellence gala.

“It took a lot of work,” said Stevens, television, 
radio and film major. “We had to pick out all the 
food and the decorations, and so on and so forth. 
But she’s very fun to work with so it didn’t seem 
like work at all.”

She also said that Goldenberg is one of her 
best friends she’s made here. 

“My favorite thing about Marlene is that 
she’s really intelligent, but she’s also modest, 
which is an odd combination you don’t see very 
often,” she said. “I think that’s what makes her 
unique from everybody else.”

Goldenberg’s leadership and confidence 
are clear to those around her. Those she 
works closely with in SA and on campus are 
impressed by her motivation and achieve-
ments. 

“She’s involved in her sorority, she’s 
involved here, she plans award ceremonies in 
her spare time, she does so many things,” said 
SA Comptroller Michael Rizzolo. “Marlene 
just screams leadership, screams competence, 
screams nice person.”

Goldenberg appears understanding both 
as a leader and as a friend, yet she always gets 
business done right, Rizzolo said.

“She’s the member of the group who is there 
to make sure we’re always on task and getting 
what we need to do done,” he said.

Her role as vice president is one she takes 
seriously. With all that responsibility, it seems 
like the role could get stressful for some people 
— but not Goldenberg. She said the role is fun 
for her and doesn’t feel like work for her.

“For the most part I’m pretty hard to stress 
out,” she said. “I have younger sisters, so I’ve 
built up a really high tolerance.”

As the semester draws to a close, Golden-
berg has plenty of initiatives for SA next year.

“I have a few of my initiatives I’d like to 
start pushing now that most of Ryan’s are 
under control,” she said. “Most of them focus 
on the first-year experience, orientation, first-
year forum, things like that.”

Kelly said that next year he would like to 
see a presidential run from Goldenberg.

“Vice president is a really important role 
and great stepping stone to success at this 
university and in the future,” he said. “A lot 
of people who have been in her position in 
the vice president role — especially with her 
being so young — have gone on to so many 
great things.”

Rizzolo also said Goldenberg would be an 
excellent representative of the students.

“She is poised with administration,” he 
said. “She is caring with the students, she is 
capable with the assembly, so she can do every 
facet that you need to in order to run a govern-
ment like this.”

Goldenberg said she couldn’t confirm any 
plans to run for president.

“I plan on continuing my involvement in 
SA,” she said, “in the same capacity or more.”

Goldenberg said working on the Syracuse 
campus has been an eye-opening experience, 
and it teaches her how to live and work with 
all kinds of people. 

“You can get an education anywhere, but 
what you make of the place is sort of all up to 
you — what kinds of things you expose your-
self to, the types of people you meet,” she said. 
“Education is important, but the main goal of 
college is not only to come out with a degree, 
but as a well-rounded person who’s prepared 
for the world.”
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Check out 
more photos of 
Mayfest online

dailyorange.com
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semester without receiving funding during 
the budget process.

Last semester, UU Comedy’s denied fund-
ing was the result of a missed signature, said 
Rizzolo after the meeting, adding it had been 
funded through special programming. 

“On behalf of UU Comedy, we appreciate 
the funds, but we will be looking to special 
programming,” said Zach Wortzel, UU Com-
edy co-director for next year.

Other groups who had requests that received 
partial or no funding said they had similar 
intentions to either rely on special program-
ming or to appeal the decision next week.

However, the meeting was also punctu-
ated by organizations thanking SA and the 
Finance Board for receiving funds.    

Operating Budget and Appeals
The assembly also approved $557,986 for 

the operating budget, which goes to seven stu-
dent-based organizations and one program, 
all of which operate on a yearly budget rather 
than a per-semester one. 

None of the organizations, which included 
SA, Citrus TV, the Student Readership Pro-
gram and WERW, objected to what was allo-
cated to them; though in several cases it was 

less than requested.
SA, for example, only received $49,650 of 

the $107,400 it had requested.
Student Legal Services and the New York 

Public Interest Research Group, two of the 
organizations that are on the operating bud-
get, were granted all the money they requested 
because they have contracts through SA that 
entitle them to a set budget per semester.

NYPIRG received $75,000, while Legal 
Services received $181,173, which is adjusted 
each year for inflation and cost-of-living 
increases.

A total of $32,292 had been set aside for 
appeals. Groups can petition for part of this 
sum at next week’s meeting, which is at 7:30 
p.m. on Monday, April 30 in Maxwell Audi-
torium. This will be SA’s last meeting of the 
semester.

dailyorange.com
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Storage Tips:

Label boxes on all sides
Put the most valuable items away from the 

front entry
Stand tables and sofas on their sides

If possible, remove table legs
Fill up drawers, the microwave and other small 

spaces with valuables.

Why bring everything home to your 
garage just to pack it up again in August?

notmyparentsgarage.com

CALL
1720-22 Erie Blvd. East

Syracuse, NY 13210

Toll Free 1-877-682-0021
315-682-0021



“This memoir makes a 
nice substitute for an 
expensive yearbook.”

SYRACUSE NEW TIMES MAY 25, 2005

“This memoir makes a 
ORDER ONLINE 

AT 
DAILYORANGE.

COM/STORE

Staying in Syracuse until graduation? 

SO ARE WE
Look for our graduation issue May 10. 
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JOSHUA MOZES, 7 O’CLOCK BY DAVID SARACINO | DFSARACI@SYR.EDU

 LIFE OF BORIS BY BEN MILCZARSKI | SWEATSTAIN@JUNO.COM

Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH
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the sweet stuff in the middle

By Andy McCullough
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

Scott Million took a step back from 
the table and said one word to Alex 
Perlberg, his beer pong partner.

“Vegas.”
Perlberg leaned in and drilled a shot, 

leaving them just one cup on the other side 
of the table.

Chuck’s Café seems like an odd place to 
dream about Sin City, but that’s what Mil-
lion, senior marketing major and Perlberg, 
senior sport management major, were 
playing for. 

A few minutes later, Million sank the 
last shot and their opponents, Ryan O’Dell, 
senior accounting major at the University 
of Rochester, and Jason Fox, senior biology 
major, missed their chances for a rebuttal. 

The winners were bum-rushed by their 
friends nearby in a group hug, Million’s 
red mesh hat flying off his head as beer 
sprayed about. A fittingly wild ending to 
the four-and-a half-hour circus that was 
the New York State Beer Pong Tour’s stop 
in Syracuse.

The tournament is the brainchild of 

Sam Pines, a Marist College graduate. 
Pines parlayed his sports communication 
degree into a job as “Commissioner” of a 
beer pong tour, which makes him, depend-
ing on your perspective, either an inge-
nious entrepreneur or a colossal dork. 

Either way, he’s one of the few people 
who get to wear a Carlos Beltran jersey to 
work, which should count for something.

This was the fifth stop on the tour, 
which had rolled through Buffalo, Ithaca 
and other Central New York cities before 
landing at Chuck’s. Forty-six teams 
entered, with the top four receiving prizes. 
Top prize was a three-day weekend trip to 
Las Vegas, with second, third and fourth 
all receiving gift certificates and the like. 

The game structure is simple — no 

bouncing shots, no blow-outs, no death 
cup. Since there weren’t an even number 
of teams, the final three play in a round 
robin to determine the winner. Drinking 
the beer in the cups is always optional, and 
the tournament does not force anyone to 
drink.

In an odd convergence of masculine 
posturing, the massive television screen 
on the back wall was showing poker.

Pines’ business partner, Peter Altholtz, 
acts as the event’s emcee. Altholtz’s job 
consists of telling teams on which of the 
seven tables they’re playing on, providing 
color commentary — “We got a 4-2 game on 
table three” — explaining to everyone how 
much the Red Sox suck and encouraging 
people in the bar to buy drinks for the 
“Beer Pong Divas,” the local girls the tour 
hired as help for the tournament.

The Divas, wearing matching white 
tank-tops and black bottoms, are paid 
about $40 for the night, Pines said. 

They mingle with the crowd and moni-
tor the games while Altholtz says things 
like “Where my Divas at?” and “Let’s get 

N Y  B E E R  P O N G  T O U R

Unique styles 
secret to beer 
pong success

Skill cup
Students vie for chance to win Vegas  
vacation at Chuck’s beer pong tournament

By Brian Tahmosh
FEATURE EDITOR

Fluttering high above the earth, the 
white sphere soars over the orange 
table, yearning to land in a moist red 
cup to quench its thirst. These 7.5 
feet are what separate the contenders 
from the pretenders.

The ball doesn’t care how it splash-
es down into the pool of beer. It doesn’t 
mind if its path originated from a 
superstitious tap, an underhand lob 
or a behind the back flip.

If it is wet, the ball is happy.
Forty-six teams tried to make the 

ball happy last night during the New 
York Beer Pong Tour’s competition 
at Chuck’s Cafe. Only one pair took 
home the crown, but along the way, 
several competitors entertained 
patrons with a multitude of unique 
shooting styles. 

Ryan Pogue cannot just throw the 
ball. He has to score his way, and no 
one can change him. The senior busi-
ness administration major at LeM-
oyne College has a thing for threes.

“I was born on the third. I’m a 
third child,” Pogue said. “Three is my 
lucky number.”

Pogue stands over the table, 
dressed in a T-shirt that says “We 
Bring the Whuppin.” He holds the 
ball in his right hand with three 
fingers and dips it in the water cup 
three times. Next, he taps it on the 
table three times and flicks the ball 
three times. Then he takes two prac-
tice shots, and on the third, he lets 
it fly.

“Everyone calls him Sergio Garcia 
because he takes forever to shoot,” 
said Eamon O’Brien, senior finance 
major at LeMoyne, who lives with 
Pogue and played against him in a 
practice game. “It doesn’t bother me. 
We just make fun of him.”

Pogue’s unorthodox style doesn’t 
end with the preparation. He uses 
a circular motion with his wrist to 
release the ball like an underhand 
flip. The shot appears awkward, but it 
is always consistent.

“People are always telling me they 
think I have backspin,” Pogue said. 

SEE BEER PONG FORM PAGE 17

lindsay adler | photo editor
FORTY-SIX BEER PONG TEAMS congregated at Chuck’s Café for the New York Beer Pong Tour to decide who is the 
best ponger. Syracuse is the fifth stop on the nine-stop tour. 

“It’s like a foul shot. You do 
the same thing every time, 
and it’s programmed in.”

Justin Jiunta
SENIOR EXERCISE SCIENCE MAJOR

“I don’t want to 
drink too much 
cause then I suck.”

Nick Garcia
SENIOR ENGINEERING MAJOR

SEE BEER PONG PAGE 15
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Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DCI CLASSIC COUNTDOWN 2007 (NR) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1210 400) 700 945
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1135 200 430) 720 935
HOT FUZZ (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1225 345) 705 1000
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (1155 225 455) 715 955
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (245 510) 1015
OC: DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (1215) 745
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1125 210 445) 740 1020
AQUA TEEN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1150 205 500) 725 950
REDLINE (PG-13) DIG (1140 215 440) 755
SLOW BURN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 1030
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (440) 800 1035
HOAX (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1200 350) 640 930
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1130 330) 730
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (450) 1025
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1140 215)
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) (1120 155 435) 710 1010
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG (1115

150 420) 655 920
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1145 220) 735
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1205 230 505) 750 1005
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1220 340) 650 940
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (1110 145 415) 645 925

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (125 405) 720 1005
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (150 435) 745 1020
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (155 425) 730 1000
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 420) 710 945
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (140 415) 725 955
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 740 1010
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (200 430)
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (210 440) 700 935
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (205 445) 750 1015
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (145 410) 705 930
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (215 450) 715 940

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 430) 720 1000
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (140 400) 750 1020
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (150 445) 740 1015
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 410) 710 940
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (115 420) 730 950
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 745 1010
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (450) PM
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (120 345)
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (145 415) 705 930
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (135 350) 700 920
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (110 340) 650 915
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (200) 715 945

©2007Times For 4/25/07

OPPOSITE DAY
This is not a clip about an office that institutes 
opposite day instead of casual Friday. It is not a 
funny clip, and you should not watch it.

It does not begin like any other opposite day: 
a coworker wishing someone a bad morning.

The boss of the office’s faithful wife decided 
to marry him last night, leaving him in quite an 

enjoyable mood. 
Now, he has dis-
approved of an 
official office-
wide opposite 
day and is 
hiring anyone 
who decides to 
comply.

The boss doesn’t come in dressed abnor-
mally. He is not wearing rainbow suspenders 
connected to his underwear, which are on over 
his pants. His tie is not tied around his head. 
He is certainly not in shambles after the happy 
news of his marriage.

“It’s really easy to conduct business when no 
one is not clear what you’re not saying,” one office 
worker praises. “It could become a solution.”

“We don’t need team players,” is the boss’ 
agreement. “Maybe you would be better if you 
just stayed.”

Opposite days are a bad idea. They are not 
fun and I think fewer people do not want to 
have opposite days. Am I wrong? Count me 
out.

This clip does not get confusing as less 

people stop talking in non-opposites. It stays 
serious, though, you surely will not laugh 
once.

The men at Derrick Comedy are not genius-
es, and they by all means should not continue 
making long films that are so serious they make 
people cry.

— Heath D. Williams, asst. feature editor

ONLINE
Visit dailyorange.com 
to view this clip.
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these girls liquored up.”
Syracuse United, the team of junior hospital-

ity management major Tom Nowakowski and 
junior business management major at Nazareth 
College, Bryan Marmillo, is the first to win a 
game when the first round kicks off. After that, 
it became impossible to keep track of the action. 

Players are moving back and forth, jockeying 
to get toward their table. Beers spill.

Vanquished teams leave the tables with vari-
ous excuses or remedies. The Shockers move on; 
the Gangsta Thugs are sent home. So it goes.

A burly dude loses in overtime, then throws his 
hands up in the air and heads toward the bar.

“Let’s get f*cked up,” he says.
Balls scatter everywhere. Half the people 

in the tournament seemed to be in a constant 
search for their ping pong ball. At one point, a 
spectator hands a ball to a player. 

“People keep grabbing my balls,” the player 
says.

No one laughs. Then again, the joke wasn’t 
funny.

Chien-Ming Wang is pitching on the big 
screen for the Yankees tonight; he seems to get 
most of his outs from groundballs. Over at the 
bar, the “Earth, Fire, Wind, Water, Heart” chant 
of “Captain Planet” is overheard. 

After teams win, they have to wait for 20 to 30 
minutes at a time before they can play in the next 
round. They root for their friends in the tourney 
or head to the bar to grab another drink.

It’s a slow burn for Nick Garcia, senior engi-
neering major.

“I’m going to be pacing myself,” he says. 
Garcia, rocking a beige suit jacket, pale 

green shirt and deep navy tie, is off to the side of 
the tables, nursing a beer.

“I don’t want to drink too much cause then I 
suck.”

The second round is delayed for some time 
after Altholtz’s mic goes out. When they finally 
get going again, it’s more of the same, only 
more aggressive. There’s more taunting, more 
trash-talk.

The tournament drags on, Divas are spotted 
yawning open-mouthed. 

Syracuse United wins again, this time beat-
ing the Scrappers in an overtime slug-fest. They 
eventually crash out fourth, taking home some 
gift certificates for their troubles.

“It was a lot of fun,” said Nowakowski. “You 
get to meet lots of people.”

Finally, there were just three teams left for 
the round robin. Dealz, Million and Perlberg, the 
O’Dells, O’Dell and Fox and 1st Out, made up of 
Brian Brown, of Jordan, and Mike Allen, a 1998 
graduate of the Whitman School of Management. 
In order to be eliminated, a team must lose twice.

Dealz buzzed through the O’Dells first, win-
ning by three cups. Million looked confident, 
Perlberg just looked focused.

But the O’Dells defeated 1st Out next to stay 
alive. The elder statesman of 1st Out are then 
dusted off in third place by Dealz.

So Dealz and the O’Dells had to meet again 
before Million and Perlberg could have their 
beer-soaked celebration.

As for the second place finishers, the tourna-
ment was worth it despite the disappointment. 

“Hell of a tournament,” O’Dell said. “It was 
lots of fun. It was great.”

BEER PONG
F R O M  P A G E  1 3
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SU student shares experiences, hardships from life with autism
By Christina Simmons

STAFF WRITER 

Nothing is impossible if you ask Jamie Burke. 
After a lifelong struggle with autism, Burke is 
now a freshman at Syracuse University in the Col-
lege of Human Services and Health Professions, 
and he is finally able to communicate all because 
he never gave up. In honor of National Autism 
month, Burke shared his message of hope and 
dignity in an effort to help the world understand 
and embrace the struggles of autism. 

In his self-written and narrated video pre-
sentation, “Inside the Edge,” Burke speaks out 
about his journey to verbal communication.

“Have you ever felt trapped and the door was 
open and you ran outside and shouted ‘YEAH?’” 
Burke questioned viewers.

Burke was diagnosed with autism at the age 
of 3, began learning to type as a means of com-
munication at 4 and now, at 20, is able to verbally 
speak using a device called a Lightwriter. Burke 
types his thoughts and slowly repeats words as 
he types them. He then smoothly reads back his 
sentences.

Autism is a developmental disability that 
affects the central nervous system and inhibits 
social interaction, communication and symbol-
ism. It often restricts verbal communication, 
but the mind is still able to quickly process 
thoughts.

With the Lightwriter, which costs about 
$5,000, the user is able to actually express his or 
her thoughts.

Sheree Burke, Burke’s mother, explained 
that in a process spanning six months, her 

son first used the voice on the machine, then 
repeated what it said, progressed to match it 
and eventually asked to turn it off because he 
wanted to hear his own voice. 

Burke explained his excitement with finally 
being able to verbally communicate.

“It feels like freedom from autism,” Burke 
said, “I know how to read all the words; I just 
have trouble pronouncing them all the time.”

With an outpouring of support, Burke was 
able to complete his education in an inclusive 
environment through the Westhill School Dis-
trict. 

Chris Kenah, school psychologist, met Jamie 
in kindergarten and really got to know him 
through middle school. 

“Chris really came to the forefront,” Sheree 
said. “What we’ve experienced is a great support 
and a willingness to listen and a willingness to 
work with us.”

As part of the inclusive education process, 
Marilyn Chadwick was called in by the district 
to train teachers to be prepared to work with 
Burke. For the past 13 years she has played an 
integral role in his educational journey. 

“I think what’s really hard as I’ve gotten into 
the different schools is that teachers aren’t pre-
pared,” Chadwick said. “It’s really important 
that teamwork happen.”

In the documentary, Burke expressed his 
desire for others to acknowledge him as intel-
ligent and a “cool guy.” He explained he desires 
friends and for his classmates to get to know 
him. 

Following the video presentation was a ques-

tion-and-answer session with the audience.
Burke was able to tell the audience about his 

interests in rock music and drumming without 
the aid of his Lightwriter.

“The fact that Jamie can sit here and respond 
to you verbally is huge to realize,” Sheree said. 
“You can never say never.”

Fine motor skills are a common problem with 
autistic children. Sheree said Burke recently 
began working with Loraine, who did wonders 
for her son. 

Jamie drums along as he walks, which sup-
ports his sense of rhythm and coordination, 
Sheree explained. He has to be able to walk for-
ward and backward, slow down and speed up.

“Loraine has a philosophy that there is an 
artist in every person,” Sheree said. “She’s 
taken Jamie, and he’s done really great things.”

Burke has been able to better express himself 
through making masks and painting. 

“Not a day goes by that I don’t think of Jamie 
and everything he has taught me” Kenah said, 
“It’s a learning experience. We were all very 
nervous. He has a wonderful, deep, spiritual 
side that comes out loud and clear.”

Sheree said by ninth grade, teachers stopped 
saying, “this year was great, but next year may 
not be as good.”

“We used to always say, he was leading the 
way for others to follow,” Kenah said.

The Facilitated Communication Institute 
at Syracuse University is running a summer 
program called Communication through the 
Arts, which offers classes for writing, dance, 
drumming and other programs. Jamie will be a 
presenter and trainer at this program.

“We feel that communication is something 
you do with your whole body,” Chadwick said. 
“Jamie first brought his interests through typ-
ing and then brought it into speech. I love 
the opportunity of expanding people’s idea of 
normal. There’s just so much out there and so 
much new stuff.”

At Syracuse, Burke works with five facilita-
tors and loves the opportunity to be a part 
of group discussions and speak during class. 
His goal is to be a geneticist, scientist or study 
robotics.

Burke has traveled from coast to cost and 
twice to Europe, telling his story in the hopes 
of inspiring others with his personal journey. 
One person he inspired was Chancellor Nancy 
Cantor.

Burke’s mother was touched when Cantor 
said, “Jamie, you remind me that this univer-
sity is about diversity,’” Sheree said.

“The fact that Jamie can sit here and respond to you 
verbally is huge to realize. You can never say never.”

Sheree Burke
JAMIE BURKE’S MOTHER
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internet corner   v.2.0

MOVIES.GO.COM
There is no shortage of Web sites that contain 
information about movies, but movies.go.com is 
a particularly unique one.

Movies.go.com is a site filled with a critic’s 
reviews of the latest releases, juicy scoops and 
details about new projects for actors, and exten-
sive interviews.

The site has a lot of room for growth in terms 
of user-generated content, as well as interactive 
features of the site.

Currently users are able to post their own 
reviews of movies in addition to the ones posted 
by the Web site’s sole critic, Dave White. Users 
of the site can also post their opinions of actors’ 
fashion at different movie premieres and 
events.

An entire section, “Fan Forum,” is dedicated 

to users’ comments about particular films, 
their favorite quotes of the day and polls with 
different questions about movies.

Trailers of future releases and movie profiles 
filled with in-depth information about their 
plots, casts and release dates are also available 
on the site.

One of the best features is the ability to look 
up movie showings in one’s area and informa-
tion about the theater.

Entertainment journalist Jeanne Wolf 
always posts her one-on-one interviews with 
big movie stars, and they are usually humorous 
and intriguing to read.

Equipped with lots of interesting content 
and their “Everything Movies” motto, movies.
go.com is an excellent site to visit if you are a 
movie buff or just a casual cinema patron.

— Andrew Kase, staff writer

The natural motion may be the secret, 
whether it is a unique flick of the wrist or 
just the standard basketball shot. Justin 
Jiunta, senior exercise science major, said 
beer pong form always comes down to muscle 
memory.

He gives credit to his exercise science 
professor, Dali Xu, for teaching him about 
short motor programs and repeating the same 
motions for every shot.

“It’s like a foul shot,” Jiunta said. “You 
do the same thing every time, and it’s pro-
grammed in. As long as you’re comfortable, it 
doesn’t matter how you shoot.”

For some, comfort takes on a whole new 
meaning when they have to adjust to meet 
physical needs. 

Dave Kelsey, a 1999 graduate from the State 
University of New York College of Environ-
mental Science and Forestry and current 
Syracuse resident, is right-handed, but left-eye 
dominant.

“It’s like aiming a gun,” Kelsey said. “If 
you’re aiming with the wrong eye, it is very 
difficult.”

To compensate, Kelsey holds the ball 
between his index finger and ring finger, in 
front of his left eye, before every toss. Once he 
feels properly aligned, he pulls the ball back, 
holding it with his middle finger and thumb 
and fires off a shot.

The strange finger placement has no real 
explanation, except for the fact that it makes 
Kelsey feel confident.

“In all honesty, I don’t even know why I 
do it,” he said. “I just started doing it, and it 
worked. When I don’t do that, I don’t do as 
well.”

Manlius residents Brandon Woodcock and 
Mike Doolittle believe their differing styles 
will give them an advantage in beer pong. 
The two members of Blue Doggies came to 
the event clad in yellow baseball jerseys. The 
shirts were custom-made — for $22.50 — and 
had pictures of blue dachshunds and the 
words “The Wellington House” printed on 
them, in reference to a restaurant Doolittle 
used to work at.

Doolittle is the touch shooter. He said the 
high ceilings at Chuck’s were designed for his 
type of lofting shot.

Woodcock is the straight shooter. He grew 
up playing with quarters instead of ping 
pong balls and said the different projectile 
led him to adapt a lower, faster shot, more 
like throwing darts. 

“We’ve got the best of both worlds,” Wood-
cock said. “No matter what happens, we can 
adjust.”

But for O’Brien, the game is not about mak-
ing adjustments. It is not about fancy rituals 
or muscle memory. It’s about confidence, and 
saying “Vegas” as he shoots.

“Pretend it’s like basketball,” O’Brien sug-
gests. “Square up, line it up, nothing but 
brew.”

BEER PONG FORM
F R O M  P A G E  1 3

dailyorange.com/podcasts
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reading between the lines

By Heath D. Williams
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

Mickey Mantle was a hero. 

Wide-eyed Little League 

boys imitated his crisp, 

powerful swing, ran the bases like 

him, wore his number 7 with adula-

tion, wanted to play centerfield like 

him. Women wanted him. Their hus-

bands wanted to be him.

“I guess you could say I’m what this 

country is all about,” The Mick once 

said.

Mickey Mantle didn’t understand 

why. Away from the diamond, where 

his mammoth home runs, charisma 

and charm won the heart of America, 

he was a womanizer, a drunk.

In his eulogy at Mantle’s funeral in 

1995, Bob Costas said Mickey “came to 

accept and appreciate the distinction 

between a role model and a hero. The 

first he was often not. The second he 

always will be.”

And that’s what Peter Golenbock’s 

“7: The Mickey Mantle Novel” is 

all about: the hero’s brutal, too-late 

realization that yes, he was a hero, but 

he was also far from the deity baseball 

fans made him out to be.

Golenbock’s sometimes hilarious, 

other times heartbreaking, all wildly 

entertaining work reads like an 

autobiography sent by Mickey from 

heaven. “7” is 286 pages of stories 

of pursuits of women while on long 

road trips with the Yankees, tales of 

alcoholism and legends of baseball 

heroics.

The premise of the book is inven-

tive and original — a transcript of 

conversations Mickey has with an old 

baseball writer while in heaven, an 

attempt to let his family, his friends 

and most importantly, himself, under-

stand why he did the things he did.

Bear in mind this book is a piece 

of fiction. Not all of the stories are 

real or proven. But also bear in mind 

this book paints a painstakingly 

accurate picture of what Mickey’s 

life away from the baseball field was 

like. In his introduction, Golenbock 

writes friends and family of Mickey 

have praised the book because it is 

the most accurate portrayal of his life 

published to date.

The tales and descriptions of 

Mickey’s many sexual excursions are 

the big draw here. “Warning: Mickey 

says: If y’all don’t want to read about 

sex, don’t buy this book,” reads a dis-

claimer on the cover.

There are the stories of Mickey 

finding a quick screw in between 

games of a doubleheader, how he liked 

the look on a girl’s face when she gave 

him a blowjob, how he referred to 

himself as “Eight-Time Most Valuable 

Fucker,” how he got so sex-craved he 

had to have a different woman every 

night.

As much as Mantle fans may not 

want to read these stories, tarnishing 

the squeaky-clean image they have of 

their clean-shaven hero with boyish 

good looks, they are necessary. Even 

as a work of fiction, this book provides 

an unbelievably intimate look into 

Mickey’s life as a baseball player.

He slept with women to keep his 

mind off the game, so he could go out 

the next day and slug more home runs. 

He drank for the same reason — to keep 

the pressure of playing centerfield for 

the New York Yankees at bay.

The novel’s conversational tran-

script style gets a bit tedious as the 

chapters wear on, but does not hinder 

the book’s overall entertainment.

It is a hard, difficult read for Mantle 

fans. It will show them Mickey the 

way he really was: a troubled hero 

who didn’t understand why so many 

adored him, a childhood role model 

who was anything but.

But it is also a necessary read for 

Mantle fans because it puts them in 

his cleats, right there in the batters’ 

box, in the hotel rooms, in the bars. 

This book is Mickey as he was meant 

to be seen.

“7: THE MICKEY MANTLE NOVEL”
By Peter Golenbock
The Lyons Press
286 pages
$24.95
Rating: ´´´´´

THE 10 BEST BASEBALL 
BOOKS FOR THOSE LONG, 
HOT SUMMER DAYS
1. “Boys of Summer” by Roger Kahn
2. “Summer of ’49” by David Halberstam
3. “All My Octobers” by Mickey Mantle
4. “Sports Illustrated: Great Baseball Writ-
ing”
5. “Ball Four” by Jim Bouton
6. “Moneyball” by Michael Lewis
7. “Memories of Summer” by Roger Kahn
8. “Luckiest Man: The Life and Death of 
Lou Gherig” by Jonathan Eig
9. “Shades of Glory: The Negro Leagues 
and the Story of African-American Base-
ball” by Lawrence D. Hogan
10. “The Teammates” by David Halberstam

Wild tales of sex, booze 
shed new light on 
Mickey Mantle’s life
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department has no policy in place regarding 
athletes’ pregnancies.

When asked if Syracuse had any such policy, a 
member of the athletics department said they will 
not discuss health guidelines for student-athletes.

A spokesperson for the SU athletic depart-
ment did offer this statement:

“When the athletic department becomes 
aware that a student-athlete in a physical con-
tact sport is pregnant, we pull her immediately 
and refer her to our medical staff.”

If there is no policy in place, a pregnant 
athlete could be at risk of losing scholarship 
or being forced off the team, said Elizabeth 
Sorensen, assistant professor at the College of 
Nursing and Health and NCAA faculty athletics 
representative at Wright State (Ohio).

That is exactly why Sorensen became involved 
with the NCAA. She has been working for the last 
five years on getting schools to adopt policies for 
pregnant athletes. The primary goal is ensuring 
the athlete doesn’t lose her scholarship.

“We have got to protect their scholarship,” 
Sorensen said. “If we have a situation where 
we’re asking or requiring an athlete to step 
forward and say she’s pregnant, but it’s going to 
result in her scholarship getting yanked, then of 
course nobody’s going to step forward because 

they stand to lose everything.”
Part of Sorensen’s work has been collecting 

and analyzing all the policies from around the 
nation. She has not gotten one from Syracuse 
and said it may either be because she hasn’t 
discovered one or there isn’t one.

Today, Sorensen only knows of 53 policies in 
the country. That represents just 4 percent of 
the universities and colleges that have athletics 
departments.

“It’s not a good thing for the student-athlete, 
and it’s not a good thing for the university, and it’s 
not a good thing for her baby for the university to 
have an environment where she doesn’t feel safe 
revealing her need for help,” Sorensen said.

As for playing sports while pregnant, the 
risks grow as the timetable grows. Up to 14 
weeks, there is very little physical risk of injury 
to the person or the baby no matter what the 
sport, Sorensen said. After that point, though, 
the danger depends on what the physical activ-
ity is. Basketball, Sorensen said, is not the same 
as swimming, and a lot depends on several 

factors for the subject themselves, such as pre-
existing physical conditions, level of contact in 
the sport, adequate nutrition and hydration, 
and the amount of prenatal care.

“If they have good prenatal care, good nutri-
tion, good physical condition, the athlete can 
continue competing way longer than 14 weeks,” 
Sorensen said. “It just depends.”

Wright State’s policy for dealing with pregnant 
athletes is one of the most comprehensive in the 
nation. A section in the student-athlete handbook 
is devoted to student-athletes and pregnancy, and 
it outlines solutions to six prompts: “What to do 
if you become pregnant,” “What happens to your 
scholarship?” “Who can help you?” “Can you 
continue training/competing?” “What is covered 
by your insurance?” and “What if you’re a male 
whose partner becomes pregnant?”

The NCAA and Title IX rules allow for a stu-
dent-athlete to take a leave of absence for preg-
nancy, childbirth or related medical conditions 
for as long as deemed necessary by a physician 
and still be reinstated with her prior status. It 

also allows for a one-year extension to the five-
year eligibility for “reasons of pregnancy.”

Not displaying physical signs of child-bear-
ing for a duration of the pregnancy period is not 
entirely uncommon, either. In 2003, a Louisville 
women’s basketball player played until she was 
eight months pregnant — without any other 
team member knowing about it. Louisville did 
not and still does not have a policy in place 
regarding pregnant athletes.

The athletes on the basketball team wear loose 
clothing and are generally fit and athletically 
built, so the fact Goodwin was able to hide her 
pregnancy for so long did not surprise Sorensen. 

What also didn’t surprise Sorensen was her 
decision to keep it secret.

“If we don’t make an environment where they 
feel safe coming forward to say ‘Look, come and 
help me,’” Sorensen said, “then this sort of risk sit-
uation continues to happen over and over again.”

FANTASIA
F R O M  P A G E  2 4  

By Jason Tarr
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse softball associate head coach Kyle 
Jamieson looked on incredulously as St. John’s 
put on a performance in Jamaica, N.Y., that 
resembled a performance against a cross-town 
team earlier in the week.

“It’s kind of like 
the (New York) Yan-
kees the other night 
when (the Boston 
Red Sox) got on a roll 
and hit four home 

runs in a row and that’s sort of what St. John’s 
did,” Jamieson said. “We just couldn’t get an out 
no matter what we did. I think a lot of teams would 
have folded at the score it was, but I think it’s a 
tribute to them that they didn’t.”

SU fell to St. John’s, 12-11, in the second game 
of a doubleheader on Saturday after jumping out 
to an 11-0 lead in the sixth inning.

And SU watched another game slip away the 
following day again to Seton Hall. Syracuse took 
a 2-1 lead into the sixth inning only to give up 
two runs in the bottom of the sixth to lose, 3-2. 

SU split a doubleheader with both the Red 
Storm and Pirates during the weekend. Of the 
four games, three were decided by one run 
and the fourth was decided by just two runs. It 
was another frustrating weekend for a young 
Syracuse team already struggling to stay in the 
mix for a Big East tournament bid. The Orange 
currently sits in seventh place and the top eight 
teams earn bids to the tournament.

SU plans to travel to Niagara for a double-
header today at 3 p.m. The Orange has outscored 
the Purple Eagles, 32-1, in four all-time matchups.

All Syracuse needed was one more run in 
the fifth inning of the second game against St. 
John’s. Already up 7-0, another run would have 
clinched a sweep of the Red Storm by way of a 
softball mercy rule that ends a game after the 
fifth or sixth inning when a team is leading by 

eight. But the Orange left a runner on a base.
St. John’s failed to score in the bottom of the 

fifth and once again Syracuse, now up 11-0, was 
in a position to notch the win. This time in the 
bottom of the sixth SU needed one more out. 

With the bases loaded and two outs, though, 
SJU’s Loren Angiuano belted a grand slam to 
narrow the lead to 11-6 and allow St. John’s to 
play the final frame. The Red Storm won the 
game on a walk-off solo home run in the 10th.

“The biggest thing was that we prolonged the 
sixth and seventh inning, we could have ended 
the game and we didn’t,” Jamieson said. 

What made the game more frustrating is that 
it came against a team that has little chance of 
even reaching the postseason. The Orange des-
perately needed another couple of wins to put 
some distance between itself and Providence, 
which is just a game back of the Orange.

“They just got runs, I don’t even know how 
it happened,” sophomore Keri Casas said. “We 
were winning and I think we were a little bit 
too secure with our 11-0 lead, and they took 
advantage of that.”

The troubling fact is that games like the 
one against St. John’s are all too familiar. SU 
has lost four games after leading in the fourth 
inning. But more striking, after the Orange 
has outscored opponents 60-58 in the first two 
innings, opponents have outscored the Orange 
192-115 during innings three through seven.

“We have preached to the team that when (los-
ing a lead) happens we have got to all pull together 
and make it stop,” Jamieson said. “Our pitchers 
and our defense have to bear down when we get a 
lead, we have to learn to protect a lead. I think it’s 
been seen all year where we have just struggled 
when we have that lead and then protecting it.”

One reason for SU’s apparent complacency 
after grabbing a big lead is a tendency to relax 
early with the expectation of winning. Sopho-
more pinch-hitter Jorden Rosen remembered 
the feeling well.

“I got in to pinch hit in that game and I scored 
the eighth run, which is the run where we were 
like, ‘Eight runs, it’s over,’” Rosen said of the St. 
John’s comeback game. “And then we kept scor-
ing more up until 11 and we thought those runs 
would be just for security.”

That relaxation may also be contributing to 
late inning errors, whether official errors, bad 
pitches or other mental mistakes.  

“As the (St. John’s) game went on in the sixth 
inning we just made some mistakes,” Jamieson 
said. “We had three plays that would have ended 
the game as a mercy. They ended up hitting the 
grand slam after we made a couple mistakes and 
obviously that cut the lead in half.”

Whatever the cause and whatever the result, 
Rosen said the team has moved on and is using 
a simple philosophy to gear up for games follow-
ing tough losses.

“That was yesterday’s game and today’s a 
new day,” Rosen said. “Let’s start fresh.”

UP NEX T
Who: Niagara
Where: Niagara Falls, N.Y.
When: Today, 3 p.m.

s o f t b a l l

Late-game collapses leave Orange searching for answers

ONLINE
MORE INFO
Visit dailyorange.com 
to see one school’s 
policy regarding 
pregnant athletes.

AT A GLANCE
17-28, 7-9 Big East
Next three games:
April 25 at Niagara (2)
April 28 vs. Rutgers (2)
April 29 vs. Villanova (2)

will halsey | staff photographer
BRITTANY GARDNER is 10-20 with a 5.35 ERA in 29 starts as a pitcher this season.

“Everyone found out the same time. I was playing 
pregnant, yes, and no one knew about it. And when 
they found out, that’s why I didn’t play (the last game).”

Fantasia Goodwin
SU JUNIOR FORWARD
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FRESH IN: Hyped freshman Bartig awaits expected time
By Bill Palka

STAFF WRITER

S
yracuse men’s lacrosse No. 1 2007 recruit 
stood on the sideline to begin Friday’s 
game against Albany, much like the start 

of every other this season.
Max Bartig, SU’s freshman midfielder, peered 

through the line of helmets in front of him, his 
eyes fixated on the action. He entered in and out 
of the game — usually in shifts of less than a min-
ute — always waiting by the assistant coaches for 
the cue to run onto the field.

For much of the first half, Bartig would try 
to drive to the cage, oftentimes opting to pass 
the ball because he could not beat the defense.

It’s been situations like the first half against 
Albany that Bartig has grown accustomed to this 
season. Earlier this year, he learned quickly that 
starting spots do not come easily to freshmen, no 
matter how highly touted they come in.

“As a freshman coming into a program like 
this, you can’t help but feel a little skeptical of 
how much you’re going to play,” Bartig said. 
“Right now I’m pleased with the amount of 
time I’m playing and just trying to help every-
one out on the team.”

Entering SU labeled as an offensive threat 
out of Northport (N.Y.) High School, Bartig 
made an instant impression, scoring a goal 
against Hobart in his first collegiate game. 
Despite playing in every game since then, 
though, Bartig has struggled to find the back 
of the net.

“I couldn’t help but think that more goals 
would come, but they haven’t,” Bartig said. 
“It’s been a little frustrating. I feel like I could 
be doing more and should be doing more goal 
scoring and creating-wise on offense.”

Bartig released some of that frustration Fri-
day in the second half. The freshman scored 
the go-ahead goal then put the exclamation 
point on a 17-13 SU win with another goal, giv-
ing him three on the season.  

Last year, freshmen on the field were not a 
rarity. SU suffered several key injuries, and 
freshmen were forced to step in and make sig-
nificant contributions to the team. Sophomore 
attackman Dan Hardy was one who had to pro-
duce during his freshman campaign in 2006.

“It’s a little tough to relate to Max, because 
I was always on the field last year,” Hardy said. 
“With all the guys in front of him, he’s got to 
keep practicing and playing hard to get himself 
more time on the field.”

With many starters returning, it proved 
to be tougher for Bartig to crack the starting 
lineup this season. Head coach John Desko did 
not expect freshmen to make a sudden impact 
for the Orange this year, especially because 
of the number of more experienced players on 
the team — especially after last season. He said 
last year’s freshmen had to start because of the 
injuries and this year’s group did not have the 
same advantage of instant playing time.

“Max has done well and did well earlier in the 
year,” Desko said. “He’s been a quick study. The 

fact that he understood things so easily got him 
on the field a little bit more than the other guys.”

Bartig gained much of his knowledge from 
former midfielder Pat Perritt, a teammate of 
his on a summer team a few years ago on Long 
Island. Perritt was like a “big brother” to 
Bartig, who corrected him of his mistakes and 
reinforced his positive contributions. When 
Perritt left the team because of a medical con-
dition earlier this month, it affected everyone 
on the team but was magnified for Bartig.

“It’s definitely hard for Max,” Hardy said. “I 
know those Long Island guys are a pretty tight 
group.”

Perhaps Bartig has not met the great expec-
tations placed on him this year, but he has rea-
sons to look back on his freshman season in a 
positive light. He does not think more hype was 
placed on him than any of the other freshmen. 
His performance this year shows that the hype 
the first-years received has affected him the 
least, being he is the only freshman to compete 
in all 11 contests this season.

Taking the advice of Perritt and other veter-
ans on the team, Bartig looks to improve on a 
season where he was forced into a role position 
for the first time in his career. After Friday’s 
performance, it seems as if he is already start-
ing to heed their words.

Bartig said: “The older guys always tell me 
things like, ‘Play your style of lacrosse,’ ‘Don’t 
get frustrated,’ ‘Your time will come,’ ‘You’ll 
start scoring,’ ‘Don’t worry about it.’”

will halsey | staff photographer
MAX BARTIG is the only Syracuse freshman who has played in every game so far this season. Bartig has scored three goals, 
including a game-winner Friday against Albany.

w o m e n ’s  b a s k e t b a l l

Syracuse hires 
former Alabama 
head coach 
as assistant

By Zach Schonbrun
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The irony isn’t lost on Quentin Hillsman. 
The Syracuse women’s basketball coach 

announced on Monday the hiring of new assis-
tant coach Rick Moody, whom Hillsman worked 
under at Alabama just three seasons ago.

“Obviously I’m happy,” 
Hillsman said on Monday. 
“I’ve got a smile on right 
here. It’s going to be great 
company. Like I said, he’s 
been in every situation and 
he’s been a mentor to me, 
so I’m really excited to have 
him around.”

Hillsman said he had been 
in frequent contact with Moody throughout the 
past season — Hillsman’s first as head coach at 
SU. The thought of adding Moody to his staff 
didn’t cross Hillsman’s mind until the last 
month. 

Moody, the winningest basketball coach in 
Alabama history after compiling 311 victories 
in 17 seasons, retired from the Crimson Tide 
after the 2004-05 season. His career highlight 
was taking Alabama to the Final Four in 1994. 
Moody coached the American Christian Acad-
emy (Ala.) boys’ team this past season.

No other changes will be made to the SU 
coaching staff, because it was actually one 
assistant short last season. Moody will be in 
charge mostly of player development, game 
planning and the “X’s and O’s” of the game. 

“He’ll be involved in game prep, player devel-
opment, scouting and minimal recruiting. More 
of the X’s and O’s and player development,” 
Hillsman said.

Hillsman said he met Moody on the recruit-
ing trail several years ago when Moody was 
recruiting several of Hillsman’s players while 
he was at The Patterson School, a prep school in 
North Carolina. 

Moody hired Hillsman as an assistant for 
the 2004-05 season. After the season, Hillsman 
joined Syracuse on the advice of SU associate 
coach Matt Luneau and Moody retired. Now, 
they are reunited again — except the roles are 
reversed.

“(Moody’s) been around the game for a long 
time,” Hillsman said. “The main thing he’s 
going to provide for us is calmness and someone 
who’s been in every situation with his success 
— being in Final Fours, Sweet 16s. You can’t 
replace that experience on our staff.”

MOODY

“I’ve always been mystified as to why we didn’t 
have a Midnight Madness event to kick off the 
practice season for the basketball team,” Levine 
said. “This year, with Coach Boeheim having a 
top recruiting class coming in, it seemed like the 
perfect time to make a big deal of the first time 
these guys are going to play together.”

RADIO
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By Zach Zagger
STAFF WRITER

Luke Jensen said throughout the season that 
he wanted to play Notre Dame in the Big East 
tournament and show the conference how tough 
the Syracuse tennis team was. But a dismal 
start to the season made it look like SU was not 
tournament caliber. Still Jensen, the SU head 
coach, emphasized his team had the potential 
to win conference and possibly the national 
championship. 

Syracuse turned things around in the second 
part of the season, winning six of eight to 
capture a surprising sixth seed to the Big East 
Championship. But the momentum from the 
late-season run did not carry the Orange to its 
ultimate goal of a conference title.

SU won three of its four tournament matches 
during the weekend in Tampa, Fla., to finish 
the season with a record of 11-9. But the single 
tournament loss to Louisville, 4-0, was crucial 
because it knocked the Orange into consolation 
matches, which it won to take finish the tourna-

ment in fifth place.
“We were one of the hottest teams going into 

the Big East tournament,” SU assistant coach 
Shelley George said.

The Orange faced 11th-seeded St. John’s Thurs-
day for the second time this season in the opening 
round of the tournament. Last time the two teams 
met, Syracuse fell to the Red Storm, 6-1, on Feb. 
24. The loss dropped SU’s record to 2-6 and put 
its postseason hopes in jeopardy. The Orange 
avenged its loss by defeating St. John’s, 4-2, to 
advance to the second round of the tournament. 
The win was a testament to the improvement the 
team made since that point in the season.

“I think the beginning of the season was tough 
with the coaching changes and the different for-
mat and style that we instituted as coaches com-
ing in,” George said. “It was difficult for everyone 
at the beginning, but once everyone got on the 
same page, you know getting them to believe in 
themselves and becoming more like a team, act-
ing more like a team and supporting each other, 
they started to go through some better patches 
and the confidence just kept building.”

But Syracuse’s momentum could not carry 
it through its next match against third-seeded 
Louisville, who stomped the Orange, 4-0. The 
team was intimidated by the Cardinals in 
the beginning of the match and dropped the 
doubles point, George said. Syracuse went on 
to drop the next three singles matches and 
lose. It is obvious that t he Orange improved 
throughout the season, but the loss to Louis-
ville shows that is still lacks the ability to beat 
top-level opponents.

After the loss to Louisville in the quarter-
finals, SU found itself playing against old foes 

for fifth place. The Orange knocked off both 
12th-seeded Rutgers and seventh-seeded DePaul 
for the second time this season to finish the fifth 
in the tournament.

Even though the Orange did not achieve its 
ultimate goal of a conference title, the coaches 
were still satisfied with what the team did 
accomplish, George said. The team was a little 

surprised to be seeded as high as sixth and it 
beat that seed by finishing fifth. And SU beat 
a team, St. John’s, which it lost to during the 
season in the process.

“We felt like we were at the top of the Big East 
at the tournament,” George said, “fighting for 
a Big East Championship and that’s where we 
wanted to be.”

t e n n i s

SU falls to L’ville in BE tourney, takes solace in strong finish

m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Syracuse overcomes choppy water in historical weekend win

SYRACUSE’S BIG EAST 
TOURNAMENT RESULTS
Finish: fifth place

Opening Round—April 19
No. 6 SU defeated No. 11 St. John’s, 4-2
Quarterfinals—April 20
No. 3 Louisville defeated No. 6 SU, 4-0
Consolation Rounds—April 21-22
No. 6 SU defeated No. 12 Rutgers, 4-2
No. 6 SU defeated No. 7 DePaul, 4-1

 By Michael Bonner 
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse men’s crew knew the course in Annap-
olis, Md., would be a rough one. Something they 
weren’t expecting was the cause of the turbulent 
waters. 

“We heard this loud engine,” senior coxswain 
Chad Taylor said. “We looked back and there 
was this huge fishing boat.”

About 750 meters into the Goes Trophy race 
among No. 9 Syracuse, Navy and Cornell, a 
fishing boat came through the course causing 
a huge wake. 

The Orange managed to defeat the wake, Cor-
nell and Navy, as SU finished with a time of 6:04.8 
to win the Goes Trophy. Cornell crossed the line 
second with a time of 6:06.4 but Navy, finishing 

with a time of 6:14.4, was awarded second place 
due to a ruling of interference by the Big Red. 

The win marks the first time since 1959 SU has 
retained the Goes Trophy in consecutive years. 

The historical feat didn’t come easy. The tim-
ing of the fishing boat crossing the course could 
not have come at a worse time for SU. Cornell, 
not known for its quick starts, surprisingly took 
the early lead and was up by as much as a length. 
The Orange was closing the gap until the wake 
hit SU’s boat from the right side.

“Because of the wake, the whole middle 1,000 
meters were gone,” Taylor said. “I had to change 
the game plan on the go. It got a bit frantic for 
five or six strokes. Cornell got up another half 
length, but we maintained composure which 
allowed us to maintain speed.”

The Orange was hit with that wake first, 
which also meant it was hit the hardest. The 

wake at the time seemed to affect all three 
crews. Looking back at the race on tape, J.P. 
Geise said the wake only hit the Syracuse and 
Navy boats, which is probably why the Big Red 
was able to increase its lead during that time. 

Following the turbulence, Navy’s crew fell 
off the pace while Syracuse decided it needed to 
pick up the pace in order to make up for the lost 
time. Usually with about 300 meters left in the 
race, the strategy for most teams, as it is with 
SU, is to sprint or to go as hard as one can until 
the finish line.

“(The wake) really changed what we had to 
do in our game plan,” Geise said. “We had to 
start our sprint much earlier than usual.” 

Taylor decided to start the sprint with about 
500 meters left in the race, 200 meters before the 
rowers are used to starting it. Although SU may 
close the gap quicker in the short run, the Orange 

had to acknowledge the risk that it would still 
have enough energy in the last couple hundred 
meters to finish as strong as the Cornell crew.

“I knew at the 300-meter distance we wouldn’t 
be able to catch up to Cornell,” Taylor said. “I 
knew we could do it, we have been working hard 
all year in practice.”

The move turned out to be the correct one, as 
the Orange managed to pass the Cornell crew 
for the win. What’s even more impressive than 
the pass is the way Syracuse responded to the 
adversity.

“I think we’ve practiced it once,” SU head coach 
Dave Reischman said. “It certainly helps having 
senior experience. I think Chad saw it coming, 
warned the crew and coached them threw it.”

Taylor said practicing on Onondaga Lake 
helps him with these situations where he has 
to adjust on the fly. The conditions on the lake 
are always different and unique, which can help 
him when it comes time to race. But sometimes 
all the practice in the world can’t prepare you 
for some things. 

“We knew it would be choppy,” Geise said. 
“But we didn’t realize there would be a fishing 
boat. I’ve never had a wake like that.”

nick ruggiero | staff photographer
OLGA VOTAVOVA teamed with Maria Vasilyeva to earn the double point in Sunday’s 
match against DePaul. Syracuse finished fifth in the Big East tournament.

AT A GLANCE
2-0
Next three meets:
April 29 at Conlan Cup
May 13 at Eastern Sprints
May 20 vs. Packard Cup

“We heard this loud engine. We looked back 
and there was this huge fishing boat.”

Chad Taylor
SU SENIOR COXSWAIN

sports.dailyorange.com
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Available May 21st to Aug 24th.  2 bedrooms at 
510 Euclid.  Top floor.  Price Negotiable 
610-247-6375.  easeidel@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

705 Euclid
3 BR

NEWLY AVAILABLE
June ‘07

Furnished, Parking, 
Laundry, Porch

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 

WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

Westminster Ave.3 BR Apt avail June 1
large furnished 3BR apt avail 6/1/07, 1 year 
lease, great location off Euclid, dead end street 
w/park, newly remodeled kitchen, private porch, 
must see, prefer grad/law students. will go fast 
673 2891, 470 6580

3 BEDROOM UPPER APT.  

AVAILABLE 6-1-07 FOR NEXT 
SCHOOL YEAR.  

ACKERMAN AVE.  
FURNISHED, OFF-STREET PARKING 
W/GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PARCHES, 

FIREPLACE, RENT $320 PER PERSON 
PLUS UTILITIES.  

EXCELLENT CONDITION.  

CALL RICH 422-0138 OR 673-3516

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 
furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

469-6665
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms

968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon.

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 

136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.
4 Bedroom Apts at:

320 Euclid

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME 

 ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  
2 FULL BATHS 

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  

New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  
Large Living Room and Dining Room.  

Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  
Deposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

3 Bedroom Available.  
June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  

Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 
carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 

garbage disposal, 
off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

HELP WANTED
Staying in Syracuse for the summer?  

Work FULL-TIME days at Holy Shirt!
t-shirt printing company in our print shop.  
8:30am-5:30pm, M-F, 40-45/hrs
weekdays, $8.50/hr.  
Sorry, no nights or weekend work avail.  
3 MONTH COMMITMENT (May-August). 
Must have car and be able to lift 50 lbs. 

Call 445-8193 or email john@holyshirt.com

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553
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Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  
Apply on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

FOR SALE
1998 VW Jetta Wolfsburg Edition
Good condition. $3300 or best offer. contact 
lauren at leantoli@syr.edu

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, 
faculty and residents in the Syra-
cuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertain-
ment publication. Featuring bar and 
event listings, movies, TV, music 
releases, concerts, sex, dining and 
cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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“I had a baby Thursday evening at 7:34,” Good-
win said. “She’s healthy, I’m healthy. We’re both 
doing great. I plan on returning back to Syracuse 
in the fall to continue my senior year and play bas-
ketball for Syracuse University. I will be taking 
online classes this summer, and in August she’s 
going to be with family while I attend school.”

Goodwin said no one on the team or the coach-
ing or training staff knew about her pregnancy. 
She said head coach Quentin Hillsman was the 
first person she told, on Feb. 25, the night before 
the final game of the season at Cincinnati. She said 
Hillsman immediately told her to go see the team 
doctor and not play. 

“Everyone found out the same time,” Goodwin 
said. “I was playing pregnant, yes, and no one 

knew about it. And when they found out, that’s 
why I didn’t play (the last game).”

The Daily Orange first reported of Goodwin’s 
birthing in Monday’s edition.

Goodwin would not say why she played the 
entire season knowing she was pregnant. She also 
declined to comment on why she chose the last 
game to tell Hillsman.

Hillsman declined to comment out of respect 
for Goodwin’s privacy. 

Syracuse Director of Athletics Daryl Gross 
addressed the matter to The Daily Orange on 
Monday.

“It’s private,” he said. “Fantasia is a wonderful 
woman. Birth is a wonderful thing. We think she’s 
a terrific, terrific human being, and we support 
her. We love her in the Syracuse family and think 
she’s going to do great things and be a terrific role 
model.”

Goodwin, a transfer from Monroe (N.Y.) Col-
lege, started every game for the Orange this 
season — except for the last game, when she was 
kept off the court. 

Keeping pregnancy hidden is not an uncommon 
prerogative for athletes, especially if the athletics 

SEE FANTASIA PAGE 19

By Zach Berman
SPORTS EDITOR

Syracuse athletics has a new radio 
home, no more Coach Mac color 
commentating football games and 
“Midnight Madness” returning for 
the men’s basketball team, Director 
of Athletics Daryl Gross announced 
Monday in what turned out to be a 
multi-faceted press conference.

SU athletics has reached a deal 
with Galaxy Communications to 
make 99.5 WTKW-FM, known as 
TK99, the flagship station for SU 
sports. Galaxy stations will broad-
cast Syracuse football, men’s and 
women’s basketball and men’s 
lacrosse, along with pregame and 
postgame shows and the Jim Boe-
heim and Greg Robinson shows. 
Football, men’s basketball and men’s 
lacrosse will be on TK99. Women’s 
basketball will be aired on 1200 
WTLA-AM.

“We wanted a radio station that 
is going to embrace us, where we 
were the priority, where everything 
revolved around Syracuse Athletics,” 
Gross said.

Another major change includes the 
broadcast booth for football games. 
Former SU football head coach Dick 
MacPherson is being moved from his 
color commentating duties to work 
on the pregame and postgame shows. 
Former SU All-American tight end 
Chris Gendey will replace MacPher-
son.

“We are bringing (MacPherson) 
with us whenever we can,” Gross 
said. “We found a way to keep him in 
the mix.”

The press conference also included 
the announcement that Midnight 
Madness is returning to SU. Midnight 
Madness is an event across college 
campuses around the nation to mark 
the opening of college basketball sea-
son. The NCAA allows practice to 
start at midnight on a given night in 
October.

SU has toyed with Midnight Mad-
ness in the past. Boeheim told The 
Daily Orange in October 2005 that he 
wasn’t a fan of Midnight Madness.

“I’ve never bought into it,” Boe-
heim said. “You get two good practices 
in versus no good practices in.”

Galaxy’s CEO Ed Levine said Boe-
heim “graciously agreed” to host it. 
The date and venue for the event is 
still undetermined, Gross said.

SEE RADIO PAGE 20

courtesy of fantasia goodwin
JORDIN ALICE GOODWIN was 
born on Thursday in Syracuse.

rachel fus | staff photographer
FANTASIA GOODWIN averaged 12 points and 6.8 rebounds per game this season. The 
junior forward gave birth Thursday after playing much of the season pregnant.

Two months ago Fantasia Goodwin was in uniform playing 
for the Syracuse women’s basketball team. 

On Thursday, she was in the maternity ward of St. Joseph’s 
hospital in Syracuse giving birth to a baby girl.

On Monday, Goodwin spoke 
about it for the first time.

By Zach Schonbrun
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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“Realistic hippie”
Senior Ryan Suser helps lead 
social work group, New York 
Public Interest Research Group.
 Page 11
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Early risers
Early is better in college lacrosse 
recruiting. Page 28

I N S I D E N E W S

Bigger, better MyMail
University’s e-mail system to 
be upgraded or replaced as 
early as spring ‘08 semester. 
Page 6

I N S I D E O P I N I O N

Mayfest reborn
Ben Peskin imagines what the 
festival could be with a few 
modifications. Page 5

a r c h i t e c t u r e

Outraged: 
Warehouse may 
be permanent
Dean doesn’t 
understand students’ 
anger with proposal

nick mccann | staff photographer
STUDENTS IN HENDRICKS CHAPEL mourned the tragedy at Virginia Tech during a vigil held the day after the shootings.

By Melanie Hicken
NEWS EDITOR

A
pril 16, 2007. Another day to 
mourn. Another day Ameri-
cans will never forget. 

But while the Virginia 
Tech community begins the healing 
process after the largest massacre in 
U.S. history, college campuses across 
the country are beginning a process 
as well — a reevaluation of protocols 
and procedures in place to help pre-
vent or minimize such a tragedy.

“Monday’s incident changes 

everything for universities around 
the country,” said Interim Chief Tony 
Callisto, of Syracuse University’s 
Public Safety. 

It’s been a busy 10 days for Cal-
listo.

Interviews. Meetings. Phone calls. 
E-mails. All asking: What would we 
do if it happened here?

SU was one of many college com-
munities across the nation that 
were jarred by this scary realiza-
tion — that something so violent, so 
tragic could occur on a campus just 

like its own.
“I think we all know that this 

could have happened anywhere,” 
said Dean of Hendricks Chapel 
Thomas Wolfe, who co-chairs the 
Critical Incident Management Team 
(CMIT). 

Within hours of the breaking 
news of the shootings, the SU Logis-
tics Committee and the CIMT, two 
university bodies that help manage 
emergency and crisis situations, 
convened to discuss what this trag-
edy meant for SU and how the cam-

pus should respond.
The Logistics Committee handles 

technical and physical needs in an 
emergency situation, while the CIMT 
manages all human responses. 

The CIMT and Public Safety will 
study the Virginia Tech incident to 
help enhance SU’s year of task force 
examinations dedicated to keeping 
the school continuously up to date 
in various areas including campus 
safety and communication in the 
case of an emergency, said Chancel-

In case of emergency VT tragedy spurs analysis 
of SU’s safety procedures

SEE VA TECH PAGE 8

United voices
SU students speak out about VT 
shootings.

See page 3

Campus coping
SU community shares sympathy 
for Virginia Tech victims.

See page 9

The big decision
Learn who at SU decides when 
to cancel classes.

See page 8

Timeline of violence
Learn about past campus  
shootings.

See page 8

By Kevin Sajdak
STAFF WRITER

Once deemed temporary, the Ware-
house may soon be the permanent 
home of the Syracuse University 
Architecture and Visual and Per-
forming Arts program.

In an e-mail 
sent early Tues-
day, SU School 
of Architecture 
Dean Mark Rob-
bins suggested 
an idea that 
would put the 
vast majority 
of Architecture 

classes in the Armory Square 
facility. This proposal, while not 
yet made official, sparked several 
opportunities Wednesday for con-
cerned students to voice their oppo-
sition.

More than 50 students braved the 
rain to protest the proposal outside 
of Slocum Hall Wednesday after-
noon and then moved their protest 
to Crouse-Hinds, where Chancellor 
Nancy Cantor’s office is located.

“It’s underhanded,” said Eric 
Zahn, fourth-year architecture 
major. “I think there’s a lot of 
maneuvering and hiding the truth. 
I think we are the ones being hurt by 
the connective corridor.”

The contentious proposal would 
move 80 percent of architecture and 
various VPA classes downtown, 
with the remaining 20 percent 
held in Slocum — the architecture 
school’s former home. Other propos-
als being considered are moving the 
entire school downtown or moving it 
entirely back onto campus. A fourth 
suggestion would move 80 percent 
of classes back to Slocum while the 
remaining 20 percent would remain 

SEE ARCHIECTURE PAGE 10
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

House to vote on Iraqi 
pullout date bill 
Democrats from the House of 
pullout date bill 
Democrats from the House of 
pullout date bill 
Representatives announced on 
Wednesday that they predict they’ll 
win passage on a controversial bill 
regarding Iraq war spending. The 
bill includes a timeline for pulling 
American troops out of Iraq. PRES-
IDENT GEORGE W. BUSH SAID 
HE WILL VETO THE BILL because 
of the pullout dates, though the bill 
contains $100 billion meant for the 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The 
Iraqi foreign minister said that the 
Democrats’ timeline is unrealistic 
and that they should wait until the 
Iraqi military is more self-reliant, 
as reported by BBC News. The bill 
requires a removal of troops out of 
Iraq by October. More than 3,300 
U.S. soldiers have been killed since 
the 2003 invasion, according to 
ABC News. 

Nuclear negotiations 
continue between Iran 
and European Union
European Union foreign policy chief 
and European Union
European Union foreign policy chief 
and European Union
Javier Solana and Iran’s top nego-
tiator Ali Larijani met on Wednes-
day and announced they planned to 
meet in another two weeks, mak-
ing progress in the United Nations 
demand for Iran to suspend ura-
nium enrichment. Neither of the 
negotiators said details about what 
they had discussed. “WE WILL 
HAVE SOME TALKS TOMORROW 
AND IN TWO WEEKS,” LARIJANI 
SAID. The six powers negotiating 
with Iran include the United States, 
China, Russia, France, Britain 
and Germany. The powers hope 
to reduce the number of operat-
ing centrifuge machines in Iran to 
under 1,000. The country currently 
has 1,300 operating machines and 
aims to have 50,000. Iran currently 
has two sanctions against it from 
the U.N. for not suspending ura-
nium enrichment.

John McCain announces 
presidential campaign 
Arizona Sen. John McCain 
presidential campaign 
Arizona Sen. John McCain 
presidential campaign 
announced his 2008 presidential 
candidacy on Wednesday. McCain 
made the announcement in New 
Hampshire, a key state in the elec-
tion.IF MCCAIN WON THE PRESI-
DENCY HE WOULD BE 72 AT THE 
TIME, THE OLDEST PRESIDENT 
TO EVER BE INAUGURATED. “I 
am qualifi ed. I am ready to serve. 
I need no on-the-job training. And 
I have the vision and capability,” 
McCain said. In recent weeks, he 
has been second in national polls, 
catching up to Republican Rudy 
Giuliani. 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
6 p.m.  
The Coalition of Minority Public 
Administration Students (COMPAS) 
sponsors a screening and discus-
sion of the documentary “The N 
Word.” THE FILM LOOKS AT THE 
HISTORY AND USAGE OF THE 
CONTROVERSIAL WORD and 
includes interviews with celebri-
ties’ perspectives.

107 Hall of Languages | Free

8 p.m.  
The SU WIND ENSEMBLE will 
perform works by composers 
including Gustav Holst, Leonard 
Bernstein and Serge Prokofi ev. Dr. 
John M. Laverty will conduct the 
ensemble.

Setnor Auditorium | Free

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

Age-old debate
One university president believes 
Age-old debate
One university president believes 
Age-old debate
the drinking age should be lowered 
to 18. 

PULP

Curtain call
SU drama bids adieu with its clos-
ing performance, “My One and 
Only.”

SPORTS

Travel plans
Darryl Watkins needs leg room 
when he travels. Does he get 
it on Syracuse roadtrips? 

OPIN ION

Think it through
Conservative, liberal, pro-life, pro 
Think it through
Conservative, liberal, pro-life, pro 
Think it through
choice – Meghan Overdeep wants 
to know why people feel the need 
to label their beliefs.
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If you have an idea for a story or a news tip to look into, 
please contact us at 
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MEN’S LACROSSE TRACK AND FIELD

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

FRI.  APR. 27, TBA      
Big East Tournament

SAT.  APR. 28, 11 A.M.        
vs. Rutgers

@ Mass. Penn Relays
SAT.  APR. 28, 3 P.M.        THUR.  APR. 26, TBA        

Horse, sleeping man found in 
German bank near ATM
A sleeping man and a horse were found in a 
German bank on Monday by a customer just 
after 4 a.m. According to police, the man said 
that he had “a few beers” that night. He chose 
to sleep it off in a heated foyer of a bank that 
holds an ATM. As he could not fi nd a place to 
tie up his horse, Sammy, he brought the horse 
in with him to the ATM. The man who discov-
ered the pair called police, and the sleeping 
man, identifi ed as Wolfgang H., left the area. 
“It was late, it was already dark and cold,” he 
said. No charges were pressed against Wolf-
gang H. However, some cleanup was neces-
sary as the horse had been indoors for several 
hours. 

New mineral discovered with 
chemical makeup of kryptonite 
A mineral recently discovered by a mining group in 
Serbia has a chemical composition similar to the fi c-
tional mineral kryptonite. Kryptonite is made of glow-
ing green crystals, which zap the power from the 
fi ctional character Superman. The physical makeup 
of the new mineral, which will be named jadarite, 
is a white powdery substance. But the similarities 
of the mineral are chemical. “Toward the end of my 
research, I searched the Web using the mineral’s 
chemical formula, sodium lithium boron silicate 
hydroxide, and was amazed to discover that same 
scientifi c name written on a case of rock contain-
ing kryptonite stolen by Lex Luthor from a museum 
in the fi lm ‘Superman Returns’,” Chris Stanley said. 
Stanley is a mineral expert at the Natural History 
Museum, where samples were brought after being 
discovered. The mineral could be used as a source of 
lithium, which is used in batteries. 

Chinese scientists to control rainfall
Chinese meteorologists have detected a 50 per-
cent chance of rain for the 2008 Beijing Sum-
mer Olympics. The meteorologists say they 
can force the rain, however, to arrive before 
the Olympics begin. Through a process called 
cloud-seeding, rain can be forced by clearing 
the air and forcing clear skies. The process of 
artifi cial rainmaking is of debate among scien-
tists — some do not believe the process can 
work. Wang Yubin, an engineer from the Beijing 
Meteorological Bureau, said that weather pat-
terns from the past 30 years indicate the 50 
percent chance of rain on the day of the open-
ing ceremony of the Olympics, Aug. 8, 2008, as 
well as the day of the closing ceremony. 
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SU offers limited 
online classes 
for undergrads
Tech-savvy campus is 
ready for move to Internet

VT aftermath continues; SU reflects with speak out

katie dalrymple | staff photographer
ROY BAKER, director of fraternity and sorority affairs, spoke about reaching out to others so an incident like last week’s shootings would 
not happen again at the Speak Out for Virginia Tech held in Panasci Lounge.

By Kyle Austin
STAFF WRITER

The faculty at Syracuse University 
has begun to tap into the potential 
created by new technology for the 
expanding world of distance educa-
tion. But despite growth in distance 
education, SU is still behind the curve 
in offering online courses to under-
graduate students, both at a distance 
or on campus.

SU is one of many higher educa-
tion institutions to see an emergence 
of new distance learning programs in 
recent years.

The School of Information Stud-
ies offers an award-winning distance 
education program and the S.I. New-
house School of Public Communica-
tions offers the independent study 
degree program in communications 
management. The Martin J. Whit-
man School of Management offers a 
master in business administration 
program and a Master of Science 
program online. And various other 
programs around the university offer 
online courses to full-time and part-
time students in a variety of different 
areas.

But apart from specific degree 
programs, Syracuse does not offer 
a large amount of online courses in 
comparison to similar-sized schools, 
said Bruce Kingma, associate provost 
for entrepreneurship and innovation, 

By A.J. Donatoni
STAFF WRITER

Seung-Hui Cho took the lives of 32 
Virginia Tech students and faculty 
in a senseless act of violence April 16. 
On Wednesday, 32 Syracuse Univer-
sity students and area residents came 
together in the Panasci Lounge at the 
Schine Student Center to participate 
in the Speak Out Against Violence in 
response to that act.

The speak out, sponsored by 
the Greek Council and the Student 
Association, was a forum designed to 
commemorate the victims of the shoot-
ings and give those in attendance a 
chance to voice their opinions on what 
occurred that morning.

One by one, several participants 
walked up to the podium located at the 
back of the lounge and addressed the 
rest of the group by either sharing a 
personal experience or simply giving 
their perspective on what transpired 
on the campus of Virginia Tech.

Senior Amanda Torres helped 
organize the Speak Out and has coor-
dinated several events around the 
campus in honor of the Virginia Tech 
community.

“When I was in high school, 9/11 
happened and I was going to school in 
New York City,” said Torres, entrepre-
neurship and emerging enterprises 
major. “That’s the reason why I decid-
ed to become in involved in this.”

Torres spoke of her own personal 
experience in New York City when the 
World Trade Center was attacked but 
said that the shootings had a similar 

feel to them, which motivated her to do 
whatever she could to help out.

“I was watching it on the big screen 
in Schine, and I stood there in disbe-
lief, like I couldn’t believe this was 
happening at a college that was com-
parable in size to us,” said Torres of 
the shootings. “I can’t imagine the fear 
that was going through the families 
and friends there.”

Junior Jacqueline Cho said 
the shootings touched her person-
ally because she is Asian American. 
Because she shares the same last 
name of the shooter — Cho — she 
said the events have affected her on a 
deeper level.

“My sister lives in London, and the 
day after it happened, when she went 
to work, she got backlash from her 
co-workers about being an American 
citizen,” said Cho, television, radio and 
film major. She also said the work-
ers joked to her sister about coming 
into work that day with guns to shoot 
them.

Cho said she had not received any 
verbal backlash personally, but she 
has read blogs and other postings from 
student groups that have been “pretty 
upsetting.”

“As a student of color, my main con-
cern was that when this happened, why 
would I have to carry the burden about 
how I or my (Asian Pacific American) 
community would be represented in 
the media because of one individual?” 
she said. “After the incident I became 
very self-aware.”

Roy Baker, director of fraternity 

and sorority affairs at SU, is originally 
from Richmond, Virginia, and attend-
ed the University of Virginia. He said 
he has many ties to Virginia Tech and 
that the news hit home hard.

“I saw the news and witnessed the 
things that were happening on that 
campus, and I started thinking about 
all the people that I knew that worked 
there,” he said. “I wasn’t sure if I 
should reach out to them or just leave 
them alone.”

Baker said he eventually con-
tacted those whom he knew and 
that they were going through some-
thing “unimaginable” and “incom-

prehensible.”
“What if something like that 

could happen here?” he said. “I would 
hope that we as a community would 
appreciate what we have at this great 
institution, and come together and do 
the things that could have prevented 
this by supporting one another and 
making one another feel like we each 
matter.”

Once the open forum portion of 
the event was finished, the Speak Out 
concluded with a moment of silence by 
the 32 SU community members for the 
32 victims, whose names were read 
by the event volunteers.

katie dalrymple | staff photographer
JACQUELINE CHO, an SU junior, explained how media coverage of 
the tragedy repeated that the killer’s nationality was Korean.

FALL 2007 “ONLINE 
CREDIT” COURSES
BPS 204: The Social Impact 
of Technology 
ETS 215: Sophomore Poetry 
Workshop 
ETS 217: Sophomore Fiction 
Workshop 
ST 500: Multimedia Technol-
ogy 
NHM 225: Nutrition in Health 
PHI 171: Critical Thinking 
PHI 393: Contemporary Eth-
ics
REL 101: Religions of the 
World 
SOC 377: Class, Status and 
SOC 446: Power Social 
Impact of the Internet 
SOC 447: Social Change and 
Conflict in Modern China 
SOC 448: The Dynamics of 
Prejudice & Discrimination 
BPS 204: The Social Impact 
of Technology 
WRT 205: Studio 2: Critical 
Research and Writing 

SOURCE: University College Web site

SEE CONTINUED ED PAGE 7
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L ast week, the worst school 
shooting in American his-
tory happened on the cam-

pus of Virginia Tech. The day after 
the shooting, most students went to 
The Daily Orange to read the cover-
age on the shootings. Some students 
were disappointed with how much 
coverage was shown in the student 
newspaper.

D.O. reader Alisa Lopano wrote, 
“I’m very disappointed in the mini-
mal story coverage in Tuesday’s 
Daily Orange of the tragedy that 
occurred at Virginia Tech … Rubin 
stepping down as dean of Newhouse 
and the inadequate condition of 
South Campus are important, but 
not as important as one of the most 
memorable and horrific days of 
recent years.”

Ashley Tabor, sophomore 
English and textual studies and 
political science major, and Sydney 
Axson, sophomore political sci-
ence and biology major, wrote, “It 
is a shame to admit, but for some 
students, The D.O. is their primary 
source of information. It’s the paper 
they pick up first in the morning 
before anything else. There is no 
excuse for making an article about 
something as infinitesimal as hous-
ing woes… out to be a bigger issue 
than an event that has shattered the 
lives of so many.”

Last week’s editions may not 
have seemed to reflect much cover-
age of the Virginia Tech tragedy to 
some readers, but with the resourc-
es The D.O. had, it did provide as 
much information as it could have 
at the time.

“What goes on the front page is a 
decision made by all head editors of 
each section,” said Melanie Hicken, 
The D.O.’s news editor. “We did try 
to get in contact with people down 
there, but we did not get a hold of 
anyone.”

As a campus newspaper, there 
are only so many resources that are 

available. There are not any report-
ers or photographers that would 
have been at the scene to provide 
stories and photos. The paper also 
has a policy of not running stories 
that are not written by staff. That 
would rule out any wire photos and 
stories. 

Hicken said The D.O. tries to take 
stories like this particular one and 
see how it can be told by the way 
it affects the SU community. They 
wanted to provide information that 
was not available anywhere else 
to the community. That is exactly 
what a newspaper is supposed to do.

“We wanted to look at how the 
SU safety was, and how safe SU was. 
We have not forgotten about the 
VT victims. We just did not have 
resources to provide news that has 
not already been told, especially 
when on this campus you can go and 
get The New York Times and The 
Post-Standard,” Hicken said. 

The D.O. did provide stories that 
covered the Virginia Tech tragedy. 
They did not ignore the magnitude 
of the event, and the decisions they 
made were good. There were still 
stories above the fold that dealt with 
the tragedy even on Tuesday. They 
had a story about SU’s mourning 
and vigil, and about how the SU 
community reacted to the tragedy. 
The paper did its job as a campus 
newspaper with the resources that 
were available.

Shannon Pittman-Price is the public 
editor for The Daily Orange. E-mail 

her at publiceditor@dailyorange.com.

Virginia Tech coverage not lacking 
when D.O.’s resources considered

S H A N N O N  P I T T M A N - P R I C E

public editor

Tweaked Mayfest could appeal to all of SU
A curious thing happened 

Tuesday: Most classes were 
canceled for Mayfest and 

a massive block party was held on 
Euclid.

Mayfest meant class presenta-
tions, physics demonstrations and 
a different perspective on what we 
learn at college. The block party 
meant drinking, fun and tension with 
the police. But the interesting thing 
is that each represents an opposite 
facet of higher education. Next year, 
if the school gets more involved and 
unites these two disparate elements, 
Mayfest could become a tradition that 
people look forward to every year.

When word spread about the 
plan to host an enormous gathering 
on every front lawn along Euclid 
Avenue, there was an immediate 
increase in tension. The last time 
there was a student block party, 
things didn’t end well, and the day 
was remembered for the riots of 
“Livingstock.” This time, no formal 
permit for a block party was issued, 
and the campus held its breath as 
police rolled up with the paddy-wagon 
just in case things went 1999.

The school needs to find a way to 
team up with the block party. A start 

would be obtaining a permit for a 
neighboring street. In that area, a 
registered student organization could 
host some live music; nothing big 
and glitzy would be necessary. Heck, 
maybe Mayfest could coincide with 
the big concert held every spring 
courtesy of University Union. What 
was that called again?

But Mayfest shouldn’t just devolve 
into a campus-wide lazy booze cruise. 
I actually had a good time listening to 
my roommate present his thesis and 
seeing presentations in the Carrier 
Dome. It reminded me that at college, 
sometimes research is done to dis-
cover new things, instead of merely 
being an evaluation tool.

In addition to no classes, the block 
party and the concerts, Mayfest 
could be an opportunity for thesis 
candidates to show off their work to a 
greater sampling of the campus com-

munity. Also, imagine the collective 
relief of hard-working seniors who 
can celebrate the completion of their 
academic experience at the block 
party.

This is the second year that 
Mayfest hasn’t actually taken place 
in May, but the school shouldn’t be 
tempted to change the name. It’s 
quirky this way and gives meaning to 
the day beyond its occurrence on the 
calendar.

Since Mayfest could shape up to 
be a new tradition, this could also be 
a prime time to facilitate some of the 
other new traditions that have arisen 
in recent years. Imagine how easy it 
would be to remember when to tie a 
wish around the trees in the Orange 
Grove.

There’s something cool when an 
institution collectively decides to 
have fun, and I liken it to the excite-
ment surrounding orientation. May-
fest could be fun for everyone, but it 
would sure make a dynamite send-off 
for seniors.

Ben Peskin is a featured columnist  
whose columns appear Thursdays 

in The Daily Orange. E-mail 
him at bapeskin@syr.edu.

B E N  P E S K I N

righteous indignation 

letters@dailyorange.com
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University considers Gmail, Outlook for next campus e-mail update

“I like it. I haven’t had a problem with 
it. It would be nice if it remembered 
the names that I commonly type in — 
if it had better e-mail address recall.”

George Bedrin
FRESHMAN SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJOR

“I like it overall, but sometimes it 
is very slow. Other than that I don’t 
really have a problem with it.”

Jaclyn Casavant
JUNIOR MARKETING AND ADVERTISING MAJOR

PERSPECT IVES
compiled by jim armstrong | staff writer

Do you like or dislike MyMail, and why?

“It makes me mad because it’s 
messed up. It takes forever because 
it doesn’t sort stuff, and sometimes 
it doesn’t open up attachments. It’s 
better than OrangeMail though.”

Nikki Desch
SOPHOMORE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MAJOR

“The one thing I like about it 
the most is that I can review 
all the e-mails I have sent.”

Tim Denterlein
SOPHOMORE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING MAJOR

“I’m kind of neutral on it, because 
frankly I only check it for school-
related e-mails. It’s functional. I 
guess it’s good for what I use it for.”

Jimmy Gallagher
SOPHOMORE NEWSPAPER MAJOR

“I like it. I’ve never had a problem 
with it and I’ve never had a 
problem sending documents 
because of file size.”

Jeff Rabinak
FRESHMAN FILM MAJOR

By Elana Zak
STAFF WRITER

Like many students, sophomore Mandy Davis 
uses two e-mail systems. She uses MyMail 
for classes so professors can e-mail her and 
Hotmail for personal e-mails.

“I try to keep it separate,” said Davis, 
public relations major. “MyMail does suck. We 
should have something else.” Davis said she 
does not like how easily MyMail fills up, espe-
cially when she uses attachments. One of the 
advantages of using Hotmail is more space.

Syracuse University has heard student 
complaints and is in the process of replacing 
MyMail, confirmed Paul Gandel, vice presi-
dent for information technology and chief 
information officer. Students can expect a new 
one by as early as January 2008.

“We’re considering multiple offerings at 
this point,” Gandel said. “We’re constantly 
trying to improve things to give students the 
best possible service.”

MyMail was put in place last year as a 
temporary substitute for OrangeMail, the 
university’s previous e-mail service. The com-
pany that provided OrangeMail went out of 
business and the school put MyMail in as a 
quick fix, Gandel said.

MyMail is a system that had the necessary 
basics, and it brought the school more time 
to research a better program. The univer-
sity is considering e-mail systems, including 
Gmail, Microsoft Outlook or simply enhanc-

ing MyMail, Gandel said.
Anton Schettini said he likes MyMail, and 

while he would not mind switching to a new 
system, he would prefer to stay with what he 
knows. “I like MyMail,” said Schettini, an 
undecided freshman in The College of Arts 
and Sciences. “I’m comfortable with it.”

“I think Gmail is a little funky,” said fresh-
man bioengineering major Julie McCullough. 
“I have three different ways of looking at my 
mail … so it confuses me.” McCullough uses 
MyMail for school, Gmail for junk e-mails and 
Hotmail for everything else. 

The two main problems with MyMail are 
its unreliability and the lack of additional fea-
tures and functionality students might want, 
Gandel said. But switching to a new e-mail 
system provider, such as Gmail, also prompts 
certain concerns. Chief among them is that 
students just switched to MyMail last year and 
switching again could upset students.

“It’s a fine balancing act,” Gandel said. “We 
don’t want to keep on changing the technology 
environment, but on the other hand, if there 
are significant improvements it can provide, 
we don’t want to lose those opportunities.”

While Gandel could not say how much 
a switch would cost the school, he said the 
university would pay for costs in changing 
the system or a migration of it, maintaining 
the student listserv, as well as contracting 
additional services.

Freshman Mike Guttag said getting a new 

e-mail system would be nice, since his MyMail 
mailbox constantly exceeds its quota. But he 
said he is worried about something from a 
business, like Gmail or Yahoo!

“It’s like corporate corruption,” said Gut-
tag, finance and history major. “MyMail is 
more private. By using Gmail, they’re opening 
us up to more corporate services, like more 
advertising.”

The switch would not happen until the next 
academic year, Gandel said. SU is talking with 
student groups to get more insight on which 
new e-mail system would be the best.

“If we do make a switch again,” he said, 
“it’s for the right reasons.”

“We don’t want to 
keep on changing the 
technology environment, 
but on the other hand, 
if there are significant 
improvements it can 
provide, we don’t want to 
lose those opportunities.”

Paul Gandel
VICE PRESIDENT FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

AND CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER.
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entrepreneurship and innovation, and chairman 
of the University Senate curricula committee.

“This isn’t a campus that has a lot of online 
courses, most of the courses we see are campus-
based” Kingma said.

Although distance learning is more common 
for professionals seeking graduate degrees, it is 
not limited to that. Full-time, undergraduate stu-
dents frequently take advantage of online courses 
to pick up extra credits during the summer or to 
help accommodate crammed schedules during 
the fall or spring.

“There are full-time students who seem to 
work really a lot of hours in a week, as many as 30 
or 40 in a week,” said Kay Fiset, director of credit 
programs at University College. “So for students 
like that, or for students who are taking a lot of 
credits and have trouble fitting everything in, an 
online course is a godsend. It really helps them.”

But full-time students at SU can face a number 
of problems when they look to go online for their 
classes. In fall and spring semesters, part-time 
students are given priority in online classes, 
and in some cases, classes may fill up completely 
with part-timers, leaving no room for full-time 
undergraduates. 

In the fall 2006 semester, only 64 main campus 
students signed up for an online class, compared 
to 90 University College students.

In addition, only a limited number of courses 
are offered online. For a course to be offered 
online, it must be approved by the University 
Senate, a process that Fiset said can be time 
consuming. 

Some courses are created specifically to be 
taught online, while other existing courses are put 
into an online format. Despite these limitations, 
the number of main-campus students enrolled in 

an online class more than doubled from 64 in fall 
2006 to 151 in spring 2007, she said.

In selecting courses to be taught online, the 
senate curricula committee considers a variety of 
criteria for an online course. The popularity of the 
course and its subject are key in deciding whether 
or not a course should move to online format, 
Kingma said. 

The recent growth of online education is a 
direct result of the advancement in communi-
cation technology made available to educators. 
Web-based learning systems like WebCT and 
Blackboard are adding new technologies to their 
servers to help teachers. These systems mesh well 
with more technology-oriented college students.

Though opponents of distance education argue 
there is no substitute for in-class, personal com-
munication, new technologies made available to 
teachers are beginning to challenge this concep-
tion.

Jing Lei, assistant professor in the School 
of Education, is able to hold office hours for the 
online courses she teaches through a chat room-
like setup offered through WebCT, an online 
course management system. 

Lei said she also uses instant messaging to be 
available to her students on an individual basis. 
In the future, Lei said she hopes to see video 
conferencing technology made available to profes-
sors to help close the gap between them and their 
students.

While it may be counter-intuitive, distance 
educators are often more accessible to students 
than professors who teach campus classes, said 
William Walsh, assistant professor of accounting 
at Whitman who teaches in the iMBA program he 
graduated from in 1989. 

Walsh personally e-mails all of his students 
and provides them with his cell phone number. He 
thinks this results in more communication than a 
campus-based class, he said.

“If you’ve got 50 students in a class, granted you 

see them twice a week, but you don’t necessarily 
hook up personally with them,” Walsh said. “They 
have no need to come see you, they might be in 
your class but you may not get to know them. In 
the iMBA, that’s not true.”

At Whitman, the iMBA program, a distance 
education MBA degree program, encompasses 
more than 250 students from a variety of loca-
tions throughout the world, said Pam Suzadail, 
assistant director of external programs at Whit-
man.

Since 1976, the iMBA program has trans-
formed from a correspondence degree, a degree 
obtained through the mail, to a hybrid program 
— a mix between on-campus classes and online 
classes.

iMBA students are required to spend time in 
Syracuse attending certain classes and taking 
exams at the beginning and end of every semester. 
Classes are taken online for the rest of the semes-
ter. This model has been a success in the iMBA 
program, and Whitman has applied the same 
model to the new iMS program, which started this 
semester, according to Suzadail.

“I found that the independent study model 
worked perfectly for me,” Walsh said. “Prob-
ably that model gave me a lot of incentive to do it 
because I could do it time-wise.” 

He said he was first attracted to the iMBA 
program when he struggled to balance his job as a 
partner in a Rochester, N.Y., accounting firm with 
part-time classes at the University of Rochester.

As a professor in the program now, Walsh finds 

most of his students are in similar situations to 
his when he enrolled in the program. Walsh still 
holds a job as a partner in an accounting firm in 
addition to his teaching job. 

Distance education is appealing to business 
people because many of them travel often and 
cannot get to a campus for a weekly class, he 
said.

Distance education has also given SU the abil-
ity to offer classes to a wider array of students 
than in the past. Lei, who teaches in the School 
of Education, remembers a student enrolled in 
her class from Korea. She was able to help him 
obtain a degree while he maintained his job as a 
teacher on the other side of the globe.

“That was unimaginable before,” Lei said.
Roger Hiemstra, a retired Syracuse profes-

sor who now advises colleges and universities 
in distance education, said distance learning 
helps colleges and universities better reach their 
students, who often learn better in an online 
setting. 

He said the older generation of faculty some-
times shies away from distance learning, but 
as professors become more technology savvy, 
distance education will be more prevalent.

“I’ve spent some of my time trying to help 
faculty members understand that, in fact, the 
learner has an expectation of being to access 
information 24/7,” Hiemstra said. “And with 
every mobile hand-held device that they nor-
mally use, then they have to think of ways that 
they can accommodate that.”

CONTINUED ED
F R O M  P A G E  4

“For students who are taking a lot of credits and 
have trouble fitting everything in, an online 
course is a Godsend. It really helps them.”

Kay Fiset
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE DIRECTOR OF CREDIT PROGRAMS
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lor Nancy Cantor in an interview. 
“I have asked the CIMT and the Department 

of Public Safety to quickly analyze what we cur-
rently know about the Virginia Tech incident,” 
said Cantor in an e-mail sent to the campus com-
munity on April 17. “That team will continue to 
meet with me and the University’s leadership 
in the coming days to examine our policies and 
protocols, and determine how we can learn from 
this tragedy.” 

Safety first
The Virginia Tech shootings exposed the vul-

nerability of college campuses as opposed to the 
more contained high school setting. The Colum-
bine High School shooting on April 20, 1999, led to 
the idea of a lockdown procedure in case of such 
an emergency. 

And many Virginia Tech students and families 
questioned why their campus was not locked 
down after the first shooting.

But for an open campus community — as 
opposed to a contained high school building — a 
lockdown is easier said than done, Callisto said.

“I think any open university probably doesn’t 
have a solid procedure for a lockdown because it’s 
a community environment,” he said. “It’s a com-
munity of buildings, so we need to come up with 
a community response to this kind of a challenge 
instead of a single institutional response.”

Currently, Callisto said, SU has two main 
procedures to be used in the case of emergency 
depending on the situation: to have people evacu-
ate or to tell people to stay in their buildings. 

Additionally, all Public Safety officers are 
trained in “active shooter protocol,” a procedure 
developed nationwide in 2003 partly as a result 
of the Columbine shootings, Callisto said. Prior 
to this training, officers would have to create a 
perimeter and wait for SWAT officers before enter-
ing a building with an active shooter, which could 
take more than an hour.

Now, the first four arriving officers at the scene 
do an immediate assessment of the situation and 
enter the building.

Immediately.
“A few years ago, the Department of Public 

Safety was an unarmed, primarily security force 
that had limited ability to really manage a prob-
lem of this magnitude,” Callisto said. “And today, 
with the active shooter training and the police 
academy, today within seconds you have eight to 
10 Public Safety officers working any shift. Four of 
them can be there within seconds.”

In October 2003, New York Gov. George Pataki 
signed legislation that allowed SU to upgrade 
Public Safety officers to peace officer status. In 
February 2004, the University Senate made a 
recommendation to begin the training program, 

which then-Chancellor Kenneth Shaw accepted. 
This training program was completed in Decem-
ber, so all officers can now carry a weapon and use 
force if necessary. 

Prior to peace status, they could carry only 
batons and pepper spray.  

Although he said he is confident SU is prepared 
to react in the case of emergency, Callisto added 
the university is currently examining additional 
safety and communication measures as a part of 
a comprehensive plan to increase safety capabili-
ties. 

Some things being looked into include: surveil-
lance systems, turning the campus blue lights 
into loudspeaker-like devices and the ability to 
simulcast emergency notification to all university 
radio channels. Other processes are also being 
considered.

As early as Monday afternoon, Callisto had 
joined an e-mail listserv of law enforcement 
administrators to discuss the Virginia Tech inci-
dent and what can be learned from it.

“This is an opportunity,” Callisto said. “It’s 
a tragic event, but it will be an opportunity for 
campus law enforcement to improve our ability to 
respond to these kinds of things.” 

To text, or not to text
One of the most controversial issues to come 

out of the Virginia Tech incident is how and when 
universities choose to notify students of a shoot-
ing or similar violent incident on campus.

Although the Virginia Tech Police Depart-
ment received a 911 call about shootings in a 
residence hall at 7:15 a.m., e-mail notification was 
not sent to students and faculty until 9:26 a.m.

A second 911 call was phoned in at 9:45 a.m. 
Another shooting had occurred. This time, e-mail 
notification was sent within five minutes.

Campus officials told the media they had rea-
son to believe the first incident was an isolated 
domestic dispute, but many have still questioned 
why notification was not sent out earlier and why 
classes were not canceled.

“I don’t understand their logic behind that,” a 
Virginia Tech sophomore told The Los Angeles 
Times. “It does bother me. I feel like a lot of lives 
could have been saved and a lot fewer injuries.”

SU currently sends out e-mails to the campus 
community about campus safety incidents or 
important information within the hour, in accor-

dance with the national Clery Act, Callisto said.
The Clery Act was passed in Congress in 

1990 and requires colleges and universities 
to issue annual reports on crime on campus 
as well as on security procedures. The law 
also requires that campuses provide “timely 
warning” when a crime poses a serious threat 
to students and employees. The law does not, 
however, provide a specific time frame that 
must be followed.

At SU, “typically, the current process is when 
we know about an incident, usually within an 
hour, you know about it,” Callisto said.

But Virginia Tech has shown, he said, that 
even an hour may not be soon enough, and that 
this should perhaps be modified in extreme 
cases.

Additionally, the university realizes e-mail 
notification may not be the most efficient method 
— especially in the case of an immediate threat to 
campus, Callisto said.

For the past few weeks — before the Virginia 
Tech incident even occurred — a university task 
force has been looking into the possibility of a 
text message notification program. Students and 
faculty would be able to register their cell phone 
number and SU officials would be able to send out 
a notification blast to all registered phones.

Cell phone notification is “the model that 
really works for technology today” since many 
students are much more likely to instantly receive 
a text than an e-mail, Callisto said. 

Many schools are looking into these text mes-
sage notification programs, as reported in the 
April 27 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion. Schools such as University of Maryland-Eas-
ter Shore, Monmouth University in New Jersey 
and Butler University, among others, already use 
such programs.

SU sophomore Catherine Long said she 
thought a text message notification program 
would be a much better way to immediately 
contact students.

“Not all people check their e-mail at all times. 
I could go days without checking my e-mail,” said 
Long, advertising major. “But everyone has their 
cell phone with them on most of the time. And 
they are checking it all the time.”

 Finding a balance

V I R G I N I A  T E C H  T R AG E DY

By Melanie Hicken
NEWS EDITOR

As more information rapidly becomes avail-
able, it has become quite clear Virginia Tech 
shooter Seung-Hui Cho was deeply troubled.

He had few friends. He had harassed sev-
eral female students. A counselor had recom-
mended involuntary commitment. A doctor 
had declared him mentally ill. But he was not 
committed, and rather was to have outpatient 
mental health treatment, according to The 
New York Times. 

It is unknown whether he ever attended. 
Though no one can know if treating Cho 

could have prevented the tragedy, SU officials 

urge anyone who feels they or a friend needs 
counseling of any kind to contact the S U Coun-
seling Center. 

The center offers a full range of mental 
health services, including regular counseling 
and a 24-hour crisis line, said Rebecca Dayton, 
center director. Dayton said she believes coun-
seling centers do the best they can.

“I think we do a really good job of listening to 
people and intervening at the appropriate time.”

But even then, it may not always be enough, 
she said.

“Nobody can predict human behavior,” 
she said. “It’s complex. Human behavior and 
human emotions are incredibly gray.”

HISTORY OF MAJOR 
SHOOTINGS ON 
COLLEGE CAMPUSES
Aug. 1, 1966 — University of 
Texas at Austin 
From the top of a 27-story tower, 
Charles J. Whitman shot and killed 13 
people and wounded 31 others before 
he was killed by police fire.

July 12, 1976 — California 
State University at Fullerton
A school custodian, Edward C. Alla-
way, shot and killed seven people and 
wounded two others in the basement 
of a library.

Nov. 1, 1991 — University of 
Iowa
Gang Lu, a graduate physics student, 
shot and killed five people and para-
lyzed another after he did not receive 
an award for his dissertation. 

Dec. 14, 1992 — Simon’s Rock 
College of Bard
Wayne Lo shot and killed two people 
and wounded four others before sur-
rendering to police.

Aug. 15, 1996 — San Diego 
State University 
A 36-year-old graduate student Fred-
erick Davidson shot and killed three 
professors while defending his engi-
neering thesis.

Aug. 28, 2000 — University of 
Arkansas at Fayetteville
A 36-year-old student shot and killed 
a professor after being dropped from 
a doctoral program, and then killed 
himself.

Jan. 16, 2002 — Appalachian 
School of Law
A 43-year-old law student Peter Odighi-
zuwa shot and killed three people and 
injured three others.

Oct. 28, 2002 — University of 
Arizona Nursing College
A 40-year-old student who was fail-
ing academically shot and killed three 
people. 

Sept. 2, 2006 — Shepherd Uni-
versity 
Douglas Pennington shot and killed his 
two sons, who were students at the 
school, and then himself.

— Compiled by Melanie Hicken, news editor

SOURCE: The Chronicle of Higher Education

By Melanie Hicken
NEWS EDITOR

The first shooting at Virginia Tech hap-
pened at about 7:15 a.m., yet classes con-
tinued — a decision questioned by many in 
the last week.

Right or wrong, it has led many Syra-
cuse University students to ask: Who would 
make such a decision at SU?

At SU, the decision would be a group 
effort made by Chancellor Nancy Cantor, 
Vice Chancellor Eric Spina and the Logis-
tics Committee, which is headed up by SU 
Chief Financial Officer Louis Marcoccia 
and made up of representatives from vari-

ous university departments (see: “What is 
the Logistics Committee?”).

“Clearly what we have on the commit-
tee is broad representation from across 
campus,” Marcoccia said. “It’s a group that 
we hope can provide us the right kind of 
advice on any decision we would have to 
make.”

Cantor said she had little doubt classes 
could be canceled and students notified of 
this “very quickly” in the case of an imme-
diate threat situation. The most recent 
cancellation of classes — a half-day can-
cellation due to snow — worked as a good 
practice for the system, Cantor said.

How are classes canceled?

VA TECH
F R O M  P A G E  1

“I think any open university probably doesn’t have a solid 
procedure for a lockdown because it’s a community 
environment. It’s a community of buildings, so we need 
to come up with a community response to this kind of 
a challenge instead of a single institutional response.”

Tony Callisto
PUBLIC SAFETY INTERIM CHIEF

SU counseling center resources
SEE VA TECH NEXT PAGE
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By Melanie Hicken
NEWS EDITOR

Oklahoma City. Columbine. 9/11. 
For a generation that came of age during 

such memorable acts of violence, tragedy is 
not new. But for the largest fatal shooting in 
U.S. history to occur on a college campus may 
hit a little too close to home. 

“I was shocked,” said sophomore Catherine 
Long of her initial reaction to the Virginia 
Tech shooting. “But mostly I was shocked to 
hear it was a student. You don’t think of any 
of us doing that to other students.”

Long said she couldn’t help but have 
thoughts run through her head about what 
she would do in a similar situation.

“What if you were sitting in class and all 
of a sudden that happened to us,” said Long, 
advertising major. “What would I do?”

Such scattered emotions ranged through 
campus last week as various members of the 
campus community explored their own feel-
ings and connections to the incident.

“The higher education world is a very 
interconnected world,” said Dean of Hen-
dricks Chapel Thomas Wolfe, who co-chairs 
the Critical Incident Management Team 

(CIMT). Faculty research with faculty from 
other campuses, students have friends from 
high school at schools across the country, 
and the connections continue, he said. 

“It’s rare that you’re not going to have had 
contact with or know someone at another 
campus,” said Chancellor Nancy Cantor, 
comparing it to the “six degrees of separa-
tion” theory.

And indeed, as more information became 
available, direct Syracuse University con-
nections to Virginia Tech began to come to 
light, Wolfe said, including a student who lost 
a friend to the shooter.

But even those not directly affected by the 
tragedy felt connected.

“Some may argue that it is hard to truly 
grieve or relate in a situation that we are so 
‘far removed from.’ I beg to differ,” wrote 
Student Association President Ryan Kelly 
in a letter published in The Daily Orange on 
April 18.

“We are very close to this situation. Vir-
ginia Tech is a peer institution, with stu-
dents that come from near and far to make 
that university their home, just like many of 
us at Syracuse University,” Kelly said. “To 

have such a tragedy occur at a place that most 
call home for four years is truly devastating. 
This tragedy could have happened just as eas-
ily on our campus as any other in the United 
States.”

More than 400 students and members of 
the SU community expressed their emotions 
at a candlelight vigil held in Hendricks on 
April 17.

Hundreds more signed blank white sheets 
with messages of sympathy and condolences. 
The sheets were recently sent to the Virginia 
Tech campus.

Such events and activities were organized 
by the CIMT to help the campus cope with the 
tragedy. 

Wolfe compared events like the vigil to an 
outreached hand open to take in everyone’s 
scattered emotions after an earth-shattering 
event like Virginia Tech.

“The point is that’s OK to feel this way,” he 
said. “We are going to sort this stuff out over 
time, but right now this is the need and we 
will take our confusions, we’ll take our fears, 
we’ll take our anxieties, all those mixture 
of feelings and put them right here. And for 
today, that’s enough.”
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In the light of such a tragedy, people often look 
to tightened security measures, and safety at SU 
will of course be examined, officials said. But 
many SU officials expressed a need for a balance 
between security and the openness that college 
campuses pride themselves on.

“Are we going to choose to live in fear con-
stantly and build walls? Or are we going to live in 
an open society?” Wolfe said. “But how do we live 
smart in that open society?

I think that is going to be one of the big chal-
lenges in higher education because one of the 
values of higher education is it is an accessible 
community.”

Cantor echoed Wolfe’s thoughts.
“At the heart of what makes colleges and uni-

versities great is their openness and their engage-
ment with the world and with each other,” she 
said. “You don’t want something that isolates the 
campus from that flow of information, the flow of 
interaction and the flow of people … On the other 
hand, you obviously want to create a community 
that feels safe and comfortable so it can do its best 
work.”

Thus looking for a balance is key, said many 
SU officials. 

As SU officials at administrators at campuses 
across the country strive for that balance in the 
aftermath of this national tragedy, the Virginia 
Tech campus will simply strive for normalcy — to 
be the way it was before.

The way it was before April 16, 2007.

nick mccann | staff photographer
STUDENTS HELD A CANDLELIGHT VIGIL in Hendricks Chapel on April 17 to express their sorrow and sympathy for those at Virginia Tech.

Too close for comfort: Students cope with shootings on campus
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in the Warehouse.
The school’s relocation was part of Chancel-

lor Cantor’s campus integration program. It 
was originally believed and promoted that the 
architecture school would temporarily move 
to the Warehouse while Slocum underwent 
construction, a suggestion Robbins denied at 
Wednesday night’s open forum. 

“There was always a notion that part of us 
would stay in the Warehouse,” he said.

SU purchased the building in April 2005. 
It cost the university $9 million to renovate 
the building from its previous use — a stor-
age space for the Dunk & Bright furniture 
company. While the seven-floor facility is 
now equipped with state-of-the-art amenities, 
many students cited its location — approxi-
mately 2.5 miles away — as a contributor to 
feeling “disconnected” from everyday life on 
the Hill. 

“We didn’t apply to the Warehouse. We 
applied to SU,” said Dorothy Ann Buttz, first 
year architecture student at the protest in 
front of Slocum Wednesday afternoon.

Her friend, fellow first-year Beth Groen 
agreed.

“Half of the first-years didn’t even know 
homecoming week was going on,” she said, 
referring to the homecoming events on Main 
Campus last fall.

Other points of discontent, discussed by 
students at both the Slocum protest and the 
forum, varied slightly, but all seemed to under-
score the apparent lack of interaction between 
specific students in architecture students and 
other SU majors. 

The reasoning behind the move, Robbins 
said at the forum, was to give architecture 
students a chance to better interact with the 
world. “We will be asked to interact with 
people that won’t be architects, that won’t 
know our discourse,” he said. 

Many of those who attended the standing-
room-only forum disagreed. 

“The only interactions I’ve had (are) with a 
homeless person,” said one unidentified male 
student. 

The forum began with brief opening 
remarks by Robbins followed by an open 
floor discussion in which the dean remained 
largely silent. When asked, Robbins wouldn’t 
directly answer some questions. Toward the 
end of the event, the administrator seemed 
taken aback by some students’ criticisms. 

“I’m surprised by the tone,” Robbins said. 
“I would’ve never guessed the anger.”

ARCHITECTURE
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“We didn’t apply to 
The Warehouse. We 
applied to SU.”

Dorothy Ann Buttz
FIRST YEAR ARCHITECTURE STUDENT

“There was always 
a notion that part 
of us would stay in 
the Warehouse,”

Mark Robbins
DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

courtesy of neil hueber
ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS protested on he steps of Slocum Hall Wednesday.
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the sweet stuff in the middle
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RYAN SUSER has been a social activist throughout his life as he currently sits on the 
board of NYPIRG, working toward business reforms.

Ryan Suser’s aggressive 
strive for social change 
cements his position 
as NYPIRG leader

Wild video-art exhibit distorts faces, challenges minds

By Alex Shebar
(315) EDITOR

R
yan Suser was a lot like other high school 
students who were against the war in 
Iraq. He spoke out, hung posters and 
arranged for a school-wide walkout in 
protest. But unlike others, Suser was in 
danger of being shot if he left the school. 

Suser was going to school in Maryland during the time 
of The Beltway Sniper, a series of shootings that resulted 
in 10 deaths and three injuries in October 2002. That didn’t 
stop him from arranging about 70 of his fellow students 
to agree to protest the war outside the school. And even 
when the principal announced that the school was on 
“lockdown,” and any student who left the building would 
be arrested, he stood up for his convictions. Suser and 
only two people from the original group marched outside 
without a care for the consequences, believing what they 
were doing was right. 

Suser didn’t get shot. He also wasn’t arrested. In fact, 
there were no police at all.

“It was a threat, and we called their bluff, and nothing 
happened,” Suser said. “And to me, that was when I real-
ized the power you can have when telling an authority 
figure (off) and see what they do. I mean, if you just listen 

SEE SUSER PAGE 16

By Catherine Yu-Shan Hsieh 
STAFF WRITER

Jeremy Bailey’s face is a blue blob with 
pink flowers, big and small, each with a 
yellow dot in the center. They float inside 
and around his head, with tentacles 
attaching the flowers to the blob. This 
blob covers his whole face, except for his 
eyes. Bailey voluntarily appears like this 
in front of people — through a Webcam.

This is how Bailey would like to look 
when he communicates with people 
online, especially when he does not want 
them to find out who he really is. Bailey, 
a recent graduate from Syracuse Univer-

sity, examined the issues of privacy and 
identity in a digital era in his solo exhibi-
tion at Everson Museum of Art, “Hey You 
with the Totally Awesome Face.”

The exhibit opened on March 3 and 
goes on until May 27.  

Bailey received his masters of fine arts 
in art video from SU’s College of Visual 
and Performing Arts in 2006.The video 
featured in the exhibit was prompted by 
his own online experience.

Bailey’s interactions with his fam-
ily, which were influenced by Webcams 
“were meaningful exchanges in my life 
and the lives of others, and I was happy 

to be a part of them,” Bailey said in 
his artist statement. “There are times, 
however, when it is important for my per-
sonal safety to communicate with others 
anonymously. I find the existing solutions 
completely unsatisfactory — the little 
rectangle over the eyes, the blurry circle 
over the face, the pixilated mosaic — they 
are utterly ridiculous and criminally 
unfashionable.”

It was this frustration that gave birth 
to Bailey’s video.

In the room where the exhibit took 
place, a video of Bailey was replayed 
on a big projection screen. As the video 

started, Bailey was standing in front of a 
camera, with his face covered by the blue 
blob. He had black headphones on, scripts 
in his hand. He opened his mouth, and his 
voice was altered by some kind of voice 
modulation device. 

“Some of the things are going to be 
upsetting to some of you,” he said. Then 
he went on by listing the things he hated 
in alphabetical order.  

“I hate black versus white. I hate Dick 
Cheney. I hate the French. I hate the 
homeless. I hate the Indian Ocean. I hate 
West Coast versus East Coast. I hate Zach 

SEE HEY YOU PAGE 20

IF YOU GO
What: Hey You With 
the Totally Awesome 
Face
Where: Everson 
Museum of Art
When: Noon – 5 
p.m. on Tuesdays 
– Sundays through 
May 27
How much: 
Suggested donation 
of $5

Rebel
with a 

cause
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top 5 ✪
As the semester winds down, we begin to think reflectively on what could have been. In honor of 
that, here are the top five headlines you didn’t see in the paper this year.

“PWNED” – World of Warcraft addicts

“Hospice-tality – SU students working with hospice patients

“The Shoe Must Go On” – The Brannock foot-measuring device

“Boehemian Rhapsody” – Jim Boeheim’s 1,000th game coached 

“To the left, to the left” – Liberally biased professors

1
2
3
4
5

FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND 
PHOTOS FROM 

FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE 
LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE 
DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE MONDAY, APRIL 
23 AT ALL SU BOOKSTORES 
AND FOLLET’S FOR A PRICE 

OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50



WHY CO-AXIAL?
YOU’LL HAVE ALL THE TIME TO FIND OUT.
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to them all the time, they can do whatever they 
want. The greatest power we have is the ability 
to question.”

Since that day, Suser has only intensified his 
pursuit to challenge rules and fight for what he 
believes in. A self-proclaimed “realistic hippie,” 
he is one of three members on the board of direc-
tors for the New York Public Interest Research 
Group and until this year, the project leader for 
the Consumer Advocacy Group of the Syracuse 
University chapter. 

He is also a senior entrepreneurship and 
emerging enterprises major at Syracuse Univer-
sity and participates in many extracurricular 
activities. This is all being done while he is con-
stantly involved with multiple projects in hopes 
of changing the university, the city of Syracuse 
and as an off-shoot, the world, for the better. 

“I think he is an extremely passionate activ-
ist on our campus and also in the community,” 
said Rosemary Fanelli, a friend of Suser’s and 
a third-year graduate student at the State Uni-
versity of New York College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry. “I’ve never seen some-
one volunteer so much of his time because he 
really cares about what he works on. But he 
does it seemingly by doing so well in school. He 
inspires so many people in NYPIRG to do what 
he is doing.”

While his heart may be in the right place to 
inspire the community, Suser’s head and mouth 
are often seen in a less favorable light when tak-
ing on unpopular causes.  

“I feel that a lot of people are afraid to say 
what’s on their minds, because by doing that, 
they are going to alienate a certain population,” 
Suser said. “I think that to (prove) that you are 
very opinionated, it’s just … having self esteem. 

All that it comes down to is, ‘Am I afraid to say 
what I believe or am I not?’ And I’m not.”

Suser’s opinions have often landed him into 
trouble with administrators and employers 
alike. He often talks openly to the press about 
things on his mind, especially when he was a 
resident adviser for the university during his 
sophomore and most of his junior year, leaving 
not by choice. Suser would often step around 
the procedures related to referring all questions 
to the Office of Residential Life in an effort to 
openly speak his mind.

“Ryan often needed encouragement to see 
things from an administrator’s point of view,” 
said Tremayne Robertson, Suser’s past supervi-
sor and former residence director of SU’s South 
Campus.

Suser said he has received much “encour-
agement” throughout his life to stop being so 
openly opinionated, but that’s not who he is and 
not how he wants to act. 

“(Ryan) takes care of himself, but he has the 
interest of the community at heart,” said Dave 
Malling, Suser’s former floor mate and a senior 
engineering physics major. “He is opposed to 
anything which would hurt or destroy the com-
munity. (This is) reflected in his work or even if 
you just have a conversations with him.”

His opinions, while impassioned to the point 
of sometimes being radical, are actually not the 
first thing people usually notice about Suser. 
What they do see or hear is his word choice. 

He loves to swear. When Suser gets impas-
sioned about something, the “bad words” come 
out, always at the most inappropriate and amus-
ing times, said Rebecca Convington, the former 
SU NYPIRG project coordinator.

“If I am trying to make a (statement), then 
it’s difficult for me to make a really strong point 
without dropping the f-bomb,” Suser said. “I do 
it all the time. I don’t care who I am around … 
If you haven’t heard the word f*ck by now, then 

you should thank me for saying it.”
Aggressiveness is Suser’s strength. He is con-

stantly attacking whatever project he’s thrown 
himself headfirst into. Even as he’s forced to 
do paperwork at his desk in the NYPIRG office, 
Suser visibly craves more. He anxiously pushes 
a pin into and out of the wood siding, quickly 
glancing at the door every few seconds. Given 
the chance, he would immediately be out on 
the streets trying to help people. It’s this pas-
sion that makes him such a good proprietor of 
change.

“He gets things done,” said Jennifer Perrone, 
former environmental project leader for SU 
NYPIRG and a 2006 geography and policy stud-
ies graduate. “He knows how to delegate tasks, 
he’s a good motivator — a good leader overall.”

Through NYPIRG, Suser has had the oppor-
tunity to show the community just how pas-
sionate he is. At his peak, he would spend five 
to 10 hours in the NYPIRG office a week and 
countless hours out of it, all in effort to improve 
New York state.

“NYPIRG affects people on the campus 
locally, helping behind the scenes,” said Dana 
Hill, the SU NYPIRG project coordinator. “And 
being part of NYPIRG, Ryan is dedicating his 
time and energy so that he has affected all New 
Yorkers in general.”

Suser pioneered the first landlord survey last 
year to judge the safety of off-campus housing at 

SU, an event many NYPIRG chapters have since 
adopted. He also has worked on multiple com-
munity-wide projects, like playground safety 
surveys and getting people registered to vote.

“He truly understands the injustices that are 
going on … and generally feels for people and 
wants to make a change in the world,” Fanelli 
said. “It’s not just a hobby. He really feels for 
these issues. It really drives him to do a good 
job, drives him to succeed, and that’s what he 
does.”

Fanelli actually joined NYPIRG because of 
her first encounter with Suser. He was register-
ing people to vote in the Schine Student Center 
and approached Fanelli. Despite being complete 
strangers, Suser was extremely personable and 
easy to talk to, she said. Because of their con-
versation, Fanelli asked what she could do to 
volunteer. Suser gave her multiple options, even 
following up a couple times with phone calls to 
let her know what was going on.

Fanelli is not alone in this random encounter 
with Suser; multiple NYPIRG members and 
board members have similar stories about how 
they began. They agree Suser has the uncanny 
ability to make a connection with anyone — a 
skill that has served him well in many aspects 
of NYPIRG.

“No matter what the personality type of the 
other person is, Ryan always knows how to talk 

SUSER
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“I think that to (prove) that you are very 
opinionated, it’s just … having self esteem. All 
that it comes down to is, ‘Am I afraid to say 
what I believe or am I not?’ And I’m not.”

Ryan Suser
SENIOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND EMERGING ENTERPRISES MAJOR

SEE SUSER NEXT PAGE
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SUSER attributes his passion to help others to his family and friends he has made 
throughout his four years at SU.

to (them),” Convington said. “It’s one of the rea-
sons why he’s such a great asset to this chapter.”

He has also helped out the state of New York 
through his work as a volunteer board mem-
ber. Beyond coordinating and meeting with 
the other members throughout the year, there 
are six retreats in which anyone can come to 
offer their opinion on how NYPIRG is running. 
Sometimes the meeting will go on for more than 
12 hours, just so people can have a say, Suser 
said.

“NYPIRG is so wonderful because we are giv-
ing the students a chance to really have power,” 
Suser said. “It’s pure democracy … We have 50 
people in a boardroom, and everybody gets to 
say what they want to say. Nobody is quieted.”

Suser understands and accepts that this is 
the evolved form of activism for his generation. 

“Being a radical and running outside and 
throwing yourself on a police car is really fun, 
but it doesn’t get a whole lot done, especially in 
this day and age,” Suser said. “You get a lot more 
done with a phone call or a letter than you do 
with civil disobedience.” 

Some, though, are not impressed by Suser’s 
idealistic and enthused way of life. While trying 
to look at the big picture, he has been known 
to miss out on the little things, like manners 
and civilities. These sometimes rub people the 
wrong way.

Andrew Morrison, Perrone’s former room-
mate and a 2006 forest ecosystems graduate at 
ESF, dislikes Suser’s overly confident attitude. 

“I feel like for somebody who is in promotion 
of clean living and social reform, etc., I think it’s 
very hypocritical,” Morrison said. “That really 
gets at me, the hypocrisy of his habits toward 
others.”

It’s not just manners that can be lost. Suser 
has been known to daydream to a point that he 
actually loses track of the world around him. It’s 
for this reason he has accidentally set multiple 
items on fire while mindlessly playing with a 
lighter, including a computer and a sweater that 
he was wearing at the time. 

“I think a word for Ryan (is) energy, that was 
my first impression of him,” said Rebecca Marx, 
Suser’s roommate and a senior political science 
and Spanish major. “He’s not your typical col-
lege student in any way.”

Even though his life can become a series of 
chaotic events, Suser has it pretty much down to 
a system. When not spending time in and out of 
the NYPIRG office, he’s doing other things that 
matter to him. Suser loves his experiences at 

SU and has received high honors during many 
of his semesters here. The school and him are a 
perfect fit, said Sascha Wolhandler, Suser’s aunt 
and guardian. 

“Syracuse is a great university with a mar-
velous business school … and I think it offers 
someone who is open to new ideas the ability to 
gain a full universal experience, both intellectu-
ally and sociologically,” Wolhandler said. “I am 
delighted that he is going there.”

Suser’s future, like everything else in his 
life, is following a plan; there’s an achievable 
goal to meet and beat. He’s going to be a law-
yer, something he’s wanted to do since middle 
school. It’s a line of work that’s absolutely 
perfect for him. 

“I’m so opinionated, and I love to hear myself 
talk so much, and I just love to argue,” Suser 
said. “I feel all those things put together makes 
for good … lawyer potential.”

He’s waiting to hear back from a few schools, 
but he thinks he will attend Albany Law School. 
Besides the fact that “they let (him) in,” Suser 
has really come to love many of the aspects of 
upstate New York.

“Everyone is friendly to me, and I like it,” 
Suser said. “And everything is cheap. I’ve really 
enjoyed it.”

No matter where he goes and what he does, 
Suser still sees himself being the same person 
he is now. He doesn’t think his drive or dedica-
tion will ever change. 

The people close to him agree, saying he 
will always remain the same overly passionate 
hard-working guy, said Josie Zolkind, Suser’s 
girlfriend and a senior religion and political 
science major.

During his last four years at SU, Suser has 
certainly proven to be more passionate and 
determined than many of his peers, but he still 
likes many of the same things that everyone 
does. He enjoys what college has taught him, 
both in and out of the classroom. He works hard 
for the things he believes in, and he loves being 
with friends and family.

“I have had a lot of help along the way,” Suser 
said. “I really wouldn’t be here except for people 
(that I love). That’s really why I want to help so 
many people, because many of them don’t have 
the safety nets that I did. I mean, I’ve never had 
that much, so I don’t want that much … Every-
body has to have a goal, and if your goal isn’t to 
accumulate a ton of sh*t, what’s it going to be? 
Maybe it will be doing something good? What a 
weird thought.”

dailyorange.com/podcasts
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 thirsty thursday
By Matt Allyn 

STAFF WRITER

Although my time here has come to a close, 
beer will not yield. Beer perseveres despite new 
jobs, graduation and goodbyes. Beer remains 
constant, and beer continues to flow. 

So whether you’re moving on to bigger and 
better things, or not, the beer will always be 
with you. In fact, beer possesses a universal 
character found rarely in this world. There is 
no corner of the earth beer hasn’t reached and 

almost no culture that hasn’t brewed. Wherever 
you go, whatever you do, beer remains.   

With the inescapable nature of beer in mind, 
I leave you with 10 beers that are so good, they 
simply must be drank by the end of your lilfe. You 
may not be ready for them when you find them. 
Their rich, bold flavors must be acquired for 
some, but remember and savor them. These are 
beers that define our time and place. They are cel-
ebrations of the senses, tributes to higher beings 
and for those who brew them, simply a way of life.

TEN BEERS TO TRY 
BEFORE YOU DIE:
❏ Trappist Westvletern 12

The most sought-after ale in the world, 
brewed by monks and sold from their mon-
astery. 

❏ Dark Lord Imperial Stout
The only beer worthy of the title “Badass,” 

but brewed once a year at a tiny Indiana 
brewery.

❏ Sierra Nevada Bigfoot Barleywine
One of the first and best big American 

beers. Packed with sweet malt and bitter 
hops flavors.

❏ Samuel Adams Utopias
The strongest beer in the world (25 percent) 

and incidentally one of the most expensive. 

❏ Duvel
The true “Champagne of Beers.” Perfect 

for all celebrations and widely available. 

❏ Tripel Karmeliet
A divine Belgian strong pale ale. Light, 

but never lacking in flavor. 

❏ Ayinger Celebrator
Dessert in a bottle. One of the tastiest dark 

beers available, but without the high alcohol 
of most legendary beers.

❏ Arrogant Bastard Ale 
More than a marketing gimmick, this 

beer is the real deal. You’ll see what arro-
gance tastes like.

❏ Ommegang Hennepin
Best described as “funky,” it pays trib-

ute to the Belgian tradition of farmhouse 
brewing.

❏ Middle Ages Wailing Wench
A Syracuse classic among beer lovers. 

Don’t leave town without trying this brash, 
hopped-up English-style ale. 

MUST-HAVE SYRACUSE 
BEER EXPERIENCES: 

❏ Middle Ages Tasting Room
120 Wilkinson St.

Visit Syracuse’s local brewery for free 
samples of seven different beers, with more 
available to sale.

❏ The Blue Tusk
165 Walton St.

Amazing sandwiches atmosphere and 69 
taps to choose from, ask for a sample before 
you order.

❏ Kelly Cole’s
253 E. Water St.

The best burger and beer joint in town. 
Go before 7 p.m. on Friday to any of their 70 
beers in 20 oz. pints for $3.50.

❏ Clark’s Ale House
122 W. Jefferson St.

This place doesn’t mess around. It offers 
22 taps, one fantastic sandwich and the best 
pub atmosphere in town.

❏ Shifty’s
1401 Burnet Ave.

See the true “soul of Syracuse” at this 
neighborhood bar. It’s only a few miles from 
campus and has great local color and a bottle 
selection.
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pushing all the right buttons

Summer sizzler
By Dave Arey

STAFF WRITER 

S ummer is the time when companies encourage 
gamers everywhere to go out and get some exercise 
by releasing a slew of underwhelming games. This 
year, with Metal Gear, Grand Theft Auto, Halo, 

Mario, Metroid and Smash Bros. Braw all being delayed until 
the fall and winter, the game companies have once again left 

us with slim pickings. 
However, that does not mean this summer will be a lost cause 

for gaming. While the big names are all sitting out this summer, 
there may still be some unheralded games that will turn out to 
be great despite a lack of hype. 

All games will be graded on the Gamer’s Attention Index, or 
G.A.I. The index registers how likely a game will be to grab a 
gamer’s attention, on a scale of one to 10. 

SONY PLAYSTATION 3 
Lair
RELEASE DATE: JULY 31
G.A.I. – 8 

Developed by Factor 5 (the guys behind the “Rogue 
Squadron” games), “Lair” has players take control of 
fire-breathing dragons as they fight for the sky. Factor 
5 has always made really good graphics (compare the 
last two “Rogue Squadron” games to everything else 
on the Gamecube), and as such “Lair” should be a great 
opportunity to show off the power of a new system.  

Heavenly Sword
RELEASE DATE: AUGUST
G.A.I. – 4 

First it was a launch game. Then it was coming out dur-
ing the summer. Now it’s possible it could get pushed back 
even further. The longer Sony waits to announce an official 
release date, the more gamers should be justifiably worried 
about this action game starring a deadly female protagonist. 
Games delayed for a long time usually don’t turn out well. 

MULTIPLATFORM 
Madden ‘08
RELEASE DATE: AUG. 14  
Gamer’s Attention Indexw – Off the Charts 

Millions of gamers will buy it and then realize they basically 
paid $50-$60 for a roster upgrade. They’ll get angry but complete-
ly forget about it by next year, when they’re buying “Madden ’09.” 
The cycle continues.

NINTENDO WII 
Mario Party 8 
RELEASE DATE: MAY 29
G.A.I. – 6 

Normally the eighth installment in an already fading fran-
chise would not even register on a gamer’s radar. However, the 
Wii has shown itself to be quite good with minigames (see Wari-
oWare: Smooth Moves), so it is possible that adding in motion-
controlled moves will re-invigorate the series.   

Pokemon Battle Revolution
RELEASE DATE: JUNE 25
G.A.I. – 7 

It is certainly true that past 3-D installments in the “Poke-
mon” series have been underwhelming. Still, “Pokemon Battle 
Revolution” has a lot of potential, if only because it will be the 
first online Wii game released in America.  

MICROSOFT XBOX 360
Forza Motorsport 2
RELEASE DATE: MAY 29
G.A.I. – 9 

Microsoft’s answer to Gran Turismo is probably the best game 
coming out all summer. The game offers more realistic car dam-
age, more customization features and more cars. Consider all of 
this added to the first game, which many already be considered 
the greatest racing game of all time. 

Too Human
RELEASE DATE: AUG. 6
G.A.I. – 6 

Silicon Knights (makers of “Eternal Darkness” and “Metal 
Gear Solid: Twin Snakes” for the Gamecube) have a proven track 
record, so naturally one would have high hopes for this mysteri-
ous mix of Nordic mythology and futuristic weaponry. However, 
it’s been delayed almost as much as “Heavenly Sword,” and some 
early reviews last year said the game was shaping up to be a 
glitchy, unplayable mess.  

Gamers anticipate unhyped, yet promising games
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Braff taking over movie soundtracks.”
Bailey’s mumbling and the randomness of 

his list dumbfounded viewers like Sam Sade, a 
72-year-old resident of Taberg, N.Y.  

“I wasn’t really trying to understand any-
thing he was saying,” Sade said. “If I’m required 
to understand it, I would try. But I’m not.” 

Even though Sade did not get a grasp of what 
Bailey said, the video did take him on a trip 
down memory lane.  

“It reminded me of the people I used to work 
with when I used to work for a living,” Sade said. 
“It combines the threatening and the decora-
tive.” 

When it comes down to art, the experience 
is subjective and personal. While Sade might 
watch the video with much confusion, the 
bizarre nature of the video did not bother Mat-
thew Eastman, a senior at Baker High School in 
Baldwinsville, N.Y., who laughed when he heard 
Bailey say he hated salt and vinegar chips.

Bailey’s modulated voice, to Eastman, was 
a way to hide his emotions. Bailey’s hand ges-
tures, on the contrary, revealed to some extent 
how he really felt. The floating flowers inside 
and around the ocean-like blob were a way to 
distract the audience, Eastman said.  

At the entrance of the exhibit was a purple 
and black notebook for people to leave com-
ments on the video. A word that was constantly 
used was “trippy.” Huge scribbles across the 
pages screamed the distaste of those who left the 
messages, saying things such as, “Sucks. I hate 
this. It sucks.”

“This is worse than a room full of clowns! 
Weird.”  

Offended as some might feel, others appreci-
ated the unexpectedness of this piece of art. 
Words of admiration were written in different 
tones and expressions.

“I loved the repetition. I loved his homo-
sexual robotic transvestite melting voice. … I 
love people that hate people that don’t have an 
open mind enough to grasp this.”

“This is fantastic. Take the time to read the 
description. When put into context, it is incred-
ibly relevant.”  

However people may feel toward this exhibit, 
Bailey had a vision that was perpetuated in the 
video. The computer program of the blob was 
an alternative resolution, Bailey claimed, to the 
problem of unwanted identity exposure.

“It’s a new face, a face that is completely dis-
creet, frivolously fun and flawlessly fashionable,” 
he said in the artist statement. “A complete solu-
tion for your identity toolbox that lets you be your-
self while maintaining your personal freedoms. It 
is the face of things to come, today.” 

HEY YOU
F R O M  P A G E  1 3

pulp@dailyorange.com
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STAFF WRITER

The passion Massachusetts goalie Doc Sch-
neider has for lacrosse was not always there. He 
almost had to be tricked into playing the game.

“I didn’t like lacrosse growing up at all,” Sch-
neider said. “I always played football, basketball 

and baseball. I real-
ly didn’t like it until 
my sophomore year 
of high school.” 

Roni Schneider 
still calls her son 
by his first name, 

Jonathan. The nickname “Doc” was given to 
him by his father at a young age and stuck.

“I remember when he was playing football 
they would say, ‘Doc made another house call,’” 
Roni said.

Schneider, a sophomore, won’t have to make 
any house calls on Saturday, as he and the Min-
utemen will host Syracuse at 3 p.m. on Garber 
Field in Amherst, Mass.

Destiny would have Schneider and lacrosse 
cross paths once more. His basketball coach 
in sixth grade needed a goalie for a lacrosse 
team he was putting together and begged Sch-
neider to play. Schneider’s parents forced him to 
play, feeling obligated to help out the basketball 
coach who had worked with Schneider so much 
throughout the season.

“We told him, ‘If you really, really hate it, 
you’ll never have to play again,’” Roni said.  

The rest is history, but Schneider continued 
to play behind the eight ball.

It wasn’t easy for Schneider to go from reluc-
tant sixth grader to a starting goalie in the 
NCAA championship game in Philadelphia last 
year. Massapequa (N.Y.) head coach Steve Mol-
lot had him split time in goal his junior year of 
high school.

“Doc was probably the better goalie,” Mollot 
said. “But we traditionally play the senior if he 
is respectable. The guy ahead of him played the 
first half, and Doc got to finish the games.”

That left Schneider as an unheralded rising 

senior with what UMass head coach Greg Can-
nella called, “a little bit of baby fat.”

Schneider lost nearly 40 pounds between 
his junior and senior years of high school and 
worked himself into shape.

“We played Farmingdale, big rival, and I 
played poorly,” Schneider said. “It was a game 
we should have won. I decided to take my game 
to the different level. I had been good at every 
sport I had played, but I wanted to play a sport 
in college and I wanted to go to the best school 
possible. I thought lacrosse would be my best 
option for that.”

He still had trouble getting noticed by coach-
es at top schools because he didn’t play on a 
travel team.

Schneider’s passion was to play Division I. 
His parents pushed for him to look at Division 
III schools so he wouldn’t be stuck on the side-
lines. That all changed when Cannella made the 
pitch for Schneider to come be a Minuteman. 

Cannella noticed Schneider at a lacrosse 
camp and eased the worries of Schneider’s 
parents. He was a native Long Islander and Can-
nella said he “spoke the language.”

Cannella made it clear to Schneider that it 
was his job to win, but he promised nothing. 

“He didn’t give him any false hope,” Roni 
said. “He just knew he had to try and get it, there 
was no stopping him after that.”

Schneider won a three-man race for the start-
ing goalie spot. He beat out Nick Sciubba, who 
has since transferred to Bucknell and holds the 
nation’s top save percentages, 66.5.

“We weren’t sure if he was going to start 
right away,” Cannella said. “But he took the bull 
by the horns. He hasn’t stopped working since 
he got here. A great leader for his team, (he) 
comes in every day and makes his teammates 
work hard.”

In his final season as head coach of Hofstra, 
current Duke coach John Danowski lost two 
games. The first of the season and his last 
wearing blue and gold, both games the opposing 
goalie was Schneider. In the NCAA Quarter-
final, Hofstra had trouble getting the ball past 

Schneider, who had eight saves, including a 
game-saving one in overtime.

“You know you beat him one time one way,” 
Danowski said. “He’ll remember that and beat 
you the next time.” 

The Orange beat UMass last year, 12-7, with 

the then-freshman giving up 11 goals. 
“Obviously those guys are still back from 

last year,” Schneider said. “I’ll be a little more 
comfortable here at Garber Field. I’ll just have 
to focus on the ball and respect everyone that 
shoots.”

UMass goalie Doc Schneider started 
lacrosse late. Now opponents pay the price

Doc BLOCKS

courtesy of umassathletics.com
DOC SCHNEIDER leads the nation with a .665 save percentage for Massachusetts. 
Syracuse visits Amherst, Mass., to take on the Minutemen Saturday at 3 p.m.

UP NEX T
Who: Massachusetts
Where: Amherst, Mass.
When: 3 p.m., Saturday
TV: ESPNU

“I became experienced with a lot of the guys 
on the team who worked hard,” Tucker said. 
“By them working hard everyday, it motivated 
me to work harder.”

Tucker used his mother’s advice of staying 
with the right crowd to direct him with football. 
He took advantage of the playing with Marvin 
Austin, North Carolina recruit and the No. 
1-ranked defensive tackle in the Class of 2007, 
according to Scout.com.

However, Angela’s prophecy was not ful-
filled. Romale’s name didn’t ring out across his 
high school, let alone the entire nation like she 
wanted. Even his team was not the top attrac-
tion at Ballou. Football fell second to the basket-
ball team and the Ballou Marching Band, which 
was the subject of a documentary by filmmaker 
Michael Patrei.

Yet on Nov. 23, 2006, football would reign 

supreme. 
Ballou participated in the annual division 

championship game called the Turkey Bowl, 
played on Thanksgiving Day. The division’s two 
best teams are pitted against each other to battle 
for the title. It is the place for premiere players, 
with former participants being the Indianapo-
lis Colts’ Cato June and Jacksonville Jaguars’ 
Byron Leftwich.

Dunbar (D.C.) High School, though, entered 
the game as the clear-cut favorite. The Crim-
son Tide was riding a nine-game win streak, 
which included an early September come-
from-behind victory over Ballou. Again, the 
expectations for Tucker and his team were 
low.

The ensuing back and forth scoring affair 
continued into the afternoon, as the defense 
failed to slow down the Dunbar offense. The 
Knights took a 34-33 lead with a 4-yard touch-
down run by running back Dwan Thornton 
in the fourth quarter. As time began running 
down, the Ballou defense needed to stop a Dun-

bar offensive that had shredded them for 167 
yards on the ground and 225 yards through the 
air.

The high expectations for Dunbar were final-
ly thwarted after the defense forced an intercep-
tion and ran out the clock on offense. Tucker 
finished the game with 10 tackles and one sack. 
He finally began to feel that expectations can be 
met and exceeded. 

“The school that I attended was never 
known for football,” Tucker said. “But this 
year we went to the playoffs and won the Tur-
key Bowl. It’s the first ever since the school 
had been built (in 1958). It just makes me feel 
like I’m a part of history and I contributed to 
something special.”

After Tucker committed to Syracuse, he 
enrolled at Milford Academy (N.Y.) for both ath-
letic and academic reasons. Tucker had again 
found influential friends. He passes his time 
with fellow Syracuse recruits Jermaine Pierce 
and Andrey Baskin. At 6 a.m. every day Tucker 
can be found starting his morning workout 

session in the weight room. Being in the same 
school with other Division I players has allowed 
Tucker to better focus on his goal of reaching 
the NFL. 

“(Pierce and Baskin) are doing good here 
and being leaders toward me,” Tucker said. “I’m 
actually following in their footsteps because 
they are doing good in school. They are getting 
it done in the classroom and are great football 
players.”

Although Tucker’s name has still yet to hit 
the national airwaves, he is preparing for that 
day. Despite how far Tucker has come and the 
confidence he speaks with about Syracuse, 
he is always uses the word “if” rather than 
“when” as he references his goal of making 
the NFL.

“Football has taught me a lot of discipline,” 
Tucker said. “I just used to be one of those 
airheads who really didn’t see myself making 
it. But now I’m going to college, and football has 
changed me as a person because it made me see 
that I do have a future.”

TUCKER
F R O M  P A G E  2 8

S P O R T S @ D A I L Y O R A N G E . C O M
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By Kyle Austin
STAFF WRITER

Drexel head coach Chris Bates will not talk 
to his team about it. The players rarely, if 
ever, speak of it. But everyone in the program 
knows that if the season ended today, Drexel 
would have a strong case to qualify for the 
NCAA tournament for the first time in the 
team’s 60-year history.

“It would validate the work that has been 
done and the foundation that has been built,” 
Bates said. “This does not happen over-
night.”

Barring a Colonial Athletic Association 
tournament championship and subsequent 
automatic bid, the Dragons are a bubble team. 
During the year, Drexel has built a strong tour-
nament resume: a 10-4 record, a No. 18 ranking 
in the latest Nike/Inside Lacrosse media poll, 
an RPI of 22 and a key win over then-No. 1 
Virginia. Last week, Inside Lacrosse projected 
Drexel to receive an at-large bid to the 16-team 
tournament. But after a loss to Towson on 
Saturday, Drexel currently looks just short of 
qualifying.

No one can truly predict what the selection 
committee will do, and numbers alone will not 
get a team in. Just ask the Drexel teams of 1998 
(12-2), 1978 (10-2) and 1972 (11-3). The difference 
this year was the season-opening upset over 
Virginia, a game that became more than just a 
résumé line for Drexel.

“When you beat a powerhouse like Virginia, 
you just gain a lot of confidence and you know 
that you can play with anyone in the country,” 
junior defenseman Steve Grossi said.

While beating the defending NCAA champion 
to open your season is always a positive, Bates 
said the following game — a loss to Lehigh — had 
just as large of a positive impact on the rest of 
the season. Bates said that the loss gave his team 
perspective and helped team work ethic, and a 
sound 16-5 loss to Notre Dame three weeks later 
did the same thing.

“We may not be in the same position if 
we beat Lehigh,” Bates said. “Notre Dame 
handled us pretty well. So we’ve had some 
opportunities to do some soul searching and 

be pretty humbled and it’s a group that doesn’t 
take anything for granted, and we have a work 
ethic that dictates that we want to get better 
every day.”

Just like in basketball, a committee selects 
who will play in the NCAA tournament, taking 
into account record, RPI and strength of sched-
ule. The field will be announced on selection 
Sunday, May 6. But while Drexel may be huddled 
around a TV set, just like numerous other teams 
around the country, none of them are in a posi-
tion quite like the Dragons.

The Dragons are sticking to the mantra of 
“one game at a time” as their season winds down 
and the postseason approaches. The team has 
one regular-season game remaining before the 
CAA playoffs next week. 

But talk of the big picture is not heard in 
the locker room. Grossi and senior defenseman 
Adam Crystal kept repeating the phrase, “the 
biggest game of the year is the next one you’re 
playing.” Both are keeping the team’s thoughts 
away from recent defeats or from looking past 
future opponents. But even if Bates won’t discuss 
his team’s NCAA tournament expectations with 
his players, he knows what a berth would mean 
for the program.

“One thing that our coach harps on a lot is 
the history of the program and the legacy, so 
we’re well aware of our history and the guys 
that played here before,” Crystal said. “We 
have a lot of alumni that are around the games 
and e-mail us, so it’s not just us that are play-
ing for this spot but everyone who has ever put 
a jersey on.”

Bubble Watch
Nobody is in yet, but when conference tourna-

ments start next week the field of 16 will begin to 
take form. After the seven automatic qualifiers 
are handed out to conference champions, nine 
at-large bids will remain. Of those bids, the 
Atlantic Coast Conference will likely send three 
or four teams, and the Ivy League will likely 
add at least one more. Independent teams could 
fill two slots if Syracuse wins out, leaving two 
highly contested spots. Let the bubble break-
down begin.

LOYOLA
   Despite a 6-4 record, Loyola has a strong 
chance of making the tournament with an even 
mix of good numbers and quality wins. With 
the fifth-best strength of schedule and an RPI 
of 13, a win over Syracuse may put the Grey-
hounds over the top — barring a late-season 
collapse.

PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania is only 6-6, but that shows 

how strong Ivy League has been this year with 
Cornell and Princeton both in the top 10. And a 
SOS of seven helps the Quakers. But what holds 
them back is the lack of a defining win — none 
against the top 20.

UMBC 
UMBC has a fairly balanced tournament 

résumé: good numbers (8-4 record, 15 RPI, 38 
SOS) and good wins (Towson, Pennsylvania). It 
will be a tough decision for the committee: Penn 
has good numbers, Drexel has a good record and 
a defining win, and UMBC has a little of both.
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Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
DCI CLASSIC COUNTDOWN 2007 (NR) DIG 730
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1210 400) 700 945
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1135 200 430) 720 935
HOT FUZZ (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1225 345) 705 1000
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (1155 225 455) 715 955
OC: DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (245) 1015
AQUA TEEN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1150 205 500) 725 950
REDLINE (PG-13) DIG (1140 215 440) 755
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1125 210 445) 740 1020
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (1215 510) 745
SLOW BURN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 1030
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (440) 800 1035
HOAX (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1200 350) 640 930
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1130 330) 730
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 1025
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (1140 215)
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) (1120 155 435) 710 1010
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1205 230 505) 750 1005
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG (1115

150 420) 655 920
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (1145 220)
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1220 340) 650 940
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (1110 145 415) 645 925

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (125 405) 720 1005
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (150 435) 745 1020
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (155 425) 730 1000
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 420) 710 945
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (140 415) 725 955
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 740 1010
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (200 430)
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (210 440) 700 935
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (205 445) 750 1015
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (145 410) 705 930
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (215 450) 715 940

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 430) 720 1000
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (140 400) 750 1020
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (150 445) 740 1015
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (100 410) 710 940
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (115 420) 730 950
PATHFINDER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 745 1010
THE REAPING (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (450) PM
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) DIG (120 345)
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (145 415) 705 930
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (135 350) 700 920
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (110 340) 650 915
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG (200) 715 945

©2007Times For 4/26/07

n a t i o n a l  l a c r o s s e  n o t e b o o k

Bubble-team Drexel looking for 1st NCAA bid
NIKE/INSIDE LACROSSE 
MEDIA POLL
1. Cornell 11-0
2. Duke 11-2
3. Virginia 11-2
4. Georgetown 9-2
5. Johns Hopkins 6-4
6. Maryland 9-4
7. Princeton 8-3
8. Albany 11-1
9. North Carolina 9-4
10. Notre Dame 9-3
11. Navy 9-3
12. Syracuse 5-6
13. Loyola 6-4
14. UMBC 8-4
15. Towson 8-4
16. Colgate 9-4
17. Bucknell 11-3
18. Drexel 10-4
19. Delaware 8-5
20. Ohio State  8-4

The Syracuse softball team (19-28, 7-9 Big East) 
swept a doubleheader with Niagara on Wednes-
day, defeating the Purple Eagles, 6-4 and 8-7. 

The Orange hit six home runs in the two 
games, including two from Rachel Tilford in the 
second game. 

Syracuse overcame a 4-2 deficit late in game 
one, scoring four runs in the sixth inning on 
home runs from Chanel Roehner and Lindsay 
Wasek. Syracuse also climbed out of an early 6-3 
hole in game two, aided by home runs from Erin 
Gray, Heather Kim and Tilford.

Sophomore Keri Casas allowed two runs in 
six innings in game two to earn her first victory 
of the year.

—Staff report compiled by 
staff writer John Clayton

s t a f f  r e p o r t

SU sweeps Niagara 
with 6 home runs

 s p o r t s .d a i l yo r a n g e .c o m
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ALL THE SPORTS NEWS THAT ISN’T FIT TO PRINT, EVERY THURSDAY IN THE D.O.

?Poll 

Question

On a new rule where kickoffs are from the 30-
yard line instead of the 35-yard line: 

“It’s a pain the ass. They’re doing it so they 
can get more returns and a more exciting game. 
They’re shafting me and my position, but I’m a 
kicker. They’re focused on the overall action of 
the game.”

On kickers in the NFL Draft: 
“I watch those guys on ESPN. All those 

guys are really good kickers. …The guy I really 
admire is (UCLA kicker Justin) Medlock. He 

was automatic. And he’s a lefty, too. He beat all 
the kickers in competition.

On his favorite NFL kickers: 
“You gotta admire guys like (Indianapolis 

Colts kicker Adam) Vinatieri who have ice 
water in their veins. Then you gotta admire 
guys who came out of here, like Gary Andersen. 
They made it possible kicking in the NFL out of 
Syracuse.”

On the discipline problems of NFL players 
and former West Virginia standouts Adam 
“Pacman” Jones and Chris Henry: 

“I’m not surprised at all. All those guys were 
running around Morgantown [Shadle is from 
Morgantown, W.V., where WVU is located]. I’m 
surprised they kept them out of trouble for that 
long. But I think it’s good the league is cracking 
down on them. You gotta protect your image.” 

— Zach Berman, sports editor

The Syracuse men’s lacrosse team is used 
to media attention. Aside from spring football, 
men’s lacrosse is given the most play on The 
Hill. 

That’s why it’s not a surprise the SU upper-
classmen were able to imitate reporters like us 
and ask underclassmen random questions. 

“They would call from restricted numbers 
and pretend to be a Post-Standard writer or a 
Daily Orange writer,” freshman midfielder Max 
Bartig said. “They’d ask us crazy questions to 

get us to say stupid stuff. We’d fall for it all the 
time.” 

Some of the random questions included 
describing themselves in three words and which 
lacrosse player do they admire the most.

“Just before they’d get off the phone, we’d 
laugh at them and say they’re losers,” Syracuse 
midfielder Steven Brooks laughed. “We’d wait 
for the ridiculous answers and then call them 
out right there.”

— Mark Medina, staff writer

WILL THE SYRACUSE MEN’S LACROSSE 
TEAM WIN OUT THE REST OF ITS SEASON?

83%

17%

Tune in next semester for more 
online polls and keep visiting 
www.dailyorange.com

No

Yes

Jennifer Aniston
Actress

Leigh Ross
Head softball coach

Look-alikes

 I think the first thing 
that comes to mind 
is that she could have 
been me. I could 
have been her.”  

“Every time they say that, 
I am like, if I would have 
just lived in California 
maybe I could be been 
her stunt double or 
something. I could have 
married Brad Pitt. I 
look at all those things 
and I think, ‘Wow.’ It’s 
definitely a compliment... 

WITH 
SYRACUSE 
KICKER 
PATRICK 
SHADLE

Time
OUT

stephen dockery | staff photographer

Crank yankers: MLAX gone wild
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early recruiting because I think it’s wrong,’ 
that person will have a hard time continuing 
to compete. At the end of the day, that’s our 
responsibility.”

Seattle Seahawks defensive end Patrick 
Kerney played for Starsia from 1996 to 1997 
while also playing football in the fall. When 
Kerney first played in the NFL in 1999 for the 
Atlanta Falcons, Starsia gained insight on the 
NFL scouts’ research and evaluation process on 
selecting players. Like Simmons observed with 
the NFL Draft, colleges must emulate the way 
NFL scrutinizes prospects.

In 1997, Conor Gill, then a prep lacrosse 
standout and a junior at St. Paul’s School in 
Lutherville, Md., knew he wanted to be a Cava-
lier. Gill committed early, setting a trend for 
other top recruits to decide their college fate 
before their senior year.

Starsia remembers chatting with long-time 
friend Dave Klarmann, who coached North 
Carolina from 1991 to 2000. Unhappy with the 
direction of lacrosse recruiting, Klarmann said 
to Starsia, “I’m not going to do this early recruit-
ing.”

North Carolina missed five-straight NCAA 
tournament appearances before reaching the 
quarterfinals in 2004. UNC won a national 
championship in 1991. Though ranked No. 9, the 
Tar Heels have been inconsistent the last six 
years. 

Virginia, meanwhile, has won three cham-
pionships since 1999 — a feat only Syracuse has 
matched.

“I don’t think there is any coincidence one 
program went one way and another program 
went the other way,” Starsia said of UNC. “You 
have no other choice. If you don’t jump in, you 
lose out on candidates.” 

SU is trying to avoid that outcome. But the 
Orange has met challenges. The growth at the 
youth level has not resulted in more Division 
I programs, with 24,502 players competing in 
college. This has allowed midlevel teams in 
Division I and other teams in Division II and 
III to benefit from the youth enthusiasm for the 
sport.

Powers like Syracuse have to be more selec-
tive.

Although Simmons III said he is securing 
a Canadian in this year’s junior class, SU 
and other lacrosse schools are more hesitant 
than in years past to grab lacrosse talent from 
Canada. The competitive landscape hinders 
risk-taking.

“Everybody in this town is saying, what’s 
wrong with our recruiting?” Simmons III said. 
“Why aren’t we recruiting more Canadians? We 
had the Gaits and Marecheks. But the Canadian 
dollar is very difficult. You have to do tremen-
dous evaluation in Canada and make sure the 
player you’re looking at can be an impact player 
right away. You tend to have to have a full schol-
arship available for a Canadian kid or they have 
to be very wealthy. Sometimes neither work for 
you.”

Like Loyola goalie Alex Peaty. Skip Flana-
gan coached Peaty at Western Reserve Acad-
emy in Hudson, Ohio. Flanagan and Simmons 
III said Peaty was interested in SU. But the 
Orange spent most of the 12.6 scholarships 
— the number allotted to college lacrosse 
programs each year — on securing Hardy, 
Nims and Perritt.

Another challenge: grabbing players from 
the Maryland hotbed when Virginia, Duke, 
Johns Hopkins, Navy, UMBC and Loyola stake 
that territory. Nonetheless, those schools have 
been able to pluck away New York players.

Craig Hammond is the lone SU representative 
from Maryland, although the Orange recruited 

former goalie Jay Pfeifer from Gilman, Md., and 
defenseman John Glatzel (1998-2002) from Boys’ 
Latin. 

“It’s tougher to identify with those players,” 
Desko said. “If you think about the private 
school mentality, they are paying a lot of tuition 
for their schools. If they can, some of them say 
they will go to Harvard, Princeton and Yale. 
When you get to those areas in the private 
school, it becomes difficult.”

Desko acknowledged coaching Team USA 
this summer in London, Ontario, hurt his 
recruiting efforts. Without Desko, Simmons III 
and Donahue focused more on local recruits. SU 
grabbed West Genesee goalie John Galloway, 
the 12th-best recruit coming out of this year’s 
senior class. 

The offensive class features Onondaga 
Community College midfielders Jerome and 
Jeremy Thompson, tied as the fourth-ranked 
recruits this year by Inside Lacrosse maga-
zine. No. 15 Josh Amidon (Lafayette) and No. 
17 Jack Harmatuk (nearby Christian Brothers 
Academy) also headline the offense. Simmons 
III said the Orange is still pursuing CBA’s 
Jovan Miller, who reportedly showed inter-
est in SU football but was not been offered a 
scholarship.

But SU couldn’t attract certain defensemen 
for next year. Penn Yan’s Mike Manley, the No. 8 

recruit, and West Islip’s goalie Ryan Flanagan, 
ranked 11th, chose Duke and North Carolina, 
respectively.  

Flanagan, a West Islip defenseman, commit-
ted early to Johns Hopkins. Syracuse initially 
expressed interest, but West Islip (N.Y.) head 
coach Scott Craig noticed SU backed away once 
it learned Flanagan wasn’t a fan of the cold 
weather.

“They don’t recruit players,” Farmingdale 
(N.Y.) head coach Bob Hartranft said. “Players 
recruit Syracuse.” Other high school coaches 
and recruits, even ones who chose not to go to 
SU, agreed with the laid-back characteriza-
tion but described it in more positive terms.

Galloway felt overwhelming pressure from 
Virginia, but he noticed UVa quickly backed off 
once it set its eyes on goalie Adam Ghitelman 
from Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. He’s a higher 
ranked prospect than Galloway.

“It was very rushed and it seemed like there 
were only so many spots on the roster,” Gal-
loway said. “Virginia was hard core. There’s 
nothing wrong with (Starsia). He’s a great guy 
and he knew what he wanted. But he wanted 
a commitment at a certain time. Coach Desko 
took his time with me.”

Galloway expressed frustration that his 
decision to commit early came at the expense 
of missing out on official visits. But he knew 

Desko and Donahue through team camps 
and both coaches have sons who play at West 
Genesee.

Galloway often ran into Donahue when he 
ran errands. The already-established relation-
ship and the reputation of the S.I. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications sealed the 
deal. 

Manley also liked Syracuse’s laid-back atti-
tude but opted for Duke because of its better 
financial package, and he was able to team with 
best friend Tom Ryn. The tuition is a constant 
struggle for SU given it’s a private school and 
the partial scholarships make less of an effect 
than at a state school.

“One of our strongest points was when we 
got kids on official visits because the kids in our 
program sold our program for us,” Simmons III 
said. “Recruits could tell who they were and the 
passion they had for playing for Syracuse. Now 
by the time official visits are available in the 
fall their senior year, these kids already have it 
wrapped up. All of the best kids are gone.

“We had to get involved with that full-court 
pressing. But we still try to maintain the atti-
tude that we want you to look at other schools. 
They are sometimes surprised to hear that. 
We don’t want them to come here because we 
made them when we pushed the kid in the 

California (3)
Joe Coulter
Wil Danielson
Sean McGonigle

Colorado (1)
Dustin Palmer

Illinois (1)
Steven Brooks

Florida (1)
Gavin Jenkinson

Maryland (1)
Craig Hammond

Michigan (3)
Al Cavalieri
Lincoln Cavalieri
Brandon Conlin

New Jersey (3)
Evan Brady
Anthony Bucco
Matt Tierney

New York (27)
Matt Abbott
Steve Babbles
Max Bartig
Danny Brennan
Mark Cahak
John Carrozza

Peter Coluccini
Chris Daniello
Dan Didio
Kyle Guadagnolo
Dan Hardy
Mike Hatton
Nicholas Huertas
Jon Jerome
Mike Leveille
Brendan Loftus
Mike MacDonald
John Mecionis
Greg Niewieroski
Kenny Nims
Steve Panarelli
Greg Rommel
Casey Rotella

Jay Shaw
Nate Tucker
Spencer Van Schaak
Adam Vogl

North Carolina (1)
Brian Holden

Ohio (1)
Tyler Hlawati

Pennsylvania (1)
Dan Biegel

RECRUITING
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LA-CROSSING THE COUNTRY
SU head coach John Desko has scoured the nation for the best lacrosse talent over the years. 
Not surprisingly, though, most of Syracuse’s current roster is comprised of New Yorkers. 

SEE RECRUITING NEXT PAGE
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UPSTATE BATTLE
Early decisions and the sports’ growth 
at the youth level have increased, leav-
ing top-level teams such as Syracuse 
having to work more aggressively to nab 
the top recruits. Class rankings are from 
Inside Lacrosse.

2003
Class rank No. 7
Syracuse grabbed defenseman Steve Pan-
arelli, the year’s No. 2 recruit, and blue-chip 
face-off specialist Danny Brennan, both 
from Farmingdale (N.Y.) High School. The 
Orange also nabbed midfielder Steven 
Brooks and face-off specialist Jon Jerome, 
both termed “players to watch” by Inside 
Lacrosse magazine

2004
Class rank No. 4 
SU attracted attackman Mike Leveille, the 
No. 7 recruit, as well as Brendan Loftus, Greg 
Niewieroski and Steve Babbles—all from 
upstate New York. This class also featured a 
strong defensive class, including Brian Hold-
en and John Mecionis. But the two defense-
men have seen little playing time.

2005
Class rank No. 5 
The Orange loaded up on the offensive 
end with receiving the top two, three and 
four recruits in Dan Hardy, Kenny Nims 

and Pat Perritt. Because most of SU’s 
scholarship money went toward those 
three players, defensive coach Roy Sim-
mons III said it could not afford to recruit 
Alex Peaty, a No. 10 goalie who is now at 
Loyola.

2006
Class rank No. 9 
Syracuse grabbed defenseman Kevin 
Bucktooth, the No. 1 recruit coming out of 
a junior college. But he left the program 
before the season started after struggling 
to lose weight. SU also grabbed mid-
fielder Max Bartig and defenseman Matt 
Tierney, both players to watch.

2007
Class rank not released
Syracuse head coach John Desko spent 
his summer coaching Team USA for the 
World Games in Canada. As a result, 
Syracuse focused more on local talent. 
It grabbed West Genesee’s John Gallo-
way, the 12th best recruit coming out of 
this year’s senior class. But SU couldn’t 
attract defenseman Mike Manley, the 
No. 8 recruit, and goalie Ryan Flana-
gan, ranked 11th. The offensive class 
features Onondaga Community College 
midfielders Jeremy and Jerome Thomp-
son, tied for fourth-best this year. Sim-
mons III said the Orange is still pursuing 
Jovan Miller, who reportedly showed 
interest in SU football but has not been 
offered a scholarship.

corner.”
Desko put it more succinctly.
“We want them to make a decision with their 

eyes wide open without a gun to their head,” he 
said.

Syracuse defenseman Steve Panarelli 
could tell the difference in SU’s approach after 
comparing stories with his teammates from 
Farmingdale. Aside from Syracuse midfielder 
Danny Brennan, Panarelli graduated with 
teammates who have later attended Duke, 
Johns Hopkins, Georgetown, Towson and 
Princeton. Panarelli was thankful he didn’t 
endure as much pressure as some of his team-
mates did.

But Simmons III acknowledged Syracuse’s 
laid-back approach may have resulted in lost 
prospects. Desko and Simmons III feel it’s a 
reasonable tradeoff, though, because it lessons 
the likelihood of transfers.

Since 2003, 15 players have transferred within 
Division I. That doesn’t include the three trans-
fers from Duke to Georgetown and Virginia, after 
head coach Mike Pressler was fired in response to 
the Duke lacrosse rape allegations.

Starsia argues those numbers are more anec-
dotal than evidence showing the early recruit-
ing process can be counter-productive. Attack-
man Eric Pittard, for example, left Virginia for 
Cornell because he was accepted at Cornell’s 
business school.

But it is worth noting Syracuse hasn’t had a 
player transfer since 2003. It inherited Joe Yevo-
li and Nathan Kenney from Virginia last year 
as well as current midfielder John Carrozza 
from Delaware.

But early recruiting has become necessary, 
although not a ticket, to be successful. For 
example, Georgetown brought in the top-ranked 
class in 2004 and 2006, but has yet to reach the 
final four. 

SU featured the fourth-best class in 2004 
and hauled in top-ranked JUCO defenseman 
Junior Bucktooth this year. But the defen-
semen in Syracuse’s 2004 class have lim-
ited roles. Bucktooth left SU before the season 
started because of weight problems, Simmons 
III said.

Then again, Virginia continues to pick up 
talent both offensively and defensively. Other 
coaches know they have to follow suit if they 
want the championship rings on their fingers. 
Three in seven years and landing the No.1 
recruit for two-straight years says enough.

“When you see younger guys getting 
burned out at their age, it has to say some-
thing,” Desko said. “A lot of us have been 
doing this for 25 years and we have to change. 
Before, you were more like a school teacher. 
You finished your playoffs and you had the 
summer to work camps to get caught up and 
make some money during the summertime. 
You didn’t bring recruits in until there was a 
football game or even a basketball game their 
senior year. We don’t do that anymore, it’s way 
too late.”

RECRUITING
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“This memoir makes a 
nice substitute for an 
expensive yearbook.”
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  
Deposit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon.

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 

136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.
4 Bedroom Apts at:

320 Euclid

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, 
Hardwoods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

3 BEDROOM UPPER APT.  

AVAILABLE 6-1-07 FOR NEXT 
SCHOOL YEAR.  

ACKERMAN AVE.  
FURNISHED, OFF-STREET PARKING 
W/GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PARCHES, 

FIREPLACE, RENT $320 PER PERSON 
PLUS UTILITIES.  

EXCELLENT CONDITION.  

CALL RICH 422-0138 OR 673-3516

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 

$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 
Per Apartment.   

AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 

LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 
WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  806-
2600  Grad Students Preferred.

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
117 Redfield Place

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
329 Comstock Ave

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING. 

 422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

469-6665

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms
968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  
ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  

2 FULL BATHS
$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  

New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  
Large Living Room and Dining Room.  

Off Street Parking.
422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

705 Euclid
3 BR

NEWLY AVAILABLE
June ‘07

Furnished, Parking, 
Laundry, Porch

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!
Buy online at 

www.BeerPongGear.com

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com
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HELP WANTED
Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

Staying in Syracuse for the summer?  
Work FULL-TIME days at Holy Shirt!
t-shirt printing company in our print shop.  
8:30am-5:30pm, M-F, 40-45/hrs weekdays, 
$8.50/hr.  Sorry, no nights or weekend work avail.  
3 MONTH COMMITMENT (May-August).  
Must have car and be able to lift 50 lbs. Call
445-8193 or email john@holyshirt.com

Part Time Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  Apply 
on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 

about you!

 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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FOUR YEARS OF SU MEMORIES

HUNDREDS OF STORIES AND PHOTOS FROM 
FOUR YEARS OF SYRACUSE LIFE IN ONE BOOK  

FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE

AVAILABLE AT ALL SU BOOKSTORES, FOLLET’S 
AND WWW.DAILYORANGE.COM/STORE FOR A PRICE OF ONLY $12.50

ONLY

$12.50
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By Heather Crowley
STAFF WRITER

Angela Tucker knew Romale was a 
special child from the first moment 
she saw him. He was her first of six 

children and there-
fore needed an 
exceptional name. 
More importantly, 
she said it had to 
be one that the 
world would never 
forget.

“I told him 

I gave him that name because that 
name is going to ring out all over the 
nation,” Angela Tucker said. “I didn’t 
know then how it was going to, but it 
will.”

Romale Tucker didn’t have that 
same outlook as a young child. But 
that would soon change.

Growing up, Tucker never thought 
he’d even go to college, never mind be 
a football recruit for Syracuse. Tucker 
is expected to compete at linebacker 
when he arrives at SU in the fall.

Tucker’s most important choice 

of his life, which college to attend, 
would eventually be made based on 
another person’s opinion — his moth-
er’s. Despite his verbal commitment 
and love for Virginia, he ultimately 
would turn his focus back to Syracuse 
because of Angela’s urging.

“I liked Syracuse, and as far as 
the rest of the schools, I didn’t really 
like them,” Angela Tucker said. “I 
mean, he liked University of Virginia. 
But I felt that he would do the best at 
Syracuse.”

“I want my mom to feel comfort-

able wherever I go,” Romale Tucker 
said. “My mom is someone who is 
very special to me. I would take her 
word over mine any day.”

With thoughts of Virginia swirling 
in his head, Tucker had an explosive 
final season at Ballou (D.C.) High 
School as he improved his tackle total 
from 46 to 92 from his junior year 
to senior year. Although it was an 
individual change, Tucker is quick to 
cite his teammates as the reason for 
the drastic jump.

f o o t b a l l  r e c r u i t i n g

Linebacker Tucker listens to mother, chooses SU over UVa

SEE TUCKER PAGE 21TUCKER

daily orange file photo

 Change      of 
 plans

Syracuse reluctantly learning 
to adjust to the evolution of 
college lacrosse recruiting

By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

R
oy Simmons III watched an NFL draft 
segment on ESPN. It reminded the 
Syracuse assistant lacrosse coach of 
what the recruiting landscape has 
become in college lacrosse.

“They’re very thorough of what they’re doing 
on draft day,” Simmons III said. “Lacrosse coaches 
are starting to sense there are a limited number 
of really good players out there. We need to do our 
research right.”

Simmons III remembers when the process 
seemed simpler. “Your first-born son is coming to 
Syracuse University to play lacrosse,” Simmons III 
recited the saying of his father, Roy Simmons Jr., 
who coached SU from 1971 through 1998. 

The phrase reflected the family bond Simmons 
Jr. envisioned. It also became a great recruiting 
strategy — one that hasn’t been unique to Syra-
cuse, but a critical component that shaped SU’s 
dynasty.

The Orange recruited the Desko, Gait and Powell 

brothers. SU also attracted the Bucktooths. Part of 
SU’s 2006 recruiting class — including Dan Hardy, 
Kenny Nims, Pat Perritt and Matt Abbott — was 
possible because of family ties.

No longer can Syracuse solely depend on that 
pipeline to land top players.

“Virginia is big on doing a lot of early recruit-
ing,” Syracuse head coach John Desko said. 
“They seem to wrap up their class quicker than 
most people. Everybody else is trying to play 
catch-up.”

Syracuse has adapted to this continuing trend 
with mixed results. Hardy, Nims and Perritt — 
ranked Nos. 2 through 4 in 2006 — opted for early 
commitments. 

The Orange was also the first team in the coun-

try to add a director of lacrosse operations when 
Lelan Rogers joined SU in 2005. Rogers takes care 
of team logistics, ranging from organizing team 
travel to making sure SU follows compliance regu-
lations. The hiring opened up more time for Desko, 
Simmons III and assistant coach Kevin Donahue to 
recruit. Only Navy has followed suit.

Rogers has also run team camps in the Syra-
cuse area and is planning to add one in Georgia 
this summer to expand Syracuse’s geographical 
recruiting landscape.

U.S. Lacrosse cites 204,384 kids 15-and-under 
play lacrosse and 147,042 high school students 
also play. That’s why SU has traveled to states 
like Michigan, Illinois, Colorado and California 
to make sure its attraction toward the Central 
New York hotbed does not blind them of talent in 
other areas.

“As you talk to other coaches, they have to 
realize they have no choice but to start recruiting 
early,” Virginia head coach Dom Starsia said. “If I 
run into a college coach and they say, ‘I’m not doing 

2006-2007
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SEE RECRUITING PAGE 24
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The good Doc
Doc Schneider leads 
Massachusetts in net. 
Page 21
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WEEKEND
april 27, 2007

RAINY FRIDAY
HI 64° | LO 49°

I N S I D E
O P I N I O N

What’s in 
a label?
There’s no need 
to rush to brand 
yourself with a 
certain political 
ideology, says 
Meghan Over-
deep.
Page 5

I N S I D E
P U L P

Windows 
vs. Mac: the 
ultimate 
showdown
SU colleges 
require special 
computers to 
excel in an area 
of study. Are 
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The expanded Big East has 
forced Syracuse athletics to be 
creative in travel budgeting

By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

D
arryl Watkins has woken up aboard the Syra-
cuse men’s basketball team’s charter plane sev-
eral times to one of his teammates screaming 
about a leg cramp.

The sight usually draws a chuckle from Watkins. He’s 
suffered his share of excruciating cramps sitting in small, 
50-seat planes on some of the team’s longer trips home 

from road games. 
“I’m a little too big for the seat,” the 6-foot-

11 Watkins said. 
Watkins can blame the expansion of the 

Big East for some of those aches and pains. 
By 2005, the conference had lost Miami, 
Virginia Tech and Boston College to the 

Atlantic Coast Conference. In turn, the Big East replaced 
them with five Conference USA teams — Cincinnati, 
DePaul, Louisville, Marquette and South Florida — begin-
ning in the fall of 2005. 

Some Syracuse athletics teams suffer from the effects 
of the expansion more than others. SU’s softball, vol-
leyball and men’s and women’s soccer teams have added 

SEE TRAVEL PAGE 19

By Josh Shaw
STAFF WRITER

After living together for more than 25 
years, Wade Stringer and Janice Wilson 
finally decided to get married, but not 
because it was what they wanted to do.

Stringer has worked at Syracuse Uni-
versity for 21 years, but the university’s 
benefits plan has never covered opposite-
sex domestic partners who are not legally 
married, such as these two. Wilson was 
forced to work several jobs just so she could 
receive her own benefits.

“We finally decided to give in and get 
married,” Wilson said. “We didn’t want to 
do it, but it was the only way I could receive 
benefits without having to find another 
job.”

After several similar complaints to SU, 
the University Senate Lesbian, Gay, Bisex-
ual and Transgender Concerns Committee 

is looking to amend the current benefits 
policies by addressing five problem areas, 
including the exclusion of opposite-sex 
domestic partners. 

The LGBT Committee has chosen five of 
its members to meet on a regular basis with 
two members of the SU Human Resources 
Department to fix policies that Thomas 
Keck, a committee member said, “are not 
compliant with Syracuse University’s non-
discrimination policy.”

LGBT Committee co-chair Jonathan 
Massey presented a progress report to 
USen April 18 explaining their concerns 
and goals.

“The working group will continue to 
research and meet over the summer, and 
we are hoping to address these concerns 
by bringing a concrete set of action items to 
the senate next fall,” Massey said.

The five areas of concern for the com-

mittee are unequal documentation 
requirements, unequal eligibility criteria 
for same-sex couples, staying current on 

changing marriage laws, discriminatory 
tax treatment and the exclusion of oppo-

katie schuering | staff photographer
UNIVERSITY SENATE COMMITTEE discusses health care benefits.
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SU HAS TRAVELLED FAR AND 
WIDE TO THESE BIG EAST 
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Canada announces  
greenhouse gas reductions
The Canadian government released 
a plan of regulations on Thursday 
that would force industries to 
reduce emissions by 18 percent 
by 2010. After that, the companies 
would have to reduce per-unit 
emissions by 2 percent until 2015 
for a total of a 26 percent reduc-
tion in industry emissions. CARS, 
HOME APPLIANCES, ELECTRIC-
ITY AND FUEL WILL RAISE IN 
PRICE IN ORDER TO REDUCE 
OVERALL GAS EMISSIONS BY 20 
PERCENT BY 2020. Environment 
Minister John Baird said that the 
economy may lose up to $8 million 
a year. “The government will take a 
balanced approach that recognizes 
the need for urgent action on the 
environment, while also respecting 
its responsibility as a government 
to help keep Canadian families 
working,” the released report said.

Congress passes bill that 
includes Iraq pullout date 
Congress passed legislation Thurs-
day meant to begin a withdrawal 
of troops in Iraq by Oct. 1. The 
complete pullout would take six 
months. The bill funds $124.2 bil-
lion dollars for spending, $90 billion 
of which would be meant for the 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The 
bill passed with a 51-46 vote in the 
Senate. President George Bush has 
previously said that he would veto 
the bill if it was passed. Democrats 
urged Bush to reconsider his deci-
sion to veto the bill during a news 
conference. “THIS BILL, FOR THE 
FIRST TIME, GIVES THE PRESI-
DENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
AN EXIT STRATEGY,” said Rep. 
David Obey of Wisconsin. A two-
thirds majority vote is needed to 
override a presidential veto. 

Stephen Hawking flies 
weightless in zero-gravity
Astrophysicist and University of 
Cambridge professor Stephen 
Hawking took a zero-gravity flight 
in a jet modeled. The ride includes 
one free fall that gives about 25 
seconds of weightlessness. Tickets 
cost about $3,750 for the flight 
from Zero Gravity Corp. The modi-
fied Boeing-747 reaches more than 
32,000 FEET OVER THE ATLAN-
TIC OCEAN. Hawking speaks with 
the aid of a voice synthesizer and 
also has Lou Gehrig’s disease. 
Hawking was let out of his wheel-
chair to experience the weightless-
ness of zero-gravity travel. “I have 
been wheelchair-bound for almost 
four decades and the chance to 
float free in zero G will be wonder-
ful,” Hawking said in a news con-
ference prior to the flight. 

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
8 p.m.  
SU Drama presents its opening 
night of George Gershwin’s, ‘MY 
ONE AND ONLY.’ Tickets are $18 
for the general public and $16 for 
students.

 820 East Genesee Street | $16

C O R R E C T I O N S
The Virginia Tech vigil photo 
on page 9 of Thursday’s paper 
was incorrectly credited to Nick 
McCann, The photographer is 
actually staff photographer Megan 
Lange. 

Due to a reporting error, Thursday’s 
story “Outraged: Warehouse 
may be permanent, dean doesn’t 
understand students’ anger with 
proposal” incorrectly attributed a 
quote to fourth-year architecture 
student Eric Zahn. The quote, “It’s 
underhanded. I think there’s a lot of 
maneuvering and hiding the truth. 
I think we are the ones being hurt 
by the connective corridor,” was 
actually said by Zach Krochtengel, 
a fourth-year architecture student. 
The Daily Orange regret these 
errors.   
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experts discuss why presidential 
candidates may or may not come 
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Legal introduction
Mark Obbie shares his experiences 
reporting on murders, legal mat-
ters. 

SPORTS

Graded effort
Syracuse athletics has focused on 
helping its athletes in the class-
room.
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Fitting in
Trying to change yourself to fit in 
with others might not be a new 
phenomenon, says Zac Cummings.
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How many years 
David Rubin has 
been dean of 
the Newhouse 
School. 

The largest financial aid contribution to a university, given to 
Columbia University by alumnus John Kluge. 

How many academic institutions subscribe to turnitin.com to 
check for plagiarism in schoolwork.

How m
uch greenhouse gas em

issions would be decreased by 2050 under a national cam
paign 

called Step It Up 2007. 

The average 
SAT score out 
of 1,600 for 
the incoming 
SU student 
for the 2007-
08 academic 
year. 
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Unreported: 
Rapes on 
campuses
Nature of sexual 
crimes hinders 
disclosure, prosecution

Age-old debate
A fresh push to lower the drinking age from the most unlikely of sources

photo illustration by joey baker | photo editor

By Eddie Jacovino
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Prosecutors recorded a win last 
week when Robert Adams III, of 
Syracuse, pleaded guilty to first-
degree rape of a Syracuse University 
graduate student in late July.

But such court cases –– regard-
less of their outcomes –– do not accu-
rately represent the nature of sex 
assaults on college campuses, which 
go highly unreported and have an 
even lower rate of criminal investi-
gation and conviction.

At SU, though steps are taken 
to protect the victims of sexual 
assaults, the crimes are severely 
underreported, and when they 
are, identifying and punishing 
defendants is difficult because the 
personal nature of the crime and 
the stresses of a judicial process 
discourage victims from pressing 
charges.

“Sexual assault is very highly 
underreported for a number of rea-
sons,” said Rick Trunfio, first chief 
assistant district attorney for Onon-
daga County and former chief of 
the Special Victims Bureau, which 
handles sex assault cases.

“Almost all of them are personal 
reasons,” he said. “Women are 
embarrassed; they’re humiliated; 
they don’t want to repeat it; they’re 
afraid their credibility is going to be 
attacked,” he said. 

What SU reports
There are about 35 incidents of 

completed rape or attempted rape 
each year for every 1,000 women on a 
college campus, according to a study 
in 2000 by the U.S. Department of 
Justice titled “The Sexual Victim-
ization of College Women.”

As of fall 2006, 54 percent of SU’s 
12,144 full-time undergraduate stu-
dents –– more than 6,500 –– were 
women, according to the universi-
ty’s Web site.

If the study’s rates are accurate 
at SU, this would be equivalent to 
231 rapes or attempted rapes in the 
current academic year and much 
greater figures for other sex crimes, 
including attempted sexual touch-
ing and verbal threats of sex assault.

But in 2005, the university’s 
Public Safety department reported 
only 11 forcible sex offenses and four 
non-forcible sex offenses (defined as 

SEE RAPE PAGE 9 SEE UNDERAGE PAGE 7

By Frank Pallotta
STAFF WRITER

O
ne of the biggest concerns 
leading up to Tuesday’s May-
fest was that an off-campus 
block party would force 

police to shut down out-of-control par-
ties at which alcohol was served - to 
minors especially.

But Mayfest came and went with 
no major arrests and no real problems. 
Fears of underage drinking leading to 
ruckus were left unsubstantiated but 
raised the question of whether drink-
ing would be a concern if the legal age 
were 18 and not 21.

One of the leaders in the movement 
to change the legal drinking age from 21 
back to 18 is President Emeritus of Mid-
dlebury College John M. McCardell. In 
January, McCardell originated Choose 
Responsibility, a nonprofit group seek-
ing to start a grass-roots movement to 
change the drinking-age law.

“Our goal as an organization is 
really to reopen the debate about the 21-
year-old drinking age,” said Grace Kro-
nenberg, assistant to McCardell and 
staff member of Choose Responsibility. 

McCardell could not be reached for 
comment.

McCardell was the president at 
Middlebury College for 13 years; before 
that he was a professor at the college. In 
1987, when the drinking age changed in 
Vermont - where Middlebury is located 
- there was an alarming change in the 
way students at his school were choos-
ing to drink.

“He saw bars downtown close up, go 
out of business. He saw a movement of 
social life, both involving alcohol and 
not involving alcohol, move away from 
sort of inter-generational interaction 
between faculty and students to dorms, 
and to off-campus houses,” Kronenberg 
said.

When McCardell stepped down as 
president in 2004, he wrote an opinion 
piece for The New York Times attack-

ing the 21-year-old drinking age, refer-
ring to it as terrible social policy and 
citing it as a cause for the negative 
consequences of binge drinking. 

After the op-ed piece, McCardell 
wrote a proposal paper that argued for 
an 18-year-old drinking age. From that 
proposal came Choose Responsibility, 
Kronenberg said.

Many students at SU agree with 
McCardell’s ideology and say they feel 
that many of the problems surrounding 
drinking on campus stem from the fact 
that the legal age is 21 and not 18.

“You have more problems with 
drinking because it’s age 21,” said 
Jenna Hanchard, sophomore history 
major. “There are many other coun-
tries around the world that have lower 

drinking ages that don’t have the same 
sorts of problems that the United States 
has with drinking, such as drunk driv-
ing.”

Even some faculty, like Timothy 
Barr, wine and beer appreciation 
instructor at SU, agreed that a 21-year-
old drinking age is a wrong decision.

“When I was a young person the 
drinking age was 18,” Barr said. “We 
drank, but we didn’t drink to the excess 
people do today.” 

Multiple students interviewed, who 
did not want to be identified, agreed 
that the drinking age is too high. At 
18 years old, an individual becomes a 
legal adult, and with that comes adult 
responsibilities such as registering for 
a draft. But the ability to legally drink 
is still denied.

“If our young people can go and fight 
at 18, they ought to be able to drink at 
18,” Barr said. “It seems kind of silly 
to hold (drinking) off for so long, and 
then it becomes a big deal - and it’s not 
a big deal.”

The possibility of lowering the 
drinking age to 18, which was raised by 
students, Barr and Choose Responsibil-
ity, will have great difficultly becoming 

WHO’S TRYING TO LOWER THE AGE?
The former president of Middlebury College in Vermont, John M. 
McCardell, started a non-profit organization after his retirement 
called Choose Responsibility. The group is a grass-roots movement 
to change the legal drinking age to 18. McCardell believes that the 
current 21-year-old drinking age is behind the negative consequenc-
es of binge drinking. Yet, the group strongly advocates an education 
program before minors could get their “drinking license.”
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University works to keep up with demands of wireless generation
By Agatha Lutoborski

STAFF WRITER

When Andrew Powers moved into his apartment 
on Syracuse University’s South Campus in fall 
2006, he decided to take his Internet service into 
his own hands.

Powers, sophomore chemistry, physics and 
mathematics major, planned with his roommate 
to set up a personal wireless router.

“We planned on bringing the router before 
we moved in,” Powers said. “It definitely makes 
things easier.”

This technique, which is against univer-
sity network policy for its Ethernet service, could 
make AirOrange, the official wireless service, 
unnecessary.

But by next fall, South Campus and all resi-
dence halls will be 100 percent wireless, said 
James Pampinella, information technology man-
ager for SU’s Network Communications Services.

“Not having wireless was a drag. It’s good the 
school’s finally installing it,” said David Schatz, 
sophomore in the school of Information Studies 
and resident of Lambreth Lane on South.

Incoming freshmen helped Information Tech-
nology and Services realize more drastic mea-
sures needed to be taken, Pampinella said.

“When we were helping students move in the 
fall, people came without a wire,” Pampinella said. 
“It was really obvious to us that we had to acceler-
ate the expansion of the wireless initiative.”

Many South Campus residents are frustrated 
by the lack of wireless and don’t know why the 
service has not yet arrived to the apartment 

complexes, though it is available in the Goldstein 
Student Center and the SkyHalls.

“I don’t understand why they don’t just install 
it,” said Carey Walker, sophomore architecture 
major living on Lambreth Lane. “What’s the hold 
up?”

Though wireless is in demand, the university 
is struggling to provide it quickly and effectively 
on South Campus.

“South Campus is a real challenge for us,” 
said Paul Gandel, vice president for information 
technology and chief information officer for ITS. 
“The signal is interfered with by the actual con-
struction of the buildings.”

The steel and concrete framework of the apart-
ments is not conducive to easy wiring, Gandel 
said.

“Even though it’s called wireless, you need 
wires to get to the access points that send out the 
signal,” Gandel said.

Concrete does not make that task simple. Nei-
ther does the vastness of South Campus, Gandel 
said.

There are hundreds of buildings and a large 
population — about 1,500 to 1,800 students, Pampi-
nella said. This expansive population and the 
physical vastness of South Campus affect the 
wireless signals’ strength, adding a dimension of 
difficulty for ITS.

“Signal strength deteriorates the more people 
who use an access point,” Gandel said.

The university tested wireless system possibili-
ties for South Campus at the end of last semester 
and made headway during the winter vacation 

when apartments were unoccupied.
“There are a couple different apartment designs 

that require different criteria,” Pampinella said. 
“We need to go through and do wireless surveys, 
but it’s hard to do when people live there.”

During testing, ITS employees discovered the 
system they had been planning on using, a grid-
access system, failed to perform to expectations.

“It worked, but it would never support 1,800 
students,” Pampinella said.

This grid-access system worked as an overlap 
of signals. A main access point, between build-
ings, for example, sends an Internet signal to 
another access point, this time within the build-
ing. The signal was therefore transmitted several 
times before it reached a user, Gandel said.

Because this method wasn’t able to handle 
the volume of users on the wireless network, ITS 
specialists decided on a traditional approach to 
installing wireless on South Campus .

A total of 250 access points will be installed 
during the summer by hired contractors. “We 
couldn’t possibly do all that on our own,” Pampi-
nella said.

Plans to finish installing wireless for North 
Campus residential buildings have also changed 
during the course of this academic year.

Pampinella said the university is working 
on the residence halls year-round to make them 
wireless ready. Contractors do a lot of the work in 
the summer, he said.

“During the semester, my staff is fully active 
in installing the live components, like access 
points,” Pampinella said.

So far, Kimmel Hall, Marion Hall, Booth Hall, 
floors five to eight of Boland Hall, the Interna-
tional Living Center, Washington Arms, Watson 
Hall, Shaw Hall, DellPlain Hall and Sadler Hall 
have full wireless capabilities.

“I like sitting on my bed without being attached 
to the wall,” said Amy Ryan, sophomore chemis-
try major living in Kimmel

North Campus residence halls such as Walnut 
Hall, Lawrinson Hall, Day Hall, and Haven Hall 
do not yet have wireless. They are all due to be 
finished by the start of next semester, according to 
the ITS Web site.

Day Hall and Haven Hall will require substan-
tial work because the wiring is “sub-acceptable,” 
Pampinella said.

“Wires don’t support the speed of what most 
computers are capable of doing today,” Pampi-
nella said.

Though wireless continues to appear in differ-
ent areas of campus, there are well-established 
public wireless hotspots. These hotspots include 
Bird Library, Hendricks Chapel, Schine Student 
Center, the Martin J. Whitman School of Manage-
ment and The Warehouse downtown, according to 
the ITS Web site.

ITS and NCS work with designers and builders 
on these sites to integrate wireless technology 
into the construction. The two organizations are 
currently working with architects on new campus 
projects, such as Newhouse III, Pampinella said.

“I think we’re maybe a step ahead in some 
cases,” Pampinella said. “The wireless network 
on campus is really growing.”
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T here is something about 
labels that helps college 
students sleep better at night. 

Knowing who among our peers is 
conservative, liberal or religious 
just seems to make the beer go down 
smoother.

Everyone feels more comfortable 
knowing that the liberal students are 
kicking off their Birkenstocks and 
hugging trees on the quad while the 
conservative students are scurrying 
to church or to a College Republicans 
meeting.

OK, that may not be entirely true.
Nonetheless, we stand firmly 

behind our labels and judge according-
ly. Almost everybody has stereotyped 
a stranger based solely on the political 
and religious views they have listed in 
their Facebook profiles.

But labels like these are thrown 
around carelessly. Contrary to popu-
lar belief, the average college student 
isn’t up to his or her facial piercings 
with opinions. 

“I don’t know very much about 
politics,” said sophomore inclusive 
education major Melissa Chou, “but in 
college especially you’re expected to be 

very aware. You’re supposed to know if 
you’re conservative, liberal or what.”

In fact, many have no idea where 
they stand. We are still only slightly 
removed from our parents and figur-
ing ourselves out. 

I just find it hard to believe that 
students who don’t know what 
they’re majoring in or how they got 
home the night before can be sure 
about where they fall on the political 
spectrum. 

But the pressure to define 
yourself is a formidable force. 
Indecision is viewed as ignorance. 
Nobody wants to look stupid and 
uninformed. 

Well I guess that makes me stupid 
and uninformed, because I wrestle 
with my political identity on a daily 
basis. The big federal budget deficit 

makes my stomach turn, but I’d also 
like to take full advantage of Social 
Security in my old age.

I can’t be the only who breaks 
into a cold sweat at the prospect of 
filling out my religious and political 
views on Facebook. I’m not ready for 
that kind of commitment! 

I’m not surprised that many stu-
dents have resorted to listing things 
like “cheese doodles” and “Homer 
Simpson” as their religious views.

Even though we’ve been 
programmed to think otherwise, 
there is nothing wrong with being 
confused about your political and 
religious beliefs. In fact, I believe it’s 
healthier to shop around and try on 
a few before you decide. 

It doesn’t matter what you call 
yourself — liberal, very liberal, moder-
ate, very conservative, but if it’s only 
for the sake of standing for something, 
you’ve let yourself and your generation 
down. You’ve sold out. 

Meghan Overdeep is a featured 
columnist whose columns appear 

Fridays in The Daily Orange. E-
mail her at meoverde@syr.edu.
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Explore beliefs before rushing to label them
M E G H A N  O V E R D E E P

dig deep

S C R I B B L E

Monstrous week mashes 
Mac’s security, junk food
Jeer: The Institute of Medicine 
recommended Wednesday that 
public schools cut junk food from 
their cafeteria menus and vending 
machines to help stop childhood obe-
sity. Granted, America has a weight 
problem, but cutting kids off from 
choices in school isn’t the way to 
solve it. Nutrition rules should only 
clamp down on elementary school 
children. Middle and high school 
kids need to muster the self control to 
limit their junk food intake on their 
own, or they’ll never carry proper 
nutrition over to the real world of 99-
cent cheeseburgers and super-sized 
drinks at every turn. Let’s see some 
classes on healthy eating and a stron-
ger physical education program, not 
glucose prohibition.

Jeer: Bobby “Boris” Pickett, the 
singer of “The Monster Mash” died 
Wednesday night from leukemia. 
The one-hit wonder’s impression of 
famous horror actor Boris Karloff in 
“The Monster Mash” made the song a 
Billboard hit three times in 11 years 
after it debuted in 1962 and trans-
formed it into a perennial favorite at 
Halloween. Our condolences go out 
to Pickett’s family, and it is a shame 
to lose a man whose work is enjoyed 
by so many. On a more lighthearted 
note, Pickett finally gets to have 
another “graveyard smash.”

Jeer: Apparently, Mac OS X’s much-
touted security isn’t all it’s cracked 
up to be. After a security company 
offered a $10,000 prize to whoever 
could find a security exploit in the 
operating system, an inventive 
hacker found a hole in just nine 
hours. Security experts speculate 
OS X is just as vulnerable as any 
other operating system, but since it 
only runs on 5 percent of personal 
computers, no one bothers to tamper 

with it. It’s kind of like leaving your 
1991 Ford Festiva full of empty soda 
bottles unlocked in the middle of the 
city. It’s not worth breaking in to.

Jeer: A wheel of cheddar cheese 
has attracted the world’s attention 
after West Country Farmhouse 
Cheddars, a British company, began 
broadcasting streaming video of it on 
the Internet in December. The cheese 
was placed in front of a Webcam so 
viewers could watch it mature until 
it is ready to eat — a process that 
will take one year. Since cheddarvi-
sion.tv was launched, more than 1 
million viewers have taken a look 
at the wheel. We have to wonder 
why, exactly, it was selected over all 
the other wheels of cheddar at West 
Country Farmhouse Cheddars? Did 
this piece do a better job of saying 
cheese in front of the camera at the 
casting call? Did it follow Bobby 
“Boris” Pickett’s lead and do the 
“Muenster Mash?” One thing is for 
sure: When it comes to popular foods 
on the Internet, the cheese stands 
alone.

Jeer: Rep. Barney Frank introduced 
a bill in Congress on Thursday which 
would legalize online gambling in 
the United States, providing sites 
comply with stringent licensing. 
Fewer restrictions are always great, 
but given that online gambling was 
effectively shut down less than a year 
ago, it sends mixed signals about the 
government’s interests. It looks a lot 
less like the government originally 
cut off Internet gambling to protect 
its citizens and a lot more like it just 
wanted its piece of the pie in taxes. 
Thanks, Uncle Sam.

J E E R S  &  J E E R S
by the daily orange 

editorial board
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Campus group showcases downtown living
By Lauren Bertolini

STAFF WRITER

The Onondaga Citizen’s League is hosting 
a Downtown Living Tour just after gradua-
tion, but this does not mean students are not 
welcome; they are just trying to guarantee 
nice weather.

The tour will take place from noon to 6 p.m. 
on May 19 and is available for anyone inter-
ested in living downtown.

Participants will be able to travel at their 
own pace through the eight different housing 
exhibits, as well as a rest stop at St. Paul’s 
Cathedral. The tour stops include renovated 
historic buildings and new construction 
projects ranging from apartments to condo-
miniums, said Sandra Barrett, executive vice 
president of the Onondaga Citizen’s League.  

The OCL is an independent not-for-profit 
organization that is administered by SU’s 
University College. Tickets are available in 
advance for $10 until May 15 or on the day of 
the event for $12. The ticket will allow one 
entrance into each stop of the tour.

“It’s for more in the realm of young profes-
sionals or those looking to downsize from 
a big house into something in the city,” she 
said. “But really, it’s for anybody interested in 
downtown living.”

Thousands of students and faculty make 
up the Syracuse University, State University 
of New York College of Environmental Sci-
ence and Forestry and SUNY Upstate Medical 
University communities, Barrett said. These 
students and faculty live and work right on 
the fringe of downtown creating an interest 
of the area. 

The conversion of The Warehouse into uni-
versity space and the recent announcement 

that the School of Architecture’s move down-
town may be permanent sparked interest in 
downtown. The OCL hopes that the Downtown 
Living Tour will increase the momentum 
leading to the retail and services that are 
needed to create a viable neighborhood, she 
said.  

“If we get more people living downtown it 
will make those services more in-demand,” 
Barrett said. “There’s no diner, there isn’t 
a dry cleaner on every corner, and until we 
double and then triple the number of people, 
there is just not enough of a residential popu-
lation to support downtown.”

In addition to the new housing facilities, 
O’Brien & Gere, an engineering firm, is relo-
cating downtown to Armory Square from East 
Syracuse. 

For students, downtown living may not be 
affordable. Prices for units in the Jefferson 
Clinton Commons will start at $230,000, a 
cost that may exceed many students’ bud-
gets. Monthly rentals are available on Walton 
Street in the former Gray Brothers Shoe Fac-
tory for between $1,200 and $1,600.

Even if more housing is made available, 
Steven Marker, a first-year architecture stu-
dent said he would still not be interested, 
despite the School of Architecture’s presence 
downtown.  

In the fall, a few students were looking into 
living downtown, but they decided not to, he 
said. There are lofts available for rent but he 
only knows of a few students who have taken 
advantage of them.

“As an undergrad, I want to be as connected 
to this campus as possible and living down-
town makes it really difficult to feel connec-
tion,” Marker said.
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a reality. And even if there is a chance for change, 
there are many people steadfast against seeing the 
law changed. 

“The 21-age law is a very good solution to 
helping save young lives on the roadways,” said 
Misty Moyse of Mothers Against Drunk Drivers. 
“There’s numerous research from the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration that 
shows that there are nearly 900 lives a year saved 
by the 21 drinking-age law.”

A 21-year-old drinking age has saved an esti-
mated 24,560 lives since 1975 and an estimated 
823 lives in 2005, according to National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration.

But the agreement on both sides of the drink-
ing-age argument is that proper education toward 
drinking is important, regardless of the age.

“We disagree that lowering the drinking age 
would fix the problem of binge drinking on col-
lege campuses,” Moyse said, “partly because we 
know that when properly enforced and with a 
responsible environment - such as proper alcohol 
awareness, education and enforcement - those 
things can make a difference and delay the onset 
of drinking.”

Barr and Choose Responsibility also agree that 
the more important issue concerning drinking 
isn’t just lowering the age to 18, but creating edu-
cation for people about the risks of drinking.

“In my class, I bring a state trooper in to 
talk to students and tell them what happens 
when he meets them on the road, and give 
them a little education,” Barr said. “For exam-
ple, right now the average DWI is between 
$9,000 and $12,000. How many cab rides could 
you people from SU get from Armory Square 

over a four year period for nine grand?”
Choose Responsibility also stresses the cre-

ation of drinking education. According to its Web 
site, the purpose of the organization is to allow 18 
to 20-year-olds to purchase and consume alcohol, 
but more importantly to combine education, cer-
tification and licensing for 18 to 20-year-olds to 
consume alcohol.

“Anyone who wanted to drink below the age of 
21 would take an alcohol education course, which 
would be formatted in a similar way to a driver’s 
ed course,” Kronenberg said. “And the license that 
would result upon successful completion of that 
course would be the last step in a graduated driver 
licensing system.”

The legislation of the drinking age being 
dropped back down to 18 years old is possible, but 
organizations like Choose Responsibility have 
many hurdles to clear, such as the acquirement of 
federal highway funds, to make it a reality.

“The Federal Government ties the receipt 
of highway funds to states having the drink-
ing age 21,” said Keith Bybee, SU professor of 
law and political science. “It used to be vari-
ability across the United States in drinking 
ages, different states had different drinking 
ages, and the federal government enforced 
uniformity on them.”

With Choose Responsibility just starting off 
and many powerful organizations against the 
change of the legal age, it may be a while before 
drinking at 18 will be a feasible possibility on the 
SU campus, or anywhere. But if the legal drinking 
age is lowered, the resulting social effects are still 
uncertain.

“I don’t know if less people would drink,” 
said sophomore Hanchard. “I think more 
people would be responsible ... You would have 
to be responsible for your actions with that, 
just like with anything else.”
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site-sex domestic partners.
In 1995, SU first allowed same-sex domestic 

partners to receive benefits, but according to the 
report, the policy is now outdated.

“After a decade of implementation, we now 
recognize some limitations of the policy that 
were not at first apparent,” according to the 
report. “As currently written and administered, 
the university’s same-sex domestic partnership 
policy does not provide equal benefits to all 
employees.”

Keck, assistant professor of political science, 
is on the sub-committee that is looking into the 
issue. He has also been in an opposite-sex rela-
tionship for more than 14 years and has dealt 
with the frustration of his partner not receiving 
benefits.

“Our committee has been doing research 
for about a year now and has been discussing 
whether the policies live up to the best institu-
tions,” Keck said. “It is also our position that the 
policies are not compliant with the nondiscrimi-
nation policy here.”

Documentation and Eligibility
The first policy change the committee is look-

ing at is the unequal documentation require-
ments for married couples versus same-sex 
couples. 

Currently, same-sex domestic partners are 
required to show proof of a relationship, but this 
is not the case for opposite-sex spouses.

“We believe that the policy should be equal 
for everyone,” Keck said. “If you are going to 
make same-sex domestic partners show written 
proof, then require it of everyone. If you don’t 
want anyone to show documents and you just 
want them to sign an affidavit that is OK, too, 
but it needs to be consistent.”

Another point of concern for the committee 
was unequal eligibility criteria.

Same-sex domestic partners who do not 
share a residence are ineligible for benefits, 
while opposite-sex spouses are free to live in 
long-distance relationships, according to the 
committee’s report.

Additionally, same-sex couples must prove 
they have been in a “committed family relation-
ship” for at least six months, while opposite-sex 
spouses become eligible immediately after get-
ting married, the report said.

“Same-sex couples have to prove they are in 
a relationship by showing evidence,” Keck said. 
For example, they have to show financial inter-
dependence by submitting a tax return form. 

This is not the case for married couples.

Marriage law
The committee also sees the constantly 

changing marriage laws as a problem with the 
benefits policy.

Same-sex partners are allowed benefits only 
if they declare they “are not legally allowed to 
marry under current laws of the state in which 
the employee resides” and “would marry or 
establish a legally recognized domestic partner-
ship if it were available under the laws of the 
state in which the employee resides,” according 
to the report.  

Therefore, should New York state legalize 
same-sex marriages, then all same-sex partners 
who currently receive benefits would lose them, 
unless they were to get married.

“Basically, we just want to make sure that 
the policy will not discriminate against anyone, 
no matter what laws are changed in the future,” 
Keck said.

New York Gov. Elliot Spitzer announced 
Monday he was interested in pursuing legisla-
tion to legalize same-sex marriages in New 
York.

Taxes and Benefits
Another concern of the committee is a federal 

tax which imposes additional costs on same-sex 
partners.

“Under current federal tax law, the employer-
paid portion of same-sex domestic partner ben-
efits is treated as taxable income,” according to 
the committee’s report. The committee hopes 
that the university will follow the lead of some 
corporations and pay this tax for the employees, 
something that no other university currently 
does.

Kim Isaac, who has been working for SU in 
the Department of Public Safety for five years, 
said she believes the tax is unfair. 

“It is expensive,” said Isaac, who has been in 
a committed same-sex relationship for 12 years. 
“We have to pay for the benefits after taxes while 
married couples can pay before taxes.”

Hurdles for opposite-sex couples
Even though the committee does mostly 

focus on LGBT issues, they have made it a 
priority to fight for opposite-sex domestic part-

nership benefits as well.
“Some comparable universities across the 

nation have some part of what we are looking at 
already implemented,” Keck said. “Georgetown, 
NYU and the University of Southern California 
all allow opposite-sex domestic partners ben-
efits. None of the things we are asking for are 
unrealistic.”

Additionally, all State University of New 
York schools, including the College of Environ-
mental Science and Forestry, allow opposite-sex 
domestic partners to receive equal benefits.

“If Wade worked at ESF, we wouldn’t have 
had this problem,” said Wilson, Stringer’s new-
lywed wife. “But since Syracuse is a private 
institution, they don’t have to change their 
policies.”

Another setback for the couple was that New 
York state has no common-law marriage title.

“When Wade and I lived in Colorado, we had 
common-law marriage status,” Wilson said. 
“But since New York doesn’t have that, the 
benefits would not apply to me.”

Neil Strodel, associate vice president and 
chief human resources officer, has been work-
ing with the committee to discuss possible 
changes.

Strodel said the current benefits plan offered 
is better than most of the area and the region.

“We compete very well and recruit a lot of 
local talent,” Strodel said. “We also compare 
favorably with other institutions across the 
nation.”

Opposition
One of Strodel’s main concerns about the 

committee’s proposed changes is the cost, espe-
cially additional costs to the system that he says 
aren’t fair to the people who are already paying 
into the system.

“Health insurance has been escalating and 
costs the university about $32 million a year,” 
Strodel said. “Employees already pay 21 percent 

of the money used for benefits and if we were to 
include more people, the costs would obviously 
go up.”

Isaac, from DPS and whose 3-year-old 
receives benefits through SU, agreed that the 
extra costs are not fair and does not want to see 
opposite-sex domestic partners receive benefits.

“Straight couples have the choice to get mar-
ried but we don’t have that option,” Isaac said. 
“We cannot legally get married, and it will also 
cost more money.”

Keck and the rest of the committee, however, 
disagree and said that cost should not be an 
issue that prevents these changes from being 
made.

“It is the view of the senate committee that 
the cost implications of any proposals are 
not likely to be prohibitive and are not high 
enough to make a difference,” Keck said. “We 
recognize that health care costs are rising but 
we believe the university’s budget can absorb 
this.”

Keck also pointed out that the cost concerns 
should not be more important than equality 
concerns.

“Regardless of the cost, it is our view that the 
principle of equal treatment suggests we make 
these changes,” he said.

The committee hopes to have a concrete pro-
posal ready to present to USen by the fall. Should 
the senate approve the proposal, it will then 
move up to the administration where Chancel-
lor Nancy Cantor and the board of trustees will 
have the final say. 

The Chancellor’s Office could not be reached 
for comment.

“It is our hope that some of what we propose 
will go into effect Jan. 1, but we understand 
some parts might take longer to implement,” 
Keck said. “It is our goal to have all of what we 
propose implemented as soon as possible so 
that all employees can be treated equally with 
respect to receiving benefits.”

HEALTH CARE
F R O M  P A G E  1

“Our committee has been doing research for about 
a year now and has been discussing whether the 
policies live up to the best institutions. It is also 
our position that the policies are not compliant 
with the nondiscrimination policy here.”

Thomas Keck
UNIVERSITY SENATE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER CONCERNS COMMITTEE MEMBER

Missing some InDesign in your life? Apply for a design position. 
Email Lesley at design@dailyorange.com for more info or to submit your resume
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incest and statutory rape), according to the num-
bers published under the Clery Act, a federal law 
that requires colleges and universities to publish 
the number of crimes that occur on campus or 
on public property in the area immediately sur-
rounding campus.

Public Safety also lists statistics from the uni-
versity’s Rape, Advocacy, Prevention and Educa-
tion (R.A.P.E.) Center, an office that gives informa-
tion and support to victims of sexual assault while 
promising confidentiality. The R.A.P.E. Center 
added eight sex offenses to the 2005 figures.

Janet Epstein, associate director of the center, 
said she looks at the numbers Public Safety has 
and basically says how many sex offenses she 
knows about that weren’t reported. The figures 
are then given as a separate table in the universi-
ty’s published report.

“You’re going to see higher numbers on a 
campus where there’s a R.A.P.E. Center because 
people will be more likely to report on campus,” 
Epstein said. Her office recorded 44 incidents in 
the 2005 to 2006 academic year, but those include 
other forms of sexual assault and harassment, and 
many occurred on private property off campus, 
which do not require reporting under the Clery 
Act.

The area reported under the Clery Act at SU 
extends to East Genesee Street, Standart Street, 
Ostrom Avenue and Thornden Park, according to 
Public Safety’s Capt. Mike Rathbun, who tallies 
the daily logs for the report. SU will release its 
2006 figures during the summer, he said.

Though the Department of Education has said 
statistics from advocacy centers, such as SU’s 
R.A.P.E. Center, can be listed separately –– as 

long as they are not presented to be of lesser value 
–– Security on Campus, an organization that 
monitors this reporting, prefers the numbers are 
stated clearly and plainly, rather than separated, 
said Daniel Carter, vice president of the organiza-
tion. The non-profit organization was founded by 
the parents of Jeanne Clery, for whom the Clery 
Act was named after she was murdered at Lehigh 
University in 1987.

“They should just present the statistics and 
that’d be that,” Carter said. 

“It’s pretty commendable that they’re collect-
ing that info so it can be presented publicly,” he 
said. But “we would prefer to see them presented 
all in one.” SU did win the Jeanne Clery Campus 
Safety award in 2004 from the organization.

“I just think that there’s so much information 
in here that it becomes confusing to a normal 
person,” he said in a phone interview, as he flipped 
through SU’s 45-page report from his King of 
Prussia, Pa., office. “The purpose is to keep it 
simple.”

How to report at SU
When a sex crime occurs, the victim can seek 

help and information from the R.A.P.E. Center. 
“We give people information and we give them 
time,” Epstein said. Primary concerns are safety 
and health, and the center gives victims the oppor-
tunity to receive medication against sexually 
transmitted infections, HIV and pregnancy, as 
well as counseling.

Information is also provided about how to 
report the incident to police authorities, Epstein 
said. “All that we do is with the decision and 
consent of the student,” she said.

Victims can choose to complete a form as 
part of the Trusted Information Sharing Project 
(TISP), which allows details of the incident to be 
anonymously shared with the Syracuse Police 

Department and SU’s Public Safety. The student 
can decide how much information is included, and 
Epstein later delivers the form to the authorities 
in a sealed envelope.

Between 70 and 80 percent of all sex offenses 
are what is termed “date rape,” but the term is not 
exactly correct, Trunfio said. The preferred term 
is non-stranger. “Date rape is a misnomer because 
it infers that there was some romantic involve-
ment,” he said. 

Usually sex assaults occur between people that 
know each other, he said.

One of the most common situations on cam-
pus occurs when a recently separated couple 
gets back together and there’s a dispute between 
what sexual contact is allowed, said Drew Buske, 
deputy director of SU’s Public Safety.

Any information regarding sex offenses is 
shared between the Sensitive Crimes Unit and the 
Abused Persons Unit under the Syracuse Police 
Department, which takes the lead on investigat-
ing, said Sgt. Ed Weber of Public Safety’s Sensitive 
Crimes Unit.

A criminal investigation
Weber encourages all victims to at least report 

the crimes, even if they don’t want to take part 
in the judicial process. Officers can still monitor 
suspects to protect the community without mak-
ing an arrest.

Very few victims want to press charges and be 
part of a criminal investigation, Weber said. They 
are afraid to testify in court and make their identi-
ties known, he said. 

“This process is not an easy process for a 
female –– to tell about a sexual crime,” he said.

“You have to tell your story over and over 
again, and you have to be in the same room as 
the offender,” said Epstein of the R.A.P.E. Center. 
Victims of sexual assault are also concerned that 

they might not be believed or that the incident 
might become public, she said.

To press charges, victims must confront the 
defendant and testify, and a lawyer must be able 
to prove the case without reasonable doubt to a 
jury with limited knowledge of sex offense cases, 
said Assistant District Attorney Trunfio, who also 
teaches advanced trial practice at SU’s College of 
Law

The difficulties of trying a suspect are also 
what discourage victims of sexual assault from 
reporting incidents to the police in the first place, 
he said.

“These females that come in and are reporting 
these sex crimes, they’re not lying about it –– very 
seldom are they lying,” Weber said.

If a criminal investigation is pursued, police 
can gain probable cause and make an arrest, at 
which point the investigation goes to the district 
attorney’s office, Trunfio said. Most of the time, 
they can get the defendant to make a guilty plea; 
weaker cases are the ones that go to trial.

A defendant’s first move is to say that he or 
she was not the one who committed the crime, 
especially in the case of stranger rape, where the 
victim does not know the attacker. The second 
defense is that what occurred was consensual, 
Trunfio said.

In the trial setting, prosecution lawyers must 
work around the fact that many non-stranger sex 
crimes boil down to a “he said, she said” dispute, 
Trunfio said. “The issue becomes one of cred-
ibility,” he said. 

While the protections offered defendants by 
constitutional law are heralded, there is no aster-
isk in the law that protects rape victims, he said.

“The rights that are afforded a criminal 
defendant –– people forget that those rights 
still apply to the really bad people and the 
really bad acts,” Trunfio said.
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By Liz Petty
STAFF WRITER

Finally, now that the weather has finally 
proven it can stay above freezing for any 
given amount of time, it’s time to dust the ice 
off that grill and start the end-of-year grill 
parties! This time, however, instead of the 
usual beefy burgers, porky sausages and 
hot dogs, bring something new to the picnic 
table: savory and satisfying black-bean 
burgers.

BLACK-BEAN BURGERS
Time: 20 minutes 
Serves: 4
Ingredients:
cooking oil
1/2 small onion, diced
1 15-ounce can black beans, drained
2 slices bread, well crumbled
3/4 teaspoon garlic powder
1/2 tablespoon chili pepper
1/2 teaspoon onion powder

1/2 teaspoon dried basil
1/2 teaspoon dried oregano
dash salt
a few dashes hot sauce (optional)
1/2 cup cracker crumbs (I actually used 
crumbs from mini-pretzel sticks)

Instructions:
n In a medium skillet, heat oil over 

medium heat. Add onion; sauté until 
translucent. Remove from heat.
n In a large mixing bowl, mash black 

beans with a potato masher. Add onion, 
bread and spices (including hot sauce, if 
desired). Mix well. Add cracker (or pretzel) 
crumbs, and combine with hands.
n Shape mixture into a large ball. 

Quarter off the ball by making scores in it 
with your hands. Form patties from each 
quarter.
n Fire up the grill. Cook patties about 

4 to 5 minutes on each side, until slightly 
browned. Serve with salsa, pickles or the 
regular hot dog/hamburger condiments.

piece of cake
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the sweet stuff in the middle

ARTS AND SCIENCES 
There is a variety of programs 

and majors in the College of Arts and 
Sciences, so making a computer deci-
sion before choosing a major is near 
impossible. 

For many, it depends on personal 
preference. As long as the student can 
write papers, receive e-mails and use 
the Internet, they should be fine. 

Then there are others that require 
additional software, like many of the 
science lab classes that require Win-
dows-based analysis programs.

The college suggests students 
speak to someone in their chosen field 
before making their choice. 
ADVANTAGE: PUSH
WINDOWS 0 – APPLE 0

VPA 
The College of Visual and Per-

forming Arts offers some computer-
intensive majors with very specific 
requirements. The School of Art and 
Design prefers Macintosh computers. 
For the department of transmedia, 
a Apple is required as well, and stu-
dents are expected to bring one to 
campus.
ADVANTAGE: APPLE
 WINDOWS 0 – APPLE 1 

ENGINEERING 
The College of Engineering strong-

ly recommends a Windows, since 
most of the required software works 
on Windowss only. However, the bio-
medical department uses Apples. 

The college introduces an interest-
ing problem, however. Most of the 
software required for their classes is 
only available in the school’s labs. 

“These companies offer us dis-
counted education packages,” said 
Neil Jasper, the data systems admin-
istrator at the College of Engineering. 
“They don’t want students to put the 
educational versions on their own 
computers and then use them when 
they work for a business.” 

Although students can pay large 
prices to buy the necessary engineer-
ing programs, Jasper said most just 
use the software in the labs. 

There is one software package, Pro 
e, that can be distributed to students 
for a specific class. Other than that, 
they must use the labs. 
ADVANTAGE: WINDOWS
WINDOWS 1 – APPLE 1

INFORMATION STUDIES 
“In general, it’s a mostly PC-based 

university and school,” said Susan 
Bonzi, associate professor at the 
School of Information Studies, adding 
that like the engineering program, 
they have some programs that require 
Windowss to run.

However, some of their students 
need Apples for their personal inter-
ests.

“If a student is really into creating 
graphic interfaces or wants to go into 
animation, then we’d suggest a com-
puter that would handle the graphics 
better,” Bonzi said. 

She added that due to the high 
demands of program development and 
graphic interfaces, students may need 
something more powerful. Although 
the labs are capable of handling almost 
all of the projects, the student may want 
a higher-end computer with a better 
processor, more stoage capacity and a 
better graphics card. 
ADVANTAGE: WINDOWS
WINDOWS 2 – APPLE 1

ARCHITECTURE
The school’s Web site says it is  a 

Windows school, but students can 
buy and use Apples if they so prefer. 
However, the site warns that to ensure 
compatibility, students should use 
Windows. It also suggest students pur-
chase a laptop as opposed to a desktop 
due to its increased portability, unlike 
some programs that encourage desktop 
hardware. 

The Architecture program has 
another interesting suggestion on 
its Web site: large external moni-
tors. Since a large screen is vital 
to effectively use architectural pro-
grams, it suggests no smaller than 
15.4-inch displays. The site also sug-
gests students eventually buy exter-
nal monitors sized 20 inches or more 
and graphics cards with more than 
128 MB that are capable of running 
them effectively. 

The School of Architecture also 
has a list of recommended software 
available on the Web site. 
ADVANTAGE: WINDOWS
WINDOWS 3 – APPLE 1

NEWHOUSE 
One could split Newhouse into 

three categories of computer needs. 
First would be the newspaper and 

magazine majors, who rely on their 
computers for Internet and word 
processing. The mandatory GRA 217 
class can be handled in the labs, so 
beyond that, the computer choice is 
up to the user. 

Second are the graphics, photogra-
phy and public relations majors. They 
require the visual editing programs 
from the Adobe Creative Suite, like 
Photoshop, InDesign and Illustrator. 
These programs, though available for 
a Windows-based computer, run con-
siderably better on a Apple. 

“Generally, graphics majors buy 
their own Macs by junior or senior 
year, so they don’t need to continue 
using the labs,” said Allison Van-
Sciver, senior graphic arts major and 
lab assistant in Newhouse’s Apple 
labs. “Graphics, photo, PR, all of the 
visually creative majors should get 
Apples.” 

The last group is made up of the 
broadcast majors. While their labs 
use the program Avid on Windowss, 
according to VanSciver, most stu-
dents have Apples. Avid runs better 
on a Apple, VanSciver said.
ADVANTAGE: APPLE
FINAL SCORE: WINDOWS 3 – APPLE 2 (1 

DRAW)

By Eric Meyers
DESIGN EDITOR

“All of the university’s schools and colleges strongly recommend that students bring a computer to 

campus.” 

This statement begins Syracuse University’s official computer recommendation page. Sure, 

the labs are there, but having a personal computer is both a huge convenience and a method for keeping 

files, calendars, contacts and any other important information in the same place. 

Students must decide between a Windows-based PC and an Apple. With the recent release of Windows 

Vista and the upcoming release of Mac OSX 10.5 Leopard, the choice seems even more difficult. 

Obviously most of the choice relies on personal preference, but students must consider the specific needs 

of their home college or major before making such a large purchase. 

In classic hardware battle, more home 
colleges recommend Windows than MacsRivalry game

photo illustration by lesley conroy | presentation director

WINDOWS APPLE

W E E K E N D
APRIL 27, 2007
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Countdown to 16th Annual 
Senior Blowout

C R O S S W O R D
BY THOMAS JOSEPH
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SENIORITIS DOES EXIST
FACT

There are three days of classes left, yet you 
roll over and turn off your alarm clock. Your 
8 a.m. isn’t important. You’re paying someone 
to write your final paper on the aftermath of 
the Civil War. Your beer pong table is set up 
outside, your backpack is left untouched in 
your room. Graduation is a mere two weeks 
away. You’ve mailed it in, and you just don’t 
care.

Senioritis is real. It affects high school 
seniors already accepted to college. It affects 
college seniors, whether or not they have a job 
lined up or their place of work is in front of the 
television until further notice.

Sure, there are a few overachieving 
seniors still adamantly working on their 

honors theses or senior projects, but work is 
for chumps. Senioritis is all around us. Just 
count the number of seniors in your 300-person 
lecture.

—Heather Mayer, asst. copy editor

FACT or Myth

 dailyorange.com
Comment on stories at
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S U  d r a m a

Curtain to close on seniors’ acting careers
By Heath D. Williams

ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

Jenn Palleria has always loved the spotlight of 
the stage.

She made her acting debut at the tender age 
of 6 — playing the role of Baby June in a musical 

review of “Gypsy.”
Since then, through 

countless plays, musi-
cals, roles and charac-
ters, acting has become 
her passion.

“I have always 
known that I wanted to 
be on stage,” said Pal-
leria, senior fine arts 
major. “For a while 
I just wanted to be a 

dancer, then I decided that I love it all. I have 
other interests, but it seemed as if there was 
no other option. I wanted to do theater for the 
rest of my life.”

Palleria will see the curtain close on her 
acting career at Syracuse University as she 
acts in her final production before graduation, 
SU Drama’s “My One and Only,” premiering 
tonight and running through May 12 at Syra-
cuse Stage.

Set in 1920s America, “My One and Only,” 
which was nominated for nine Tony Awards 
when it premiered on Broadway in 1983, is about 

a pilot who sets out to become the first to man 
a flight across the Atlantic Ocean. The pilot 
falls for a stage star, Edith Herbert, played by 
Palleria, and is forced to choose between his 
ambitions and love.

“My One and Only” is the sixth and final 
production in SU Drama’s 2006-2007 series. 
The musical is directed by SU Drama faculty 
member David Wanstreet, who once toured 
nationally with “My One and Only.” Palleria 
said Wanstreet’s direction is a huge part of what 
makes the musical so enjoyable.

“David’s expectation of us is very high,” 
Palleria said. “He wants everybody to come 
to the next rehearsal having perfected what 
we worked on the day before. Although his 
standards are high, he is just as quick to give 
a compliment as he is to give a criticism. This 
makes for a very productive working relation-
ship.”

Palleria’s said her role in “My One and 
Only” is her favorite out of all the characters 
she has played while at SU during two produc-
tions with SU Drama and two with Syracuse 
Stage.

“Each one had such a positive effect on me,” 
she said. “This is the largest and most difficult 
role, so it is my favorite. Not to mention, I play 
a famous star in the 1920s, so I have such fun 
costumes.”

Another senior, Joe Grandy, will be perform-

ing in his last show as the pilot who tries to win 
Edith’s heart.

Palleria said seeing her days as an SU 
student and student-actress coming to a close 
aren’t sad, but hopeful for what is to come 
next.

“I’m just ready for something new,” she said. 
“I think life has a funny way of making you 
ready to move on before you have to.”

Or maybe she’s just excited to escape the 
dual roles of student and actress, balancing 
classes, schoolwork, papers, exams and late-
night rehearsals at the theater.

She never minded, though, because this is 
what she wants.

“Of course, part of me wishes I could be a 
typical college senior who goes out a lot on the 
weekends,” she said. “But this is what I love to 
do.”

IF YOU GO
What: SU Drama 
presents “My one 
and Only”
Where: Syracuse 
Stage
When: Tonight 
through May 12
How much: $16 for 
students, $18 for 
adults

“I’m just ready for 
something new. I think 
life has a funny way of 
making you ready to move 
on before you have to.”

Jenn Palleria, 
SENIOR FINE ARTS MAJOR

dailyorange.com
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Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale SHREK THE THIRD (PG) �
NEXT (PG-13) DIG (1135 205 430) 705 935
THE INVISIBLE (PG-13) DIG (1130 215 440) 715 955 1210
KICKIN' IT OLD SKOOL (PG-13) DIG (1125 200 445) 730 1010
THE CONDEMNED (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1230 320) 710 950 1220
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (1150 220 450) 745 1015 1225
FRACTURE (DTS-CSS / OPEN CAPTION) (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1235) PM
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (400) 700 945
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1140 155 410) 725 950
HOT FUZZ (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1225 355) 650 940 1215
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (1145 210 435) 735 1015
AQUA TEEN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (350) 930
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1220 345) 640
HOAX (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 925 PM
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D (1120 315) 710 1055
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1155 225 455)
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1200 230 500) 740 1005
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG (1115

150 420) 655 920
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1215) 645
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG 720 1000

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale SHREK THE THIRD (PG) �
NEXT (PG-13) DIG (200 450) 740 1005
THE CONDEMNED (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (135 430) 720 1000
THE INVISIBLE (PG-13) DIG (130 420) 730 1010
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (125 405) 710 950
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (150 435) 745 1020
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (155 425) 715 940
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 935 PM
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (140 415) 725 955
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (210 440) 700
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (205 445) 750 1015
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (145 410) 705
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG 930 PM

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale SHREK THE THIRD (PG) �
NEXT (PG-13) DIG (150 445) 730 1000
THE CONDEMNED (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 430) 720 1005
THE INVISIBLE (PG-13) DIG (140 410) 740 1010
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (110 440) 715 950
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (135 415) 750 1020
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (100 400) 745 1015
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (420) 940
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (115 500) 735 955
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (145) 650
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (120 350) 700 920
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (200 450)
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG 710 930

©2007Times For 4/27/07

JUICY BITS OF CINEMA

Prep the  
popcorn

Hollywood blockbusters roll into cinemas for 
summer of cheap thrills, rehashed ideas

“SPIDER-MAN 3”
Release date: May 4

Sure to be a massive blockbuster hit at the 
box office, “Spider-Man 3” seems poised to 
please the millions who will see it. The final 
trailer for the film is an epic three-minute-long 
glance at what appears to be an action-filled 
movie. There are fewer than three villains, a 
nighttime skyline battle in the air above New 
York and a black Spidey suit of revenge. The 
Spidey-Venom battle is sure to be awe-inspiring 
judging by the last scene of the trailer, in which 
Venom appears out of nowhere and snatches 
Spidey into the air. With the web of love, deceit, 
vengeance and action “3” is weaving, moviego-
ers can only hope Sam Raimi, Tobey Maguire 
and Kirsten Dunst will get together again for 
more installments.

—Heath D. Williams, asst. feature editor

“SHREK THE THIRD”
 Release date: May 18

If the trailer is any indication, it looks like 
the third movie starring the world’s most 
lovable ogre could stink worse than the green 
giant’s swamp home. The first two Shrek films 
mixed classic fairy tales with a dose of modern 
cartoony wit. The result was a humorous and 
relatable film for all moviegoers. However, the 
third time around, the blockbuster franchise 
seems to pack too much into the new movie. 
Instead of introducing a couple of timeless 
characters from your favorite childhood fable, 
“Shrek the Third” tries throwing all the color-
ful personalities at once. Slated to have a voice 
in the film are such folklore legends as Merlin, 
Rapunzel, Cinderella, Rumplestiltskin, Captain 

Hook and Lancelot. Sure, it’s nostalgic, but 
cramming all these individuals looks to turn 
this formerly amusing series into a two-hour-
long gimmick.

—Matt Levin, design editor

“EVAN ALMIGHTY”
Release date: June 22

Steve Carell’s small role as Evan Baxter 
was one of the most hilarious parts of Jim 
Carrey’s 2003 hit “Bruce Almighty.” So in 
order to milk as much cash as possible from 
the pockets of moviegoers, Universal Pictures 
had a brilliant idea: a spin-off. The premise is 
decent: God comes to Earth to tell Evan, who 
has recently been elected to Congress, to build 
an ark because a flood is coming. The problem 
is this movie just doesn’t look funny. The whole 
shaving only to have the facial hair grow back 
seconds later joke is an old one (see: “The Santa 
Clause”). Animals begin piling up in twos, 
Evan is fired from his job as congressman, 
he employs the help of his family to build the 
ark, blah, blah, blah. Carell’s humor is better 
than this. Reruns of “The Office” and a repeat 
viewing of “The 40-Year-Old Virgin” seem like a 
better use of time.

— Heath D. Williams, asst. feature editor

“I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU 
CHUCK AND LARRY”
Release date: July 20

This unique film has a rather uninspired trail-
er, but the film’s original premise is intriguing 
itself. Adam Sandler and Kevin James play two 

straight firefighters who act gay and are married 
in Las Vegas. The hilarious opening scene of the 
trailer has Chuck and Larry getting married in 
a cozy ceremony in Vegas. They concoct a plan to 
get married in order to receive domestic partner-
ship benefits. When the couple’s marriage comes 
into question, they find a lawyer who will confirm 
and present their case. Their plan goes awry, 
and Chuck’s feelings for the lawyer conflict with 
their purported marriage. With scenes featuring 
friendly banter at their Brooklyn firehouse, a 
costume party and intimacy occurring between 
Chuck and the lawyer, the film looks funny. It’s 
sure to be a summer comedy event, and with a 
soundtrack for the trailer featuring Mika’s hit 
song, “Grace Kelly,” it looks good to go.

—Andrew Kase, staff writer

“THE SIMPSONS MOVIE”
Release date: July 27

Finally the mystery has been solved. Ned 
Flanders reveals the true location of the Simp-
sons’ hometown of Springfield. “Look at that,” 
Flanders says. “You can see the four states that 
border Springfield: Ohio, Nevada, Maine and 
Kentucky.” Now that we know the secret that 
has been kept for 18 years, we can move on to 
the movie that has been nearly two decades in 
the making. I mean, really, what can possibly be 
better than seeing Bart skateboarding naked, 
Maggie threatening a crowd with a broken baby 
bottle, Homer taking a table saw to the face and 
Reverend Lovejoy saying, “Here’s the money 
shot?” Oh I know … seeing all that on the big 
screen. The fate of the world depends on the 
Simpsons. I don’t really know how or why, but it 
will be awesome to figure out.

—Brian Tahmosh, feature editor
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By John Clayton
STAFF WRITER

After coughing up late leads in two losses dur-
ing the weekend, including an 11-run, sixth-
inning lead against St. John’s on Saturday, the 
Syracuse softball team found itself at the other 
end of the spectrum early Wednesday.

Despite jumping 
out to a 1-0 lead, 
the Orange handed 
Niagara (12-16) an 
early advantage 
in game one a 
doubleheader with 
sloppy infield play. 

Two costly errors by Syracuse led to a pair of 
unearned runs and 4-1 Niagara lead.

This time, it would be Syracuse that would 
need a comeback.

“You get to a point where you’re just like, 
‘OK, this isn’t going to happen anymore, we just 
gotta stick to the basics here,’” Syracuse head 
coach Leigh Ross said of her team’s sloppy play. 
“I think they were a little mad at themselves 
for letting the lead go and came in to hit more 
determined.”

Syracuse displayed its resiliency in the form of 
an offensive explosion in the sixth inning to beat 
the Purple Eagles, 6-4, in game one. SU completed 
the sweep, winning the second game, 8-7.

Syracuse belted six home runs on the day, 
including a three-run homer by outfielder Cha-
nel Roehner to give the Orange a 5-4 lead in the 
sixth inning of the first game.

Syracuse (19-28, 7-9 Big East) will attempt to 
carry its offensive momentum into the weekend 
when they play two key doubleheaders at home 

against Big East foes Rutgers (19-27, 6-8) and 
Villanova (22-22-1, 3-9).

The six home runs were a welcome change 
for a Syracuse squad that has struggled at 
times to produce hits in pressure situations this 
season.

“I think we’ve lacked (timely hitting) in a lot 
of games,” Ross said. “We can seem to be able to 
get runners in scoring position pretty easily. We 
can bunt them over and execute and do that, but 
sometimes we can’t come up with the big, clutch 
hit.”

Luckily for the Orange, it didn’t have to 
worry about manufacturing runs on Wednes-
day. At one point the Orange scored 10-straight 
runs off home runs during the two contests, 
including two longballs from Rachel Tilford in 
game two.

Ross thinks her team’s recent offensive success 
is due to a smarter approach from her hitters.

“We tell them in the dugout, before their 
at-bats, during their at-bats, after their at-bats, 
to keep looking the opposite way,” Ross said. “I 
think now they are staying in long enough to hit 
those good pitchers. So I think that’s starting to 
click for some kids.”

That successful approach was apparent in 
game two. The Orange bats started hot, scoring 
three quick runs in the first inning on home 
runs from first baseman Heather Kim and 
Tilford. Syracuse plated three more in the third 
frame on homers from Tilford and third base-
man Erin Gray.

The output was enough to support sophomore 
hurler Keri Casas, who earned her first win of 
the season pitching six innings in relief of the 
starter Roehner.

“Game two, we came out with a little fire,” Ross 
said. “We won game one, but I didn’t feel like it was 
our best performance. It’s tough, it’s a rainy day 
and it’s cold and it’s tough to keep your spirits up.”

Ross knows her team will need to carry 
the momentum from its effort Wednesday into 
its two critical Big East doubleheaders this 
weekend. Syracuse currently is 7-9 in Big East 
play, good enough for a seventh place in the Big 
East, ahead of Saturday’s opponent Rutgers 
by percentage points. Only the top eight teams 
qualify for the Big East Tournament.

A strong weekend could be enough to secure a 
berth for the Orange. For her team to be success-
ful, Ross said her offense will need to be the team’s 
driving force — just as it was on Wednesday.

“The one thing I think for sure we’ll carry in 
is that momentum offensively,” Ross said. “We 
talked about it all year; we need to keep scoring 
runs. We’re a young team. We make mistakes in 
the field mentally and our pitching is young and 
inexperienced, so the big thing we’ll carry in is 
keep hitting the ball and keep scoring runs.”

AT A GLANCE
19-28, 7-9 Big East (7th)
Next three games:
Saturday Rutgers (2) 
Sunday Villanova (2)
May 10 Big East tournament

(12-4, 3-2), 45 minutes after the conclusion of the 
first game. The championship game is Sunday at 
2:30 p.m.

No matter how well the Orange performs 
this weekend, Syracuse will remain a part of 
women’s lacrosse Big East tournament history. 
The conference chose Syracuse as host for all 
three games because of the Carrier Dome’s 
capability to accommodate major events.

Hosting the tournament will celebrate the 
10th season of Syracuse women’s lacrosse. As 
the sport continues to grow, both in Syracuse 
and across the Big East, conference officials 
decided a premier facility would help turn the 
tournament into a premier event.

“The Carrier Dome does a phenomenal job 
with events in general,” Syracuse head coach 
Lisa Miller said. “It puts on football games, 
basketball tournaments. Just to have that kind 
of staff running the event is going to make it a 
first-class event.”

Because the conference tries to spread cham-
pionship equally among the schools, Syracuse 
could not have hosted this weekend’s tourna-
ment before 2006. The Carrier Dome housed the 
indoor track and field championship from its 
inception in 1984 until 2005. Dome staff removed 
the AstroTurf floor to prepare for those meets.

When the Carrier Dome was fitted with a 
permanent FieldTurf surface, it no longer could 
serve as the tournament site. The Big East moved 
track and field to Akron, Ohio, leaving Syracuse 
available to host a different championship.

Jim Siedliski, the Big East associate commis-
sioner for Olympic sports, said track and field’s 
relocation played a role in the conference’s deci-
sion to award Syracuse the women’s lacrosse 
tournament.

Though Syracuse did not host a championship 
during the 2005-06 academic year, it will host two 
in the next seven months — women’s lacrosse this 
weekend and field hockey in November. 

“We will host any events that would like to 
come here from the conference,” Henderson 
said. “It’s a great opportunity to showcase our 
campus. It will always be in the Big East record 
books that the first-ever women’s lacrosse tour-
nament was at Syracuse University, and we can 
take some pride in that.”

Since the Carrier Dome has held large events 
in the past, Siedliski said Syracuse was the per-
fect candidate to host this tournament. Unlike 
many outdoor lacrosse fields, the facility is 
easily able to handle increased attendance and 
media attention. 

The Carrier Dome and lacrosse have always 
had a good relationship. The Syracuse men’s team 
has won more national championships than any 
other team in the country. The Orange women are 
103-51 all-time — a winning percentage of .669.

This tournament is just another piece of 
Syracuse lacrosse history.

“Everyone identifies Syracuse with excellence 
in lacrosse,” Notre Dame head coach Tracy Coyne 
said. “The Central New York area is an attractive 
place for the game. Everyone loves playing in the 
Carrier Dome, it’s a wonderful facility and we’re 
looking forward to coming back.”

From the team’s perspective, hosting the tour-
nament is only an advantage. The Orange is 

6-1 this season at home and has won more than 79 
percent of its games in the Carrier Dome overall. 

Rutgers head coach Laura Brand thinks hav-
ing the tournament at the Carrier Dome could 
definitely help Syracuse.

“We’re so lucky to have played there earlier 
this season,” Brand said. “Some of these teams 
have not played in the Carrier Dome yet this 
year. There are girls who are going to play there 
now for the first time ever. It’s a tough place to 
play for someone who never has before.”

Although the coaches have toyed with the 
idea of a Big East tournament for several years, 
they could not reach a majority. Some coaches 
worried about losing a weekend of regular sea-
son play. Others didn’t want to take their team 
away from campus during finals. 

The decision to hold a tournament comes 
after arguably the most successful season in Big 
East women’s lacrosse history. All four teams 
are nationally ranked, and Connecticut also 
spent time this season in the top 20.

In just seven years, the Big East has become 
one of the best women’s lacrosse conferences in 
the country. The tournament marks the sport’s 
rapid growth in the Big East and across the 
country. More leagues are holding conference 
championships than ever before, and the Big East 
coaches finally decided their league was ready.

“The landscape of the sport has changed over 
the past couple years where there used to be only 
a couple league tournaments,” Siedliski said. 
“Now the majority of the leagues have moved in 
that direction. We’re ecstatic about this because 
we know we have a real powerhouse conference 
in women’s lacrosse.”

BIG EAST
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

megan lange | contributing photographer
SYRACUSE SOFTBALL returns home for a doubleheader Saturday against Rutgers. The 
Orange is seventh in the Big East, nine percentage points ahead of the Scarlet Knights.

s o f t b a l l

Syracuse avenges weekend 
breakdown with comeback victory

Syracuse women’s lacrosse coach Lisa Miller 
was named Big East coach of the year Thursday 
at a banquet before tonight’s conference tourna-
ment.

Sophomore Katie Rowan and freshman Hal-
ley Quillinan were named to the All-Big East 
first team. Rowan’s selection was unanimous. 
Seniors Jill DePetris, Ashley Pike and Chelsea 
Strodel, and junior Bridget Looney were All-Big 
East second team selections.

The Orange had more players named to the 
two All-Big East teams with six.

—Staff report compiled by  
Jared Diamond, asst. copy editor.

Miller wins 
coach of year

UP NEX T
Who: Rutgers, Villanova
Where: Syracuse Softball 
Stadium
When: Saturday 11 a.m.; 
Sunday, Noon

ALL-BIG EAST FIRST TEAM
Katie Batiuk, Sr., M, Rutgers
Shannon Burke, Sr., M, Connecticut*
Jillian Byers,t So., A, Notre Dame*
Laura Cipro, Sr., D, Georgetown
Meaghan Fitzpatrick, Sr., D, Notre Dame
Nina Frankoski, Fr., A, Rutgers
Maggie Koch, Sr., G, Georgetown*
Caitlin McKinney, Jr., A, Notre Dame*
Halley Quillinan, Fr., A, Syracuse
Katie Rowan, So., A, Syracuse*
Coco Stanwick, Sr., A, Georgetown*
Kristen Stone, Jr., D, Loyola-Md.
* = Unanimous decision
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conference games to their schedules, forcing 
administrators and coaches to conjure up cre-
ative ways to balance their budgets. 

Players now have to prepare for longer road 
trips to locales as far west as Milwaukee and 
Chicago. Instead of hopping on buses to nearby 
schools, many endure hours of sitting in airport 
terminals waiting for connecting flights. Others 
have missed more classes than before and find 
themselves exhausted for days after road trips.

Watkins is lucky enough. The men’s and 
women’s basketball teams travel by charter 
planes and have to suffer only from longer flight 
times. Other Orange athletes have grown much 
more familiar with airport lines and commer-
cial flights than they’d prefer.  

“I think the general consensus by the time 
our last flight came in,” said softball assistant 
coach Jaime Grillo, “was that our team was 
pretty over getting on a plane and getting into 
an airport.”

In the spring of 2006, the softball team added 
doubleheaders against DePaul, Louisville and 
USF to its schedule while dropping only BC from 
the year before. Its calendar bulged from nine 
Big East contests to 11, with a road schedule of 
up to seven doubleheaders some years. 

The men’s and women’s soccer teams saw 
their conference schedules bumped from 10 to 11 
games, with an additional road game once every 
two years. 

Before the realignment, teams usually took a 
bus for road games, with the exception of visits 
to Notre Dame in South Bend, Ind. But the five 
new Big East schools are too far away for driv-
ing trips. 

“When you add a flight into the mix, it’s 
another matter,” Grillo said. “It’s just a lot 
easier to get onto a bus.”

Rob Edson, SU’s senior associate director 
of athletics, said travel costs for athletics 
teams have increased about 4 to 5 percent 
since the beginning of the 2005-06 season, 
partly because of the realignment. But Edson 
said the athletics department has managed to 
rein in budgetary increases with several cost-
cutting measures. 

For example, SU men’s soccer head coach 
Dean Foti said he might respond to a road-heavy 
Big East schedule in a particular year with 
fewer non-conference games in far-away loca-
tions. In 2005, his team flew to Louisville and 
DePaul during conference play, but it played 
only one non-conference game on the road 
against Hartwick in nearby Oneonta, N.Y.

The expansion may have hit softball the 
hardest, because the Northeast winter leaves 
the team with no choice but to travel to warmer 
climates for its preseason games. Syracuse 
softball has always flown to four tournaments 
before conference play began, and that isn’t 
likely to ever change. 

But the softball team responded this year 
by securing a full sponsorship from Schutt 
Sports for all its equipment needs. Previously, 
the team received free apparel from TPS, but 
Schutt now also supplies the players with bats, 
gloves, helmets, balls and bases, providing a 
considerable relief for head coach Leigh Ross’ 
finances. 

“Yeah, our costs have gone up,” Edson said. 
“The league itself has created some challenges 
for travel. But I don’t think they’re as significant 
as they might appear to be because of what 
we’ve been able to do, offsetting some of the non-
conference costs.”

While administrators have navigated the 
challenges posed by the expansion, the players 
and coaches who actually go on the road trips 
haven’t fared as well. 

Grillo said a typical bus trip to a nearby Big 
East school normally takes the softball team 
five hours. Flying to destinations like Louisville 
and Tampa, on the other hand, takes up to eight 
or nine hours when they factor in getting to the 
airport early, layovers, delays and waits at the 
luggage carousel.  

And then there was the one weekend last year 
when the softball team had to play at Louisville 
and South Florida on back-to-back days. By the 
time the players got off their sixth plane in three 
days on Sunday night at Syracuse Hancock 
International Airport, they could barely walk 
straight. 

“We were like zombies,” Grillo said, “getting 
them back to Manley (Field House) and getting 
them back into our cars and going home.”

The women’s soccer team has an equally 

grueling trip on its calendar this fall, when the 
Orange plays at South Florida on a Friday night 
and then at Marquette on the following Sunday 
afternoon. Already, head coach Pat Farmer isn’t 
looking forward to the 5:30 a.m. flight his team 
will have to take from Tampa to Milwaukee that 
Saturday.

By October of last season, Farmer noticed 
many of his younger players looking lethargic 
during weekday practices. The NCAA mandates 
Monday as an off day after weekend games, but 
Farmer gave his team some Tuesdays off as 
well. 

“It just isn’t a calendar they’re used to,” 
Farmer said. “The cumulative effect is signifi-
cant. 

“You see it in the normal, routine stuff where 
they’re not so peppy. They’re maybe not so 
excited about that sometimes.”

The men’s and women’s basketball teams 
are fortunate enough to travel by charter plane 
to their away games. The athletics department 
considers charter flights absolutely necessary 
for the two squads because of their intensive 
conference schedules. 

In the span of two months, each basketball 
team plays 16 Big East games — eight on the 
road and many on weekdays. Last season, the 
men’s team faced South Florida on a Wednesday 
night, sandwiched between two weekend home 
games. The women’s squad ended its season 
with a home date against Louisville on a Satur-
day before flying out for a Monday night clash 
against Cincinnati.

Watkins acknowledged countless hours on 
the plane added up over the course of the season 
for the men’s team, especially with the far-
ther destinations stretching the length of their 
flights.

“It’s really hectic — you’re getting off the 
plane, playing and then getting back on the 
plane to go somewhere else,” Watkins said. 
“It kind of gets on you, but you’ve got to play 
through it.”

In addition, having to fly out of Syracuse 
for weekend games has caused athletes to miss 
more class time and exams. Instead of leaving 
the evening before a game, teams usually now 
catch early afternoon flights, especially with 
the limited slate of flights offered at Hancock 
Airport. 

On several occasions this season, the soft-
ball schedule has forced the players to miss 
all their Thursday and Friday classes, with 
delays on return flights wiping out some 
Mondays as well. 

Getting to Monday classes hasn’t been easy, 
even if their flights have gotten them home in 
time Sundays. Junior softball player Chanel 
Roehner said she never feels like getting up on 
Mondays after road trips, and it takes her the 
next few days to shake that sluggish feeling 
from her body.

“I think a lot of the younger girls, they’ve 
really been struggling with trying to make up 
the work,” senior third baseman Erin Gray 
said. “Most professors are really understanding 
about it, but you have your few who just don’t 
want to hear it, and you just kind of figure your 
way out and wing it.”

If there’s one consolation about the longer 
trips, it’s allowed the athletes to spend more 
time with one another. Grillo said the soft-
ball players often start singing aloud with one 
another in airport terminals because “at that 
point, they’re almost delirious because they’re 
so tired.”

But for many athletes, that camaraderie 
provides scant consolation for the hours they 
have to spend in airports and the feeling of 
lethargy that settles in their bones by the end of 
the season.

“By the time we get back (from each trip), 
we’re dead — hooray softball,” Gray said, laugh-
ing. “I like traveling. I just don’t like packing 
and then leaving and coming back and packing, 
leaving and then coming back. It’s fun, but after 
a while, it just kind of wears on you.”

TRAVEL
F R O M  P A G E  1

Senior Bowl by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers’ 
coaching staff, which includes defensive coor-
dinator Monte Kiffin. Kiffin worked with SU 
head coach Greg Robinson on the New York Jets 
coaching staff in 1990 and at North Carolina 
State from 1980-82. Kiffin was also the defensive 
coordinator under Tony Dungy from 1996-2001. 
Dungy is now the Colts’ head coach.

This is important because the Bucs and the 
Colts are among the NFL teams that run the 
“Tampa 2” defense that is becoming increas-
ingly popular around the league. Sarnoff cited 
Jackson’s Senior Bowl success in that system as 
an indication of Jackson’s versatility.

What could be working against Jackson 
— and all Syracuse players, for that matter — is 
the Orange’s lack of success. SU finished 5-18 in 

the past two seasons. This year’s class played in 
just one bowl game — the Champs Sports Bowl 
in 2004.

Sarnoff, who also counts Carney among his 
clients, said at this point in the process, NFL 
teams are picking the player and not the college 
program.

“You’re looking at the individual,” Sarnoff 
said. “Football is a team sport, but the Draft 
is an individual player. The film doesn’t lie. 
Tanard was one of the best players. Tanard can’t 
do anything about the offensive woes.”

The same could be said for Smith, who started 
four years for the Orange and finished as one of 
the most productive linebackers in SU history.

“I don’t think it’s a reflection,” said Smith’s 
agent, Montebello, N.Y.-based Neil Schwartz, 
of SU’s lack of success. “You can’t control wins 
and losses.”

Schwartz wouldn’t provide a draft range for 
Smith, insisting there are too many rumors 

and innuendos this time of the year. However, 
Schwartz did insist he expects Smith “to play on 
Sundays.”

That’s the goal for all SU players. Jackson 
is the only player who realistically can watch 
the first three rounds on Saturday expecting 
to hear his name. Smith will likely hear his 
name called on Sunday, and his other senior 
teammates will wait and hope there’s a team 
that falls in love. If that doesn’t happen, the 
second draft happens right after the seventh 
round concludes, when NFL teams start signing 
undrafted free agents to bring into mini-camp 
and training camp.

“I know we’ll have some players selected, and 
I know we’ll have some players selected as free 
agents, as well,” Robinson said. “I don’t want to 
be a forecaster. I don’t know for sure, but I know 
there’s interest in a number of our players. To 
what extent, we’ll find out on Saturday and 
Sunday.”

DRAFT
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

SOCCER TEAMS 
TURN TO SPRING TO 
ALLEVIATE BUDGET
Syracuse Director of Athletics Daryl Gross 
recently granted both SU men’s and wom-
en’s soccer permission to use the SU Soc-
cer Stadium more extensively in the spring 
for offseason matches. 
NCAA regulations allow soccer teams to 
play on five spring dates, plus another two 
exhibition games. 

Women’s soccer head coach Pat Farmer 
said his team hosted just one spring game 
at the stadium in his first two years at Syra-
cuse. This spring, the Orange will host five 
games, slashing Farmer’s offseason budget 
considerably. Instead of paying for travel 
expenses, Syracuse will only have to foot 
the bill for referees.
“We don’t have a whole bunch of extra 
money,” Farmer said, “but we don’t have 
to skimp and say, ‘Here, we can’t play that 
(regular season) game because we don’t 
have enough money.’”

—Kelvin Ang, staff writer

daily orange file photo
TANARD JACKSON made 62 tackles and 
intercepted two passes last season.

“It’s really hectic—you’re 
getting off the plane, 
playing and then getting 
back on the plane to go 
somewhere else. It kind 
of gets on you, but you’ve 
got to play through it.” 

Darryl Watkins
FORMER SYRACUSE BASKETBALL PLAYER
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w o m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Seniors provide depth, allow SU to be competitive for Big East title

By Michael Bonner
STAFF WRITER

When looking at the Syracuse men’s crew, 
some opponents may see Martin Etem is a 
sophomore and write him off as the weakest 
link on a senior-dominated crew.  

Etem may be a sophomore, but weak is 
the last word to 
describe him. 

“He’s a tremen-
dous talent physi-
cally,” head coach 
Dave Reischman 

said. “He’s the strongest guy on our squad. He 
gets better every day.” 

This Sunday at 9:50 a.m. in New York City, 
Etem and the No. 9 Orange will race ranked 
opponents for the second-straight week: Boston 
University for the Conlan Cup and Columbia. 

One way Etem shows off his strength is 
through an ergometer. An ergometer, or “erg,” 
measures the amount of power or energy a 
rower produces in a certain amount meters. 
For the spring portion of the season the erg is 
set at 2,000 meters, the length of the races. 

For a distance of 2,000 meters, rowers usu-
ally shoot for a time around 6:10. When Etem 
hopped on the erg this year, he eclipsed that 
goal time of 6:10 by 12 seconds, with a team-

best 5:58. 
Etem’s time on the ergometer was not too 

surprising. His goal time was understand-
ably better this year. As a freshman, Etem 
recorded a time of 6:02 — also a team best. 

The sophomore participated on the fresh-
man team last year, perhaps only because in 
college rowing, freshmen must row on the 
freshman team. If that rule was not in place, 
Etem may have found his way onto the varsity 
eight last season. 

“It wasn’t an option,” Reischman said. “But 
he would have made a good push at it. He’s one 
of those rare physical talents.” 

Etem may have been physically ready last 
year, but as in any sport, the higher the level 
of competition, the faster the sport becomes. 
Etem had only rowed his senior year in high 
school so the transitional year may have 
helped. 

The jump from freshman boat to the varsity 

eight boat is an even bigger hurdle, especially 
when the varsity boat is ranked No. 9 in the 
nation. 

“It’s kind of hard, I’m with a group of 
guys who haven’t lost in a while,” Etem said. 
“Everyone else, they are all seniors and you 
think (to yourself) these guys are really good. 
You just have to stay positive.” 

Out of the nine rowers in the boat, seven 
are seniors. The others are Etem and junior 
Ryan Armstrong. Armstrong rowed on the 
varsity eight last year as a sophomore so he 
knows what Etem is going through. 

“When you go from the freshman boat to 
the varsity, it’s a lot faster,” Armstrong said. 
“It takes time to get used to it, you get a little 
nervous. But he’s a super powerful kid. He’s 
done a great job transitioning.”

All the power in the world won’t help some 
athletes, especially when they are thrown into 
the pressure filled situation like Etem’s. Being 

surrounded by seniors on the top-10 crew, 
Reischman says one of the biggest obstacles 
for young rowers is the mental aspect.

Reischman said the hardest thing to over-
come is the realization that not every bobble 
is a rower’s fault. Staying calm is the biggest 
key. It might even be in Etem’s genes. 

Both Etem’s parents were rowers. His 
mother, Patricia Etem, rowed in the 1979-1981, 
1983 World Championships as well as in the 
1980 and 1984 Olympic Games. Rick Etem, 
Martin’s dad, rowed for the Naval Academy 
in college.

Although each of his parents has experi-
ence rowing, they try to let the coaching staff 
do their job. But some characteristics coaches 
just can’t teach.

“He’s a pretty composed guy and pretty 
humble,” Patricia Etem said. “I think the com-
bination of character and power makes him a 
good fit for the team.”

rachel fus | staff photographer
SYRACUSE MEN’S ROWING competes for the Conlan Cup Sunday against Boston University and Columbia in New York City.

By Matt Ehalt
STAFF WRITER

Casey Irving knew the success of the women’s 
rowing team when she joined the crew as a 
freshman. From 2001 to 2003, Syracuse won 
the Big East Women’s Rowing Challenge and 
received a team bid to the NCAA Rowing Cham-

pionship in 2002. In 
her four years here, 
though, SU hasn’t 
achieved that level 
of success.

For Irving and 
several of her senior 

class members, they have not accomplished a 
résumé win in four years. In the past two years, 
the Orange has won only one cup, the Kittell 
Cup this year, and has not been able to win the 
Big East Championship.

Something that doesn’t appear on the résumé 
this class accomplished is more depth, which 
in turn, may help the seniors in their quest for 
a big win. 

The Orange hopes to use its depth to its 
advantage as it races in the Big East Women’s 
Rowing Championship Sunday in Worcester, 
Mass. Three-time defending champion Notre 
Dame, the No. 6 varsity eight in the USRowing/
Collegiate Rowing Coaches Association poll, is 
the favorite to repeat. Louisville also enters the 
race ranked No. 17.

Sanford and the seniors both stressed the 
importance of trying to leave the program bet-
ter than when they entered. From a results 
standpoint, the senior class may not have been 
successful, but when it comes to an important 
area like depth, Sanford and the seniors feel 
they have improved the program. This depth 
runs from the varsity eight to the novice eight 
boat, the top seed in the Big East.

“Their legacy is that they have left us with 
more depth,” said Syracuse coach Kris Sanford, 
who is looking for her fourth Big East title. “It’s 
a very important thing because that is how 
you build a team toward the NCAA and go for a 
national title.”

In regards to the Big East, having a team 
with depth provides an advantage. There are 
six races in the Big East, and each team has the 
opportunity to enter a boat in each race. The 
Orange is able to fill a boat in each race, one of 
three teams to do so along with favorites Notre 
Dame and Louisville. 

“We now have as good a chance as everyone 
else,” Irving said. “By filling the boats, the 
entire team is getting faster.”

By fielding a boat in each race, the Orange 
has a greater chance of accumulating points in 
the races, which could lead to the résumé win 
for these seniors. Unlike other races, every boat 
matters in the final outcome of the Big East. In 
head-to-head meets, the race of importance is 
the varsity eight.

Senior Ruth Frantz said the team needed to 
fill the boats or it would have a harder time con-
tending for the title. She also said she believes 
the team has a “legitimate” shot at winning 
what she calls an exciting race.

“Because we have a deeper team, that has 

allowed us to be competitive where we had not 
been before,” Sanford said.

Knowing that the two favorites will not have 
an advantage in boats, the seniors are looking 
forward to reaping the benefits of a deeper team 
when they race this weekend. Reaping the benefits 
could possibly include a victory for the Orange, 
the senior class’s marquee win.

“This would be a really good validation 
of what we have done here,” Irving said. “We 
all agree on what we have done, but we need 
prove of it.”

Frantz said it could be something to talk to 
about in years to come.

“People could call coach in a few years and 
we could be part of that winning team that 
won the Big East,” Frantz said.

But to win, it all comes back to the one thing 
this senior class has left on the team: team depth.

“Overall, the boats from top to bottom are 
winning more races,” senior Nora Creahan 
said. “This is going to be a great example of how 
it takes an entire team to win.”

m e n ’s  r o w i n g

Despite being 
youngest in 
boat, Etem holds 
own in water

UP NEX T
What: Conlan Cup
Where: New York
When: Sunday, 9:50 a.m.

UP NEX T
What: Big East 
Championship
Where: Worcester, Mass.
When: Sunday

check out our blog at sports.dailyorange.com
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“I think he’s kind of figured out where he 
needs to be on our attack to get the right looks, 
and he’s put himself in good spots to finish the 
ball,” Hardy said. “It’s just been clicking since.”

Nims began the season tentatively, rarely chal-
lenging defenders with moves toward the cage. 

Syracuse head coach John Desko also attrib-
uted Nims’ slow start to the fact that he had to 
accustom himself to playing as an attackman 
once again. Season-ending injuries to Rommel 
and Brooks last year forced Desko to play Nims 
farther away from the cage as a midfielder. 

“I wasn’t being as aggressive as I should be 
and I know I can be,” Nims said. 

Everything changed on March 17, when Syra-
cuse suffered an embarrassing 17-9 rout at the 
hands of Johns Hopkins at the Carrier Dome. 
Nims scored two goals that afternoon, but it 
wasn’t enough to prevent SU from tumbling to 
its worst loss in three years. 

Nims berated himself after the game and 
decided whatever he was doing, it wasn’t good 
enough. He had to assert himself more during 
games — whether that meant dodging toward 
the cage or moving more aggressively off the 
ball toward scoring positions.

“I thought I had to really step it up for the 
team,” Nims said. “That was a tough loss, and it 
really opened our eyes up and for me, personally.”

The next week, Nims blasted a career-high 
four goals in a 16-10 Syracuse win over Bing-
hamton, and all of a sudden, he felt like he 
belonged. He matched that feat four games later 
in the Orange’s 22-9 rout of Rutgers on April 15. 

“As the year’s gone on, he’s just gotten more 
and more comfortable with the offense,” Desko 
said. “He’s just playing more aggressively than 
he was. He’s quicker to turn the corner like he 
wasn’t earlier in the year.

“I think he’s just starting to come into his 
own.”

Nims provides an interesting complement 
to the other options the Orange has on offense. 
The 6-foot-5 Hardy is known for his ability to 
overpower defenders while dodging toward 
the cage. Brooks, on the other hand, flashes 
the ability to score unassisted goals by simply 
zipping past defenders for easy looks at the 
goal. 

Nims hasn’t challenged his defenders one-
on-one as much as his counterparts on offense. 
Instead, his strength lies in his tendency to dart 
around without the ball and magically surface 
close to the crease, where his teammates find 
him for point-blank shots. 

Nims’ 36.2 shot percentage ranks third on the 
team — behind Hardy and Niewieroski — among 
players who have taken at least 30 shots. 

“When other people dodge, he just finds the 
right spots and moves to the right places,” Hardy 
said. “The guys are looking for him, and he’s 
going to finish the ball. He’s a good finisher.”

12 SYRACUSE VS. UMASS
3 P.M., GARBER FIELD, ESPNU

SYRACUSE
Coach: John Desko 9th 
season (102-36)
Conference: Indepen-
dent
This season: 5-6
The scoop: Syracuse 
and Massachusetts 
don’t like each other. In 2005, the 
Minutemen beat the Orange in the 
first round of the NCAA tournament 
to end SU’s streak of 22 consecutive 
semifinal appearances. UMass could 
snap another one of Syracuse’s proud 
streaks—24 straight tournament 
appearances—with a win Saturday.

MASSACHUSETTS
Coach: Greg Cannella, 
13th season (116-68)
Conference: Eastern Col-
lege Athletic Conference
This season: 6-6
The scoop:  Syracuse and 
UMass haven’t bothered 
to hide their disdain for each other at 
times. In 2003, UMass defenseman 
Justin Walker broke SU attackman 
Steve Vallone’s jaw with a stick check. 
In 2004, SU attackman Mikey Powell 
attempted a shot after making a front-
flip, a move many found disrespect-
ful. UMass attackman Jeff Zywicki 
responded by somersaulting after the 
Minutemen beat SU in the 2005 NCAA 
tournament.

RANKINGS
Nike/Inside Lacrosse Media Poll

1. Cornell 11-0
2. Duke 11-2
3. Virginia 11-2
4. Georgetown 9-2
5. Johns Hopkins 6-4
6. Maryland 9-4
7. Princeton 8-3
8. Albany 11-1
9. North Carolina 9-4
10. Notre Dame 9-3
11. Navy 9-3
12. Syracuse  5-6
13. Loyola 6-4
14. UMBC 8-4
15. Towson 8-4
16. Colgate 9-4
17. Bucknell 11-3
18. Drexel 10-4
19. Delaware 8-5
20. Ohio State 8-4

TRASH TALK 
Said senior Brian Crockett before the 
two teams met last year: “I don’t know 
a lot of (the UMass) players personally, 
but the ones I do know, I don’t like. 
The team in general, I don’t really have 
a whole lot of respect for them, and I 
want to beat them pretty badly.”

Added senior Brett Bucktooth: “They’ve 
hated us for a long time because they 
could never beat us. And when they 
finally got a couple of wins, they think 
they’re everything, so we need to put 
them back where they belong.”

Desko decided to bench the two 
seniors for the game, which also served 
as Senior Day, for those comments. 

FAMILY CONNECTION
Syracuse attackman Mike Leveille is 
the brother of former UMass All-Ameri-
can Kevin Leveille, who played for the 
Minutemen from 2000-2003. The older 
Leveille’s total of 105 goals ranks eighth 
on the all-time list at UMass. 

By Meredith Galante
STAFF WRITER

Kyle Heath was sitting in class a few weeks ago, 
not paying attention to the lecture going on in 
front of him. Instead he was daydreaming about 
track and field. A member of the Syracuse track 
and field team’s distance squad, Heath normally 

runs the 5K or the 
1,500-meter run. 
But Heath had a dif-
ferent event on his 
mind: the steeple-
chase.  

Heath, now a 
junior at SU, ran the event once in high school 
and had not competed in it again since. Heath 
was curious how he could perform in the event 
and asked SU head coach Chris Fox if he could 
compete in it at the Larry Ellis Invitational in 
Princeton, N.J., the weekend of April 20. Fox 

initially said no, but after some consideration, 
changed his mind and decided to give Heath a 
chance. 

Heath won the steeplechase in Princeton, 
shattering the 26-year-old school record by near-
ly 20 seconds. He plans to repeat his success 
Sunday when he and his teammates compete at 
the Big Red Invitational Sunday in Ithaca, N.Y.

“I really had my doubts,” Fox said. “He’s a 
natural; he really put himself in a position to 
do great things that wouldn’t have happened for 
him in the 5K or the 1,500.” 

Because the steeplechase is the only techni-
cal event that distance runners encountered, 
Fox did not think Heath would do well because 
of his lack of practice — never mind break a 
school record.

Heath’s time of 8:56.92 qualified him for the 
NCAA regional meet on May 25. This weekend 
Heath will compete in the open 1,500 meter run 

and run half of the steeplechase. He will drop out 
halfway through the race so he does not exhaust 
himself before the Big East championship meet 
on May 4. However, he will run the beginning of 
the race at a harder pace so he can become accus-
tomed to running an 8:40 pace in the event. Heath 
plans to run the steeplechase at the Big East and 
IC4A meets in the next two weeks.

During Heath’s race on Saturday, Fox actu-
ally thought he had started the race off too 
quickly and anticipated him tiring out midway 
through.

“By the time Kyle hit the third lap, we knew 
he had found a great event for himself,” Fox said. 
“This changes the rest of the season for him.”

The steeplechase is 3,000 meters — seven and 
a half laps on a standard outdoor track —  but 
the runners have to jump over four barriers and 
one 12-foot water pit per lap. Heath’s training 
has not changed much, except after his distance 

workouts he does some drills on the hurdles or 
jumps over the sandpit in order to simulate the 
water pit he jumps over in the race. Fox is mak-
ing him refine his technique as well. 

“I never thought I would be competitive on 
the college level in the steeplechase,” Heath 
said. “I never expected to go that fast, but now 
I think I have a legitimate shot at doing some 
great things at NCAAs.”

Fox was impressed with the athletes that 
Heath beat in his first race in the event. He beat 
out Princeton’s Bryan Sharkey, who ran an 
8:59.16, and Georgetown’s Brian Dalpiaz, who 
ran a 9:01.75. Heath took the lead with three laps 
left and never faltered.

“He is going to be one of the favorites in the 
steeplechase,” Fox said. “He beat some quality 
guys, and it was an extraordinary time, if he 
drops two to three seconds he will be able to 
compete at a national level.”

t r a c k  a n d  f i e l d

Steeplechase comes naturally for record-breaking Heath

will halsey | staff photographer
KENNY NIMS has scored 17 goals and dished 12 assists this season. Syracuse visits 
Massachusetts Saturday at 3 p.m. and needs a win to keep its tournament hopes alive.

LOOKING BACK
UMass has won three straight games against Syracuse at Garber Field, including twice in 
the span of two games in 2005. The second of those wins came in the first round of the 
NCAA tournament, snapping SU’s streak of 22 consecutive semifinal appearances. The 
2003 meeting marked the first time in 22 tries that the Minutemen defeated the Orange.  

UP NEX T
What: Big Red 
Invitational
Where: Ithaca, N.Y.
When: Sunday

UMASS
F R O M  P A G E  2 4
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
Summer Sublet
2 Bedroom --Rent one or both, One block from 
campus, Parking, Dishwasher, Heat included, 
Rent Negotiable, Available May to end of July. 
315-436-8074

Summer Sublet!

5 bedroom house on Ackerman 
Ave. Available for summer sublet.  

Call 374-7866

One bedroom in two bedroom apt
Available 5/16/07-8/1/07 $400/month, utilities 
included. Next to Dome. Furnished, free parking, 
clean. vapotter@syr.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

Studio Aparments
Brand New « Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St. NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER,

 WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

469-6665

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms
968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW UTILI-
TIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/DRYER, 

OFF STREET PARKING. 

 422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon.

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 

136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.
4 Bedroom Apts at:

320 Euclid

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

705 Euclid
3 BR

NEWLY AVAILABLE
June ‘07

Furnished, Parking, 
Laundry, Porch

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

3 BEDROOM UPPER APT.  
AVAILABLE 6-1-07 FOR NEXT 

SCHOOL YEAR.  
ACKERMAN AVE.  

FURNISHED, OFF-STREET PARKING 
W/GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PARCHES, 

FIREPLACE, RENT $320 PER PERSON 
PLUS UTILITIES.  

EXCELLENT CONDITION.  
CALL RICH 422-0138 OR 673-3516

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME  
ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT  

2 FULL BATHS
$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  

New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  
Large Living Room and Dining Room.  

Off Street Parking.
422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

MOVING TO NYC?
HAVE MANY APTS FOR RENT:
STUDIO- MURRY HILL DOORMAN $2,000 MO.
2 BED- GRAMARCY $3,150 MO.
1 BED- UPPER EAST SIDE $2,500 MO.
MANY MORE AVAILABLE
ALL PRICE RANGES!!!!
JSC INVESTORS, LLC 
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
NO FEE AND LOW FEE AVAILABLE
646-827-0568

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall 

carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  
We care about you!

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

CLASSIF IEDS2 2  a p r i l  2 7 ,  2 0 0 7
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FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

HELP WANTED
Earn extra cash before the Summer!  Temporary 
Positions Available.  May 3-May 13.  Help with 
SU move-out.  Crew Leaders and Laborers.  $8-
$12/hour depending on Position and Availability.  
If interested email olan@lazybones.net

Summer Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

Staying in Syracuse for the summer?  
Work FULL-TIME days at Holy Shirt!
t-shirt printing company in our print shop.  
8:30am-5:30pm, M-F, 40-45/hrs weekdays, 
$8.50/hr.  Sorry, no nights or weekend work avail.  
3 MONTH COMMITMENT (May-August).  
Must have car and be able to lift 50 lbs. Call
445-8193 or email john@holyshirt.com

Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  Apply 
on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, fac-
ulty and residents in the Syracuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

315: LIFE IN SYRACUSE
The D.O.’s new weekend entertainment 
publication. Featuring bar and event list-
ings, movies, TV, music releases, con-
certs, sex, dining and cooking info.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com

a p r i l  2 7,  2 0 0 7  23
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B
arbara Henderson remembers when Syracuse 
hosted the Big East softball championship in 
2004. That was a tough year for Syracuse’s 

senior associate athletic director and senior women’s 
administrator.

Syracuse Softball Stadium is not designed to 
collect money, accom-
modate fans or provide 
hospitality for extra 
media. Henderson 
was one of the people 
responsible for pre-
paring a small facility 
for the biggest confer-

ence softball event of the year.
Hosting the inaugural Big East women’s 

lacrosse tournament has been easier. Henderson 
may not be able to look back on previous champi-
onships for guidance, but the Carrier Dome has 
handled even bigger events in the past.

“This is a piece of cake compared to the 
softball championship,” Henderson said. “It’s 
an expansion of what we do during the normal 
game. The Dome already has everything in 

place. It’s an event facility.”
Henderson has spent the last week preparing 

the tiniest details for this weekend’s tournament. 
From stocking the concession stands to paying 
ushers to making sure towels are in the visiting 
locker rooms, everything needs to be ready, and 
this tournament has never been done before. It’s 
been a lot of extra work.

Still, it’s the Carrier Dome. 
No. 9 Georgetown (9-6, 4-1) earned the No. 1 seed 

in the tournament and takes on fourth-seeded No. 
12 Notre Dame (11-5, 3-2) tonight at 5:30.

No. 7 Syracuse (10-4, 4-1), which won a share of 
the conference regular season crown to become the 
second seed, battles the third seed, No. 17 Rutgers 

Tournament time
n f l  d r a f t

Jackson 
headlines 
SU hopefuls 

m e n ’s  l a c r o s s e

Nims standing out in shadow of All-Americans

2006-2007

Part 7 of 10

By Zach Berman
SPORTS EDITOR

For the second season in a row, a 
Syracuse defensive back will likely 
go in the first round. After that, it’s 
anyone’s guess.

The NFL Draft starts Saturday 
(noon, ESPN) and continues through-
out the weekend. SU’s unquestion-
able top prospect is defensive back 
Tanard Jackson, who’s projected to 
go anywhere from the first round 
to the third round. The only other 
Syracuse player likely to be drafted 
is linebacker Kelvin Smith, who’s 
been projected anywhere from the 
fifth round to out of the draft. Punter 
Brendan Carney, quarterback Perry 
Patterson, linebacker Jerry Mackey 
and defensive back Terrell Lemon 
have outside shots of being selected, 
although will likely have to find their 
route to the NFL as undrafted free 
agents.

Former SU safety Anthony Smith 
was drafted in the third round by the 
Pittsburgh Steelers last season. Jack-
son has the opportunity to surpass 
his former teammate on Saturday. 
Syracuse has not produced a first-
round pick since Dwight Freeney was 
selected by the Indianapolis Colts 
with the 11th overall pick in 2002. 
Jackson could break that trend — and 
the Colts might be the team to do it.

Indianapolis is among several 
teams searching for a defensive back, 
especially after two cornerbacks and 
a safety departed in free agency. The 
Colts select No. 32, the final pick of 
the first round. If Jackson were to go 
in the first round, other possibilities 
include defensive back-hungry teams 
late in the first round like the New 
England Patriots (No. 24 and No. 28), 
Philadelphia Eagles (No. 26) and San 
Diego Chargers (No. 30).

Messages to Jackson’s cell phone 
were not returned.

Jackson told The Daily Orange 
after the Senior Bowl in February 
that teams were looking at him at 
both safety and cornerback. Jackson’s 
agent, Chicago-based Ken Sarnoff, 
said the versatility will be an appeal 
on Saturday.

“That’s the thing, he can come in 
right away and play safety, play the 
nickel back,” Sarnoff said. “Because 
of the versatility, it adds a lot to the 
overall player.”

He was moved to safety in the 
SEE DRAFT PAGE 19

SEE BIG EAST PAGE 18

daily orange file photo
THE CARRIER DOME will host the inaugural Big East women’s lacrosse tournament this weekend. Georgetown faces 
Notre Dame tonight at 5:30. Syracuse plays Rutgers 45 minutes after the conclusion of the first game.

W E E K E N D
april 27, 2007

By Kelvin Ang
STAFF WRITER

Before this season began, Inside Lacrosse maga-
zine tabbed five mem-
bers of the Syracuse 
men’s lacrosse offense 
as preseason All-
Americans. Attack-
men Mike Leveille 

and Dan Hardy, and midfielders Greg Rommel, 
Steve Brooks and Pat Perritt each received a nod 
from the publication.

That left sophomore Kenny Nims as the only 
starter on offense snubbed.

“I was kind of hesitant (at the start of the 
season) trying to figure out where I fit in, in the 
offense as a whole,” Nims said.

Nims’ lack of confidence showed when he tallied just 

five goals in the first five games of the season. He has 
caught fire of late, though, racking up 12 goals in the 
last six games.  Nims enters Saturday’s game against 
unranked Massachusetts tied for second among the 
Orange with 29 points on 17 goals and 12 assists. 

No. 12 SU (5-6) hopes his sizzling play continues 
when it faces the Minutemen at 3 p.m. at Garber 
Field.

SEE UMASS PAGE 21

Carrier Dome to host first ever women’s lacrosse Big East tournament

UP NEX T
Who: UMass
Where: Amherst, Mass.
When: Saturday, 3 p.m.
Channel: ESPNU

UP NEX T
What: Big East 
tournament
Where: Carrier Dome
When: Tonight, 5:30; 
Sunday, 2:30 p.m.
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By Dan Thalkar
STAFF WRITER

B
ryce Renninger wanted 
people to talk, to recon-
sider traditional gender 
boundaries.

So in November he helped make 
two single-occupancy bathrooms in 
Watson Hall gender-inclusive.

“The big thing is this gets some 
awareness, and I don’t think people 
had really thought about it,” said 

Renninger, residence adviser for the 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans-
gender Learning Community. 

The bathrooms are the first 
all-gender bathrooms at Syracuse 
University, and Renninger tried to 

raise as much awareness for them 
as he could. He put flyers on every 
bathroom in Watson and had an open 
discussion about the idea before any 
changes were made.

By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

Syracuse men’s lacrosse defensive 
midfielder Sean McGonigle was sus-
pended last week for one school year 
by the university.

McGonigle, a sophomore, missed the 
Massachusetts game Saturday, which 
was the first game he sat out since SU’s 
matchup against Army on Feb. 23.

Judicial Affairs does not comment 
on cases, but Syracuse defenseman Kyle 
Guadagnolo said that Judicial Affairs 
heard his case recently. Guadagnolo 
said McGonigle alerted the team about 
his suspension prior to Syracuse’s game 
against Albany on April 20 and knew 
that would be his last game. McGonigle 
left to stay at home in Encinitas, Calif., 
after the game.

“He’s been talking about it,” Gua-
dagnolo said. “I keep pushing him to 
come back. I think he will. He should. 
It’s tough to replace his spot.”

McGonigle was suspended for 
the first two games of SU’s season 
because of his arrest on Feb. 15 in 
connection with an off-campus 
assault. Police arrested McGonigle 
for the alleged assault of a 19-year-
old male SU sophomore after a party 
on the 1000 block of Harrison Street 
on Jan. 20.

“He’s planning on coming back,” 
Desko said. “You’d have to ask him 
that question, though.”

RAIN CLOUDS 
HI 60° | LO 38°

SU suspends 
McGonigle 
from school

SU to open Marshall Square Mall gym in August 

For one and for all

By Matt Gelb
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Syracuse University will announce plans today 
for the construction of a new recreation facility 
on Marshall Street.

A 3,700 square foot fitness center will be built 
this summer in the Marshall Square Mall and 
open for students, faculty and staff when the 
fall semester begins this August, said Matthew 
Snyder, a spokesperson for the university. 

The M-Street plan will coincide with con-
struction in August 2009, when the university 

will begin work on a residence hall at 619 Com-
stock Ave., on the DellPlain Residence Hall 
lawn. A 10,600 square foot recreation facility 
will be constructed on the second floor. These 
additions will expand SU’s indoor fitness space 
10 percent by August 2009.

“I think it’s a really good day, not only for 
Recreation Services, but for the students at 
Syracuse University,” said Mitch Gartenberg, 
director of SU Recreation Services. “We’ve 
worked hard to expand opportunities where we 
can for students.”

In addition, Recreation Services is expanding 
the hours of the Marion Residence Hall fitness 
center. Starting next semester, that facility will 
be open an extra 12 hours a week, meaning it 
will be available from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday. Currently, it closes between 
1 p.m. and 4 p.m. on those days.

But the most surprising news is the creation 
of the facility in Marshall Square Mall. Gar-
tenberg and his staff have previously spoken of 
potential short-term exercise remedies for the 
overcrowding in current recreation facilities, 

but never revealed plans until now.
The university will begin construction on 

the Marshall Square Mall facility in early June 
in order to have it ready before classes start in 
the fall. Students will only need a valid SU ID to 
utilize the facility, following the same entrance 
procedures at Archbold Gymnasium.

Snyder said surveys conducted by the univer-
sity showed that students identified the current 
indoor recreation options as lacking.

“The spaces were either too old or too crowd-
SEE GYMS PAGE 9

LGBT community fights to make bathrooms accessible for 
members of both genders, more welcoming to transgender students 

SEE BATHROOMS PAGE 8

I N S I D E P U L P

A love for crime
Professor Mark Obbie has spent 
his life reporting on criminal-court 
cases, and now presents his knowl-
edge to SU.  Page 11

I N S I D E S P O R T S

Good and bad
SU’s women’s lacrosse team is in 
the NCAA tournament. The men 
are eliminated. Page 24

I N S I D E N E W S

Dying for Darfur
U. of Washington students lay 
down for their beliefs. Page 3

I N S I D E O P I N I O N

Standing out
Today it is easier to be unique 
than it has ever been, says Zac 
Cummings. Page 5

lindsay adler | photo editor
FIRST-FLOOR BATHROOMS in Watson Hall feature two single-user bathrooms meant for any gender.
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W O R L D  B R I E F S
compiled by melissa daniels

Turkish protestors in 
Istanbul call for support 
of secular government 
At least 700,000 people in Turkey 
of secular government 
At least 700,000 people in Turkey 
of secular government 
marched in protest against the 
possibility of an observant Mus-
lim president. The protestors in 
Istanbul were concerned that the 
candidate Abdullah Gul, who is 
widely expected to win the elec-
tion, would stay loyal to Islamic 
culture if elected. Protestors sang 
nationalistic songs and called for 
the current government’s resigna-
tion throughout the city’s streets. 
Gul is a member of the Justice and 
Development (AK) Party. A similar 
rally for support of a secular gov-
ernment took place two weeks ago 
in the capital of Ankara, Turkey, 
with more than 300,000 protes-
tors. “THE PRESIDENT MUST BE 
LOYAL TO SECULAR PRINCIPLES. 
IF I AM ELECTED, I WILL ACT 
ACCORDINGLY,” Gul said after his 
nomination. 

Iran to attend meetings on 
Iraq security and violence
Iran agreed on Sunday to join an 
Iraq security and violence
Iran agreed on Sunday to join an 
Iraq security and violence
international discussion regarding 
stabilizing and reducing violence in 
Iraq. Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki 
said that the meeting will take 
place in Egypt, with the delegates 
including the fi ve permanent mem-
bers of the United Nations Security 
Council, countries that neighbor 
Iraq, Egypt and Bahrain. U.S. 
SECRETARY OF STATE CONDO-
LEEZZA RICE WILL REPRESENT 
THE UNITED STATES, opening 
the possibility of a direct meeting 
between high-level U.S. and Iranian 
representatives. Rice said that the 
meeting would only be to discuss 
security in Iraq, not any Iranian 
confl icts. “This is not a meeting 
about the United States and Iran,” 
Rice said. 

Suicide bombing kills 70 
near Iraqi religious site
A suicide car bomber killed 70 
near Iraqi religious site
A suicide car bomber killed 70 
near Iraqi religious site
people in the city of Karbala in Iraq 
Sunday night. The city is sacred 
to the Shia tradition of Islam. THE 
BOMB EXPLODED NEAR THE 
ENTRANCE TO A SHRINE, and 
left at least 160 people injured. 
Karbala is 160 miles south of the 
Iraqi capital of Baghdad. Nine U.S. 
servicemen were also killed in Iraq 
during the past weekend, four of 
whom were killed in separate road-
side bombings. Five were killed in 
Anbar province, a Sunni stronghold 
west of Bahgdad. U.S. troops also 
detained 72 insurgents during 
raids in Anbar province, where they 
seized nitric acid and other bomb-
making materials.

T O D AY ’ S  E V E N T S
5:30 p.m.  
ZEN MEDITATION experts of the 
Buddhist Student Association will 
lead an hour of warm up, medita-
tion and relaxation in the lower of 
level of Hendricks Chapel. 

Hendricks Chapel | Free

11 a.m.  
A Healthy Monday event, the 
DE-STRESS FEST, will have free 
snacks and massages to help stu-
dents relax before fi nals.

Schine Atrium | Free

T O M O R R O W
NEWS

Known cheaters
Cheating isn’t just offense, says a 
recent academic integrity report 
at SU.

PULP

SUper spending
After May 13, kiss leftover SUper-
SUper spending
After May 13, kiss leftover SUper-
SUper spending
card money goodbye. 

SPORTS

Just what the 
doctor ordered
Find out how Daryl Gross identifi es 
and recruits coaches for Syracuse. 

OPIN ION

Get some wheels
Know an incoming freshman who 
wants a car at SU? Pierre Hahn 
says they should be able to get one 
– if they agree to live in the Sky-
halls on South Campus.
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T H I S  D AY  I N  H I S T O R Y
by melissa daniels

Supernova SN 1006 appears in the constellation Lupus, the brightest supernova in recorded history. 

President George Washington is sworn into offi ce and 
delivers his fi rst inaugural addres, becoming the fi rst 
president of the United States. 

1927The fi rst federal prison for women opens in West Virginia. 1927

Explorer Christopher Colum
bus receives com

-
m

ission for exploration from
 Spain. 

The Louisiana Purchase more than doubles the territory of the 
United States. The territory was purchased from France for $15 
million. 

A tropical cyclone in Bangladesh kills an 
estimated 138,000 people. 
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TRACK AND FIELDMEN’S LACROSSE

SOFTBALL
THIS WEEK 
IN SPORTS WOMEN’S LACROSSE

SUN.  MAY 6, 1 P.M.     
vs. Penn.

THUR.  MAY 10, TBA       
Big East Tournament

vs. Colgate Big East Championship
SAT.  MAY 5,1 P.M.        FRI.  MAY 4, TBA        
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Students 
play dead 
for Darfur

daily orange file photo
STUDENTS IN NYPIRG work on promoting various public advocacy projects, including encouraging students to register to vote. 

n y p i r g

The real student voice: group lobbies local politicians
By Kerri Rosen

STAFF WRITER

Syracuse students have their share 
of representatives. They’re hard at 
work in the Mayor’s office down-
town. They’re hard at work in the 
state senators’ offices on Washington 
Street and in the assembly members’ 
offices on Washington Street and 
Genesee Street. 

These representatives are NYP-
IRG. They’re all students, hard at 
work in an office above their unsus-
pecting peers on Marshall Street.

Who they are
Heading the Syracuse office is 

project coordinator Dana Hill, the 
prime liaison between NYPIRG 
headquarters and the Syracuse 
chapter. In addition to running the 
internship programs and holding 
weekly workshops, Hill is in charge 
of imparting to students the neces-
sary skills to carry out their respec-
tive projects.

Although Hill may coordinate the 
entire chapter, it is in fact the student 
board of directors that is in charge of 
hiring the staff. Syracuse is allotted 
three spots on the statewide board 
of directors. Directors are elected 
by those they are representing — in 
this case, students at SU and the 
State University of New York Col-
lege of Environmental Science and 
Forestry. 

“The board of directors is the 
governing body of the entire NYP-
IRG group,” said Chad Brooker, a 

sophomore in the College of Arts 
and Sciences and a current member 
of the board. “We decide who gets 
hired, who gets fired, what we’re 
going to lobby for and what we’re 
going to take a stance on.”

Brooker will be returning next year 
for a second term on the board, joined 
by veteran Tom Hackman, a senior  
and Lynnette Agostini, a sophomore 
at SUNY-ESF and a current project 
leader for the organization.

In addition to a full-time project 
coordinator and three board mem-
bers, the Syracuse chapter of NYP-
IRG receives several student interns 
each year, as well as dozens of volun-
teers. Eight Syracuse and SUNY-ESF 
students held internships at NYPIRG 
this year. 

What they do
Just this year, students involved 

in NYPIRG have lobbied in Albany, 
encouraged students to register to 
vote, organized a bottle collection 
day and played a role in the Earth 
Day celebration two weeks ago in 
Thornden Park. 

NYPIRG’s various research and 
issue advocacy projects fall under 

the broad headings of five over-
arching campaigns: environmental 
preservation, good government and 
voter rights, consumer protection, 
higher education, and hunger and 
homelessness.

Environmental preservation, the 
organization’s most renowned cam-
paign, is currently pushing for the 
passage of the Bigger Better Bottle 
Bill. The much-publicized bill, 
which would expand the five-cent 
deposits on bottles to noncarbonat-
ed beverages, failed to be included 
in the state budget released earlier 
this month. 

Students are also pressuring rep-
resentatives to implement changes 
in the Regional Greenhouse Gas 
Initiative, a project among north-
east states to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions.

“We had people write letters in sup-
port of it, but at the same time to close 
the loopholes,” said Caroline Massa, 
a SUNY-ESF student and an environ-
mental project leader for NYPIRG.

Besides its usual task of monitor-
ing local government officials, the 
good government and voter rights 
campaign conducts a yearly voter 

registration drive, registering 
roughly 1,000 people each fall.

Hill identifies the higher educa-
tion campaign as having particular 
significance for the student body. It 
remains the mission of the campaign 
to keep higher education affordable 
for students. Currently, NYPIRG is 
working to make the Tuition Assis-
tance Program more responsive to 
unforeseen changes in family income 
by allowing students to file for adjust-
ments to the aid they receive during 
the year.

“A lot of the issues we push for 
will affect students at both ESF and 
SU,” Brooker said.

What they are
The New York Public Interest 

Research Group is New York state’s 
largest student-directed research 
and advocacy organization. Founded 
in 1973 on the heels of the civil rights, 
consumer and student movements, 
the not-for-profit group aims to 
empower students and initiate legis-
lative and social reform. 

The Syracuse office is just one of 
SEE NYPIRG PAGE 8

UWashington 
group recreates 
scene in Quad

By Chelsea Prince
STAFF WRITER

As 40 students lay “dead” on Red 
Square at the University of Washing-
ton, a pang of shock and awareness 
seared through the campus.

The somber mock-death perfor-
mance from the Save Darfur Coalition 
at University of Washington aimed to 
illuminate the disturbing results of 
inhumanity in Darfur, where geno-
cide has accounted for more than 
200,000 civilian deaths.

Although Die-In for Darfur, one of 
many events sponsored by SDCUW, 
only lasted 30 minutes on April 
26, its powerful influence caused 
resounding commotion for days to 
follow. The calendar of Washington 
school events made no mention of 
the Die-In for Darfur on the day’s 
long list of activities, but it managed 
to make more headlines than them 
all. 

“It was a completely student-run 
event. SDCUW was in charge,” said 
a representative from WU’s Office 
of Student Activities. “There was no 
affiliation with the university.”

The event was conducted last year, 
but it was not as successful due to 
severe weather conditions. It was dif-
ficult to get a response from people 
while students were running to class 
through thrashing rain and wind, the 
representative said.

The Die-In for Darfur made 
strides on both a national and inter-
national level. 

Not only did members of the 
student-run organization lie on 
the ground to symbolize the death 
of innocent international deaths by 
genocide, but there was also a petition 
to deinstitutionalize companies that 
buttress the enemy.

Coalition for Darfur at University 
of Washington was formed two and a 
half years ago by a group of students 
who want to raise awareness about 
Darfur through political actions, 
working with local representatives 
and education. There is presently a 
core group of about 10 or 15, although 
there are more than 300 acclaimed 
members, said Lauren Michelle Cis-
zak, chief organizer of the Die-In for 
Darfur event at WU. 

SEE DARFUR PAGE 6

WHAT IS NYPIRG?
NYPIRG is New York state’s larg-
est student-directed consumer, 
environmental and government 
reform organization. Formed in 
1973, NYPIRG has chapters on 
21 college campuses across the 
state. 

“We organized a shuttle last year to transport 
people to the polls. We also have plans 
to bring local politicians to campus.”

Dana Hill
PROJECT COORDINATOR OF NYPIRG’S SYRACUSE CHAPTER
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Death of troops not punch line

Clinton hypocritical on cronyism

Change rules to prevent shootings

Crew team’s success overlooked

Don’t misjudge students’ leggings

Downtown location hurts students

Police laudable at block party

Misquotation not acceptable

I chose to read The Daily Orange’s online edition 
today and was shocked to discover Evan Reiser’s 
“Scribble” comic, which depicted a river of blood 
and a dead American soldier. I am surprised 
at The D.O.’s surprising decision to print — yet 
again — valueless and offensive material.

Perhaps Mr. Resier has not experienced the 
death of a loved one in Iraq. Perhaps he thinks 
that the deaths of our soldiers are trivial enough 
that they can be used as a comedic element in his 
comic. Perhaps he thinks that the pouring out of 
Iraqi and American blood is funny. But I don’t. 
Neither do my fellow conservatives and neither, I 
think, do liberals, who purport to have the most 
concern for the troops.

If our troops are in such dire trouble that it’s 
time to bring them home, perhaps you could find 
a better way to express it than using their deaths 
as a punch line.

Kevin Smith
FRESHMAN POLICY STUDIES AND LINGUISTICS MAJOR

In recent days, presidential candidate and 
New York Sen. Hillary Clinton has gone on the 
offensive against President George W. Bush. 
Hillary has lambasted the current administra-
tion during an Iowa campaign rally, as the 
following. “They have shown contempt for our 
government. We’ve got to get back to having 
qualified people, not cronies, serving in the 
government of the United States.” From White 
Water to Mark Rich the Clintons have defined 
cronyism. Do not forget the antics of former 
National Security Advisor Sandy Berger, (who 
the Clintons have known since 1972) who stole 
artifacts dealing with pre-9/11 intelligence 
from the National Archives. This was during 
the proceedings of the 9/11 Commission, from 
which Berger attempted to conceal the truth. 
He attempted to shield former President Clinton 
from any blame for the 2001 terrorist attacks. 
Inspector General of the National Archives 
Paul Brachfeld ponders the cronyism displayed 
by Burger as, “I’ll spend the rest of my life going 
to bed at night wondering, ‘Did he take more.’” 
In 2003, Berger pleaded guilty to a lesser charge 
of “mishandling classified documents.” This 
is the same administration that rented out the 
Lincoln Bedroom to political patrons. The fact 
that Hillary Clinton cries “cronyism” while 
running for office is pathetically ironic and 
embarrassing to the American electorate.

Michael Long
SOPHOMORE HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR

A discussion arose in my political science 
class last week regarding the Virginia Tech 
shootings and gun control. Virginia, like my 
home state of New Hampshire, is a conceal 
and carry state. Virginia Tech, however, is a 
gun-free zone. Students argued, wondering 
if the killer could have been stopped if their 
campus allowed concealed weapons.  Certainly, 
students are frazzled and questioning their 
security on all campuses across the nation, 
but could someone really feel safe knowing the 
student sitting next to them in class is carrying 
a gun?

Americans are obsessed with their rights 
and Americans are obsessed with their guns.  
But where do you draw the line of legality? On 
our very own campus, students walk in and 
out of dormitories with axes simply because 
they’re on the Woodsmen Team and that’s 
excusable. Who’s to say, though, that an ax 
isn’t the next weapon of a disaster on a college 
campus? Certain Department of Public Safety 
officers now carry guns on them, and students 
laugh because we refuse to take their titles 
seriously. Yes, Syracuse has been trying to 
implement more safety on our campus recently, 
but are we covering all areas? The tragic 
events of Virginia Tech have opened everyone’s 
eyes. We realize this can happen anywhere. I 
don’t think removing gun-free zones from 
schools is a solution, but hopefully now cam-
puses change their rules and safety measures to 
prevent it from happening again.

 
Rachel Danhof

JUNIOR RETAIL MANAGEMENT MAJOR

Somehow in writing stories on lacrosse and 
football spring practices and pregnant basketball 
players, you didn’t get to the story of Syracuse 
University’s men’s crew winning the Goes Cup 
twice in a row for the first time since 1958-59.

You’re missing out on a team that has gone 
through a tremendous revival under Coach 
Dave Reischman. In five seasons he has turned 
a team that was completely uncompetitive to one 
that is ranked ninth in the nation. He’s done this 
with very little scholarship support. Dave’s done 
this while building a team that is academically 
excellent.

I know Annapolis is a long way, but phones 
work and the Internet had the results Friday 
morning.

Joseph Paduda
CLASS OF 1980

Editor’s note: Paduda was a member 
of the Men’s rowing team in 1980.

I found Emily Sundman’s letter to the editor 
absolutely absurd. From someone who wears 
leggings all the time, I find being told that I “look 
like a hooker” and that I “don’t have the body for 
those pants” is incredibly demeaning and hurt-
ful. It’s words and language like these that cause 
girls in this country to constantly pin themselves 
against one another based on looks and clothing, 
something that I’m sure the self-proclaimed 
“sane-minded” Emily would find incredibly 
ridiculous. Besides, leggings are so comfortable. 
You get all of the flexibility of wearing a skirt, but 
all of the coverage of wearing a pair of pants. So, 
with those things in mind, I would like Emily to 
know that I will be putting my squishy ass into 
leggings until I graduate in 2009, and that I hope 
she enjoys the view.

Annie Kozakiewicz
SOPHOMORE BROADCAST JOURNALISM MAJOR

Walking back from class on Tuesday, I noticed a 
large gathering outside Slocum Hall. Upon closer 
inspection, I realized that architecture students 
were protesting after being informed that they 
would not be moving back to Slocum as Nancy 
Cantor had promised. The many architecture 
students at Syracuse University and those 
that will be arriving in the fall came under the 
impression that they would only be spending a 
couple years downtown until renovations were 
complete. I’m appalled at the decision by Dean 
Robbins and Nancy Cantor to keep the students 
downtown permanently. By doing this, these 
students will forever be disconnected from all 
that this great university has to offer. While 
students in life sciences and communications are 
getting brand new, on-campus facilities, those 
that were promised to architecture students by 
the administration are being taken away. I real-
ize that Cantor wants to unite the university with 
the rest of the city, but this should not be done at 
the expense of the architecture students.

Chris Whalen
JUNIOR BROADCAST JOURNALISM MAJOR

I would like to take this opportunity to compli-
ment the members of the Syracuse Police 
Department and the members of the Department 
of Public Safety for their outstanding efforts 
and work during the block party that was held 
at Syracuse University on Tuesday, April 24, 
2007. During the hours that I was there, I had an 
opportunity to observe the professionalism and 
expertise shown by the members of both depart-
ments. They handled a number of situations with 
both sensitivity and proper sternness and were 
able to effectively communicate with the students 
as to what was expected of them. Many students 
spoke to me about how professional they thought 
the police were and how well everyone interacted 
and communicated during the event. A job well 
done.

I would also like to compliment the students 
for showing that they could have a good time and 
yet behave in a mature manner.

Gary Sommer
DIRECTOR AT STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES, INC.

I was misquoted this morning in The Daily 
Orange regarding the School of Architecture’s 
potential stay at the warehouse. My comment 
at the forum was about the condition of studio 
drafting equipment within the Warehouse, not 
about the apparent “underhandedness” of this 
news. I made no such comment regarding the 
Connective Corridor project either. My studio 
professor, Julia Czerniak, is one of the archi-
tects of the Connective Corridor, and I respect 
her design talent and critical opinions. My own 
studio project this semester examines a similar 
strategy of landscape, activities and program-
ming in downtown Syracuse. I fear that my 
professional relationship with Julia, a qualified 
and dedicated professor on my faculty, may be 
compromised by The Daily

Orange’s failure to quote me properly. 
Frankly, this misquote adds insult to the injury 
of the news, angers me more and misrepresents 
my concerns. I expect a published correction 
and apology immediately. This is unacceptable.

Eric Zahn
SENIOR ARCHITECTURE MAJOR

Dean Robbins:
The students in the School of Architecture 

feel as if we have been lied to and manipulated 
regarding the possibility of the School of Archi-
tecture relocating the majority of its program to 
the Warehouse permanently. We were told that 
the move was only temporary and now it has 
been published that you are denying this. The 
students in the School of Architecture feel as if 
you are more interested in your own self-aggran-
dizement and promotion than you are with the 
interests of the students and the program of the 
School of Architecture itself. With the Ware-
house, it is as if you are more interested in creat-
ing a monument to yourself downtown than you 
are with promoting a successful architectural 
program. We feel that you are out of touch and 
disinterested with our concerns.

The fact remains that the students in the 
School of Architecture do not want to be removed 

from campus permanently. We were willing to 
tolerate it for a time when we believed that it 
was for the greater good of the School of Archi-
tecture, while Slocum was being renovated, 
but we never agreed for it to be permanent. 
Architecture students already feel distanced 
from our non-architecture peers because of 
the nature of our program, but to physically 
remove us from campus would only reinforce 
the stigma. Furthermore, the idea of removing 
the freshmen students from the older students 
is terrible. It is invaluable how much freshmen 
learn from older students, and separating the 
two groups would be devastating.

Robert Lubas
FOURTH-YEAR ARCHITECTURE MAJOR

Students want to leave Warehouse
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E ssence Magazine’s current issue reveals that 
“many black college students are first-or 
second-generation immigrants.” Although 

these students make up “just 13 percent of the general 
Black population ages 18-19, they account for 41 
percent of blacks in four Ivy League schools and 27 
percent at all the colleges surveyed.” Culture, in my 
opinion, is one of the major reasons for this overrep-
resentation of students from Jamaica, Nigeria, Haiti, 
Ghana and my own country of Trinidad and Tobago.

It is culture that creates our attitude toward 
education, and therefore, the choices we make as to 
how best spend our four years in college. Even more 
importantly, it guides us as we make the critical life 
choices as to what manner of citizen of our commu-
nity, country and globe we choose to become. 

My heart aches when I hear some of my minority 
peers say that they just came here to get their degree 
and leave. For them, giving back to the campus com-
munity after graduation is unthinkable. It is impos-
sible, however, to change a system without direct 
participation and action — to open up even greater 
avenues for more blacks to have a more enriching 
experience of higher education. The financial cost 
of this education is rising at a rate that has yet to be 
matched by state, government and or community aid, 
a fact that will make it harder for deserving students 
from lower-income homes across the spectrum to go 
to college.

Observers say that the growing black middle class 
is forming a rift in the black community. As creators 
of our own reality, it is up to us to ensure that our 
communities reap the positive benefits of progress. 
This does not mean that one should not enjoy the 
material benefits of success, but one cannot do it with 
a blind eye to the sacrifices that others made so that 
we could have this opportunity. For many immigrant 
communities, this takes the form of remittances that 
fund the education of family members, builds houses 
and guarantees a life above the poverty line. 

As a community, we must make the conscious 
decision to create a different reality by making dif-
ferent choices. It is not enough to pay lip service to 
the degradation that passes for art by artists who 
have long escaped that reality and choose instead 
to call it entertainment. If the secret to success is 
indeed focusing single-mindedly on what you want, 
then now is the time to speak to and of our children 
as the next generation of doctors, lawyers, presidents 
and policy makers; not  branding them as snitches, 
bitches and hos.

If we are to indeed avoid regression as a people, 
now is the time for us to put our money where our 
mouths are by refusing to consume the products of a 
negative culture, choosing instead to invest in what 
matters most; our future.

Dzifa Job is a contributing columnist whose 
columns appear occasionally in The Daily 

Orange. E-mail her at dnjob@syr.edu.

D Z I FA  J O B

question everything

Reject negative culture 
to build brighter future

Society has progressed toward rejecting conformity
T hese days, it’s tempting to think 

individualism is dead here in corpo-
rate America. Spend a few minutes 

on the Quad and you can’t help but notice 
all the North Face jackets and the Ugg 
boots, or the American Eagle T-shirts and 
the Nike sandals. And of course, don’t for-
get the white earphones wrapped around 
people’s heads, signifying their status as 
iPod groupies. On first thought, you might 
think the “i” in iPod represents individual-
ism. But if you consider the millions of 
other people sporting the same device, 
you’ll quickly change your mind.

The cynics see all this, too. The problem 
is they see only this, while ignoring how 
different people are today compared to 
past generations. There was a time, a few 
generations ago, when all the girls wore 
dresses and headbands and all the guys 
wore slacks and dress shirts. True, not 
everyone was wearing the same designer 
label, but almost everyone wore the same 
style. Thankfully, that’s not true today.

There was a time, a few decades ago, 
when drug use was not only cool and 
common, it was also expected. If you 
didn’t smoke dope, then you weren’t an 
individual. You were a goody-two-shoes 
loser. If you couldn’t play an instrument 

— specifically, the guitar — you weren’t 
called an individual. You were called an 
outcast. True, people weren’t all buying 
weed and guitars from the same person or 
store, but a lot of people were buying them. 
Thankfully, that’s not true today.

You might say the same is true today of 
alcohol. But I disagree. I’ve always been sur-
prised by the number of straight-edge people 
on campus and the level of acceptance they 
receive from their peers.

The cynics say TV continually promotes 
the homogenization of American culture. 
They used to be right. Almost all our grand-
parents watched “I Love Lucy.” Almost all 
our parents watched “The Brady Bunch.” 
But thanks to cable TV, most of us watched 
a list of shows so long there isn’t enough 
room on this page to print them. We weren’t 
spoon-fed one or two messages. We had a 
buffet to choose from.

While we’re talking about media, let’s 
not forget the Internet, specifically pages 
like MySpace and Facebook. Sure, we all 
feel pressured to join the same network, 
but we can customize our own corner of it 
however we’d like. The “About Me” section 
of my Facebook profile is chock-full of my 
favorite quotes and snippets of poetry I’ve 
written. People have even more liberty to 
express themselves on sites like MySpace.

Even the insidious world of iLife 
contributes to our own individualism. 
iTunes allows us to access a greater array 
of music than any previous generation ever 
dreamed of. We can tailor our iPod playl-
ists to our exact tastes and rock out to the 
beat of our own bass line.

Members of our generation not only 
have more freedom to be ourselves, but we 
can prove it, too. Unlike past generations, 
we won’t have trouble identifying our 
differences. Our greatest challenge will 
be identifying — and building upon — our 
similarities. 

Zac Cummings is a featured columnist 
for The Daily Orange whose columns appear 

Mondays. E-mail him at zacummin@syr.edu.

Z A C  C U M M I N G S

polemic

letters@dailyorange.com

S C R I B B L E
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“I prefer the Die-In to some of our other 
events because it gets to people who normally 
wouldn’t come to a lecture or rally for Darfur,” 
Ciszak said. “One of our group’s biggest prob-
lems with this kind of activism is that it leads 
to a sort of ‘preaching to the choir’ phenomenon 
with the same people showing up to all of our 
events, but it is kind of hard to ignore 40 people 
lying in the middle of campus.”

The coalition achieved its goal to raise 
general campus awareness and even had to 
run back to make more copies of petition 

letters that asked the Seattle City Council to 
divest from companies that do harmful work 
in Sudan.

Other than the Die-In for Darfur, SDCUW 
does presentations at high schools and middle 
schools around Seattle, sponsors educational 
movies such as Hotel Rwanda and Darfur Dia-
ries and devotes most of its effort toward reduc-
ing investment in harmful companies. 

“Personally, if we do it again, which I imag-
ine we probably will, I want to get our message 
out even better than before and get people more 
involved as they are walking by,” Ciszak said. 
“It is hard to talk to people about the situation 
in Darfur if we are lying down on the ground. 
Next time we may have people walking around 

to answer questions.”
SDCUW has recently become a chapter 

of Students Taking Action Now for Darfur, a 
nationwide organization that is composed of 
more than 700 chapters in the United States. 
STAND is somewhat of an umbrella organi-
zation whose purpose is to provide as much 
support, training and access to resources as 
possible to individual collegiate and high school 
chapters nationwide. SDCUW is able to keep its 
unique name as long as it acknowledges STAND 
as its mother organization.

STAND has sponsored hundreds of national 
events, lectures, vigils and national lobbying days, 
said Sean Redding, media relations for STAND.

“Right now, we have 129 events going on 
within our organization and within our chap-
ters. The Die-In for Darfur is just one of the 
many movements that have taken place this 
week. Quite a few of our collegiate chapters, like 
the coalition at UW have actively participated,” 
said Redding, as she made her way back home 
from a rally at the White House. 

The Die-In has gotten a pretty positive 
response from the public, Redding said. 
STAND will wait until the end of the week 
to calculate how much of a difference it has 
actually made in the struggle to end the tragic 
events in Darfur.

Dean steps down
Marilee Jones, dean of admissions at 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
resigned from her position Thursday after 
admitting that she fabricated her education 
qualifi cations.

Jones, who worked at the school for almost 
three decades, did not even have an undergradu-
ate degree, even though she said she had degrees 

from three New York state institutions: Albany 
Medical College, Union College and Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute.

She was, however, a part-time student at 
Rensselaer in the 1970s for one academic year, 
but offi cials from the other two schools said they 
had no record of her.

Neighborhood evacuation
A neighborhood in Tucson was evacu-

ated Thursday after authorities found a truck 
— rented by four University of Arizona students 
— fi lled with random animal parts, such as 
rotting fi sh and pig organs. They had intended 
to dump the truck’s contents on one of the 
neighborhood’s front lawns as a prank.

Also found within the truck were ammo-
nia and bleach, which prompted the police to 
evacuate the block. The students later returned 
to the neighborhood, confessed to renting the 
truck and were released, though they may face 
charges.

DARFUR
F R O M  P A G E  3

“It is hard to talk to people 
about the situation in 
Darfur if we are lying 
down on the ground. 
Next time we may have 
people walking around 
to answer questions.”

Michelle Ciszak
CHIEF ORGANIZER OF THE DIE-IN FOR DARFUR EVENT
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Anne P. Massey
Professor and department chair of the Lilly 
Faculty Fellow for Information Systems at 
Indiana University

Prior to Indiana, Massey worked as an assis-
tant professor in the College 
of Management at North 
Carolina State University, as 
well as in the School of Man-
agement at Clarkson Univer-
sity. She earned a doctoral in 
decision sciences and engi-
neering systems, a master’s 
in industrial engineering 
and a bachelor’s in manage-

ment from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Ron Larsen
Dean of the School of Information Sciences 
at the University of Pittsburgh

Before moving to Pittsburgh in 2002, Larsen 
spent time at the University of Maryland, where 

he served as assistant vice 
chancellor for computing. He 
also worked with NASA and 
during his time there created 
the research program in com-
puter science. Larsen received 
a bachelor’s in engineering 
sciences from Purdue Uni-
versity, a master’s in applied 
physics at Catholic University 

of America and a doctorate in computer science 
from the University of Maryland. 

Richard Katz
Founding director and current vice president 
of EDUCAUSE

EDUCAUSE is a nonprofit organization 
devoted to “advancing higher education by 

promoting the intelligent 
use of information technol-
ogy.” Before working with 
EDUCAUSE, Katz spent 14 
years at the University of 
California, where he held 
various executive and mana-
gerial positions. Katz earned 
a bachelor’s from the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh and a 

master of business administration from The 
University of California, Los Angeles.

By Marissa Broe
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The search for a new dean of the School of Information Studies has been narrowed 

down to four candidates.

Mitch Wallerstein, dean of the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, 

headed the search committee and said in e-mail that Vice Chancellor Eric Spina will 

make a final decision.

IST Dean Raymond von Dran announced last fall that he would be stepping down this 

August after 12 years at Syracuse University. 

“I turned 60,” he said, “and 24 years of service is enough.”

SU is von Dran’s third deanship. He had previously worked at The Catholic University 

of America in Washington, D.C., as well as the University of North Texas in Dallas. Von 

Dran plans to take a year off before returning to SU to teach.

Von Dran said he played a minor role in the search for his replacement. All four 

candidates have visited campus since March. 

“I asked a lot of the best people in the industry and world to apply,” he said. Von Dran said 

he knows three of the four candidates very well and personally encouraged each to apply. 

Von Dran plans to work with the incoming dean on fundraising to get the school 

named, such as Maxwell and the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications, which 

he sees as happening in the next deanship. “I will do everything to make that happen,” 

von Dran said.

Andrew Dillon
Current dean of the School of Information at 
the University of Texas

Dillon is also a professor of psychology and 
information, risk and operations management 

at the college. He earned a 
doctoral from Loughbor-
ough University of Technol-
ogy, and his bachelor’s and 
master’s degree from the 
University of College Cork. 
Dillon keeps a blog, titled 
“InfoMatters,” that he enters 
three or four times a month at 
http://sentra.ischool.utexas.

edu/~adillon/blog.

I S T

And then there were 4: Search to name new dean by August narrows

DILLONKATZLARSEN MASSEY

THE CANDIDATES:
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In an unrelated effort, the LGBT Resource 
Center is working with the Office of Design, 
Planning and Construction to draw up a priority 
list of buildings to put in all-gender bathrooms. 
These bathrooms, more than to raise aware-
ness, aim to cater to students who may not feel 
comfortable in a gender-specific bathroom.

“Gender-neutral restrooms provide trans-
gender and gender nonconforming students 
with a safe space to do the most basic human 
acts,” said Amit Taneja, assistant director of the 
LGBT Resource Center.

Gender nonconformers, Taneja said, include 
“butch” women and metro sexual men.

The atmosphere and environment at SU is 
open to accommodate transgender students, 
Taneja said. Several years ago, SU included 
gender identity and expression to its nondis-
crimination policy, which Taneja said was a 
move toward acceptance.

“We’re heading in the right direction in 
terms of policy,” Taneja said. “How do we truly 
change practice to reflect that policy?”

One step, Taneja said, is the creation of all-
gender bathrooms. He said it is relatively easy 
and inexpensive to convert existing single-occu-
pant bathrooms and doesn’t affect anyone else, 
because everyone can still use the bathrooms.

Lindy Wagner, resident director at Watson 
Hall, said she hasn’t seen a change in people 
using the now all-gender bathrooms. 

“Honestly,” Wagner said, “both male and 
female used both anyways. If one was full, they 
went to the other … I haven’t seen any difference 
in population use.”

The largest roadblock was people misunder-
standing what the bathrooms actually were, 
Wagner said. Several students came to her 
office and asked whether this meant men and 
women would be showering in and using co-ed 
bathrooms now. One student even approached 
Wagner with her mother on the phone, asking 
about what sort of debauchery was taking 
place.

Wagner explained that the bathrooms were 
single occupant, and she hopes both mother 
and daughter told that story, creating dialog 
elsewhere.

“That’s the biggest bonus,” Wagner said. 
“More than use — just talking about it.”

Transgender rights are an issue of discus-
sion nationwide and will probably become more 
so in the future, Wagner said.

“We have a lot of students in the country who 
are becoming transgender and partaking in 
daily life,” Wagner said. “It’s one of those issues 
institutions are going to have to deal with.”

The University of Chicago, Oberlin College 
and University of New Hampshire are among 
several universities which have, in the past sev-
eral years, converted male/female bathrooms 
to all-gender use. Other universities — like 
Ohio State University, American University and 
Washington State University — have commit-
ted to including all-gender, single-occupancy 
bathrooms in their new buildings.

One reason SU has yet to do so, according to 
Steve Schroeder, assistant director of design 
and construction, is New York state policy. Law 
requires separate facilities if there are more 
than 10 users, and there is a set ratio of toilet 
fixtures depending on the number of users. 
All-gender bathrooms are not included in that 
number, and so must exist in addition to the 
required amount.

“We’re hampered by some of the code 
restraints,” Schroeder said. “It’s awkward, that 
10 person rule.”

Other than that, Schroeder said the cost of 
making existing single-occupant bathrooms all 
gender is minimal. Signs and proper waste dis-
posal for both bathrooms are all that’s required, 
he said.

One possible area for all-gender bathrooms 
is Huntington Beard Crouse Hall, because it 
already has single-occupant bathrooms, Schro-
eder said. Putting one in the Schine Student 
Center, however, would require major renova-
tion, since it has no single-occupant bathrooms.

Taneja said the LGBT Center has no set 
timetable for when it wants SU to form numer-
ous all-gender bathrooms but said he hopes to 
submit the list of preferred buildings to design 
and construction within six months.

Renninger said he hopes SU considers the 
issue and makes changes.

“If the university wants to take various gen-
der identities seriously,” he said, “there should 
be at least one residence hall with an all-gender 
bathroom choice.”

Some students, however, are uncomfortable 
with the idea.

Watson Hall resident Victor Serabian said 
all-gender bathrooms don’t bother him, but his 
roommate doesn’t like the idea.

“I think he felt more comfortable if the bath-
room wasn’t mixed,” Serabian said.

Serabian also doesn’t think the informa-
tion campaign was very effective. He didn’t 
know the all-gender bathrooms were only single 
occupant, and said he didn’t hear many people 
discuss the issue.

Regardless, the all-gender bathrooms are 
about more than just transgender students, 
Renninger said.

“It’s not always about outer identities,” Ren-
ninger said. “It’s about how a person deals with 
their own gender.”

BATHROOMS
F R O M  P A G E  1

“If the university wants to take various gender 
identities seriously there should be at least one 
residence hall with an all-gender bathroom choice.”

Amit Taneja
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE LGBT RESOURCE CENTER

NYPIRG
F R O M  P A G E  3

NYPIRG’s 21 chapters on college campuses 
across New York state. Each chapter consists 
of a staff of organizers, as well as student direc-
tors, interns and volunteers. 

Students work with a full-time staff of lobby-
ists, lawyers and experts on both statewide and 
local projects. NYPIRG’s current campaigns 
focus on environmental preservation, good gov-

ernment, consumer protection, higher educa-
tion, hunger and homelessness.

“NYPIRG helps to enrich the campus envi-
ronment,” said Hill, project coordinator of the 
Syracuse chapter. “It gives students hands-on 
experience they normally wouldn’t get in lobby-
ing, researching consumer issues, holding press 
conferences and event organizing.”

In addition to its 21 campus chapters across 
the state, NYPIRG includes a legislative office 
in Albany and a headquarters in New York City. 
NYPIRG headquarters works in conjunction 

with the Albany office to coordinate statewide 
campaigns and work with government officials. 

Opportunities for Student Involvement
Student involvement in NYPIRG spans sev-

eral levels, Hill said. Opportunities range from 
volunteering or attending chapter meetings to 
interning at the Syracuse office or the legisla-
tive office in Albany. 

“Some come every week and are involved in 
every event, and some come for specific things 
that interest them,” Hill said.

Interns at the Syracuse chapter are put in 
charge of a project specifically designed to comple-
ment a student’s interests. 

Fewer than 10 internship positions are also 
made available in the Albany office.Hackman, 
who interned in the Albany office in 2006, 
worked with NYPIRG employees to implement a 
ban on gifts to public officials. 

“Theoretically, we would love to see every 
student on campus involved,” Brooker said. “We 
represent the students, we’re made up of the 
students, we are the students.”

It’s not too late to write for news

e-mail Eric at news@dailyorange.com
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ed,” Snyder said of students’ complaints. “This 
is something that was very well heard.”

The Marshall Square Mall fitness center 
will accommodate approximately 50 people at a 
time, Gartenberg said. He anticipated purchas-
ing 44 machines with ample stretching areas 
included. Gartenberg predicted 60 percent of 
the machines will be cardiovascular — such 
as treadmills and elliptical steppers — and the 
other 40 percent would be the most modern 
circuit training machines on the market. He 
said Recreation Services has yet to purchase the 
machines, allowing some flexibility in the final 
decisions. 

The facility will be air-conditioned and 
have television monitors for people to watch 
while working out. Hours of operation are still 
undecided, but Gartenberg foresees the fitness 
center loosely following mall hours, opening at 
7 a.m. and closing at 11 p.m. or midnight from 
Monday through Thursday, with fewer hours on 
weekends.

“I think when you combine it with the fact 
there’s a window in front there and students 
and faculty and staff and individuals who pass 
by will actually be able to look into the fitness 
center and see activity,” Gartenberg said. “I 
think that will draw people in. For those people 
who are unaware of it, they will walk by see it 
and say, ‘What is this all about?’”

The mall’s fitness center would have three 
individual, unisex changing rooms, with show-
ers in each, Snyder said. The idea is to attract 
students who want to fit in a quick work out 
during a busy day. That’s part of the reason 
why Marshall Square Mall was chosen as the 
site — because of its central location. With the 
new Martin J. Whitman School of Management 
across the street, Snyder said the mall area sees 
a lot of student foot traffic.

“It’s really designed so that it’s a convenient 
spot to hit on your way to or from somewhere,” 
Snyder said. “That’s what the logic behind the 
changing rooms is kind of driven by. It makes it 
easy for somebody between work or class to just 
drop in, get a workout in and get on to the next 
place they need to be.”

Junior Paul Wachtler said he thinks the 
university made a good choice in picking the 
mall. Even though he comes to the mall gener-
ally only for Subway or Follett’s Bookstore, 
Wachtler said the fitness center could attract a 
large population of students.

“It should be good because there are lots of 
fraternities and sororities in the area and it’s 
a hike to Archbold from there,” said Wachtler, 
an information studies and technology major. 
“If it’s good enough, students would come after 
classes at SOM.”

Meanwhile, the facility at 619 Comstock 
Ave. will be nearly double the size of the one 
at Marshall Square Mall. Although it is more 
than two years away from completion, Gar-
tenberg imagined the glass-enclosed fitness 
center as a gem for Recreation Services. Not 
only will it contain cardiovascular and circuit 
training equipment, but also free weights and 
barbells. 

But the Marshall Street facility will provide 
the most immediate relief for the typically 
crowded and rapidly aging Archbold. 

SU bought the Marshall Square Mall for $4 
million in July 1999 and oversees the tenants 

that come in and out of the mall. The structure 
was built in 1981 and has served as a retail and 
business center since. 

Mary Anne Hawthorne, office manager for 
Willowbank Company, LLC, the company SU 
contracted to manage the Marshall Square 
Mall, said the fitness center would occupy open 
rental space to the left of the University Avenue 
entrance. The last tenant of the space — the 
mall’s largest at 2,380 square feet — was Movie 
Gallery, a video rental store that closed in late 
2005. The space has been empty since. 

While mall development appears stagnant 
to students, Hawthorne said, there is a lot 
going on behind the scenes, most importantly 
when the mall enabled wifi Internet access for 
visitors. 

“The mall is here to serve the student body,” 
Hawthorne said. “We’ve seen an increase in 
the number of students visiting during the 
day.”

The planning process for installing a fit-
ness center at the Marshall Square Mall began 
nearly 10 months ago, long after the university 
began an assessment of its recreation spaces, 
Hawthorne said.

The university began the process of re-evalu-
ating the campus recreation facilities as far 
back as 2004, Snyder said. After Chancellor 
Nancy Cantor authorized Recreation Services 
and Student Affairs officials to conduct site 
visits across the country to schools like the 
University of Georgia and University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign, Syracuse partnered with 
Brailsford & Dunlavey, who Snyder calls “the 
No.1 expert nationwide on recreation facilities 
at colleges and universities.”

Consultants from Brailsford & Dunlavey 
visited campus last fall and toured Archbold 
and other indoor fitness facilities. After this 
assessment and other interviews with student 
and faculty members, the firm concluded SU 
needed to add more recreation space, but it was 
easier said than done.

“It resulted in the recommendation that yes, 
we do need to add more space, but also the real-
ization that there’s not a lot of space to put new 
recreational facilities,” Snyder said. “So this is 
an approach to build distributed recreational 
facilities. The idea being instead of having one 
central location that everyone has to go to, there 
are smaller facilities that serve a portion of the 
university of the community and place them 
in strategic locations on or right adjacent to 
campus so they can basically take advantage of 
foot traffic patterns.”

Marshall Square Mall is a perfect example of 
this philosophy, Snyder said. He said universi-
ties across the nation are forced to use creativity 
when finding room for fitness centers because 
they are so space-intensive. 

“If they built a fitness center in Marshall 
Square Mall, all the people who live on Wal-
nut, they would all go rather than have to 
walk,” said Kathleen Camerato, freshman 
education major. “I’m in Lawrinson so I don’t 
care. I come to (Archbold). But it would be a lot 
less crowded.”

That’s the idea, Snyder said. He said he is 
looking forward to August, when students step 
foot on campus and see the new facilities for the 
first time. 

“I think this is something that’s going to be a 
really nice new feature for a lot of students who 
are going to get here this fall and say, ‘Wow, this 
is something we didn’t have access to,’” Snyder 
said.

GYMS
F R O M  P A G E  1

“For those people who are unaware of it, they will 
walk by see it and say, ‘What is this all about?’”

Mitch Gartenberg
DIRECTOR OF SU RECREATION SERVICES
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“It was too risky for us, and it was too risky for 
the hostages.”

Alon and the other athletes made a run for 
it. He was the second to go. The first athlete 
ran in a zig-zag motion to avoid the gunshots 
from the terrorists in the building, but Alon 
did not have to dodge bullets. When he looked 
back, the terrorist was staring at him, but he 
did not fire.

The surviving athletes were taken to a 
safe house by the German police. There, they 
waited as the hostages were loaded onto heli-

copters and taken to the airport. They waited 
as the word came across that the rescue 
attempt had been a success and everyone was 
alive.

“We were very happy and we celebrated,” 
Alon said. “We even opened a bottle of cham-
pagne.”

But the celebration ended when the truth 
came out that the hostages had all perished. 

After the Olympics, Alon said he was filled 
with anger. Anger at the terrorists. Anger at 
the German police. Anger at the Israeli Olympic 
Committee for not providing more security.

Even with all this anger, he said he did not 
agree with the way the Israeli government tried 
to retaliate by assassinating people involved in 

planning the attack, as it was portrayed in the 
Hollywood film.

“You killed those responsible, but you did not 
solve the problem,” he said. “You can’t solve this 
problem through bloodshed. Bloodshed brings 
more bloodshed.”

Alon said this is the same problem the Israeli 
government deals with today in addressing 
terrorism in the state. He said he would prefer 
other forms of punishments instead of violent 
retaliation.

“If you bomb them and shoot at them, that’s 
not going to bring a solution,” he said. “I believe 
economic, political and social punishments are 
much stronger than bombing.”

Mike Mintz, a high school junior from 

Providence who was visiting Barnhart, said he 
agreed with Alon’s proposal for cutting back on 
violence. 

“I thought that was pretty good,” Mintz 
said. “Because it’s true. It has a lot of sense 
to it.”

MUNICH
F R O M  P A G E  1 3

“You can’t solve this 
problem through 
bloodshed. Bloodshed 
brings more bloodshed.”

Dan Alon 
ONE OF THE FIVE SURVIVING ISRAELI 
ATHLETES FROM THE 1972 OLYMPICS
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MARK OBBIE, HEAD OF CARNEGIE LEGAL REPORTING PROGRAM, has spent his life 
covering criminal-court cases. Residing 80 miles from SU, he commutes daily to share 
his passion.

Law   
  order
Country boy Mark Obbie’s crime 
reporting background spawns 
penchant for news, knowledge

Once-quiet Munich survivor speaks of 1972 Olympics horrors

SEE OBBIE PAGE 14

By Melanie Hicken
NEWS EDITOR 

S
ome nights there were more bodies than others. Same with the 
nightmares. The constant crime had driven others in his profes-
sion to carry guns. But despite the paranoia his job caused him, 
Mark Obbie wanted it no other way. 

He had always wanted to catch the bad guys. And as a crime reporter in 
Texas, he had his chance.  

“There were so many murders in Houston when I was covering cops that 
we would have to pick and choose which murder scenes we would go to every 
night,” Obbie said of his time at The Houston Post from 1983 to 1986.  

Though he spent only a handful of years covering the police and courts 
beats in Texas, Obbie — now a professor in the magazine department at 
Syracuse University and head of SU’s new Carnegie legal reporting pro-
gram — has spent much of his life uncovering wrongdoing.  

But those close to him know him as more than a man with an impressive 
resume, an accomplished investigative reporter and the former executive 
editor of American Lawyer magazine. 

He’s the kid who dreamed of being a cop. He’s the college student who was 
always a thorn in the administration’s side. He’s the romantic who married 
his high-school sweetheart. He’s the farm boy who, after 21 years in big 
cities, still feels most at home in the woods outside his upstate New York log 
cabin. And he’s the avid blogger always looking for a news story to critique.  

“It is that difference between just this incredibly nice, wonderful family 
guy and your worst nightmare if he’s reporting about you and you’ve done 
something wrong,” said longtime friend John Mecklin, who worked with 
Obbie at The Houston Post.  

No matter what hat he dons, Obbie attacks each part of his life with the 

By Brian Tahmosh
FEATURE EDITOR

Dan Alon did not speak publicly about 
the Munich Olympics for 34 years. He 
was one of five athletes to escape the 
terrorist attacks and live to tell their 
stories, but he kept that to himself. 

Alon didn’t want to tell his story 
until last year. After the release of the 
movie “Munich,” Alon felt he had an 
opportunity to get his message out.

Still, it wasn’t easy the first time 
he spoke.

“It was very hard for me to talk,” 
Alon said. “I had to stop many times. 

My words were stuck in my throat.”
Friday and Saturday, Alon spoke 

again at the Chabad House at Syra-
cuse University. He emphasized he is 
not a speaker from the beginning and 
said he would be telling his story, but 
not giving a speech.

At times, the soft-spoken Alon 
stopped, seemingly choked up by the 
emotion of the subject. He said there 
were more things he wanted to dis-
cuss, but he simply could not go into 
detail.

Ben Barnhart, a freshman com-
puter art major, said Alon was able 

to convey his emotions effectively in 
the speech.

“I’ve never heard a personal story 
like that before,” Barnhart said.

Alon was in the hotel when the 
bullets started flying in the Olympic 
village. He was sleeping in the sec-
ond room out of the five the Israelis 
shared. The gunmen entered the first 
room and opened fire.

The first shots woke Alon up, but 
he did not know exactly what was 
going on. The terrorists moved down 
the hall, skipping room number two. 
They would pass his entrance twice 

that night, but they never came in.
“Why they didn’t come into num-

ber two in the beginning, nobody 
knows,” he said.

Then the shooting started again. 
This time bullets flew into Alon’s 
room, coming out of the wall right 
behind his bed. 

Alon and the other athlete raced to 
the balcony, where they saw a terror-
ist outside. He was wearing a white 
hat and was holding a machine gun in 
one hand and a hand grenade in the 
other. The terrorist yelled to the Ger-
man police that they had killed two 

Israelis and were holding hostages 
and wanted to make demands to the 
Israeli government.

“That’s when we knew we were in 
for some problems,” Alon said.

Alon’s first thought was to fight 
back. He was a fencing athlete but he 
was staying with others who were in 
the shooting competition. They could 
try to kill the terrorists before they 
themselves were killed.

“After a few minutes or more cal-
culating the situation, we decided to 
escape because we didn’t know how 
many terrorists there were,” he said. 

SEE MUNICH PAGE 12
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WHAT IS THE CARNEGIE 
LEGAL REPORTING 
PROGRAM?
Funded by a grant from the Carnegie 
Journalism Initiative in spring of 2006, 
the program aims to help students 
learn about reporting on legal issues. 
The program includes public lectures, 
classroom lectures and a class Obbie 
began teaching this spring called NEW 
200: News perspective on crimes, 
courts and justice.

OBBIE
F R O M  P A G E  1 3

SEE OBBIE NEXT PAGE 

‘The college administration was not used to having journalists on campus.’

same passion and tenacity that have driven his 
professional career. 

“My dad is a very passionate person,” said 
his 20-year-old daughter, Rae Obbie. “He does 
everything from work to relaxing with more 
passion than most people are even capable of.” 

✻ ✻ ✻

In a state infamous for the death penalty, 
Obbie saw his fair share of capital cases cover-
ing the criminal-courts beat for The Houston 
Post. He still remembers the first case that made 
him question his stance against the death pen-
alty: the trial of one of the men who murdered 
five teenagers working at an amusement park 
near his apartment complex. 

Obbie always loved the rush of hearing a 
verdict — the racing heart, the fast breathing 
that would ensue while waiting to hear the 
jury’s decision.  

“It’s exciting. It’s a secret, and you’re about to 
hear the secret,” he said.

Usually, he didn’t care which way the verdict 
went. But this time it was different.  

After weeks of sitting through the case, of 
seeing the evidence, of speaking to the victims’ 
families, Obbie realized he wanted to hear the 
defendant sentenced to death.

Obbie got his wish.
“From that moment on, I actually thought 

maybe some people deserve to die for their 
crimes,” he said. “And I was ashamed of myself 
that I was feeling partial and that I had changed 
my personal beliefs about the death penalty. 
But I just hated that guy. I kept thinking it could 
have been me. It could have been one of my 
brothers or sisters.” 

✻ ✻ ✻

Though Obbie covered many criminal cases 
and trials, he focused on investigating the ram-
pant drug trade within Texas. His courts beat 
became a drug beat of sorts. 

It was the ’80s, and Houston was in the 
middle of a drug war. In 1981, Houston had 
been dubbed the murder capital of the world 
for its 701 homicides, and Obbie placed himself 
in the thick of it.  

The federal government was cracking down 
on drug smuggling on the Texas Gulf Coast, 
and the local drug dealers were at war, Obbie 
recalls. It was a bloody time. 

“That picture is from a raid in a cocoa planta-
tion in Peru,” Obbie said, pointing to a picture 
hanging on his office wall.  

The previous raid all 19 agents had been 
murdered. The next raid, he went with agents, 
anyway. 

“Yeah, that was scary,” he said.  

✻ ✻ ✻

The grandson of Italian immigrant farmers, 
Obbie grew up in rural Webster, N.Y. His family 
had little history of higher education. Neither of 
his parents had gone to college. His grandpar-
ents hadn’t even gone to high school.  

“They were very bright people, and they 
could have, but it wasn’t in their culture,” Obbie 
said. “It wasn’t considered where they were 
headed.” 

But for their son it would be different. His 
parents made that point quite clear. 

Obbie always wanted to be a cop, but his par-
ents saw things another way. As a lawyer, they 
told him, he could still catch bad guys, but with 

his education as a backup.  
But his classes at St. John Fisher College 

bored him, and he decided to join the college 
newspaper. Just for fun, he said. Obbie quickly 
realized this was fun.  

“I remember my first story just feeling like I 
had this amazing entrée into the world,” he said. 
“That I could just walk up to people and ask 
them questions and they, they thought they had 
to answer me.”  

The Pioneer, of which Obbie eventually 
became editor in chief, quickly consumed his 
life.  

“I remember very, very vividly with Mark, 
myself and a couple of people, never going home,” 
said Doug Mandelaro, Obbie’s newspaper buddy. 
“We literally would be in The Pioneer office all 
the time, at the sacrifice of our classes.” 

When they did leave, Obbie was always the 
last to go. 

Mandelaro described a time when he found 
Mark asleep at his desk, with the newspaper’s 
proofs on one side of him and a history textbook 
on the other.  

Mandelaro likened the newspaper office to a 
scene out of “Casablanca,” with a heavy cloud of 
smoke hanging in the office air at all times.  

“All of us were chain smokers,” he said. 
Obbie even brandished an old-fashioned pipe for 
a time and would walk around the office with it. 
“We would literally just pound our ashes into 
the typewriters. I don’t know how they kept 
working.”  

✻ ✻ ✻

Obbie and his newspaper team raised hell on 
the quiet St. John Fisher campus in Rochester, 
N.Y.  

“They were trouble makers,” said Tom Proi-
etti, the head of the journalism school at the 
time. “The college administration was not used 
to having journalists on campus. Our quiet 
little Catholic campus suddenly had a newspa-
per come to life.” 

While Obbie worked there, the paper ran 
several investigations aimed at keeping the 
administration in line. Pieces ranged from 
rooms being raided for marijuana to a look at 
the school’s accreditation process.  

Obbie distinctly remembers his sense of 
questioning authority from the beginning. 

“I just had this instinct to confront people 
who I thought were hiding something, and I just 
thought this was fun,” Obbie said with a laugh. 

Proietti remembers receiving phone calls 
from the college president begging him to stop 
Obbie and his crew from printing such probing 
stories. 

“He was concerned that he couldn’t control 
it,” he said. “And that’s healthy.” 

And to his coworkers, Mandelaro says, Obbie 
was the glue that kept the newspaper staff 
together — many of whom are still close friends 
29 years later.  

“All of us were inspired by his own passion 
for it and his drive,” he said. “He held us all 
together. He was kind of like our chief.” 

✻ ✻ ✻

While Obbie was working at The Pioneer, 
Lane, his high-school sweetheart, was finishing 
up high school and then studying to be an artist 
in Maryland. The two would go months at time 
without seeing each other and could only talk on 
the phone infrequently due to exorbitant long-
distance rates.  

“It was really hard,” said Lane, who started 
dating Obbie, a senior, during her sophomore 
year of high school. At one point in her college 
career, she was in Rome while Obbie was at grad 

school at the University of Missouri.  
Lane still has a box of “good ole-fashioned” 

letters he sent her in their time apart before 
they married after Lane graduated in the sum-
mer of 1982.  

“He’s really expressive of his emotions. You 
always know how he feels,” she said, joking it 
must be his Italian roots. “He wears his heart 
on his sleeve.” 

His daughter agrees. She said that while 
her father’s “emotionally explosive” personality 
annoys her and her 18-year-old brother at times, 
she couldn’t imagine him any other way. The 
way he makes it quite clear when his work has 
been interrupted with a loud sigh or the way 
his laughter fills the house when he watches 
his favorite TV shows (“South Park” and “The 
Colbert Report”) — that’s what makes him who 
he is. 

“What I love about my dad is how raw all 
of his emotions are,” she said in an e-mail. 
“I always know what he’s feeling, because he 
makes it so painfully obvious. When he’s happy, 
you’d think it’s the best day of his life. When he’s 
irritated, God, I think you could be in the next 
state and know it.” 

✻ ✻ ✻

Though Obbie spent 21 years of his life in big 
cities, he always knew he would get back to the 
country, where he truly felt at home. 

Obbie, however, does remember his decade in 
Texas fondly.  

He loved his friends; one even got him an 
“honorary Texan” certificate signed by former 
Gov. Ann Richards that he proudly displays on 
his office wall. He loved the food; his favorite 
was homemade tamales his daughter’s babysit-
ter would make. He loved the music; his favorite 
an alt-country style that most people in New 
York have never even heard of. But he didn’t 
love the constant Texas sun. 

“I just melted in the heat,” he said with a 
chuckle.  

And when Obbie moved to New York City in 
1994, he was excited for the possibilities, his wife 
recalls. But 12 years later, after working for the 
business end of American Lawyer Media and 
then as executive editor of American Lawyer 
magazine, Obbie was ready for an escape.  

The city took a toll on Obbie. He especially 
hated the crowds. 

“I can’t even get him to go to the mall with 
me,” his wife joked.  

He just never felt quite like he belonged.  
“The money, the glitz, the pace of New York 

was not to my taste,” said Obbie, an avid out-
doorsman. “I belong in a cabin out in the woods. 
That’s really where I feel at home.” 

The breaking point was the night he slept 
on the sidewalks of New York City during the 
Northeast blackout of 2003 that trapped him in 
the city with no way to return to his Westchester 
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“From that moment on, 
I actually thought maybe 
some people deserve to 
die for their crimes. And 
I was ashamed of myself 
that I was feeling partial 
and that I had changed 
my personal beliefs about 
the death penalty. But I 
just hated that guy. I kept 
thinking it could have been 
me. It could have been one 
of my brothers or sisters.” 

Mark Obbie 
WHILE REPORTING ON A DEATH PENALTY CASE IN TEXAS 

home, Lane said. He eventually managed to get 
home early the next morning, but something 
had changed. 

“He just felt so helpless and so stuck there,” 
Lane said. “I think something kind of snapped 
in him and he said, ‘I have to figure out how to 
get out of here.’” 

Obbie quit his job and bought a log cabin in 
Canandaigua, N.Y., south of Rochester and 45 
minutes from where he grew up. It was time to 
be back in the country, closer to family. 

And he is much happier now that he is back 
in the country, where he can work outdoors like 
he did on his grandfather’s potato farm. Their 
home is heated entirely off of firewood, which 
Obbie chops himself.

“He is a crazy man when it comes to fire-
wood,” said his wife. “He is happiest when it is a 
winter day and he is standing in the wood with 
a chainsaw looking at all the dead trees around 
him. I think that’s heaven to him.” 

✻ ✻ ✻

Obbie was waiting for the moving vans at 
his former Westchester, N.Y., home when he 
received a phone call offering him a job as a 
contract professor at SU.  

He had already purchased a house 80 miles 
from campus, and it was only a week before 
classes would start. There were many reasons 
to say “no,” but Obbie said “yes.”  

Having taught a night class at the New School 
in the city, Obbie saw teaching as a great next 

chapter for his life.  
“I think part of the reason Mark went back 

into teaching is it really replenishes him,” his 
college friend Mandelaro said of Obbie, who 
recently was placed on tenure track in the 
magazine department. “It’s very easy when 
you get older to forget why you chose a career to 
begin with.”  

✻ ✻ ✻

It’s 2:35 p.m. on April 11, and Obbie is waiting 
for the announcement.  

“Sources: Duke charges likely to be dropped,” 
reads the headline on CNN.com, which he has 
pulled up on his computer screen.  

“They haven’t announced it yet, but it’s going 
to be announced any minute,” he says.  

He has already spent several hours today 
working on a post for his blog, Lawbeat, about 
the news coverage of the controversial Duke 
lacrosse rape case. Once the charges are 
dropped, he can search for legal stories on the 
case to critique, the whole purpose of his blog. 

“This is such a big legal case, and the news 
coverage has been so controversial that I need to 
say something about it,” he said.  

Obbie started the blog to help start the Carn-
egie Legal Reporting program, which he heads, 
but it was more than just that. He saw it as a way 
to stay in contact with the world he was leaving 
behind. 

“I didn’t want to be cut off from all of my 
reporter friends,” he said. “I wanted to still play 

in their sandbox … people in newsrooms think 
that if you’ve gone to teach then that means 
you’ve gone on vacation. So I wanted to show 
them that I was still here, still working.” 

Obbie is a workaholic, no doubt about it. Just 
ask his wife and kids. 

Even now that he lives in his dream home 
in the middle of the woods, he is constantly 
working, said his daughter Rae Obbie. “We 
thought he’d cool down a little bit,” she said of 
the move upstate. “But he’s still found a way to 
work for his job 24 hours day.”  

“The work has not dropped off as much as I 
hoped it would,” Lane agreed. “I just think it’s 
in his nature to work.” 

Scouring the news is one of the first things 
Obbie does every morning when he awakes at 
4 a.m. He takes a break to exercise and shower, 
but then it is back to newspapers with his 
morning breakfast. And during his 90-minute 
commute to campus, he listens to NPR, scrib-
bling notes or leaving himself voicemails 
when inspiration strikes for a blog or lecture 
topic.  

Coffee helps keep him going, but he admits 
the long days aren’t quite as easy as he gets older 
— he will turn 48 in May. Last night he didn’t 
get his minimum six hours of sleep, and he is 
feeling it.  

“I’m just kind of tired,” he says.  
But his love for his family and friends and his 

passion for his job keep him going. They always 
have. They always do. 

“Once he decides to do something he throws 

himself into it, heart and soul,” Lane said.  
Many comment on Obbie’s fervor, but for him 

it is simply a way of life.  
“So many people are blasé these days,” 

said college friend Mandelaro. “But he real-
ly just sinks his teeth into things. He’s like 
a bulldog. No matter what it is, he just sinks 
his teeth into things and drags into it until 
he wins.”
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Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale SHREK THE THIRD (PG) �
Adv. Tix on Sale DIRTY DANCING: 20TH ANNIVERSARY (PG-13) �
NEXT (PG-13) DIG (1135 205 430) 705 935
THE INVISIBLE (PG-13) DIG (1130 215 440) 715 955
KICKIN' IT OLD SKOOL (PG-13) DIG (1125 200 445) 730 1010
THE CONDEMNED (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1230 320) 710 950
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (1150 220 450) 745 1015
FRACTURE (DTS-CSS / OPEN CAPTION) (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1235) 700
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (400) 945
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1140 155 410) 725 950
HOT FUZZ (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1225 355) 650 940
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (1145 210 435) 735 1015
AQUA TEEN (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (350) 930
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1220 345) 640
HOAX (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 925
GRINDHOUSE (R) - ID REQ'D (1120 315) 710
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (1200 230 500) 740 1005
MEET THE ROBINSONS DIGITAL 3D- $2.50 FEE FOR 3D (G) DIG (1115

150 420) 655 920
300 (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (1215) 645
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG 720 1000
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (1155 225 455)

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale SHREK THE THIRD (PG) �
NEXT (PG-13) DIG (200 450) 740 1005
THE CONDEMNED (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (135 430) 720 1000
THE INVISIBLE (PG-13) DIG (130 420) 730 1010
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (125 405) 710 950
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (150 435) 745 1020
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (155 425) 715 940
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG 935
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (140 415) 725 955
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (210 440) 700
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (205 445) 750 1015
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (145 410) 705
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG 930

Adv. Tix on Sale SPIDER-MAN 3 (PG-13) �
Adv. Tix on Sale SHREK THE THIRD (PG) �
NEXT (PG-13) DIG (150 445) 730 1000
THE CONDEMNED (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (130 430) 720 1005
THE INVISIBLE (PG-13) DIG (140 410) 740 1010
FRACTURE (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (110 440) 715 950
VACANCY (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (135 415) 750 1020
IN THE LAND OF WOMEN (PG-13) DIG (100 400) 745 1015
PERFECT STRANGER (R) - ID REQ'D DIG (420) 940
DISTURBIA (PG-13) DIG (115 500) 735 955
ARE WE DONE YET? (PG) DIG (145) 650
BLADES OF GLORY (PG-13) DIG (120 350) 700 920
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) DIG (200 450)
WILD HOGS (PG-13) DIG 710 930

©2007Times For 4/30/07

By Heath D. Williams
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR

S eniors Joe Grandy and Jennifer Palleria 
were barefoot, splashing their way 
through an elegant dance in a puddle 

of water set up on the front of the stage for the 
first-act finale of Syracuse University Drama’s 
“My One and Only.”

Their synchronized waltz showered audi-
ence members sitting in the front row with 
water. The audience showered them with roar-
ing applause in return.

Grandy and Palleria, playing the lead 
roles of Captain Billy Buck Chandler and 
Edythe Herbert, led a 23-member cast of 
SU students in SU Drama’s wild, jazzy, tap-
dance-filled final production of its 2006-2007 
season.

“My One and Only,” with music and lyrics 
by George and Ira Gershwin, is set in the midst 
of American abolitionism. Captain Billy Buck 
Chandler is on a quest to become the first pilot 

to fly over the Atlantic Ocean, landing in Paris. 
His plans are put on hold, however, when he 
meets the talented, beautiful actress Edythe 
Herbert.

Grandy and Palleria lit up the stage with 
their chemistry, dancing and singing their way 
to love and romance. Each was graceful and 
skillful in their tap shoes, on key and strong 
with their solos.

“The two principle characters were perfectly 
matched,” said Sanford Sternlicht, a former 
theater director from Syracuse. “They were 
very believable in their roles.”

The dancing and choreography of the show 
stood out as obvious highlights. Each member 
of the cast displayed dexterity during the 
show’s many tap-dance numbers.

One particularly impressive routine was 
one with Chandler and The New Rhythm 
Boys, a group that added flair and finesse to 
each song. The stage lights dimmed, and the 
men came on with glow-in-the-dark canes, 

shirts and tap shoes. The silhouettes of the 
dancers moved back and forth in flawless 
synchronization, wowing the audience into a 
thunder of claps.

“The dancing was perfect,” Sternlicht said. 
“It was brilliant, beautiful choreography.”

Senior Parker Drown provided much comic 
relief in his supporting role as the hilarious 
Prince Nicolai Erraclyovitch Tchatchavadze, 
referred to as, more simply, Prince Nicky. It was 
the perfect supporting role — not too over the 
top, yet good enough to steal laughs and scenes 
from the leads.

Every aspect of the performance 

screamed of professionalism. The music, 
the vocals, the dancing, the acting and the 
simple yet elegant sets were all incredibly 
Broadway-esque.

But there were some minor slips, remind-
ing the student actors and the audience that 
the bright lights of New York City may still be 
far-off. There was a fall by Grandy in one of his 
dance solos, some off-key notes, trouble moving 
the sets.

But all of this happened with smiles 
painted broadly on the actors’ faces. They 
were having fun; they were going out with 
a bang.

They have eight performances left. Eight 
more nights of thunderous tapping, soulful 
singing. Eight more nights until they are 
one step closer to the next step: careers as 
actors.

“This was incredibly professional,” Sternli-
cht said. “It was absolutely outstanding. They 
are all on their way to brilliant careers.”

s u  d r a m a

Students strap on tap shoes for final performance of season

horoscopes H

This week our unlicensed astrologers tell you 
your horoscopes for the last time this year 
based on your favorite boxer.

Ivan Drago
In a moment of lust and rough play, you’ll 

prove condoms really can break. Not only that, 
they can snap in half.  

Edison Miranda
As part of a family gala event, you’ll learn 

how dirty that dirty uncle is. He tells your two 
younger cousins they should make out with you 
and your best friend, because he would.  

Manny Pacquiao
A sketchy guy with a camera will follow you 

around making comments about how lucky he 
is to get pictures of you. What is going to do with 
those prints?  

Spider Rico
An awkward encounter with your boyfriend and 

your ex-boyfriend’s parents will turn you bright red.

DeMarcus “Chop Chop” Corley
In a drunken stupor, you will take a violent 

fall down the steps of a frat house while laugh-
ing hysterically. You will not laugh at your 
sprained thumb the next day.

Wladimir Klitschko
You will walk in on two people making out in 

an elevator. When they exit, the guy whispers to 

you, “I don’t even know her name.”

Bernard Hopkins
You and your friends will devise a drinking 

game based on the Boston Red Sox-New York 
Yankees baseball game. You are a Yankees fan. 
You will be very drunk.

Ricardo Mayorga
For some unknown reason, you will put a 

plastic hanger on your head and attempt to run 
to the bathroom screaming. Luckily, you will be 
stopped before you are too embarrassed.

Cassius Clay
You and an equally lightweight friend will 

polish off a pitcher of beer and several shots. 
Uh oh. 

Winky Wright
A drunken practice will result in far too 

much female-on-female groping. 

John “The Beast” Mugabi
When a cop tells you to leave the scene of a 

drunken brawl, you will tell him you are going 
to take a dump on his head and have his badge. 
Somehow you won’t go to jail.

Sagittarius (November 23-December 21)
Your co-workers will accuse you of hooking 

up in a certain dome-like structure. You and 
your sweetie will neither confirm nor deny 
those rumors.

 dailyorange.com

Comment on stories at

“The dancing was 
perfect. It was brilliant, 
beautiful choreography.”

Sanford Sternlicht
FORMER THEATER DIRECTOR FROM SYRACUSE
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Monday, May 7- 2:30 pm- Indie Flick Files: Something Like Happiness
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By Brian Tahmosh
FEATURE EDITOR

T his is what the boxing world has been 
waiting for. The Golden Boy vs. Pretty 
Boy Floyd. The clean-cut, photogenic 

Oscar De La Hoya vs. the brash, wannabe vil-
lain Floyd Mayweather.

It doesn’t get any bet-
ter than this.

When they jump into 
the ring on Saturday, 
it will probably be a 
one-sided beating. May-
weather is the younger 

(30), faster, and flat out better, fighter. He has 
never lost, coming into the bout with a 37-0 
record with 24 knockouts. He is considered by 
many, including Ring Magazine, to be the best 
“pound-for-pound” fighter in the world. 

De La Hoya is 34 years old and has lost every 
big fight of his career. He was also ranked by Ring 
Magazine as the best “pound-for-pound” fighter 

in the world … in 1997. It’s not a fair match-up.
But the hype for this fight is simply amazing. 

In HBO’s hit documentary “De La Hoya/May-
weather 24/7,” viewers have the chance to see how 
the boxers prepare for the fight of their lives.

You see De La Hoya trying to balance the 
most intensive workout program of his life with 
his family obligations. 

You see Mayweather talk about how he has 
eaten, drank and slept boxing for his entire life. 
You experience his strained relationship with his 
father, who was formerly De La Hoya’s trainer. 
You hear Mayweather’s uncle talk about how he 
has learned from his suspension after he jumped 
into the ring to fight Zab Judah after he hit Floyd 
with a deliberate low blow last April.

Rapper 50 Cent makes an appearance out of 
nowhere, riding a Segway when he comes to see 
his buddy Mayweather. Sugar Shane Mosley 
makes the trip down to San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
to spar with De La Hoya.

It’s all there. Mayweather approaches the 

mike during a press conference and mocks De 
La Hoya’s voice. Oscar looks legitimately upset. 
He has been made fun of by the elementary 
school bully. 

The roles are well defined. You want to root 
for De La Hoya. He is a seemingly much nicer 
person than Mayweather. You see his perfect 
relationship with his wife and child. He is the 
clean-cut, well-spoken pretty boy who Ameri-
cans love to see win.

But watching the show, you can’t help but 
feel for Mayweather. He doesn’t have the white-
picket-fence life De La Hoya enjoys. He seems to 
be trying to be the villain, but he actually could 
be a nice guy under the right circumstances.

At least when the fight begins, viewers will 
have a better sense of who these two are. They 
are not simply men who are born to kill. They 
have lives outside the ring. They are human. 

If every major fight were hyped like this, box-
ing would be a much better sport. It’s too bad an 
event like this will probably never happen again.

IF YOU WATCH
What: De La Hoya/
Mayweather 24/7
Where: HBO
When: 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday

FIVE FIGHTS THAT LIVED 
UP TO THE HYPE
1) Ali - Frazier I, March 8, 1971.  
“The Fight of The Century.”
Two undefeated champions, two polar 
opposites, squaring off in Madison 
Square Garden. Somehow, it surpassed 
expectations.
2) Hagler – Hearns, April 15, 1985.  
“The War.”
Eight minutes of nothing but vicious hay-
makers and Tommy Hearns’ Jeri-curl.
3) Ali – Frazier III, Oct. 1, 1975. “The 
Thrilla in Manilla.”
The brutal conclusion to their trilogy and 
the source for one of the greatest pieces 
of sports journalism ever — Mark Kram’s 
coverage for Sports Illustrated.
4) Ali – Foreman, Oct. 30, 1974.  
“The Rumble in the Jungle.”
The “rope-a-dope” defense comes out on 
top after the heavyweight circus invades 
Zaire. Ali did what none before him — not 
even Joe Frazier — could do by suppress-
ing Foreman’s power shots.
5) Tyson – Holyfield II, June 28, 1997. 
“The Sound and the Fury.”
OK, not the best fight ever, but it’s not 
every day you get to see a man’s ear bit-
ten off.

—Andy McCullough, asst. feature editor

Revealing HBO documentary 
places viewers in boxers’ gloves

OSCAR DE LA HOYA MAYWEATHER
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Pardee-Hill steps up in net, earns 
tourney MVP honors with weekend play

SYRACUSE
 G A SOG GB
Rowan 3 1 6 1
Quillinan 3 1 3 0
Brady 2 0 2 2
Pike 2 0 3 0
DePetris 1 1 1 3
Dove 1 1 3 1

 W/L GA S
Pardee-Hill W 7 13

GEORGETOWN
 G A SOG GB
Stanwick 2 0 5 0
O’Reilly 2 0 2 0
Baschuk 1 0 3 0
Trautman 1 1 3 1
Piotrowicz 1 0 1 0
Bloomer 0 1 1 0
Kaestner 0 1 0 0

 W/L GA S
Koch L 12 7 

BIG EAST
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

By Jared Diamond
ASST. COPY EDITOR

Amber Pardee-Hill walked off the field Sunday 
with a smile across her face. A celebration 
near Syracuse’s net had ended, and Pardee-Hill 
embraced her family waiting in the front row of 
the Carrier Dome bleachers.

As Syracuse’s sophomore goalie drew closer 
to the crowd, the raucous cheering tuned into a 
collective chant that swept through the stands. 
Pardee-Hill looked up, waved and pumped her 
fist in excitement.

The fans’ chant: “Am-ber, Am-ber.”
Pardee-Hill’s 13 saves helped second-seeded 

No. 7 Syracuse upset top-seeded No. 9 George-
town, 12-7, in the inaugural Big East women’s 
lacrosse tournament championship game Sun-
day. The Orange’s goalie out-dueled Georgetown 
goalie Maggie Koch, the Big East defensive 
player of the year. Koch made seven saves.

The victory earned the Orange an automatic 
bid to the NCAA tournament, which begins May 
7. Syracuse becomes the first team other than 
Georgetown to win the Big East since the con-
ference began playing women’s lacrosse in 2001.

Although Syracuse is known most for its 
offense, its defense was the strong point Sun-
day, led by Pardee-Hill. With 13 saves against 
the Hoyas and 11 on Friday in the semifinal 
win over No. 17 Rutgers, Pardee-Hill won the 
tournament’s most outstanding player award.

“I can’t even describe it,” Pardee-Hill said. 
“I’m not used to things like this, but it just feels 
really good. I worked really hard, and it paid off 
I guess.”

Sunday’s performance was arguably the best 
of Pardee-Hill’s young career and demonstrates 
how far she’s come since the beginning of the 
season.

Last year, Pardee-Hill walked onto the team 
as a freshman, stuck behind starter Jen Kasel 
and backup Ashley Pike. She played only five 
minutes all season.

With Kasel’s graduation and Pike’s switch to 
midfield, the goalie job was wide open. Pardee-
Hill has played every minute of Syracuse’s 16 
games and has improved considerably through-
out the season.

At the beginning of the season, Pardee-Hill’s 
showed her inexperience and struggled to find 
consistency between the pipes. She allowed at 
least 10 goals in seven of the Orange’s first 10 
games. 

Opponents have scored in double-digits just 
once since, a span of six contests. During this 
stretch, Pardee-Hill has averaged almost 12 
saves per game. Her save percentage of 50.5 is 
second best in the Big East among goalies with 
at least 10 games played.

“Amber has grown tremendously,” Syra-
cuse head coach Lisa Miller said. “She has 
come so far in the last year. I do think goalies 
and defenders are linked. The goalies are the 
eyes of the defenders because they can’t see, 

and she can see everything.”
The entire defensive unit saw the field 

well Sunday, especially in the first half. The 
Orange’s defense limited Georgetown to 12 
shots and three goals in the game’s first 30 min-
utes, highlighted by a strong defensive stand on 
one Hoyas’ possession that lasted nearly seven 
minutes.

Pardee-Hill made nine saves in the first 
half, including several difficult stops on point-
blank shot attempts. With the first half winding 
down, she robbed a seemingly easy scoring 
opportunity for Georgetown’s Megan Bloomer, 
who snuck fewer than five yards from the cage. 
A goal would have cut Syracuse’s lead to 7-4.

“When she’s hot, she’s hot,” Syracuse defend-
er Shari Appollon said. “She was moving her 
feet in there, she was talking to the defense, and 
whenever the defense gets to talking with her, 
great things happen.”

It was a frustrating half for Georgetown, 
a team that lost only two games to Big East 
opponents in program history — both to Notre 
Dame. Before Sunday, the Hoyas beat Syracuse 
10 consecutive times.

Georgetown’s Coco Stanwick, the Big East 
attack player of the year, managed one goal 
before halftime, two in the entire game. Stan-
wick’s lone first-half goal came off a rebound 
after Pardee-Hill made a sparkling save on a 
free-position opportunity.

“I thought (Pardee-Hill) played a very good 
game,” Georgetown coach Ricky Fried said. 
“Not to take anything away from her, we shot 
high an awful lot. And to her credit, she was 
able to save the shots.”

With the NCAA tournament looming, Pard-
ee-Hill will be considered another weapon in 
Syracuse’s arsenal. The Orange has a goalie to 
anchor its defense, and Sunday showed just how 
far she’s come.

“A lot of hard work, practice, teammates 
help me out,” Pardee-Hill said of her improve-
ment. “Coach, coach Miller and Battaglino 
always tell me what to do, teammates help me 
out, everybody just helps me out. And it’s not 
part of a team without them. It wasn’t just me 
out there.”

60-goal scorer Coco Stanwick to just two. The 
Hoyas’ patient offense couldn’t penetrate SU’s 
defense and at least six of Georgetown’s 18 turn-
overs resulted from errant passes careening 
out of bounds behind Syracuse’s cage.

“I think that was missed opportunity for 
them,” Syracuse head coach Lisa Miller said. 
“Probably a little pregame nerves, but I also 
think our kids did a good job of getting up and 
sort of hurrying them.”

Frustration began to build for Georgetown 
when the Hoyas held possession for nearly 
seven minutes late in the first half without 
scoring. Trailing 5-3, Stanwick tried time 
and again to find space, rocking back and 
forth behind the cage but still unable to get by 
Melissa Pearsall.

After a free-position save by Pardee-Hill, 
Georgetown came out of the ensuing scrum 
with the ball, and Stanwick found herself imme-
diately double-teamed, with SU defender Shari 
Appollon stepping out to mark her tightly.

Finally, Stanwick fired high over the cage, 
and Syracuse got the ball back with less than 
seven minutes to play in the half.

“We knew they kind of wanted us to play at 
their tempo,” Appollon said. “We’re aggressive. 
We get out there and we go after things. We 
played our style.”

With the ball, the Orange wasted no time 
in pushing their style on the Hoyas. After 
SU attackers Katie Rowan and Ashley Pike 
had drives stopped by the defense, midfielder 
Jill DePetris set herself up behind the cage. 
The senior fired to freshman Halley Quillinan 
breaking between the hash marks. The attacker 
ripped a shot high past Georgetown goalie Mag-
gie Koch, the Big East defensive player of the 
year, to make it 6-3 with five and a half minutes 
to play.

“They’re fast and incredibly athletic,” Koch 
said of SU’s offense. “They move the ball really 
well and they’re really patient. They’re very 
good.”

In the half’s final minute, SU posted two 
more goals, and the Hoyas found their backs 
against the wall, down 8-3 at halftime.

“I think the last two goals of the first half 
were a huge difference,” Georgetown head 
coach Ricky Fried said. “If we go in 6-3 down 
not playing particularly well, we have a lot 

more confidence, we have a lot more opportu-
nities.”

After halftime, Georgetown continued to 
dominate draw controls, only to see possessions 
thrown away on turnovers. After scoring at 
the 25:29 mark to pull within 9-4, Georgetown 
saw four straight possessions end with three 
turnovers out of bounds and a Pardee-Hill 
point-blank save.

Rowan put the game away after the Hoyas 
made a late run, scoring with 26 seconds to 
play. 

“We didn’t want to get into a track meet with 
Syracuse,” Fried said. “We had to push the ball 
a lot more than we would’ve liked, which prob-
ably led to some turnovers early in the second 
half.”

Those turnovers helped clinch SU’s first 
win over the Hoyas in 11 tries, returning the 
Orange to the NCAA tournament after a one-
year absence, with one regular season game 
against Pennsylvania remaining. Miller said 
that makes the win extra sweet.

“It’s a great feeling,” Miller said. “I’m just 
so happy for the kids. They’ve worked so hard 
all year long ... Do I think Georgetown will go 
away? Certainly not. They’re a proud program 
and they’ll be back next year. Hopefully, we 
will, too. It’s a wonderful thing. We’re going 
to live in the moment and then we’ll get after 
Penn on Sunday.”

rachel fus | staff photographer
CHRISTINA DOVE looks upfield for a passing lane in Syracuse’s 12-7 win over 
Georgetown in the Big East tournament championship game. Dove scored one goal.

“When she’s hot, she’s 
hot. She was moving her 
feet in there, she was 
talking to the defense, 
and whenever the defense 
gets to talking with her, 
great things happen.”

Shari Appollon
SU DEFENDER ON GOALIE AMBER PARDEE-HILL

sports.dailyorange.com

sports.dailyorange.com
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Home run barrage only enough 
for disappointing weekend split

Errors in field leave Syracuse frustrated over inconsistent play

will halsey | staff photographer
CHANEL ROEHNER picked up the win for Syracuse in the first game of a doubleheader 
split against Villanova Sunday. The junior allowed an earned run in 2.2 innings of work.

By Jason Tarr
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Rachel Tilford said she hoped to 
mercy last-place Villanova in both games using 
Syracuse’s most reliable weapon — the home run.

After giving up 20 runs and 30 hits to the Wild-
cats on Sunday, the Orange sulked off its home 

field searching for answers, 
even after hitting two big 
homers.

It was another inconsis-
tent weekend for the Orange, 
which needed that home run 
power to win a pair of games 
and barely squeak into the 
Big East tournament. The 
Orange split with eighth-
place Rutgers on Saturday 
before splitting with last-
place Villanova on Sunday 
to close out the regular 
season.  

The Orange will either 
take the seventh or eighth 

spot in the tournament, held in South Bend, Ind., 
May 10-13.

The Orange wouldn’t even be in position of for 
seventh or eighth place if it hadn’t continued its 
barrage of home runs. SU now has 33 home runs 
on the year, fourth place in the Big East entering 
Sunday’s games.

“You come out this weekend and we have Rut-
gers and Villanova and we should have taken care 
of business,” associate head coach Kyle Jamieson 
said.

After driving six balls over the wall in a dou-
bleheader sweep of Niagara on Wednesday, SU 
continued its power streak by knocking three 
more round-trippers Saturday against Rutgers. It 
scored all seven of its runs between the two games 
against Scarlet Knights on home runs by Tilford, 
Chanel Roehner and Heather Kim.   

But it was a home run against Villanova on 
Sunday that may have kept the SU season alive.

In game one of a doubleheader against the Wild-

cats, Villanova took a 1-0 lead in the first on a solo 
shot by Cassie Koenig. Neither team could muster 
a rally until the fourth when the Orange knocked 
in three to push ahead. The Wildcats answered 
with seven runs in the next two innings and took 
an 8-5 lead into the bottom of the seventh.  

But Tilford drove a Kat Walsh pitch deep to 
center over the wall to tie up the game and send 
it to extra innings. It was her second three-run 
home run in two days and her fourth home run of 
the week. Tilford has 10 homers on the year.

SU sophomore Lindsay Wasek knew when 
Tilford stepped to the plate there was a chance for 
another home run.

“I actually did have a feeling, with Rachel, no 
matter what count, no matter what, she is always 
swinging for the fence so you can never eliminate 
that option from your head,” Wasek said. “I actu-
ally said to my other teammates, ‘Do you feel it? 
Do you feel it?’ and then ‘Bam!’ it goes out.”

That home run set up a dramatic and contro-
versial finish.

With two outs in the bottom of the 10th, Wasek 
leaned slightly off second, Amy Kelley had a foot 
on third and one foot toward home, and Tonye 
McCorkle stood calmly in the batter’s box with 
her bat resting on her shoulder.  

Villanova’s Nicci Ward delivered the pitch and 
McCorkle got a piece of it. The ball chopped toward 
second baseman Jess O’Boyle who scooped it up 
for what looked to be a routine play.  

But as Kelley scored, McCorkle kept running 
hard and O’Boyle’s throw to first wasn’t in time. 
As the umpire signaled twice that McCorkle 
was safe, she turned around and saw her team-
mate coming home. Villanova’s reaction was 
just a split second late as Wasek slid in for the 
winning run.

“I wanted to just get on base so I was just 
running my hardest to get there. I didn’t know 
if I had (beaten it out),” McCorkle said. “It was 
a very close play so I was very glad it went my 
way.”

But game two didn’t go SU’s way. After los-
ing pitcher Roehner to an ankle injury in the 

ninth inning of game one against Villanova, 
the Orange fell apart. The injury forced Brit-
tany Gardner to start a second game and it 
showed. She allowed 13 hits and 11 runs in just 
3.2 innings of work.

Wasek hit a three-run shot to keep SU in 
it early, but Villanova put the game away in 
fourth with a six-run inning. 

SU head coach Leigh Ross said although 

the home runs can add runs and change 
momentum quickly, this weekend shows the 
downside to an offense solely based on hitting 
balls over the fence. 

“It’s good to have that power back and it’s 
good to have a mix of speed and power,” Ross 
said. “But every run we scored yesterday was 
on a home run and we couldn’t piece together 
more than that. You will live or die by that.”

By John Clayton
STAFF WRITER

The only thing that matched the elation of the 
Syracuse mob gathered around winning run-
ner Lindsay Wasek at home plate following the 
Orange’s 10-9, 10-inning win against Villanova 
on Sunday was the solemnity of the SU dugout 
after an 11-3, five-inning trouncing two hours 
later.

It was a fitting end to the regular season for 
a Syracuse squad plagued by inconsistency all 
year. SU split doubleheaders with both Rutgers 
and Villanova during the weekend, losing the 
second game of both contests.

While splitting doubleheaders with Rutgers 
and Villanova is not a disastrous result, it was 
one that left the Orange players and coaches 
disappointed in the team’s continued inability 
to build on success from previous games. 

“It’s telling of the whole season and it’s 
just really frustrating,” Syracuse freshman 
pitcher Brittany Gardner said of the team’s 
weekend results. “One person does something, 
and it seems like we just fall apart. Things just 

snowball after that, we can never get an out and 
get out of it.”

The Orange followed up Saturday’s 5-2 vic-
tory over Rutgers with an uninspired, 5-2 loss to 
the Scarlet Knights that saw the Orange collect 
no hits over the game’s final four innings.

On Sunday, Syracuse rebounded from its 
exhilarating, extra-inning triumph over Villa-
nova with an ugly, mercy-rule shortened affair.

More than anything, the weekend was char-
acterized by sloppy play in the field by Syracuse. 
The Orange, which currently sits seventh in the 
Big East, committed seven errors during the 
course of the weekend’s four games — includ-
ing four in the finale against Villanova. Of the 
11 Wildcat runs in that game, only three were 
earned.

Errors and shaky defensive play have been 
a problem all year for the Orange, Syracuse 
associate coach Kyle Jamieson said

“The games that you look back on that 
we lost in the Big East, a lot of them can be 
traced back to where we’ve had four or five out 
innings,” Jamieson said. “Any time you do that 

you’re going to allow runs.”
The frustration reached a high point on 

Sunday during a Syracuse pitching change in 
the fourth inning. As pitcher Keri Casas was 
warming up, Syracuse head coach Leigh Ross 
called a meeting for the remainder of her play-
ers in centerfield.

Ross said she used the meeting to vent her 
frustration with the team’s lack of focus and 
defensive effort.

“You got to make those plays, there’s no 
reason you should make those mistakes,” Ross 
said. “I mean four errors in four innings? And 
those are just the ones in the book, there’s 
mental errors as well.”

Ross said after the game she felt the reason 
for her team’s inconsistency throughout the 
season went beyond just youth and inexperi-
ence.

“I keep saying somebody’s got to do some-
thing and step up and be a leader on the field 
instead of adding to it, and that’s been our 
problem all year,” Ross said. “Everyone goes 
quiet when we make a mistake around here 

and goes their own way.”
The .500 weekend meant a missed oppor-

tunity for Syracuse on the eve of the Big East 
tournament. Although Syracuse has clinched 
a spot in the tournament with losses by 10th-
place Providence during the weekend, the 
importance of securing a good seed going 
into the weekend was not lost on the Syracuse 
players.

“That’s all we talked in practice was the 
Big East and we had to come out here and win, 
and to lose that second game is disappointing,” 
Syracuse’s lone senior Erin Gray said.

Overall, SU was left with a familiar feeling 
of regret. After the game, Jamieson found 
himself trying to find a reason for Syracuse’s 
inconsistency — something he and Ross have 
been forced to do all season.

“On paper, we’re better than these teams,” 
Jamieson said. “It could be that we’re inex-
perienced or it could be that we haven’t been 
outside enough, but it’s just something we have 
to fix over the last two weeks of this season or 
however long our season is.”

RUTGERS 2
SYRACUSE 5

RUTGERS 5
SYRACUSE 2

VILLANOVA 9
SYRACUSE 10

VILLANOVA 11
SYRACUSE 3
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UMass’s Schneider latest great goalie to shut down Orange offense

courtesy of cristian gomez | massachusetts daily collegian
KENNY NIMS cradles the ball upfield in Syracuse’s 9-7 loss to Massachusetts Saturday. The sophomore attackman did not record a point in the game.

By Matt Levin
DESIGN EDITOR

AMHERST, Mass. — Midway through Mas-
sachusetts’ upset of Syracuse, Doc Schneider 
decided to spot his opponent a goal. 

OK, it was more of an accident. The Minute-
men goalie snagged an easy save. Schneider 
prepared to clear it, but the ball fell out of his 
cradle into his own cage. 

Schneider could afford to give away a couple 
goals to his opponent. Since Schneider’s skill 
in goal this weekend indicated Syracuse would 
have a difficult time getting much else past the 
Massachusetts’ goaltender.

Schneider stymied the Orange offense, mak-
ing 19 saves in UMass’ 9-7 victory over SU 
Saturday.

A trend in the majority of Syracuse’s losses 
this year has been a dominating opposing 
goalie. It started in Syracuse’s first loss of the 
season, when Army’s Adam Fullerton shocked 
the SU attack. Now the most disappointing loss 
of this season for SU came at the hands of an 
impenetrable Schneider.

“It’s pretty frustrating,” attackman Mike 
Leveille said. “We thought we were getting 
some good chances. The goalie made some saves 
standing on his head throughout the entire 
game. It’s something you have to overcome.”

Standing on his head was literal for Sch-
neider. Unlike previous goalies Syracuse had 
faced, Schneider seemed less concerned with 
finesse. His strategy revolved around a willing-
ness to sacrifice his body. 

Many of Schneider’s best saves ended with 
him spread out on the ground. One highlight 
was a diving block of a try by SU sophomore 
Greg Niewieroski.

“I feel the lower I get or the more my whole 
body is behind it, the more chance I’ll have a 
save in it,” Schneider said.

It looked like Syracuse would continue its 

momentum from its previous three-game win-
ning streak. Within the first 30 seconds, Dan 
Hardy powered through the Minutemen defense 
and put in the first goal of the game.

Schneider stepped up after that play. He 
finished the first quarter with six consecu-
tive saves, allowing UMass to take a 3-1 lead. 
He permitted only one goal in the following 
quarter. And as the half entered its final minute 
Schneider made a save, which stated nothing 
would come easy for Syracuse.

A slashing penalty by the Minutemen gave 
SU a one-minute man-up situation. 

The Orange was handed an opportunity to 
cut UMass’ lead to one. In Syracuse’s upset 
over then-No. 3 Albany last week, SU stole the 
momentum away from the Great Danes with 
two goals in the final 12 seconds of the first half. 

In the final minute, Syracuse moved the ball 
around looking for an open man. UMass forced 
an outside shot, but SU received another chance 
at taking advantage of the power play. Leveille 
flung a shot at Schneider’s legs. Like Schneider 
did all game, the goalie sprawled himself on the 
ground and prevented the goal. 

“Emotionally the team gets picked up every 
time he makes a save,” UMass head coach Greg 
Cannella said. “Fortunately he has the type of 
character to play big in a game like today where 
there is a lot on the line for both teams.”

While Schneider’s saves enthused his Min-

utemen teammates, it simultaneously torment-
ed the Syracuse squad.

Syracuse head coach John Desko noted the 
Orange started out the game shooting low, 
which is the goalie’s strength. At halftime the 
team tried to position its shots higher, but 
Schneider, who seemed to be brimming with 
confidence after the first half, adjusted.

Schneider praised his defense for executing 
a strategy that took much of the steam out of the 
Syracuse attack.

“Once those guys get inside — that’s it,” 
Schneider said. “So the best chance we had was 
to play inside out on them.”

The Orange played another strong fourth 
quarter. It started winning faceoffs and ground-
balls and SU stopped turning the ball over. But 
Syracuse would never move closer than 7-6. Sch-
neider stapled down the victory with five clutch 
fourth quarter saves.

On Syracuse’s final possession, the UMass 
defense once again forced a Syracuse attack-
man outside. Once again Schneider made the 
save. He deflected a Steven Brooks shot wide.

Three minutes later, Schneider’s Minutemen 
teammates mobbed the goaltender. Syracuse 
was left facing a lost season.

“We wanted to keep shooting,” Leveille said. 
“We tried to make some adjustments. We tried 
to figure out where he was hot and get by him … 
but we didn’t have enough.”

END OF AN ERA
Syracuse has been one of the nation’s elite 
programs since the inception of the NCAA 
tournament in 1971.

1971 9-4
1972 8-8
1973 4-6
1974 2-9
1975 3-8
1976 7-4
1977 8-6
1978 10-3
1979 10-5
1980 12-2
1981 7-4
1982 6-4
* 1983 14-1
1984 15-1
1985 14-2
1986 14-3
1987 9-4
* 1988 15-0
* 1989 14-1
* 1990 13-0
1991 12-3
1992 13-2
* 1993 12-2
1994 13-2
* 1995 13-2
1996 11-4
1997 11-3
1998 11-3
1999 12-5
* 2000 15-1
2001 13-3
* 2002 15-2
2003 10-6
* 2004 15-2
2005 7-6
2006 10-5
2007 5-7  
(with one game remaining)
*= National champions

“We thought we were getting some good 
chances. The goalie made some saves standing 
on his head throughout the entire game. It’s 
something you have to overcome.”

Mike Leveille
SYRACUSE ATTACKMAN
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final four run. 
Syracuse hasn’t had a losing season since 1975. 

Only Johns Hopkins has had more consecutive 
winning seasons dating back to 1971.

The Orange’s chinks in its armor come at a 
time when Syracuse athletics, in general, has hit 
one of its lowest points. The last time all three 
of Syracuse’s major sports—football, basketball 
and lacrosse—missed bowl games or the NCAA 
tournament was 25 years ago.

“There’s not much to say,” SU attackman Mike 
Leveille said. “We never quit this season. We got 
off to a tough start. We felt like we were pulling 
things together. We had a letup today and now it’s 
over.”

At first it seemed Syracuse would continue 
its suddenly strong offensive production (54 
goals in the previous three games) facing must-
win situations. The Orange started early with 
attackman Greg Niewieroski feeding Hardy for 
one of his three goals only 25 seconds into the 
game. 

But Syracuse didn’t carry that momentum. 
Instead, it was an aberration, as the Orange 
couldn’t find much more success getting past 
UMass goalie Doc Schneider, who made 19 stops. 
Syracuse only scored one more goal in the first 
half when midfielder Greg Rommel fired a bullet 
with 57 seconds left in the second quarter. 

In the time between, the Orange allowed 
the physical nature of its rivalry against the 
Minutemen to consume them. SU committed 20 
turnovers and lost the groundball battle, 34-26. 
On the sideline, Syracuse head coach John 
Desko often squeezed his head in frustration of 
the poor decision making.

With 4:34 remaining in the first period, Syra-
cuse defenseman Kyle Guadagnolo committed a 
slashing and pushing penalty while midfielder 
Brendan Loftus pushed as well. Midfielder Ste-
ven Brooks snuck in a push on attackman Brett 
Garber without the referees noticing. 

Nonetheless, UMass took advantage of its 
man-up situation with Garber cutting to the 
right side and converting 12 seconds later. The 
Minutemen carried the momentum by scoring 
three more unanswered goals. 

“They like to score on unsettled situations,” 
Guadagnolo said. “I don’t think they scored 
6-on-6 once. They scored on a man down and 
then on fast break situations. Our defense was 

set back and they took advantage of that. It’s 
something that affects us and throws us off.”

 That was unfortunate for the Orange given 
Coluccini took care of his responsibility with 
14 saves. SU chipped away with goals late in the 
third and fourth quarters. But the Minutemen 
didn’t allow SU’s runs to dictate something big-
ger as it continued its slow-down offense. 

“A game with a tempo like that, we couldn’t 
keep giving them the ball back,” Desko said. 
“We won face-offs but they weren’t coming to us 
easily. Clearing the ball killed us once again. We 
were in situations where we had possession of 
the ball. We mishandled it and didn’t make the 
right looks on the clear.”

 That resulted in the end of a 25-year dynasty. 
It was the final blow to a team that faced slow 
starts and mediocre performances trying to 
discover itself the past three years in the post-
Powell area. 

But Syracuse didn’t discuss that once it 
set foot in the locker room. The players took 
a shower and left. After all, as Leveille noted, 
there really wasn’t much left to say.

“There’s been so much pressure on the team 
every week,” Desko said. “It started with the 
Cornell game. We’ve asked theses guys to step 
up and play the best game of their careers week 
after week. Today there was a lot of things we 
didn’t do well.”
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BIG NUMBER
For the first time in a quarter-century, the 
Syracuse men’s lacrosse team will not be 
heading to the postseason.

STORYTELLER
“There’s not much to 
say. We never quit this 
season. We got off to a 
tough start. We felt like 
we were pulling things 
together. We had a letup 
today and now it’s over.” 

Mike Leveille
SYRACUSE ATTACKMAN

THE GOOD
Goaltending
While Doc Schneider and his 19 saves 
was a main staple for UMass in the vic-
tory, Syracuse goalie Pete Coluccini also 
gave a strong performance with 14 saves.

THE BAD
Possessions
Syracuse could not hold onto the ball 
Saturday. The team had 20 turnovers 
including nine in the second quarter. The 
team was also out-hustled in groundballs, 
and SU barely out-muscled UMass at 
faceoffs, SU’s biggest strength.tie the 
game. 

THE UGLY
Physical play
Out of Syracuse’s seven penalties, six of 
them came on two plays in this physical 
game. During the final possession of the 
game, frustrations boiled over and Steve 
Brooks was ejected for an unsportsman-
like conduct penalty.

25

SYRACUSE
 G A SOG GB
Hardy 3 0 6 1
Leveille 2 0 4 3
Niewieroski 1 1 3 1
Rommel 1 0 7 0
Brooks 0 1 2 0
Abbott 0 1 2 7

 W/L GA S
Coluccini L 9 14

MASSACHUSETTS
 G A SOG GB
Connolly 3 0 4 3
Garber 3 0 3 0
Balise 1 2 2 2
Pedrick 1 1 4 3
Recchione 1 0 4 0
Jacovina 0 1 2 1

 W/L GA S
Schneider W 7 19

UMASS
F R O M  P A G E  2 4

courtesy of cristian gomez | massachusetts daily collegian
DAN HARDY hides his stick from Massachusetts’ Brian Jacovina in Syracuse’s loss 
Saturday. The midfielder led the Orange with three goals in the game.

Garber Field a house of horrors for SU
By Mark Medina and Matt Levin

THE DAILY ORANGE

AMHERST, Mass. — Knowing Syracuse’s 9-7 
loss to Massachusetts on Saturday eliminated 
the Orange from NCAA tournament conten-
tion, Syracuse head coach John Desko still let 
out a chuckle.

He was asked if UMass’ infamous Garber 
Field — known as a rowdy atmosphere where 
fans stand near the field and yell obscenities 
to opponents — seems to be bad luck for SU.

Syracuse has lost at Garber Field in the 
last four trips. But Desko saw the atmosphere 
improve a tad in comparison to SU’s last trip 
when it was eliminated by the Minutemen in 
the first round of the NCAA tournament in 
2005.

“The stands were under control and our 
locker room was inside, so we didn’t have to go 
through the crowd,” Desko said. “It should’ve 
been less effective today, but it’s tough to win 
here. It’s a difficult place to play. It’s their 
home field and it’s AstroTurf.”

Syracuse defenseman Steve Panarelli said 
before the game that a fan personally heckled 
former goalie Jay Pfeifer in 2005.

“You have to laugh at them and brush it off. 
It’s fun. It definitely gets us fired up to play,” 
Panarelli said. “You just can’t pay attention to 
them. They’re all pretty drunk anyways.”

Syracuse defenseman Evan Brady admit-
ted he doesn’t have much personal animos-
ity as other players have in the past. But he 
might’ve changed his mind on Saturday. 
Toward the end of the game, UMass seemed 
to be taunting Syracuse when it was killing 
the clock. Brady stick-checked UMass attack-
man Brett Garber and then met a swarm of 

UMass players.
It started getting into an ugly scrum.
“Your emotions go into it,” Syracuse defen-

seman Kyle Guadagnolo said. “You see your 
own guy get hit. You have to go and back him 
up. I was the one that was doing it.”

Midfielder Steven Brooks pushed Garber 
to the ground — the second time he did that in 
the game. Brooks was ejected for unnecessary 
roughness and game misconduct. 

Desko didn’t seem to mind the hits on 
UMass. He expressed his typical calm 
demeanor and said afterward he understood 
his players’ frustration.

“At the end of the game you had to get the 
ball back,” Desko said. “That’s going to result 
in you taking some checks and swinging your 
stick. We had some penalties at the end. Then 
frustration starts to boil over. You realize this 
wasn’t our game for us.”

Slip N’ Slide
Syracuse defenseman Dustin Palmer 

scooped up a groundball and turned to run up 
field. No Massachusetts players stood in his 
path. An easy clear.

Or that’s what Palmer should have thought, 
but seconds later the ball was out-of-bounds 
and it was UMass’s possession. Palmer had 
slipped on the AstroTurf. The ball fell out of 
his stick and rolled onto the sidelines.

The slick AstroTurf at Massachusetts’s 
Garber Field caused footing problems for both 
teams. Spin moves and dodges frequently 
ended up with a player stumbling to the 
ground. 

“It was a little slippery,” Syracuse mid-
fielder Dan Hardy said. “We haven’t played on 
it for a while.”
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CLASSIFIED 
DISCOUNT RATES

THE PARTICULARS AND PRICING
Extras that personalize and perfect your ad

THE WEBSITE
www.dailyorange.com

RUNS CLASSIFIEDS BOXED

1 - 4 $4.45 $7.00
5 - 10 $4.20 $6.80
11 - 20 $3.90 $6.55
21 - 30 $3.55 $6.25
31 - 50 $3.10 $5.90
51 - 70 $2.65 $5.50

THE CONTACT INFO
Hours: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

Deadline is  at 2:30 pm, 2
business days before publication. 
Place by fax at 315/443.3689, online 
at www.dailyorange.com, by phone 
at 315/443.2869 or in person at 744 
Ostrom Ave. Cash, checks and all 
major credit cards are accepted. 

For classified listings on the
D.O.’s website, see
www.dailyorange.com.
The online base price is 10 dollars 
for 2 weeks. Requests for print 
classifieds can be made online and 
payment by credit card is accepted.

The Classifieds list prices include 15 words. Each additional word is 10 
cents per day. Bold and CAPITALIZED words cost an additional 5 cents 
per word.

The Boxed list prices are per inch. There is no per word charge and 
Bold and CAPS are free.

Classifications: Apartments for Rent, For Sale, Help Wanted,
Lost and Found, Miscellaneous, Notices, Personals and Shout Outs,
Roommates, Services, Travel

SUBLETS
One bedroom in two bedroom apt
Available 5/16/07-8/1/07 $400/month, utilities 
included. Next to Dome. Furnished, free parking, 
clean. vapotter@syr.edu

Summer Sublet!

5 bedroom house on Ackerman 
Ave. Available for summer sublet.  

Call 374-7866

Summer Sublet
2 Bedroom --Rent one or both, One block from 
campus, Parking, Dishwasher, Heat included, 
Rent Negotiable, Available May to end of July. 
315-436-8074

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
204 OSTROM 
WALK TO CAMPUS.  EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED, 
LAUNDRY, PARKING, AVAILABLE JUNE, $385 
PLUS UTILITIES.  446-5186

Studio Aparments
Brand New  Fully Furnished

Located in Downtown Syracuse Near 
Armory Square and SU Warehouse 

Only $595 Per Month
Includes All Utilities

PLUS
FREE Basic/Standard Cable TV Service

FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Off-Street Parking

Exercise Facility, Electronic Entry Securitiy 
System, Professional On-Site Manage-

ment, Laundry Facilities, Air Conditioned, 
Located on CENTRO Bus Line, Kitchenette 

w/Microwave, Refrigerator and Stove.
Brownstone Luxury Studio Apartments

605 W Genesee Street, 
Syracuse NY 13204

(315) 472-4431

MOVING TO NYC?
HAVE MANY APTS FOR RENT:
STUDIO- MURRY HILL DOORMAN $2,000 MO.
2 BED- GRAMARCY $3,150 MO.
1 BED- UPPER EAST SIDE $2,500 MO.
MANY MORE AVAILABLE
ALL PRICE RANGES!!!!
JSC INVESTORS, LLC 
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
NO FEE AND LOW FEE AVAILABLE
646-827-0568

FOR RENT ‘07-’08

6 BR 713 Ackerman
3 BR 709 Ackerman
3 BR 617 Clarendon

Furnished, Parking, Laundry, Porch, 
Great Landlord

TUPPER MGMT
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com 

AIR CONDITIONED STUDIO 
APARTMENTS

1011 East Adams St.
509 University Ave

Available for 2007-2008

Fully Furnished, Laundry, Parking, Full-time 
Maintenance and Management, Wall to 
Wall Carpet and/or Refinished Hardwood 
Floors, Remodeled Kitchens and Baths

University Area Apts.
1011 E. Adams St. #30

479-5005
www.universityarea.com

469-6665

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

2, 3, 5 Bedrooms
968 Ackerman
501 Clarendon

ELEGANTLY OVERLOOKING PARK 
Luxurious Furnished Heated 1-2-3 bedroom 
apartments/lofts/house.  1108-1205-1207-1209 
Madison St.  NO Pets CALL 469-0780. 

3 BEDROOM UPPER APT.  

AVAILABLE 6-1-07 FOR NEXT 
SCHOOL YEAR.  

ACKERMAN AVE.  
FURNISHED, OFF-STREET PARKING 

W/GARAGE, LAUNDRY, PARCHES, FIRE-
PLACE, RENT $320 PER PERSON PLUS 

UTILITIES.  
EXCELLENT CONDITION.  

CALL RICH 422-0138 OR 673-3516

collegehome 
your home away from home

2-3-4-5-6-7 Bedrooms 

furnished, double beds, 
carpeted, dishwashers, 

laundry, off-street parking, 
close to campus! 

NOW RENTING FOR 2007-08

John O. Williams
Quality Campus Area Apartments

over 30 years of service

Call John or Judy 

478-7548
collegehome.com

Ackerman Ave 5 to 6 Bedroom Large house, am-
ple parking, fireplace, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
hardwood floors, furnished Mid May to Mid May 
lease $330 - $360 rent. 315-374-7866

Available Now.  Two Bedroom Semi-Furnished 
Apartments.  Free Parking.  Lease Security.  De-
posit Required.  NO Pets.  446-5520

LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOME 

 ENERGY STAR - TWO ZONED HEAT 
 2 FULL BATHS

$275 PER PERSON Plus UTILITIES.  
New Kitchen w/Dishwasher.  

Large Living Room and Dining Room.  
Off Street Parking.

422-0709 or www.UniversityHill.com

O.P.R. Developers

Eff., 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
Bedrooms

RENTING FOR SCHOOL 
YEAR 2007-2008

1Bedroom Apts at: 
949 Ackerman, 722 Clarendon.

3 Bedroom Apts at:
110 Comstock, 1104 Madison, 

136 Redfield, 556-560 Clarendon.
4 Bedroom Apts at:

320 Euclid

Rents range from $300 and up

Call 478-6504
to check out your home 

away from home!

OPR Developers 
AT YOUR SERVICE!

www.oprdevelopers.com

545 Clarendon St, 3 bedroom Hardwoods 
throughout, Gas, New Kitchen, Bath & Appli-
ances.  Off Street Parking, Large living & Dining 
Rooms, Fireplace, Laundry.  Backs up to woods. 
2 Porches.  No Pets $1,200 (plus). New Electric, 
Cable/Internet in every room & Wireless.  Great 
Neighborhood, quiet house, central air.  
806-2600  Grad Students Preferred.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$575.00 PLUS UTILITIES 

Per Apartment.   
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  

MODERN, ENERGY STAR, 
LOW UTILITIES, DISHWASHER, 

WASHER/DRYER, 
OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709
www.UniversityHill.com

3 Bedroom Apartments

Available September 1 at 110 Comstock.  
Modern, wall to wall carpeting, micro-
wave, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 
balconies, off street parking, laundry.  

$325 pp + utilities.  
Call 478-6504

705 Euclid
3 BR

NEWLY AVAILABLE
June ‘07

Furnished, Parking, 
Laundry, Porch

Great Landlord
BEN TUPPER

420-6937
su_topia@hotmail.com

Five Bedroom House.  June 2007  Clarendon 
Street.  Parking, Washer/Dryer.  422-7138 or 
445-1808

LANCASTER RENTAL!

3 BR  Well maintained- -Furnished- -Parking and 
W/D included. No pets.  1 year, starting June 1. 
Call Rich 315-374-9508. 

3 Bedroom Available.  

June 1 @ 1104 Madison.  
Modern, balcony, 2 levels, wall to wall

 carpeting, microwave, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, 

off street parking, laundry.

$375 pp + Utilites
Call 478-6504

Two & Three Bedroom Flats.  Excellent Condi-
tion, Fireplace, Laundry, Backyard, Garage, Hard-
woods, Finished Basement.  Call 682-1122.

3 Bedrooms. Clarendon Street.  Parking, Washer/
Dryer.  Nine or Twelve Month Lease.  422-7138 
or 445-1808

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$250 per person-plus utilities
AVAILABLE JUNE, JULY, AUGUST.  
MODERN, ENERGY STAR, LOW 

UTILITIES, DISHWASHERS, WASHER/
DRYER, OFF STREET PARKING.  

422-0709 - www.universityhill.com

Westcott / Euclid Renovated 
3/4 Bedroom Apartment
Avail. 5/1 and 6/1. Huge greek revival home, 
New carpet and refinished hardwoods, Off 
street parking and laundry 952-8930

HELP WANTED
Staying in Syracuse for the summer?  
Work FULL-TIME days at Holy Shirt!
t-shirt printing company in our print shop.  
8:30am-5:30pm, M-F, 40-45/hrs weekdays, 
$8.50/hr.  Sorry, no nights or weekend work avail.  
3 MONTH COMMITMENT (May-August).  
Must have car and be able to lift 50 lbs. 
Call 445-8193 or email john@holyshirt.com
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Camp Counselors 
Needed for great overnight camps in the Pocono 
Mtns.  of PA.  Gain valuable experience while 
working with children in the outdoors.  Teach/as-
sist with waterfront, archery, gymnastics, ropes 
course, environmental ed, and much more.  
Office & Nanny positions also available.  Apply 
on-line at www.pineforestcamp.com

Summer Work
-Good Pay
-Flexible Schedules
-Customer sales/service
-No experience necessary
-All majors welcome
Conditions may apply, all ages 18+
CALL 434-9553

FOR SALE

SYRACUSE BEER PONG
T-SHIRTS

(NO TRYOUTS REQUIRED)

$12 PLUS $3 s/h

Limited Time Offer!

Buy online at 
www.BeerPongGear.com

MISCELLANEOUS
A BABY IS OUR DREAM
Two loving moms will provide a nurturing family 
life filled with love and laughter.  All legally au-
thorized expenses will be paid.  Please call Chris 
& Deb at 1-866-203-8926.  Pin #9563.  We care 
about you!

NOTICES
Being accepted to Medical School has never 
been more challenging.  I can help with guided 
essay development, interview prep and an 
individualized application plan.  Dr. Esworthy.  
607-217-4871.  www.esworthyconsulting.com

 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
The perfect way to reach students, 
faculty and residents in the Syra-
cuse area.

Call Kathy at 315 443 9794

or email ads@dailyorange.com
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HEY SENIORS...

PICK UP A COPY OF SEPTEMBER THROUGH SPRING 2007, A COMPILATION OF 
THE PAST FOUR YEARS FROM THE PAGES OF THE DAILY ORANGE 

FOREWORD BY KOREN ZAILCKAS, 
SU GRADUATE AND AUTHOR OF NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER, SMASHED

AVAILABLE AT ALL SU BOOKSTORES AND FOLLETT’S NOW
ORDER ONLINE DAILYORANGE.COM/STORE

KOREN HAS SOMETHING TO TELL YOU

ONLY

$12.50

HARDSUDOKU!
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IN & OUT

Syracuse wins inaugural Big East 
tournament, clinches NCAA tourney bid

Orange loses to Massachusetts; will 
miss playoffs for first time in 25 years

Jackson, Smith 
picked on 2nd 
day of NFL Draft

By Mark Medina
STAFF WRITER

A
MHERST, Mass.—Syracuse men’s 
lacrosse goalie Pete Coluccini 
hugged Roy Simmons III. The Syra-
cuse defensive coach comforted 

Coluccini, allowing him to rest his head on 
his shoulder.  

 SU midfielder Dan Hardy answered ‘No’ 
and then wept in frustration when a reporter 
asked if he could’ve ever imagined such 
a scenario. Perhaps the question was too 

pointed at a sensitive time, especially with 
the nightmare that played out on Saturday.

 No. 12 Syracuse lost to Massachusetts 
(7-6), 9-7, in front of 4,423 fans at Garber Field 
Saturday. Syracuse (5-7) will not make the 
NCAA tournament for the first time in 25 
years. The Orange has one game left and a 
.500 finish is required for consideration.

  The Minutemen snapped another Syr-
acuse streak in 2005—a 16-15 first-round 
NCAA tournament upset ended SU’s 22-year 

courtesy of cristian gomez | massachusetts daily collegian
GREG ROMMEL (left) fends off a Massachusetts defenseman in Syracuse’s 9-7 loss to 
the Minutemen Saturday, knocking the Orange out of the NCAA tournament contention.

Who: Tanard 
Jackson
Where: Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers
When: 4th 
round; 7th pick 
(No. 106 overall)
The skinny: 
Jackson entered 
the weekend 
looking like a surefire first-day pick, 
meaning he’d go in the first three 
rounds. That never happened. 
When safeties like Boise State’s 
Gerald Alexander and Oregon 
State’s Sabby Piscitelli snuck into 
the second round, Jackson was 
bumped. But the SU senior ended 

up in a situation that fits him well. 
The Buccaneers coached Jackson 
at the Senior Bowl and were the 
ones to orchestrate his move from 
cornerback to safety. 
What’s being said: “He’s 
going to come in and start off as a 
safety, with some corner, possibly 
some nickel. We like his flexibility, 
his personality, his character. He’s 
an all-work, no-bull kind of guy.” 

Raheem Morris 
BUCCANEERS’ DEFENSIVE BACKS 

COACH, TO BUCCANEERS.COM

Who: Kelvin 
Smith
Where: Miami 
Dolphins
When: 7th 
round; 9th pick 
(No. 219 overall)
The skinny: 
Entering the 
draft, there 
was no guarantee Smith would 
be drafted. It started becoming 
tight at the end, but the Dolphins 
tabbed SU’s four-year starter early 
in the seventh round.  But Smith 
enters a 3-4 system that could 
work well for him, considering he 
has experience playing both the 

inside and the outside at SU. He 
also has special team experience 
with the Orange, which is a must 
for any seventh rounder hoping to 
make his team. 
What’s being said: “I can 
play either inside or the outside. I 
played both in college. I’ve been 
a four-year starter, so I can adjust 
real easily.
“Now I’m at somewhere else 
where I can get it done, some-
where else my family can cheer 
for.” 

Kelvin Smith 
IN A CONFERENCE CALL WITH MIAMI-

AREA MEDIA MEMBERS

— Zach Berman, sports editor

By Christopher James
STAFF WRITER

I
nstead of Syracuse women’s lacrosse’s 
high-powered offense, its high-tempo 
defense stole the stage, blitzing six-time 
Big East conference champion George-

town Sunday.
The No. 7 Orange (12-4, 6-1 Big East) beat the 

No. 9 Hoyas (10-7, 5-2)  for the first time ever, 12-
7, in Sunday’s inaugural Big East tournament 
championship game in front of 972 at the Car-
rier Dome. The win earns SU the conference’s 

automatic berth into the NCAA tournament. 
Syracuse won despite losing 17 of 21 draw 

controls. The Orange defense made up the dif-
ference, led by goalie Amber Pardee-Hill’s 13 
saves. Nine of those came in the first half when 
Syracuse limited the Hoyas to just three goals.

“(I was) just on fire,” Pardee-Hill said. 
“Goalies, sometimes they’re hot and some-
times they’re not. I just focused on the ball 
really well and got my body in front of it.”

The Orange defense limited Georgetown’s 

rachel fus | staff photographer
SYRACUSE WOMEN’S LACROSSE storms the field and celebrates winning the inaugu-
ral Big East tournament. It was the first time the Orange beat Georgetown in 11 tries.

As expected, Syracuse had 
two players selected in 
this weekend’s NFL Draft, 
Tanard Jackson and Kelvin 
Smith. Here’s a recap of 
their weekend:
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SEE BIG EAST PAGE 18 SEE UMASS PAGE 21

JACKSON SMITH
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